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WORK IN PROGRESS

Foreword and Acknowledgements
Here’s my progress for the next entry of Dragon Quest game
scripts. It is not complete yet. The raw text dump was
provided by hacker extraordinaire Tom-Servo from the
Dragon’s Den forums. I can’t say enough about how much help
the raw text dump is for making game scripts.
Thanks go to Woodus for hosting this game script at the
Dragon’s Den, but obviously all thanks and credit should go to
Enix Corporation and Nintendo of America for making and
producing such a wonderful series of games.
This isn’t fanfiction, but the actual text from the game
formatted to read a little bit like a story. Some things are
subjective, such as how to describe the different NPCs you
encounter. What’s the difference between a guard or a
soldier or a knight? My definition might be different than
yours. So I’ve included the pics of the various NPC sprites so
that you’ll understand who I mean when I say “Guard on the
left” or “Merchant in the southwest corner.” Lastly, DQ
games aren’t always linear; there’s definitely an openendedness to the games, which is part of their appeal.
However, in creating a Dragon Warrior VII game script, I
have to make logical choices about the order of each town’s
text. Please don’t take my subjective placement of text as
anything official. While the text is drawn straight from the
game, the description of NPCs and the order of the text is
all me.
Also, sometimes there is “unspoken” text mixed in with
“spoken” text. I’ve added brackets [] to show “unspoken” text
mixed into “spoken” text. Sometimes I may describe what’s
going on visually in the game with braces {}. So just

remember that when you see text in braces, it is just my
description, and text in brackets is actual game text.
Remember that this is still a work in progress, so any
comments you can give me to improve legibility will be most
appreciated. I fully intend to finish this, but since it’s so
massive, I figured I might as well get some of it out. I’m still
working on sprites also. Some of the unique ones will probably
be added in their individual chapters instead of at the very
beginning, just to help keep things concise.
That should do it. Please enjoy this game script for Dragon
Warrior VII (PS version). Any comments can be sent to me
(AerynB) by PM through the Dragon’s Den forum or to my
email address, erinndbell@gmail.com.
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Buttons, Formatting, Conventions, etc.
Square – close all menus, view map, widen view (emu-Q)
Triangle – talk, look, pick up, throw (emu-A)
Circle – cancel selected command (emu-Z)
X – show commands, confirm commands (emu-X)
L1/R1 – changes camera angle (emu-L/R-Shift)
L2/R2 – changes camera angle 45 degrees (emu-L/R-Ctrl)
[……] – indicates an in-game observation made during a
person’s speech
{……} – my description of what is happening in the game
Treasure color
Past color ???
Maribel color
Kiefer color
Gabo color
Melvin color ???
Melvin color ???
Aira color
TYPES OF YES/NO QUESTIONS:
 When the question is only asked once and therefore you
may only answer it once. This means that you can NOT
see both answers to the question without resetting the
game. Usually the result of your response is the same – a
person joins your party, for instance – it’s just the

content of the person’s answer that changes, most times
humorously.
Person: Question? (Yes/No)
Person (if you say ‘Yes’): Blah blah blah.
Person (if you say ‘No’): Yadda yadda yadda.
Person (continued, either way): Babble, babble, babble.
 When the question is only asked once, but the NO answer
is followed immediately by the YES answer (or vice
versa). This means that you can see both answers to the
question without resetting the game.
Person: Question? (Yes/No)
Person (if you say ‘No’): Blah blah blah.
Person (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Yadda
yadda yadda.
 When the same answer is given no matter how you
respond. Unfortunately, the question could be a one-timeonly question, so you won’t know that the answer is the
same for both until you reset the game and respond
differently. Hopefully this game script will come in handy
in that respect.
Person: Question? (Yes/No)
Person (either way): Blah blah blah.
 When the person repeats the question word for word
after you’ve already given him an answer. This generally
happens with inconsequential NPC questions; after you’ve
answered them you can just talk to them again to get the
original question. It means that you can see both
responses to the question without resetting the game.
Person: Question? (Yes/No)
Person (if you say ‘No’): Blah blah blah.
Person (if you say ‘Yes’): Yadda yadda yadda.

 When the person asks the same question again after
you’ve already given him an answer, but the second
question is worded a little differently. Generally, this
also gives you the chance to see the other answer to the
original question without resetting the game.
Person: Original Question? (Yes/No)
Person (if you say ‘No’): Blah blah blah.
Person (again): Similar Question? (Yes/No)
Person (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
(This is generally how you know your other answer
would have given the same response to the original
question.)
Person (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Yadda yadda
yadda.
 When an object asks a question, i.e. a bed, altar book,
bookshelf, etc. The NO response will generally just close
the talk windows and put you back in control of your
party; the YES response will generally change something
about the surroundings (or vice versa).
Observation: Do you want to go to bed? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’

CHAPTER 1

A Beginning in Fishbel
“Phew… Let’s call it a day and head back to the castle.
Where’s that exit…? Oh, here it is. Push up your side.
Remember, this is our secret! My father mustn’t find out!”

Fishbel
Maribel: Are you ever going to tell me where you keep
sneaking off to? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): As always, you’re a man of few
words.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Well, I
better get back to bed, before my father finds out I’m
missing. But I expect to hear everything later. Oh my! I
almost forgot! Tomorrow is the Amitt Harvest! You should
get home too, before your parents realize you’re gone!
Remember, HERO. I want to hear all about your adventure!
Don’t worry. You can trust me! Bye, HERO. I’ll see you
tomorrow!
Cat by church: Meow.
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Observation (if you try to enter the west cave): The
stifling darkness of night is almost total.
Cat by dock: Meow meow.
Observation about eastern house: It appears to be locked
from the inside.
Barrel – Herb
Barrel – 5 gold coins
Observation about mansion’s back door and front door: It
appears to be locked from the inside.

Priest: Why, it's HERO! I suppose you want to hear more
tales from beyond the sea, right? (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): Hmm? Another tale? But the annual
Amitt Harvest is tomorrow. We shouldn't stay up too late.
I'll tell you more stories some other time. For now, just you
just go on home.
Priest (again): What is it? I bet you want to hear more tales
from beyond the sea, right? (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I, too,
wondered what lay beyond the sea when I was your age.
Might there possibly be new countries or villages? So I
outfitted a ship and put out to sea. No matter how far I
went, there was nothing but ocean. There were no islands, no
countries, no villages. Nothing at all. It became clear that in
all the world, there is only this one island. This village, this
castle, that’s all there is. It may make you feel empty inside,
but this island is alone in the world. Do you understand?
(Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): That's all right. You'll understand in
due time, HERO. All right, then,/no comma/ /period/ Go on
home. The annual Amitt Harvest is tomorrow. You'll need an
early start if you don't want the boats to leave you behind.
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, then. Go on back home.
The annual Amitt Harvest is tomorrow. You'll need an early
start if you don't want the boats to leave you behind.
On church roof – 10 gold coins
Observation about northern house: It appears to be locked
from the inside.
Observation if you try to leave the village: It's a bad idea
to leave the village at night.
Hanging sack – Herb
Dresser – 10 gold coins

Mollie: Zzz... [Mollie is sleeping quietly.] Huh? Why are you
still up, HERO? If you don't get some sleep, you won't be
ready for tomorrow!
Borkano: Zzzzz... Zzzzz... [It’s HERO's father, Borkano. He's
sleeping peacefully.]
Dresser – Leather hat
Treasure chest – 110 gold coins
Observation: Do you want to go to bed? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Mollie: {The next morning.} HERO, wake up already! The sun's
already risen! {She arrives in your room.} Today is the annual
Amitt Harvest, HERO! Your father already left some time
ago. Get up and hurry to the harbor!
Mollie, when you climb down from your room: Are you
ready? Imagine, a fisherman's son sleeping in on a day like
this! Now, hurry over to the harbor and help your father out!
Mollie (as you leave): Oh, wait a second! {She walks over to
you.} Take this to your father, would you? I've made a Fish
Sub for him. He never sets off without eating one first.
Father's at the harbor by the temple. Come on now, out you
go! [HERO received a Fish Sub!]
Mollie (if you go outside and come back in): What's the
matter, HERO? The harbor should be buzzing with
excitement by now! It's right by the temple. I want you to do
your best to help out your father.
Barrel – 2 gold coins
Barrel – Herb
Pot – 1 gold coin
Observation: A heavy stone lid lies here. It looks impossible
to lift by yourself.
Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by sea. Oh, it's you, HERO! I suppose I didn't
need to tell you that. Ha ha ha! The Amitt Harvest is today,
so everyone should be at the harbor. I'm sure you know
where it is by now. Ha ha ha!

Old woman in northern house: Oh, look who's here! You're
helping your father today, aren't you? He's letting my son
take the helm for the harvest this year. I'm so happy.
Borkano's such a great man.
Old man: Ohhh, I just can’t /extra space/ wait to eat some
of all the fish they’ll bring back!
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Nun in church: Even a servent servant of God like me gets
excited every Amitt Harvest. May God protect the brave
voyagers!
Priest: Hello, HERO. You're helping your father today, aren't
you? My, how time files flies. Here you are, sixteen already,
and you've grown up strong and healthy to boot. I can
remember the uproar that ensued when Mollie gave birth to
you as if it were yesterday. Say, isn't it about time for the
ship to cast off? Your father's going to be waiting for you at
the dock. You'd best hurry over there.
Priest (again): No matter how old you get, always remember
to treat your parents well.
Cat in eastern house: Meow? Meow? Meow.
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest is locked!
Lady in mansion (Maribel’s mother): Helping your father
again, HERO! He's lucky to have a son like you. My daughter,
on the other hand, has already run off someplace. That
Maribel! Where did she go? What a headache she gives me!
Observation: A large ship model rests here.
Dresser – Hairband
Cat in Maribel’s parents’ bedroom: Ffffft!
Dresser – 2 gold coins
Maid: Oh, I’m a maid, a maid, I’m such a pretty maid! Oh! Hi
there, HERO. If you’re looking for Maribel, she went out
somewhere.
Barrel – Herb

Little boy: Hooray! It's the Amitt Harvest! Do you want to
know something? This festival was started by Amitt's great,
great, great, great, great grandfather!
Man in blue vest: I'm not much of a morning person, but
today I got up early and walked here from Estard. Taking a
morning walk isn't too bad every now and then. Ha ha ha!
Merchant: Step right up! On sale today only. Don't miss out!
Looking to buy something? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): What? You're not going to buy
anything? You'll regret that foolish decision.
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Good, good. The merchandise is
right over here! [AmitSnack] Well, if it isn't Borkano's boy,
HERO. I can't very well charge you for something like this.
It's yours. Take it. [HERO received an AmitDonut and an
AmitSnack!] Say hello to your old man for me.
Merchant (again): Many stories about Borkano have been
told in the castle town. People still go on about that time he
went fishing in a hurricane.
Woman: On a day like today, being a fisherman sure is a fine
thing, especially one as talented as your father, HERO. I
should have married a fisherman, too!
Young woman (by woman): I wonder if this will turn out to be
yet another long sea voyage. Please let my husband and all of
his companions return home safely.
Young woman (by man in blue vest): Hey you! You're from
this town, right? So, are you going to become a fisherman
too? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I just love men of the sea!
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): You've got to be kidding!
Sailor: Urk! Cough! Cough! Just my luck, I've managed to
aggravate my cold. Cough! Cough! Why did this have to happen
when I was finally going to be allowed to board the ship?
What inopportune timing! Cough! I always seem to choke when
it counts. Sigh...

Merchant (ship’s captain??): Oh, it really is good to be on
board a ship! This year, I'm thinking of heading in a more
northern direction, seeing as how Borkano recommends it.
Sailor on deck: Why, if it isn't HERO. Your father is waiting
for you! You’re getting old enough now to go out on your first
fishing trip, HERO. Learn all you can from Borkano! He's the
best there is!
Amitt (if you talk to Amitt or Borkano): Hmm. Borkano's
probably right, but I'm not too sure about changing the
regular fishing spot.
Borkano (continued): But you see, Amitt, it is just this kind
of current that gives me confidence. I don't want to sound
arrogant, but we fishermen are experts on the mood of the
fish!
Amitt (continued): Well, that's true. Hmm? Hey, isn't that
HERO? You came to help out dad, did you?
Borkano (continued): HERO! Where were you? Your mother
could have given birth to another child, and I could have had
him bring me the sandwich in the time it took you to get
here. You didn't forget it, did you? [HERO gave the Fish Sub
to his father!] Hehe! Mmm mmm! Just wonderful! Fishing
can't begin until I've eaten one of these! Munch, munch...
Ahem! What are you doing, HERO? Don't just stand there
staring. Go clean the cabin or something!
Amitt: Your father is a great man, HERO. He never backs
down from his decisions, and always takes full responsibility
for whatever the consequences may be. You would do well to
follow in his example and develop an iron will. That is the only
way those boisterous revelers we call fishermen will ever
listen to you.
Observation: A harpoon rests here.
Barrel – 4 gold coins

Sailor below deck: Young people like you have lots of energy,
but what you lack is experience. You never know what'll
happen out in the ocean. That's why you have to stay cool.
Dresser – Antidote
Sailor below deck: It looks like we're going further north
than usual for this harvest.
Observation: HERO looked at the map. It's a map of the
surrounding area.
Dresser – Herb
Sailor below deck: Do you presume to think that you
understand my feelings? (Yes/No)
Sailor (if you say ‘Yes’): Bah, you're just saying that to
humor me. You couldn't possibly understand what I'm going
through.
Sailor (if you say ‘No’): Of course you don't understand!
How could one so young understand the pain of leaving your
spouse to go on a dangerous voyage? Nobody can understand
how I feel right now!
Sailor in galley: Even we of the castle town have heard of
the amazing prowess of Borkano of Fishbel. You should be
proud to have him as your father. On the other hand, his
younger brother is known in the castle town as a... Umm, oops!
My sense of propriety won't let me speak ill of other people.
Just pretend you didn't hear that, okay?
Head Cook: I don't know how good a sailor you'd be with that
body, HERO, but if you're any good in the kitchen you'd still
come in handy here. Just devote yourself to what you're
talented at, and you'll do fine.
Pot – AmitSnack
Voice: Shhhh! Quiet down! I can't let anyone find out I'm
here!
Head Cook (continued): Hmm? Is someone there? {The head
cook walks in.} Maribel, you're trying to stow away again,

aren't you? I thought you were told not to come on this
voyage.
Maribel (continued): Oh, come on! Why can't I come along,
huh? All I wanted to do was try some of that amazing stew
you make!
Head Cook (continued): Flattery will get you nowhere,
Maribel. Now get off this boat before your father blows his
lid. Oh good, HERO. Come help me peel some potatoes. {He
leaves.}
Maribel (continued): Argh! HERO! You moron! Just for that,
I'm going to tell everyone about your little secret base! {She
leaves.}
Head Cook: I'm sorry, HERO, the potatoes are already
peeled. I guess I was so busy yellling yelling at Maribel that I
forgot I had done that already. She's quite a handful, isn't
she? Ha ha ha!
Borkano (when you arrive on deck): HERO, I know you're
anxious to be able to come with me on a fishing voyage, but
you'd just be a hindrance at this point. Continue to work and
train hard and someday you may become a master fisherman.
After all, you are my son. Ha ha ha! There is something you
can do for me, though. Please take care of your mother while
I'm away. {You are escorted off the ship.}
Amitt (continued): Set sail! Raise the anchor! {The ship
departs and everyone leaves the docks.}
Maribel’s mother: My Maribel is such a problem. I hired a
private tutor for her, but she always vanishes when he
arrives. I wonder if she'll ever become a ladylike woman like
me.
Maid in her room: Mmmm... Zzzzz...
Maribel: What do you want, HERO? Hmm. You're lucky.
Someday you'll be able to sail a ship and go beyond this
island, even though they say that there's nothing more than

ocean surrounding us. I don't know whether I really believe
that or not!
Soldier, as you leave the docks: The King has requested an
audience with you. You are to travel to the castle
immediately. Take the road by the seashore, and you should
reach Estard, which is in the northwest.
Maribel (continued): Hee hee hee! I heard that you were
called to the castle, HERO. I'm going with you, all right?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): They're selling lots of
cute dresses in the town around the castle. Let's go!
[Maribel joined the party!]
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): It's your fault that I was thrown
off the boat. The least you can do is let me go to the castle
with you. [Maribel joined your party!]
Maribel (chat): What's wrong? Why aren't we going to the
castle? Need I remind you that the it's on the coast to the
northwest.
Sailor: Urk! Cough! Cough! Just my luck, I've managed to
aggravate my cold. Cough! Cough! Why did this have to happen
when I was finally going to be allowed to board the ship?
What inopportune timing! Cough! I always seem to choke when
it counts. Sigh...
Maribel (chat): I hope I didn't catch that cold.
Maribel’s mother: Maribel, where are you going? It's almost
time for your lessons!
Maribel (continued): I'm just going to HERO's house for
awhile. I'll be back soon, Mom.
Maribel’s mother (continued): Well, all right, but don't be
late.
Maribel (chat): Oh, come on. We didn't coem come all this
way just to say hello to my mother. Sometimes you are so
annoying.

Maribel’s mother (again): I'm sure Maribel would settle
down if she married someone like you, HERO.
Merchant: Welcome. This is a general store! (Buy/Sell/End)
Merchant (if you say ‘End’): Come back again anytime!
Woman: Every year around this time I'm reminded of your
birth, HERO. Your mother went into labor while Borkano was
out on the harvest. You were born four months premature,
and we all thought that you would die. I was amazed at how
big you turned out to be. It made your father and mother so
happy. Now that you're becoming an adult, though, the day
will soon come when you'll have to take care of them.
Maribel (chat): That old lady rambled on and on. I was afraid
I was going to doze off. It is true, though, that you were
born three months early. You were supposedly a huge baby,
but you're unremarkably average now.
Merchant: Every Amitt Harvest, I get nothing but grief from
my old lady. She starts badgering me about why I’m not a
fisherman like everyone else. I can’t blame her, really. Fishing
is the most important job during Harvest.
Little boy: My dad is a fisherman! He promised to catch a lot
of fish for me!
Old woman in church: Thanks to God's great power, we can
live every day in peace. I am truly grateful for His presence.
Nun: Even a servent servant of God like me gets excited
every Amitt Harvest. May God protect the brave voyagers!
Maribel (chat): Did you hear that? The nun is so excited. I
want some excitement, too! Let's hurry to the Castle Town,
HERO!
Priest: Well, the ship looks to have shoved off safely. I'm
sure you wanted to go with them, but you still have a lot of
training ahead of you. You're sixteen already. If you don't
stop playing around with Prince Kiefer, you're going to end up
just like your uncle. Courageous servants of God, what do you

seek in our temple? (Save…End) Well then, take care. May
God's divine protection be with you.
Maribel (chat): Don't tell me you came here to pray, HERO.
It seems so weird for you. Do you think there is a God?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): I don't really care either way.
Observation in cavern: A heavy stone lid lies here. It looks
impossible to lift by yourself.
Maribel (continued): What? You don't expect me to help you
lift that, do you? I want to go to the castle town, not screw
around here.
Mollie: Oh, HERO. You were with Maribel all this time? I was
wondering where you went.
Maribel (continued): Oh, hello!
Mollie (continued): Maribel seems like such a level-headed
young woman, unlike a certain boy I know around here! Oh!
Speaking of which, have you met the King’s sentry yet?
(Yes/No)
Mollie (either way): You’d better hurry on over to the King.
Remember, always mind your manners around the King and
Prince Kiefer, even if you and the Prince are friends. Oh,
here. Don’t forget to take this with you. [HERO received a
small Package!] This is Prince Kiefer’s favorite, so make sure
to give it to him. Off you go now!
Maribel (chat): To the castle, my bumbling friend, to the
castle.
Mollie: Well. Now that everyone’s out to sea, I think I’ll take
a little break.
Young woman: Good day, HERO. Oh, and Maribel is with you
too. It's nice to see you two together. One might even call
you inseparable.
Maribel (chat): Get along? Well, it might look that way if you
don't know the truth.

Young woman: Your father may be an impressive fisherman,
HERO, but he's not nearly as wonderful as my husband at the
helm.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): What's wrong with you?
Forget talking! Let's get to the castle!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): What's with you, HERO?
Don't tell me you forgot where the castle is! (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): All right, if you say so.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): You numskull! It's on the
northwest coast!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): The castle is always farther
than it seems. It's no fun to go all the way there by myself.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Are we there yet, HERO?
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Hey, this time the King,
instead of Prince Kiefer called for you! That's weird. What
could the King want with you?

Ancient Ruins
Maribel (as soon as you enter): Come on, HERO! What are
you bringing me way out here for? I'm tired of your
gallavanting around! Let's just go back to Estard! {You
automatically leave the Ruins.}

Woodsman’s Hut
Maribel (chat): Someone actually lives in the middle of these
woods? I didn't know that.
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Cat inside house: Meow.
Dresser – Piece of cloth

Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest is locked!
Barrel – Herb
Pot – 3 gold coins
Woodsman (dwarf, as you approach): Ha ha ha! So that's
what it was all about. Interesting. {The animals run off.}
Woodsman: Ha ha ha! As I expected, they all ran at the sight
of strangers! Did you come from the town of Estard, by any
chance? (Yes/No)
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah, I see! Then I must
tell you something.
Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): So, you're from Fishbel! You
must have traveled a long way. I’ve got something to tell you,
then.
Woodsman (continued, either way): There's a person who
has been fooling around and bothering everyone. What was
his name? Hmm... H.. Da... Ho.. Yes, yes, his name is Hondara!
There's a no-good loser by the name of Hondara hanging out
around here. You'd best watch out. Huh? I suppose you
wonder how I know him. Ha ha! The animals of the forest told
me. No, I'm not joking with you. If you love nature, you can
befriend animals. You'll eventually even be able to speak
their language. That’s how I know so much even though I live
deep in the forest. The animals tell me.
Maribel (chat): How about that, HERO? Your uncle's name is
even known over here.
Woodsman: Come back again anytime! I’ll tell you about the
stories I hear from the animals.

Estard Castle Town
Maribel (when you arrive): Whew! We made it! I'm going to
bow out here. What? Right, I'll go back home later. I can
manage getting back by myself. Thanks a lot, HERO.

Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Oh, my. It looks like your girlfriend left you
behind.
Young woman (again): Oh, so she's just a girl following you
around? I see. Well, this might be her way of showing she's
interested in you! Maybe she is very shy.
Young woman (again): Welcome. This is the castle town of
Estard.

Fishbel
Young woman at entrance (if Maribel isn’t with you):
Enjoying the lovely weather we're having today, HERO?
Mollie (if you go to Estard and then return before talking
to the King): You're still here, HERO? Haven't you gone to
see the King yet? You can't refuse the King, you know! Hurry
up and go to the castle!

Ancient Ruins
Observation about statue: What a strange statue.
Observation about main door: It looks like it hasn't been
opened in years. It may take more than strength to open.
Observation in Rainbow Cove beneath Ruins: HERO
searched the cove. The clear water glitters in a rainbow of
colors. If you had an empty bottle, you could fill it with
water.
Observation about silver door in cave: The door is tightly
shut.

Estard Castle Town

Man in blue vest in southwest house: I've heard that Prince
Kiefer has been up to no good, but I'm sure that the Prince
wouldn't do anything like that himself. It must be the fault
of his friends.
Nun outside church: I hesitate to say this, but Prince Kiefer
worries me deeply. At his age, he should be preparing himself
for the throne. I can only imagine how difficult it must be
for King Burns.
Old woman in church: It's thanks to God that I've been able
to live in such happy times. I come here every day to pray for
peace in the world.
Little boy: Hey! Does God really exist? If He does, where is
He? Is He in the sky above, perhaps?
Dog outside church: Woof! Woof woof!
Pot – 1 gold coin
Young woman in northwest house: My, my. It's you, HERO.
Welcome. Make yourself at home. This island is so small that
almost everyone knows each other, like one big family. But I
wonder, is this island all there is in the world? Makes me sort
of sad to think of it. Oh my, I mustn't dally. I have to start
making dinner!
Young man: Hey, HERO. I'd love to get my hands on your
Uncle Hondara right about now! He tried looking through the
bathroom window while my wife was in the bath. Oh, sorry,
sorry. There's no point yelling at you about it.
Observation: A painting is displayed on the wall.
Little girl: What do you want? It's rude to peek at a lady
while she's putting on her make-up, you know!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a piece
of paper. "On the X day of the Y month, I borrowed 50 gold
coins." Signed, Hondara.
Pot – 6 gold coins
Soldier near exit: Well, if it isn't HERO! I suppose you've
already gotten the message from that sentry we sent. The

King's waiting for you. You'll find the castle just beyond that
gate. Now, please hurry!
Merchant near fountain: I was cleaning the warehouse the
other day and found a lot of things like swords and shields. I
wonder which era they're from. I guess even a country as
peaceful as this had wars, eh?
Young man: What beautiful weather! It's days like these
that feel the most peaceful.
Old man: Just a moment ago Orka left his shop with a pretty
girl. She must be his new girlfriend that everyone is talking
about. That Orka's a smart guy.
Old man in northern house: I guess renting that house to
Hondara was a mistake. He's Borkano's brother, so I thought
I could trust him.
Cat: Mrrrrow.
Young woman: I hate to say it, but Hondara owes a half a
year's rent. His laziness is legendary, but Dearie and I just
can’t bring ourselves to hate him. At this rate though, we'll
have to ask him to leave.
Observation: The drawers are filled with women's clothing.
Little boy: Waaah! Hondara took my candy away!
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Deeply asleep, it appears.]
Barrel – Dung
Observation about cell door beneath Hondara’s house: The
door is locked!
Barrel – Intelligence seed
Dog near house on cliff: Grrr. Woof woof!
Pot – 2 gold coins
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookcase is
full of complicated books.
Old man: Who do you think you are, barging into my house
like this? Are you here to gawk at the crazy old man on the
cliff? Well, here I am! Are you happy? Now, get out!

Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookcase is
packed full of difficult books.
Tough guy (shopkeeper and Orka’s father): So, are you
friends of Orka? Orka's on the second floor.
Woman (Orka’s mother): It looks like my son, Orka, has been
going out with Amitt's daughter lately, but I don't really like
that girl. She seems a little selfish.
Barrel – 2 gold coins
Orka: Hey! We're talking right now, so butt out!
Maribel: Hey, HERO. You came here to check me out because
you’re interested in me, right? Tee hee! But don’t worry.
Orka and I aren’t seeing each other or anything like that.
Sigh. Being popular isn’t easy.
Observation: An armor display.
Innkeeper (man in blue vest): Why,/space/if it isn't HERO!
Are you here on behalf of your father today? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): That’s great. You're more
considerate of your parents than you looked at first glance,
HERO.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): I suppose this means that
you've been summoned by Prince Kiefer again, am I right?
Oh, that's not it? It's His Majesty! Well, now, that is
unusual. What in the world would His Highness want with you
of all people, HERO?
Bunny girl: You're Hondara's nephew, right? (Yes/No)
Bunny girl (if you say ‘No’): Hmph. Playing dumb, huh? I
can't blame you. I don't know what I'd do if I had someone
like Hondara in my family!
Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Listen, we're happy he comes
here every day, but could you get him to pay up his tab? It's
getting kind of steep.
Man in black pants: Hey, HERO. Are you visiting the castle
again? By the way, I haven't seen your uncle yet today, oddly
enough. He's usually in for a drink by now.

Old man: Oh, HERO, you're here. How's Borkano doing? Oh,
the Amitt Harvest? Is it that time of year already? The days
go by so quickly.
Woman upstairs: Okay, that's good enough. Now this room is
nice and clean, too. Our guests will be comfortable when they
stay over.
Dresser – Stick
Man in black pants (from behind counter): Hey, hey! This is
my work area! You can't come in here!
Woman by well: Oh, if it isn’t Borkano’s child from Fishbel.
Borkano is a fine citizen, unlike his useless brother, Hondara.
Oh, I'm sorry. I shouldn't say that in front of you, HERO.
Old woman by well: There are only two things wrong with
this country. One is Hondara, and the other is Prince Kiefer.
They're incorrigible, both of them.
Woman (if you try to search the well): Don't peer so far
into the well! Pay attention to me! What would happen if you
fell in?

Estard Castle
Guard on the left: Welcome to Estard Castle!
Guard on the right: Well, hello, HERO! His Highness awaits.
Observation: It looks like the lever that opens and closes the
castle gate.
Soldier on the left: Zzzzz…
Soldier on the right: Who are you? Are you saying that the
King has called for you? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): You're lying! The King would never
see someone of such questionable stature!
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Get out of here! Immediately!
Soldier (continued, either way): I wish I could say that just
once. Please go right on through.

Soldier behind stairs: Beyond here is the banquet hall. It's
also used as a dining room for the royal family. But the King
is currently upstairs. You should go there immediately.
Observation: The door is locked!
Merchant on the right: Welcome to World Bank, the bank
you love to trust! We protect your precious money from
monsters. Both deposits and withdrawals are handled in
increments of 1000 gold. We certainly won't charge you any
transaction fees! How can I help you, HERO?
(Deposit/Withdraw/End)
Merchant (if you say ‘End’): We aren't currently storing any
gold for you, HERO. Thank you, and come again.
Guard Captain: Aren't you Borkano's son? Oh, yes. You were
called by the King. Did you meet with him already? (Yes/No)
Guard Captain (if you say ‘No’): I haven't heard any details,
but he trusts you, so it must be important. Quit wasting time
here, and go and see the King!
Guard Captain (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. You must be quite a
man, managing to gain the confidence of both the King and
the Prince.
Soldier: What amazing luck! How do you like my new wallet? I
was told that this mysterious wallet magically gathers money
for its owner! A man named Hondara sold it to me for only
300 gold. He's a man of few wants, that Hondara.
Observation: A spear display.
Observation: A shield display.
Soldier on castle grounds: I saw Prince Kiefer ransacking
the treasury, looking for something. Then later he was
running around with an old scroll in his hands. What's he
doing? Hunting for hidden treasure?
King Burns (when you go up central staircase): Kiefer! Has
Prince Kiefer not been located yet? {He runs down the
staircase.} Heh heh heh! You fool, I won't forgive you this
time!

Minister (continued): Your Majesty! If only for my sake,
please calm yourself! I'm sure Prince Kiefer has his reasons
for what he has done.
King Burns (continued): Silence! There's no need to cover for
anyone else! Huh? HERO! How long have you been standing
there? I have been waiting for you. Come here, subject. {He
leads you up to the throne room.} I suggest that you take a
seat, child. {You sit down on the Prince’s throne.} I'd
appreciate it if you would look into my eyes, HERO. Would
you allow me this simple gesture? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Can you not feel the
weight of my stare? Perhaps then, you will feel the
weight of my fist. Have you ever been unmercifully
beaten about the head? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Allow me to ask again
then. [back to “I’d appreciate it...”]
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmmm, I thought so.
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): You’re hiding something from
me, aren't you, HERO? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Do not feign ignorance. I can
see a glint of intelligence in your eyes notably absent from
my loyal subjects.
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): My patience grows
cold. It is clear by your reticence that you have
something to hide.
King Burns (after any combination of answers): Kiefer has
been acting restless lately, almost as if he were driven by
some unforeseen force. Today that fool carried off a ring, an
important keepsake from the Queen. I'm confounded by his
increasingly erratic behavior. The distance between Kiefer
and me has grown since his mother passed. As a result, he
pays little heed to my words. It seems he has acquired quite
a taste for wine, women, and adventure. However, it is time

that he accept his responsibility to the people of Estard.
HERO, will you talk to Kiefer? {He goes to sit on the throne.}
Minister: His Majesty's primary concerns lay with Prince
Kiefer. So, HERO, I ask that you keep a close eye on him.
King Burns (again): I was planning to continue our discussion,
but we'll stop for now, HERO. I have much to think about. As
always I ask that you keep an eye on Kiefer. I trust him. And
you, HERO, as well.
Soldier on the right: Among the keepsakes of the Queen,
there's a ring with a very rare jewel called the SunStone.
The King has grown remarkably angry because of Prince
Kiefer's handling of the jewel.
Soldier on the left: Prince Kiefer went out this morning.
We're quite worried.
Soldier on second floor at throne room stairs: This is the
first time I've seen the King so angry.
Lady: Though ten years have already passed since the Queen
died, the King is still alone. Sigh... When will he realize my
feelings for him?
Maid: It's been two years since I started looking after the
Prince. And he's turning eighteen this year as well. Maybe
it's just me, but recently it seems like this room is starting
to reek of a man's sweat... What? You mean, the Prince
wasn't with you? I thought he just left to meet up with you,
HERO.
Dresser – 5 gold coins
Knight on back terrace: Huh? I think something just flashed
over there beyond the sea. But, then again, beyond the sea
there's only sea. It must just have something to do with the
angle of the light.
Soldier outside royal bedchamber: These are the King's
chambers. His Highness is absent right now. Princess Leesa,
Prince Kiefer's younger sister, is here though. Please show
her proper respect.

Observation: Some magnificent clothes hang inside the
closet.
Princess Leesa: Oh, it's you, HERO! I heard Father wanted
to see you. Thank you for coming! I'm sure Father wanted to
hear from you because you're closer to my brother than
anyone! You know, they say that, apart from this continent,
the world's nothing but ocean. Do you believe that, HERO?
My brother doesn't want to believe that there's only one
country and one continent in this whole world! And I don't
want to believe that, either. Think about it! A whole
different country, in a completely different place, with all
kinds of people living there that we've never met! Isn't that
more exciting? Don't you think? That's right. My brother's
out there, following his dreams. And so you go out there too,
HERO, and follow your dreams just like my brother!
Princess Leesa: Now that I think back on it, my brother said
that he was going out to find you. I guess you must have
missed each other somewhere along the way.
Lady on front terrace: If I'm not mistaken, you're Prince
Kiefer's friend. HERO, right? The Prince has been running
around looking for something since early this morning. Did he
find what he was looking for?
Young man: Boy, it sure is peaceful. We've got Prince
Kiefer's father, King Burns, to thank for that!
Scholar in library: Long ago, the eastern area of this island
was marked as a forbidden zone. I heard that some ruins still
remain in the deep eastern forests. These ruins are
apparently the ancient burial ground of the royal family. And
so, I must advise you not to approach the area too closely.
Surely, you must recognize and appreciate the sacred history
that surrounds the ruins. (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): Huh? The rumor isn't true, is it?
It's been rumored that the Prince has been wandering
around the ruins.

Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): Raiding the quiet resting place of
the dead just isn't something people who live on this island
would do.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It's crammed
full of books of inconceivable complexity.
Soldier at top of castle: Early this morning, I saw a large
ship coming from the southeast. It must have been the Amitt
Harvest of Fishbel. It was the first time I've seen it, and it
was quite the sight.
Bard: The story is abundant with details about monsters. But
who could have created them? If those creatures really
exist, I'd like to see them with my own eyes.
Old man: You there. Do you believe in fortune telling?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): So you don't believe in me, eh?
Well, that's all right.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Fire! Mire! Dire! Liar! Papaya!
Oh, I can see it! You will become a great warrior and will
bring peace to the world! That's odd. The world's already
peaceful enough. Oh, dear. I guess my clairvoyance isn't what
it used to be.
Soldier near jail door: Though Estard is an open castle, this
is no place for guests to come. Even for a friend of the
Prince, HERO.
Observation: The door is locked!
Soldier on lower terrace: Everything's fine! This country is
very peaceful. I almost feel guilty about collecting a salary
for something like this. Almost.
Soldier on the first floor on the right: Tell me, what did
the King want? It was about Prince Kiefer, wasn't it? Of
course! What else could the King possibly have to talk to you
about? Oh excuse me! Ha ha ha!

Maid in dining room: The King was far too busy to dine with
the Prince and Princess tonight. Always eating dinner without
their father must get lonesome.
Maid in dining room: Cleaning up after Prince Kiefer sure is a
lot of work! His side of the table looks like a battleground!
He hasn't been disciplined much since the Queen passed
away. He was so young then. He's quite an indiscriminate
eater.
Chef (if you have the FishPaste with you): Hey, HERO. Is
that a dish of fish paste that you've got there? I see! You
brought it for Prince Kiefer. All right! Give it to me, and I'll
serve it for dinner tonight!
Chef (again): We all like Prince Kiefer very much! But he's
been acting so wild these days, it's as if he hasn't realized
that he's next in line for the throne.
Pot – AmitDonut
Chef: Cooking is important, but cleaning up is just as
important for a cook. You've got to remove stains from the
pots and sharpen the knives, just like this. And as soon as you
finish cooking, the preparation for the next meal begins.
Old man in cellar beneath kitchen: Oh dear. I dropped my
glasses somewhere. I can't see a thing!
Observation: Various food items. Nothing appears useful.
Pot – Antidote
Pot – Spectacle
Pot – Herb
Old man (again): Oh! My glasses! You found them! Did you
find them for me? Thank you very much! To repay you, let me
tell you an ancient myth I think you'll enjoy. It seems that
long ago, God and the Demon Lord waged a fierce battle. The
battle lasted for dozens, no, hundreds of years, before God
destroyed the Demon Lord. That led to the era of peace that
we prosper under today. Where did God go after that?
Myths don't go into that much detail!

Guard on the right: Estard Castle is open to all citizens of
the kingdom. Please proceed into His Highness' presence.

Estard Castle Town
Soldier: Well, HERO! Leaving so soon? Take care of yourself!
Little boy outside Hondara’s house: Waaah! I told Hondara
to give me back my candy, and he poked me!
Orka’s father: So, are you friends with Orka? He just left
with a girl.
Merchant near fountain: Damn that surly old bastard. I'm so
upset. You know that old man who lives on the cliff in this
town? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Huh? You don't know the old
man? He lives on the cliff at the end of the underground
path.
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Well,
I was nice enough to bring food for him, but he just spit it on
the floor and said it was disgusting before dismissing me.
With an attitude like that, it's no wonder he's isolated.
Young man: I saw someone resembling Prince Kiefer run
through town this morning. Where was he headed /to/ in
such a hurry?
Innkeeper: Why, if it isn't HERO! Speaking of which, your
uncle is still out drinking.
Man in black pants: Oh, man, here we go again...
Bunny girl: Oh, Hondara. I'm sure there's someone out there
more suitable for you than me. So why don't you save this for
her, okay? Oh, HERO, you're here too? Try and talk some
sense into him!
Hondara: I just want you to understand where I'm- Hic –
coming from. See? I've got a present for you here, heh heh.
Here, touch it! Toasty warm, isn't it? That's why I call it the
HotStone! It may look like some old rock, but it's very

different inside! Kind of like me, isn't it? Heh heh heh. Hey,
if it isn't HERO. You came at a good time. I need you to
vouch for me to this young lady. Hic!
Hondara: Zzzzz…
Bunny girl: Sigh…
Man in black pants: Whew! He finally fell asleep.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman: Good. Everybody seems fine today. Play nice with
each other, okay?
Woodsman: Ha ha ha! As I expected, they all ran at the sight
of strangers! Don't worry. It's not like that they don't like
you. They're just being cautious. Come back anytime, all
right? Ha ha ha!

Fishbel
Young woman at entrance: Where've you been, HERO?
Prince Kiefer came by looking for you.
Young woman in cellar of northern house: We've got lots to
do while our husbands are at sea! Besides tending to our
homes, we have to repair their fishing gear. Busy, busy, busy!
Little boy on beach: Daddy and the other fishermen are
late. I hope they come back soon. Maybe they've found so
many fish that they're having a hard time getting them all.
Cat near HERO’s house: Rowr! Meeow.
Mollie: Oh! Welcome back, HERO. Did you mind your manners
at the castle? (Yes/No)
Mollie (either way) The Prince might be your best friend,
but that doesn't mean you can be rude around him! Oh,
speaking of which, the Prince came looking for you a while
ago. He apparently didn't know you were summoned to the

castle. He might still be around here. Why don't you go look
for him?
Old woman in church: Every day I pray here for the safety
of the fishermen. The sea is full of danger. I can only pray
that God will protect my son.
Nun: Oh? Prince Kiefer? No, he isn't here. Not long ago, I
saw the Prince running north carrying some kind of bundle.
His eyes were glittering brightly. Whenever the Prince's
eyes light up like that, he's always causing some mischief.
What is he up to this time?
Old man in front of church: It's going to be awfully quiet
around the village with the young men away at sea.
Cat near general store: Purrrr!
Woman in general store: Welcome, HERO. We're counting
on you if anything bad happens. The only men in the village
right now are you and my husband.
Cat in general store: Meow!
Merchant: Oh, hey, HERO. What did you come in the back
for? Looking for something? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I'm sorry, but I don't
have anything special back here.
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oh, all right. If you're shopping,
come on in from the front.
Maribel’s mother: That Maribel! Looks like she went to the
castle town again. That girl sure does like lively places! I
don't know what I'm going to do with her.
Maid: Oh, I'm a maid, a maid, I'm such a pretty maid! Oh,
HERO! If you're looking for Maribel, she should be back
home.
Maribel: Oh, HERO. /extra space/ Did you come because you
were worried about whether I made it home okay? You don't
need to worry. Orka walked me home without me even having
to ask. By the way, I saw Prince Kiefer hanging out around
here again a little while ago. Are you guys plotting something

again? You two are always going off and whispering together.
It's really suspicious. You'll never be able to fool me, though!
Young man on dock (Orka??): Oh, HERO! I've been waiting
for you. I have a message for you from Prince Kiefer. 'I'll be
waiting at the usual place.' He said you'd know what he
meant. That's all.
Young man (again): What? Don't tell me you don't know
where 'the usual place' is! (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Don't ask me! How am I
supposed to know? Find out for yourself!
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Well, okay then.
Young man (again): Go away and leave me alone! You and the
Prince always used to go off together toward the northern
mountains, didn't you? Isn't 'the usual
place'/space/somewhere around there?

Ancient Ruins
Kiefer: {to himself} Um, move this over here, then— {to
HERO} Oh good, HERO. You finally made it here. I wasn't
sure if you could make it here safely on your own. There was
no way I was going to tell your mother where I was going to
meet you. Anyway, take a look at this. [HERO received an
Ancient Scroll.]
Kiefer (again or if you try to leave): What's wrong? Come
on! Check it out!
Command: Item – Ancient Scroll – Use – HERO opened the
Ancient Scroll! An image of a staff held aloft by a sage is
depicted. The staff radiates with light. The rest of the
pages show images of tablets. But they’re all in an ancient
language and cannot be read.
Kiefer (after reading the scroll or if you try to leave):
What do you think, HERO? The wizard in the drawing looks
just like this statue, right? If we do something with this

statue, we might find the answer we're looking for. I have a
feeling that the sun is the key to all this. That's why I
brought this! Ta-da! The Royal Family's legendary Sunstone
ring! If we put it on the statue, I'm certain something will
happen! {Kiefer steps in front of the statue.} The top of the
staff looks promising. {He walks around the statue, then
looks around some more.} I think that's the right place! Okay.
I'm going to place it here. Ready, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Don't make me slap you, HERO.
Didn't you promise we'd figure this out together? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Boy, HERO, I never knew that you
were such a coward. Forget it. Just stand back. I'll do it
myself, or did you change your mind? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): All right! I knew you'd come
around!
Kiefer (continued or if you said ‘Yes’ to the first
question): Who cares if this has been deemed a Forbidden
Zone? If they knew that something of interest lay within its
borders, why would the scholars let something as arbitrary
as a label prevent them from discovering the truth?
Something's got to be going on in the ruins. Something that
will change my destiny. {The statue flashes as Kiefer places
the Royal Sunstone ring.} All right! ... ... ... What? It looked
like it was starting to shine, but I guess nothing's happening.
{Kiefer walks over to HERO.} Sorry, HERO. I guess I was
wrong about the ring. The sun must be involved somehow,
though. I'm certain of it. I'll give you the ancient tome for
the time being, HERO. If you figure anything out, let me
know. I'll return to the castle and look around a bit. See you,
HERO.

Fishbel

Young woman at entrance: Hello, HERO.
Young woman (again): I'm overwhelmed with boredom. I need
to find something to do before I drown in this sea of
banality.
Mollie: Oh, welcome back, HERO. Did you find Prince Kiefer?
(Yes/No)
Mollie (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, good. The Prince is a busy
man, you know. Try not to bother him too much, all right?
Mollie (if you say ‘No’): Oh, dear! He could still be looking
for you. You'd better go and find him youself, HERO.
Nun in church: Prince Kiefer was running along the beach, his
eyes glittering brightly. Whenever the Prince's eyes light up
like that, he's always causing some mischief. What is he up to
this time?
Young man on dock (Orka??): Oh, HERO. Did you find Prince
Kiefer? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): What Why would you go and tell
a lie like that for? It's time you knew your own shortcomings
a little better. When you lie, it's written all over your face.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): That's good.
Maribel: Oh, you're here again, HERO? Are you that worried
about me? By the way, what's that thing you're carrying? It
seems important. Did you come to show it to me? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): I get really anxious when
you say that. Go ahead and show it to me.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. /extra space/ You're being
unusually nice today. I'll take a look at it.
Maribel (continued, either way): What is this? It looks like
an old book with strange pictures, and then a lot of words.
Just looking at it makes my head hurt. I'm not the one you
should be showing this to. Maybe you should show it to the
old man at the item shop.

Maribel (again): And you know what? I'm the one who told
you to take it to the item store. If anything interesting
happens, let me know first. That's a promise, okay?
Merchant: Did you find what you were looking for? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Let's see. An ancient tome,
huh? It sure looks old! Hmmm. I'm sorry, I'm no good at
appraising old books. You might want to try that weird old
man that lives on the cliff by Estard. He's an ill-tempered
old coot, but people say he's very wise.
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oh, all right. If you're shopping,
come on in from the front.

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Prince Kiefer zipped by here several times so far
today. Doesn't he ever get tired of running around this
island?
Innkeeper: Why, if it isn't HERO! Are you searching for the
Sun thing too, or whatever it is? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, in that case, it's
okay. I was worried you were devoting your time to
duplicitous means.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): I tell you, I don't understand
what young people are doing these days, and that goes double
for Prince Kiefer.
Old man: Glug, glug! Wine is something you should drink
quietly. Like this. But for Hondara... By the way, HERO, have
Borkano and the others come back from the Amitt Harvest
yet? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): You shouldn't lie, HERO. You
don't keep a straight face when you do.

Old man (if you say ‘No’ or continued from above): Oh,
they're not back yet? Well, I hope they get a big haul this
year.
Bunny girl: Oh, hello. If you're looking for Hondara, he's
passed out at his place. He really has to quit drinking so
much. It will ruin his health.
Man in black pants: Ah, HERO. About Hondara. He brought
this unusual rock he called the HotStone into my bar. He let
me touch it, and amazingly enough, it was emanating heat! I'm
a little curious where he found it.
Nun outside church: I must admit, Prince Kiefer is just a ball
of enthusiasm. He does everything with a passion I rarely see
in people his age. It's a shame he can't direct that passion
towards more useful means.
Dog: Whimper, whimper...
Old woman in church: Oh, how dreadful! I heard that both
Prince Kiefer and Hondara have entered the Forbidden Zone.
I can only hope nothing awful comes of it.
Little girl in northwest house: What do you want? It's
impolite to peek at a lady while she's taking a bath, you know!
Soldier near exit: Well, if it isn't HERO. Prince Kiefer has
been acting rather strangely. One minute he looks miserable,
and then the next, he's shouting out things like 'So that's
it!' and 'It was the wrong one!' All of a sudden, he had a fire
sparkling in his eyes. What is he up to this time?
Young man by fountain: I saw someone resembling Prince
Kiefer run through town just now. I wonder why he was in
such a hurry.
Old man near fountain: Watching the Prince run around
every day reminded me of something. Back when I was about
your age, there was a guy who ran around the island just like
the Prince. Then one day, he just disappeared. We pondered
his fate, but sadly we arrived at no viable conclusion and just
went back to smoking. Ahh, smoking...

Old man (again): They say he lives a solitary life in the
middle of nowhere, just him and his dog. They say now he
hates people, but he wasn't that way before.
Old man in northern house: I guess renting that house to
Hondara was a mistake. He brings me some old rock,/no
comma/ and he expects it to make up for what he owes me!
He's Borkano's brother, so I thought I could trust him.
Young woman: I hate to say it, but Hondara owes a half a
year's rent. I heard that he owes money to people all around
town! Oh! I'm so sorry, HERO. He is your uncle, isn't he?
Little boy: Waaah! I told Hondara to give me back my candy,
and he poked me with some weird rock!
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Something fell out of Hondara's pocket
and tumbled onto the floor!]
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. You found a
HotStone! HERO obtained a HotStone.
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Nearly asleep, it appears. Return the
HotStone to Hondara? (Yes/No)]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO quietly returned the
HotStone to Hondara's pocket.
Orka’s father: So, are you looking for something? Speaking
of which, the Prince has been saying some pretty
incomprehensible stuff lately. He was asking if there were
any items for sale that are associated with the sun. And so
he bought one of my SunBalls at the retail price of three
gold, but I wonder what he's planning to do with it. It's just
a toy.
Orka’s mother: Are you a friend of Orka's? He's on the
second floor.
Orka: Hey, HERO. Your uncle came by just a little while ago,
trying to sell us this strange thing. It was some sort of weird
stone, and he asked us if we wanted to buy it for 5000 gold.
I was born into a family that runs a general store, so I know
about these things. And I'd say it was completely worthless.

That uncle of yours always gives us a good laugh! Ha ha ha ha
ha!
Old woman near well: Apparently Hondara's trying to sell
some kind of weird stone. And when that fails, I bet he'll try
using it to seduce women. He should direct all that effort
towards something constructive.
Woman near well: We must be approaching noon. Look how
high the sun is in the sky. Huh? Did you see something
sparkle inside the well? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): I definitely saw something at the
bottom of the well. It was something shiny!
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): I
wonder what it is. Somebody must have dropped it in there.
Woman (again): I wonder what was sparkling down there.
Hmm...
Observation: HERO looked into the well.
Woman (continued): Oh, HERO, you're going down to retrieve
it? All right, be careful!
Woman (if you climb out of the well without searching the
bottom): Mmm? So you weren't able to find anything?
Observation: HERO checked underfoot. You found a Pearl in
the muddy waters! HERO obtained the Pearl.
Woman (as you climb out of the well): Oh, you found
something! Show me, show me! Oh, what a disappointment.
And I thought it might be a valuable jewel or something. Oh,
well. I guess you can keep it for yourself, HERO.
Woman (again): Thanks for looking! At least it wasn't
anything peculiar.
Old man on cliff: Who do you think you are, barging into my
house? Get out of here! I'm a busy man! [Do you want to give
the ancient tome Prince Kiefer gave you to the old sage?
(Yes/No)]
Old man (if you say ‘No’): What are you still doing here? Go
away!

Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, so you're a salesman now?
Why would I care about some old, beat-up book? Very well.
I'll give you 500 gold for it. Anything to get you out of my
house. (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I'd like to, but I
don't have the money right now. Sorry.
Old man (if you say ‘No’): What? You're not here to sell it?
Old man (continued, either way): Where did you come
across this book? The Prince? Did he swipe it from the
treasury? Let me have a look at it. Hmm. A picture of a sage
and a bright light. What? The Prince tried putting the ring on
the statue's staff? Hah! I thought the Prince was a little
thick, but it seems the castle scholars are even thicker! Let
me keep this tome for a little while. I'll examine it and tell
you what I find. I'll get to work deciphering this text right
now. Come back in a little while!
Old man (again): I'll get to work deciphering this text right
now. Come back in a little while!
Old man (if you go upstairs and then come back): Wow!
Look at those fun-bags! This is incredible! Gaah! {to HERO}
Oh, it's you. You little sneak, don't scare me like that! What?
You want to know if I'm reading a dirty book? Well, everyone
needs a break sometime! All right, enough recreation. I'll get
to work on this ancient tome, so come back later!
Old man (again): All right, enough recreation. I'll get to work
on this ancient tome, so come back later!
Old man (if you go upstairs again and then come back):
Wow! Look at those fun-bags! This is incredible! Gaah! Oh,
it's you. You little sneak, don't scare me like that! What? No,
I'm not reading another dirty book! See? I've got the
ancient tome right here! Get your mind out of the gutter!
Besides, I know I'll get no privacy with you bothering me. In
any case, I'll need some more time to decipher this text. If

you find anything else, you should go try it out on that statue.
I'll be the brains and you be the brawn. Ha ha ha!
Old man (again): In any case, I'll need some more time to
decipher this text. If you find anything else, you should go
try it out on that statue. I'll be the brains and you be the
brawn. Ha ha ha!

Estard Castle
Soldier on first floor on the left: Welcome to Estard
Castle!
Soldier on the right: Prince Kiefer rushed out not long ago,
looking more determined than I've ever seen him before. He
told me to give you a message when I saw you. 'HERO, we
need to split up for a while. I'll do my best, and I know you
will too. Please try many new things.' I don't really
understand what any of this means, but I wish you the best
of luck.
Chef: Oh, by the way, I heard that Prince Kiefer has set off
in search of the sun. The King, the Princess, and the Prince
are like the sun to the people. But I don't think he's looking
for that kind of sun.
Guard Captain: Oh, HERO. Do you have business here in
Estard Castle? The Prince was running around inside the
castle until a little while ago. He seemed to be looking for
something.
Soldier in guardhouse: The man who sold me the magic wallet
tried to sell me a stone this time. Hondara insisted I would
become a consummate ladies' man if I had the HotStone. But
it costs 5000 gold. Hmm, I want it, but I don't have enough
money with me.
Soldier on castle grounds: I saw Prince Kiefer ransacking
the treasury, looking for something. Then later he was
running around with an old scroll in his hands. What’s he

doing? Hunting for hidden treasure? Actually, last time I saw
him, he wasn't carrying that old scroll anymore.
Soldier at throne room stairs: The King is up there.
Soldier in throne room on the left: Prince Kiefer returned
earlier, but we have no idea as to his current whereabouts.
Soldier on the right: The Queen's ring was returned
unharmed. Although the Prince hasn't said a word as to why
he took it.
King Burns: HERO, what exactly are you trying to
accomplish? Is it even meaningful? Why don't you tell me?
Well, never mind. I trust your judgment. I have nothing more
to say.
Maid in Kiefer’s room: I wonder what's happened to the
Prince. He left with a big package, and his lunch as well. He
said he was going out to test something. But I really wonder
where he's going and what he's testing.
Knight on back terrace: This is such a peaceful country. But
what if it were just the illusion of peace. That would be
interesting in itself. Well, if it weren't truly peaceful, then
one wouldn't have the luxury of such thoughts.
Princess Leesa: Well, hello, HERO. Have you seen my
brother? Lately, he's been all wrapped up in something. I only
ever see him at mealtimes these days! But isn't it just
wonderful to have something you can lose yourself in like
that? HERO, I hope you follow your dreams along with my
brother!
Scholar in library: Long ago, the eastern area of this island
was marked as a forbidden zone. I heard that some ruins still
remain in the deep eastern forest. These ruins are
apparently the ancient burial ground of the royal family. And
so, I must advise you not to approach the area too closely.
Raiding the quiet resting place of the dead just isn't
something people who live on this island would do.

Soldier at top of castle: What's going on with Prince
Kiefer? He caught me unaware with his abrupt behavior. He
was looking at the sun reflected in the fountain, and then
jumped in the water all of a sudden. He was completely
soaked. It's fine as long as he doesn't catch a cold, I guess.

Fishbel
Merchant behind counter in general store: Hey there,
HERO. If you want to shop, go around to the front, okay?
Maribel: Oh, HERO. You're here again? You really are
worried about me, aren't you? Or did something interesting
happen? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You're hiding something,
aren't you?
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Hee hee hee! You're lying, aren't
you?
Maribel (again): I guess you're telling the truth. You don't
seem like you're lying.

Ancient Ruins
Command: Item – Pearl Orb or HotStone – Use
Observation (continued): You can't place it behind the
statue!
Command: Item – Pearl Orb or HotStone – Use
Observation (continued): HERO placed the Pearl
Orb/HotStone on the end of the statue’s staff!
HERO (continued): ...
Observation (continued): It looks like nothing happened.
HERO slipped the Pearl Orb/HotStone into his pocket.
There's a note from Kiefer attached to the statue. 'HERO—
How goes it? I have tried everything, but nothing's worked.

I'm curious whether you have discovered anything. Please,
return to my room at the castle!'

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. I saw the Prince pass by here just now. He looked
disappointed.
Young man near fountain: The Prince keeps coming and going
through town like a lightning bolt. What's got him so
excited? It's beginning to unnerve me.
Merchant near fountain: I wonder where these passions
driving Prince Kiefer are coming from. One minute Prince
Kiefer is happy, the next he's sad. Perhaps he feels the
sickening pang of hope deferred.
Old man near fountain: What fine weather it is again today.
Look at that. The sun is so bright, it almost hurts your eyes.
It almost warms you right to the bones.
Soldier: I just saw Prince Kiefer heading toward the castle,
looking rather dejected. What's wrong with the Prince?

Estard Castle
Soldier on first floor on the right: The Prince returned a
little while ago. I saw him go upstairs, so he's probably in his
room.
Kiefer in his room: Oh, HERO. I guess you didn't find
anything either, huh? I've been trying everything I can think
of, but nothing works! What do the sunrays in the scroll
represent? Huh? Hey! Where's the scroll? Do you know
where it is? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): You have to be joking! You can't
just lose something like that!

Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): What?
You gave it to that old man on the cliff? That's brilliant! Why
didn't you tell me earlier? C'mon, let's go! Maybe he found
something! [Kiefer joined the party!]
Kiefer (chat): Let's go to the old man's place right away.
Lady on second floor: I wish you luck, Prince Kiefer.
Soldier at throne room stairs: Prince. I don't think you
should go up there just now.
Kiefer (chat): So we shouldn't go up? I think that's for the
best.
Soldier in throne room on the left: Prince! Do you need to
see the King for some reason? He has a lot on his mind.
Please be careful.
Kiefer (chat): HERO! What are you doing here? You're not
here to talk to my father, are you? Come on, let's go!
Soldier on the right: Oh, Prince Kiefer! Do you have
something to say to the King?
Minister: Prince Kiefer, you must consider His Majesty's
feelings. Your indifference toward others may garner the
adoration of the ladies, but your father worries about you.
And regardless of your motives, I cannot say that I approve
of the way that you so casually left with the ring either. Do
you intend to spend your life lost in iniquity? You must take
responsibility for your actions. While you have grown numb to
the lashings, I pray that I can still appeal to the emotional
pain that lies within you.
Kiefer (chat): We have no time for crabby old men! Let's go!
King Burns: Huh? Kiefer? Is that Kiefer? How dare you show
your face in front of me? Come here, Kiefer! You and I are
going to have a serious discussion!
Kiefer (continued): Oh no! This is bad!
King Burns (continued): Come here! Wait! Wait! Kiefer!
{Kiefer takes control and runs down the stairs out of the
throne room.}

Kiefer (continued): Are you insane, HERO? Why did you drag
me into my father's chamber? We're supposed to be keeping
this a secret! Now come on!
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Do not go see my father! I'm the
Prince so you must do as I say! Let's go!
King Burns (again): Sigh... Sigh... Wheeze... Wheeze... You!
You came back! Didn't you have enough? Come over here!
Kiefer!
Kiefer (continued): Damn it, HERO!
King Burns (continued): Wheeze... Wait! Wait! Sigh... Kiefer!
{Kiefer takes control and runs down the stairs out of the
throne room.}
Kiefer (continued): You're just messing with me, aren't you,
HERO? Heh, I almost ran you through with my sword! Ha ha
ha! I would have felt bad for the servants ordered to sop
your sticky blood from the floor. Let's get going, before my
father actually gets angry.
Princess Leesa: Brother! What a nice surprise to see you
here! You've been running around all day, haven't you? I
promise not to tell Father, so tell me all about your
adventures later!
Kiefer (chat): Leesa's the only person in the whole castle
who understand understands me. We haven't had many
chances to talk lately. When I get the chance, I'm going to
tell her all about our adventures!
Lady on the front balcony: Oh, Prince. Did you find what you
was were looking for? It looks like you've been very busy
since this morning.
Young man: Boy, it sure is peaceful. We've got Prince
Kiefer's father, King Burns, to thank for that!
Kiefer (chat): It's true that I could never live up to my
father's responsibilities, but I'm my own man! I have to find
my own purpose!

Scholar in library: Long ago, the eastern area of this island
was marked as a forbidden zone. I heard that some ruins still
remain in the deep eastern forest. These ruins are
apparently the ancient burial ground of the royal family. And
so, I must advise you not to approach the area too closely.
Raiding the quiet resting place of the dead just isn't
something people who live on this island would do.
Kiefer (chat): I swear that those ruins aren't part of any
grave site. I checked myself!
Soldier on top of castle: Prince! Are you all right? You really
scared me, jumping into a fountain like that!
Kiefer (continued): Aah! Shut up! Shut up!
Soldier (continued): Prince? Your face is completely red. I
knew it! You've caught a cold.
Kiefer (continued): I told you, HERO! I'm perfectly fine!
Let's get moving already.
Soldier (again): Please be careful not to catch a cold, Prince.
Kiefer (chat): Don't worry about what that soldier said. He's
been a little weird lately. Ha ha ha!
Bard: The story is abundant with details about monsters. But
who could have created them? If those creatures really
exist, I'd like to see them with my own eyes.
Kiefer (chat): Monster? I wish I could see some, but they
probably don't even exist. We've got other things to worry
about. To the fane!
Old man in room on the right: You there. Do you believe in
fortune telling? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Healmore, stealmore, tell me
what you feelmore... Ooongawa! Ohhh! I'm getting a vision!
Hmm? What's this? An old man surrounded by piles of
books? Hii-ya! Wheeze, wheeze. Now for the finale. Well,
that may or may not be your future. That's the nature of the
beast.

Kiefer (chat): Let's go to the old man's place right away.
Soldier guarding jail door: Ah, Prince Kiefer. You may be the
son of our King, but without peons like myself to manage
remedial tasks like opening this gate, our beloved empire
would be in shambles. Hold on! {He opens the gate.} Please
come and go at your every whim.
Kiefer (chat): There's nothing to do here, HERO. Let's hurry
to the old man's place!
Captain (moat beneath the jail door): Hm? And who might
you be? I don't care who you are. You can't use this raft
without the King's permission!
Kiefer (chat): The boat? Later. HERO! We've got to hurry to
the old man's place!
Soldier: Everything’s fine! This country is very peaceful. I
almost feel guilty about collecting a salary for something like
this. Almost. Ha Ha! Life is good! We're at peace, but I'm
still earning my pay! Ha ha ha.
Kiefer (chat): What a joke. Our soldiers are doughy
bunglers. I suppose we can thank 'peace' for that.
Soldier on first floor on the left: Hello, Prince Kiefer.
Soldier on the right: Are you going out, Prince? Farewell.
Maid in dining hall: Your Highness! I know that you want to
go out and play, but please don't rush through your meals.
Mealtime is the only time Princess Leesa has to spend
together with her family.
Kiefer (continued): Okay. I will keep that in mind.
Kiefer (chat): I guess I must've hurt Leesa through all of
this.
Maid in dining hall: Ah, Your Highness. It's too early for
dinnertime.
Chef in kitchen: Huh? Are you hungry or something, Prince?
Oh, yes! I have the FishPaste for you, Prince!

Kiefer (continued): Huh? Really? Let me try. Hey,/space/ it
is good! Thanks, HERO. Your mom's specialty is the world's
best!
Kiefer (chat): You get to eat all that great boiled fish.
You're so lucky!
Chef (again): What's this? Are you still hungry, Prince? But
you can't have any more. You'll have to wait for dinner.
Chef on the left: Do you need anything from here, Your
Highness? A kitchen is full of dangerous things. Watch your
step, and be careful not to get hurt.
Old man in cellar: Oh, you're the young man that who found
my glasses! Would you like to hear the story of the Great
Battle again? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): All right. If you do want to hear
it again, just ask.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): It seems there was a fierce
battle between God and the Demon Lord long ago. The battle
lasted for dozens, no, hundreds of years, before God
destroyed the Demon Lord. That led to the era of peace we
all prosper under today. As for where God went after that,
who knows? This is just a story, after all.
Kiefer (chat): Where did God go? It's a fascinating and
terrifying question.
Guard Captain: Ah,/space/ the Prince and HERO. Your
Highness, I hope you realize the King would gladly brandish a
weapon and die in defense of Estard. Your father deserves
respect. Try not to provoke him.
Kiefer (chat): Even the Captain has been lecturing me lately.
I just ignore his droning voice.
Soldier in guardhouse: Aah! That HotStone! I know it's
beyond my reach, but I still want it! No, no, no! I don't need
that stone! I need to work on my relationships! I should get
in touch with my emotions! But a life with wanton women
following me around still sounds good!

Kiefer (chat): Why is he always like that? What a simpleton!
Soldier on castle grounds: Oh, Prince! What are you doing
out here? Looking for something? I'm not goofing off! Just
making my rounds, ha ha../third period for ellipsis/
Guard on the left: Greetings, Prince. I'm so glad to see you
again at last! You've been running around all day, haven't you?
Guard (again): Well, take care of yourself, my Prince.
Guard on the right: Oh, Prince Kiefer, are you leaving the
castle? Goodbye, then.

Estard Castle Town
Soldier near entrance: Estard Castle is just ahead. Well,
now! Are you going out again, Prince? Have a safe journey!
Young woman in northwest house: Well, well. It's you,
HERO. Oh, I see His Majesty, the Prince, is with you today.
Welcome. If our humble house is good enough, please make
yourself at home.
Little girl: You'd better stop sneaking peeks at ladies in the
bath if you want to become a real man! Otherwise, you'll be
just like that trifling Hondara!
Kiefer (chat): My God, to be told such a thing by a little girl.
It's so depraved. I'm impressed!
Young man: Hey, HERO. I'd love to get my hands on your
Uncle Hondara right about now! He tried looking through the
bathroom window while my wife was in the bath. Oh, sorry,
sorry. There's no point yelling at you about it.
Kiefer (chat): People are always blathering about you your
uncle. Of course, the rumors about him are nothing compared
to those about me.
Old woman in church: Prince Kiefer. I'm only going to tell
you this once! The Forbidden Zone is forbidden because no
one may enter it! It doesn't matter if you're a prince. You

shouldn't go near there. If something awful comes of this,
you'll be sorry!
Kiefer (chat): I appreciate her concern, but danger is a part
of adventures. We'll be fine if we stick together!
Little boy: I wonder if my prayers are really reaching God. I
pray for my dinner tonight to be a juicy steak!
Man in blue vest in southwest house: How can I make Prince
Kiefer understand the kind of people he's associating with?
{to HERO and Kiefer} Ah, Prince Kiefer. I wish you luck
today.
Kiefer (continued): Hmph!
Kiefer (chat): Hey! None of my friends are a bad influence!
Right?
Kiefer (if you try to leave town): Where are you going,
HERO? We're heading for the sage's house!
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Oh, Prince! I trust you are in good spirits today.
Kiefer (chat): 'The Prince.' Yech! It sounds so stiff and
haughty.
Innkeeper: Why, if it isn't Prince Kiefer! Have you found
that Sun thing, or whatever it is?
Kiefer (continued): Ha ha ha. Well, maybe in the future.
Innkeeper (continued): Ah, youth... It's like a party all the
time for you people!
Old man: Ahh, it's so quiet when Hondara's not around! By
the way, HERO, have Borkano and the others come back from
the Amitt Harvest yet? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): You shouldn't lie, HERO. You
don't keep a straight face when you do.
Old man (if you say ‘No’ or continued from above): Oh,
they're not back yet? Well, I hope they get a big haul this
year.
Bunny girl: Oh, Prince Kiefer. This isn't the most elegant of
places, but make yourself at home!

Man in black pants (continued): Oh, well, excuse me for not
running an elegant place!
Man in black pants: Would you care for a drink, Prince?
Kiefer (continued): Thanks, but I'm fine for now.
Man in black pants (continued): All right. If you ever need
one, let me know.
Young man near fountain: I wonder what will happen to this
kingdom once Prince Kiefer sits on the throne. {to HERO and
Kiefer} Oh, Prince! I'm sure the kingdom will fare
magnificently under your rule!
Kiefer (chat): Don't say a word, HERO. I know better than
anyone that I'm not cut out to be a prince.
Merchant near fountain: Ooh, that obstinate old man living
on the cliff will never change his insipid ways! Imagine
choosing to live your life that way!
Kiefer (chat): Obstinate old man living on the cliff? Isn't
that who we gave the ancient tome to, HERO? He doesn't
seem to have a very good reputation. What was he like?
Old man near fountain: You seem like you're having so much
fun all the time. It must be nice to be young and in the prime
of your life.
Old man in northern house: Will Hondara ever pay his rent?
What am I going to do? I want to try and get some advice
from Borkano, but it's hard to bring up the subject.
Kiefer (chat): People are always blathering about you your
uncle. Of course, the rumors about him are children's
bedtime stories compared to those about me.
Young woman: Oh! If it isn't the Prince! Welcome! My
apologies for complaining so much. I'm always telling myself I
really should act more my age.
Little boy: Waah! Waah! Hondara took my candy again!
Kiefer (continued): Quit your crying. If something's taken
away from you, take it back!
Little boy (continued): Sniffle, sniffle...

Kiefer (chat): That uncle of yours! No mercy, not even for
children.
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Something fell out of Hondara's pocket
and tumbled onto the floor!]
Kiefer (chat): Huh? something Something just fell.
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. You found a
HotStone! HERO obtained a HotStone.
Kiefer (chat): What is this strange little rock? Does it have
a purpose?
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Nearly asleep, it appears. Return the
HotStone to Hondara? (Yes/No)]
Kiefer (chat): So that's your infamous uncle, huh? He's the
only man in town with the nerve to sleep through the day.
Perhaps if we drowned ourselves in alcohol, we could set
aside our problems too.
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Nearly asleep, it appears. Return the
HotStone to Hondara? (Yes/No)]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO quietly returned the
HotStone to Hondara's pocket.
Kiefer (chat): We should just give the strange rock back!
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Something fell out of Hondara's pocket
and tumbled onto the floor!]
Hondara: Zzzzzz… [Deeply asleep, it appears.]
Kiefer (chat): Hmm? I think something fell a while ago.
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. You found a
HotStone! HERO obtained a HotStone.
Soldier in guardhouse in Estard Castle (quick side trip):
Oh! Isn't that the HotStone? How did you get it? Did you
buy it? How is it? Did you become a ladies' man? Are you
happy with it? Judging from the fact that there aren't any
girls around you right now, I'd say you aren't. You're no
ladies' man.

Soldier (again): I should have known a mere stone cannot
make one popular! It seems the HotStone was too good to be
true. Oh, no! Maybe the wallet was, too!
Orka’s father: Hey, look! This isn't a personal hangout! I
can't have you disturbing my business. Oh, it's the Prince!
Are you looking for something again? Speaking of which, that
Sun BaKiefer (continued): Ah! You idiot! Shhh!
Orka’s father (continued): Huh? What an odd Prince...
Kiefer (chat): Don't worry about what that shopkeeper said.
It's nothing. Really.
Orka’s mother: That girl's been coming to play with Orka a
lot recently. If I might say so, she's the type of girl who'll
ruin a man. You should watch out for her, too.
Kiefer (chat): I see! The girl she mentioned was Maribel.
Now it makes sense.
Orka: Hey there, HERO. You still hanging around this town?
It must be nice, having nothing better to do. For me, there's
never a free moment. I sure envy you. Oops! I didn't realize
Your Highness was here. Uh, I didn't mean that the Prince
isn't busy!
Kiefer (chat): I can't even pretend to like that bungler.
Woman by well: Oh, HERO. Leaving with the Prince? The two
of you are such good friends.
Old woman by well: Prince Kiefer! It's all well and good to
play around while you're young, but you better make sure you
don't regret it when you're older!
Kiefer (chat): That lady said some wise things. I don't want
to have regrets in my old age, so I'm adventuring now!
Old man on cliff: Oh, you're back! I just finished
deciphering the ancient text.
Kiefer (continued): What? You've deciphered it? So what
does it say, old man?

Old man (continued): Hey, who are you? Oh. You must be
that prince!
Kiefer (continued): Never mind that! Tell us! Did you find out
anything out?
Old man (continued): Calm down! I'm about to tell you! From
what I can tell, the shining light in this picture has nothing to
do with the sun.
Kiefer (continued): It has nothing to do with the sun?
Old man (continued): Right. The light symbolizes the glowing
passion in the heart of the Chosen One.
Kiefer (continued): Chosen One? Chosen by whom, old man?
Old man (continued): I suspect it was the Chosen One who
created the ruins.
Kiefer (continued): I don't really know what's going on now,
but I have more good-heartedness and passion than anyone!
Old man (continued): Ohhh ho ho ho! You think you are the
Chosen One? Well then, let me read to you what it says
you're supposed to do. 'Chosen One, stand before the
Philosopher at the door, and pray with all your heart. When
he sees your purity, the path that you must tread shall be
revealed.'
Kiefer (continued): So all it takes is for a Chosen One like
myself to wish for the door to open?
Old man (continued): Ha ha ha! You may be an impudent
young man, but that just might help you in the end. After all,
miracles can only happen when one believes.
Kiefer (continued): Heh heh! You just wait, old man. I'll show
you a miracle yet.
Kiefer (chat): That old man has really grown on me.
Kiefer (chat): Let's hurry to the ruins, HERO! We must try
what the old man taught us!
Old man (again): No one knows who or what left those ruins.
You must be careful. I'm looking forward to hearing how you
fare.

First soldier as you exit the old man’s tunnel: Oh, Your
Highness! There you are! We've been looking all over for you!
Second soldier (continued): The King requests your presence.
Please come with us.
Kiefer (continued): My father? Forget it! It'll just be more
of the same from him!
First soldier (continued): Your Highness, I beg you! The King,
your father, appears to be in a very foul mood today.
Second soldier (continued): I fear for our jobs if we don't
bring you back to the castle with us, Prince!
First soldier (continued): Your Highness, I have an aged
mother...
Second soldier (continued): My wife just gave birth the
other day.
Both soldiers together (continued): Without a job, I'll have
nowhere to turn. Without income, I might as well be cold and
lifeless in the ground.
Kiefer (continued): All right, all right. {to HERO} I've got to
go, HERO. I'll return later, so wait back at home, lackey. {He
goes off with the soldiers and you automatically go home.}

Fishbel
Observation: The night gave way to day.
Kiefer: Hey, HERO! Get up! Come on! {You wake up and jump
out of bed.} Whew, you're finally awake. Sorry for barging in
so late at night. After that little affair, my father really let
me have it. He even locked me in my room! Ha ha ha! He sure
had me where he wanted me! Father's really showing his age.
I can't believe he got so upset over one little ring. It must be
worth a fortune if he got that worked up over it. Oh well. In
any case, let's get going, HERO. Hurry, before the sun rises!
Kiefer (chat): Come on, HERO! To the ruins!
Mollie (in bed): Errrrghh. Father! No! Look out! Zzzz...

Priest: Hmm. Has something happened? You two really
shouldn't be out in the middle of the night. Feel free to stay
here and talk to me, though. It is my sworn duty to save
wayward lambs such as yourselves.
Kiefer (if you try to enter the Woodsman’s Hut or
Estard): Wandering around is a waste of time, HERO! Let's
head for the ruins.

Ancient Ruins
Kiefer (chat): Let's go to the statues statue!
Kiefer (chat, beneath the back exit): Hey, what are we
doing here? Let's hurry to the statue!
Observation about silver door: The door is tightly shut.
Kiefer (chat): I've always wondered about that door.
There's got to be something behind it.
Kiefer (if you try to leave): Wait, HERO! I think we've got
something here.
Kiefer (as you approach the statue): Okay, HERO, let's go!
Are you sure you're ready? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): I grow weary of the games you play,
HERO. You refuse a request, I slap you around, and the
vicious cycle begins anew. This time, I'll just wait you out
until you're a little more enthusiastic.
Kiefer (if you talk to him from his left or behind him):
You can't do it from there. Stand next to me here, right in
front of the statue.
Kiefer (if you talk to him from his right): Oh? Ready now,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): There's got to
be something in these ruins! I just know it! I don't care what
lies ahead. I'm ready for anything! You're in it for the long
haul too, right, HERO? (Yes/No)

Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): What are you talking about, HERO?
Come on! It will be fun! (Yes/No)
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): The old man said all we needed
was a pure heart. I ask only that you find us worthy and show
us the way. [HERO and Kiefer prayed.] ... ... Nothing's
happening, Is is it? {He turns toward you.} You're not putting
your heart into it, HERO. The only thing you seem to care
about is your dream of becoming a lowly fisherman. This
means everything to me. Why are you being so hesitant?
We'll have to try again. Let me know when you're ready!
Kiefer (again): Oh? Ready now, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): There's got to be something in
these ruins! I just know it! I don't care what lies ahead. I'm
ready for anything! You're in it for the long haul too, right,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): The old man said all we needed
was a pure heart. I ask only that you find us worthy and show
us the way. [HERO and Kiefer prayed together as one!] {The
statue begins to sparkle.} Huh? What's going on? {The statue
turns and a beam of light shoots toward the door and opens
it.} I can't believe it! I've tried opening that door a thousand
times before! This was the trick to do it! {Kiefer runs up to
the door.}
Kiefer (if you try to leave): Hey, HERO! What are you
doing? Get over here!
Kiefer (when you catch up to him): This is incredible,
HERO! I can't wait to see what's beyond here! Let's go,
HERO! The start of a new adventure awaits!
Kiefer (chat): Let's go search inside the ruins!
Kiefer (if you try to leave): Where are you going, HERO?
Let's find out what's through that door, quick!
Kiefer (if you go down the secret cavern entrance): We've
got no time for this! Let's hurry inside the ruins!

Kiefer (when you enter the ruins): This is quite impressive
from the inside. {He walks around.} Huh? What's this? Look
at this, HERO. There's something strange carved into the
floor! [HERO examined the ground. Some kind of ancient
handwriting is carved here.] Do you see that? It looks like
some form of ancient script. It's too bad that we can't read
it. Let's just see what else we can find here.
Kiefer (chat): I'm so happy, I can barely contain myself! Ahh!
Kiefer (chat): I wonder how long ago this place was built?
Kiefer (chat): All right, HERO! Let's keep going!
Kiefer (chat): Nobody knows about this place! We're the only
ones, right?
Kiefer (chat): You must be excited, too! I've never been
more excited in my life!
Observation about writing in front of ladder: HERO
examined the ground below. Something is written upon it in
ancient lettering. {A blue light appears and fades away.}
'Once the ruins are opened, the legend will be told once
again.' Somehow, HERO was able to read the ancient script.
Kiefer (continued): How did you learn to read ancient
writing? It wasn't even touched on in my princely education,
and you're just a lowly fisherman's son. Oh well. I suppose it
might come in handy.
Kiefer (chat): And yet you couldn't read the writing in the
ancient tome, right? Hmm. I suppose it isn't important now.
Observation about writing on right side of ladder: 'The
true way can only be forged through your own efforts.'
Kiefer (chat): This writing looks difficult. I'll never
remember any of it, so it's up to you, HERO.
Observation about writing behind the ladder: 'Do not
plunge into darkness, for the path will remain undiscovered.'
Observation about writing on left side of ladder: 'The
Saints stand in formation, guarding the ruins and pointing the
way to rebirth.'

Kiefer (chat, on second, third, or fourth floors): This
place is huge. I can't believe this was under the ruins.
Kiefer (chat, in bridge room on fourth floor): Look, HERO!
We're so high up, we can't even see the bottom! I never
imagined there was such a deep cave on our island!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone, but he couldn’t
read it from this side.
Stone Tablet: 'I am the guardian of the flame. When it
sputters out, I am here to rekindle it. I am the protector of
the helmet.'
Observation: The statue is carefully holding a flaming
cauldron in its hands. It almost looks as if it's guarding the
flame.
Observation about central cauldron: The flame is burning
brightly. Do you want to put it out? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {The statue across from you
moves toward the cauldron to light it again.}
Observation: The flame burns brightly. {After a while the
statue moves back to its original position.}
Treasure chest – Saint’s Helmet
Kiefer (chat): The Saint's Helmet... Who could've crafted
something so fine?
Observation in Saints’ Statues room (about far left
statue): The base of the statue reads, 'The First Saint'.
Kiefer (chat): Four statues of four saints. Hmm. Let's
search for more clues.
Observation (about middle left statue): The base of the
statue reads, 'The Second Saint'.
Observation (about middle right statue): The base of the
statue reads, 'The Third Saint'.
Observation (about far right statue): The base of the
statue reads, 'The Fourth Saint'.
Command (in front of far right statue): Item – Saint’s
Helmet – Use

HERO placed the Saint's Helmet on the statue!
Observation if you try to open the gold door behind the
statues: A mysterious power seems to be sealing this door
shut.
Kiefer (chat, in Scale room): What a room! I can't believe
this place was below the island.
Treasure chest – 10 gold coins
Observation: The door is locked!
Observation: A statue of a lion's head is built into the wall.
Its mouth is open. Do you want to stick your hand inside?
(Yes/No)
Tablet on the wall: 'We have devoted ourselves to pursuing
the absolute truth. He with a true heart shall be handed the
path to his future... But he with a heart of evil shall lose that
hand.'
Observation: A statue of a lion's head is built into the wall.
Its mouth is open. Do you want to stick your hand inside?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO put his hand inside the
lion's mouth. {The lion’s eyes flash.} There was a rusted key
inside! HERO got the Ancient Key!
Kiefer (chat): I wonder what this key is for? This is getting
exciting!
Observation: A mural of four trees is drawn on the wall.
Stone Tablet: 'All trees must sprout their leaves toward the
sun. If you have lost your way, traveler, then follow the
golden sun.'
Kiefer (chat): 'Follow the golden sun.' Hmm.
Kiefer (chat, in third branching room): The path looks the
same no matter how far we go. Are we lost?
Kiefer (chat, at the end of the maze): Let's proceed with
caution.
Treasure chest – Life Acorn

Stone Tablet: 'The dragons that serve God live and die by
the holy light of the crystal.’
Command: Look – A large crystal lies on the stand. It looks
light enough to lift.
Command: Look – A large crystal lies on the ground. It looks
light enough to lift.
Observation in Monster Tablet room (if you try to open
the gold door): If you wish to open this door, look for the
secret pillars. They are not here, however. The four colored
pillars reside in a room further below.
Stone Tablet (above pillar room): 'The great pillars can
reveal both legends forbidden and paths forsaken. Place the
images in their proper places, and your way will be revealed.'
Observation (lower left yellow pillar): {After stepping on
the floor switch on the left.} There is a hole in the yellow
pillar. Do you want to look inside? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): Nothing can be seen. Another
pillar blocks your view.
Observation (upper left green pillar): There is a hole in the
green pillar. Do you want to look inside?
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {Looks like a saint with a
shield fighting a tornado monster.}
Kiefer (chat): The painting is amazing. I guess it's depicting
the Saints fighting the monsters.
Observation (upper right red pillar): {After stepping on the
floor switch at the top.} There is a hole in the red pillar. Do
you want to look inside? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): Nothing can be seen. Another
pillar blocks your view.
Observation (lower right blue pillar): There is a hole in the
blue pillar. Do you want to look inside?
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {Looks like a saint with a
spear fighting some kind of merman water monster and some
slimes.}

Observation (upper right red pillar): {After stepping on the
floor switch on the right.} There is a hole in the red pillar. Do
you want to look inside? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {Looks like saints with bows
firing arrows at some kind of flame monster and maybe a
wizard.}
Observation (lower left yellow pillar): {After stepping on
the floor switch at the bottom.} There is a hole in the yellow
pillar. Do you want to look inside? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {Looks like a saint with a
sword fighting a golem monster and a dracky.}
Treasure chest – Saint’s Armor
Kiefer (chat): We did it! We got the Saint's Armor!
Treasure chest – Saint’s Sword
Kiefer (chat): The Saint's Sword! What an impressive
weapon!
Treasure chest – Saint’s Shield
Kiefer (chat): The Saint's Shield. We did it, HERO!
Stone tablet below Scales room: The Legends of the Four
Saints are written here. Which will you read?
Legend of the 1st Saint: 'The First Saint holds reign over
earth. He is eternal, supporting all life. He has become the
land itself. The strength of the earth lies in the armor that
covers his body.'
Legend of the 2nd Saint: 'The Second Saint holds reign over
wind. The wind can become a blade of air, piercing through all
it touches. To protect himself, what must he hold in his
hand?'
Legend of the 3rd Saint: 'The Third Saint holds reign over
fire. When he is angered, his flaming soul cannot be
contained. Only a cool head can resist his unrelenting force.'
Legend of the 4th Saint: 'The Fourth Saint holds reign over
water. Water is the source of all life, granting us vitality and

washing away evil. Does true strength come from anger, or
love? The holy sword points the way.'
Command (in front of far right statue): Item – Saint’s
Sword – Use
The Saint's Helmet is on the statue! You must first remove
what's on the statue already.
Observation (about far right statue): The base of the
statue reads, 'The Fourth Saint'. Do you want to remove the
Saint's Helmet from the statue? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO removed the Saint's
Helmet from the statue.
Command (in front of far right statue): Item – Saint’s
Sword – Use
HERO placed the Saint's Sword on the statue!
Command (in front of middle right statue): Item – Saint’s
Helmet – Use
HERO placed the Saint's Helmet on the statue!
Command (in front of middle left statue): Item – Saint’s
Shield – Use
HERO placed the Saint's Shield on the statue!
Command (in front of far left statue): Item – Saint’s
Armor – Use
HERO placed the Saint's Armor on the statue! {The gold
door immediately opens.}
Kiefer (chat): All right, we've opened the door! Let's go on,
HERO!
Kiefer (chat, in next room): It took a while to get here, but
we can finally get started! What in the world could be beyond
here? My heart's pounding like mad!
Observation: An Adventure Journal lies open atop the altar.
Save to Adventure Journal? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (chat, in torch room): This is amazing, HERO! Is this
the fane? I can't believe this structure was below those
ruins! There must be a way to open the door. Let's find it!

Observation if you try to open the gold door: It seems
that the door is sealed by a mysterious power.
Kiefer (chat): Be careful, HERO. You never know what we'll
come across. Let's check out everything that looks even a
little interesting!
Kiefer (chat): Enough talk! We've come all this way. We
might as well look around.
Kiefer (chat): Who knows what we'll find lying around?
Kiefer (chat): I get a strange feeling from this place.
Kiefer (chat): It's as if we were called here somehow.
Kiefer (if you try to go back the way you came): Hold on,
HERO. Since we're here already, let's investigate a little
more before we turn back.
Observation (about lower and upper braziers): There is a
brazier here.
Observation: There is a blue torch. Will you take it?
(Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Observation (about brazier up left ladder): There is a
brazier here. Will you light a fire? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Observation (about lit brazier on left): A fire is burning
furiously. Do you want to put out the fire? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Observation (about brazier on right): There is a brazier
here. Will you light a fire? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {A graphic of three braziers
lights up.}
Observation (if you try to pick up the red torch): You
can't hold two torches at once! You'd better put it back for
the time being.
Observation: Do you want to put the torch back in its original
place? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Observation: There is a red torch. Will you take it? (Yes/No)
‘Yes’
Observation (about brazier up left ladder): There is a
brazier here. Will you light a fire? (Yes/No)

Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {A graphic of three braziers
lights up.}
Observation (about braziers on the floor): There is a
brazier here. Will you light a fire? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {Once all the correct
braziers are lit, the room brightens and the gold door opens.}
Observation: Do you want to put the torch back in its original
place? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Stone Tablet: To those who might seek out the lost world.
The world was divided into four sources, remaining that way
to this day. Return the artifacts to their rightful place. Only
then will the world reveal its true character.
Observation: HERO checked underfoot. HERO discovered a
LandShard!
Kiefer (continued): What is that dirty looking shard? Huh?
Wait. I remember seeing a drawing of a shard like this in an
ancient tome.
Kiefer (after examining any pedestal in any room): Why
are there so many pedestals around here? They're all
identical, too. Do we have to put something on them?
Observation (continued if in AquaShard, WindShard or
FireShard rooms): You do not have any Shards that match
the color of the pedestals in this room.
Kiefer (if you try to enter the blue travel gate room): We
should leave this for last, HERO. Let's investigate the other
areas first.
Observation (if you try to enter the other travel gate
rooms): The door didn't open. It seems to be held shut by a
mysterious power.
Observation (about back door): The door is locked. You do
not have the correct key.
Kiefer (after you place the LandShard you found in the
northwest pedestal in the LandShard room): Ah, I see.
These pedestals are meant to hold the Shards once they are

put back together. Let's see if we can find more Shards,
HERO.
Observation: HERO checked underfoot. HERO discovered a
LandShard!
Kiefer (after placing the second Landshard): It looks like
we're missing one Shard. It took us a long time to gather the
ones we already have. What should we do now?
Kiefer (continued if you didn’t try to get into the
blue travel gate room before): We can investigate a
little further or go back to town. It's your choice,
HERO.
Kiefer (continued if you tried to get into the blue travel
gate room before): How about going back to the small room
with the fire we saw before?
On the ground – World Map
Kiefer (chat, if you go back through the ruins):
You do remember the way back, don't you, HERO? I
sure don't.
Kiefer (chat): That was a lot for one day.
Kiefer (chat, after going through the blue travel gate):
What? Where are you? What's going on?
Kiefer (chat): I'm so excited, I won't be able to sleep! Will
you, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): That shard has got to be the key. Let's search
the town, too!
Kiefer (chat): Wow, that was a lot for one day.
Kiefer (chat): I know I can count on you to keep this secret.
Tell no one!
Kiefer (chat): We've got the old man by the cliff to thank.
Without him, we wouldn't have made it here!
Kiefer (after going through the silver door past the travel
gate): Look, HERO! This is the cave we used to explore!
Kiefer (chat): This is amazing! The fane and this cave are
connected!

Kiefer (as you exit from the cave or the ruins): Whoa, it's
already morning! I didn't realize we spent that much time in
there. I'll head back to the castle to do some research,
HERO. There must be more Shards out there somewhere.
See what information you can scrounge up, as well.
Kiefer (if he happens to be holding the HotStone):
Oh, right! Let me give this back to you. [HERO
received the HotStone!]
Kiefer (continued): If you find anything, bring it back to me,
okay? See you later! {He leaves.}

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard.
Man in blue vest in southwest house: Now that I think
about it, it's not a stranger's place to complain about
someone's friends. Maybe I just needed to say something
because things have been so quiet around here.
Nun: We must thank God for giving us our daily bread, as well
as providing for a safe and successful Amitt Harvest.
Dog: Woof woof! Rrrrwoof!
Old woman in church: Praying like this calms my nerves. It
feels as if all my fears and worries are whisked away. It's
truly amazing.
Little boy: God, thank you for granting my wish yesterday. It
would be nice to eat fish today. I wish I could eat fish for
lunch! Thanks in advance for helping me.
Young woman in northwest house: I got a really good deal on
some fresh fish. We've had fish all day. Fried fish, boiled
fish, baked fish, and fish soup! Do you think I overdid it a
little?
Young man: Mmm, something smells good. My wife's a good
cook, and she's quite a beauty, too. My daughter gets her

cuteness from her. Ah yes, this could probably be called
happiness.
Little girl in kitchen: If you can't do housework right, you
can't become a truly refined lady!
Soldier: Estard Castle is just ahead.
Young woman in northern house: Oh! HERO! Dearie is
sleeping, so don't make too much noise, okay? I've been
worried about Dearie. He hasn't been feeling too well lately.
Maybe if he eats this fish he'll feel better.
Observation about old man: The old man's nodding off.
Little boy: I'm sure not gonna be like Hondara when I grow
up! I'm gonna be nice to every kid in town!
Orka’s mother: I think it's pitiful! That girl's been coming to
play with Orka a lot recently. I've been listening closely, and
it sounds like Orka's crazy about her, too! Sigh... I thought
that my Orka had better judgment than that.
Orka: Hey there, HERO. I hear Borkano and his men have
returned. I hate to admit it, but I admire your father. I
guess maybe it's true what they say about women falling for
seafaring men like him.
Woman by well: Oh, good morning, HERO. I'm so glad to hear
your father came back unhurt!
Old woman by well: Today looks like another calm, peaceful
day. Some people might think it's dull to have every day like
this, but it's times like these that make life worth living, I
think.
Innkeeper: Hey there, HERO. Looks like the Amitt Harvest
finished up nice and smoothly! We caught a lot of healthy
fish ourselves this morning.
Woman upstairs: Okay, that’s good enough. Now this room is
nice and clean, too. Our guests will be comfortable when they
stay over.
Old man: This is so wonderful! We've got good drink, and
best of all, good fish! Oh, HERO. Borkano and his crew finally

made it back! It's thanks to him that we have all of this
delicious fish. I'm eternally grateful, let me tell you.
Bunny girl: Oh! Hello, HERO. Hondara? He's not here right
now. He was staggering around town with a wine bottle earlier
this morning.
Man in black pants: This year's catch looks pretty good.
Hopefully I can turn a good profit with all this fish tonight.
Young man by fountain: That old guy is causing quite a
disturbance. I can't believe it. With the peace we have now,
I can't imagine anything bad could happen to the world.
Merchant by fountain: After the Amitt Harvest, I had a lot
of fish in stock, but I sold out before I even knew it! I can't
stop laughing with joy! Ha ha ha!
Old man by fountain: I saw it! Late last night, there was a
red flash in the sky off towards the east. I know something
awful is going to happen. I wonder what we should do.
Dog on the cliff: Woof! Woof woof!
Old man on the cliff: Oh, it's you! Did my deciphered text
help at all? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Don't lie to me! I can tell just by
looking at your face!
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Ah ha!
So it was! Ha ha ha! I'm just too good! It's a shame though.
If I only had this tome when I was younger, I could have
gone adventuring too. ... Of course, if I had friends like you,
then maybe... Well, never mind that! I've got you two young
men now. I bet you're happy to have an old sage like me
around too, right? As long as I'm here, no maze or puzzle will
ever get in your way!
Old man (again): If you ever have any problems, be sure to
stop by and visit me. If I know anything about it, I might just
be able to help you out!

Estard Castle

Soldier on first floor on the right: Prince Kiefer? I think
the Prince is in his room now.
Guard Captain: Oh, HERO. Have you been back to the village?
It seems the Amitt Harvest is over. Quite a magnitude of
fish were delivered to the castle. The men love fish, so we've
taken a break from stabbing things.
Soldier in guardhouse (if you have the HotStone): Oh! The
HotStone! How is it? Did you become a ladies' man? Did it
change your life? How many girlfriends do you have? Funny,
the girls around you don't seem to be swooning. In fact,
there's no sign of any arousal. What I'm seeing is completely
different from what I was told. Anyway, as soon as you
become a hit with the ladies, let me know!
Soldier (again): What can I do to become popular with the
ladies? I guess I've got to find my own solution for that.
Soldier on castle grounds: It's deserted places like this
that need guarding the most! Right? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, of course! Bad guys always
hole up in places like this! I can justify anything with my
cowardly, stillborn heart.
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, you're probably right.
Maid in dining hall: Breakfast today will be fish, the King's
favorite. The family is going to eat together for the first
time in a long while.
Maid behind table: Busy, busy, busy! I thought cleaning was a
hectic mess, but preparing for breakfast is even more so! I
have to finish the preparations! The King may lose patience
and come downstairs! Oh, my goodness! I must hurry up!
Chef in kitchen: Gulp. This fish looks so delicious. I want to
try some, but the King will be mad if I touch it before he
does.
Chef on the left: Wow. The catch this year looks plump and
delicious! The King is going to be quite satisfied.

Old man in cellar: What? Have you come to hear the myth?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): All right. If you do want to hear
it again, just ask.
???????Old man in cellar (if you never gave him
his glasses): I couldn't find my glasses for so long, I
ended up buying another pair! Besides, this pair is
easier on my eyes. Let me tell you an old myth, as a
reward for finding my new glasses! {continued below}
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): It seems there was a fierce
battle between God and the Demon Lord long ago. The battle
lasted for dozens, no, hundreds of years, before God
destroyed the Demon Lord. That led to the era of peace we
all prosper under today. Where did God go after that? Myths
don't go into that much detail!
Soldier in throne room on the left: It is good to see the
Amitt Harvest end without incident.
Soldier on the right: It seems that the King's mood has
brightened somewhat, since the Amitt Harvest. Admittedly,
I was a little concerned about what he would do. Oh, good.
Oh, good.
Minister: Ahh, HERO. It appears that the Amitt Harvest has
ended safely again this year. His Majesty is especially
pleased that this year's catch was larger than expected. I
offer you my thanks as well. Please give my regards to
Borkano and the others.
King Burns: Is that you, HERO? I received quite a lot of fish
from Fishbel not long ago. I must admit I have a distinct
liking for fish. I look forward to guzzling grog and feasting
upon the Harvest's catch at my morning meal!
Lady on second floor: The King will surely be happy to eat
his favorite kind of fish today. It's been so long since I've
seen the King look happy. I must give thanks to the
fishermen who went out for the Amitt Harvest.

Knight on back terrace: Actually, late last night there was a
momentary flash of light towards the east. I wonder what it
could have been. I wonder, should I report it to the King?
Princess Leesa: You know, HERO, you and my brother always
seem to be having such fun! If only I were a boy, too! I could
go with you on your adventures! Hee hee hee! /extra space/
But I'm sure if there were two princes, Father would have
twice the worries! I guess I'm glad I was born a girl, after
all!
Lady on front balcony: Looking at the sea from here, I can
understand why people want to leave the island. The reason
this island looks so small is because the sea is so vast. I
wouldn't think it strange if there were even more islands out
there.
Soldier on top of castle: A large ship was sighted returning
from the southwest early this morning. Perhaps it was
returning from the Amitt Harvest.
Old man in room on the right: You there. Do you believe in
fortune telling? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Oongawa, oongawa! Yabba
dabba! Snort! Ohh! I've got a vision! I see the ocean, and
here's a very strong-looking man? Hii-ya! Wheeze, wheeze.
Now for the finale. Well, that may or may not be your future.
That's the nature of the beast.
Soldier below library: Everything's fine! We're at peace, but
I'm always vigilant!
Kiefer in his room: Oh, hey, HERO. I followed your advice
and looked around some more. I've searched every inch of
the castle and town for some kind of clue, but nothing's come
up. I've been wracking my brain trying to think of anyplace
I've missed. Come to think of it, the Amitt Harvest is just
about over. Maybe you should head home, HERO.

Fishbel
Young woman at entrance: Where did you go, HERO?
Everyone else came home right after the Harvest.
Young woman in northern house: I'm glad everyone came
back safe and sound. That's more important than even the
best fish in the world.
Old woman: Is that you, HERO? Where in the world have you
been? Hurry on home. Your father's back, and Mollie's
probably cooking up one of her delicious specialties right now!
Old man: Fresh caught fish really is the best. No matter how
lousy my wife's cooking is, these fish still taste good.
Little boy: Yaay! Daddy's home! Tomorrow, he's gonna teach
me how to swim!
Sailor in bed: Snoorrrre...
Cat by HERO’s house: Rowr! Meeow.
Man in blue vest on beach: Oh boy! This fishing expedition
brought back another big haul!
Woman on beach: Oh, what a beautiful shine! Healthy fish
look better right down to their eyes. Maybe I'll make fish
cakes tonight.
Soldier on beach: Oh, HERO. It sounds like this year's Amitt
Harvest was a big success. The King must be in a grand mood
after the seafood feast he just enjoyed. I hope this helps
him forget about Prince Kiefer for a while. Ha ha ha!
Sailor on beach: Ha ha ha! I can't stop laughing! To be
honest, I was a bit worried when Borkano told us to go
further north than usual. I should never have doubted him.
The fish were so plentiful, I was afraid that the net would
break when we hauled them in. I suppose it was a bit more
dangerous, but you can't argue with the end result.
Cat by fish crates: Purrrr!
Nun in church: You seem restless, HERO. I know you'd
rather be with your father right now.

Priest: Happily, the Amitt Harvest was a big success this
year.
Merchant from behind counter: Hello again. Did you find
what you were looking for? I was thinking about how odd it
was that you and the Prince are such great friends. You two
are almost complete opposites. Maybe opposites really do
attract.
Maribel: HERO! You've got some nerve showing your face
around me! I've been so mad since they got back. Thanks to
you, I couldn't go! Sigh. I wish I were a man. It must be
interesting.
Maid in kitchen: Lady Maribel's mother just doesn't know
what to do with her. She's pretty, but with a personality like
that, she's such a waste. Oh! Ummm, let's keep that between
you and me, okay?
Cat in Maribel’s parents’ room: Meow!
Maribel’s mother: Shhh! You'll wake up my husband. {to
Amitt???} You seem to be tired from your long journey. You
certainly brought back quite the catch.
Amitt in bed: Mmuble Mumble, mumble... Thar she blows!
Zzzz...
Sailor on dock: If you're looking for Borkano, he should have
returned home by now. The fishing went well this year. All we
had to do was lift our nets to get full catches of fish. Oh,
that reminds me, they said that they caught something
strange with the haul. Borkano took it with him, if I'm not
mistaken.
Sailor on ship: I hope that I'll be able to take the rudder
someday. Some of my friends ask me why I love the sea so
much. They say that there's nothing but emptiness wherever
you go. They're wrong, though. The sea is like a woman.
Sometimes it laughs, sometimes it cries. Sometimes it even
rolls with anger. No matter how much time I spend on the
sea, though, I never tire of it.

Mollie: Oh hello/comma/ HERO. Sorry, but we just finished
eating. Your Uncle Hondara came over again and gabbled
gobbled down your portion of the meal! He brought some wine
with him, but he ended up drinking it all himself. What are we
ever going to do with that man?
Borkano: Oh, HERO! You've come back! I just got back
myself, son! Gwah ha ha! We read the currents well, making
this year's fishing go better than ever. We hadn't had a year
this good since you were born. That was more than ten years
ago! Wait, that year was even better than this year! When I
came back from sea, you were already born, and suddenly all
I thought about was you. You were born in just five months,
but completely healthy. When you saw my face you started
bawling. Ahem! Anyways, it really was a great catch! I'll sleep
well tonight! Woo! I feel great today.
Borkana (continued, if you talked to the sailor on the
dock): Hmm? What happened, HERO? You don't feel like
drinking? Huh? Did I find anything unusual? Oh yeah! I did, in
fact. There was this strange thing that was caught in the
net. Let me see here, hmm. It looks like some ancient slab.
The King should be notified about this. Why don't you tell
him while you're visiting the Prince? [HERO received
LandShard!] Wow! Your mother's fish really is the best! Aah,
these spices! This is good eating!
Hondara (lying in bed): Hic! Hey, gimme another glass! Hic!
Hondara (if you have the HotStone, as you leave the
house): Hey, HERO! You're back! You've returned! I need my
stone back! You've got it, right? (Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): What? Don't play dumb with me,
boy! I saw some good for nothing rummaging through my
house yesterday! It must have been you! I'm sure of it! So
why don't we end this foolish game before I beat you to a
pulp? (Yes/No)

Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’ to either of the above
questions): Can't let your guard down around your own
nephew, huh? Hic! Give it back, now! [The HotStone
was taken from HERO!]
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): You refuse to admit the truth?
Hic! Quit playing around! [Clunk! HERO got a big knuckle
sandwich! The HotStone bounced onto the floor!] I knew it
had to be you! This is your lucky day. I would have smashed
you over the head with one of those barrels,/no comma/ if
your mom wasn't here. Sweet, sweet Mollie... Heh heh heh.
{Note that you actually lose a hit point when he hit you.}
Borkano (if Hondara hit you): That's quite the lump you've
got there, HERO! You must have been walloped pretty hard!
Ha ha ha!

Estard Castle Town
Old man on the cliff: Amazing! Simply amazing! {to HERO}
Oh, you're back! You should have said something! Ha ha!
What am I looking at? A dirty book? Oh, I just thought I
would take a little break after deciphering that tome. Let me
tell you something. Girls these days are unbelievable! In my
day, I never saw... Sorry, sorry. You're a little young for that
kind of talk. Whenever you're in trouble, come to me! Even if
you aren't, we can pass the time together!

Estard Castle
Kiefer in his room: Hey, HERO! Have you figured something
out? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (either way): Hey! You found another Shard! What?
It was found in the nets during the Amitt Harvest? What are

the chances of that? It's got to be fate! Let's go, HERO!
We've got to check out that temple again!
Kiefer (chat): Let's not get sidetracked. We need to go to
the Fane!
Kiefer (chat): I think something really big is about to happen
this time! Hey, HERO! Let's hurry to the fane!
Lady on second floor: The King will surely be happy to eat
his favorite kind of fish today. It's been so long since I've
seen the King look happy. I must give thanks to the
fishermen who went out for the Amitt Harvest.
Kiefer (chat): I'm grateful for the Amitt Harvest. My
father is feeling much better because of it.
Soldier by throne room stairs: Prince Kiefer, the King is up
there.
Minister: It may seem like the King only thinks about fish,
but he spends his days consumed with concern for Prince
Kiefer. Fish are merely a diversion. The Prince is first, and
fish are second. Remember that well.
Kiefer (chat): The Minister may try to hide it, but it's
obvious that my father has nothing but fish on the brain. If
all of his thoughts are of me and his precious fish, where
does Leesa come in?
King Burns: Is that you, HERO? I received quite a lot of fish
from Fishbel not long ago. I must admit I have a distinct
liking for fish. I look forward to guzzling grog and feasting
upon the Harvest's catch at my morning meal! As for you,
Kiefer, I shall allow you to decide what path you wish to take.
I believe in you. But enough of these matters. Where are my
fish? I demand to be bloated with fish by nightfall!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! Thank goodness Father loves fish.
Now I won't have to hear his complaints for a while!
Knight on back terrace: Actually, late last night there was a
momentary flash of light towards the east. I wonder what it
could have been. I wonder, should I report it to the King?

Kiefer (chat): Uh-oh. That light was pretty bright. Let's get
to the fane before my father finds out!
Princess Leesa: Brother! I heard you snuck out of your room
last night! You know that soldier who was ordered to keep an
eye on you? You should have seen his face when he heard!
Father's better today, though, so everything turned out all
right. But don't run the poor soldier ragged! /extra space/
Take pity on the poor man, won't you?
Kiefer (chat): Leesa is just too nice for her own good.
Everyone likes her, but where's the fun in that?
Lady on front terrace: Oh! Good morning, Prince. Up early
again today, aren't you?
Scholar in library: Long ago, the eastern area of this island
was marked as a forbidden zone. I heard that some ruins still
remain in the deep eastern forest. These ruins are
apparently the ancient burial ground of the royal family. And
so, I must advise you not to approach the area too closely.
Raiding the quiet resting place of the dead just isn't
something people who live on this island would do.
Kiefer (chat): Can he really still think it's a grave site? What
a bumbling dolt.
Soldier on first floor on the left: Good morning, Prince. It
seems to be all right to go on up today.
Soldier on the right: Are you going out again, Prince? Please
don't stay gone long. It will be time to eat soon.
Guard Captain: Good morning, Prince. Did you sleep well last
night? Adventure can strengthen a man, but don't push
yourselves too far.
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! I guess even the Captain can be
sarcastic sometimes. I shouldn't be surprised after what I
pulled on that guard yesterday.
Soldier in guardhouse: Hondara's stone must have been fake.
Looking back on it, he was never really popular with the
ladies! Or maybe he is popular, but I just haven't seen it yet.

If he really is a ladies' man, then I envy him! Oh, well. Back
to painting figurines and arranging them in dramatic poses!
Kiefer (chat): He's still harping on that? He may be a bit
misguided, but it's proof of his passion.
Maid in dining hall: Breakfast today will be fish, the King's
favorite. The family is going to eat together for the first
time in a long while.
Kiefer (chat): The whole family? I feel bad for Leesa, but I
don't have time for that right now. This may be the most
important crossroads in our lives.
Guard on the right: Are you going out again, your Highness?
I see you are off to another early start today.
Guard on the left: Good morning, Prince! /extra space/ It's
quite a nice day today, isn't it?

Estard Castle Town
Soldier near exit: Estard Castle is just ahead. Well, now!
Are you going out so this early in the morning, Prince? Have a
safe journey!
Kiefer (chat): No side trips, HERO! Onward, to the fane!
Old man by fountain: I saw it! Late last night, there was a
red flash in the sky off towards the east. I know something
awful is going to happen. I wonder what we should do.
Kiefer (chat): They saw that light from last night? Hmm.
Young man by fountain: That old guy is causing quite a
disturbance. I can't believe it. With the peace we have now,
I can't imagine anything bad could happen to the world.
Kiefer (chat): This unending peace is making people soft. If
something bad were to happen, what would they do?
Little boy: I'm sure not gonna be like Hondara when I grow
up! I'm gonna be nice to every kid in town!

Kiefer (chat): Wasn't that the kid who was always crying?
He has certainly grown up, just like your uncle. Hondara is
actually doing some good.
Old man on the cliff: Oh, it's you again. I see you've come
together this time.
Kiefer (continued): I just wanted to tell you how grateful I
am. Thank you very much!
Old man (continued): Oh, don't worry about it. I feel like a
young man again for the first time in years!
Kiefer (continued): A young man's heart, huh? I can't
imagine what you were like as a young man.
Old man (continued): Really? I was once an impassioned
youth. My heart brimmed with dreams of adventure! I
explored the entire island. I even went into the Forbidden
Zone, but I never found anything. Even worse, people started
to treat me like I was insane. In a way, your adventures are
an extension of my dreams. That's why I want to help you!
Come to me any time. I want to hear about all of all about
your adventures.
Kiefer (chat): That old man is an inspiration. Every time I
see him, I like him more.
Orka’s father: Prince! Are you finished looking around?
Kiefer (continued): It's all right now. Thanks.
Orka’s mother: I think it's pitiful! That girl's been coming to
play with Orka a lot recently. I've been listening closely, and
it sounds like Orka's crazy about her, too! Sigh... I thought
that my Orka had better judgment than that.
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! I hate to say it, but Orka is a poor
judge of character! Don't you think?
Orka: Hey there, HERO. I hear Borkano and his men have
returned. I hate to admit it, but I admire your father. I
guess maybe it's true what they say about women falling for
seafaring men like him. Oh! Not that he's any match for your
father, Prince Kiefer. Heh heh heh.

Kiefer (chat): Forget about people like him! Let's head to the
fane!
Woman by well: Oh, you're out again together this morning?
Take care of yourselves, all right?
Old woman by well: Today looks like another calm, peaceful
day. Some people might think it's dull to have every day like
this, but it's times like these that make life worth living, I
think.
Kiefer (chat): Calm and peaceful days are so boring. Don't
you agree, HERO?
Bunny girl in inn: Oh! Hello, HERO. Hondara? He's not here
right now. He was staggering around town with a wine bottle
earlier this morning. Oh, Prince Kiefer. This isn't the most
elegant of places, but make yourself at home!
Man in black pants (continued): Oh, well, excuse me for not
running an elegant place!
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Oh, Prince! I trust you are in good spirits today.
Kiefer (chat): I'll never get used to being called 'Prince.'
It's so stiff!
Kiefer (if you try to enter the Woodsman’s Hut or
Fishbel): Hey, HERO! Let's go to the Fane and try to use the
Shard!

Ancient Ruins
Kiefer (if you try to go to the Fane without them):
Hey! HERO!
Maribel (continued): HERO! Wait up! Geez! {They
come running up together.}
Kiefer (continued): Huff, huff. You're a cold-hearted
bastard, HERO.

Maribel (continued): How awful! Where are you two
contemptible crumbums going all by yourselves?
Kiefer (continued): Maribel told me that something
strange got caught in the fishing net.
Maribel (continued): You knew you were supposed to
report to the castle! Bad, bad, bad!
Kiefer (continued): So what is it? You found
something good, didn't you?
Maribel (continued): You're going to get it now! Now
tell me! What are you two up to?
Kiefer (continued): Hey! Is that a Shard you've got
there?
Maribel (continued): What role does that Shard play
in all this? Tell me!
Kiefer (continued): I'm right, aren't I? You found a
Shard in the fishing net, right? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Oh, quit lying! That's got to
be a Shard!
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Incredible! If you were a woman, or even a
moderately attractive man, I would kiss you, HERO!
Maribel (continued): Why are you keeping things
from me?
Kiefer (continued): That's why you forgot to tell me,
right?
Maribel (continued): Aaaaaahhhhhh! No one's
listening to me!
Kiefer (continued): Yeah, right! Anyway, let's leave it
at that! Come on, HERO, let's go! [Kiefer joined the
party!]
Maribel (continued): Hold it right there, my puerile
friend of the dictatorial regime! How dare you? If I
hadn't told you, you would've been left behind! You

bet I'm coming, and no one's going to stop me!
[Maribel joined the party!]
Kiefer (chat): I have a feeling that something huge is going
to happen today.
Kiefer (chat): Let's head out to the fane!
Kiefer (chat): My heart's been pounding for a while now!
Maribel (if you try to enter the main door of the ruins or
the secret cave entrance): Ah-ha! Now I see! So, that's why
you've been running all around! {She walks up behind you.}
Kiefer (continued): Maribel!
Maribel (continued): How could you be so devoid of
compassion and not tell me about something like this? Look,
HERO, /extra space/ you owe me. I'm coming along, alright?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Are you sure about that? All it
would take is an off-handed comment to the King, and you'd
never be allowed here again! Besides, you ruffians could use
the refinement of a lady's touch. What do you say? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Maribel (when you say ‘Yes’): Hee hee. Thanks, HERO! Okay,
let's go! I'm so excited!
Kiefer (continued): Sigh... Let’s go, HERO. [Maribel joined
the party!]
Maribel (chat): Take me to your secret hideout this instant!
Kiefer (chat): Well, things didn't go exactly as planned, but
let's go, HERO!
Maribel (if you try to leave): Whoa, HERO! Where do you
think you're going? Let's go inside the ruins!
Kiefer (if you try to leave): Now we've done it, HERO. Once
Maribel starts, she just won't listen to reason.
Maribel (chat, when you go inside the secret cave
entrance): Hey, I know! If you ever try to leave me
out again, I'll tell the King everything!

Maribel (chat): Okay, now show me to that place this
instant!
Maribel (chat): Hey, isn't this the cave that HERO
and Kiefer were sneaking around in? Hee hee! Don't
even try to hide it. You know I'm onto your whole
game!
Maribel (chat, in cavern travel gate room): What a
beautiful swirl of light! It's mesmerizing.
Maribel (chat, in blue travel gate room): What is
this place? Is this the place you were talking about?
Maribel (chat, when you go inside the ruins): If you ever
leave me out again, I'll tell on the Prince!
Maribel (chat): This place was on our island all along?
Unbelievable! I won't forgive you for keeping it a secret
from me!
Maribel (chat): The King should be very interested in you
adventuring here, Kiefer. Now don't try to lose me.
Maribel (chat, on second, third, or fourth floors): This
isn't going to be dangerous, is it? Oh, HERO! I know I can
depend on you to protect me! I can count on you rather than
that idiot Prince, right?
Maribel (chat, in bridge room on fourth floor): Look at the
height of this thing! We can't even see the bottom! Try not
to fall down, HERO.
Maribel (chat, in Scale room): This room is really intricate.
Who could've built this place?
Maribel (chat, in third branching room): Hey, haven't we
been walking this same path over and over? You dunce! Did
you get us lost?
Kiefer (chat, at the end of the maze): Um, HERO, I've
been meaning to ask you something... Isn't this the wrong way
to get to the Fane?
Maribel (chat, in Pillar room): This cave painting must be
really old! But we didn't come here to appreciate paintings!

Kiefer (chat, in Pillar room): Why did we come all this way
when we're supposed to be going to the fane?
Kiefer (chat, in the room past the four Saints’ statues):
We're finally here. Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat, in Torch room): So this is the place you were
talking about? I never imagined there was a fane below the
island!
Kiefer (if you try to go back the way you came): It would
be foolish to go back before we've done anything here!
Maribel (continued): Where are you going, you buffoon?
We'll find the entrance as long as we just keep looking for it.
What's wrong with you?
Maribel (chat): This place feels mystical. I guess I shouldn't
be surprised. It is a fane, after all.
Kiefer (chat): This is exciting! I know something is going to
happen!
Kiefer (chat, in outer hallway): Let's head to the room with
those pedestals!
Maribel (chat, in WindShard or LandsShard rooms): What
in the world are those pedestals for? Are they a part of your
big plans?
Maribel (chat, in FireShard or AquaShard rooms): What on
earth are all those pedestals for? Do those pedestals have
anything to do with your big ideas?
Kiefer (when you examine the northwest pedestal in the
LandShard room): We finally have all four Shards. What do
you think will happen when we fit them on the pedestal?
Maribel (when you fit the last shard): Huh? What's that
light? Eeek!
Kiefer (continued): Amazing!

CHAPTER 2

Where are we? ... ...
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Kiefer (after traveling through the gate): Ouch! That
landing was not as delicate as I would have liked. It seems
the Great Prince Kiefer now lies in the dirt like a common
peasant. But I think I hurt my pride more than anything else.
{Kiefer gets up.} What just happened? Maribel? HERO? Are
you all right? {You and Maribel stand up too.}
Maribel (continued): No, I'm not all right. But you can save
your misplaced concern for one of your swooning courtesans.
I can take care of myself. What just happened?
Kiefer (continued): Weren't we just at the fane?
Something's definitely not right here. {Kiefer looks around.}
I've never seen this place before. I didn't even know a place
like this existed on the island.
Maribel (continued): Did you hit your head? You're talking
nonsense. {Maribel looks around.} Now that you mention it
though, the sky is unusually dark here. Well, fellas, I wish I
could say it's been fun. I'm going back home. But thanks for
tagging along! See ya! {She walks off.}
Kiefer (continued): Well, there's no need for us to stay here
any longer. HERO, Let's go.
Kiefer (chat): Just where are we, anyway? Have you ever
been here before, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. The sky is strangely dark and
there's something weird about this forest. Oh, well. There's
no point worrying. Let's continue on.

Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): I guess we're all right for
now. There's no point worrying. Let's continue on.
Kiefer (chat): Maribel has run off by herself. Does she have
any idea where she's going?
Maribel (as you follow after her): Eeeek!
Kiefer (continued): That was Maribel's voice! I'd know that
shrill shriek anywhere! {He starts running after her.} Let's
go, HERO!
Maribel (as you approach her and Kiefer surrounded by
three slimes): Eeww! What are they? Their methodic jiggling
is making me queasy!
Maribel (battle chat): HERO, I don't care what you do, but
do something! Hurry!
Kiefer (battle chat): What? What in the world is that?
Maribel (battle chat): Ew! Gross! What is this?
Kiefer (battle chat): Who are these guys?
Maribel (after defeating the slimes): What have the two of
you gotten me into this time? What is this place? {She jumps
up and down.} And why am I standing in this vile blue goo?
What were those things? Monsters?
Kiefer (continued): Monsters? Were those monsters?
Maribel (continued): Well what else could they have been?
Don't they teach you anything at the castle in the time you
don't spend drinking and chasing women?
Kiefer (continued): ...
Maribel (continued): Anyway, this is all your fault! You should
never have brought me here against my will! Show some
responsibility, HERO, and take me home safely!
Kiefer (continued): Monsters? {He suddenly jumps up and
down.} HERO, do you realize what just happened? We just
fought against monsters! Living, breathing monsters! Look at
my hand! I'm trembling! Ha ha!
Maribel (continued): {to Kiefer} Why are you happy at a time
like this? Honestly, I'll never understand men. {to HERO}

Anyway, I don't want to stay here forever. Take me back
home right now!
Female warrior (as you approach): What? Who are you?
Kiefer (continued): {He walks up to her.} We're sorry to have
startled you. We mean you no harm. My name is Kiefer. I am
the Prince of Estard.
Female warrior (continued): Estard? But it can't be.
Kiefer (continued): Oh, and that is HERO and Maribel.
They're my lackeys.
Maribel (continued): Ahem! We're his friends! Um...
Female warrior (continued): Oh, forgive me. My name is
Matilda.
Maribel (continued): Matilda, huh? Why are you out here in
the dark cutting weeds?
Matilda (continued): I picked the weeds as an offering for
those graves.
Maribel (continued): What? You're planting weeds on the
grave on purpose?
Matilda (continued): The weeds are in place of flowers. As
you can see, there aren't any flowers blooming around here.
But I thought there would at least be some weeds.
Maribel (continued): Oh! Well, if you want flowers, I've got
some. Hmm. Well, I've got seeds, anyway.
Matilda (continued): Flower seeds?
Maribel (continued): I picked them up in Estard Forest. I
was thinking of planting them around my house.
Matilda (continued): Oh, my. Would you mind sharing a few
of those seeds?
Maribel (continued): Of course. You can have them all. {She
hands over the seeds.}
Matilda (continued): Thank you so much! I'll go and plant
them right now. {She walks over to the graves and sprinkles
the seeds.} That should help calm the spirits of the dead.
Maribel (continued): The dead...

Matilda (continued): By the way, where are you three
headed?
Kiefer (continued): Well for the time being, we'd like to find
a way to return to our homes.
Matilda (continued): I hate to say it, but you shan't be able
to return to your homes anytime soon. However, there is a
place for you to rest in the village on the other side of this
forest. In appreciation for the seeds, I shall accompany you
there. [Matilda joined the party!] Well, shall we go? Once we
emerge from this forest, the village will be immediately to
the east.
Kiefer (chat): What did Matilda mean when she said that we
won't be able to return home anytime soon?
Maribel (chat): Well, this is a fine mess we've gotten
ourselves into. You boys just had to mess around with that
fane! You should be ashamed of yourselves!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. Someone's
name is inscribed here, but it's too dirty to read.
Maribel (chat, after a battle): Wow! Matilda is incredible!
She's so much stronger than HERO!
Kiefer (chat, after a battle): Hey, HERO. Did you see the
sword skills Matilda used? Amazing! She's obviously had a
great deal of training.

Eastern Tower
Matilda (when you enter): The village is to the west of here,
HERO. We should hurry there, as this place is overrun by
foul monsters. {You automatically leave the area.}

Colorstone Mine

Matilda (when you enter): This isn't the village we're going
to, HERO. The village we want lies to the west. There's too
many monsters around here. Let's head for the village
quickly. {You automatically leave the area.}

Rexwood
Maribel (when you enter the village): Hey, HERO! Wait a
minute! {Maribel and Kiefer spread out.} Where in the world
did Matilda go? I don't see her anywhere!
Kiefer (continued): You're right. Maybe she rushed home.
She is from this insufferable-looking village, after all.
Maribel (continued): Honestly! Only someone of little
refinement would leave without saying goodbye!
Kiefer (chat): Just where did Matilda go? It was like she
vanished.
Maribel (chat): Hey/comma/ HERO. Where are we? What
are we doing in this gloomy little village? Hurry up and take
me home to Fishbel, already!
Maribel (chat): The people in this village are destroying their
homes! It's insane! They must be extraordinarily stupid.
Kiefer (chat): This place is gloomy. These people look so
tired. Somehow, I don't think it's just the dark sky that's
dampening the mood.

Eastern Tower
Golem: Grrr... And just who are you people supposed to be?
Stay away from this tower, humans. Stay away! I will show no
mercy. If you value your lives, leave this place at once.
Maribel (chat): Don't just stand there, HERO! Run!

Colorstone Mine

Warrior in front of entrance: What is it? Do you have some
business in here? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’): What in the world are you doing
here at a time like this? What? You have nothing to say? The
mines are full of monsters. If you don't have any business
here, you should turn back immediately.
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): I see. Then you shouldn't be here.
This place is full of monsters. If you don't have any business
here, you should turn back now.
Kiefer (chat): They won't let us in, but it doesn't matter.
We don't need anything here right now. Why don't we come
back later?

Rexwood
Farmer: It's all over! This cheerful farm of mine is ruined.
See for yourself! There's a giant hole where my crops once
were.
Kiefer (continued): You're right! Who could've done such a
terrible thing?
Farmer (continued): What are you talking about? I did it, of
course! It's a sacrifice I have to make for my wife and little
girl, but why not just take my soul as well?
Kiefer (chat): What was going on with that man? Crying over
a farm that he's destroying himself? Is he mad?
Farmer (again): My poor farm. It's a sacrifice I have to
make for my wife and little girl, but why not just take my
soul as well?
Dog: Woof woof woof!
Old man at old church grounds: This used to be a peaceful
forest village, until the monsters appeared. They took our
women and delivered a fearsome ultimatum. We were to
completely destroy the village, or we could consider the

women as good as dead. This is a village without hope. You
should go back to wherever you came from.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. I get it. A bit sad, I guess. However, if
all the town's women were taken, then why wasn't Matilda
among them?
Kiefer (chat): Kiefer: The monsters kidnapped the women of
the village? What a nightmare. I wouldn't believe it if it
weren't for the monsters we saw outside of town.
Kiefer (chat): I can't believe that a town on this island is
under siege by monsters. Wait a minute! We should have
heard something about this before! Could this be some
faraway place no one has heard of before? Is it possible?
Maribel (chat): Yeah, yeah. I know this village is in trouble,
but when can I go home?
Priest: There was supposed to be a huge, magnificent temple
built here, but one cannot ask for luxury in times like these.
Anyway...
Sailor near bonfire: Huh? What am I doing? Well, can't you
tell? I'm tearing down my house. What do you mean, why?
You looking to start a fight with me? I got a wife to worry
about! What if she never comes back?
Sailor (again): Who cares about some old house? If I don't
do this, they'll kill my woman!
Scholar: Welcome! This is Rexwood, home of the legendary
hero, Rex! Of course, all that's ancient history now. Sigh.
Young man: Argh! I can't believe that I'm being forced to
tear down my house with my own hands! What did I do to
deserve this?
Prisoner: Why bother even trying? It's not like things will
get any better.
Man in blue vest on other side of bridge: Traveler, would
you like to hear the legend of Rex, the hero of our village?
(Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): All right. Let me know if you ever do.

Man (if you say ‘Yes’): The legend begins twenty years ago,
when monsters first attacked our village. The villagers
gathered together and put aside their disparate views to
find a solution. After endless debate, they resolved to
defeat the formidable beasts. But first, a courageous young
man was sent off alone to the monsters' lair. The plan was
for the others to follow soon after him in full force, but not
a single soul went. No one could summon the courage to do so.
And so the brave warrior took on the monsters, waiting for
help that never came. After emerging victorious over the
monsters, he collapsed to his knees and perished near their
lair. The hero's name was Rex. Since that day, in
commemoration of his valiant deeds, our town has been known
as Rexwood.
Innkeeper (man in black pants): I suppose the day will soon
come when I'll have to tear down this inn. Still, I would do
anything to save my wife. Now, then...
Bard on inn rooftop: You say you come from Estard? Hmm.
I've never heard of such a country. Oh, wait! I think I
remember hearing that name before, but where?
Dresser – Clothes
Cat near house past inn: Meowww...
Merchant in house past inn: This place isn't actually mine,
it's Hank's. We traded houses because Hank needed to hide
from the monsters. Oh! Damn it! How can I say something
like that to a stranger? I'm so sorry! Please, forget what I
just said!
Pot – 12 gold coins
Merchant (again): Sigh. I'm such a blabbermouth.
Tough guy: Trees are so disciplined. Even if you set one on
fire, it will stand there without so much as a word.
Fighter: What are you doing? There's nothing but trees back
here. You're not stupid and impotent, are you? (Yes/No)

Fighter (if you say ‘No’): Really? Good. There's nothing back
here anyway.
Fighter (if you say ‘Yes’): Regardless, you should leave. Oh,
my sympathies that you will never have children of your own,
dullard.
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. Don't you think that last person
was awfully suspicious? I bet there's something really big
over there.
Little boy in shack (as soon as you enter): Who's there?
{He comes to the door.} Oh, whew! You scared me! Come on
inside! {He leads you inside then shuts the door.} I thought
monsters had discovered us. My name's Patrick. Judging by
your mismatched armor and massive weapons, you appear to
be adventurers. I have something I must ask you. Have you
come across a woman by the name of Matilda? (Yes/No)
Patrick (if you say ‘No’): You didn't? That means she
must be busy skewering the fat off the monsters'
hides!
Patrick (if you say ‘Yes’): You did? Good, good.
Patrick (continued): She protects this village from monsters,
but we haven't seen her recently. With Matilda gone and my
father injured, who's left to protect our insignificant village?
Certainly not the cowards who call themselves men?
Hank (continued): Oww! Ohhh...
Patrick (continued): Father, are you all right? How do you
feel?
Kiefer (chat, if you leave Hank’s house): Hey, HERO.
Maybe we should try talking to that Patrick kid a bit more. I
know he's having a hard time, but he might be able to tell us
about what's going on.
Patrick: Please, forgive me. My father struggles to hang on to
life even as we speak. He is the last warrior remaining in our
meager village. But he was mortally wounded attempting to
rescue the women taken during the monsters' invasion. The

doctor said bed rest won't be enough to heal his injuries.
Southeast of here, there's a mine where the workers dig for
gems called colorstones. It may be possible to heal my father
using the properties of a green colorstone. Even a fragment
from one, a Green Orb, would be sufficient. But the mine is
full of monsters and the villagers are cowardly and weak. I
have faith in Matilda's strength as a hardened warrior, so I
intended to ask her to help. If you see her, could you ask her
for me? I'll do what I can, but I must continue to tend to my
father's bedside.
Patrick (again): If I had a green colorstone from the mine,
then we could still hold onto the hope of my father
recovering. If you see Matilda, could you ask her to get one
for me?
Kiefer (chat, after you leave Hank’s house): A mine to the
southeast? If it is full of monsters, we might not be able to
help. Regardless, we need to find Matilda, so perhaps we
should try.
Maribel (chat, after you leave Hank’s house): Now we have
to find Matilda again. It's all HERO's fault. She must've run
off while he was daydreaming.
Fighter (after talking to Patrick): You found Hank's hidden
sanctuary, huh? The whole town is helping to keep him hidden
from the monsters. Just don't let anyone follow you.
Merchant (after talking to Patrick): What? You ran into
Patrick? Okay, here's the whole story. This home used to
belong to Patrick and his father, Hank. We traded houses so
the monsters wouldn't find him while he recovers from his
injuries. That's why you can't tell anybody about this. All
right?
Merchant (again): Don't tell anyone about Hank, all right?
Sailor (after talking to Patrick): What? Patrick's looking
for green colorstones to help his father? Hmm, green
colorstones contain highly potent crystals known as Green

Orbs. We've been mining them for ages for their medicinal
power. Who knows how many are left?
Sailor (again): I used to work down in the colorstone mine
too. It won't be easy finding any green colorstones there
these days. The mine has become engorged with monsters!

Rexwood Forest Clearing
Maribel (chat, after hearing Patrick’s request): Matilda
was just here. Where has she run off to?

Colorstone Mine
Maribel (chat): Is this the colorstone mine? This place
seems deserted.
Barrel – Herb
Warrior in bed: Owww... Huh? Who are you? What are you
doing here at a time like this? The mines are full of
monsters. If you don't have any business here, you should
turn back immediately.
Warrior (again): Up until just recently, I was guarding the
mine's entrance to make sure no one came in. All of a sudden,
I felt incredibly sleepy, as if a spell had been cast on me.
Warrior (again): Snore...snore....
Kiefer (chat, inside the mine): If we can't find Matilda,
we'll have to go find the green thing by ourselves. Well, let's
just see how far we can go, HERO.
Matilda (as you approach): HERO! To think that I would
meet you again in such a place as this.
Maribel (continued): What are you doing here, Matilda?
Matilda (continued): Me? I sensed monsters in the depths of
the mine, so I came here to see whether anyone had gotten
into trouble or not.

Kiefer (continued): Now that you mention it. [Kiefer told
Patrick's wish to Matilda.]
Matilda (continued): Hmmm, so the boy is in search of the
Green Orb for his father. If you could find some green
colorstones, you could obtain the Green Orb that you seek.
That is, if there are any left to be found. I am unsure
whether any green colorstones still remain in the mine. I am
in a great hurry, so I must ask you to please excuse me. {She
starts walking away.}
Maribel (continued): Matilda! Won't you grant Patrick's
request?
Matilda (continued): You may think this is cold of me, but I
can't concern myself solely with that little boy. Goodbye.
{She leaves.}
Kiefer (continued): She's of no help to us. She just turned
her back on the little boy's problems. It seems a viscous
mass of depravity now rests where Matilda's heart once was.
Well, it can't be helped. Should we go search for the Green
Orb ourselves?
Kiefer (chat): We won't find any Green Orbs unless we
venture deep inside.
Maribel (chat): I don't understand Matilda at all. Regardless,
we must find that Green Orb.
Sign: Be careful how you handle colorstones. They break
easily.
Barrel – Strength seed
Barrel – 40 gold coins
Maribel (chat, on second floor): We must find the Green
Orb. Focus, HERO, and look around carefully!
Kiefer (chat, on bottom floor): Does the Green Orb really
exist?
Kiefer (when you stand next to the green colorstone): All
right! This has to be the green colorstone! How do we lug this
huge thing back with us?

Matilda (continued): HERO! {She walks up behind you.} Ah,
good! It looks like you are well. After what happened, I was
worried about you going in there by yourself, so I came back.
I humbly apologize for abandoning you. I do not know what
came over me. That boy is searching for a Green Orb, isn't
he? In that case, please allow me to help. [Matilda put her
hands on the green colorstone and focused her
concentration. A single splinter broke off from the green
colorstone!] Please take this to the boy. [HERO received a
beautiful, shining green gem! HERO picked up the Green
Orb!] There are monsters all around us. Be careful on your
journey. {She starts to walk away but then returns.} I had
almost forgotten, but I wanted you to have this, HERO.
[HERO received the Wood Doll from Matilda!] My big
brother gave me that doll when I was just a little girl. I kept
it close to me all these years. It was my good luck charm, but
it doesn't suit me anymore. If you don't like it, feel free to
throw it away. Now, I really must be going. {She walks away.}
Kiefer (chat): We did it, HERO! Let's give the Orb to Patrick
right away!
Kiefer (chat): Matilda has disappeared again. She's a
mysterious one, isn't she?
Maribel (chat): This doll is so strange. Is it supposed to be a
reward for the flower seeds? She really didn't need to do
this.

Rexwood
Maribel (chat): HERO, why do I get the feeling that we're
getting sucked deeper and deeper into trouble? As long as
you take me right back to Fishbel, I'll consider not holding a
grudge against you until the end of time.
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Let's give the Orb to Patrick as soon as
possible!

Farmer: I already knocked down my house, and now I've
ruined my precious field. If I don't get my family back after
this, I'll never recover.
Sailor: What? You found a Green Orb? Nice work! Patrick will
be overjoyed. Hurry up and take it to Hank.
Young man: Why, oh why, did this fate have to befall us?
Even if we do destroy the village, how do we know our wives
will come back?
Fighter: With things the way they are, it's getting hard to
keep our spirits up. We're all just so powerless. There's
nothing to do now but sleep.
Tough guy: If the women can't scrounge up enough courage
and ingenuity to escape and make it back to the village, this
place is done for. That's why our future depends on Hank
recovering quickly.
Innkeeper: Patrick's already paid for your night here, but
could you come back later? We're in the middle of cleaning.
Merchant: Even if we did directly fight the monsters, we'd
only get in Hank's way. We're trying to resist the monsters,
but in our own way. It's more of a passive resistance.
Man in blue vest: Traveler, would you like to hear the legend
of Rex, the hero of our village? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): The legend begins twenty years ago,
when monsters first attacked our village. The villagers
gathered together and put aside their disparate views to
find a solution. After endless debate, they resolved to
defeat the formidable beasts. But first, a courageous young
man was sent off alone to the monsters' lair. The plan was
for the others to follow soon after him in full force, but not
a single soul went. No one could summon the courage to do so.
And so the brave warrior took on the monsters, waiting for
help that never came. After emerging victorious over the
monsters, he collapsed to his knees and perished near their
lair. The hero's name was Rex. Since that day, in

commemoration of his valiant deeds, our town has been known
as Rexwood.
Kiefer (chat): A legendary hero and savior of the village?
That sounds fantastic. Estard is so peaceful that you would
never have the opportunity to prove your bravery.
Maribel (chat): So Rex was killed because the villagers didn't
help him, right? It's just one sad story after another. Don't
they have any with happy endings?
Patrick: HERO! Did you run into Matilda? (Yes/No)
Patrick (if you say ‘No’): What? You obtained a piece
of a green colorstone from the mine all by
yourselves?
Patrick (if you say ‘Yes’): What? You teamed up to obtain a
piece of a green colorstone from the mine? Matilda may just
be a woman, but she's amazingly strong.
Patrick (continued, either way): Thank you, HERO! I'll apply
the power of the Green Orb to my father's wounds right
away! [HERO gave the Green Orb to Patrick.] I hold the only
hope left for my father in the palm of my hands. Father...
{He gives the Green Orb to Hank.} I'm still a little surprised
that you delved into the dark confines of the mine. Such
bravery is a rare commodity in a village of cowards. I never
told you about Matilda, did I? When my father took it upon
himself to reclaim the village women, he set out to ascend
the many levels of the monsters' tower. Concerned for his
safety, I followed him. I trailed only steps behind most of
the way, but I was unable to keep up with his relentless pace.
I eventually found my father laying beaten and bloody on the
ground, a shadowy figure looming over him. But it was
Matilda! She had fought off the monsters by herself to save
him. Slinging him over her shoulder, she carried my father
back home. Oh, I'm sorry. You seem very weary. You must be
tired from your quest. The inn has readied a room for you, so
please get a good night's rest! {Fade out to inn.}

Maribel (in bed in inn): Wow! Patrick already paid the inn for
our stay! At least he understands how to treat a lady!
Kiefer (continued): Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Maribel (continued): Hmph! Kiefer can fall asleep just about
anywhere! That must be nice. Yawn! Time for me to get some
sleep too, I guess! Good night, Kiefer. Good night, HERO.
Maribel (before falling asleep): Um, HERO? Do you think
we'll ever get back to Fishbel? There must be some
wonderful girls you left behind. Would you get lonely if we
never made it home? I want to go home already. I miss my
mother and father. .... Ha ha ha! Um, just kidding! Sniff! I'm
not that much of a softy! Hmm, I should get some sleep. You
know, you really shouldn't talk so much. You're more renown
for your silly green hat, than for your clever conversation.
Goodnight!
Voice (while sleeping): Hey, brother! Hey, brother, wait up!
Warrior (Rex, in dream): What is it? Forget something?
Little girl (continued): It's too dangerous by yourself!
You've got to wait for everyone else!
Rex (continued): Ha ha ha! I want to, believe me. If someone
doesn't go quickly, the monsters might get away again! Once
I've got them stopped, the rest of the town will come to
back me up. If we all work together, even monsters aren't so
scary. Right?
Little girl (continued): I guess.
Rex (continued): Well then, I'll be off. Oh, right! Here, I
made this for you.
Little girl (continued): A doll?
Rex (continued): I know she looks kind of funny, but I put my
heart into it. Take care of her, okay./no period/ /question
mark/
Little girl (continued): You bet! Thanks a lot, brother!
Rex (continued): Okay. Well, I'm off. Be good while I'm
gone, Matilda.

Innkeeper (the next morning): Good morning! Have a good
day!
Maribel (chat): Why the long face, HERO? What? You had a
strange dream? Oh, you big baby.
Kiefer (chat): Yawn... I slept like a log!
Innkeeper: Let's be positive and make the most of this day!
Perhaps we will not be savagely mauled by monsters!
Merchant (asleep in bed in center house): Snooooore...
Bard in center house: Oh! Are you in need of weapons?
(Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘No’): Oh, good thing. The shopkeeper went
off to take a nap.
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’): Let me help you, then, The
shopkeeper went off to take a nap.
Sailor: You already gave the Green Orb you found in the mine
to Patrick, right? (Yes/No)
Sailor (if you say ‘No’): What? You haven't? You heartless
bastard, go give it to him!
Sailor (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. Hank will be spilling monster
blood, rather than his own, in no time!
Farmer: Ever since the women were taken away, the flowers
around here have stopped blooming. Those demons have taken
everything beautiful away from us.
Dog: Sniff sniff sniff...
Young man in torn down house on the left: Zzzzz...
Fighter: Going to Hank's place? Well, don't let anyone follow
you.
Patrick (as you enter Hank’s hideout): HERO! Everybody!
My father's injuries have healed! After desperately
clutching to life, he has managed to conquer death itself!
Patrick (again): My father's even able to stand on his own
now. He has made a remarkable recovery! If only you could
have seen him in the monster tower as he lay on the cold,
hard floor desperately attempting to hold the blood and

viscera into his belly. He is a true warrior, and he would like
to thank you for your help, HERO!
Hank: My name is Hank. Patrick told me of the events that
transpired while I was bedridden. It seems you risked life
and limb to obtain the Green Orb for me, even though you
didn't know me. I don't know how to thank you.
Patrick (continued): Don't forget Matilda's heroic efforts,
Father! She carried you back to the village by herself!
Hank (continued): Matilda must have been the warrior you
ran into before.
Patrick (continued): Matilda has the strength of an ox. She
saved both this village and my father.
Hank (continued): {to Patrick} I see. Then the next time we
meet, I'll have to give my thanks. {to HERO} Tell me. Why
did you come all the way to this fair village, anyway?
Maribel (continued): Um, let's see. Where should I begin?
[Maribel explained the story to Hank.]
Hank (continued): I see, so you can't go back to your own
home. I wish nothing more than to help you, but I don't know
how. If we drive away the evil that surrounds this forest, we
might find a solution. How about it, HERO? Are you ready to
sharpen your blades and cut a bloody swath through those
thieving monsters? Then this can end once and for all. Don't
worry about me. Thanks to your medicine, I feel stronger
than a Golem. I want to help you find a way back to your
home country. So may I accompany you to the eastern tower?
(Yes/No)
Hank (if you say ‘No’): Oh! So you're not ready yet? Well,
then, as soon as you're ready, come speak to me. I'll be
waiting right here.
Maribel (chat): HERO! You bungler! You still haven't finished
getting ready to go? Get it done! Hank's waiting for us!
Kiefer (chat): Soon we will be off to defeat the monsters
with Hank. What an adventure! Get ready to leave, HERO.

Patrick: HERO, are you ready to commit to battle? Tell my
father when you are. The monsters won't be able to cowardly
ambush him this time!
Hank (again): Has the time come to cast our lives to the
whims of fate? (Yes/No)
Hank (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Hank (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I'm not going to
let some God damned monsters get the best of me this time!
[Hank joined your party!] We can reach the tower by
traveling east over the mountains. Let's make haste.
Patrick (again): Father, please return in one piece this time.
Hank (continued): All right. Heh. Just don't come running
after me like you did last time. I'll come back safely. I
promise.
Patrick (continued): Bring back a trophy of your victory!
Perhaps a necklace of fangs, an assortment of monster
tongues, or even a Golem's head!
Hank (chat, outside his hideout): We're heading to the
tower where the monsters that control this area live. You
aren't scared, are you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Hank (if you say ‘Yes’): Don't worry. I will protect
you and your friends, HERO. Let's move out.
Hank (if you say ‘No’): You're as good as I expected. Let's
move out.
Maribel (chat): Will this somehow help us get back to
Fishbel? I guess there's no way to tell yet.
Kiefer (chat): At least we know that Hank's wounds have
healed.
Fighter: Hank! Have you recovered?
Hank (continued): Heh. Recovered or not, I'm leaving for the
eastern tower to return the women to the village.
Fighter (continued): So soon? Well, good luck to you, Hank!
Fighter (again): Do your best, Hank! We'll protect the
village.

Prisoner: Quit bothering me! I don't care who you are! I'm
sleeping!
Tough guy near inn: Um, Hank? You're not a ghost, are you?
Oh! The adventurers saved you? I'm sorry we weren't any
help.
Tough guy (again): Don't worry about us! We'll protect
Patrick, I promise! Just like we protected our women! Hmm,
wait.
Man in blue vest near inn: So now you, Hank, are going out
to defeat the monsters? Please, be careful. We will all pray
for your safe passage.
Innkeeper (when Hank is in the party): I couldn't possibly
accept money from you, Hank! Would you like to rest?
(Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Come back anytime, then! You
may avail yourselves of my inn for free!
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Then you and your companions
are welcome to stay! Have a pleasant rest!
Innkeeper (the next morning): Come on, Hank! Slice off
those horrible monsters' limbs and beat them to death with
them!
Scholar near entrance: Hank, please! You must get my lover
back! I beg you!
Sailor: Hank! You're back on your feet! You're finally going to
go into the eastern tower? Follow Hank's leadership and try
to help as much as you can!
Farmer: Hank! My beautiful farm is ruined! I want revenge
for my poor little vegetables!
Old man: Please, Hank! Free the women so that the town can
flourish again!
Priest: Oh, Hank! You've finally recovered from your wounds.
It seems my prayers were answered. Now it's time for me to
help.

Eastern Tower
Hank (chat): HERO. I can understand your concern, but
please trust me on this one. I won't let you or your friends
get hurt.
Kiefer (chat): Wow! A real monster lair. Exciting!
Maribel (chat): Eeeeeekk! HERO! If you ever scare me again
like that, you'll be sorry!
Pot (right side) – Herb
Pot (left side) – 20 gold coins
Golem (at tower’s main entrance): You, the man at the very
back. I know your face from somewhere. Grr... I remember
now. You are that foolish human who dared to challenge our
leader. You were lucky to survive. There is obviously no end
to your stupidity. You shall leave this mortal coil by my hand!
Kiefer (battle chat): T-that enemy looks p-pretty strong,
but Hank is with us, so we don't have to be afraid! Let's go,
HERO!
Maribel (battle chat): Can we really expect to win against
such an insanely huge enemy?
Dropped treasure – WindShard
Golem (when it is defeated): Grr... Grrrr!
Hank (continued): Opponents of this caliber are mere
nuisances. Now, let us head within.
Treasure chest – Bronze Knife
Treasure chest – FireShard
Pot (right side) – 5 gold coins
Treasure chest (right side) – Leather Shield
Treasure chest – 80 gold coins
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Clawser (in boss room): Grr! There is no end to the
cowardice of human beings! You came here deliberately,
knowing that our leader wasn't here, didn't you?

Unfortunately for you, I don't need my leader's help to
crush mere humans. I can do it all by myself!
Maribel (battle chat): That's the boss of the bad guys?
You've got to be kidding me.
Kiefer (battle chat): HERO! If this is all they've got, I think
we can take them!
Dropped treasure – Defense seed
Clawser (when it is defeated): Blast you cunning apes! If you
hadn't come while our leader was away, this never would have
happened. Ah! Oh! Boss! {Matilda suddenly appears behind you
and gets between you and Clawser.}
Hank (continued): It would appear that the real evil has
appeared at last, wouldn't you say?
Clawser (continued): Boss! Finish them off, please! I've hurt
them pretty badly! {Matilda turns around to face Clawser.}
Boss? Boss? {She slashes at Clawser.} Oh no! Boss! {It dies
and disappears.}
Matilda (continued): I guess I scared you, HERO, but just as
he said, I am the root of all evil. I am one of the monsters
ordered not to let any women return to Rexwood. {She
transforms before you.} This is my true form. However,
although I may be a monster, I am not fully devoid of human
emotions. When I offered those weeds as a gift to the dead,
I truly meant that. Hank's son Patrick awakened my long
dormant human side.
Hank (continued): Silence, beast! I refuse to listen to you
bemoan your tragic existence! I'll kill you here and now!
Matilda (continued): Your son could have died saving you in
the tower, but he had no perception of danger. It was just
like when I tried to save my older brother.
Hank (continued): ... Matilda? I see. I thought I had heard
that name before. You must be the little sister of Rex, the
hero of the village.

Matilda (continued): When I went to find my brother, that
beast began to possess me, telling me such awful things. I
gradually began to despise the townspeople that betrayed my
brother. My hate finally transformed me into this horrible
monster. I didn't want your son to share my fate.
Hank (continued): I do not wish to slay you, for you did save
my life. However, if there is no other way, I must. Please,
allow the women to return to the village, and restore this
island to its original state. I would hate to have to repay your
kindness to me with steel.
Matilda (continued): That I cannot do. My very existence is
what prevents the women from returning. They will never be
able to return as long as I live.
Hank (continued): In that case, I will not hesitate to strike
you down where you stand.
Matilda (continued): I'm prepared to meet my fate.
Kiefer (battle chat): Uh...HERO? Are you sure about this?
Are we really going to fight Matilda?
Maribel (battle chat): I don't understand... what's this?
Hank (after the battle): You shall not suffer any more than
you already have. I will deliver peace unto you.
Kiefer (continued): Hey, HERO, are you sure this is the way
it should be? Whatever the circumstances, Matilda deserves
better than this!
Maribel (chat): HERO, you dunce! I'm really disappointed in
you! You should know what to do without having to ask all of
your friends!
Kiefer (chat): HERO! We have to do something! We must
help Matilda, at any cost!
Maribel (if you try to leave): Where do you think you're
going, you great big idiot? This is no time to be going
anywhere!
Matilda: Don't worry about me. This is the way things should
be. I lost my life the moment I turned into this... this thing.

Hank: Are you trying to stop me, HERO? (Yes/No)
Hank (if you say ‘No’): In that case, you had best not stand
so close to me.
Hank (if you say ‘Yes’): Please understand. I do not truly
wish to strike down the sister of Rex, for whom our village is
named. However, Rexwood will die out unless the women
return. If it is the only way to lift the darkness, I must
strike this woman down.
Maribel (continued): Hey! Come back here! You're really
going to cut that woman down?
Matilda (continued): Maribel, wasn't it? Thank you. You have
a kind heart. HERO, do you remember where we first met, in
the forest? Please, return to there one last time, and you
may find a way home. This is all I can do for you now. {She
rises into the air.} Maribel... Thank you for giving me those
flower seeds. They made me happy. Cough! {She dies and
disappears.}
Hank (when he gets to Matilda): Have you any last
words?
Matilda (continued): HERO, do you remember where
we first met, in the forest? Please, return to there
one last time, and you may find a way home. This is all
I can do for you now. Oh, and Maribel... Thank you for
giving me those flower seeds. They brought some
happiness to me.
Hank (continued): May you walk a happier path in your
next life. Forgive me. {He slashes and destroys
Matilda. After she disappears, he turns around.} All
right, let's go. We have no further reason to remain
here.
{Whether Hank destroys Matilda, or she dies from her
battle wounds, the sky around the island brightens.}
Hank (continued, outside tower): The sky is clear and
bright, but the clouds in my soul remain. There's no point in

talking any further. Let us return to the village to see if the
women have indeed returned.
Hank (chat): I wish I could have saved Rex's sister. Thinking
about it now won't help anything. Let's get to the village
first.
Maribel (chat): ...
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. The darkness has subsided, but
has the evil really vanished? Also, what exactly was Matilda
talking about?
Maribel (chat): Please. I don't feel like talking right now.
Kiefer (chat, outside Eastern Tower): Hey, HERO. The
sky's bright again, but is everything really all right? Who was
it that Matilda was talking about?

Rexwood Forest Clearing
Hank (as you enter): HERO, I understand that Rex's
younger sister's words trouble you. But let's return to the
village and make sure the women are okay. Are you ready?
{You automatically leave.}

Rexwood
Hank (chat): I wish I could have saved Rex's sister.
Hank (chat): All of the women have safely made it back to
the village. I suppose it was all for the best.
Young woman at entrance: Hank! You've returned safely! My
husband told me everything. You rescued us from the
monsters! Thank you so much! It's too bad I don't remember
anything after we were taken away.
Farmer: Hank! Look! My wife and daughter are back safely!
Little girl: Yeah! Yahoo! Yippee!

Woman: I can't believe my husband destroyed everything for
me and our child. I thought he was just a big drunken sot, but
he has his tender side, too.
Old man: Not even death will make me let go of you, my wife.
Old woman: I can't believe you! Look, people are watching us!
Nun: People meet, drift apart, and meet again. It's all as God
sees fit. I'm sure that God has many new meetings and fond
farewells in store for you.
Priest: Do my eyes deceive me? The darkened sky has finally
returned to its original cerulean splendor! May God bless
Hank and HERO in all of their adventures! Now then...
Sailor: Hank! My woman's back and the sky's blue again!
We're going to start rebuilding the town tomorrow! Man! I
can't wait!
Dancer: After we were taken away, we were shut in a really
dark, hot room. It was kind of exciting, actually! I don't know
if I'd want to do it again though.
Young man: Hank! You're back! You and HERO destroyed the
monsters in the tower? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha ha! So all the monsters
ran away after taking one look at you, right?
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you, from the bottom of
my heart! I never thought I'd see my wife again!
Young man (continued, either way): All that's left is to
rebuild our houses. That's one job I don't mind!
Prisoner: Why should I care if the women are back? I'm just
going to sleep either way.
Tough guy: Whenever a mighty oak falls, a small sapling
comes to take its place. Life is filled with such cycles.
Man in blue vest near inn: Rex, the hero who gave his life
for our village twenty years ago, had a sister. She
disappeared from record during the battle against the
monsters. I sincerely hope she is alive and well.

Innkeeper: Oh! Hank! Thanks to you, my wife is back home
with me! I empathize with everyone else, but I'm glad I got
away without tearing down the inn!
Bard on inn roof: Oh, Hank! I was just tantalizing my lady
friend with my seductive song. Would you and HERO like to
hear it, too? (Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘No’): You wouldn't? Gee, that's too bad.
It's a good song, too. Very seductive. Wink, wink! Heh heh
heh.
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, here goes! 'My heart is
sparkling bright, like the moon's visage in a lake on a starry
night.' How about that? Not bad, huh?
Young woman on inn roof: Hank, I want to thank you for
everything you've done. With everyone here, I'm sure the
town will be back to normal in no time!
Woman in inn behind counter: Hank! I heard everything! You
saved the life of every woman in the village! I tell you, if it
wasn't for that husband of mine, I'd marry you right now!
Scholar near lake behind inn: I can't stand to be away from
you ever again. Not even for a second! Would you like to
marry me? We could tell the whole village!
Bunny girl: {to scholar} Oh, I'm so happy! Do you really feel
that way? Oh, at last!
Merchant in center house: Hank! Everyone in the village was
praying for your safety! While you were at the tower, Patrick
was pacing around town, looking worried. He's been awaiting
your return. Hurry up and see him. Getting back to business...
Dog: Rrrrr! Woof! Woof woof!
Fighter: Hank! You made it! As you can see, the women have
returned safely to the village! Without them, our lives would
have crumbled in dismay. Not only did you save the women,
Hank, but you gave this town a future again!
Patrick (outside Hank’s hideout): Father! You're back! And
you're not bleeding profusely this time!

Hank (continued): I'm sorry I worried you, son. But now we'll
never have to worry about monsters again.
Patrick (continued): Have you seen Matilda? I want her to
hear the good news, too!
Hank (continued): Matilda? Yeah. We saw her. Don't worry. I
thanked her for you like you told me to.
Patrick (continued): Yippee! So what kind of trophy did you
bring me? What's this? The bowels of a CatMage? Geez, and
I thought they smelled bad on the outside. Heh heh. {He
walks away to play.}
Hank (continued): Anyways, there's no point in standing
around here. Let's go inside. {You all go inside Hank’s
hideout.} The darkness has lifted, and the women have all
returned. Everything is back to normal. So what is this
sadness I feel now? I just wish that Rex's young sister could
have seen the peace we have regained. Well, I can't waste
your time with my small talk forever. Rex's sister told you to
go to the forest where she met you. Perhaps there is a clue
there that will help you back to your kingdom. However, if
you don't find anything, I'll be waiting. You always have a
home here, and I promise to protect you, HERO. I shall never
forget what I owe all of you for saving my life. I'll miss you,
but above that, I pray for your safe return to your kingdom.
Continue to fight the good fight. Farewell, HERO!
Hank (again): Rex's sister told you to go to the forest where
she met you. Please go. You deserve to find your way home.
Goodbye, HERO and friends.
Kiefer (chat, outside Hank’s hideout): Deep in the forest
we met in? Let's just go. We may be able to make it back to
Fishbel.
Fighter: Patrick just ran by here! He must be awfully excited!
Sailor: My wife came back in one piece, and the sky's clear as
can be. Life is good! Now all you have to do is find a way back
home, HERO!

Woman in inn: Hank's been so depressed ever since he came
back from the tower. Everyone else is so happy, though.
What could have happened to him?
Bard on inn roof: Oh, HERO! I was just tantalizing my lady
friend with my seductive song. Would you like to hear it too?
(Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘No’): You wouldn't? Gee, that's too bad.
It's a good song, too. Very seductive. Wink, wink! Heh heh
heh.
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, here goes! 'My heart is
sparkling bright, like the moon's visage in a lake on a starry
night.' How about that? Not bad, huh?
Young woman on inn roof: Look how beautiful the sky is!
Even the withered flowers will soon bloom again. With
everyone here, I'm sure the town will be back to normal in no
time!
Young woman at entrance: Ah, you must be the group that
aided Hank in saving the village! It's too bad I don't
remember anything after we were taken away.
Farmer: I'm going to start repairing the damage to my farm
at the crack of dawn!
Priest: Do my eyes deceive me? The darkened sky has finally
returned to its original cerulean splendor! May God bless
HERO and friends in all of their adventures! Now then...

Rexwood Forest Clearing
Maribel (chat): A flower has blossomed! It will make Matilda
happy.
Patrick: HERO, take a look. The flowers only bloom in this
area. It's too bad. I want to show this to Matilda as well, but
I wonder where she is. [Will you hand over the Wood Doll?
(Yes/No)]

Patrick (when you say ‘Yes’): What? Matilda said this was
for me? Thank you, HERO! I will take good care of it and
cherish it always.

Ancient Fane
Kiefer (after passing through the Rexwood travel gate):
This place looks strangely familiar. {He looks around.} It
looks as if we have returned. As soon as we fit the Shards
onto the pedestal, they formed what looked like a map, and
then we... But wait. Just where was that place? Was it all
just a dream?
Maribel (continued): Just how dense are you, Kiefer? That
was no dream. How could all of us have the exact same
dream? I'm not too sure what it was, but I do know that I
was put in immense danger because of you bumbling oafs.
Huh? Stop daydreaming, HERO! Don't you see the gravity of
the situation? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): You expect me to believe
that?
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Dense as usual.
Maribel (continued, either way): Regardless of what just
happened, at least I made it back safely. I even had a little
fun, as much as I hate to admit it. Anyhow, I should get home
before I incur my mother's wrath.
Kiefer (continued): Count me in. Damn, my dad's going to be
mad again. I'll contact you soon! {He walks off.}
Maribel (continued): How rude! He didn't even say goodbye
to me! Let's go home, HERO.
Maribel (chat): Don't you get it, HERO? I'm tired. I want to
go home!
Observation about the Rexwood pedestal: A diagram of a
map is visible from here, glowing with an unusual aura. It

almost feels like the map is trying to pull you in. Will you
jump in? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Hey! Stop acting like a simpleton!
Sigh. I'm going back to the village.
Maribel (if you try to enter the Woodsman’s Hut or
Estard): Don't you get it, HERO? I'm tired. I want to go
home! Take me home first. Then you can go anywhere you
want.

Fishbel
Maribel (when you enter the village): We've finally come
back. I'm so tired. I have to get some sleep. See you later,
HERO.
Observation (if you try to leave): Your mother might be
worried. It would be best to go home first.
Old woman in northern house: Is that you, HERO? My
goodness, where have you been all this time? You wouldn't
believe how excited everyone is about this new island!
Old man: I believe that the new island is merely an illusion.
Our hope that we are not alone in the world is creating the
image of an island in the water. It will soon disappear,
though. There's no reason to get excited.
Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by the sea. Oh, HERO. Prince Kiefer and Maribel
were with you too, right? Everyone was worried because we
hadn't seen you three. That's not the case at all today,
though. Everyone's really excited about the new island that
suddenly appeared!
Priest: Ah, HERO. I imagine you've already heard about the
new island that's been found. Everybody's excited about it.
In times like these, it is good and right to offer praise to
God for His magnificent works.

Nun: Oh, HERO. I heard your father and Amitt were called
to the castle.
Little boy: All the adults are making a big fuss. I wonder if
something happened.
Cat on the beach: Meooowww!
Woman in general store: My husband has been excited ever
since he heard about the discovery of a new island. Why do
men act like that? It's not like new islands are going to
change our lives.
Merchant: Oh, HERO! Don't scare me like that! I need to
think about some things, so come back later, okay?
Merchant outside Amitt’s mansion: This is a very strange
thing indeed. If you want to hear the story, the people who
are on the boat know much more about it than I do.
Sailor on dock: I can hardly believe that we found another
island, not to mention one so close to us! How could we not
have stumbled upon it earlier?
Sailor on ship: Hey there, HERO. If you're looking for your
father, he isn't here. He went with Amitt to the castle to
talk about that island that appeared all of a sudden.
Head Cook in galley: Hey, HERO. Your father isn't here, if
that's who you're looking for. I heard that he and Amitt got
summoned to the castle. It's probably concerning that new
island. I bet we'll set off for it soon.
Maribel’s mother in dining room: That Maribel! What's
she's been up to now? She finally returned last night, but she
went right to bed without saying a word! She's been out cold
ever since. What are we going to do with her?
Maid: Oh, I'm such a pretty, pretty maid! Lady Maribel is
upstairs!
Cat in Maribel’s parents’ room: Meow.
Maribel (asleep in bed): Zzz... Huh? Where are we? Zzz...
[She's fast asleep, snoring like a savage beast. Do you want
to leave her alone? (Yes/No)]

Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): Maribel is sleeping
peacefully.
Observation (if you say ‘No’): Do you want to wake her up?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘No’): Maribel is sleeping
peacefully.
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO tried to wake Maribel
up.
Maribel (continued): Zzzz... [She's not responding. Will you
leave her alone? (Yes/No)]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): Maribel is sleeping
peacefully.
Observation (if you say ‘No’): In that case, do you want to
force her awake? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘No’): Maribel is sleeping
peacefully.
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO shook Maribel until
her eyes opened!
Maribel (continued): Zzzz... What is it? I was sleeping so
peacefully. {She gets up.} What are you doing here, HERO?
Oh! That's right! This isn't the time for that! I have to go!
{She hops out of bed.} Thanks for waking me up! Bye! {She
walks away.}
Maribel’s mother: Oh, just wonderful! She took off again!
What is she thinking? She's such a problem child!
Maid: If you're looking for Lady Maribel she left in a big
rush.
Mollie: HERO! Where in the world have you been? Everyone
was worried! Prince Kiefer and Maribel disappeared, too. Will
you promise me you won't scare anybody like that again?
(Yes/No)
Mollie (if you say ‘No’): Oh, dear! This isn't the time
for that!

Mollie (if you say ‘Yes’): My oh my, you're being very
obedient for a change. Are you hiding something? (Yes/No)
Mollie (continued, either way): Oh, dear! This isn't the time
for that! Have you heard? There's a rumor going around that
a new island has been discovered near this one. That's why
your father and Amitt went to the castle. Can it really be
true? I just can't believe it.

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Help! Help! It's an emergency!
Oh, I'm sorry! This is the castle town of Estard.
Man in blue vest in southwest house: I went all the way up
to the North Cape and looked at the new island. It was
amazing! I didn't expect that just seeing another island
across the ocean would be so invigorating!
Nun outside church: Everyone is restless over the island
that just appeared. The peace we've been blessed with for so
long may end soon. Oh, may God protect us all.
Dog: Woof! Woof woof woof!
Old woman in church: It looks like the peace we've enjoyed
for so long will end soon. It's as if the entire world is
beginning to shift.
Little boy: I know something. A new island appeared in the
sea where there was nothing before. Perhaps it was God's
handiwork. No one other than God can do things like that.
Young woman in northwest house: La, la, la. Oh my gosh.
Every time I think about the new island, I just get sort of
happy all over.
Young man: Man, I'm tired! There's nothing like a good drink
after cleaning the bath.
Little girl: I'm helping my Mommy today.
Soldier near exit: Well, if it isn't HERO! You're just in time!
Prince Kiefer is making a big fuss, insisting on taking part in

the meeting! Could you help try to persuade him to change his
mind, HERO?
Old man near fountain: It's a new island. I wonder what kind
of people are living on it. Or maybe it's uninhabited.
Whatever the case may be, it sure is exciting.
Young woman in northern house: Dearie's always complaining
about Hondara. He doesn't show it, but I think he actually
likes Hondara quite a bit.
Old man: What's the matter with Hondara? He brought me a
bottle of liquid and told me it was Holy Water. I tell you,
Hondara will never change!
Little boy: Hooray! Hooray! New islands! I can't get too
excited, though, or else Hondara'll hit me again! I hate that!
{Consider waiting until Kiefer and Maribel are in your
party.}
Hondara (in his house): Oh, I was wondering who was
there. It was you, HERO. You're just in time.
Actually, there's something I want to ask you. If you
answer me correctly, I'll give you this Holy Water.
How's that? (Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): When did you get so
cocky? Okay, just answer me!
Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Okay, here goes! Is it true that Amitt and Borkano
were called to the castle about that new island?
(Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): You're not lying to me,
are you? Look into my eyes when you answer me. Is it
true that Amitt and Borkano were called to the castle
about that new island? (Yes/No)
Hondara (when you say ‘Yes’): Just as I thought. I
smell a profit to be made here. Damn! I guess I owe
you this HolyWater. [HERO received the Holy

Water.] Well, that's it. I've got a lot to think over.
Sorry, but would you mind leaving me alone?
Orka’s mother: Oh, dear. All the men have been losing their
heads over this new island. I wonder what will happen now.
Orka’s father: Did you hear? A new island has been
discovered. What if the people who live there are hostile?
Perhaps the day will come when my shop has to deal in
weapons and armor.
Orka: Hey there, HERO. I haven't seen Maribel around
lately. I don't suppose it could be that she's actually started
spending all her time with you, could it? (Yes/No)
Orka (if you say ‘Yes’): What? Heh, forget it! There's no
way Maribel could be happy with a loser like you!
Orka (if you say ‘No’): That's what I thought. After all,
what Maribel needs is someone more like me.
Woman by well: Oh, HERO. Did you hear about the new
island? I hope it's not a harbinger of bad things to come.
Old woman by well: First, we had to deal with Prince Kiefer
and Hondara. Now we have this new island to worry about. I
don't know if I can handle all this!
Innkeeper: Why, if it isn't HERO! Have you been summoned
to the castle too? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): That's really something. I
suppose this means you're being sent to explore the new
island as a full-fledged seaman?
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): No, of course not. They'd never
let a kid like you onto an island expedition party, would they,
HERO?
Innkeeper (continued, either way): Whoops, there I go,
spilling the beans! This thing is still secret, you know.
Old man: Amitt and Borkano were summoned to the castle. It
seems what we heard is true...
Man in black pants: Hey, welcome! Oh, guess what? Now your
uncle's trying to peddle Holy Water. It's amazing to see him

carry in one weird thing after another. He also told me he
found HolyWater at a cove, but I can't believe that.
Bunny girl: Oh, hey, HERO. The Prince isn't with you today? I
bet he's beside himself with excitement, what with those
new islands and all. I'm sure he's begging the King to join the
island expedition party right about now.
Woman upstairs: I wouldn't be surprised if we had some
guests from a new island. Got to clean, clean, clean...
Young man near fountain: You came to visit the castle? Oh,
that's too bad. There's a very important meeting going on, so
no one's being allowed in.
Merchant near fountain: Hmmm, I wonder what they're
discussing at the castle right now. I can't help thinking about
it!

Estard Castle
Guard on the left: Welcome to Estard Castle! There's a very
important meeting right now. I'm sorry, but please come back
later.
Guard on the right: Well, hello, HERO. As you have come all
this way, I regret to inform you, but His Highness has given
the most unusual command that the castle gates be closed. If
you are looking for the Prince, he departed the castle a little
while ago, saying that he was going to see his grandfather.

Old Man’s Cliff House
Dog: Yip yip yip!
Kiefer: Ha ha! I figured you would come about now, HERO.
I'm certain you've heard about the new island and the
expedition team that's been formed. Even that old man was
summoned to the castle. But did they bother to involve us?

No! I wasn't even selected for the expedition team! I can't
believe it! I think it's about time we used our little secret
weapon. I'm going on ahead to Fishbel, so I'll meet you there
later. So long, HERO! {He starts to walk away, then turns
around.} We'll need to meet up in the cave on the shoreline in
Fishbel. Will you show up? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Listen, you little worm, I'm the
Prince! Do as I say! We'll need to meet up in the cave on the
shoreline in Fishbel. Will you show up? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): Very well. {He walks away.}
Observation: The door is locked!

Fishbel
Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by the sea. Oh, it's HERO. That reminds me, I
saw Prince Kiefer not long ago. He was sneaking off towards
the beach.
Maribel in beach cave: Hah! So my intuition was correct.
Kiefer in beach cave: Why would Maribel be here?
Maribel (continued): Hah! I can read you like a book!
Kiefer (continued): Hmm. Oh well, never mind. Let's get
going, HERO. We'll just have to lift the lid ourselves!
Maribel (continued): Wait! /extra space/ I'll help out too!
Kiefer (if you try to leave the cave): You're going the
wrong way. Don't make me punch you, HERO.
Observation: HERO and his friends moved the stone lid!
Maribel (continued): All this just to hide a staircase? Oh
well. Let's hurry down.
Kiefer (chat): We've got to move that stone lid.
Kiefer (chat, on the next floor): Finally, we can use 'it!' All
that hard work will finally pay off.
Maribel (chat): I wonder what's beyond here?

Kiefer (as you approach the boat in the cove): This way!
This way!
Maribel (continued): Hey! Wait up!
Kiefer (if you go back to the stairs): Hey, where are you
going? Over here! Over here!
Maribel: What happened to the boat?
Kiefer: Ta-da! What do you think? This old bucket is finally
all fixed up! It took us a few years, but it's ready to go.
Let's climb aboard.
Maribel: Is this my family's old boat? Papa said it was
decomissioned because it was too unstable.
Kiefer: Are you ready to go, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Ah, you want to gaze at our labor of
love a little more, right? We all worked on this for ages,
after all. Come on up when you're ready.
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Raise anchor! Onward!
Onward to new lands!
Maribel (continued): You were going to leave me behind? You
jerks! I guess I should hardly expect more from a couple of
morons who can't tell an island from a continent.
Kiefer (continued): Oh! Right, right! Anyway, full speed
ahead!
Kiefer (chat, on the boat): A new island! Who knows what it
will be like?
Kiefer (chat): I just love the sea, HERO. I've always wanted
to travel the world!
Maribel (chat): Sailing feels great! Father says it's
dangerous, and never lets me on the boat. Grrr!
Kiefer (chat, on Estard Island): Hey, HERO. This isn't the
new island that appeared!
Maribel (chat): Are you stupid? This is our own Estard
Island!

Kiefer (if you try to enter any places on Estard Island):
Hey, HERO. What are you thinking? Adventure awaits us on
the new island.
Maribel (after sailing for a while): Shouldn't we be at the
new island by now? They said it was north of Estard Island.
Maribel (chat, on Rexwood Island): Where are the villages
and people?
Kiefer (chat): I feel like I've seen this island somewhere
before!
Kiefer (chat): Amazing! I can't believe it! An island I've
never seen before! Ignoring my father's wishes was the best
choice I've ever made! Right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Do you think this island is ancient, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): So what do you think the
island is? You're hopeless!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Your brain is a planet revolving
around a star. That star is named Idiocy. Its light is blinding.
Huh? What do I know about the island? I don't have to
answer that!

Colorstone Mine
Kiefer (chat): Wait a minute. This place looks like the
colorstone mine, doesn't it? It seems to have suddenly aged.
Traveling merchant at entrance: Hmm? What is this? It's a
colorstone mine, of course!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO! Did you hear that? Is this the
colorstone mine? What's going on?
Barrel – 13 gold coins
Soldier in shack: You crossed the sea to come here? Are you
serious? For someone who braved the seas to come here, you
don't look very strong. If it's that easy, maybe I should try
someday.

Tough guy in bed: Gurgle gurgle...
Tough guy at entrance: Work, work, work! I'm too busy to
rest!
Barrel – Antidote
Sailor guarding entrance to the mine: Who are you?
Haven't seen your type around here before. This is a work
area, kid. If you don't have any business here, scram! If
you're looking for a village, there's one way out west.

Rexwood
Maribel (chat): This place looks like Rexwood, doesn't it?
Strange. It seems like Hank and Patrick should be around
here somewhere.
Young woman at entrance: Oh, a group of travelers! This is
Rexwood, the 'Village at the Epicenter of the Forest'. Please
enjoy your stay!
Kiefer (chat): Is this the village of Rexwood? That means
that Hank and Patrick are here too! HERO! Let's go find
them!
Maribel (chat): She said that this village was Rexwood,
didn't she? It looks different.
Barrel – Agility Seed
Young man outside inn: You came here across the sea? Wow,
you're a brave soul. What? There isn't supposed to be an
island here? You're not seasick, are you? This island's been
here for eons! I suppose education is sorely lacking in the
land from which you come.
Kiefer (chat): They said that it happened a long time ago!
What's going on?
Maribel (chat): Huh? I thought I understood this, but I
don't.
Dog: Bow wow wow!

Traveling merchant: You come from Estard? I know the
name, but I've never been there myself. Maybe I'll try
heading there for my next stop.
Nun in central watchtower: Well, time to water the flowers
again!
Pot – Antidote
Bard on top of central watchtower: Long ago, this village
was twice taken by monsters. The second time, they raped us
of our women. Even the blue was stolen from the sky. Then a
brave man defeated the monsters and saved the village, or so
they say. Ending a crisis with one's own two hands. That's
what this village was built on.
Kiefer (chat): The blue getting stolen from the sky refers to
the last incident, right? They said that it happened a long
time ago! What's going on?
Kiefer (chat): What's that supposed to mean?
Maribel (chat): You dummy, HERO! I was on the verge of
figuring it all out, but you interrupted me and I lost my train
of thought!
Warrior: I come from a long line of warriors that have vowed
in blood to protected protect this village for years. Of
course, when life's this peaceful, there's not much for me to
do.
Old man by stream: I like looking at my reflection in the
water. It makes me feel alive, somehow.
Young woman in center house: Have you noticed the viewing
tower in the middle of the village yet? Back when the tower
was completed, it was christened after one of our ancestors.
Although the name has fallen by the wayside, it's officially
known as Hank's Tower.
Dresser – Leather hat
Kiefer (as you leave the center house): Did you hear what
that woman said, HERO? What's going on here? This surely is

Rexwood, isn't it? Ohhh, too much thought involved. This is
making my head hurt.
Little boy by stream: No! The fish were startled because
you talked to me.
Maid near church: Huff, huff! Cleaning up around the temple
is such a bother!
Nun in church kitchen: Oh, I know all about the country of
Estard! Unfortunately, I've never been there myself. Sea
voyages are too dangerous.
Kiefer (chat): The people on this island know about the island
we live on. Hmm.
Pot – Herb
Sailor behind church: South of here, there's a mine where
you can find gems called colorstones. They're very fragile,
but their vibrant colors make them quite valuable.
Little girl behind church: Flowers may be beautiful, but once
picked, they soon wither away. That's why I think it's better
just to look at them, like this. Don't you agree?
Farmer: My family's tilled this ground for generations. One
day, I'll have indentured servants do it for me. This town has
little in the way of entertainment, but make yourself at
home.
Maribel (chat): Lovely little farm! Hmmm...
Cat: Meow...
Pot – 25 gold coins
Maid in southwest house: It may be peaceful on land, but I
heard there are still monsters living in the ocean. What? You
crossed the sea to come here? Oh, my! Most people here are
too afraid of the sea to even go near it!
Old woman in southwest house: Why's this village called
Rexwood? Well, that's an odd question to ask. I certainly
don't know. And if I don't know, then I doubt anyone else
does either.

Kiefer (when you look at the shard on the table): Hey,
HERO! That shard looks familiar. Do you think it could be
something useful?
Maribel (continued): Impossible! Could it be the same as the
one we used at the fane to get here?
Old woman (continued): I see you've noticed our little
treasure. My husband brought me that stone to make up for
all his hurtful lies and affairs. Much like my husband, it's
just taking up space here. It's a painful reminder, so I was
going to throw it out. Did you want it? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you don't need it? Maybe
I'll just chuck that useless rock at his head.
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO! Don't you think you should've
taken that Shard? It's possible it could be useful to us in our
quest.
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Then consider it yours. It's as
worthless to me as my husband. There is one condition. I
want you to tell my husband about this before you leave.
He's by the pond, right after you cross the bridge. Say hello
to him for me, all right? [HERO received the WindShard!]
Kiefer (chat): I can't shake the suspicion that this Shard is
exactly the same as that other one. If we bring it to the
fane, the same thing will happen. Right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): It's the old man living close to the spring.
You have to fulfill your promise and go see him.
Old woman (again): The stone's yours, all right? Just be sure
to tell my husband before you go. He'll probably be by the
pond, right after you cross the bridge.
Old man by stream: What? My wife sent you to say 'hello'?
Is that my stone? Aw, geez. Hell hath no fury like a woman
scorned. If you're interested in finding more precious
stones, you should try the colorstone mine. That's where I
found that stone. There might be others lying around there
still.

Kiefer (chat): We might be able to go to other places if we
collect more Shards! HERO! Let's go to the colorstone mine
to look for another Shard!
Maribel (chat): What do you want to do, HERO? Do you want
to go to the colorstone mine?

Colorstone Mine
Kiefer (chat): All right! HERO! Let's find a Shard!
Sailor guarding entrance to the mine: Huh? You heard
there's a strange stone shard hidden here somewhere? Come
to think of it, there was this old guy awhile back with the
same story. Well, feel free to look around if you want, but
don't get in anyone's way!
Tough guy on first floor of mine: Colorstones are only
found deep within the mine these days. Huh? You're looking
for stone shards instead of colorstones? What the hell is
wrong with you? Don't talk to me!
Observation: HERO read the sign. It reads 'Fragile
colorstones - Handle with care'.
Barrel – Mystic Nut
Fighter on first floor of mine: Every colorstone possesses a
strange, innate force that's delicately balanced. If two
stones of the same color touch, their repulsions will cause
both to shatter.
Maribel (chat): There's no need to say anything because we
already knew. Right, HERO?
Merchant on second floor of mine: Eh? Have I seen any
stone shards? No, can't say I have. I can't even find the
colorstone that I'm looking for.
Laborer on second floor of mine: Damn it! Now where did
that exit go? Get me out of here!
Observation: HERO checked underfoot. HERO picked up the
FireShard!

Kiefer (continued): Not bad, HERO! This has got to be a
Shard! Now that we've got this, let's get back to the castle!
Sailor at mine entrance: Feel free to look around if you
want, but don't get in anyone's way!

Fishbel
Kiefer (chat): Do you want to check something here, HERO?
I'm more interested in the castle.
Old man in northern house: I believe that the new island is
merely an illusion. Our hope that we are not alone in the
world is creating the image of an island in the water. It will
soon disappear, though. There's no reason to get excited.
Maribel (chat): Oh! That's what I hate about that old man!
Whenever something amazing happens, he dismisses it as an
illusion!
Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by sea. Oh, HERO. If you're looking for Amitt
and Borkano, they haven't come back from the castle yet.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe Father and Borkano aren't
back yet. What could they be talking about?
Kiefer (chat): The meeting still isn't over? Maybe we should
just go to the castle.
Nun in church: Amitt and Borkano still haven't returned
from the castle. I suppose that means the island's still a
mystery to them.
Maribel (chat): Looks like nobody knows about the new island
yet! Hee hee! We know something they don't know!
Little boy on beach: There's a new island in the world! My
daddy told that to me!
Woman in general store: My husband has been excited ever
since he heard about the discovery of a new island. Why do
men act like that? It's not like new islands are going to
change our lives.

Kiefer (chat): I don't know about anyone else, but my life is
finally worth living. Every day, I get to do something new!
It's so much fun I can hardly stand it!
Sailor on dock: I can hardly believe that we found another
island, not to mention one so close to us! How could we not
have stumbled upon it earlier?
Maribel (chat): I guess that sailor thinks that the island has
been there all along, but he somehow missed it until now.
What a moron!
Sailor on ship: Hello, HERO. Did your father come back from
the castle yet? What? He isn't back yet? I guess they can't
figure out anything about that island.
Head Cook in galley: I haven't heard anything about that
island expedition yet. Ah well. I'll just ask Borkano when he
comes back.
Maid in kitchen: Oh, Lady Maribel! Welcome home. Are you
anxious to explore all the new islands?
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Maribel! Where do you
think you're going this time?
Maribel (continued): I'm all right, Mother. Don't worry about
me.
Maribel’s mother (continued): What mother wouldn't worry
about a daughter like you? I don't want to have to punish you,
Maribel. Just don't worry your father too much, all right?
Maribel (chat): I don't want them to worry about me, either.
Maybe this will teach them to give it up!
Mollie: Hello, HERO. I didn't know you were back. Your
father hasn't returned from the castle yet.

Estard Castle Town
Kiefer (chat): Let's hurry to the castle, HERO. I've got to
know what's happening!

Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Oh, Prince Kiefer? What are you doing here at a
time like this?
Little boy in church: I know something. A new island
appeared in the sea where there was nothing before. Perhaps
it was God's handiwork. No one other than God can do things
like that.
Maribel (chat): Under normal circumstances, only God could
make an entire island suddenly appear! This time, however, it
was Maribel the Great who performed the feat! Ha ha!
Old man in northern house: What's the matter with
Hondara? He brought me a bottle of liquid and told me it was
Holy Water. I tell you, Hondara will never change!
Maribel (chat): First the HotStone, then the Amazing
HolyWater. Your uncle sure has a gift for naming things!
Little boy: Hooray! Hooray! New islands! I can't get too
excited, though, or else Hondara'll hit me again! I hate that!
Kiefer (chat): Heh heh. I see your uncle hasn't changed at
all.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe your uncle, hurting a child like
that!
{Note: You can get this later during the Engow
adventure if you miss it now.}
Hondara (in his house): Oh, I was wondering who was there.
It was you, HERO. You're just in time. Actually, there's
something I want to ask you. If you answer me correctly, I'll
give you this Holy Water. How's that? (Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): When did you get so cocky? Okay,
just answer me!
Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Okay,
here goes! Is it true that Amitt and Borkano were called to
the castle about that new island? (Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): You're not lying to me, are you?
Look into my eyes when you answer me. Is it true that Amitt

and Borkano were called to the castle about that new island?
(Yes/No)
Hondara (when you say ‘Yes’): Just as I thought. I smell a
profit to be made here. Damn! I guess I owe you this
HolyWater. [HERO received the Holy Water.] Well, that's it.
I've got a lot to think over. Sorry, but would you mind leaving
me alone?
Kiefer (chat): Your uncle lives life to the fullest. He dines on
the finest foods, drinks the finest wines... Not that his life is
praiseworthy, of course!
Maribel (chat): Your uncle probably wants to go plan his next
great scam.
Observation: The door is locked!
Kiefer (chat, after trying to open the Old man’s cliff
house door): The old man is not back yet. Do you think he's
at the castle?
Orka’s father: Did you hear? A new island has been
discovered. What if the people who live there are hostile?
Perhaps the day will come when my shop has to deal in
weapons and armor.
Kiefer (chat): 'Weapons' and 'armor.' It's strange to hear
those words after living in peace for so long.
Orka: Oh, hi, Maribel. I'm so happy you came to see me again!
But I see that you're not alone today. Next time, you should
come alone so just you and I can spend some time together...
Woman by well: Ah, Prince Kiefer. Has the island expedition
team finished yet?
Kiefer (continued): Oh, don't worry. My dad will probably
announce something soon.
Woman (continued): I hope it's nothing dangerous.
Old woman by well: Prince Kiefer! What are you doing out
here? Your country needs you!
Kiefer (continued): Ha ha ha ha ha! Don't get angry at me!
I'm doing what I can here!

Old woman (continued): Honestly, you need to stop worrying
your father so much.
Kiefer (chat): That old lady always has something to say!
Maybe she doesn't like me.
Innkeeper: Oh, it's Prince Kiefer. you You shouldn't be
lurking around in places like this!
Bunny girl: Oh, Prince Kiefer's with you! I guess things have
calmed down at the castle, huh? Actually, Prince, let me ask
you, do you think I can get a job at the castle?
Kiefer (continued): Huh? Ha ha ha. Anyway, I'd better go
talk to my father.
Bunny girl (continued): Really? Wow! Thanks! I can't wait!
Kiefer (chat): Is working at the castle really that great? I'd
much rather live free outside than in a stuffy castle!
Bunny girl (again): Things aren't bad here. I just want to
make the most of my youth.
Man in black pants: Hey, welcome! Oh, guess what? Now your
uncle's trying to peddle Holy Water. It's amazing to see him
carry in one weird thing after another. He also told me he
found HolyWater at a cove, but I can't believe that.
Maribel (chat): The name 'Amazing HolyWater' alone is
enough to make anyone suspicious! It isn't just some water
he got from that rainbow-colored cove, is it?
Young man near fountain: It looks like the castle is still off
limits. Oh, Prince Kiefer is with you! You should have no
problem getting in, then.
Merchant near fountain: Hmmm, I wonder what is being
discussed at the castle right now. Prince Kiefer, do you know
anything about it? I can't help thinking about it!
Kiefer (continued): Sorry, but I don't know what they're
talking about either.
Merchant (continued): I see. People have been asking
questions.

Soldier near town exit: Prince Kiefer! You sneaked out of
the castle again! And what in the world are you doing here?
Kiefer (continued): Sorry, sorry. I was just heading back to
the castle.
Soldier (continued): What am I going to do with you, Prince?
You'd better do as you're told this time!
Maribel (chat): Being a castle guard can't be easy. Especially
with Kiefer as the Prince.
Soldier (again): Every time you sneak out of the castle like
that, the soldiers are the ones who get blamed!

Estard Castle
Guard on the right: Well, well! If it isn't Prince Kiefer! If
you are going back inside the castle, please be sure to inform
the guard on duty.
Guard on the left: Wait just a moment! Prince Kiefer!
Sneaking out of the castle like that! You never do what
you're told!
Kiefer (continued): Sorry, sorry! I'm going back in, so lower
the drawbridge, will you?
Guard (continued): Now hold on! {He shouts up to the castle.}
Prince Kiefer has returned! Lower the drawbridge! {He
returns to his post.} Come in, Prince Kiefer! And don't let me
catch you sneaking out again!
Soldier inside castle on the left: Ah! Prince Kiefer, welcome
back!
Soldier near staircase: It appears even the old man who
lives on the cliff was called to the meeting. I heard that he
suddenly became enraged and stormed out of the throne
room. He hasn't come through here yet, so he must still be in
the castle. What could have happened?
Maribel (chat): The old man by the cliff? That eccentric old
creep? He was at the meeting? That's very strange!

Kiefer (chat): It must be something serious if the old man is
angry! What could it be?
Soldier behind staircase: An important meeting is being held
in the castle right now. So you can't just wander around.
Kiefer (chat): Damn! The They won't even let me through?
Oh, well. Let's go somewhere else, HERO!
Soldier on castle grounds: Oh, Prince Kiefer! Are you
finished playing 'treasure hunt'?
Soldier in front of throne room stairs: An important
meeting is being held in the throne room right now. Please
take care not to go near there.
Maribel (chat): So Father's in there, huh? They sure are
taking their time!
Kiefer (chat): It doesn't look like they'll ever let us through.
Damn! I would give anything to know what they're talking
about in there!
Lady on second floor: Just a little while ago, an old man I
haven't seen very often rushed out of the throne room. He
seemed angry for some reason. I wonder what happened in
the throne room.
Maid in Kiefer’s room: Welcome home, Prince Kiefer! I
scrubbed just as you said. I can no longer feel my hands, but
the room is spotless.
Knight on back terrace: If you go out of this castle and
head far north, you will be able to see another island. It
couldn't possibly have been there before. What could it
possibly be?
Soldier outside royal chambers: These are the King's
chambers. Oh! Prince Kiefer is with you, I see! Princess Leesa
is here right now. You may proceed.
Princess Leesa on back balcony: Brother! Welcome back!
Hee hee! I heard you told Father you wanted to join the
expedition party! Is that true? Remember, brother, that

you're going to be the king of this country someday! You have
to be careful and responsible.
Kiefer (continued): Well, that's what I'm saying! I don't
want to be a king! Cut me some slack, Leesa!
Princess Leesa (continued): Hee hee hee! But,/space/
actually, I have to confess. I like you just the way you are!
But, still...I just know you'll be a great king someday! I'm
looking forward to that day, too!
Kiefer (chat): I just can't say no to Leesa. There is nothing I
wouldn't do for her, but I can never be King! I'm not cut out
for it! Someone else should take the throne!
Lady on front terrace: Well then, Prince Kiefer. How are
you feeling?
Young man: Where's the new island? I hear that it can be
seen from the castle!
Scholar in library: An old, angry man ran through this room a
little while ago. I wonder who he was. His face seemed
familiar to me.
Bard: To assemble an expedition party to the brand new
island, many soldiers are being summoned to the throne room.
If the island turns out to be dangerous, they'll have to be
able to fight, after all.
Maribel (chat): An expedition party? Adults always do tedius
things like that.
Kiefer (chat): Amitt, Borkano and many soldiers are
gathered in the throne room. It seems to have turned into
quite a stir!
Old man in room on the right: You there. Do you believe in
fortune telling? Well then, let this old man see what's in
store for you! Ahem... Hii-ya! Hii-ya! Abracadabra! Snorrrrt!
Ohh, it's coming to me! I see a huge fire raging underground!
I got it! You must be suffering from indigestion! Hmm? That
was strange. Oh well. Anyway, that's your fortune. Good luck
with your indigestion, by the way.

Kiefer (chat): Indigestion, huh? That fortune could only be
meant for Maribel. I'd attribute it to her years of soft
living. Want me to put her out of her misery, HERO? Heh
heh.
Old man, when you go down two flights of stairs to the
first floor: Oooh! Quit your gibbering and open up the gate
already!
Soldier (continued): Shut up! I don't know who you think you
are, but keep it up and I'll boot you out!
Old man (continued): Humph! What an inconsiderate dolt!
Hmm? {to HERO} Oh, it's you! You've shown up right when I
need you! Don't you recognize me? It's me, the sage who
lives by the cliff. This buffoon won't open the gate so I can
see my friend. Could you convince him to let me in?
Kiefer (chat): We must get this door open, for the old man's
sake! Come one on, HERO!
Maribel (chat): This should be interesting! Let's tell the
guard to open the door!
Soldier (continued): Prince Kiefer. You got here just in time.
Is this old man an acquaintance of yours?
Kiefer (continued): Well, it's a long story. But the old man is
a friend of mine. So can you let him pass? He is not the kind
of person to cause trouble.
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir. If you give me a direct order, I
cannot refuse. I understand. Let us unlock the door. {He
unlocks the door.} Come, please go on through!
Old man (continued): Oh, wonderful! Thank you so much! {He
runs through the gate down the stairs.}
Kiefer (chat): We've got to hurry! Let's go find out what the
old man went to do, HERO.
Maribel (chat): You're not as bad as Kiefer, but you're
slow/comma/ HERO.
Old man as you approach him by the moat: So, you're still
alive. You senile old fool.

Captain (continued): Who are you calling senile? I should
strike you down where you stand!
Old man (continued): Ha ha ha! I guess you won't be stepping
into a coffin anytime soon.
Captain (continued): Get to the point, and don't try to get
me into any more trouble.
Old man (continued): Yes, yes. The point is, I'm once again in
need of that important piece.
Captain (continued): What did you say? Your words are so
absurd as to be derisory! I refuse to believe you!
Old man (continued): Ahem! What's true or not will become
clear once you return 'it' to me! Bring 'it' back as quickly as
possible!
Kiefer (chat): What are those old men talking about?
Captain: Hmm? Who might you be? If you want the old man
who lives on the cliff, he's over there.
Old man: Oh, it's you. So you followed me then. This old man
and I are old friends. I stopped by to see him while I was in
the castle. That's all.
Kiefer (continued): So the two of you know each other. You
keep talking about 'it,' but what exactly are you referring
to?
Old man (continued): Hmmm, I knew someone would
eventually ask, and it seems there is no longer any point in
hiding the situation. It has become unavoidable. Tell me, do
you know anything about the new lands that have recently
appeared?
Kiefer (continued): Well, to be honest, we only know a little.
[Kiefer told the old man about the temple and the new world
it led to.]
Old man (continued): {to Captain} Do you understand?
Captain (continued): All right, I understand.
Old man (continued): {to HERO} Listen carefully. If I
understand you correctly, then what you seek rests

somewhere within the walls of this castle. I have looked for
'it' many times myself, but to no avail. However, I do believe
'it' can be reached using this raft. Forgive me for being
vague, but it wouldn't do to tell you everything at once. If
you manage to bring 'it' back, I will sincerely believe your
story, and I will leave 'it' in your charge. Now, take the raft
and go.
Kiefer (chat): Whatever 'it' is, it must be important!
Maribel (chat): Just what could 'it' be? I hope it's worth all
this trouble.
Old man (again): I dare not tell you what 'it' is. If you
manage to bring 'it' back, I will sincerely believe your story,
and I will leave 'it' in your charge. Now, take the raft and go.
Captain: I see. I knew this would happen someday. Go
ahead./space/ You can use the raft. {He moves out of the
way.}
Kiefer (chat): All right, HERO! Let's use the raft! 'It' has
got to be here somewhere! We must find it!
Captain (again): I always knew this day would come. Oh, the
raft? Go ahead, feel free to use it whenever you want.
Tough guy on castle grounds: Did you come here by raft?
(Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): What? You swam over here? It
must be great to have that kind of vigor! Ha ha!
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): How unusual that the old man
let you use his raft.
Kiefer (chat): Just where could 'it' be, anyway? If it's of
any value, it should be stored somewhere safe, right?
Soldier in guardhouse on the left: This map was found in a
chest within the castle. It delineates continents other than
this one. Until now, we thought it was just drawn by someone
with a vivid imagination. Now that a new island has appeared,
it doesn't seem so imaginative anymore. But we still can't be

sure that this map represents an accurate depiction of the
terrain of a new island.
Maribel (chat): Hmm... Did you see that map that had other
continents drawn on it? It sure was a filthy map! It must be
awfully old.
Soldier (again): We can't be sure that this map represents
an accurate depiction of the terrain of a new island.
Observation: HERO looked at the map. It seems to be a map
with various continents drawn upon it.
Prisoner in castle dungeon: Huh? I thought it was time to
eat, but I guess I was wrong. I can't believe I got busted for
breaking into an empty house. If I had it to do over again, I
would have stolen a diamond studded mummy or something. I
should have made it a big score like that. As it is, my
notoriety is dubious at best.
Kiefer (chat, in secret castle basement beneath royal
chambers): Huh? Is this room just a dead end?
Pot – Agility seed
Observation (if you don’t break the pots): The bookshelf is
lined with books of staggering complexity. It seems slightly
unsteady.
Observation (if you break only one pot): Judging by these
marks, it looks like the bookshelf has been moved!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO! This might be it!
Observation (if you break both pots): It looks like this
bookshelf can be moved. Do you want to push it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {The bookshelf slides away to
reveal a secret passage.}
Kiefer (chat): We did it, HERO! This is the place! 'It' has
got to be here!
Treasure chest – FireShard
Maribel (chat): This looks just like the shard you had! So
this is the 'It' that the old man was talking about.
Kiefer (chat): A shard! 'It' was a shard?

Kiefer (chat): I can't believe the old man knew about the
shard!
Captain: It looks like I've lost this battle. Hmm? Oh, I'm
only talking to myself. The old man is waiting for you.
Old man: Ah ha ha! As expected, you brought back a Shard! I
found that Shard when I was about your age. For some
reason, King Roarty, Prince Kiefer's grandfather, confiscated
it. I'll spare you the story for today. At any rate, as I
promised, I'll give you the Shard. If the legends are true,
you should be able to use that Shard to make a new land
appear! It's a bet! If you bring forth a new land using that
Shard, then you can continue unhindered on your adventure.
Don't worry about the castle. I'll make up some sort of
story. Now, take care and be off with you!
Kiefer (chat): The old man found this shard long ago? We
must go, HERO! We can't let the old man down!
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO! Don't forget your oath to
protect me!
Lady on second floor: The meeting in the throne room seems
as if it's never going to end.
Soldier in front of throne room stairs: An important
meeting is being held in the throne room right now. Please
take care not to go near there.
Kiefer (chat): They're still holding that meeting? They've
been at it a while.
Maribel (chat): Rather than hold meetings, they should just
go to the island and see for themselves! I can't figure out if
adults are smart or stupid!
Soldier near staircase on the first floor: Speaking of
which, it's strange... I wonder why the old man who lives on
the cliff was called to the meeting.
Kiefer (chat): Yeah, just who is that old man, anyway? He
even knew about the deep reaches of the castle. There's
more to him than meets the eyes.

Soldier behind staircase: An important meeting is being held
in the castle right now. So you can't just wander around.
Kiefer (chat): They won't let me through? Well, we needn't
bother with this place. Let's continue our adventure!
Guard on the right: Well, well! If it isn't Prince Kiefer! The
audiences in the throne room do seem to be running long, do
they not?
Guard on the left: Now hold on there, Prince Kiefer! You
weren't about to sneak out again, were you?
Kiefer (continued): Of course not! Why would I be dancing
right through the front gate,then?
Guard (continued): Hmm? You can say that again! Ha ha ha!

Estard Castle Town
Kiefer (chat): Hurry! If we don't leave now, something will
slow us down again!
Soldier: Prince Kiefer! Where do you think you're going this
time?
Kiefer (continued): Ha ha ha! I'm just going out for a little
while! I'll be right back!
Soldier (continued): What am I going to do with you, Prince?
You'd better do as you're told this time!
Soldier (again): The soldiers are always blamed for your
duplicity! The King throws us into a pit of monkeys! A single
monkey is no threat. But hundreds fight as one! Imagine
thousands of tight, little monkey fists pounding upon your
body!

Fishbel
Kiefer (chat): What now, HERO? Is there something you
need to do in Fishbel?

Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by sea. Oh, HERO. If you're looking for Amitt
and Borkano, they haven't come back from the castle yet.
Maribel (chat): Just how long is the meeting going to last?
Kiefer (chat): A new island has never appeared before in the
history of the world. I guess I shouln't be surprised if the
meeting runs a little long.

Ancient Ruins
Maribel (chat, in Rainbow Cove): I had heard the stories,
but this is amazing! The water in this cove shine shines like a
rainbow!
Kiefer (chat, in Rainbow Cove): The water in this cove is
beautiful.
{After placing the FireShards in the upper left pedestal of
the Fire Room, a cutscene plays of a woman throwing a torch
into a volcano which then erupts.}

CHAPTER 3

A Fiery Adventure

Pamela

Elder

Elma/Ilma (present)

Kiefer (chat, on World Map): So you saw the mountain spew
fire, too? What do you think that was?
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Wow, I've never seen
anything so frightening!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Let's get away from here,
HERO. I've got a bad feeling about this place.
Kiefer (chat, on World Map): Could the mountain really be
spewing fire?

Mt. Flame
Maribel (chat): You don't think this mountain will explode, do
you?
Kiefer (chat): Could this mountain be the one we saw when
we first came here?
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'Mt. Flame. Entrance only
permitted during the Procession of Fire.'
Tough guy on the right: {A tremor shakes the mountain.}
That was a pretty strong tremor we just had. This year's
Festival of Flame must be drawing near.
Maribel (chat): Even though I'm pretty fearless, I'm not
keen on earthquakes.
Kiefer (chat): A festival? Could be fun!

Tough guy if you try to pass by him: Hold it! Sorry, but
you're not permitted beyond this point.
Young man on the left: Say, I don't think I've seen you
around here before. Are you travelers? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): There's no point in lying to us.
It's quite obvious you aren't from around here.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): This
is a sacred path that leads to the God of Flame. I cannot
allow outsiders to pass. Forgive me. Some distance south of
here, you will come to the village of Engow. If you wish to
rest from your journey, you'd best go there.
Kiefer (chat): He said there's a village south of here!
Maribel (chat): HERO, don't you think we should notify the
villagers about the mountain spewing fire?
Young man if you try to pass by him: You're not permitted
beyond this point.

Engow
Maribel (chat): If that volcano blows, there'll be nothing
left of this tiny village!
Kiefer (chat): What a plain, dreary village!
Woman at entrance: Oh, travelers! We don't see the likes of
you every day. This is the village of Engow. There's not much
here, but please enjoy your stay! Who knows? Maybe you'll
find something good here!
Kiefer (chat): Something good? What is it, HERO? Could it
be the festival?
Maribel (chat): HERO, you're not thinking what I think
you're thinking, are you?
Tough guy in southwest corner of village: Huh? Why do we
have these braziers burning in broad daylight? Ha ha ha!
Don't be silly! This is a land of fire! We've worshipped the
flame as our god for generations.

Pot – Antidote
Young woman near item shop: Have you seen the big volcano
north of here? (Yes/No)
Young woman (either way): That's Mt. Flame, where the God
of Flame lives. It's thanks to Mt. Flame that we can live this
far north without freezing to death.
Maribel (chat): A volcano? Does that mean it's going to
blow?
Kiefer (chat): So that's a volcano, huh? I've only heard
about fire-spewing mountains in storybooks.
Woman by well: {The ground shakes when you talk to her.}
Well, I see the God of Flame is feeling well today. {to HERO}
What? Why am I not afraid of earthquakes? Well, there's
nothing to worry about! They're just signs that the God of
Flame is looking over us.
Kiefer (chat): I'm not afraid of earthquakes. Hmm? What's
wrong, Maribel? You look bad.
Maribel (continued): Shut up. It's nothing!
Woman (again): Oh, I've got so much laundry to do!
Young man in front of Elder’s house: That house over there
belongs to the village Elder. You should go in and say hello.
Man in blue vest in northwest corner of village: Doesn't it
make you feel peaceful, watching the flames flicker and
dance? Other lands treat fire as a tool of destruction or
violence, but we of Engow choose instead to focus on what it
can create.
Kiefer (chat): I want to live my life like a flame— burning
with excitement and passion! If I'm going to burn out
someday anyway, why not live life to the fullest? Right,
HERO?
Pot – Life Acorn
Little boy behind northeast house: Let's see. Behind the
priest's house. {Something sparkles quickly.} Oh! It's here! I
finally found it! {to HERO} That Pamela's incredible! Her

crystal ball told me right where it was! If you have any
problems, you guys should try her too!
Maribel (chat): Sorry, I don't believe in fortune-telling. I
don't want anybody knowing my future!
Priest in northeast house: This may be just a plain room, but
it's more than enough for our village's temple. The God of
Flame abhors all wasteful appurtenances.
Young man in eastern house: Hey, you're travelers, right?
I'd love to hear all about your journey! It feels like such a
big world out there, so many fun and fascinating things! I
hear there's all sorts of scary adventures to have, too! It's
all true, right? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you can't fool me that
easily. Come on! Tell me about your travels! (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I knew it!
Damn, I wish I could get out there and see the world, too!
I'd visit lots of different countries, and meet all kinds of
people! I can't very well take off when my mother's sick in
bed, though. Whoops! I have to pick up my mother's
prescription at Pamela's. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Watch what you're saying, HERO!
Old woman in bed: I know my son wants to explore the
outside world, but when I asked Pamela about my son, I found
out something terrifying. She said that if my son ever leaves
the village, he will never come back alive! Ever since then I've
been faking an illness so I can keep my son around. Umm,
cough!
Kiefer (chat): That old lady is ruining her son. You can't
accomplish anything if you're afraid!
Dresser – Clothes
Young man in southeast house: Sniff sniff. Something
burning, honey? {to HERO} Sigh. Looks like charcoal for

dinner again tonight. I better go to Pamela's to get some
more heartburn medicine.
Young woman: Heat is the most important part of cooking.
You have to get it just right! It's a good thing that the God
of Flame is watching over me! This food has to be perfect!
Pot – 6 gold coins
Old man in southeast corner of village: Ohhh ho ho ho! It's
almost time for the festival again! It still gets me excited
after all these years!
Pot – 10 gold coins
Sign in front of item shop: Nando's Item Shop
Pamela's Medicine and Fortunes
Maid in item shop: Sigh. Pamela's started muttering to
herself again. I don't know what's wrong with her. {to HERO}
Oh! A customer! Do you want some of Pamela's medicine?
How about your fortune told? (Yes/No)
Maid (either way): I doubt you'll get either from her now.
She's in her own little world at the moment.
Maid (again): You're not going to get anything out of Pamela
for the time being.
Pamela: Mumble mumble. Mumble mumble. Oh, my. I'm
beginning to see something clearly now. {to HERO} Who do
you think you are? {Pamela looks around.} Where is that
stupid apprentice? I told her not to let anyone in! I was this
close to getting something! Now I'll have to start over again.
Whoever you are, quit bothering me! Mumble mumble.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. It might be a good idea to leave for
awhile, HERO.
Maribel (chat): Most fortune tellers are weird, so it doesn't
really bother me.
Pamela (again): Mumble mumble.
Woman in kitchen in Elder’s house: Oh, travelers! You
should introduce yourselves to the Elder. He'll be happy to
see you.

Barrel – Antidote
Old woman (Elder’s wife??): Ooh, travelers! We don't see
the likes of you too often. How wonderful! Just in time for
the festival, too! Oh, the festival? This village has a Fire
Festival once a year. At the end of it is a great Procession of
Fire up Mt. Flame. It's a sight to see! It's the biggest event
of the year for this little village. I hope you can participate!
Maribel (chat): This isn't the time to be having a festival.
Kiefer (chat): Flame Festival? It sounds fun, HERO!
Little girl in Elder’s study: Look! Look! Through this window,
you can see the mountain where the God of Flame lives! It's
incredible! Do you guys want to see it? (Yes/No)
Little girl (if you say ‘No’): Awww, you're no fun!
Little girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I'm not going to show you!
Nyah nyah! I got this all to myself!
Maribel (chat): That's exactly why I don't like little kids!
Dresser – Horned Hat
Elder: Oh, are you folks travelers? Welcome to Engow. Whoa!
{There is another tremor.} Hmm. I wonder how many tremors
that makes it for today? What? You had a vision of our
beloved Mt. Flame erupting and burning us all to smoldering
cinders? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): Really? Hmm. You must be tired from
your long journey. If you're not in a rush, you might wish to
rest in our village for a while.
Maribel (chat): HERO is awfully cold-hearted. But then
again, I already knew that.
Kiefer (chat): Shouldn't we tell him about the volcano we
saw, HERO?
Elder (again): Hmm? Why not? You look like you want to say
something. If you have something to say, spit it out! There's
nothing to be embarrassed about. (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]

Elder (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Ha ha ha ha! You
must be kidding! We haven't done anything to anger the God
of Flame! We of Engow worship the god living in that volcano.
He wouldn't hurt us! Besides, it's nearly time for the yearly
festival in his honor. {He looks toward the window. (??maybe
there was supposed to be a tremor code.)} Good! Don't scare
me like that! When the God of Flame permits these tremors,
it signals the time of the Festival. Why not stay at the inn
until the festival begins? You'll soon find out that your fears
are completely unwarranted!
Kiefer (chat): It might be a hard story to believe, though.
There's nothing we can do. Let's go rest at the inn, HERO.
Maribel (chat): I'm so sweaty, it's gross. A bath! I want to
take a bath!
Elder (again): The God of Flame tells us when it's time for
the festival with these tremors. I do hope you can join the
festivities. How about you stay here for a little while? I'd
put you up here, but the inn has been hurting for customers
recently. You ought to give the place a shot!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
titled 'The Analects of Granaly.' 'It is not cowardly to hide
behind one's shield...'
Observation: HERO read the book placed on the desk.
'Secrets to Running a Successful Village' 'First and
foremost, an Elder must consider the livelihood of his
villagers.'
Sign in front of inn: The Blazing Sword—Lodgings and Meals
Innkeeper (man in blue vest): Welcome to our inn. One night
is 15 gold. Would you like to stay? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you. Please have a
pleasant night.
Innkeeper (continued, the next morning): Good morning!
Hmm, what's all that racket outside? I haven't gotten any
word of the festival yet. What could it be?

Kiefer (chat): What? Oh, yeah. It looks like they're arguing.
Maribel (chat): Yawn! All the noise woke me up!
Innkeeper (again): It's too bad I can't leave this post and
find out what's going on.
Tough guy by inn: Huh? What do you want this early?
Yaaawn! I can't think right if I don't sleep until noon.
Little boy: Oooh. Pamela's acting really scary today.
Maid in front of Pamela’s house: What in the world is with
Pamela today? She was doing a reading, and all of a sudden
she rushed out of the room.
Little girl in front of Elder’s house: Huh? What's
everybody shouting about?
Old woman in eastern house: My son went to see what all
the noise was outside. What's going on out there?
Young man: What's she saying? I can't hear her. Something
about Mt. Flame?
Young man in southeast house: Oh no! There's that burning
smell again.
Young woman: We're having freshly baked bread for
breakfast! Doesn't it smell wonderful?
Old man in southeast corner: Now this is a fire! Good color,
nice and lively! It's going to be a good day today. By the way,
what's all that racket?
Young woman by well: What? If Mt. Flame erupts, this
village will be razed to the ground! Everyone's gonna die! I
just can't believe it!
Woman on right side of well: Mt. Flame! No! I can't believe
it!
Man in blue vest by well: No! That's got to be wrong! Fire is
meant to spread warmth and light, not panic and destruction!
Woman on left side of well: I don't care what Pamela says!
The God of Flame is a benevolent god! He wouldn't make us
suffer like that!

Young man by well: Ha ha ha ha! After all these years,
Pamela's finally lost it! Going on and on about Mt. Flame
erupting! Ha ha ha!
Maribel (chat): What? Mt. Flame erupting? Isn't that what
we saw?
Pamela: People of the village! Hear what I have to say! I have
seen a vision! I saw Mt. Flame spewing forth angry red
flames, engulfing the village in molten lava! When the fire
procession ends, the volcano will erupt and destroy this land!
We must not observe the festival this year! It has to be
cancelled! {There is a tremor. Everyone looks around.} Ha! Did
you feel that? Listen to me, that tremor is just the beginning
of...
Man in blue vest (continued): All Pamela's doing is angering
the God of Flame!
Old woman on right side of well (continued): Oh! That must
have been a notice about the festival! It's finally starting!
Young man (continued): Exactly! We'd anger the God of
Flame if we cancelled the festival!
Pamela (continued): Aarrgh! You idiots! Don't you believe
what I'm trying to tell you? (Yes/No)
Pamela (either way): I'm not asking you!
Young woman (continued): I just can't believe this at all.
This can't happen to us!
Woman on left side of well (continued): You're exactly
right!
Pamela (continued): Ooooh. {The elder comes out of his
house.}
Elder (continued): What's all this noise? Just what are you
up to?!
Pamela (continued): ...
Young woman (continued): Umm, Pamela prophesied that Mt.
Flame would erupt.

Elder (continued): What? I can't believe this. Ooohh! {to
villagers} Listen! Calm down, fellow villagers! There's no
reason to panic! {He looks around.} Even you look nervous,
travelers. Pamela, come with me. I want to talk to you inside.
You may come along as well if you'd like. Okay everyone, back
to your business!
Young man (continued): That really seemed worth the walk.
Oh, well. I guess I'll go back to sleep. {The elder leads
Pamela to his house. The rest of the villagers go back to
their homes.}
And so, the villagers returned to their normal
lives, some filled with anxiety, but most quickly
forgetting Pamela's ominous prophecies.
{You find yourselves in the Elder’s kitchen.}
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's talk to the Elder about the
volcano one more time.
Maribel (chat): That fortune teller is no ordinary person!
Woman blocking exit: The Elder and Pamela are upstairs,
yelling at each other about something. I wonder what
happened between the two of them.
Old woman (Elder’s wife??): Did you hear about that seer's
predictions? She isn't often wrong, you know! I hope this
doesn't ruin the festival.
Elder, as you climb stairs to his study: Why did you have
to say that in front of everybody?
Pamela (continued): I felt a message from God this morning.
It's my duty to tell the people about it!
Elder (continued): A seer? I thought you were a medicine
woman! Ahh, whatever. It's bad enough you go around
spouting stuff like that.
Pamela (continued): The future lies in my vision, and it's vital
we start thinking about our future!
Elder (continued): But right as the Festival of Flame is
beginnig beginning?

Pamela (continued): You must cancel the festival! If you
don't, we'll all face disaster!
Elder (continued): We can't stop the festival! Do you want
this town to have a nervous breakdown? That last tremor
proves it! We must hold the festival tonight! Yes! Bring on
the festival! The God of Flame will surely forgive us then! {He
walks out onto his terrace.} Fellow villagers! The day of the
Festival of Flame has finally arrived! It starts tonight!
Prepare yourselves for the greatest festival ever!
Pamela, inside Elder’s study (continued): Come on! Think
about what you're doing! {to HERO} Hmm? My, travelers.
You'd best be getting out of here. Wait! I see something!
You might be the ones that can save us all! I want all of you
to come over to my place later. It's right behind the tool
store. Please! You've got to help us! {She leaves.}
Kiefer (chat): What we saw might be a premonition of what's
in store.
Maribel (chat): I don't usually believe in fortune telling, but
the old lady's predictions can't be ignored.
Observation: HERO looked out the window. Mt. Flame,
towering to the north, can be seen clearly from here.
Elder on terrace: I'm very sorry, kind travelers. Just ignore
Pamela's predictions. That festival I mentioned earlier's
taking place tonight. I look forward to seeing all of you join
in! You folks still look a bit worried, but trust me! Nothing
can possibly go wrong. You see, even if the God of Flame is
angry now, the festival will calm him down. There isn't a thing
to worry about! I just wish that Pamela would quit the hocus
pocus and go back to medicine! My heavens!
Kiefer (chat): Do you really think the festival is a good idea?
(Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? I don't know about
that.
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Maybe. We've got to do something!

Old woman (Elder’s wife??): They say the Festival of Flame
is going to be held tonight! It's all happening so fast! I need
to get ready!
Woman: I heard the Elder talking about the festival just
now! Ooh, I can't wait!
Young man in front of Elder’s house: We just heard the
prediction that Mt. Flame is going to erupt. And now, we are
having a festival. It feels like everything's happening at once.
I don't know what to do.
Man in blue vest in northwest corner: One! Two! One! Two!
{to HERO} Oh, sorry! The festival's starting tonight, so I'm
getting the flames ready. This is the most important part of
the festival, after all!
Little boy in northeast corner: I can't wait for the festival
to start! I just hope that spooky stuff Pamela was talking
about doesn't come true.
Little girl: I wonder what happens when a big mountain like
that blows up? If it goes away, I won't have much of a view
from my window anymore!
Maribel (chat): If that mountain erupts, it'll be a big
disaster, HERO!
Young man in eastern house: If Mt. Flame's really going to
blow its top, I better get away from this village, but I can't
leave Mom here! Damn it! What should I do?
Old woman in bed: I was born in this village and have lived
here ever since. I don't mind being here for the rest of my
life, but my son is still young. Maybe it's time I tell my son
the truth and let him set out on his travels. If Pamela's
right, though, he'll never come back! Oh, what should I do?
Kiefer (chat): You, not your parents, should be able to decide
where you're going to live and die!
Woman by well: I'm going to forget all about that awful
prophecy. There's too much preparation to do for me to
worry all day, anyway!

Young woman in southeast house: How's the bread, darling?
Do you like it? I got it just right today! All thanks to the God
of Flame!
Young man: Oh! Uh, yeah. It's great, honey. Smells
wonderful, too. {to HERO} Sniff. Love is a many cindered
thing.
Old man in southeast corner: I wonder what all that racket
was a little while ago? Wait a minute! They didn't announce
the festival, did they? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): What? They didn't? Aww, and I
was so excited, too. Sigh... I'll probably end up dying here in
the dirt before the festival begins. If that happens, will you
at least drag my dead body up Mt. Flame one last time? No,
huh? Well, when you walk by, could you at least not kick my
dead body as it lay decomposing in the sun? No, huh? Damn.
Maribel (chat): Hmph! How can you say that? You're so
irresponsible, HERO.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Really! It's tonight, you say? Oh,
how exciting!
Woman at entrance: Welcome to Engow! You're in time for
the Festival of Flame tonight! If you'd like, you can take a
rest at at the inn to prepare for the big night.
Innkeeper: Sorry about the inconvenience, but we are going
to hold a festival tonight. We're in a big rush trying to get
ready. Could you come back a little later?
Kiefer (chat): It's still closed? Oh, well. Let's look around
elsewhere.
Tough guy in southwest corner: In the festival, all the
villagers light torches from this flame and climb Mt. Flame.
You can see the line of fire all the way from the moon! That's
what I heard, anyway. I've never tried going on the moon to
see.

Young woman: I know Pamela's never been wrong before, but
I know she can't be right this time! Don't you agree?
(Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Right! I feel a little better
now. Back to preparing for the festival!
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, you're wrong! What do
you travelers know, anyway? You have no idea how much we
rely on the God of Flame in our lives.
Maid in Pamela’s house: I am Elma, Pamela's most trusted
apprentice. You must be the travelers Pamela was talking
about. Nice to meet you.
Pamela: Oh, travelers, it is so good of you to come. Let me
hear your names first. I'm sure you know mine already.
[HERO stated his name.]
Kiefer (continued): I am Kiefer. Kiefer of Estard.
Maribel (continued): My name is Maribel. Nice to meet you,
Pamela.
Pamela (continued): I see. Tell me, HERO. Do you believe my
prediction will come true? (Yes/No)
Pamela (either way): Well, whether you believe it or not, my
predictions are never wrong. Of course, a seer can only tell
the future, and the future can be changed! I'm trying to
steer this village's future for the better, but I need your
help! With your support, I think I can save this village.
Please, will you help me? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): I thought you were the
saviors sent by the God of Flame to help us, but I was
wrong. I now see that we must try to change the
future by ourselves. Accept my apologies, travelers.
Feel free to rest at the inn if you'd like.
Maribel (chat): HERO, you're a coward.
Kiefer (chat): You've really disappointed me, HERO.
Pamela (again): I see now that you are not the
saviors I saw in my vision. We must rely on ourselves

to create a better future, I suppose. Accept my
apologies, travelers. Feel free to rest at the inn if
you'd like.
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Good! Now, I don't think the God
of Flame has the power to make Mt. Flame erupt. My gut
feeling tells me that something else has taken control of Mt.
Flame. The problem is, no one's allowed to enter Mt. Flame
except during the festival. So we'll have to wait until it
begins before we can do anything. The festival begins
tonight. You should rest up at the inn until then. I'm sure the
owner will let you in for free. It's festival time, after all.
Kiefer (chat): We must try to change the future of this
country, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Mt. Flame? I'm not thrilled about going
there.
Pamela (again): We can't find out what's going on in Mt.
Flame until the festival begins. The festival begins tonight,
so go rest up at the inn until then. I'm sure the owner will let
you in for free. It's festival time, after all.

Mt. Flame
Tough guy on right, before festival starts: Wow, did you
feel that huge tremor this morning? That must mean the
time for the festival is near. I can't wait any longer!
Young man on left: This is a sacred path that leads to the
God of Flame whom we worship. It shouldn't be long now
before the Festival of Flame begins. If you wait until then,
even visitors from afar will be allowed on the path.

Engow

Innkeeper: How would you like to take a short rest before
the festival? If you rest now, you'll be ready to go during the
big night! I'll let you stay for free, of course. It's a very
special day, after all. So how about it? Would you like to rest
here? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? Well, if you change
your mind, hurry on back!
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, then. Sleep well!
Innkeeper (when you wake up): At last! The festival has
finally begun! Sorry, travelers, but I'm taking off for the
night! {He jumps over the desk and heads out to the festival.}
Maribel (chat): He's worked up!
Traveling merchant in inn: Wheeze wheeze! Thank God I
made it on time to this year's festival. No matter how far
away I am on business, I always try to come back for this
day! I've never missed a festival yet. My family would disown
me if I did!
Tough guy at Mt. Flame, during festival (quick side trip):
I sure wish I could go to the festival! Damn! If only I hadn't
drawn a losing ticket! Grrrr!
Young man at Mt. Flame: This is a sacred path that leads to
the God of Flame whom we worship. I suppose the Festival of
Flame has gotten underway back at the village by now /extra
space/. Once the Procession of Fire begins, you'll be able to
go through. Please be patient until then.
Woman in southwest corner: Welcome to Engow! You're just
in time for the festival!
Tough guy: I can't wait for the Procession! I'm going to be
the first inside Mt. Flame this year!
Traveling merchant near Pamela’s house: I specially ordered
lots of top-notch goods for today! Be sure and buy up now!

Innkeeper outside inn: Oh, hey hey hey! You're the guys
staying at my inn, right? Hic! What? You want a room? Well,
you can't get one! I'm drinking all night!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. It looks like the innkeeper has been
hitting the sauce.
Merchant in Pamela’s house: Hahhhh? What're you doing
here? Hic! At a time like this, too! I ain't got no time for
customers today! Hic!
Pamela (if you haven’t talked to the Elder yet): [No
response. She appears to be lost in deep prayer.]
Elma outside Pamela’s house: Yeah, exactly! And now
Pamela's got this group of travelers saving the village! Why's
she turning to people like that when she has me at her beck
and call, huh?
Young man, with Elma: Oh, it's you. Feel free to join in, but
don't get in the way of the festival!
Dancer in northwest corner: Umm, The the Elder hired me
to dance in the festival. Now these kids have taken over the
best spot in the middle of the village! I wanted to show
everyone my crackling hot fire dance, too.
Maribel (chat): I'm not such a bad dancer myself, mind you!
But I wouldn't show you my moves in a million years!
Kiefer (chat): Fire dance, huh? That's something I want to
see!
Maribel (continued): Oh, my! Look at Kiefer! He can hardly
control himself.
Kiefer (continued): There's nothing wrong with watching
beautiful girls dance! Right, HERO?
Maribel (continued): Hey! Just what do you mean by that?
Man in blue vest in northwest corner: And one! And two! {to
HERO} Mmm? Oh, I was just preparing the torches for later.
We'll be using them for the Procession of Fire up Mt. Flame
in a bit.

Woman in Elder’s study: Oh, dear. You really can't see Mt.
Flame very well at night. Hmmm. Could that tiny red spot in
the sky be the volcano's crater?
Young man in front of brazier in northeast corner: I
wonder if I'll marry and spend my whole life in Engow, too. It
wouldn't be a bad life, and I'm sure it'd make my mother
happy. It seems so dull, somehow.
Maribel (chat): Idiot! Does he really think it's that easy to
get a wife?
Pot – Potion
Young woman in northeast corner: Here you go, darling! I
brought you some food. The other women and I made all this
food just for the festival! Now come on, open wide!
Young man: Oh. So that black thing at the end of the table is
hers, huh? I didn't want to touch it, but now I have to.
Ohhhh.
Old woman in eastern house: I wonder what my son would do
if I died. If I do, then he'll have nothing left here. He'll
probably leave town for good. Then Pamela's prediction might
come true! Ahh! What should I do?
Old man by well: Ooh, I love festivals! Sharing good food
and laughs with everyone. If I could find a girl to sit with me,
everything would be perfect.
Maribel (chat): Well yes, I am a girl, but I'm not sitting next
to that old guy!
Woman in southeast corner: All of this food was prepared
by the women of this village! Does it taste good? We really
had to rush because of the short notice. Thanks to that,
though, everyone's already forgotten that awful prophecy.
Warrior near well: After a hard day of fighting, a full flagon
is the only thing that can refresh my soul. Glug glug glug.
Aaahh!
Kiefer (chat): Yeah, HERO can't drink. We're all underage,
after all.

Little boy running around well: Yahoo! The Festival of Flame!
Burn! Burn!
Little girl chasing little boy around well: Wait! You dummy!
I have something I want to tell you!
Old woman (Elder’s wife??): Ah, what a nice night! Perfect
festival weather! No matter how old I get, I always have such
a wonderful time here! I wish this could last forever.
Elder: Oh, hi there, folks! How are you enjoying the Festival
fo Flame? I hope you like it! (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): Splendid, just splendid. The best
part is yet to come! The procession of fire's starting soon, so
keep on partying!
Elder (if you say ‘No’): What, are you still concerned about
Pamela's prediction? Please, give it a rest. You're just being
paranoid. Everything will go smoothly, I assure you. The
festival will be over soon. The God of Flame will be calmed.
Everything's fine!
Pamela in her house: Ah, you've returned! The Festival of
Flame has finally begun. The road to Mt. Flame will soon open
for the procession at the end of the festival. That is when
I'll need all of your help. Be ready for me. I suppose you can
enjoy the festival until then, but don't overdo it!
Pamela (again): The problem is, no one's allowed to enter Mt.
Flame except during the festival. We'll be able to go in
during the procession at the end of the festival. That is when
I'll need all of your help. Make sure you're ready by then. I
suppose you can enjoy the festival until then, but don't
overdo it!
Pamela in her house (if you answered ‘No’ before):
What's wrong? Did you change your mind about
helping me? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): All right, just
forget it! I won't ask you again! Why did I
ever think you would be the saviors of this

town? I must be losing it! It's the first time
I've been wrong in all my life! Ha ha ha!
Pamela (again): Enjoy the festival, travelers.
This could be the last one.
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, good! Now, the God of
Flame isn't the type of god that punishes his
believers. My gut feeling tells me that something else
has taken control of Mt. Flame. The problem is, no
one's allowed to enter Mt. Flame except during the
festival. We'll be able to go in during the procession
at the end of the festival. That is when I'll need all
of your help. Make sure you're ready by then. I
suppose you can enjoy the festival until then, but
don't overdo it!
Innkeeper outside inn: Hey! It's you again! Hic! Where are
your torches? The, uhh, walking part is about to start. Huh?
What about me? Hic! Oh, I'm staying here. Don't worry
about me!
Kiefer (chat): Procession of Fire? Let's join in, HERO!
Maribel (chat): A torch? I'm not holding one. You hold it,
HERO!
Woman in southwest corner: Welcome to Engow! The
procession of fire up Mt. Flame will begin soon!
Tough guy: All right! It's finally here! Let me in that volcano!
Old man in southeast corner: Oh, ho ho ho! What do you
think of my flame? Biggest of them all, huh? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): You think so? Hmm. Maybe I
should trade this torch in for another one.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Ho ho ho! You got it! Wait until
the God of Flame sees this one!
Warrior: Heh. Waving a torch around like this feels weird. I
usually have a sword, after all.

Woman: Mmmm. Well, I've had my food and I've drank drunk
my wine. Once I bring this flame back to the God of Flame,
the festival will be over!
Traveling merchant on right side of well: Hey, what's all
this food still doing here? Such a waste! {He turns back to
the table and eats.} Crunch! Munch munch. Wow! This is
great! Nothing like home cooking!
Old woman in eastern house: I have to stay home and look
after things. I'm supposed to be sick, after all.
Young man in front of brazier in northeast corner: Hmmm.
Maybe getting married isn't all that bad. Watching those two
lovebirds over there, I actually feel a little envious.
Young woman: Oh! Oh, no! My flame went out! {She turns to
her husband.} What am I going to do now? I can't go with an
unlit torch!
Young man (continued): Oh, honey. Here, I'll light it again
for you. {The torch lights up.}
Young woman (continued): Oh, thank you, darling! You're so
sweet! Smooch!
Maribel (chat): Oh, my! Now that was quite a show! Encore!
Young woman (again): {to her husband} This flame you gave
me is so pretty, darling!
Young man: Whew! The festival's finally about to reach its
climax.
Young man by Elder’s house: Huh? You don't have your
torches yet! You can get some from the Elder. He should be
by one of the braziers.
Dancer near Elder’s house: Now just a second! What are you
giving me this torch for? You don't want me to set a house on
fire or something, do you?
Elma by well: Whoa, I almost dropped my torch! I can't let
this precious flame go out. If I did, Pamela would let me have
it in the morning.
Merchant in Pamela’s house: Zzzzz...

Pamela (if you said ‘Yes’ to either of her requests for
help): All right, the procession will begin soon. When it
begins, I want you to head towards Mt. Flame with the
villagers. I'll meet you inside the mountain once you get
there.
Pamela (if you said ‘No’ to both her
previous requests for help): You're still in
the village! So you're intent on ignoring my
warnings, huh? Well, if you want to leave your
fate to this village, I won't stop you!
Woman in northwest corner: What'd you say? Is it
dangerous for kids to be holding torches like this? Hee hee!
These kids have been living here for years. They're quite
clear on the dangers of fire.
Little boy: Woo, woooooo! Burn! Burn!
Little girl: Don't run so fast! The flame's going to go out!
Man in blue vest: Hey, you don't have your torches! Oh,
you're the travelers! Hmm. You'd better ask the village Elder
for permission first. Just in case.
Old woman (Elder’s wife??): It must be just about time to
head off to Mt. Flame. The climb's a bit tough nowadays, but
I can't sit out the procession!
Elder: Hey, wait a minute, travelers. You still don't have your
torches! {to man in blue vest} Hey, you! Give these people
some torches!
Man in blue vest (continued): Yes, sir! {You line up and he
gives each of you a torch.}
Elder (continued): All right, does everybody have their flame
ready now?
Man (continued): Yes. I've given one to everybody that's
going.
Elder (continued): Good. It's time to begin the Procession of
Fire! {to HERO} Are you guys ready to go? (Yes/No)

Elder (if you say ‘No’): We're just going up to Mt. Flame.
You don't have to bring anything with you! Anyway, hurry up!
I'll wait for you here.
Kiefer (chat): Hurry/comma/ HERO! Let's join the
Procession of Fire!
Maribel (chat): Quit dawdling! We need a torch for the
Procession of Fire!
Man (when you have a torch): Make sure those torches
don't go out! That's a sacred flame you're holding.
Young man by Elder’s house (when you have a torch):
You've got your torches, I see. Good, good!
Innkeeper (when you have a torch): Oh, hey there! You want
to stay at my inn? Hic! Well, you can't! The, uhh, walking part
is about to start!
Elder (again): Are you ready? Everyone's raring to go!
(Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Ok, it's time to
make the announcement.
Man (continued): Right. {He walks away.}
Elder (continued): My fellow villagers! The Procession of Fire
shall now begin! {The villagers start gathering near the four
braziers in the corners of the village.} Oh God of Flame,
cherished by the people of Engow. We now proceed to return
the Holy Flame, which has granted us divine protection.
Please allow us entry into thy holy residence, to pay tribute
to thy power, and may we continue to be warmed by thy
divine guidance forever. {He looks around.} All right!
Everybody, onward to Mt. Flame! {He puts out the brazier
and leads you in the procession. The other villagers put out
the remaining braziers and start processing.}
Innkeeper (in the inn when the villagers have left): Wha—?
Sorry, travelers. I'm not taking any more lodgers for the
night.

Traveling merchant by Pamela’s house: Shoot! This town
sure is lonely when everyone's gone! Huh? I thought you left
for Mt. Flame. You forget to buy something?
Old woman in eastern house: Oh, it's you! Hurry and give
that flame back to the God of Flame!
Priest in northeast house: As a servant of the God of Flame,
I'd normally be up in the volcano by now. However, I stayed
here, expecting that there might be people like you who
would need my assistance.

Mt. Flame
Tough guy on the right: You certainly took your time. Were
you delayed by monsters, perhaps? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): You must be awfully slow on
your feet. Everyone else has lined up already!
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): That's odd. As long as you
carry torches, the monsters normally stay away. I guess the
monsters just can't resist those winning good looks of yours.
Ha ha ha!
Kiefer (chat): That's strange. We're the only ones who were
attacked by monsters?
Maribel (chat): Now I get it. It's HERO's fault we were
attacked by monsters!
Young man on the left: Ah, finally! The Procession of Fire
has begun! Now, anyone who wants may enter the path! Oh,
but just remember one thing. We do ask everyone to stay in
line.
Maribel (chat): Hmph! Let's make them let us in first!
Dancer: Why am I all the way in the back? Is it because I'm
an outsider? That's discrimination, you know. It's rude!
Warrior: I hurried to get here and I still wound up way at
the back. Damn!

Little girl: Wow! The God of Flame really lives in this
mountain? That's incredible! Last time I was here, I was too
little to remember.
Little boy: Boy, do I want to see that volcano soon! I bet
that the lava is blisteringly hot!
Woman: May the great God of Flame continue to protect us
for all eternity.
Young woman: I'm tired of standing in line. Is it even moving?
Young man: As soon as the Procession of Fire is over, it's
back to our humdrum lives. Back to my wife's charcoal-black
cooking... Sniff...
Old man: Ho ho ho! I can't wait to present my humongous
flame to the God of Flame!
Traveling merchant: You know what? It's the anticipation
that's the most fun! There are only two creatures that
understand the joy of creating lines: humans and ants.
Young man: What are we waiting for? Let's start already!
Man in blue vest: The Procession of Fire will soon begin, and
then Pamela will see the error of her ways. Hmm, that's odd.
I don't see Pamela anywhere. Did she go inside?
Tough guy: I got here first! I won't let anyone go ahead of
me! {The Elder walks out of the mountain entrance.}
Elder (continued): Good people, thank you for waiting. Now
we begin the Procession of Fire!
Tough guy (continued): {He turns forward.} At long last, I
get to be first!
Elder (continued): This is our most important ritual, where
we receive a new PilotFire from the God of Flame. Proceed
more solemnly and sternly! Oh, it's the travelers. Please,
right this way.
Tough guy (continued): Hey! I thought I was first! You can't
do that!
Elder (continued): It's okay. These people traveled from a
faraway land just to be here!

Tough guy (continued): Damn! {He moves aside.}
Elder (continued): Please, right this way! {He leads you inside
to the volcano crater.} This is the crater of Mt. Flame. Take
your torch... ...and throw it in! {He throws his torch in the
crater.} This is how we return the God of Flame's protective
flame to its origin. Are you ready to throw your flames into
the volcano? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): What? You've came come this far,
and you're getting cold feet now? [repeats question]
Elder (when you say ‘Yes’): Right. One at a time, if you
please. [HERO throws the torch into the crater!]
Kiefer (continued): This feels kind of silly, but... Here goes!
[Kiefer throws the torch into the crater!]
Maribel (continued): Gulp! I'd sure hate to fall from here!
[Maribel throws the torch into the crater!]
Elder (continued): Right, good. Now, it is the villagers' turn.
Nice work! You can go back to the village if you'd like.
Maribel (chat): It seems strange to throw fire into a volcano.
Kiefer (chat): Hey, isn't that Pamela there?
Elder (again): You're done here. Go back to the village and
rest a bit.
Kiefer (chat): HERO, we can't just go back now!
Tough guy on mountain path: Don't try to cheat me! I get to
go first! Until the Procession has finished, I can't let you
through here.
Elma, on other side of volcano crater: Whoaaa! {She turns
toward you.} You scared the Slime out of me! Don't sneak up
on me like that! Why is Pamela making me gurad guard a place
like this? Whoops! I didn't realize Pamela was standing right
in front of me!
Maribel (chat): If you fell from here, there's no way you'd
survive.
Pamela, in front of dungeon entrance: Oh, it's you. You're
late. The ceremony has already started!

Pamela (if you said ‘No’ to both of her previous
requests for help): The ceremony has started. When
it's over, the village of Engow will go up in smoke.
Please, say you'll help us! You must save our village!
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... I give up. You
just can't fight fate. If we are destined to
be destroyed by the God of Flame, then there
is nothing more I can do. Mmm! {The first
villager arrives and throws his torch into the
crater.} You must leave this land. Quickly! It
may be too late already!
Maribel (chat): I never knew you were that
pathetic, HERO.
Kiefer (chat): I don't know about you, HERO.
{With Pamela blocking the dungeon, the only
thing you can do is return to the travel gate.}
Innkeeper in Engow (after you return to
the travel gate): Are you all right? It
sounded like you were having a bad dream.
Well, you can't let it worry you today. It's
the big day! The festival has finally begun!
Sorry, travelers, but I'm taking off for the
night!
Maribel (chat): I don't feel well. Did I have a
bad dream? I can't remember anything.
Kiefer (chat): Boy, I slept well! Huh? What is
it, HERO? You have a funny look.
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): You will? Oh, thank you!
Pamela (continued from above or if you said ‘Yes’ just
now): We haven't a moment to spare! You must hurry into the
depths of Mt. Flame. I'm sure whoever's behind all this is
lurking within/period/ Come back here if you get into any
trouble. I can heal your wounds and save your adventure. I

used to be a Priestess, you know! Mmm! {The first villager
arrives and throws his torch into the crater.} Don't forget,
we have little time left! Hurry, as fast as you can! {She moves
out of the way and lets you pass.}
Kiefer (chat): All right, HERO! We're finally off to Mt.
Flame!
Maribel (chat): We're going into the volcano? If anything
weird shows up, I'll let you take care of it, HERO!
Pamela (again): Hurry, before everyone's thrown their torch
into the crater!
Elma: Whoaaa! {She turns toward you.} Aaagh! I told you not
to surprise me like that! If you tip me into the crater, you're
going to be in big trouble!
Elder: What are you still hanging around here for? I suppose
it doesn't matter all that much. Pamela's got you doing
something or other around here, doesn't she? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): Good, good. Soon, this festival will
safely come to a close, and everyone will know just how wrong
Pamela was!
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): Oooh, that Pamela! What in the
world is she thinking? You better not do anything that incurs
the wrath of the God of Flame! Are you listening to me?
Kiefer (chat): I understand that the current chaos must be
overwhelming for the Elder, but ignoring it won't solve
anything.
Maribel (chat): Talking to the Elder is useless. Let's take
care of it ourselves.
Man in blue vest on mountain path: Pamela went inside Mt.
Flame. Soon we'll know whether her prediction was correct.
Maribel (chat): Hey, we don't have time for this place,
HERO!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO, let's hurry to the bottom of Mt.
Flame. We haven't got much time!
Young man: All right! It's almost my turn.

Traveling merchant: Does this line ever move? I'm getting
bored. This kind of anticipation is the best part, though!
Old man: You already presented your flame to the God of
Flame? How did he like it?
Young man: I'm so close to getting my turn! Damn line, hurry
up!
Young woman: I can't stand this! My leg's falling asleep!
Little boy: How much longer?
Little girl: Huh? You're going home already? You should take
a look around the mountain before heading back.
Warrior: Once the festival is over, maybe I can travel, see
new continents...
Dancer, at the end of the line: Depending on how you look
at it, it means I get the final spotlight in the ceremony. So
maybe it's not so bad.
Young man on the left: What did you think? Looking into the
volcano's fiery maw didn't make you piss your pants, did it?
Tough guy on the right: What a relief! The Festival of Flame
is almost over. I'm just itching to get back to the village and
eat my fill of all those leftovers!
Pamela (as a priestess): Let's see... Are you hurt? Here, let
me have a good look. (if someone is dead) Oh, this is no good.
O God of Flame, bring forth thy purifying fire! [<Party
Member> was resuscitated!] (continued) Here, take this
medicine. It will help heal your wounds. [HERO and his
friends take Pamela's medicine. HP and MP recovered!] Very
well. Give me a report of what has happened so far. Save to
Adventure Journal? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Not going to save? Fine. Continue
adventuring? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, continue your
investigation deep within Mt. Flame. Remember, HERO, we've
got no time to lose!
Maribel (chat): Are you ready? Let's get going, HERO!

Kiefer (chat): We're leaving, Pamela! Goodbye!
Kiefer (chat): HERO, don't forget yourself and accidentally
touch the lava!
Kiefer (chat): Sure is hot inside of Mt. Flame!
Maribel (chat): This place is really making me sweat.
Disgusting!
Maribel (chat): It's hot!
Treasure chest, 2F – Defense seed
Treasure chest, 2F – Herb
Treasure chest, 2F outside – Knife
Treasure chest, 3F – 110 gold coins
Treasure chest, 3F – Antidote
FireGiant (bottom floor of Mt. Flame): Mwa ha ha! Soon it
will all be over. Humans are such foolish creatures,
worshipping a God of Flame that doesn't even exist! {Another
villager throws a torch into the crater.} And now the humans
will turn over the final flame to me, unleashing the fury of
the Flame of Darkness! With the flame's power, this volcano
will erupt and raze the land to cinders. These humans will fall
into despair, thinking this the wrath of the God of Flame! {He
turns around and confronts you.} And you, human! Do you dare
to step in my way? Fools! You are nothing more than kindling
for my scorching flames! Your flesh, your bones, your very
soul, I will now turn into piles of gray ash!
Kiefer (battle chat): Be careful, HERO! I bet this enemy will
use a flame attack!
Maribel (battle chat): Whoa, this one looks really, really
tough!
Dropped treasure – AquaShard
FireGiant (when it is defeated): Aaarghhh! How... How could
someone as lowly as you defeat me? Note well, human! Even if
I die, this Flame of Darkness will never be extinguished! All
you can do now is wait for its blazing fury to... Aaarghhh!

{The FireGiant and the black flame’s cauldron both disappear.
The black flame rises to the top of the crater.}
Kiefer (chat): What's that black flame? It went floating up!
Maribel (chat): We destroyed the monster. Don't tell me it's
not over!
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Elma (at volcano crater): What the heck is that weird black
flame?
Kiefer (chat): That's the black flame the monster at the
bottom of Mt. Flame released!
Maribel (chat): A black flame. It sounds so eerie!
Traveling merchant on the left: I've never seen such an
ominous-looking flame before. That is, if you can call it a
flame.
Woman on the right: Why is the flame black like that?
Something terrible's going on here! What sort of evil could
cause this?
Old man on the right: This is no flame! A real flame gives
off light, warmly and softly... But it feels like this flame is
sucking light in. I'm starting to get scared!
Man in blue vest: Could this have been what Pamela was
talking about? If it is, then we've got to do something fast!
Tough guy, blocking other exit: Uh-oh! What the heck is
that massive black flame? What's happening to this
mountain?
Dancer on the left: Wait a minute! I haven't thrown my
torch in, yet! What should I do?
Young man on the left: Could this mean... that even the God
of Flame has been reduced to ashes?
Young woman (his wife): Darling, I'm scared...
Elder: What in the world is this?
Pamela: Oh, it's you! By the God of Flame, what happened
inside the volcano? Please, tell me everything you saw down
there! (Yes/No)

Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Come on, quit fooling around! You
must know what happened! Please, tell me everything you saw
down there! (Yes/No)
Pamela (when you say ‘Yes’): Hmm... I see. If that's true,
then this flame won't be put out so easily. But if we leave it
like this, I don't know what will happen!
Elder (continued): There has to be a way to put out the
flame! Isn't there, Pamela?
Pamela (continued): {to Elder} That's what I'd like to find
out myself!
Elder (continued): What? Can't you see anything with your
clairvoyance?
Pamela (continued): Everyone knows my predictions never
come true, after all. Ah, just joking. Let me take a look.
Pamela (if HERO is dead): Oh, excuse my manners. I should
heal you first. Oh God of Flame, please heal this noble
warrior! [HERO was resuscitated!] There you go.
Pamela (continued): ...... I see something! Hmm, I see... a
shabby little room... Oh, and a man with a slovenly face... He
has something in his hand... a jar... No, a bottle... with some
liquid in it... Oh, it's HERO! I see HERO with him. That's all
I'm getting. The liquid in that bottle may have the power to
put out the flame! HERO, do you have any idea who that man
is? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): No... That can't be. I saw
you together with that man just now! You must have
met him at least once! Try to remember. You have to
find that man and get his bottle!
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): I thought so. Now, you just have
to find that man and get the bottle. If you know where he is,
it shouldn't take too long for you to get there.
Elder (continued): Please! I beg of you! You must help us!
Pamela (continued): The flame shows no sign of causing
trouble, but you must hurry, HERO!

Kiefer (chat, if you already have the Holy Water): Don't
we already have a bottle like that, HERO?
Kiefer (chat, if you don’t have the Holy Water):
We've got to put that black flame out! Were you
thinking what I was thinking when Pamela made her
prediction, HERO? Let's go!
Maribel (chat, if you already have the Holy Water): Isn't
that bottle the one HERO's uncle gave him?
Maribel (chat, if you don’t have the Holy Water):
Isn't the man she mentioned HERO's uncle? Let's go
get that bottle right now, HERO!
Tough guy (again): Please, I'm begging you! Do something
about that black fire! {He moves out of the way.}
Elder (again, if you don’t have the Holy Water): I
have made a terrible mistake, but it can still be
undone! I ask that you lend your strength in righting
this wrong, HERO. The man in Pamela's vision must
exist somewhere. Please, find him.
Kiefer (chat): We better do something about that
black flame!
Maribel (chat): It seems that the Elder finally
realized he was wrong!
Pamela (again, if you don’t have the Holy Water):
My clairvoyance has never failed me. You must find
the slovenly man in that shabby little room I saw.
Once you do, get the bottle from him and bring it
back here! Hurry!
Elder (if you have the Holy Water and didn’t leave
the crater area): Oh! You already had the bottle!
You could've told us... Good! All right, then, try
throwing its contents into the black flame!
Pamela (if you have the Holy Water and didn’t
leave the crater area): What? You already had that
bottle? Why didn't you say so sooner? Now, let's

test out its contents on the black flame! Stand
between me and the Elder. Then, you'll be right in
front of the flame.
Man in blue vest on mountain path: What the hell? No one's
coming out. Did something happen?
Little girl: Yay! Yay!
Little boy: Roar! I breathe fire!
Warrior: That's strange. I thought the Procession of Fire
was already over.
Young man: What's going on? Everyone went back to the
crater. Hey, did something happen? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): All right. If nothing's going on,
then never mind.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): What? A black flame? I've
never heard of such a thing! What's happening to Mt. Flame?
Tough guy: Oh, come on! Aren't we going back to the village
yet? I'm so hungry, I could die.

Engow
Traveling merchant in Engow: Hmm? Didn't you folks go to
Mt. Flame with the villagers? Oh, the Procession of Fire is
over? Well, back to business!
Old woman in eastern house in Engow: The villagers should
be coming back home soon.

Estard Castle Town
Hondara (in his house): Oh, I was wondering who was
there. It was you, HERO. You're just in time.
Actually, there's something I want to ask you. If you
answer me correctly, I'll give you this Holy Water.
How's that? (Yes/No)

Hondara (if you say ‘No’): When did you get so
cocky? Okay, just answer me!
Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Okay, here goes! Is it true that Amitt and Borkano
were called to the castle about that new island?
(Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): You're not lying to me,
are you? Look into my eyes when you answer me. Is it
true that Amitt and Borkano were called to the castle
about that new island? (Yes/No)
Hondara (when you say ‘Yes’): Just as I thought. I
smell a profit to be made here. Damn! I guess I owe
you this HolyWater. [HERO received the HolyWater.]
Well, that's it. I've got a lot to think over. Sorry, but
would you mind leaving me alone?
Kiefer (chat): Your uncle lives life to the fullest. He
dines on the finest foods, drinks the finest wines...
Not that his life is praiseworthy, of course!
Maribel (chat): Your uncle probably wants to go plan
his next great scam.

Mt. Flame
Elder (if you left and came back with the Holy Water):
HERO! You found that man, right? And you got the bottle,
didn't you? Good! All right, then, try throwing its contents
into the black flame!
Kiefer (chat): Let's get rid of the black flame now.
Maribel (chat): Do you think anything given to us by Hondara
could ever work?
Pamela (if you left and came back with the Holy Water):
Oh! Excellent! You managed to get the bottle and bring it
back. Now, let's test out its contents on the black flame!

Stand between me and the Elder. Then, you'll be right in
front of the flame.
Observation: HERO sprinkles the Amazing HolyWater over
the flame!
Pamela (continued): Wow!
Elder (continued): It's gone out! Oh, it's gone out!
Pamela (continued): Well! It looks like we owe you a great
debt, HERO. I no longer believe that prediction of mine is
going to come true!
Elder (continued): You're sure about this? You're sure it will
be all right?
Pamela (continued): Yes. My vision of Mt. Flame erupting is
gradually fading away.
Elder (continued): All right. In that case, I hereby declare
the ceremony complete! Let us return to the village and get
pissed drunk! You have saved our village, HERO! We can't let
you leave without thanking you properly! Let's go! {He leads
you out of the volcano crater while all the other villagers
follow. The dancer even throws her torch into the crater.}
Worries forgotten, the people of the village
returned home, singing and dancing into the night.
There, surrounded by mountains of food and
drink, HERO and his friends celebrated with
the rest of the villagers.
Finally, the festival ended, and morning came...

Engow
Innkeeper: Good morning! Yesterday was a blast, wasn't it?
Take care, everyone! Have a safe journey!
Maribel (chat): Last night was fun. I'm still full.
Kiefer (chat): HERO! For the first time in ages, I finally got
to sleep soundly!

Woman at entrance: Welcome to Engow. Oh, it's you! I'm
sorry! I'm sure you know where you are by now.
Maribel (chat): Saviors, huh? That certainly has a nice ring.
Tough guy in southwest corner: Sigh. Now I'll have to wait
for the next festival to go first. Is it really another whole
year away? Damn it!
Young woman: What a blissfully warm day it is today! It's all
thanks to the God of Flame! To you, too, of course.
Man in blue vest in northwest corner: Now this is the way a
flame should be, burning as red as the sun. I hope I never see
a black flame again!
Young man by Elder’s house: If it weren't for you, Pamela's
prediction would have come true, right? Scary! I knew I
should have kept up my prayers to the God of Flame.
Woman in Elder’s house: Doesn't it seem like the Elder and
Pamela might have been friends a long time ago? I wonder
what happened. It bothers me a little.
Maribel (chat): Hmph! I knew about the Elder and Pamela's
relationship right away.
Elder: We truly don't know how to thank you! If only I had
listened to Pamela, we could have prevented all this from
happening! Instead, we ended up pushing all of our problems
off on you. Please forgive us. I still don't know why such a
terrible monster appeared inside Mt. Flame. It may be
because our appreciation for the God of Flame has waned. I
promise! From here on out we will revere him more than ever
before! We'll have to work to protect Engow by ourselves.
After all, you might not be here to save us if something
happens again. So don't worry about us. Please, continue your
journey.
Kiefer (chat): Judging by the way the Elder acts, the village
must be okay.
Maribel (chat): If we weren't here, it would've been really
awful. They should be thanking us a lot more!

Old woman (Elder’s wife??): So, did that prediction of
Pamela's actually come true? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh? So how come we all aren't
up in heaven, huh?
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): Hah! Well, that's fortune
telling for you!
Old woman (continued, either way): All she can do is
foretell one of many possible futures. The tiniest shift can
change that future forever!
Little girl at upstairs window: What do you think of this
view? Isn't it awesome?! {She turns to Little boy.} I've never
let anyone else see it before. You better be grateful!
Little boy: Oh, wow! You can really see Mt. Flame from up
here. It's so beautiful.
Young man (from eastern house, in northeast corner): The
very first moment I laid eyes on you, I fell in love with you!
Will you marry me?
Maribel (chat): Oops! I guess we're not wanted here, HERO.
Dancer: {to young man} Marry you? This is rather sudden! {to
HERO} What do you think? (Yes/No)
Dancer (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. I wouldn't mind settling
down one of these days anyway, and he doesn't look half bad,
either. Maybe I should think about it.
Dancer (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, you're right. I think I can do
better before I'm too old. There's no need to take the
plunge too early. You must have fun while you're young!
Kiefer (chat): Marriage? I've never even[NL]given it a
thought.
Maribel (chat): Oh, so now HERO is a love expert? I don't
think so.
Old woman in eastern house: My son's been acting a little
bit strange lately. Maybe he's finally figured out I've been
lying to him.

Young man in southeast house: Hey! My bread isn't
chargrilled today! That's good! Maybe my wife's finally
learning a thing or two about cooking.
Young woman: Ever since I saw that black flame, I've been a
bit leery of the oven. I guess that's why my bread didn't
turn out today. Oh, this won't do at all!
Old man in southeast corner: I suppose Pamela was right
after all! If Mt. Flame had erupted, this whole land probably
would've been wiped out! It's thanks to Pamela and you guys
that we're all standing here right now!
Maribel (chat): But if Mt. Flame erupts, we'll die with the
rest of them! I don't want to die!
Woman by well: Did you know the water in this well is heated
naturally by the volcano? That's why I'm always doing my
laundry here.
Elma in Pamela’s house: Oh, hello! Come right in! Pamela's
mumbling to herself in the back as usual.
Pamela: Mumble mumble. Oh, welcome back. I trust you slept
well? You helped this town so much that I wanted to show my
gratitude in some way. I was looking around, thinking of
something I could do for you all, and I found just the thing.
Here, take this. [HERO obtained an AquaShard!] I've kept
this for ages because I thought it might come in handy
sometime. I feel that this stone wants to be with you, and
I'm always right, you know. I'll try to help you any way I can,
so do come and visit now and again!
Maribel (chat): Next time I want my fortune read, I'm
coming here!
Kiefer (chat): A Shard, huh? That's a good thing to get,
HERO!
Pamela (again): I'll be praying for your safe passage through
the rest of your journey. If something comes up, let me know
and I'll see what I can do!

Mt. Flame
Tough guy: What are you staying around here for? The
Festival is over. You should leave this holy mountain lest you
disturb the God of Flame.
Maribel (chat): I never want to be inside a volcano again!
Come on. Let's get out of here.
Kiefer (chat): What is it, HERO? We're done here. Let's
move on.
Young man: The path can get pretty messy when large
crowds use it. I have to clean it up so the God of Flame won't
be angry.

Ancient Fane
Kiefer (when you arrive back in the present): The volcano
didn't erupt, so I guess the village is going to be okay. I
wonder if a new island will appear in the present. We should
go back to the castle and investigate. I'm sure they'd know
if a new island appeared or not!
Maribel (chat): Yes. Just as His Majesty the Prince says, we
should go to the castle first.
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Let's go back to the castle and check it
out!
Kiefer (if you examine the northwest pedestals in the
Fire-, Land-, and AquaShard rooms): Where are you going,
HERO? Going back to the castle and finding out about the
new island should be our first priority. I'd think the
possibilities of a new island would interest a fisherman's son
like you.

Fishbel

Kiefer (as you enter): I know you want to see if a new island
appeared, but we should really pay that old man a visit first.
Maribel (chat): Why don't you ever listen to what people
say? Kiefer has been asking you to go to the castle forever
now!
Kiefer (chat): I know you want to go out to sea and check if a
new island has appeared, HERO, but can we go back to the
castle and talk to the old man first?
Old woman in northern house: I can't believe that
everyone's calmed down about the new island already. It's
not as if these things pop up all the time, you know!
Merchant near Amitt’s mansion: What? I don't know, but I
hardly think islands just pop into existence every day.
Sailor on ship: Hello, HERO. Did your father come back from
the castle yet? What? He isn't back yet? Humph! It sure is
taking a long time.
Head Cook in galley: Oh, Prince Kiefer is with you today,
huh? You've probably got the King worried sick, Prince. Try
not to send him to an early grave, all right?
Maribel’s mother: ??????
Maribel (chat, after talking to her mother): My parents
are such worrywarts, too! Well, it's no wonder they worry so
much with such a precious daughter.
Mollie: Welcome back, HERO. Oh? I see Prince Kiefer and
Maribel are with you. By the way, HERO,/space/your father
hasn't returned from the castle yet. He's been gone quite a
long time now. If you have time, why don't you go to the
castle and see how your father is doing.
Kiefer (chat): HERO's father isn't back yet? Could the
meeting still be going on? I've got to know what's going on!
Kiefer, as you enter cavern: I know you want to see if a new
island appeared, but we should really pay that old man a visit
first. {You automatically leave the cavern.}

Estard Castle Town
Old man in pub: There's been no word from the castle about
this new island. I'm sure it's safe enough, but it still makes
me anxious.
Man in black pants: What? Hondara gave the amazing
HolyWater to you? I bet it was just plain water, right?
(Yes/No)
Man in black pants (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it. You can't
believe everything you hear. Especially from that guy!
Man in black pants (if you say ‘No’): What? I can't believe
it! He was actually selling something useful?
Nun outside church: Did you go with the island expedition
party, Prince Kiefer?
Kiefer (continued): Well, I didn't get to be on the expedition
party, unfortunately.
Nun (continued): Oh, really? I assumed you had, judging from
your suntan.
Young man by fountain: I hear the expedition party has
already come back from the new island. I can't wait to hear
their report!
Kiefer (chat): The castle hasn't announced anything about
the new island. What could be going on?
Merchant by fountain: Hmm, with the expedition party
returning safely, that means the island wasn't dangerous
after all!
Old man by fountain: Hey, Prince Kiefer. Surely the Prince
knows what kind of an island it is.
Kiefer (continued): Well, I can't really say anything about it
myself. But the island's not dangerous, so there's no need to
worry.
Old man (continued): Oh. Well, that's a bit of a letdown.
Woman by well: I wonder how the island expedition went. No
word has come from the castle.

Old woman by well: Prince Kiefer! What are you doing out
here? Your country needs you!
Kiefer (continued): Ha ha ha ha ha! Don't get angry at me!
I'm doing what I can here!
Old woman (continued): Honestly, you need to stop worrying
your father so much.
Kiefer (chat): Why must you talk to that old hag, HERO?
Everyone just scolds me in Estard! Let's go to the castle!
Orka’s father: It doesn't seem as though anyone's coming
over from the new island. So, there won't be any particular
need to stock heavy weapons.
Orka’s mother: My son Orka is hopelessly weak. I'm starting
to get a little worried about whether he'll be able to continue
the family business in the future.
Orka: Oh, hi, Maribel. I'm so happy you came to see me again!
But I see that you're not alone today. Next time you come,
you should come alone so just you and I can spend some time
together... Oh! Prince Kiefer is with you, too, I see. It's a
pleasure to see you, Your Highness. Eh heh heh.
Maribel (chat): Orka is the complete opposite of you, HERO.
In what way? Um... In lots of ways. Yes, lots.
Hondara: Huh? Ah, HERO, I need to think about something
right now. Could you please leave me alone? A new island.
Hmm, how can I use this to make a profit?
Maribel (chat): I've never seen HERO's uncle with such a
serious look on his face!
Maribel (chat, after trying to open the Old man’s cliff
house door): The old man's not back yet. I guess he's still at
the castle.
Old man in northern house: It looks like Hondara will be
home for a while. I hope he doesn't have some stupid plot up
his sleeve!
Soldier by exit: Prince Kiefer!

Kiefer (continued): Sorry, sorry! I'll go back[NL]to the
castle right now.
Soldier (continued): No, don't worry about it. I've heard all
about it! The King's waiting for you in the castle. Please
hurry!
Kiefer (chat): Huh? My father's waiting for us? You think
that old man really said something to my father for me?

Estard Castle
Guard on the right: Welcome to Estard Castle! Oh, if it isn't
Prince Kiefer! The King awaits you, Your Highness!
Guard on the left: It's Prince Kiefer! Welcome back, Your
Highness. The King has been waiting to see you!
Soldier near staircase on the left: The King is in the throne
room right now! Please hurry!
Soldier on the right: Welcome back, Prince Kiefer. Please go
to the throne room!
Guard Captain: Oh, Prince Kiefer, you've returned. The
expedition party that went to investigate the new islands
came back to the castle just a little while ago. There seem to
be people living on the new islands, but they aren't
dangerous.
Kiefer (chat): The expedition party has returned, and Father
is waiting for us. Is it possible that they found another new
island? Cross your fingers! Come on, HERO, let's go to
Father!
Soldier in guardhouse: What? The amazing HolyWater that
Hondara gave you was actually useful? Ack! I really should
have bought it first after all!
Maribel (chat): The Amazing HolyWater we got from
HERO's uncle came in handy after all! Just what was it,
anyway?

Soldier on castle grounds: How could the new land possibly
have inhabitants already? Do you know? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? I'm impressed with your
vast knowledge!
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Something really odd must be
happening over there! It isn't right for inhabited islands to
appear out of thin air.
Maid in dining hall on the right: It looks like the meeting in
the throne room is finished.
Maid behind the table: Oh, Prince Kiefer. Are you hungry?
Mealtime is just a bit away, okay?
Chef in kitchen on the right: Oh! Prince Kiefer! Welcome
home! Today I'll go out of my way to make an extra special
delicacy for you!
Chef on the left: I wonder if Amitt and Borkano from
Fishbel have already returned? I wanted to thank them for
bringing us these tasty fish.
Old man in cellar: What? A new land has appeared in the
world? Hmm, I really need to get out more.
Minister on second floor: Ah! It's good to see you, Prince
Kiefer! And HERO and your friends as well! His Majesty is
eager to see you! Proceed to the throne room immediately!
Soldier at throne room staircase: The old man who stormed
out of the throne room earlier is waiting up ahead, Prince
Kiefer.
Lady on second floor: It didn't seem as if the new land was
at all dangerous.
Soldier outside royal chambers: These are the King's
chambers. Oh! Prince Kiefer is with you, I see! Both His
Highness and the Princess are in the throne room at the
moment, so there is no one here right now.
Soldier on top of castle: Prince Kiefer. What are you doing
here? The King wants you to go to the throne room when you
return to the castle.

Bard: The expedition party's ship has just returned to the
castle. Considering nothing happened, the new island should
be safe.
Old man in room on the right: You there. Do you believe in
fortune telling? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Hippy, happy. Missy, Sappy!
Presto, hiiiya! Ohh, it's coming to me! I see a vast new world
unfurling itself before you! What an auspicious sign! Don't be
scared, young man, and press on!
Soldier in front of jail door on first floor: Ah, Prince
Kiefer. You may be the son of our King, but without peons like
myself to manage remedial tasks like opening this gate, our
beloved empire would be in shambles. Hold on! {He opens the
gate.} Please come and go at your every whim.
Captain near moat: Oh, you again? Feel free to use this raft
whenever you want.
Captain (again): The sage and I have been rivals since we
were young. When we were about your age, he found that
Shard you're holding. He was so excited, because he thought
the Shard was somehow connected to the Forbidden Zone. I
didn't believe it myself, though. If I had, then it might have
been us adventuring instead of you. And that's why he's so
bitter. Keep us posted on your progress, okay?
Maribel (chat): Youngsters? I can't even imagine it!
Kiefer (chat): The old man by the cliff, huh? The poor man!
Even I wouldn't be on this great adventure if it weren't for
HERO.
Tough guy on west castle grounds: Eek! Don't sneak up on
me like that! You made me pee on my shoes!
Soldier on second floor terrace: Everyting's Everything's
fine! Oh, Prince Kiefer! I didn't know you had returned.
Soldier in throne room on the right: This is the throne
room.

Soldier on the left: Please, Prince Kiefer. The King is
waiting.
Princess Leesa: Kiefer, welcome back! Father told me all
about it! Don't do anything too dangerous! I suppose I
shouldn't be telling you what to do, though. Well, Father's
waiting. Go to him, now!
Amitt: Oh, it's Maribel! And none the worse for wear, I see.
I'll have a chance to listen to your story tonight perhaps, but
it's more important for you to report it to the King first.
Borkano: Oh, HERO! That old man told me of your adventure.
I must admit, I found it hard to believe. Regardless, I am
certain the King would be interested to hear what you have
found.
Old man: Oh, HERO and friends. You are back at last! I
already told everyone in the castle about you. Now, it's your
turn to tell everyone. That a new land should have appeared,
I mean.
King Burns: Welcome back, Kiefer. I see you have brought
your friends, HERO and the always lovely Maribel. The old
man has told me everything the three of you have hidden
from me. If his words are true, then there were once several
continents in this world, in addition to Estard. You are on an
adventure to return the lands that have disappeared in order
to restore the world to the way it once was, correct?
Supposedly, one of these lands was to appear upon your
return to the castle. I still have my doubts about this, to be
honest. But I ordered an expedition party be assembled to
look for the new land. Barring any problems, the expedition
party will return any time now. Hmm?
Soldier coming up from the staircase (continued): The
expedition team is reporting to King Burns!
King Burns (continued): Hmm.
Soldier (continued): Far to the north of the new island, we
have discovered an island covered with volcanoes!

King Burns (continued): You may take your leave.
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! {He leaves.}
King Burns (continued): It seems there is at least some truth
to the story. It makes one wonder why Estard was spared
from a similar fate. But now, it looks as though it may be
possible to reverse the transgressions of the past and return
these lands to this world. {to old man} You, old man.
Everything was just as you said.
Old man (continued): To be sure. Heh heh heh.
King Burns (continued): I say this with utmost sincerity. I
apologize for not believing you. {to Kiefer} And, you, Kiefer.
Without your work, the truth would have remained hidden.
Great work. I thank you. But, Kiefer, by no means will I allow
you to continue traveling! {Both Kiefer and the old man are
shocked.}
Old man (continued): King! This is not what I was promised!
We had an arrangement!
King Burns: Whatever else may happen, you are still the heir
to the throne. You must focus on your country, and leave the
task of restoring the world to others with more... expendable
bloodlines.
Amitt (continued): It's just as the King said, Maribel. You're
a girl! I absolutely forbid you to go on a dangerous journey!
It is time that we took our leave of this place. {He starts to
lead her away.}
Maribel (continued): Hey! I can get home by myself, Dad! You
don't have to drag me! {Yet he continues to lead her out of
the throne room.}
Borkano (continued): If anything, HERO, I'm pleased with
your courageous display. But a good man knows when to quit. I
don't want you to bite off more than you can chew. Come on,
let's go home. {He leads you out of the throne room. Next,
you are at home in Fishbel at night.}

Estard Castle
Borkano (continued): All this time I thought you were such a
cautious lad. I never imagined you'd become involved in a life
of adventuring. But you know, I'm not like King Burns and
Amitt. I don't want to be that stubborn about it. Having said
that, I can't exactly approve of you going on adventures and
making everybody worry about you. I want to hear what you
think. Do you want to continue your adventures? (Yes/No)
Borkano (if you say ‘No’): I see. I suppose that
traveling to unknown worlds is more than just fun and
games.
Borkano (if you say ‘Yes’): Would you go even if your friends
weren't there to accompany you? (Yes/No)
Borkano (if you say ‘No’): I see. I suppose that
traveling to unknown worlds is more than just fun and
games.
Borkano (if you say ‘Yes’): Is that so? All right. In that
case, there's no sense in me trying to stop you. You're a man
now. This adventure could be very good for you. Just take
care, and remember that sometimes it's better to run away
than to fight.
Borkano (continued): The day has grown late. You get a good
night's sleep, HERO.
Mollie: What's wrong, HERO? Can't you sleep? I don't blame
you. You must have been through a lot. Lay down, and you'll
fall asleep before you know it. Off to bed, then.
Mollie (if you try to leave the house): Where are you
planning to go? You should go back to your room and go to bed
early tonight!
Observation: This is HERO's bed. Do you want to rest here?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {You wake up the next
morning on your own.}

Mollie: I see you're up, HERO. Good morning! If you're
looking for your father, he's at the boat, as usual.
Maribel (as you leave your house): You're finally awake!
How long can you keep people waiting? I had to stay up all
night long persuading Papa to let me go! You were planning on
going on this trip alone, weren't you? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Humph! Say what you will,
but I can't be fooled!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): I won't
let you have all the fun, HERO. I'm coming with you, like it or
not. [Maribel joined the party!] I'm sure they said something
yesterday about a volcanic continent in the north. Let's go
there right away, HERO!
Maribel (chat): We've got to use that trashy boat again to
get to that northern volcanic continent. Let's go to the boat,
HERO.
Mollie (when Maribel is in the party): Hello, HERO. I didn't
know that Maribel was with you. Maribel, try not to worry
Amitt too much.
Maribel (continued): Right. I understand.
Maribel (if you head toward Fishbel’s exit): Kiefer may be
hopeless, but he's still the Prince. Responsibility beckons him.
We can go on from here with just the two of us.
Maribel (chat): Forget about Kiefer. He is a big Prince, after
all. We'll have to go to that junky boat by ourselves, HERO.
Maribel (if you try to leave Fishbel): Hey, HERO! Where do
you think you're going? Don't you want to check out the new
continent? I heard that it's got an active volcano!
Observation in cavern: HERO and Maribel tried to lift the
lid but the stone lid refused to budge!
Maribel (continued): There's no way I can do this by myself.
Think of something, HERO!
Maribel (chat): It looks like we can't move this stone lid by
ourselves. Come up with a plan/comma/ HERO. Now!

Kiefer, waiting outside (if you try to pass by him): Hey
now! You don't have to ignore me just because I was a little
late!
Kiefer (when you talk to him or continued from above):
Heh heh heh. Looks like I made it just in time! Sorry to keep
you guys waiting! Let's get on with the adventure, shall we?
Maribel (continued): What are you saying? How in the world
did you get out of the castle?
Kiefer (continued): Heh heh. I managed to give the guards
the slip again. I told my father that I'd sneak out of the
castle whenever I liked. I couldn't care less what he thinks.
I'm going with you no matter what. We're going to that
continent in the north, right? Let's get moving! [Kiefer joined
the party!]
Kiefer (chat): We're going to that northern volcanic
continent the expedition party was talking about, right? All
right, let's get moving!
Maribel (chat): Once Kiefer has set his mind on something,
he sure is stubborn. Sometimes I don't understand him. We
can forgive him this time, though. Right, HERO?
Mollie: Ah, welcome back, HERO. You and your friends all
seem to be as well as ever. Be sure to stop by every now and
then, all right? I can't help but worry about you.
Nun in church: Thanks to you, HERO, our world has been
blessed with new lands. May God look over you for the rest
of your journey!
Priest: HERO, I understand that you were the one that
caused the new island to appear. Perhaps it was meant to be
there all along. We may never know, but I guess it doesn't
matter.
Woman in general store: More islands are going to change
our lives. No matter what other people say, I'll always
support you!

Merchant near Amitt’s mansion: Oh, HERO! I've heard, I've
heard! It's amazing! You're the one responsible for the
appearance of these islands? Amazing! You may look out of it,
but you really are Borkano's son.
Cat on first floor of Amitt’s mansion: Meow. Purrrr...
Amitt in dining room: Oh, Maribel, you're back! I guess you
really got me! Still, I made a promise. I won't stop you from
joining HERO's journey anymore, but I don't want you to run
any risk at all what so ever.
Maribel (continued): I know, I know! Don't worry, Papa.
Maribel (chat): My God! Father worries so much!
Kiefer (chat): So Maribel had her problems, too.
Maid in kitchen: Why, Lady Maribel! Welcome home. I wish I
could go along with you in your adventures.
Maribel’s mother in her room: Oh, Maribel. You've been
arguing with your father again, haven't you?
Maribel (continued): We weren't arguing. We were just
discussing lots of things.
Maribel’s mother (continued): What was he thinking?
There's no way he could win an argument with you. Just
remember, you promised that you wouldn't do anything
dangerous.
Maribel (continued): Okay. I've got it.
Maribel (chat): If only my mother would put a little trust in
me for once!
Sailor on dock: Ahh. Ahh. Achoo! Oh, please excuse me.
Snort! I've got to find some way to cure this cold before the
next fishing expedition.
Sailor on ship: Hello, there, HERO. If you're looking for your
father, he's on board the ship.
Borkano belowdecks: Oh, HERO! Are you still adventuring?
You're a man. You should live the way you want to. Your
adventures might even unlock some of the world's deepest
mysteries. Once you've started, you mustn't quit halfway.

Maribel (chat): I knew HERO's father would say that!
Kiefer (chat): It's nice how understanding your father is,
HERO. He's nothing like my father! Mine is just so... Aww,
forget it.
Sailor belowdecks: We'll have to be careful choosing our
waters on the next voyage. The ocean currents have all been
changed by the new islands.
Head Cook in galley: Oh, there you are, HERO. Borkano's
been telling me about you. It makes him so excited to hear
how you're doing. Keep up the good work and you'll go far.
Young woman at entrance: This is Fishbel, a small village
surrounded by sea. Well, if it isn't HERO.
Old woman in northern house: I've been hearing all sorts of
stories about your grand adventure, HERO. Every day I pray
for your continued safety.
Old man: I could've sworn that new island was just an illusion.
Was I ever wrong! Oh, how embarrassing!
Observation in cavern: HERO and his friends moved the
stone lid!
Observation: Will you board the boat? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. Oh, Prince Kiefer! Welcome back!
Innkeeper: We must have suitable accommodations in case
people come here from those other islands. It's that kind of
unanticipated challenge that keeps this job refreshingly fun!
I hope you'll excuse me... Welcome to our inn. One night is
## gold. Would you like to stay? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Goodbye, now! Please come
again.
Old man: Now that you mention it, I haven't seen Hondara in
a while. Hopefully it will be a while more until I see him again!

Nun outside church: The world is growing. It's a wonderful
time to be alive. May God protect you, HERO.
Young woman in northwest house: La, la, la. Oh my gosh.
Every time I think of people from somewhere other than this
island, I just get sort of happy all over.
Young man: Another island's appeared, hasn't it? I can't
believe it! And it's all thanks to the Prince and his friends. I
just can't believe it!
Soldier by exit: The King says that Prince Kiefer is out for a
walk right now. So, it doesn't matter whether you go back to
the castle or go out. Do as you like, Prince!
Merchant by fountain: When the new island appeared, that
old man who lives on the cliff was called to the meeting at
the castle. Who in the world is that old man?
Young man by fountain: We might see lots of visitors come
here from the new island now. I can't wait to meet them!
Old man by fountain: Prince Kiefer. Please tell me if an old
man like myself can be part of the expedition party!
Kiefer (continued): Well. I can't say for sure, but that may
be overdoing it a bit. You can't be sure there's no danger on
the new island.
Old man (continued): Oh, putting it that way, it sounds like a
scary place.
Hondara in his house: I've heard something! The islands are
appearing in this world because of you! Wait a second. If
that's true, then islands may keep appearing. Ach! I just had
an incredible idea! Never mind... I guess I forgot it.
Maribel (chat): I just hope that HERO's uncle doesn't come
up with another dubious plan.
Hondara (again): So everybody's interested in this new
island. Hmm, how can I turn this into some cold, hard cash?
Orka’s father: Oh, it's you. The rumors of your adventures
have spread throughout the town.

Orka’s mother: Hey, miss! What business do you have coming
here? If you're looking for Orka, he's not here! So there's
no point in going up to the second floor!
Maribel (chat): What? Now I'm really mad! Let's go, HERO!
I don't care what he says, I don't want to see Orka!
Woman by well: Oh, Prince Kiefer. I heard another new
island has appeared!
Old woman by well: Don't tell me you snuck out of the castle
again, Prince Kiefer.
Kiefer (continued): Ha ha ha ha! Well, they can say what they
like!
Old woman (continued): You should know better at your age
than to anger the King.
Old man at cliff house: Oh, HERO, it's you! I was hoping to
see you. I have to tell you the truth about that Shard I gave
you. I found it myself long ago. I was enchanted by it
extensively. I realized that it could not have been made by
human hands. I figured it was some kind of clue leading to
other parts of the world. In the course of my research, I
entered the Forbidden Zone, much to the consternation of
Kiefer's grandfather, the King at that time. He confiscated
the Shard and admonished me. Had I friends like yours, I
could have completed my adventure. Oh, well. God chose you,
not some old pervert. Anyway, your journey is the fulfillment
of some of my dreams. So be careful! Come back and tell me
about your travels once in a while. All right?
Kiefer (chat): I see! I had no idea such a thing had happened.
We should occasionally visit the old man to tell him about our
journeys. All right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): All of this is so difficult to believe! It's
amazing that he knew all of this before we were even born!
Old man (again): I don't spend all of my time looking at dirty
books, you know. Anyway, your journey is the fulfillment of

some of my dreams. So be careful! Come back and tell me
about your travels once in a while. All right?

Estard Castle
Guard on the right: Estard Castle is open to all citizens of
the kingdom.
Guard on the left: Welcome to Estard Castle! And welcome
back, Prince Kiefer! Go on through.
Soldier at staircase on the left: The Prince is not taking a
walk. He's traveling with HERO and the others, right?
(Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): You're discreet. So it seems that
you'll be okay.
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): I think the King has noticed.
Please don't say a word about this in front of him.
Soldier on the right: Welcome back, Prince Kiefer. How was
your trip? Oops! That's right, you were just taking a walk,
not traveling. I apologize for my mistake!
Guard Captain: With the appearance of yet another new
island, the soldiers comprising the expedition teams have had
little downtime lately. But we all must make sacrifices for
the sake of world peace. If the new islands are dangerous, we
could be in trouble.
Maid in dining hall: Welcome back, Prince Kiefer. I've heard
that a new island has appeared. Is this true?
Chef on left: We might find something new and delicious on
the new island! As a cook, that makes me simmer with
excitement!
Soldier at throne room staircase: Oh, Prince Kiefer.
Welcome back!
Lady on second floor: Although the King looks strong, the
truth is that he's very lonely. So, no matter where you may

go, please come back and visit the King from time to time,
Prince Kiefer.
Kiefer (chat): Father is lonely? Well, I guess that could be
true. In that case, maybe we should drop by the castle once
in a while.
Knight: If islands continue to appear in this world, it's likely
that you will be able to spot many of them from this castle.
Soldier by royal chambers: These are the King's chambers,
but there is no one here at this time.
Young man on terrace: I thought for sure our island was the
only one in the world. But then, a new island appears before
us! What a wondrous age to be alive!
Soldier at top of castle: Well, I like the scenery of an
island. I liked it that no matter where you looked, all you
could see was ocean. It did seem strange that we were all
alone in this world. With the introduction of new cultures to
our society, racism and isolationist views will surely increase.
Bard: I wonder what that new island is like. To tell the truth,
I cannot even imagine it.
Princess Leesa (on front balcony): Brother! You came back
to the castle! Brother? /extra space/ You plan on continuing
on in the travels with HERO's party, don't you? (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): Now, don't lie to
me! I won't tell Father. I promise!
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it. Knowing you, I
thought that's what you'd do!
Princess Leesa (continued, either way): Here's why I think
Father doesn't want you to go. Well, of course, there's
always the fact that you're the Prince! But more than that, I
think that, as a father, he wants to keep his son away from
danger! And so, brother, I wouldn't say outright that I wish
you wouldn't go, but I wish you'd think of how Father feels,
too!

Kiefer (chat): I've thought about Leesa, but this adventure
is more important to me than anything in the world!
Soldier in throne room on the left: Oh, Prince Kiefer!
Welcome back!
Minister: Ah, Prince Kiefer. You're back. If you continue to
visit your father, surely he will understand your feelings in
time.
King Burns: Back from your walk, Kiefer? I've been thinking a
lot about things. You're not a child anymore. I give you
permission to leave the castle freely from now on. But that
doesn't mean that you have permission to go on dangerous
journeys. Do not leave to travel with HERO and the others.
Do you understand? If you accept, you may go anywhere you
like.
Kiefer (chat): I wish my father would be more outright with
his feelings.
Maribel (chat): Deep down, I'm sure King Burns wants to let
Kiefer go on his adventures. He has to think of the throne
and his people, though, because he is King.

Rexwood
Maribel (chat): The expedition party must have passed
through here as well.
Young woman at entrance: Oh, a group of travelers! This is
Rexwood, the 'Village at the Epicenter of the Forest'. Please
enjoy your stay!
Kiefer (chat): Rexwood, I remember there was something
sad about that name.
Young man outside inn: Ooh! You came from Estard too?
There was an expedition party from Estard that passed by
not too long ago. It's as if nobody in Estard knows anything
about this island! I mean, we haven't had much in the way of

diplomatic relations lately, but to completely forget about
us? Estardians are a cold bunch!
Kiefer (chat): It seems these people have no idea that their
island wasn't here before. This island must always have
existed, then. That means Hank is the true savior of this
place, not us.
Maribel (chat): So this island wasn't destroyed because we
are in Hank's world? This is confusing, isn't it?
Traveling merchant: Rumor has it the people of Estard are
really behind the times. I mean, how could they not know
about this island? It's not even a stone's throw away! {shop
talk}
Maribel (chat): Is he saying that the civilization of Estard is
outdated? The audacity! It's surely more grand than this
hole in the middle of the forest!
Old woman in southwest house: Why's this village called
Rexwood? Well, that's an odd question to ask. I certainly
don't know. And if I don't know, then I doubt anyone else
does either.
Maribel (chat): The story of Rex, whom the village was
named after, is no longer known among the villagers. Even if
we tell the story, I doubt anyone would believe us.
Nun in central watchtower: Oh, the flowers are blooming so
beautifully!
Old man by stream: Oh, it's you. Did you find any more
strange stones in the mine? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Really? Oh, that's too bad. Never
get married.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, wonderful, wonderful.
Young woman in center house: Have you noticed the viewing
tower in the middle of the village yet? Back when the tower
was completed, it was christened after one of our ancestors.
Although the name has fallen by the wayside, it's officially
known as Hank's Tower.

Kiefer (chat): Hank's Tower, eh? Hank must have been a
great man. I hope someone names something after us
someday, too. Don't you, HERO?
Little girl by field: I hear the flowers on Estard are the
same as the ones here. Grandma told me that seeds from
Estard were probably blown over here way back when.
Maribel (chat): The seeds of flowers riding the wind, eh?
Let's leave it at that!

Colorstone Mine
Tough guy on first floor: If it's colorstones you're after,
you'll have to mine the darkest recesses of the cave to find
them. Huh? You're looking for a green colorstone? They only
come in red, blue, or yellow. Maybe you should read a book
once in a while.
Maribel (chat): What a brainless dolt! I don't know if it
exists or not, but at least I know that there once was a
green colorstone!
Merchant on second floor: Oh, are you people from Estard?
Then I imagine you would be interested in some colorstones,
since you can't find them there.

Engow
Young woman at entrance: Oh, are you travelers as well?
Welcome to Engow Village. If you want to soak in a hot
spring, you've got to go below the well that's in the center of
town.
Maribel (chat): A hot spring! I want to go in the hot spring!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. Does the hot spring have mixed
bathing?

Sign outside inn: Please come this way to the Flame Hot—
Spring Hotel!
Traveling merchant in bed in inn: Sigh. After getting
warmed up in a hot spring, the only thing to do is take a nap!
Good night!
Traveling merchant (again): Snore, Snore snore.
Tough guy in southeast corner: You all probably don't know
this, but the village celebrates a festival called the Festival
of Flame. It's supposed to be this amazing festival dedicated
to the God of Flame that lives in Mt. Flame. I've been living
here for long time, though, and I've never seen any festival.
Maribel (chat): That festival was a hassle. No wonder it's
gone.
Kiefer (chat): The festival isn't held anymore? That's
disappointing.
Pot – Antidote
Young woman in southeast house: His cooking tastes a little
better than it looks. I guess you could call it 'manly', if you
were so inclined. The stew he made a little while ago had
potatoes and carrots just thrown in whole.
Maribel (chat): Women love men who can cook. You should
practice, HERO.
Tough guy: I know I don't look it, but I'm quite a good cook.
I'll cook a delicious meal for my lovely wife today, just as
usual!
Pot – Antidote
Man in black pants in eastern house: Welcome! We've just
finished building, and it's a bit small, but feel free to relax.
Maribel (chat): Look, there's a bar here now.
Warrior at bar: I don't think a bar like this fits in this
village, but as long as I can get stiff drinks, I'm not
complaining.
Dancer on stage: Da-dance! Dance-da-da dance! Yow! Look!
Look at my dancing, so full of passion!

Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's watch the dance a little
longer!
Little boy in northeast corner: Huh? It's not over here,
either. Now where could I have dropped my precious
perfectly round button? I guess I'll just have to get Auntie
Pamela to divine where it is for me, but that costs money.
Kiefer (chat): So, HERO? Shall we help look for it?
Priest in northeast house: Lately, the villagers' regard for
the God of Flame has been lagging. How lamentable this is.
Oh, sorry. This has nothing to do with you, does it?
Merchant near Chief’s house: You're travelers, aren't you.
Have you tried a hot spring yet? I highly recommend it! The
effect of the hot spring is amazing! Your skin will become
smooth! You'll become totally healthy!
Maribel (chat): Smooth skin, huh? Could be good!
Woman by well: Now here's a problem. I like being in the hot
spring, but where can I do my laundry?
Bard by well: The famous spring with the legendary curative
powers is at the bottom of this well. Perhaps it will restore
my ailing voice! {He jumps in the well.}
Observation: HERO looked into the well.
Kiefer (chat, in well): Just as I thought! This place has
unisex bathing. All right, HERO!
Maribel (chat, in well): Oh, no! Why does it have to be
mixed bathing?
Bard: Wow, this hot spring is a lot smaller than I imagined it
would be. Will it really work on anything, I wonder?
Tough guy at table: Hic! Booze really hits the spot when
you've just gotten out of a hot spring. Good, strong, properly
chilled booze, that is.
Woman by bed: This is it, right? This is the place, right?
Come on, come on, come on!
Old man in bed: That hits the spot! A massage is just the
thing after you've loosened up your body in a hot bath!

Old woman in water: Oho! I wonder if this will make my skin
smooth and soft, like a young girl's!
Kiefer (chat): I saw something awful.
Young man in water: And I really got my hopes up too, after
I heard that they had mixed bathing here. Still, the water
itself feels good, which is enough by itself to make coming to
this village worthwhile.
Kiefer (chat): A unisex hot spring is every man's fantasy!
Maribel (chat): Why are guys like that? HERO, you're like
that too, aren't you!
Young woman: Huh? This is mixed bathing? But I'm too shy
to undress here! What am I going to do? I still want to get
into the hot spring. I'd just go and do it, but I really am shy.
Maribel (chat): I'd never be so shameless as to take my
clothes off.
Kiefer (chat): At times, people have to muster up courage.
Right, HERO?
Dresser – Boxer shorts
Maid in kitchen in Chief’s house: What's this? Do you have
business with the Chief? He's upstairs right now.
Barrel – 7 gold coins
Lady: We made a hot spring, but we haven't had much luck
attracting visitors. I guess it'll take more than a hot spring
to get people to come all the way out here. We've got to
create some kind of landmark. Maybe we could make the
volcano into a tourist attraction?
Kiefer (chat): You're going to make that volcano a tourist
attraction?
Maribel (chat): Anyone who would purposely visit that
volcano is insane!
Chief (gentleman): You must be travelers. Welcome! What do
you think about this village? Do you like it? (Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘No’): No? You don't like this place? I see.
{He looks outside.} I guess the village needs a bit more

decoration to catch tourists' eyes... We should have more
shops targeting tourists, too. Hmm...
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’): You seem to like this place. Good,
good. Will you be sure to tell people about this village at the
next town you visit? I want a lot of people to come visit this
village.
Maribel (chat): It seems like the Mayor is frantically
promoting the village. Why?
Observation: HERO read the book on the desk. Advice for
the Chief — A Chief must always place the prosperity of the
village as their highest priority.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
entitled Quotations from Granari. A Quotation from Granari
— If you do something quickly now, it won't matter if you do
it quickly later.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Hero Hepoko
Chapter 1 — Hero's Awakening
Today is Moron's 16th birthday. He had to be kicked out of
his bed by his mother, as usual. Moron! Did you forget your
appointment at the castle today? Quickly changing clothes,
Hepoko scurried toward the castle.
— To be continued...
Dresser – Cloth
Old man in northwest corner: The town's been really
crowded lately. I don't like it. What do they hope to achieve
by building hot springs and getting tourists to come here?
How I long for the days when we worshipped the God of
Flame and lived in peace.
Man in blue vest in northwest corner: Doesn't it seem
strange to you to have such a large fire burning in the middle
of the day? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): You're right. This place is plenty
warm enough, even without a fire like this.

Man (if you say ‘No’): You know about this? I heard that
this is a sacred fire, given to the village by the God of Flame
himself, and that it absolutely must not be extinguished.
Pot – Potion
Sign: Welcome to the Rarudon Shop! We have a fortune—
telling service as well!
Traveling merchant near shop: I heard that the fortuneteller here has some amazing medicine that can heal anything.
I came all the way down here looking for the medicine, but I
found out that it was actually owned by an old fortune-teller
generations ago. What should I do now? I can't go back with
my hands empty. Should I just pour that hot-spring water in
a bottle, and take it back instead?
Kiefer (chat): So that fortune-teller doesn't handle potions,
huh?
Maribel (chat): We should ask the fortune-teller about
potions.
Young man in southwest corner: Hey, traveler! Did you
already go to Mt. Flame? You know, that volcano to the north
of town. (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): You're all so brave. Oh, I get
it. You're after treasure, eh? Better watch out for those
monsters.
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Good. Most of the treasure
hunters who go in there get attacked by monsters.
Maid in shop: Welcome! Fortune-teller Pamela's room is right
this way. My name is Ilma. I'm Madame Pamela's assistant.
It's a pleasure to meet you.
Pamela: Oh, visitors! Welcome. I am Pamela, the fortuneteller. What's that? Do you think my name is strange for
some reason? (Yes/No)
Pamela (either way): My name is a special one, given to those
members of my family which possess the gift of being able to
see the future. Long ago, when this land was threatened by

disaster, the original Pamela averted that disaster by
directing the servant of the God of Flame. The first Pamela
was also renowned for her abilities as a healer as well. I'm
nearly hopeless in that regard, though. Oh, but I digress.
You're here to have your fortunes told, am I right? Now let
me have a look at your faces.
Pamela (if you talked to the little boy already): It seems
that you are searching for something. Yes, I can see it. The
sign in front of the tavern... I can see something within it.
There you will find what you seek.
Pamela (continued, after all readings): Hmm./space/This is
what I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down
to five gold. Come on, pay up! [HERO reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Kiefer (chat): So there must be something around the sign at
the inn entrance. Let's check, HERO!
Maribel (chat): It isn't anything weird, is it?
Sign: Please come this this way to Flame Hot-Spring Hotel!
Reading the letters, HERO noticed that there was something
near the bottom! [HERO found a perfectly round button, and
picked it up!]
Kiefer (chat): Wasn't that boy looking for this, HERO? Let's
give it back to him.
Little boy (if you have the Button): Hey! That's my
treasure you've got there, mister! My perfectly round
button! Thank you for finding it. Would you give it back to me
now? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Aw, come on, don't be mean,
mister!
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Thanks! I'll give you this in
return. [HERO gave back the Round Button, and obtained a
TinyMedal in return!] Thanks for finding my perfectly round
button, mister!

Kiefer (chat): You're a good man, HERO.
Pamela (again): Oh, it's you again. You want your fortunes
told? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Is it medicines you want, then? I
told you before, I don't handle medicines. The original
Pamela was as renowned for her healing abilities as she was
for her fortune-telling, but that was then, and this is now.
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm. All right, let me see your
faces. Look into my eyes.
Pamela (after trading with the little boy or if you haven’t
talked to the little boy at all): Well, this is strange. I can't
see a thing. Hmm. I sense a mysterious power emanating from
you. It seems that the power is somehow blocking my
fortune-telling vision.
Maribel (chat): I bet the fortune-teller can't see anything
for HERO because there's nothing interesting to see!
Kiefer (chat): Can't see a thing? What do you think it
means?
Pamela (if Kiefer is first in line): I sense something of
nobility within you. You really can't judge a book by its cover,
can you? Well, well. Beginnings and endings. Now, what could
that mean, do you suppose?
Kiefer (chat): Just as I thought! There's no hiding nobility!
It's just oozes out!
Maribel (chat): Very impressive, lady. I don't sense any
nobility in him at all, though.
???Gabo (chat): What's 'nobility?' Is Kiefer that? I
don't get it.
Pamela (if Maribel is first in line): Huh? This is terrible! I
can see the shadow of a tremendous evil in your futures!
Where in the world did you come from, and where can you be
going? Not even my power can see this!
Kiefer (chat): A tremendous evil! Hey, HERO, what do you
think it is?

Maribel (chat): It looks as though our adventure isn't over
yet!

Mt. Flame
Observation: HERO read the sign. The sign was too dirty and
illegible to read!
Maribel (chat): I'm so tired of climbing!
Kiefer (chat): It sure looks desolate.
Young man on mountain path: You, travelers! You are
intruding on the holy sleeping ground of the God of Flame!
Heh... Not like anyone cares these days. This is so boring!
Why do I have to guard this stupid mountain?
Kiefer (chat): Huh? After all that praise of the God of
Flame!
Warrior near dungeon entrance at volcano crater: I'm a
soldier in the middle of training. You here to fight the
monsters, too? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’): It's getting hard to find
monsters to fight these days, isn't it? Besides, rumor has it
there's treasure to be found here!
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Supposedly, the God of Flame
lives in the heart of this mountain. It would be best for you
to go south, back to town. You could end up cursed,/no
comma/ if you stay here.
Maribel (chat): You didn't come to fight the monsters, did
you, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): So there are still monsters living in the
mountain?
Treasure chest, 2F – 80 gold coins
Treasure chest, 2F – Herb
Treasure chest, 2F outside – 350 gold coins
Treasure chest, 3F – Antidote
Treasure chest, 3F – 60 gold coins

Treasure chest, B1 – WindShard

CHAPTER 4

Concrete People

Clayman

Millie

Joseph

Rena

Keene

Dialac
Maribel (chat): This is such a dismal town! It's the perfect
place for you, HERO.
Kiefer (chat): No trace of anyone.
Observation: HERO read the sign. It reads, 'Welcome to
Dialac!'
Observation about young woman at entrance: HERO
inspects the stone statue. For some reason, possibly long
exposure to the elements, the statue is barely standing at all.
Kiefer (continued): This is weird. What would stone statues
be doing in a place like this?
Kiefer (chat): That statue was awfully realistic, wasn't it? I
really wonder about these stone statues. Let's check a few
more, HERO.
Observation about old man on pedestal by well behind
village: The old man has his eyes tightly closed.
Kiefer (continued): He looks as though he's just sleeping. We
don't want to wake him, so let's come back later.
Kiefer (chat): That old man looked like he was just sleeping.
Let's come back after we check around the town, HERO.
Observation about young man: HERO inspects the stone
statue. For some reason, possibly long exposure to the
elements, the statue is barely standing at all.

Maribel (continued): Hey, HERO, I don't like having to say
this, but what if these are all real people who've been turned
to stone?
Old man: Well, now, this is unusual indeed, finding travelers
in a place like this. My eyes may be failing me, but I can tell
that you are people of no small importance. So what business
could you possibly have in a backwater town such as ours?
Kiefer (continued): There are lots of things that we still
don't understand, but... [HERO tells the old man about their
journeys.]
Old man (continued): What! So you're going to go back in
time and restore the lost world to its original state? … Well,
please forget about this town. I fear it's too late for us now.
As you can see, the people of this town have all turned to
stone. There remain no methods by which this terrible curse
might be lifted. I intend to sit here and observe the demise
of this town. Please, take your travels elsewhere.
Kiefer (chat): A curse? So those statues were real people
after all! If only we could do something to help!
Maribel (chat): A way to restore the townspeople? HERO
sure wouldn't know! What are you going to do?
Old man (as you start to walk away): Oh, that reminds me!
Wait here just a moment, travelers. {He steps down from the
pedestal.} If you intend to continue your journey, then take
this with you. [HERO got a small, shiny bottle!] This is
AngelTear, a legendary potion that can heal people who have
been turned to stone. Alas, I acquired this potion too late. By
the time I had obtained it, well, look for yourself. The people
in this town have been mercilessly assailed by the elements.
One can no longer tell what they originally looked like
anymore. With their bodies in this condition, the AngelTear
will have no effect on them. The townspeople must despise
me. In fact, at night... Please forget that I said anything.
This village may be dark even now, but the surrounding area

gets even darker after nightfall. If you plan to stay in this
village, take care that you do not venture out at night. My
apologies for holding you back. Leave here now.
Kiefer (chat): That old man started to say something about
what happens at night! What could it be? What happens at
night?
Maribel (chat): I think there was something to what that old
man said. Something is bound to happen at night! HERO, let's
find somewhere to wait for it to get dark!
Old man (again): This village may be dark even now, but the
surrounding area gets even darker after nightfall. If you plan
to stay in this inn, take care that you do not venture out at
night.
Observation about young man: A young man has turned to
stone. His body has eroded from long exposure to the
elements.
Observation about woman: A woman has turned to stone.
Her body has eroded from long exposure to the elements.
Observation: A gigantic rock stands here.
Observation about old woman: An old woman has turned to
stone. Her body has eroded from long exposure to the
elements.
Observation about farmer: A farmer has turned to stone.
His body has eroded from long exposure to the elements.
Observation about large central statue: HERO inspects the
statue. There is an engraving on the base of the statue.
Observation about priest: A priest has turned to stone. His
body has eroded from long exposure to the elements.
Observation about little girl: A little girl has turned to
stone. Her body has eroded from long exposure to the
elements.
Observation about young woman outside eastern house: A
beautiful woman has turned to stone. Her body has eroded
from long exposure to the elements.

Dresser – Leather hat
Observation in north house: HERO checked the bookshelf.
There is a book called Rain Prayers of the World. It contains
a wide variety of methods for making rain.
Dresser – Clothes
Observation about man in black pants: A middle-aged man
has turned to stone. His body has eroded from long exposure
to the elements.
Barrel – 7 gold coins
Pot – 10 gold coins
Observation about man in blue vest outside northwest
house: A middle-aged man has turned to stone. His body has
eroded from long exposure to the elements.
Observation: HERO reads the marks on the wall. It says,
'Landmark. Heh. Heh. Heh.'
Observation when you enter bedroom in inn: There is a bed.
It looks as though it would be all right for you to rest here.
Do you want to rest? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO awakens to the sound
of a sad cry from outside.
Maribel (in bed): Zzz... Zzz...
Kiefer (in bed): Zzz... Zzz...
Observation if you leave the inn and then try to go back
to bed: The same sad sound still echoes from outside.
Observation if you try to leave the village: You must not
leave your comrades behind.
Observation about young woman near entrance: HERO
inspected the statue. A young woman has turned to stone.
Her body has eroded from long exposure to the elements.
The stone statue gives off a faint light, as if it's trying to
tell you something. The light from the statue begins to grow
stronger.
Young woman (in her vision, continued): Oh, it's you,
Clayman. Are you going off to get supplies for the town?

Clayman (warrior, continued): Yes. I'll get the usual foods
and as much water as I can carry.
Young woman (continued): You know, for years we've prayed
for rain, but it's never rained once!
Clayman (continued): God won't forsake us. This year we'll
get rain for sure!
Young woman (continued): Hmmm. That would be nice,
wouldn't it?
Clayman (continued): Well, I'd better go now if I want to be
back in time for the rain prayers.
Young woman (continued): I hear the monsters have started
to appear outside. Please be careful.
Observation about young woman (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about priest: HERO inspected the statue. A
priest has turned to stone. His body has eroded from long
exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives off a faint
light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The light from
the statue begins to grow stronger.
Priest (in his vision, continued): It's unusual seeing you
coming to pray at such a time as this, Millie.
Millie (young woman, continued): Yes. I'm here to pray for
the safety of a certain important person on his journey.
Priest (continued): Oh, I see. So you've come to pray for God
to protect someone.
Millie (continued): Yes, thank you. Oh, God! Please protect
him! Please protect my precious Clayman! {The priest goes
back to the altar while a young man walks in and sits on the
other side of the church.}
Young man (continued): Dear God, please let me be the one
to marry Millie! Clayman's not returning on time could be the
best thing that ever happened to me.
Observation about priest (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.

Observation about little girl: HERO inspected the statue. A
little girl has turned to stone. Her body has eroded from long
exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives off a faint
light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The light from
the statue begins to grow stronger.
Joseph (little boy in little girl’s vision, continued): Now all
I have to do is write this down. I'll just slip this note inside a
book.
Rena (little girl, continued): You're marking the wall! That's
not allowed, you know!
Joseph (continued): You idiot! Keep it down!
Rena (continued): You're not supposed to mark on the walls.
Joseph (continued): It's okay. It's a guide marker. {Rena
looks confused.} I discovered another one! It's even more
incredible than the last one!
Rena (continued): By the 'last one,' do you mean that secret
base?
Joseph (continued): That's right! It's such an amazing
discovery! I'll tell you about it tomorrow. Come over during
the rain prayer. If you're late, I'll go on ahead to the base.
Rena (continued): Uh-huh. Okay.
Joseph (continued): Okay. See you tomorrow! Don't be late!
Observation about little girl (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about farmer: HERO inspected the statue. A
farmer has turned to stone. His body has eroded from long
exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives off a faint
light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The light from
the statue begins to grow stronger.
Farmer (in his vision, continued): Finally, the rain prayers
are about to begin! Without rain, the vegetables won't grow.
My future in farming looks bleak.
Joseph (running through village, continued): Oh, mister!
Sorry!

Farmer (continued): Don't worry. {He gets up, and Joseph
runs off.} A town with healthy children has a bright future.
Observation about farmer (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about old woman: HERO inspected the statue.
An old woman has turned to stone. Her body has eroded from
long exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives off a
faint light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The light
from the statue begins to grow stronger.
Old woman (in her vision, continued): There's not enough
water this year. Boulder God, please give the town rain!
Priest (continued): Thank you for your prayers, but why are
you praying to the boulder instead of the Water God?
Old woman (continued): The Water God was created by man,
but this boulder was here long before us.
Priest (continued): I see. But why would we need this
boulder?
Old woman (continued): Ha! This boulder is not here for us.
We're here because we honor the boulder.
Priest (continued): Yes, that's right. I must still be a novice.
I'm still looking at things from the wrong perspectives.
Observation about old woman (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about woman by inn: HERO inspected the
statue. A woman has turned to stone. Her body has eroded
from long exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives
off a faint light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The
light from the statue begins to grow stronger.
Woman (in her vision, continued): That's weird. Where'd he
go?
Rena (continued): Is Joseph here?
Woman (continued): Actually, Rena, I'm looking for him too,
but he isn't anywhere to be found. I told him to stay home
and help prepare for the prayer, but now he's scampered off.

Rena (continued): Oh, I know! Maybe. Oops!
Woman (continued): Do you think you know where he might
be?
Rena (continued): Oh, I don't know. I just don't know.
Woman (continued): Oh. Well, if you seem see him, tell him
to come home, okay?
Rena (continued): Okay. I will tell him. {She runs off and
Joseph’s mother goes inside the house.}
Observation about woman (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about young man: HERO inspected the statue.
A young man has turned to stone. His body has eroded from
long exposure to the elements. The stone statue gives off a
faint light, as if it's trying to tell you something. The light
from the statue begins to grow stronger.
Young man (in his vision, continued): Maybe I'm imagining it,
but it looks like the Water God is smiling. I bet this year our
prayers for rain will be answered. Clayman went to buy
provisions. If it rains, I'll use this chance to get close to
Millie. Mmm. I'm looking forward to praying for rain.
Observation about young man (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about young woman by eastern house: HERO
inspected the statue. A young woman has turned to stone.
Her body has eroded from long exposure to the elements.
The stone statue gives off a faint light, as if it's trying to
tell you something. The light from the statue begins to grow
stronger.
Millie (in her vision, in eastern house, continued): What's
taking him so long?
Clayman (continued): Sorry I'm so late. Please excuse me.
Millie (continued): That's okay. It's just— Anyway, have you
decided what we're going to do?

Clayman (continued): I've decided that I'll be the one to go
and get supplies this year as usual, after all.
Millie (continued): No way! There are monsters out there
right now! The town couldn't survive if anything happened to
you!
Clayman (continued): And that's just it. We live in a poor
town, where we can't even grow our own vegetables. Someone
has to go out and get supplies for the town, no matter how
dangerous it may be. I should go, because I can fight better
than anyone else, even if only a little. Am I wrong?
Millie (continued): No, of course not. I know all that. Really I
do, but—
Clayman (continued): And I've decided something else as
well. When I've finished shopping, we'll tell the whole town
about our marriage. What do you say?
Millie (continued): Clayman, that makes me happy, but—
Clayman (continued): Right! Now that that's settled, you
don't need to worry about me. I'll come back safely. I
promise.
Millie (continued): Yes, I know. Just be careful.
Clayman (continued): I said that I promise! I'll be back
around the time of the rain prayer. {They get up from the
table and embrace.}
Clayman (continued): Okay, then, so long.
Millie (continued): Clayman, come back safely.
Observation about young woman (continued): The statue has
stopped giving off light.
Observation about man in black pants: HERO inspected the
statue. A middle-aged man has turned to stone. His body has
eroded from long exposure to the elements. The stone statue
gives off a faint light, as if it's trying to tell you something.
The light from the statue begins to grow stronger.
Joseph (in man’s vision, continued): Hey, Dad, would you tell
me something?

Keene (man in blue vest, continued): Huh? Sure, if I can.
Joseph (continued): Do you know what this town used to be
like, Dad?
Keene (continued): What did this town used to be like? I'm
not really sure. Come to think of it, I've never really heard
anything about it. {to bartender} Bartender, do you know
anything about the history of this town? I figured you'd
know, if anyone.
Man in black pants (continued): I've only heard idle talk
myself, but it seems that this area was once a battlefield.
From what I understand, after the original town was
destroyed, our ancestors drew together and built a new
village on the same site. Anyway, they find old things buried
in the ground from time to time.
Keene (continued): Well, there you have it. But why are you
interested in such things?
Joseph (continued): It's just something I've been wondering
about, that's all. I get reflective sitting here drinking with
you, Dad.
Keene (continued): Hmm? You 're a strange kid. You really
remind me of someone. Who is it?
Man in black pants (continued): [mostly to himself] He does
closely resemble a certain someone. It's spooky.
Keene (continued): Hey, bartender, did you say something
just now?
Man in black pants (continued): No, no! I didn't say
anything!
Keene (continued): Really? I could've sworn I heard
something.
Joseph (continued): Well, I'm going to go out and play now,
Dad.
Keene (continued): Yeah, it's just about time for the rain
prayer to start. Don't be sneaking around too much.
Joseph (continued): Okay! {He leaves}

Observation about man in black pants (continued): The
statue has stopped giving off light.
Observation about man in blue vest outside northwest
house: HERO inspected the statue. A middle-aged man has
turned to stone. His body has eroded from long exposure to
the elements. The stone statue gives off a faint light, as if
it's trying to tell you something. The light from the statue
begins to grow stronger.
Man in black pants (in Keene’s vision, continued): Hey,
Keene, what do you say to having a little drink, seeing as how
it's a rain prayer day?
Keene (continued): What are you saying? I've had enough.
Someone who makes his living selling booze has no business
telling me anything.
Man in black pants (continued): Fine. I'm going to be joining
the rain prayer myself, so I'm closing up shop now.
Keene (continued): Okay. I'll see you down there../one more
period for ellipsis/ {He walks outside.} Yep, they're at it
again. Every year. Hats off to them. How can prayer make it
rain? {He walks a little farther.} Well? {He glances around.}
It's raining! Amazing! It's really raining! {It starts raining
hard.} But what's with this rain? It's awfully muddy. What
the hell? Am I dreaming this? Is this a nightmare? People are
turning to stone! {He staggers back to his house.} Honey!
Joseph!
Observation about Keene (continued): The statue has
crumbled completely.
Observation in the house: HERO searched the bookshelf.
HERO found a note written in childish handwriting in between
two books. Will you read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): After finding the secret
base, I made another great discovery! I can't believe the
town has a place like this! The entrance is under the pointed

tree, near my markings on the cliff. The second base is
underground, beneath the bar where my father likes to go!
Observation: HERO searches thoroughly around his feet!
When you pound on the ground it sounds hollow. It is dark,
however, and you cannot see very well!
Old man by campfire: Oh, it's you, travelers. I thought you
had left already. You should have left already. I take it that
you've seen the glowing forms of the villagers turned
statues. I believe that glow is their spite for me, radiating
from their cold, stone forms. Let me tell you a little of the
history of this town. This area has always been in a perpetual
drought. Once a year, all of the townspeople would gather
and pray for rain. When their prayers were finally answered
on that fateful day fifty years ago, I had gone to a distant
town to purchase supplies. While I was on my way back, I saw
a dark, ominous, purple cloud settle over the village. Soon it
began to rain a chilling, cursed, gray rain. I hurried home, but
when I finally arrived it was too late. All I could do was weep
into the damp earth. How I wish that I, too, could have
joined them in the rain's kiss fifty years ago.
Old man (again): The gray rain was truly terrifying, but what
is even worse is that most people still have no knowledge of
the rain or its effects. Hmm? My name? I used to be called
Clayman. There has been no one here to call me that for the
past fifty years.
Observation in inn: Do you want to go to bed? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Maribel (chat, the next morning, outside): Did you go out
last night, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): So nothing happened?
What was the old man trying to tell us yesterday?
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I can hardly believe what I'm
hearing! A coward like you ventured out all by yourself!
Kiefer (chat, the next morning outside): Yawn! I thought
something might actually happen at night, but nothing did.

Old man by well: You're still here, are you? Let me tell you
something, then. It may come in handy. The AngelTear
supposedly dissolves in air, and then gently floats to the
ground. My guess is that it's meant to be used from a great
height. It'll be of no use to you here, though. Head
someplace else.
Observation: HERO searches thoroughly around his feet!
What's this? You have found a staircase leading down!
Kiefer (chat): I can't believe this is here! Does it lead
somewhere?
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. What is this place anyway? I
don't know why I bothered asking you. Of course you
wouldn't know anything useful.
Observation: HERO reads the writing on the posted notice.
It says 'Secret Base No. 2'.
Pot – Herb
Pot – 5 gold coins
Observation: HERO used the AngelTear! {The sky brightens,
but the statues remain. A little boy comes out from
underground.}
Little boy (continued): Huh?
Kiefer (chat): Did AngelTear actually work?
Maribel (chat): Did you just see a little boy? HERO, stop
idling! We have to check it out!
Old man by well: You used the AngelTear after all, didn't
you? I thought I caught its faint scent in the air. That was
foolish of you. Although, come to think of it, it's getting
lighter. No, that can't be. My eyesight must be finally fading,
too.
Little boy: What just happened? Who are you? My name is
Joseph. Are any of the other townspeople around? {He looks
around.} That's odd. All the grown-ups were making a lot of
fuss over the rain prayer just now. Maybe something's

happened to them. Do you know anything about that?
(Yes/No)
Joseph (if you say ‘No’): Well, that makes sense.
You don't seem to be from around here.
Joseph (if you say ‘Yes’): What? Everyone in town was
turned to stone fifty years ago? If you're going to joke
around, you could at least come up with something funny!
Joseph (continued, either way): {He looks around.} It really
does feel as though there's no one else here, though, doesn't
it? Well, look, let's go and find them! Will you and your
friends help me out? [Joseph joined the party!]
Joseph (chat): Let's stay quiet until we find everybody,
okay? We can talk all you want later.
Maribel (chat): I don't have the heart to tell him the truth.
Kiefer (chat): Oh, HERO, I feel so terrible. Let's see if we
can help this little boy!
Observation: HERO reads the writing on the posted notice.
It says, 'Secret Base No. 1'.
Barrel – LandShard
Observation (if you try to leave town): There are lots of
monsters outside. It would be dangerous to walk around with
a child in tow.
Joseph (after checking the little girl’s statue): That's
weird. This statue looks just like Rena. Say, did you and your
friends make these, by any chance?
Joseph (after checking the priest’s, young woman’s, young
man’s, or bartender’s statues): Hmm. I think it's really well
made, but why is it even here in the first place?
Joseph (after checking the farmer’s, young woman’s, or
old woman’s statues): I feel as if I've seen this statue's
likeness somewhere before. What? You mean this was
originally a person? It can't be!

Joseph (after checking the woman’s statue): Mom? Come
on, tell me the truth! Where is everyone, and why did they
leave me here?
Old man by well: You used the AngelTear after all, didn't
you? I thought I caught its faint scent in the air. That was
foolish of you. Although, come to think of it, it's getting
lighter. No, that can't be. My eyesight must be finally fading,
too.
Joseph (continued): Who's that old guy?
Old man (continued): Who is that? Have I seen you
somewhere before? (Yes/No)
Old man (either way) Wait. There's no need to answer that.
That voice, I remember it well. It's the son of Keene,
Joseph.
Joseph (continued): Yeah.
Old man (continued): But how? Where have you been all this
time?
Joseph (continued): In my secret base, underground.
Old man (continued): Underground? So that's how you were
kept safe from the merciless elements. This is truly a
miracle. Thanks to you travelers, Dialac is no longer dead. It
has the opportunity for life once more! You never gave up.
You used the AngelTear when I wouldn't. I thank you from
the bottom of my heart! This is truly the happiest day of my
life! Come, travelers, and celebrate this new life with me!
Having found new hope, the light of life returns to old the
the old man's face right before your eyes.
There is no one left anymore. The boy at last
begins to recognize the truth of the situation.
The old man says that he wants to take care of
Joseph, who seems to have taken to the old man himself.
And then dawn broke.

Old man (the next morning): Words cannot express the
depth of my gratitude to you. We will soon embark on a
journey ourselves, to warn those who live in ignorance of the
terrible gray rain. On that journey, I will search for a way to
turn these townspeople back to the way they were. Should
that prove impossible, though, I know that this town will still
live on, as long as Joseph and I survive.
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. I've been meaning to ask you
something. How did you know about that underground
passageway? So something really did happen outside that
night? Amazing! HERO did something useful for a change!
Not bad.
Maribel (chat): I'm just glad we didn't end up having to
travel with that little brat!
Kiefer (chat): The old man is feeling so much better now.
Thank goodness! And Joseph has really warmed up to him,
too.
Kiefer (chat): 'A village is not boundaries, it is people.' I
think that's true.
Old man (again): Thank you very much, travelers. Once again,
you have my profound gratitude. We too will be leaving on a
journey soon. I intend to teach others of the horrors of the
gray rain.
Joseph: Are you leaving already? It would have been fun to
journey with you. Old man Clayman seems so lonely, though,
and I really want to restore the townspeople. I suppose you'll
be lonely without me too, but please don't be mad, okay?

Immigrant Town
Kiefer (chat): The thought of building a town here is
daunting.
Maribel (chat): Do you really think there will be a town here
in the middle of nowhere?

Old man near pillar: A long time ago, people
gathered around this stone and constructed a town. I, too,
dreamt of living next to this legendary stone. However, I
came all this way, only to find the town was gone. With no
home to return to, I decided to stay here and build a new
town. But, as you can see, I'm still the only one here. So, I
have a request. When you meet people who are looking for a
new place to live, would you please tell them about this town?
If people would gather here, the town would be reborn! My
name is Sim. Please listen to an old man's request.
Sim (again): When you meet people who are looking for a new
place to live, would you please tell them about this town? If
people would gather here, the town would be reborn! Please,
please don't forget about my request!
On the ground – WindShard

CHAPTER 5

The Legendary White Wolves

Orph
Maribel (chat): Unbelievable! Someone light a candle! It
smells like a barnyard!
Kiefer (chat): Whoa! Man, does it smell! What happened
here?
Maribel (chat): What's with this town? There are hardly any
people here at all!
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. There's something weird about this
town.
Kiefer (chat): Why are there all these animals running
around?
Maribel (chat): It's as though the animals run the town.
Dog at entrance: Bark, bark!
Maribel (chat): What is going on here? Don't you know
someone who can talk to animals, HERO? Go get him!
Kiefer (chat): Never mind the animals, HERO. Let's see what
the townspeople can tell us!
Rooster merchant in item shop: C-Cluck? Cluck cluck? (Buy)
Cluck? (Cancel) Cluck cluck? (End) Cock-a-doodle-do!
Hanging sack – Defense seed
Pot – Herb
Tabby cat in item shop: Miyaa!
White cat in item shop: Meoow!
Rooster behind counter: Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Young woman upstairs: ... [It looks like what you're saying
isn't coming across...]
Maribel (chat): This is strange! They don't understand a
thing we say!
Kiefer (chat): That's odd. Is everyone deaf?

Maribel (chat, again): It's like the people here are just
empty shells.
Dresser – HairBand
Horse by item shop: Brrrrrr!
Kiefer (chat): What happened here? If only we could
understand what the animals were saying. Wait a minute!
Didn't we run into someone who said he could talk to animals?
Pig near inn: Oink oink!
Cow innkeeper: Moo momomoooo. Moo moo? (No) Moo moooo
moo.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Pig in inn: Oink oink!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Many hotel
registers are lined up here.
Cow behind counter: Moo, moo!
Barrel – Dung
Cat by northwest house: Rrrrrr ...
Horse in northwest house: Neigh!
Pot – Bone Knife
Cat in northwest house: Meow meow meow meow meow!
[He's trying to say something, but HERO can't understand
animal language!]
Dog in church: Bark!
Maribel (chat): Arrrgh! What's the problem with this
village? HERO, didn't you know someone who can speak to
animals? If you do, go get him, all right?
Cow on path: M-mooooo!
Dog in southeast house: Whimper...
Dresser – 5 gold coins
Cow: Moooo!
Maribel (chat): Arrrgh! What's the problem with this
village? HERO, don't you know someone who can speak to
animals? If you do, hurry up and go get him, all right.

Old man in corral: .... [What's the matter? He doesn't seem
to be able to speak...]
Maribel (chat): This is bizarre! They don't understand a
thing we say!
Maribel (chat): These people are nothing more than soulless
shells. Funny, they don't look rich.
Dog near weapon shop: Whimper...
Cow in back room of weapon shop: Moo! Moo! Moo! [He's
trying to say something, but HERO can't understand animal
language!]
Treasure chest – Copper Sword
Rooster behind counter in weapon shop: Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Young man behind church: .... [He's not even trying to say
anything. Doesn't he speak our language?]
Dog in north house: Ruff! Ruff! Grr! Ruff! [He's trying to say
something, but HERO can't understand animal language!]
Woman in bed: Zzz... Zzz...
Cat in north house: Mrow!
Pot – 5 gold coins
Pot – Antidote
Observation as you enter the shed: What's this? There's a
youngster chained to the wall!
Kiefer (continued): I cannot believe that there is such a
cold-hearted bastard in the world. To chain a child is
unthinkable. Let's hurry up and set you free!
Boy: Choke! Gasp! [The collar is so tight! It looks painful. The
lock is too tight. HERO can't detach it!]
Cow in shed: MOO MOO MOO! [He's trying to say
something, but HERO can't understand animal language!]
Kiefer (continued): I am certain you know everything that's
happened here in this town. That reminds me. Didn't we meet
someone who said they could understand the speech of
animals?

Woodsman’s Hut
Maribel (chat): Oh, I understand! You came here to ask the
man to help us. I have to give you credit, HERO. I thought
you were just bumbling around.
Kiefer (chat): Oh, right! The woodsman here can talk to
animals! Good thinking, HERO! There's a reason that you're in
charge!
Gray cat in front of house: Purr... Purr...
Woodsman, in his house, as you approach: {to cat} Ha ha
ha! You've fallen for a girl, eh? Good for you! You're
becoming an adult!
Woodsman: Hi there. Why the serious look? What's going
on? What? You say you found a town full of animals? Ha ha
ha! That's nonsense! I may live deep in the forest, but don't
look down on me. I know lots of things from talking to the
animals on this island, but I've never heard that before!
Cat (continued): Mew mew.
Woodsman (to cat, continued): Huh? What did you say?
You're interested in what they have to say?
Cat (continued): Mew mew. Miaow!
Woodsman (to cat, continued): Huh? You actually want me
to go and check it out?
Cat (continued): Mew mew mew meow!
Woodsman (to cat, continued): I guess I am the only one
who can understand the language of animals. All right, all
right. {to HERO} If this story is indeed true, you're going to
need my help. Okay, HERO. I'll follow you! [The Woodsman
joins your party!]
Woodsman (chat): Well, we'd best get going. I want to find
out the truth myself!
Kiefer (chat): Now we can finally figure out what happened
to that town. Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Let's go back to the animal town!

Cat: Mew mew meow!
Squirrel near bonfire: Squeak. [It's carrying some kind of
fruit. It seems to be giving what it's carrying to HERO. Will
HERO accept it? (Yes/No)]
Squirrel (if you say ‘No’): Squeak. {It scampers off.}
Maribel (chat): Wait a minute! Didn't you see that
squirrel try to give you something? Why would you
pass that up? Idiot!
Kiefer (chat): Huh? Wasn't that squirrel trying to
give you something? You should have accepted it!
Maybe it was a magic acorn or something!
Squirrel (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO got a mysterious fruit!]
Squeak. {It scampers off.}
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! It gave you some kind of present,
didn't it, HERO? Must be that magnetic personality of yours!
Maribel (chat): Wow, HERO! You're pretty popular with the
animals! You don't do nearly so well with girls of your own
species!

Orph
Woodsman as you enter: Whoa! Oh, so this is the town
that's been overrun by animals. Let's Let me see if the
animals can't shed some light on what's happened here. {He
leads you to the dog by the entrance.} Now, Now now. What a
cute little face you have. You're a good little fella. Now,
don't be afraid. Just tell me what happened here.
Dog (continued): Bark, bark!
Woodsman (continued): Uh... What was your name? Could you
tell me again?
Dog (continued): Bark, bark!
Woodsman (continued): What's going on? I haven't the
faintest idea what they're saying! {to HERO} Something's
wrong. I've got to try to talk to some of the other animals!

Maribel (chat): He had better not be playing around with us!
Kiefer (chat): Damn. If he can't understand what they're
saying, I guess we're out of luck.
Maribel (chat): Oh, great! Even this person can't understand
them. What now?
Kiefer (chat): Maybe the animals here speak a different
language than the ones on Estard.
Horse by item shop: Brrrrrr!
Woodsman (continued): It's not working. I have no idea what
they're thinking.
White cat in item shop: Meoow!
Woodsman (continued): Hmm. It's not working. I can't
communicate with the animals here, for some reason.
Young woman upstairs: ...
Woodsman (continued): So the people in this town can't
speak, eh? Don't worry. I'll get the story from those animal
folk. {to young woman} What? That's astounding! How did
that happen? {to HERO} This girl isn't human. She looks
human, but she's a cat inside! All right! I can communicate
with this one! {to young woman/cat} Don't be afraid, just tell
me what happened. What? {telling her story} Long ago, a
monster upset the tranquility of this town. The legendary
white wolves, protectors of this land, rose to challenge the
beast. They fought together to vanquish the behemoth. One
by one, the white wolves were killed. {to HERO} I'll get the
rest of the story from the animals who have taken on human
form.
Woodsman (chat): Long ago, a fearsome monster attacked.
The town's guardians, a pack of white wolves, rose to fight it.
They fought bravely, but the monster was too powerful. One
after another, the wolves fell. This is astounding! Let's find
some other humans for the rest of the story!
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. That legend may play an important role
in solving this mystery.

Kiefer (chat): Be serious! You expect me to believe that this
man is actually an animal?
Maribel (chat): The legendary white wolves? What in the
world?
Maribel (chat): I can't believe it! That means the ones who
look like people are actually the animals!
Woodsman (if you try to leave the village): HERO! I'll go
get the rest of the story from the other animals who have
taken the form of humans!
Pig in inn: Oink oink!
Woodsman (continued): Strange. I've never had this kind of
trouble before.
Old man in corral: ....
Woodsman (continued): The old man isn't a human! He may
look like a human, but inside he's actually a horse! All right! I
can communicate with this one! {to old man/horse} Don't be
afraid, just tell me what happened. What? {telling his story}
The white wolves finally lured the monster into the cave in
Mt. Ceide. After much bloodshed, they successfully sealed
the creature inside. One lone wolf, pregnant with a pup,
survived the battle. We owe the monster's confinement to
the sacrifice of the white wolves. {to HERO} I'll get the rest
of the story from the animals who have taken on human form.
Woodsman (chat): The white wolves finally lured the monster
into a cave on Ceide, the Mountain of God. Inside, they
managed to seal the monster in a coffin. When the battle
ended, only one wolf remained. This is amazing! Let's find
another human to finish the story!
Maribel (chat): Where could the cave of the sealed monster
be?
Kiefer (chat): I'm still a little worried about the white
wolves.
Dog near weapon shop: Whimper...

Woodsman (continued): I can't believe there are animals I
can't talk to!
Young man behind church: ....
Woodsman (continued): This man isn't human! He may look
like a human, but inside he's actually a dog! All right! I can
communicate with this one! {to young man/dog} Don't be
afraid, just tell me what happened. What? {telling his story}
It seems as though this town was ravaged by a monster just
recently. The beast used sorcery to switch the appearances
of animals and humans. So in this town, those who look like
humans are actually animals, and those who look like animals
are actually humans! {to HERO} I'll get the rest of the story
from the animals who have taken on human form.
Woodsman (chat): Recently, this town was attacked again by
a horrible monster. It used magic to transform the bodies of
the people and animals! The humans are in animal form, and
the animals occupy human bodies! This is incredible! Let's
find another human who can tell us more!
Kiefer (chat): So we have to conclude that this town was
attacked by monsters, and it was they who caused all of this.
Maribel (chat): The people are animals, and the animals are...
Arrrgh! My head's turning to mush!
Dog in north house: Ruff! Ruff! Grr! Ruff!
Woodsman (continued): HERO. Hey, this one's a human. I
wonder if there's some way to turn them back to their
original forms.
Kiefer (chat): Look, HERO. We already know that the animals
are humans. Now we have to decide what we'll do about this!
Maribel (chat): Give it a rest, HERO! No matter how many
times you ask an animal person, they just lick themselves and
ignore you. It's useless.
Maribel (chat): This is too much! In spite of what I can see
with my own eyes, you want me to believe that they are
actually humans?

Woman in bed: ....
Woodsman (continued): This woman isn't human. She may
look human, but she's a dog inside! All right! I can
communicate with this one! {to woman/dog} Don't be afraid,
just tell me what happened. What? {telling her story} The
monster that attacked the town came from the Mountain of
God, Mt. Ceide, in the west. Isn't Mt. Ceide where the white
wolves confined a monster long ago? It's possible something
terrible is happening on Mt. Ceide. We've heard so many
stories. The townfolk are still a little shaken by what's
happened. It's all a little confusing. {to HERO} Would you like
me to summarize it for you before I get it all mixed up, too?
(Yes/No)
Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): That's impressive,
HERO. I should have known you'd be the only one to
understand that long story. If you ever want to hear
the story again, don't hesitate to ask.
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): This is a bit long, so listen
closely. Long ago, the town was atttacked attacked by a
monster. A pack of white wolves came to vanquish the beast.
The battle was hard fought, but the wolves managed to seal
the creature away in a cave in Mt. Ceide, the Mountain of
God. The sole survivor of the battle was a an able-bodied
wolf who was still carrying her unborn cub. In short, we owe
the monster's confinement to the sacrifice of the white
wolves. So, that's the town legend. Understand? (Yes/No)
Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): Ach! Okay, I'll tell you again.
Listen up this time. [repeats story]
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): Did you know? A monster
recently visited this peaceful town. For some reason, the
menace saw fit to reverse the bodies of the humans with the
animals. Something terrible may be happening on Mt. Ceide to
the west of town. Did you get all of that? Today's youth have
such short attention spans. (Yes/No)

Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): Ach! Okay, I'll tell you again.
Listen up this time. [repeats story]
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): A quick study! That's HERO
for you. If you ever want to hear the story again, don't
hesitate to ask.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. The more I hear about them, the more
amazing these white wolves sound. It's too bad that they're
not around anymore. I would have liked to meet one!
Maribel (chat): What? What's this about? What's happening
on Mt. Ceide?
Woodsman (if you talk to the woman again): It must be
awkward adjusting to life as a human. I wonder if there's
some way to turn them back to the way they were.
Woodsman (chat): What? You want to hear the animals'
story again? (Yes/No)
Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): If you want to hear the
story again, just ask!
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): According to village legend, a
terrible monster attacked long ago, and a pack of white
wolves came to face it. After a harrowing battle, they
somehow managed to seal the monster in a cave on Mt. Ceide.
The single survivor of the battle was a pregnant she-wolf.
The townspeople owe the monster's confinement to the
immense sacrifice of the white wolves. The latest
development is a recent monster attack. The monsters used a
terrible magic that exchanged the villagers' bodies with the
animals'. Something horrible must be happening on Mt. Ceide,
which is west of town.
Boy chained to wall in shed: Choke! Gasp! [The collar is so
tight! It looks painful.]
Woodsman (continued): How could anyone lock it like this?
It's so tight! You can't even breathe right! I bet that hurts.
I'll take it off now. I'll set you free with my trusty knife!

Chop, chop, chop! All right, it came off. You can breathe easy
now. What? {The boy runs off.}
Kiefer (continued): What? Hey! Wait! Come on! What a
speedy little fellow!
Woodsman (continued): Ha ha! I'm relieved you're all right.
Woodsman (chat): If he's got that kind of energy, I think
he'll be all right. Ha ha!
Maribel (chat): Why did he run away? That's incredibly rude!
Kiefer (chat): Good grief. I seem to have acquired some
detractors.

Mt. Ceide
Woodsman (chat): Yow! This mountain's huge! What a
nightmare to climb!
Maribel (chat): We're here. This is Mt. Ceide, right?
Kiefer (chat): Who knows what might await us? Let's get
going, HERO!
Maribel (as you approach the wolf): Look! There's a wolf
over there!
Woodsman (chat, inside mountain): I get a strange feeling
from this place.
Woodsman (chat): I wonder where that wolf ran off to?
Maribel (chat): Are you sure you know where you're going,
HERO?
Kiefer (chat): This cave has a lot of chambers and passages.
Kiefer (chat): In other words, lots of hiding places for
monsters. Stay alert, everyone!
Maribel (chat): HERO! I'm already tired out, so don't you
dare get us lost!
Treasure chest – 120 gold coins
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Treasure chest – AquaShard

Woodsman (chat, outside mountain): Ahhhh. The fresh air
outside tastes so sweet!
Kiefer (chat): I feel safer walking outside here.
Maribel (chat): Whew! This must be the summit. Let's get
going!
Kiefer (as you approach boss room): Oh, the door's already
open. Let's head inside!
Treasure chest – AquaShard
Woodsman (when you climb the stairs to the boss room):
Whoa! The wolf from before is here! That's one huge coffin
lying there! What the heck's inside? {Gabo appears.}
Kiefer (continued): Oh! {Gabo rushes over to the wolf.}
Wolf (continued): Rowf... Rowf... Rrrrwrolf...
Woodsman (continued): HERO, watch out! I have a feeling
that monsters are around here!
Observation when you talk to the wolf: The boy is badly
injured! He's breathing erratically. It looks like he's in pain!
Observation when you talk to Gabo: The boy is eyeing his
surroundings carefully.
Voice when you approach the coffin: Gah ha ha ha! It looks
like I have another guest!
Woodsman (continued): Whoa! What's that eerie voice? {He
moves to the other side of the room.}
Deathpal (continued): You must be with that puny little wolf
if you've come here. Damn you! Curse the white wolves who
sealed me in this disgusting place! You'll pay for shutting me
in this filthy hole for so long! I have already ruined the town
the white wolves gave their lives to protect. However, that is
little solace to me. My anger cannot be appeased until all the
wolves are dead! That cub must be the last one. If you dare
to help him, you'll pay with your lives!
Wolf (continued): Rrrruuuuurrrrrr, rrraof! Rowf! Rowf!
Woodsman (continued): {to wolf} What? All right, all right.
All right. Gooood boy. Stay still, okay? {to HERO} Did you

know, HERO? The little white wolf fought that monster the
other day! He ended up severely injured after the battle,
though.
Deathpal (continued): Arrgh! Silence! What are you
jabbering about over there? I may have let you by once
before, but you're mine now!
Gabo (continued): Rrowf!
Woodsman (continued): HERO! This child is in danger! You
have to protect him!
Maribel (battle chat): What a complete ass! I think he's
actually trying to belittle me! Despite his ridiculous
appearance, we've still got be careful around him, HERO.
Anyone who can turn humans into animals is not to be toyed
with!
Kiefer (battle chat): Let's move it, HERO! If we take too
long, the kid will be in danger!
Maribel (battle chat): I did my very best, and it
didn't work at all! I've got a bad feeling about this...
Maribel (battle chat): My power is useless against
<BOSS>!
Kiefer (battle chat): What? How come my attack had
so little effect?
Kiefer (battle chat): It seems that your last attack
didn't have any sort of effect on <BOSS> at all.
Kiefer (battle chat): What's going on? I get a direct
hit, and the enemy doesn't feel a thing!
Kiefer (battle chat): This is really bad. It doesn't
look like we can handle an enemy like <BOSS> yet!
Kiefer (battle chat): I'm getting desperate too,
HERO! But you've got to put your heart into it!
Deathpal (when it is defeated): Gah! Don't think you've
defeated me yet, humans! Playtime is over! Now it's time to
turn all of you into animals, too! [The boy lunges at the
monster, biting it fiercely!] Ooh, oww! You little brat! You

think you can stop me with... My... My body! I'm losing
control? {He flies back toward the coffin.} Grhh! I cannot
move. A trick like this can only be done by a white wolf, but...
{He realizes.} No! That child! You must have been in town
when I cast my magic upon it! Gaaa ha ha hah! How absurd! If
only I had realized my mistake sooner! You must be the last
white wolf! The single one I missed. You... You'll pay for this!
Mark my words! Prepare to spend the rest of your life as a
putrid human! {He fires a ball of magic at Gabo.} Gah ha ha...
Arrrrgh!
Woodsman (continued): HERO! Hurry! Close the stone lid and
reseal the monster! {He walks over to the lid.} Errrrrrgh! It's
not moving! It's too heavy for me. Come stand next to me,
and we'll push it together! Hurry!
Wolf: Rowf... Rowf... [He's breathing erratically. It looks like
he's in pain!]
Gabo: Gr... Gurrroo...
Woodsman (if you talk to him or try to leave the room):
Come on, hurry! We can't let the monster out again!
Errrrrrgh! It's not moving! It's too heavy for me. Come stand
next to me, and we'll push it together! Hurry!
Woodsman (when you stand on his right): Okay, listen! Push
as hard as you can on three, all right? One, two, THREE!
Woodsman (if you pick the wrong direction on the control
pad): What the heck are you doing? You're pushing the wrong
way! Okay, listen! Push as hard as you can on three, all right?
One, two, THREE! {When you push the right direction, the lid
closes and a bright light transforms the animals in the village
back into humans.}
Wolf (in boss room, continued): Urrrrrr... Waouuurrrrr...
Woodsman (continued): I see! You must have had a hard time.
{to HERO} This cub's mother was the single white wolf that
survived the battle with the monsters. She ended up dying
soon afterwards from her wounds, but not before giving

birth. So, then this wolf here raised him as her own son!
Sniff. Ohh, it gets me right here! {to wolf} So then. Oh, wait,
what was this cub's name? I forgot.
Gabo (continued): Gabo!
Kiefer (continued): This is amazing! You must be the white
wolf! Can you understand what we're saying?
Gabo (continued): Gabo!
Woodsman (continued): Oh, that's it? Ha ha ha! Guess I
expected a little too much! You looked fine as a wolf, but you
don't look half bad this way, either, Gabo.
Kiefer (continued): But then, how do you figure that monster
broke free from the seal? Anyway, let's hurry back and see
how the town is! {You immediately arrive back in town.}

Orph
Kiefer (as soon as you move): {Gabo and the wolf run off.}
Hey, wait up! Where are you going? They're always so quick!
Woodsman (chat): He's so fast! I guess it's nothing unusual
to him, though.
Kiefer (chat): They're always so quick!
Maribel (chat): That Gabo is a slippery one! Where did he
disappear to this time?
Woodsman (if you try to leave town): Hey, HERO. Where
are you going? You shouldn't leave Gabo behind! Besides, we
still have a a lot left to search in this town.
Little boy at entrance: This is the town of Orph. Sniff,
sniff. You smell funny. You've come from far away, haven't
you? What? I could tell by your smell? That's odd!
Woodsman (chat): Ah hah hah hah! Wouldn't he be surprised
if I told him the truth!
Maribel (chat): Oh, right! The kid doesn't remember
anything!

Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! They've retained some of their animal
habits, I suppose.
Woodsman (chat): All right! Everything is back to the way it
was! Ha ha!
Maribel (chat): Ha ha! All right! It worked! Everyone's back
to their normal form!
Kiefer (chat): Fantastic! All the animals have been restored
to their human form!
Old man by item shop: I absolutely hate carrots! {He looks
around.} It was all a dream? /extra space/ I'm safe! I had an
awful dream that I turned into a horse and had to eat
carrots. Perhaps that's my punishment for being such a fussy
eater as a kid.
Young man behind counter in item shop: Long ago, the
monster that ravaged this area was sealed inside Mt Ceide,
which lies to the west. I heard that the monsters had
escaped, but I'm not worried! My grandfather contended
that if it ever happened, a white wolf would come to the
rescue!
Young woman in kitchen: Did you know that the legendary
White Wolf is our protector? Since long ago, the White Wolf
has served the people of this town in times of crisis.
However, there are those that insist it is merely a legend. As
for me, I think it's real. If he were human, he'd be the
equivalent to a distinguished and attractive prince. It's so
romantic to think about it!
Kiefer (chat): Listen to me! I'm telling you, the 'handsome
prince' is me!
Maribel (continued): You are a prince, Kiefer, but I can't
vouch for you beyound beyond that. I suppose you're a cut
above Gabo, at least.
Kiefer (continued): ...
Maribel (chat): What? A prince! We had better not let Gabo
run into him!

Woodsman (when you talk to the cat upstairs): There,
there. There's nothing to be afraid of. You're going to be
okay.
Cat (continued): Meow! Meow meow meow meow!
Woodsman (continued): Oh, I get it now. {to HERO} The
monster had bathed this town in a strange light that
somehow transformed everyone. Now that you've destroyed
him, the inhabitants have returned to their original forms.
This is wonderful!
Merchant near inn: So, travelers. Do you believe me?
(Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): But I haven't even said anything
yet!
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Please don't laugh at me, but
the truth is, I....once I was a pig. Ah! You just laughed! I
heard you giggle! (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Oink! That's not fair! Oink, oink!
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): So, I was't just imagining it.
Whew! Really, it wasn't just a dream, you know. I mean, when
I came to, my nose was all muddy, so... Look. I'm even
drooling now.
Woman in inn: Look at this. In no time at all, I'm covered
with cow and pig footprints! This must be some kid's prank!
All that cleaning for nothing. Sigh.
Man in blue vest behind counter: Not long ago, a white wolf
collapsed outside of town. It was hurt very badly, so two of
the townspeople carried it to the barn. But after all the
trouble we went to healing its injuries, it just ran off. What?
That was the legendary White Wolf? I've heard that story
before, but it's nothing more than a legend!
Young woman near northwest house: Did the sky over town
just flicker? I thought it did. For the life of me, I can't tell
whether that happened a little while ago or a long time ago.

Old woman in northwest house: Oink! What was that? You
mean it was me? It sounds as if someone is calling for me
from the heavens. God, it looks like I'm coming to join you.
Little boy: It itches, it itches! A flea bit me! It's strange,
because I don't have any pets. /extra space/ Ah, it itches!
Woman by church: Oh my, children should not be traveling
by themselves! You must be careful. This area is full of
fierce monsters! I heard the monster that was confined in
Mt. Ceide years ago has escaped. What? You got rid of it? Ha
ha! That's really something. I'll be sure to look for you next
time a monster appears.
Little girl in southeast house: Hello! I have to greet
cheerfully, wash my hands whenever I came come in from
outside, and I shouldn't put my elbows on the table during a
meal. I have to fold my own clothes, and when I go to bed, I
have to say a prayer before I go to sleep. Whew! My mom
sure is strict!
Woman: Splash. Splash. {to HERO} I'm so ashamed. I can't
believe I was eating like a dog! What's gotten into me? If my
daughter catches me, it will ruin her forever.
Woodsman (when you talk to the horse in the corral):
Okay, okay. I know. That was such a horrible thing to have
happen to you. So, how is it? Happy to be back to your former
selves?
Horse (continued): Whinny! Neigh!
Woodsman (continued): What a hoot! Yep. That's probably
true. {to HERO} When they took on human form, they
couldn't run, much less walk. It seems it was terribly painful.
They say walking on four legs is best. Ha ha ha!
Young man by weapon shop: This is the mayor's mansion. If
you have problems during your travels, you should discuss it
with the Mayor. Even if you don't have any problems, it would
be nice if you came and gave your regards.

Merchant behind counter in weapon shop: Hey, you're
travelers, right? Then listen carefully. Avoid Mt. Ceide on
the west side of town. It's the Mountain of God in name only.
These days, it's full of monsters.
Woodsman (when you talk to the dog behind church):
Okay, okay. I know. That was such a horrible thing to have
happen to you. Well, how about it? It wasn't so bad being
human, was it?
Dog (continued): Bark, bark!
Woodsman (continued): Huh? Oh. You might just be right
about that. Ha ha ha! {to HERO} Seems he threw a stick and
went and fetched it himself, but it wasn't the least bit fun.
Guess it's more fun when someone else throws it. Ha ha, ha!
Old man in north house: Are you travelers? Travelers aren't
common around here. Welcome to Orph. This area has
become extremely dangerous since the arrival of the
monster. Be careful when you continue your travels. What?
You defeated the monster and sealed it up again? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Hey! I'm too old to get teased!
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Unbelievable. It was supposed to
be too strong for normal humans. What? You say a white wolf
appeared and fought alongside you? That means the legend
was true. What? The white wolf I saved was actually the
legendary wolf? Aaaahh... Too many surprises...
starting...to...feel...dizzy... By the way, I've found something
rather odd. The stone door used as a seal in Mt. Ceide cannot
be broken from the inside. Someone had to have opened the
door from the outside, in order to release the monster from
its imprisonment. Is the monster we fear merely the
unwitting pawn of another? Mysteries abound concerning the
incident.
Maribel (chat): What? There's another monster behind the
one that was just killed?

Kiefer (chat): I do not want to meet whoever it was that was
able to open a door that was sealed from the outside of the
cave!
Woodsman (when you talk to the dog in bed): My, the dog
is just lying about. What a sight. {to HERO} She's sleeping so
soundly. It's best to let her sleep.
Young woman: What? A child with a wolf? I haven't seen
them, but there was a white pup in the barn of this house. No
way! You mean that was a wolf? I could have been killed.
Farmer in shed: Where in the world did it go? Several days
ago, I found an injured white wolf outside of town. I brought
it to this barn and took care of it, but it just ran off. I think
that its wounds are all better, but it's dangerous outside of
town!
Woodsman (as you leave the shed): Hey, Gabo! Where have
you been? Oh. You wanted to express your gratitude for
having your wounds healed?
Gabo (continued): Gabo!
Woodsman (continued): Uh-huh. Wow, what a sweet kid. {to
HERO} HERO, I want to adopt this child and have him live
with me. he He may be the legendary White Wolf, but he's
still just a cub who's lost his mother. He's all alone.
Wolf (continued): Woof! Woof!
Woodsman (to wolf, continued): Huh? Oh, yeah. Right.
You're right here. Sorry. Sorry./comma instead of period/
But but, Gabo can't ever go back to being a wolf again. He
has to live as a human now. From now on, both of you can live
with me.
Gabo (continued): Gabo...will go...
Woodsman (continued): Oh, is that so? Well, let's get going,
then. I'm sure the creatures of the forest will welcome you!
{to HERO} So, HERO, shall we start to head back home? {The
woodsman, Gabo, and the wolf walk off.}
Kiefer (chat): Let's go, HERO! We need to catch up to Gabo!

Maribel (chat): HERO! Don't lose sight of Gabo!
Kiefer (chat): Look alive, HERO. Gabo and friends are
leaving. We need to keep up with them!
Maribel (chat): Let's get going!
Dog in bed in north house: Zzzz...
Dog behind church: Bark, arf, bark!
Cat on second floor of item shop: Mrrrow!
Woodsman (as you leave town): Let's get home!
Maribel (chat): Now, let's get going, too!
Kiefer (chat): Look alive, HERO, Gabo is leaving! We need to
keep up!
Kiefer (chat): Let's get moving, HERO. We need to catch up
with Gabo.
Maribel (chat): Don't you lose sight of Gabo, HERO!

Ancient Fane
Woodsman (when you arrive back in the present): I'm glad
to see that you made it back safely. I'd wager that you had
quite an experience. It's a shame that nobody would believe
you if you told them. Anyhow, I'm off, HERO. I'm going with
Gabo. Everybody in the forest must be worried about us. {to
Gabo} Well, let's get going, Gabo. {to HERO} All right, HERO.
Take care now. {Gabo doesn’t follow him. The woodsman turns
around.} What is it, Gabo? Do you want to say goodbye to
your new friends?
Gabo (continued): Gabo...go.
Woodsman (continued): Okay, we can stay until you've
finished saying goodbye.
Gabo (continued): Gabo...go! Together... HERO!
Woodsman (continued): What? You want to go with HERO?
Wolf (continued): Awrooooo! Awroooooo!
Woodsman (continued): What are you trying to say?

Wolf (continued): Awroooo! Awoowooooo!
Woodsman (continued): Oh, I see. You're probably right. {to
HERO} What Gabo's trying to say is that whoever opened the
seal and let that monster out must have been incredibly
powerful. He wants to go with you to stop whoever did it.
Wolf (continued): Awrooo! Awroooo!
Woodsman (continued): This is far more important than I
originally thought. Take Gabo along with you on your journey,
HERO. I'm sure he'll be of help. I'll be waiting for your
return. {The wolf walks up to the woodsman.}
Wolf (continued): Arr! Arr!
Woodsman (continued): I'm going back home. Stay well,
Gabo, and you too, HERO. {He and the wolf leave.}
Kiefer (continued): Looks like we've made ourselves another
fine adventuring friend. It's a pleasure to meet you, Gabo!
Maribel (continued): It may be dangerous from here on out.
Now that you're adventuring with us, it's your job to protect
me, or else! That said, it's nice to meet you, Gabo.
Gabo (continued): Gabo! [Gabo joined the party!]
Kiefer (chat): All right, HERO. Let's go find this mysterious
menace!
Maribel (chat): Let's be on our way! Our travels will be
easier with another companion!
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO! There's no reason for us to
stay here!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! Another companion for our party!

Woodsman’s Hut
Kiefer (chat): What? Is the old man outside?
Maribel (chat): Huh? There's nobody here.
Cat in cellar: Purrr... Purr.

Maribel (chat): Thanks to Kitty here, Orph is safe and sound
again. It helped us out a lot more than HERO did, that's for
sure!
Kiefer (chat): Boy, whatever this cat said to the woodsman,
he sure helped us out! Thanks, kitty! Meow meow meow!
Wolf near bonfire: Woof!
Maribel (chat): We'll be borrowing Gabo for a while, Mr.
Wolf. The more strong friends we have, the easier the road
ahead will be, after all. We'll be back soon!
Kiefer (chat): I know you'll be lonely, but just sit tight. With
Gabo on our side, we'll take out all the bad guys!
Woodsman: Hi, HERO! How are things going? Well, I hope.
Gabo (continued): Gabo Gabo!
Woodsman (continued): That's the spirit, Gabo. Do your best
to help your friends!
Gabo (continued): Grr! Grr!
Woodsman (continued): Ha ha ha! He's so energetic! By the
way, HERO, whoever released the monster from Mt. Ceide is
still out there. Find the tyrant as soon as possible, and put an
end to his nefarious ways. Until then, the two of us will wait
here.
Wolf (continued): Woof!
Kiefer (chat): Okay, HERO! Let's go figure out who opened
the rock door from the outside! We have a new friend, too!
Although he doesn't really look it.
Maribel (chat): All right, all right, just hold tight for a bit.
I'll take out the bad guys in an instant!
Squirrel on right: Squeak squeak.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. The animals stopped running away from
us. Are they finally used to us?
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! Pretty cute, aren't they, HERO? I
sure envy that woodsman! I wish I could talk to animals, too.
Squirrel on left: Squeak squeak.

Mt. Ceide
Maribel (chat): I never did like this place.
Kiefer (chat): It looks like monsters are still lurking around
here.
Kiefer (chat): Be careful! We can't let ourselves get too
confident in here.
Maribel (chat): So how come these monsters refuse to leave
this cave?
Treasure chest – Stone Claw
Treasure chest – 120 gold coins
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Bunny Ears
Observation about coffin: A voice can be heard from the
coffin!
Voice (continued): Who goes there? You dare to awaken me
from my sleep? (Yes/No)
Voice (if you say ‘No’): And so I return to my eternal rest.
[The voice disappears, and all becomes silent again.]
Kiefer (chat): Be careful, HERO! There's somebody in there!
Oh, no! Isn't that the monster we beat before?
Maribel (chat): Hey, what was that? Just leave the stupid
coffin alone! Are you insane?
Voice (if you say ‘Yes’): Yawn! You insist on awakening me?
Are you positive? (Yes/No)
Voice (if you say ‘No’): And so I return to my eternal rest.
[The voice disappears, and all becomes silent again.]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): The lid for the coffin is
partially open! Do you want to remove it entirely? (Yes/No)
Voice (if you say ‘No’): Heh heh heh. Then leave at once!
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO gently opened the lid
of the coffin.
Man in rags (continued): Heh heh heh. You've got guts, I
have to admit. But I suggest you take value in your life a

little more. {He’s startled.} ? {He stands up.} Hey! We've met
before! It's me! Remember? I'm still here! Come on! Don't
you recognize me? I'm the monster you fought here ages ago!
Of course, I had wings back then, and I went 'Gah ha ha hah'
and stuff. Well, I guess I understand why you didn't
recognize me, then. Heh heh. I used up all my magic during
our battle and ended up sleeping for years in here. Strangely,
when I woke up, I looked like this! This must be my
punishment, heh heh. Now, I just hide here and scare people
away. I don't want anyone to pick on me. Hey, that boy there.
It's the white wolf, isn't it? I knew it! I'm terribly sorry
about disfiguring you back then. I know! It's still not too
late. Let me turn you back into a wolf right now!
Gabo (continued): Gabo? Gabo!
Maribel (continued): Hey, hey, that's enough!
Deathpal-man (continued): Oh, you don't need to get worked
up about it! It was all my fault, after all. All right, here we
go. Return, return, return to your former self! Whoosh! {He
sends a ball of light flickering over Gabo.} Huh? That's odd.
You were supposed to change back right then.
Gabo (continued): Grrwl-grr-q-quit it! I like how I am nowww!
Stop doin' stuff to meeee! You want me to lock you up again?
Wha... Wow! Wa-heeey! Wa-wa-waroou! Amazing! I can talk!
Maribel (continued): Gabo! You're talking! What's going on
here?
Kiefer (continued): Maybe it was because of that magic just
now.
Deathpal-man (continued): Aw, geez! My magic must be
getting rusty from disuse. Instead of turning Gabo back into
a wolf, I've made him even more human! Sob, sob... I just
can't do anything right anymore!
Gabo (continued): Oh, this is great! I love it! Now I can talk
with HERO 'n everyone! Yowwwww! I can talk, I can talk, I
can talk! Yaaahooooo!

Maribel (continued): You're actually a pretty talkative guy,
aren't you, Gabo?
Deathpal-man (continued): Oh, you like things the way they
are? I'm so glad! Here, let me give you this. It's a very
special gift! [HERO received the AquaShard!] You were
looking for that, if I'm not mistaken. I recall hiding it in the
casket back in my prime. I think I hid it in the casket back
when I was still a monster. Please, take it. Hopefully, it will
be of more benefit to you than it has been to me.
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! What a surprise! He sure has
changed! It's too bad he wasn't like this before. It would've
saved us a lot of trouble!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe this. That's the monster from
before? I liked him better before! Now he's just pathetic!
Gabo (chat): I can talk now, so ask me anything you want,
HERO!
Deathpal-man (again): I know there's not much to do here,
but please visit if you get a chance!

Harbor
Tough guy at entrance: This is the harbor for boats going to
and from the mansion.
Maribel (chat): Did you hear that, HERO? He has his own
personal harbor! Ooh, that makes me mad! He looks even
richer than my family!
Soldier in house: What? You want to know who lives on the
other side of the lake? Well, I'm afraid I can't reveal any
names.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. An insatiable desire to collect rare
items? So, basically, you mean a weirdo who likes junk lives
there, right?
Gabo (chat): We can only get to the other shore by ship,
huh? How inconvenient.

Barrel – 15 gold coins
Young man near dock: Oooooh, I envy that guy so much! I
wish I could go around spending money like it grows on trees!

Orph
Maribel (chat): Huh? What's going on? Aren't we just going
in circles?
Kiefer (chat): What? This place is still full of animals?
What's wrong with this town?
Gabo (chat): Wow! Animals all over! Those monsters didn't
do this, did they?
Maribel (chat): HERO! What's going on here? All our hard
work, for this? I can't believe it!
Kiefer (chat): Something is wrong here. There isn't a single
person around! Come on! This is even worse than before!
Gabo (chat): What happened to this town? I'm completely
confused, HERO.
Dog at entrance: Woof! Woof woof!
First cat in parade: Meow, mew, mew.
First horse: Neigh! Neigh neigh!
First cow: Moo! Moo!
First pig: Oink oink!
Dog: Woof! Woof woof woof!
Second cat: Meow.
Second horse: Whiiinny!
Second cow: Moooooooo!
Second pig: Snort! Snuffle!
Third cow: Neigh? Moo moo!
Hanging sack – Herb
Pig on second floor of item shop: Brroooink! Grroink!
Dresser – Clothes
Cow innkeeper in inn: Moo? Mooooo!
Barrel – 15 gold coins

Pig by northwest house: Oink...
Pot – 5 gold coins
Rooster by church: Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Horse in southeast house: Brrrrn.
Observation in southeast house: HERO checked the
bookshelf. Hero Hepoko
Chapter2 - Trap at the Gate
Hepoko headed for the castle. He greeted the guards at the
entrance. "Hi there! I'm a hero!" said Hepoko. The soldier
answered, "The castle already has a hero."
- To Be Continued...
Rooster in corral: Cock-a, cock-a...
Horse in corral: Whinny? Whinny!
Horse in bed in weapon shop: Grrrrrn!
Treasure chest – WindShard
Dog behind church: Bark bark!
Rooster by north house: Bok bok b'cokk!
Tabby cat in shed: Squeak! Squeak! {He notices you and
turns around.} Whoa! You scared me! Don't surprise me like
that. Huh? Squeak? I'm just imitating a mouse. Squeak!
Squeak! See?
Maribel (chat): Ahem! It's none of your business, HERO!
Kiefer (chat): ...
Gabo (chat): What?
Gray cat: Purr... Meow!
Barrel – 30 gold coins
Kiefer (chat in north house): We did it! We found a person,
HERO! Why does she look like a bunny, though?
Maribel (chat): HERO! It's a person! We found a person!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! There's a person over there! No,
wait, it's a bunny!
Old man (as you approach): Mimi, are you ready yet? Hurry,
or we'll miss the festivities!

Bunny girl (Mimi, continued): Tee hee hee! Oh, Elder, you're
always in such a rush! I've still got my stockings to put on,
baby! {The Elder comes out of his room.}
Elder (continued): Ho ho! Isn't it a little early for that,
Mimi? {He glances around and notices you.} Oh, my goodness!
Cough! Cough! We have guests!
Mimi: Ooooooh! I'm the maid, Mimi! Pleased to meet you! The
Elder just loves this bunny outfit, but this isn't any good for
the festival.
Elder: Ahem! Welcome to the town of Orph! If you're
strangers here, you must be wondering what's going on. I bet
you thought you had found some strange town full of animals!
But, no! The townspeople are all just wearing costumes! Ha,
ha, ha! We're right in the middle of the Animal Appreciation
Festival! A long time ago, this town overcame grave danger
through the help of animals. So, once a year, we give thanks
to them via this festival! Oh, right! Why don't you join in?
You've come all this way, after all! {to Mimi} Come on, then,
Mimi. {She steps out of the way.} {to HERO} Open up that
drawer.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe I even worried! A celebration
at a time like this? Who does he think he is?
Kiefer (chat): A celebration of thanks for the animals, is it?
Sounds like fun, right HERO? Let's join in!
Gabo (chat): I wish I didn't have to go back to being an
animal.
Elder (if you try to leave the house): Come on, now! Don't
be in such a rush! Stay and join the festival!
Mimi: Tee hee! Take a look, honey!
Observation when you open the dresser: What's this?
There are animal costumes in this chest! Will you put them
on? (Yes/No)

Elder (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha ha! Don't be embarrassed,
now! Get going, there! [Will you wear the animal costumes?]
(Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Observation (when you say ‘Yes’): HERO and friends put on
the animal costumes.
Mimi: Oooooh! So colorful and showy! It looks great on you!
Elder: Yes. In those outfits, I'm sure the townspeople will be
more friendly now! Now, hurry up or you'll miss the main
event of the festival! We'll be coming out ourselves, so you
go on ahead and have fun!
Cat: Rrrrrr...
Pot – Defense seed
Observation (if you leave town): HERO and the others took
off the animal costumes!
Elder (to cat, if you go out then come back in and
approach his room): No no, Mimi! Not a cat! I liked the bunny
more!
Elder: Mmm? What's the matter? Do you want to take off
your costume? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): Yes. In those outfits, I'm sure the
townspeople will be more friendly now! Now, hurry up or you'll
miss the main event of the festival! We'll be coming out
ourselves, so you go on ahead and have fun!
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): To truly enjoy the festival, you
really have to be wearing the costumes. Well, all right! If you
ever need the costumes again, just ask anytime!
Elder (again): Oh, it's you! Do you need some costumes?
(Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): You do? Well, you're more than
welcome to them! Go ahead and put them on! [HERO and
friends put on the animal costumes.] Yes. In those outfits,
I'm sure the townspeople will be more friendly now! Now,

hurry up or you'll miss the main event of the festival! We'll
be coming out ourselves, so you go on ahead and have fun!
Elder (if you say ‘No’): You don't? To truly enjoy the
festival, you really have to put on a costume. If you ever need
them again, just ask anytime!
Elder (again): Aha! So you do need the costumes after all,
don't you? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): [repeats above]
Tabby cat in Elder’s room: Meow...
Elder (as you leave his room): Come on, Mimi! I like the
bunny, not the cat!
White cat in other room: Tee hee hee! The Elder still hasn't
noticed yet! That's a real kitty over there, but the pussy he
wants is right here! Tee hee!
Cat outside north house: Meow, meow! Hurry to the town
square! The main event is about to begin! Purrrr!
Dog by inn: Drip! Drip! [He's lapping up water happily.]
Horse in corral: I figured I should do something nice for my
horse today, for the festival. That's why I have a real horse
in my house.
Man in black pants in town square: Step right up! Have
some fun! Oh! What a surprise! You're a traveler, young man?
Man (if you’re not wearing a costume): Well then, you'll
have to try out this game! Step right up and take a chance! I
don't know about your costume, though. Today is the Festival
of Animal Appreciation! That's why we're all dressed up!
There should be some costumes left at the Elder's place.
Festivals have to be done right, and it all begins with a
proper costume. Hop right on over there and have him lend
you one!
Kiefer (chat): What'll we do, HERO? Should we go get
costumes from the Elder again?

Gabo (chat): It isn't working, HERO. If we don't wear those
costumes, nobody will talk to us.
Maribel (chat): I guess we have to put on the costumes.
Man (if you’re wearing a costume): Well then, you'll have to
try out this game! Step right up and take a chance! You have
nothing to lose, and a chance to win a valuable prize! Come on!
What do you think, friend? Want to take the challenge?
(Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): Aww, poor baby! Nobody's won yet!
You still have a chance!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO! You don't want to pass that up, do
you?
Maribel (chat): HERO, you idiot! You've already got the
costume on! Just do it!
Man (again): Changed your mind, eh? All right! That's the
spirit! You have nothing to lose, and a chance to win a valuable
prize! Come on! What do you think, friend? Want to take the
challenge? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay! Let's go! Listen up, son. Three
out of these six animals are men. However, who cares about
the guys? What you have to do, kid, is choose the three
beautiful women! Got it? Those are the rules. Nothin' sleazy,
all easy! Okay, let's begin! Step up and talk to the ones you
think are the women! Go!
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO! I'm rooting for you!
Kiefer (chat): All right! Go find those women! Now, where are
they?
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Do you really think you can guess them
right? If you screw it up, you'll be the shame of the party!
Cow: I've played moo-ver and moo-ver again, and I just
cown't seem to win! This game is udderly impossible! Do you
want to try, moo? Go ahead! Take the bull by the horns! Moo
hoo hoo!

Pig: Hmmm. Those twin cows are mighty suspicious. I always
get stumped on those darn cows! Oink oink!
Horse: Neigh! It takes more than horse sense to win this. I
got the first two right, but missed the last. I missed it by a
nose!
Observation when you talk to an animal contestant: Select
this person as person number #1? (Yes/No)
Dog/Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Woof! Woof woof woof!
{Music plays.} Very good! That's quite some intuition you've
got there! It almost seems extrasensory. Just keep doing
what you're doing, kiddo! Go, go, go! {The animals shuffle
themselves around.}
Maribel (chat): Don't mess up!
Kiefer (chat): Yeah! Keep it up!
Gabo (chat): Hmm... This is harder than I expected.
Observation when you talk to an animal contestant: Select
this person as person number #2? (Yes/No)
Horse/Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Whiiinny! {Music
plays.} Wow! You've done it again, kiddo! You got two, just one
more to go! All right, go get her! You can't lose now! Go! {The
animals shuffle themselves around.}
Observation when you talk to an animal contestant: Select
this person as person number #3? (Yes/No)
Cow/Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): {Music plays.} Yahoo!
Nice job! You win! Amazing, yes, amazing indeed! All three
correct. Excellent work! Now, the Village Elder shall present
you with your wonderful prize! {The Elder and Mimi come
running in.}
Elder (continued): Hahh, hahh! Whew! The winner has been
decided!
Man in black pants (continued): Right here, Elder! This
young man is our champion!
Elder (continued): And now, I'm going to present a prize to
the winner! Come on up!

Young woman/cow: Oooh! I was so nervous when you stopped
in front of me!
Cat: Oh, it's over already! Tee hee hee.
Pig contestant: You did it! Great job!
Cow contestant: I was sure you wouldn't get it, but you did!
Congratulations!
Horse contestant: Congratulations!
Dog: Aww, and I thought I had you fooled, too!
Horse: Neigh! You aren't horsing around, are you?
Pig: I lost this year, too! Oink oink!
Cow: Wow! I never herd of anyone winning right away! Moo
only won because I didn't at first! Moo hoo hoo!
Man in black pants: Good job, all of you!
Mimi: Yes!
Elder: Congratulations! This is the first time someone from
outside the village has won! What a wonderful experience for
you to remember! This is for you! [HERO obtained the
Monster Book!] This is a commemorative item from Orph.
Please be careful when you use it.
Gabo (chat): Yeah! You did it, you did it!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! It always feels good to be the
winner!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! You couldn't have done it without
me!
Kiefer (chat): This is a nice change of pace after all that
fighting!
Kiefer (chat): Heh heh. It feels pretty good to hear it put
like that.
Pig near northwest house: For your information, I'm not
wearing this pig outfit because I like it! This is the only one
they had left. Look how big it is on me! [The zipper on the
back isn't fastened! The costume is about to come apart!]
Kiefer (chat): Your fly...
Maribel (chat): ...

Gabo (chat): Ah ha ha ha!
Cat by north house: Did you win? Ooooh! That's ameowzing!
Man in black pants (if you leave town and come back):
Hey, mister! Are you staying here awhile? You'd better not
go too close to the mountain in the west. I heard there's a
monster sealed in there!
Gabo (chat): It's so quiet here, HERO. I liked it better when
it was lively!
Kiefer (chat): It's so peaceful here.
Maribel (chat): With the celebration over, this town sure is
quiet.
Maribel (chat): I've never seen a town so attached to its
animals before.
Kiefer (chat): Looks like these people have finally returned
to normal.
Old man in town square: Well, the Animal Appreciation
Festival has ended without mishap! The festival may be over,
but we'll never forget the debt we owe the animals! We owe
them this whole town, after all! Ha ha ha!
Maribel (chat): This town is pretty strange, but their love of
animals is a beautiful thing.
Kiefer (chat): Yes! Finally, someone who gets it! The
importance of showing thanks!
Gabo (chat): That old man is really nice, HERO!
Man in blue vest behind counter in item shop: Ahh, the
festival was really something this time around! Hey, and you
guys were great! I can't believe you won on your first try!
I'm going to try guessing next time, so I hope you'll come by
again!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! They'll never beat us. I don't know
what they're thinking!
Woman: Long ago, this town was attacked by a terrible
monster. Everyone was turned into animals. It must have

been quite a scene. Then, it seems, that the real animals of
town asked the Messengers of God for help. We owe our
town's existence to the animals! That's what this festival is
about. Of course, it's an old fable, so I couldn't tell you how
much of it is really true.
Gabo (chat): Yow! We tried our best that time!
Kiefer (chat): Yes! Finally, someone who gets it! The
importance of showing thanks!
Maribel (chat): Look how the tradition has been passed down.
Little girl upstairs: Hey, you're the winner from the festival!
My dad was up there, too! He didn't tell anyone, but I could
tell he was the pig right off. Hee hee. His stomach gave him
away!
Dog by inn: Grrr... Bark bark! [He seems to be barking at his
reflection in the water!]
Man in blue vest in inn: A long time ago, legendary White
Wolves watched over this town. The last of the white wolves
was named... Oh, what was it?
Gabo (continued): Gabo!
Man (continued): What? Gabo? Ha ha! No, I don't think it
was anything that weird!
Merchant behind counter: How are you, traveler? I hope
you're enjoying the festival. If you want to rest, go around
to the other side of the counter.
Pig by northwest house: For your information, I'm well
aware that the festival is over! I'm the most thankful of all
to the animals! That's why I'm still wearing this! [The zipper
is stuck and can't be undone!]
Kiefer (chat): ...
Gabo (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): ...
Young woman in northwest house: My kid went right to
sleep. He must be tired from the festival. Unfortunately, if
he goes to sleep now, he won't be able to sleep tonight. Tsk.

Little boy in bed: Zzzzz...
Little boy by church: One of the brave fighters that saved
our town long ago could talk to animals! I wish I could do
that, too!
Farmer in southeast house: What am I going to do? I can't
get this stupid horse to stay outside! {to horse} Come on! I'll
give you a nice big carrot if you get out of my house!
Horse in bed: Whinny... Neigh!
Kiefer (chat): I'm sorry, but isn't this what you could call
spoiling someone?
Gabo (chat): I want to go to sleep, too!
Maribel (chat): Oh, look! He looks so happy sleeping there.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: Whew! I'm
covered with sweat from wearing this costume all day. If I
keep this up, I'll lose weight for sure!
Rooster behind church: Cock-a, cock-a...
Young woman near north house: Going out like this, I feel
like I'm off to a costume party. Tee hee hee. For some
reason I'm getting all excited.
Young man in shed: Heh heh heh. I skipped work and went on
a date. Don't tell the Elder, okay? I couldn't tell who was
who under those costume masks. That's Luina. No, wait a
second, maybe Meri?
Gabo (chat): Heh heh! I could just smell it out myself!
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. The world might be too peaceful for its
own good.
Maribel (chat): Not all grown men are like this, HERO. I
really doubt you are cut out for that sort of thing.
Maid in kitchen (Mimi): Oh, that Elder. Does he really think
that cat is me? Tee hee hee....Maybe it's just because I'm as
cute as a kitty or bunny rabbit!
Elder: Oh, it's you! How did you enjoy our festival? If you're
ever in the area again, be sure you stop by. Now, be careful!

{to cat} I wonder how long Mimi plans on looking like this. The
festival's over, Mimi! Just you wait until these people leave.
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! Well, obviously the Elder knows how to
enjoy the peace!
Maribel (chat): Are you sure this man is really in charge of
this town? It's amazing, really, that the whole place doesn't
fall apart.
Gabo (chat): I don't understand what that old man was
talking about.
Cat: Rrrrrr...

Woodsman’s Hut
Maribel (chat): What? There's no one home.
Gabo (chat): Old man.
Kiefer (chat): The old man must still be outside.
Cat in cellar: ???????
Maribel (chat, after talking to cat in cellar): If this kitty
learned to talk like Gabo, I wonder what it would say.
Kiefer (chat): Ah hah hah hah! This cat looks just like that
woodsman. Maybe pets really do all resemble their masters.
Gabo (chat): Meow! Meow meow meow! Huh? You want to
know what I just said? That's between me and the cat!
Woodsman (near bonfire): How are you, HERO? Is
everything going well?
Gabo (continued): Dad!
Woodsman (continued): {He looks around!} Huh? Who called
me just now?
Gabo (continued): It's me, Dad! I learned to talk!
Woodsman (continued): Whoa! Gabo is speaking! What a
surprise!
Gabo (continued): Are you surprised, Dad? I'm so happy that
I can talk!

Woodsman (continued): How in the world? The monster did
this? What hard luck for those involved.
Gabo (continued): There's something I wanted to tell you
myself, Dad.
Woodsman (continued): What is it, Gabo? You're able to
speak now, so go ahead and say anything you like.
Gabo (continued): Thanks for saving me, Dad!
Woodsman (continued): You're such a great son! Aww, now
you've gone and made me cry! Gabo. A lot of things have
happened to you, but I believe that this is the handiwork of
God. You've got to continue to work hard together with
HERO and do your best, Gabo!
Gabo (continued): Gabo!
Maribel (chat): Even Gabo has his good points! Uh oh, HERO.
Those aren't tears I see swelling up, are they? Me? You must
be joking! A true beauty's eyes always appear on the verge of
crying!
Gabo (chat): Heheh. I'm glad I can talk with the old man!
Kiefer (chat): When Gabo spoke it really knocked the socks
off the old woodsman! I'm glad he was finally able to express
his thanks.
Woodsman (again): Our once-peaceful world has become
something of a mess. I'm not an intelligent man, by any
means, but I do know one thing. If you stick together, most
of you will probably live! Good luck to you all. Beat up the bad
guys for me!
Gabo (chat): I'm going to stay strong, just like the old man
said!
Kiefer (chat): It's just like the old man said. If we work
together, we have nothing to fear! Come on everybody! On to
the next adventure!
Maribel (chat): Leave it to me! No matter what enemies we
face, I'll take care of them!
Wolf: Woof!

Gabo (chat): You just wait here, I'll beat those bad guys
before you know it!
Maribel (chat): Gabo's been growing bigger and stronger
every day, Mr. Wolf. Keep on praying, and one day maybe he'll
become a full-fledged human!
Kiefer (chat): You don't need to worry about Gabo, Mr. Wolf.
You and your forest friends can just relax until he returns.
Squirrel on the right: Squeak squeak.
Kiefer (chat): The animals of the forest are really rather
endearing, once they stop running away from you.
Maribel (chat): Tee hee hee. That squirrel's small and cute,
just like me!
Gabo (chat): Even the squirrels are rooting for us! We've got
to do our best!

Estard Castle
Guard on the right: Estard Castle is open to all citizens of
the kingdom. Though, of course, we also welcome those not of
our kingdom with open arms as well. Please proceed inside.
Old man fortune teller: ??????????
Gabo (chat, after talking to fortune-teller): Ha ha ha! I
want to hear that man shout again!
King Burns: ???????????
Gabo (chat, after talking to King Burns): That was Kiefer's
father, right? Why does he act so big? Is he someone
important?

Fishbel
Maribel’s mother: ???????

Gabo (chat, after talking to Maribel’s mother): So that is
Maribel's mother? Someday she's going to look like that? I
can't even picture it.
Borkano on the ship: ???????
Gabo (chat, after talking to Borkano on the ship): That
men man is your father, HERO? He doesn't look anything like
you.
Mollie: Welcome home, HERO. How are you? Are you pushing
yourself too hard? (Yes/No)
Mollie (if you say ‘Yes’): Sigh. Sometimes I think all you do
is make me worry.
Mollie (if you say ‘No’): Good, good. You always were the
cautious type, weren't you?
Mollie (continued, either way): Now go make things better
with your friends.
Gabo (chat): Yippee! Your mother called me your friend!

CHAPTER 6

Man vs. Machine

King Falrod

Capt. Trad

Zebbot

Eri

MechSoldiers’ Base
Soldier (if you try to go down to the cave entrance): Hey,
you! Stop! Stop right there! Quick! Come over here! {He leads
you into the trees.} What are you, crazy? What if they saw
you?
Kiefer (continued): Who's 'they'? Who would have found us?
Soldier (continued): Who? The MechSoldiers, of course!
Wait here a moment! {He goes to check on the
MechSoldiers.} Whew! It looks like no one noticed you. I've
been assigned to check out this place. It appears to be their
main hideout. So, I'd appreciate it if you wouldn't blow my
cover! Geez! Leave this to me, and get over to the town of
Falrish, west of here. You wouldn't have stood a chance,
anyway! {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): It's not alive? So I can't eat it? Damn it!
Maribel (chat): I hope you're not thinking about charging in
headfirst, HERO! It's too dangerous! There are too many of
them!
Kiefer (chat): Was that a MechSoldier? What do you think
makes it move?
Soldier, guarding the canyon entrance: What do you think
you're doing? I told you to go to Falrish!

Falrish
Maribel (chat): This town is no place for a pretty girl like me!
Kiefer (chat): Strange. This town feels so tense and
restrictive.
Falrish Soldier 1 (at entrance): Halt! Who goes there?
State your names! (Yes/No)
Falrish Soldier 1 (if you say ‘No’): Hmmmmm. You all appear
to be human, at least. I suppose you are travelers?
Falrish Soldier 1 (if you say ‘Yes’): Travelers, eh? So how'd
you get past all the MechSoldiers lurking around?
Falrish Soldier 1 (continued, either way): I'll say this for
your own good. You'd best leave these parts immediately.
Young woman in inn: Well! A customer, at a time like this!
I'm glad I opened up today. {normal inn talk}
Cleaning machine: Grind... Grind.
Maribel (continued): What in the world is this? I wonder how
it moves.
OR Gabo (continued): Whooah! What's this? Does it
bite?
OR Kiefer (continued): What's this? It's not an
enemy, I guess.
Maribel (chat): If all the MechSoldiers were this pathetic,
victory would be effortless!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. This little mech isn't an enemy, is
it?
Traveling merchant in bed: We've got those weird
MechSoldiers stomping around outside, and I hear that the
bridge across the river in the northeast was destroyed too!
That bridge is the only way for me to get to the next
country. I'm ruined!
Kiefer (chat): Without the bridge, this town is all but cut
off from the rest of the world.

Falrish Soldier 2 (behind inn): Arrgh! Patrolling the
perimeter is the worst! You never know when you'll be
attacked. It drives me crazy! Attacked by whom? Why, by
those horrid MechSoldiers, of course!
Maribel (chat): Those MechSoldiers are nothing but a bunch
of toys! They're no match for us, right HERO?
Kiefer (chat): So this kingdom is under siege by those
machines we saw.
Young man in bed in southeast watchtower: Aww, come on! I
only just got off watch! Let me sleep a while longer.
Kiefer (chat): They must've built this to protect the town
from the MechSoldiers.
Maribel (chat): No matter where you go in this town, it's
always the same.
Man in blue vest: If those bastards attack, I'll unleash a
hail of arrows! Of course, with my aim, I'd be lucky to hit one
in a hundred.
Gabo (chat): They can hit enemies through those little holes?
Wow.
Kiefer (chat): Even the townspeople are taking up weapons
now! We've got to do something, HERO!
Maribel (chat): I'm fighting as hard as I can, but it's time
the townspeople looked after themselves!
Observation: A shield sits on the floor. There are several
large dents in it.
Observation: Bows and arrows line the wall. They are set up
for immediate use.
Falrish Soldier 3 (on top of southeast watchtower): You
can see Castle Falrod over to the southwest. How many days
has it been since we came from there to defend Falrish?
Observation: HERO looked into the telescope! HERO scans
the outskirts of the village. All seems quiet now.
Falrish Soldier 4 (in southeast watchtower): My arrows
just bounce right off their bodies. I can still take them

down, though. Shoot a few dozen arrows into their eyes or
joints, and they'll stop moving.
Traveling merchant: I'm a traveling merchant. It's great
here! My herbs sell like hotcakes! I'm sorry. I shouldn't brag
about it like that. {item shop talk}
Young woman: Sigh. I am simply no good with a bow. All I
wanted to do was help out the men a little.
Observation: Spears line the wall. The spears are heavily
damaged.
Old man: Even a broken down old fool like me can at least
take care of weapons. No way we'll let these machines run
roughshod all over this town!
Barrel – TinyMedal
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: All this time, and I've
never taken a day off from the shop. Not even once!
MechSoldiers, schmechsoldiers! I'm not gonna let 'em get in
the way of business! {weapon shop talk}
Woman: He just won't listen to me, you know? I think his
health is a little more important than his business. {armor
shop talk}
Dog in village square: Whiiine...
Little boy in northern fort storeroom: Waaahhh! This thing
took my Daddy away from me! Urgh! This stupid thing!
Maribel (chat): They're just machines. They can't
understand the pain they're causing.
Gabo (chat): Huh? What happened to your father?
Kiefer (chat): Poor thing. HERO! Let's make them pay for
this!
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Pot – 10 gold coins
Treasure chest – Leather Armor
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.

Maribel (chat): Do you think the MechSoldiers in this town
are really destroyed? You don't think they'll snap to life and
viciously attack us, do you?
Kiefer (chat): That's a surprise. I thought some weird
monster had attacked the town.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Pot – Strength Seed
Barrel – 15 gold coins
Pot – Herb
Treasure chest – FireShard
Falrish Soldier 5 (by entrance on top of fort): This is the
only way through the barrier. We'd be an easy target if we
put a door outside.
Nun in church: Our Temple has been ransacked. I hope God
understands that we are doing this to protect His people.

Falrod Castle
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. This castle looks like it was built for
fighting.
Maribel (chat): This castle looks so boring! Oh, well. I'm not
here for pleasure, so it doesn't really matter.
Warrior 1 (sparring on the right): Waa-ha! Did you see
that? There is no better swordsman than me! Hiiya!
Falrod Soldier 1 (sparring on the left): Hiiya! This
mercenary is quite a fighter! But it's not over yet! Hiiya!
Kiefer (chat): The castle soldiers seem to have a great deal
of combat experience. They're so different from my people.

Gabo (chat): Why are those two men fighting each other,
HERO?
Falrod Soldier 2 (at castle gate on the left): Owing to the
tumultuous and dangerous events of late, only those on
official business may enter Falrod Castle.
Falrod Soldier 3 (at castle gate on the right): With the
exception of soldiers and mercenaries, no one but the royal
family and their servants is allowed to enter the castle.
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): Well,
well, this is unexpected. Are you travelers from afar?
(Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 4 (if you say ‘Yes’): Ever since the bridge
across the river was destroyed, the number of travelers has
dropped. Not to mention that it's insane to be wandering
about the countryside at a time like this. Your travels must
be motivated by a truly urgent need.
Falrod Soldier 4 (if you say ‘No’): I see. So you've come to
volunteer as mercenaries. When it comes to troops, more is
better. You can sign up on the first floor of the lookout
tower right over there.
Tough guy on left side of castle: Please wait a moment. {He
shakes himself and turns around.} Ah, much better now. So,
what did you want? You need to go to the bathroom, too?
Maribel (continued): You are so insensitive!
Tough guy (continued): It's a natural effect of eating and
drinking! It's proof that we're alive. Not something robots
can do, you know! Go ahead and do your business.
Gabo (chat): I've got to pee. Is it okay if I do it here?
Maribel (chat): That's so low. I hate men!
Falrod Soldier 5 (on the right in guardhouse): This is the
guardhouse, where we soldiers wait for our orders. We
mostly use this room for strategy sessions. Lately, though,
the strategy sessions have been wasting precious time.

Falrod Soldier 6 (on the left in guardhouse): Did you
happen to see the Captain somewhere? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 6 (if you say ‘No’): I guess he hasn't come
back from the Falrish strategy session yet. Or maybe
something happened to him on the way back? No way. Perhaps
he went to make a report to the King.
Falrod Soldier 6 (if you say ‘Yes’): You've seen him! Then
he has come back to the castle already. I'm glad he returned
safely. He must have been making a report to the King.
Falrod Soldier 6 (continued, either way): If you happen to
see the Captain, tell him to come and see Hanes.
Gabo (chat, if you haven’t witnessed strategy session in
Falrish): I want to meet the captain, HERO.
Kiefer (chat, if you haven’t witnessed strategy session in
Falrish): A captain? No, I haven't met anyone like that. Do
you want to go to the town of Falrish and find out, HERO?
Maribel (chat, if you haven’t witnessed strategy session in
Falrish): Is it the strongest, or just the most arrogant
soldier that is promoted to captain? Let's find out, HERO!
Cleaning machine in barracks: Beep boop bip!
Falrod Soldier 7 (in bed on the right): Umm, I hear a
mechanical noise. MechSoldiers!
Dresser – Leather Shield
Falrod Soldier 8 (in barracks): Are you applying for
mercenary work? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 8 (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad! Please
feel free to come back whenever you change your mind. You
seem to have potential!

Zebbot’s Cabin
Maribel (chat): You would have to be an eccentric to live in a
shack like this!

Kiefer (chat): What? Why is there a cabin in a place like
this?
Gabo (chat): Sniff sniff... This place smells a little like oil.
Cleaning machine behind house: Whirr... Whirr...
Barrel – 2 gold coins
Observation: A plate reads 'Zebbot I—Mechanical Washing
Machine'.
Kiefer (chat): A mechanical washer? I can't believe he's
made stuff like this. Astounding.
Maribel (chat): Wow! A machine that washes clothes for you!
I could use that!
Observation: There's a plate that reads 'Zebbot II—
Mechanical Cooking Machine'.
Maribel (chat): Yeah, that's what I want! A mechanical
cooking machine!
Kiefer (chat): What kind of food can this thing make?
Gabo (chat): Wow! So you just push a button and food comes
out?
Cleaning machine: Whirr. Whirr.
Dresser – SeaShell Hat
Pot – Bone Knife
Observation: Some kind of blueprint has been tacked on the
wall.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a letter
stuck in between two books. 'To Zebbot. I will go hunting in
the forest with your brother Trad tomorrow. If I catch
something big, I will bring you some meat. Please wait for me
with a healthy appetite! I'm looking forward to seeing you. —
Eri'
Observation about robot: It doesn't move at all. It doesn't
appear to be completed yet.
Scholar (continued): Hey! Keep your dirty paws off of Eri!
Maribel (chat): Ha ha ha! Eri? Why would anyone name a
stupid machine?

Scholar: {to himself} Now, if I put this connection like so.
Hmm, but these gears don't quite fit. {He turns to the table
and back.} And if I swap this spring with this one here, hmm.
{He turns to the table and back.} No, maybe I should use a
slightly stronger one here.
Maribel (continued): Hey! Hello! You have visitors!!
OR Kiefer (continued): I know you're awfully busy,
but please listen to what we have to say.
OR Gabo (continued): This old geezer still hasn't
noticed us yet!
Scholar (continued): I don't have anything to say to you.
Stay out of my way. Please leave now. I don't want to see
another person as long as I live.
Maribel (chat): How dare you! Is that any way to speak to
guests?
Kiefer (chat): This is pointless. Let's go somewhere else,
HERO.
Gabo (chat): Why doesn't that man like us?
Scholar (again): .....
Observation about robot in shed: A memo reads 'Automatic
cleaner Zebbot III— Defective / Undergoing Redesign'.
Treasure chest – Bronze Knife

Falrish
Guard Captain, as you go downstairs to fort: And that
concludes this strategy session! Any questions?
Falrish Soldiers 6 & 7 (continued): Yes, sir! No questions,
Captain, sir!
Guard Captain (continued): Right. Whatever you do, don't
try anything rash!
Falrish Soldiers 6 & 7 (continued): Yes, sir! I am aware of
that, sir!

Guard Captain (continued): Well, then, I will take my leave
for Falrod Castle.
Falrish Soldiers 6 & 7 (continued): Goodbye, sir! Be careful
on your way home, sir!
Guard Captain (continued): {to HERO} Hmm? Who are you?
Mercenaries, huh? Be careful. There's no point in wasting
your life on these monsters. {He leaves.}
Kiefer (chat): Mercenaries? Maybe that's a way for us to
get in too, HERO.
Maribel (chat): That man was incredibly arrogant! I guess he
isn't a bad guy or anything, but yuck, huh?
Gabo (chat): Sniff. I smell food!
Observation: HERO examines the map. It appears to be a
map of the local surroundings.
Falrish Soldier 6 (at northwest corner of table): We know
right where the enemy's hideout is, but we can't do a damn
thing about it! Their base is in the vale to the east.
Falrish Soldier 7 (at southwest corner of table): I heard a
report saying the hideout is filled with dozens of
MechSoldiers. It's tough enough to handle even a few
MechSoldiers, but dozens?
Observation: Bows and arrows line the wall. They're ready
for immediate use.
Tough guy at side window: I may not look it, but I'm pretty
handy with a bow and arrow. See those MechSoldiers
outside? Some of them were my kills!
Observation: Spears line the wall. The spears appear to be
heavily worn.
Falrish Soldier 8 (at back window): Zzz... Zzz... {to HERO}
Agh! Shoot! Dozed off again! Hey, wasn't there a strategy
meeting today?
Kiefer (continued): I guess it's already over.
Maribel (continued): The Captain's already gone back.

Falrish Soldier 8 (continued): Oh, no! The Captain's gonna
kill me when I get back to the castle!
Young woman: Are you travelers? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, you're lucky you made
it here alive! Right now, the town of Falrish is under attack
by a strange army of machines. It'd be best for you to head
for Falrod Castle. It's still safe there. There's no telling how
long this place will hold out.
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you must be the fighters
from Falrod Castle. Please, you've got to protect this town!
Young man in kitchen: As they say, you can't fight on an
empty stomach. Even when your back is to the wall, you've
got to take time to eat.
Gabo (chat): We can eat whenever we like! It's great, isn't
it, HERO?
Woman in kitchen: There isn't much food at times like
these, but with a little ingenuity, even the simplest fare can
turn into a masterpiece!
Little girl in kitchen: Ah, laundry, laundry! I do the laundry,
I do!
Old woman outside by stream: Whenever a MechSoldier's
defeated, oil starts pouring out of 'em like blood. Even the
water in the spring's starting to smell like oil.
Gabo (chat): Sniff... She's right. Smells like a tar pit!
Maribel (chat): Disgusting! Let's get out of here, HERO!
That smell better not get on me!
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Falrish Soldier 9 (in bed): Halt! Who goes there? Oh, sorry.
I can't let my guard down even when I'm sleeping... Not with
those things lurking around.
Man in blue vest in bed: Zzzzz... Zzzzz...

Falrod Castle

Falrod Soldier 8 (in barracks): Are you applying for
mercenary work? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 8 (if you say ‘Yes’): Wonderful! The castle
needs as much help as it can get. Now, would you like to
demonstrate your fighting skills? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 8 (if you say ‘No’): If that's the case, please
leave. We don't need people who aren't confident in their
fighting skills.
Kiefer (chat): What's the matter with you, HERO? If we
back down now, we won't be respected as men any longer!
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's show him what we've got!
Maribel (chat): HERO! You idiot! How could you back down
like that?
Falrod Soldier 8 (if you say ‘Yes’): That's the spirit! Please
come this way. {He leads you outside to the sparring
grounds.}
Sparring soldier (#1) on the left: So these are the newest
mercenary volunteers, eh?
Recruiting soldier (#8) (continued): Do you want to see how
strong they are?
Sparring soldier (continued): Hmmm, this one looks spirited.
This could be fun.
Sparring soldier (if you have two or more people in your
party): Let's get the game going. Gather up 4 people and
let's spar!
??Sparring soldier (if you have one person in your
party): Let the game begin! I won't lose in a one-onone match.
Maribel (battle chat): Let's show the enemy what we can do,
HERO!
Gabo (battle chat): Grrr!
Kiefer (battle chat): There's only one of them, HERO, but
you still have to stay on your guard!
Recruiting soldier: Stop right there! The match is over!

Maribel (continued): Tee hee! It's a piece of cake!
Sparring soldier (continued): Whoa! Incredible strength!
I've got to hand it to you! With that kind of ability, we might
be able to take on the MechSoldiers! Come on, help us out!
Recruiting soldier (continued): Congratulations! You have
been accepted as worthy mercenaries! From now on, let's
fight together and protect our kingdom! (Yes/No)
Sparring soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Good answer! I'm
counting on you.
Sparring soldier (if you say ‘No’): What kind of
answer is that? If you don't go all-out, you could die,
you know!
Recruiting soldier (continued): Oh, I'm sure they
know that well enough.
Recruiting soldier (continued, either way): Well, let's just
go back to our room for now. {He leads you back to the
barracks.} Let's see, there's no emergency requiring
attention at the moment. Captain Trad should be back from
Falrish any time now. I suggest going to the castle and
greeting the King before the Captain returns.
Kiefer (chat): I never imagined I would become a mercenary.
Life is strange.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Just what is a mercenary, anyway?
Maribel (chat): I dislike being called a mercenary, but I
suppose there is no other choice.
Warrior 1 (sparring on the right): Rats! Me too! Me too!
Whew.
Falrod Soldier 1 (sparring on the left): If more skilled
fighters like you would show up, we'd be able to put an end to
the MechSoldiers once and for all.
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): Ah, you
again. I see you've been inducted as mercenaries. I'd
congratulate you, but I'm not sure it's something to be
celebrated.

Falrod Soldier 2 (at castle gate on the left, no matter
which one you talk to first): I was watching the battle from
a distance! You really know how to fight.
Falrod Soldier 3 (on the right, continued): Now that you
are mercenaries, there's no reason you shouldn't enter the
castle. Please, come in. {They both step aside.}
Maribel (chat): Now that I'm a mercenary, I can go
anywhere in the castle I please!
Kiefer (chat): We are finally allowed in the castle, so let's
meet the King at once.
Falrod Soldier 2: Welcome to Falrod Castle.
Falrod Soldier 3: And join us as we send those mechanical
obscenities packing!
Falrod Soldier 9 (at stairs inside castle): You don't look
familiar. You must be new mercenaries. The King is upstairs.
You should go and greet him.
Priest: I am a traveling priest. I was told that this land was
beseiged by endless battle. I came to help those among you
who are tired of fighting. But it appears that my help may
not be needed.
Cleaning machine in throne room: Whirrrrrr... Whirrrrr...
Falrod Soldier 10: See that thing in the corner? That's
supposed to be one of the Mechs. What, that thing? I think
it's called Zebbot's MechVecCleaner No. 3. It finds and
cleans dirt by itself, but it doesn't always work.
Maribel (chat): Is that thing really useful? Even HERO could
do a better job.
Kiefer (chat): I see. It's a cleaner. Did you know that,
HERO? I didn't.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Do not tremble,
but persevere in the face of death, for we are fragile leaves
in the cruel wind of fate.' — Quote from Granari

Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'There is no
right and wrong in battle. Only Life and Death.' — Quote
from Granari
Maid: These are His Majesty's bedchambers. Do not enter
without permission.
Dresser – Scale Armor
Young man outside on terrace: Once, visitors filled the
castle. But these days, no one comes. The only people you see
now are soldiers. It's quite lonely. Since most of them left
for Falrish, it's gotten even worse.
Fighter on top balcony: I've just been hired, so I don't know
much. What's a MechSoldier? If they're just machines, this
should be pretty easy.
Falrod Soldier 11 (on top balcony): Enough! You're
bothering the lookout! {He turns around.} That's right, miss
the Mechs and there'll be hell to pay.
Falrod Soldier 12 (on left side terrace): The MechSoldiers
are superior in number and have inhuman endurance. If this
keeps up... Let's not think about that.
Old woman near moat in castle: Are you travelers? Have
you already met the Princess? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Recently, the Princess has
spent her days there alone and mired in guilt.
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): Ah. That place may not be
obvious to those who haven't been there before. There's a
passage on the other side of the waterway. It's beyond the
door.
Pot – TinyMedal
Warrior 2 (in kitchen): Let's eat and restore our strength
for the battle ahead. {He turns to the cook.} Hey, lady! How
about some food!
Woman in kitchen: That's enough! This isn't a restaurant,
after all! I'm going to be angry, if you don't make yourself
useful after eating a meal like that!

Gabo (chat): Now that I've eaten my share, I've got to work
my share, too!
Princess on back balcony: Do MechSoldiers have souls? {She
turns around.} Would one be able to look at this flower, and
feel beauty in its soul? {She turns toward the moat.} Could
one have a soul as serene as this flowing water? There's
nothing more terrifying than a soulless creature.
Gabo (chat): I can understand what animals are thinking, but
I don't have a clue about MechSoldiers.
Kiefer (chat): If you can anticipate your opponent's moves,
fighting is easy.
Maribel (chat): I understand what the Princess said, but
there sure seem to be people out there who are completely
disillusioned with life.
Observation: The door is tightly shut.
Falrod Soldier 13 (near cell door): There's a bunker ahead.
If anything goes wrong, the royal family will take refuge
there. It's not for mercenaries. But if you must, the door
can be opened by pulling that lever.
Maribel (chat): I don't like the royal family. Who do they
think they are?
Kiefer (continued): What do you mean, Maribel? Are you
trying to provoke me?
Maribel (continued): Nothing. Nothing at all.
Maid in basement bunker: We've stored away food and
other items in case of an emergency. The day might come
when we have to use it.
Maribel (chat): I don't think hiding ourselves is going to
work.
Gabo (chat): I guess that means I'll be punished if I touch
the food here.
Pot – 5 gold coins
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Cleaning machine: Whirrrrrr... Whirrrrr...

Bard on right side terrace: Arms of metal, body of steel,
eyes without life, what do they feel? Hard heads! Iron
brains! Don't bother me. I'm in the middle of composing a
song to rally our troops against the MechSoldiers.
Maribel (chat): What a strange song. The lyrics don't make
any sense.
Pot – Strength seed
Falrod Soldier 14 on watchtower above barracks: Yikes!
Yes, sir! All is well, Captain! Oh, you're not the Captain. Don't
scare me like that!
Young woman in room above guardhouse: The guard just
found something! He jumped in the hole to find other soldiers
and tell them what he saw. I've been sitting here waiting for
something else to happen.
Maribel (chat): You thought falling into a hole was a good
idea? I just don't understand.
Kiefer (chat): Ah, an escape hole for emergencies. Good idea.
I will have one built in our castle.
Falrod Soldier 15 on watchtower above guardhouse: It
makes me shudder to think that one day MechSoldiers may
overtake this castle. It's scary enough that we need to stand
guard like this.
Minister in throne room: I know you want to talk to the King.
He is very tired, so keep it brief.
King: The fact that you're here means you've just signed up
as mercenaries for us. The royal family is embarrassed to
rely on the help of strangers, but it is an unfortunate
necessity! I suppose you've heard that a mysterious army of
mechanical soldiers is invading our country? I must protect
the welfare of this land at all costs. Hmm, I don't think I've
heard your names.
Maribel (continued): My name is Maribel! It is an honor to
meet you, Your Majesty!
Kiefer (continued): I'm Kiefer. Kiefer of Estard.

Gabo (continued): I'm Gabo. Let's be friends!
King (continued): You are? Hmm. HERO, is it? Will you lend
your strength to defending this country? (Yes/No)
King (if you say ‘No’): Please reconsider! Remember, you did
enlist as our mercenaries voluntarily. Will you lend your
strength to defending this country? (Yes/No)
King (when you say ‘Yes’): You have my gratitude! Captain
Trad will brief you on your duties. I have great faith in your
abilities. You are dismissed.
??King (if you haven’t been to Falrish yet): What's
this? You haven't seen Captain Trad yet? Strange. He
should be back from Falrish by now.
Guard Captain (continued): Captain Trad, reporting for duty!
King (continued): Oh, Captain Trad! How was Falrish?
Captain Trad (continued): The MechSoldiers battle rages on
and all are exhausted. Soldier and subject alike are
exhausted.
King (continued): I see. Sounds like a grave situation.
Captain Trad (continued): I regret that we have proven
insufficient for the task!
King (continued): Well, we haven't been defeated yet.
Captain Trad (continued): Yes, Sire! We are prepared to
create tactics and strike back immediately.
King (continued): Yes. And that's why we've hired more
mercenaries today. Please give them your orders, and then
get some rest. Thank you for your devoted service!
Captain Trad (continued): Excuse me, Sire! {He starts to
leave, then turns to the party.} All mercenaries, please
report to the guardhouse! We shall conduct a strategy
session with the mercenaries present. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): I don't really follow all this talk, but we're
going to have to fight the MechSoldiers, aren't we, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Since we're mercenaries, we should follow
orders too. Let's go to the guardhouse, HERO.

Kiefer (chat): A strategy session? Sounds like we're going to
have our hands full, HERO.
Kiefer (chat): Let's go to the guardhouse, HERO. Quick!
Maribel (chat): I wonder where the guardhouse is? I'm sure
it will be crowded and disgusting.
King (again): Our country is doomed unless we can stop these
MechSoldiers! HERO, I'm expecting great things from all of
you!
Minister: You must listen carefully to Captain Trad, and make
sure to do your best.
Falrod Soldier 10: {He looks at cleaner.} Oh, no. That poor
fellow is stuck again. {to HERO} Not again! Why are so many
of Zebbot's creations only semi-functional?
Kiefer (chat): Zebbot? I don't remember that name from
anywhere.
Maribel (chat): That mechanical cleaner broke down, didn't
it? I guess you can't expect much from a machine.
Cleaning machine: Crunch!
Young man outside on terrace: It seems that Trad has
returned from Falrish. I wonder how things are in town. I
hope everyone is fine.
Bard on right side terrace: Hmmm. Unless I see one of
those monstrosities with my own eyes, my song will be lifeless
and dull.
Maribel (chat): If you want to see a real MechSoldier, I
suggest you go to Falrish.
Warrior 2: Wow, I am so full! Uh, I thought that the Captain
wanted to see me. Ah, never mind!
Woman in kitchen: I don't mind if they complain. I'm just
glad they're still coming. A day will come when there won't
be anyone left to come and eat.
Maribel (chat): I agree. There's nothing more sad than a
plate of untouched food.

Recruiting soldier in barracks: It looks like you've greeted
the King. Did you meet Captain Trad? (Yes/No)
Recruiting soldier (if you say ‘No’): Huh? I was told that
there would be a strategy session in a little while.
Recruiting soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): You are to follow
Trad's orders from now on.
Falrod Soldier 7: This is giving me nightmares! I'm going to
complain to Zebbot next time I see him!
Cleaning machine: Beep boop...
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): Hold on.
The guardhouse isn't in this building. It's on the other side.
Maribel (chat): What are you doing? The guardhouse isn't
this way! Come on, HERO!
Falrod Soldier 2: I saw the Captain heading for the
guardhouse. It looks like they're about to convene another
strategy session.
Warrior 1 (in guardhouse): Whew! I finally got a job as a
mercenary. That was a long, hard battle.
Hanes (soldier at southwest corner of table): So, did the
strategy session in Falrish help? (Yes/No)
Hanes (if you say ‘Yes’): I could tell immediately from the
look on the Captain's face.
Hanes (if you say ‘No’): I saw the Captain's face. I wonder
what he's going through.
Falrod Soldier 12: It looks like it's going to be your turn
next.
Falrod Soldier 5 (at northwest corner of table): It makes
my blood boil every time I hear that another pointless
strategy session is being convened.
Fighter in back: I didn't know that the MechSoldiers were
all machines! I didn't know that at all! Maybe I'm not cut out
to be a mercenary.
Kiefer (chat): Hmph. I suppose simply being a mercenary
isn't a guarantee of quality.

Maribel (chat): I guess there are scoundrels out there who
are willing to become mercenaries without learning about who
they will be fighting.
Falrod Soldier 14: I heard that there's a strategy session
going on now. I hope they think up something useful!
Captain Trad (right side of table): Ah, I was waiting for
you. It looks like everyone important has arrived. {He turns
toward the table.} Let the meeting commence, then. I
returned from Falrish, the front line, just a little while ago.
{He looks around at everyone.} As you well know, the town has
been fortified to withstand the advance of the
MechSoldiers. The soldiers and townspeople are completely
exhausted and demoralized. If this situation continues,
Falrish will fall, and this castle will be next. And if this castle
falls into enemy hands, the fate of this country is sealed.
{Again, he looks around at everyone.} As such, we must stop
the MechSoldiers' advance at any cost. But we don't have
enough troops to withstand a direct assault by a large
number of MechSoldiers! We must devise an effective
strategy! Does anyone have any ideas? {Once again, he looks
around at everyone.} ... I'll give you time to think and discuss
options amongst yourselves.
Gabo (chat): Everyone looks so serious. What's going on?
Kiefer (chat): Why don't we wear MechSoldier costumes?
Hmm. Never mind.
Maribel (chat): Luring the MechSoldiers out and smashing
them one by one is a good strategy, but it would take a very
long time.
Maribel (chat): Instead of holding strategy sessions, we
should be out fighting the MechSoldiers!
Kiefer (chat): We could use their favorite foods to lure
them! Ahh, what a stupid idea. Father would be very
disappointed in me if he were here.

Captain Trad (if you try to leave the guardhouse): Where
are you going? The strategy session is still in progress!
Warrior 1: Strategy? The only thing I can think of right now
is to fight hard!
Hanes: It seems that the MechSoldiers don't have any weak
points. The usual strategies, such as starving the enemy out,
aren't effective against MechSoldiers. But still, we can't
just fight hand to hand, either. What sort of tactics can we
use?
Falrod Soldier 12: Anyone can see that this is a suicide
mission. I wonder if there is another way for us to attack.
Falrod Soldier 5: I feel bad saying it to the Captain, but I
think Zebbot is our last hope. I think issues relating to
MechSoldiers should be left to experts.
Fighter: So, if they're machines, can we just walk up and turn
them off? You know, just like that mechanical cleaner!
Falrod Soldier 14: We know where the MechSoldiers are
hiding out. But our current strategy doesn't include attacking
their base. Is there any way for us to do that?
Captain Trad: {to everyone} What do you think? I want to
hear your opinions as well.
Maribel (continued): Fighting that many enemies at once is a
stretch even for us!
Kiefer (continued): Perhaps we can exploit the fact that they
are not living things.
Gabo (continued): I don't understand.
Captain Trad (continued): Hmm, I see. Any other ideas? {He
looks around. Everyone else looks around.}
Falrod Soldier 5 (continued): Captain.
Captain Trad (continued): What is it?
Falrod Soldier 5 (continued): Er, um, how about asking
Zebbot to give us a hand?
Hanes (continued): Oh! Zebbot, the mechanical engineer!

Falrod Soldier 14 (continued): Hmm. Perhaps Zebbot can do
something about it!
Captain Trad (continued): Hmph. He's too narrow-minded to
be useful.
Hanes (continued): The way things are now, Zebbot may be
our only hope!
Falrod Soldier 5 (continued): Good idea! We have nothing to
lose by asking him for his help!
Captain Trad (continued): Then do what you like. The
strategy session is now adjourned! {He leaves.}
Hanes (continued): Captain!
Maribel (chat): What is the Captain so angry about? What a
self-centered man!
Kiefer (chat): It seems as though there is some history
between the Captain and Zebbot.
Gabo (chat): Did I say something that made him angry?
Warrior: In the end, they didn't make any decision at all!
Falrod Soldier 12: Son of a...
Falrod Soldier 5: The Captain sure got upset, didn't he? Did
I say something wrong? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 5 (if you say ‘Yes’): What? Not at all! I
thought that was an excellent idea!
Falrod Soldier 5 (if you say ‘No’): Right! Zebbot has a real
affinity for machines. I'm sure he can advise us on strategies
to use against the MechSoldiers!
Fighter: Zebbot is the one who built the mechanical cleaner,
right? Maybe he can help us somehow.
Falrod Soldier 14: I've never seen the Captain show anger in
public before. What upset him like that?
Hanes: {to himself} Did something happen between the
Captain and Zebbot? Things didn't seem normal. Anyway, we
need Zebbot's cooperation. What can we do? {to HERO} I
see. You just became mercenaries, didn't you? Can you make
seeing Zebbot your first mission? Zebbot's laboratory is

west of the castle. Would you go there and ask Zebbot to
cooperate with us? I think you're skillful enough to make it
to the lab without any problems. I'm counting on you!
Gabo (chat): Zebbot's laboratory is to the west, isn't it?
Maribel (chat): Even for a first job, this isn't very
challenging. Oh, well. Let's go to the lab.
Kiefer (chat): Do you have any idea what Zebbot is like?
Let's meet him, HERO. It's the only way we can find out.
Kiefer (chat): Do you still have business at the castle,
HERO? We should find Zebbot!
Maribel (chat): HERO! What are you doing? We're supposed
to be going to Zebbot's lab! It's west of Falrod Castle!
Recruiting soldier in barracks: So, you're going to see
Zebbot? Be careful.
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): The
Captain? Haven't seen him. I suspect he's not on palace
grounds at the moment.
Maribel (chat): Being the Captain is easy. He left all the
work to us!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's find Zebbot instead of
looking for the Captain.
Falrod Soldier 2: What's going on? Is the strategy session
over already? That was quick.
Falrod Soldier 9: Good luck. I too, will do my best.
Priest: I thought that soldiers fighting for their lives would
need God's teachings the most.

Falrish
Maribel (chat): Are you paying attention? We are supposed
to be going to Zebbot's lab! It's in the forest west of Falrod
Castle! Pull yourself together, HERO.
Kiefer (chat): We don't have anything to do here now, do
we/comma/ HERO? Let's go to Zebbot's place!

Falrish Soldier 1 (at entrance): Halt! Who goes there?
State your names! (Yes/No)
Falrish Soldier 1 (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you're mercenaries
who signed on at Falrod? I must beg your pardon.
Falrish Soldier 8 (at back window in fort): Oh, darn it! I
fell asleep again! I'd be dead if the Captain found me!

MechSoldiers’ Base
Maribel (chat): HERO! What are you doing? We're supposed
to be going to Zebbot's lab! It's west of Falrod Castle! How
stupid!
Kiefer (chat): We don't have any business here now, do we,
HERO? Let's hurry to Zebbot's cabin.
Soldier (if you try to go down to the cave entrance): Hey,
you! Stop! Stop right there! Quick! Come over here! {He leads
you into the trees.} What are you, crazy? What if they saw
you? {A troop of MechSoldiers marches out.} Whew! It looks
like no one noticed you. Who the heck are you, anyway? Are
you some kind of mercenary? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, listen up! This is the
MechSoldiers' hideout. You won't survive long if you just
charge right in there! So please, leave me alone and go back
to Falrod Castle. {He leaves.}
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): So, get out of here, now! And don't
even come near here again! Understand? {He leaves.}
Soldier, guarding the canyon entrance: I've got things
under control! Move out of here!

Zebbot’s Cabin
Kiefer (chat): This must be Zebbot's research lab.

Maribel (chat): We finally made it! Do you think Zebbot is
inside? After coming all this way, he better be here!
Scholar: {to himself} Now, if I put this connection like so.
Hmm, but these gears don't quite fit. {He turns to the table
and back.} And if I swap this spring with this one here, hmm.
{He turns to the table and back.} No, maybe I should use a
slightly stronger one here.
Maribel (continued): Hey! Hello! You have visitors!!
OR Kiefer (continued): I know you're awfully busy,
but please listen to what we have to say.
OR Gabo (continued): This old geezer still hasn't
noticed us yet!
Scholar (continued): I don't have anything to say to you.
Stay out of my way. Please leave now. I don't want to see
another person as long as I live.
Maribel (continued): You're Zebbot, aren't you? We've come
all this way to ask you a favor!
OR Gabo (continued): We're looking for someone
called Zebbot. We have a favor to ask him!
OR Kiefer (continued): You're Zebbot, aren't you?
We are messengers dispatched from Falrod Castle.
Zebbot (continued): Yeah, I'm Zebbot. Oh. So Trad told you
about me. Let me guess. You want me to do something about
those MechSoldiers, right? (Yes/No)
Zebbot (if you say ‘No’): Oh! Then just what in the world do
you want? A cleaner, perhaps? Sorry, but I've got my hands
full with this mechanical maid right now. I won't be taking
orders any time soon, so scram!
Maribel (chat): HERO! This is not the time to be messing
around with mechanical cleaners!
Kiefer (chat): We must pass on the message from Hanes,
HERO!

Zebbot (again): What? You want something else from me? I
might have known. Let me guess. You want me to do
something about those MechSoldiers, right? (Yes/No)
Zebbot (if you say ‘Yes’): Get lost. I don't care what
happens to the castle or the town! I sympathize more with
the MechSoldiers than anyone else! Not that I expect you
people to understand. {He turns toward Eri.} Please. Go back
to the castle, and tell Trad never to send anyone to me again.

Falrod Castle
Falrod Soldier 1 (at entrance): So, you guys went to see
Zebbot? Report to the guardhouse. The Captain may be back
by now.
Falrod Soldier 14 (in bed in barracks): Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Recruiting soldier: Huh? Did you go and see Zebbot already?
You made it back alive! Great work.
Maribel (chat): Of course we're all right. Did you really think
we would lose to MechSoldiers?
Falrod Soldier 7 (on the right): Aiiiieee! Aieeeee! Damn. I
thought kicking it would help, but it didn't.
Maribel (chat): That kick wasn't strong enough! You need to
put more strength into it!
Cleaning machine: Beep.
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): If
you're looking for the Captain, he was on his way to the
guardhouse. He seemed to be brooding about something. Has
anything happened?
Kiefer (chat): I suppose we had better make our report on
Zebbot.
Maribel (chat): Something must have happened between the
Captain and Zebbot.
Falrod Soldier 2: Welcome back. You didn't get ambushed by
MechSoldiers along the way, did you?

Maid in royal bedchamber: Heave-ho, heave-ho! Whew. Do
you think I could get Zebbot to make me a mechanical bedmaker?
Gabo (chat): A bed-maker? What's that, HERO?
Maribel (chat): If Zebbot created a mechanical bed-maker,
there would be less need for maids.
Falrod Soldier 10: Hmm. It looks like the cleaning mechine is
working again. Not again! Why are so many of Zebbot's
creations only semi-functional?
Kiefer (chat): It looks like Zebbot needs to practice a bit
more. Do you really think that we can figure out the
MechSoldiers' weak points this way?
Maribel (chat): Zebbot's not so impressive after all. How
dare he speak like he did! He can't even build a working
mechanical cleaner!
Young man on terrace: I wonder if everyone in Falrish is all
right...
Fighter on top balcony: Being a watchman is too tiring.
Falrod Soldier 11 (on terrace): Ugh. If I'm not on lookout,
I get so restless. How could I leave the vital job of lookout
up to those useless mercenaries?
Falrod Soldier 12 (on left side terrace): I wonder when
we'll be able to restore this country to peace.
Tough guy in kitchen: We'll eat whatever you've got! We're
still alive, so we've got to eat!
Woman in kitchen: I wonder if the people from Falrish can
eat rice properly?
Old woman on back balcony: Princess? Might it be a good
time for you to return to your quarters?
Princess: Perhaps Zebbot has some understanding of the
spiritual workings of the MechSoldiers. After all, in his eyes,
it is the humans who are corrupt and untrustworthy.
Kiefer (chat): Of course, people can always change their
minds. It makes life interesting. Right, HERO?

Maribel (chat): Even if it did have a soul, I wouldn't want to
know what a MechSoldier is thinking.
Gabo (chat): I want to know what MechSoldiers are thinking!
How can I do it, HERO?
Maid in basement bunker: You have to put lots of oil on the
torches. If these go out, this place will be plunged into
darkness.
Warrior 2 (in room above barracks): I was in hot water
after skipping the last strategy session. I was told to come
here and polish all the weapons!
Warrior 1 (on watchtower above barracks): I'm just not
cut out to be a lookout. If I had my way, I'd be in Falrish,
fighting the MechSoldiers.
Falrod Soldier 15 (on watchtower above guardhouse):
Although the castle isn't likely to be attacked with Falrish
standing, it could just be a matter of time.
Falrod Soldier 5 (on left side of table): So, how did it go
with Zebbot? Will he cooperate with us? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 5 (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? That's great!
Morale will soar!
Kiefer (chat): Hey, HERO. Do you think he will help?
Maribel (chat): HERO. Don't give him false hope, or he'll be
hurt even worse later. Don't you get it?
Falrod Soldier 5 (if you say ‘No’): Ah, too bad! Why doesn't
Zebbot want to cooperate with us?
Maribel (chat): We might not have Zebbot's cooperation, but
we can do something about it. You've got to work hard,
HERO!
Kiefer (chat): Zebbot really didn't seem interested in
helping out.
Hanes (on right side of table): Welcome back! How was it?
Did Zebbot agree to cooperate with us? (Yes/No)
Hanes (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. As I expected, he can be a
difficult man. {Trad walks in.}

Hanes (if you say ‘Yes’): Great! Then let's go and
pick him up. {Trad walks in.}
Captain Trad (continued): HERO, I know you wanted
to ease everyone's anxiety, but lying is never a good
course of action. {He turns to the table.}
Captain Trad (continued, either way): There's no way we
can get him to cooperate with us. I know him too well to have
any doubt.
Hanes (continued): But, Captain, we have no other choice.
Captain Trad (continued): It isn't too late to start
considering this.
Hanes (continued): ...
Captain Trad (continued): HERO, I assign all of you to guard
duty. Report to the guard tower and relieve the soldiers on
duty. (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (if you say ‘No’): Whatever your personal
reasons, don't forget that you are serving this castle as
mercenaries. Report to the guard tower and relieve the
soldiers on duty. (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (when you say ‘Yes’): And forget all about
Zebbot from now on.
Gabo (chat): I've got good eyesight! Leave the guard duty to
me!
Kiefer (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's go to the lookout tower.
Maribel (chat): Guard duty is easy. Do it by yourself, HERO.
Captain Trad: Report to the guard tower and relieve the
soldiers on duty. The enemy could attack at any time. I'm
counting on all of you.
Hanes: Why does the Captain hate Zebbot so much?
Maribel (chat): It looks fishy. Something must have
happened between the Captain and Zebbot.
Kiefer (chat): It looks as though the Captain and Zebbot
know each other quite well.

Falrod Soldier 5 on left side of table: It looks as though
there's nothing to do but face them in battle.
Falrod Soldier 15 (on watchtower above guardhouse, when
you climb stairs): Hey! What's that? {A guard in green limps
slowly into view and collapses.} Oh, no. This is terrible! {He
goes down the stairs.}
Gabo (chat): What happened, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): HERO! There's no time to waste! Get under
there. Now!
Maribel (chat): The soldier I saw seemed to be hurt pretty
badly. I hope he didn't die.
Young woman, as you go down the stairs: {The soldier falls
down the escape hole.} There must be something exciting
going on right now! Yeah!
Captain Trad, as you fall down escape hole: What? Did
Falrish fall into enemy hands?
Guard (continued): Sir! We haven't been completely
destroyed, yet. But those MechSoldiers... Cough, gag!
Hanes (continued): Hold on! Pull yourself together!
Guard (continued): We don't have enough strength to hold
out against them any longer. Cough, cough!
Captain Trad (continued): Understood. You have performed a
heroic service by bringing the message in your condition. {to
Hanes and other soldiers} Alert all soldiers and mercenaries,
and tell them to prepare for battle! Move!
Falrod Soldiers 5, 6, & 15 (continued): Yes, sir! {They all
leave.}
Trad (continued): HERO, I want you and your friends to
come with me to see Zebbot. There's no time. As things
stand, I have no choice but to ask for his help. Hurry! As you
know, Zebbot's laboratory is to the west. [Trad joined the
party!]
Trad (chat): Let's hurry, HERO! Zebbot's laboratory is to
the west.

Gabo (chat): So this person is coming with us? I'm happy to
have another ally.
Kiefer (chat): This is terrible! The town of Falrish has fallen!
Maribel (chat): What? We're taking the Captain with us? I
don't like it.
Kiefer (chat): I'm concerned about Falrish too, but we had
best see Zebbot first, HERO!
Maribel (chat): I'd rather not go to Zebbot's place, but I
guess we don't have any choice.
Falrod Soldier 1 (at entrance): So, the evil hand of the
mechanical beast reaches towards the castle. But know this:
I will destroy the enemy alone, if I must.
Falrod Soldier 4 (near barracks): Captain, sir! Do you think
we will be able to defeat the MechSoldiers by ourselves?
Captain Trad (continued): Don't worry, I'll do something!
Captain Trad (chat): We have yet to face a full-on
MechSoldier attack. I bet the men are worried. But we've
never missed a training session. We'll be fine.
Warrior 1 (in courtyard): Heh, heh. I finally get my chance
to sh-sh-show off my ability! I-I-I'm not scared. I'm j-just
quivering with excitement!
Captain Trad (chat): Today's mercenaries are a mockery of
those of my generation.
Kiefer (chat): My body shivered the first time I held a
sword. As I recall, you were trembling too, HERO! Ha ha!
Maribel (chat): HERO,/space/you just don't look excited. Or
exciting, for that matter.
Falrod Soldier 2: No MechSoldier is going to get past me!
Not one!
Falrod Soldier 3: We will defend these castle gates no
matter what, even if it means our lives. We need you to give
your all, too.
Priest inside castle: But I see that another battle is about
to begin. All I can do is pray for your safety.

Maid pacing in throne room: Now that Falrish has fallen, the
castle will be next, right? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh no! What do we do? What do we
do? I don't want to die!
Maid (if you say ‘No’): Are you sure? The castle will be okay,
right? Ahhh! I'm still terrified!
Captain Trad (chat): We have to do something. Civilians
shouldn't get wrapped up in this war.
Young man on terrace: Is it true that MechSoldiers have
attacked and destoyed Falrish? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, no! Does that mean the
castle is next?
Young man (if you say ‘No’): What? It wasn't totally
destroyed? That's some consolation.
Falrod Soldier 11 (on top balcony): Which way will the scum
be coming from? Maybe this weakly-defended side?
Young woman in room above guardhouse: Should I equip my
weapons too? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): That's right. I should
protect myself.
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): That's right. Soldiers will
protect us. That's what they're here for.
Captain Trad (chat): We have to do something. Civilians
shouldn't get swept up in this war.
Maribel (chat): Holding a weapon in your hands doesn't mean
you know how to use it! She's pathetic!
Kiefer (chat): I don't like the idea of women wielding swords.
Maribel (continued): Don't you care about me, Kiefer?
Kiefer (continued): I never said that! You are an exception,
Maribel. Right, HERO?
Falrod Soldier 15 (on watchtower above guardhouse): I
can't believe it! The MechSoldiers are really coming towards
the castle!

Falrod Soldier 12 (on the right): No sign of MechSoldiers
as of right now, sir!
Warrior 2 (in room above barracks): I didn't expect to see
the weapons get dirty the minute I finished them up. Son of
a... {He leaves down the escape hole.}
Falrod Soldier 7 (on the right): All right! I'm done with all
the equipment. {He leaves down the escape hole too.}
Falrod Soldier 14 (on watchtower above barracks): Yikes!
Yes, sir! All is well, Captain!
Fighter: But then again, a watchman doesn't have to fight a
horde of MechSoldiers at once. Heh heh.
Maribel (chat): With people like that on guard duty, I'm
starting to worry about our safety.
Warrior 2 (on right side terrace): All right, MechSoldiers!
Bring it on!
Bard near cell door: It's very important for a poet to sing
for those who are facing death. But I can't sing about my
own death! I guess I still have a long way to go as a poet.
Falrod Soldier 13 near cell door: The King and his
entourage have already taken refuge. Even if the castle falls,
we can still defend the bunker.
Captain Trad (chat): The King is safe for now. That's
reassuring.
Maribel (chat): I knew the King would run! The royal family
has such easy lives!
Kiefer (continued): Just what are you trying to say, Maribel?
Maribel (continued): Nothing. Nothing at all.
Maid behind cell door: I was planning to hide in the vase
inside the bunker. No, I couldn't bring myself to do it.
Minister in basement bunker: What about me? Will I be
allowed into the shelter?
Falrod Soldier 10 (guarding basement bunker): Leave this
to us, Trad. But please stop the MechSoldiers from coming
this far if you can.

Captain Trad (continued): Leave it to me. I won't let a single
one into the castle!
Captain Trad (chat): We have yet to face a full-on
MechSoldier attack. I bet the men are worried. But we've
never missed a training session. We'll be fine.
Princess: Captain Trad, who is this Zebbot?
Captain Trad (continued): Princess! He is a mechanical
engineer.
Princess (continued): Zebbot may be the only one who can
save us from this crisis.
Captain Trad (continued): I understand.
Princess (continued): We're counting on you, Captain Trad.
Captain Trad (continued): Princess! Please count on me.
Captain Trad (chat): Even with Zebbot's assistance, I'm not
sure we can survive an attack from the MechSoldiers. No,
forget that. I shouldn't be so pessimistic.
King: Ah, Captain Trad! How are things looking?
Captain Trad (continued): No sign of MechSoldiers
approaching the castle at this time, Sire!
King (continued): I see... But I suppose that it's just a
matter of time. Trad, we're all counting on you! Please defend
our country!
Captain Trad (continued): Sire!
Maribel (chat): Being the captain must be very difficult. The
responsibility of such a position is enormous.
Tough guy in kitchen: If I must die, let it be after a full
meal, please! Munch, chew, slorp!
Woman in kitchen: This may be the last meal I ever cook.
Enjoy it to the fullest!
Old woman near moat: Out, evil spirits!
Falrod Soldier 7 (on left side terrace wall): Castle wall,
west side. Nothing to report!
Guard in bed in barracks: Aieee! MechSoldiers! Falrish is
burning!

Recruiting soldier: Hmm. That's strange. Where did I put
that charm my mother gave me? Rustle rustle...
Captain Trad (if you leave the castle and go back in): You
can leave the defense of the castle to the other soldiers.
We've got to head to Zebbot's place right away!
Falrod Soldier 5 (on the left): All right. Strap on this
sword, this spear, and an ax. Now, where should the shield
go? {to HERO} Ahh! This is so heavy that I can't move!
Kiefer (chat): We must keep our equipment to a minimum.
You realize that, don't you, HERO?
Hanes (on the right): If they are useless against the iron
hide of a MechSoldier, weapons offer little consolation. But
we still have to fight!
Captain Trad (chat): I trust Hanes more than anyone else.
He will protect the castle for me.

MechSoldiers’ Base
Captain Trad (as soon as you enter): This is the secret
headquarters of the MechSoldiers. Right now, we don't stand
a chance. Let's hurry to Zebbot's place.
Soldier (if you try to go down to the cave entrance): Hey,
you! Stop! Stop right there! Quick! Come over here! {He leads
you into the trees.} What are you, crazy? What if they saw
you? {A troop of MechSoldiers marches out.} Whew! It looks
like no one noticed you. I'm telling you, there's no way you
stand a chance against those guys.
Captain Trad (continued): I'm afraid Falrish has fallen. How
are things here?
Soldier (continued): Gulp. Sir? Captain? A large number of
MechSoldiers left the base just now. I dispatched a message
to town immediately... But did it get there in time? Captain,
sir... Is it over?

Captain Trad (continued): Such abject fear does not befit a
soldier. Just keep watch. Don't defer hope, yet!
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! {He leaves.}
Soldier, guarding the canyon entrance: Let me take care of
things here!

Falrish
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Cleaning machine: Grind... Grind...
Young woman in inn: Eh? You're staying?
Falrish Soldier 1? (in bed on the left): I-is that you,
Captain? I'm sorry, sir. We didn't have the strength to hold
them off.
Captain Trad (continued): Please, rest. You've got to stay
alive in order to fight another day.
Falrish Soldier 1?? (continued): Uurrrr.
Captain Trad (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): Seeing this one all smashed up makes me feel
kind of sorry.
Kiefer (chat): What terrible injuries!
Falrish Soldier 3?? (in bed on the right): ...
Traveling merchant in inn: Eeek! Help! Help! I'll give you all
the money you want!
Captain Trad (chat): Even civilians are falling victim to the
fighting.
Maribel (chat): What good would giving gold to the
MechSoldiers do?
Dog east of inn: Bark! Bark bark bark!
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Young man in bed in southeast watchtower: Ooh, oww! That
hurts!

Captain Trad (chat): Even civilians are falling victim to the
fighting.
Traveling merchant: My herb supply is hardly enough to keep
up with demand.
Young woman: {to soldier in bed} Hey! Pull yourself together!
What'll we do if they come back again? C'mon!
Falrish Soldier 4 (continued): Don't worry. I can take care
of this.
Old man: This town's done for. I've lived a long and full life,
but I feel deep sorrow for the younger people, whose lives
will be cut tragically short.
Captain Trad (chat): If we had done better, none of this
would have happened! Damn!
Kiefer (chat): The town isn't entirely destroyed yet. It can
still be rebuilt!
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: W-Welcome to my
shop!
Woman: My husband was hurt very badly, but all he can think
about is the shop.
Falrish Soldier 2?? in village square: {to himself} What a
terrible scene! I didn't want to see this! {to HERO} Oh,
Captain! I was just about to report back to the castle.
Captain Trad (continued): Mmm.
Falrish Soldier 2?? (continued): We don't have an ounce of
strength left to stop them anymore.
Captain Trad (continued): You did well. Thank you.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Little girl in northern fort storeroom: Wah! This... My
brother's gone 'cause of this thing! {to MechSoldier} I want
my brother back, you stupid...
Captain Trad (chat): Even civilians are falling victim to the
fighting.

Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Observation: HERO peeked into the coffin. The coffin is
newly sealed.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
destroyed.
Observation in chapel: HERO peeked into the coffin. The
coffin is newly sealed.
Priest in chapel: I'm sorry, Sister. My prayers did not reach
God. {church talk}
Maribel (chat): Come to think of it, the nun that used to be
here is gone.
Falrish Soldier 7 (at the table in the fort): There were so
many soldiers, but nearly every last one of them was
defeated. There's nothing stopping the MechSoldiers
anymore. They'll go right though this town and hit the castle
next.
Captain Trad (continued): What? Is that true? Then we have
to hurry! Let's go to Zebbot right away!
Trad (chat): It's up to you, HERO! Hurry to Zebbot's place
in the west!
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Falrod Castle might be in danger.
Hurry!
Maribel (chat): We aren't doing any good here. Let's head
out to Zebbot's place, HERO.
Old woman: An old woman like me, still alive? What can I do
at a time like this?
Captain Trad (continued): You must never regret the fact
that you are alive. The dead would never forgive it.
Old woman (continued): Yep, you sure are right! Sigh...
Captain Trad (chat): If we had done better, none of this
would have happened! Damn!
Kiefer (chat): The town isn't entirely destroyed yet. It can
still be rebuilt!

Woman in kitchen: No one here seems to care enough to eat
anymore. It's difficult for people to eat what was meant for
their fallen friends.
Gabo (chat): Do you think it's all right if we have a bite to
eat too?
Observation outside: HERO peeked into the coffin. The
coffin is newly sealed.
Young woman in bed: Sob... Sob... Sniff...
Falrish Soldier 6 (standing near bed): Hey, get those eyes
open! Don't you dare die on me now! We promised each other
we were both going to go for the Captain's spot! If you die,
then I get to be captain without any contest at all! That's no
fun! Right? Come on, talk to me! Hey!
Captain Trad (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): Well, that's one less rival. Heh heh. Just
kidding!
Observation about Falrish Soldier 8?? in bed: There's no
response. He appears to be dead.

Zebbot’s Cabin
Captain Trad (chat): I swore to myself I would never return,
but here I am. Curses!
Kiefer (chat): Now it all depends upon whether Zebbot will
or will not help us.
Maribel (chat): Zebbot must be in the laboratory. He's
probably the type that doesn't get out much.
Eri (robot maid in Zebbot’s house): ..... [A panel reading
'Hello! My name is Eri.' is bolted to the machine's chest.]
Captain Trad (chat): So Zebbot is still making weird
machines, is he? The name is Eri?
Maribel (chat): Ha ha! It's written down! Oh, I guess
machines can't speak.

Kiefer (chat): Finally finished? It still doesn't look like it will
work.
Captain Trad (as you enter Zebbot’s room): Zebbot!
{Zebbot starts to turn around, then goes back to work.} I will
talk to Zebbot, HERO. Wait for me here. {He walks up to
Zebbot.} Zebbot! Listen to me just once more. The line of
guards at Falrish has collapsed. The castle may be next!
Zebbot (continued): .....
Captain Trad (continued): I ask you one more time! We need
your strength to overcome the MechSoldiers!
Zebbot (continued): You just don't know when to quit. I'm
not interested. Not in the slightest.
Captain Trad (continued): Don't you understand what's going
on? This land is on the brink of destruction!
Zebbot (continued): Big deal. Everybody dies eventually. Who
cares whether it's sooner or later? {He returns to his work.}
Captain Trad (continued): Damn you, you selfish bastard! {He
walks away.} It's a waste of breath asking him for any help,
HERO. Let's get back to the castle right now! The army may
be closing in even as we speak!
Captain Trad (chat): We must hurry back to the castle,
HERO!
Maribel (chat): Oh my! Why doesn't he understand? We'll
just have to do it alone!
Kiefer (chat): I guess he will never help us. It's hopeless.
Gabo (chat): Do you want to die? That's what it sounded like.
Zebbot: You will die too someday. We all die and leave behind
someone who loves us, just as she did. Please, I just wish to
be alone with my pain.
Captain Trad (chat): Hmm. So Zebbot is still feeling guilt
about Eri?
Maribel (chat): Death cannot completely erace erase a
person. Even if you died today, HERO, I would always
remember you.

Gabo (chat): I don't want to die yet! There's still so much
left to eat!
Kiefer (chat): Maybe Zebbot lost someone dear to him in the
past.
Captain Trad (as you exit Zebbot’s house): My God! I can't
believe the MechSoldiers have come this far! {The brown
MechSoldier walks around, then stops.} It stopped! What
happened? {Zebbot comes out of his house.}
Zebbot (continued): What are you shouting about? Go bother
someone else! Mm? {He walks up to the MechSoldier.} Oh!
This must be one of the MechSoldiers! It's beautiful! The
poor girl has taken a lot of damage, though. Hmm. With a
little time I might be able to learn what makes these things
tick! {to Trad} Give me a hand, Trad. Let's take this to my
room.
Captain Trad (continued): What are you doing, Zebbot? You
don't think this MechSoldier could turn the tide of battle, do
you? Hmm. On second thought, it might! Here, let me help.
{to HERO} Head back to the castle, HERO.
Maribel (chat): Can we really leave that MechSoldier there?
I suppose Trad will take care of it.
Gabo (chat): What? We won't be seeing the Captain
anymore?
Kiefer (chat): HERO,/space/I think we should return to the
castle.
Captain Trad (again): Zebbot seems to be interested in the
MechSoldiers. Hopefully, he'll find out something useful
here. Keep up the good work at the castle.
Gabo (chat): Goodbye, Captain!
Maribel (chat): It seems doubtful that the MechSoldiers
even have any weak points.
Kiefer (chat): I suppose we should return to the castle.
Zebbot (again): This is fantastic. So this is the mechanism
that makes them run.

Maribel (chat): So Zebbot will do it for the right price?
Kiefer (chat): I'm no good with machines. Just looking at all
those little parts makes my head spin. You're much better
with that stuff, HERO.
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. Judging from the
damage, it must have been in a battle.
Observation (if you go outside then back in workshop): The
MechSoldiers won't move. There's a cord attached to it.
Kiefer (chat): I'm no good with machines. Just looking at all
those little parts makes my head spin. You're much better
with that stuff, HERO.
Maribel (chat): There isn't much inside these MechSoldiers,
is there?
Gabo (chat): MechSoldiers don't look tasty.
Zebbot: Fascinating! I've never seen a decision-making unit
this well put together! A shame the only valid setting is for
'destruction'.
Maribel (chat): So Zebbot will do it for the right price?
Captain Trad: With this, hopefully we'll at least find some
weakness in the MechSoldiers. Head back to the castle right
away, HERO!
Maribel (chat): It seems doubtful that the MechSoldiers
even have any weak points.
Gabo (chat): Goodbye/comma/ Captain!
Kiefer (chat): HERO,/space/I think we should return to the
castle.

Falrish
Falrish Soldier 7?? (at the table in the fort): We had so
many soldiers, but they were all defeated. We no longer have
the power to stop the MechSoldiers.

Falrod Castle
Maribel (chat): My God! What's happening here?
Kiefer (chat): I don't believe it! MechSoldiers have entered
the castle!
Gabo (chat): Wow! Everyone is fighting!
Falrod Soldier 1 (at entrance): I'll be damned if I'm going
to let the enemy take over the castle! HERO! Get to the
castle gates! Don't let those MechSoldiers in!
Maribel (chat): Do we have to take out all of these
MechSoldiers? That's impossible!
Gabo (chat): Is it all right if we don't fight, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): It seems that they're managing to hold the
enemy outside the castle. Is everything all right inside?
MechSoldier: DESTROY. DESTROY.
Kiefer (chat): Let's destroy these MechSoldiers, HERO!
Let's end this!
Maribel (chat): Will he really be able to handle a
MechSoldier?
Falrod Soldier 5 (pacing on left side of guardhouse): I've
got to do something! I'll be in trouble if I can't fight, right?
I've got it! I'll stay here and protect this room! That's the
right idea!
Hanes in guardhouse: {to himself} Damn! I didn't expect
them to attack while the Captain was away! But, judging from
their numbers, it seems that they're only on a scouting
mission. Even if we manage to destroy them all, their main
troops will still come. Huh? {to HERO} It's you, HERO and
friends! Where is the Captain? Is he still with Zebbot?
(Yes/No)
Hanes (if you say ‘No’): Nonsense! The Captain isn't the
kind of person to just go off and leave us here. It looks like
it's taking a lot of time to persuade Zebbot. Why don't you
go into the castle? Don't let a single MechSoldier inside.

Hanes (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. If Zebbot agrees to
cooperate with us, we might just make it. There's nothing to
do but leave things to the Captain now. Why don't you go into
the castle? Don't let a single MechSoldier inside.
Maribel (chat): Even if they manage to enter the castle,
we'll force them back out. You can count on us!
Kiefer (chat): Let's hurry to the castle!
Observation (about MechSoldier near barracks): These
MechSoldiers aren't moving at all. They all seem to be
broken!
Recruiting soldier in barracks: {to guard in green} Stop it!
You're too injured to fight! Do you have a death wish or
something?
Guard: I don't care, because I don't want to see any more
death and destruction.
Kiefer (chat): There seems to be quite a lot of wounded
soldiers, too. We've got to do something, HERO!
Maribel (chat): The soldiers are doing their best, but things
don't look good.
Falrod Soldier 4 (near barracks): Whew! I can't keep this
up much longer! I'm finished! No! I can't give up yet! I can't
die yet!
MechSoldier: SMASH. SMASH.
Falrod Soldier 11 (on right side of castle grounds): Ha! I
was the one who defeated that MechSoldier over there. But
I can't move anymore...
Maribel (chat): The soldiers are doing their best, but things
don't look good.
Kiefer (chat): There seems to be several wounded soldiers.
We've got to do something, HERO!
Observation: These MechSoldiers aren't moving at all. They
all seem to be broken!
MechSoldier: ATTACK MODE. CONTINUE ATTACK MODE.

Warrior 1 (in courtyard): Fool! Don't talk to me! You're
going to mess up my stance! Hey!
MechSoldier: ENEMY LOCATED. ATTACK MODE
ACTIVATED. {Battle ensues.}
Gabo (battle chat): I hate these things! Every time I bite
one, it hurts my teeth!
Kiefer (battle chat): HERO, you have to finish this quickly!
MechSoldier: SMASH. SMASH.
Fighter on left side of castle grounds: Of course, now I
have to fight! I'm ready! Let them come!
Observation about Falrod Soldier 14: There's no reponse
response. They seem He seems to have fainted!
MechSoldier: ENEMY LOCATED. ATTACK MODE
ACTIVATED. {Battle ensues.}
Maribel (battle chat): We can't let ourselves lose to these
stupid machines!
Falrod Soldier 3: It's good to have you back! You're assigned
to guard the castle from within. If we are unable to hold the
castle gate, you are the last defense.
Maribel (chat): Even if they manage to enter the castle,
we'll force them back out. You can count on us!
Kiefer (chat): Let's hurry to the castle!
Falrod Soldier 12 (on right side of castle): Captain, where
are you? Captain?
Falrod Soldier 2: No MechSoldier is going to get past me!
Not one!
Warrior 2 (on left side of castle): It looks like even
MechSoldiers can't cross these trenches. If they can't cross
the front bridge, there's no way they can enter the castle.
Falrod Soldier 9 (inside castle): I'll defend this stairway to
the death. The front gate is up to you!
Maribel (chat): It looks like the MechSoldiers won't make it
this far.

Kiefer (chat): It looks like we can't get upstairs. What shall
we do, HERO?
Priest: The battle has begun. Dear God! Bless these soldiers!
Falrod Soldier 3 (as soon as you go back outside): Ack!
Falrod Soldier 2 (continued): Yikes!
MechSoldier (continued): ENEMY LOCATED. CONTINUE
ATTACK.
Kiefer (immediately after the battle): Damn! A new
opponent! This is getting tough.
Maribel (continued): They're coming!
Gabo (continued): What happened? Is it broken?
Priest (inside castle): Is the battle over? It has grown
quieter outside.
Observation about Falrod Soldier 3: There's no reponse
response. They seem He seems to have fainted!
Falrod Soldier 2: This is embarrassing. I hate to think what
might have happened if you hadn't been here.
MechSoldier on the left: Rrrrumble...
Maribel (chat): Ha ha! MechSoldiers aren't so scary when
they're acting like that!
Kiefer (chat): It looks like we won't have to fight the
MechSoldiers for the time being. Isn't that a relief, HERO?
Gabo (chat): All the MechSoldiers are acting funny! What's
happening, HERO?
MechSoldier in the middle: ATTACK MODE. CONTINUE
ATTACK.
MechSoldier on the right: DESTROY. DESTROY.
Warrior 2 (on right side of castle): I thought the gate of
the castle might break. I wonder what happened.
Warrior 1 (in courtyard): What is this? Quarrelling among
yourselves?
MechSoldier: VERIFY TARGET. VERIFY TARGET.
MechSoldier: SMASH. SMASH.

Fighter on left side of castle: I said I was ready to go, but
what the hell is this?
Kiefer (if you try to leave): Hey, HERO! You're leaving the
castle? Where do you think you're going?
Hanes in guardhouse: What was that strange sound I just
heard? I've never heard anything like it before!
Maribel (chat): That sound was strange, but it saved our
lives.
Kiefer (chat): It's strange that a simple sound would cause
them to act funny.
Gabo (chat): I don't like that noise very much.
Falrod Soldier 5 (pacing on the left): I've got to do
something! I'll be in trouble if I can't fight, right? What?
The battle's over for now? What a lucky break for me!
Recruiting soldier in barracks: {to guard in green} I want you
to get some rest. The castle won't fall easily, believe me.
Guard: Gag! Gaaaggg...
MechSoldier: TARGET VERIFIED. COMMENCE ATTACK.
Falrod Soldier 4 (by barracks): Why is that strange robot
pounding on the wall?
Brown MechSoldier: EMITTING DIRSUPTION
DISRUPTION TONE — 80 PERCENT STRENGTH.
Maribel (chat): I never imagined that a MechSoldier could
make a sound like that. What about you, HERO?
Gabo (chat): Hey, shut up!
Kiefer (chat): Is this the MechSoldier that was brought to
Zebbot's laboratory?
Captain Trad: Thanks for coming through for me, HERO!
Everything's fine now. Zebbot rebuilt the MechSoldier who
came to the lab. Now it's on our side!
Kiefer (chat): So that MechSoldier is on our side now. That's
encouraging.
Gabo (chat): Oh, wow. A MechSoldier that's on our side! I
can't believe it!

Maribel (chat): Is it easy to rebuild machines like that?
Zebbot: I have removed all words relating to destruction
from its processing circuitry. It will no longer attack people.
It has been freed from its evil programming. I also
discovered that the MechSoldiers are controlled by a
remotely broadcast frequency. I have altered this one so it
can disrupt that sound!
Captain Trad (continued): We don't have to be afraid of the
MechSoldiers any longer.
Zebbot (continued): Hmm.
Captain Trad (continued): Now we can raid the enemy
hideout! Shall we convene a strategy session? (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (if you say ‘No’): What? Okay, I guess
HERO and the other soldiers do need a rest.
Captain Trad (if you say ‘Yes’): Great! But first, HERO and
the other soldiers need a rest.
Captain Trad (continued, either way): All right, we'll
convene the strategy session tomorrow morning. Good work,
HERO. Rest up today. You too, Zebbot.
Zebbot (continued): {He looks around.} Yes, it seems as
though we'll be able to create many companions for him.
Captain Trad (continued): Remember, first thing tomorrow
morning. Don't forget, HERO.
The injured soldiers were brought inside the castle,
where they received medical treatment.
After helping out, HERO and friends slept on the floor.
It's a new day! Rise and shine!
Maid in throne room: Good morning. Please excuse me for
sleeping in such an odd place. But I wasn't able to use the
soldiers' barracks. I'm very sorry about this.
Maribel (chat): Oog! My entire body hurts after sleeping on
the floor!

Maid (again): The soldiers who were wounded yesterday are
resting as well. Please be quiet.
Guard: Now their main forces will move in. This is what
happened at Falrish. It must be stopped.
Kiefer (chat): They're convening a strategy session. Let's go
to the guardhouse, HERO. Quickly!
Observation about Falrod Soldier 3 on the left: There's no
answer. He must be sleeping soundly.
Kiefer (chat): The battle readiness of this castle is
considerably reduced. We must do something about the
MechSoldiers quickly, or this place will be in danger as well.
Falrod Soldier 11 (lying down on the right): Arggh! Those
blasted MechSoldiers! Ouch! My wounds still haven't healed.
Oh! It looks as though I won't be fighting in the next battle.
I'm sorry.
Falrod Soldier 8 (leaning against pillar on the right): This
is pathetic. We haven't been able to take out even a single
MechSoldier!
Priest on first floor: I pray that this will be the last battle.
Bless these soldiers.
Young man on terrace: They say that Zebbots Zebbot's
MechSoldiers will fight alongside us humans. But can I really
believe that?
Maribel (chat): Zebbot's skills seem pretty reliable, but you
never know.
Gabo (chat): Now I get it. We can trust the MechSoldier
that's on our side!
Kiefer (chat): It may have been modified, but it's still a
MechSoldier. Perhaps it's best not to relax our guard.
Fighter on watchtower above barracks: The MechSoldiers
turned out to be mighty adversaries after all. If Zebbot's
MechSoldiers had not intervened, my corpse would be rotting
somewhere right now.

Warrior 2 (on right side terrace wall): Just between us,
when the MechSoldiers attacked, I was so scared, my legs
were trembling! I couldn't move! You people are amazing. You
fought without any problems at all!
Kiefer (chat): I'm just an ordinary human. It's a matter of
will and determination. Right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Hmph. If you leave things to us, you don't
have anything to worry about!
Maid behind cell door: This is it! The MechSoldiers have
come to this castle. Now hiding in the vase doesn't seem like
a bad idea.
Maribel (chat): It's pointless to hide in a vase because we'll
just break it! Right, HERO?
Falrod Soldier 10 (guarding door): I swear that I'll protect
the King!
Minister: I, too, shall protect the King!
King: Well, if it isn't HERO! Is it true that the castle was
attacked by MechSoldiers? (Yes/No)
King (if you say ‘No’): What? That's good! That makes me
feel a little better.
King (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm, I see. Well, it sounds like we
drove them back for now. Well, Zebbot knows all about
mechanical things. If he will help us, we just might have a
chance!
Princess: Uh, excuse me, but has Zebbot really agreed to
help us? (Yes/No)
Princess (if you say ‘No’): Oh really? So Zebbot hasn't
decided yet.
Princess (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Sir Zebbot has decided
to trust in us. Now, I'm certain that our country will be
saved!
Maribel (chat): Is there anything going on between the
Princess and Zebbot? I'm just curious!

Woman in kitchen: I'm so happy to cook again. I'd like to go
on cooking forever.
Falrod Soldier 7 (on left side terrace wall): Castle wall,
west side. Nothing to report!
Young woman in room above guardhouse: On second thought,
there's no way for me to swing a weapon this heavy. Should I
help Zebbot?
Maribel (chat): Don't be silly! There are weapons that women
can use, too! Would you have me give up mine?
Falrod Soldier 15 (on watchtower above guardhouse): I had
no idea that MechSoldiers moved so fast! By the time I
noticed them, they had already reached the entrance to the
castle.
Falrod Soldier 5 (in guardhouse on the left): Hey, did you
see Zebbot's amazing MechSoldiers? Wow! Just as I
thought, Zebbot's knowledge was the key to solving this
crisis.
Hanes (left side of table): It's you, HERO and friends!
Thanks for your help in the battle. We were this close to
letting MechSoldiers into the castle!
Falrod Soldier 14 (on right side of table): I heard that a
strategy meeting well will be held shortly. I hope this
meeting will be the last. No offense intended, of course.
Kiefer (chat): The last strategy session? I hope it's true!
Falrod Soldier 1 (near entrance): Can't let up now. Before
we know it, the next wave of MechSoldiers will be upon us!
Many of the castle's soldiers are wounded. I don't know if
we'll be able to sustain another attack.
Warrior 1 (near entrance): I myself delivered the coup de
grace to the MechSoldier that went crazy. Then I was
reprimanded by both Trad and Zebbot. Sigh.
Brown MechSoldier: GOOD MORNING. GOOD AFTERNOON.
GOOD NIGHT. GREETINGS. GREETINGS.

Falrod Soldier 4 (in courtyard): Is he really going to be all
right? I hope he won't pounce on me!
Falrod Soldier 2: Greetings. Thanks again for rescuing me
yesterday. If you hadn't crushed those MechSoldiers for us,
who knows what the castle would be like now?
Observation: These MechSoldiers aren't moving at all. They
all seem to be broken!
Tough guy: I've never seen one up close before. I can't
believe this thing can walk around. How strange.
Captain Trad in workshop converted from the soldiers’
barracks: I heard that the castle was saved by your efforts.
Thank you, HERO. Did you see the MechSoldier that Zebbot
rebuilt? (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (if you say ‘No’): From what I understand,
that MechSoldier can confuse enemy MechSoldiers, but I
don't know the details.
Captain Trad (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
That will allow us to sneak into the enemy hideout! We must
form a plan as soon as possible. Go to the guardhouse and tell
Hanes to prepare a strategy session.
Zebbot: {to himself} Damn! This isn't working either. I can't
fix it like this! That damn fool soldier! I brought my tools
here, but I've had little success. Kicking out the injured
soldiers was satisfying, though. {to HERO} Do you know who
made this MechSoldier or how it was done? (Yes/No)
Zebbot (if you say ‘Yes’): Don't lie to me. If you know
anything about the Mechs, tell me.
Zebbot (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. No normal person could have
created this.
Zebbot (continued, either way): Its creator may possess
extraordinarily evil powers. That's why the MechSoldiers
were ordered to kill and destroy everything. The
MechSoldiers are victims too.

Gabo (chat): Maybe those MechSoldiers aren't so bad. Do
you agree, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): It seems that the MechSoldiers really have no
will of their own. There must be something controlling them.
We must be careful, HERO!
Maribel (chat): There is no question that the MechSoldiers
are in league with the monsters. They've caused so much
suffering! I don't feel any sympathy for the MechSoldiers at
all!
Observation: The MechSoldier won't move. There's a cord
attached to it.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. This is a book
entitled 'Mechanical Structure and Application'.
'Mechanical structure is defined as a system that can
function independently without human involvement. After
much research, I have succeeded in building a mechanism
that can carry out simple tasks independently. However, I
have yet to achieve my final goal.'
Dresser – Wooden Hat
Hanes in guardhouse: Preparations for the strategy session
have been made! The Captain is in the barracks across the
way, isn't he? Bring him here right away!
Maribel (chat): The Captain was in the barracks, I believe.
Kiefer (chat): HERO, let's get the Captain.
Captain Trad (in workshop): Huh? I see. Let's begin the
meeting immediately. Come with me.
Kiefer (chat): We will probably strike against the enemy
before they have a chance to attack us.
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's get that meeting over
with.
Falrod Soldier 5 (on the left): I think that taking Zebbot's
MechSoldier with us should be sufficient.
Hanes (on the right): Attacking the base wouldn't be so
difficult if we could disable all the MechSoldiers somehow.

Captain Trad: Come in, HERO. Let's begin the strategy
session. {You step in front of the table.} This castle was
finally attacked by MechSoldiers yesterday. But thanks to
everyone's efforts and Zebbot's MechSoldier, we managed
to survive. However, there's no question that the
MechSoldiers are preparing for another assault. I suggest
that we take aim at the heart of the matter and strike their
base! {The other soldiers look around at each other.}
Zebbot's MechSoldier has the power to confuse the enemy
MechSoldiers. So long as we have it, we can raid the enemy
base without fear of attack! We will destroy the one who is
controlling the MechSoldiers, and our country will be saved!
Hanes (continued): Woah!
Captain Trad (continued): HERO! I want you and your friends
to come with me to the base.
Falrod Soldier 5 (continued): What? You're not taking us
with you, Captain?
Captain Trad (continued): I want you to defend the castle.
It's possible that the enemy MechSoldiers will attack here.
{to HERO} This will be a sneak attack. The fewer people in
the raiding party, the better. Okay, HERO? (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (if you say ‘No’): Are you scared? Did you
change your mind, HERO? We need your help! Are you willing
to help us? (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (when you say ‘Yes’): I want HERO and
friends to head to the enemy's base first. The enemy's base
is to the east of Falrish. I will follow with Zebbot's
MechSoldier! {to everyone else} The session is adjourned! I
want everyone to tighten the defense of the castle. I'm
counting on you!
Falrod Soldiers 5, 6, & 14 (continued): Yes, sir! {Falrod
Soldiers 5 and 14 leave the guardhouse.}

Trad (continued): I'm going to go talk to Zebbot. I want to
depart as soon as possible. Let me know when you are ready.
{He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): The leader of the MechSoldiers must be big
and strong! I'm excited!
Kiefer (chat): If we could fend off the MechSoldiers,
entering their base and destroying their leader would be
easy! It's thrilling, isn't it, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Are you prepared for battle, HERO? Get
ready so we can go to Zebbot's!
Hanes: HERO, I'm counting on you! The battle will be won the
moment you take out their leader!
Warrior 1 (near entrance): They said that if I hadn't
finished it off, they could have converted the MechSoldiers
into allies. But I can't do anything about it now, so why are
they hassling me?
Falrod Soldier 4 (in courtyard): I wonder what the enemy
commander is. Maybe some kind of mechanical monster? Or
perhaps a mechanical engineer like Zebbot?
Maribel (chat): If our opponent is like Zebbot, winning will be
easy. I hate to say this, but Zebbot looks even weaker than
HERO.
Kiefer (chat): So the leader is the man who actually built the
MechSoldiers, right? If that's the case, maybe he's not all
that strong himself.
Falrod Soldier 12 (on left side of castle grounds): I pray
that the castle won't be attacked before you destroy the
enemy's base.
Falrod Soldier 5 (on left side of castle): HERO, defeat
their leader for us! If not, I'll have to fight them myself.
Falrod Soldier 2: I understand you're going to attack the
enemy's hideout this time. We'll stand guard at the castle,
so go obliterate the enemy like so many cowering Slimes.

Captain Trad in workshop: You look ready for the departure,
HERO, but can you wait for a moment? Zebbot is adjusting
his MechSoldier right now.
Zebbot: At any rate, how are they powered? Some device
that powers them forever? If I can dissect and understand
this machine, my dream will be realized. Eternal life. That's
good enough, Eri. Trad, we're done with the adjustments.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. I'd rather have everlasting beauty
than everlasting life.
Kiefer (chat): Eternal life? How can it be possible? How can
an immortal still be human?
Brown MechSoldier in workshop: I AM ERI. PLEASED TO
MEET YOU.
Gabo (chat): I'm Gabo! Nice to meet you, too!
Kiefer (chat): Eri? I've heard that name somewhere before.
Do you remember, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Does Zebbot's final plan have something to
do with Eri? No. It can't be.
Captain Trad: {to himself} Eri? Just as I suspected. He is
unable to let go of the past and accept Eri's death. {to
HERO} It looks like we're ready to depart. This is going to be
the final battle. {to Zebbot} Zebbot, I'm borrowing your
MechSoldier, alright?
Zebbot (continued): I'm going, too. I can't leave Eri alone.
Captain Trad (continued): Hmph. Do what you like! But I
can't guarantee your life.
Zebbot (continued): How many lives did you actually manage
to save, I wonder?
Captain Trad (continued): ... {Trad, Zebbot, and Eri leave.}
Kiefer (chat): Those two men aren't really reliable. I'm kind
of worried about what's going to happen later.
Maribel (chat): Who is Eri? I can't help thinking about her!

Woman: I came to see you off. You're going to the
MechSoldiers hideout, aren't you? I shall be praying for your
success.
Kiefer (chat): I thirst for battle! Let's conquer our enemies,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): I can't wait!
Maribel (chat): Leave it to us! We'll take care of it!
Tough guy: So this is the MechSoldier that Zebbot made?
Doesn't look much different than the enemy MechSoldiers.
Zebbot: I need to learn more about the skill that enables
someone to create MechSoldiers. I believe their leader holds
that power.
Eri: CONFIRM MEMORY.
Captain Trad: It's sad to think that this might be our last
battle. Do you want to say anything, HERO?
Falrod Soldier 1: We'll protect the castle! Just come back
with their leader's head!
Bard: Brave ones, who will soon march fearlessly to your own
incredibly painful death! Please permit me to honor you in
song! 'Oh, courageous one... Going into battle... Your name is
HERO... That very name... Like the wounds on your corpse...
Forever will be carved... Into our hearts!'
Falrod Soldier 2: If you run into their commander, pass on a
message for me. Tell him he's a Hork-faced degenerate.
Maribel (chat): To be fair about it, Horks aren't ugly enough
by comparison.
Young woman: Do we have sufficient numbers to march into
the enemy's hideout? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Why do you say things that
make me worry so?
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): So I can trust in you, then?
Okay, give it your best!
Captain Trad: Well, I think it's about time to go. Let's meet
in Falrish. I'll go first, HERO.

Falrod Soldier 1 (continued): Captain! We're waiting for
your good news!
Woman (continued): Good luck to you! {Trad, Zebbot, and Eri
leave.}
Young woman (continued): Give it your best!
Tough guy (continued): Come back alive, all right?
Tough guy at entrance (if you leave the castle and go
back in): We're waiting for you to obliterate the enemy
leader. It's pathetic, but waiting here, hoping for the best, is
all we can do.
Maribel (chat): Knowing that people are depending on you
feels good, but it's a weighty responsibility.
Kiefer (chat): Unless we do something, there will be no
future for these people.
Falrod Soldier 5 (in guardhouse): If only we had gotten
Zebbot's cooperation earlier, we wouldn't have had so many
casualties.
Hanes: Oh, it's HERO and friends! I thought you had already
left for the MechSoldier's hideout. Are you telling me that
you have already given up? (Yes/No)
Hanes (if you say ‘Yes’): What? You deserted the Captain
and Zebbot! Shame on you! Return to the Captain's side
immediately!
Hanes (if you say ‘No’): Well, that's a relief../third period
for ellipsis/ Still, there's no time for aimless wandering!
Return to the Captain's side immediately!
Falrod Soldier 14: These weapons are in bad shape from the
last battle. We must repair them.
Falrod Soldier 4 (in courtyard): What? You already
defeated the enemy commander? (Yes/No)
Falrod Soldier 4 (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Why hasn't the
Captain made it back, then?

Falrod Soldier 4 (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. But
you've escaped with your lives. You'll have another chance!
Falrod Soldier 2: I'm sorry that this fight fell upon your
shoulders, but you must understand that there's no one else.
Falrod Soldier 8 (in throne room): This is a travesty. I
wanted to go with you to the enemy hideout.
Fighter on watchtower above barracks: To tell the truth, I
wouldn't want to fight MechSoldiers again. I'm not sure I'd
survive next time.
Maid behind cell door: One never knows when the
MechSoldiers will attack the castle again. Okay, I'm going to
hide in the vase now.
King in basement bunker: Oh, HERO! I hear you're going to
try to invade the MechSoldiers' base. But I regret having
foreigners risk their lives for us. We're placing the fate of
our entire country in your hands! Please don't fail us, HERO!
Kiefer (chat): If we don't do something, there will be no
future for these people!
Princess: Well, there's a reason why Zebbot has decided not
to trust in us. But I probably shouldn't tell you.
Maribel (chat): I'm so curious!
Young woman in room above guardhouse: There's nothing I
can do now that Zebbot has left!
Falrod Soldier 15: I need to stand watch more carefully.
Every second counts. The quicker you spot the enemy, the
less casualties we suffer.

Falrish
Falrish Soldier 2 (at entrance): I heard from the Captain!
You're gonna sneak into the MechSoldiers' hideout! Please!
Avenge this town, for all of us!
Traveling merchant in inn: Sigh... What am I going to do
now? I'm in no shape to stay in business.

Maribel (chat): I'm ready to rip those MechSoldiers apart!
Grrrr.
Kiefer (chat): Unless we do something, there will be no
future for these people.
Young man in bed in southeast watchtower: Zzz... Zzz...
Traveling merchant: It sure is hard to do business here.
Please, buy something from me!
Young woman: I saw MechSoldiers pass right by town a few
times. They must've been the ones who attacked the castle.
Curses upon them!
Old man: I hear you people are going to storm the enemy
stronghold. Don't take any foolish risks, you hear? You won't
do anyone any good dead!
Gabo (chat): Just wait until we destroy the MechSoldiers
leader!
Soldier on southeast watchtower: We can't go on sleeping
like this. We've got a village to protect!
Soldier in village square: I've heard the news! Falrod Castle
has been attacked, too! I heard something about Zebbot
modifying a MechSoldier to drive the enemy back. Can he
really do that? I just can't believe it.
Dog: Whine... whine...
Soldier on fort watchtower: Now that my friend is dead, I
must become Captain in his stead... No, I must become
Captain in his honor. I have to win glory in battle! Those
bastards won't know what hit them!
Zebbot on west side of village: Huh? Hey, don't surprise me
like that. Hm? You're asking me why I'm out here? (Yes/No)
Zebbot (if you say ‘No’): Oh... Sorry. You seemed
interested.
Zebbot (if you say ‘Yes’): Eri's beauty would be much too
stimulating for this country town. I'm keeping her here, away
from other people.
Eri: LA LA LAAA...

Priest in church: I need to dig graves for the Sister and
everyone, but there's an army invading. {normal church talk}
Kiefer (chat): I wish he'd forget the dead for now and think
about those who are still alive.
Soldier at table in fort: Right. We will await your return to
town.
Captain Trad (continued): Right. I'm counting on you.
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! May you be victorious in battle!
Soldier: We've formed the destroyed MechSoldiers into a
barricade! What do you think? It's only temporary, but it's
better than nothing.
Old woman at side window: The only thing I can do is keep
an eye on what's going on outside. It's a good thing my eyes
haven't failed me yet!
Little girl by weapons display: Heave ho! Heave ho! {to
HERO} Sniff... It's just too much for me to carry. Sob... All I
wanted was to avenge my brother! Sob! Sob!
Young woman in bed: Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Captain Trad: HERO! It's time to depart. We must launch an
assault on the enemy stronghold, with Zebbot's help. {He
leaves.}
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO! Let's rip the face off of the
leader of the MechSoldiers! Yeah!
Maribel (chat): Have you forgotten, HERO? The
MechSoldier base is east of this town.
Kiefer (chat): All right. To the base of the MechSoldiers,
HERO! Now!

MechSoldiers’ Base
Soldier (if you try to go down to the cave entrance): Stop!
You can't go any further! Look! Their ranks have swelled to
an even greater number! {He leads you away from the
entrance} Damn it! The hideout's right here, but we can't

make any move at all! If this keeps up, they may wipe us all
out. {Trad, Zebbot, and Eri arrive.}
Captain Trad (continued): Oh! You're already here, HERO! I
would have expected nothing less!
Soldier (continued): Captain, behind you! A MechSoldier!
Captain Trad (continued): Don't be afraid. This MechSoldier
is on our side! {He turns to Zebbot and Eri.} Thanks to
Zebbot's help, we now have the means to bring about victory!
Soldier (continued): We're one step closer to victory, then.
Zebbot (continued): Feh...
Captain Trad (continued): Okay, HERO. It's time to storm
the enemy stronghold. Ready? (Yes/No)
Captain Trad (if you say ‘No’): Are you losing your nerve?
This is our only chance!
Zebbot (continued): If the enemy has any intelligence at all,
they'll be able to block this soon enough.
Captain Trad (continued): Unless we win here, we have no
hope! You must be determined to win, HERO! Are you ready?
(Yes/No)
Trad (when you say ‘Yes’): Good. First, we'll need to throw
the enemy's MechSoldiers into confusion. Once the
MechSoldiers are taken out, you can invade the base and
dispose of the leader. Say good-bye to your loved ones, you
may not see them again. {Trad, Zebbot, and Eri go down into
the canyon.}
Kiefer (chat): It won't be long now, HERO. Let's stay
focused!
Gabo (chat): Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Let's defeat the leader and go home!
Soldier, guarding the canyon entrance: Holy smokes!
What's happening? The MechSoldiers are going berserk!
Zebbot: Hmm. It looks like the enemy doesn't know about
Eri's presence here, yet. I don't know how far this signal is
getting into the base, though.

Kiefer (chat): Well, we'll deal with that when the time
comes. Let's focus on the battle at hand!
Maribel (chat): Oh, well. I never expected much from
Zebbot, anyway.
Eri: TRANSMITTING INTERFERENCE. OUTPUT: ONE
HUNDRED PERCENT.
Captain Trad fighting MechSoldier: What are you doing,
HERO? Get into the stronghold, now!
MechSoldier: NO OBSTACLES. PROCEED FORWARD.
Kiefer (chat): Eri's jamming seems to be working. Now's the
time, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Who cares about the MechSoldiers, HERO!
Let's go!
Maribel (chat): Hee hee! Look at those machines! They look
so stupid now!
MechSoldier: Whir! Whir!
Observation: This MechSoldier is immobile. It appears to be
damaged.
MechSoldier: FULL POWER. ATTACK MODE ON...
MechSoldier: RETREAT COMMAND RECEIVED. PREPARING
TO WITHDRAW...
MechSoldier: ATTACK MODE... CONTINUE ATTACK.
MechSoldier: DESTROY...DESTROY...
MechSoldier: SLEEP MODE. POWER 3 PERCENT.
MechSoldier: CONTINUE ATTACK... CONTINUE ATTACK...
MechSoldier: Vrr vrr...
MechSoldier: SCOUTING MODE... ALL CLEAR.
MechSoldier: RETURN COMMAND RECEIVED. RETURNING
NOW.
MechSoldier: Beep! Beep!
MechSoldier on first floor of dungeon: ENEMY SCOUT
MODE. INTRUDER DETECTED. COMMENCE ATTACK.
{Battle ensues.}

Kiefer (battle chat): Good! Eri's jamming wave is working!
Now's our chance, HERO!
Maribel (battle chat): They're just little toys. This should
be easy, HERO!
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully. It looked
like a container for liquid, but HERO didn't really know.
MechSoldier on first floor of dungeon: Beep! Beep!
Observation on second floor: HERO examined the object
carefully. It looked like a container for liquid, but HERO
didn't really know.
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully. But
HERO had no idea what the object was for.
MechSoldier on second floor of dungeon: ENEMY SCOUT
MODE. INTRUDER DETECTED. COMMENCE ATTACK.
{Battle ensues.}
Gabo (battle chat): These things are kind of strange,
HERO...
Observation on first floor: This MechSoldier is immobile. It
appears to be damaged.
Treasure Chest – Cannibox
Treasure Chest – 250 gold coins
MechSoldier on second floor: CONFIRMING DATA. Buzz!
MACHINOID CONFIRMED. LOCK RELEASED. COMMENCE
LIFT OPERATION.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. What could be waiting for us below?
Kiefer (chat): It looks like we can use this lift to go below.
Gabo (chat): A lift? What's a lift? Can we go down with it?
MechSoldier on third floor: INTERCEPTION MODE
CANCELED. STANDBY COMMAND.
Treasure Chest – Strength Seed
Treasure Chest – Iron Shield
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully. But
HERO had no idea what the object was for.
MechSoldier on third floor: Vroom! Vroom!

MechSoldier guards on third floor: INTERCEPTION MODE.
INTRUDER DETECTED. COMMENCE ATTACK.
Observation in boss room: This MechSoldier is immobile. It
appears to be in working order.
Maribel (chat): It's not moving now, but what if it attacks
when our guard is down?
Kiefer (chat): Let's just leave them for now, HERO.
Machinoid (as you approach): What? How the hell did you
puny creatures get this far? Are you saying that you were
able to defeat all those MechSoldiers? This cannot be! Not
even an army of humans could hope to invade this base! Well,
the best way to watch you die will be to see it with my own
eyes. MechSoldiers! {He commands 3 MechSoldiers to
attack.}
Machinoid after defeating the Clockmechs: What's going on
here? Why aren't the soldiers doing as they're told? Grrr.
Now I have no choice left but to dispose of you myself! You
miserable wretches. It's time for your funeral!
Gabo (battle chat): It doesn't look like they're just your
average machines after all, huh, HERO?
Kiefer (battle chat): So, this is the one that's controlling
the mech soldiers! All we have to do is take this one out!
Maribel (battle chat): Looks pretty weak for a boss- even
for a boss of mech soldiers!
Machinoid (when it is defeated): Grrraaaah! I was the
strongest Machinoid in all of the Dark World! How could I
lose to you? The Demon Lord entrusted me with
MechSoldiers to plunge the world into chaos! Grr. To think
that my failure was meted out by hands as puny as yours! I
don't care any longer! Let the whole damn continent
disappear into nothing! Come to me, my most powerful
soldiers! Waaah ha ha hah! Here they come! Waa ha ha ha
hah! Who cares about the Demon Lord? I'll destroy the
human race all by myself! Ha ha ha! Haah haah haaah!

EvilMech (continued): DESTROY. DESTROY EVERYTHING.
Maribel (battle chat): This one looks a little different from
the mech soldiers we've seen up until now...
Kiefer (battle chat): Damn! I didn't expect them to have
something like this up their sleeves! Can we handle it, HERO?
Gabo (battle chat): Yeow! This mechanical soldier has a
really scary look on its face!
EvilMech (when it is defeated): DAMAGE CONTROL
INOPERATIVE. SHUTTING DOWN. {The monster
disappears, and Trad and Zebbot arrive.}
Captain Trad (continued): I came down after I heard that
loud noise! I really have to hand it to you! You must have
incredible strength, to be able to defeat the leader like that!
My thanks, HERO. We are now free from the terror of the
MechSoldiers. I'll head back to the castle first to spread
the good news! Why don't you take a nice, leisurely rest
before coming back?
Gabo (chat): Awroooo! We won!
Maribel (chat): It's over at last! That was an incredibly long
battle. HERO, I want to get out of this awful place.
Kiefer (chat): Well done, HERO! We've saved the country!
Pot – 100 gold coins
Treasure Chest – FireShard
Observation: HERO inspected the object carefully. But
HERO had no idea what the object was for.
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully. It looked
like a container for liquid, but HERO didn't really know.
Zebbot: {to himself} Hmph! Nothing but repair tools...
Apparently the MechSoldiers weren't built here. Maybe they
really aren't human creations after all. {to HERO} Damn,
you're good. I didn't realize human beings could become so
strong! I could never even hope to do what you can do. {He
turns around.} I want to look around a little bit more. You can
leave me alone.

Kiefer (chat): I see that Zebbot is the same as ever.
Maribel (chat): Forget about Zebbot, HERO! Let's get out of
here!
Gabo (chat): Zebbot made things much easier for us, didn't
he?
Eri in canyon: ZEBBOT CANNOT BE LOCATED. WHERE IS
ZEBBOT?
Soldier in canyon: Those fearsome MechSoldiers are
powerless now. The Captain? He headed back to the castle.
He said he'd make a stop in town, too. The Captain's had
quite a weight lifted from his shoulders. I'm sure he's happy.
Even so, I had no idea that under that weak facade lay the
heart of a true warrior! I'm sorry about earlier.

Falrish
Soldier at entrance: I just heard! You managed to defeat
the leader of MechSoldiers! I can't believe it! When the
Captain came to me, white as a sheet, I feared the worst.
I'm really glad you're all right. Thank you!
Young woman in inn: Now I can work without having to worry
about anything. {normal inn talk}
Soldier in bed: You guys did it? That's great to hear!
Traveling merchant: You've been a huge help to me. Now I
can get back to business again! Oh, but I can't get to the
next country unless that bridge is repaired.
Maribel (chat): Now the people of this country can finally
live in peace!
Kiefer (chat): Look at all of those beautiful faces! This is
what I love about traveling.
Traveling merchant in southeast watchtower: I'm stuck
here until that bridge is repaired, so please stop by when you
can. {shop talk}

Young woman: There's hardly anyone left in this town
anymore. Not to worry, though! I'll be churning out babies
faster than a rabbit! Oh, wait. I suppose I need to find a
husband first.
Maribel (chat): Is there a man out there who is perfect for
me?
Soldier on southeast watchtower: Those fearsome
MechSoldiers might not all be gone after all! I think we'll be
keeping up watches for some time.
Woman in town square (armor merchant): Thank you for
avenging my husband! Well, he's not actually dead yet, but I
still appreciate it! It's been such a long time since I've had a
really good laugh!
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Heh heh! Can't be
lazing around in bed forever.
Young man in town square (from southeast watchtower?):
The way you defeated the Mechinoid Machinoid was amazing!
You aren't mechines machines too, are you?
Little girl: The MechSoldiers are gone, but that still won't
bring my brother back.
Young woman (from fort??): Did you take care of all the
MechSoldiers? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Huh? But you destroyed all
of the MechSoldiers, didn't you? Did you take care of all the
MechSoldiers? (Yes/No)
Young woman (when you say ‘Yes’): Really? I can sleep at
night without having to worry anymore? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Huh? But you destroyed all
of the MechSoldiers, didn't you? Did you take care of all the
MechSoldiers? (Yes/No)
Young woman (when you say ‘Yes’ twice): Ahh, the peaceful
lives we led before all this are finally back now! {Zebbot and
Eri arrive.}

Zebbot (continued): You're still here, HERO? Shouldn't you
be going back to the castle?
Little girl (continued): Waah! {She runs up and kicks Eri.}
Waah! This is for my brother!
Eri (continued): DEFENSE MODE ON. TARGET HUMAN.
COUNTERATTACK IMPOSSIBLE.
Zebbot (continued): You little brat! What are you doing? If
it wasn't for Eri, you wouldn't be here now! {All the
townspeople look around at each other.}
Old man (continued): She wasn't like those damn
MechSoldiers!
Young man (continued): Let a MechSoldier survive? I won't
allow it!
Zebbot (continued): No! Eri is our friend! I reverse
engineered her myself!
Soldier (continued): Oh, sure! No matter how you look at it,
that's a MechSoldier!
Woman (continued): It's just like the MechSoldier that hurt
my husband!
Little girl (continued): Waah!
Zebbot: Ooh... {He and Eri leave.}
Soldier: That couldn't have been built by Zebbot, could it?
(Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Oh, no, Zebbot said that he just
modified one.
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): So how
do we know it won't start attacking us again?
Young woman: Eri? Is that the name? Heh. That's a good one.
Old man (from southeast watchtower): It's good to have
you back safe. I felt certain you'd be all right.
Little girl: Waah! My brother! Sob! Sniff.
Dog: Aroooo!
Soldier on fort watchtower: Looks like you guys won the
glory here, but I don't intend to give up. We promised each

other we'd become Captain, and I intend to keep that
promise!
Cleaning machine: Scree! Scree!
Priest: Thanks to all of you, I'm sure the Sister will be able
to rest in peace! {church talk}
Soldier at table in fort: I'm working on a plan to strenghten
the town defenses. You never know when this town might be
attacked by something again, after all.
Old woman: The most trying times for this country are yet
to come. It'll take many years for this town to return to its
old, lively self again.
Maribel (chat): Come on! We're wasting time! We have to
move!
Kiefer (chat): The future of this kingdom is perilously
uncertain.
Woman in kitchen: I'm sure everyone will realize how hungry
they are once this war is over. I'd better get to cooking now!

Falrod Castle
Falrod Soldier 5 in guardhouse: Truly, Zebbot is an
extraordinary man! Without him we would have lost. But why
is it that no one seems to like him? Zebbot doesn't seem
particularly comfortable talking to us, either.
Hanes: A MechSoldier without a master is nothing more than
a toy. The MechSoldiers wandering around outside are no
match for us now. Excellent work. Your duty as mercenaries
is hereby discharged. Please come back here as soon as you
finish making your report to the King.
Falrod Soldier 8?? (in workshop): We don't need this
strange tool anymore, do we? I need to put it back in the
barracks as soon as possible.

Falrod Soldier 1 (at entrance on the left): Hey, HERO! I
heard about your exploits from the Captain! I knew I was
right to choose you for this! Ha!
Falrod Soldier 4 (at entrance on the right): The Captain
ran off to see the King. You guys had better hurry up and go,
too. His Majesty is eager to see you.
Tough guy: I always believed you would come through for us.
It is said that true believers are saved, right? Well, today
I'll pray with my entire soul.
Maribel (chat): Now the citizens of this country can live free
of fear and worry.
Kiefer (chat): Look at all of those beautiful faces! This is
what I love about traveling.
Young woman: Now every day will be peaceful again. It sounds
boring.
Bard: 'La la la.../space/The hero from the unknown land. La la
la... He saved the world. La la la...' Just as I thought, I really
prefer singing about heroes instead!
Maribel (chat): It's not bad, but it won't be complete until
you add the words, 'Maribel, goddess of beauty and wisdom'.
Maid: I thought you were just a bunch of mercenaries, but it
seems you are truly wonderful people!
Falrod Soldier 2: Without your help, this country could have
fallen to the enemy. You have my deepest gratitude.
Falrod Soldier 3: I'm a little disoriented because I was
knocked out during the battle. Why was that MechSoldier
following the Captain into the castle?
Falrod Soldier 10 (on right side of stairway): I was told
that you fought the master of the MechSoldiers. Even if I
didn't have a chance of winning, I would've liked to have
fought.
Falrod Soldier 9 (on left side of stairway): Oh, it's you.
Please go up the stairs at once. The King is waiting for you.
Priest: The battle is over! My prayers have been answered!

King (as soon as you enter throne room): HERO! You're
finally back! Captain Trad briefed me on the situation and
your efforts. Ahem! Mercenary HERO and his companions
Kiefer, Maribel, and Gabo. And the Captain of the Royal
Falrod Army, Trad, and his younger brother, Zebbot! The
help you have given us in this battle has proven invaluable! As
King of this country, and on behalf of my subjects, I would
like to express my gratitude. Thank you for the great service
you have done us!
Captain Trad (continued): I'm just glad to be able to carry
out my duty.
Zebbot (continued): Hmph!
King (continued): And so, I would like to present you with a
reward. Hmm, what should it be?
Captain Trad (continued): I was simply performing my duty.
I seek no reward for performing my duty. {He turns to
Zebbot and the party.} Give it to Zebbot and the
mercenaries instead.
Zebbot (continued): I don't want any reward. It's a waste of
my time. I'll be on my way now. {He starts to leave.}
Princess (continued): Zebbot. {He leaves anyway, and the
princess follows him.}
King (continued): Ah, ahem! Mercenary HERO, I present you
with this! It is Bug Knife, a treasure that has been passed
down in the royal family for ages. With one slash from this,
your enemy will become paralyzed. Truly remarkable! [HERO
received BugKnife!] Again, allow me to thank you, Captain
Trad and Mercenary HERO. You and your friends have been
invaluable!
Captain Trad (continued): You're welcome! {He leaves.}
King (again): HERO and friends, I hereby release you from
your duties as mercenaries. Thank you again.
Minister: You may leave now. Fare thee well, HERO.

Maid: His Majesty is also exhausted, and is finally getting a
chance to rest. We must make sure his bed is ready for him.
Young man on terrace: Zebbot and the MechSoldier named
Eri went down those stairs. But that MechSoldier is useless
now. I wish they would just destroy it.
Maribel (chat): We don't know what Zebbot will do if we
break Eri. You should never underestimate what an enraged
man is capable of!
Kiefer (chat): We should go to the guardhouse and give our
regards to Hanes, HERO.
Maribel (chat): The King didn't pay us! HERO, let's get out
our money from Hanes.
Fighter on watchtower above barracks: Whew. Being a
watchman is really boring. Well, maybe I can go look for
other mercenary work.
Falrod Soldier 11 (on top balcony): I still can't relax. You
can never tell if new enemies might appear.
Falrod Soldier 7 (on left side of terrace): Why was the
Princess interested in Zebbot? Maybe... No, it can't be.
Young woman in room above guardhouse: And so now we go
back to our old peaceful existence. Sigh. That's so boring.
Falrod Soldier 15 (on watchtower above guardhouse):
Today we stand guard, tomorrow we stand guard.
Cleaning machine near kitchen: Whirrrrr!
Old woman in kitchen: It has been a long time since I've
done anything. So today, I decided to do something useful.
Woman in kitchen: Well, from now on, we'll be busy too! I
hope nobody's going to say that they're not hungry today!
Observation when you try to open the back balcony door:
There's a voice coming from the other side of the door.
Princess: I see that you have named this MechSoldier after
Eri.
Zebbot (continued): Laugh all you want. I don't care.

Princess (continued): I mean, you still can't forgive Eri? That
was an accident. Eri wouldn't have left you of her own free
will.
Zebbot (continued): I know, but I can't forgive Eri for
having left without me.
Princess (continued): This must be why you are consoling
yourself with a mechanical doll.
Zebbot (continued): That's right, she won't die! She'll be
fine.
Princess (continued): ......
Maribel (chat): Hmm. The solution to Zebbot's riddle is
becoming more apparent.
Princess on back balcony: Could MechSoldiers have souls?
Real souls?
Zebbot: Oh, it's you. I have nothing to speak with you about.
Eri: FLOWER. PRETTY OBJECT. BEAUTIFUL.
Zebbot (continued): We're leaving, Eri. Farewell, Princess.
{He and Eri leave.}
Princess: Poor, poor Zebbot.
Falrod Soldier 13 (near cell door): I guess we didn't need
the bunker at all. Or should I say, thanks to you, we didn't
need to use it!
Maid in basement bunker: The day may come when we need
this emergency shelter.
Warrior 2 (on right side of terrace): This puts an end to
working as a mercenary in this country. They told me to go to
the waiting room to get paid.
Guard in throne room: Ouch! My wound is incredibly painful!
I'm sure I will have a scar for the rest of my life.
Minister: I can't imagine how long it will take to rebuild this
ravaged land, but it must be done for the future of this
nation.
King: If you would be so inclined, I'd love to keep you here as
mercenaries. (Yes/No)

King (if you say ‘Yes’): I jest! I know you are in the middle
of a journey, and I wish you safe travelling!
Kiefer (chat): Isn't our journey supposed to continue after
all of this?
King (if you say ‘No’): I understand. You were in the middle
of a journey, were you not? Farewell!
Cleaning machine in library: Graaaaah...graaaaah...
Priest: The battle is over, but I have decided to stay here
and pray.
Falrod Soldier 2: Welcome to Falrod Castle! Oh, its just you.
Ha!
Falrod Soldier 3: You are heroes for saving our country. Be
at ease here.
Tough guy on left side of castle: It wouldn't do to have
humans lose to these wind-up dolls! Because we can think and
act for ourselves, the enemy was thwarted.
Falrod Soldier 4 (on right side of castle grounds): If
you're looking for the Captain, I think he's at the
guardhouse.
Falrod Soldier 1 (at entrance): Hey, HERO! It would be nice
to work with you again sometime.
Captain Trad in guardhouse: HERO and friends really came
through for us. I can't imagine what would have happened
without their aid.
Maribel (chat): Yeah, just leave it to us! Right, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): We're not the only ones who have been giving
our all, HERO.
Hanes: Your duty as mercenaries is now over. Well done. I
shall pay you for your work. [HERO received 1200 gold!] I
hope you'll return to help us if something troubles our
country in the future.
Kiefer (chat): This should come in handy. One can never have
enough money.

Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! Let's use this money to buy some
really nice food!
Maribel (chat): What? That's it? That's paltry recompense
for risking our lives in battle!

MechSoldiers’ Base
Soldier: Well, we've got a big job ahead of us. We'll have to
clean all this junk up first.

Falrish
Young woman at entrance: Good day to you. This is the town
of Falrish.
Young man in town square: The way you defeated the
Machinoid was amazing! You aren't mechanes machines too,
are you?
Woman in weapon and armor shop: Oh! I'm glad all of you
came!
Soldier on right side of table in fort: The barricade we
have is so full of holes! It's got to encompass the entire
town. Otherwise it's pointless!
Little girl in kitchen: I've got to eat so I can grow up and be
strong, like my brother!
Old man outside by stream: The water from the pond was
filthy with oil before, but now it's clean again.
Soldier behind inn: Did the MechSoldier that Zebbot made
really save us all? I really want to believe it, I tell you, but
somehow...
Kiefer (chat): To them, a MechSoldier is a MechSoldier.
Maribel (chat): I should be nicer to Zebbot from now on.
Observation in southern fort storeroom: This cleaner looks
heavily damaged. It probably doesn't work anymore.

Zebbot’s Cabin
Eri: LA LA LA LA.
Robot maid in Zebbot’s house: ..... [The panel reads 'Hello!
My name is'. The rest has been erased.]
Zebbot: Oh, it's you again. Surely you can't have any more
business in this country! Look, I don't want to see anybody
anymore. Just leave me alone. I've got Eri. That's all that
matters. I don't need anything else.
Maribel (chat): It looks like we weren't able to unravel all of
Zebbot's mysteries in the end.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman: How are you doing? HERO? Are things going well?
(Yes/No)
Woodsman (if you say ‘No’): Okay, okay. You don't have to
rush.
Woodsman (if you say ‘Yes’): Ha ha ha! No need to ask you,
huh? You look pretty confident!
Woodsman (continued, either way): It would disappoint me
if you were killed in a horrible bloodbath. Anyway, good luck!
Slaughter the hordes of evil for me!

King Falrod VII

Falrish

Armand

Gabo (chat): Sniff... It doesn't stink of oil anymore! That
nasty smell is all gone!
Maribel (chat): Whew! We're finally here!
Kiefer (chat): The people in this town are so much more
cheerful now.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. I don't see many scars left over from
the MechSoldier attack.
Maribel (chat): Even after achieving peace, the layout of the
town hasn't changed.
Gabo (chat): Sniff sniff... What fresh air!
Young woman at entrance: Welcome, travelers. This is the
town of Falrish.
Woman in inn: Sorry. This room is still being cleaned. Hear
it? Thanks to that machine, I have it easy! It does all the
cleaning for me. It's a real marvel. I'm so grateful to the
King for making it.
Cleaning machine: Vrrrr vrrrr!
Kiefer (chat): Hey! This mechanical housecleaner is different
from the one we saw before. Things have come a long way
since then.
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr...
Maribel (chat): The one we saw before was a little different.
This must be a new model!
Kiefer (chat): These machines never get tired, so they work
really hard. Mechanical servants are best suited for peaceful
uses.
Maribel (chat): Well, a mechanical cleaner is fine, but I hope
there aren't any more of those MechSoldiers around!
Dresser – Tights
Young woman in southeast watchtower: Several years ago,
they found a mechanical housecleaner hidden in a pile of junk
in the basement at Falrod Castle. No one has any idea who
made it or how old it is. That's all shrouded in mystery!
They've studied the machine carefully, though, and now

they've put together an all new mechanical housecleaner. So
I guess we need to be grateful to the ingenuity of our
ancestors.
Kiefer (chat): I see. So it is based on Zebbot's mechanisms
after all.
Maribel (chat): She says she doesn't know who made it!
Don't these people know about Zebbot?
Gabo (chat): This lady doesn't know that Zebbot created
mechanical cleaners, I guess.
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Man in brown vest: Well at this age, caring for a grandchild
is challenging. Sometimes I'm even breathless. Luckily, mine
is a little girl. If she was a boy, I wouldn't ba be able to keep
up physically. Ho ho ho!
Little girl: Did you know that my grandpa teaches swordplay
to the soldiers at the castle? My grandpa has been teaching
even the King swordplay since his childhood. Isn't he
something? Everybody at the castle is afraid of Armand! He
is very strong!
Armand (man in brown vest, continued): Well, well. Don't
tell such stories to people you don't even know. You're
bothering them. {to HERO} Don't worry. It was a long time
ago.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. So the old man is an instructor of
swordsmanship? I remember getting worked pretty hard by
my fencing instructor when I was a kid.
Maribel (chat): A grandfather playing with this grandchild?
That's sweet, don't you think, HERO?
Gabo (chat): So you have to learn swordfighting from a
teacher? How boring.
Young man on top of watchtower: Yes, sir! All clear, sir! {to
HERO} Oops. Pardon my sudden outburst. It was just force
of habit. I am a soldier at Falrod Castle, this country's seat

of power. Today I came into town to enjoy my first day off in
quite a while.
Maribel (chat): This country is at peace now, so the soldiers
don't seem to have anything to do.
Gabo (chat): Hmm. Once soldiers change their clothes,
they're just like everyone else.
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha. Force of habit even when you're off
duty, huh? You must be a model soldier.
Observation: HERO looked into the telescope! You can see a
view of the surroundings. It's a beautiful view.
Merchant (if you try to talk to the cleaning machine): I'm
sorry, but that's not something I can sell. I received it from
the King, and it's property of the whole town. Many people
come from far away lands just to buy one. If I did a little
business on the sly, I could probably end up being very rich,
but I have no desire to end up in jail.
Little boy in town square: Look! Isn't the street so bright
and beautiful? The town is always clean because we have
cleaners!
Cleaning machine: Whirrrrrr, whirrrrr.
Cleaning machine in northern fort storehouse: Whirrrrrr...
Whirrrrr.
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest is locked!
Traveling merchant on top of fort: Did you folks also come
to buy one of those mechanical cleaners? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Just as I expected!
But you'll have to forget it.
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘No’): You didn't? Oh, I see.
You just wanted to look.
Traveling merchant (continued, either way): To tell the
truth, I heard about those things in my homeland, and came
all this way to make a bulk purchase of them. But apparently
they're simply not for sale! The King had those built by some

scientists, and gave them for free to the citizens of the
town. Shoot! They're so cool. I want one of those 'vroomsvrooms' too!
Maribel (chat): It would be nice to have one of those in the
house!
Kiefer (chat): The whole country is making those mechanical
housecleaners? Amazing! I guess there was a purpose to
Zebbot's work after all.
Gabo (chat): I don't need it.
Old woman on top of fort: This town is built like a fort.
Legend has it it's due to a frightening incident that occurred
in the town's past. Not a single person remembers why,
though. Strange, isn't it? There isn't a single record of what
went on.
Gabo (chat): Everybody forgot already? That was a big deal!
They must be stupid.
Maribel (chat): This old lady might be mistaken. Let's ask
some other people.
Kiefer (chat): No record of the past? That's bizarre.
Perhaps the past was so terrible that someone deliberately
covered it up.
Cleaning machine: Whirrrrrr, whirrrrr.
Young woman in red dress in chapel: So, Father, that's why
I... {She turns to HERO.} Eek! Don't intrude on my
confession!
Gabo (chat): What's a confession? I want to try!
Kiefer (chat): It must be pretty tough being a priest. Praying
to a silent god and listening to each villager's petty problems
doesn't seem fun at all.
Maribel (chat): Hmph! I bet that girl has made a lot of
mistakes she wouldn't dare tell anyone about.
Young woman in red dress (again): Everyone makes a few
mistakes in her life their lives, Right right!? I think so.
Cleaning machine inside fort: Whirrrrrr... Whirrrrr.

Young man at the table: The young King Falrod VII from our
country, is a great man. He's gathering scientists from all
over the country to have them develop new clockworks. The
first thing that was made was a clockwork cleaner that
cleans the town. We are all really happy to have a king who
cares about the people.
Man in blue vest: According to a rumor, the King is planning
to build a mechanical person this time. I don't think that
they'll succeed, but if they do, by some fluke chance, I'd
love to have a young and sexy mechanical lady!
Kiefer (chat): Wait a minute. You're not talking about a
mechanical soldier, are you?
Gabo (chat): Jumpy girls? Are they like fish?
Maribel (chat): I want a tall, handsome, stylish man! Why are
you looking at me like that, HERO? You have something to
say?
Old man in kitchen: Ah, I can't eat anymore.
Gabo (chat): I'm so hungry, I could eat a dog!
Woman in kitchen: People say there's a strange old fortune
teller living in the eastern ruins. But she's unpopular, though,
because her fortunes have nothing to do with any of us.
Maribel (chat): Maybe we should go see that fortune teller
some time.
Dog: Woof woof woof!
Little boy in barracks: Sob. I had a scary dream! I dreamed
that I fell in a pond and drowned! Huh? Maybe I wasn't
dreaming since my pants are wet. Blush...
Gabo (chat): Wow! He's really wet even though it was just a
dream!
Kiefer (chat): Good grief! It's leaking, it's leaking.
Observation about lower left bed: The bed's wet!
Kiefer (chat): Damn! Now I'm all wet!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. Argghh! This smell isn't any dream!

Maribel (chat): I just remembered something about you,
HERO! Even until just recently, HERO would... Hee hee hee!
Tough guy on west side of town: Judging from the clothes
you wear, you must be traveling, right? Ha, ha, ha! I can
immediately tell from your look! It wouldn't be a bad idea to
travel around during a peaceful time like this. Oh, by the way,
if you walk to the southwest after you leave this town, you'll
find Falrod castle. Since you came all the way down here, you
should stop by the castle too.
Kiefer (chat): It's not as if we're on a pleasure trip.
Maribel (chat): See, HERO? You've got this dumb look on
your face all the time, so everyone assumes we're just
bumbling around. You should really try to keep your gaping
mouth shut. And wipe that drool off your chin!
Gabo (chat): You don't get it. It's much more impressive to
go around fighting monsters than just touring around towns!
Pot – 21 gold coins
Treasure Chest – TinyMedal

Falrod Castle
Maribel (chat): It's hard to believe we were working as
mercenaries here /extra space/ before.
Kiefer (chat): Well, well. The castle seems a lot more
relaxed now.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. Yuck! Smells like oil again. Sniff...
Bard at entrance: This is Castle Falrod, reigned over by
young King Falrod VII.
Cleaning machine in guardhouse: Whirrrrrr.....whirrrrr.
Kiefer (chat): Those machines may be noisy, but the castle is
certainly clean.
Maribel (chat): No matter how hard these machines work,
they will always be tools controlled by their masters. They're
like the poor.

Kiefer (chat): Whoa, look at it go!
Maribel (chat): Whir whir whir. That's all existence has to
offer for this one.
Gabo (chat): So these can work without ever eating? Really?
The poor things!
Guard Captain: You're travelers, right? (Yes/No)
Guard Captain (if you say ‘Yes’): Then, listen to what I have
to say.
Guard Captain (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you're not? Ah hah hah!
I must be slipping! But never mind that. You must listen to
what I have to say.
Guard Captain (continued, either way): The far west edge
of this land has been a Forbidden Zone since ancient times.
No one is permitted to go there. This applies to you as much
as anyone else. I know you're probably curious, but you must
not enter that zone! Got it?
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. Why was Zebbot's cabin declared off
limits?
Gabo (chat): Being told not to go somewhere makes you want
to go even more? You humans are strange.
Maribel (chat): There must be a reason why the Forbidden
Zone is off-limits!
Soldier: I wonder if the scientists are making anything to
help us soldiers? It's too bad King Falrod isn't interested in
military applications. At the same time, it's probably for the
better.
Observation: HERO looked at the map. It looks like a local
map.
Cleaning machine outside: Whirr! Whirr!
Young woman: Oh! Are you the scholars called upon by the
King? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm... You sure don't look
like it. You seem to just be a bunch of kids playing around.

Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Mm hmm... You sure don't
look like scholars! Ha ha ha! I've got to start thinking before
opening my mouth...
Dog: Woof! Woof!
Maribel (chat): Stupid dog! Why is he barking at kind people
like us?
Gabo (chat): Awroooooo!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! I bet that dog thinks it's guarding
the castle, too.
Old man in the workshop, as you approach: Okay! Throw
the switch!
Scholar on the left (continued): Right! {The robot, which is
a gray and purple palette swap of a tough guy, takes a few
steps then collapses.}
Old man (continued): Oh, no! Turn it off! Turn it off!
Scholar (continued): Y-yes sir! {He walks over and clicks the
robot off.}
Old man: Dang it! I just don't understand! What's wrong?
Why isn't he walking?
Gabo (chat): Yuck! This place stinks! It smells all oily!
Maribel (chat): Do these people really think they can make a
mechanical man?
Kiefer (chat): Wow! So they've gone from fighting
mechanical men to researching them?
Observation: Smoke pours out of the machine's body... It
looks like this test was a failure.
Scholar: We failed again... Is a mechanical man really such a
faraway dream?
Cleaning machine: Whirr... Whirr...
Observation about cleaning machine in the back: It's not
operational. It looks like its innards have been removed.
Scholar at the table on the left: We can make cleaners
easily enough, if only because we had a model to work with. A

robot, unfortunately, is a different matter altogether.
We've got nothing to look at for reference this time around.
Scholar on the right: Humans can walk on two feet, so how
come our robot can't? More importantly, how come we're
able to walk on two feet, anyway?
Dresser – Scale Armor
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a book
entitled 'Making Your First Mech'
Cleaning machine near castle gate: Vrrmm... Vrrmm...
Soldier at castle gate on the right: This is Falrod Castle.
You may look around, but take care you do not give offense to
His Majesty!
Kiefer (chat): I might be biased, but I think the soldiers of
Estard are far wiser than these ones.
Gabo (chat): Soldiers!
Maribel (chat): Every soldier we talk to parrots the exact
same thing. Duty? I don't buy it!
Soldier on the left: Ahh, travelers! Come right on in, and
rest your weary feet.
Soldier inside at stairway: The King's chambers are right
upstairs.
Soldier in throne room: His Majesty is occupied right now. I
must ask you to wait a little while.
Cleaning machine on terrace: Whirrrrrr.....whirrrrr.
Soldier on top balcony: The King plans to have machines do
all the work that people do now. That way, the people can be
happy while the nation still prospers. Personally, if I could
just get one to stand guard for me, I'd be fine.
Maribel (chat): A good king should always be thinking about
the welfare of his people.
Farmer on terrace: Sweep, sweep, sweep! I'm the man who
keeps the palace polished spic and span. Ever since those
tinheads started showing up, though, I've been getting
nervous. I'm afraid I'll lose my job to those stupid machines!

That's why I can't afford to miss a single spot right now!
Sweep, sweep...
Gabo (chat): You want to beat those tinheads? Then stop
eating and work all day like they do!
Cleaning machine in western watchtower: Vrrrm... Vrrrm....
Barrel – 2 gold coins
Soldier on western watchtower: Don't tell anyone, but I
overheard some castle scholars talking... They said that long
ago, this country was attacked by huge machines! We won the
battle, but the villagers destroyed all the machines
afterwards. What a shame! If they had kept one, we could
have made a perfect robot!
Maribel (chat): What's he talking about? A MechSoldier
would only make things worse right now!
Kiefer (chat): At last! Someone who knows about the past! I
bet there are some historians among the scholars, too!
Gabo (chat): Wait! So what's the difference between a
mechanical man and a MechSoldier?
Woman near castle kitchen: Oh dear, something's wrong
with this cleaner. Such a bother! Something must have gotten
stuck inside again.
Cleaning machine: Whrrr! Whrrr!
Maribel (chat): Hmmm. I guess it isn't perfect after all.
Kiefer (chat): This thing isn't in very good shape, is it?
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr...
Cat: Fffft! Fffft!
Scholar on right side of the table in kitchen: The cleaner
discovered below the castle was very precisely engineered. It
would be utterly impossible to come up with that design using
modern science! I find it hard to believe the creator left no
record of his work... Sigh... Such a loss to science!
Gabo (chat): Why doesn't anybody know about Zebbot? It's
weird!

Kiefer (chat): So Zebbot created the cleaning machines.
Hmm, very interesting.
Maribel (chat): These people can't make mechanical men!
They're amazed by stupid cleaning machines!
Scholar on the left: Ever since I came here, I've been
studying the history of the area. Surprisingly, the historical
records only go back so far. As if the people have sought to
erase all memory of an unpleasant time.
Maribel (chat): Hmmm. I suppose you could call it a terrible
past.
Kiefer (chat): It's just as I thought! Someone must have
changed the past and erased history!
Barrel – TinyMedal
Young woman: Whew! I've been so busy cooking ever since
the scientists arrived! They asked me to cook some 'brain
food' for them, whatever that is. I think they'll need more
than that to come up with anything useful.
Lady on back balcony: Oh, how unusual... I rarely see visitors
from foreign lands! Have you met King Falrod yet? (Yes/No)
Lady (if you say ‘Yes’): That child's got such a short
attention span. He loves collecting rare things, but he grows
bored with everything he gets,/no comma/ after a few Lady
(if you say ‘No’): Oh, no? He would love to have you tell him
about your travels. Ha ha ha! Oh, that child just loves
anything new and unusual.
days. Sigh... I'll have to ask Armand to scold him again.
Kiefer (chat): HERO, this must be the mother of the
reigning King Falrod.
Maribel (chat): This is just like Kiefer. He's so curious about
everything!
Cleaning machine: Whirrrrrr.....whirrrrr.
Soldier in dungeon: This is the castle dungeon. Of course, we
haven't had to throw anybody in here in years... In fact, we

don't even bother locking the door anymore! Have a look if
you want.
Maribel (chat): I don't think this has been used for a while.
Kiefer (chat): I guess if you live in peace, prisons aren't
really necessary.
Gabo (chat): It smells all musty in here!
Barrel – Herb
Pot – 5 gold coins
Treasure chest – WindShard
Nun on castle terrace: It appears that His Majesty is
making robots that look just like us. But, even if he succeeds,
they will still be nothing but machines. No matter how much
they look like us, they cannot house a soul.
Maribel (chat): A mechanical man with a human soul? No way!
Kiefer (chat): True. Not even Zebbot could have gotten that
far.
Old man in eastern watchtower: Have you ever been to the
western end of this continent? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): What's that! You've been as far
as the western cape?
Old man (if you say ‘No’ or continued from above): I set
foot in that area just once, decades ago. I was just a kid on
an adventure... There's a ghost living around there, you know!
There's this old abandoned cabin, and I heard weird voices
emerging from it! The voices weren't human... It didn't sound
like anything from this world!
Gabo (chat): I want to try fighting that ghost!
Kiefer (chat): He said 'ghost,' right? I think I know what it
actually was.
Maribel (chat): What? Did you hear that? A ghost! I am not
going anywhere near the Forbidden Zone!
Pot – 8 gold coins

Soldier on top of eastern watchtower: I love this weather!
I feel like going out on a picnic somewhere! I'd like to go
have one on the western cape, but I can't now.
Gabo (chat): Awrooo! Picnic, picnic! Food, food!
Kiefer (chat): The western cape? Isn't that where Zebbot's
laboratory was?
Maribel (chat): Another Forbidden Zone? Another place no
one is allowed to enter?
Minister (as you approach the meeting in the throne
room): {to three scholars} Grrrr... Are you telling me you still
haven't gotten it done? How many more people do I have to
throw at this until we get somewhere? This is utterly
shameful! How can I show my face to the King?
King Falrod (continued): Hah hah hah! You'll have a stroke if
you keep yelling like that. {He gets up from the throne.}
Perhaps it is my fault for rushing them so much.
Minister (continued): What are you saying, Your Majesty?
Nothing could be further from the truth! It is entirely our
fault. It is we, your servants, who have come up short.
King Falrod (continued): Maybe I'm asking for too much
after seeing how quickly the cleaners were made...
Soldier (again): Please be quiet in the King's chambers.
Scholar on the right: It would speed things up if we had a
model to follow, like with the cleaner. But... Heh heh... Fat
chance we'll ever find anything like that, right?
Scholar in the middle: I thought we were almost there, but
at the moment, we're really at a complete loss.
Scholar on the left: It's already been six months. We'll
never be able to build what the King wants...
Minister: So you're travelers, are you? I am glad to see you
pay your respects to the King. Bear in mind, His Majesty is an
extremely busy man, so I must ask you to be quick about it.
King Falrod: Ah, so we have some visitors, do we? Welcome
to Falrod Castle! Our kingdom is currently engaged in more

advanced research than any other country. When you return
home, be sure to tell your countrymen about us! Tell them
that if they walk the same path with us, they will be assured
a bright future. {He turns back to his scholars.} Ahh, right.
You may all leave. Return to your quarters and continue your
research! {They leave and a soldier arrives.}
Soldier (continued): Huff huff... A message for Your
Majesty! {The minister steps to the side.}
King Falrod (continued): Now, now, there's no need to rush.
Catch your breath first,/no comma/ before you try to speak.
Soldier (continued): Th... thank you, Your Majesty. But I
must give you my report! The legendary MechSoldier has
finally been found!
King Falrod (continued): What? Is that true?
Soldier (continued): Indeed, Your Majesty. There can be no
mistake! In the far west!
King Falrod (continued): Ah-hahhh! So the Forbidden Zone's
forbidden for good reason! This is getting interesting! All
right! Muster the troops! We shall depart forthwith! I want
you to show me the way to that place.
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! {He leaves.}
King Falrod (continued): {to HERO} I must beg your pardon,
my guests. Urgent business calls me away. But I do hope
you'll stay a while and get to know my kingdom. Goodbye,
then. {to minister} I'll be right back, Minister! I'll leave the
home front in your hands.
Minister (continued): As you wish. Please, do take care. {The
King leaves.}
Kiefer (chat): That King isn't much older than I am.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! The King is gone. Let's follow him!
Maribel (chat): Did you see that, HERO? That king is so
young and stylish. He's so much more interesting and
intelligent than any other royalty I've met!

Minister (again): This is the day our sovereign has been
waiting for! Our country's research is now poised for a great
leap forward!
Cleaning machine in bedchamber: Whirrrrrr.....whirrrrr.
Dresser – Noble Robe
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The King must be
a studious reader. There are all sorts of books here.
Maid in library: Clean, clean, I love to clean. Tum-de-dum,
dum dum dum! {to HERO} The cleaner is very efficient, but it
can't get at the little nooks and crannies. That's why I have
to put on the finishing touches. Tra la-la la, tum-de-dum!
Soldier: His Majesty is out right now. Feel free to look
around at your leisure.
King Falrod, as you descend the stairs: We have at long
last found the MechSoldier we were seeking. Loyal subjects!
We leave forthwith for the Forbidden Zone! {Armand
arrives.}
Armand (continued): Wait! I beg of you! Huff huff... Your
Majesty! You cannot... You must not enter the Forbidden
Zone!
King Falrod (continued): Armand, this is it! We have finally
found the legendary MechSoldier! Rejoice with me, for this is
the day my dream comes true!
Armand (continued): Please, Your Majesty, take my counsel
and turn away from this path!
King Falrod (continued): Ah ha ha ha! That's a good one,
Armand! Wait until you see what we bring home with us! {He
and three soldiers leave.}
Soldier at stairwell: I thought there was nothing in the
Forbidden Zone except a small, abandoned cabin, yet Armand
seems deeply troubled. This worries me. Is that where the
King is going?
Gabo (chat): Hey! That's where Zebbot and Eri lived, HERO!

Maribel (chat): It's Zebbot's cabin! You remember, HERO,
don't you?
Kiefer (chat): That's must be Zebbot's cabin!
Armand (if you try to leave the castle): Wait! Please! I beg
you, listen to what I have to say!
Armand (when you speak to him): I'm sorry to detain you,
travelers, but you must listen to my story! The cape in the
far west has been designated a Forbidden Zone since times
of old. It has been decreed that no one must intrude on that
territory, no matter the reason. I'm too weak to stop the
King myself, so I beg of you, please try to dissuade him! Do it
for an old man who has little time left in this world!
Kiefer (chat): Let's go, HERO! We might be able to learn
more about the past in the Forbidden Zone!
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO! I don't know what's going
on, but we might as well listen to him.
Gabo (chat): We're strong and fast! We'll catch up with the
King! We can't turn him down! Let's go, HERO!
Soldier outside on the right: Things have certainly gotten
into a flurry around here.
Soldier on the left: Hmmm. His Majesty sure seemed to be
in a big hurry. I wonder where he was going.
Young woman: Did you see how manly the young King Falrod
looked? Oooh, I'd have no problem being his queen!
Bard: First, this soldier came rushing by out of breath. Then,
Armand passed by. And finally, after a little while, the King
walked out in a huff. The castle certainly is bustling with
activity today, isn't it?

Falrish
Little girl in southeast watchtower: My Dad's a very
important person at the castle. Since I've been learning how

to fight since childhood, I'm very strong. Sigh. I wish I were
a boy. I would be the strongest in this country! Hi-ya!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! Quite the brave one, aren't you? You'll
be a fine warrior someday!
Maribel (chat): This girl's father is the Captain of the
soldiers at the castle? Do you think he is the man we just
met at the castle?
Gabo (chat): If I had turned human earlier, I could've
learned to be a master swordsman.
Young woman: My husband's ancestors, including his
grandfather, were all soldiers. Grandpa has mellowed a lot in
his old age, but I guess he was quite a terror in his youth.
They say all the surrounding countries were intimidated by
Falrod just because Falrod had Dr. Armand. You know, the
way my husband seems to be getting more and more
pigheaded— I wonder if he's just getting to be more like
Grandpa?
Gabo (chat): So that man is from a line of warriors? I'm
from a line of wolves!
Maribel (chat): A long line of soldiers? I wonder if Captain
Trad was one of their ancestors?
Kiefer (chat): Ah, I see. She is Armand's daughter.

Zebbot’s Cabin
Maribel (chat): We made it in time! I don't see the King or
his soldiers anywhere.
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! Looks like we got here first!
Kiefer (chat): It'e It's quiet. I guess we managed to make it
before the King.
Observation: This cleaner has succumbed to rust. It will
probably never run again.
Barrel – TinyMedal

Observation in shed: This cleaner has succumbed to rust. It
will probably never run again.
Treasure Chest – FireShard
Observation in Zebbot’s old house: This robot maid has
succumbed to rust. It'll probably never run again.
Observation: This washing machine has succumbed to rust. It
will probably never run again.
Observation: A complicated-looking blueprint is tacked to the
wall.
Observation: This cleaner has succumbed to rust. It will
probably never run again.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelf is
brimming with thick textbooks and notes.
Eri (as you enter Zebbot’s old room): ZEBBOT NOT
MOVE... ZEBBOT SAY NOTHING... SOUP COLD. MAKE
AGAIN... {It moves to the cooking machine.}
Eri (again): IF ZEBBOT EAT SOUP... ZEBBOT FEEL
BETTER...
Maribel (chat): I can't believe it! How long has it been? Eri
has been taking care of him all this time.
Gabo (chat): Does Eri ever age? Is she just going to work
here forever?
Kiefer (chat): Amazing. So Eri's been working away ever
since.
Observation: There's a plate that reads 'Zebbot IIMechanical Cooking Machine'.
Observation: A white skeleton lies on the bed.
Dresser – Hairband
King Falrod (as soon as you leave the house): Hey! What
are you doing here? This is the Forbidden Zone! Well, there's
no point yelling at you travelers about it. I suppose Armand
put you up to coming here. Oh well. As long as you stay out of
my way, you may do as you please. If you start causing
trouble I'll have to arrest you! Understand? Now then, please

let me through. {He practically pushes you into the house,
then goes straight toward Eri at Zebbot’s bedside.} Look!
This must be the ancient MechSoldier! Unbelievable! It's
even in working condition! Excellent! Our research will surge
forward with this discovery! {He turns to the soldier
following him.} All right! It's time to take this MechSoldier
back to the castle. {Another soldier comes in to help.} Don't
be rough with it. This is a national treasure!
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir!
Second soldier (continued): All right/comma/ girl, calm down!
We'll take you someplace nice.
Eri (continued): ZEBBOT NOT MOVE... FEED ZEBBOT
SOUP... SOUP MAKE ZEBBOT BETTER.
Second soldier (continued): Don't worry, girl. You can make
all the soup you want at the castle. Come on, let's go!
Eri (continued): SOUP COLD. MAKE SOUP. {All the soldiers
leave, taking Eri with them.}
King Falrod (continued): {to Zebbot’s skeleton} Oh! You must
be the person behind this creation. Please, forgive us for
borrowing from your brilliant work! {to HERO} We now have
knowledge in our hands that has remained untapped for
centuries. All of you here now are witness to what may
become a turning point in history! It's the beginning of a new
era. The beginning of a bright new future for the entire
world! {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Oh no! They're not going smash Eri up, are
they? They can't do that! We have to help her!
Kiefer (chat): We have to do something, HERO! We don't
know what they're going to do to Eri! Let's get to the castle!
Maribel (chat): Bad! We can't worry about Armand's request
now. Hurry/comma/ HERO! We have to go after King Falrod!

Falrod Castle

Maribel (chat): Where could Eri be? Maybe she's in the lab
or with the King.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. Where did Eri go? Sniff, sniff...
Kiefer (chat): All right, HERO! Quick! Let's find Eri!
Bard at entrance: The King has just returned, with his army
in tow. What in the world was that /extra space/ contraption
the King had with him? Some kind of machine?
Maribel (chat): Her name is Eri, but it doesn't matter. They
won't believe she has a name. We're wasting our time! It's
pointless to explain right now!
Gabo (chat): If word gets out about Eri, do you think
everyone will start bullying her again?
Kiefer (chat): If we tell them the truth, it will just worry
them. HERO, let's get going!
Observation in the workshop: A robot lies here. It appears
to be inoperational.
Scholar: Everyone has been summoned by the King to his
royal chambers. It appears that a genuine mechanical soldier
has been found! And it's still operational, too! What a
miracle!
Maribel (chat): If we don't go to the King, Eri's going to be
in deep trouble!
Gabo (chat): You think Eri will be okay, HERO? We ought to
go see the King.
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Eri's with King Falrod!
Young woman: The castle is surprisingly busy today. I've seen
lots of people running in and out. It was just like this when
the first cleaner was found in the storehouse.
Soldier on the left: The King looked quite cheerful when he
returned. You can tell when something good has happened,
just by looking at his face.
Gabo (chat): Attention! About face! Ha ha ha!
Maribel (chat): No matter where they are, no matter who
they serve, soldiers are all the same.

Kiefer (chat): HERO, don't tell them anything they don't
need to know! Let's get going!
Minister as you approach the meeting in the throne room:
All right. Begin!
Old man (continued): Yes, Your Highness! {He turns to
examine Eri.} Hmm... Oh, this must be the balance
mechanism...
Scholar on the left (continued): Shall we try removing it?
Old man (continued): Right. Let's give it a shot.
Eri (continued): Whirr... Whirr... {She falls over.}
Armand (continued): {to King Falrod} Please! You must not do
this! You must return Eri to where you found her!
King Falrod (continued): Eri? Armand! Are you telling me
that this robot is named Eri? You're still hiding something
from me, aren't you? Come to think of it, you've been acting
strangely from the moment we set out... I'm left with no
other choice. Minister! Summon the guards!
Minister (continued): Ah? Yes, Your Majesty! {He turns
around.} Guards! {Two soldiers arrive in the throne room.}
Soldier (continued): Did you call me, sir?
King Falrod (continued): Escort Armand to the basement
dungeon.
Soldier (continued): You... you mean Armand?
King Falrod (continued): That's right, you heard correctly. I
am ordering you to escort Armand to the dungeon. I'm sorry,
Armand, but I want you to cool your heels for a while. My
primary obligation is solving the mystery of the MechSoldier.
I'll hear what you have to say later, when the affairs of
state are not as pressing. All right. Take him away!
Both soldiers (continued): Yes, sir!
First soldier (continued): Armand, may I?
Armand (continued): Do not concern yourself with that.
Come. {The soldiers start to lead Armand away.}

King Falrod (continued): Guards. {They turn around.} You
needn't bother with a lock on the door.
Both soldiers (continued): Yes, Your Majesty!
Soldier near stairwell: Armand...
Scholar on the left: Looking at this MechSoldier sends
shivers down my spine! It's a magnificent treasure trove for
our research!
Kiefer (chat): This is no time to be talking to men like these,
HERO!
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! Aren't you worried about
Armand? Hurry! Go after him!
Gabo (chat): Did they break Eri? If they can't fix her, I'll
make them pay!
Scholar in the middle: Now that we have this, a robot is as
good as built! We won't keep the King waiting any longer than
we have to for his day of joy!
Old man: Amazing! I can't believe this is happening!
Something this advanced existing in ancient times... This
can't be a human creation!
Observation about Eri: Some parts have been removed from
this MechSoldier. It looks at you sadly.
Minister: I am certain His Majesty has very good reasons for
what he is doing. Armand will simply have to wait in the
dungeon until the King is ready for him.
Maribel (chat): Oh, HERO, this is all so confusing!
Gabo (chat): What's going to happen to Armand? I'm
worried about him!
Kiefer (chat): Forget it, HERO. Let's explore the dungeon!
King Falrod: I'm sorry you have had to witness such an
embarrassing scene. Armand is hiding something from me,
I'm sure, but that's irrelevant now. I now hold the future in
my hands! The day will soon come when people all over the
world can enjoy true happiness. When we perfect the
mechanical servant, the future will be ours!

Maid in library: Clean, clean, I love to clean. Tum-de-dum,
dum dum dum! I hate hearing all these rumors, then having to
pretend I didn't in front of everyone.
Nun on terrace: Armand just went downstairs, with two
soldiers in tow. I'm sure Armand is busy executing some
important mission or other for the King.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm. The people sure rely on Armand. It's
unbelievable!
Maribel (chat): No one can believe that Armand has been
taken prisoner.
Soldier on western watchtower: Don't tell anyone, but I
overheard some castle scholars talking... They said that long
ago, this country was attacked by huge machines! We won the
battle, but the villagers destroyed all the machines
afterwards. What a shame! If they had kept one, we could
have made a perfect robot! Gasp! What? They found one of
the machines? I wonder if it's safe. What is if we are
attacked once again by a phalanx of automatons?
Kiefer (chat): See? Only knowing part of the truth makes
people nervous!
Maribel (chat): If this place came under attack in this time
period, it would surely be destroyed. Pathetic!
Gabo (chat): If we get attacked, I'll trash all of them for
you. Don't worry!
Scholar on the right side of the table in the kitchen:
When I get involved in my research, I can't even remember
whether I've eaten. Like, right now I can't remember if I
had lunch yet or not... So here I am!
Young woman: Whew! You'd think those frail scientists
wouldn't eat very much, but I guess all that brainpower gets
them hungry. They eat a ton!
Dowager Queen: I heard the King found an ancient
MechSoldier. Apparently, this village was nearly destroyed by

machines sometime in the distant past. What could that child
want with such a horrible creation?
Maribel (chat): Once Eri is discovered, everyone will be
afraid of her. We better do something before things get
worse!
Kiefer (chat): It's not that Eri is scary. It's just too hard to
explain.
Soldier in dungeon: It's not locked. I was told not to let
Armand out, but I don't recall being told not to let anyone
in... So if you decide to enter, it's not my fault. I'm just
doing my duty!
Kiefer (chat): You got me! Ha ha! You're quite a perceptive
soldier.
Maribel (chat): Don't you think that man is trying to be too
flashy? Don't misunderstand me, I like it!
Gabo (chat): Huh? So all this soldier can do is follow other
people's orders? He won't get anywhere with an attitude like
that!
Armand: Well, well, I'm much obliged. I'm terribly sorry to
have put you to so much trouble. I'm sorry to bother you
further, but could I perhaps ask one more favor? (Yes/No)
Armand (if you say ‘No’): Now, now, please. Could you at
least hear me out? (Yes/No)
Armand (when you say ‘Yes’): Ahh, you are so kind! I am
most grateful! When I first found Eri, she was still serving
her master, who had died long ago. I knew in my heart she
had to be left alone... All I want is to somehow return Eri to
the cabin. Unfortunately, Eri can't even walk anymore. She's
had some parts taken out of her. So, I ask that you go to
Falrish and retrieve Eri's parts. My granddaughter should
know where they are. I'm counting on you!
Gabo (chat): We've got to bring Eri back home! Come on,
HERO! We've got to find her parts!

Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO! Eri's missing parts should be
over in Falrish!
Kiefer (chat): Come on, HERO! Let's go to Falrish and meet
the granddaughter!
Nun on terrace: He may be old, but Armand has earned the
King's absolute trust in matters of state. I'm sure Armand is
busy executing some important mission or other for the King.

Falrish
Young man on southeast watchtower: My swordsmanship
instructor is Dr. Armand, who lives here in town. Not only is
he a master of the sword, but he's a marvelous teacher as
well. Thanks to him, I've won two fencing tournaments at the
castle. Bwah hah hah hah!
Little girl in southeast watchtower: That's weird. My
grandpa hasn't come back from the castle yet. What?
Grandpa sent you here to find the parts? Sorry, but I don't
know where they are. Wait! They must be in Grandpa's
secret hiding spot! He told me about it in case he ever forgot
where it is. Dig up the ground under the barrel close to the
pond. Now let's keep this our little secret.
Gabo (chat): Oh, she must mean over where that cute doggy
is.
Kiefer (chat): Did you get that, HERO? It's under the barrel
next to the pond. That's probably where we'll find the part
for Eri!
Maribel (chat): Next to the pond? Do you know where the
pond in this town is, HERO?
Little girl (again): Dig underneath the barrel close to the
pond. Be sure to keep it a secret!
Young woman: Among his ancestors, there was a man named
Trad who was a famous captain of the Royal Bodyguard.
Trad's younger brother was Zebbot, and he's the only man in

the entire family tree who chose not to be a soldier, and
worked on inventing mechanical servants instead. Grandpa
found out about it in some old notebooks that had been left
in the house. Ever since he learned that, he keeps going to
the Forbidden Zone for some reason. Oh, wait! I'm sorry.
Forget I ever said that, okay?
Maribel (chat): So that means Armand is a descendant of
Captain Trad or Zebbot! It's bizarre to stare history in the
face.
Gabo (chat): Wait. What was the relationship between
Armand and Zebbot?
Kiefer (chat): I had begun to have my suspicions. I guess Dr.
Armand really was a descendent of Zebbot's.
Little boy: Look at our beautiful town! Isn't it lovely? You'd
better not litter in our lovely streets!
Observation: HERO tried digging into the ground. You
unearthed the MechParts! HERO obtained the MechParts!
Little girl: Did you find something? Huh? You found that
dirty iron junk there? That's strange. My grandpa told me
there was treasure down there.
Kiefer (chat): I guess this kid isn't aware that the part is
valuable.
Gabo (chat): You don't get it, do you? This dirty little part is
a prized treasure!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! I bet she thought it was jewels or
something! I know I would have preferred jewels to this junk,
myself.

Falrod Castle
Bard at entrance: The King's scientists are all in the lab,
working on something. I saw them carry a machine inside. It
looked like a robot!

Maribel (chat): No, I'm sure she's all right! Let's go see
Armand!
Kiefer (chat): It looks like King Falrod has moved into action,
HERO. There's no time to lose!
Gabo (chat): Oh, no! Eri's in trouble, HERO! We have to get
those parts to Armand!
Soldier in front of workshop: Sorry, but this area is offlimits right now. Some scholars are currently busy
investigating a MechSoldier here.
Kiefer (chat): Shoot! There is no way we should defeat the
solider. Let's go to the dungeon, HERO! Hurry to Armand!
Gabo (chat): Stupid soldier! Can I bite him? Please!
Maribel (chat): My God! Why are soldiers so stupid? Hey,
you! Move! This soldier must be trying to look inscrutable.
Soldier on the left: Heh heh... You've been around so long,
I'm starting to remember your faces. You ought to lend some
thought to moving here permanently. It's a great country,
you know!
Gabo (chat): This man stands guard all day? How boring!
Soldier in throne room: Armand is still being held in the
dungeon. I sure wish King Falrod would hurry up and pardon
him.
Maid in bedchamber: The King has tremendous respect for
Armand. I'm sure he didn't really want to throw him in the
dungeon. He probably just didn't want him interfering with
the scholars' research.
Soldier on western watchtower: Hey! I heard that they'd
found a genuine MechSoldier! It's apparently the same kind
that attacked us long ago! Why in the world is the King
letting this thing inside the castle?
Maribel (chat): No matter what I say in Eri's defense, they
won't believe me. We're in trouble.
Observation about broken cleaner near kitchen: It's
inoperable. It appears to be broken.

Maribel (chat): Oh well! If it breaks, you can just use it for a
doorstop.
Scholar: Honestly! What am I, a repairman? I wish people
would treat me better!
Soldier on the right in kitchen: Armand is very skillful with
his hands. He can fix things in no time at all. I bet he can
outdo any of the stupid scholars we have here now!
Considering he's from a family of soldiers, you wouldn't
expect him to be so gifted in technical matters.
Kiefer (chat): Oh. So Armand inherited the virtues of both
Trad and Zebbot. That's fantastic!
Maribel (chat): Of course! We're talking about a descendant
of Zebbot!
Soldier on the left: Sheesh! We're finally going to get
something to eat. I don't see why the big-shot scholars have
to get all the attention around here.
Young woman: Whew! The scientists work in shifts, so they
come here to eat all hours of the day. I wonder when I'm
going to get a chance at a meal of my own... Oh, no! The pot's
boiling over!
Gabo (chat): HERO, I forgot to tell you earlier, but I'm
really hungry.
Cat: Fffft! Fffft!
Cleaning machine: Pop... Pop...
Kiefer (chat): It sounds as though someone is in pain.
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr...
Woman: Oh, wonderful! Now this cleaner isn't working,
either! It's as if they break at the exact moment I need
them most!
Nun on castle terrace: It appears that His Majesty is
making robots that look just like us. But, even if he succeeds,
they will still be nothing but machines. No matter how much
they look like us, they cannot house a soul.

Kiefer (chat): At least, that's what I thought at first. I'm
not so sure anymore.
Maribel (chat): She could be wrong, but she could be right.
Maybe God has give a soul to everything in the entire world.
Soldier in dungeon: I'm sure he must be concerned about
Armand, too. He is his father, after all.
Gabo (chat): We've got to give Armand the parts before Eri
breaks down!
Kiefer (chat): The Captain is Armand's son, isn't he?
Maribel (chat): Let's hurry these parts back to Armand,
HERO!
Guard Captain (as you enter the dungeon): Father... How
could you do that to the King?
Armand (continued): All I wanted was to leave things as they
were.
Guard Captain (continued): I understand how you feel, but
it's too late now... {They both are shocked to see you.} Ah,
it's you... {to Armand} Father, I understand how you feel.
Please, don't do anything rash. {to HERO} I understand you
have helped my father, and I would like to thank you for it.
As for Eri... I must admit, I have mixed feelings on the
matter. But at this point, I think all we can do is have faith in
what the King wants.
Armand: Ahh! You brought the parts back for me! I am in
your debt forever! Now I can repair Eri! [HERO handed the
MechParts to Armand!] Eri is in the lab in front of the castle
right now. Come, come, let's hurry to her side! {He tries to
leave the dungeon.}
Soldier (continued): Halt, Armand! You can't very well leave
here looking like that. Please, take this! [The soldier removed
his clothes and handed them over to Armand!] {Now he just
looks like a young man.}
Armand (continued): Thank you very much. I gratefully
accept your kindness. {Now he looks like a soldier.}

Soldier (continued): Ha ha ha! You look great, Armand! The
very picture of youth! Come, come. You must go quickly!
Armand (continued): You've been a great help to me. I thank
you. {to HERO} I'm sorry... I guess I got a little carried
away. Let's get going! [Armand joined the party!]
Soldier (again): I can't leave my post here, so I'll leave the
rest up to you. Good luck!
Scholar as you enter the workshop: Ah! Well, you've come
at just the right time! Everyone's been gone all day, but I
don't know where they went. And I'm starving here! I'm
going out for some grub now, so keep an eye on things while
I'm gone. Okay? {He leaves.}
Armand (continued): Oh, Eri! You poor thing! Hold on! We're
coming! {He changes out of his soldier disguise.} She's been
badly damaged, but she should pull through all right. {He
works a little on her.} This should do it! Now, try to stand up,
Eri.
Eri (continued): Whirr, whirr whirr! {She stands up.} SOUP
COLD... ZEBBOT, WHERE? {She looks around.} ZEBBOT!
ZEBBOT NO GET UP. ZEBBOT SICK...
Armand (continued): Zebbot? You think I'm Zebbot, Eri? No!
You've got it wrong, Eri! I'm not Zebbot!
Eri (continued): ZEBBOT SICK. TAKE ZEBBOT HOME. GIVE
SOUP...
Armand (continued): Stop! You're wrong, Eri. {She pushes
him toward the wall.} Stop... Stop it, Eri. Your master's not
here! {The King and three soldiers arrive.}
King Falrod (continued): Armand! What are you doing here?
You should be in the dungeon!
Eri (continued): ZEBBOT SICK. GO HOME AND SLEEP.
MAKE NICE HOT SOUP.
First soldier (continued): The MechSoldier? Armand!
Second soldier (continued): Armand! Look out! {All three
soldiers surround Eri.}

King Falrod (continued): Wait! Stop! Hold your sword! Pull
back, I say, pull back! It's not attacking Armand! {Eri falls
over.}
Eri (continued): Whirr! Whirr whirr!
Armand (continued): E-Eri? Eri!
King Falrod (continued): {He approaches Eri.} Damn it! You
destroyed it! Armand! Are you all right?
Armand (continued): Eri...
King Falrod (continued): Armand... This MechSoldier was
attacking you, wasn't it?
Armand (continued): Yes, Your Highness.
King Falrod (continued): It must have mistaken you for that
person we found in the cabin. Forgive me, Armand. I think I
finally understand now. This robot... No... Eri here has
become more than a mere machine. Her steadfast devotion to
her master... We could all stand to learn from her. Armand!
Can you fix Eri?
Armand (continued): Yes, Your Highness. Probably.
King Falrod (continued): All right, listen, everyone! Take Eri
back to the cabin!
All soldiers (continued): Yes, sir!
Armand (continued, in Zebbot’s house): Well, this should do
it. Try getting up, Eri.
Eri (continued): Beep. Beepbeep! {She gets up.} ZEBBOT
ASLEEP! MAKE SOUP. GET BETTER. {She walks over to the
cooking machine.}
King Falrod (continued): Finally, everything is back to normal.
I apologize for what I've done. Armand, HERO, I'm afraid
/extra space/ I've put you through much hardship because
of my blind pursuit of a dream. I believe that I am headed in
the right direction, though. Eri may no longer be a part of my
plans, but I have not given up on robots, and what they can
offer this world. Be patient with me, loyal Eri, and you will
have friends soon enough! {He leaves.}

Armand (continued): I don't know how to thank you. I'm
sorry I put you through all this. I know you are busy with
your journey. If you have the time, please, come to my house
whenever you would like. I hope to see you again soon. Thank
you! {to Eri} Now you can live quietly without anyone
bothering you, Eri. Thanks to them, everything is back to the
way it's supposed to be. Of course, I must also thank all of
you. Ho ho ho!
Maribel (chat): Isn't this great, HERO? Eri's back to where
she was before!
Kiefer (chat): Well, I suppose that takes care of things
here.
Gabo (chat): Isn't this great, HERO? I'm so happy!
Eri: HOT SOUP MAKE ZEBBOT BETTER. MAKE GOOD
SOUP. THANK YOU... ERI HAPPY.
Maribel (chat): Can you believe that, HERO? Eri thanked us
and said she was happy! The implications boggle the mind!
Gabo (chat): Wow! Did Eri really just thank us? I guess she
can be happy and sad, just like us!
Kiefer (chat): Did you hear that, HERO? Eri just... I must be
imagining things.

Falrod Castle
Bard at entrance: This might just be my imagination... But it
looked like that robot was made to be a soldier. Am I right?
(Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘No’): Phew... I guess my eyes were just
playing tricks on me...
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! That begs the question, if
it wasn't made here in Falrod, then where?
Gabo (chat): That's Eri, right? She isn't just some stupid
MechSoldier!

Maribel (chat): If he discovered that the MechSoldiers
were created by monsters, he'd go over the edge.
Kiefer (chat): HERO, come on. It's over. Just leave it be.
Soldier in guardhouse: After all that trouble, why is King
Falrod just leaving the MechSoldier behind? If we could
examine that thing from top to bottom, a robot would be
easy to construct!
Old man in workshop: We've already received orders from
the King to restart our research. This time, I'm positive we'll
make a working robot for him!
Kiefer (chat): I can't help but feel a little sorry for these
men. Do you really think they can make a mechanical man by
themselves?
Gabo (chat): Do you think these guys will really be able to
make a mechanical man?
Maribel (chat): I know I shouldn't say this, but I doubt the
King's dream will ever come true.
Observation about robot: This machine appears
inoperational. Bits have been ripped out of the body.
Scholar (working on the robot): Sigh... If only we had that
MechSoldier. Utilizing the secrets locked inside,
constructing a robot would be simple.
Scholar (marching around): Left. Right. Left. Right. See how
simple it is? It's just one foot after the other! So, why can't
this darn machine do it? Maybe, they're just not smart
enough.
Scholar (at the table): A fully functional robot is far beyond
our technological capabilities right now. It could be ten...
even twenty years before we succeed. ...Oh, but don't tell
that to the King!
Young woman in courtyard: As soon as he returned, the King
gave the scholars some new directive. Maybe the robots of
our dreams aren't too far away!
Gabo (chat): Long live the King! I just hope this works.

Maribel (chat): No way. Building a mechanical man is
impossible.
Kiefer (chat): You've got to hand it to King Falrod. He
doesn't waste any time. They're still a long way off yet from
finishing a mechanical man, though.
Soldier on the left: Ahh, you again. You come by so often,
you hardly seem like strangers any more. You might as well
talk to the Captain and join the army! Hah hah hah!
Kiefer (chat): You're telling me to become a soldier? Ha ha
ha! I could fight circles around you!
Soldier in throne room: I've heard that Armand has finally
been released. I'm so happy!
Guard Captain: King Falrod appears to have finally realized
the truth about Eri... and my ancestry. That's the King's
most commendable attribute. He's willing to admit it when
he's wrong. With him leading us, I'm sure everything will turn
out all right.
Maribel (chat): Wow! The King knows everything!
Kiefer (chat): I envy the trust and reliance they have. I wish
my father was half as kind to me!
Gabo (chat): This one is Armand's son, right? He doesn't
look like him at all!
Minister: The King has just ordered a redoubled guard on the
Forbidden Zone. I doubt anyone will ever try to set foot in
that area again. This, too, must reflect how greatly the King
esteems Armand's opinion.
Maribel (chat): Sigh. Someday I would like to find a lasting
love as well! Just not to an axe-wielding robot, I hope.
Kiefer (chat): Things will be okay now, right, HERO? No one
will bother Zebbot and Eri anymore.
Gabo (chat): Damn! I forgot to try some of the mushrooms
from that area!
King Falrod: Ahh, it's you people. You were most helpful to
me before. Let me thank you again! I admit that I still have

my regrets, but I've made up my mind about Eri. I've
accepted that that's how things must be. I'll seize the
future on my own! If you're in this part of the world again
sometime, do stop by and see us. By then, our mechanical
servants will have made this country more prosperous than
ever! You just wait and see! Hah hah hah!
Maribel (chat): King Falrod is a little too young for me now,
but I bet he will ripen with age!
Kiefer (chat): I don't know what's going to become of all
this research, but as long as King Falrod is on the throne,
this country will certainly fare well.
Gabo (chat): The King is looking so confident. I'm convinced
that he really will build a mechanical man!
Maid in library: Clean, clean, I love to clean. Tum-de-dum,
dum dum dum! There! The table is finally clean! Now, it's in
proper condition for His Majesty to use.
Observation about cleaning machine: It's currently turned
off. Cleaning must be finished for now.
Soldier on top balcony: This type of simple guard duty is
perfect for robots. Oh! Wait! Not that I'm a simple guy or
anything... It may look easy, but standing guard is grueling
work!
Maribel (chat): What is this man talking about? Lazy idiot!
Farmer on terrace: Sweep, sweep, sweep! I'm the man who
keeps the palace spic and span. Those tinheads never rest a
minute... so I can't, either! I can't let them get the best of
me! Get out of the way, would you? Sweep, sweep!
Kiefer (chat): You can't take on that MechSoldier, old man!
You're too weak!
Cleaning machine on second floor of western watchtower:
Whirr... Whirr...
Gabo (chat): These things eat dust and dirt off of the floor
for food? It's so cruel!

Kiefer (chat): They work all day without the slightest
complaint. Father's lazy servants would avoid a lot of
punishment if they were more like these machines.
Maribel (chat): Eri and the cleaners are a million times
better than any stupid mechanical man could ever be!
Soldier on top of western watchtower: It looks like the
rumors about the MechSoldier were all lies. It figures... Even
if those old tales about them are true, there can't possibly
be any left surviving today.
Kiefer (chat): I never imagined that Eri could still be alive,
either. With any luck, no one will ever see a MechSoldier
again.
Cleaning machine on first floor: Whirr... Whirr...
Scholar in the corner: Ooohhh... Is it gone? Is it gone? {He
shakes.} Ooohhh... I... I just can't stand rats! I was working
on this broken cleaner, and a giant one jumped right out!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha ha! No wonder the thing wasn't working.
I'm amazed how it can suck up everything in its path like
that.
Cat in kitchen: Meoww.
Young woman: Whew... I finally had a chance to make
something for myself. It looks like I'll be taking care of
those scientists for a long time.
Gabo (chat): HERO! It smells great in here! I'm so hungry!
Food!
Woman: If you want something done right, then people beat
machines by a longshot. It doesn't matter if it's cooking or
cleaning! The touch of a human hand makes all the
difference.
Dowager Queen: I trust the King's intentions. I believe
machines can help mankind. I doubt the terrifying events of
the past will repeat themselves. Machines can bring us
happiness, as well as pain. It all depends on how we use them!

Kiefer (chat): King Falrod is fortunate to have such an
understanding mother. I'm sure he'll see his dreams come
true someday!
Maribel (chat): They say a child is nothing more than a
mirror of his parents. I guess those two will make a pretty
good family.
Soldier in dungeon: He's always so polite. It seems he really
is cut from the same cloth as Armand.
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! That soldier looked better in his
uniform!
Maribel (chat): I'm amazed that Armand wasn't caught when
he was walking around with us.
Kiefer (chat): If it wasn't for this soldier, we would never
have been successful. We should thank him.
Nun on castle terrace: I didn't think it possible for
mechanical beings to possess souls. In a surprising turn of
events, King Falrod declared today that souls can actually
exist within robots! Isn't it wonderful? It's the birth of new
life!
Old man on second floor of eastern watchtower: They say
a famous scholar once lived in that Forbidden Zone. Some say
that scholar is linked to the missing part of this land's
history... No one knows what really happened to him, though.
The truth has been lost forever.
Gabo (chat): I know, but I'm not going to tell you!
Kiefer (chat): That old man is right about truth getting lost
in time.
Maribel (chat): There are some things in the world you are
better off not knowing about.
Soldier on top of eastern watchtower: We used to go to
the western cape to pick mushrooms. Unfortunately, I hear
they're going to be a lot more strict about letting people in
from now on. Who knows what's happening on that cape?

Maribel (chat): That's right, soldier. You should never go to
the western cape. There are monsters there that would
terrify you.

Falrish
Woman in inn: It makes things so much easier to have this
mechanical housecleaner. Since getting this, the rooms are
always spic and span! Now it doesn't bother me at all when
guests make a mess of the place. It's a real marvel. I'm so
grateful to the King for making it.
Young man on southeast watchtower: Dr. Armand has been
teaching swordsmanship to all of the palace guards as well as
to the King himself. The doctor has been an invaluable asset
for the castle. I'm envious of the Captain, having Armand for
his father!
Kiefer (chat): I envy the people of this country. How
wonderful to have had a teacher as marvelous as Armand.
Maribel (chat): That's right. When the parents are
excellent, the child is usually superior, too. My family is an
excellent example of this. Right, HERO?
Young woman in southeast watchtower: This has been a
family of soldiers for generations. We only have one little girl
now, but we'd really like to have a son. My husband's so busy
at the castle, though, that it's not so easy. Goodness me!
What am I prattling on about? This is embarrassing!
Maribel (chat): Sigh.
Kiefer (chat): Hmm.
Gabo (chat): Ga...bo?
Armand: Oh. Oh! You people finally came. Please, please stay
as long as you wish. I guess Eri and Zebbot can spend time
alone peacefully from now on. It's because of you that the
King agreed as he did. Thank you, truly. I, Armand, will
remember you people forever!

Maribel (chat): This time, we had a good experience too. We
wish you a long and happy life, Armand!
Kiefer (chat): And we certainly won't forget about you,
either, Armond Armand.
Little girl: Hurray! Grandpa's proud of me since I followed
his instructions. It's too bad you didn't find anything, but
while I was following you, I found this Shard. Here, you can
have it! [HERO obtained the FireShard!] Hahahaha! Just
kidding! You don't want to have garbage like this, do you!
Just throw that away whenever you can!
Maribel (chat): Maybe this kid will be making mechanical
things someday, too!
Kiefer (chat): Ha ha! I am in your debt. You've saved me!
Gabo (chat): Good catch, HERO. But isn't she a little young
to be your wife?
Little girl (again): Tee-hee! Sorry! I'll find more decent
treasure next time.
Little boy in town square: Hmm. I dropped my pocket money
in the steet. The cleaners must have sucked it up! Waaah!
Gabo (chat): Hey, don't cry! It's not like they took your food
away! Hey!
Cleaning machine: Whirrrrrr, whirrrrr.
Gabo (chat): Whirrr, whirrr! Heh heh. I'm getting better at
faking that mechanical sound.
Kiefer (chat): All right! My machine-like body is still in
perfect form!
Maribel (chat): Oh! Now I want one, too! Seriously!
Traveling merchant: Hey, take a look at this! It really cut my
finger bad! I just tried to pick it up, and it pinched me! You
folks better not touch that machine either! Ouch! Shoot, I
guess I won't be able to carry one home.
Maribel (chat): Yeah, you could call it divine punishment.
Gabo (chat): Why does everybody want those whirring things
so badly, anyway? I just don't get it.

Kiefer (chat): That's what you get for trying to take
something you're not supposed to.
Old woman: Even Falrish, with its frightening past, will
change. The King promises a bright future for all! I don't
know if things will change while I'm still alive, but the
children will have a great future indeed. I'm sure that the
kingdom will prosper.
Maribel (chat): With the young King and growing legions of
mechanical servants, the future of this country is bright.
Provided, of course, the King doesn't descend into madness
and transform the timid robots into an invincible killing
force.
Kiefer (chat): There can be no real peace until those
fortresses are forced down! Ha ha! Don't I sound like a
heroic prince?
Young woman in red dress in chapel: So, Father, that's why
I... Eek! You again? I told you not to eavesdrop on my
confession! Even you guys have made your share of mistakes,
right? I know you have. Right/comma/ Father?
Gabo (chat): If I apologize to God, will I get a present? I
want to try it!
Maribel (chat): Come on, now! How many things could this girl
have to confess?
Young man in fort: Did you hear? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it. I knew that had to
be the case.
Young man (if you say ‘No’): It's becoming more and more
difficult to travel into the Forbidden Zone. I wouldn't care,
except that you can pick a lot of tasty mushrooms there.
Man in blue vest: This is just a rumor, but I heard that
building a mechanical man has come to a dead end. Sigh. I was
hoping to see a young and sexy mechanical lady.
Kiefer (chat): Heh heh heh. Well, of course! Anyone would
prefer their mechanical servant to be cute.

Gabo (chat): You think they could make a mechanical wolf,
too? I want to make one that's just like my mother!
Maribel (chat): While they're at it, they might as well make
a mechanical person that looks just like me! It'd be so cute
and sweet that everybody would want one! An instant
success!
Woman in kitchen: People say there's a strange old fortune
teller living in the eastern ruins. When are they going to
come up with a mechanical cook?
Kiefer (chat): What will we want next after a mechanical
cook? I suppose it will be something like that machine we
found in the hut that washes clothes.
Maribel (chat): I know what you mean, but I don't think it
will happen for a while.
Little boy in barracks: I tell you something. I fell into the
pool! That's why my pants are soaking wet. It's true! N-no!
This is not from bed-wetting!
Kiefer (chat): You claim you didn't wet your bed, but it
sounds pretty suspicious to me. In the castle, we used to...
Ahem!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... What's this smell?
Maribel (chat): I just remembered something about you,
HERO! Me? How dare you! I haven't done that in a long time!
Observation: The bed's wet!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... Hey! This isn't water!
Tough guy on west side of town: Have you visited this town
before? Gwahahaha! I can immediately tell because I have
such a good memory! You visited here a long time ago, right?
I do remember you! Impressive, eh? Heh, heh.
Kiefer (chat): ...
Gabo (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): ...

Fortune Teller’s Canyon (a.k.a.
Clockmech Site)
Fortune teller: I'm the fortune teller. Are you searching for
something? (Yes/No)
Fortune teller (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you aren't, are you?
Maybe I'm slipping.
Fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): All right then, I'll tell your
fortune for you. Dero dero, honia nara supi supi supi ha!
Right!
Fortune teller (continued): I see something strange crawling
on the ground. Could it be cleaning, perhaps? It looks like a
laboratory, but it's the present day.
Fortune teller (continued): That's basically it. If you don't
recognize the place that I'm seeing, then it may be a place
that you have yet to go to. Ha ha ha!
Fortune teller (again): What's that? Do you wish to hear
more? (Yes/No)
Fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): [repeats above]
Fortune teller (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. I pray that you find
what you seek.

MechSoldiers’ Base - deserted
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully. It looked
like a container for liquid, but HERO didn't really know.
Observation: HERO examined the object carefully, but
HERO had no idea what the object was for.
Treasure Chest – Cannibox
Treasure Chest – Strength Seed
Treasure Chest – TinyMedal
Pot – EvilPot
Treasure Chest – Iron Claw

Coral Lake Shrine
Gabo (chat): Isn't it cold to live on water?
Maribel (chat): There's some kind of superhuman power
here. I can tell. I don't suppose you can feel it, HERO,
because you're so dense.
Kiefer (chat): This place is mystical, isn't it, HERO?
Cat: Meow.
Observation: The door didn’t open. It seems to be held shut
by a mysterious power.
Soldier on second floor: I have waited, even in the face of
darkness. This world will not last forever. God's Legacy must
be found. The BlissRock will tell you when the time comes.
Gabo (chat): God's Legacy still sleeps in the darkness? Then
we've got to wake it up!
Kiefer (chat): I wonder what that soldier has.
Observation about stone marker: 'Though God may have
perished in his physical form, His power shall endure through
all of time. As His legacy to this world, God has left behind
miracles to bring about our rebirth. We, the soldiers of God,
are the eternal guardians of one of those miracles. By means
of the BlissRock, we shall lead the way to rebirth.'
Maribel (chat): Forever? How long has that man been there,
anyway?
Kiefer (chat): The BlissRock? What's that?

Orph
Maribel (chat): Wow! This place has become just like a
normal town.
Kiefer (chat): Wow, so peaceful! If only the whole world was
like this!

Gabo (chat): Haven't been here for a while, have we?
Old man in town square: This is Orph. We give thanks to our
animals every day! We owe them this whole town, after all!
Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): This is great!
Kiefer (chat): Good, good. That's the right thing to do. This
town does owe us, after all.
Maribel (chat): They know how to do things right here! We
should all respect living things like they do.
Man in black pants in town square: Since the festival
ended, this town's been so quiet. The calm after the storm,
you could say! Ha ha ha!
Man in blue vest (in item shop behind counter): Hey! Aren't
you the one who won the contest at the festival? That was
amazing! I've never seen anyone win on the first try!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! I'm here, so we'll win for sure!
Woman: Long ago, this town was attacked by a terrible
monster. Everyone was turned into animals. It must have
been quite a scene. Then, it seems, that the real animals of
town asked the Messengers of God for help. We owe our
town's existence to the animals! That's what this festival is
about. Of course, it's an old fable, so I couldn't tell you how
much of it is really true.
Kiefer (chat): That's right! It's all true. Right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Look how the tradition has been passed down.
Gabo (chat): Yeah! Yeah!
Little girl on second floor: I'm going to get dressed up for
the next festival, too. Oh, it's going to be so much fun!
Man in blue vest in inn: A long time ago, legendary White
Wolves watched over this town. The last of the white wolves
was named... Oh, what was it?
Gabo (continued): It's Gabo, old man.

Man (continued): What? Gabo? Ha ha! No, I don't think it
was anything that weird! You're silly little white pig! Ha ha
ha!
Innkeeper (merchant) behind counter: Hello! If you want to
stay, go around to the other side of the counter.
Woman near northwest house: Everyone here puts on animal
costumes during the festival, but I just can't find anything
to match my stellar figure!
Maribel (chat): ...
Kiefer (chat): ...
Gabo (chat): Cute!
Horse sleeping in bed in southeast house: Whinny... Neigh!
Kiefer (chat): I'm sorry, but isn't this going too far?
Rooster in corral: Cock-a-doodle-doo!
Little boy by church: One of the brave fighters that saved
our town long ago could talk to animals! I wish I could do
that, too! Then, I could find out where all the good fruits and
nuts are!
Maribel (chat): I love the way children think. They're so
lightearted and loving, just like me!
Gabo (chat): I can understand animals too, HERO.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: Yaiee! You
scared me! What are you doing in my house?
Old man in north house: Hello! Welcome to Orph. I'm happy
to see you! Please stop by whenever you're in the area.
You're always welcome here!
Cat in bedroom: Rrrrrr...
Mimi (bunny girl): Tee hee. Eventually,the Elder convinced
me to return to my old outfit. Perhaps it just means I'm as
cute as a real rabbit!
Young woman near north house: I love dressing up for the
festival and going out with my boyfriend. Tee hee! It feels
like I'm being escorted to some extravagant masquerade!

Young man in shed: Chew, chew... Ptui! Yuck! This is
completely disgusting! How can cows and horses eat this
crap?
Kiefer (chat): Huh? No! Don't eat that!
Gabo (chat): Mmmm. Yummy.
Maribel (chat): My God! He's eating feed! Disgusting!
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Verdham
Gabo (chat): Huh? What's going on? No one's here.
Maribel (chat): Perhaps a brawny monster tore everyone in
town limb from limb and ate them. If a monster shows up, let
him eat you while I run away. Okay, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): Strange. It's so quiet, it's as if no one's living
here.
Sign: Welcome to Verdham.
Observation in inn: There is a statue directly before you! It
looks as if a living human was suddenly turned into stone.
Kiefer (continued): A statue in a place like this is quite
unusual. It looks very much like Dialac...
Kiefer (chat): Haven't we seen this before? Don't you
remember, HERO? It's just like Dialac. Everyone was turned
to stone there, too.
Gabo (chat): Why are these strangely disturbing stone
statues here?

Kiefer (continued): These aren't just stone statues. They're
humans turned to stone by a curse!
Gabo (continued): All these statues were once people?
Unbelievable.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A young girl turned
to stone. She must have turned to stone after rushing inside.
Observation: An Adventure Journal lies open atop the desk.
Observation on second floor of inn: HERO inspected the
statue. A priest turned to stone.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A nun turned to
stone. She seems to have turned to stone while changing her
clothes. Things are just out of view...
Maribel (chat, outside): Is it safe to stay here so long? If
the cursed rain fell right now, we'd turn to stone, too.
Gabo (chat): Now we know they've all turned to stone. Let's
do something about it.
Kiefer (chat): Looks like the cursed rain fell here, too. Now
that we've figured that out, let's hurry up and get the
townspeople back to normal.
Observation in inn behind counter: HERO inspected the
statue. A young boy turned to stone. He seems to have been
running.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A woman turned to
stone.
Observation in pub below inn: HERO inspected the statue. A
dancer turned to stone. The irritated look on her face has
been perfectly preserved.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A soldier turned to
stone with a gleeful look on his face. He is holding hands with
a dancer.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A dancer turned to
stone. She resembles the dancer next to her. They must be
sisters.

Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A bartender
turned to stone. He's still holding a glass in his hand.
Maribel (chat, in item shop): How am I supposed to buy
anything if there's no shopkeeper? Are you even listening to
me, HERO?
Observation in item shop: HERO inspected the statue. A
shop owner has been turned to stone.
Observation on second floor of item shop: There is a diary
on top of the table. Will you read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO began reading the
diary. 'He's always pursuing his dreams— he hardly takes
notice of me. He avoids me, averting his eyes.' The rest is so
hastily written, no one but the author could read it.
Treasure Chest – TinyMedal
Observation in southwest house: HERO inspected the
statue. It's a woman turned to stone. It looks like she was
cooking right up until the end. Much time must have passed,
as the pot is brimming with mold. You cannot even recognize
what she was cooking.
Command: Item – AngelTear – Use
HERO tried to use AngelTear. But AngelTear does not seem
to work on people directly.
Observation on second floor of southwest house: HERO
inspected the statue. It's a beautiful woman, turned to
stone.
Observation in western house: HERO inspected the statue.
It's an old man turned to stone. It looks like he was running.
He appears out of breath.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. This is a cat
turned to stone. She was turned to stone in the middle of a
yawn.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
the 'Mecha Encyclopedia' and began reading... It's filled with
descriptions of mechanics, complete with illustrations. One

article that caught your eye reads — 'Lonely? No girlfriend?
Let her gently caress your cares away! Introducing the
Mech-maid!'
Pot – 3 gold coins
Observation about back door of herb garden: The door is
shut tightly.
Maribel (chat, in weapon shop): How am I supposed to buy
anything if there's no shopkeeper? Are you even listening to
me, HERO?
Observation in weapon shop: HERO inspected the statue. A
weapons dealer turned to stone.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A woman turned to
stone. Her face is contorted with exertion.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A small boy. He
turned to stone just after rushing into the shop.
Observation in herb garden: HERO inspected the statue. A
man trying to protect a woman.
Maribel (chat): Oh, my God! Those two should really get a
room.
Gabo (chat): Why are these the only ones that turned to
stone outside?
Observation in shed by herb garden: HERO inspected the
statue. A man that has turned to stone. He seems to have
turned to stone just after rushing inside the house.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is
something stuck between two books. It's an unfinished love
letter! It seems to be in Porta's handwriting.
Observation in basement of shed: HERO inspected the
statue. An old man turned to stone.
Dresser – Wooden Hat
Sign: Herb customers please inquire with the gardener in the
herb garden.
Observation about kitchen door: The door will not open.
Observation about third floor door: The door will not open.

Observation in central mansion: HERO inspected the statue.
A martial artist turned to stone.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A man turned to
stone. He looks like a traveling merchant.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A middle-aged man
turned to stone.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A maid turned to
stone.
Observation: HERO inspected the statue. A farmer turned to
stone. he He seems to have turned to stone just after taking
shelter.
Barrel – 25 gold coins
Observation about kitchen door: The door is locked tightly.
None of your keys fit the lock.
Observation on second floor of central mansion: HERO
inspected the statue. A handsome young man. He looks like
he's pressing his face against a window to peer out.
Dresser – Glam Robe
Monster as you approach: Yum. Yum. The nectar tastes so
much better when you gaze upon a human who has turned to
stone. What? {to HERO} Scree! Humans! It's so unusual to
find people who haven't been turned to stone. Scree! It's not
as sweet as a flower nectar, but I hear human blood isn't too
bad! I think I'll have a little snack. Screeee!
Maribel (battle chat): If we defeat this one, I bet the
townspeople will turn back to normal!
Gabo (battle chat): Hey, let's rip off that huge tongue!
Kiefer (battle chat): So this is the monster that's been
turning the townspeople to stone? I can hardly believe it!
Rainmaker (when it is defeated): Screeeee! I let my guard
down, but just because I lost doesn't mean the spell will be
broken. Serves you right! The humans will remain as stone for
eternity! Ha, ha, ha!

Gabo (chat): What? Despite our heroic victory, the villagers
won't return to normal?
Kiefer (chat): Hmph! Better watch what you say! Look, I
don't think the curse is going to be broken so easily, either.
Gabo (chat): Nobody would know if we were the ones who
broke the curse.
Kiefer (chat): So all we have to do is sprinkle AngelTear, like
we did in Dialac, right?
Maribel (chat): Hurry up, HERO. I won't be able to shop until
the curse is broken!
Command (not on rooftop): Item – AngelTear – Use
HERO tried to use AngelTear. If you use the AngelTear
here, the effects won't spread across the village.
Command (on top of central mansion): Item – AngelTear –
Use
HERO sprinkled the AngelTear from the rooftop.
Gabo (chat): Okay, HERO. Let's go see if the spell has been
broken.
Iwan (young man in turban, as you approach him on the
second floor): Ah, I feel so dizzy. Darn! What could it be?
Oh. I know. I remember now! I was watching Pepe. Damn that
Pepe. He's gone and gotten involved with Linda! What? Pepe's
lying right on top of Linda! Has Pepe lost his mind, attacking
Linda like that? {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): He seems to be affectionate toward Linda.
This is getting interesting. Let's follow him!
Gabo (chat): You did it, HERO! The spell's been broken.
Everything's back to normal.
Maid on first floor: I haven't seen your faces around here
before. Are you avoiding the rain too? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): Hee hee! That's about right.
Let me introduce myself. I'm Kaya.
Maid (if you say ‘No’): You're lying! Oh, well, never mind. By
the way, my name's Kaya.

Kaya (continued, either way): Feel free to ask me anything
about the mansion.
Kaya (again): I've been working as a maid here ever since the
judgement was settled. Nowadays the master has put me in
charge of the mansion in place of his late wife.
Farmer in kitchen: Everyone rushed home as soon as the
gray rain started to fall.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
the Encyclopedia of Bizarre Plants and began reading... It's
an encyclopedia of strange plant life. The illustration of a
giant plant that devours entire towns is rather intriguing.
Fighter (as you approach): Oh look, Borlock. The weather's
suddenly cleared up.
Borlock (gentleman, continued): Oh, thank goodness that
gray rain has stopped!
Fighter (continued): Indeed. Is it really true that people are
turning to stone just by getting rained upon?
Borlock (continued): Aren't you worried? You saw that
ominous purple cloud too, didn't you!
Fighter (continued): I'm just glad you're all right. I'm going
to go check what's going on out there. {He turns around.}
Something's odd. My body's been feeling stiff for quite
some time now. {He leaves.}
Kiefer (chat): Did you hear that? No one even remembers
they'd been turned to stone.
Maribel (chat): All anyone remembers is trying to get out of
the rain.
Borlock: It's fine with me if you slip in here to take cover
from the rain. I'm just worried about my precious herb
garden. I hope it's okay! What if that gray rain killed all my
herbs?
Gabo (chat): No one seems to realize they'd been stone
statues.
Kiefer (chat): No wonder they don't know who saved them.

Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. Scream it as loud as you can. Yell
that they were cursed and turned to stone, and that Maribel
and her friends saved them!
Voice (after you leave the central mansion): Anyone! Come
over here! It's terrible! Someone has turned into stone in
the herb garden! {A farmer, fighter, and old man rush off.}
Gabo (chat): An herb garden? Let's go check it out, HERO.
Kiefer (chat): Oh, no! Some people weren't saved?
Young woman in apron near entrance: Hey, did you hear?
Someone failed to escape and became a statue in the herb
garden!
Old man near herb garden: I feel like all of my muscles are
stretched, and it's tough to walk. With my body like this, I
can't go to the herb garden to check...
Old man (again): I can't stop thinking about the herb garden!
I want to know who turned into a stone.
Farmer near herb garden: I can't believe Pepe turned into
stone. He was always so kind to me! With Pepe the gardener
being gone, the garden is going to disappear.
Fighter near herb garden: They say it turns things into
stone, but actually, the body just becomes hard and stiff.
Young man blocking herb garden entrance: Don't push! I
want to check on Linda, too, but I'm scared to go near the
herb garden. I don't want what happened to Pepe to happen
to me!
Kiefer (chat): Doesn't look like we can get in from here.
Want to go around to the back?
Maribel (chat): What a pain! Now how can we tell what's
going on in the herb garden? Just who do they think broke
the curse, anyway?
Woman blocking herb garden entrance: Mercy! Isn't that
Pepe the gardener, collapsed over there? Is that little Linda
there by Pepe's side?

Tough guy in weapon shop: I'm sorry, but you'll have to do
your shopping later. My body just isn't listening to me... I
feel like I've been standing in the same position for a really
long time.
Little boy by inn: The grown-ups said that if you get caught
in the gray rain, you'll turn to stone! That's why I'm staying
in the weapons shop, so I don't get wet!
Priest in inn: For months now, I've traveled and spread the
Word of God throughout the region. But all I was able to do
was...
Innkeeper (woman): Well, once the rain stopped, everyone
taking refuge just up and left. Their movements were so
stiff. It looked like it was hard for them to walk.
Nun on second floor of inn: Aah, what should I do? I act as
a missionary wherever I go, but./two more periods to finish
elipsis/ Judging from Borlock's passionate look, it seems that
he doesn't want me to leave on a journey.
Dresser – Traveler Clothes
Warrior in pub in inn basement: My hometown, Engow, is
famous for the Festival of Flame. I came here looking to buy
some herbs, but I seem to have overstayed my welcome. Hee
hee.
Dancer in red dress: This is terrible! They're forcing a shy
girl like me to dance in awful clothes! The more my sister
loses at gambling, the more miserable my life becomes.
Young woman in purple coat: My daughter is always gloomily
carrying crystals or tarot cards or something. Because I love
her, I'm trying to draw out my daughter's charms.
Man in black pants: I wonder how long that great warrior is
planning to drink here... He came here to work!
Borlock: What's wrong with me? I can't move my body the
way I want to. I sure hope that gray rain didn't affect my
health.

Merchant in item shop: I'm sorry. Please come back later. I
can't work as much as normal, as I don't feel very well.
Woman in southwest house: How could this happen? The
stew I just cooked suddenly turned moldy!
Dresser – Bunny Ears
Traveling merchant near western house: I came from far
away to see my old friend, but that rain fell all of a sudden. I
wonder how his daughter Linda is doing. I'm looking forward
to seeing her.
Cat in western house: Meooow.
Young woman near mansion: I've got a bad feeling about
this. I went to Linda's house, but she wasn't there.
Iwan (near back gate of herb garden): I never thought
Pepe was the kind of guy to overpower a woman like that. To
think that a mere gardener would even consider making a
move on my dear bethrothed. How dare he?
Maribel (chat): Just who does he think he is, ignoring me
when I talk to him?
Porta (tough guy, in herb garden shed): He's been away for
too long. Why hasn't Pepe come back yet? Pepe suggested
that I should return home, and that he and Linda would
follow shortly.
Gardener (man in brown vest): I don't know why, but
recently my body won't move how I want it to. If you want to
buy some herbs, you need to speak to one of my sons, Pepe or
Porta.
Observation about young man lying down in herb garden:
There is no reply. He must be alive, because he is breathing
weakly.
Kiefer (chat): Strange. The curse has been broken! Why is
he the only one that won't wake up?
Young man blocking herb garden entrance: Don't stand in
front of me! /extra space/ I can't see how Linda and Pepe
are doing.

Gabo (chat): We were in the herb garden. Impressive, huh?
You keep looking in from there, commoner.
Linda (young woman in purple skirt): Wake up, Pepe! Quit
fooling around! Answer me! Please!
Iwan: Calm down, Linda! Explain what happened to me.
Linda (continued): Pepe... Pepe... Just because he protected
me from the gray rain... Sob, sob!
Borlock (continued): Thank goodness! It seems that the
garden wasn't damaged. Hmm? Oh, it's Iwan. What happened
to you, Iwan? What are you doing here?
Iwan (continued): Father, listen to this! Pepe got doused by
the gray rain. He's not stone yet, but he's unconscious and
hasn't come to!
Borlock (continued): What? Well, don't just stand around!
Carry Pepe in here, for crying out loud!
Iwan (continued): Pepe's body is as hard as rock, so I can't
carry him by myself.
Borlock (continued): What an embarrasment! {to HERO} I'm
sorry, good travelers. Might you help us bring Pepe to the
house? (Yes/No)
Borlock (if you say ‘No’): I saw you leaving my mansion after
the gray rain stopped. Since you took cover in my mansion,
please help with Pepe to repay me. (Yes/No)
Borlock (when you say ‘Yes’): I owe you for this, travelers.
Now, please, bring Pepe to the house!
Borlock (continued, in shed): HERO! Are you telling me the
truth? I can hardly believe that the entire town was turned
to stone.
Kiefer (continued): I am not lying. When we came here,
everyone was stone. I have no idea how long they remained as
statues.
Borlock (continued): No, I'm sorry. I won't doubt you any
further. But, for heavens sake! People turning to stone! It's
just as that old man and boy that passed through town said!

Mmm, why is only Pepe remaining like this while everyone else
returned to normal??
Linda (continued): It was all my fault. Pepe exposed himself
to the gray rain to protect me. Why did you do that, Pepe?
You /extra space/ always gave me the cold shoulder.
Iwan (continued): Oh, I almost forgot to ask you, Linda.
What were you doing with Pepe in the herb garden? I want an
explanation.
Linda (continued): I didn't do anything!
Iwan (continued): Well then, tell me. Or did you do something
you can't tell your fiance about?
Linda (continued): You're a fool, Iwan! I wasn't doing
anything! Just drop it! {She leaves.}
Iwan (continued): Oh! Linda! {He chases after her.}
Borlock (continued): That darn Iwan! Behaving like that in
front of our guests! I'm sorry, HERO, but could we please
continue this conversation at my mansion?
Porta: My brother has loved herbs his whole life. My brother
wanted to own an herb garden ever since he was a kid. My
brother won't die before his dream comes true.
Observation about Pepe: There was no reply. Just as before,
Pepe is not waking from his sleep.
Gardener: My son was a fool sacrificing himself to save Linda.
Linda was already engaged to this man Iwan.
Young man in herb garden: I saw Iwan running after Linda,
but I don't think he knows how women think. It's better to
leave a woman alone when she's in a bad mood.
Kiefer (chat): I guess anyone would be confused if they
heard they'd been turned to stone. Maybe I shouldn't have
said anything.
Maribel (chat): So, HERO, would you be jealous if I went out
with someone? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Tee hee! I'm so naughty!
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): What? How rude you are, HERO!

Gabo (chat): Hurry, HERO! Let's go. Borlock will undoubtedly
reward us for saving everyone.
Woman in herb garden: What happened to Pepe is just
horrible! How heartbreaking. Business at the garden is going
to suffer while Pepe is unable to move.
Nun in herb garden: How lovely! This is Borlock's herb
garden, isn't it? What a beautiful garden!
Farmer in herb garden: Linda always visited the herb field
to see Pepe. Everybody knows that. She didn't say a word,
but it was obvious from her attitude. Even I could tell.
Little boy: I'm going to tell you a secret. Promise not to tell?
(Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): I can't tell you! You didn't
promise! I would feel bad for Pepe and Linda!
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, since you promised. I saw
something. I saw Pepe and Linda arguing in the herb garden
when the gray rain fell.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: I didn't feel
very good for a while there, but I'm okay now. Come on in and
shop 'til you drop!
Young woman near entrance: This gray rain is the biggest
thing that's ever happened in Verdham.
Innkeeper: I don't know if I can stand the noise from the
bar downstairs anymore. Oops. No point in complaining to a
customer. {inn talk}
Innkeeper from behind counter: Now that the rain has
stopped, everyone's relieved. Now if only Pepe would would
awaken from this sleep.
Fighter in front of mansion: Seems like my body is finally
moving the way it should.
Young woman in front of item shop: Iwan just returned to
the mansion with a devastated look on his face. Iwan can be
so strong-willed and selfish, but he crumbles in front of
Linda.

Linda (on second floor of item shop): I remember you. You
are the travelers who brought in Pepe. So did you come
because you have doubts about my relationship with Pepe,
then? (Yes/No)
Linda (if you say ‘Yes’): You're kidding me, right? I don't
feel anything about Pepe at all. Pepe may have become
bedridden, but that's nothing to do with me. And anyway, he
sure doesn't seem to feel anything about me either.
Linda (if you say ‘No’): That's fine. There's nothing going on
between Pepe and me. Nothing at all. Nothing...
Kiefer (chat): Don't you think we should leave Linda alone
right now?
Merchant behind counter of item shop: Actually, this shop
used to be owned by Linda's parents, who have since passed
away. It's impossible for Linda to take care of the shop, so
I'm running it on her behalf.
Woman in southwest house: Do you think Linda is really
satisfied? Even if her parents were in debt to Borlock, she
didn't have to marry the guy! I wonder if her debt made her
turn down Iwan's proposal.
Old man: Hmm, this is strange. A gray rain began falling, but
it's not making puddles on the ground.
Cat in western house: Mew.
Iwan (as you approach the table in Borlock’s mansion):
Ever since Pepe has been bedridden, Linda's been so
depressed. She puts on a strong face in front of me, but I
know she's really upset inside. What can I do? The way
things are now, I can't just push forward any of these
marriage propositions for Linda...
Borlock (continued): Stop your whining and try reassuring
Linda, will you? I know it isn't easy for you, Iwan, but Pepe is
Linda's childhood friend. This must be a shock for her. You
must help bring back Pepe. For Linda's sake!

Iwan (continued): I've got it. I'm going to have to figure out
how to awaken Pepe all by myself.
Maribel (chat): Seems like Iwan's only asset is that his
parents are rich. Yet his wealth cannot buy him the
perfection I have attained. I can't relate to people like that.
Borlock: Oh, HERO! You stopped by, just like you said! I
never expected something like this to happen. I'm worried
about Linda. Do you think you could help her out? I feel
terrible asking you travelers to help with such a matter. I
just can't believe my son Iwan— he hardly helps out at all.
Gabo (chat): Damn, I was hoping we would be rewarded with
food for saving their town.
Borlock (again): We have to help Linda, and if reviving Pepe
will do the trick, that's what we need to do. I want Linda to
marry my son without any fear of regret. If the marriage
between Linda and my son is finalized, I won't have to collect
the debt owed to me. The only way I can eliminate the debt
is for her to take my son's hand in marriage.
Observation (on second floor): The door is locked.
Kaya (continued): You look exhausted. Have you been
worrying about Linda again?
Iwan (continued): Look, sorry, but I need to be alone. It
helps me think. {She leans forward and kisses him.} Stop it,
Kaya!
Kaya (continued): Linda and Pepe would have done the same
too.
Iwan (continued): Don't lie to me!
Kaya (continued): Well then, do you know why Linda is
constantly going to the herb garden where Pepe is?
Iwan (continued): That's because she likes the herbs, right?
Kaya (continued): You silly. Don't you think it's because she
likes Pepe, not the the actual herbs?

Iwan (continued): Don't talk like that. How would you know?
There's no way Linda would ever betray me. Absolutely,
positively impossible! {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Iwan's love for Linda is comtemptible.
Kiefer (chat): It seems Iwan and the maid have some kind of
secret relationship.
Gabo (chat): The maid and Iwan? Sorry, I don't understand
human mating behavior.
Maribel (chat): Iwan's unfaithfulness is unforgivable. He's
the enemy of all women!
Kiefer (continued): But don't worry. I bet there's nothing
going on now!
Maribel (continued): Oh, shut up, you incompetent prince!
How can you say that?
Kaya (again): When I see someone in trouble, I feel that I
must save them. It's a bad habit of Iwan's. In the past, the
object of his affection wasn't Linda, but me.
Fighter in front of mansion: Young master Iwan doesn't
really help out much. Linda's house is right next door, so no
need to run, you know.
Young woman near item shop: Iwan just doesn't give up. He
went off to see Linda, but it's obvious he's going to get
turned down.
Iwan in item shop: Whoa! The minute I told her, Linda
kicked me out. All I can do now is just wait for Linda's mood
to change.
Maribel (chat): Ha ha! That serves him right!
Traveling merchant visiting Linda: Here, Linda. I know it's
not enough, but use it to pay your debt.
Linda (continued): Please, stop it. I can't accept money from
you.
Traveling merchant (continued): Your Dad took a good care
of me when I was young, so I want you to take it. You're still
paying off your parents' debt, right?

Linda (continued): You don't have to worry about that. I'm
marrying Iwan, so don't worry about the debt.
Traveling merchant (continued): What? The son of Borlock?
That's wonderful! Congratulations! Then, this is your wedding
gift! It's not much, but please accept it, Linda. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): That's so sad. Linda doesn't have a mother or a
father.
Kiefer (chat): Debt, huh? I've never had to worry about
money, so I don't really understand it.
Linda: I do appreciate the kindness of others when I'm going
through a hardship, but no matter who I meet, my heart is
filled with pain and sorrow. I'm in too much turmoil to deal
with the kindness of others.
Maribel (chat, outside, just after Linda runs off to the
herb garden): Linda's got a shadowy side to her. She is dark
like the night. By comparison, I am more like the afternoon.
Don't you agree? (Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): Hey! You didn't have to answer that!
I'm not talking to you anymore.
Gabo (chat): HERO, you're so laid back. Come on, let's follow
Linda!
Young woman outside item shop: What in the world? Did
Linda just come out of the Item Shop?
Iwan (still in item shop): Hey, I haven't done anything!
When I tried to follow Linda, she told me to stay away!
Nun behind western house: The priest told me he would stay
for a while since this town doesn't have a temple. The longer
our stay, the more I can get to know Borlock.
Fighter in front of mansion: Linda went over to the herb
garden with a lovelorn look on her face. I wonder if she and
master Iwan had a little fight or something?
Traveling merchant on second floor of inn: What a poor
child /extra space/ Linda is to have lost both her parents at
once! I hope Iwan, her husband to be, will make Linda happy.

Woman in herb garden: When I spoke to Linda a little while
ago, she completely ignored me. Maybe she's /extra space/
tense because her wedding to Iwan is approaching.
Porta in herb garden: I must take good care of the herb
garden on behalf of Pepe. If the herb garden is in bad shape
when my brother wakes up, he'll get mad at me.
Young man near shed: The herb garden looks empty without
Pepe.
Gardener (if you speak to either him or Linda): There's
nothing for you to feel badly about. All right? That idiot did
it all by himself, so don't worry about it a bit.
Linda (continued): When I think that Pepe might stay like
this for the rest of his life, I...
Gardener (continued): It's all right. It seems that
somewhere in the world there's a secret potion that'll cure
any kind of illness. If you can get ahold of it, you might be
able to save Pepe. {Linda simply walks over to Pepe’s bedside.}
Kiefer (chat): Secret potion? How are we going to find that?
Maribel (chat): Knowing HERO, I bet he's thinking of finding
the secret potion for her. Whew! If we end up helping every
hussy we meet along the way, I'll be exhausted.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. How would I know where the secret
potion is? You idiot!
Kiefer (chat): If only we had a clue about the secret potion,
then all we'd have to do is go get it!
Gabo (chat): A potion that will cure any illness? Could it
really exist?
Linda at Pepe’s bedside: I heard that you saved us. I beg
you. Can you find a medicine to cure Pepe? Can you do it for
me? I don't think I can find the secret medicine, since I'm
not used to traveling.
Kiefer (chat): When a beauty like that asks you to do
something, you set aside all other responsibilities.

Gardener: The secret potion is produced in the east, just
beyond the steep mountain pass. Travelers. If you happen to
go east on other business, could you buy the secret potion
for me? Witnessing your own son become bedridden is
unbearable.
Gabo (chat): Let's find the person from the east and find
out about the secret potion.
Young man outside shed: We can usually see Mt. Flame on a
clear day like this, but not today, for some reason. Did Mt.
Flame blow up in an explosion!? No way...
Porta: I heard the person from Engow is staying at the Inn.
I've been waiting for a long time, but the buyer hasn't shown
up at the herb garden. What happened to them?
Maribel (chat): Hmm, so there's someone in town that's
come all the way from Engow.
Kiefer (chat): When I hear the name 'Engow', it brings back
memories of the Festival of Flame.
Woman: That reminds me. I heard that an old lady in Engow
makes this potion that cures any ailment. She's not just a
skilled pharmacist, but is also a first-rate fortune teller.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: Hey there. If
you want to buy something, come to the front of the counter.
Fighter in front of mansion: This is terrible! Mt. Flame has
completely disappeared! Now I'll never get to go to the
Homura Festival or to Engow. Somebody's got to do
something!
Kiefer (chat): Hmm, it seems there's no easy way to go east.
What should we do?
Kaya on second floor of mansion: I wish that Iwan would
admit his true feelings. He doesn't seem to love Linda, just
the misfortune that plagues her life.
Young woman in front of item shop: You know, I've got
troubles too, but I can't discuss them with Linda. She's so
preoccupied with Pepe and Iwan.

Iwan on second floor of item shop: I'm sure Linda won't
even consider marriage until Pepe wakes up. I don't like it one
bit that Linda's has stronger feelings for Pepe than for me.
Old man: Pamela, a fortune-teller and pharmacist in Engow,
uses a lot of herbs for her medicine, so Pamela's assistant
often comes here. She's here right now, actually.
Cat in western house: Meooow.
Nun behind western house: I heard that an old man and a
child came to this town several months before I did. The old
man warned people about the gray rain, but no one believed
him.
Young woman in apron near entrance: This is Verdham. We
are famous for our herb garden.
Innkeeper from behind counter: Lately, the bar downstairs
has been so noisy. There's a customer in the bar who /extra
space/ says he's from Engow, who doesn't work and just
drinks all day long.
Young woman in purple coat at the bar: You know, here I
taught her to dance so she'd be popular with men, and look
what happened. I get upstaged by a drunk!
Dancer at the bar: What an amazing man, continuing to
dance as drunk as he is!
Man in black pants on stage: {to warrior} Hey, hey! You! You
came from far away to buy herbs, didn't you? So you should
quit drinking here and get back to work!
Warrior twirling on stage: What a nightmare! I came here
to buy ingredients for a potion for Madam Pamela, but before
I knew it I couldn't get back to Engow. How could this
happen? This must be some nightmare I had while I was
drunk!
Maribel (chat): You remember Pamela, don't you, HERO?
Who would have thought she was a famous potion maker?
Kiefer (chat): So if we go east from here, we'll get to Engow.
I wonder how that's possible.

Engow
Maribel (chat): I wonder if the fortune teller really has the
potion.
Gabo (chat): We need to cure Pepe!
Kiefer (chat): HERO! Let's hurry up and go see Pamela!
Woman at entrance: Welcome to the village of Engow. Have
I seen you somewhere before? Oh, I remember now! You're
the ones who rescued our village from the Flame of Darkness!
I'm so glad to see you! Please, make yourself at home!
Kiefer (chat): That really makes me feel good!
Maribel (chat): Exactly! I am the savior, Maribel! Don't ever
forget that!
Gabo (chat): Savior? You mean HERO's name isn't HERO?
Old man in southwest corner of village: Ah, the flame is
burning well today! What a wonderful color!
Young man near item shop: This village's been peaceful ever
since you left. No more weird prophecies, either. It's all
because we pray to the God of Flame every day, I think.
Young woman by well: Oh, it's you! Where have you been?
We haven't forgotten about everything you've done for us
yet!
Woman by well: Laundry today, laundry tomorrow. Sigh. At
least it all dries quickly. The ground around here is so warm,
I don't even need to hang anything!
Tough guy in southeast corner of village: Sigh. The Festival
of Flame this year was fantastic! Is it really another whole
year until the next one? Damn it!
Young man in southeast house: I tell you, ever since our
daughter was born, my wife's cooking has been great. I
almost miss all the charcoal she used to feed me.
Little girl: Mommy, I'm hungry!

Young woman: Hmm, let's see. What to make for lunch
today? How about something healthy,/no comma/ that tastes
good, too?
Old woman near eastern house: I ended up telling my son
the truth, but then he told me he got married and is staying
put here anyway. So, why was I faking this illness all the
time? I feel so ridiculous!
Kiefer (chat): So the old lady was just worrying for nothing?
It looks like it all worked out.
Young man in eastern house: When Mom first admitted it to
me, it was kind of a shock, but I've accepted it now. Besides,
I don't feel like traveling anymore. I found someone to love
here!
Kiefer (chat): Yeah. When you're married, it's harder to
travel.
Young woman: Do you people remember me? I remember you.
(Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): You don't remember me?
The dancer at the festival a few years ago? Oh, well.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oooh, I'm so glad you
remember! Heh heh heh, I wound up marrying 'sweetie pie'
here. I haven't given up dancing, though. We're dancing our
way through life together!
Maribel (chat): What? These two got married? How typical.
Man in blue vest in northeast corner of village: HERO? Oh,
it's you! I never thought I'd get a chance to see you again!
It's been a few years since you left, but we've all been just
fine!
Little boy in northwest corner of village: Man, I'm sick of
chasing her around. I'm too old for that. She needs to find
something new to play.
Kiefer (chat): Shall we teach them a new game, HERO?
Maribel (continued): It's probably not even a fun game.
Gabo (chat): I love playing chase!

Little girl: My boyfriend doesn't seem to care anymore when
he chases me. Is the magic already gone in our relationship?
Gabo (chat): Magic? Like making something disappear? I can
make food disappear!
Maribel (chat): What a precocious little kid.
Elma: Welcome to Madame Elma's House of Mystery! Come,
discover what fate has in store for you! Would you like your
fortunes told? (Yes/No)
Elma (either way): Ha ha ha! Just kidding! I always wanted
to try that. If you're looking for Pamela, she went over to
see the village elder.
Gabo (chat): That shiny thing is pretty. Can I keep it?
Maribel (chat): With an apprentice like that, it must be
tough for the old fortune teller.
Old woman in Elder’s house: Hmm? Oh, right. You wanted to
see Pamela about something, didn't you? I sent for her,
because I needed to buy some medicine. When you get to be
my age, you have to depend on medicine for this and that.
Gabo (chat): I hate potions. They're always so bitter!
Maribel (chat): I sure don't want to get old.
Woman in Elder’s house: I finally found out! Pamela and
another woman were battling for the Elder long ago. The
Elder ended up choosing the other woman for his wife, of
course. It took a while for Pamela to get over it, but they're
friends again now.
Maribel (chat): The Elder seems to be quite popular with the
ladies, huh? Snicker. How different from HERO!
Elder: Mt. Flame is calm today. Thank goodness! {to HERO}
Well, if it isn't HERO! Oh, this sure brings back memories.
Every time I pray to the God of Flame, I remember what you
did for our village. It makes me even more thankful for his
divine guidance!
Pamela in Elder’s kitchen: Oh, is that you, HERO? It has
been a long time, indeed. Is your journey going smoothly? No?

You seem troubled about something. Do you want to tell me
about it? [Do you want to tell Pamela about Pepe? (Yes/No)]
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Oh? Well, I won't force you, but I
do want to help you if I can. Remember, I'm always here if
you need me.
Gabo (chat): Without the potion, Pepe isn't going to get
better, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Don't you need to get the old woman's
potion, HERO?
Kiefer (chat): HERO, didn't you come out here to get a
potion from Pamela?
Pamela (again): I knew it! You are troubled about something!
Do you want to talk about it? [Do you want to tell Pamela
about Pepe? (Yes/No)]
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): My, my, my! He was petrified by
the rain? That's a dreadful curse indeed! I'm sure I have
something or other to turn him back to normal. I'll go back to
the store to look for it.
Maribel (chat): I hope the potion's there.
Gabo (chat): So now Pepe will get better, right? Good.
Kiefer (chat): Hey, why don't we go to Pamela's house, too?
Old woman (again): Pamela's potions always do the trick! You
can rely on that.
Elma: Welcome to Pamela's store! Buy our fine medicines and
have your fortune told!
Pamela: I created a potion based on what you told me. I think
it will do the trick. Here, take it with you. [HERO received
the Mila Drug!] That's the strongest of all my potions. I'm
sure you'll be fine with this! Now, hurry up and take it to the
poor fellow.
Kiefer (chat): Let's hurry back to the herb garden!
Gabo (chat): I want to make Pepe better soon!
Maribel (chat): It's a good thing we got that potion, HERO.

Pamela (again): I don't have any more of that potion on me,
so use it wisely!

Verdham
Gardener pacing at village entrance: I had a feeling you all
would return today, so I've been waiting for you here the
whole time. Did you bring medicine for Pepe's illness?
(Yes/No)
Gardener (if you say ‘No’): No. I know your faces too well.
You're lying to me. I'm going to ask again. Do you have the
medicine for Pepe's illness?
Gardener (when you say ‘Yes’): Thank you so much! I knew
my instinct was right! I'll tell Linda. Now, please hurry and go
to Pepe.
Maribel (chat): You know, we've never once heard Pepe's
voice. I hope he's got a better voice than Iwan.
Gabo (chat): Pepe's father is consumed with worry about
Pepe.
Young woman near item shop: Linda stops at Pepe's house
every day. I guess she feels kind of responsible.
Kaya in mansion kitchen: Lately, not only is Iwan depressed,
but the master is too. I suppose it's because Linda's
marriage plans won't move ahead until Pepe comes around.
Little boy near herb garden: Hmmm... Why is Linda feeling
depressed? The argument with Pepe must still be upsetting
her...
Farmer in herb garden: So many days have passed since
then, but Pepe is still bedridden. Poor thing.
Woman in herb garden: What's going on, you guys? Did you
finally get that secret potion? If so, hurry up and get it to
Pepe!
Iwan in shed: I heard you got a hold of this incredible
potion, but will it really awaken Pepe?

Maribel (chat): What are you doing? Everyone's counting on
you. Give them the potion.
Borlock: It seems you have found the secret medicine that
can awaken Pepe. I knew HERO and the rest of you would
come through for us.
Linda: Please bring the medicine for Pepe as soon as you can!
Porta: I've tried various kinds of medicines, but they didn't
work. I wonder if the medicine you brought will work on my
brother.
Gardener: I thank you all for doing this for my son! Please,
hurry and find the secret potion for Pepe.
Command: Item – Mila Drug – Use
HERO fed the Mila Drug to Pepe.
Pepe (continued): Uhhh, my body!
Borlock (continued): Ohh, It's a miracle!
Porta (continued): Brother! You're finally awake!
Linda (continued): Pepe, can you recognize me? It's me,
Linda. {Pepe hops out of bed.}
Pepe (continued): Oh, I'm okay. I'm so glad you didn't turn
to stone.
Linda (continued): No. Everybody in the town turned to
stone.
Gardener (continued): Even after everyone else had
recovered, you remained in a deep sleep. It's these people
here who saved you.
Pepe (continued): So that's what happened, eh? Thanks,
everyone. I've caused all of you a lot of trouble.
Iwan (continued): How annoying! Even while he was asleep, he
managed to monopolize Linda's affections. Now that Pepe's
come to, Linda's happy again. I guess I should thank Pepe for
that. I know. Father, we should have a party tonight to
celebrate Pepe's recovery.

Borlock (continued): Excellent. We'll absolutely have HERO
and friends attend! Please rest at my mansion until the
preparations for the feast are finished.
Kaya in mansion (continued): The preparations are now
complete, so please proceed outside to the herb garden. I
cooked up a storm making this meal so please enjoy it. {She
goes outside.}
Gabo (chat): At last, we're finally going to get treated to a
meal!
Kiefer (chat): Throwing a party to celebrate Pepe's
recovery! Iwan's not so bad, after all.
Gabo (chat): Come on! Hurry! If we don't get there soon, all
the food will be gone!
Maribel (chat): I doubt the food will satisfy my taste. If it's
awful, pretend to knock over the table 'by accident.' Do you
understand, HERO?
Woman in kitchen: It's really amazing that Kaya cooked all
that food.
Kaya outside mansion: Goodbye. I cooked up a feast, so
please be sure you eat a lot.
Woman in southwest house: Come to think of it, my daughter
sure dressed herself up today. Tee hee. I wonder if this
means she's finally blossomed.
Merchant on second floor of southwest house: Zzzz...zzz...
Old man in western house: Zzzz...zzz...
Pepe behind western house: What's wrong? The banquet has
already started, you know! What, me? Uh, I seem to have had
a little too much to drink, so I'm sobering up now... I'll be
going back to the herb garden soon.
Gabo (chat): Pepe doesn't have it down yet. It's always
better to focus on the food, and not waste time drinking.
That's my secret to eating more than anyone else. Good
advice, huh?

Maribel (chat): Pepe's got the kind of voice I adore. You, on
the other hand, sound like a dying SheepDuck.
Observation if you try to leave town: It's the night of the
feast. There's no need to leave town now.
Cat near inn: Meow.
Man in black pants in pub: All of my customers for the herb
garden were lured away! On second thought, spending the
night alone once in a while wouldn't be a bad idea.
Tough guy in bed in weapon shop: Zzzzzz... Zzzzzz...
Warrior in herb garden: It seems that Borlock has an
announcement to make. I wonder what it could be.
Dancer: My sister is totally shameless! She used to be much
better before we took revenge for our father.
Young woman in purple coat: Parties are the perfect place
to meet someone.
Little boy: Tee hee! It was hard to sneak out of the house
without letting my mom find out!
Young woman: And my make up is perfect tonight, too. I bet
that person over there is getting all worked up about me.
Nun: I am touched to have been invited even though I'm not
a resident! Borlock is so open-minded!
Fighter: Borlock's important announcement is probably about
Linda and Master Iwan's wedding.
Gardener: Where the hell is Pepe off wandering? Does he
plan on rejecting the master's good intentions?
Traveling merchant: I heard that the party tonight was for a
celebration of Pepe's complete recovery.
Porta: I'm getting older, so I want to get married, too.
Whenever I see Iwan and Linda together, I envy them so
much.
Linda: Pepe was saved, thanks to you. Thank you very much.
Iwan: Pepe disappeared without anyone noticing. And he was
going to be the main act tonight!

Borlock: We've been waiting for you. We're honored to have
your presence! Please, take a seat anywhere you like, and eat
whatever appeals to you. By the way, has anybody seen Pepe?
I suppose Pepe must've snuck off when I wasn't looking. He's
just returned to health, so perhaps he's still a bit out of it.
Kiefer (chat): But there's no point unless Pepe, the guest of
honor, shows up.
Gabo (chat): Pepe's his own man. Just leave him alone, and
he'll come back eventually.
Maribel (chat): No way. You can go get Pepe by yourself.
Pepe as you sneak up on him and Kaya: Don't be ridiculous!
There's no way I could do something like that!
Kaya (continued): I'm sure it'll be okay. Besides, you always
have the herbs. If you and Linda just left town together,
you'd be just fine!
Pepe (continued): Yeah, right. Elope. Can you imagine what
would happen to my father and younger brother?
Kaya (continued): You're going to be with Linda, so who cares
what your family says? I just want to keep on working as a
maid under master Iwan.
Pepe (continued): So, you're telling me to elope with Linda?
You've got to be kidding. I'm sorry, but I can't elope. I could
never do something so irresponsible and selfish.
Kaya (continued): Are you really okay watching Linda become
Iwan's wife? Doesn't it drive you crazy?
Pepe (continued): ... {He runs off.}
Maribel (chat): Let me make it easy for you to understand,
HERO. Kaya is infatuated with Iwan. Iwan lusts after Linda.
Linda is preoccupied with Pepe. So, who does Pepe like?
That's for you to figure out.
Kiefer (chat): That serving wench really loved Iwan, didn't
she?
Maribel (continued): You just figured it out? What an idiot! I
knew about it from the start!

Gabo (chat): Don't ask me. Women confuse me.
Kaya: Hello, everyone. How is it? Is everything up to your
standards? (Yes/No)
Kaya (either way): Hee hee. Well, it's about time the poison
should start taking effect. {The music stops for a split
second.} Just kidding! I do think I should have mixed some
poison in, though. If Linda would just disappear, then I'd get
to have master Iwan all to myself.
Gabo (chat): Grrr! Talk about putting poison in food is never
funny!
Pepe in front of mansion: What? You want to know why I
haven't returned to the herb garden yet? Actually, I'm not
feeling very well, so I don't want to be around a lot of people.
I hope you won't worry about me and will go enjoy the
banquet.
Maribel (chat): Hmm, I wonder if... Hey, HERO! Go ask Pepe
if he likes Linda!
Pepe (again): I want you to stop worrying about me, and go
and enjoy the banquet.
Warrior: Oh, come on! When is Borlock going to make this
announcement of his? Why don't you go ask?
Little boy: Alcohol is really something! I got dizzy just from
sniffing it!
Borlock: Have you seen Pepe anywhere? (Yes/No)
Borlock (either way): Hmm... Just what could he be up to?
Should I go ahead and announce the date of Iwan and Linda's
marriage without him? {It starts raining.}
??Female?? (continued): Ah! It's cold! Yuck! This isn't rain.
{Everybody turns and looks around.}
??Male?? (continued): This rain can't be! Look! Purple clouds!
Just like last time! {Everyone starts running around.}
??Male?? (continued): Ha ha ha! It's gray rain!
??Female?? (continued): Noooo! I don't want to turn to
stone!

??Male?? (continued): Run! You'll turn to stone like Pepe if
you get wet.
Borlock (continued): Everyone! Calm yourselves! It's ordinary
rain, not gray or anything else!
??Male?? (continued): How would I you know? Run! Run!
Linda (continued): Gray rain? That's terrible. Come inside
the house, quickly! {Everyone leaves the herb garden.}
Iwan (continued): Wait, Linda! Please don't leave me all alone!
{He runs to the house and Borlock chases after him.}
Maribel (chat): My best clothes are drenched! This is all
HERO's fault! All of it!
Kiefer (continued): Shut up, Maribel. Know your place,
fisherman's daughter. You're like a little kid.
Maribel (continued): Oh, shut up, you halfwit! I'm not one of
your subservient wenches!
Gabo (chat): HERO, we should get out of the rain.
Kiefer (chat): The fear of the gray rain is still tormenting
the villagers.
Observation if you try to leave town: This rain is terrible.
If you want to leave town, you ought to at least wait for
morning.
Traveling merchant in weapon shop: Running in fear is a
waste of energy... I wonder whether people will keep
panicking for a little while whenever it rains...
Tough guy: Hey! That little brat jumped into my bed! Now
where am I supposed to sleep?
Little boy: Oh, God! Please protect me from turning into
stone.
Dancer in inn: I saw a girl running in the rain. She went to an
open space next to the mansion. I wonder what she's doing
there.
Young woman in purple coat: Oh yeah, I forgot. It makes no
difference if you're out of the rain or not. With gray rain,
you turn to stone without ever even being directly exposed.

Warrior in pub: We weren't able to eat all the food
prepared for the party because of this rain!
Man in black pants: It might be raining, but it's not gray
rain, so it's no problem at all.
Iwan in item shop: Linda's not home! She wouldn't be out in
this rain, would she?
Cat in item shop: Meow.
Woman in southwest house: You silly child! You got your
dress all dirty!
Young woman: Oh no! I knew I shouldn't have run. Now the
sleeves of my dress are covered with mud!
Old man in western house: Woah. I'm scared of rain. I hope
it'll stop soon. Ever since that gray rain fell the other day, I
get scared whenever I hear the sound of rain.
Nun in mansion: I got drenched by the sudden downpour. You
can't see my underwear, can you? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): That's a relief.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): Aaah! Don't stare at me, you pervert!
Borlock: This is just great. Not a soul listens to what I have
to say. Hello, everyone! You took cover in my mansion, did
you? With great regret, I must inform you of the
cancellation of the feast due to the rain.
Kaya: Here I cooked all this food, but it got drenched by the
rain, so no one can eat it! And here I cooked all of Iwan's
favorites.
Woman in kitchen: My body just shivers everytime it rains.
There's no guarantee that the gray rain won't fall again,
either.
Fighter: There's nothing wrong with me physically. This can't
be the gray rain. Anyway, I suppose the banquet was
cancelled because of the rain.
Porta in shed: Someone cried wolf! Who gave a false alarm
for gray rain? I felt stupid for running back home.

Gardener: What? Pepe hasn't returned home yet? Well, it's
just regular old rain, so you don't need to worry.
Linda as you approach her and Pepe: Please answer me. You
must have changed your mind by now.
Pepe (continued): Have you forgotten that I said no? I don't
care how many times I'm asked. My answer stays the same.
Linda (continued): Quit saying that. Let's leave this town
together! I've learned a lot about herbs, so I can help you.
Pepe (continued): I still refuse. I'll betray a lot of people if
I elope.
Linda (continued): Everybody! Why do you always care about
what everybody else thinks? How about your feelings toward
me? {Pepe turns away from her.} I see. I understand now, you
coward! I don't care anymore. So why don't you just stay
here as a simple employee? When I become Iwan's wife, I'll
run you ragged. Count on it!
Pepe (continued): Hurry on home. You'll catch cold if you
don't.
Linda (continued): Fool! Idiot! Get out of my sight! I don't
want to see your face anymore! {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): I'm speechless! Linda summons the courage
to approach Pepe, and he ends up cowering like an Estardian
prince.
Gabo (chat): Staying up late the night before always makes
the next day hard.
Maribel (chat): HERO, you and the Prince need to give Pepe a
good talking to!
Kiefer (continued): Do it yourself.
Gabo (chat): Yawn! Sorry, HERO. I'm getting sleepy.
Kiefer (chat): At this point, I'm more worried about Pepe
than Linda.
Linda (again): That fool... I'm not going to forgive him even if
he cries and begs. Never!

Pepe at town entrance: I'm so glad I waited. I was waiting
to say my final goodbyes to you. I owe you so much. After a
lot of thought, I've decided to leave town alone. Goodbye,
everyone.
Kiefer (continued): Wait, Pepe. If you are worried about the
debt, you and Linda could work together to pay it back! You
could try talking to Borlock about it. He is the kind of person
who would understand!
Pepe (continued): You're absolutely right. I should have done
it sooner, but it's too late for regret. I'm just a tactless
person. {He leaves, and you wake up the next morning in the
shed.}
Gardener (continued): So my son really thought that much of
Linda... He seems to have at least considered us and not left
town with her. I offer my deepest apologies for all the
trouble my son and I have caused. Let me express my
gratitude for my irresponsible son as well. I heard that you
only happened to stop by our village while en route to
somewhere else. If you happen to meet my son during your
travels, could you please tell him that I'm well? Pepe will
probably never set foot in this town ever again.
Kiefer (chat): I never would have run away. But Pepe is
cowardly and slow. He didn't know what else to do.
Gabo (chat): I don't get it. Why did Pepe run away?
Maribel (chat): Pepe? I have no interest in a weakling like
that! If you want me to be interested in you, HERO, you've
got to be more masculine.
Gardener (again): Pepe backed himself into a corner and had
no choice but to leave town. I have this feeling I'm never
going to see his face again.
Young man outside shed: Everybody says that Pepe left
town, but I wonder if that's really true.
Kiefer (chat): This really is a small town. The whole town
already knows Pepe ran away.

Gabo (chat): Why's Pepe acting so doggish? He could've at
least said goodbye.
Maribel (continued): Pure sophistry. That's not really even
running away anymore.
Porta in herb garden: I can't believe my brother left his
family and job for a woman. He really went too far! If my
brother comes back, I'm going to sock him in the nose!
Farmer: Now that Pepe is gone, I have to find someone else
to work for!
Woman: Herbs look so lovely right after a rain. The water
glistening on the leaves is so beautiful.
Little boy: Don't tell mom, but I'm sleepy because I went to
a party last night. I'm a grown-up now, too!
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: Look, even I've
wanted to leave town from time to time, but I never actually
went through with it like Pepe did.
Young woman near inn: What? Pepe's run away? If that's
true, that explains why Linda's not happy.
Innkeeper from behind counter: The night of the banquet
was a real disaster because of the sudden rain... Thanks to
the rain, all the food that Kaya and I made turned into
garbage!
Warrior in pub: I feel badly for Madam Pamela. She must be
anxiously awaiting my return, but I'm gonna I spend a few
days here steeped in liquor.
Dancer: I hate this! When can I quit dancing here? My sister
will just use all of the money that I make, anyway...
Young woman in purple coat: I need to stick to it now and
make money while I can. Of course, I'm going to blow all my
cash at the casino, but that's a given.
Man in black pants: It I have a feeling that we haven't seen
the last of the gray rain.
Fighter in front of mansion: That reminds me. We never
heard from that merchant who went out to the cave ever

again. Even if he did discover treasure in the cave, he was
probably attacked somewhere along the way.
Kaya on second floor of mansion: If you're leaving, it would
have been nice if you'd have taken Linda too. Pepe sure was a
useless coward right until the very end.
Traveling merchant in mansion: By the way, I haven't seen
the merchant who's seacrhing searching for the Shard for
quite some time. I heard from Mr. Borlock that the merchant
went to a cave in the west to look for the Shard.
Kiefer (chat): So there's a cave to the northwest? Let's go
there, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Let's go explore the cave. I can't wait to get
my paws on a monster.
Borlock: I always thought that he would become another
expert gardener like his father. When morning came, a rumor
had spread across the town that Pepe had run away from the
village! Now I'll never know how Pepe really felt. I feel
terrible.
Nun behind western house: The temple that we've all be
been waiting for will be built soon! Borlock said that he
wanted to complete construction before his son's wedding.
Old man: Long ago, a merchant collecting strange Shards
visited Borlock. Right after the merchant learned about the
cave from Borlock, he left town.
Kiefer (chat): Imagine that! It looks like someone else is
collecting Shards besides us! I bet he doesn't even know how
to use them.
Cat in western house: Meow!
Woman in southwest house: My daughter's reached the age
when girls start to take an interest in love. No luck yet,
though. I don't know when my daughter will ever be able to
get married.
Iwan in item shop: Linda won't let me see her. Pepe's leaving
town without saying a word must have been a big shock. It's

so cold that you're worried about Pepe more than me! He's
gone, Linda!
Linda upstairs: Pepe left town because I said something
terrible to him, but, there was nothing to do but blame him
then... I really thought Pepe would take me out of this place
if I kept it up... But I hurt him. That wasn't what I wanted to
do! I just wanted his love!
Merchant behind counter in item shop: Once, long ago, I
was asked by a merchant if I sold Shards. The merchant said
he was traveling the world collecting these strange shards.

Marshy Cave
Treasure chest – WindShard
Treasure chest – empty
Treasure chest – Cannibox
Cavemon: Well, look what we have here. More fools enticed
here by the rumors of treasure. Unfortunately for you,
there's no truth to them. Your avarice will lead you to an
early grave! Dream of treasure as you fall from grace and
leave this mortal coil!
Maribel (battle chat): If we defeat that monster, perhaps
some justice will be found for those that lost their lives
here...
Gabo (battle chat): Killing people who just came looking for
treasure... I'll never forgive him!
Kiefer (battle chat): All we can do is take care of the
enemies that come our way. Let's go, HERO!
Treasure chest – 50 gold coins
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Cannibox
On the ground – WindShard

Verdham Ruins
Old man: Well, well! It's not often I see others around here.
Were you expecting to find a town or a village out this way?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): There used to be a town here,
long ago. There's nothing here now, though. Nothing but a
wasteland covered with scattered debris, as far as the eye
can see.
Kiefer (chat): If that old man's right, Verdham must have
fell to ruin.
Gabo (chat): Oh, no! Now we can't ask anyone what happened
to Linda!
Maribel (chat): Enough time has passed for an entire town to
disappear. A somber thought, isn't it, HERO?
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Nope. There's nothing here at all.
You'd best not stay here long. You're just wasting your time
here, you see.
Gabo (chat): I don't think it's safe for an old man to be
alone in a place like this!
On the ground – WindShard

Mentare
Kiefer (chat): Look at all this, HERO! What a huge facility.
Verdham must have fallen into ruin because this place
thrived.
Maribel (chat): Maybe I'll try growing herbs, too. Of course,
it'll be your job to water and take care of them, HERO.
Sign: The Mentare Herb Garden.
Young Dejan man near entrance: Welcome to the Herb
Garden of /extra space/ Mentare, traveler. Please take your
time and enjoy our beautiful gardens!

Gabo (chat): Every time I hear anything about herbs, I think
about Pepe. Then I start to get choked up.
Young man in house: I work from dawn until dusk, and let me
tell you, it's killing my back. I wish I could be like the boss,
playing around with maids all day!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book 'The Prophet of Disaster'
'The old man strode into town, telling of a rain that turns
men into stone. However, thinking him an old fool, the
townspeople drove him and his child away. The next day, a
dark rain came and silenced the town forever...'
Woman: There used to be a town nearby that was known
around the world for its herbs. I can only hope this town can
become as renowned as that one was.
Pot – 3 gold coins
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Hero Hepoko
Chapter 3 — King
After finally gaining access to the castle, Hepoko made his
way to the King. “Ha ha ha!” bellowed the King, “I am the
great King! Who might you be?” “I am Hepoko” answered the
hero, “the fearless savior of the world!”
— To be continued...
Cat in cellar: Rrrrrr! Ffffft!
Warrior: It seems the first owner of this place was a lifelong
bachelor. I bet he was so caught up in his work, he didn't
even care about women!
Farmer: The boss has been chasing maids around all
afternoon! I wonder who he takes after...
Maribel (chat): Only a complete pervert goes on like this
without a thought for how he appears to others.
Dejan man: Well, once upon a time, long before I was born...
A strange rain fell here that turned humans and animals into
stone. My question is, when they were petrified, were their
clothes petrified, too?

Kiefer (chat): So only the gray rain legend is still being
passed down.
Man in rags: Am I glad I came! Just smell those fragrant
herbs! If I stay here I'll be smelling real good in no time.
Look out, girls!
Maribel (chat): The fragrance of herbs? The stench of that
old man's perversity overpowers the aroma of any plant!
Young man: The herbal teas here are the finest in the world!
Some people travel for miles just to get ahold of them.
Young woman: I hear the original keeper of this garden was
quite a hard worker. I wish my husband would take after him
a little.
Man in blue vest: There used to be another town that grew
herbs to the west. It's fallen into ruin now. Soon enough, it'll
just be wilderness.
Gabo (chat): We went to Verdham once, before it was ruined.
Ha!
Kiefer (chat): Verdham fell to ruin so long ago that even its
name has sunk into obscurity.
Maid in kitchen: I'm just exhausted! The master's been
chasing me all day!
Maribel (chat): They all seem to like it. Women are
accustomed to an inferior status in all aspects of life. This is
no different.
Gabo (chat): If I were her, I'd never let him catch me!
Maid near stove: Shoot! I only had 6 laps left! If you can do
300 laps without getting caught, you win a prize.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book— 'The Glorious Brugeo Tribe'
'The common threads linking all Brugeans are gluttony,
selfishness and arrogance. On the other hand, they are
notoriously free and extravagant with their money.'

Maid in dining room: Even with the boss as lazy as he his,
the Herb Garden always stays strangely bountiful. I just
hope and pray that business never dries up for us.
Treasure chest – 250 gold coins
Treasure chest – Slime Ring
Maid in bed on second floor: Ooohh... I'm exhausted. You
know, the boss said something about a strange stone Shard
that he found. Oh, now where did he say he put it...
Dresser – Garter
Maid in bathroom: Tee hee hee!
Treasure chest – LandShard
Pot – 5 gold coins
Bunny girl on mansion roof: The boss dresses up like a thug
and chases maids around every single day.
Maribel (chat): Did you hear that, HERO? The master here
is a real pervert. I'm sure of it!
Maid: Oh noooo!
Tough guy: Arrgh!
Maribel (chat): What a sick man! Has he gone insane? That
maid who likes being chased is crazy too! Don't get too close!
It could be contagious!
Gabo (chat): What's so fun about chasing maids, anyway?
Kiefer (chat): Father used to say it was every man's dream
to chase after and seduce countless women. Who am I to
judge him?
Old woman: It's rally really amazing that they were able to
afford to build all this just from selling herbs! The first boss
must have been quite a businessman!
Sign: The Geionne Monastery lies beyone here.
Nun: I am a Sister, living in the monastery up on the hill. If
you wish to visit, take the mountain path up ahead.
Kiefer (chat): There's supposed to be a mountain path that
leads to the convent. Let's go check it out, HERO.

Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. What's a convent? I've never
heard of it before.

Mountain Path
Pot – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – 100 gold coins
Pot – Dung
Observation in cavern: This is a strange herb.
Its/space/petals are glowing.
Dresser – Horned Hat

Geionne Monastery
Gabo (chat): So a convent is like a giant temple?
Kiefer (chat): Think about it, HERO. This place is filled with
nothing but women. Wouldn't you just love to live in a place
like this? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't try to hide your
feelings, HERO. You're terrible at it.
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): Eh heh heh! Isn't that the truth!
If we lived here, I bet we'd be real popular.
Maribel (continued, either way): Hold it right there, Kiefer!
Don't you lead HERO down the path of unfulfilling, hedonistic
excess.
Nun near field on the right: Welcome to the ancient
Convent of Geionne!
Nun in field on the left: I wish we were allowed to sell some
of these crops.
Nun on right side of the convent: The same thing happens
every day around here. I get so bored. If only I could travel
like you. I could be the Sister Warrior!

Nun in library: When I read the books here, it makes me
wish I was alive back then. They don't write down everything,
after all.
Maribel (chat): They may clean this place from top to
bottom, but they can't hide the fact that it's old.
Kiefer (chat): Tis a veritable garden of maidenly blossoms.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Hero Hepoko
Chapter 4 — The Princess' Peril
“Are you really the savior of the world?” the King asked,
startled. Hepoko grinned proudly at the prospect of such a
title. “In that case, I beg you! Monsters have taken my
daughter! Please save her!” the King bellowed. “On my honor
as a hero, I will rescue the Princess!” vowed Hepoko
— To Be Continued
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks out
and reads 'Tasty Weeds and How to Pick Them'
'The Sisters must be having a terrible time finding food.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks out
and reads 'Within the Darkness'
'I am writing this down so that it will not be forgotten by
history. A horrible force has battered the land. We are
constantly rocked by earthquakes. Our land had been tossed
adrift into a realm of darkness.'
Nun near stove in kitchen: I wish we had some meat to put
on the table, but even that is too much of an extravagance
these days.
Nun at the table: Ooh, I'm so hungry.
Nun walking around church: I actually come from a pretty
rich family. I got them royally mad, though, so they sent me
to this old dump. Sigh... I miss the good life.
Nun in church: We produce enough food to sustain ourselves,
but we need funds, as well. We can't keep this convent going
without some kind of help. That's why we usually take a
weekly offering.

Dresser – Fur Hood
Nun upstairs in bedroom: You look tired. Would you like a
place to sleep tonight? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): We never turn away strangers. Please,
call upon us anytime.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): Sleep well. May God be with you as
you dream.
Nun (continued the next morning): Good morning. May the
blessing of God shine upon you.
Pot – Defense Seed
Nun outside by the well: Whew! Drawing up water from the
well is hard work! I wish we had a man around for jobs like
this!
Nun near graveyard behind convent: My, my! It's so rare to
see travelers come here. There's not much here, but please,
make yourself at home.
Cow: Mooooo!
Gabo (chat): Mmmoooo. What do you think, HERO? I sounded
just like a cow, didn't I?
Nun near cliff graves: Why are these graves right next to
the cliff? Maybe these two people were criminals or, even
worse, monsters!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. The inscription
is mostly faded. Only the name can still be read. The grave
reads, 'Pepe'.
Kiefer (chat): This is a convent, isn't it? Why would Pepe's
grave be in a place like this?
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. The inscription
is mostly faded. Only the name can still be read. The grave
reads, 'Linda'.
Maribel (chat): Maybe Linda married Iwan after all. Then
again, maybe this is just someone with the same name.

Marshy Cabin

Man in black pants in basement pub: Oh, are you travelers?
Did you say you're on a journey to save the world? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): I must have mistaken you for someone
else. Please stay as long as you like.
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Today may be your lucky day! You
should listen to that old man. He seems like he would be a
friend of yours.
Bunny girl: That old man's a real drunkard. I always hear him
muttering about God and the Demon Lord. You should
probably avoid him.
Old man: What? What happened to the person I was just
talking to? Oh well, I'll just start over. Long ago, the Demon
Lord Orgodemir wanted to claim the world as his own. That
bastard cut the world into pieces, visiting disasters upon the
people, and finallly finally plunging into darkness. This marked
the start of a terrible battle. When God learned what had
transpired, He waged war on Orgodemir. The epic battle
lasted for hundreds of years, and the Spirits and humans
joined ranks with God to fight against the Demon Lord and
his monsters. However, during this time, some of the Demon
Lord's underlings divided the world. What? What was the
outcome of this war? Nobody knows. I believe that they both
used up all their power and destroyed each other. There may
not be a God or Demon Lord in this world anymore.
Old man (again): Zzz... Zzz... [It looks like he drifted off.]
Barrel – TinyMedal

CHAPTER 8

The Gypsy Dancers

Layla

Jann

Beretta

Chief

Datz

Deja Camp
Maribel (chat): It's more like a big campground than a
village, isn't it?
Gabo (chat): What a great sound. It makes me want to dance.
Kiefer (chat): What an unusual village. Does everyone live in
tents?
Young Dejan man: Shh! Keep it down! You don't want me to
get caught, do you? Sigh... Layla's such a wonderful dancer.
Kiefer (chat): Listen to that music. It's coming from those
tents over there. I wonder what's going on.
Maribel (chat): A voyeur! Disgusting! What a lowlife!
Gabo (chat): What can you see? I want to see too!
Dejan guard: You aren't Dejan, are you? You must be
travelers! I never suspected there were others like us, in
this day and age! Normally, we would welcome you with open
arms. But there's an important ceremony going on, so please
wait a moment.
Kiefer (chat): Have you heard of the Deja Tribe? I'm not
familiar with the name, but they sound like an interesting
bunch.
Maribel (chat): He said something about a sacred ceremony.
Don't you want to know what it is? (Yes/No)

Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Oh, sure! I know you
better than that. I know you're just itching to find
out!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I figured you would. You would
gawk at anything.
Young Dejan woman in first tent on the right: Oh my,
travelers! On a night like this, no less! Tonight's the
ascension ceremony for our new tribal dancer. I'm sure Layla
won't let us down. After all, she has the Terra Spirit in her
body!
Kiefer (chat): So she's a dancer. She must be so sexy when
she dances. I have to see!
Maribel (continued): Kiefer is just hopeless. I hope I'm not
around when he becomes King of Estard!
Kiefer (continued): What a terrible thing to say! It's not like
this is hurting Estard or anything. Besides, I don't have any
intention of succeeding my father!
Observation: A Dejan musical instrument lies on the floor.
Basket – Leather Hat
Little boy in second tent on the right: Ack! I wasn't doing
anything! I was only checking out Jann's tula! He's said he's
going to teach me how to play it! I guess it will be difficult
for him to spend time with me after he marries Layla.
Maribel (chat): The instrument has obviously been well cared
for. Jann must be quite a musician.
Kiefer (chat): What an odd instrument. Tula, was it?
Gabo (chat): That looks like fun! I'd like to try playing it
sometime.
Observation: A handwritten musical score lies on the desk.
There's a message written in the margin — 'To Layla, with all
my heart.'
Observation: A well-oiled tula sits here.
Woman in pink on rug between tents: Sigh. There's not
much food to be had around here. But as long as we have our

music, our dance, and our ambrosial Viva Grape reserves,
we'll be fine!
Gabo (chat): Sure, the Viva Grape looks good, but I'd rather
have lots to eat.
First horse behind large tent: Neigh!
Middle horse behind large tent: Snort!
Last horse behind large tent: Whinny!
Dejan man in large tent: I know it's been sixty years since
our last ascension ceremony, but does it really have to drag
on all night like this? How do we know Layla's even ready?
She's only seventeen...
Woman in pink: The Terra Spirit is one of the four elements
God released before He was sealed. The mark on Layla's
chest signifies inheritance of the power of the Terra Spirit!
That's a significant burden to carry, but it is a major honor
for Dejans.
Maribel (chat): So Layla has a mark on her chest. HERO!
You're not thinking any weird thoughts, are you? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You may try to hide it, but I
happen to know you have a very dirty mind.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! You pervert!
Gabo (chat): 'The Four Great Spirits'? What's that? Is
there alcohol in it?
Kiefer (chat): So that mark identifies those with the power
of the Terra Spirit. Maybe that mark on your arm means
something, HERO?
Little boy: Zzzzz...
Basket – AquaShard
Dejan guard (if you haven’t spoken to all the villagers
yet): The ceremony is not yet over. I'm sorry, but please be
patient. You might wish to talk to the villagers while you wait.
Dejan man in next tent on the right: We, the tribe of Deja,
are on a long journey to search for the Temple of our lost

God! Now we're only one step away from the end of our
travels.
Gabo (chat): This sure is hard. I don't get it at all.
Maribel (chat): That's incredible. I'm stunned.
Kiefer (chat): God's been sealed away in an Temple? Can it
be true? What does it mean? Let's follow these people and
see what we can find out, HERO.
Young Dejan woman: Our tribe's mission is to resurrect our
fallen God. We are led by a line of tribal dancers, born with
the power of the Terra Spirit in their bodies.
Kiefer (chat): Terra Spirit being sealed away, it sounds like
there could be big trouble. I guess it's good to have a
definite calling in life though.
Maribel (chat): It seems as though God's chosen people must
endure great hardship.
Observation: A Dejan musical instrument lies on the floor.
Observation: A well-polished tula lies against the wall.
Basket – 20 gold coins
Basket – TinyMedal
Pot – 13 gold coins
Dejan guard (again): The ceremony is not yet over. I'm
sorry, but... Mmm? Ah! The ceremony is over! Make way for
the Chief!
Voice (continued): Listen up! {The Chief, his wife, Layla and
Jann exit the tent.}
Chief’s wife (continued): Everybody, gather together! A new
tribal dancer is born! {The rest of the tribe gathers round.}
Step forward, Layla! I hereby enjoin Layla as Deja's new
dancer! Now, Jann, step forward! Jann has grown to be a
truly masterful tula player. With he and Layla leading us, a
glorious future undoubtedly awaits.
Jann (continued): Yes, Beretta!
Beretta (continued): The time has come to celebrate! Eat,
drink, and sing into the night!

Dejan guard (continued): Thank you for your patience,
travelers. Let me introduce you to the Chief and his wife,
Beretta. {He leads you into the tent.} Chief, I have brought
travelers from far away!
Beretta (continued): What was that, Datz? Travelers? Oh,
what a surprise! And so deep into these mountains, too! {to
Chief} How long has it been since we last had a visitor, Chief?
Chief (continued): Well, how do we know these people are
really travelers? They might be monsters disguised as
travelers, Beretta!
Datz (Dejan guard, continued): Chief, what are you saying?
Chief (continued): Well, can these people prove they're not
monsters? (Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘No’): So, you have no proof? For a group
of slimy monsters, you're pretty honest!
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh really? Then by all
means, show me! (Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘No’): What? You won't
show me? I smell a TongueRat here.
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’): [But HERO didn't
have any proof to show the Chief!] Ah, so you
have no proof? I smell a TongueRat here.
Beretta (continued, either way): That's enough
joking,/space/Chief. I'm sure our guests must be very tired.
Chief (continued): Oh, you're no fun, Beretta.
Beretta (continued): I'm sorry, but the Chief loves practical
jokes. We know you aren't monsters, of course. Welcome!
Please enjoy your stay up here in the mountains. If you have a
problem, the Chief will be happy to help.
Kiefer (chat): That Layla sure is pretty, isn't she?
Maribel (chat): I've never been so insulted in my life! How
could he mistake a gorgeous beauty like me for a monster?
Gabo (chat): I thought that funny old man really didn't
believe me.

Datz: Please accept my sincere apology. It seems everyone is
worked up over the celebration for the time being!
Beretta: He may be a bit silly, but the Chief is our leader. If
you need help, he'll aid you if he can.
Chief: Ha ha ha! You can only live once. You should enjoy it
when you can. Anyway, is there anything I can do for you?
{church talk}
Basket – 5 gold coins
Basket – Defense Seed
Observation: The basket is securely locked!
Kiefer (as you leave the tent): We might as well join in on
the fun, eh? Why don't you try talking to a girl for a change,
HERO? Maybe you can shed that FairyRat image of yours. Ha
ha ha! {He wanders off.}
Maribel (continued): I swear that mind of his is filled with
nothing but girls! He didn't take his eyes off Layla for a
second back there. Sigh... Am I not pretty enough for you
guys or something? I need a stiff drink.
Gabo (continued): Huh? Drink? Hey, let me go with you! {They
wander off.}
Observation if you try to leave: You can't leave your
companions behind!
Datz (in Chief’s tent): Layla, the new tribal dancer, is
actually my daughter. When I saw the birthmark on her
chest, I was so happy. However, I was worried for her too.
Bearers of the Mark of the Spirit hold great responsibility.
They also shoulder an additional burden. They may not fall
for each other. If they do, the Spirit's power flowing in
their bodies will repel and be lost!
Beretta: Ancient lore states that God was destroyed by the
Demon Lord, yet we believe He merely sealed Himself in a
sacred altar. That's why our mission to find that altar and
revive Him is so important, for if we don't break the seal, our
days upon this world are numbered.

Chief: Oh, Master HERO! Do you need something? {church
talk}
Jann: ... [He's too wrapped up in his playing to listen to you.]
Woman in pink near bonfire: Young women just don't put
their hearts into their dancing anymore. Do you agree?
(Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, well. You seem to know a bit
about dancing for a traveler. They used to say I could
possibly be the second-coming of Beretta!
Woman (if you say ‘No’): You think so? You still have a lot to
learn about dance. Age has nothing to do with dancing ability.
What matters is the energy you put into the dance!
Dejan man on left side of bonfire: Rest while you can,
travelers! We'll set off westward to the Temple of God
tomorrow!
Young Dejan woman on the left: The Dejan dance is one of
purification! Join us, and let your soul be cleansed!
Young Dejan woman on the right: Come on, join us! Sing for
our fallen God! Dance for a brighter future!
Young Dejan man near bonfire: Jann is playing his heart out
on his tula tonight. Layla, seemingly aroused and looking to
dance, went into her tent.
Little boy on right side of bonfire: I wish I could play the
tula with the same aplomb as Jann displays. Then maybe I'd
get to marry Layla too!
Young Dejan man near Maribel: Hic! This might just be the
Viva Grape talking, but that Jann rubs me the wrong way! He
always acts so stuck up, like he owns the place. You think
Layla really loves the guy, eh? Hic!
Maribel: Reminds you of the Amitt Harvest, doesn't it,
HERO? Remember how I got thrown off the boat, thanks to
you? It feels like we've been all over the map since then.

Dejan man on rug between tents: We Dejans were born to
resurrect God. So what happens to Layla and the rest of us
once we succeed?
Woman in pink on rug: Come and get it! There's enough Viva
Grape for everyone! Come and drink to Layla and Jann's
engagement!
Gabo: Damn, what's in this jar? This stuff will put hair on
your paws.
Little boy in large tent opposite Chief’s tent: Zzz...
Nnnngh... But, Mom... Why is it that two people with the Mark
of the Spirit... ...aren't allowed to marry each other? Zzzzz...
Kiefer (near Layla’s tent on the left): Hey, HERO, isn't
Layla beautiful? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): She's not your taste? Well,
to each his own!
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): Yeah! She's just so perfect!
Kiefer (continued, either way): It's weird, though.
Everyone's celebrating her ascension, and yet she's hiding in
this tent. I wonder what's wrong.
Layla: Oh, hello there. I'm Layla, the new tribal dancer of
Deja. You're HERO, right? You must think this is all so
strange. My people's mission is to resurrect our fallen God,
and now I am fated to lead them all.
Kiefer (as you exit Layla’s tent): Hey, HERO. You talked to
Layla, right? Is she okay? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, good! That's a relief.
Hey, I have an idea! Let's get some Viva Grape, and
get grogged-up!
Kiefer (again): Go get some Viva Grape, HERO! I'm
really tired of being sober.
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? I don't think anyone's
even noticed. Hey, why don't we try to cheer her up, HERO?
I've got it! Go get some Viva Grape, HERO. Quenching my
thirst and passing out always seems to cheer me up!

Kiefer (again): Come on, HERO! Grab some Viva Grape for me!
Woman in pink on rug: Come and get it! There's enough Viva
Grape for everyone! What? Some Viva Grape for Layla? Of
course, of course! Here you are! I'm sure she could use it
with all this excitement! [HERO received a bottle of Viva
Grape!]
Maribel: Oh, you brought me some[NL]Viva Grape, HERO?
Well, I already got some! See? Clumsy with the ladies, I see.
Some things never change.
Kiefer: Oh, good! You've got the Viva Grape! I'll go give it to
Layla. [Kiefer took the bottle of Viva Grape from HERO.] {He
goes in her tent.}
Layla: Oh, HERO. I was just about to have a drink with
Kiefer. Thank you for thinking about me. I feel guilty for
making you worry.
Kiefer: Mmmm... This wine is fantastic! We don't have
anything like this back in Estard!
Layla (continued): Estard? I've never heard of that. Is it
nearby?
Kiefer (continued): No, it's a small country, way out in the
ocean, with a prince who's always trying to weasel out of his
responsibilities to the castle.
Layla (continued): Oh, he and I have a lot in common then.
Kiefer (continued): Huh?
Layla (continued): Well, I used to wish I could escape this
fate of mine, too. I've been training for years and years, just
for tonight. If it wasn't for Jann, I don't know what I would
do.
Kiefer (continued): Um, yes, well, of course! Jann is a good
man, but let's toast your ascension! Come on, HERO! Cheers!
Jann (continued): Hey! Layla! You in there? {He enters the
tent.} Layla! There you are! I was hoping we could sneak off
and— {to Kiefer} Hey! What're you doing here, blondie?

Layla (continued): Wait! Kiefer and HERO just offered me
some wine!
Jann (continued): What the hell? Are you trying to seduce
my girl, you self satisfied son of a bitch?
Layla (continued): Jann, please!
Jann (continued): Answer me, Kiefer! Are you trying to take
her? (Yes/No)
Jann (if you say ‘Yes’): Hah! I knew it! I can't turn
my back for a moment without having a knife stabbed
into it!
Jann (if you say ‘No’): What? You didn't mean anything? I'm
tired of your games, pretty boy!
Jann (continued, either way): I won't back down from
anyone who tries to put his hands on my fiance. C'mon! Let's
go, right now! Outside!
HERO somehow managed to calm down Jann
before matters got any worse.
After Jann apologized for his actions, the four sat
an and talked to each other with a slightly more civil
demeanor. As the Viva Grape flowed, HERO soon found
himself falling asleep amid the conversation.
Later that night...
Jann: Layla... Zzzz...
Voice (as you exit the tent): Yaaaaaagh!
Layla: Kiefer! Look out! {A monster attacks them.}
Kiefer (continued): Oof! Is that the best you can do,
ManEater? {The monster attacks again, but Kiefer drives it
off.} Whew! And stay out!
Layla (continued): Father! Are you okay?
Datz (continued): I'm sorry, Layla. I was foolishly careless.
It's nothing a few herbs won't take care of. Urgh!

Layla (continued): Just lay down, okay? I'll go get Beretta!
Are you all right, Kiefer?
Kiefer (continued): Oh, I'm fine. We need to help your
father!
Layla (continued): Okay. I'll be right back! {She runs off to
the Chief’s tent.}
Kiefer (continued): Oh, HERO! There you are! I'm still a
little dumbfounded as to how monsters managed to sneak into
the camp. All I know is that I woke up in the middle of the
night and went outside to get some fresh air. To my surprise,
I bumped into Layla. It turned out that she couldn't sleep,
either. Then we just started talking. We were only talking!
You believe me, right? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): No! Really! We were just talking,
HERO! Anyway, I'm going to finish my story.
Kiefer (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Suddenly, two monsters appeared out of nowhere! Luckily,
Datz was nearby and rushed to my side. I defeated one of
them, but Datz didn't fair as well, and got hit from behind
during the battle. We could have used your swordsmanship
out there! {Layla, Beretta, Gabo, and Maribel exit the Chief’s
tent.}
Layla (continued): What do you think, Beretta? He'll be okay,
won't he?
Beretta (continued): Hmm. Let's see here. [Beretta cast a
magic spell.]
Datz (continued): Urrrrgh!
Beretta (continued): Datz, you were poisoned, but the dose
was not strong. However, you'll need to rest here for a few
days.
Layla (continued): But we set off for the Temple tomorrow!
We can't wait that long!

Beretta (continued): Well, we have no choice. We'll have to
leave without you. You'll have to catch up with us, once Datz
is better. I'm just worried about leaving you two here alone.
Kiefer (continued): I'll stay here! {He runs up to the rest of
them.}
Beretta (continued): Oh, Kiefer! Thank you for saving Layla
earlier. Will you be willing to stay at the camp and protect
Datz and Layla?
Kiefer (continued): No problem! Monsters don't have a
chance against me! HERO can go to the Temple with you. Will
you go with them, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Oh, come on, HERO! I'm tired of
your bitching. Will you just go already? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Don't make me slap you into
submission, HERO. Now, will you stop playing around and just
go with them? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): Okay! I'll stay here, and HERO
and the others can join you!
Beretta (continued): You're a brave man. I'm glad you're
here for us. Our trip tomorrow could mark the end of our
long journey. I must thank you for your kind support. Now,
let's take Datz into the Chief's tent.
Layla (continued): Yes, Beretta.
With the plan for tomorrow decided,
HERO and the others went back into their tents.
Soon, the sun rose, and a new day began!
Beretta: All right, Layla. We're leaving early. Take care of
Datz for me.
Layla (continued): Yes, Beretta. Once Father is better, we
will follow you.
Beretta (continued): Take good care of Layla and Datz,
Kiefer.

Kiefer (continued): Gah! Just leave everything to me! I'll
catch up with you later, HERO.
Maribel (continued): You better treat Layla with respect,
Kiefer. If you don't, I'll make sure that you never walk the
same again!
Beretta (continued): Ho ho ho. Friends are such valuable
possessions. Now then, HERO, let's go! {She leads you
outside.}
Jann (continued): Chief, you've got to let me stay here! I
couldn't possibly entrust Layla to someone else.
Chief (continued): This isn't the time for that, Jann! You
know we need your tula-playing to fend off monsters! Don't
you understand how important our journey is?
Jann (continued): Yes, I guess you're right.
Young Dejan man (continued): Chief! The advance party has
left with the wagons!
Chief (continued): All right. Let's be on our way, as well.
HERO, maybe now you'll see the difficulties that come with
being the Chief. The Temple is across the mountains to the
west. See you at the camp!
Beretta (continued): We'll be setting up camp along the
mountain path. I look forward to seeing you there.
Chief (continued): All right. Be careful! {Everyone leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Are we going to see God? I'm glad I came!
Maribel (chat): All right, let's get moving. To the altar! It
takes a while to get there, but it's not every day you get to
see God being revived.
Kiefer (again): Huh? You're still here, HERO? Don't tell me
you forgot where to go. The Temple of God is beyond the
mountains to the west. Got it? We'll be leaving here once
Datz is better.
Maribel (chat): Kiefer sure seems to be in a good mood. He
knows very well that she is already engaged. What a
scoundrel!

Gabo (chat): Did something good happen to Kiefer? He seems
happier than usual.
Layla: Kiefer, you're such a strong fighter. Dejans can rarely
produce tough fighters. My father is not a Deja descendant
although my mother was a Dejan dancer.
Datz: Well then, HERO, I entrust everyone to your good
care.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Kiefer said he'd catch up to us,
but I wonder if he's all right. We've never split up like this
before, so I'm kind of uneasy.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): The Dejans said they'd stop
partway through the mountain range, right? Come on, HERO.
Let's at least go that far.

Second Deja Camp
Horse: Snort.
Young Dejan man: Great work! It's incredible that you can
travel without the protection of a tula!
Gabo (chat): I'm dog tired! Let's get to bed early tonight.
Maribel (chat): Today has really tired me out. Let's turn in
early?
Horse: Whinny!
Little boy by bonfire: I can join in the grownups' meeting,
too! I'm not tired at all!
Jann: I thought we could revive God right after reaching the
altar, but first we have to find two holy relics in the cave.
We'll be counting on you to help us in there!
Gabo (chat): If it weren't for his Layla thing, I would say
Jann is pretty nice.
Maribel (chat): Why should we have to dive down into the
cave? I don't remember being around when that was decided!

Dejan man: Tomorrow we'll finally reach the lake which holds
the Temple of God. The ancient tomes say we need two great
relics to break the seal. Both are said to be contained within
the cave by the lake.
Gabo (chat): God's going to be revived tomorrow! Man! This
is exciting!
Maribel (chat): How come reviving God has to be such a
hassle? Why couldn't there be an easier way?
Dejan man on left side of bonfire: You've been on quite a
journey so far, haven't you? Should we manage to revive God,
our journey will finally be over. However, it will only be the
beginning of yours.
Woman in pink by pots: Layla and the others must have
started off by now. Jann is very worried for her, you know.
He loves her so much, but he won't be able to marry her. He
also has the divine mark. That's such a shame. Don't tell
anyone! However, little kids are known to talk in their sleep!
Maribel (chat): People with that mark can't marry each
other? What a weird rule. Wouldn't the Terra Spirit become
stronger if two marked people married? I guess it doesn't
matter with those two.
Pot – Agility Seed
Chief: HERO, you made it here without a tula to fend off
monsters? Amazing! Is there anything that I can do for you?
{church talk}
Young Dejan woman in tent near bonfire: Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Observation: A Dejan musical instrument lies on the floor.
Woman in pink: Zzzzz...
Little boy: Mmmph... Jann... I won't tell anyone... Zzzz...
Young Dejan man near exit: At night, we put up a bell
barrier to protect us. That keeps the weaker monsters from
wandering into our camp.
Observation: A bell of protection hangs from the fence here.

Maribel (chat): Wow! That's convenient. Do you think they
might let us have one of those bells, too?
Beretta in tent near exit: Zzzz...
Young Dejan woman: Shhh! Don't wake Beretta up! She's
tired out from hiking in the mountains all day. Are you going
to rest here as well? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, if you ever want to, let
me know.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Then please, sleep well!
Young Dejan man, the next morning: {to Dejan man} The
tents are all up, so let's set out! {to HERO} We're leaving
ahead of you, HERO. We'll meet you at the lake, south of the
mountain.
Maribel (chat): All right! We'll make it to the altar for sure
today!
Gabo (chat): Do you think God wears a giant robe and has a
beard? I can hardly wait!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): All right! We'll make it to
the altar today for sure.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Do you think God wears a giant
robe and has a beard? I can hardly wait!

Deja Lake Camp
Gabo (chat): Amazing! Look at that! There's a huge building
under the water.
Maribel (chat): Is that God's Temple? It's at the bottom of
the lake! What're we going to do?
Young Dejan man at entrance: Oh, you're here at last! You
must be so tired! The Temple of God is in the bottom of that
lake over there!
Horse on the left: Snort, snort!

Jann by water’s edge: Greetings! Take a look at this
magnificent lake which covers the Temple of God! Now we
must go to the altar and break the seal!
Gabo (chat): Now what do we do? Oh, I know! How about we
all drink up the water.
Maribel (chat): My God! The Dejans are worthless. I suppose
they'll just wait for the lake water to dry up!
Little boy: Shhhh! Keep your voice down! Listen, you wanna
hear what I saw last night? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Awwww! I wanna tell somebody!
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I got up to go to the
bathroom, and I saw Jann bathing all by himself, and he had a
mark on his chest! I thought two people with that mark
couldn't marry each other! Oooh, man, what should I do?
Woman in pink in tent: Zzzzz...
Horse behind tent: Whinny!
Chief near water: Welcome to our camp, HERO! I apologize,
but I seem to have misread the ancient tomes. They were
abstruse, and I made a mistake. The relics needed to break
the seal are held within the Temple itself, not the cave. By
the way, is there anything you need? {church talk}
Maribel (chat): Incredible! The Chief is even lazier than you,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): The Chief can read ancient writing? No wonder
he's in charge.
Young Dejan woman near water: Isn't the water around the
Temple just beautiful? It's as clear and pure as the soul of
God himself!
Little boy near cave entrance: I wonder what's going to
happen to us after God revives. I don't have to travel around
or practice the tula anymore, do I?
Observation if you try to enter the cave: You'd better not
enter the cave without a Dejan guide.

Young Dejan woman in tent: Everyone's talking to the Chief
right now... It looks like he misread the ancient tomes, or
something.
Dejan man on the left: Our ancestors went through a lot of
trouble to do this. It may be a pain for us to get in, but at
least it keeps the monsters out of the Temple.
Beretta: Oh, HERO! I'm sorry, but you'll have to wait a while
longer. We're researching exactly what the mark of the Deja
tribe is.
Gabo (chat): What's the mark of the Terra Spirit? I guess
we wouldn't know about it, since we're not Dejans.
Maribel (chat): So does everything depend on the Chief's
reading? That's hardly reassuring.
Young Dejan man: The two sacred relics are in the Temple,
not the cave. We have to find some way to drain the lake!
Dejan man on the right: There should be something in that
cave which will make the waters recede.
Woman in pink: Looks like we're going nowhere until this
mystery is solved. They'll need time, so you might as well get
some rest in the tent.
Gabo (chat): All right! In that case, let's get some sleep.
Maribel (chat): I guess we're the ones to do it.
Young Dejan woman in tent: You must all be tired. Do you
want to rest here? (Yes/No)
Young Dejan woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, let me know
when you do!
Young Dejan woman (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. Sleep well!
Jann, as you leave the tent: You finally woke up, huh? Let's
explore the cave! There should be something inside that will
react with this TerraBell to drain the lake. Since it's an
artifiact of the Deja, only our tribe memebers members can
ring it, so I will accompany you. Shall we go? [Jann joined the
party!]

Maribel (chat): We're going to the cave with Jann? I'm
suffocating already!
Jann (continued): Did you say something?
Maribel (continued): Oh, never mind. I was just talking to
myself.
Gabo (chat): Heh heh. Good to meet you, Jann!
Jann (continued): Oh, yeah, nice to meet you too. I'm a poor
warrior, so Il I'll be depending on you.
Jann (chat): Let's get going.
Dejan man on the left: There should be someplace to use
the TerraBell in that cave. Once you use it, the lake waters
should recede!
Young Dejan man: Zzzzz...
Dejan man on the right: Snore! Snore!
Woman in pink: Oh, I feel like I'm nodding off.
Beretta: Oh, dear... I'm sorry we misread the tomes before.
God was sealed away in the Temple hundreds of years ago.
There aren't many of us who can read the ancient tomes
anymore. Jann can read a little, so he'll come in handy inside
the cave.
Jann (chat): I'm not very good at reading ancient texts, but
I'll do my best.
Maribel (chat): Not only is Jann a tula master, he's also
intelligent. It's as though he's your opposite, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Why was God sealed away, anyway? Who did it?
First little boy in tent: Hey! I'm God! Wowwww! Look at me!
Second little boy: Wooooo! Wooooo!
Young Dejan woman: Do you think our lives will change if God
is resurrected? I hope I can still dance all I want to.
Woman in pink: Well, the revival of the gods may have been
our long-standing desire, but when it all comes down to it, I
just don't know... It all seems weird to me.
Young Dejan man at entrance: What's keeping Layla so
long? I'm sure she's safe with Kiefer and Datz, but still...

Jann (chat): I hope Layla is safe. I don't know what I would
do if something happened to her.
Maribel (chat): Sometimes I'm worried about Kiefer's
presence here. Think of Jann. It has to be really hard on him,
don't you think? Ha ha ha! Just kidding/comma/ I'm just
kidding1 /exclamation point/
Gabo (chat): With Kiefer joining them, I figure Layla and
everyone will be all right.
Chief: Our divine mission is finally at its climax. Good luck, all
of you! Oh, by the way... {church talk}
Young Dejan woman near cave entrance: Be careful, Jann!
You take care as well, HERO!
Jann (continued): Thanks. I'm fine. Layla and others will be
here when we've managed to lower the surface of the water
in this lake somehow, I think.
Young Dejan woman near cave entrance (if Jann
happens to be dead or something???): Please,
everyone! Come back safely!
Maribel (chat): All of this is incredible! I can't wait to see
the Revival Ceremony. Tee Hee hee!

Deja Lake Cave
Jann (chat): Our ancestors sure didn't make things easy for
us, did they? It won't be long now. Soon all our hard work will
come to an end.
Maribel (chat): I have my doubts about this. Can we really
drain the water from the lake?
Gabo (chat): I can't wait to see God. Let's hurry, HERO!
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was empty...
Jann (continued): Damn it! What are monsters doing in a holy
cave? Could the treasures that God stored here have been
stolen?

Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Bug Knife
Jann (on second basement level): Some kind of ancient
writing is chiseled on the monument. Jann read the ancient
script. 'May the brave one be guided by the flame of God.'
'The Flame of Bravery to the East, Flame of Wisdom to the
West.'
Treasure chest (right) – Fur Mantle
Treasure chest (left) – Agility Seed
Jann (on third basement level): Wait! It looks like there's
some writing here. It says, 'Asceticism may lead you to the
path of God.' Did you have something to say, HERO? [HERO
stared at the ancient writing on the stone. Surprisingly, he
could understand it! It read, 'Asceticism may lead you to the
path of God.'] What? You can read ancient writing? Hmmm.
How mysterious! You don't look so good right now, though.
Try not to overdo it, all right?
Jann (chat): How can you read ancient writing, HERO? Who
are you, really? More importantly, what's that bit about
asceticism supposed to mean?
Maribel (chat): You can actually read ancient writing? You
are very strange, HERO.
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. Some kind of
ancient writing is chiseled on the monument. Jann read the
ancient script. 'Asceticism may lead you to the path of God.'
Treasure chest (left) – 5 gold coins
Treasure chest (right) – 15 gold coins
Treasure chest (right) – 20 gold coins
Treasure chest (left) – Herb
Treasure chest (left) – 3 gold coins
Treasure chest (left) – Intelligence Seed
Treasure chest (further left) – Potion
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut

Healer on third basement level: Please, don't hurt me! I'm a
good monster! I mean you no harm. My kind used to be
friends with the Dejans. Let me pass on their knowledge to
you. If you place the TerraBell on the altar in this cave, the
lake will drain, and you should be able to reach the bottom
easily.
Jann (chat): Just as the ancient tomes have said, the
TerraBell is the key. Now that we know that, let's get
moving!
Gabo (chat): He was living with God's own tribe? Incredible!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So that means the Chief's reading was
right after all! That's the only thing that was still bothering
me.
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. Some kind of
ancient writing is chiseled on the monument. Jann read the
ancient script — 'You possess both wisdom and bravery.
Prove yourself to be a child of God, and let him show you the
way.'
Jann (continued): Perhaps using the TerraBell will prove me a
child of God. I will try with all my power. [Jann rang the
TerraBell loudly!]
Jann (chat): I just saw a light flash over there! Could that
be the way God wants us to go?
Maribel (chat): Hey! Something flashed over there just now.
Maybe it's responding to the TerraBell!
Gabo (chat): Wow! The TerraBell has a really pretty sound,
doesn't it?
Treasure chest – Wizard Ring
Jann (on fifth basement level): This must be the altar that
the creature told us about! Once we place the TerraBell
here, the path to the Temple of God will open! I'll put the
bell in place right now, unless there are any objections. Is it
okay to continue? (Yes/No)

Jann (if you say ‘No’): There's no turning back now. As soon
as we use this Bell, the path to the Temple of God will be
revealed! I'll put the bell in place right now, unless there are
any objections. Is it okay to continue? (Yes/No)
Jann (when you say ‘Yes’): [Jann rang the TerraBell loudly!]
The water in the lake should have receded. Let us proceed.
Maribel (chat): Once we get the two sacred treasures from
the altar, we'll be ready for the Revival Ceremony. I can't
wait to see God, but I'm really looking forward to Layla's
dance!
Observation: The TerraBell is emitting a faint glow.
Treasure chest – LandShard
Treasure chest – Defense Seed
Treasure chest – 15 gold coins
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Jann (chat, if you backtrack all the way to the third
Deja camp and try to leave): Hey, hey! Where are you
going? Go to the Temple of God! Hurry!
Jann (chat, at the bottom of the lake): Come on! We've
got to find the two sacred treasures!
Gabo (chat): Whoa! The water really has gone down!
Maribel (chat): This must be the Temple of God. Let's get a
closer look, HERO.
Young Dejan man near cave exit: Wow! Good work! We all
climbed down here once the waters receded. The Chief's
waiting for you by the Temple entrance!
Dejan man on right side of temple: Heavens! This temple is
huge! More than big enough for a god, I'd say!
First little boy: They're gonna start the ceremony now,
right? I sure hope it turns out okay.
Second little boy: Hey, what's going on? What's gonna
happen to us now?

Chief: Oh, HERO! The Temple of God is almost ours! All that
is left is to retrieve the two sacred relics from the cave. Is
that so? Then let's not record this. The two relics should be
inside.
Jann (chat): I wonder what the TerraTula sound like.
Maribel (chat): So Layla is going to dance while Jann plays
the TerraTula?
Dejan man in front of temple: How in the world do you
suppose our ancestors made all this? They couldn't have done
it by themselves.
Young Dejan man: Where's that Layla? We're almost ready
here!
Young Dejan woman on the left: Ooooh, I'm so excited!
What do you think God looks like? I can't wait!
Young Dejan woman on the right: Oh, how long have we
danced in preparation for this day! Our hopes have finally
paid off!
Woman in pink: Wait until Layla comes and gets a load of
this!
Beretta: I truly don't know how to thank all of you. Layla
isn't here yet, but let's go ahead and open the Temple. Jann,
would you mind accompanying HERO inside?
Jann (continued): Yes, Beretta! Now, HERO read that plaque
and the Temple will open!
Jann (chat): Can you read what the tablet says, HERO?
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO! Hurry up and read the tablet!
Maribel (chat): I have no idea why you can read ancient
writing, HERO. Sometimes the things you can do mystify me
completely.
Beretta (again): Layla should be here soon, so go ahead.
Jann (if you try to leave before reading the plaque):
HERO, where are you going? You need to follow the words of
the monument.

Observation: HERO read the writing on the stone plaque.
'When the ancient TerraTula shines like a golden fire, the
dawning of a new age is nigh!' {The plaque disappears, and a
section of the walls moves aside.}
Jann (continued): Isn't the TerraTula in there!?
Beretta (continued): Let's proceed into the Temple of God.
{The party automatically enters the temple.}
Jann (if you try to leave): Oh, they're here! They're really
here! Hurry up!
Maribel (chat): Wow! I never imagined it was like this inside.
Come on, let's go!
Jann (as you approach): Look! We've finally found them!
Once I play this TerraTula... And Layla dances with these
sacred robes... ...I'll finally be a free man. I won't be
obligated to take on any stupid missions from God anymore!
[Jann took the Sacred Gown and TerraTula down from the
altar!] Come on. Let's bring these back to camp. Thanks. I am
indebted to you. {Before they leave…}
Kiefer (continued): HERO! {Kiefer and Layla arrive.} Huff!
Huff! Sorry we're late. Layla sprained her ankle, so I had to
carry her.
Jann (continued): What? Layla sprained her ankle? How could
you let this happen to her? What about the ceremony?
Layla (continued): Stop it, Jann! I wouldn't have made it at
all without Kiefer! I'll be fine for the ceremony, so quit
worrying about me!
Jann (continued): Layla.
Layla (continued): Come on! We've got to start preparing for
the ceremony! {She starts limping away.}
Kiefer (continued): Are you okay? Here, let me support you.
Layla (continued): Thanks, Kiefer.
Jann (continued): Layla,/no comma/ /period/ Wait! {He
follows after them.}

Gabo (chat): The Revival Ceremony is about to begin, HERO.
Let's go watch!
Maribel (chat): Kiefer and Layla seem to be getting awfully
close, don't you think? I hope this doesn't lead to any nasty
complications.
Jann (as you exit the temple): Let's begin the ceremony,
Chief!
Chief (continued): Now you just hold your horses, Jann! Let
me see that TerraTula for a moment. [The Chief took the
TerraTula from Jann.] It looks like we're out of luck tonight.
Jann (continued): What?
Chief (continued): Look at this tula! This should be 'shining
like a golden fire', right? Well, this sure doesn't look like it's
shining to me! I don't know why, but I guess today just isn't
the day.
Jann (continued): No? When is the best time for you then?
We never know the truth unless we do it!
Beretta (continued): Please, Jann, calm yourself down! If we
resurrect God before the appointed time, then He could be
destroyed by the Demon Lord!
Jann (continued): Are you telling saying that you'll give up on
this even though we made it all the way down here? I'm not
going to give it up because God guided us here! Surely, this
must be the time of revival! Are you too cynical to realize it?
[Jann readies his tula!] Layla, I'll play the Tula. Please dance
with the Innocent Dress! {Layla joins Jann on the steps.}
Young Dejan man (continued): Hey! Hey, Jann! Are you
serious?!
Jann (continued): People! Pray with all your heart and soul, so
that we might restore God!
{short cutscene of Jann, Layla and the Dejan tribe}
Dejan man on the left (continued): Hey! Nothing's
happening! What's going on?

Young Dejan man (continued): The Chief was right! It's too
early to perform the ceremony!
Woman in pink (continued): We've come all this way for
nothing?
Chief (continued): It seems that our journey is not yet over.
Well, Jann, are you happy now? Come back here, now! {He
comes down halfway.} Don't be so disappointed, Jann. We
must be patient if we ever hope to revive our Lord. Who
cares if we failed today? There's always tomorrow.
Jann (continued): That's not true! Of course I hope for
world peace, all good men do but my personal issues held a
greater priority. If we revive God, Deja's duty will at long
last be over, and I can finally marry Layla. I must carry out
my duty! {He unbuttons his shirt and reveals his the mark of
the Terra Spirit.}
Beretta (continued): Jann! That mark! You didn't have that
when you were born!
Jann (continued): That's right, Beretta, I couldn't believe
what I saw. I hardly believed it had actually happened when I
saw the divine mark appear on my chest all those years ago. I
knew then, as I know now, that I love Layla with all my heart.
I rushed to do everything because I truly thought that I
would be free to do as I pleased after we managed to revive
the the true God. I'm ashamed of myself, though. I didn't
consider her feelings at all. Not only that, but I deceived my
own tribe to try and accomplish my goals. Because of my
grievous deeds, I will leave the tribe. [Jann returned the
TerraTula to the Chief.] {He runs off.}
Layla (continued): Jann! Wait!
Chief (continued): Layla, wait! What're you chasing him for?
Do you really love him?
Layla (continued): But, Chief!
Chief (continued): There's no point in sympathizing for him.
If he has the mark, you can't marry him. That's it. {He looks

up at the altar.} In any case, today's ceremony is a failure.
We'll just have to wait for another opportunity.
Beretta (continued): So, shall we reseal the temple?
Chief (continued): Right. We'd better fill this lake again.
Beretta (continued): {to HERO} I must apologize for always
relying on you, but we need to protect the Temple of God
until the appointed time or great disaster will befall us.
Please remove the TerraBell from the altar in the cave, so
that the lake will fill with water once more, and the way to
the Temple will sealed. Datz, please accompany them through
the cave.
Datz (continued): Yes, Beretta. I will remove the TerraBell
for you. {to HERO} I am sorry things had to turn out this
way, HERO. [Datz joined the party!]
Beretta (continued): Layla! You've injured your foot. I can
tell. Why did you dance up there? You could've been seriously
hurt!
Layla (continued): But Beretta... I couldn't just...
Kiefer (continued): Look, aren't you being too hard on the
girl? {Everyone stares at Kiefer.} The Deja code is important,
but she's in a great deal of pain. Let her rest.
Layla (continued): Thanks, Kiefer.
Beretta (continued): I see. Layla finally has someone that
truly understands her.
Chief (continued): All right, everyone! Our work here is done
for now. Let's all go back to the camp. {Most of the tribe
leaves.}
Beretta (continued): All right, HERO. Go ahead and refill the
lake. We will wait for you back at the camp.
Datz (chat): The matter of Jann and Layla is strictly an
internal tribal concern. Please refrain from meddling.
Gabo (chat): Poor Jann. You have to feel sorry for him.
Where will he go now?

Maribel (chat): Too many things are happening at once. It's
overwhelming. I'm so disappointed that I couldn't see God.
Beretta (again): The lake should refill once the TerraBell is
removed. We will wait for you back at the camp.
Chief: Please try to understand. We must adhere to our code,
or our mission will never succeed.
Layla: I've been dancing ever since I was a young girl. I never
complained. There was never a reason to— I thought it was
my destiny. Now it all seems so... silly, though. I wish that I
would have been free to follow my own path, like Prince
Kiefer.
Maribel (chat): Walking a path he truly believes in? His
decision is completely selfish! If Layla would stop dancing and
start thinking, she would realize he's a moron!
Kiefer: This sure is a revolting development, eh, HERO? I'll
need to carry Layla back to the camp, so the cave's all yours!
Gabo (chat): Kiefer has been acting a little weird lately.
What happened?
Maribel (chat): Kiefer cares only for Layla. Sigh. Maybe it's
about time I find a boyfriend. Too bad there aren't any
tolerable men around.
HERO and his friends
accompanied Datz into the cave.
There they removed the TerraBell from the altar,
and as they did, the lake once again filled with
water, submerging once more the Temple of God.
After returning the two sacred artifacts to the
Chief, HERO joined the Dejans as they traveled
back to the camp.
Although the ritual ended in failure, HERO was
thanked that night with a modest feast in his honor.
As the night drew on...

Kiefer (continued): Hey, HERO, you asleep already? HERO?
Oh well./no period/ /comma/ it's probably better that you're
asleep. I've been thinking a lot about the birthmark on your
arm, HERO. Maybe you've got some kind of destiny waiting
for you, just like Layla. I really envy you. I'm not fit to be
anything but a prince. There's got to be something else I can
do, though. Something that only I can do for the world! Well,
I guess there's no point in talking to myself about it. Good
night.
Maribel (as you wake up): Morning, HERO! Boy, I slept like a
rock. What was Kiefer talking to you about last night?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): No, don't tell me. I'm sure he was
going on about Layla again. Let's get moving! Come on,
Gabo/comma/ get up!
Gabo (continued): Huh? It's morning already? I'm so dogtired.
Maribel (chat, at base camp): What does Kiefer think he's
doing so early in the morning? That idiot!
Gabo (chat): Oh no! Kiefer and Datz are fighting! This could
be trouble!
Woman in pink: Your friend's really something! Datz doesn't
stand a chance!
Young Dejan man: Take that, Kiefer!
Dejan man: That's it, Datz! Show him what us Dejans are
made of!
Young Dejan woman: Wow! Kiefer! You're the greatest!
Little boy: Datz! Come on! You can do it!
Woman in pink on the right: I didn't realize he was serious
about becoming a Guardian. It's rare to see such courage in
a man his age.
Gabo (chat): So they aren't fighting after all? Good. I was
worried there for a minute.

Maribel (chat): Kiefer? Their protector? He's a bungling
prince! What could he be thinking?
Young Dejan man on the right: No, no, no! Hit him with a
right! No, a left! I mean, a right! Anything! Just hit him!
Young Dejan woman in second tent on the right: I wish I
could search for Jann. Maybe after all this is over, I'll have a
chance to.
Maribel (chat): Aren't you worried about Kiefer, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): What a cold-hearted
bastard you are.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): How can you just ignore that? Do
something!
Observation (if you try to leave camp): You can't leave now!
Beretta: I am grateful for Kiefer's offer, but first, we must
test his skill against our current Guardian.
Chief: Ah, HERO! You're finally awake! Datz is testing
Kiefer's skill as we speak. Kiefer is truly a man of honor. We
could use a Guardian like him right now.
Layla: I couldn't be happier to have Kiefer as our new
Guardian, but it must be difficult for you to lose such a
valiant and trusted companion. Pray that he wins, for if he
doesn't, he will fall to my father's sword.
Datz: Oof! How did you avoid that?
Kiefer: Don't even try to stop me, HERO! If I beat Datz, I'll
become the Guardian of Deja! Hiiyah!
Datz (continued): Urgh! {He collapses.} I give up! You're too
strong for me!
Kiefer (continued): That's not true. You certainly live up to
your reputation, Datz. {He turns to the Chief.} So, Chief,
have I earned the title of Guardian, now?
Chief (continued): Of course! We'd love to have you! Kiefer
and HERO, stand before me! {Your party lines up.} It is
settled. On this day, a new tribal Guardian has been forged!

From now on, Kiefer is a member of the Dejan tribe! Now, let
us sing a song of gratitude... For HERO, Kiefer, and their
lackey friends!
Kiefer: I'm sorry, HERO, but I think my journey's over. I'm
going to live here, with the Dejans. I've already received my
honorary Guardian's sword. See? It's got the Dejan crest on
the handle. I'll use it to defend Deja and the Temple of God.
Then I'll finally have made something of myself! Do you
understand, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (either way): Heh. I thought you'd say that. Well,
you're heading back home, right? I might as well see you off
to the portal.
Kiefer (chat): I hate to abandon you in the middle of
everything, but you must understand/comma/ HERO. I've
finally found my path. This is what I am supposed to do.
You're happy for me, aren't you?
Kiefer (chat, again): Come on, HERO. Don't look at me like
that. You know this isn't easy for me.
Datz: Kiefer is strong, but I feel you are even stronger,
HERO. May you always strive for peace in your travels.
Observation about Beretta: Beretta sings in a decidedly
unwomanly voice.
Young Dejan man on the right: Agh! Don't talk to me right
now! If you interrupt my prayer, it might not find its way to
God.
Observation about woman in pink: The woman sings with a
loud, full voice.
Observation about little boy: The boy sings at the top of his
lungs.
Observation about young Dejan woman: The dancer sings in
her beautiful, siren-like voice.
Dejan man: Aaah! I forgot the words to the song!
Observation about young Dejan man on the left: He's too
busy singing to talk to you.

Woman in pink on the left: Take care, HERO! I have a
feeling we'll see you again before long.
Observation about Layla: With tears in her eyes, Layla sings
the Dejan song of gratitude.
Chief: Thanks to you, HERO, this tribe has something to hope
for again. We will take good care of Kiefer for you!
Kiefer (as you leave camp): Should we go, HERO? (Yes/No)
Kiefer (if you say ‘No’): Did you forget something? Let's go
back. {You automatically walk back into camp.}
Kiefer (when you say ‘Yes’): I think the portal was this way.
{He leads you to the traveler’s gate.} We've finally made it,
HERO, but this is where our paths must diverge. I've truly
loved traveling with you. I hate to leave. Should you see my
father when you go back, tell him, 'Your son finally found a
dream to follow.' But please don't mention my feelings for
Layla! Thanks for everything, HERO. {He basically shoves you
into the portal.}

Ancient Fane
Maribel (when you arrive back in the present, continued):
Oh! What's this bag? Do you think Kiefer threw it to us?
[HERO opened up the cloth bag. Unexpectedly enough, HERO
finds Kiefer's equipment and an accompanying letter inside.]
Gabo (chat): Are you okay, HERO? Don't you miss Kiefer?
Maribel (chat): He gave all his equipment back to HERO.
Does that mean he's never coming back?
Gabo (chat): Will we ever see Kiefer again? I'm sad too, but
it's nothing compared to how Leesa and the King must feel.
Maribel (chat): That Kiefer just does anything he pleases!
You shouldn't have let him go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Oh, no! What can we possibly tell the King?
HERO, it's up to you. You're good at this sort of thing.
Maribel (chat): We've got to go tell the King about Kiefer.

Gabo (chat): Let's give Kiefer's message to the King, okay,
HERO?
Gabo (chat): Are you scared to talk to the King, HERO? You
look pretty gloomy.
Command: Item – Kiefer’s Letter – Use
HERO read the letter from Kiefer. “Dear HERO and friends,
I'm certain that this decision will surprise you. HERO, I
return to you the equipment that you so graciously bought
for me. Sincerely, Kiefer”

Deja
Maribel (chat, if you go back to Deja): I hope Prince
Kiefer has been well. It's hard for me to believe that he
would make a good protector for the Dejans.
Gabo (chat): Will we ever see Kiefer again?
Maribel (chat, in Mountain Pass): The tents are all gone,
too. Where do you think they went? It's as if Deja never
existed.
Gabo (chat): Do you have any idea where the Dejans are? I
guess we might never see Kiefer again.
Gabo (chat, at edge of Deja Lake): Look, HERO. God's not
here, right? So let's hurry up and go back.
Maribel (chat): I can't help but wonder when God will finally
be revived.

Fishbel
Maribel (chat): No matter what's happening, it's always
comforting to come home.

Gabo (chat): HERO's village always smells good, like delicious
fish!
Young woman in northern house: What bad timing, HERO.
Your father just left. He's not out for a harvest, though, so
he'll be back soon enough.
Old man in kitchen: Hey, HERO. Delivering your father's
lunch again? You look deep in thought.
Young woman near entrance: Welcome back, HERO!
Old woman in church: Oh, you're back, HERO. I'm so happy
to see you. I was praying for your safety and the safety of
all the fishermen.
Nun: Oh, I'm so glad you're back home safe, HERO. May God
protect you in all of your travels!
Priest: Ah, HERO, it is good to see you and your comrades in
such good health.
Little boy near general store: Hooray! They left for the
harvest!
Woman in general store: It's been a while, HERO! How have
you been? You should give your mother a visit. She hasn't
been the same ever since you left.
Cat in shop: Meow...
Merchant: Hey there. Have your travels been going well?
Take a look around. Maybe I have something you can use.
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Oh, Maribel! I'm so glad to
see you back!
Maribel (continued): I'm home, Mom. You don't need to
worry about me.
Maribel’s mother (continued): You always say such things,
Maribel, but you're just a girl. Oh no! How terrible! You seem
to be getting more muscular!
Maribel (chat): Mother just won't stop worrying about me.
I'm always trying to tell her I'll be okay!

Maribel’s mother (again): Oh, ok. I'll try my best not to nag
you anymore, but you have to promise me you'll come back
home safe, alright?
Maribel (continued): Yes, Mom. I promise.
Amitt in his bedroom: Oh, Maribel. You came back safely!
Was the journey hard on you? You didn't do anything
dangerous, did you?
Maribel (continued): I said I'd be fine, Papa! Don't worry
about me.
Maribel (chat): Father's such a worrywart. I suppose anyone
would worry over such a precious daughter!
Amitt (again): I assume you're having a difficult journey, but
do your best, Maribel! Ask me for help whenever you're in
trouble. I'll do anything to help you!
Cat in Maribel’s bedroom: Purr... Meow!
Maid in her room: Oh, I'm a maid, a maid, I'm such a pretty
maid. {to HERO} Oh! Welcome back.
Sailor on dock: Cough! Cough! This cold just won't go away!
I've never been on board a ship before. I might just be the
unluckiest person in the world. Oh me, oh my.
Mollie: Oh, welcome back, HERO. How strange that the
Prince isn't with you. I'm sure the he has his hands full,
considering the way he treats his father. Oh, right! I made
some more of his favorite food, so be sure to take this to
him, okay? What? You don't need it? Don't tell me you and
the Prince got in a fight.
Gabo (chat): I'm hungry! Maybe HERO's mother will give us
some food.
Mollie (again): I just saw your father off on a fishing voyage.
I'm taking a little rest myself. If you want to put your feet
up for a while too, you can go rest in your room.

Estard Castle Town

Gabo (chat): You're going to tell the King about Kiefer,
right? Quick, let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Being this close to the castle and knowing
what happened with the Prince gives me a heavy heart.
Man in blue vest in southwest house: On days when the
weather's nice, I go to the castle and gaze at the islands in
the distance. It's quite thrilling. Somehow, I get excited just
looking at them.
Innkeeper: I just can't stand dealing with Hondara. He
makes so much noise that hardly anyone wants to stay here.
Old man: Well, my drink's ruined. Now Hondara's bugging me
to bet with him! He had the nerve to tell me I could use the
money to retire!
Maribel (chat): So now HERO's uncle is taking bets? Is
there no end to his dubious scheming?
Gabo (chat): Betting is bad, right? So HERO's uncle is bad?
Man in black pants: Hi, HERO. I'm sorry, but can I be frank
with you about your uncle? Hondara's been asking every
customer at my bar to make a bet with him. No one takes him
seriously, but he's so damn persistent. Everyone's getting
annoyed.
Bunny girl: Welcome, HERO. Hondara fell asleep just now, so
don't wake him up! He's been bothering me so much lately.
I'm about ready to give up.
Hondara: ZZzzz... ZZzzz...
Woman upstairs: After all, a guest house is a place for
people to rest after their journey. I'm doing everything I
can to make it a pleasant stay for my guests.
Old woman by well: As much as the Prince bothered me, it
feels lonely without him. I wouldn't be half as sad if Hondara
disappeared.
Woman by well: I've heard all about you. What you're doing
is fantastic! I can't wait to hear about all the new lands
you'll discover!

Young man by fountain: Did you know about the bet
Hondara's got going? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Of course you did. He's been
telling everyone and his dog about it!
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Oh no? He's taking bets on
which direction the next new island will be situated. Nothing
stops Hondara, I tell you.
Nun outside church: Oh, I'm so glad you returned from your
travels safe and sound. But I don't see Prince Kiefer with
you. Where did he go?
Dog: Whimper...
Old woman in church: It looks like the peace we've enjoyed
for so long will end soon. It's like the entire world is
beginning to shift.
Little boy: The world is in trouble now, right? Well then,
you'd better pray hard!
Young woman in northwest house: So this island wasn't the
only land in the world after all. We still haven't met anyone
from the other islands, but eventually, I'd like to make
friends with people from all over the world.
Young man in bathroom: Keep up the good work! All I can do
is scrub bathrooms. I'm nothing compared to you guys!
Little girl in bedroom: What do you want? How dare you
barge into a lady's room without knocking! How uncouth!
Soldier near exit: Hello, HERO. Estard Castle is just ahead.
Go and give your greetings to the King. Come to think of it, I
don't see the Prince with you. He'll probably be along later,
right?
Merchant by fountain: Do you know that narrow-minded old
man who lives on the cliff? His attitude hasn't changed, but
he seems to be happy when he comes to town these days. Did
he finally go insane?

Old man: Hondara is such a good-for-nothing! While you are
risking your lives in battle, he's running bets on how far
you'll get! What a lowlife!
Old man in northern house: Borkano and HERO are always
hard at work, but not Hondara! Not him! Is he going to spend
his whole life like that? I tell you, Hondara will never change!
Young woman upstairs: Oh, HERO. How are things? Have you
become accustomed to traveling yet? Not much has changed
for us here. Your Uncle Hondara still owes us money.
Little boy by Hondara’s house: Hondara told me that if I
bet a month's worth of candy I'll get lots more back! What
does betting mean?
Orka’s mother: Hey, HERO. I've always thought of you as a
mere child. I guess that people grow with adventure.
Orka: Oh, hi, Maribel. When did you get back? How long will
you be staying? You don't know how lonely I was, not being
able to see you for so long. You're not hurt, are you? The
journey you're on is dangerous, isn't it? Oh, if only I could go
in your place!
Maribel (continued): Quiet, you! I travel because I want to!
Orka (continued): Maribel!
Maribel (chat): To tell the truth, I don't really like Orka. I
had to get along with him because this was the only shop
where I could buy dresses. Now I can shop anywhere in the
world! This might be a good time to break it off with Orka.
Old man on the cliff: Oh, it's you! I'm glad to hear that
your travels have been successful. Seeing you is good for my
heart. I don't see the Prince with you. Has something
happened to him? (Yes/No)
Old man (either way): It sounds like something serious has
happened. Won't you tell me about it? [HERO explained what
was going on.] He became a Guardian of the Dejans? I
suppose he finally found his true path. It must have been a
very difficult decision. He has left so many people behind. I

think I will talk to King Burns about this later. Your journey
may be more difficult without the Prince, but worry not.
Gabo (chat): It's just like the wise old man said. We've got
to try harder to make up for the loss of Kiefer!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So the old man even knows about the
Dejan tribe!

Estard Castle
Maribel (chat): I've never been so glad to have HERO around
in my life! I couldn't stand it if I had to tell the King about
Kiefer!
Gabo (chat): What am I going to tell Kiefer's father? I
don't know what to say! Oh, yeah! HERO has to tell him!
Thank goodness it's not me!
Maribel (chat): Well, the time has come, HERO. Good luck on
your report to the King!
Soldier at staircase on the right: Sir! Welcome back,
HERO!
Soldier in guardhouse: Hondara asked if I wanted to join a
betting pool. Whoever guesses where the next island will
appear will win a pile of money. A pile of money, huh? Maybe
I'll invest this month's pay.
Maribel (chat): Ignorance is bliss. They haven't heard about
the Prince yet.
Soldier on east castle grounds: I heard that there are
places on those new islands that are full of monsters. And if
that's true, monsters might appear on this island, too. We
have to be careful.
Maid on the right: Ever since Prince Kiefer left, Princess
Leesa has been dining alone. I'm sure she misses him terribly,
but she never lets us see her loneliness.
Gabo (chat): Everybody really likes Kiefer, don't they? Once
they find out they can never see him again, what will happen?

Maid on the left: When the Prince isn't here, I can finish
cleaning up earlier and have lots of free time. I even have
time to polish the tables and chairs every day.
Maribel (chat): It sure seems like a lot of people are talking
about the Prince today! Maybe it's just my imagination.
Chef on the right: Hey, HERO. I've heard about what's been
happening. You've apparently taken on more than your weight
in responsibility, eh? Well, do your best. I'm counting on you!
Chef on the left: Ah, you came back. That means the Prince
is here too, isn't he? Okay! Time to show off my cooking
skills! I want to prepare something for the Prince tonight
that rivals the ambrosia of the gods!
Old man in cellar beneath kitchen: What? So now multiple
islands have appeared? I reallly should get out a little more
often.
Knight on back terrace: You have grown stronger, it appears.
I can feel the power radiating from your bodies.
Soldier outside royal chambers: Why, if it isn't HERO! It is
good to have you back. Princess Leesa awaits you. That is to
say, it is His Highness, the Prince, whom she truly awaits.
Could the Prince have been delayed for some reason?
Maribel (chat): You have to talk to Leesa, too, don't you? Oh,
how depressing!
Gabo (chat): Are you going to go talk to Leesa, HERO?
Princess Leesa on back balcony: Oh, welcome back, HERO!
Where's my brother? What's the matter? So quiet all of a
sudden. That isn't like you, HERO! Is my brother talking to
our father, maybe? Hee hee! I can't wait to see him! I
wonder if my brother's become strong from his adventures! I
bet he's all tanned, too. Hmm? What, HERO? Have you been
trying to tell me something? (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, I guess I just
imagined it, then. Hee hee hee! I wish he'd hurry! I can't
wait!

Gabo (chat): You're not going to tell her, HERO? Yeah, I
don't really want to see her sad either.
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! Why aren't you telling Leesa
about the Prince? I know it's hard, but if you don't tell her
now, she'll find out soon enough!
Princess Leesa (again): Hmm? What is it, HERO? Do you
have something you want to say to me? (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Princess Leesa (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO explained the
situation.] What is it, HERO? I don't really understand what
you're saying. My brother has gone to another world? He
decided that was what he wanted to do? I hope you don't
mean that I won't be able to see him anymore. Tell me I'll be
able to see him again. (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘Yes’): My brother
wouldn't just leave without saying goodbye, all of a
sudden like that.
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): How could you say such a
thing? That's so mean. HERO! Brother...oh, my brother! He
wouldn't just go away without even saying goodbye to me! He
just wouldn't!
Maribel (chat): I feel terrible. That Kiefer is so heartless!
Leaving his beloved sister behind so suddenly!
Gabo (chat): Poor Leesa! I wish I could somehow reunite her
with Kiefer!
Princess Leesa (again): He'll be back! And he'll tell me all
about his travels.
Soldier outside royal chambers: Oh my. Are you leaving us
already? Well, I suppose that is the way it must be. After all,
I imagine that you must be awfully busy, HERO.
Maribel (chat): ... Please just leave me alone.
Lady on front terrace: You say you're on a journey to
restore the land to the way it was? I imagine it will be a
difficult journey, but I'll be with you in spirit. Do your best!

Young man near library: Today we can see all the way to the
other island. I sure wish that I could go to that island, too.
You think it'd be too dangerous?
Scholar in library: It seems the new lands that have been
appearing were sealed away by the Demon Lord long ago.
Thanks to the work of HERO and his companions, the seals
have been broken and the lands are now free. I wonder how
many islands still remain sealed off. Furthermore, the
question of why only this island was spared from darkness
remains a mystery.
Bard: Ah, to revel at the sight of such lovely islands! We are
so blessed that they have appeared in the world!
Old man fortune-teller: You there. Would you like me to tell
your fortune? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Oh, so you don't need your
fortune told? I get so lonely here.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Great! Hold on a moment. Ahem...
Hii-ya! Hii-ya! Abracadabra! Snorzzzk! Ohh, I'm getting
something! Oh, my! I see so many roads ahead, it looks like a
labyrinth. Hii-ya! Wheeze, wheeze... Now for the finale. Well,
that may or may not be your future. That's the nature of the
beast.
Gabo (chat): Listen to him shout! Ha ha... I'm faking it. I just
don't feel like it today.
Soldier near jail door on first floor: You, HERO, appear to
be taking a dangerous journey for the sake of the world. The
King has elicited the castle's denizens to cooperate with you
as much as possible! Please go through here!
Tough guy on west castle grounds: Wah! Don't sneak up on
me like that! I was about to sneeze, but it went away!
Soldier in guardhouse on the left: It is absolutely
incredible. Every time we learn about the location and terrain
of a new island, it confirms the accuracy of this map. So, it
looks like the legend may be true. Long ago there were many

continents in the world. But why did those islands disappear?
There are still a lot of things we don't know.
Soldier on left side terrace: Everything's fine! We are at
peace, but right now the whole world is unstable. Who knows
what could happen? We have to be ever vigilant and watchful!
Lady inside castle: The King looks strong, but the truth is
that he's very lonely. So bring back reports of your journeys
to the King from time to time, HERO.
Maid in Kiefer’s room: What do you think? Isn't this room
positively sparkling clean? I'm keeping everything perfect
for when Prince Kiefer returns. I guess I'm just the
obedient type!
Soldier in throne room on the left: Welcome back, HERO.
The King is looking forward to hearing about your travels.
Soldier on the right: Welcome back. Eh? It seems that
Prince Kiefer is nowhere to be found.
Minister: Ah, HERO. I'm glad to see you have returned safely
again. You should go in and pay your respects to the King.
King Burns: Oh! Welcome back. How was your trip this time?
Huh? There's no sign of Kiefer. Has that fool wandered off
again? (Yes/No)
King Burns (either way): What is it? What's wrong, HERO?
Why are you looking at me like that? What's wrong? Did
something happen to Kiefer? Tell me, HERO! (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Your eyes betray you! You are
lying! Tell me what has happened! (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Perhaps I should have my
soldiers ready the gallows. Or would you prefer to tell me
what has happened? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
King Burns (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO explained the
situation.] No... That's impossible! {to himself} What does he
mean, he's found his own path? He's a mere child. How dare
he talk like an adult? It's ten years too early for him to talk

like that! The fool! His actions are inconsiderate as always.
{to HERO} The truth is, when Kiefer returned I was planning
to give this to him myself. [HERO received the AquaShard!]
This Shard was found by accident by an islander the other
day, who delivered it to this castle. If Kiefer wished to
continue his journey, I was going to allow him. I once looked
forward to his return, but I cannot believe what I have just
heard. Thank you, HERO, for telling me. It was a noble
gesture. I'm sorry. I must ask that you take your leave.
Maribel (chat): Let's leave the King alone, HERO. That's the
best we can do for him for now.
Gabo (chat): That man is crying. I can't see any tears, but I
know he's crying!
Gabo (chat): You can tell Kiefer's father is really sad. Is he
okay? I hope he feels better soon.
Maribel (chat): I didn't realize it until now, but Kiefer really
is needed at the castle, isn't he?
Maribel (chat): Once they find out about Kiefer, they'll
never be the same again.
Minister: HERO, do you speak the truth? The Prince is lost in
another world, never to return? It can't possibly be true! His
Majesty reluctantly trusted the Prince, allowing him to
embark on his adventure with you. I just don't understand it!
Was the Prince completely oblivious to his father's
benevolence?
Maribel (chat): HERO, I want to get out of here. I just can't
stand this atmosphere.
Gabo (chat): After hearing everybody's story, even I'm
getting sad!
Minister (again): When I think of how His Majesty must be
feeling, I can find no words to comfort him. Are there any
words in the world that can?
Soldier on the right: Despite recent events, I still believe
Prince Kiefer will one day become a fine ruler.

Soldier on the left: I am sorry, HERO. I overheard your
conversation with the King. Does this mean that Prince Kiefer
won't be coming back?

Archaeological Digsite
Male voice as you enter: Step right up, folks, and explore
the mysteries of the past! See the terrifying horned beast
that ruled the prehistoric world! Only five gold for the thrill
of your life!
Maribel (chat): You're still a kid, so you want to see it. Right,
HERO? All right, I'll go with you, but you've got to pay.
Gabo (chat): They're doing something! HERO, let's go see!
Little boy near entrance: I heard that they're finding some
pretty interesting stuff in that hole, but you've got to have
money to get your hands on any of it. Grownups aren't any
fun.
Maribel (chat): It's only five gold, but I am still annoyed
that we have to pay.
Gabo (chat): When I lived in the mountains, I didn't need
money. It was too much of a hassle.
Woman at the end of the line: I've been waiting all day!
Why can't I get in?
Maribel (chat): Look at the line of people! They sure must
have a lot of time on their hands.
Young man in line: Apparently they've found all sorts of
ancient items at this site, including this mysterious giant
skull!
Maribel (chat): They're standing in line just to see a skull?
They must be crazy.
Gabo (chat): A mysterious skull? Is there something weird
about it?
Man in black pants in line: Grrrr... Grooooar!
Gaaaawhrooooar! I bet it sounded like that!

Gabo (chat): Graooooorr! I think it was something like that.
Maribel (chat): Buffoons.
Old man in line: Can't they hurry up? I'm not much longer
for this world, you know!
Gabo (chat): The old man's waiting for someone to come pick
him up? I hope they get here soon.
Woman not in line: Who cares about a bunch of stupid
bones? Fish bones, meat bones, it's all garbage to me! How do
they get away with charging five gold for garbage? Honestly,
I wish my grandfather would quit wasting his money here!
Traveling merchant in front of tent: Welcome, travelers!
Welcome! This'll make a great story for your friends back
home, you know! Only five gold gets you in! Do you have the
money? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oh, too bad! Round up
the cash and come right back!
Gabo (chat): I guess you can't do anything without money.
That's no fun.
Maribel (chat): Are you saying you don't even have five gold,
HERO? That's because you're always wasting money. How
embarrassing!
Traveling merchant (again): Hey, you're back! Got money
with you this time? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Traveling merchant (when you say ‘Yes’): Oh, fantastic!
Ready to come in, then? Only five gold! (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you, thank you!
[HERO gave the man five gold.] {He steps out of the way.}
And as a special gift, I'm letting you travelers in first!
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘No’): What? You're all with
the Scholar? Oh... All right, then, come on in! {He steps out
of the way.}
Maribel (chat): If it isn't something really great, I'm going
to be mad.

Gabo (chat): At last! The mysterious skull!
Traveling merchant (again): Welcome. The strange skull is
inside this tent. Oh, and, uh, don't tell the Scholar about me,
okay? Why not? Well, I can't get in the way of his research.
Woman not in line: Five gold a day down the drain... What a
waste!
Archaeologist inside tent: {to himself} A lizard? An
alligator? Sigh... I just don't know... {to HERO} Hmm? Oh,
visitors. Go ahead and look, but don't touch!
Archaeologist (again): Aaaah! Quit bothering me! I'm trying
to do research!
Barrel – 17 gold coins
Observation: It's a skull of a huge animal with a golden horn
on its head. The horn gleams like gold. Do you want to try
touching it? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (continued, either way): Hey! I told you not
to touch anything! What's the matter with kids today?
Tough guy outside blocking ladder: Huh? What're you doing
here? This place is off limits. We can't have you damaging
the site of the dig!
Maribel (chat): What's he boasting about? HERO, go ahead
and beat him up for me, okay?
Gabo (chat): I bet it would be great fun to play in there.
Tough guy (again): Sorry, guys! I can't let you past here!
I've got strict orders from the Scholar. Now, move along!
Dresser (in the well) – TinyMedal
Dresser (in the well) – AquaShard

Falrish
Young woman in southeastern watchtower: ???????
Gabo (chat, after talking to young woman in southeastern
watchtower): Hey, HERO. What do little brothers have to do
with being busy?

Armand: Oh, you people. Thank you for coming this far.
Thank you so much for what you did. I, Armand, will
remember you people forever!
Maribel (chat): I guess it turned out to be a good experience
after all. We wish you a long and happy life, Armand!
Gabo (chat): Armand looks pretty happy. I'm happy, too!
Little girl: Hi, you guys! You came back again! I heard from
my grandpa that you saved our ancestors! I don't know about
this in detail, but thanks! Tee-hee!
Gabo (chat): I hope I she can get a little brother soon!
Maribel (chat): What a good girl! Nice manners! She reminds
me of myself when I was that age!
Young man on southeastern watchtower: I am a soldier at
Falrod Castle, this country's seat of power. When I get a day
off, I always come into the town of Falrish like this for some
rest and relaxation. This is such a peaceful and pleasant area,
don't you think? I just love it here!
Maribel (chat): In times of tranquility, people grow
complacent. You need stress and tension for motivation.
Gabo (chat): If it's too peaceful, there won't be anyone to
fight!
Traveling merchant on top of fort: Ouch ouch ouch! I threw
out my back! It hurts just to move it! I just tried to pick up
that barrel thing, and my back popped violently. Ouch ouch
ouch! I guess I won't be able to carry one home.
Gabo (chat): Are you stupid? It's faster to just clean it up
by yourself!
Maribel (chat): This man never learns!
Old woman: Even Falrish, with its frightening past, will
change. The King promises a bright future for all! I don't
know if things will change while I'm still alive, but the
children will have a great future indeed. I'm sure that the
kingdom will prosper.

Gabo (chat): We'll get it done while you're still alive,
grandma!
Young man in fort: The young King Falrod VII from our
country, is a great man. He's gathering scientists from all
over the country to have them develop new clockworks.
Unfortunately, I have not seen the finished product yet.
Everybody has been waiting for a long time.
Maribel (chat): I doubt they can do it all by themselves.
Little boy in barracks: I tell you something. I fell into the
pool! That's why my pants are soaking wet. It's true! N-no!
This is not from bed-wetting!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... What's that smell?
Old man in kitchen: Ah, I can't eat anymore.
Gabo (chat): I'm so hungry, I could eat a horse!
Woman in kitchen: I've been waiting for that mechanical
servant, but... When are they going to come up with a
mechanical cook?
Maribel (chat): I know what you mean. But with researchers
like these, I don't think it'll be happening for a while.
Gabo (chat): Wouldn't food cooked by a machine taste like
oil or metal? Gross...

Falrod Castle
Young woman: I hear the most incredible noises coming from
that laboratory on an almost daily basis. Crashes, bangs... I
hope they know what they're doing!
Gabo (chat): What's he making? I hope it's a mechanical
chef! If it is, can we buy one, HERO? Please!
Maribel (chat): I wonder if they're still fussing over that...
Old man in robot laboratory: Just as I thought— no good.
What in the world could be the problem here?

Scholar on the left: That soldier in the Forbidden Zone was
such a well-made piece of work. If only I had examined it
more thoroughly before we returned it... Sob...
Scholar at the table on the left: Sigh... I just don't know
how long it will take.
Scholar on the right: Oooooh, I've lost count of all the
failed experiments! I don't know when we'll ever be able to
meet King Falrod's expectations.
Soldier in guardhouse on the left: When I watch these guys
working so hard, without a single complaint... It just makes
me feel sad, sort of. You know what I mean?
Soldier at castle gate on the right: This is Falrod Castle.
You may look around, but take care you do not give offense to
His Majesty!
Gabo (chat): So these sentries just stand around all day and
watch things? I'd be out of here in a second if anyone
ordered me to do that!
Soldier in throne room: These are the King's chambers.
Please do not talk loudly here.
Guard Captain: You seem well, HERO! Are you still continuing
with your travels? You know you can come here any time you
grow weary in your travels. We will welcome you and your
companions any time!
Maribel (chat): The Captain looks just like Armand. It's
uncanny.
Gabo (chat): Welcoming us? Does that mean he's going to
treat us to dinner?
Minister: No one has set foot in the Forbidden Zone since
the new edict was issued. I imagine Zebbot and Eri have had
a quiet time of it since then. They have the King's noble will
to thank for that.
Maribel (chat): I'm so glad that they've been living together
peacefully since then.

Gabo (chat): If the King was truly noble, he would bring us
food!
King Falrod: Ahh, it's you people. I thank you for your help
earlier. I admit that I still have my regrets, but I've made up
my mind about Eri. I've accepted that that's how things must
be. I'll seize the future on my own! When we perfect the
mechanical servant, the future will be ours! You just wait and
see! Hah hah hah!
Gabo (chat): The King is looking so confident. I'm convinced
that he really will build a mechanical man!
Maribel (chat): King Falrod's a little too young for me right
now, but I bet he'll only ripen with age!
Soldier on top of western watchtower: Have you ever seen
a MechSoldier? (Yes/No)
Soldier (either way): Ha ha! Well, the whole thing turned out
to be false anyway! It's no wonder that you guys were
deceived. I fell for it, too, after all!
Soldier on top of eastern watchtower: We used to go to
the western cape to pick mushrooms. There might be some
savage beast marauding around there, for all we know. Who
knows what's happening on that cape?
Gabo (chat): That's right. Don't ever go to the western cape.
It's full of terrible monsters! Grrrr!
Soldier in dungeon: It gets kind of lonely standing here like
this. What point is there to guarding an empty dungeon,
anyway?
Maribel (chat): I'm so amazed Armand wasn't caught when
he was walking around with us.
Young woman in kitchen: I love cooking, so I'd hate to see
my job replaced by a robot. On the other hand, I'd love to
have someone else clean up afterward!
Dowager Queen on back balcony: The current research the
King is funding is for the good of all mankind. Machines can

bring us happiness, as well as pain. It all depends on how we
use them!

Zebbot’s Cabin
Observation: Eri lies nestled close to Zebbot. It looks like
her days of caring for him are over. However, the expression
on her face is one of contentment and peace.
Maribel (chat): I'm sure this is the way things should be.
Gabo (chat): I hate stuff like this!

Ancient Fane
Maribel (chat): We got the Shard. Let's go somewhere to
take our minds off things.
Gabo (chat): Where do we go next? It's up to you, HERO.

CHAPTER 9

Do You Have Class?
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Dharma Inn
Gabo (chat): Oh, look! A pond! Do you think we could catch
some fish?
Maribel (chat): Whew! First off, let's take a rest in that
building by the pond, HERO.
Scholar near entrance: This is the last sanctuary available
for those embarking to Dharma Temple. There is nary a town,
nor even a village, beyond this point.
Gabo (chat): I want to go to Dharma Temple! Come on!
Please?
Maribel (chat): How boring! No more towns or villages, he
says. What a rip-off!
Farmer on the left: The youth of today always seems seem
to be changing their direction in life. I guess they get bored
easily. Unfortunately, such impetuousness prevents them
from taking advantage of all that a given path can provide
them.

Pot – 3 gold coins
Young man: Unless I'm mistaken, it seems that you have yet
to find your calling. In which case, I recommend that you go
to Dharma Temple to find your bearings.
Gabo (chat): So if we go to Dharma Temple, we can choose
any class we want, huh? I'm getting excited just thinking
about it!
Maribel (chat): Why is changing classes such a big deal? We
had better go to Dharma Temple and find out for ourselves!
Pot – Agility Seed
Innkeeper (woman) behind counter: If you want a room for
the night, talk to me first.
Dancer: He left me here and went off to change classes by
himself. I'm sure of it. Yes, that's got to be what's
happened. My days of trusting swashbuckling seamen are
over!
Lady: Changing classes at Dharma Temple is all anyone wants
to talk about these days. Certainly, the benefits of changing
classes are numerous, such as learning new spells and special
techniques. Can't these self-absorbed fools talk about
something else for a change?
Bunny girl in basement pub: It seems like we're not getting
as much business as we once did. I hope it's just my
imagination. You don't suppose it has anything to do with the
fact that fewer people are going to Dharma Temple, do you?
Gabo (chat): This is great, HERO! If we go to Dharma
Temple now, there won't be too many people there! We'll
have the whole place to ourselves!
Maribel (chat): Hmph. Dharma Temple isn't such a popular
place these days, is it? Maybe we shouldn't go.
Wizard: This place used to be packed with people so I had to
sleep outside. Nowadays, however, the place is practically
empty. I guess there really are fewer people going to Dharma
Temple, after all.

Old man at bar: Sigh... I feel so lonely. It's rare that anyone
stops by anymore. There was a time when those that went to
Dharma Temple would come by afterwards to show off their
new appearance. Maybe it depresses them to spend time with
someone who's getting on in their years.
Bartender: I don't know if you've noticed, but the monsters
in this area have really gotten violent lately. It's enough to
make one wonder if something bad is going to happen soon.
Fighter: It seems to me that there have been fewer visitors
to Dharma Temple, lately. But if you don't mind my saying so,
adventurers with no class are just plain fools.
Warrior in pink outside by well: I'm only a poor Warrior
now, but I am dreaming of changing my class to Hero some
day. That's why I'm on my way to Dharma Temple, my
diminutive friend. So, if you will excuse me... {He walks off.}
Maribel (chat): He said his dream was to become a hero, but
he looked pathetic to me.
Gabo (chat): Maybe, if we work really hard, HERO and I can
be heroes too!
Old woman by well: Rarely do adventurers on their way to
the temple stop by again on their way back. Maybe they just
don't like the service...
Bunny girl in casino in well: Doesn't it surprise you to find a
place like this inside a well? This casino is for travelers on
their way to Dharma Temple. Please, enjoy your time here.
Tough guy at slot machine: That guy over there hangs
around this place all the time. Like the others, he stopped by
here for a little relaxation on his way to the temple. Sadly,
his path seems to have followed that of so many lost souls.
I'm hardly in a position to point fingers, though...
Maribel (chat): Is changing classes really that significant?
Either way, he'll just be a drunken lout!
Man in black pants on the right: Are you feeling all right?
Just take it nice and easy.

Young man: Hic! Booze never tastes quite as good as it does
after you've won!
Dancer: I used up all my tokens at the slot machines. Maybe
someone unknowingly dropped some tokens on the floor.
What's that? How do you play the slot machines? It's very
easy. Use the directional buttons to select the number of
tokens you want to spend, and press the X button to start
the game.
Maribel (chat): She's so stingy!
Knight at bar: The booze never tastes quite as good as it
does just after you've won a game.
Man in black pants: There was a time when business was
brisk with travelers headed for Dharma Temple. Now,
however, it's pretty lonely around here.
Young woman: Actually, I was venturing to Dharma Temple to
change class, but I was completely taken in by the casino. I
just can't seem to quit.
Gabo (chat): Casinos sure are scary.
Maribel (chat): I suggest you watch your step, HERO.
Man in blue vest: Just once, I'd like to make a Royal Flush.
Man in black pants on the left: This is the poker table. Do
you want to play? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): Please come again.
Observation: This machine is [1, 5] tokens to play. Play it?
(Yes/No)
Warrior: I can handle myself in a sword fight, but I can't
seem to get the hang of these casino games.
Maribel (chat): Doesn't he know the old saying? You have to
create your own luck!
Man in black pants at the front: This is the Lucky Panel.
Would you like to play? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): Too bad! See you later!
Tough guy at Lucky Panel table: This game may look simple,
but it's really quite challenging. If you only match some of

the panels, you won't win anything. You must match all of the
panels to win. After matching a couple of panels with good
items, it's always thrilling to flip the rest to see if you've
won.
Bunny girl on the left: Travelers who visit this casino on
their way to Dharma Temple don't bother to stop by again on
their way back. Maybe they don't find it all that interesting
the second time around.
Gabo (chat): This place looks like a lot of fun to me!
Maribel (chat): Come to think of it, she didn't look very
intelligent at all.

Dharma Temple
Maribel (chat): What are you doing, HERO? Let's hurry up
and look around!
Gabo (chat): Oh, sorry, HERO. I was busy looking at the
temple instead of listening.
Temple Minister: Welcome to Dharma. If you wish to change
your classes, please talk to the High Priest at the altar.
Temple monk on the right: This is Dharma Temple. People
visit us in search of pursuits that match their personalities.
Treasure chest – 130 gold coins
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a black notebook with a blank cover. It contains detailed
personal evaluations of each and every priest.
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.
Treasure chest – Strength Seed
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.
Pot – 50 gold coins

Wizard/Magician?? in the back: Dharma is a somewhat large
and empty-looking place. Before I came here, I heard that
this place was busy and lively.
Gabo (chat): Dharma Fane may be deserted, but I kind of
like it that way. At least nobody seems to be bothered by any
monsters around here.
Maribel (chat): There sure aren't very many people here! But
what can you do? It's not like it's a fun place for vacation.
Temple priestess: {to traveling merchant} After coming so
far to Dharma, how can you say that?
Traveling merchant (continued): Perhaps, but I feel that
being a merchant matches my personality best.
Temple priestess (continued): There's no need for worry.
You won't lose any of your abilities when you change classes.
Please tell the High Priest which profession you aspire to.
You need feel no shame or reluctance here.
Maribel (chat): They are certainly pushing class changing.
Why are they being so coercive?
Gabo (chat): Oh, I get it, HERO! If we ask the High Priest,
we can change classes!
Traveling merchant: When I decided not to change my class
and tried to leave, they stopped me. The priest suggests a
change of profession, but I just want to stick with being a
merchant.
Temple monk on the left: Welcome to Dharma. Let your
abilities flower by changing classes.
High Priest: Welcome to Dharma Temple. You will choose a
new way of living. If you dedicate yourself to your training
even more than now, you may discover some unknown ability
hidden within yourself. Do you wish to change the way in
which you live? (Yes/No)
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): I can't believe it! You're fine
the way you are, then? Oh well. If you change your mind,
come back anytime.

Gabo (chat): Come on! Please, HERO? I don't want to leave! I
want to change classes!
Maribel (chat): You've got to be kidding!
High Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): Who here cares to change the
way they live? [Choose Party Member]
High Priest (if you cancel): What! You say you're quitting?
But you people don't appear to have even chosen your classes
yet. If you intend to continue your journey, then you will find
it useful to have some sort of profession for yourselves. Oh
well. If you change your mind, come back anytime.
High Priest (when you choose a party member): Which
profession does [Chosen] wish to join? [Choose Class]
High Priest (if you cancel): [repeats above]
High Priest (when you choose a class): Hmm, so [Chosen]
wishes to assume the role of [Class]. It is the custom of
Dharma that those who change classes must first purify
their bodies and souls in the waters of the blessed spring. Go
behind the altar and immerse yourself in the holy waters. You
will assume your chosen class after that.
Gabo (chat): I'm ready! Let's jump right into the fountain!
Maribel (chat): What? In the fountain? With all our clothes
on? How about if I just dip my toes in?
High Priest (again): What are you standing around for? The
blessed spring is there, right in front of you.
High Priest (after you get in the fountain): {A blue sphere
of light surrounds you.} Mwa ha ha! How does it feel to have
all your magic spells and abilities sucked from your body? Do
you still not understand how foolish you are for not
recognizing the deceptions? This wonderful fountain steals
the spells and abilities of any wretched human who bathes in
it! Now you shall live a life of pain and suffering deep in the
eternal prison!

Penal Town

Prisoner near pond: Damn it, kid! You scared my fish away! {A
young man approaches from the buildings.}
Tough guy by pond (continued): Oh, another group of
newcomers. They are the second set today. {A fighter and a
young man in purple arrive as well.}
Fighter (continued): Bah! More travelers deceived by that
fake priest. That's the last thing this stupid town needs is
more people! {He walks away.}
Maribel (chat): What happened? Where are we? What the
High Priest told us must have been some kind of joke!
Gabo (chat): Huh? I thought we were in a fountain, but now
we're in this pond. What's happening?
Prisoner (again): Only the strong survive in this town, kid.
And there's nowhere to run, either. We're completely
enclosed by the ocean and mountains.
Gabo (chat): No use flailing around. It's up to you, HERO!
Think of a way to get us home!
Maribel (chat): We can't use magic and we're stuck in some
town. What are we going to do? All of this happened because
you wanted to change classes, HERO!
Tough guy: Suifu's in charge around here. He lives in the
center of the town. He became boss by beating up the old
one, of course.
Pot – Dung
Pot – Bone Knife
Zaji (young man in purple): I saw it all! You dropped right
into the pond. I don't let strangers in, so go away!
Gabo (chat): The nerve! Shooing us away like we were cats or
dogs or something!
Maribel (chat): The audacity! We only said a word to him and
he dismissed us!
Young man near pond: This town is full of people manipulated
and fooled by the High Priest.

Fighter in southern house: I can't fight any monsters
without my special abilities! If I had them back, those cave
guardians would be no problem!
Dancer: Some old man at the bar claims he's a priest from
Dharma. He's odd, though, and should probably be avoided.
Pot – Herb
Soldier by armor shop: If all of the temple guards are like
Kasim in the bar, then no wonder the monsters took over the
place so easily.
Mage in central mansion: I'd say Kasim is about the only
match in town for Suifu. Rumor has it that he was once a
temple guard.
Pot – Antidote
Treasure chest – World Leaf
Fighter: Welcome to the home of the most powerful warrior
in the world! Suifu is extremely busy relaxing right now, so
come back later.
Gabo (chat): He's busy enjoying himself? What's that
supposed to mean? What is he doing?
Maribel (chat): Let's get out of this mansion! Meeting up
with Suifu won't do us any good anyway!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book entitled 'Strategies for Victory', but it was actually
an adult book! An embarrassed pervert must have swapped
covers.
Barrel – Life Acorn
Tough guy upstairs: It's great, isn't it? I got it from Flower.
He's something! If you've got the money, he's got what you
need/period/
Cleaning machine: Clunk! Clunk! Chicka chicka chicka...
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book entitled 'Imperial Studies', but it was actually an
adult book! An embarrassed pervert must have swapped
covers.

Sailor on roof: I know I'm being punished for my sins. I
abandoned my lover to change classes in Dharma. Sigh. I
wonder if she's still waiting for me at the inn?
Mage near weapon shop: Warriors and martial artists have
it so good. No matter how weak they get, they're still
stronger than the rest of us. If that fake High Priest is
going to rob me of my spell-casting abilities, there is nothing
I can do! Curses! Curses!
Soldier in southwest corner: {to priest} Don't try anything!
Give me your gold, now!
Cleric (continued): I'm sorry! Please, I'm sorry!
Soldier (continued): If you're sorry, then show me how sorry
you are! Huh? {to HERO} What the hell are you looking at?
I'll maul you! Well, are you leaving? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you chose the wrong
man to annoy today, kid!
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Good choice. Now quit bothering
me! I'm busy!
Gabo (chat): Let's save him, HERO! We can't just ignore
this!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe we were fooled by the fake
High Priest! Evil must not go unpunished!
Soldier (again): You again! You got some kind of problem with
me? Huh? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above ‘Yes’ answer]
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): You just made a big mistake, kid!
Battle Observation (continued from above ‘No’ answer
too): EvilArmor appeared!
Cleric (when you defeat the soldier): I don't know who you
are, but thank you very much. In this town, the weak are
robbed and tormented again and again. I am one of the weak,
and I hate myself for it.
Maribel (chat): The poor thing! How pathetic!
Barrel – Herb

Soldier behind wall: I'm sorry about before, okay? How
about we just let bygones be bygones? Huh?
Maribel (chat): What's the matter with that guy? He's not
sorry at all! Let's pound some sense into him!
Guard at bar: No one in this town must ever use the
SoulSword. That's the only law Suifu upholds.
Gabo (chat): Is Suifu a good guy or a bad guy?
Maribel (chat): Don't go anywhere near Suifu! You got that?
He sounds terrible! And he doesn't seem like the forgiving
type, either.
Man in black pants: Suifu banished soul-shattering in order
to protect the weak. He's strong enough to enforce the rule
with his fists.
Scholar past item shop: The SoulSword is a wicked blade
composed of the bearer's soul. It doesn't kill, but it rips the
soul from the victim's body.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe this! Stealing souls? Hmph!
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Barrel – Antidote
Tough guy in bathhouse beneath town: I thought I'd get to
see some women here, but they all bathe when the men are
done. Damn it!
Pot – 5 gold coins
Young man in water as you approach: Hold on there! You
can't enter the bath with your clothes on. If you want to go
in, take off your clothes first.
Gabo (chat): There was no reason to yell at us. It wasn't like
we were trying to get into the water.
Man in blue vest in church: Have you met a woman named
Neris yet? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): Neris is a beautiful girl who lives in
the south part of town. Whenever I try to flirt with her,
Zaji, her brother, kicks me out. That son of a nun.

Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Isn't she pretty? I love women with
pale skin!
Warrior: {to himself} I may have let my guard down before,
Suifu, but you won't be so lucky this time! Ha!
Nun: That great warrior ends up here every time Suifu
pummels him.
Bard behind church: Oh, dear. Do you know about soulshattering? (Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’): You do? Oh, how I wish you didn't.
Bard (if you say ‘No’): If you destroy five souls with the
SoulSword, you will be freed. But what happens to those
whose souls are taken?
Gabo (chat): Do you get it, HERO? SoulSword? Shattering
souls? I don't get it.
Maribel (chat): That makes me so mad! It seemed peaceful,
but this area is controlled by monsters.
Barrel – TinyMedal
Young woman (if you try to open the treasure chests in
northern house): Hey, you! Don't open that! Our customers'
gold is in that chest! Leave it alone!
Prisoner in first room: Hey! I've only got 30 gold left! I
can't make rent with that! Guess I'll be camping out for a
while.
Young woman by well: Suifu may be cruel, but he won't stand
for murder. If you kill someone, you'll be fodder for the
monsters by nighttime.
Wizard/Magician?? in northeast corner: You'd best be
careful at night, youngster! You never know who's going
around hunting for souls. That's the only way to escape from
this cesspool!
Pot – Herb
Pot – 20 gold coins

Warrior in pink (from Dharma Inn): No! All of my precious
abilities are gone! All the work and all the endless hours of
training have yielded nothing!
Knight (Kasim, as you approach eastern side of town): You
are truly a master thief, Flower. Thank you.
Thief (Flower, continued): Well, guard, I've kept my
promise. It's your turn now.
Kasim (continued): Yes, I think I understand.
Flower (continued): Good! I've always dreamed of joining the
guards at Dharma.
Kasim (continued): Well, in that case, I'll need one more
thing from you.
Flower (continued): What? Do you have any idea how hard it
was to get that medicine?!
Kasim (continued): Come on, don't get angry. You want to be
a guard, no? Right. See you later. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): It looks like the people here aren't as nice as
the ones in Fishbel.
Maribel (chat): I've had it. I just don't think I can get to
like the people in this awful town! Hurry up and do something,
HERO, so I can get back to Fishbel!
Flower: You're new here, aren't you? Well, I'm the man
you're looking for, Flower. My specialty is theft, but I do
just about everything. There's nothing I can't get my hands
on! It'll cost you though.
Gabo (chat): What I want right now is one of HERO's
mother's hot, home-cooked meals!
Maribel (chat): Don't listen to some scoundrel who doesn't
even try to conceal the fact that he's a thief! A thief is
someone who lives off the hard work of honest people.
Barrel – Herb
Pot – Dung

Bunny girl in underground pub: They say Neris spends more
time asleep than awake. But every time she gets sick, Zaji's
always there for her.
Temple monk: I'm a priest of Dharma Temple. No, really, I
am! I barely escaped with my life! You must believe me!
Tough guy at bar: That man at the back is a few leaves
short of a medicinal herb. Everyone knows all the priests
were killed!
Man in black pants: Soul-shatterers are rarely successful
here, due to the SoulSword. When someone is hit with it, he
lets out a piercing scream, and everyone rushes the attacker.
Observation: A sign with a picture on it is nailed to the wall.
'Beer - Only Two Gold!'
Maid in kitchen: The monsters around here leave us alone,
for the most part. Really, more people are killed in brawls
than by monsters.
Pot – TinyMedal
Devilites (as you leave the underground pub and approach
the warrior in pink): All right, people! Who dares to take the
challenge? Who dares to stake their future on the
SoulSword?
Warrior in pink (continued):SoulSword? What's that?
Devilites (continued): It's easy! Just take the SoulSword and
shatter five souls! Your lost powers will be restored, and your
freedom regained. {More people arrive, and the warrior looks
around.}
Warrior (continued): Oh, really!
Devilites (continued): Of course! Lord Antolia is a just ruler!
Any human with the courage to take up the challenge is
eligible! If anyone here is brave enough, let him step forward
now!
Suifu (continued): Get out! We don't want to hear anything
you have to say!

Devilites (continued): Gahhh... Well! Don't forget this,
humans! Only soul-shattering will get you out of this prison!
{They fly off.}
Suifu (continued): Damn monsters! Coming here in broad
daylight! Oh, you must be the new people I've heard about.
I've been meaning to pummel you for awhile. What a
convenient opportunity!
Gabo (battle chat): So, Suifu's weapon is a ball and chain? If
it starts swinging that thing around, we'd better stay out of
the way!
Maribel (battle chat): What's going on here? Why do we
have to fight Suifu?
Zaji (after you are defeated and revived): You're just too
nice for your own good, Neris. People like that don't deserve
the time of day!
Neris (continued): If I had left them there, they would have
been robbed blind!
Zaji (continued): Who cares? They're strangers, Neris!
Gabo (chat): They didn't have to beat us just because we're
new here! Suifu is invincible! I couldn't get anywhere near
him.
Maribel (chat): Grr! This makes me so mad! Why does this
have to happen to us? Go pay Suifu back this instant! And
that's an order!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book entitled 'Useful Plants'. It is about the medicinal
qualities of herbs and berries.
Neris (as you approach): Oh, you're all feeling better? You
must be very strong. You were sleeping like the dead until
now. I doubt that I'd be able to recover so quickly.
Zaji (continued): My sister should be in bed, not looking
after you guys.
Neris (continued): Zaji! {Kasim arrives.}

Kasim (continued): Are you home, Neris? I brought you some
medicine. {Neris walks over to him.} Look, it's WorldDew! I
know this will make you feel better.
Neris (continued): Oh, thank you. But how did you get such
expensive... Aah! {She leans over in pain.}
Kasim (continued): Here, I'll give it to you.
Neris (continued): Let me go! I can take it by myself.
Kasim (continued): What? Oh, sorry. Here, let's go to the
other room.
Zaji (continued): Thank you for the medicine, Kasim. Neris
needs to get some rest as soon as possible. {Neris stands up
and Kasim steps toward Zaji.}
Kasim (continued): What? I'm just worried about Neris.
That's all. {He turns toward Neris.} Okay, Neris, this should
get you back on your feet again. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Kasim is quite the swordsman! But his legs are
awfully short compared to his body, don't you think?
Maribel (chat): Kasim thinks he's so big. Just look at him! He
struts all around showing off!
Neris (again): My face is red? That's strange. I wonder if I
have a fever. I'm going to lie down in my room for a little
while.
Zaji (again): I think Kasim is fond of my sister. That's why
he is so considerate. Of course, he has no regard for me.
Maribel (chat): Ahem! Yes, to a woman of my intelligence, it
was apparent from the beginning! I bet Zaji is jealous of his
sister's attentions. You're just going to have to figure out
who Zaji is jealous of for yourself, HERO!
Neris (in her room): I've been sick ever since I was born. My
brother goes through so much to get medicine for me. Oh,
Zaji... I'm sure I'm such a burdern burden on him.
Maribel (chat): If my family were sick, I wouldn't have been
able to travel around freely.

Gabo (chat): If you get sick, HERO, I'll sell everything I
have to buy medicine to make you better.
Flower (as you leave the house): You swear you'll make me a
temple guard this time?
Kasim (continued): Without High Priest Fosse, there are no
temple guards. That's why I want you to rescue her from the
monsters.
Flower (continued): Sure. Just promise me, all right?
Kasim (continued): But I can't imagine why you'd want to be
a temple guard now.
Flower (continued): Well, you have to play the hand you're
dealt. It's not like I could become a temple guard any other
way!
Kasim (continued): I know how great a thief you are, so don't
let me down. {He leaves.}
Flower (if you try to pass by him): Hey, wait a minute! You
can't just ignore me like that. Try talking to me! Maybe I can
help you out!
Flower (continued, or if you talk to him): You just fought
with Suifu, right? You didn't do too bad! Listen, I've got a
favor to ask of you. The only way out of this town is through
the western cave. I need someone to help battle the
monsters there. I'll make it worth your while. Here, look!
Flower (continued, if your inventories are all full): Oh,
you're hands are already full. I'll put it in the bag. [Flower
put a small rock in your bag. HERO obtained the WondeRock!]
That's one useful stone! You can heal yourself all you want
with it! So it's a deal, right? Good. [Flower joined the party!]
Flower (chat): Don't be so stiff! Just think of me as your old
friend!
Gabo (chat): I've been kind of lonely since Kiefer left. It's
nice to have a new friend!

Maribel (chat): Hey, wait a minute, HERO! Why are you
letting this thief into our party? It's not too late to kick him
out!
Zaji: I came to Dharma to become a great warrior. I figured
that it would be the quickest way to get some money. Then I
could buy the medicine my sister needs.
Flower (chat): I came to Dharma to join the temple guard
and protect the High Priest. I ended up getting tricked by
the monsters and getting my powers stolen! If God is going to
punish me for trying to be good, then maybe I should stop
trying.
Flower (chat): To get to the cave, leave the town and go
west.
Maribel (chat): I don't like it, but I guess we'd better go to
the western cave like Flower says. It won't do us any good to
hang around here anymore.
Gabo (chat): What if we never get our powers back? I can't
stand the thought!
Tough guy near southern house: Ha ha! I bet that taught
you just how strong Suifu is! I got smashed by him, too, when
I first came here.
Flower (chat): Actually, I've come this close to getting it
from Suifu myself. But when that happened, I just slipped
him a little something and he let me go. Heh heh.
Gabo (chat): Someone as strong as Suifu could defeat the
monsters that took Dharma away!
Maribel (chat): When I hear Suifu's name I can feel bile
rising up my throat.
Prisoner on southern house roof: I came here to change
classes and start over with a clean slate, but I ended up in
this town full of outlaws. I just can't win.
Dancer in southern house: Oh, how much longer do I have to
live like this?

Soldier near armor shop: The Slime-licking TongueRat! Who
am I talking about? Kasim, of course! It's because of him
that we're in this festering hellhole!
Flower (chat): Damn it! No one gets away with putting down
the temple guards in front of me! I came all the way to
Dharma just to join them!
Gabo (chat): Wow! Dharma has soldiers to protect the
temple, just like a castle! It's too bad they lost to the
monsters, anyway.
Fighter in central mansion: Well, if it isn't you, whom Suifu
so brutally obliterated earlier. He's behind that door right
now, but you better not go in!
Suifu: You again? The weaklings I smashed before? You've
got some nerve coming back to me after that! Listen, I beat
you up to teach the town a lesson. I have to show everyone
how strong I am now and then. Otherwise these stupid losers
keep on picking fights with me.
Flower (chat): You're a brave man for going up to Suifu like
that!
Maribel (chat): Now's your chance, HERO! Be a man and hit
Suifu from behind!
Young woman in pool: Don't come in here! This is our private
love nest!
Tough guy upstairs: Oh, it's you, Flower! You're just who I
wanted to see. The cleaner you sold me broke down! Can you
fix it for me?
Flower (continued): That's not going to happen, now or ever.
I don't know anything about mechanical stuff.
Tough guy (continued): Sniffle.
Cleaning machine: .....
Tough guy (again): Awww... I really miss seeing this thing
clunk away.
Mage near weapon shop: So long as I am here, I cower under
the crippling fear of the inevitable shattering of my soul.

Man in blue vest in church: I'm finally getting to see Neris
once in a while. Heh heh!
Wizard in northeast corner: It's been a while since anyone's
gone soul-shattering here. Everyone was expecting this to
happen sooner or later.
Warrior in pink: That bastard Suifu. How dare he beat me up
just because I'm new here! If I ever get a SoulSword, I
know who's first on my list!
Temple monk in underground pub: Damn the Guards! I told
them the High Priest was missing! If they were really proud
warriors they would do something!
Tough guy at bar: Kasim comes here to drink nearly every
night. But I've never talked to him. He looks so angry.

Western Cave
Flower (chat): I came to Dharma to join the temple guard
and protect the High Priest. I ended up being tricked by the
monsters and getting my powers stolen! If God is going to
punish me for trying to be good, then maybe I should stop
trying.
Flower (chat): There's a powerful monster on the fourth
floor that's blocking my way. Worry not. With my
immeasurable intellect on our side, there is no need to fret
over a mere monster.
Maribel (chat): Will we really come to Dharma as soon as we
get through this cave?
Flower (continued): ...
Gabo (chat): I wonder if stolen powers can be returned. I
won't believe that our efforts were for nothing!
Flower (as you approach the guard monsters on the fourth
floor): Okay guys, there are two monsters guarding the exit
up ahead. If we try to attack them head-on, there's no way

we'll win. You sit tight while I take care of this one. {He
hides behind a boulder and throws a rock.}
Gonz (continued): Mmm? What was that noise? {They move
forward to investigate, while Flower goes around the boulder
and sneaks past them.} That was you, was it? With this power
given to me by Antoria, I will treat you all to a bath of blood!
{Flower hightails it out of there, but the pink boar monster
notices him.}
Inopp (continued): Hey! There's another one over there!
Gonz (continued): Ah, let him go. We've got enough prey in
our hands now!
Inopp (continued): You're right, you're right. Heh heh heh...
Gabo (battle chat): Those guys would have been dead meat
if we'd fought them before we'd lost our power.
Maribel (battle chat): How despicable! Stealing others'
powers just to strengthen oneself is pure cowardice!

Penal Town
Neris (after you are defeated and revived): Oh, you're
already out of bed? The priest said you all collapsed in front
of town, severely injured. I brought you here to rest until
you feel better. It's already late, so please, feel free to
spend the night here. {She leaves.}
Gabo (chat): I guess there are some nice people here after
all.
Maribel (chat): Grr! Flower used us! The next time we see
him, HERO, you pound him until I order you to stop!
Maribel (chat): This just might turn me into a mistrustful
and suspicious person.
Zaji (as you approach): Neris, can I talk to you outside for a
minute?
Neris (continued): What difference does it make? We can
talk here.

Zaji (continued): No! Not with all these people around.
Neris (continued): Sigh. I'm sorry, but I have to go out for a
bit. Could you watch the house?
Gabo (chat): I wonder why they left. Do they have to talk
about something embarrassing?
Maribel (chat): Don't just stand there talking to me! Go
follow Neris and Zaji!
Maribel (chat): I'm too good! Once again, my prediction has
come true. Do you know what I'm referring to, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Silly! Haven't you figured
it out? Zaji can't stand having his sister taken away
by Kasim.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): That's pretty sharp thinking for
you. Just as I thought, Zaji can't stand to leave his sister.
Zaji (as you climb the stairs): Listen, I'm perfectly capable
of getting the medicine you need. There's no need for you to
be making eyes at that man!
Neris (continued): What? When did I ever do that? You've
got the wrong idea, Zaji. Kasim is a nice man, but that's all.
Zaji (continued): He's being nice to you because he wants to
take you away, Neris!
Neris (continued): What? Don't you dare say things like that
about him, Zaji!
Zaji (continued): Why, Neris? Why are you defending that
jerk? Haven't we managed just fine until now, just the two of
us? {He runs off.}
Neris (continued): Zaji! {She follows after him.}
Gabo (chat): We can't just ignore them! Let's follow those
two!
Observation (if you try to leave town): It's probably best
not to go out at night.

Tough guy by pond: I've got a bad feeling about tonight. I
can't really explain it, but I think it's best to turn in early on
such a night.
Fighter in southern house: I can't sleep! I'm afraid someone
is going to come and rip my soul out of my body!
Gabo (chat): Stupid adults! Afraid of the dark like a bunch
of babies! Is getting your soul stolen really that bad?
Maribel (chat): What's all this about the SoulSword and
shattering souls? I don't get it!
Young man: Zzzz... Zzzz...
Dancer: Ugggh! Someone please make him stop grinding his
teeth.
Prisoner on rooftop of southern house: Not many people try
soul-hunting these days, but it still happens. Hell, I'd try
myself if I thought I could succeed.
Maribel (chat): What's all this about the SoulSword and
shattering souls? I don't get it!
Gabo (chat): Stupid adults! Afraid of the dark like a bunch
of babies! Is getting your soul stolen really that bad?
Cleric near weapon shop: I'm afraid of that fighter hanging
around the tool shop.
Tough guy in dining room in central mansion: Got a
problem? You can count on us!
Fighter: We're on alert to stop any soul shatterers the
moment they appear.
Observation on second floor: This door is locked from the
inside.
Warrior in pink near item shop: I'm above all this. I'm
special. I don't need this. No one will think any worse of me
for it! They'll probably respect me!
Warrior in pink (again): I can't take it much longer in this
festering pit.

Maribel (chat): Why are all the people in this town such
lowlifes? Were they like that before, or did this town change
them?
Innkeeper (woman) in underground inn: Oh, I wish the sun
would rise soon! The strange noises of the night paralyze me
with fear!
Soldier at bar: Damn, that's good! Nothing like drinking on
stolen money!
Guard: Everybody is itching to vent their rage. That's why
the weak are always bullied.
Man in black pants: I wish this night would end. I fear that
someone might go soul-shattering.
Scholar: Neris just went running down the alley, chasing her
brother. You think she's okay? She looked like she was in
pain.
Tough guy in bathhouse beneath bar: Hey! The bath is
closed for now. Come back tomorrow!
Nun in church: I heard that anyone can possess the
SoulSword. All you have to do is focus, and it'll appear in your
hand!
Sailor outside northern house: Urp! Ble-e-a-arrrrgh!! Ugh...
Don't startle me like that. You made me throw up everything
I ate. Oh, God.
Neris near well: I'm sorry, but could you please go after my
brother? I'm too tired out to chase him any longer.
Gabo (chat): When you get sick, you lose your breath just
from running a little.
Maribel (chat): Don't tell me this is a big battle between
Zaji and Kasim over Neris. Unbelievable!
Neris (again): I just hope Zaji doesn't get in a fight with
Kasim.
Prisoner in northeast corner: Oh, great! I'm gonna run out
of wood soon. All I've got left is my underwear! Should I
throw them in? (Yes/No)

Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): Are you joking? I can't go around
naked!
Maribel (chat): Naked? HERO, don't talk to this man
anymore. That's an order!
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, are you going to throw
yours in instead! (Yes/No)
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): Oh, come on! Look at all those
warm clothes you're wearing! What's one less pair of
underwear to you?
Maribel (chat): Don't be stupid, HERO! Don't waste your
time even talking to this underwear man!
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Great! Throw them in
when you're ready!
Maribel (chat): No way! Not mine! If you're just going to
burn them, burn HERO's or Gabo's underwear!
Gabo (chat): It would be nice and cool if I took off my
underwear, but I don't want you to burn them!
Wizard: It's much safer at night in groups than by yourself.
It's easy to shatter the soul of someone who travels alone!
Warrior: The mansion Suifu lives in used to be mine. He took
over after he defeated me.
Zaji in underground pub (as you approach): Look, don't
bother my sister, all right? She's a sick girl.
Kasim (continued): I'm not hurting anyone! Neris is
everything to me. Besides, what do you care? She can do
whatever she wants!
Zaji (continued): Shut up! What's wrong with me looking
after my sister?
Kasim (continued): All right. What will you do for me if I give
up on Neris?
Zaji (continued): What? Why should I have to do anything
for you?
Kasim (continued): Sorry, kid. I'm not about to stop seeing
her for nothing.

Zaji (continued): Damn it! You never take me seriously, Kasim!
{He gets right up in Kasim’s face.} Just remember this,
Kasim! I'm perfectly capable of caring for Neris myself! I
don't need you!
Gabo (chat): I'm worried about Zaji, HERO. He looked like
he was about to cry.
Kasim (again): Heh heh. Sorry you had to see that. I don't
know why that kid gets me so worked up.
Kasim (again): Every time I see Zaji, he hassles me. I'd be
nicer to him if he ever gave up that attitude of his.
Temple monk: Aagh! Someone's gotta reshcue Fosse! Hic!
Man in black pants: I hope we can get through tonight
without anything happening.
Maid: You would have to be a horrible person to try soulshattering. Is it worth destroying five people to save
yourself?
Zaji (back outside): Damn that Kasim!
Neris: What did Zaji say to Kasim? Sigh. I'll have to scold
him later.
Voice (soldier from bar): Aaaaieee!
Maribel (chat): A scream! Let's go, HERO!
Gabo (chat): Sniff! Sniff! No smell of blood. What was that
scream about?
Neris: Did you hear that? Oh, something terrible has
happened! I'd better stay here until things calm down.
Prisoner by campfire: What the hell was that?
Wizard: Did you hear that scream? It's started again. Some
new person must have decided to try hunting for souls.
Warrior: Did you hear that bone-chilling scream? That's the
cry of someone hit by a SoulSword!
Zaji: Oh, that scream? It's probably just some fight. We get
them almost every night. Someone even gets killed every now
and then!

Sailor: Someone screamed? Urrp... Oh, man, I'm too sick to
worry about that. Just leave me alone for awhile, okay?
Please.
Nun: So that scream awhile ago was exactly what I feared. I
just can't comprehend how people can kill each other like
that.
Scholar: Oh, no! Someone's soul was just shattered! For
God's sake, run!
Tough guy in bathhouse: Huh? A scream, you say? Probably
some drunken brawl.
Warrior in pink (as you pass the item shop): Ha! I did it!
But he's not dead. I merely shattered his soul! Your soul has
not been wasted. The world will forever praise you! Now, I
need four more!
Tough guy (from Suifu’s house, continued): Sweet God!
That man is insane! {Suifu comes out of his house.}
Suifu (continued): What the hell are you waiting for? Get
him! Now!
Warrior in pink (continued): Agh! Why'd you have to come
out now? {He runs away.}
Voice (scholar, continued): Aaaaargh! {Suifu, the tough guy,
and the fighter chase after him.}
Gabo (chat): He got slashed and he fell, but he doesn't look
dead.
Maribel (chat): Was that man running away carrying the
SoulSword? I've got a very bad feeling about this. I'll wait
here. HERO, you go on ahead and investigate.
Observation about soldier: Although he's still breathing, he
doesn't respond to you.
Guard: The man next to me tried to pick a fight with that
pink warrior, but he was lunged at with the SoulSword!
Man in black pants: I told those two to take their fight
outside. Then, a minute later, I heard this blood-curdling
scream.

Innkeeper near underground inn: I saw it happen! The very
moment the SoulSword appeared in his hand! I saw some kind
of weird, acrid smoke come out of his mouth. It formed a
cloud that hardened and turned into a sword!
Tough guy by southern house: I'm not here! Go shatter
someone else's soul!
Observation about door to southern house: The door is
locked from the inside.
Prisoner on rooftop: Heh. Suifu gets them all in the end. The
SoulSword will offer little help against him.
Cleric: Oh, what a scare! I'm glad he didn't come over here!
Voice (sailor, as you pass item shop again): Yeaaaaaaagh!!
Tough guy in bathhouse: Huh? Someone's hunting with the
SoulSword? Tsk! That happens all the time.
Observation about scholar: He's lying on the ground,
groaning and muttering.
Sailor (lying on the ground): Aaagh...
Maribel (chat): Ugh! I shouldn't have looked! HERO, why did
you force me to look at that poor man's face?
{As you approach Neris by the well, you see Suifu’s fighter
and the warrior in gray both fighting the pink warrior.}
Warrior: Grgaaaah!
Fighter (continued): That guy's stronger than he looks!
Suifu (continued): {He looks around.} Son of a-! I'll just have
to take care of him myself! {He turns to Kasim.} Hey, Kasim!
If you help me out, I'll give you whatever you want! {He
approaches the pink warrior.}
Kasim (continued): Okay, okay. {They take on the pink warrior
together.}
Suifu (continued): Now, then! It's time for you to die, great
warrior! {He knocks him back hard, right into Zaji who’s
standing behind the pink warrior.}

Warrior in pink (continued): Just when I was almost done!
Damm it! I just can't stand it! I've come too far to die! {He
starts heading for Neris.}
Zaji (continued): Neris! {Zaji blocks him and takes the hit.}
Are you all right?
Neris (continued): Zaji! {Suifu runs up and deals a
tremendous blow to the pink warrior, but he somehow
survives it.}
Warrior in pink (continued): I did it! The fifth soul! Come on
out, monsters! I've fulfilled my promise! Give me back my
powers! {A monster flies down.}
Devilites (continued): Well done, human. Your courage is
unquestionable. But the fifth soul has not yet been
shattered.
Warrior in pink (continued): What?! But I cut him with the
SoulSword!
Devilites (continued): The SoulSword must go deep into the
body to shatter the soul. Your stab was too light on the fifth
victim, human.
Warrior in pink (continued): No! I can't be killed here! {He
rises up into the sky.}
Devilites (continued): You will not die. Skill never goes
unrewarded. Let me return your stolen power.
Warrior in pink (continued): Oh! Wonderful! Thank you!
Devilites (continued): Now, for the five soulless bodies.
{They are raised into the sky as well, and then they all
depart.}
Kasim (in Neris’s house, continued): {to Neris} Try to calm
down, okay? You'll worry yourself sick.
Neris (pacing in circles, continued): I can't calm down!
Zaji's gone!
Kasim (continued): Well, then, shall we go help your brother?
Neris (continued): B-But how?

Kasim (continued): Well, that depends on everyone here. The
western cave is dangerous, but if we go together, we can
make it.
Neris (continued): Please, everyone, help me! I need to save
Zaji. (Yes/No)
Neris (if you say ‘No’): Please, don't say that! I need
your help.
Kasim (continued): It's okay, Neris. We can go
ourselves. There's no point in wasting any more time
here. {to HERO} If you change your mind, come to
the western cave. {to Neris} Shall we go?
Gabo (chat): Well, there's no sense in just hanging
around here. Let's go to the western cave, too.
Maribel (chat): When did you turn into such a cold,
heartless person? You should help Neris, whether you
like Zaji and Kasim or not!
Neris (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, thank you!
Kasim (continued): All right. Neris and I will go on ahead to
the western cave. Monsters are guarding the exit on the
fourth floor. We'll meet there.
Maribel (chat): Neris has been kind to us twice now, so we
have to return the favor somehow. Right, HERO?
Gabo (chat): They could have come with us. I wonder why
they wanted to go off by themselves.
Maribel (continued): Don't be an idiot! Kasim wants to be
alone with Neris, of course!
Tough guy by pond: Hey, did you hear? Someone managed to
shatter five souls!
Fighter in southern house: If I could get all of the mages
and priests in one place, I bet I could take five souls. I am a
fighter, after all.
Maribel (chat): HERO. You have to think of a way to get us
home without doing anything terrible like shattering souls!

Gabo (chat): You run into these kinds of people everywhere
you go. Aren't you afraid of Suifu?
Prisoner on rooftop: I heard the soul-crusher got all of his
powers back from the monsters. Maybe I should try it after
all. What have I got to lose?
Fighter in central mansion: Welcome to... Ow! The house of...
Damn it! Ouch! Suifu, in a frenzy of incredible hate, crushed
my face yesterday. Speaking hurts so much. I'm sorry.
Maribel (chat): Hee hee hee! It looks like Suifu doesn't
tolerate incompetence. He's got bruises all over his face!
Suifu: Now I've done it. There will probably be more soulshattering tonight. I swear I'll crush them all!
Maribel (chat): Because of yesterday's events, Suifu's got
his hands full.
Gabo (chat): Suifu is scary, but he's working harder than
anyone to keep this town peaceful.
Mage: Kasim did some favor for Suifu, so he came over to
claim a reward. He wanted WorldDew, but we had none, so he
took a maid's hair ornament instead!
Tough guy upstairs: Suifu gave us this big lecture about how
we're slacking off. What a pain! Why does he have to take
his anger out on us?
Mage by weapon shop: I'm not sure why, but those whose
souls are shattered are taken away by the monsters. I
wonder what horrors they are made to endure.
Gabo (chat): I hope Zaji is all right. Do you think he's still
alive?
Maribel (chat): I just can't understand it! Why did the
monsters take away the people who had their souls
shattered?
Guard: Suifu declared that no one must use the SoulSword,
but, after last night, I doubt he'll be boss much longer.

Cleric near church: The scoundrel who tried to rob me had
his soul ripped from his body. My prayers have been
answered. There really is a God!
Man in black pants: Can you believe that someone who would
shatter a soul was in my bar? My God! What would have
happened if he had jumped at me?
Man in blue vest in church: The former boss of this town
got his soul shattered last night. He never managed to get
back at Suifu, did he?
Nun: The priest was saying that a temple could offer comfort
even in the darkest of hours. But what peace could it offer in
a town like this?
Bard: Ahh, I can't stand it! My days are numbered, I just
know it!
Prisoner in northern house: Whew! I'm glad I didn't torch
my underwear last night. Today would have been decidedly
less pleasant.
Wizard: Oh, when will I ever be able to go back home?
Young woman: What happens to someone who is slashed by
the SoulSword? We never find out because the monsters
always take the victims away.
Soldier near underground pub: It looks as though Suifu
couldn't catch the soul-shatterer in time.
Bunny girl in pub: I heard poor Zaji lost his soul protecting
Neris! How terrible! Neris lost her only brother!
Temple monk: Hic! I escaped from the village of the Dharma
priests. Hic! Zzzz... Zzzz...
Tough guy: It looks like he finally drank himself under the
table.
Man in black pants: How terrible! We haven't had a
successful soul-shatterer in ages. Unfortunately, when one
person manages the feat, more people are inclined to try it
for themselves.

Maid: I heard that the soulless become underlings for the
monsters! It's just a rumor, but I hope it's not true!

Western Cave
Gabo (chat): Why did Flower double-cross us?
Maribel (chat): Walking here reminds me of when we were
with Flower. How could he do that to us?
Kasim (as you approach him and Neris on the fourth
floor): Do you feel any better?
Neris (continued): Thanks, I'm hanging in there.
Kasim (continued): Listen, I wanted to give this to you.
Neris (continued): Oh! A hair ornament! It's beautiful. Can I
try it on? {She spins around.} What do you think?
Kasim (continued): It's nice. It looks good on you. {He
notices the party.} Geez, you guys! You should've told us you
were there.
Maribel (continued): Hee hee hee hee. Hope we're not
intruding on anything!
Kasim (continued): Well, never mind that. Did you see how
the monsters were gone? I'm not quite sure what happened,
but at least we don't have to fight such powerful foes.
We're going on ahead. See you later. {They leave.}
Gabo (chat): Kasim's legs are really short! They're longer
than mine, but much shorter than Neris'.
Maribel (chat): If you want me to be nice to you, HERO, you
have to buy me something nice.

Mt. Hut Village
Maribel (chat): It's a nice surprise to come out of that dark,
dank place and be greeted with such a great view!

Gabo (chat): Wow! It's amazing they built a village in such a
dangerous place!
Temple monk (at entrance): You must have come from that
town at the foot of the mountains. I can tell by the way you
look. There are only Dharma priests and those controlled by
the monsters in this village. Be very careful of the ones
controlled by the monsters. They've been horribly corrupted.
Gabo (chat): So innocent people suffered here, too? Those
monsters do such terrible things.
Maribel (chat): Stop babbling to me. Ask someone about this
village!
Temple monk (again): Don't cause any trouble while you're
here. Any disturbance could spell disaster for the captive
High Priest, Fosse.
Temple priestess in front of grave: The people controlled
by the monsters are always watching us Dharma priests. If
any of us tried to escape, they would attack us without
mercy.
Maribel (chat): Aha! Now I know why the monsters carried
away the ones who got their souls shattered! I'm not sure
why, but they wanted to confine them to one place.
Gabo (chat): So if people get their souls shattered, they
become tools of the monsters? I hope we can rescue them
somehow!
Temple priestess in graveyard: Those who've had their souls
shattered are now controlled by the monsters. Their will is
gone! The outrage!
On the ground – TinyMedal
Woman in item shop: Money is everything! I'll sell you
whatever you need, so long as you give me money! {item talk}
Pot – Herb
Temple monk near item shop: We're being guarded by those
who've had their souls shattered. They're human too, so we

can't bring ourselves to harm them, but they've killed those
of us who've attempted to escape!
Flower (as you approach): It was all I could do to make sure
the High Priest was all right. I failed at rescuing her. I'm
sorry.
Kasim (continued): But just finding out she's alive is
something, at least! If we can save Fosse, the other guards
that are left might come back to protect her.
Flower (continued): You'll let me join the temple guards?
Kasim (continued): I can't do that until you've done
something fantastic.
Flower (continued): Hey, come on! I betrayed those nice
people and everything for you!
Kasim (continued): Don't get so discouraged! I'll give you
your chance. But in return, you'll have to cooperate with me.
Maribel (chat): Look, it's Flower! Now we can pay him back
for what he did! He'll be sorry! Here's your chance, HERO!
Sneak up behind him and knock him out with a pot or
something!
Flower: What do you want? Leave me alone! {He notices you.}
Ah! It's you! Don't tell me you're here for revenge! (Yes/No)
Flower (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I can't blame you.
What I did was pretty bad. But remember that only a
fool is fooled! Maybe you'll learn something from this.
Ha, ha, ha! So don't blame me, okay? {He follows
Kasim into the house.}
Gabo (chat): Flower seems even more devious than
Hondara!
Maribel (chat): He's not sorry! He doesn't even care!
That Flower is the lowest!
Flower (if you say ‘No’): Well, that's a big relief! Water
under the bridge, right? Friends? {He follows Kasim into the
house.}

Maribel (chat): HERO, you moron! Have you forgotten
already? Don't you remember what a horrible thing Flower
did to us?
Gabo (chat): You're a saint, HERO. I wouldn't have forgiven
Flower until he got down on all fours and begged.
Temple monk on the left in cavern: There are guards in
Dharma who are supposed to protect the High Priest, but
most died in the battle.
Gabo (chat): All the temple guards were wiped out, so we'll
have to escape on our own.
Maribel (chat): If guards of the Dharma Temple had been
better at their jobs, this wouldn't have happened!
Temple priestess: High Priest Fosse is the only true leader
of Dharma Temple! It's an outrage that the High Priest was
captured by invading monsters and imprisoned deep in the
cave! An outrage!
Maribel (chat): What a bunch of cowards! Here their leader
has been captured, and they don't even try to rescue her!
Gabo (chat): High Priest Fosse? I've heard that name
before! Hmm. At least I thought so. Maybe not. Heh heh heh.
Temple monk on the right: If only we had the strength to
fight, we could rescue High Priest Fosse.
Barrel – Antidote
Soul-shattered Soldier: The Dharma priests are nothing but
a bunch of miserable cowards! Their leader is captured, and
not a one of them makes a move to go rescue her! I can't
stand looking at those cowardly priests, shaking and
trembling with fear!
Gabo (chat): I just had a good idea! If we give the ones that
are being controlled by the monsters a good whack, maybe
they'll return to normal!
Maribel (chat): We probably shouldn't talk to anyone but
priests here. Everyone else seems to be under the control of
the monsters.

Temple monk by pond: There's an old legend that says
monsters gain power from negative human emotions like
grief, anger and sadness. Are we only being allowed to live in
order to provide the monsters with energy?
Soul-shattered Tough guy: Anyone who tries to enter this
cave dies!
Maribel (chat): Oh! This is infuriating! We just wanted to
speak to him? Why is that any reason to kill us? I'm really
mad, so you better do something about it, HERO! (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): That's it! That's my good
boy!
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Really.
Gabo (chat): This must be the right way to Dharma Temple!
Soul-shattered Farmer: If anyone tries to rescue the High
Priest from this prison, I'll smash their face with this hoe!
Soul-shattered Cleric: Please don't talk to me now. I'm right
in the middle of enjoying my watch. If anybody tries to
escape, I'll go report it to the monsters right away! Heh,
heh, heh. I can't wait to see the monsters beat the hell out
of those wimpy priests!
Soul-shattered Fighter: Haven't seen you around before!
Usually no one but those damn priests here. I'm not even
going to bother with you. I only care about tormenting those
priests!
Observation: HERO looked into the well. WellLure appeared
from the well!!
Female warrior in well: Shh! Don't talk to me! This is an
important hand!
Bard: I'm playing too, so I shouldn't talk, but there's no
need to get so uptight about a game of cards!
Dresser – TinyMedal
Prisoner: I met a priest who fell ill after exploring the
cave/period/ Before dying, he told me that it splits in two.
One way leads to Dharma Temple, the other to the prison.

Young man in eastern house: Even though my soul was
shattered, I was never ill or under the control of the
monsters. Was I just lucky? Does that mean my soul wasn't
completely destroyed?
Dresser – Horned Hat
Wizard/Magician??: Magic is the one thing I excel at, and
now I can't use it properly. For mages and priests, this is a
horrendous fate.
Pot – 35 gold coins
Temple priestess, as innkeeper: It's nothing fancy, but if
you're tired, you're welcome to rest here. (Yes/No)
Temple priestess (if you say ‘Yes’): {You wake up
the next morning.} Good morning! Take care of
yourselves today!
Temple priestess (if you say ‘No’): All right, but feel free
whenever you're tired.
Observation about scholar: There's no response. He must be
sleeping.
Temple monk: All of these people had their souls shattered.
They were spared from forced servitude under the
monsters, but now they are bedridden.
Observation about warrior: He's staring at the ceiling. He
doesn't even realize he's being spoken too!
Sailor: Groan...
Gabo (chat): I wonder if Zaji is bedridden because his soul
was shattered. Maybe the monsters made a puppet out of
him.
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO! Let's hurry up and go
outside! If I stay in here long, I just can't be the cheerful,
lovable Maribel everyone has come to expect.
Head Priest (as you enter the northwest house): What
exactly is your job? Can you tell me that?
Kasim (continued): To protect the Chief Priest Fosse...

Head Priest (continued): That's right! The other soldiers
defended the High Priest with their lives! Not only did you
fail in defending her, you botched the rescue attempt too!
Aren't you ashamed?
Kasim (continued): I have no excuse for myself, but if you'll
give me one more chance, I'll try to redeem myself! {He looks
around the room.} With the help of these soldiers gathered
here, I vow to rescue the High Priest!
Head Priest (continued): Hmph! Thieves and travelers!
Perfect followers for the likes of you, I'd say! I have my
misgivings, but I guess I'll leave it to you. {Flower leaves;
Kasim walks up to you.}
Kasim (continued): I'm sorry to get all of you involved in this,
but I just can't get along without your strength! Even if
you're somewhat reluctant, I must have your cooperation
now! {He leaves as well.}
Gabo (chat): I like rescuing people. Let's go rescue the High
Priest, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Hold it right there! Since when are we
Kasim's subordinates?
Head Priest: No! Not this horrible stain on my career as
Head Priest! {He looks around.} This is the first successful
invasion in the history of Dharma Temple! Curse those
monsters!
Gabo (chat): Of all the grownups I've seen, this Head Priest
is the most pathetic.
Maribel (chat): How childish! He whines like a fussy child! A
Head Priest should act like a Head Priest!
Dresser – Leather Armor
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
the Head Priest's journal and read it. 'Another priest died
today from starvation. It's hell to watch my friends die all
around me. I'd almost rather...'

Neris: I heard there were a lot of people here who've had
their souls shattered. But I can't find my brother Zaji
anywhere! Why is Zaji the only one who isn't here?
Gabo (chat): Neris doesn't look so happy. Maybe if HERO
and I danced around naked, it would cheer her up.
Maribel (chat): If Zaji hadn't been carried off, Neris could
be back in town, living her normal life.
Flower (as you leave the Head Priest’s house): That
loudmouth old man infuriates me! Just saying whatever he
wants like that!
Kasim (continued): That's what's hard about this job. When
you're a temple guard, you have to put up with people like
that.
Flower (continued): I'll do my best. {They both leave in the
direction of the cave.}
Maribel (chat): What a laugh! Why does Flower want to join
the temple guards, anyway? The temple guards were all wiped
out. They don't even exist anymore!
Kasim (as you approach the cave entrance): {He and Flower
have just taken out the cave guards.} Who would have
thought that the victims of soul-shattering were being used
to watch over the priest? We must leave those two guards at
the entrance asleep.
Flower (continued): Shouldn't you kill them? What if they
woke up?
Kasim (continued): No, we can't kill them! We must devise a
way to rescue the High Priest without waking them. {As
Kasim notices the party and walks toward them, the soulshattered cleric on the hill suspiciously walks away.} You're
here! Great! The High Priest is confined in the prison at the
end of the cave. To get Dharma back, we must rescue the
High Priest! [Kasim and Flower joined the party!]
Flower (chat): Don't look at me like that! I'll never doublecross you ever again, so don't be so harsh on me!

Kasim (chat): Actually, I was really looking forward to
fighting alongside you! Well, good luck.
Gabo (chat): If we'll be with Kasim for a while anyway,
maybe we should just go up and ask him.
Maribel (chat): I don't mind Kasim, but why does Flower
have to come with us?
Flower (chat): When I rescue the High Priest, they will make
me a temple guard. Then I can say goodbye to my days of
thievery and living hand to mouth!
Kasim (chat): We don't have much time. As soon as you're
ready, let's go quickly to save the High Priest!
Maribel (chat): Take my advice, HERO. Just ignore Flower
when he talks to you. I haven't forgiven him yet, that's for
sure!
Gabo (chat): So High Priest Fosse is in charge of Dharma? I
wonder if he has a big beard, like a king.
Observations about soul-shattered tough guy and farmer:
He doesn't respond. He seems to be unconscious.
Flower (chat): Kasim begged me not to kill them, so I had to
just knock them out. How irritating.
Kasim (continued): Hmph! Look at you! You just stood there
without doing a thing!
Flower (continued): Oh, don't be so mad!
Kasim (chat): They're victims, too. Even if they are being
controlled by the monsters, it would be too cruel to kill them.
Maribel (chat): After all that shouting about never letting us
pass, they sure let themselves get knocked out pretty easily.
Gabo (chat): Maybe I'll draw something on the faces of the
unconscious ones.

Prison Cave
Gabo (chat): I can't stand it any longer, HERO! I have to ask
him! Kasim, why are your legs so short?

Kasim (continued): Enough!
Kasim (chat): Don't worry, HERO. I'll be watching Flower. I
won't let him get away with anything else!
Maribel (chat): Listen, HERO! I've got a good idea! The next
time we run into monsters, let's use Flower as a decoy while
we get away!
Flower (chat): Don't be that way, HERO! Are you still holding
a grudge about that time I double-crossed you? (Yes/No)
Flower (if you say ‘Yes’): Sheesh! I didn't know you
were so vindictive. Look, I'm apologizing, aren't I?
Forgive me already!
Flower (if you say ‘No’): Oh, so that's it, is it? Ha ha ha!
Why didn't you tell me? Water under the bridge! Still
friends?
Observation about large blue door: The door is locked. You
do not have the correct key.
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Treasure chest – Sickle
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Pot – Strength seed
Pot – Dung
Pot – Mystic Nut
Treasure chest – Iron Shield
Treasure chest – World Leaf
Pot – 50 gold coins
Pot – TinyMedal
Kasim (as you approach the sealed High Priestess): There
she is! The High Priest Fosse! Oh, how she must have
suffered in that confined cell! Fear not, Priest! We'll get you
out of there! {He tries attacking the walls.} Damn it! I can't
break it down!
Gabo (chat): Grrr! Those damned monsters! How can they
shut up a little girl in a place like this? So where is the High
Priest?

Maribel (chat): You're kidding! That's the High Priest Fosse?
She's smaller than I am!
Observation: A glass-like wall surrounds the High Priest.
Kasim: My sword isn't doing a thing to this barrier. We've
got to find some way to turn it off!
Maribel (chat): Pretty elaborate planning for monsters!
Gabo (chat): I could break down that wall with my teeth,
don't you think?
Flower: Can you believe it? I was really surprised that the
real ruler of Dharma was such a young girl.
Maribel (chat): She must have some really special abilities,
considering she ascended to High Priest at her age!
Gabo (chat): Let's hurry up and rescue the High Priest,
HERO!
Gabo (chat, in puzzle room below): What a dangerous room!
If we fall it would be the end!
Maribel (chat): Watch every step! If you stumble, you'll fall
to the bottom, shattering your rib cage and forcing your
splintered ribs into your exploding heart.
Gabo (chat, after breaking an orb): It's kind of fun,
dropping things down from up here.
Maribel (chat): You did it, HERO! Perfect!
Kasim (in the seal room when you’ve broken one orb): Look!
The barrier isn't as bright as it was before. It must be
getting weaker!
Fosse (in the seal room after destroying both orbs): Thank
you for freeing me from my prison.
Kasim (continued): Let me introduce you. This is the true
ruler of Dharma Temple, High Priest Fosse!
Fosse (continued): I am the High Priest of Dharma, but that
title is an empty one now. Monsters have overwhelmed the
land. Even as we speak, there is a false High Priest presiding
above.

Inopp/Gonz (continued): Why is there all this noise? This is
supposed to be a prison! {They arrive.} Look! It's the guy who
snuck past us in the cave!
Flower (continued): Oh, man! I'll be damned if I'm fighting
those guys! They're still full of the power they stole from us!
{Flower and Kasim move in front of Fosse to protect her.}
Fosse (continued): They stole that power? In that case, let
me return it!
Inopp/Gonz (continued): Gaahh! My strength!
Fosse (continued): All right! Take care of them while they're
weakened! [HERO and companions’ HP recovered!]
Inopp/Gonz (continued): Damn it! You'll regret doing that,
woman! I'll swallow your soul!
Gabo (battle chat): All right! This time, there's no escape
for them!
Maribel (battle chat): Thanks to the Fosse Chief Priest, the
enemy can't fully use their powers. We've got a good chance
to beat them!
Flower (after the monsters are defeated): Those
scoundrels were far too strong. I could use a break.
Fosse (continued): Thank you for all you've done for me.
Kasim (continued): We'd better get out of here before any
more monsters find us. Flower and I will go on ahead and give
the priest the good news. Could you escort Fosse back to the
village, HERO? {to Flower} Let's go, Flower. {The leave.}
Fosse (continued): Please, let me accompany you back to
town. [Fosse joined the party!]
Fosse (chat): I brought this crisis upon us through my
carelessness. Somehow, I must defeat the imposter and
restore Dharma!
Fosse (chat): God forbid they've been forced to do terrible
things!
Gabo (chat): Let's hurry back! Everyone will be thrilled to
see Fosse!

Maribel (chat): When we get back to the village, we'll be
heroes for rescuing the High Priest!
Maribel (chat): I hope those two don't try to take all the
credit.

Mt. Hut Village
Villagers (as you exit the cave): The High Priest is back!
I knew the High Priest was still alive!
Oh, High Priest Fosse, I'm so relieved! This is the greatest
day of my life!
Now that Fosse is back, maybe we can take Dharma back!
Fosse (continued): It is my fault that you were all forced
into these horrendous circumstances! While I was confined, I
suffered the same pain that all of you did. But now all of that
is over. Let's combine our forces to take back the Dharma
that is our home!
Gabo (chat): Everybody was so happy! I guess that shows
how much they love Fosse.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Something's wrong. We were the ones
who rescued the High Priest! Why isn't everyone thanking
us?
Soul-shattered Cleric: Enjoy things while you can. There's
no future for any of you! I told the monsters you rescued the
High Priest, so they're going to teach you a lesson real soon!
Temple monk by pond: I heard that surviving guard is the
one who rescued the High Priest. I haven't been this happy in
a long time!
Maribel (chat): Everybody's wrong! It was Maribel and her
friends that saved the High Priest!
Temple monk near cavern: A while before the High Priest
returned, I heard a scream emanating from the Head
Priest's house. I went to investigate, but I only found a

beautiful woman and a boy. What happened to the Head
Priest?
Gabo (chat): Strange noises at the Head Priest's house? Did
Neris and the Head Priest get into some kind of scuffle?
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO! Something must have
happened at the Head Priest's house!
Knight near eastern house: When I heard that the High
Priest was rescued, I rushed over immediately. But how
disappointing! I assumed there would be more guards than
this!
Maribel (chat): He's a temple guard, isn't he? He should
profess his willingness to defend the High Priest even in the
face of death!
Gabo (chat): I guess Kasim wasn't the only temple guard to
survive.
Prisoner: Did you hear? The High Priest of Dharma is a little
girl! How is saving her going to help anything?
Young man in eastern house: Is it true that Fosse is
incredibly beautiful? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? I've just got to see
her! Thanks. Now I've got something to look forward to.
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Damn! Worthless! You should
have lied to me!
Wizard: Did you notice that the people who were being
controlled by the monsters just disappeared all of a sudden?
You don't suppose the monsters did away with them in
retaliation for rescuing Fosse, do you?
Temple monk on the left in cavern: The High Priest uttered
nothing against us. She even gave words of encouragement to
help us through these difficult times! And she's still just a
child, herself! What an admirable young lady she is!
Gabo (chat): I guess everybody loves the High Priest!
Maribel (chat): The High Priest is simply adored by all! Just
like me!

Knight on the left: I still can't believe that Kasim was the
one who saved the High Priest Fosse!
Temple priestess: Before the High Priest was rescued, I
heard the noises of a struggle coming from the Head Priest's
home. The woman there said that nothing happened, but I'm
certain she was lying.
Knight on the right: I left my hidden home for nothing! And
here I thought it was time for action! With these pitiful
numbers, we'd never be able to take Dharma back!
Temple monk on the right: Although she looked exhausted
from her trial in prison, High Priest Fosse pretended to be
strong to ease our worry.
Temple monk at entrance: Everything should be fine now. All
should get better. Now that the High Priest is back, we must
strip the monsters of their control of Dharma!
Temple priestess in front of grave: At such a disadvantage,
getting Dharma back would be difficult, even for the High
Priest. The conditions are even worse for us than in the past
battle! Can we really win against the monsters?
Temple priestess in graveyard: I was just telling the
departed about the High Priest's rescue.
Kasim (as you enter the Head Priest’s house): Are you
trying to say that your brother happened to come back while
we were away? He was taken away by monsters! I can't
believe he escaped and came back on his own!
Neris (continued): Don't speak to her him like that! She He
can't talk at all! I don't really know, myself.
Kasim (continued): You owe a great deal to HERO and his
friends, too.
Neris (continued): Thank you all so much for all you've done!
As you can see, my brother is back safe again without injury!
Kasim (continued): Neris! What happened to the hair
ornament?
Neris (continued): What? The hair ornament?

Kasim (continued): The hair ornament I gave you?
Neris (continued): Oh, that. I, uh, lost it.
Kasim (continued): I see. And how are you feeling? Are you
all better?
Neris (continued): Sure, I'm fine! What of it? Why do you
ask me these silly questions?
Kasim (again): Just as Zaji returned, the Head Priest
disappeared. Can you explain that?
Neris (again): Thank you, everyone! I wish there was some
way I could express my gratitude!
Flower: {to Zaji} Hey, somebody's talking to you! Why don't
you answer?
Zaji (continued): ...
Flower (continued): Can't talk with your soul shattered? You
poor thing.
Observation about Zaji: Zaji is muttering something. HERO
listened closely.
Zaji (continued): My sister isn't here. Where did she go?
Don't leave me all alone!
Fosse: I hate to bother you, but we are in desperate need of
your help! Please defeat the imposter High Priest! We can
enter Dharma through the underground passage with this
key! [The Chief Priest Fosse gave HERO the Dharma Key.
HERO got the Dharma Key.] I've been informed that the
power powers the High Priest has stolen are stored somehow
in a strange room. If we can get to that room, we may be able
to return all of those powers to the people!
Fosse (again): I'll recruit the bravest guards that are left
and we'll follow when we're ready. Use the Dharma Key to
open the locked door, and sneak into the Temple before us!
Maribel (chat): After all that bragging, I can't believe the
Head Priest isn't here!
Kasim (as you head toward the door): We'd better get
going. There are four of us. Maybe we'd better split up.

Flower (continued): Don't tell me you're taking these two
with you. They'll only be a burden.
Neris (continued): If you hate going with us so much, why
don't you just stay here by yourself?
Flower (continued): What did she say? Hey, Kasim! This girl
has really changed!
Kasim (continued): ... {to HERO} Enter the upper cave and go
the right. You'll come to a wider area with a locked door.
We'll be waiting for you there. Come as quickly as you can!
{He, Flower, Neris, and Zaji all leave together.}
Maribel (chat): HERO, don't you think Neris was acting kind
of strange just now? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): No? Maybe it was just my
imagination.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): You thought so, too? She was like
a whole different person, wasn't she?
Gabo (chat): Come on! Let's defeat the leader of the
monsters who overtook Dharma Temple!

Passageway to Dharma Temple
Neris (in front of large blue door): Welcome! Could I please
borrow the key Fosse gave to you? I'll only need it for a
minute! (Yes/No)
Kasim (if you say ‘Yes’): Hey, wait a minute! {He
steps closer to Neris.} I can see through you! Show
me who you really are!
Kasim (if you say ‘No’): Why do you need the key?
Neris (continued): Ahhh ha ha! I guess I'm just no good at
pretending to be human! Bah! I didn't like being an ugly
human anyway! {She transforms into a Maneater.}To think
that my disguise would be discovered so quickly. Oh, well. I
might as well take care of you here anyway!

Kasim (continued): Wait! Where is are Neris and the Head
Priest?
Maneater: The woman still lives, but I ate the old man alive!
Eee hee hee hee! {Kasim lunges for him, but he dodges out of
the way toward Zaji.} Oh, no you don't! I think this kid wants
a piece of you first! {to Zaji} Look, Zaji! Your SoulSword!
Now you can get your revenge! {A sword appears in Zaji’s
hand.} Destroy that man's soul! Let your hatred guide your
sword! And meanwhile, I'll make lunch out of the rest of you!
Eee hee hee!
Gabo (battle chat): Now that we know who he really is, I
don't plan on cutting him any slack!
Maribel (battle chat): I...I don't believe it! How could such a
disgusting thing have disguised himself as Neris all this time?
Zaji (after the battle): Die, Kasim! I'll make you stay out of
my sister's life forever!
Flower (continued): Kasim, he's just a kid! Finish him off
already!
Kasim (continued): I can't! Zaji's sword is draining all my
strength away. {Zaji lunges.} Agh! My sword!
Zaji continued): Now, to finish you! {He lunges again, but
Kasim parries and steals the SoulSword.} Agghh! My sword!
Kasim (continued): O soul of Zaji, return to your rightful
owner! {He throws the sword into Zaji.}
Zaji (continued): Ahhhhhh! {Zaji collapses.}
Flower (continued): Y-you killed him?
Gabo (continued): If you've killed him, Kasim, you'll never
receive our help.
Kasim (continued): No! That sword contains Zaji's soul!
Maybe now his soul will return to his body!
Flower (continued): Well, he sure looks dead to me, Kasim!
You sure about this? {Zaji gets up; everyone, including Kasim,
is shocked. Flower walks over to Zaji.} Hey, are you all right?
Are you feeling okay?

Zaji (continued): I'm fine. That monster was controlling me.
Kasim (continued): Then why did you turn your blade against
me after we defeated the foe?
Zaji (continued): I'm sorry! I never wanted to kill you, but
the SoulSword was controlling me. Its dark power made me
want to kill everyone!
Kasim (continued): Okay, I believe you. I suppose that it was
the sword that was controlling you. {He picks up his sword
and walks back to HERO.} The other side of this door should
lead to Dharma Temple, HERO. If we hurry, we might still be
able to save Neris! Oh, why did I have to worry so much
about the Priest? Damn it! Just get that cursed door open,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): Zaji and Neris have a lot of nerve getting
kidnapped and expecting to be rescued. What a nuisance they
are!
Maribel (chat): After today, Kasim and Zaji are going to be
the best of friends! Hmm. Maybe not.
Kasim (again): The High Priest said we could get our powers
back here, but I don't know where or how! For now, just get
that door open! We've got to rescue Neris while she's still
alive!
Zaji: My sister must be alive, but she's in danger! We've got
to save her!
Flower: I had no idea that Neris was a monster, let alone a
fat and ugly one. When do you think they pulled the switch on
us?
{After you open the door, they all go through toward the
Arena. You might as well take this opportunity to see what
people are saying back in Penal Town.}

Penal Town

Young man in southwest corner: So the High Priest was
rescued? I can't believe it!
Guard: You heard the rumor about the Priest? I think it's a
lie. I bet the monsters planted it to give us some false hope!
Man in black pants: I thought Fosse was killed when Dharma
Temple was taken over.
Tough guy near pond: That's nonsense! There's no way Fosse
is still alive!
Prisoner on southern house roof: I finally decided to try
soul-shattering, but I couldn't get my SoulSword to appear,
no matter what I did!
Fighter in central mansion: We've been so bored lately. No
one has attempted to shatter souls.
Suifu: I heard that no one can acquire the SoulSwords
anymore. I suppose the monsters are too busy with the
Dharma priests.
Mage: The monsters have been leaving us alone recently.
They stopped coming after we heard about Fosse.
Nun in church: Such a blessed occurrence! The High Priest is
back! Now no one will attempt to go soul/hyphen/hunting
anymore.
Man in blue vest: I hear that the High Priest is going to wipe
out the imposter! We won't be trapped here much longer!
Soldier near underground pub: They say that the High
Priest's guards rescued her! Rumor has it that they're trying
to get the Temple back next!
Tough guy in underground pub: Celebrate, comrades! Fosse
is going to annihilate the monsters! It won't be many more
drinks until I'll be free!
Man in black pants: I heard that the guards are going to try
to get Dharma back.

Passageway to Dharma Temple

Barrel (right side) – 15 gold coins
Pot (left side) – Herb
Pot – Antidote
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Pot – Dung
Pot – 100 gold coins
Pot – Dung
Pot – Strength seed
Treasure chest – World Leaf
Treasure chest – Kitten Shield
Treasure chest – Agility seed
Treasure chest – 350 gold coins
Treasure chest – 200 gold coins

Arena
Makainite monster at entrance: Welcome to the Arena,
human!
Warrior: The monsters finally gave me my powers back, but
now they won't let me out of this godforsaken place!
Tough guy: You wanna know how to get out of here? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, no? Well, if you do, all you
have to do is ask.
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): If you manage to win five
straight battles in the Arena, you'll be set free.
Pot – Herb
Pot – Antidote
Pot – 50 gold coins
Kasim, in inner rotunda (if you didn’t get your powers
back): What? You haven't regained your lost powers yet?
Geez! Remember the room with that weird ball of light?
Stand on the altar in that room and you'll get all your power
back!

Maribel (chat): Damn it! You fouled that up and now we have
to go back! Come on! Let's retrieve our stolen powers!

Passageway to Dharma Temple
Maribel (when you stand under the yellow sphere): Do you
think this is the room Fosse was talking about? {The light
shines and glows, and it faint images of the characters
descend and merge with them.}
Gabo (continued): Yes! I'm regaining my strength! [The
companions have regained all of their spells and abilities!
Suddenly, you hear the voice of the High Priest Fosse...]
Fosse (continued): Wonderful! Your power has returned!
Take the passage to the left. I will keep you in my prayers!
Gabo (chat): I'm not afraid of anything anymore! Come on,
you monsters, let's have it out!
Maribel (chat): What a long trip! HERO, if you hadn't been
fooled by that imposter, we never would have been dragged
into this mess in the first place!

Arena
Kasim, in inner rotunda (when you get your powers back):
Damn monsters! Look what they've done to this fane! And
here I thought we'd be back in Dharma once we left the
cave.
Maribel (chat): I thought we'd be back in Dharma as soon as
we got through the cave! It's so disappointing.
Gabo (chat): Did the monsters actually build this battle
arena?
EvilBeast: Hey, you! Do you want to dare the Arena?
(Yes/No)

EvilBeast (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Cowards! Why don't you
just go crying back to your mother's breast?
EvilBeast (if you say ‘Yes’ but don’t have a party of four):
Quit wasting my time, kid! Didn't you listen to the
MagJaguar? You need four people to participate! Come back
when you've found some more friends!
Bunny girl (outside room beneath coliseum seats): When my
soul was taken, Neris was the only one who looked after me,
but now she's a completely different person.
Tough guy in room beneath coliseum seats: Ever since Neris
started using the SoulSword, she's become one of the most
vicious fighters I've seen!
Fighter: {to himself} Gah! That was close! Almost had a little
accident there. {to HERO} What? The front of my pants are
soaking wet? Oh, it's just sweat! Ha ha! I must be sweating a
lot!
Merchant: I've got to win! I have to get out of this place!
Oooh, I'm worried sick about my wife and kids!
Soldier: Neris took up the SoulSword to avenge her brother!
Pot – Herb
Dresser – Scale Armor
Zaji (as you approach): What are you doing, Neris? Why do
you have that SoulSword? Come on, give me that sword.
You'll feel a lot better.
Neris (continued): No! Don't get near me! Leave me alone! I
thought I could finally die in peace in this godforsaken
Arena. Everyone knows what a weak little girl I am, anyway!
Zaji (continued): What's wrong, Neris? You're acting so
weird! You'll feel better if you give me the SoulSword.
Neris (continued): Just go away! Do you want your soul taken,
too?
Zaji (continued): Why, you pestilent petulant(?) ingrate! {The
Armorpion in the room blocks Zaji.}

Armorpion (continued): Oh no you don't! Neris chose to raise
the SoulSword in battle herself! I'm letting her live because
I want to see how she'll do! I'm not going to allow you to end
my fun, human! {Zaji leaves.}
Maribel (chat): I despise them! How dare those monsters toy
with someone like that!
Gabo (chat): Poor Neris! I can't watch.
Maribel (chat): Those horrid monsters! Get out there and do
something, HERO! Use brute strength and rescue Neris from
the monsters, I tell you!
Gabo (chat): I'm worried about Zaji! He was crying like a
baby.
Neris (again): Aggh, my chest! Please, leave me alone!
SlimeNite: Neris wants the soul of the man who attacked her
brother! She'll fight on and on in the Arena until she gets to
him!
Bunny girl outside Neris’s room: Somebody, please stop
Neris! She's going to die! Her body can't take it anymore!
That SoulSword's killing her!
Kasim (as you approach): I can't believe Neris entered the
tournament!
Zaji (continued): That's why I've got to enter the
tournament too! It's the only way we'll ever get my sister
back.
Kasim (continued): We need to acquire the SoulSword and
use it to force Neris's soul back into her body. Maybe then
she'll come back to her senses! Let me help you!
Zaji (continued): I don't need your help! I can do it without
you! {He leaves.}
Kasim (continued): Geez! Doesn't he get it? This is no time to
be worrying about your pride!
Kasim (again): Zaji doesn't have anyone he can rely on except
for you. I'm sure he'll ask you for help eventually. I know
he's a hassle, but please, do what you can for him!

Zaji (near coliseum entrance): You're trying to return to
Dharma Temple, aren't you? The easiest way to do that is win
in the Arena. I need to do the same thing in order to save my
sister, so we should ally with each other. Will you join me?
(Yes/No)
Zaji (if you say ‘No’): Oh. I should've known better than to
ask you.
Zaji (again): Did you change your mind? Will you fight by my
side? (Yes/No)
Zaji (if you say ‘No’): Still? Why? Do I need to comb my
hair?
Zaji (when you say ‘Yes’): Really? You will? Thank you so
much! Our goals may be different, but let's win this
together! [Zaji joined the party!]
Zaji (chat): If I don't get matched up against Neris, I won't
be able to save her! It's all a matter of luck. All I can do is
pray they put me in a match against her!
Maribel (chat): Let's win quickly so we can take out the
leader of the monsters!
Gabo (chat): With me and HERO here, we can't lose!
Makainite in outer rotunda: ???????????
Maribel (chat, after talking to Makainite in the outer
rotunda again): I've had enough! I want to leave this place
and go back to Fishbel!
Innkeeper (young woman): Would you like to rest here
before battle? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): No? You must have great
confidence! Good luck!
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Good luck! Wipe the floor with
those monsters!
MagJaguar monster: Eee hehehehe! You wanna know the
rules of the Arena? (Yes/No)
MagJaguar (if you say ‘No’): You sure? There's a lot more
to it than just fighting!

MagJaguar (if you say ‘Yes’): It's simple! Two parties of
four fight it out to the death! When one side's victorious,
they go right into the next battle. If you lose a match,
you're out of the competition. But if you win five matches in
a row, you'll become a Champion! If you can beat the old
Champion, then you will be granted freedom!
Zaji (chat): I don't think monsters keep promises, but
joining the tournament is the only option I have right now.
Maribel (chat): They say that they are going to free the
champions, but why would they keep their word?
Gabo (chat): I love competitions! Let's try a battle!
Warrior in pink (from Penal Town): Oh, long time no see! I
remember you well. You were in town when I went soulharvesting. Remember that kid whose soul I didn't
completely shatter? Well, his sister's trying to exact
revenge on me now in the Arena! Ha ha ha! How could a sickly
young girl like her ever defeat me?
Zaji (chat): Grr! That's the man who stole my soul! I would
give anything for an hour alone with him, man to man.
Gabo (chat): It's no use! I just can't remember that warrior!
Maribel (chat): That man? I remember him all too well. He is
the warrior who caused all that trouble in the town at the
foot of the mountains.
Man in blue vest: That warrior's swordsmanship is truly
wonderful to watch! No wonder he was able to escape from
Suifu!
Kasim: We've got to get past all these monsters somehow. If
I could get all the humans together, maybe we can start a
revolt!
Zaji (chat): I can save Neris all by myself! I don't need
Kasim's help!
Gabo (chat): What does 'revolt' mean?
Maribel (chat): What do you mean, 'revolt?' Can it really be
done?

Man in rags in coliseum seats: We have destroyed the souls
of many people here. Only a few were lucky enough to come
back alive.
LizardMan: Since everyone got their power back, the Arena
battles have been incredible!
EvlStatue: Ah ha ha ha! It's in your nature to love war, isn't
it? You humans will kill each other, and we monsters shall rule
the world!
Wizard/Magician??: All weapons weaken over time, even a
SoulSword. But when a SoulSword weakens, the bearer's soul
writhes in pain, and dementia sets in.
Gabo (chat): The SoulSword is here? I won't need it to win!
Perhaps I can pick my teeth with it afterward.
Warrior: Damn those monsters, reveling in our pain and
suffering! I've got to win and get out of this torturous pit!
Zaji (chat): He wanted his freedom so badly that he was
willing to steal souls! Now the stupid coward is afraid of
making a mistake!
Fighter: People who fight with the SoulSword all end up the
same. They eventually go mad and die, screaming in agony!
Dancer: There's a woman with a SoulSword in the
tournament. She's amazing! I didn't think a human could last
that long against those huge monsters!
Young man: I got my soul stolen in town, and while I was
unconscious, the monsters brought me here. Since then, I've
been doing grunt work for the monsters.
SlimeNite in room below coliseum seats: ?????????
Zaji (chat, after talking to SlimeNite in the room below
coliseum seats again): Don't die, Neris! Hold on until I get
the chance to fight you!
Cleric: I don't think anyone particularly enjoys being here,
and I'm sure any one of us would escape if we had the
chance! Everyone's too afraid to try for themselves, though.

Tough guy: No one here trusts anyone enough to form an
Arena party. Most people just take three monsters with
them.
ClayNite: Only Arena Champions may pass through this door.
Go win an Arena tournament, then we'll talk!
Warrior on left outer rotunda: I've reclaimed my sword and
my powers, but I can't fight against the monsters alone! I
would ask you to join me, but I don't even trust my friends,
let alone strangers.
Barrel – 7 gold coins
Guard: Our power has returned, and there's a lot of anger
going around. If something set us off, we'd probably start a
revolt.
Observation: This is a practice dummy in full armor.
Prisoner: Listen, do you promise not to tell this anyone?
(Yes/No)
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): All right, then I won't tell you!
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): The monsters robbed us of our
power in order to strengthen the Demon Lord! Oh, don't tell
anyone! If they found out that I knew, they'd kill me! They'd
probably kill you, too!
Zaji (chat): The Demon Lord? We were sacrificing ourselves
for him?
Maribel (chat): To strengthen the Demon Lord? That's why
our powers were stolen? How insulting! He will pay for this
impudence!
Flower, in entrance room to Dharma Temple: Even a skilled
burglar like me couldn't open that door. I guess the only way
to get past here really is just to win the tournament.
Zaji (chat): I asked Flower if he wanted to join the
tournament with me, but he said no.
Maribel (chat): I don't want to form a battle party with
Flower! He'd probably go over to the enemy when things got
rough.

Observation about large blue door: The door is tightly shut.
EvilBeast: Hey, you! Do you want to dare the Arena?
(Yes/No)
EvilBeast (if you say ‘Yes’): Four people? Good. You may
proceed.
EvilBeast (again): Come on! Get going! I have challengers
waiting for you!
Announcer: Proceed, challengers. {You automatically walk onto
the platform.} HERO, this is your first battle! Begin! {You
face a traveler (Nepro) and 3 DrakSlimes.}
Maribel (battle chat): Your opponent has regained his
strength, HERO, so don't let your guard down!
Gabo (battle chat): Hey, HERO! Let's take out that
sorcerer!
Announcer: HERO is the winner! {The crowd cheers.} Next
challenger, forward! {You face a warrior (Garcia) and 3
BoltRats.} Battle 2! Begin!
Gabo (battle chat): Let HERO and I join forces, and we'll
take down that soldier first!
Maribel (battle chat): I'm going to let you take care of that
buff-looking soldier.
Announcer: HERO is the winner! {The crowd cheers.} Next
challenger, forward! {You face a cleric (Thompson) and 3
Goopis.} Battle 3! Begin!
Maribel (battle chat): Priests participating in battle?
What's the world coming to?
Gabo (battle chat): Don't hold back! He's not like the other
priests you know!
Announcer: HERO is the winner! {The crowd cheers.} Next
challenger, forward! {You face a fighter (Naputo) and 3
Smoochers.} Battle 4! Begin!
Maribel (battle chat): It doesn't really make any difference
to me, but have you noticed how menacing everyone in this
tournament looks?

Gabo (battle chat): So my opponent's a karate-master, eh?
We'll see who's got better moves!
Announcer: HERO is the winner! {The crowd cheers.} Next
challenger, forward! {You face a tough guy (Don Jose) and 3
BeakRats.} Battle 5! Begin!
Maribel (battle chat): I can't believe they're letting
someone who's only a little stronger than average join the
tournament!
Gabo (battle chat): What a weakling! I sure wouldn't want to
lose to him...
Announcer: HERO is the winner! {The crowd cheers.} Win this
next battle and your freedom will be granted to you. Next
challenger, forward! {You face Neris and 3 SlimeNites.} Final
battle. Begin!
Neris (continued): So you've come to kill me too, Zaji? What,
can't you do it by yourself?
Zaji (continued): I've got to save my sister, HERO! That
demonic sword is still controlling her!
Gabo (battle chat): I still don't want to fight Neris...
Maribel (battle chat): Forget about Neris for now. Take
care of the monsters around you first. Got it?
Zaji (after the battle): {You lunge at Neris.} Great, HERO!
You managed to get the sword away from her! {Zaji picks up
the SoulSword and goes after Neris.} Return, SoulSword, to
your rightful place! {He slashes at Neris.}
Neris (continued): Ahhhhhh!
Zaji (continued): Now Neris will return back to normal!
{Neris collapses like Zaji did when Kasim used the SoulSword
on him.}
Announcer (continued): HERO is the winner! We hereby grant
you your freedom from the Arena! {Two EvilBeasts descend
onto the platform.}
EvilBeasts (continued): Congratulations, champions. Please,
come this way.

Zaji (continued): Wait! She's not awake yet!
EvilBeasts (continued): Come on, come on! Move it! We need
to clean up for the next battle!
Zaji (continued): But... {The EvilBeasts lead the party out to
the left and along the carpet to the next room. Kasim is one
of the bystanders. Suddenly, Zaji slashes at his captor.}
Kasim! My sister! You've got to save my sister!
Kasim (continued): Right. {The monster lunges at Zaji and
gets him moving. The EvilBeasts lead the party to the stairs
in the outer rotunda, then past Flower to the large blue door
leading to Dharma Temple.}
EvilBeast (continued, when you reach the next set of
stairs): What's wrong? Don't just stand there, get going.
Zaji (continued): HERO, I must bid you farewell. Thank you
for fighting alongside me. I do appreciate the help. I'm
worried about my sister, so I must return to the coliseum.
Take care of what you need to do. {He slashes at the other
monster guard and leaves.}
EvilBeast (continued): Don't let him run away! Grab him!
Voice (as you approach the stairs): Wait! {Fosse and two
knights arrive.}
Fosse (continued): Sorry to surprise you. Do you remember
me? I'm Fosse, the High Priest. I came along with you to
fight the imposter. My honor would suffer if I were to just
sit on the sidelines and wait for someone else to win the
battle for me. Okay! In the name of justice, let's go defeat
that priest-imposter monster! [Fosse joined the party.]
Fosse (chat): Now that everyone is revolting, it is the
perfect time to defeat the fake High Priest!
Maribel (chat): That awful High Priest is going to pay for all
the suffering I've had to endure.
Gabo (chat): I'm ready when you are! I want to rip the
throat out of that fake!

Fosse (chat): We have the help of HERO and his friends this
time. Not even the fake High Priest will pose a threat this
time!
Gabo (chat): I'm really excited now! We can finally trounce
that fake High Priest!
Maribel (chat): No matter what the fake High Priest says,
we're not going in that fountain, got it, HERO? Nobody's
stealing my powers again! No way!
Knight on the left: I heard about your skills from Fosse, the
High Priest. I have faith that you'll be able to defeat the
imposter!
Knight on the right: A riot broke out in the colosseum, and
monsters and humans are fighting everywhere! We're here to
catch any monsters that try to run away from the action!
Flower: Take this! Don't think us humans haven't still got
what it takes! It's payback time!
Fosse (chat): There is quite a commotion going on now in the
arena, but our first task is to brutally destroy that lying
imposter!
Gabo (chat): I can't believe it! Even Flower can really fight
when he gets serious.
Maribel (chat): If you were going to have a revolt, why didn't
you do it sooner?
SkyDevil (fighting Flower): For weak little humans, they sure
have guts, inciting a riot with monsters on guard. We won't
let them get away with it. Their souls will succumb to eternal
regret!
Mantipion: Last chance, humans! Surrender, and your lives will
be spared! {Battle ensues.}
OR
Human trash, rising against us! You'll pay dearly for this!
{Battle ensues.}
Prisoner, in outer rotunda: Aahhhh! Help me! I don't wanna
die! (Yes/No)

Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): Aw, come on! You gotta help me!
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): {Battle ensues.}
SlimeNite (fighting prisoner): You'll pay for this, humans!
Monsters will reign supreme forever! {Battle ensues.}
Prisoner (after battle): Whew! Thanks! You saved me just in
the nick of time!
Warrior: It finally happened! Our freedom is near! There's a
big battle going on in the Arena! Go help them out!
Guard: Ha haaa! The time has finally come! I'm gonna make
'em pay for everything they've done to me!
Fosse (chat): If we could just kill the imposter High Priest
who controls the monsters, we could end all of this!
Maribel (chat): The people who are forced to fight are
fueled by their repressed anger and frustration. They
explode in battle!
Gabo (chat): We must destroy those monsters, HERO, for
everyone's sake.
SkyDevil (fighting guard): It's not too late! Throw down your
arms and we'll treat you well!
Merchant in inner rotunda (from room beneath coliseum
seats): Someone swooped in, saved Neris, and started this
revolt!
ApeBat: Last chance, humans! Surrender, and your lives will
be spared! {Battle ensues.}
OR
We won't go down without a fight, humans! {Battle ensues.}
MagJaguar on the left: Ha ha ha! Your God will not help you,
for He does not exist! {Battle ensues.}
OR
This is your last chance, humans! Surrender, and your lives
will be spared! I could use a spare life myself. Hehehe!
{Battle ensues.}

MagJaguar on the right (from entrance box to coliseum):
I'm so stupid! I just had to have that silly girl killed, didn't
I?
Man in rags (from coliseum seats): Come on! Who wants
some? Do you want a little of this? I'll take you all on!
LizardMan (from coliseum seats fighting man in rags): Put
down your arms! You can't escape from here! You have to win
the tournament in order to leave!
Young man (from coliseum seats): Yahoo! That was excellent
hit! You're going down, sucker!
EvlStatue (from coliseum seats fighting young man): Wait!
Don't kill me! I'll give you all my gold!
PigDemon in coliseum: We won't go down without a fight,
humans! {Battle ensues.}
OR
Human trash! Do you dare rise against us? You'll pay dearly
for this! {Battle ensues.}
Observation about EvilBeast: There's no response. That's
one less monster to worry about.
Nun: I knew this day would come. Let us pray together. Dear
God, watch over us as we join in spiritual warfare. {church
talk}
Makainite, in outer rotunda: Damn you all! You're living on
borrowed time! Soon the Great Lord Antoria will come and...
Gahhh!
Young man: You think I'm going to close my shop now? Hah!
{shop talk}
Mantipion: You stinking humans! We don't have any use for
your kind around here! {Battle ensues.}
OR
We won't go down without a fight, humans! {Battle ensues.}
Tough guy: Man! Even I can beat these monsters, and I'm a
big wuss! We should've done this a long time ago!

Dancer (from coliseum seats): You wouldn't believe the guy
I just saw! He had Neris in one arm and was slashing away
with the other! I just about fainted!
PigDemon in inner rotunda: Human trash! We will assimilate
you! Actually, I think we'll just kill you instead! {Battle
ensues.}
Observation about warrior in pink: There's no response.
He's already stopped breathing.
Man in blue vest: This warrior gave his life to save me. He
was such a wonderful man. I think I'll wear pink from now on!
Wizard/Magician??, in coliseum seats: Come on, monsters!
Show me what you've got! I can fight with the best of 'em
when I put my mind to it!
Maribel (chat): Maybe Kasim was the warrior that saved
Neris!
SlimeNite: You stinking humans! We don't have any use for
your kind around here! {Battle ensues.}
Soldier (from room below coliseum seats): That was
incredible! I couldn't take my eyes off that guy! He just
rushed right in and took Neris away from the monsters!
Armorpion: Ha ha ha! Your God will not help you, for He does
not exist! {Battle ensues.}
Cleric: Ha ha ha! If I have to die, I might as well enjoy it!
Bunny girl in front of room below coliseum seats: I tried to
stop him! I told him this room was full of monsters! But he
went in anyway! Oh, what should I do?
Gabo (chat): So Zaji went to save Neris? He's brave!
Tough guy in room beneath coliseum seats: There's some
kind of warrior fighting over in the next room. He was
holding Neris in his arms when he came in here. I wish I could
help, but I have no strength left.
Fighter: Thanks for pumping us up, guys! Nothing can stop us
now!

Makainite (fighting fighter): You forget your position, lowly
humans! We are far superior! We won't stand to be placed
behind the likes of you!
Kasim (as you approach): We'll take care of things here! Get
going, HERO!
Fosse (chat): We can rely on Kasim. Leave this to him!
Maribel (chat): Let's leave Neris to those two. We should
defeat the fake High Priest!
Tough guy: We have to thank that warrior who saved Neris!
He was the one who began this revolution!
ClayNite (fighting tough guy): Listen to me! Resistance is
futile! Stop this at once!

Dharma Temple
Imposter High Priest (as you approach altar): Wow.
Apparently humans who train in the tournaments really can
become awfully powerful.
Fighter (continued): I don't care about that. Why can't we
leave even if we win the tournament?
Imposter High Priest (continued): Sure, we'll let you out of
here... after you become corpses! {He attacks the fighter
with blue fire.} Keeheehee! Not a single bone left. I guess I
went too far this time.
Fosse (chat): What a dreadful thing! I cannot let that fake
High Priest get away with anything else!
Gabo (chat): What? Did you see that? That person just
disappeared in flames!
Maribel (chat): Get him! No sense in leaving someone like
that alive!
Imposter High Priest: Keehee! You're brave to come here.
But we've already collected enough power to stengthen our
Lord. Thanks to all those humans who trained themselves to
win the tournament, we were able to collect power faster

than we'd expected. We don't need your pathetic power
anymore! Don't get me wrong,/space/though. That doesn't
mean we'll let you leave the Temple alive. You puny humans
are useless to us now. Die!
Gabo (battle chat): I'm gonna show you how much I
appreciate your stealing my powers—with my sword and fists.
Maribel (battle chat): I'll destroy this guy in a heartbeat!
The monster's plan to strengthen the Demon Lord
through stealing others' innate powers and abilities
has been thwarted by HERO. The freed priests then
defeated the monsters that had taken over the
Temple, and Dharma was at last able to recover its
former vitality. And then, a few days later...
Princess, in bed in inn on second floor: No, no, NO! I'm not
going back to my country unless I become a lovely, beautiful
bunny girl!
Gentleman: I beg you to stop giving me a hard time.
Dresser – Leather Hat
Innkeeper (woman) behind counter: Now that the monsters
have been chased off, we're finally back to the old peaceful
Dharma. The greatest thing is that people can finally change
their vocations! Well then...
Kasim (as you leave the inn): Don't you have any regrets?
You worked hard to get here, in your own way.
Flower (continued): No, I'm not going to do it. I know better
than anyone that a one-time thief like myself just isn't cut
out for temple service. I'm sorry to do this to you, after all
the trouble I've been, but I'm not going to join the guards.
Kasim (continued): I see. I'll miss you.
Flower (continued): Don't give me that. You're really just
grateful to be finally rid of me.
Kasim (continued): So you found me out.

Flower (continued): I'll be going now. Give my regards to
HERO and his comrades. {Kasim turns around.} So long, Kasim.
My best to you, the brat, and the beauty. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): You should stay a thief, Flower! It suits you!
Maribel (chat): What happened? Flower wanted to be a
guard more than anything?
Kasim (again): I guess Neris and Zaji will eventually be taking
off too, just like Flower did. Do you suppose Neris would stay
with me if I asked her to? Even if she agreed, though,
there's no telling what would happen if Zaji opposed it.
Temple monk at counter in library: Not too many days have
gone by, but already the Temple is starting to fill with life
and vitality! At this rate, it looks like we're going to be busy
soon!
Gabo (chat): The priests all look so happy to be back in
Dharma.
Temple priestess behind counter: Somehow I managed to
visit my old friend's workplace. We're going to be careful
while we work, so that the temple will never be overrun by
monsters again.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is
something stuck between two books. Oh my! It's a portrait
of High Priest Fosse!
Temple monk near bookshelves in library: I've been
searching for a shortcut to becoming a Hero by changing
classes, but I don't expect to be discovering the technique
for a long time.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO opened up
the diary of a priest and started reading it. 'At last, we have
yielded to the monsters' incursions. It is now only a matter
of time before the Temple of Dharma falls to them
altogether. But even if the Temple itself falls, we must
defend the High Priest, even at the cost of our lives.

Temple priestess at table: I heard that they would hire a
lot of soldiers to strengthen the guard for the Temple. Do
they feel unsafe having only a few guards after the monster
incident?
Dancer (from Dharma Inn): Hey, the people who were fooled
by the fake Chief Priest are still alive, aren't they? (Yes/No)
Dancer (if you say ‘No’): You lie! I know the facts. The
imposter only took away the spells and skills from the
captured. It didn't kill anybody.
Dancer (if you say ‘Yes’): That's what I thought. The most
reliable proof is the people returning from the town. I hope
my man will return safely, and soon, too!
Cleric: I had no idea. I couldn't imagine believe(?) Dharma
Temple was occupied by monsters.
Farmer on right side of first floor: There are so many
classes to choose from! I don't know which is best!
Maribel (chat): Talk to me later! I'm thinking about my
future profession.
Gabo (chat): If I change classes, I want to be something
flashy and tough!
Fortune teller in the back: I can tell you're an expert. Why
don't you show me what you've got? (Yes/No)
Fortune teller (if you say ‘No’): Oh, I see. Well, so long.
Fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): It appears that you have
yet to pursue a class. Come back some other time.
Sailor in back garden: Did you know the High Priest of
Dharma is a little girl? You think she can handle it? What if
she changes you to the wrong class!?
Old man: Hmm, hmm. Don't worry about a thing. Even if you
change your class, you'll still keep all of your experiences and
abilities, so as long as you're journeying, there's no reason
not to have a class.

Young woman: Do you know what the monsters were planning
to do with all the powers they stole from the humans?
(Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, I almost hate to repeat
it! They were going to use the powers to strengthen the
Demon Lord!
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): What! You already know?
I'm impressed. You must really know a lot.
Neris (as long as you talk to her before talking to Zaji at
the weapon shop): Zaji's acting funny. When he changed
classes before, he used to ask me to come with him, but this
time, he wouldn't let me. That really hurt my feelings!
Temple priestess behind counter on the left: Would you be
willing to listen to an explanation of the class system?
(Yes/No)
Temple priestess (if you say ‘No’): All right. Come back
later.
Temple priestess (if you say ‘Yes’): To learn more, choose
from the following using the right directional key.
Second temple priestess on the left: If you belong to a
class, you'll begin to learn the skills and abilities that go
along with it. Once you learn a skill or spell, you never forget
it, so it's to your advantage to switch classes.
Knight on the left: Welcome to Dharma Temple.
Knight on the right: This is Dharma Temple. People visit us in
search of classes that match their personalities.
Temple minister: Humans can have unlimited potentials
through various experiences and training. Perhaps, one day,
one who undertakes this training will rise to be a hero. That
must be why the Demon Lord sealed this continent away.
Fosse: Without your help, we wouldn't have been able to
restore Dharma Temple. We shall immediately strengthen
the Temple's defenses to prevent another monster takeover.
It only happened because of my weakness. I'll work hard to

make sure that it will never happen again. Thank you. I will
now take my leave. This is Dharma, where travelers come to
find their calling in life. Do you wish to change classes?
(Yes/No)
Fosse (if you say ‘No’): Either way, it is your right to choose
freely. Perhaps we shall meet again.
Maribel (chat): This might be our last chance to have a real
conversation with the High Priest.
Gabo (chat): That's weird. Why does the High Priest look so
sad? It's not like we're never going to see each other again.
Zaji (on second floor at weapon shop on the left): Oh, it's
you people. You're just in time. I've changed classes and
become a great warrior. What do you think? Don't I look
stronger and tougher than before? I bet Neris will see me in
a new light for sure now. Well, I'll see you around. {He
leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Zaji's armor is all new and shiny! Hey, HERO,
buy me some new armor, too! Pretty please?
Maribel (chat): I have a good idea! You should change to the
'Warrior' class like Zaji so you can protect me.
Zaji (as you approach him and Neris on the first floor):
What do you think, Neris? I'm a great warrior now! I look
pretty cool, don't I? It may be dangerous, but I'll get paid
well, and then I can afford to get your illness cured!
Neris (continued): Oh, no, Zaji! That's such a dangerous
class! What if you get hurt?
Zaji (continued): I wouldn't do anything that stupid. I don't
know what you think of me, but I think I can be someone you
can really rely on! I'm far better than Kasim! Just let me
take care of you! I'd do anything for you!
Neris (continued): Zaji, you have to stop this! Why do you
always go too far trying to take care of me?! I don't want
anybody making sacrifices for me! Not even my little brother!

Zaji (continued): What do you mean, sacrifices? I like doing
all kinds of things to help you!
Neris (continued): But it hurts me to see that! It's like I'm a
big burden on you, and I hate it! {She turns away from him.} I
can get along without you, Zaji!
Zaji (continued): Okay, I get it. So I'm just a pain to you, am
I? {He starts to leave, but Neris turns around.}
Neris (continued): Where are you going?
Zaji (continued): I'm just going to buy a sword. I am a great
warrior, you know. All great warriors have a sword at their
side. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): That's strange. I just saw him buying a
sword and armor on the second floor.
Gabo (chat): That brother and sister sure do fight a lot!
Neris (again): ... I'm sorry, but I'm too upset to talk to
anyone right now.
Kasim (as you approach him and Zaji at the temple
entrance): You're going to leave Neris?
Zaji (continued): If I stay any longer, it will only cause her to
suffer. Therefore, it is best that I leave here.
Kasim (continued): Then I'm going to step in and be there
for her. Is that what you want?
Zaji (continued): That is between you and her. It has nothing
to do with me. {He turns away.}
Kasim (continued): Well, if that's the way you feel, then take
care and keep safe.
Zaji (continued): Thank you. And give her my regards, too.
{Zaji leaves the temple; Kasim goes back upstairs.}
Maribel (chat): Maybe he felt like there wasn't any room for
him anymore. He wanted to leave on his own, before he got
kicked out.
Gabo (chat): I just don't get it! Why would Zaji go off on a
trip and leave Neris all alone?

Kasim (near inn): I suppose you'll be leaving here soon? I
suppose that's obvious. You only came here to change classes,
after all. Now how in the world am I going to tell Neris that
Zaji's gone? Knowing him, he probably hasn't said a thing to
her.
Neris: I'm sorry that you all had to see that. Don't worry!
Zaji and I weren't really arguing. I wonder what's taking him
so long, though. It shouldn't take this long to buy a sword.
Maribel (chat): Neris doesn't know that Zaji left yet, does
she?
Little boy in basement: This Temple is nice and large.
Nothing like my cramped little place.
Temple priestess in storage room on the left: Should this
place be invaded by monsters again, even I must wield a
sword in its defense.
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Tough guy: Whoa! This place doesn't look half bad for being
taken over by monsters. This isn't going to bring any work to
a carpenter like me.
Knight in guardhouse on the right: Kasim was promoted to
Commander of the Interior Guard after saving the High
Priest. Sigh... So now I'll be working under the command of a
young kiddo.
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Treasure chest – LandShard
Temple monk: The only thing we can be thankful for is that
the monsters who took Dharma didn't ruin the interior. I
don't know what we would've done if they'd put up a relief of
some horrible monster or something.
Treasure chest – Wizard Ring
Maribel (chat, in outer rotunda of coliseum): It's too quiet
for my liking.
Gabo (chat): Awrooo! Did you hear the echo?

Penal Town
Prisoner in northern house: Ha! No one is around to collect
rent anymore! I'm going to save up and buy another pair of
underwear!
Treasure chest – LandShard
Treasure chest – Strength Seed
Wizard/Magician?? in northeast corner: Soon this town will
disappear from the planet. The SoulSwords, soul-shattering,
and the rest will be forgotten.
Bard on east side of town: I'm trying to find people to
escape here with, but no one wants to be with a useless bard
like me.
Maid in underground pub: Sigh. Business is so slow. Maybe
it's time to move on.
Temple monk: Ha! Now I can prove to everyone that I'm a
priest of Dharma! Too bad it doesn't matter now.
Man in black pants: That 'priest' is really racking up a tab.
What am I supposed to do, bill Dharma Temple?
Nun: The priest vowed to remain in this town forever. but
virtually no one comes here anymore.
Maribel (chat): It's no surprise that everyone left. No one
was living here by choice, after all.
Gabo (chat): Everyone went home.
Guard at the bar: I heard that some travelers killed the
false Dharma Priest!
Maribel (chat): It just doesn't make sense! Why aren't we
famous here?
Man in black pants: I'm not getting half the customers I
used to. It's probably time to close up shop.
Young man in southwest corner: Have you heard? Dharma
Temple has been saved from the monsters! Of course, that
means this town is not long for the world.

Bunny girl in dining room of central mansion: Damn, I'm
hungry! We could be eating right now if all the maids and
servants hadn't quit.
Suifu: I liked this town. I finally found a place where I could
be in control. But it's all over now. I'm just going to fade
away with the rest.
Maribel (chat): When all is said and done, Suifu is nothing
more than the king of a pile of trash.
Gabo (chat): Suifu should become mayor of this town.
Tough guy near armor shop: The town may be free, but
there're still monsters outside. It makes walking to the
Temple a perilous feat.
Bunny girl in southeast house: Two siblings named Neris and
Zaji used to live here. I wonder where they are now?
Prisoner on southern house roof: I hear that there is a way
to regain strength that has been taken from you, but it
sounds like a hassle. I think I'll just stay here and be lazy a
while longer.
Dancer in southern house: Now that the monsters are gone,
no one can go soul-shattering. Nighttime isn't so terrifying
anymore.

Mt. Hut Village
Fighter: If someone could use magic, we wouldn't have to
work so hard. Nothing can change that, though.
Maribel (chat): Thanks to that imposter High Priest, we've
had no end of trouble!
Gabo (chat): We really had a hard time until we got our
powers back!
Tough guy: Son of a... I'm out of medicinal herbs again! When
they run out, I have to go back for more. I can't make any
progress!

Soldier: I finally came this far, but I guess there is still a
long way to go. Sigh. It would be great if I could fly to
Dharma Temple!
Knight: High Priest Fosse left here to defeat the imposter.
She won and survived, but when I think of what could have
happened, I know I should have stopped her.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Fosse acts much older than she looks.
Of course, she looks a lot more like a kid than we do.
Temple priestess in northwest house: Rumor has it that the
Head Priest was devoured by monsters. So be it, but who will
Fosse name as the new Head Priest?
Prisoner near eastern house: I hear that the High Priest is
very strong-willed! She's only a child but she handles adults
extremely well. She carries herself like a commanding
matriarch.
Young man in eastern house: After the priests are gone, I
think I'll make this my new home. I don't suppose anybody
would mind.
Warrior: ...
Temple monk: The treatments are working! Some of the
patients are improving! I have renewed hope now! I'm going
to cure every one of these bedridden people!
Scholar: It was like a nightmare. I only remember up to the
point my soul was shattered.
Temple monk in small cavern: Whew! So much to do! But I
don't mind in the least! We're finally moving back to our old
Dharma again!
Maribel (chat): And if it wasn't for us, the priests wouldn't
be able to return to Dharma, either! I hope everyone
understands that!
Gabo (chat): If the priests leave, this town will die out.
Temple priestess: They say it was a group of traveling
strangers that defeated the leader of the monsters! And

they didn't even accept a reward! They just left! Oh, how
heroic!
Knight: I'm a Mage Soldier, protector of the High Priest! So
how come I have to carry the priests' stuff?
Temple monk near item shop: We'll soon be saying goodbye
to this village! Dharma is ours again at last!
Temple priestess in graveyard: I was just saying my last
goodbyes to our poor departed friends. It's not too far to
walk, but I really never want to see this place ever again.

Dharma Inn
Soldier: Even an inn in a gloomy place like this is doing big
business. We get visitors from all over the world, thanks to
our proximity to Dharma Temple.
Treasure chest – Bunny Tail
Young man: Rumors abound regarding Dharma Temple. From
what I've heard, a monster is disguised as the High Priest of
Dharma. Crikey! If that's true, then there must be smarter
monsters in this world than I once thought.
Maribel (chat): This adventure has been the worst thing
that's ever happened to me in my whole life!
Gabo (chat): What a sleazy thing to do, stealing little bits of
power from poor humans!
Cleric: It is believed that the false High Priest has tricked
visitors to the temple into accepting spells and techniques
that don't work at all.
Traveling merchant: I hear that the monsters who control
the temple have the power to sap the strength from humans.
Lady: Hmph! Class-changing is the opiate of the masses.
What they really ought to do is learn new techniques and
spells through hard work and training. Don't get me wrong,
though. I'm not the slightest bit envious.

Maribel (chat): Sounds like sour grapes to me. Probably
wanted to change classes, but couldn't.
Treasure chest – Iron Shield
Warrior in basement pub: This inn is as crowded as ever, I
see.
Gabo (chat): It's a little too crowded, don't you think?
Maribel (chat): There was hardly anybody here the first
time we came! How come the place is packed all of a sudden?
Fighter: Uh-huh. Just as I imagined, something untoward did
happen at Dharma Temple. I was right to wait here patiently,
until the situation sorted itself out.
Tough guy: That was close! If I'd left any sooner for
Dharma Temple, the false High Priest would have surely
trapped me, as well.
Bunny girl: Business has been booming ever since Dharma
Temple was freed of the monsters.
Dancer: Next time, I'll get into a class with real character,
like a Cleric or a Dealer. I always say that, but I also always
end up being a Jester or a TeenIdol.
Old man: Oh, brother... We've had such a sudden surge in
customers that now we've practically got a riot on our hands.
Bard: I heard that Dharma Temple had been overrun by
monsters. So I hurried here, thinking that there might be
inspiration for an epic poem, but it seems I was a bit too late.
Wizard: Maybe it's because I'm so comfortable here, but
somehow I've ended up staying longer than I originally
intended. All right! I've made up my mind! I'll stay here one
more night, and then make my way to Dharma Temple.
Man in black pants: They say that it was some unknown
adventurers who vanquished the leader of the monsters that
had overrun the temple. I wonder who they could have been.
I'd like to meet them, even just once.
Maribel (chat): Oh! That makes me so mad! We're the ones
who restored Dharma, but we aren't even famous!

Old woman by well outside: We've had a sudden upsurge in
guests lately. It's keeping us really busy. We must be filling
our rooms with all of the adventurers who were once
imprisoned with Dharma Temple.
Bunny girl on the left in the casino in the well: Dharma
Temple has been freed of its monster inhabitants, but we're
still not getting any more customers now than we were
before. People must not find it all that interesting after all.
Man in black pants at the back of the casino: I heard that
Dharma Temple had been plagued by monsters all this time.
Hopefully, business will start picking up again, now that the
temple is freed of its unwanted guests.

Ancient Fane
Maribel (chat): I hope the King is feeling better. HERO, let's
stop at the castle.
Gabo (chat): I wonder how the King is doing? I hope he's
feeling better.

Fishbel
Gabo (chat): HERO' village always smells good, like delicious
fish!
Old man in northern house: I'm beginning to /extra space/
think my wife's cooking will never improve. You'd think she
could at least fry up a filet right, but even that seems
beyond her.
Young woman: It feels like a different village when everyone
comes back. Borkano's back too, isn't he? You ought to go
pay a visit to him.
Sailor: Snoorrrre...
Cat near HERO’s house: Meow.

Old woman in church: Is that you, HERO? Good to see you
back again, safe and sound. The men on the fishing boat have
returned safely, as well. My praying really pays off, you know!
Nun: I heard about Prince Kiefer. It must have been terribly
painful to part with your best friend. Always remember that
every encounter must end in separation, yet every separation
marks the first step towards a new encounter.
Maribel (chat): The news about Prince Kiefer has even
reached this village. It's such a small island.
Priest: Ah, HERO, it is good that you and your comrades have
returned safely. {church talk}
Little boy: Hooray! Everybody has come back from the
harvest!
Woman in general store: Hi, Maribel. Amitt seems really
restless these days. Perhaps he's worried that you'll leave
for good like Prince Kiefer.
Merchant: I heard in the castle town that the Prince won't
be coming back. Is that true? It must have been a real shock
for the King. I hope he's all right.
Cat: Meow meow.
Sailor on dock: Hello, HERO. I haven't seen you in quite a
while. For this fishing trip, I went to the south. I discovered
two new islands. There's one south of here, and I saw the
other one far to the east.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that one and the new island are the
same.
Maribel (chat): Do you know what place this person is talking
about? Hmph! I'm not telling! Figure it out for yourself!
Maid in Amitt’s mansion: Oh, I'm a maid, a maid, I'm such a
pretty maid. Oh! Welcome back, everyone. Lady Maribel, the
master and mistress were worried about you.
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Oh, Maribel! Welcome
back! I'm so happy to see you!

Maribel (continued): You worry too much, Mom! I told you I'd
be fine!
Maribel’s mother (continued): I know, I know, but something
could have happened to you. I'm worried about you. I can't
stand the thought of losing you.
Maribel (chat): Sigh... Why must Mother worry so much?
Amitt in upstairs bedroom: Maribel, you're not planning on
leaving for good, like Prince Kiefer did, are you?
Maribel (continued): Oh, Papa! Of course not! I don't have
any other place to come home to.
Amitt (continued): I'd be overcome with incredible sorrow if
you were to diappear. I can only imagine what King Burns is
going through right now. Please, Maribel, come back to me. I
don't want to lose you.
Maribel (chat): I understand that Father is alarmed after
hearing about what happend to Kiefer, but worrying doesn't
help anything!
Sailor near ship: Ships really are great. I hope I can travel
aboard one sometime soon. Cough! Cough!
Sailor on ship: As soon as I finish cleaning this up, I can go
back to my beautiful wife!
Sailor belowdecks: Hey, how's your adventure going? I know
that adventuring is hard, but going fishing isn't a walk in the
park either. That's why we have to keep our gear in good
shape. It could mean the difference between life and death
out there.
Maribel (chat): Yes, those checks are important. Do a good
job, HERO!
Head Cook in galley: Hey! I haven't seen you guys in ages. I
guess we're both too busy doing our own thing nowadays.
Well, as long as you're here, you might as well make yourself
at home. Whew! After I finish this up, I'm going to take a
nice hot bath at home!
Cat on beach: Purrrrrrr! Meow!

Sailor near HERO’s house: Welcome back! If you're looking
for Borkano, I think he's at home now.
Mollie: Welcome home, HERO. Your father has returned, too.
It's been a while since you've visited him, hasn't it? Go over
and say hello to him.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... HERO's mother sure smells good!
Borkano: Oh! So you're back, HERO. I heard about the
Prince. I'm sure you're very sad, but these kinds of
experiences are what make you into an adult. When I was
young, I lost many friends. /extra space/ My best friend was
swallowed up by the ocean. Ahem! What I'm trying to say is
that you've got to get back on your feet and enjoy things! All
right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Even Borkano has lost people close to him.
HERO, you've got to cheer up!
Gabo (chat): Everyone has so many problems. It must be
hard being an adult.
Mollie (again): He may not show it, but your father's been
worried sick about you. You and the Prince have been friends
for as long as anyone can remember, but now you're never
going to see him again, to see him again. Your father's just
trying to comfort you, in his own way.
Maribel (chat): Borkano is such a kind man. You could learn a
lot from him, HERO!
Gabo (chat): HERO's father is so kind. I love your father,
HERO!

Woodsman’s Hut
Maribel (chat): This place is always pleasant.
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut

Estard Castle Town

Man in blue vest in southwest house: Will Prince Kiefer be
coming back? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): I can't wait! Prince Kiefer is needed
in his land! Yes, indeed.
Man (if you say ‘No’): Ah... That's a shame. I'll be so lonely.
Sniff...
Nun outside church: Everyone is saddened by the news of
the Prince's departure. You know what I think? There must
be some reason why the Prince didn't return. Maybe he's
laying crippled in a ditch somewhere.
Maribel (chat): Despite all his flaws, Kiefer was very wellliked.
Gabo (chat): So many people are sad about Kiefer.
Little boy in church: My days are full of prayer. I wonder if
God is watching over me.
Young man in northwest house: Hey, you guys. Still
resurrecting islands, eh? You guys are really something.
You're helping restore the world! The only thing I'm
restoring here is this bath's natural shine.
Little girl: What is it? It's rude to stare, you know!
Old man in north house: Looks like Hondara's never going to
pay the rent! Why, he even tried bringing me that strange
rock again, hoping that it would cover what he owes me! He
kept trying to tell me that it wasn't an ordinary rock, but it
is to me!
Gabo (chat): That Hondara doesn't sound like a very nice
man.
Maribel (chat): Your uncle is a nuisance to everyone in town.
He's the exact opposite of Borkano!
Young woman on second floor: Hondara came by this
morning. I could hear him talking with Dearie even from the
second floor. Now that I think about it, he had a strange
rock. He called it a HotStone. I doubt that it could be as

valuable as he claims. We are talking about Hondara, after
all. I'm sure it's just another one of his tricks. Oh, I'm so
sorry, HERO. He is your uncle, isn't he?
Little boy by Hondara’s house: Waaah! I wasn't doing
anything and Hondara still hit me!
Old man on the cliff: Oh, it's good to see all of you again! I
figured the King would be in low spirits, so I went to the
castle the other day. After listening to him for a while, I
told him everything I knew about the Dejans. At first, he had
a pained look on his face, but then he seemed astonished that
his son took on such a large responsibility. The King seemed
much happier afterwards. I'm glad I went.
Gabo (chat): The old man is so great! Now maybe the King will
cheer up!
Maribel (chat): That old man isn't all bad, I guess.
Old man (again): The King seemed pained when I visited the
castle the other day, but I think he accepts the fact that
the Prince won't return to him now. I'm sure it won't be long
before King Burns and his servants are back in good spirits.
Orka’s father: I didn't think the day would come when I'd
never see the Prince again. If it was going to come to this, I
should have just given him that SunBall for free.
Gabo (chat): Sun Ball? That's a fantastic name!
Orka’s mother: Oh, it's you. Orka's on the second floor. I
wish more upstanding youngsters such as yourself would be
friends with Orka.
Orka: Hey, HERO. I don't know what my old lady told you,
but if you think you and I can be friends, you can guess again.
So I'd appreciate it if you'd stop trying to be so friendly.
Woman by well: I heard the Prince isn't coming back. But
you can still visit him, right? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? That's a relief.
Woman (if you say ‘No’): What? You can't find him either?
How terrible! No wonder everyone in the castle is so forlorn.

Old woman: So the Prince isn't coming back. I still remember
him as a child, running naked all over town. I worried what
would happen once the Prince became King. Now I don't have
to worry about that anymore. I'll miss him.
Innkeeper: It looks as though Hondara is running wild again
today. Make sure that you don't go along with him, okay?
Old man: Hondara's driving me insane! No matter where I go,
he's all I hear about. A man can't have a drink in peace when
that slobbering fool is around!
Bunny girl: Hondara says he's finally given up on gambling.
But that doesn't mean he's simmered down any. Sigh.
Bartender: Hondara has stopped talking about gambling, but
now he's complaining a lot. Listening to customers' complaints
comes with the territory, so I don't have any choice. But I'm
having difficulties because he keeps upsetting my customers.
Hondara: Damn it! Hic! Nobody will listen to me! Hey, come
on, would it hurt to hear what I've got to say, bartender? {to
HERO} Huh? Oh, it's HERO, isn't it? I need to talk to you!
You're traveling all over the world, right? Hic! If you come
across any affluent individuals, make sure to mention my
name. I'm looking for an interested party to buy this
HotStone from me. Oooh... Holding it next to me sure warms
my belly. Introduce me to someone so incredibly rich that
they make Amitt look poor!
Maribel (continued): You're so inaffable! Someone as rich as
him would never associate with people like you!
Hondara (continued): ... Yeah, that's a good idea... then I'll
handle negotiations myself. I'm counting on you to introduce
me. Hic!
Gabo (chat): The HotStone sounds like it would be nice and
warm when we're traveling in cold places. I wonder if he's
really only willing to sell that rock to a rich person?

Maribel (chat): Your uncle never ceases to amaze me! All of
his schemes! If you grow up to be like him, I'll never talk to
you again. Understand, HERO?
Maribel (chat): HotStone? Your uncle must be kidding!
Who's going to pay real gold for a thing like that?
Hondara (again): Damn! An island appeared as I expected,
but... {to HERO} Huh? HERO, you're still here? I'm counting
on you to introduce me to someone rich! If I can sell this
HotStone— Hic!— I'll be able to live a life of leisure!
Young man by fountain: Did you hear the results of
Hondara's bet? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Well, I'm sure you can guess
without me telling you.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): There weren't any. No one bet
any money, so there were no results. Which makes sense, of
course.
Merchant: I heard from some fisherman in Fishbel that two
new islands have appeared together. I can't believe
something like that would happen.
Old man: I'm glad no one fell for that old goat's betting
scheme. The more lazy bums like him, the more our society
rots, I tell you!
Soldier: Estard Castle is just ahead. Oh, HERO. Well, I've
finally heard the news about the Prince. There are quite a
few of us soldiers here at the castle who are still in shock. I
heard that it was the Prince's own decision. I hope
everything turns out all right for him!

Estard Castle
Guard on the right: Estard Castle is open to all citizens of
the kingdom. Please proceed inside.
Maribel (chat): Doesn't this castle feel gloomier than usual?
Soldier on the left: Welcome to Estard Castle.

Soldier on the right: Welcome back, HERO.
Maid on the right: Princess Leesa has had no appetite
recently. She used to always clean her plate, and now she
hardly touches anything. I'm growing increasingly concerned
for her welfare.
Maribel (chat): Poor Leesa! She can't eat. This is all that
stupid Prince's fault!
Gabo (chat): Leesa's not eating? If I didn't eat, I wouldn't
last a day!
Maid on the left: When the Prince isn't here, a certain
darkness seems to settle within the castle, as if the light of
the torches has begun to fade. So I'm polishing up in his
room to make it a little brighter, though it might not be of
any use.
Chef on the right: Sigh, I guess when people say
something's missing from their heart, this is the feeling they
have. The Prince was always so popular. It's so sad to see him
gone.
Chef on the left: Nobody has eaten much since hearing that
the Prince wouldn't be returning. I miss the Prince gobbling
up my food like a wild animal.
Old man in cellar: So you're saying that people must still
battle with monsters for dominance on these new lands? But
I thought God had eternally destroyed the Demon Lord. Oh,
where has God gone to?
Guard Captain: Hmm. The soldiers seem lethargic. That's a
bad sign. It's a terrible blow to never see the Prince again,
but they should stand strong in the face of adversity.
Maribel (chat): Why can't everybody just get over it
already? Sure, they won't be able to see him anymore, but
it's not like he's dead!
Soldier in guardhouse: Remember that rumor about the
Prince not returning to the castle? After that, I was so
distracted that I forgot about the bet. What a lucky break.

I'd be in deep trouble if I'd bet on the north like Hondara
suggested. Maybe the wallet I bought from Hondara is lucky,
after all.
Maribel (chat): That guard is good-natured and stupid, a
combination that Hondara thrives on.
Gabo (chat): Something Hondara did actually helped?
Soldier on eastern castle grounds: Sigh... It's just too
painful being here in the castle. Memories of the Prince are
everywhere. I'm sure I'll feel the same no matter where I
am, though. Everywhere I go on the island, I'm reminded of
the Prince.
Maribel (chat): Now I realize how much Kiefer was loved by
everyone in the castle.
Gabo (chat): Kiefer's absence has made everyone so sad.
Lady on second floor: I'm the only one who can comfort the
King now that the Prince is gone. The day will soon come when
the King realizes that I'm here.
Maribel (chat): Just what is that lady to the King, anyway?
Maid in Prince’s room: I just can't believe that Prince Kiefer
won't ever return. And that's why I can't stop tidying up this
room.
Knight on back terrace: Princess Leesa seems to be down
recently. It's quite understandable. She and her brother
were very close. The Princess almost never went out, so
Prince Kiefer was probably her only contact with the outside
world. I can understand how the Princess feels, but I hope
we get a chance to see that beautiful, smiling face of hers
again soon.
Gabo (chat): I liked it when Leesa used to smile. I hope she
feels better soon.
Maribel (chat): Princess Leesa and Kiefer were so close. It's
no surprise she's consumed with melancholy.
Soldier outside royal bedchamber: HERO! Princess Leesa is
becoming more and more haggard with each passing day. She

is constantly crying, and it appears that she is hardly sleeping
at all. It pains me to see her like this! I beg of you, please do
something to make the Princess feel better!
Gabo (chat): I'm worried about Leesa. Let's go see her.
Maribel (chat): Is Princess Leesa really doing that badly?
Soldier (again): Thank you, thank you, HERO. I do hope that
you can make the Princess feel better, even if only a little.
Maribel (chat): I feel sorry for them, but they need to move
on.
Princess Leesa in her room: Oh, HERO... My brother isn't
coming back, is he? I really won't ever see him again? Are
you sure? (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): Ha. You're so kind,
HERO. Thank you, but I was really starting to suspect
the truth anyway. My brother is never coming back.
It's so very sad to think I'll never see him again!
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘Yes’): Ha. You're honest, aren't
you, HERO? Thank you for not keeping it from me. My
brother will never be back, will he? It's so sad to think I'll
never see him again!
Gabo (chat): What can we do? How can we cheer Leesa up?
When Leesa's sad, I'm sad too!
Maribel (chat): That's Princess Leesa? She's practically skin
and bones!
Maribel (chat): It must have been terrible shock for her. I
feel awful. I should have stopped Kiefer.
Princess Leesa (again): Well, if I spent all my time crying, he
would be mad at me. But, then again, knowing my brother, he
might just laugh and ruffle my hair. Don't you think? Don't
worry about me. I'm all right. I'll be better soon. You'll see!
Lady on front terrace: The Prince said he can never return
to this castle. The sky is the same no matter where one goes
in the world, but what you see up there depends on how

happy you are with where you're at. Can Prince Kiefer see
what we see?
Young man in front of library: Sheesh. People in this castle
are depressing. The Prince has found his own goal in life!
/extra space/ Why can't they be more happy for him?
Scholar in library: A new land has appeared to the south of
this island. A book I read a long time ago said that a land
exists that holds a temple where brave worriors can go to
change classes. I cannot speak with any definitiveness
without further investigation, but if this new land really is
the one of which I read, it would be an amazing discovery.
Soldier at the top of castle: Now that I think back, Prince
Kiefer was a sunny type of person. He's always cheerful, and
being with him warmed me to the very core.
Bard: Sigh. If I sing a song of farewell for the Prince, they
would drag me into the streets, and everyone would take
turns beating me. I guess no one wants to believe that the
Prince will never come back. I feel the same way myself.
Old man fortune-teller: You there. Would you like me to tell
your fortune? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Oh, so you don't need your
fortune told? I get so lonely here.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Great! Hold on a moment. Ahem...
Hii-ya! Hii-ya! Abracadabra! Snorrrrt! Ohh, I'm getting
something! Hmm, I see you all. You're taking on various
forms. Hii-yah! Wheeze, wheeze... That's all for now. Well,
that may or may not be your future. That's the nature of the
beast.
Gabo (chat): The things that man shouts are so funny. I like
him!
Tough guy on western castle grounds: Wah! That shocked
the heck out of me! Whew, the hiccups have stopped.
Actually I had trouble stopping my hiccups. Thanks!

Soldier in guardhouse on the left: This is absolutely
incredible. Every time we discover a new island, it confirms
the accuracy of this map. The legend may be true. Long ago,
there may have been many continents in the world. But what
caused them to disappear? There is much still shrouded in
mystery.
Soldier on left side of terrace: Everything's fine! {to
HERO} Something seems amiss, but I'm not sure what. We
have to work harder than ever now!
Soldier at throne room staircase: The King is up there.
Soldier in throne room on the left: Welcome back, HERO.
Prince Kiefer is really gone, isn't he? I'm starting to miss
the constant haranguing and abuse.
Soldier on the right: Welcome back, HERO.
Minister: Ah, HERO. Welcome back. Are the tales you bring
this time at least a touch more light-hearted than last time?
(Yes/No)
Minister (if you say ‘No’): What? You endured
staggering hardships? I don't really want to hear it,
but if you don't tell me first, I can't soften the blow
for His Majesty. All right, HERO. I've braced myself.
Now tell me the whole story. What's that? You say
there isn't really anything to tell? So you were just
pulling my leg? You little scoundrel!
Minister (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I'm glad to hear that. Now
adorn your face with a broad grin and hurry in to see His
Majesty.
Minister (again): Well then, hurry in to see His Majesty.
Just don't make any sudden movements.
King Burns: It is good to see that you are well. Kiefer...
Sadly, he has yet to return. The other day, I was visited by
the old man that lives on the cliff. He spoke of the Dejan
clan. It seems Dejan history books tell of my son, Kiefer, and
his ascension amongst the Dejan ranks as a Guardian. He

proved steadfast in his devotion to the clan's mission to
resurrect God. I wonder what it was like for him to hold so
glorious an honor and be readily accepted into the clan as one
of their own.
Gabo (chat): I sure wish I could bring Kiefer here.
Maribel (chat): The King is still wallowing in dejection. He
doesn't look anything like he did when Kiefer was here.
Minister (again): For a while I was very concerned, but His
Majesty's spirits seem to be slowly improving. The soldiers
don't appear to have fully recovered yet, but I imagine
that's only a matter of time. But the one I'm more concerned
about is Princess Leesa. I'm completely at a loss as to what I
should do with her.

Bandits’ Cave
Soldier: Zzzzz... [The soldier is sleeping standing up.]
Maribel (chat): Let it go. There's no point dealing with these
people.
Sailor: How poor! I forgot the secret password! I can't let
anyone in until I remember it. Sorry, guys, but could you
come back later? I'll try to figure it out before my watch
ends.

Dharma Inn
Maribel (chat): Isn't this building rather fancy for a mere
inn? Look around. It's so spacious and those pillars are
beautiful.
Gabo (chat): I wish I could splash around in the pond behind
the inn. It would feel great right now.

Warrior at entrance: Dharma Temple isn't far from this inn.
I'm looking forward to going there. I wonder what class I
should change to.
Treasure chest – Potion
Gentleman inside Dharma Inn: Travelers. Are you on your
way to Dharma Temple? (Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): No? Never mind, then.
Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, then, be very careful.
Bandits are everywhere these days.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Gabo! You will get those bandits if
they try anything, right?
Dancer: Don't be scared, don't be scared... Still, maybe I
should put off going to Dharma for a while. Heh, heh.
Pot – Defense seed
Man in blue vest (innkeeper): Yawn! Nothing to do... When
are we going to get some customers?
Treasure chest – Iron Mask
Mage in basement pub: More and more people have been
attacked and robbed by the bandits! I'm scared to go
outside, for fear of being attcked by the bandits as well!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Gabo! You teach those bandits a
lesson if need be!
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Soldier: Gulp! Gulp! Mmm, good! When it's peaceful like this,
it's hard for a mercenary to get work. Don't have a job, so all
I do is drink... Maybe I should quit the mercenary business.
Old man: There's a village named Mezar on that solitary
island to the east. There's a boy there that will give you a
carpet that flies in the sky... For free! I asked him for one,
but he told me it's too dangerous for old folks!
Bartender: Bandits have been around forever. Too much is
being made of the trouble they're causing. You know, there
used to be a time when monsters savagely ate people. Now,
that was something...

Woman outside by well: You don't see them now, but long
ago this place used to be crawling with monsters. Thank God
I was born in peaceful times.
Jessamyn (bunny girl at entrance to well casino): Welcome
to the Grand Lara Casino! To your left is the token counter.
To the right is the prize counter.
Tough guy at slots (Joey): Come on, Lady Luck! I'm broke
and my belly aches with an emptiness only food can satisfy!
Gabo (chat): Yow! Look at him go!
Young man at poker table on the right (Matt): Hmm,
perhaps I should quit. It seems the filthy man who runs this
place won't let me win. Damn it, not yet! One more try!
Dancer: I just love a man who lays it all on the line. Oh, the
pathos!
Bartender at the back bar: You should always just bet as
much as you can and take your best shot!
Maribel (chat): Be careful, HERO. They say things like that
to build your confidence. They get you when you're feeling
bold!
Knight (Marco): I love casinos. You see all kinds of people.
Strong, weak, winners, losers... There are so many different
kinds of people here, it's like we have a little window into
their lives. Perhaps I will write a song about it. If only I
could sing. Sniff!
Young woman at poker table on the left: I knew it. I should
have gone for it and doubled-down!
Man in blue vest: All right! I'm as rich as a Goldman! I
wonder what kind of prize I can get for these tokens?
Gabo (chat): That man has a huge stack of tokens! I wish
he'd give me some!
Bunny girl on the left: Once you turn your gold into tokens,
you can't exchange back. The wise adventurer only uses his
leftover gold for tokens.

Maribel (chat): Quit being a tightfisted miser! A real man
would put all his money on the table!
Warrior (Emilio): Hmm. Right or left? Which will it be? This
is it!
Tough guy at Lucky Panel table (Coche): This blasted game
is too tough for me. I never win!

Dharma Temple
Maribel (chat): Things are different now. The man became
the High Priest.
Gabo (chat): No way, HERO! If I change jobs, I'm going to
be the High Priest!
Knight at entrance on the left: Welcome to Dharma Temple!
The Chief Priest is in the central sanctuary.
Knight on the right: This is the Dharma Temple, the place
where every one of life's departures are blessed.
Lady: I have no idea if it's true, but according to the legend,
'When the Jewel is presented to the Sun at the point where
Earth and Sky meet, the mighty Hero will be resurrected.'
Who could've been this Hero? I cannot help thinking about it.
Cleric in back garden: I want to become a Jester, but I
can't find a partner! My mom told me you can't survive in
Jesting alone, you've got to find a partner or form a troupe!
Fighter in back garden: I heard that the bandits have been
ambushing people to the south. You'd best not venture far to
the south if you value your life!
Maribel (chat): Bandits? So what! They'll learn to dread the
name of Maribel soon enough!
Temple monk in library on second floor: I hear there's a
gang going around trying to attract strong people by
ambushing and robbing poor travelers. The idea's apparently
to get great warriors to come beat them up so they can
entrust the warriors with a strange piece of rock. It sounds

just, but they are no different from bandits because they
attack people regardless.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks up a
book called '100 Class-Change Success Stories'. It's full of
inspirational stories about people sick of their lot, that
turned things around after a visit to Dharma Temple.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks up a
book called 'My Life as a Roughneck'. It's the story of Suifu
and his rise to King of the Bandits.
Scholar: Are you here to change classes? Then let me tell you
this: If you find a spirit of a being, you can bring it here and
assume the class of that being. I cannot say much more than
this.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colon the Adventurer'. Once, while
lost in the mountains, I picked up a small medal. Not thinking
much about it, I deposited it in my pocket.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Hero Hepoko
Chapter 5 – Hero's Adventure
By the King's request, Hero Hepoko went out on a journey to
rescue the Princess from the hands of monsters. Standing at
the mouth of the monster's cave, Hepoko yelled, “Come and
get me, monster!” Hearing his challenge, monsters slowly
crept out of the cave...
--Editor's Note: Due to the author's illness, the anthology
series recounting the adventures of Hero Hepoko has been
cancelled. Thank you for reading.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks up a
book called 'Accepting the Call'. 'My back to the wall, I had
to find a way out of the battle. I said, 'You're a great, brave
warrior. Let me give you this Shard. It's a symbol of
strength passed from one great warrior to the other.' The
great warrior gladly accepted it, and I lived to fight another
day.'

Temple priestess: Have you ever been attacked by the
bandits? (Yes/No)
Temple priestess (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Well, you must
be incredibly lucky, then! Rumor has it they bury their
victims alive!
Maribel (chat): Buried alive? That's worse than being killed!
Temple priestess (if you say ‘No’): Thank goodness for that!
We've had all sorts of problems with them. You'd best take
very good care of yourselves outside the Temple!
Dresser – Silk Robe
Old man: Soon, I tell you! Soon, I'm going to turn into a sexy,
young girl! No luck with the ladies? I'll be fixing that up for
ya! That should give you something to look forward to!
Maribel (chat): What a strange old man. Why would he want
to become a girl?
Young woman: I'm going to be a Thief, but not because I
want to steal. I need the agility to catch those darn
Metabbles!
Traveling merchant (Nurar): I want to go into retail, but I
can't decide where or what kind of shop to open. Isn't there
a town somewhere that would be perfect for a new business?
Gabo (chat in basement): Wow! The downstairs is different
from that of the old Dharma Temple!
Pot/Barrel?? – TinyMedal
Temple monk: Supposedly, there's some kind of battle arena
beyond this wall. I wonder what in the world people used it
for.
Tough guy: Mezar's on an island east of here. You'll need to
go by ship. They've got Flying Carpets there, supposedly.
Knight on the left in armory: We've lost too much to those
bandits to let them go, but we can't just leave Dharma
unguarded to attack them!
Gabo (chat): Hey, they're talking about defeating the
bandits. So the bandits are bad people?

Maribel (chat): This man is extremely weak for a guard of
the High Priest. I suppose this is what happens when there
are less monsters.
Knight on the right in armory: The time is ripe! We must go
and attack the bandits right now! There's no need to worry
about guarding Dharma. No one has penetrated our defenses
in the history of the Guard!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks up a
notebook with a blank cover. It contains detailed personal
evaluations of each and every priest.
Head Priest in room on the right: How deplorable! Your
class is supposed to provide spiritual training, but recently,
everyone wants to be a Shepherd or a Jester. What a sad
state of affairs.
Priest: I am a priest serving the Goddess of Naming,
Nundina. If one of you would like to change names, please tell
me. Does anyone want to change names? (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): Come back anytime you want to
change names. May your present names be blessed.
Pot – 5 gold coins
Treasure chest – LandShard
Dharma High Priest: The bandits have been stirring up
trouble near Dharma lately. Is there no good left in the
world anymore? If only the valorous knights of the ancient
legends were around. Oh, but I'm sure you don't care about
that! {class-change talk}

Field South of Dharma Temple
Maribel (chat): HERO! That guy looks hurt! Check if he's all
right!
Observation about priest: They don't answer when you call
to them, but it is unlikely that they are dead.

Maribel (chat): He was just sleeping? Servants of God
shouldn't be scaring people like that.
Gabo (chat): Huh? Why is that priest playing dead?
Priest, as you leave: Hey! How can you be so cold? You see
someone lying on the ground, and barely even acknowledge
him before heading on your way. If I really had been sick, I
surely would have died. And it would have been your fault.
Can you really live with yourself? (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): Ah, so you repent. Then
leave something valuable here, and get lost. If you're
quick about it, I'll let you live... But you don't look like
the type to do as you're told.
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): Why, how irresponsible of you. In
the name of God, I will teach you to have respect for life.
Unfortunately, I use the blade and my fists to impart my
sermons. Not for free, of course... I'll be collecting
contributions when I'm done.
Priest (continued, either way): {He looks around.} All right,
come on out, you bums! It looks like we have our first prey in
a long while on our hands! {A tough guy, soldier, and
epong/hork/zombie approach.}
Gabo (battle chat): Damn, these guys stink! I'm so
distracted, I don't know if I'll be able to concentrate on the
fight!
Maribel (chat): For a bunch of mountain bandits, you guys
are pretty brazen to pick a fight with Maribel and her
friends.
Tough guy (after battle): I don't relish the thought of
returning to the boss empty-handed, but it looks like we've
met our match. Okay, men! Stay your weapons and head for
the hideout! {The others leave.} Hey! Don't leave me behind!
Gabo (chat): So those were the bandits. They smelled worse
than my breath.

Maribel (chat): So, the infamous bandits just couldn't handle
my strength, could they?
Tough guy (if you leave the field to the north and then
come back): Ack! It's you again! We're no match for you!
Maribel (chat): Playing dead to attract passing travelers— is
that the game? It's one of the better ideas the bandits have
come up with, really.

Bandits’ Cave
Sailor at cave entrance (as you approach): Can you tell me
how to get to Dharma?
Tough guy (continued): Go to hell!
Sailor (continued): Okay, come on in.
Maribel (chat): Stop it! There's no way I'm getting into that
dirty hole.
Gabo (chat): They're so stupid.
Soldier: I hate guard duty. Hey, is my watch over yet?
Sailor: Which way is it to Dharma?
Soldier (continued): Hey, wait a minute! Are these guys in our
gang?
Sailor (continued): Well, if they are, then they'll know the
password, right? So, which way is it to Dharma?
Sailor (if you say ‘To the north.’ or ‘How’d I know?’):
Wrong! Who are you? Don't tell me you just stumbled on our
hideout by accident. Well, we'll have to do something about
this, won't we?
Soldier (continued): Everyody Everybody out! Intruders!
Intruders!

Field South of Dharma Temple

Voice (continued): Don't worry, we have no intention of
killing you. But, as bandits, we have to do things a certain
way. [HERO has been buried alive!]
Maribel (chat): Somebody do something this instant! My
clothes are muddy! HERO, we have to storm the bandit
hideout!
Gabo (chat): Cough, cough! This dirt and sand in my mouth
tastes awful.

Bandits’ Cave
Soldier: Hey! Haven't I seen you guys somewhere before?
Did I bury you once, maybe? Oh well.
Sailor: Which way is it to Dharma?
Soldier (continued): Hey, hold it! I'm sure I met you
somewhere before.
Sailor (continued): Oh, who cares? We'll know who he is if he
knows the password! So, which way is it to Dharma?
Sailor (if you say ‘Go to hell!’): Okay, you may pass!
Maribel (chat): Now that we've answered, it's probably best
to just go in before they get suspicious.
Gabo (chat): I can't agree with that. Come on, Dharma is to
the north. Go to hell? Why's that the answer?
Sailor (again): Be sure to report to the boss once you come
back, okay?
Soldier: So you're a bandit? Wow! You guys look too nice to
be hanging out with people like us.
Sailor (if you leave the cave area and come back): Oh, it's
you guys! You may pass. {He moves out of the way.} What?
The password? Oh, don't worry, I know you guys!
Gabo (chat): We got let in without a password! That's really
special, right? I feel important!

Maribel (chat, inside cave): Disgusting! Is it just me, or is
the air in here really rotten?
Maribel (chat): This wretched air is slowly seeping into my
delicate body.
Gabo (chat): Ugh! I think I'm dying, HERO! I can't wait to
breathe some fresh air!
Tough guy at entrance: I'm sorry, but I could have sworn
that I'd never seen you around here before. Maybe I'm
getting as stupid as Epong.
Man in blue vest: Ever since the boss got hold of that
Shard, he can't stop going on about that Demon Lord.
Gabo (chat): How about giving us the Shard?
Maribel (chat): Did you hear, HERO? The leader is supposed
to have the Shard.
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.
Sailor: Ha ha ha! I just love burying people. It's a lot more
fun than stealing boring old money!
Dresser – Clothes
Epong (in kitchen): Are you new? I'm Epong. I
make the food around here. You guys do the bandit
work, and leave the cooking up to me!
Gabo (chat): It's not just his name. His speech is funny too!
Maribel (chat): Did you hear that, HERO? Epong! What a
name! Ha ha ha! I can't breathe! I'm going to die laughing!
Fighter: If we keep this up any longer, we run the risk of
attracting the attention of Dharma's soldiers. Even so, the
boss urges us to continue until someone tougher shows up.
Maribel (chat): Keep making a racket until someone stronger
shows up? These bandits are idiots!
Priest: I can't believe the boss is so enraptured by that old
warrior's tale. Why's he getting so worked up over some

dumb old rock? We're bandits! We can't go around worrying
about the Demon Lord!
Hooded figure: I'm fed up with that moron Epong! No matter
how many times you show him, he always gets things wrong! I
wouldn't be surprised if his head was full of air!
Maribel (chat): Gabo is much better behaved than Epong.
Gabo (continued): Awrooo! I'm so happy! That's the first
time Maribel has ever given me a compliment!
Barrel – Dung
Dresser – Bandit Key
BanditWig: What? Are you looking for our leader? (Yes/No)
BanditWig (if you say ‘No’): Don't mess with me!
You're no bandit! What the hell do you think you're
doing in my hideout?! I don't know who you are, but
I'll make you pay!
BanditWig (if you say ‘Yes’): I may be small and innocuous
looking, but I am the boss here. Do you think you can handle
me? Come get some.
Gabo (battle chat): I don't really feel much like fighting. I
think we'd all get along, if we just talked things out with the
boss a bit.
Maribel (battle chat): That idiot can't be the mountain
bandits' leader. There must be someone else pulling the
strings!
BanditWig (after battle): Hold on! You're tough, I'll grant
you that. Just hear me out, okay? (Yes/No)
BanditWig (if you say ‘No’): Oh, come on! Be nice! (Yes/No)
BanditWig (when you say ‘Yes’): All right. First, let me give
you this Shard. [HERO has obtained the LandShard!] I've
been waiting for someone like you for some time. Tradition
mandates that this Shard be passed on to someone more
powerful than the holder. I don't know who began this rite,
but I believe it exists as a means of alerting people to the
dangers lurking in the world. I believe that the Demon Lord is

not completely destroyed. This might sound like some
malicious delusion, but keep it in mind. Now please, take this
Shard, and use it as you see fit.
Maribel (chat): Getting the Shard made enduring the
horrible smell worthwhile. I hope you fully appreciate my
strength of endurance.
Gabo (chat): Epong, eh? That's a name I'll remember until
the day I die.
Maribel (chat): Ew, gross! This entire hideout reeks! It's the
horrible stench of man sweat!
BanditWig (again): Whew! Now I can finally go back to
thieving in peace.
Gabo (chat): Something is very wrong! We come here to
destroy the evil bandits. The way their leader is talking, it's
obvious that there is no other way they'll give up the bandit
life.
Maribel (chat): Bandits led by that moron find disaster
without any help from us.
Fighter: You got the Shard? So you were the guys the boss
was looking for! Now we can finally stop attacking travelers in
the pass!
Maribel (chat): I feel bad for their victims, but thanks to
those bandits, we don't have to search for the Shard
anymore.
Priest: Hopefully the boss will go back to normal now. We
better just hide out here until all this trouble blows over.
Epong: Everyone keeps complaining about my food. Don't they
know how much trouble I go through for them? I'll get my
revenge and spit in the soup pot tonight! Hockkkk! Ptoo!
Maribel (chat): Did you see that? They spit into the kettle.
I'd rather die than eat that food.
Man in blue vest: Plundering to attract new recruits is too
risky. What if someone gets serious about catching us?
Treasure chest – Iron Spear

Treasure chest – Iron Shield
Pot – TinyMedal
Sailor: We found a great warrior, so it looks like we're done
looting for now. Shoot! I wanted to bury just a few more
people.
Tough guy: We get all kinds of people coming through here. I
just can't remember them all! Sorry, what's your name?

Dharma Temple
Temple priestess on second floor: You defeated the bandit
leader? So we're finally free of the bandits, right? So you
defeated the leader, but the group's still around? Oh, how
terrible! Why didn't you defeat all of them?
Gabo (chat): We should leave those bandits alone. They said
they would never kill anyone.
Maribel (chat): I feel bad being so hard on those bandits
after they gave us the Shard.
Knight in armory in basement: So you managed to make
peace with the bandits, eh? Well, how do you know they won't
start robbing us again?
Knight on the right: What! You beat the bandit leader? Why
didn't you tell me? I wanted to help, too!
Maribel (chat): Pathetic. The temple guards in this age are
all talk. If they really want to make a name for themselves,
they should infiltrate the bandits' hideout.

Dharma Inn
Gentleman: There's been no sign of the bandits, as of late.
Perhaps, the rumor of the bandit leader's defeat at the
hands of a party of great warriors were was true, after all.

Maribel (chat): This is it, HERO. Tell these people it was the
beautiful Maribel that taught those bandits a lesson!
Dancer: People say the bandits have curtailed their
chicanery, as of late. This may be the best time to head for
Dharma Temple. I think I'll just wait a while to switch
classes, though. I'm in no hurry to change my lot in life.
Mage in basement pub: What strange bandits they are,
burying people alive and then stealing their money. I've heard
that sometimes they don't even steal the money. They just
bury people alive and leave!

Mezar

Nicola

the Family’s Maid

Maribel (chat): Unbelievable. This town is such a dump!
Gabo (chat): What a nice, quiet village.
Scholar at entrance: Welcome to Mezar, home of the
soldiers of God. These were brave men who fought in the
battle against the Demon Lord.
Maribel (chat): Do you think his ancestors really fought the
Demon Lord? If that was true, then how come there aren't
any warriors or fighters here?
Gabo (chat): If I meet the Demon Lord, I want to have a
contest to see who's strongest!
Young woman on west side of town: Nicola has a flying
carpet among his many treasures. But he keeps giving it away
to passing adventurers.
Gabo (chat): Riding through the air on that carpet must be
an incredible experience!
Maid in house on the hill: Are you visiting Nicola? (Yes/No)

Maid (if you say ‘No’): This is the mansion of Nicola. He's
descended from knights, and is the richest man in town.
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm sorry, Nicola went out. He said
he was going to get alcohol. I think he went to a bar.
Maribel (chat): This house is a bit nicer than the other ones,
isn't it?
Gabo (chat): That maid's a cutie! I'll take her over Maribel
any day!
Maribel (continued): For God's sake, Gabo! Keep it down!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picks up a
book entitled 'Riddle of the Lost City' 'Hundreds of lives
were lost when the city sank into the sea. Although many
believe that the Merm Moon was lost in the disaster, some
contend that it still exists, hidden away somewhere. The
precious treasure Merm Moon must be shining somewhere
even now.'
Dresser – Traveler Clothes
Young Dejan woman: Legend tells us of God's greatest Hero,
sealed away somewhere. I guess he's still sleeping
somewhere, waiting for us.
Maribel (chat): Even if you do revive the ancient hero, I
don't think anyone would appreciate it around here! If there
were monsters or some other kind of danger, then maybe
you'd have an audience.
Man in brown vest by well: According to legend, before his
final defeat, God sealed the Hero away from the Demon
Lord. Perhaps God, realizing his fate, decided to entrust our
future in the hands of this heroic warrior.
On the ground – LandShard
Man in blue vest in house near well: In this treasury lies
the legacy of our ancestors. It's been watched over by
Nicola's family for generations.
Barrel – 6 gold coins

Woman: I got Nicola's father to let me ride on the carpet
long ago. I'll never forget that day. It was so exhilarating!
I'd love to try it again sometime.
Observation (on second floor): HERO checked the
bookshelf. HERO picks up a book entitled 'The Protectors of
God.' 'God was defended in battle by a legion of heroes.
However, one by one, the brave warriors fell. Only one
survived. His fate is unknown.'
Cat: Meow! Meow!
Pot – 7 gold coins
Dejan man: I heard that Nicola's ancestors were great
fighters. They fought with the Great Hero against the
Demon Lord, after all.
Little girl near inn: My ancestors used to travel in a flying
fane. But it fell to the ground when the power of the
BlissRock waned. The survivors took the crash site and built
this town from it!
Dresser – Pirate Clothes
Tough guy on second floor of inn: The Demon Lord may have
defeated God in battle long ago, but he, too, disappeared
after sealing the world in darkness.
Old man: We tell our children stories for a reason. We do it
so that the wars of the past won't descend into obscurity!
Dancer (Elena, outside church): I'm Elena. Looks like I made
a big mistake coming to this place! I really wanted to dance in
a bigger, livelier town. [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Elena (if you say ‘No’): When will I ever be able to dance on
a stage?
Nun near church: Protecting the BlissRock was the sworn
duty of our ancestors, the soldiers of God. To escape the
Demon Lord, they embedded the BlissRock within a fane,
making it airborne. But the Demon Lord knocked it out of the

sky, and I heard some of the soldiers became wandering
tribesmen.
Old woman in church: It's being used as a temple now, but
this building is actually Nicola's storehouse. He graciously let
us use part of it for the worship.
Tough guy in pub (as you approach): Why do we need a hero
now, Nicola? We ain't at war or anything!
Bard (Nicola, continued): I told you, it's not about that! The
Great Hero exists to give us all hope for the future. Don't
you think that we'll be able to achieve true peace with the
Hero on our side? We'll finally be able to achieve true peace?
Tough guy (continued): I don't think so. The world couldn't
possibly get more peaceful. There's not a person in this
village that believes what you say! No wonder you can't get
anyone to search for that Hero! Even for the Carpet!
Nicola (continued): ... {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Come now, are you hearing this? Does it not
make you explode in riotous laughter? Why must he keep
prattling on about God and the Demon Lord?
Gabo (chat): Uh oh! The poet went running out with a really
angry look on his face!
Tough guy (again): I just don't understand why Nicola is
obsessed with that fairy tale. From his talk, you'd think we
were at war with the entire world!
Woman behind bar: Why doesn't Nicola just go look for the
Great Hero himself? No one's stopping him anymore. His
father's been dead for years.
Maid in mansion kitchen: Nicola's been depressed for
several days now. He misses all the adventurers that used to
pass through his mansion.
Nicola: What, what? I'm too busy worrying about the Great
Hero to... {He notices you.} Huh? Hey, you! Are you
adventurers? (Yes/No)

Nicola (if you say ‘No’): Oh, quit lying! I can tell
right off!
Nicola (if you say ‘Yes’): Aha! I knew it.
Nicola (continued, either way): If you are adventurers, then
I've got a favor to ask of you. Please, follow me.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! We've got to run after that poet!
He might give us something!
Maribel (chat): What is this garbage? That poet must be
insane! Let's forget about him and get out of this rubbish
heap of a town.
Maid: What? Nicola asked you to meet with him? Sigh... Here
we go again.
Nicola (as you approach him outside): This way, everyone!
Please, hurry!
Maribel (chat): Oh dear! He's way too happy. I wish he'd
calm down! Nobody in town must pay very much attention to
him except for us.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what the poet's going to give us. I
can't wait!
Maribel (chat, in underground tunnel): Oh dear. He's way
too happy. Just calm down! No one must pay attention to him
except for us passing travelers.
Nicola on second floor of church: I've asked you here to
discuss the Great Hero. I'm sure you've heard the story of
God's strongest warrior, who He sealed away prior to His
defeat at the hands of the Demon Lord. Even now, the Hero
patiently awaits the day when he will be revived to fight the
Demon Lord. Many believe that the time of his revival will not
occur during their lifetimes. As a descendant of one of God's
warriors, however, I must awaken him! Please, find and revive
the Great Hero. He is our only hope. You can use this Carpet
to fly anywhere in the world. I know it will be useful. Take it!
(Yes/No)

Nicola (if you say ‘No’): What? But why? This is such a
great opportunity for you too. In my wildest dreams, I never
imagined anyone could turn me down!
Gabo (chat): HERO! I want to try riding the magic carpet
too! It's not like we're tricking him. Just do what the poet
guy says and then get the carpet!
Nicola (again): Ride on the Carpet and awaken the Hero once
more! (Yes/No)
Nicola (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Nicola (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you very much! Here's the
Carpet!
Maid (continued): Nicola, no! {She comes into the room.} You
can't just give that away! That's a family heirloom!
Nicola (continued): Don't interrupt me! I've finally found a
group worthy to of using it!
Maid (continued): Oh, just like all the others, huh?
Nicola (continued): Oh, be quiet! I want to believe in them!
Here, adventurers, please take my carpet. [HERO got the
Carpet!] I'm counting on you. Please revive the Great Hero!
{He and the maid leave.}
Gabo (chat): Yeah, HERO! Let's jump on the carpet right
now!
Maribel (chat): Wasn't the carpet one of Nicola's prized
treasures? And we got it for nothing! Smooth going, hero!
Treasure chest – LifeRock
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Pot – Repellent
Barrel – Herb
Treasure chest – Healer
Command: Item – Carpet – Use
HERO unfolded the Carpet. There's not enough room here.
Dejan man: So you're the next lucky recipients of the
Carpet, eh? Why is Nicola giving that away? That's a
precious heirloom!

Woman in pub: I've never heard of anyone flying with that
carpet. You don't think you can pull it off, do you? (Yes/No)
Woman (either way): Well, the only way to find out is to try
outside the village.
Tough guy on west side of town: So Nicola's given away the
Carpet again, eh? Well, don't get your hopes up too high.
Nicola (in his house): What? You haven't tried out the
Carpet yet? What're you waiting for? Head out of town and
give it a try!
Maid: You haven't tried using the Carpet outside yet, have
you? Listen, travelers. Nicola doesn't mean any harm. So no
matter what happens, don't get angry at him.
Command outside town: Item – Carpet – Use
HERO unfolded the Carpet. Despite your efforts, the carpet
will not fly.
Maribel, as soon as you enter Mezar again: Nicola, you
bastard! Make fools out of us, will you?! I say we sell his
stupid carpet to the shop in town! That way at least we'll
make some money off that moron!
Dejan man: You couldn't get the Carpet to take off? Too
bad. Don't tell this to anyone, but the same thing happened
before. The travelers got mad and threw the Carpet in
Nicola's face.
Woman in pub: I don't think Nicola is trying to trick anyone.
Please don't blame Nicola just because you couldn't ride the
Carpet.
Tough guy: That Carpet is virtually an antique by now, right?
Maybe it's lost its magic power after all this time.
Young woman: Nicola's father was a very strict man. He's
dead now, though.

Maid in Nicola’s house: So you tried to ride the carpet? I
can understand why you might be angry. But please don't do
anything to Nicola. It's not his fault.
Nicola: How was it? Were you able to use the Carpet? Were
you able to fly? (Yes/No)
Nicola (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Fantastic! It was real!
Everyone who has tried it has complained that it was a fake.
Some even secretly sold it to the item shop. Congratulations!
You are the adventurers who must now revive the Great
Hero!
Maribel (chat): You there! That fool carpet of yours didn't
work! If you knew this, why did you choose to deceive us?
You're a man, aren't you? If you were, you'd show that
Nicola that you mean business!
Nicola (if you say ‘No’): You couldn't fly? Oh well. I suppose
there isn't any point in you having it, then. I'd like my Carpet
back, please. [Nicola takes the Carpet out of HERO's hands.]
Just to set the record straight, I wasn't trying to trick you
or anything. That carpet's real. It's just that no one knows
how to use it. {He leaves.}
Maid (again): Nicola may be slow, but he must have noticed
by now. I wonder why his father ordered me to do this?
Maid (after you leave the house): Wait! Please! Don't blame
Nicola for all of this. He didn't intend to deceive you when he
gave you the Carpet. Most people yell at him after this
happens. Why can't he just forget this Great Hero nonsense?
People would stop calling him a liar. He's probably sobbing
again in the treasury. Could you go and see him? He would yell
at me if I checked on him. He's gloomier than usual. I'm
worried.
Maribel (chat): Seriously, why do I even bother with you?
Who care's if you hurt the poet's feelings? That's not our
problem!

Gabo (chat): That maid seemed awfully concerned about the
poet.
Maid, in the house, again: Could you go and see how Nicola
is doing for me? I think he's in the treasury now. I
appreciate it!
Nicola (as you enter his treasury): I don't understand! Why
does everyone call this carpet a fake? I wish I could just go
out and search for the Hero myself. Come to think of it, my
father's gone. He can't stop me anymore! ... Oh, but I can't
break my promise! I swore to him before he died that I'd
never leave the village!
Nicola (again): What do you want? I don't have anything else
for you. Let me make one thing clear. I didn't mean to
deceive you. The Carpet didn't choose you. That's all.
Gabo (chat): You mean you think that Nicola tried to fool us?
Maribel (chat): I'd rather die than become a maid! There's
no way I could stand working for someone dumber than me.
Maid in Nicola’s house (again): Nicola is still going on about
that promise? Thank you for telling me, travelers. You've
been so kind, even after Nicola failed you. I must tell you the
truth. That Carpet is a fake. I've hidden the real one at his
father's request. I wanted to tell him the truth, but I know
he won't give up his quest for the Hero if he has it. I would
like to give the real carpet to you. If only you bring me the
treasure of the Merm Moon. There is a legend of a
submerged city somewhere nearby. A city containing a
beautiful jewel known as the Merm Moon. When you prove
your mettle as adventurers by showing me the Merm Moon I
will give you the real Carpet. [Show something to the maid?
(Yes/No)]
Maid (if you say ‘No’): [conversation ends]
Maribel (chat): You're testing us, aren't you? Well, fine.
We'll take your challenge!

Gabo (chat): No way! Are you saying that the carpet the poet
has is a fake?
Maid (again): Legend says that a jewel known as Merm Moon
can be found in a sunken city. Show me the Merm Moon and I
will recognize you as true adventurers and give you the
carpet. [Show something to the maid? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [common item] to maid.
Maid (continued): I don't care about that! Even I have seen
[Item] before. What do you think I am, blind? I want to see
the Merm Moon! [Show the maid something else? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [important item] to
maid.
Maid (continued): Impressive. But I don't care about that! I
want the Merm Moon! It shouldn't be hard to find for a real
adventurer! [Show the maid something else? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [weapon] to maid.
Maid (continued): Agh! Put that thing away! You can't
threaten me with that! I'm not budging! [Show the maid
something else? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [shield] to maid.
Maid (continued): A shield? Why are you showing me that?
I'm looking for the Merm Moon. If you have time to waste to
do such thing, please look for it soon. [Show the maid
something else? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [armor] to maid.
Maid (continued): Armor? Why are you showing me that? I'm
looking for the Merm Moon. If you have time to waste to do
such thing, please look for it soon. [Show the maid something
else? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the [helmet] to maid.
Maid (continued): A helmet? Why are you showing me that?
I'm looking for the Merm Moon. If you have time to waste to
do such thing, please look for it soon. [Show the maid
something else? (Yes/No)]

(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the Dung to maid.
Maid (continued): Ugh! What's that smell? Aaaagh! What're
you carrying that around for? I refuse to put up with this!
Get out of here! [Show the maid something else? (Yes/No)]

Falrish
Treasure chest – 210 gold coins

Mountain Path
Treasure chest – Life Acorn

CHAPTER 10

The Dragon of the Desert

Hadeed

Chief Zarathustra

Archaeologist Queen Fedel

Dune Desert
Gabo (chat): Ouch! I got something in my eye! I can't talk
now, HERO! Ouuuuuch!
Maribel (chat): I'm hot and I'm tired! HERO, you're a man,
so how about carrying my stuff for me?
Gabo (chat): It's so big! It's incredible!
Maribel (chat): Sand! Nothing but sand! If we hang around
here, we're going to dry up and die!

Dune Village
Young desert man (as you enter village): Stop! Who goes
there? Monsters cannot come near the village. Are you
travelers? (Yes/No)
Young desert man (either way): In either case, I cannot
allow any strangers inside. Now leave! {You automatically
leave.}

Nila River

Maribel (chat): Ugh! What dirty water. And this raging
current! I don't think we can cross it or swim in it.
Gabo (chat): Is this the sea, or a river? This is incredible!

Dune Palace
Maribel (chat): I'm scared, HERO. Let's get out of here!
Gabo (chat): What a huge building! I don't think I could
reach the top even if HERO carried me on his back!
Maribel (chat): This place is huge, but there isn't a soul
here. Don't tell me they're all dead!
Gabo (chat): It's so quiet. Nobody lives here? What a waste
of all this space!
Observation about door on the left: The door is locked!
Gabo (chat, inside palace): There are broken things
everywhere. Did they have a fight or something?
Maribel (chat, inside palace): This place has been
completely devastated!
Gabo (chat, B1): Is everybody dead? Who could have done
this?
Gabo (chat, B1): The smell of blood and monsters is
everywhere. Be careful, HERO!
Maribel (chat, B1): Everything's broken and covered with
blood. What happened here?
Maribel (chat, B1): Was this the castle? I wonder what
happened to all the people inside.
Dresser – Silk Robe
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Legendary
Heroes' 'Throughout time, many great heroes have fought
against the evils of this world. The strongest, bravest, and
wisest of them all was the legendary Melvin.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
a book called 'The Great Spirits'. 'The Terra Spirit's power
protects all living things. His benevolent force is constantly

watching over us. May no one ever forget the debt we owe to
him!'
Gabo (chat, B2): It's cold underground even though it's
outrageously hot up there. It's kind of spooky.
Maribel (chat, B2): Hey, HERO! Quit bringing us to such
spooky places!
Observation: HERO read the inscription on the stone
monument. 'Those who live must be strong. Those who are
strong should also be kind. Live long, kind souls. Those who
live long should obtain knowledge. Those who use their
knowledge wisely will follow the correct path. Eventually,
death shall overcome all who live. Follow the correct path to
gracefully rest in peace when the time comes.'
Maribel (chat): What's this nonsense he's saying? I live life
the way I want to, no matter what other people say.
Gabo (chat): Resurrection? That means to be born again,
right? That's difficult to understand.
Observation about skulls: A set of ravaged bones lies here,
covered in dirt and mud.
Gabo (chat): The bones are all beat up. Were the people of
this castle killed by some bad guy?
Maribel (chat): This place is filled with dead bodies! Why did
you bring us here?
Hadeed: What are you doing here? At least you're not
monsters. Who are you? You travelers? Can you understand
what I'm saying? (Yes/No)
Hadeed (either way): This palace is nothing but a graveyard.
A graveyard for those abandoned by the Queen! If you're
looking for a village, there's one to the east. Tell them
Hadeed sent you. Now move it! {He starts to leave.} Why did
the Queen run away?
Maribel (chat): Queen? This country's governed by a lady?
Nobody seems to like her, so she must be an awful woman!

Gabo (chat): He must be the monster that did all those
horrible things to the castle! Grrr!
Maribel (chat): Grrr! He makes me so furious! Rob the
graves? He's got to be kidding!
Gabo (chat): I could tell by his smell that he was as strong as
HERO! If we see him again somewhere, why don't we fight
him to see who's stronger, HERO?
Maribel (chat): The village is east of here. Let's go right
away!
Gabo (chat): A village? I want to go!

Dune Village
Desert man (as you enter village): {He’s lying on the ground
and gets up.} We can't... We can't just sit here!
Young desert man (continued): Wait! You can't leave the
village in your condition! {The desert man limps out of the
village.}
Desert man (continued): Oh, my Queen... I'd give my life to
save you.
Young desert man (continued): ... Hmm? Who are you?
What? You heard about this village from Hadeed? All right.
If you want to rest here, go talk to the village Chief.
Maribel (chat): That infuriating guy we met at the castle
must live in this village. Well, I have no interest in ever
seeing him again!
Gabo (chat): What a huge pot! It's so big I bet we could all
fit in it!
Maribel (chat): There are only old people here. What a
boring place.
Young desert man (again): You can relax here. This village is
safe! See that pot in the center of town? The magical power
inside is what keeps monsters away from here. Because of

the pot, even this village of women and the elderly is
protected. The Terra Spirit continues to look after us.
Maribel (chat): A pot like that? That's hard to believe!
Gabo (chat): Only women and the elderly are left? So
where'd everyone else disappear to?
Cat on the right: Reeyaow...
Young desert woman in first hut on the right: Ohhh, God,
please help me... Why did everyone have to... oh, God...
Pot – TinyMedal
Old man in front of hut on the right: We can't catch any
fish, what with the Nila as treacherous as it is! We've stored
what little food that we have left here. No one's allowed
inside without the Chief's permission!
Old man (if you try to open the door): What are you doing
here? Go away! No trespassers allowed!
Desert shaman near large pot: Hmm... I sense that you are
looking for something... Don't tell me! Hmm... You seek help
from me, no? {church talk}
Observation: HERO examined the pot! HERO felt a strange
force exuding from inside...
Tough guy in first hut on the left: Geez, I'm lucky! If it
wasn't for this bum leg of mine, I'd be working like a lowly
DarkDwarf for the monsters!
Pot – Defense seed
Old man near hut on the left: Look how dark the sky is! The
sun has not shined for days. God must be punishing us for not
standing up against the monsters to save the Queen and the
palace!
Gabo (chat): Those monsters have been causing trouble here,
too! It's unforgivable, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Looks like this place got sealed off, too. But
I knew that right from the beginning.
Gabo (chat): So the monsters got to everyone at the castle?
Grraw!

Pot – 7 gold coins
Young desert woman near pond: The Queen is almost
certainly dead, and all the men are slaves to the monsters.
Why have God and the Terra Spirit forsaken us in our time
of need?
Maribel (chat): If men are forced into building a statue,
they should still be alive. Where is this monster statue?
Young desert woman in chief’s hut: The village chief,
Zarathustra, is over there.
Maribel (chat): Zarathustra? What a weird name. But
HERO's name surpasses it in weirdness, however. What's
that look for? It was a compliment!
Gabo (chat): I see the Chief! Let's go, HERO!
Pot – Antidote
Observation: A mystical-looking statue stands here.
Chief Zarathustra (old desert man): Travelers? Oh, my. You
have been sent here from the palace? Cough! Cough! You must
excuse me. I haven't been well lately. Actually, I guess I'm
lucky enough to be alive. Anyway, there are still monsters in
the palace, and in this condition, I'm afraid there's nothing
that I can do about it. You must be tired. Why don't you
spend the night here? You can use my son's room on the
second floor.
Maribel (chat): I'm very worn out! They are letting us stay
for free, so we should gladly take them up on it.
Gabo (chat): At last, we can finally rest! Let's go to the
second floor, HERO!
Young desert woman: You're free to use the first room
upstairs. I'm worried about the future chief. He still hasn't
returned.
Young desert woman (after she moves out of the way):
You're free to use the first room upstairs. I'm worried about
the Chief's son. He still hasn't returned. What in the world
could be keeping him?

Observation on second floor: There is a bed. Rest here?
(No)
Old woman on top floor: Yawn... Zzzzz... {She suddenly
wakes up.} Hadeed! {She looks around and notices the party.}
Oh, dear... I'm sorry! Welcome! I must have fallen asleep
again. I was dreaming about my son.
Old woman (again): My son, Hadeed, has been gone for days
now. He was the only young man not taken by the monsters.
Where in the world could he have gone?
Gabo (chat): I'm beat. Let's rest, HERO.
Maribel (chat): So you're saying that the son of this family
is a bum just like Kiefer? I wonder if he's doing all right. No,
I'm not saying I miss him!
Observation on second floor: There is a bed. Rest here?
(Yes)
Young desert woman (the next morning, continued): Good
morning! The Chief wishes to speak with you. He is waiting
below.
Chief Zarathustra (as you climb down the stairs): So,
you're up.
Chief Zarathustra (if you try to leave): There's something
I'd like to talk to you about, actually. Would you mind coming
over here?
Chief Zarathustra (when you speak to him): Did you sleep
well, travelers? Hmmm... As I'm sure you know, our desert is
currently besieged by monsters. They have overtaken the
Sphinx we've been building and ordered us to rebuild it as a
statue of the Demon Lord. If we refused to cooperate, they
vowed to kill us all. Not only that, but they have also
demanded that we sacrifice a young girl every year, in honor
of this Evil Statue! The Queen went in place of a sacrifice...
and hasn't come back. Soon after her departure, the desert
fell into this eternal night. Now, I hear that monsters are
looting corpses in the palace. Unfortunately, there is no one

left who is strong enough to rise up against them. I'm afraid
there's little we can do, anymore. Whatever you do, though,
stay clear of the palace!
Gabo (chat): That Demon Lord is such a coward! He scares
people into doing what he says. I don't know how strong he is,
but I hate that Demon Lord!
Maribel (chat): Is the Queen really worth saving? I suppose
that she is somehow connected to the seal.
Chief Zarathustra (again): The Queen is missing, the palace
is in ruins, and there's nothing we can do about the monsters
anymore. I'm sorry to say this, but I think it would be best
for you to leave the desert. And don't even consider
venturing toward the palace.
Young desert woman (upstairs): Oh, by the way, you're
welcome to use this room as you please. We have no inn, so
the Chief will let you stay here instead.
Maribel (chat, outside): They're turning the Spirit Statue
into the Evil Statue? Who is this Demon Lord? You mean
there's a monster even stronger than the monsters we've
been fighting? HERO! We've got to brace ourselves! This
sounds really serious!
Gabo (chat, outside): We can't let the old women and men
try to do the impossible. HERO, let's go to the castle! We'll
trample those monsters at the castle into pulp!
Desert shaman: You require my help, yes, travelers? {church
talk}

Nila River
Gabo (chat): HERO let's hurry up and go to the castle! We'll
flatten those monsters in the castle if it's the last thing we
do!
Maribel (chat): Those castle monsters can't be too tough.
But just in case, get ready to risk your life to save me, okay?

Dune Palace
Gabo (chat): The smell of monsters is even stronger than
yesterday. Tread carefully. Perhaps we can flush them out.
Maribel (chat): I sense something evil. Be careful, HERO!
Maribel (chat, B1): If something really dangerous happens,
I'm leaving. Since you're a man, you've got to keep fighting
until I can escape safely.
Gabo (chat, B1): If we follow those footprints, we might
catch a monster! Then we will destroy it!
BoneRider (as you go down stairs): Oh, my! Is that a live
human I smell?
Maribel (chat): That's the bad guy! HERO, try to get at least
a few good moves in!
Gabo (chat): We found him, HERO! Let's get him!
BoneRider: What's this? There are still some live ones
around? What a treat! I haven't had any fun in a long time!
Hadeed (continued): I've finally found you, grave robber!
Isn't killing off my people enough for you? Now I find you
dancing on their bones in contempt! {He notices the party.}
It's you! What're you doing here? I told you to stay away!
BoneRider (continued): Oh, what joy! Another playmate!
Come on! There's room for everyone here!
Hadeed (continued): This is my fight! Don't get in my way!
Hadeed (battle chat): I'll never forgive that bastard! I'll
kill him if it's the last thing I do!
Maribel (battle chat): Bastard! Disturbing the dead is the
lowest of the low! Let's go, HERO!
Gabo (battle chat): So that's the villain, huh? Okay, HERO!
Let's do it!
BoneRider (after battle): Wait! You wouldn't want to kill
meee!

Hadeed (continued): What's this? Begging for your
miserable life? You'll find no mercy here, I'm afraid.
BoneRider (continued): Heeere! See this necklace? The
Queen gave it to me! I'm her faaavorite! You better show me
some more ressspect!
Hadeed (continued): Are you done? {He steps forward.}
BoneRider (continued): Hey! Wait! You can't!
Hadeed (continued): {He slays the monster and takes the
necklace.} That's from the Royal Family! What? The Queen
gave that to you? {He turns toward the party.} Looks like
you're hurt. I'll take care of that for you. [Hadeed used his
Herbs on the party!] I told you not to come back here! You
idiots! The last thing I need right now is your meddling! Oh
well. Here, I'll escort you back to the village. Follow me. {He
leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Is the Queen a good person or bad person?
What's going on? HERO, do you think she's a good person?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): I thought the Queen
seemed suspicious! There was that thing with the
necklace and all.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): You're too much of an old softy!
Gabo (chat): He was almost as strong as HERO! Heh heh, I'm
no weakling either!
Maribel (chat): So many things are happening at once. I'm
confused. He did kill the monster in the castle, but for some
reason he still makes me mad.
Observation if you try to leave the palace: A terrible
sandstorm is raging across the desert. It's too dangerous to
go outside right now.
Hadeed: We've got a problem. We can't just get up and
leave. Sandstorms this strong will strip the flesh off a
person in seconds. We'll have to wait it out. All right!
Everyone back underground!

Hadeed (on B2): Look! Nobody's going anywhere with that
sandstorm raging outside. I will be forever grateful if you
could assist me in burying my fellow villagers in the meantime.
What're you complaining about now?
{Maribel looks to be resting, while Gabo is lugging skulls and
bones around.}
Gabo (continued): Oof! I gotta be careful with this thing!
{Maribel gets up just as Hadeed and HERO bring in another
skull/body.}
Maribel (continued): Why do I have to do this? I thought
digging was man's work!
Hadeed (continued): Fine. You can help me carry the rotting
corpses instead!
Maribel (continued): All right, all right! I'll do it. Satisfied?
{Later, all the skulls have been cleared off the floor.}
Hadeed (continued): That reminds me. I still haven't asked
you your names, have I?
Maribel (continued): Isn't it a bit late for that? Oh well. My
name's Maribel.
Gabo (continued): I'm Gabo. Nice to meet ya! [HERO told
Hadeed about his journey.]
Hadeed (continued): I see! You've been on quite an
adventure. I had no idea monsters existed in other lands as
well. Alas, I fear the Queen has caused us far more
suffering. She gave that monster her necklace to save her
own life! Not only that, but she abandoned her own people!
Well, that's another story. I'll take the watch so you can get
some rest.
In time, all the bodies were laid to rest.
Afterwards, Hadeed spoke of his kingdom.
Hadeed: The palace you are now standing in was once the
greatest building in our entire kingdom. Then the Queen

tried to rid our land of monsters by erecting a giant statue
of the Terra Spirit to ward them off. When the monsters
found out, the palace was at their mercy, and you can see
what a monster's mercy yields. Damn her! Had she not been
so obsessed with building that blasted Sphinx we might have
stood a chance! Enough with this. The storm is over and the
village awaits my return. Please, I ask that you would join me.
{He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Did the Queen make friends with the monsters?
That's/space/awful!
Maribel (chat): How ironic that building the Spirit Statue
ended up getting this place sealed off! I'd hate to have to
believe Hadeed, but the Queen is suspicious, too. Aargh, I
can't think about it anymore! You deal with it!
Observation: A fresh grave has been dug here.

Dune Desert
Hadeed: You're late, HERO. Oh well. Let's get going back to
the village. {You automatically enter the village.}

Dune Village
Young desert man (as you enter): My God! He's alive...
Hadeed! Hadeed's back, everyone! He's alive!
Young desert man (again): Oh, thank goodness Hadeed is
back! Now I can finally rest easy!
Young desert woman near entrance: I wonder if he found
Tyrannos, and what of my son's fate? He was taken with the
others to slave over the Evil Statue.
Tough guy: I knew Hadeed would come back! I have prepared
equipment and items for when you ride Tyrannos to go and
whip those monsters!

Observation about storehouse hut on the right: The door is
locked. You do not have the correct key.
Old man on the right: Oh... Oh... At last you've returned...
Across the vast desert and down the long Nila.... Too bad you
never found the ancient dragon.
Old man on the left: Hadeed! You made it back alive! You
have a dour look on your face. Did the great Tyrannos not
answer our call?
Young desert woman in northwest corner: Hadeed? Is that
really you? I heard you were horribly mutilated by the
monsters... But you're really back!
Desert shaman: One of our hopes has fallen to dust, and a
new hope now lies in doubt. Hmm... I sense dark forces at
work. {church talk}
Hadeed: Zarathustra! Father! The Great Chief of Dune! Your
son, Hadeed, wishes to speak with you! Where are you,
Father? {He goes inside the chief’s hut.}
Chief Zarathustra (as you enter the chief’s hut): It's been
such a long time. We've been surviving, but barely. The
darkness still reigns over the heavens. To make matters
worse, there is still no word on where the Queen is, and fear
is beginning to spread through the people. You're the only
hope we have. Did you find the ancient dragon? Without
Tyrannos' power, we do not stand a chance against the
monsters.
Hadeed (continued): I have yet to find the ancient dragon,
Tyrannos.
Chief Zarathustra (continued): What?
Hadeed (continued): The monsters that have been
desecrating the palace are no more. These travelers and I
have seen to that.
Chief Zarathustra (continued): Oh, I'm so relieved. Thank
you, travelers.

Hadeed (continued): Look! One of the monsters had this in
its possession. {He takes out the necklace and shows the
chief.}
Chief Zarathustra (continued): That shine... It can't be!
Hadeed (continued): Right! The very symbol of the Royal
Ruler of Dune! The Queen gave it to those monsters to spare
herself! It is clear that she is to blame for all this! If only
we hadn't started construction on that Sphinx...
Chief Zarathustra (continued): Oh...
Gabo (chat): Building a Spirit Statue sounds like a
worthwhile activity if it makes the monsters disappear! It'd
be impossible for old grannies and grandpas to battle the
monsters.
Maribel (chat): I didn't think anybody liked her, but it looks
like she was pretty popular after all.
Maribel (chat): So the necklace was very valuable? We
should've tried to get it!
Gabo (chat): What's a Tyrannos? It sleeps in the Nila? Is it
alive?
Young desert woman on the left: What? That couldn't be!
On the other hand, Hadeed never lies.
Chief (if you try to go upstairs): I know you must be tired,
but please, stay here a little while.
Male in crowd outside chief’s hut: Hey! I can't hear you!
Female (continued): Ow! Quit pushing me!
Observation (continued): The villagers have surrounded the
house. It looks like there's no going through them for now.
Hadeed (back inside): This necklace has been passed down
through generations of rulers. She thought nothing of
relinquishing it, if only to spare herself from being brutally
slaughtered by the monsters! And yet, we call her Queen...
Chief Zarathustra (again): Since ancient times, we have
lived in harmony. The Terra Spirit served as a powerful force

to repel evil. Once construction of the Sphinx was complete,
the monsters should have disappeared.
Old woman (Hadeed’s mother, continued): Wait, Hadeed!
{She climbs down the ladder.}
Hadeed (continued): Mother doesn't look well. Is she ill?
Hadeed’s mother: Calm down Hadeed. Our elderly citizenry
have a hard time walking, much less raising arms against an
invasion of monsters. That is why our beloved Queen set
forth to construct the Sphinx. The people of Dune are tired
of living in fear. I can't believe you could speak ill of... Cough!
Cough!
Young desert woman (continued): Madam!
Hadeed’s mother (continued): True strength, Hadeed, comes
only from kindness. Never forget that. {She and the young
desert woman go upstairs.}
Hadeed (if you try to go upstairs): Where are you going?
Dont' Don't worry about my mother.
Hadeed: I don't care if the Sphinx is supposed to protect
the weak! Even if that's true, the Queen gave away the
kingdom to beg the monsters for mercy. We can no longer
trust her. Don't you agree?
Chief Zarathustra: But, if that monster held the necklace...
What does this say of the Queen's fate? {He examines the
necklace.} Hmm? There's something stuck under the gem. I
can't quite get it out... Grrrr! There it goes! It's a folded
piece of paper! What?
Hadeed (continued): What is it?
Chief Zarathustra (continued): ...
Hadeed (continued): What's that? What does it say?
Chief Zarathustra (continued): {He turns around toward the
statue and prays.} Dear God, please bestow your divine
protection upon the Queen.
Hadeed (continued): Father!

Chief Zarathustra (continued): {He turns back around.} Why
don't you read it?
Gabo (chat): That sure was hidden well! I bet it's a secret
letter. I wonder what it says?
Maribel (chat): What's that paper? HERO, steal it from
Hadeed so we can read it.
Chief Zarathustra (if you try to go upstairs): You'd best
read it as well, travelers... That is, if you'd like to know the
truth!
Male in crowd outside chief’s hut: I can't see a thing!
Female (continued): I said, quit pushing me!
Observation (continued): The villagers have surrounded the
house. It looks like there's no going through them for now.
Hadeed (back inside): What? 'To my beloved people'? Hmph!
What a bunch of Slime dung!
Observation (continued): Hadeed read the letter from the
Queen. 'To my beloved people... Don't worry, for I am fine. I
am sad to report, though, that the Evil Statue has been
completed. The statue is the cause of all the disasters you've
been enduring. I heard the number of monsters has
increased. My prayers are with you, my people. All the men
sent to work here are still alive, for the time being. I fear
that their safety is temporary at best. If we are to have any
chance, I must determine where the statue is vulnerable. If
the Nila calmed once more, escape would not seem like such a
distant hope. I hid this letter inside the necklace and gave it
to a monster. I pray it will reach you safely. Please, remain
ever strong... To my beloved people of Dune. — Queen Fedel'
Hadeed (continued): ... Father, I must leave the village once
again. I vow to find the ancient dragon, Tyrannos, and see the
Queen face to face!
Chief Zarathustra (continued): Go, now. May the Terra
Spirit protect you.

Hadeed (continued): Thank you! {He starts to leave, yelling at
the crowd outside the door.} What? You heard something in
town? Who cares? Get out of my way!
Maribel (chat): I wish he'd calm down and stop yelling like
that all the time!
Gabo (chat): So the Queen was good after all. We should go
save her, too! But how are we going to cross the Nila?
Maribel (chat): I guess the Queen is safe. I don't like him
getting ahead of us. Let's hurry!
Young desert woman on the left: You should quit shouting all
the time, Hadeed. It's bad for you.
Old man on the left: Wa-Hoo! So, the Queen is alive... God is
still with us!
Young desert woman near large pot: Sigh... My son is alive! I
feel so much better!
Tough guy on the right: I can't believe the great Hadeed
could ever have doubted the Queen. But what's past is past!
I just hope he can find the dragon.
Old man on the right: Oh, no! I forgot to guard the
basement. Anyway, I didn't think the Queen would have such
concern for the welfare of her people.
Chief Zarathustra: My son certainly seems to keep himself
busy. I have heard of your part in his efforts at the palace. I
thank you for that. Finally, our brethern can rest in peace.
Let me give you this as a symbol of our gratitude... [HERO
received the DuneCharm!] This charm is a relic of our people.
Show it to the villagers, and I am sure they will help you out.
On behalf of our fallen brothers, I thank you again.
Gabo (chat): Ah, the DuneCharm! What an amazing find! Good
thing we took care of the monsters at the castle!
Maribel (chat): It looks like you've got something really
good. Are you sure we can trust you with it? If you lose it,
you're dead meat!

Chief Zarathustra (again): Show the charm to the villagers,
and they will be glad to help you. On behalf of our fallen
brothers, I thank you again. [Show the DuneCharm?
(Yes/No)]
Chief Zarathustra (if you say ‘Yes’): Let me tell you about
Tyrannos. To reach the Sphinx, one must traverse the waters
of the Nila. However, the river has grown too treacherous to
navigate. That is why we must attempt to enlist the aid of
the mythical dragon, Tyrannos. If it can indeed be found,
someone can ride the awesome beast up the river and save
the Queen. Hadeed is currently searching for the dragon in
the area surrounding the river. This is our best... no... our last
hope.
Gabo (chat): So Tyrannos is somewhere in the river, right?
HERO! Let's go to the Nila River!
Gabo (chat): Amazing! I would love to ride atop that scaly
steed! Hey, HERO! Why don't we go look, too?
Gabo (chat): I could probably swim the length of any river,
but I'm worried about HERO. So let's go find this Tyrannos!
Maribel (chat): Somewhere on the Nila? That's a whole lot
of help!
Chief Zarathustra: To reach the Sphinx, one must traverse
the waters of the Nila. However, the river has grown too
treacherous to navigate. That is why we must attempt to
enlist the aid of the mythical dragon, Tyrannos. If it can
indeed be found, someone can ride the awesome beast up the
river and save the Queen. Hadeed is currently searching for
the dragon in the area surrounding the river. Tyrannos is our
last hope... and also our best one.
Young desert woman upstairs: I'm not sure if it is a good
idea for madam to get up yet. The Chief is deteriorating.
Why won't Hadeed come back home? [Show the DuneCharm?
(Yes/No)]

Young desert woman (if you say ‘Yes’): The DuneCharm!
What can I do for you? Cooking? Laundry?
Maribel (chat): Um, no, thanks.
Gabo (chat): I can climb trees! I can chase things!
Gabo (chat, outside): The DuneCharm. What a great thing to
get! Good thing we took care of the monsters at the castle!
Hadeed’s mother on top floor: Oh, God, please protect my
son! {to HERO} Oh, hello. Thank you for helping out my son
before. [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Hadeed’s mother (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh! My husband gave
you that? I am reminded of an old saying of ours. 'The
strongest of lions is kind to the weakest of its pride... The
eldest of turtles is compassionate to the youngest of its kin.'
Hadeed will soon bear the responsibility of the village Chief.
I only hope he can be as benevolent as his father.
Maribel (chat): Why are we getting lectured? This is why I
don't like old people.
Gabo (chat): Wow, turtles live in places as dry as this?
Young desert woman in northwest corner: The Queen's still
alive! And all the men, too! We'll win this yet! [Show the
DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Young desert woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Wow... Remarkable...
I never imagined I would see such a sight before my own day
came to join the Phoenix. The Phoenix? He's the Guardian of
Heaven. If one leads a full and righteous life, the Phoenix will
provide entrance to the Kingdom of God. I pray you will have
settled your debts before your time comes.
Maribel (chat): I'm sure I'm going to heaven and Hadeed is
going straight to hell. Gabo should be just barely safe.
There's hope for you, too, HERO. Do some good while you
can. Being nicer to me, for instance.
Gabo (chat): Just once, I'd like to fly through the sky on a
bird's back!

Young desert woman (again): Dune legend tells of the
Phoenix that will provide entrance for the righteous to the
Kingdom of God.
Old man on the left: The Queen made that sacrifice for us.
God bless her! Oh, please, almighty God! Please protect our
Queen! [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Good, you've obtained the
DuneCharm. Let me tell you the story of Tyrannos,
travelers... Long, long ago, a mighty dragon swam the currents
of the Nila. He was known by the name Tyrannos. The mighty
beast was as big as the Sphinx, with a golden horn on his
head that seemed to reach to the heavens themselves. And
now the young Chief has vowed to find Tyrannos to save us
all. We feel lonely not to have the young Chief around, but we
wait for his return, believing his words.
Gabo (chat): As big as a house, with a shining, golden horn?
Wow! Oh, boy! I can't wait to see the real thing!
Maribel (chat): So how are we supposed to find this
Tyrannos?
Desert shaman: If you believe, travelers, the way will be
opened before you. [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Desert shaman (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm... I see that your
future holds a great journey. The thing you seek is not here.
It will be found far, far away. This place is beyond the reach
of the average man... But you are different. Once you have
succeeded, return to Dune. Hope will arise from sorrow.
Old man near hut on the right: The Queen's words have
touched my heart. I must protect our women! Uh-oh... I mean
our food! Our food! [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): The DuneCharm! So, you're one
of us now. I might as well tell you, then. All of our women are
hiding here. I'll let you go inside to visit them. {He unlocks
the door.}

Old man (again): All the young women of Dune are hiding in
this storehouse. I'll let you go inside to visit them.
Observation about bag on the left: HERO opened the bag.
Then... {out popped a royal maidservant}
Royal maidservant (continued): Agh! Who are you? You're
not a monster, are you? What's going on up there? Did
something happen? Really? The Queen's okay? Oh, thank God!
[Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Royal maidservant (if you say ‘Yes’): The monsters forced
us to make a statue in the image of the Demon Lord. But the
thing is, the Sphinx was almost complete. So, it was just
modified a bit to resemble the Demon Lord. Ironic, huh?
Gabo (chat): The body is that of the Sphinx, but the head is
that of the Evil Statue. How confusing!
Observation about bag on the right: HERO opened the bag.
Then... {out popped a royal maidservant}
Royal maidservant (continued): Oh, you're the travelers. Did
you come from outside? The Queen is alive? Oh, thank
goodness! [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Royal maidservant (if you say ‘Yes’): It's a long way to the
statue. You'd never make it by foot. It's located near the far
reaches of the Nila.
Maribel (chat): If we're going to get caught anyway, I'd
rather it were someplace a little easier to get rescued from.
This is why I don't like big shots!
Gabo (chat): How far do you think it is? I feel like I will try
and swim it.
Observation about bag in the back: HERO opened the bag.
Then... {out popped a royal maidservant}
Royal maidservant (continued): Who's there? Oh, it's you.
Was that Hadeed I heard shouting a little while ago? He gets
impassioned over the smallest things. [Show the DuneCharm?
(Yes/No)]

Royal maidservant (if you say ‘Yes’): My grandmother once
told me something... She said that the dead will one day be
reborn. The soul sheds its body, to be born anew, just as the
snake sheds its skin... If you lived a good, righteous life, that
is.
Gabo (chat): It's incredible watching snakes shed their
skins! I've got lots of snake skins in my den. I'll give you one,
HERO.
Maribel (chat): If we were to be reborn, I would let you be
my underling once again. Well? You must feel grateful.
Observation: The door is shut tight.
Cat near first hut on the right: Meow... [Show the
DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Cat (if you say ‘Yes’): Purrrr...
Young desert woman in first hut on the right: Please!
Listen to me! My son is still alive! The Queen told me so! It
must be true! [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Young desert woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, my... That's
impressive. I'd like to help you, but I don't know how I could.
Gabo (chat): Everyone's fine now. It's great, HERO!
Maribel (chat): She could at least give us some money or
something. What a skinflint!
Young desert woman (again): I want to help, but there's
nothing that I can do for you.
Tough guy in first hut on the left: You going after Hadeed?
Well, in that case, you better stock up! [Show the
DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, no! We may be indebted to
you, but I can't just give stuff away! Oh? You got a question?
Yeah, that might be true... Hadeed dove into the Nila looking
for Tyrannos. He said Tyrannos might be hiding on the
bottom of the river. Well, do you want to buy anything? {shop
talk}

Gabo (chat): HERO, let's go to the Nila. I'll go underwater
and check it out!
Maribel (chat): Well, he's just wandering all over, isn't he?
He went all the way to the Nila?
Young desert man: Hadeed and the Queen are both still
alive. We cannot hang our heads down. We won't rest one
moment until the Queen has safely returned. [Show the
DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Young desert man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, so you helped with
the mass graves... Thanks.
Maribel (chat): We deserve even more appreciation. I'll have
you know that we worked very hard on this!
Gabo (chat): I just love watchtowers. The view is so great!

Dune Desert
Maribel (chat, after Hadeed enters the Nila River
Clearing): Hey, look! Isn't that Hadeed? Hurry up! Let's
follow him.
Gabo (chat): What? Where's he going? HERO, let's follow
him.

Nila River
Hadeed (as you approach the riverbank): {Hadeed seems to
be diving deep into the water. Finally, he climbs a big rock in
the river.} This is terrible. There isn't a single fish to be
found. Not even Tyrannos could survive this. {He swims
ashore.} Oh, it's you. There isn't a single living thing in this
river. Perhaps they've all migrated to more tranquil waters.
You're travelers, right? Have you ever heard anything about
Tyrannos? Even if he is dead, someone must remember the
golden horn. I can't give up yet! {He leaves.}

Gabo (chat): If Tyrannos is dead, what will we do? How can
we find it? I have no idea.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe he would swim in this stuff!
Disgusting! On the other hand, the current is so strong that
there probably aren't any horrid fish or dragons or anything.

Archaeological Digsite
Little boy near entrance: Imagine all the stuff I could find
by digging holes in the ground! I'm gonna try digging up my
Mom's garden tomorrow!
Maribel (chat): Anything could've been washed up. It
wouldn't be strange to find stuff buried in the earth.
Gabo (chat): You know, HERO, you can dig faster with your
back legs.
Young man in line: This is my fifth time here, but I just
can't get enough of that skull! It's just so beautiful to look
at. I can only imagine what it was like alive!
Man in black pants: Scree! Scree! Scree! Rrrrrowlf! Rowlf!
Gargllglggl! Hmm... Nothing seems to quite match.
Gabo (chat): Paroog! Paroog! I think it was something like
that.
Maribel (chat): It looks ridiculous.
Woman not in line: He comes here every day, but he forgets
about it right afterwards. Every day he says, 'Oh, I've never
seen anything like it!' It's driving me insane! Five gold out of
my pocket every day! They've got to get rid of those stupid
bones!
Gabo (chat): If it's five gold a day, how much would that be
a year?
Maribel (chat): It must be tough having the elderly living
with you.
Woman (again): I can't stand wasting all this money. Can't
somebody just get rid of those awful bones?

Traveling merchant: Step right up! Only five gold gets you...
Mmm? You want to talk to the Scholar? Well, then, come on
in!
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! Hurry up and go inside! You're so
dumb and slow!
Traveling merchant (again): Hmm. Maybe it's about time for
me to pack up and... Oh, hello, Scholar! How're you doing
today?
Archaeologist (as you enter the tent): I just can't figure
out anything about this skull. It's just like everything else in
archaeology. No one knows the truth. The only way to know
for sure would be to be around back when this animal was
still alive. Sigh... No use dreaming about it, though. {to HERO}
Oh, hello. Feel free to look around, but don't touch anything!
Gabo (chat): That's only the skull? It's huge! Gulp!
Maribel (chat): Men ponder over the stupidest things. It
really is amazing.
Tough guy outside in front of ladder: The Scholar said not
to let anyone in. Sorry!
Archaeologist: What? You want to know about that skull? I'm
glad you asked! That skull appears to belong to some kind of
large reptile. Judging from fossils of freshwater plants and
fish found nearby, it appears this animal lived in a large river.
It would have been big enough for four people to ride on...
But, most importantly, look at the horn on its head! See how
it shines so beautifully? I can only imagine how this creature
looked in the water! Well? Did you understand all of that?
(Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, do you want me to
explain it again? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. Listen carefully
this time! [repeats above]

Archaeologist (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, that was fun!
Back to my research. [Do you want to tell the Scholar
about Dune? (Yes/No)]
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, do you want me to
explain it again? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): Are you sure? Knowledge is
a valuable thing, you know. [Do you want to tell the Scholar
about Dune? (Yes/No)]
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): {He turns around and goes
back to work.}
Maribel (chat): Old folk sure can yammer on. I'm so
exhausted! A Golden horn? And it lived in the river? We
heard something like this before, didn't we?
Observation, when you talk to him again: Do you want to
tell the Scholar about Dune? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO told the Scholar
about his adventures in Dune.] You want me to lend you that
skull? Don't be silly! Huh? You need it in the past? What, do
you travel through time? Ooh, I'm impressed! Do you have
any proof of this ability of yours? I'm not about to be
tricked into giving away that skull, children! Now get out of
here!
Maribel (chat): Hey! You're not going to gain anything by
fooling an old man like that! HERO, give him a good shock by
showing him something from the past!
Gabo (chat): The old man sure is in a bad mood. Would he
cheer up if we showed him something unusual? How about
that thing we got from that other old geezer in the past?
Archaeologist (again): Don't tell me you still think you can
travel through time. [Show the DuneCharm? (Yes/No)]
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): Well, of course you can't!
Now quit bothering me!
Maribel (chat): What are you doing? Hurry up and show it so
we can teach him a thing or two!

Gabo (chat): You're only going to show it, not give it away.
Come on, HERO show it to him.
Observation, when you talk to him again: Show the
DuneCharm? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO took out the
DuneCharm and showed it to the Scholar.] Oh, really? Well...
Huh? I've seen this pattern before! I have a piece of a plate
that looks just like this! But how? {He’s surprised and jumps
up.} Ah, I see! So then this would be... No, wait, that means...
Oh, no! All of my theories were wrong! {He turns back to his
desk.} Oh, but... maybe this could... hmm... Well? {He turns
back to HERO.} Where did you get that? [HERO explained
everything to the Scholar.] This patten is from ancient
times, but the piece is brand new! The only explanation I can
come up with is that this piece somehow traveled through
time! All right! I've seen enough! Take me to the past with
you! If you can really do it, that skull is yours! [Will you bring
the Scholar with you to the past? (Yes/No)]
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): What? Well, in that case,
I'm keeping my skull right here! [Will you bring the Scholar
with you to the past? (Yes/No)]
Archaeologist (when you say ‘Yes’): Ah, wonderful! Wait
just a moment. {He goes over to the skull, then back to his
desk.} Here you go! [HERO obtained the Fossil! Scholar
joined the party!]
Archaeologist (chat): Certainly my broad knowledge should
be of use to you. Yes, indeed!
Gabo (chat): All right then! The old man is coming, too! One
more joins the group!
Maribel (chat): Oh, brother! We don't mind the fossil, but
now this old man?
Archaeologist (when you leave the tent): All right, let's go!
The past awaits!

Tough guy outside: Huh? You going somewhere, Scholar? Be
careful! I'll hold down the fort for you!
Archaeologist (chat): When I first found this place, I was so
excited that my heart began to pound wildly. A trip to the
past? There's no comparison! I'm beside myself!
Gabo (chat): Okay! Let's go! Back to the past!
Maribel (chat): HERO, you're the one that promised to bring
the old guy, so you look after him. Hmph!
Traveling merchant: Hello there, Scholar! Beautiful day, isn't
it? I'm about to pack up here, but don't you forget me, okay?
Archaeologist (continued): Who're you?
Traveling merchant (continued): Oh, fantastic! You never
knew! Heh heh... Well then!
Archaeologist (continued): What?
Traveling merchant (again): So long, Scholar! So long,
everyone! It's time to run away like a Metaly!
Old man in line: Ohhh! You there! Are you my son?
Archaeologist (continued): Hmm?
Old man (continued): Or was it a girl I had? No, no, that was
the cat... Hmm... I must be losing my mind!
Woman not in line: Please, Scholar, can't you help me out? I
know this is a big discovery, and all that, but don't you think
five gold is a bit too much?
Archaeologist (continued): What?
Man in black pants: Caw, caw, caw! Bazoom! Bazoom!
Scraaaaw! What do you think it sounded like, Scholar?
Archaeologist (continued): How should I know? It's dead!
Man in black pants (continued): Oh...
Man in black pants (again): ...so it didn't cry out at all?
Weird!
Young man: Oh, hello, Scholar. Is that your grandchild there?
Archaeologist (continued): You idiot! I'm not that old! I
swear... mumble mumble...

Young man (again): I never realized you had that kind of...
Oh! Never mind...
Woman at the end of the line: Oh, Scholar! Going out
somewhere?
Archaeologist (continued): I am on a journey in search of
knowledge! That's what us scholars do, you see.
Little boy: Huh? Going somewhere? Oh, you're gonna go dig
somewhere else?
{Once you leave the digsite...}
HERO set off to the fane with the scholar in tow.
Once he arrived at the fane, the scholar
was ecstatic and immediately set about
examining every nook and cranny.
Eventually, though, he was calmed.
They now set off for Dune, trapped in
the distant past!

Dune Desert
Archaeologist (when you arrive in Dune): Wow! {He looks
around.} A desert? I thought we were on an island a minute
ago... Wait a minute. This means... We're in the past! Oh,
thank you, God! Which way is the Ruin? Take me there, now!
Archaeologist (chat): Young people shouldn't be standing
around idle! Now hurry up and lead me to the nearby ruins!
Archaeologist (chat): So this is the ancient wind! What a
fragrance! I give my thanks to God! Now then! There must be
some ruins around here somewhere!
Gabo (chat): The old guy looks so happy. I'm very pleased!
Maribel (chat): We're here. HERO, if any monsters show up,
it's your job to take care of them! Man, oh man!

Archaeologist (if you try to enter Nila River or Dune
Village): Hey! Where are you going? Take me to the Ruin as
soon as possible!

Dune Palace
Archaeologist (as soon as you enter): {He starts walking
around and examining the pillars and walls.} My God! It's
almost in perfect shape! This style is incredible! It's more
beautiful than I had imagined! Wait! What's that? {He runs
off to examine the archway.} Oh! That can't be! {Then he
walks up the path to the throne.} Wowwww! Amazing! Oh, and
I'm seeing it all with my own eyes!
Maribel (chat): Oh boy, running around like a little kid. How
childish.
Gabo (chat): The old guy was really excited, but what's the
big deal?
Observation about wall on the left: Some chains are
fastened to the stone wall.
Observation about archway on the right: HERO read the
writing on the gate! A family tree covering the royal lineage
is inscribed here.
Observation about archway on the left: HERO read the
writing on the gate! The history of Dune is inscribed there.
Archaeologist: {to himself} Mumble mumble.... According to
this inscription... There was a ceremony for... Which means
that mumble mumble... {to HERO} Mmm? What're you doing
here? I'm busy right now. We'll talk later! {He turns back
toward the throne.} The bone? Keep it! It's nothing
compared to all this! Mumble mumble....
Maribel (chat): We've finally gotten rid of that nuisance!
What a relief. Okay, HERO let's go! We've got things to do.
Archaeologist (again): {to himself} Mumble mumble.... Mumble
mumble... So, if my calculations are mumble mumble...

Dune Desert
Maribel (chat): We found a fossil that looks like Tyrannos,
but we couldn't find the live one. I wonder if Hadeed
succeeded? I'm worried.
Gabo (chat): The villagers will be surprised to see this skull!
HERO, let's hurry back to the village so that we may boast of
our discovery!

Dune Village
Maribel (chat): Something's not right. It's gotten really
quiet. What's going on?
Gabo (chat): This wind is biting. What's going on?
Desert shaman: The flame of a life will soon be
extinguished... All things must die. We cannot fight our
collective fate. You seek my help? {church talk}
Young desert man: There's an emergency! The Chief has
fallen ill! The Chief's successor, Hadeed, is nowhere to be
found! I can't even calm down enough to stand guard!
Gabo (chat): Is the Chief sick? How bad is he? Let's go see
him, HERO.
Maribel (chat): Where has Hadeed wandered off to now that
his father is sick? He's such a bastard!
Young desert man (again): The Chief is ill! The village is in
danger! It's times like these that I turn to drinking!
Tough guy in chief’s hut: Damn it! Where did he go? Hadeed
is the Chief's only son and should be by his side.
Gabo (chat): HERO, can I just go outside by myself? No,
never mind.
Tough guy (again): Please, Hadeed... For the Chief's sake...

Royal maidservant on the right: All I can do now for the
Chief is pray. Please, God, protect the Chief and our village!
Royal maidservant in the middle: Please, God, save the
Chief's life. Have mercy on him. He's still too young to join
you in heaven.
Royal maidservant on the left: Please, God! Have mercy! Let
our Chief live!
Young desert woman on the left: The Chief's wife has
finally gotten better, but now the Chief himself has fallen ill.
If the monsters attacked us now, we wouldn't stand a
chance! Oh, how I wish Hadeed were here!
Old man near the door: ... Oh, it's you... You came at a bad
time... Or, should I say, you came at the right time to help
us...
Old man (again): ... Sorry, but I don't have anything else to
say...
Young desert woman near the door: The Chief has been
quietly resting ever since word came of the Queen's
disappearance. With neither of them to lead us, what will we
do?
Young desert woman closer to the ladder: Hadeed's
absence has the Chief worried sick. Why does he have to be
wandering around at a time like this?
Old man nearby (continued): How could you say that?
Hadeed is journeying for the sake of us all! He's the only one
with courage enough to save the Queen. I am certain that his
return will be swift.
Maribel (chat): With the Queen gone, what'll happen to Dune
without the Chief? Even we couldn't find Tyrannos!
Young desert woman (again): Hadeed is destined to succeed
his father as the next village Chief. Why would he risk such
an auspicious future in reckless pursuit of some ancient
dragon?

Old man (again): Saving the Queen is our primary concern at
the present time. To that end, it is necessary to seek out the
ancient dragon, Tyrannos! I pray Hadeed is successful.
Hadeed’s mother on top floor: My husband may not get
better. He lapsed into a coma and hasn't awoken since.
Please, pay him a visit. He was so happy to see you before.
Now, if only that boy would come back!
Maribel (chat): Don't just say 'the end' like that! You can't
give up hope! (Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): Sorry. As outsiders, we don't have any
right to say anything.
Gabo (chat): The Chief is only sleeping, right? Just a nap,
right? That must be it.
Observation about the chief: The Chief, emaciated and pale,
is lying in his bed.
Maribel (chat): He seemed so much bigger and stronger the
first time we met him. Is it because of the sickness?
Gabo (chat): See, he's sleeping soundly. He's just sleeping,
right?
{As you try to leave the chief’s hut, Hadeed walks in.}
Young desert woman on the left (continued): Ah!
Tough guy (continued): What? Hadeed!
{Hadeed immediately and silently heads for the top floor.}
Maribel (chat): So he's finally back? He sure took his time! I
bet the Chief will recover now. HERO let's go check on him.
Gabo (chat): Even Hadeed looks scary. Is he mad about
something?
Young desert man outside: Thank goodness! Hadeed has
returned! I know the Chief will recover now!
Tough guy back inside chief’s hut: Hadeed has returned! He
has undoubtedly found Tyrannos!
Royal maidservant on the right: He looks so grim... Did he
not find Tyrannos? No! I'm sure he's just concerned about
his father.

Royal maidservant in the middle: Hadeed returned alone.
The Queen must still be with the monsters. Oh, God, please
have mercy on the Queen and Chief.
Royal maidservant on the left: He looked so downtrodden...
He must be worried about the Chief.
Young desert woman on the left: My, what a mess Hadeed
is! He must have rushed right home! The Chief and his wife
will be so happy to see him!
Old man near the door: Hadeed... I always had faith. I knew
that one day you would return. But, you look unwell...
Young desert woman near the door: Hadeed is clearly of
the same blood as the Chief. He puts the people's needs
before his own.
Young desert woman closer to the ladder: With Hadeed in
line to succeed the Chief, I can rest easy knowing that we
will have someone to lead us... Oh, no, no, no! What am I
saying? I'm sure that the Chief will get well soon!
Old man close to the ladder: Everyone! Hadeed is back!
You're back! Oh, you're finally back...
Hadeed’s mother (as you enter the chief’s room): Hadeed...
You've come back.
Hadeed (continued): ...
Hadeed’s mother (continued): But... I don't think he can...
Hadeed (continued): ...
Hadeed’s mother (again): To think... Just after Hadeed
finally came home! ...
Hadeed (again): It's you! I had an uneasy feeling, so I
returned to the village. Wait! My father is not... No, never
mind. Did you come to see my father, as well? {He turns
toward the chief.} I'm afraid he hasn't woken up. He's still
breathing, though.
Hadeed’s mother (continued): Dear!
Hadeed (continued): Father! You're awake!

Chief Zarathustra (continued): Oh, Hadeed... As you see, I
am not long for this world... Thank you, travelers... It has
been an honor.
Hadeed (continued): ... Father, it's not your time to die. The
Queen is still in danger, and I have yet to find Tyrannos. If
the mantle of Chief is placed upon me, I will not be able to
continue my search.
Chief Zarathustra (continued): So...you weren't able to find
the old dragon after all... {to HERO} Heavens... That's the...
Please! Show me that skull! [Show the Fossil to the Chief?
(Yes/No)]
Chief Zarathustra (if you say ‘No’): Please, show me! I must
see the skull! [Show the Fossil to the Chief? (Yes/No)]
Observation (when you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the Fossil
to the Chief.
Chief Zarathustra (continued): Incredible! ... Hadeed, do you
remember the story I told you when you were little? 'In the
Nila lived a great dragon with a golden horn on its head...'
This skull matches the description perfectly! Are we already
too late? No wonder you couldn't find it. It's been gone for
years... ... Hadeed... I appoint you to be our next chief... Do
you accept?
Hadeed (continued): Zarathustra, my father!
Chief Zarathustra (continued): I know you wanted to save
her, but there is nothing left to do. The main priority now is
to protect the villagers! Please, Hadeed... Try to understand...
Cough! Cough!
Hadeed (continued): I won't let you die! You're not going to
die! You can't forsake the village now! Zarathustra! You
cannot abandon us!
Chief Zarathustra (continued): It is time for you to take
over... my son.
Hadeed (continued): ...

Chief Zarathustra (continued): I have a favor to ask of you,
travelers... When a chief dies, his body is left to the
currents of the Nila... We are born with the Nila, and we die
with the Nila. So, please... Let me return... and let Tyrannos
return, as well...
Hadeed’s mother (continued): Dear!
Hadeed (continued): I'm... I'm sorry. Could you please leave
us?
Maribel (chat): Let's leave him alone. He's not a very nice
man, but I feel sorry for him now.
Gabo (chat): I don't understand this, and I don't like it. I
hate death!
Chief Zarathustra: Cough! Cough! Please, let Tyrannos return
to the Nila!
Hadeed’s mother: Please, dear! Don't die!
Hadeed: I'm sorry, but could you leave us alone here for a
while? Please...
Hadeed (as you walk into the second floor room): {He
walks in behind you.} My father is dead... I have to go tell the
villagers. ... {He goes down the ladder.}
Hadeed’s mother (back on top floor, as soon as you
enter): Ohhhh... How... How can you leave me? [It would
probably be best not to go inside now.] {You automatically
leave.}
Young desert woman on bottom floor close to the ladder:
Hadeed, you look pale. You're not...
Old man at the table: ...
Old man blocking the door: ...
Young desert woman blocking the door: Finally...
Tough guy blocking the door: He must be returning with
good news! How could he not be? ...
Royal maidservant on the left: ...
Royal maidservant in the middle: ... All we can do is pray for
her safety...

Royal maidservant on the right: I've never seen Hadeed
look so pale.
Young desert woman at the table: Chief...
Hadeed: Thank you all for gathering here today. The great
Chief of Dune, my father, Zarathustra, has died. ... The
funeral ceremony will take place tomorrow at the Nila. I want
everyone to return to your homes and get ready for
tomorrow. I know I will be busy with preparing, as well. Thank
you. {He goes back upstairs.}
HERO and his friends struggled through a
sleepless night at the Chief's residence.
The Chief's closest friends, inconsolable as
they were, could be heard sobbing and wailing well
into the night. And then, a new morning dawned...
{A funeral procession is lined up at the village entrance.}
Hadeed (continued): Good... It looks like we're all here. We
will now depart for the banks of the Nila. Is everyone ready?

Nila River
Young desert man: Oh, Chief... It's so sad...
Young desert woman on the left: Zarathustra truly was a
fine chief. I'll never forget him.
Old man on the left: Oh, Chief! I was sure I would be gone
long before you.
Tough guy: Oh, why does this have to happen now? Oh, Chief!
Desert shaman: The Chief is now in the afterlife. {church
talk}
Young desert woman close to the river: Oh, my Chief! At
least you finally saw Hadeed before you left us.
Observation: Chief Zarathustra lies inside the casket.

Royal maidservant on the bottom: May God grant us peace
and prosperity under our new Chief.
Royal maidservant in the middle: Oh, Chief! May the gates
of heaven open wide for you.
Royal maidservant on the top: Oh, great Zarathustra, may
you rest in peace.
Old man on the right: The Chief and I were childhood
friends, then drinking buddies, then hunting partners. Oh,
God!
Young desert woman on the right: This must be hard on the
Chief's wife. I hope she doesn't fall ill as well.
Hadeed’s mother: I still can't believe it. I knew this day
would come, but why so soon?
Hadeed: We will now hold the funeral of Chief Zarathustra.
Desert shaman (continued): Oh mother Nila, today
Zarathustra returns to your womb. Chief Zarathustra of
Dune always walked the noble path in life. Oh Nila, please
take him back into your arms, and guide him to the heavens
so that he may be reborn!
Hadeed (continued): Zarathustra, my father, and the great
leader of Dune. I vow to fulfill his dying wish! {He pushes the
casket into the river, and it floats down the river.}
Zarathustra has returned to the Nila. Today, his son,
Hadeed, will become Chief of Dune! I will try my best not to
betray my father's esteem.
Male in the crowd (continued): A new chief is born!
Male in the crowd (continued): Hail to the Chief!
Male in the crowd (continued): Chief Hadeed! Long live Chief
Hadeed!
Hadeed (continued): {to HERO} Do you remember my
father's dying wish, travelers? The ancient dragon is dead.
You possess the proof in your hands. We must now inter the
remains of Tyrannos. The raft can wait until later.

Maribel (chat): Return to the Nila? Yes, that is a possibility.
When Fishbel townfolk die, maybe we return to the sea?
HERO, we've got to return Tyrannos' skull to the Nila river.
Gabo (chat): HERO you made the Chief a promise before he
died, right? A promise to set Tyrannos' skull adrift in the
river along with his own body. You've got to keep your
promise.
Maribel (chat): Hadeed doesn't cry. He stands up on his own,
doing what he has to do. I have to admit, I'm beginning to
respect him.
Gabo (chat): These people came all the way across that
monster-infested desert. It shows how much they loved the
old Chief. Even his old wife made the trip.
Hadeed (if you try to leave): Where are you going? Throw
the skull of Tyrannos into the Nila!
Young desert man: He knew everything there was to know
about the desert. You could always count on his advice.
Maribel (chat): The Chief has been the village's backbone
for years. For this to happen at such a critical time!
Young desert woman on the left: The Chief taught the men
how to hunt. He was the most skillful archer in of all the
people of Dune.
Old man on the left: He always gave food to those who
couldn't hunt for themselves. He was truly a fine chief.
We're all proud of him.
Tough guy: The Chief always looked out for me. Sniffle...
Hey, I've got my soft side, too!
Desert shaman: The Nila grants life to those that follow her
true path. {church talk}
Young desert woman near the river: The Chief once saved
me from a band of monsters. He was truly a great leader. I
know Hadeed will be just as great!

Royal maidservant on the bottom: We, the people of Dune,
believe that the Nila is the source of all life. Those who
return to it will be reborn into the world and live new lives.
Royal maidservant in the middle: Oh God, please let
Zarathustra rest in eternal peace.
Maribel (chat): Let us pray so that the Chief may rest in
peace.
Royal maidservant on the top: The Chief gave shelter to
those who survived the palace attack. We'll never be able to
repay his kindness.
Old man on the right: The Chief and I were childhood
friends, drinking buddies, and hunting partners. Oh, God!
Young desert woman on the right: He was such a
compassionate chief. We all loved him dearly.
Hadeed’s mother: Zarathustra was truly a great chief. He
cared so much about Dune, right up to the very end.
Gabo (chat): The more I hear, the sadder I get.
Hadeed: Go and throw the skull of Tyrannos into the Nila.
Only then will there be closure to his story. Go ahead! Throw
the skull into the Nila! {He moves out of the way.}
Command: Item – TyranBone – Use
HERO gently places the TyranBone in the river. {It floats for
a while, then sinks.} The TyranBone slowly sinks to the
bottom.
Hadeed (continued): Now both my father and Tyrannos can
rest in peace. All right, everyone! Let's return to the village!
{They all turn around to leave.}
Desert shaman (continued): What? Everyone! Look out! The
Nila!
{A cutscene shows Tyrannos reviving.}
Desert shaman (continued): It's a miracle! I can't believe
my eyes! Tyrannos is reborn!
Hadeed (continued): Tyrannos? I must be dreaming! Oh, God!
I thank you from the bottom of my heart! Thank you, HERO!

Without you, this miracle never would have occurred! I must
take advantage of this immediately. I'm sorry, everyone! It's
still too early for me to be Chief! I must ride the ancient
dragon and rescue our Queen! I will return only when she is
safely recovered!
Hadeed’s mother (continued): Yes, I'm sure of it. We know
you can do it!
Hadeed (continued): Yes! Absolutely! {to Tyrannos} Listen,
Tyrannos. Can you understand me? Take me up the Nila, to
where the Queen is held! {to HERO} Come on, HERO! Help me
invade the Evil Statue! I'll need all of your strength to
rescue Dune! Let me know when you're ready! {He climbs onto
Tyrannos.}
Gabo (chat): It's Tyrannos! Did you see that, HERO?
Tyrannos! Wow! Now we can speed right up the Nila, no
problem! Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Huh? The real thing? Impossible! It was just
a skull a minute ago! Gabo, hold still a second.
Gabo (continued): Ouch! Quit pulling my ear!
Maribel (continued): It's not a dream, is it? I can't believe
Tyrannos has come back to life!
Young desert man: Wow! Look at the size of him! If only the
Chief could have seen this!
Maribel (chat): Ha ha ha! Everyone's happy all of a sudden!
HERO, wipe that grin of your face. This isn't going to be
easy!
Young desert woman on the left: Oh, dear. Are you all right,
grandfather? He must have thrown out his back again.
Old man on the ground: Owwww! All this excitement's
making my back ache!
Young desert woman farther to the left: Oh, my God! This
can't be happening! Where did that thing come from? I can't
believe it!

Tough guy: Amazing! You must be magicians! I figured
something like this might happen, so I brought all my stuff
along with me. {shop talk}
Desert shaman: It's a miracle! The dragon was reborn from
a mere skull! I still cannot believe it! {church talk}
Royal maidservant on the left: You are joining Hadeed in his
journey to the statue? I wish you a safe journey. God bless
you.
Royal maidservant in the middle: I know Hadeed will rescue
the Queen. We will pray for your safe journey.
Royal maidservant on the right: Oh, God, you haven't
forgotten about us! Thank you for sending these brave souls
to help us!
Maribel (chat): For Tyrannos to come back to life, fate must
be on our side! This has got to work! Now let's get on
Tyrannos. Off we go to the Evil Statue!
Old man on the right: Whoa! I've never seen the real thing
before! Such a noble beast!
Young desert woman on the right: Of course I'm worried
about Hadeed, but we must try to take care of ourselves. I
hope he comes back with the Queen!
Gabo (chat): All right, I'm ready now! Let's go, HERO!
Hadeed’s mother: The dragon is alive. Oh, how the Chief
must feel now. Thank you so much, travelers. How can we
ever repay you? Please, do everything you can and help
Hadeed rescue the Queen!
Hadeed: Ready to go? (Yes/No)
Hadeed (if you say ‘No’): Please, hurry! I'm waiting for you!
Maribel (chat): HERO, you're so slow! Hurry up and finish
getting ready!
Hadeed (if you say ‘Yes’): Great! Climb on!
{You climb onto Tyrannos’s back, and it starts swimming
upstream.}

Hadeed (when you arrive at the upstream bank): {You all
hop off Tyrannos’s back and he swims away.} He left? Where
is he going? There's no turning back now. Are you ready?
Then let us depart. {He leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Where will Tyrannos go, I wonder? What a
mysterious thing.
Maribel (chat): Shoot! We went all by himself again. We've
got to go after him. We can't have him dying by the roadside.
Let's go, HERO!

Evil Statue
Hadeed (if you try to pass by him and a royal
maidservant on the ground): Wait! A girl's collapsed here!
Hadeed (if you talk to him or the royal maidservant): Hey!
Are you all right? Are you still alive?
Royal maidservant (continued): {She stands up.} Thank God!
Are you from Dune?
Hadeed (continued): Yes. What happened?
Royal maidservant (continued): I have to go and pray. Oh,
but the Queen's going to be killed!
Hadeed (continued): Pull yourself together! What happened?
Tell me!
Royal maidservant (continued): I serve only the Queen and
the great Spirit, but now I'm being forced to pray to the
Demon Lord. They're making us pray to that bastard to make
him stronger. We'll be killed if we disobey, and so will the
Queen. She refused to pray, so she was taken from us. We
don't know where they've put her.
Hadeed (continued): I'm going inside the evil statue. {He
leaves.}
Royal maidservant (continued): {to HERO} Who are you? Oh,
my! That amulet! Could it be? {Two Pigmons fly down.}

Pigmon on the left (continued): Ah ha ha! You thought you
could escape me? Fool!
Pigmon on the right (continued): You! Get back up there and
pray, now! Oh? Who's this? You're just in time to be our
sacrifice to the Demon Lord!
Gabo (chat): Great! A perfect warm-up. Just leave it to me.
Maribel (chat): Here's the welcome party! Let's do it, HERO!
Observation (if you try to leave, or if you try to enter
the Evil Statue without fighting the Pigmons): This isn't
the time for that!
Royal maidservant (again): I beg you, please! Please rescue
her!
Pigmon (either one): Prepare to meet the Demon Lord!
Gabo (battle chat): Yeah, these things don't look like much.
We can take care of this in a flash!
Maribel (battle chat): I hope you realize, HERO, that we
have to finish this battle and then go rescue that woman!
Pigmon on the left (if you die): That's too bad. The
Demon Lord likes it when they put up a good fight.
Royal maidservant (continued): All right! I shall go
back!
Pigmon on the right (continued): What did you say?
Pigmon on the left (continued): I'll just leave this
Slime-bellied weakling here to die.
Royal maidservant (continued): They're still
breathing, barely. I should be able to heal their
wounds. [HERO and companions’ HP recovered!]
Pigmon on the right (continued): Hey! What're you
doing?
Royal maidservant (continued): What? Oh, nothing at
all. I am praying for these people. Yes, I am on my
way. {The monsters lead her back inside.}
Maribel (chat): Ooh, I can't believe it! We tried to
save them, and had to be saved ourselves! Next time

we'll save them and the Queen for sure. Got it,
HERO?
Gabo (chat): Drat! That poor lady! And it's our fault!
Let's go, HERO! This time we'll get those monsters
for sure!
Pigmon on the left (if you defeat them): Oh. Oh, no!
Pigmon on the right (continued): Who are you? {They
disappear.}
Royal maidservant (continued): Thank you very much! Oh, my,
look at those bloody wounds! How grotesque! [HERO and
companions' HP recovered!] All right. Unfortunately, healing
wounds is all I can do. I'm sorry to impose, but would you
rescue the Queen? I simply lack the power to do so. My
friends helped me escape the Evil Statue. Now I've got to
make sure everyone else gets out.
Maribel (chat): So there's a head monster? Bah, he can't be
too strong. HERO, we're going to cream that boss guy and
save everybody. Got it?
Gabo (chat): We did it, HERO! The lady was okay. Thank
goodness! Now we've just got to take care of the monsters
left in the Evil Statue and then head back to the village.
Royal maidservant (again): May God and the great Spirit
give you their blessing! [HERO and companions' HP
recovered!]
Maribel (chat, inside): So, we're in the belly of the Evil
Statue, are we? HERO, do I hear the sound of your knees
knocking?
Gabo (chat, inside): We've got to be careful. They might
have everything booby-trapped.
Observation about large locked doors: The door is locked.
It appears none of your keys will open it.
Maribel (chat): Just as I suspected! This is one of those
traps!

Gabo (chat): HERO, what are we going to do if none of our
keys will open it?
Observation about skull on basement floor: No response.
It's just a corpse.
Young desert man on the left: Hrk. Damn monsters. They
promised us they'd spare the Queen!
Young desert man in the back: Huh? You were caught too?
So they're going for the children now, eh? With the Evil
Statue completed, we're nothing but excess baggage now. If
you guys can still move, you better find a way out of here!
Pot – EvilPot
Tough guy on the right: I'm a goner. I'm sorry, Mom.
Observation about lower right pedestal: It's a statue of a
snake.
Observation about lower left pedestal: It's a statue of a
tortoise.
Observation about upper left pedestal: It's a statue of a
bird.
Observation about upper right pedestal: It's a statue of a
lion.
Observation about central tablet: HERO read the text on
the stone monument! 'If you desire to meet with the great
Spirit of the Earth, you must first prove your worthiness
before him. Show yourself to be a friend to his people, and
follow the same righteous path that they follow. Place the
statues on their respective pedestals, and you may pass.'
'Give the correct answer, and the path will open wide.'
There's a small indentation on top of the stone monument.
Maribel (chat): I’m tired of all this talk about ‘philosophy of
life!’
Gabo (chat): Do we have anything that can prove that we are
friends with the Dune people? Do you have any ideas, HERO?
Command: Item – DuneCharm – Use

HERO placed the DuneCharm in the indentation! You hear
something heavy moving!
Gabo (chat): It said on the stone ‘indicate their philosophy
of life.’ Hmmm.
Maribel (chat): What was that loud noise? We should go
investigate!
Maribel (chat, after solving the puzzle): Not bad, HERO!
You’re getting smarter.
Gabo (chat, after solving the puzzle): Finally, they’re all
open. I sure am tired! But let’s keep going!
Pot – Strength seed
Pot – Defense seed
Pigmon on the left (on second floor as you go up the
stairs): Ee hee hee! The power of the Spirits is ours!
Pigmon in the middle (continued): Ah hah hah hah! Our
prayers have finally been answered!
Pigmon on the right (continued): Hee hee! This statue is just
what the Demon Lord needed!
Pigmon on the left (continued): Now Lord Seto is stronger
than ever before! Hee hee!
Pigmon in the middle (continued): Praise the Terra Spirit,
and praise the Demon Lord!
Pigmon on the right (continued): We've got the Terra Spirit
to thank for it all! How deliciously wicked!
All Pigmons together (continued): Hee hee hee hee! {They
leave.}
Maribel (chat): How stupid. They gave away the secret.
Monsters really are inferior life forms. The light coming
from this statue is giving the monsters power. You know what
to do, right?
Gabo (chat): This statue is what's making the whole desert
dark! Let's smash it to bits!
Observation about door: The door is locked!

Queen Fedel (on third floor, as you approach): They're all
dead? Then why? Why did I go through this?
Hadeed (continued): I know it's difficult to believe, but
everyone in the castle is gone. There's no point in staying
here for them anymore.
Queen Fedel (continued): {to herself} I thought I could at
least let my people live to fight another day, but instead, I
trusted those damn monsters too much! {to Hadeed} I cannot
take my own life. The Terra Spirit forbids it. Hear
me/comma/ people of Dune, if you truly have pity.
Hadeed (continued): {He turns around.} The gems causing
this darkness are here above us, right?
Queen Fedel (continued): Where are you going? You're hurt!
Hadeed (continued): People of Dune still remain in the village
and this statue. We still believe in our Queen. Don't worry, I
won't reveal the truth about you. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Grrr! Doing whatever he darn well pleases!
How can he be so arrogant? But then again, I hate wimps
worse than arrogant fools. HERO, go give him a piece of my
mind!
Gabo (chat): Hadeed went up all by himself. I'm a little
worried.
Queen Fedel: Who are you, that you would know Hadeed?
Hm? I see. I'm sorry that you had to witness that. I am
Queen Fedel, ruler of the desert. Please, if you are truly
Hadeed's friends, then go after him. He went, injured and
alone, to try and stop Lord Seto, the ruler of these monsters
and the creator of this darkness. His power flows from two
mystical rubies on the statue's face. If we remove the
rubies, then our light should return. Please, help him, and us.
Before I forget, take this key with you. [HERO received the
Black Key!] That key brought about the monsters' downfall
before. I'm sure it will help you once again. May the great
Spirit help you all! [HERO and companions' HP recovered!]

Queen Fedel (again): Removing the rubies should put an end
to this crisis. Watch out for Seto. May the great Spirit help
you all! [HERO and companions' HP recovered!]
Gabo (chat): So if we take out the Evil Statue's eyes, Dune
will return to normal! Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Dark Rubies, you say? Sounds scary, but
we've got to do it. HERO, this is your time to shine. Do it
right!
Maribel (chat): Looks like the Queen has gotten a little
braver. I suppose we can forgive her.
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. HERO read the
text on the stone monument. It reads, 'A true ruler always
braves the most difficult path.'
Maribel (chat): This could be a hint, like on the first floor.
HERO! Put on your thinking cap.
Gabo (chat): If it's the most difficult path, I'd rather not
take it. What are they trying to say?
Treasure chest – Cannibox
Treasure chest – Speed Ring
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Cannibox
Treasure chest – 350 gold coins
Pigmon (on the fifth floor as you go up the stairs): It's
time to pray to the Demon Lord, you sniveling Slimes! Go up
to the statue's face and pray! The other one will return soon.
My partner left to bring her back. I cannot guarantee in what
form though, hehehe.
Royal maidservant at the top (continued): Shall we wait
until she returns? I'm getting worried.
Royal maidservant at the bottom (continued): Yes, yes!
Let's wait just a bit longer.
Pigmon (continued): No, no, no! Lord Seto will have our heads!
Come on, quickly!

Royal maidservant at the bottom (continued): What about
the Queen?
Royal maidservant at the top (continued): I cannot trust
what you're saying. I must find out if the Queen is safe
first!
Pigmon (continued): You! Why aren't you praying with the
others?
Gabo (chat): Yes! It's time to show them what I'm made of!
Maribel (chat): What are you dawdling for? We've got to
save him!
Pigmon (on the fifth floor as you go up the stairs,
if you were defeated by them before): It's time to
pray, you blathering idiots! Hurry and obey, if you
value your Queen's life! Pray for Lord Seto and the
Demon Lord! Hahahah!
Royal maidservant at the top (continued): Um, I
feel too ill!
Royal maidservant in the middle (continued): Right!
Me too! Oh, my head hurts!
Royal maidservant at the bottom (continued): Ohh,
my stomach! I'm in too much pain to pray!
Pigmon (continued): No, no, no! Lord Seto will have
our heads! Come on, quickly!
Royal maidservant in the middle (continued): Right,
but would you mind if I rested for a bit?
Royal maidservant at the top (continued): Please,
let me pray a little later!
Pigmon (continued): You! Why aren't you praying with
the others?
Observation about skull: No response. It's just a corpse.
Pot – EvilPot
Treasure chest – Silver Breastplate
Observation (if you don’t have the Black Key): The
door is locked. You do not have the correct key.

Pigmon (if you try to pass by it or talk to it): What? You
trying to get in my way?
Gabo (battle chat): Terrorizing women like this! You won't
get away with it!
Maribel (battle chat): It's the same thing that we fought
outside the Demon Lord Statue! We know their weakness.
This'll be an easy one!

Nila River
Desert shaman: {You wake up back at Nila River (or
last save point) if you’re defeated.} May God and the
Terra Spirit grant you their divine protection.
Desert shaman: Please hurry! Something is happening.
{church talk}
Tough guy: It's best to always be prepared. I
brought all my merchandise just in case. {shop talk}
Young desert woman on the far left: Look at that
thing! It's huge! Where did it come from? I can't
believe it!
Old man on the ground: I'm so glad I was around to
see the dragon with my own eyes!
Young desert woman: Yes, we've decided to wait
here for Hadeed to return.
Young desert man: I wish I could ride on Tyrannos
too!
Royal maidservat on the left: I have a premonition.
A miracle will save our desert.
Royal maidservant in the middle: I wish you a safe
journey. No matter how hard the road, you must
never give up hope!
Royal maidservant on the right: God bless the new
village Chief!

Young desert woman on the right: The Nila is a holy
river. Monsters don't dare come near its banks.
Hadeed’s mother: Oh, when will Hadeed ever return?
Observation: Get on Tyrannos? (Yes/No)
Gabo (chat, on upstream riverbank): This time we'll
really show them what we can do!
Maribel (chat, on upstream riverbank): Here we go!
Remember, there'll be hell to pay if we lose this time!
Gabo (chat, at Evil Statue): We'll do it this time!
We'll really show them what we can do!
Pigmon (on fifth floor, again): You're still alive?
You're more stubborn than you look!
Pigmon (after the battle): I can't believe that you possess
such power! {It disappears.}
Gabo (chat): We're nearly at the top of the statue. Be on
guard!
Maribel (chat): Why does that idiot Hadeed always have to
be so reckless? Oh well, HERO. I guess we have to go help
him!
Royal maidservant on the left (or on the right if there
are three of them): Thank you for saving us! We're trying
to distract the monsters so they don't notice that someone's
trying to destroy the statue.
Royal maidservant on the right (or on the left if there
are three of them): Thank you very much. We of Dune owe
you our lives. Soon, this statue will be destroyed!
Royal maidservant in the middle (from outside if
you didn’t rescue her before): Oh, you dears! Why
didn't you run away? Oh, I shouldn't be scolding you!
Thank you very much!
Seto (as you step outside on the top floor): Ooooh, too
bad! You were this close with the Dark Ruby too! Ha ha ha!

What a shame. What's wrong? Can't you stand? {He slashes
at Hadeed while he’s down.}
Hadeed (continued): Ugh! Why you! {Seto attacks again.}
Seto (continued): You must be incredibly stupid, to try and
fight me while injured.
Hadeed (continued): Oh!
Seto (continued): Even if you were at full power, there's no
way that you could face me. My magic is unstoppable! {He
attacks again.} Those here who have prayed to the Demon
Lord have given him great strength, and I as well. {He notices
your party.} What? These are your friends? Then I'll take
them down as well!
Gabo (chat): That's Seth, right? Come on! Let's get him,
HERO!
Maribel (chat): That's what I meant! This guy just does
whatever he pleases! Does he have a death wish? Save the
lectures for later. We've got to take care of the boss for
now, HERO!
Observation (if you try to leave): This isn't the time for
that!
Hadeed: He's too tough. You've got to get out of here. Ugh!
Seto: Now come on! You do want to play, don't you?
Gabo (battle chat): I won't let you get away with beating up
on Hadeed like that!
Maribel (battle chat): This one's tougher and stronger than
the monsters we've faced so far. Be careful, HERO!

Nila River
Desert shaman: {You wake up back at Nila River (or
last save point) if you’re defeated.} May God and the
Terra Spirit grant you their divine protection.
Desert shaman: Please hurry! Something is happening.
{church talk}

Maribel (chat): Curses! How could we lose to him?
HERO, let's go again!
Gabo (chat): Hurry! Hadeed's going to get killed!
HERO/comma/ hurry it up, I tell you!
Young desert woman on the far left: Look at that
thing! It's huge! Where did it come from? I can't
believe it!
Old man on the ground: Is it just me, or does
Tyrannos look worried?
Young desert woman: Yes, we've decided to wait
here for Hadeed to return.
Young desert man: I wish I could ride on Tyrannos
too!
Royal maidservat on the left: I have a premonition.
A miracle will save our desert.
Royal maidservant in the middle: I wish you a safe
journey. No matter how hard the road, you must
never give up hope!
Royal maidservant on the right: God bless the new
village Chief!
Young desert woman on the right: The Nila is a holy
river. Monsters don't dare come near its banks.
Hadeed’s mother: I feel so uneasy. Please protect
Hadeed for us!
Observation: Get on Tyrannos? (Yes/No)
Gabo (chat, on upstream riverbank): Hurry!
Hadeed's going to be killed! HERO, hurry it up, I tell
you!
Royal maidservant (outside Evil Statue, if you
rescued her before): You are our only hope. Oh God,
oh Terra Spirit, give us your blessings! [Gabo was
resurrected! Maribel was resurrected! HERO and
companions' HP recovered!]

Queen Fedel (on third floor): Only you can save us
now. May the great Spirit protect you all! [HERO and
companions' HP recovered!]
Royal maidservant on the left: You're going up to
the face of the statue? Be careful!
Royal maidservant in the middle: I think I just
heard a scream coming from up above!
Royal maidservant on the right: That's strange.
Hadeed should have been back by now.
Hadeed (outside on the top floor): I told you to get
out of here! Don't just stand there! Run!
Seto: Well, well. You people don't know when to give
up, do you? That just makes it all the more fun for
me!
Seto (after the battle): Inconceivable! How could mere
humans defeat me? No, it can't be! Why?
Hadeed (continued): You did it. Now get the rubies from the
eyes!
Queen Fedel (continued): Hadeed! {She and the three royal
maidservants appear.} He's still breathing. Thank God and
the Spirits!
Hadeed (continued): Oh, the Queen! Forget about me, hurry
and get the rubies!
Queen Fedel (continued): We'd best hurry! {to HERO} I
have been long awaiting this time. The Dark Rubies are the
source of the darkness which enshrouds the desert. Could
you help me remove them from the statue? (Yes/No)
Queen Fedel (if you say ‘No’): There's no time for
uncertainties! We've got to act now! Could you help me
remove them from the statue? (Yes/No)
Queen Fedel (when you say ‘Yes’): Okay, I'll get the left
one, and you get the right!

Maribel (chat): And then there are the Dark Rubies. HERO,
you know what to do! We've got to remove them.
Gabo (chat): Ha! That Seth wasn't anything special! Okay,
what's left?
Hadeed: Forget about me. Get the rubies!
Queen Fedel: I'll get the left ruby, you get the one in the
right eye!
Royal maidservant on the right: All that remains to save the
desert is to remove the rubies! Quickly!
Royal maidservant in the middle: Your Majesty! Thank
heavens everyone is all right! Now, quickly, the Dark Rubies!
Royal maidservant on the left (from just outside the Evil
Statue): You've managed to defeat Seto! Now, take the Dark
Rubies, quickly!
Queen Fedel (when you get into position): All right. I'll
remove my ruby first. {She removes the Dark Ruby.} I'm
finished here! Quickly, remove the other Ruby and bring light
back to the desert!
Observation (continued): HERO peers into the eyes of the
Evil Statue. The Dark Rubies pulsate with a haunting red
light. Remove the Dark Ruby? (Yes/No)
Queen Fedel (if you say ‘No’): What's wrong with you?
Hurry up and take the Dark Ruby! [Remove the Dark Ruby?
(Yes/No)]
Observation (when you say ‘Yes’): HERO extends his hand
and removes the Dark Ruby! {The rubies shine eerily, then
the statue begins to shake.}
Queen Fedel (continued): Now that its power is gone, this
statue will crumble to dust. Hurry! We've got to get out of
here! {The statue continues crumbling.} Oh, God! Please don't
leave us now! {There is more crumbling.} Oh, God!

Nila River

{The Queen floats downstream to the riverbank where most
of the Dune villagers are still waiting. They pull her ashore,
as well as the three royal maidservants. Hadeed floats
downstream next, then your party. A golden light flashes
briefly. You can stand up.}
Queen Fedel (continued): Oh, thank heavens! You were
unconscious for so long. I was getting worried! {She goes to
stand by Hadeed who is lying down on the ground.}
Gabo (chat): I drank so much water! My belly's all full!
Maribel (chat): We're by the village, right? And we're still
alive? We're saved!
Royal maidservant (directly in front of you): Thanks to the
Queen and everyone else, we were able to save Dune.
Royal maidservant, bottom right: This white light burst
forth from the Queen, and I woke up here. Thank God! Thank
the Terra Spirit! Thank the Queen! Thank you!
Maribel (chat): So, the Queen saved us? I'm suspicious, but
I suppose I can show a little appreciation.
Gabo (chat): I saw it, too! That white light came beaming out,
and ba-boom! So all that noise and clatter was just the work
of the Queen?
Royal maidservant top right: Our Queen is such a
benevolent ruler. If it wasn't for her, we'd still be breaking
rocks all day! Wouldn't you agree?
Young desert man on the left: We've been rescued? I still
can't believe it!
Young desert man on the right: I've never seen you before.
Were you working on the statue, too?
Young desert woman (at the bottom): {to tough guy}
Darling! You're alive! I was so worried and lonely!
Tough guy (continued): Ow ow ow! All right! Quit hitting me
so hard!

Tough guy: We had this blinding light surround us all of a
sudden. And the next thing I know, we're all here. The Queen
is amazing!
Royal maidservant on the right: The men at the statue of
the Demon Lord have been rescued. Everyone is overjoyed!
Royal maidservant in the middle: The Queen is safe! This
must be the work of God!
Royal maidservant on the left: The sky has returned to
normal, but Hadeed still hasn't woken up.
Old man on the left: Our young leader would never abandon
his elderly mother! I'm sure he'll be all right! I just know it!
Tough guy: It can't be true. He promised to be our Chief
upon his return.
Desert shaman: You were saved along with the Queen and
the other men! God's benevolence shines down upon us!
Queen Fedel: The villagers asked me to save you first. They
said that's what the Chief would have wanted.
Old man near Hadeed: Look how hurt he is! Such a reckless
young man.
Young desert woman near Hadeed: Oh, why now, Hadeed?
Hadeed’s mother: The desert is back to normal and the
Queen is safe. That boy's done us proud! Thank you,
travelers!
Maribel (chat): He's feigning sleep. Of course he's all right!
If we shake him, he'll wake right up. He'll wake up, won't he?
Observation: Hadeed lies lifeless on the sand.
Queen Fedel (continued): Oh, Terra Spirit! Listen to my
prayer! Please, let this person return to life! {A light shines
over Hadeed. He stands up. Everyone is shocked.}
Hadeed’s mother (continued): Oh, Hadeed! You made it!
Hadeed (continued): Was it you who rescued me? Why? I
don't understand. Why did you rescue me?
Queen Fedel (continued): As Queen, I care for everyone in
Dune. You are no exception, travelers.

Hadeed (continued): ..... Thank you.
Old man (continued): Yes, yes, but let's go back to the
village first! All of you must be exhausted!
Returning to the village, HERO partook in a
feast celebrating the return of Queen Fedel and
the new Chief. Hadeed, HERO, and
his friends were honored as the saviors of Dune.
And then, a new morning dawned...

Dune Village
Young desert woman on second floor of chief’s hut
(continued): Are you awake already? You can sleep in a little
if you want, you know!
Young desert woman (again): The palace is a total mess. It's
certainly not fit for our Queen! That's why she's staying
here for the time being.
Queen Fedel (on balcony of chief’s hut): Greetings, my
friends. Thank you so much for your help. My people hoped
and prayed for my return, and I shall repay them by
rebuilding Dune and the palace. And I wish to repay you, too,
travelers... Once everything has settled down again.
Maribel (chat): Some leader. If she's not going to reward us
for our efforts, maybe I should be Queen. I'd consider it if
it didn't mean ruling over such a desolate wasteland.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what happened to the Evil Statue
after that? Let's go check it out later!
Queen Fedel (again): I can see the entire region and my
people from here. We will rebuild the palace, the village and
Sphinx. That's my wish. People of Dune always keep our
promises, and I promise to repay your kindness later... Once
everything has settled down again.

Royal maidservant in chief’s room on the left: Everything's
been happening so fast. I can barely keep up anymore!
Royal maidservant at the table: The new Chief is letting me
use this room. I'm here for a few days on official palace
business.
Royal maidservant on the right: I heard that you built
graves for everyone in the palace. Thank you. Your bravery is
commendable.
Hadeed’s mother on bottom floor: Did you see how bright
the morning sun was? It's all thanks to you. You'd better tell
the boy... Oh! I mean, you'd better tell the Chief the good
news!
Tough guy at the table: I heard you helped bury those that
remained in the palace. My brother was among them... Thank
you.
Young desert man on the right: The new Chief has decided
to restore the palace! That will be an incredible undertaking.
Young desert man next to Hadeed: There are stories that
Tyrannos was found in the Nila! Did you get to ride the great
beast? You're so lucky!
Maribel (chat): My, aren't we casual! Do you know what we've
gone through since then?
Gabo (chat): I wish I could've ridden Tyrannos one more
time. I wonder where he went.
Hadeed: Oh, you're awake! I have been busy devising a plan
for the palace repairs. It was in that palace that we met for
the first time. I never thought you'd help us out this much.
Allow me to thank you, once again. I feel I am better for
having known you. I am truly in your debt. Feel free to take
what you need from the village storehouse. Consider it a gift
from the people of Dune. May God and the Terra Spirit
protect you!
Gabo (chat): Looks like this village used to be really lively.
It's full of people!

Maribel (chat): So peace has finally come to the desert! I
hope you'll be talking about the legendary Maribel that saved
Dune for decades to come!
Maribel (chat): Hadeed's grown up a bit. He actually thanked
us! HERO, you certainly haven't grown up! But wait! Haven't
you gotten a little taller?
Gabo (chat): So they're fixing up the castle and the Spirit
Statue. Looks like they're really giving it their all!
Hadeed (again): Feel free to take what you need from the
village storehouse. May God and the Terra Spirit protect you!
Old woman (again): Did you see how bright the morning sun
was? Ahh... I haven't felt this good in ages!
Royal maidservant outside on the right: Thank you,
travelers, for everything you've done. It all seems like some
kind of horrible dream, now.
Royal maidservant in the middle: The Queen is back, and
the Evil Statue is destroyed. Sadly, those who died at the
palace paid for our victory with their lives.
Royal maidservant on the left: The darkness is gone, and
the sun shines on the world again! It's all thanks to you,
Hadeed, and especially the Queen!
Young desert woman near pond: Everyone's back! And the
sun's shining once again! How glorious!
Desert shaman: The evil forces that ruled over Dune have
left us, overwhelmed by three separate forces working
together... The Queen, our Chief, and you, travelers. I will
remember what you did. Thank you.
Cat: Rrrrrr ...
Old man on the left: The dragon was revived? That's
amazing! Our Chief must be smiling down upon us.
Gabo (chat): That Nila River is a strange place. I was really
amazed by it!
Maribel (chat): Now the Chief can sleep soundly. There's
nothing left to worry about.

Tough guy in first hut on the left: Heroes of the Desert!
Friends of Hadeed! Welcome! For you folks, everything's on
the house! Wait, no! Sorry, I got carried away there! Heh
heh... {shop talk}
Gabo (chat): That guy was smiling with such a bizarre
expression. I think I'm going to have nightmares!
Maribel (chat): Hmph! Isn't he the smooth talker!
Young desert man near entrance: The monsters are gone!
We're saved! Thank you, kind travelers!
Young desert woman in first hut on the right: Oh, my! I'm
sorry the house is in such a state! I've been sleeping all day,
so I haven't had a chance to clean it.
Old man on the right: We are deeply indebted to you. The
Chief told me everything. Please, come in whenever you wish.
Observation in storeroom beneath village: HERO opened
the bag. But the bag was empty.
Treasure chest – LandShard
Treasure chest – Leather Whip
Old man (again): The new Chief ordered me to keep up the
storehouse, since we never know when we might need
emergency food.
Hadeed, after getting treasures: It will take at least a year
to restore the palace. I hope your adventure continues
smoothly in the meantime!

Archaeological Digsite
Maribel (chat): No one cares if he disappears. That's sort of
sad.
Gabo (chat): The old man's really gone. It feels weird.
Little boy near entrance: A new Scholar came after the old
one left. But he charges money too! Grownups are no fun.
Woman at the end of the line: I don't know how much
longer I can stand this line...

Young man in line: I heard they found something even more
amazing here! I can't wait to find out what it is!
Man in black pants in line: Boboboboboboing! Grrrowl!
Brumb-Brumb-Brrrumble! I bet it sounded like that!
Woman not in line: Of all the... The Scholar left with his
skull, but now they've got some other stupid thing! Five gold!
Geez! Honestly, I wish my grandfather would quit wasting his
money here!
Old man in line: Can't they hurry up? I'm not much longer
for this world, you know!
Merchant in front of tent: The admission fee is five gold
per person. Would you like to enter? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO gave the man
five gold.] Thank you. I'll let your group go on ahead.
Please, go ahead into the tent! {He steps out of the
way.}
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): You need to see someone at the
excavation site? Well, go on through, but don't let me catch
you in the exhibit! {He steps out of the way.}
Maribel (chat): The guy at the entrance sure has changed.
He seems to be much more normal now.
Merchant (again): The ticket seller from before? I've never
heard of him. And if I've never heard of him, he definitely
can't be inside the tent!
Traveling merchant inside the tent: Step right up! Feast
your eyes on the mystical skull!
Observation: It's a skull of a huge animal with a golden horn
on its head. The paint on the horn is starting to peel off... Do
you want to try touching it? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (either way): {The skull roars.} Step
right up and see the screaming skull! Only ten gold! What?
No, it does not sound like my voice! Scram, kid!

Tough guy outside blocking ladder: Huh? What're you doing
here? This place is off limits. Sorry, no one's allowed in while
the Scholar's away!

Dune Palace
Archaeologist: Mumble mumble. What's that? Oh, it's you!
I'm sorry to change plans on you, but I've decided to stay
here. The science of archaeology has always been inexact at
best, and I've learned more here in just a few hours than in
all my years as a Scholar! I've never been so happy in my life!
Thank you so much! If you ever go back, give this to the man
at the dig site. I want to thank him, too, for all the help he's
given me. [HERO received a Package from the Scholar!]
Again, thank you. I am forever indebted to you. Please, be
careful.
Maribel (chat): What a selfish old man, making us do all this
work!
Gabo (chat): We've got to deliver the letter to the guy at
the dig site, just like we promised!
Archaeologist (again): Oh, quit worrying about me! I can take
care of myself! Go on, go ahead! I've got a lot of work that I
need to do.

Archaeological Digsite
Merchant (as soon as you enter): Step right up, folks, and
explore the mysteries of the past! See the terrifying horned
beast that ruled the prehistoric world! Only ten gold for the
thrill of your life!
Maribel (chat): Even with the old man gone, nothing's
changed. Hey! The entry fee's gone up!

Gabo (chat): We're supposed to give the money and the
letter to the guy by the well, right?
Little boy near entrance: I brought five gold with me, but
they raised the admission! I hate grownups!
Gabo (chat): What a poor man.
Woman at the end of the line: I don't know how much
longer I can stand this line...
Young man in line: Oh, my God! That skull... Oh, no, I can't
spoil it for you! You've got to see it!
Gabo (chat): What is it? HERO, I really want to see it!
Maribel (chat): What is that man trying to accomplish,
showing off like that?
Man in black pants: Jahwhoghfbuark! Sigh... I just can't
seem to get it right.
Gabo (chat): What did it sound like? I'm all revved up,
HERO!
Woman not in line: What? The price went up to ten gold?
That's 300 gold a month! Honestly...
Gabo (chat): What do ten tens make? A thousand? That's
more than my feeble dog-mind can comprehend. I don't know!
Maribel (chat): You're supposed to be good at math. No,
never mind. You can't be. Anyway, that's very pricey.
Old man in line: Well, I'll be damned... I had no idea skulls
could talk! Hey, wait a minute! Are you my father? No, wait...
Maribel (chat): What part of this young, beautiful woman
looks like a man, eh? How rude!
Merchant in front of tent: The admission fee is ten gold per
person. Would you like to enter? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO gave the man ten
gold.] Thank you. I'll let your group go on ahead.
Please, go ahead into the tent! {He steps out of the
way.}

Merchant (if you say ‘No’): You need to see someone at the
excavation site? Well, go on through, but don't let me catch
you in the exhibit! {He steps out of the way.}
Maribel (chat): The guy at the entrance sure has changed.
He seems to be much more normal now.
Merchant (again): The ticket seller from before? I've never
heard of him. And if I've never heard of him, he definitely
can't be inside the tent!
Maribel (chat, inside tent): It looks suspicious.
Gabo (chat, inside tent): I can't lick it? Too bad. All I
wanted was one little taste!
Traveling merchant: Good afternoon, everyone! Prepare to be
amazed! This discovery that amazed kings and rocked the
world of science! And best of all, I found it! Isn't that
amazing?! Look all you want, folks! But no touching!
Observation: It's a skull of a huge animal with a golden horn
on its head. The paint on the horn is starting to peel off... Do
you want to try touching it? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (either way): {The skull roars.} Step
right up and see the screaming skull! Only ten gold! What?
No, it does not sound like my voice! Scram, kid!
Traveling merchant (again): You've seen me before? That's
impossible! I've never seen you in my life! I've been handling
an abacus, I mean, a shovel for years. I don't know you.
Really.
Tough guy outside blocking ladder: Hey, you know the
Scholar, right? Do you know where he went? [Will you give
the guard the Cash & <scroll graphic>? (Yes/No)]
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you don't know either? I'm
getting really worried about him!
Maribel (chat): What's wrong with you, HERO? Aren't you
supposed to give this person something?
Gabo (chat): Say, didn't the old man ask us to do something?

Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO gave the Cash & <scroll
graphic> to the guard!] What? Hmm... So he's not coming
back here, huh? Geez, he didn't have to give me any money!
Oh well. I guess I don't have to watch this place anymore.
Thanks a lot! Say hello to the Scholar if you see him! {He
steps out of the way.}
Gabo (chat): Those two guys were pretty close, weren't
they? I'm glad we gave him the letter!
Maribel (chat): Now we can finally relax. Unlike you,
HERO/comma/ I'm conscientious. I've been thinking about it
the whole time.
Tough guy (again): The Scholar's gone. Go ahead in if you
want. I sure hope he's okay...
Pot – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – LandShard

Cave South of Dune
Gabo (chat): What a scary place. We might be taken out to
sea if we fall in the waterfall!
Maribel (chat): Brrrr! It's so cold here! You always take me
to the worst places, HERO!
Gabo (chat, inside cave): I can see something at the bottom
of the waterfall, but there's no way that we can get down
there.
Maribel (chat, inside cave): Brrrr! It's colder here than it
is outside! HERO, do something!
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Queen Nepthys

Dune Oasis
Maribel (chat): There's nothing here. Why don't we go
somewhere else, HERO?

Dune Village
Gabo (chat): Today is another nice day!
Maribel (chat): The old village was buried in sand? I can't
believe it!
Young desert man near entrance: Welcome, travelers! This
is the Dune village. Please stay and have a rest!
Traveling merchant: Hello there! Come on in! Oh, travelers!
I'm a traveling merchant myself. I'm renting this storefront
in exchange for a cut of the profits. Please, have a look at my
merchandise! Well, then... {shop talk}
Tough guy in hut: If you need anything, speak to the man in
front. I used to run the shop, but it was boring. Now I rent
the space out to traveling merchants in exchange for a huge
cut of their profit. Pretty smart, huh?
Little boy behind hut: Aaaah! I'm sorry, Mom! Huh? {He
looks around.} Awww, you're not my mom! Don't frighten me!
I broke a dish, so I'm hiding from my mom. She's scary!
Don't tell anyone, okay?
Maribel (chat): Why do boys love to make trouble, HERO?
Little boy (again): {to himself} Please don't let Mom find
me... Please don't let Mom find me...
Barrel – TinyMedal
Old woman on the right: The pot in the center of the village
has mysterious powers. Supposedly an ancient Queen gave it
to the village. The Queens used to have magical powers, so
it's not far-fetched at all.

Cat in first room of large house on the right: Purrrrr...
Meow!
Pot – Life Acorn
Young desert man in second room of large house: What do
you want? Leave me alone! I'm trying to get some sleep!
Young desert woman near large house: Where is that stupid
son of mine? When I find him, he's going to be in so much
trouble!
Gabo (chat): Wow, that's scary!
Young desert man running back and forth in third room of
large house: I'm so scared! My wife'll kill me! I've got to
hurry up and find our son!
Pot – 15 gold coins
Cat in northeast corner: Meeeow.
Young desert woman in kitchen of chief’s hut: Those three
triplets are so competitive. It's easy to forget the Chief has
another son, too. I never see him much. He doesn't seem very
friendly.
Young desert woman cooking at stove: I'm worried about
this house. The Chief's three sons bicker over every little
thing. Even over who gets the most food every meal! It gives
me a headache to think one of them will be the next Chief!
Cat near kitchen: Meeeow.
Young desert man on the right: Those three never run out
of things to argue about. We'll never settle on the Chief's
successor at this rate!
Young desert man on the left: The Chief's sons are at it
again upstairs. I swear... They're all exactly the same. Why
do they have to fight all the time like that?
Young man (Hadeed lookalike) in northeast hut: What're
you doing in my room, travelers? This isn't an inn, or a shop,
or anything... So get out, already!
Maribel (chat): What a nasty tone! It reminds me of
someone else.

Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelves are
jammed with atlases and travel books.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Code of
Adventurers' 'Do not forsake the need for bravery. Be
honest with your mind. And always remember that life is but
a journey.'
Old woman by well: Honestly, the Chief's sons are a real
piece of work. The three older boys are completely useless,
and the youngest son of his is a bit slow himself! I'm sure the
Chief is concerned.
Young desert woman by well: This is the coolest spot in the
entire village, probably on account of this well.
Barrel – Dung
Observation: HERO read the sign. Welcome, welcome! Right
this way to my oasis of comfort!
Young desert man behind counter in inn: Oh, welcome,
welcome! Hot day, isn't it? But I'm running a business here,
so... {inn talk}
Cat in inn: Meow...
Old man by inn: You see those bumps in the sand? They used
to be houses. So much sand has blown over the years, all you
can see are the roofs!
Observation: The roof of a house is buried in the sand.
Little boy on the left by windmill: Around and around and
around... My head's spinning!
Little boy on the right: There is an old rumor passed down in
my family which suggest suggests that this odd whirly object
used to be much taller. I don't believe him.
Observation: A windmill is buried in the sand.
Cat in southwest corner: Meowww...
Cat in first hut on the left: Meeyaooo!
Little boy chasing cat: Hey! Wait up!
Barrel – Herb

Young desert woman in first hut on the left: I'm feeling...
sleepy...
Dresser – Dancer’s Outfit
Cat by large pot: Meow! Meow!
Gabo (chat, inside pot): So this is what the inside of the pot
looks like!
Desert shaman: You are wondering what I am doing, yes?
(Yes/No)
Desert shaman (if you say ‘No’): Of course, of course.
Maribel (chat): Talking a bunch of nonsense does not make
you sound intelligent!
Desert shaman (if you say ‘Yes’): Of course, of course. I'm
fishing. You see? I cast my line into the sand. I haven't
caught anything yet, and I don't think I ever will, but I'll
keep on fishing, with my line in the sand. I suppose you think
I'm a fool. (Yes/No)
Desert shaman (either way): Of course, of course.
On the ground – LandShard
Young desert man in front of chief’s house: This
magnificent building is the home of the Chief of Dune. You
might wish to pay him a visit while you're here, travelers.
Young desert man in chief’s house on the left: This is the
home of the great Chief of Dune. Please be on your best
behavior.
Young desert man on the right: Oh, a visitor? This is the
Chief's house. Make sure you get all the sand off yourselves
before entering.
Pot – Mystic Nut
Cat in chief’s room: Meow.
Chief: Travelers, eh? Well, welcome to Dune. Please, stay as
long as you like in Dune village! Sigh... Those stupid sons of
mine... Oh, sorry, travelers. Don't worry about it.
Observation: A mystical-looking statue stands here.

Young desert woman on second floor of Chief’s house: This
room is for the Chief's three useless triplets. There's
another brother that lives in the house out back.
Old woman at mirror (Chief’s wife): Oh, my! This makeup
makes me look twenty years younger! Ha!
Young desert woman: {to Chief’s wife} Oh, but you look
wonderful even without makeup, madam! Ha ha!
Young desert man on balcony on the left: Look, you'll just
have to face it. I'm the best-looking. You look like sickly,
sand-sucking Slimes!
Maribel (chat): Hmph! What a fool!
Young desert man on the right: You charlatans! Let's end
this farce! Admittedly, neither of you is visibly deformed,
but you might as well be when standing next to me!
Maribel (chat): Is he half asleep or something? I can't take
it anymore.
Young desert man in the middle: You two don't get it at all!
What a joke! Even the thought of me not being the most
attractive makes me snicker! You both look like you kept your
heads in the sand too long!
Gabo (chat): Three guys that look exactly alike? What's
going on here?

Dune Desert
Maribel (chat, on World Map): It's too hot! I'm getting
sunburned!
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Ouch! The bottoms of my feet
are hot!

Dune Palace

Young desert man near entrance (as soon as you enter):
Welcome, travelers! This is the... ...Oh, my God... Your faces!
Your clothes! It's just like the old legends! Oh, how we of
the desert have waited for this glorious day! I must inform
the Queen immediately! Oh! Hold on just one moment! All
right? {He runs off, and a royal maidservant returns.}
Royal maidservant (continued): We have long awaited your
arrival, oh Saviors of the Desert. We knew you would return,
sometime in the far future. This day will go down as a
momentous one in our history. Please, right this way. {She
leads you to the throne dais.} I'm sorry to trouble you, but
please wait here a moment. I will call the Queen here. {She
leaves to fetch the queen. The queen arrives, sits on the
throne, and the rest of the palace citizens gather around.}
Once again, welcome back to the desert.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): We have waited
long for your arrival, oh Great Saviors.
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): You are the
adventurers who saved our desert people and our Queen.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): According to
tradition, when our Saviors return we are to welcome them
with open arms.
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): This is what
King Hadeed decreed many generations ago.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): We all owe you
more than could ever be expressed in words.
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): Welcome to the
desert.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): Welcome,
Saviors. {Everyone cheers.}
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): Silence! The
Queen has announced that she wishes to greet all of you.
Royal maidservant on the right, speaking for the queen
(continued): Thank you for returning to our humble desert,

Saviors! Our debt to you cannot be expressed in mere words.
{The crowd cheers again.}
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): Silence!
Royal maidservant on the right, speaking for the queen
(continued): We owe everything to our Saviors, from our
peaceful land to our happy populace. Speaking for past
generations of kings and queens, Queen Nepthys wishes to
extend her warmest thanks.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): Please allow us
to serve you this evening.
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): A kingdom-wide
feast! Please, enjoy yourselves tonight! {The crowd cheers.}
Silence!
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): Please, treat
this palace as your own home. {Everyone cheers again.}
The feast, lasting deep into the night, was like
none HERO had ever seen before.
The people of the desert welcomed HERO and
his friends as one of their own,
and they sung sang, danced, and ate more than they ever
thought they could.
And then, the next morning...
Royal maidservant on the right (in queen’s bedchamber,
continued): I trust you had a good rest, HERO. The feast
continued until dawn. I am still a little tired myself.
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): We of the
desert will never forget what you have done for us. If you
are ever in trouble, come to us at any time. Queen Nepthys
will do everything in her power to help you. Also, you know of
the item Queen Fedel asked you to take, right? Please, do not
let it fall into the hands of monsters! This is what our Queen
tells us.

Royal maidservant on the right (continued): I hope that you
will all come to the desert again. You are always welcome
here, Great Saviors!
Maribel (chat): Tee hee, we deserve a big welcome like this!
Gabo (chat): I ate so much last night! I feel like my stomach
is going to explode!
Young desert woman on the right: Good day to you, Great
Saviors! I've come to inform Her Majesty of my sister's new
baby. The Queen enjoys hearing from all of her loyal
subjects!
Royal maidservants on the right or left: Oh, Great Saviors!
We have waited years for your return. Please go and speak
with the people of the village and the temple.
Young desert man on the right: Ah, Great Saviors! It's so
good to see you. Our laws say that no one may speak directly
to the Queen. All business must be relayed through her
ladies in waiting.
Young desert man on the left: Oh, our Saviors! I'm so
honored to have the privilege to meet you! What am I doing?
I'm hoping to catch a glimpse of the Queen. Not only is she
our Queen, but she is also the High Priest of this fane. I
come here every day, hoping for a chance to see her.
Desert man on the left: These are the Queen's chambers.
Go right ahead, oh Great Saviors!
Desert man on the right: Welcome to the Queen's
chambers! Please go ahead, great Saviors of our people.
Young desert woman in courtyard: Look, Saviors! Our
courtyard's filled with water! In the desert, wealth is
measured by how much water you use.
Scholar walking around in library: Oh, our legendary
Saviors! Welcome to our library! The knowledge of the elders
is written down and stored here. King Hadeed's will is kept in
this library. In the document, he described you as the
Saviors of our people, and commanded us to welcome you with

hospitality should you ever visit again in your travels through
time. But, let me tell you, I was shocked when you came! You
look exactly like the drawings in the will.
Maribel (chat): Did Hadeed become King? Ridiculous!
Scholar at the table on the bottom: Long ago, when the
desert was shrouded in a deep darkness, and shadows
covered the land, we were saved by a mystical dragon.
Resurrected by the powers of the Nila, and led by King
Hadeed, the dragon saved us all. I suppose you know that
story already, though.
Scholar at the table on the top: There was once a Dark
Ruby that plunged the world into darkness, but thanks to all
of you, it was removed from the statue of God. It's now
safely stored so it won't cause any more trouble, but, oh, how
I wish I could study it!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
called 'The Great Spirits, Volume 2.' 'Besides the Terra
Spirit, there are three other great Spirits. The four Spirits
preside over Fire, Wind, Earth, and Water. Let no one forget
to offer prayer to the four great Spirits!'
Young desert man: Hmmm, let's see. This book goes here,
and that scroll goes over there. {He notices you and turns
around.} Oh! It's you, Great Saviors! Heh heh heh. I'm just
an apprentice, so I'm busy putting away books.
Observation: HERO examined the bookshelf! HERO found an
old, yellowed book. Read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘No’): [nothing happens]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO read the book! 'Long
ago, my grandfather told me about the country he was born
in. He told me it was unreachable by any normal means. Even
after I grew up and became a Scholar, I never forgot his
story. Someday, I wish I could visit the land of my
grandfather...'

Desert man in armory: Oh, our Saviors! Welcome to the
palace! We guard Dune in shifts, all day, every day. Once
we're off duty, we rest our weary bodies in this room. We're
not goofing off or anything, all right?
Desert man in bed: Zzzzz... Snort! Mutter mutter...
Young desert man behind counter of item shop: Oh, Great
Saviors! Welcome to my humble shop. For my old mother and
father, my wife, and twenty children, I'm very proud that
you've chosen to shop here today! I only hope I can repay the
favor somehow. {shop talk}
Little girl by item shop: Wow! The water's so clean! And
cold! Kitty doesn't like water, but I like Kitty! Don't you?
Cat on other side near weapon shop: Meow! [The cat looks
at you reproachfully. It seems you have stepped on its tail.]
Tough guy behind counter of weapon shop: Oh, you're our
Saviors! Welcome, welcome! Why don't you buy something
from my shop, eh? Free smiles with every purchase! Ha ha ha!
{shop talk}
Cat in kitchen: ... [It looks like the cat is after the food.]
Royal maidservant: Oh, Saviors! Imagine seeing you in a place
like this! All meals for the Queen must be cooked by us, her
loyal court. To be honest, though, her servants are treated
much better than us.
Royal maidservant in dressing room: Welcome to the Dune
Palace, oh Great Saviors. Please, stay as long as you'd like.
Royal maidservant in dressing room in back: Ahh, Great
Saviors! It is such an honor to meet you! This is where the
Queen's robes are kept. We assist her when she needs to
change clothes.
Dresser – Silk Bustier
Dresser – Noble Robe
Dresser – Silver Tiara

Desert man (downstairs) on the left: This is where all of us
come to rest upon death. I'm sure it's grown a lot since you
first dug here.
Desert man on the right: Oh, our Savior! Welcome! This is
the graveyard of the people of Dune, first created by you
and King Hadeed years ago.
Young desert woman on the right: Oh, Saviors! Whose grave
are you here to see? I came to visit my grandfather, but my
son ran off somewhere. Oh, dear. I wonder where he went.
Little boy in upper left hallway: Mama! I'm scared, mama!
Where'd you go?
Maribel (chat): Ha ha! That kid looks like you when you were
little, HERO!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies our
beloved Queen Nuit'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies our
beloved Queen Isis'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies our
beloved Queen Anat'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies our
beloved Queen Fedel'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies our
beloved Queen Hathor'
Desert shaman: Even after death, the Queen's power
protects the palace. These graves are a good thing for the
desert.
Desert man near stairs: You'll find the Fane of the people
of Dune down these steps. Please go ahead, Great Saviors.
Gabo (chat, downstairs): This place is great.
Maribel (chat, downstairs): The fane has become so
beautiful! I love it!
Royal maidservant (lower left): This is our sacred place, oh
Great Saviors. Please offer a prayer here to God and the
Terra Spirit.

Royal maidservant (lower right): It is said that God sits
atop a lotus flower. With the water of the Nila, this is truly
the earthly home of God.
Royal maidservant (upper left, on a plaque of the sun):
Living in the desert, water is more precious than anything.
But God and the Terra Spirit are even more precious to us!
Royal maidservant (upper right, on a plaque of the moon):
If you go up the Nila, there's a Sphinx. It fends off
monsters and protects the desert for us.
Royal maidservant on the left: This is a statue of the
founders of our people. They were the first to come here,
guided by our Terra Spirit.
Royal maidservant in the middle: The Queen presides over
this Temple. We are servants to both God and the Queen.
Royal maidservant on the right: Our custom is to pray four
times a day. I will pray for your safe passage, travelers.
Royal maidservant in treasury on the left: This is the
Fane's treasury. They say there are treasures here beyond
our wildest dreams.
Royal maidservant in treasury on the right: Some things
here are not really treasure at all. Not that I know what's
inside myself.
Desert man on the left on first floor: You may pass, oh
Great Saviors.
Desert man on the right: The Queen is at the end of these
stairs. The Royal Burial Chamber is two floors beneath us.
Cat near table on the left: Meeeow.
Traveling merchant at the table: We finished up trading
here a while ago, but I don't really feel like going across the
desert again.
Traveling merchant on the right: I wish I could just go back
home already, but my partner doesn't want to leave here!

Desert man outside, guarding door on the right: Beyond
this door is the Dune (picture of Castle). Please proceed,
Great Saviors.
Cat on right side of throne: Meow...
Royal maidservant on the right: Cleaning, cleaning, la la la la
la! Good day to you, Great Saviors! Sand collects easily
around here, so I have to clean every day.
Royal maidservant on the left: La la la, cleaning, la la la la!
Oh, well, if it isn't our Saviors! I'm sorry, it's just that I
work better while singing!
Royal maidservant cleaning the throne: This throne is used
during festivals. I'm dusting it right now. During the festival,
everyone gathers under the blue sky. Much like your welcome
feast, actually.
Royal maidservant to the left of the throne: A long time
ago, this desert was attacked by monsters. It was thanks to
all of you that we were saved from destruction. Your exploits
were recorded in our lore, so that we could repay you when
you finally returned.
Cat on the left: Mew.
Desert man guarding door on the left: This door leads to
the Dune (picture of Castle). Sigh. It's so much cooler in
there.
Cat on the left: Meoww...
Bard near archway: The history of the desert people is
chiseled into this gate. I'm trying to write a song based on
this, but it's too hot to think!
Young desert woman: This chain is for keeping criminals tied
down. We chain them here until they die, without giving them
food or water. No one tries to help them. Good! They're
criminals, after all!
Gabo (chat): Brrrr, it's that's cold!
Little boy: Brrrrr... [The little boy is trembling.]

Young desert man at entrance: Welcome, oh Great Saviors!
I'm sure the palace has changed much since you last visited
us!
Young desert man on the right: Oh, Saviors! Isn't the
desert so beautiful? Nowhere else does the land shine like
gold!

Dune Village
Maribel (chat): What kind of welcome do you think we will
receive here?
Young desert man near entrance: Welcome, Saviors! This is
the village of Dune. Please make yourselves at home!
Traveling merchant: Hello there! Come on in! Ah-hah! You
must be the Great Saviors I've heard so much about! I've
been renting this storefront for ten percent of the profits,
but business's been slow. Save me, Saviors! Well, then...
{shop talk}
Little boy behind hut: Aaaah! I'm sorry, Mom! Huh? {He
looks around.} Awww, you're not my mom! Don't frighten me!
I broke a dish, so I'm hiding from my mom. She's scary!
Don't tell anyone! Okay, Saviors?
Maribel (chat): Why do boys love to make trouble, HERO?
Little boy (again): {to himself} Please don't let Mom find
me... Please don't let Mom find me... This is just between you
and me, Saviors!
Young desert man in second room of large house: What do
you want? Leave me alone! I'm trying to get some sleep! Look,
I don't care who you are! I'm taking a nap!
Young desert woman near large house: Where is that stupid
son of mine? When I find him, he's going to be in so much
trouble! Oh, my! The Great Saviors!
Gabo (chat): Wow, that's scary!

Young desert man running back and forth in third room of
large house: I'm so scared! My wife'll kill me! I've got to
hurry up and find our son! Oh, Great Saviors! You've got to
help me! I'm so scared, I'm so scared, I'm so scared...
Young desert woman cooking at stove in chief’s house: I'm
worried about this house. The Chief's three sons bicker over
every little thing. Even over who gets the most food every
meal! It gives me a headache to think one of them will be the
next Chief! Please, oh Saviors, can't you do anything about
those sons?
Young man (Hadeed lookalike) in northeast hut: ... So,
you're the guys who saved Dune, huh? You must have your fill
of stories, eh? I'd love to hear some when you're free.
Maribel (chat): Hmph! I hate it when men try to show off!
Old woman by well: Honestly, the Chief's sons are a real
piece of work. The three older boys are completely useless,
and the youngest son of his is a bit slow himself! They'd
shape up if you people gave them a stern and humiliating
lecture!
Young desert woman by well: I heard that near the time
when you first visited, there was a lake here.
Young desert man behind counter in inn: Oh, Saviors!
Welcome! But I'm running a business here, so... {inn talk}
Old man by inn: Much obliged, Great Saviors! There are
some old houses over there. They got buried by the sand,
after years and years!
Little boy on the right by windmill: Oh, Saviors, you know
much about the past, yes? There is an old rumor passed down
in my family which suggest suggests that this odd whirly
object used to be much taller. Have you ever seen this?
(Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): I knew it! I knew that wasn't
true.

Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Wow! What if our house
gets buried, too?!
Young desert man in front of chief’s house: This is the
home of the Chief of Dune. Please, Saviors, listen to what he
has to say!
Young desert man in chief’s house on the left: This is the
home of the great Chief of Dune. Welcome, Great Saviors!
Young desert man on the right: The Chief is right in here.
Please go in, Great Saviors.
Chief: Oh, our Saviors! How long my people have waited for
you! It's thanks to you that all of us are here today! On
behalf of the entire village, thank you for returning! The
village has changed greatly, but the soul of the desert will
never change. We are all so grateful to you! Please, make
yourself at home here!
Chief’s wife on second floor of chief’s house: Oh, Great
Saviors! Welcome to Dune village! I'm enchanted to meet you!
Oh, ho ho ho ho ho!
Young desert woman: I am the Madame's personal maid. How
delightful to make your acquaintance!
Young desert man on the left: Look, you'll just have to face
it. I'm the best-looking. See? Even the Great Saviors agree
with me!
Maribel (chat): Hmph! What a fool!
Young desert man on the right: You charlatans! Let's end
this farce! Ha ha! I knew you were on my side, Saviors!
Maribel (chat): Is he half asleep or something? I can't take
it anymore.
Young desert man on balcony in the middle: What a joke!
Even the thought of me not being the most attractive makes
me snicker! You guys agree, don't you?
Gabo (chat): Three guys that look exactly alike? What's
going on here?

House Northwest of Dune
Observation: HERO read the sign. It reads — 'Please don't
pick the flowers.'
Farmer in garden: My father said the woman of the house
used to be quite a beauty. I can imagine. She's got a lot of
flair, even now!
Cat inside house: Meow... Meow...
Rose (old woman): My name is Rose. I used to be a beautiful
young woman. But now I live a humble life, growing flowers in
the mountains.
Barrel – Graceherb
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Fashion Spot,
vol. 2 Top Combos for Advanced Stylists! You can enhance
your appearance by combining different items. For example,
the Thunder<sword graphic> and the Expel<shield graphic>
match perfectly! Try your own stylish combos, and see how
they turn out!'
Dresser – Silk Robe
Observation: A trophy sits here. It reads 1st Place Style
Rankings.

Dune Desert
Gabo (chat): This desert is so large that I can see nothing
but sand, no matter how far I look!
Maribel (chat): It feels even hotter than when it was sealed.
HERO, why can't you give us something cold to drink? You're
useless!

Dune Village

Gabo (chat): I've always wondered about that huge pot in
the middle of the village!
Maribel (chat): The village is just as boring as ever! At least
there is peace, however.
Young desert woman at entrance: Welcome to the Dune
village. Oh, it's you! Thanks to you, we've enjoyed nothing but
peace!
Tough guy in first hut on the left: Welcome, brave
warriors! Looking fabulous as usual, I see! Just for you,
everything is ten percent off today! Agh! Wait! Sorry! I take
that back! You may have saved us all, but I need to make my
money! {shop talk}
Old man near large pot: Good to see you! I'm so happy! Ha
ha ha! This sun makes me feel young all over again!
Cat: Meowww...
Young desert man in first hut on the right: Hey, folks!
Been a while! How are you? No monsters, bright yellow sun...
We're all doing great!
Old man near storehouse: The new Chief ordered me to
keep up the storehouse, since we never know when we might
need emergency food.
Young desert woman near pond: The men are all working day
and night on the palace, and it's my job to feed them! Ugh!
Hadeed’s mother in chief’s hut: Welcome, welcome! Is there
anything new happening? I'm sorry, but that boy... I mean,
the Chief isn't here to greet you. He's probably somewhere
around the Nila again. Sorry about that.
Gabo (chat): HERO! It's too hot! Let's jump in the Nila and
play!
Young desert woman on top floor: Hadeed's finally starting
to settle down. I'm so relieved!

Dune Palace

Maribel (chat): Fixing this castle is a huge undertaking.
They're doing a great job.
Maribel (chat): We haven't seen the old scholar anywhere.
What? I'm not worried at all!
Gabo (chat): I wonder how many bricks they'll need to build
a whole castle!
Old man: Oh goodness! We have guests! This is quite a nice
surprise! This area was recently attacked by monsters, but
we got 'em with the help of some passing travelers. You don't
know them, do you? Hee hee hee!
Old woman: I didn't think I would see the Queen again
before I died. It seemed as if the land would never become
peaceful again.
Desert men at the gate: This is the Dune (picture of
Castle). By order of the Queen, all travelers are allowed to
pass!
Tough guy on the left: Hauling bricks isn't easy, but at least
I'm doing it for the Queen instead of those damn monsters.
Royal maidservant near throne: Oh, what fond memories!
Repairs have just begun on the palace. Until they are
complete, this will be the Queen's throne room.
Queen Fedel: Welcome, and thank you for visiting. I was
waiting for you. I wanted to give you the present I promised
to you before! There should be a hidden stairway in the
corridor linking my room to the basement. You may take the
treasure inside the room it leads to. There is one more favor
I wish to ask. Please take one of the Dark Rubies taken from
the Evil Statue. [HERO received the Dark Ruby!] I will keep
the other one. I feel the two Rubies are better /extra
space/ off separated from each other. Thank you again, for
everything you have done.
Queen Fedel (again): There should be a hidden stairway in
the corridor linking my room to the basement. You may take

the treasure inside the room it leads to. Thank you again for
everything you have done.
Maribel (chat): The Queen seems more settled, more noble
even, now that she's in the castle.
Gabo (chat): Wow, a secret room! Sounds exciting! Let's go,
HERO!
Young desert man on the right: One. Two. Three. {to HERO}
Don't interrupt me! I'm counting the bricks! Umm... Argggh! I
lost track!
Tough guy inside: Look at all this junk! What a mess! Guess
there's no use griping about it. Let's get to work!
Maribel (chat): It's all under construction. They sure are
working hard in this heat!
Young desert man on the right: Hey, kid! Don't just stand
there!
Young desert man on the left: We've got to restore the
Palace for the Queen! But we've a long road ahead still.
Maribel (chat, downstairs): So there's a hidden staircase
around here somewhere, right? HERO! Quit standing there
like an idiot and look for it!
Gabo (chat, downstairs): Hmm, I can smell it. I can smell it
from here! Wait, no, I can smell it from there! Actually, I
can't tell.
Gabo (chat, downstairs): Everybody seems to enjoy working
so much that it makes me feel happy, too!
Royal maidservant in library: This used to be the library.
Now it's a mess.
Tough guy on the right: I've never seen you before. Are you
with that weird guy? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): There was this guy
standing around in front of the palace before. We
were going to the Sphinx to get some bricks. And he
kept on pestering us until we took him along. He did
say that he didn't have any family.

Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): There was this guy standing
around in front of the palace before. We were going to the
Sphinx to get some bricks. And he kept on pestering us until
we took him along. His clothes were kind of like yours, but
you don't know him, huh?
Maribel (chat): Did the old scholar go beyond the Nila this
time? He never quits, does he? He really amazes me.
Gabo (chat): Oh, is the old man at the Evil Statue now?
HERO, let's go see him!
Tough guy (again): Well, he'll be all right. There aren't many
monsters over there.
Old man on the left: It'd sure be nice to bring this palace
back to what it was.
Young desert man on the left: I don't even know where to
begin cleaning this mess up. That statue looks like it'll fall
apart at any moment!
Royal maidservant in dressing room: We've done a lot of
cleaning already, but there's still so much to do!
Royal maidservant in queen’s chamber on the left: This
room is the Queen's chamber. We're trying to get it fixed up
as quickly as possible.
Royal maidservant in queen’s chamber on the right: Are
you looking for the hidden stairway? I heard it was
somewhere down that corridor.
Treasure chest – Golden Ring
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – FireShard
Treasure chest – 210 gold coins
Royal maidservant in queen’s chamber on the right: Did you
find the hidden stairway? Only the Queen's allowed to use it.
We'll make an exception for you, though.
Royal maidservant in graveyard beneath palace: The Queen
said she would never forget those who died. We offer
prayers for the dead like this every day.

Queen Fedel (after getting treasures): I don't know how I
could ever thank you enough. I promise I will never lose my
composure again. If we survived this, I know we can survive
anything!

Nila River
Maribel (chat): So we can get to the Evil Statue by raft now,
can we?
Gabo (chat): Look, a raft! HERO, let's ask if we can use it!
Young desert man at entrance: The Chief explained
everything! You're the ones who saved us all! Thank you. Now
we can pour our energy into rebuilding the palace!
Young desert man on the right: Hmm. Several small rafts,
or one large one?
Tough guy near the river: Every day without fail, the Chief
revisits the site of the statue. He methodically goes over the
entire place, bit by bit. I don't get it. What's he expecting
to find?
Maribel (chat): I can tell that Hadeed must be hiding
something! It looks like we'll just have to go to the Evil
Statue.
Gabo (chat): He's so serious! I could never be like him! Ha ha
ha!
Hadeed: HERO! How are you? I'm fine, as always. I'm busy
transporting bricks from the statue for use in the palace.
We'll have the palace back in order in no time! Do you want to
go see the ruins of the Sphinx? (Yes/No)
Hadeed (if you say ‘No’): All right. Call me any time you do.
Maribel (chat): HERO, are you really a Fishbel kid? Don't tell
me you're afraid to ride a raft!
Gabo (chat): C'mon, HERO! I really want to ride the raft!
Don't be so mean! Let's ask if we can use it!

Hadeed (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Ready to go? {The party
boards the raft.} We're off!
Hadeed at upstream bank (continued): This brings back
memories. It seems like ages ago when we marched into the
Evil Statue. {He turns around.} Let's get going!
Observation (if you get on the raft): You'd better ask the
raft's owner first. HERO decided not to use the raft.

Sphinx
Maribel (chat): Gasp! Everything is gone! It's a miracle we're
still alive!
Gabo (chat): The old scholar should be here, right?
Archaeologist (in upper left corner): Amazing! They built all
this with bricks! Mmm? {He notices you and turns around.}
Oh, am I glad to see you again! How have you been? I'm
having an utterly fabulous time here!
Archaeologist (again): The people of this time period are
simply incredible! But, oh, what a shame. Such an impressive
statue this was!
Hadeed: It seems that the bigger they are, the harder they
fall. All the freed men are busy loading bricks onto the rafts.
I need to make sure everything's all right here. I'll catch up
to you later. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): HERO, don't just stand there gaping! Let's
follow him.
Young desert man on the right: Well, hello there! Are you
friends of the Chief? This is where they forced us to
construct the statue of the Demon Lord. We plan to continue
with the plans to build our statue to the Terra Spirit, though.
Young desert man on carpet on the bottom: I'm just taking
a break, so don't report me to the boss for goofing off!
Old man: Zzzzz...

Young desert man on the top: Lugging bricks around without
rest makes a man tired, you know! That's why we're working
in shifts... Work, break, repeat!
Tough guy at stone slab table: Mmm? You new around here?
Well, hang in there.
Old man: When will we have the Sphinx finished? Oh,
probably in a couple of centuries. The people of Dune can be
patient although the new Chief doesn't seem to be that way.
Old man near brick pile: That guy works too hard! I'm
getting a back ache trying to catch up.
Tough guy: All right! All right! Okay! One more!
Old man on the left: This would go more smoothly if we had
some rafts.
Tough guy on the left: First the monsters whipped us into
constructing the Evil Statue, and now the Chief's breaking
our backs constructing the Sphinx! It just never gets any
better.
Hadeed (fighting with the Archaeologist, no matter who
you talk to): I've been looking for that necklace. Give it back
to me!
Archaeologist (continued): No! What do you need this
necklace for? Do you have any proof this belongs to you?
Hadeed (continued): I don't have any proof, but I still need
it!
Archaeologist (continued): So what? Go on, leave me alone!
Hadeed (continued): Why, you!
Gabo (chat): You've got to do something, HERO. They're
both too stubborn to listen.
Maribel (chat): What are you going to do, HERO? Why don't
you help?
Hadeed (again): I have to return that necklace to the Queen!
{to HERO} Do you know this man? Could you explain this to
him for me?

Archaeologist: Ow! Ow! Stop it! You thief! What do you need
this thing for, anyway? {to HERO} You better explain my side
of the story, too, travelers! [HERO explains what happened
here to the Scholar.] What? So this necklace is property of
the Royal Family? This guy's been looking all over for it?
Hadeed (continued): Right! That's why I'm telling you to give
it back to me!
Archaeologist (continued): Well, all right. I don't know about
this guy, but I trust what you say. Here you go, then. {He
hands the necklace to Hadeed.} That could've been my
biggest find, mumble mumble... {He leaves.}
Archaeologist in tent: I found that necklace in the rubble...
I know it has to be returned to the Royal Family, but I wish I
could study it more closely!
Hadeed (again): I'm sorry to put you through all this. I lost
that necklace while I was fighting in the statue. It's the
symbol of the Royal House. I had no choice but to get it back.
I needed to apologize to the Queen for mistrusting her, and
I needed to return it to her.
With Hadeed at the helm,
the party expertly rafted
down the Nila to the Palace.
Back on the other side...

Dune Palace
Queen Fedel: Good day, everyone! Heavens, what is the
matter?
Hadeed (continued): My Queen, I have come to return this
to you. {He hands the necklace to her.}
Queen Fedel (continued): This? This is the necklace I gave
to that monster! How did you get it?

Hadeed (continued): I took it back from the monsters who
ransacked the Palace. Unfortunately, I then lost it in the
Sphinx! After much searching, though, I have again obtained
your necklace merely so that I might return it to you, my
Queen.
Queen Fedel (continued): I see. Thank you for taking the
trouble.
Hadeed (continued): There is no need to thank me. It was my
fault for doubting your allegiance to your people. Please,
accept this as a token of my apology. May God bless Queen
Fedel! {He steps back and turns around toward HERO and the
party.} I really appreciate everything you have done for us.
You will always be welcome among us. {He leaves.}
Queen Fedel (continued): The village Chief has not visited
me in many a day. He left all his errands to the servants. I
was worried. I have a lot of memories with this necklace,
both good and bad. Now I have another good memory.
Royal maidservant: How are you all? We're still working hard
here.
Tough guy on the left: Pant pant pant. Hauling bricks has its
advantages. I'd never have such a great body like this
otherwise. Huff huff.
Old woman: Life sure has become quieter around these parts.
There aren't half as many monsters as there used to be,
either.
Old man: Oh, goodness, we have guests! Forgive the condition
of our Palace, it's looked better.
Young desert man on the right: 1101, 1102... {to HERO}
Don't interrupt me! I'm counting the bricks! 1104, 1105. Agh!
I lost track again!
Tough guy inside: Bang! Bang! Wham! I gotta get all this
fixed up!
Tough guy downstairs on the right: I go down to the Sphinx
for bricks every now and then, too.

Young desert man on the left: Hmm... Perhaps we should do
some renovation while we're at it. I wonder how some
carpeting would look in here?

Nila River
Tough guy near river: The Chief left for the statue, but he
came right back an hour later.
Tough guy on raft: Greetings! Want to ride on a raft?
(Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): No? You know where to find me
if you change your mind.
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Everybody ready?
{The party boards the raft.} We're off!
Tough guy at upstream riverbank (continued): Land ho!

Sphinx
Maribel (chat): Build the whole statue over again? That's
impossible!
Archaeologist in tent: Hmm... This shape is representative
of... mumble, mumble... Well? {He notices you and turns
around.} Oh, it's you! How are you? I'm having a marvelous
time here! Sorry, but there's no time to talk! See you later!
{He turns back to his desk.} Mumble... mumble...
Tough guy on the left: The Chief isn't making his rounds
today, so I can finally rest easy for a change!

Nila River Upstream
Tough guy: Go back to the village? (Yes/No)

Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, let me know if you
change your mind.
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Everybody ready?
{The party boards the raft.} We're off!
Tough guy at downstream riverbank (continued): Land ho!

Dune Village
Maribel (chat): This place makes me feel thirsty. I want a
glass of cold juice!
Gabo (chat): I'm roasting alive! How can everyone stand it?
Hadeed in chief’s hut: I can never express how grateful I
am to you, HERO. The palace is still undergoing renovations,
but please, at least stay the night!
Maribel (chat): He seems to have mellowed out quite a bit,
hasn't he? He used to yell at us all the time!
Gabo (chat): Hadeed seems fine. I wonder how he is doing in
his new role as Chief.
Hadeed’s mother: We owe you so much. Yes, yes, I've been
feeling very well recently.

CHAPTER 11

The Sacred World Tree

Hooded Figure

Mayor

Elf

Krage Inn
Maribel (chat): It seems kind of weird that there would be
just one inn standing in a place like this, don't you think?
Gabo (chat): I like this kind of building. It's like a
woodsman's home.
Observation: HERO read the sign. It says— 'If you're on
your way to Krage, stop at this inn!'
Tough guy on porch: I haven't seen you before. Are you
planning to travel to Krage? If so, change your plans. Up until
recently, it was merely a simple village, but things have
changed.
Woman in inn: I bet the curse of the Sacred Tree was
responsible for what happened in Krage. Now we can't even
drink the well water! And that's what Krage was famous for,
too.
Gabo (chat): I'd like to get a drink of the famous water
that's supposed to taste so good.
Innkeeper (merchant) behind counter: According to legend,
if you bury a dead body near the Sacred Tree, it turns into a
zombie! I'd say human beings shouldn't get anywhere near
that tree!
Old man: To the north of the village of Krage, there is a
huge and very old tree called the Sacred Tree. The villagers

insist that anyone who tries to harm it will be cursed! The
villagers are so afraid that no one goes anywhere near that
tree!
Maribel (chat): How stupid! The Sacred Tree is just a tree.
That curse can't be anything more than superstition.
Priest: I'm a traveling priest. Wherever I go, I spread the
teachings of God. {church talk}

Krage Village
Dog near entrance: Grrr! Ruff! Ruff!
Warrior in first house near entrance: I'm a traveling
warrior, seeking fame and fortune. I came to this town when
I heard that the Demon Lord was here, but everybody claims
they're the Demon Lord! Are they mocking me?
Barrel – 3 gold coins
Man in blue vest behind bar: Yipee! Hiccup! Heheheh...
Anytime now and I'll be just like them! I can feel my heart
gradually turning to darkness. Heheheh! I just can't bear not
to drink! Hic!
Maribel (chat): What's with these villagers, anyway? Is this
supposed to be some kind of joke? Well, it's not funny.
Gabo (chat): The villagers here are acting weird. And they all
smell really bad.
Little girl near southeast house: Uwee hee hee hee! I'm the
real Demon Lord! Foolish humans, fear my wrath!
Tough guy in southeast house: Argghh! I just have to break
something! If I don't destroy something, I'm going to go
nuts! Aaaaaeeee! I'll just smash the whole house down, damn
it! {He goes over to a wall and starts ramming into it.}
Tough guy (again): Arrrrggg! Destroy! Destroy! Destroy!
Little boy outside southeast house: Gwahaha! I am the
Demon Lord! None may survive my fury!

Young man in bed in eastern house: Just leave me alone!
The poison in my body is causing me great pain and suffering.
If I go to sleep and let the poison run its course, I'll become
like the people outside and stop feeling the pain. That's why
I'm here waiting. Please, don't bother me any more anymore.
Dresser – Clothes
Farmer in field: What's this? Some kind of rock? Huh? You
want it? Surely you jest! You expect me, the great Demon
Lord, to give this to you? Huh? What was I just saying? I've
been out of sorts recently.
Young woman at well: Oh! How delicious! This well water is
the perfect thing for quenching my Demon Lord thirst!
Observation: HERO looked into the well. A purple cloud of
smoke blocks the view of the base of the well.
Gabo (chat): That well smelled like a decaying corpse. I
thought I was going to pass out.
Tough guy at well: Uwee hee hee! Tasty! This well water is
devilishly good!
Merchant at well: What? You want to buy something? Ha ha
ha! Nobody wants poor people as customers, you know!
Nun in church: Oh, wicked travelers! You too must trust in
the great Lord of Demons, and then you shall be saved! Uwee
hee hee!
Priest in church: Oh, God, please save your servant! Even now
I can feel the evil eroding my soul! Nooooo! ... Praying to God
is so idiotic! Don't you agree? Gahahaha!
Young man near north exit: Today I'll show you all who the
real Demon Lord is!
Man in blue vest: I am the true Demon Lord, and I'll prove it
to you however you like!
Woman: How many times do I have to tell you? I'm the real
Demon Lord! I didn't ask you to come here!
Hooded figure: It's about time to determine who the true
Demon Lord is once and for all!

Young man (continued): I've been waiting for this day!
Man in blue vest (continued): So how should we do it? What
can we do to prove who is the true Demon Lord?
Hooded figure (continued): And I have an idea how! You shall
cut down the Sacred Tree to the north of the village!
Supposedly divine punishment will befall anyone who hurts
the tree, but the real Demon Lord wouldn't care about that!
What do you think? Will you take the challenge?
Young man (continued): The Sacred Tree? Yeah, I'll do it!
Man in blue vest (continued): The Sacred Tree's
punishment, eh? Perfect! I'll show you who the real Demon
Lord is!
Woman (continued): Of course I'll do it! The Demon Lord has
no fear of divine punishment!
Maribel (chat): It doesn't seem like this is just a joke. But
what other explanation can there be? Think, HERO!
Gabo (chat): Either these people are lying, or the Demon
Lord is actually a collection of incredibly weak villagers.
Hooded figure (again): You don't have to fear any silly divine
punishment. Cut down that Sacred Tree!
Mayor (old man) in bed in northwest house: Please,
travelers, heed my words. You must leave the village of Krage
as quickly as you can. The villagers have all gone mad,
consumed by the poison which has spread like a pestilence
through the town. I, too, am gradually losing my mind. Go now,
before it's too late! You'll be in danger if you remain here.
Leave at once!
Observation: There is a book entitled 'Methods of Hair
Restoration.' But HERO wasn't interested in it.
Pot – TinyMedal
Dresser – Leather Hat
Mayor (as you try to leave the house): Oh, wait! Please wait
a moment, good people! {He gets out of bed and slowly walks
toward you.} If you insist on remaining here, I have one favor

to ask of you. There is an unusual girl who lives at the base of
the Sacred Tree to the north of the village. Tell her of what
has passed, and warn her not to come here. I know it's a
great imposition, but with the poison gripping my body, I can
hardly walk. Can you do this for me? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): I see. I suppose you're right. In a
normal situation, I never would have talked to you folks. If
only I were in better health...
Gabo (chat): I want to see the Sacred Tree, HERO.
Maribel (chat): First he wanted us to leave the village
immediately, but now he wants to ask a favor? He must think
we're spineless. It's insulting. Don't you agree, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO! Have you no
sympathy? Your heart is made of stone.
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You really are a pushover, aren't
you? That's why everyone takes advantage of you.
Mayor (again): I'm an old man, without too many years left
ahead of me. Won't you please reconsider? Tell the girl who
lives at the base of the Tree to stay away from here.
(Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh! So you'll accept? Thank you!
Maribel (chat): We need to get to that tree.
Mayor (again): Please, go to the Sacred Tree, north of the
village. Warn the girl who lives at its base!
Gabo (chat, on World Map): It's not as bad as in the village,
but there's a bad smell in this forest, too.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): We can't waste any more
time! Let's get to the tree!

Sacred Tree

Maribel (chat): Wow! It's a really big tree. Hmm. Perhaps I
should cut back on the incredibly obvious observations.
Gabo (chat, inside hut): Hey! This area doesn't have a bad
smell.
Observation about elf: She's sleeping so deeply she doesn't
even appear to be breathing.
Gabo (continued): Wow! This girl just won't wake up! She's
more of a sleepyhead than Maribel.
Maribel (continued): What are you saying, Gabo? When did I
ever oversleep? We need a collar for this dog-faced twit!
Anyway, should we go back and see the Mayor again?
Gabo (chat): Wow! This girl just won't wake up! She's even
more of a sleepyhead than Maribel.
Maribel (continued): What are you saying, Gabo? When did I
ever oversleep? What are you talking about, you idiot dogchild? Anyway, shouldn't we go back and see the Mayor
again?
Maribel (chat): I can't believe that girl! She's such a
sleepyhead! What should we do, HERO? We need to talk to
the Mayor soon!
Observation: There is an empty water jug here.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Let's head to the village.

Krage Village
{As soon as you enter, three villagers and the hooded figure
come around the corner.}
Young man: Get out of the way! {He shoves you out of the
way.}
Man in blue vest (continued): We're off to cut down the
Sacred Tree.
Woman (continued): Divine punishment, bah! {The three of
them leave the village.}

Hooded figure (continued): Hee hee hee! Do your best, folks!
You idiotic Demon Lords. {He follows them out.}
Maribel (chat): What was going on with that group? They
came crashing into us, but didn't even apologize. They said
some curious things. Shall we follow them?
Gabo (chat): Earlier, those men were saying they intended to
cut down the Sacred Tree. Do you think we should stop them,
HERO?
Warrior at well: Wow! This well water really lives up to its
fame! It's like my very soul is just melting with pleasure. Hee
hee!
Priest in church: Uwee hee hee! I've never had so much fun
in my life! The power of God? Don't make me laugh! Don't you
know who I am? I'm the Demon Lord, and I'm far more
powerful than God could ever be! Gahahaha!
Mayor in bed: You've come again? After I warned you not
to? You'll never learn... Aah! It's too late! My consciousness
is growing dim... I'll soon lose my ability to speak... Please...
look after the girl...
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Those guys a while ago were
saying they intended to cut down the Sacred Tree. Don't you
think we should stop them, HERO?

Sacred Tree
Young man (as you approach): Ah, ha, ha, ha! Chop it down!
Chop it down!
Man in blue vest (continued): I am the one, true Demon
Lord!
Woman (continued): Heh, heh, heh! I'm not afraid one bit of
some old curse!
Hooded figure (continued): That's right! Do it! The Demon
Lord fears nothing!

Elf (continued): No! Wait! Stop! Please don't hurt this tree!
Young man (continued): Be quiet, little girl! Do you dare defy
the Demon Lord? {He attacks her and she falls to the
ground.}
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO. After seeing that, aren't
you going to do something? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): In that case, stop talking
to me and go do something about it!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I can't believe it! And you
actually call yourself a man? I wonder what Kiefer would say
if he heard about this!
/maybe incorrectly coded?/
Elf: Please! stop!
Young man: What? Do you plan to stand in the way of me, the
Demon Lord, as well? Ha! (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Well, then, if you don't want to
get hurt, you'd better get out of here now!
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): What? So you do want to get
hurt? Very well.
Man in blue vest (continued): What? Don't those guys know
their place? Do they dare interrupt our battle?
Woman (continued): You are foolish, but courageous, to dare
defy me, the Demon Lord.
Young man (continued): Come on! I'll destroy all of you!
Firebolt! {The spell fails; he looks around.} Huh? That's odd.
Man in blue vest (continued): Ha ha ha! What do you think
you're doing? That's nothing but a fake Demon Lord!
Blazemost! {The spell fails; he looks around.} What? How
come I couldn't use that spell?
Woman (continued): Ha! Looks like it's my turn! Explodet!
{The spell fails; she looks around.} Huh? What? That's weird!
Have I lost my touch or something?

Hooded figure (continued): What are you doing? I'll take
care of these little kids myself! I want all of you to cut down
that tree now!
Man in blue vest (continued): All right. If you insist.
Woman (continued): Well, that's all right. No need for me,
the Demon Lord, to bother with mere children like this,
anyway.
Young man (continued): Oh, well. Let's resume our battle!
Hooded figure (continued): Damn! What a bunch of
worthless, no good bastards. I don't know what you children
think you're doing, but I won't let you disrupt my plans!
Maribel (battle chat): What's your problem? You want to
fight with us, or what?
Gabo (battle chat): Sniff, sniff... This one smells like a
monster! Be careful, HERO!
Hooded figure (after battle): Damn! Well, I guess conditions
weren't in my favor! I can't believe my plans were fouled by a
bunch of little brats! I'll get you for this someday! Just you
wait! {He leaves.}
Young man (continued): I guess that wasn't much of a match
for you after all... But don't forget! I am the true lord of all
that is dark and corrupt! It's not like you have defeated the
Demon Lord. Ha ha ha! {He runs off.}
Man in blue vest (continued): Heh, heh, heh. You didn't do
too badly, I admit... But you're nowhere near ready to fight
me! I'll be kind and leave you in peace for now. But you should
be grateful! {He runs off also.}
Woman (continued): Not bad! I enjoyed the show! I guess I'll
let you escape with your lives for now. {She leaves with the
others.}
Gabo (chat): Do you really think we should just leave that girl
be?
Maribel (chat): I can't believe those idiots! They talk big,
but they crumple like sickly infants in battle. They only think

they can talk like that because of your dainty appearance,
HERO.
Observation: She seems to be unconscious. Will you carry the
girl to the hut? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘No’): [nothing happens]
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’):
HERO and the others carried the girl into the hut.
Elf (continued): Who are you...? Oh, the tree! Is the Sacred
Tree all right? (Yes/No)
Elf (if you say ‘No’): No, it can't be true! Please tell me it
isn't so! (Yes/No)
Elf (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Elf (when you say ‘Yes’): Is everything really all right?
Thank goodness! Did all of you save me? (Yes/No)
Elf (either way): I could tell even without you saying a word!
Thank you... Cough, cough! The water vein that flows beneath
this forest has been tainted, weakening the trees and myself.
If it weren't for the presence of the Sacred Tree, this
forest and I would have died long ago. The Sacred Tree has
the remarkable power to purify tainted water. It is the
Sacred Tree, after all! But I never imagined the villagers of
Krage would try to cut it down. It sounds like they drank the
water that was cursed by the Demon Lord... Uhh! Cough!
Cough! I'm afraid I'm a little tired. My home is small, but
you're welcome to spend the night!
HERO and the others stayed the night at the girl's hut.
Maribel (chat): I really wish we could have slept somewhere
with proper beds!
Gabo (chat): Yawn. I'm still sleepy.
Elf: Uhh! Cough! Cough! Forgive me. I don't feel well. I can't
seem to get up. Could you take that jug there and collect
some HolyDew from the Sacred Tree for me?

Observation: HERO obtained the Elven Jar.
Observation (under the dripping water): It's clear,
beautiful HolyDew. If only you had something to put it in!
Command: Item – Elven Jar – Use
HERO used the Elven Jar! The Elven Jar was filled with
HolyDew in no time. HERO obtained the Holy Dew.
Elf: Ugh! Cough! Cough! If only I could drink the HolyDew, I
think I would be able to move.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO had the girl drink the HolyDew.
Elf (continued): {She stands up.} Thank you very much!
Because of your actions, I feel much better now! You were
able to get enough HolyDew to fill the entire jug! I've never
seen anything like it! With this much HolyDew, we just might
be able to save the villagers! HolyDew contains the power of
the Sacred Tree itself! It may be able to lift the curse on
the villagers! The challenge, of course, would be getting them
to drink it. But it's worth a try! I beg you! Please save the
villagers with the power of this HolyDew! I cannot leave the
Sacred Tree. All of you are the only hope!
Elf (again): I beg you! Please save the villagers with the
power of the Holy Dew! I cannot leave the Sacred Tree. All
of you are the only hope!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO tried having the girl drink the HolyDew.
Elf (continued): I'm fine now! With that power, please go and
save the villagers, too!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): You really think making them
drink this water will have an effect? There's something
curious about that girl who lives all alone at the base of the
tree.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Say, HERO. Could I have a little
taste of that HolyDew? (Yes/No)

Gabo (if you say ‘No’): You're a stupid bastard,
HERO. I hate you.
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! You're a great man, HERO!
Hmm. It smells nice, but it doesn't have any particular taste.
What a let down.

Krage Village
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Dog (continued): Arf! Arf! [The dog ran away from the
HolyDew, scared to even come near it.]
Maribel (chat): I suppose it's to be expected. Most people
aren't going to drink whatever you put before them without
asking questions.
Gabo (chat): Grrr! No one is willing to drink the HolyDew.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Man in blue vest in pub (continued): Huh? Water? That'll
ruin my stupor. No thanks!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Little girl (continued): Huh? You want me to drink from that
water jug? No way! I don't even know where that water came
from!
Tough guy in southeast house: Pant, pant. Must... break...
something!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Tough guy (continued): If you bring that water jug any
closer, I'll smash it to bits! If you care about it, you'd
better put it away!

Little boy outside: Pant, pant... I'm thirsty after all this
running around! Time to go drink some of that sugar-sweet
well water! Eh heh heh!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Little boy (continued): Aah... Drink the water, did you say? I
don't need it. When I need water, I go to the well!
Young man in eastern house: Zzz... Zzz... [Looks like he's
sound asleep.]
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Young man (continued): Zzz... Zzz... [But, he's sleeping and
shows no sign of waking up.]
Farmer in field: Hee hee hee! Next I'll spread rocks across
it! Then some salt! Ha ha! I never thought destroying a farm
could ever be so much fun!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Farmer (continued): Get out of here! Don't even try putting
any of that water on my farm!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Merchant (continued): What is this? I'm not buying this!
This is more worthless than a Slime!
Man in blue vest at the well: Mmmnn! I guess I failed as
the Demon Lord. A mere human scared me off! {to HERO}
What? Who are you? Hee hee hee! That was really fun last
time! So I'll leave you be for now! Ha ha ha ha!
Maribel (chat): Are you really going to let him get away with
saying something like that, HERO? Punish him for his
impudence!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.

Man in blue vest (continued): What do you guys want? I
won't be fighting anybody, so you can scram.
Tough guy: I heard that there are three insolent runts who
think that they can beat the Demon Lord. Ha! If those fools
show up, I'll destroy them! Wait a minute... There's three of
you, aren't there?
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Tough guy (continued): What? Drink the HolyDew? Who do
you think you are? How dare you order the Demon Lord
around?
Young man: Wow, this is great! Drinking this water really
helps me relax.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Young man (continued): HolyDew? Don't need it. I've got
plenty of water from this well right here.
Young woman at the well: {She looks around at everyone.}
Everyone claimed to be the Demon Lord, and started to fight
over it! What imbeciles. Because they already know that I'm
the real Demon Lord!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Young woman (continued): The Demon Lord only drinks a
special, unholy water!
Woman: If we weren't interrupted, I know I would've won
that last fight! You're the ones from before, aren't you?
Uh... I can't fight this time. Forget it! The real Demon Lord
would never bother with a bunch of kids!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Woman (continued): You want me to drink the morning dew
from the Sacred Tree? Are you out of your minds?

Warrior: I'm a traveling warrior. But I just can't live without
this water anymore! I'll just have to live here, so I can drink
my fill 'round the clock!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Warrior (continued): You want me to drink the water from
that jug? No thanks. I'm sure the well water will beat it
hands down.
Hooded figure at well: So we meet again! No, no, I can't
fight with you today! Rather, how about a taste of this unique
well water? It's a local specialty, you know!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Hooded figure (continued): Arggh! What is that foul
fragrance? Is it HolyDew? No! Don't come near me with that!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Nun in church (continued): Hmm? What's this? Why are you
clutching that water jug? Drink the water, you say? Yuck!
It's dirty!
Priest: God is dead. I, the Demon Lord, have destroyed him!
You fool, depending on the ‘Power of God’. Gahahaha!
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew.
Priest (continued): You want me to drink from that water
jug? Be gone with you! And don't you order me around!
Mayor in bed: I'm done for. I can feel my soul turning evil.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew. HERO tried to share the
morning dew of the Sacred Tree.
Mayor (continued): What? Drink this water? Oh... What is
this? I suddenly feel better! Morning dew from the Sacred
Tree, you say? {He hops out of bed.} So this is the power of
the Sacred Tree! With this, I'm sure the townsfolk can be

saved! Thank you so much. If you really want to save our little
village, please pour that dew into the well. It's the only
source of water in Krage, so it should save the townfolk!
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's hurry up and sprinkle
some HolyDew into the well.
Maribel (chat): The way they keep drinking from the well is
strange. Maybe there is something wrong with the water.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO offered the HolyDew. HERO tried to put the HolyDew
into the well. But... {The hooded figure attacks you.}
Hooded figure (continued): Hey! Please don't put anything
funny into the well! {He turns to the crowd.} Hey everybody!
These jerks are trying to put something into our well! It
could be poison!
Young man (continued): What?
Warrior (continued): You jerks!
Tough guy (continued): Everyone! Get them!
Hooded figure (continued): No, wait! These guys are actually
pretty strong. You'll be sorry if you don't watch out. If we
all surround the well, we can protect it from their silly
attempt to poison us! Hey, dealer! You come help us out, too!
Merchant (continued): Sure thing! I don't want any poison in
my well! {He steps in front of the well.}
Gabo (chat): Grrr, that man keeps trying to stop us. What a
twit!
Maribel (chat): This is so aggravating! This interference is
all because you weren't paying attention, HERO.
Hooded figure (again): You've brought morning dew from the
Sacred Tree, eh? How annoying... So, are you going to kill the
villagers just so you can pour that stuff down the well?
Warrior: Trying to poison our delicious water? How dare you?
We'll cut you to ribbons!

Woman: Hah, the Demon Lord fears no poison! It probably
has no more strength than a common Slime. Just in case,
though...
Young woman: You! Trying to murder me by poisoning the
well! Good try, but tough luck.
Young man: Ha ha ha! The water in the well is mine! Don't
even think of defiling it!
Tough guy: I won't let you poison our well! Ha ha ha!
Man in blue vest: Just because you can't beat me head-on,
doesn't mean it's okay to use such nasty tricks! You don't
deserve to be considered a Demon Lord! What? What's going
on?
Merchant: I'm planning on taking some of the water from
this well and selling it in another town. So please just stay
out of the way of my business!
Mayor, pacing in his house: What? The villagers stopped you
from pouring the dew into the well? I guess there's only one
chance left. The town well connects to an underground water
vein. If you can get inside that water vein, you should be able
to make it to the inside of the well.
Maribel (chat): An underground water vein? Could it really
exist? That Mayor says a lot of things that don't make sense.
Gabo (chat): An underground water vein? It seems like I
heard about that somewhere.
Mayor (again): What? How can you enter the underground
water vein, you ask? I'm so sorry. I only know of its
existence. Nothing more. Who was it that told me about this?

Sacred Tree
Elf: So the villagers stopped you. But putting the HolyDew in
the well is a very good idea! If I remember correctly, that
well is connected to the water vein that runs under this
forest. I know of a tunnel at the foot of the Sacred Tree

that connects to the water vein! You can make your way to
the village well through there! I'll show you the way! But
please be careful! I'm sure the henchmen of the Demon Lord
still lurk in the water vein! {She leads you outside to the back
of the Sacred Tree.} The monsters have probably already set
up their lair inside. Please be very, very careful!
Maribel (chat): We're wasting time, HERO. We need to get
to the underground water vein.
Gabo (chat): HERO, we need to hurry down to the water
veins underground and spread the HolyDew.

Krage Village
Gabo (chat): HERO, we need to hurry to the underground
water veins and spread the HolyDew.
Mayor: Ah! So you found the entrance to the underground
water vein? Please try your best. You're our only hope!

Sacred Tree Roots
Gabo (chat): Even down here, I still get that terrible smell.
Maribel (chat): I never would have guessed that this was
here.

Krage Village
Vulgarian monsters, around well under the village, as you
approach: Ekho! Ekho!
EvilWell monster popping up out of the well (continued):
Heh heh heh heh! All right, you! Work, work, work! Spray this
water to foul the vein with the great Demon Lord's power!
Command (after you fall from the floor above): Item –
HolyDew – Use

HERO dipped the HolyDew in the water. {The purple-tinted
water starts to turn blue, but remains purple-tinted.}
Maribel (continued): As I figured, the only way to stop a bad
smell is at its source.
EvilWell monster (as you approach): Who are you? Where
did you come from? Oh, so it's you. To think that humans
would thwart my plan to chop down the Sacred Tree. What?
That couldn't be HolyDew you're holding in your hand! A-ha!
Now I see. You intend to purify the water vein, do you? Well,
as long as I'm here, you won't get away with it! Come and get
me if you dare!
Maribel (battle chat): What kind of weirdo digs a well inside
another well?
Gabo (battle chat): It's spraying poison! All right, let's
finish it off quickly and get rid of the poison!
EvilWell (after the battle): No! This is absurd! I cannot die!
Not me, of all beings!
Gabo (chat): We were here for a reason, right/comma/
HERO? Hmm. I can't quite remember what it was, but I'm
sure we were supposed to do something.
Maribel (chat, or if you try to climb out of the well):
You've always been the absent-minded type, HERO! Don't we
have unfinished business here? Boy, are you stupid.
Observation: The well is filled with a purple mist. You cannot
see the bottom.
Command: Item – HolyDew – Use
HERO dipped the HolyDew in the water. {The purple tinted
water turns blue. Back on the surface, the mist seems to
clear in the village. Everyone backs away from the well, and
the hooded figure seems to jump up and down in an odd way.}
Man in blue vest (continued): Ouch! What happened?
Tough guy (continued): Huh? Why am I here?
Young man (continued): It's as if I've awoken from a long,
terrible nightmare!

Woman (continued): Arrg! What was that light I just saw? It
felt like it cleansed my soul!
Warrior (continued): How strange... My mind, and body... feel
so light.
Hooded figure (continued): Ouch! Hey, that hurts! This must
be... the power of the Sacred Tree?
Merchant (continued): Who is this guy? Looks like he's in a
hell of a lot of pain.
Maribel (chat): We've accomplished what we came to do, so
let's hurry up and get out of here.
Gabo (chat): Now the bad smell is gone. But there's some
kind of commotion above.
Observation: The well is filled with pure water.
Hooded figure (as soon as you climb into the village): You!
You've done it again! You've foiled my plans!
Merchant (continued): Hey, are you okay? Is that a burn?
Hooded figure (continued): Arrgh! Shut up! Get out of my
way! {He attacks the merchant.}
Warrior (continued): Hey you! What the hell are you doing?
Hooded figure (continued): Move it! {He attacks the warrior
too.} Wretched humans. I'll burn the whole damn village to
the ground! {He transforms into a WolfDevil and attacks the
party.}
Gabo (battle chat): Just as I thought. We really are dealing
with a monster here.
Maribel (battle chat): Only a third-rate monster would go on
a rampage just because their plan failed.
Gabo (chat, if you are defeated): HERO, let's kill
the monsters that are causing trouble in the village.
Maribel (chat, if you are defeated): We lost to
that monster because of your incompetence, HERO.
If I were your father, I would be very disappointed

in my pathetic son. Pull yourself together so we can
get him this time!
Little girl: I'm scared! The village is done for!
Little boy: Watch out! There's a monster on the
loose in the village!
Farmer: Yikes! Why is there a monster running amuck
in our town?
Merchant on the ground: Ouuuch! That man suddenly
changed into a monster! Good people, please, do
something about it before the monster destroys the
town!
WolfDevil (as you approach the well): {He’s fighting
with the warrior and knocks him back.} Ha ha ha!
You're worthless!
Warrior (continued): Arr... Arrggg...
Young man: That monster said he was going to burn
down the whole town! I know we have to do something
right away, but my legs are shaking, and I can't move!
Young woman: Why am I here? Why is there a
monster attacking the town? Wait, I got it! This must
be a dream! It's all just a dream, right? Right?
Woman: How can we fight such a monster? The village
is finished!
Warrior: I've managed to last this long, but I just
can't handle him! It's over...
Tough guy: I've finally awoken from a long nightmare,
only to find a monster running amuck! If this is
another nightmare, I want to wake up!
Man in blue vest: What's going on here? Why did
that guy turn into a monster? Why the heck am I
standing out here next to the well, anyway?
Nun in church: Oh, I'm so sorry. Did I say something
wrong? Oh dear God! Please forgive me!

Priest: Dear God! What have I done? I've uttered my
doubt in you! What shall I do?
Mayor: What the hell is going on out there? What?
There's a monster? Oh, no! What do I do?
Elf (at Sacred Tree): Look! The trees of the forest
have all returned to health! You've succeeded in
defeating the monsters and putting the HolyDew in
the well! (Yes/No)
Elf (if you say ‘No’): What? Monsters disguised as
humans are running wild? That's terrible! We have to
do something!
Elf (if you say ‘Yes’): I thought so! I was right to
count on you! Are all of the villagers all right? [HERO
told the girl about the monsters disguising
themselves as humans.] So you mean those monsters
are still on the loose? That's terrible! We have to do
something!
WolfDevil (back in town): You think you can take me?
Come get some! You'll never win!
Maribel (chat, after battle): Oh, my. I'm exhausted. I just
want to curl up on a soft bed and go to sleep.
Gabo (chat, after battle): We should start by going to see
that old man, the Mayor.
Young man: I'm sorry about all the mean things I said when I
was trying to cut down the Sacred Tree. Are you mad at me?
(Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Eek! I'm sorry! I just went
plum insane.
Young man (if you say ‘No’): You're right. It was just an
unlucky mishap!
Tough guy: A bunch of kids defeated the monster? I must be
dreaming.
Young woman: Phew, I'm saved! I owe you my life!

Woman: You people are a lot stronger than you look! I knew
that there was something special about you.
Warrior: Oh, my... Thank you so much! I came here to expel
the demons, but then I fell right into the monster's trap.
Man in blue vest: It's like everything that happened was
just a bad dream. I can't imagine myself trying to cut down
the Sacred Tree!
Merchant: Wow, what incredible skill! What? Me? No, I'm
fine. I already healed my wounds with herbs.
Nun in church: Oh, I'm so sorry. Did I say something wrong?
Oh dear goodness! Please forgive me.
Priest: We should be angry at the monsters that poisoned
the well water. We know that. But, regardless of blame, the
whole situation caused me to doubt God. Dear God! How can I
cleanse myself of this sin?
Man in blue vest behind counter in pub: Arrgh... My head
hurts! I had all these bad dreams, and... Oh, man. What a
hangover. All right! Time to drink some more!
Dog: Whimper whimper...
Little girl: Hey, I was a Demon Lord just a moment ago! What
is a Demon Lord, anyway?
Tough guy in southeast house: Whew. Now I can finally
relax. So, why did things suddenly change back? Was it
because of that light I saw through the window?
Little boy: Wow! You beat those scary monsters!
Young man in eastern house: Zzz... Zzz... He's sleeping as if
nothing happened at all.
Maribel (continued): Look at this guy sleeping! Let's draw
something on his face!
Farmer: What's this? My little farm is a total mess! I
remember doing it myself, but why would I ever do such a
thing? I don't even know who I am anymore!
Mayor: Things seem to have worked out splendidly! Please
accept my sincerest thanks. If you hadn't shown up, there's

no telling what would have happened. You've done very well!
I'm sure the villagers will want to thank you, as well. Please,
accept my hospitality, and stay for the night. (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): Hmm? Did you forget something?
Well then, once you're finished with it, come on back.

Krage Inn
Tough guy on porch: What? The village of Krage is back to
normal? And you guys saved the village? Are you serous? I
can't believe it!
Woman in inn: What? The village of Krage is back to normal,
you say? That's wonderful news! Now I can go and drink some
of that great well water again!
Merchant (innkeeper): So a monster was responsible for
what happened to Krage, huh? I thought for sure it was some
kind of curse from the Sacred Tree. Well, I'm glad
everything's over. Now this inn can do business in peace, too!
Old man: Oh! So it was the power of the Sacred Tree that
saved Krage, was it? I knew it wasn't just some big, old tree!
I'm sure that, from now on, the villagers will worship it as
the true Sacred Tree that it is!

Sacred Tree
Elf: Look! The trees of the forest have all returned to
health! You've succeeded in defeating the monsters and
putting the HolyDew in the well! It looks like I was right
about all of you! I must show all of you my gratitude! Please
come back here again tomorrow. I'll reveal my true identity
and reward you!
Maribel (chat): True identity? It seems that she is no
ordinary girl after all.

Gabo (chat): They're thanking us with gifts? I hope they
give us something to eat. I can hardly wait. I wish tomorrow
would hurry up and come.

Krage Village
Mayor (again): Finished with your business? Well, you must
be tired. Please sleep here tonight. (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): Have a good rest.
Mayor (as you approach the next morning): Oh, you're up!
You slept like a rock last night. I didn't realize you'd be so
tired after beating up that monster. By the way, the girl at
the Sacred Tree had a message for you. She wants to give
her proper thanks to you. Be sure to visit her on your way
back home.
Maribel (chat): HERO! We need to get to that girl!
Gabo (chat): They're thanking us with gifts? I hope they
give us something to eat. I can't wait!
Mayor (again): It's a message from the girl who lives at the
base of the Sacred Tree. She wants to give her proper
thanks to you. Be sure to visit her on your way back home.
Young man near mayor’s house: I can't believe I was trying
to cut down the Sacred Tree. It sends shivers down my spine!
Everyone was afraid of the Sacred Tree because of the
threat of divine punishment! I wonder why our Mayor knows
so much about the Sacred Tree?
Man in blue vest in shed: It's ironic. For years we feared
divine retribution if we went near the Sacred Tree, and now
it has saved all of us. From now on, our town will strive to
protect this holy tree.
Farmer in field: I was tilling my poor farm, and I came
across this weird rock. Think it's a broken piece of
cobblestone? But it has this strange design carved into it...

Huh? You sure seem to want this stupid rock. We owe our
lives to you. It's just a rock, but if you want it, it's yours!
[HERO obtained a FireShard!]
Farmer (again): I'll make this the most beautiful, bountiful
farm ever!
Young woman in eastern house: Unbelievable! As soon as my
husband heard that the village was in danger, he just fell
asleep! What a worthless, spineless jerk!
Young man in bed: What a fine rest. My soul should be
overcome by evil now... What? It isn't? Well, back to sleep
for me.
Maribel (chat): When it comes to being an idler, that man
outdoes even your uncle, HERO.
Young man (again): Zzz... Zzz... He's sleeping like a baby.
Little boy: Gyahahaha! I am the Demon Lord! Hmm? You want
to play Demon Lord, too?
Tough guy in southeast house: Can you believe that
monsters would attack such a little old town? I heard that
the Demon Lord is wiping continents right off the map. Does
he intend on destroying every continent in the world?
Little girl: Hey! It's the heroes! Heroes are really strong and
stylish, right? That's what my mommy told me! But, you don't
really... Uh, nevermind.
Man in blue vest behind counter in pub: Sorry, folks. We've
got repairs that'll keep us from opening for a while.
Woman in bedroom: I know about it! Sometimes the Mayor
sneaks out of the village and goes to the Sacred Tree! He did
it even back when everybody stayed away from the Tree out
of fear of punishment. Our silly old town Mayor has fallen in
love with that girl!
Tough guy near church: Oh! The heroes of Krage have
arrived! If you people hadn't shown up, this village would've
been in deep trouble! I suppose this is fate, eh?

Nun in church: The priest said he needed to go on a trip to
reconsider his faith, and up and left! I tried so hard to stop
him, but the priest was absolutely determined. Oh heavens,
how can I protect this temple all by myself? Well, for
starters... {church talk}
Maribel (chat): What's this? The priest has gone away? I
guess it's not necessarily good to be earnest. It's certainly
not a problem you will have to face, HERO.
Merchant near well: I'm sorry I called you people poor. The
monster's curse made me say it. It was just the monster!
It's not how I really feel, honestly! Anyway, let's let bygones
be bygones, and buy lots of stuff! {shop talk}
Warrior: I was a traveling warrior, but that's a thing of the
past. I'm going to devote myself to protecting this town
against this ever happening again! Leave this town to me, and
concentrate on finishing your own adventures.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): HERO! We need to go to the
girl!

Sacred Tree
Elf: I've been waiting for you to come! I called you here
because I wanted to tell you about the true form of the
Sacred Tree and myself. The Sacred Tree is actually a
sapling of the World Tree, a great tree with incredible
healing powers! It will take hundreds of years for this tree
to grow into a World Tree itself. Until that day, it is my duty
to watch over this Sacred Tree and help it along in its
development. I am an elf, born from the trees of this forest.
I've been here with the Sacred Tree since long before
humans ever came to this area. Actually, it was I who started
the rumor about the curse of the Sacred Tree, so that
humans wouldn't come near. I've always been afraid of the

humans. But the monsters used my fear to their advantage.
From now on, I'm going to be more trusting of humans! We
can all protect the Sacred Tree together! And this is all
thanks to all of you and the Mayor. Thank you so very much!
This is just a small token of my gratitude. It is a staff made
from a branch of the Sacred Tree. I hope it is of some use
to you in your adventures! [The girl handed over a wooden
staff. HERO got the Bless<staff graphic>!]
Gabo (chat): So the Sacred Tree was the World Tree. But
what exactly is the World Tree, anyway? Does it make food?
Maribel (chat): I see. So that girl was a fairy. I didn't figure
she was just an ordinary girl. I don't know if I could stand it,
though, if my whole life was dedicated to taking care of some
tree.
Elf (again): I've been reborn again and again to fulfill the
role of protector of the Sacred Tree. Sometimes I wonder
what will become of me when the Sacred Tree finally grows
into a full-fledged World Tree... Will I vanish from this
world?
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Normally, this forest is
beautiful. It reminds me of the one I used to live in. I'd say
it's a close contest with the forest I used to live in.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Where are we going next,
HERO? We don't have time to idle around.

Krage Village
Maribel (chat): Is there anything worse than pouring poison
into a well? I guess I should expect as much from monsters.
I hate to think of what would have happened if hadn't come
here.
Gabo (chat): Good, everybody's back to normal. The terrible
smell is gone, too.

Mayor: How do I know so much about the Sacred Tree? I've
been very depressed by my baldness lately, and I heard that
HolyDew could restore lost hair. When I went to find out, I
met the girl, and she taught me all about the Tree. I couldn't
imagine that the dew would be so powerful. Sadly, it was
unable to help my hair... Whoops! Please, be kind and keep
this story a secret from the townfolk!
Maribel (chat): Pff! Hair growth tonic? Pff! My sides are
going to split!

Krage Inn
Tough guy: I heard that you returned Krage to normal! Thank
you! I love their well water, myself.
Woman in inn: They say that the well water in Krage was
poisoned by a monster! What a terrible thing to do to such
great well water!
Priest: I heard that the cursed village has been saved! This,
too, is God's grace. Well, then, I'll be on my way. {church
talk}

Krage Village
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. This water smells of Krage. I could
tell instantly.
Maribel (chat): Hey! Is this place Krage? It sure looks
different, doesn't it? I didn't recognize it at first.
Young woman at entrance: Welcome to Krage, the town of
water and forest. North of town stands the famous World
Tree.
Maid in inn: Would you like to try Krage's famous water? I
won't charge you, of course! (Yes/No)

Maid (if you say ‘No’): I see, that's too bad. But it's very
tasty...
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): There you go. Speaking of water,
there's a shop that sells WorldDew here in town. I heard
that it's very difficult to obtain, because it can only be
extracted in small amounts. Still, though, lots of people come
to buy it every day.
Gabo (chat): What exactly is WorldDew, anyway? Does it
taste good?
Maribel (chat): Selling WorldDew? That seems just a little
bit dubious, actually, but it's a good business to be in, isn't
it?
Man in black pants behind bar: Come on in. We're not only a
bar, we're also an inn! If you want a room, you need to checkin next door.
Tough guy: Speaking of which, I was asked to straighten up
the mansion's storehouse today. But it's so boring. Ah, if only
somebody else'd go instead of me...
Priest: I traveled here to see the famed World Tree. It's
unbelievably huge! God must truly be amazing to have made
such a tree. The protection of the World Tree is
undoubtedly one reason why Krage has flourished.
Dresser – Traveler Clothes
Maid on the second floor: The guest staying in this room
just stands on the balcony, looking at the World Tree all day.
There sure are some strange people in this world...
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer.' I found a small
medal on a mountain path a while back. And I found another
in a well, too. What are they, I wonder? For some reason, I
began rubbing the two medals together. And then... It looked
like I had more than just two. It felt like I made a little
profit, or something...
Dresser – TinyMedal

Man in blue vest on balcony: There's a great view of the
World Tree from here. What a marvelous view!
Cat: Mew, purrrrr.
Young man near central well: I heard that long ago, the well
over there used to be the only source of water for the
village. But today, wells and waterways cover the whole
village. The flow of the groundwater seems to have changed
because of it.
Old woman near central well: When I was just a little girl,
this well was our only source of water. Today there are wells
all over the place, which is more convenient, but sometimes I
miss standing and talking around the town well.
Maribel (chat): What kind of ancient tale is that? Old people
are boring.
Little boy near church: There used to be a monster living in
the large well in the center of town. I hope it's not still living
there now!
Woman in well by church: Krage is world famous for its
quality water. Try some from this spring! People come from
far and wide just for a light/??????/.
Tough guy in bed in corner: All I do here is drink a lot of
this fabulous water and take naps. What a great place! The
only way it could be better was if there was a booze fountain
around here somewhere...
Young man: Aah... How refreshing! This water is superb!
Young woman: I came here to get water for cooking, but
climbing the ladder is really tiring.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Nun in church: It seems that many generations ago, a priest
lost his faith and left the temple. The nun took care of the
temple alone, believing her priest would return one day. The
priest returned several years later, and together with the
nun, returned to his duties. My dream is to become a nun like

her. Sigh. I wish my Priest would run away from the altar for
a while, too...
Little girl by mayor’s house: When this town was attacked
long ago, the Mayor's ancestors really took care of the
situation. That's what the Mayor always tells us.
Woman on dock by mayor’s house: What beautiful weather!
It's a perfect day for laundry. Thanks to the waterway,
doing laundry is so easy these days!
Mayor (old man) in northwest house: Welcome, traveler! I
am the Mayor of Krage. /extra space/ Is this your first time
here? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): Oh really? Maybe you
visited here when you were little. Would you like to
hear a tale about the heroes who saved our town in
the distant past? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): It must be! Well, how would you
like to hear a tale of some heroes that saved this land long
ago? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): Really? /extra space/ Well, that's
too bad. It's a really interesting story. If you ever change
your mind, I'd be happy to tell it anytime!
Mayor (again): What? /extra space/ You've changed your
mind and now you want to hear that tale about the town's
heroes, right? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, then, I'd be happy to tell you
the story! Long ago, before there was running water, the
people of Krage relied on but a single well to get all their
water. As part of an evil plot, a monster poisoned that well,
turning the townspeople mad. The Mayor at the time was a
strong man, though, and he managed to resist the poison.
Then three young heroes came to Krage. Following the
Mayor's advice, they purified the well and defeated the vile
monster! The Mayor at that time was one of my ancestors.

I'm so proud to have such great blood running through my
veins!
Mayor (again): I'd better do a good job, too, if I want my
ancestors to be proud of me! /extra space/ Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): That was an interesting story. Who were those
three travelers?
Maribel (chat): Does it seem to you like the Mayor's feats
are multiplying, or is it just me?
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. You have found
the Mayor's diary. Do you want to read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): I've been losing a lot of hair
recently. Wait a minute, my father was bald, and so was my
grandfather. Oh no, my family line has been cursed! I'll have
to rub the WorldDew on my shiny head/period/ That will lift
the curse! It can cure any illness! Dear God, give me a head
with hair!
Bookshelf – EvilBook
Young woman: Dad's stories about the ancient heroes are
really starting to get tedious. He just can't stop bragging
about his ancestors.
Dresser – Fur Hood
Young man outside near mansion: The magnificent building
over there is the vacation house of a rich man named Brugeo.
He even hires maids to keep the place clean when he isn't
there. I guess some people just have money to burn, eh?
Young woman: With its beautiful forests and waters, Krage is
probably the perfect place to build a vacation house. But I
understand that the owner of the vacation house hasn't even
visited it yet. I bet he's forgotten he even has a vacation
house here at all!
Young woman in northeast house: My husband sleeps all the
time, even during the day. And when I complained, he said
that laziness runs in his family! What kind of family is that?
Sigh. Was this marriage a big mistake?

Maribel (continued): Wow, that's the worst! Maybe you need
a divorce, lady!
Young woman (continued): I guess so.
Maribel (continued): That's right! You should do it!
Maribel (chat): You get a lazy man and it's the woman who
suffers. It's a real problem.
Young woman (again): But you know, I still love my husband.
I'm worried about what would happen if I just up and left
him.
Young man in bed: Zzzz... [He just sleeps, without any idea
of what's going on around him.]
Barrel – 13 gold coins
Woman inside eastern house: The reason this town is so full
of wells and waterways is because of a terrible incident
which happened long ago. At the time, Krage was yet a tiny
village, and monsters poisoned the only well. In the end, the
monsters were defeated by travelers from afar. But the
villagers were still cautious. They began to build many new
sources of water, because they thought that relying on a
single well was dangerous.
Tough guy outside near eastern house: Oh, travelers! You
came here to see the World Tree in the north of town, didn't
you? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): I don't think there's a tree
anywhere in the world that can compare to the majesty of
the World Tree, and none has its great healing powers. No
wonder it's so famous. Krage has flourished thanks to the
World Tree.
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you aren't? Are you the
owner of the vacation house, then? You sure don't look it.
Observation: HERO read the sign. This is only shop in the
world selling WorldDew! It cures everything!

Maribel (chat): Selling WorldDew? It seems dubious to me,
but I'm sure the enormous profits assuage the conscience of
the merchant.
Man in black pants: Come one, come all! We're selling that
mysterious dew here! That's right, the secret medicine
WorldDew! The rarest of the rare, you can only get it here at
this one shop! Don't miss your chance!
Bunny girl (as soon as you enter): Welcome! Oh, are you
part of a group? Our rules forbid selling to more than one
person in a group. {She looks to the right.} That's why I want
everyone that's not in line to wait in those seats over there.
You will of course shop with us, won't you now? (Yes/No)
Bunny girl (if you say ‘No’): No? That's too bad. I'm really
sorry, but our shop is so crowded, we can only let in
customers who intend to shop. That's the rule. {You
automatically exit.}
Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you very much! Please,
have your fellow travelers wait over there.
Gabo (on a stool): I wonder why there's such a line.
Maribel (on a stool): I'm tired of all this waiting, I tell you!
Let's leave!
Bunny girl near sales counter: The WorldDew you ask for is
extremely hard to obtain. I apologize if it sells out.
Priest in line: They say this WorldDew is miraculous! I've got
to get some!
Young man in line: Lining up to buy it is kind of annoying,
isn't it?
Dancer in line: This is so irritating! Can't this line move any
faster?
Old man in line: Hmph! I was just a young man when I got in
this line.
Old woman in line: I'm so tired! This shop doesn't know what
it's doing! They should have more concern for their elderly
customers!

Man in blue vest in line: The fun part is standing in line!
Whenever I have time, I come down here and get in line!
Dancer in line: I didn't know this shop was so popular.
Young woman in apron at counter: I bought one! All right!
Now I'm going home.
Priest at counter: I finally got one! Now I'm happy and I can
finally go home!
Little girl in line: My mother sent me down here to buy one.
Young man in line: Well, I saw everybody standing in line, so
I got in line, too. I wonder what everyone's lining up for...
Young man at counter: Oh, I get it! Everybody's been lining
up to buy WorldDew! I bought one, too, before I knew what I
was doing!
Scholar in line: WorldDew heals all kinds of injuries at once!
I'll uncover the secret behind its power! Just you wait!
Scholar at counter: So this is WorldDew! I'll just get right
down to investigating it.
Merchant in line: I was going to make a fortune buying these
things and selling them somewhere else. But at this rate,
looks like I won't be able to buy very many.
Old man in line: What? Where am I? This doesn't look like
my house!
Little boy in line: Can't this line move any faster? I'm sick
of waiting.
One of the sales merchants (after a certain amount of
time ???): I'm terribly sorry. Our stock of WorldDew has
just now sold out... To those of you lined up... I'm afraid the
WorldDew is now all sold out! We're terribly sorry! But
please do come again when you have the chance!
Male (???) (continued): After all that waiting in line! Maybe
I'll just burn this place down. {Everyone leaves.}
Bunny girl near sales counter: I'm sorry! If we had raised
the price, this probably never would've happened. But our
motto is to sell at affordable prices, so what could we do?

Merchants on the right or left: I'm sorry, but I'm afraid
we're out of WorldDew at the moment. Please do come again
when you have the chance!
Maribel (if they sell out): What? We waited all this time
and they're sold out? Don't just let them get away with it!
Do something!
Gabo (if they sell out): Everybody's gone. I wonder what
that was all about.
Farmer in front of mansion: I'm a gardener, and I'm
dedicated to taking care of this mansion. I've never seen the
Master before, though. It's really strange.
Observation: It seems that the door is locked from inside.
Gabo (chat, go in through the back door): It's a big
mansion, but no one seems to have anything to do.
Maribel (chat, go in through the back door): Brugeo's
vacation house is large, but utterly tasteless.
Chef: I have been employed here for two years now. I still
haven't gotten a chance to serve my Master my special dish
yet. The pay is decent, but the work doesn't give me any
satisfaction.
Barrel – AmitDonut
Observation: An expensive-looking painting is hanging on the
wall.
Observation: A classy suit of armor is on display.
Man in black pants in sitting room: This is one of the
vacation homes of Brugeo, the world's richest man. You're
the ones who were asked to straighten up the storehouse?
Go inside the kitchen, take the stairs on the right, and you'll
find the storehouse.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Many expensivelooking books are lined up here.
Observation: This is a book entitled 'The World's Rarest and
Strangest Items.' It is said that there is a mysterious
carpet that can fly through the sky. The carpet is the secret

treasure of a tribe of warriors who descended from the
heavens. However, nobody has ever seen the actual carpet.
Observation on second floor: A beautiful statue of a
goddess is standing here.
Maid: Hey! I just cleaned this place and now you're
scattering mud around.
Dresser – 5 gold coins
Dresser – Silk Hat
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There was an old
note on the bookshelf— 'It seems that the follower lost
track of me. I am Tristan, the notorious thief. According to
my father, the blood of the legendary thief, Don Borrid, runs
in my veins. I heard that Borrid left a mysterious message at
every place he visited. Since I'm related to him, I thought it
fitting to try and figure out the mystery of the messages.
And... — Tristan'
Gabo (chat, in cellar): It's a big mansion, but no one seems
to have anything to do.
Maid in cellar: You're late! I want you to clean things up like
you promised, okay? Would you mind putting these empty
bottles in the storehouse? After you're done, come see me,
and I'll pay you. {She starts to leave.} You look different
from the person that I asked before... Oh, well!
Maribel (chat): Why should we have to clean this place up?
If you were paying more attention, HERO, we wouldn't be
getting tricked into so many unpleasantries.
Treasure chest – FireShard
Maid on first floor (if you don’t break the bottles in the
other room): Hey, you! You aren't done yet, are you? Listen
up! Put all of those empty bottles away!
Treasure chest – Intelligence seed
Treasure chest – INTSpecs

Maid on first floor: Oh, you're done? Then I must pay you,
as I promised. [HERO received 50 gold.] You did a good job. I
might ask you to do something else for me later.
Tough guy in inn: I ended up skipping out on cleaning up the
storehouse. They must be mad at me... Huh? You took care of
it for me? Wow. I really owe you one.
Tough guy (again): Please help me out again sometime!

World Tree
Gabo (chat): That reminds me. What happened to that fairy?
Maribel (chat): In this era, the World Tree is full grown.
Old man: Oh, happy day! I'm so glad I lived long enough to
see such a fine, splendid tree! I wanted to come here at least
once before I died! Oh, happy, happy day!
Warrior: This World Tree is simply amazing. I used to think
it was just an old tree. It has such a mystical feeling to it.
Bard: Legend says there's an elf that lives near the World
Tree that protects the forest. But the only thing I've ever
seen here is a blue bird that flies around the tree from time
to time. Wait a minute! Do you suppose that little bird could
be the elf, changed into another form? I guess it might all be
only a legend, after all. That would be a shame.
Bard (again): It must just be a legend, because I can never
find the elf anywhere!
Farmer: I've been cutting trees in this forest for twenty
years! A bird with brilliant blue plumage lives in the World
Tree. And it has a beautiful song! My greatest pleasure of
the last twenty years has been to hear that blue bird sing!
On the ground – FireShard

CHAPTER 12

Like Sand Through an Hourglass,
These Are the Endless Days of Our Lives

Aimy

Dr. Creyney

Baloch

Litorud
Maribel (chat): Sigh. I'm rather tired. Say, HERO, let's call
it a day and wait to look around town until tomorrow.
Gabo (chat): This looks like a peaceful town, and the Demon
Lord doesn't seem to have done any of his mischief here.
Young woman at entrance: Welcome to Litorud, home to
Baloch and his famed clock tower!
Gabo (chat): There's a strange-looking tower over there. Is
that the clock tower?
Maribel (chat): He's a genius architect? He seems to be a
fairly unreliable character. Don't you think so, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): That's right. Geniuses are
usually quite slovenly.
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): What? Are you trying to tell me
that you're well versed in the art? Don't be so haughty.
Little boy in front of church: Dad said the bridge up north
is finally done! We're going to the opening ceremony
tomorrow! I can't wait!
Priest in church: This temple's falling apart. I wish we could
rebuild it someday. Wouldn't it be lovely if we could get
Baloch to build one for us? Then we'd get thousands of

people coming in. Ha ha! Oh! Ahem! Well, this building has its
charm, too!
Man in blue vest behind church: I'm trying to get Baloch to
design a house for me. But you know him. He only works when
he feels like it.
Pot – Herb
Young man in inn: The lady that runs this place is over at Dr.
Creyney's house. She had to take her servant there after
she fell down the stairs.
Bunny girl in bar: Oh, I can't wait for the bridge ceremony!
You guys just came in, right? You should stay for the
ceremony, too! I'm definitely going, myself!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe these people are so excited
over the opening ceremony for the bridge tomorrow. No!
HERO, don't tell me that you want to go, too? You're such a
little kid. You just have to be a part of every little thing. Oh,
well. If you really must go see the opening ceremony, it's all
right with me.
Gabo (chat): It sounds like they're having some kind of
festival tomorrow. Hey, HERO, I want to see that ceremonything they keep talking about!
Young man: I thought people made a big deal over the clock
tower. But the commotion over this bridge is absurd!
Young woman: Baloch's responsible for nearly all the great
buildings of Litorud, including the clock tower, the Mayor's
mansion, and the fountain. Litorud is basically Baloch's town!
The funny thing is, Baloch doesn't even live here!
Old man: I used to captain the river ferry when I was a
young man! It'll be a breeze to get across with that new
bridge, but I'll miss that old ferry of mine!
Tough guy: Bridge this, bridge that, I can't take it anymore!
It's just a bunch of wood nailed together! I mean, come on!
Man in black pants: We're closed tomorrow for the
ceremony, so drink up today! Oh, wait, you're a bunch of kids!

Never mind, never mind! Come on, out of my bar! This is no
place for kids like you!
Barrel – 15 gold coins
Lady in upstairs room on the right: What a filthy place this
is! It's not up to my standards at all! The owner's servant
even spilled milk on my best dress! Oh, why did I have to
come to this godforsaken place?
Dresser – Traveler Clothes
Warrior in upstairs room in the middle: You can't help but
like the maid who works here. She's such a scatterbrain!
She's fun to watch as long as no one gets hurt. But I felt
sorry for her when she fell down the stairs.
Dresser – Horned Hat
Young man near fountain: This fountain was designed by
Baloch, just like the clock tower. Fantastic, isn't it?
Dancer: That moron! How long does he expect me to wait? I
told him very clearly I'd be waiting by the fountain!
Scholar near clock tower: Oh, this is glorious! Baloch's work
is truly the epitome of art. I can't wait to see his latest
triumph tomorrow!
Gabo (chat): It sounds like they're having some kind of
festival tomorrow. Hey, HERO/comma/ I want to see that
ceremony-thing they keep talking about!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe these people are so excited
over the opening ceremony for the bridge tomorrow. No!
HERO, don't tell me that you want to go, too? You're such a
little kid. You just have to be a part of every little thing. Oh
no, If if you really must go see the opening ceremony, it's all
right with me.
Tough guy (as you approach the statue): So Baloch built
this thing, too? {He touches it and the arm falls off.} Huh?
Oh, no! I broke it! {He looks around.} I'm out of here! {He
leaves through the back wall.}

Maribel (chat): Oh no, he broke the statue! Let's pretend we
didn't see anything and just walk away.
Observation: A strange object is displayed here. What in the
world could it be?
Young man behind inn: The bridge opening is being held
north of town tomorrow, right? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): What? No, no, no! Quit messing
with me! You're making me nervous!
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm so nervous. If I miss the
ceremony, I'll regret it forever!
Man in black pants: Why are you coming in from the back?
What do you want now?
Barrel – Mystic Nut
Gabo (chat, in clock tower): This town looks peaceful. I
guess the Demon Lord hasn't been up to his tricks here.
Maribel (chat, in clock tower): Sigh. I'm rather tired.
HERO, could we quit the sightseeing and take a rest for
today?
Maribel (chat, in clock tower): This sure is a strange
building. Whoever made it must be quite an eccentric.
Gabo (chat, in clock tower): What a great building. I like it!
Young man: Whenever I visit this clock tower, I completely
lose track of time. Time? Oh, no! I forgot all about my date!
{He rushes out the door.}
Little boy: If the door wasn't locked, I could see what's
inside the machine room. Sigh... I wish I had a key!
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.
Merchant outside by clock tower: What a splendid clock
tower! Baloch has outdone himself once again. I can feel the
flow of time itself in its design!
Young man from clock tower: {to dancer} Look, I'm sorry!
It's just that the clock tower is beautiful.

Dancer: {to young man} Do you have any idea how long I've
been waiting? Who do you like more, the clock tower or me?
Old man near mayor’s house: The Mayor of Litorud lives
over in that bizarre mansion. Who knows how he manages to
live in that thing. I wish Baloch would build something normal
for a change!
Gabo (chat, in mayor’s house): What a cool building. I like
it!
Mayor (gentleman): I'm busy preparing my speech for
tomorrow. 'Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to welcome you on
this glorious day!/close single quote/ Hmm. What do you
think of that introduction? Too contrived? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): True, but these things have to be
done properly!
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): Oh, no? All right then, this is how
I'll start!
Gabo (chat): It sounds like they're having some kind of
festival tomorrow. Hey, HERO, I want to see that ceremonything they keep talking about!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe these people are so excited
over the opening ceremony for the bridge tomorrow. No!
HERO, don't tell me that you want to go, too? You're such a
little kid. You just have to be a part of every little thing. Oh,
well. If you really must go see the opening ceremony, it's all
right with me.
Lady: My husband's looking forward to tomorrow more than
anyone else!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
here — 'The Works of Baloch, Revised Edition.' It's an
exhaustive guide to everything Baloch has ever made. The
endless lists are enough to make HERO's eyes water.
Maid in kitchen: No one can deny that Baloch was a genius,
but it's a little difficult to actually live here.

Maid upstairs: The floors in this mansion hide the dirt, so I
never have to clean! Agh! Just keep that between the two of
us, all right?
Dresser – Silk Hat
Little girl outside house: Waahh! I lost my money! Mom's
going to spank me!
On the ground – 10 gold coins
Little girl: Waahh! I lost my money! Mom's going to spank me!
[Hand the money you found to the girl? (Yes/No)]
Little girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Hey! My money! Thanks, mister!
Little girl (again): Thank you, mister! Now my mom won't get
mad at me.
Warrior in house: You never know when a monster might
cross your path. That's why I keep my armor equipped all
day. I bring plenty of herbs, too. You can't forget those.
Young woman: My husband is very excited for the ceremony.
Man in blue vest in weapon and armor shop: Once the
bridge opens, I'll be able to do business across the river. I
can see the cash flowing into my pockets now!
Young man: Because of the bridge, we'll have more
customers. There's no point in going across the river. They'll
all come to us!
Bard on the roof: The opening ceremony for the bridge
takes place tomorrow. I can't wait to see what lies beyond
the river!
Barrel – TinyMedal
Woman by well: Baloch and Dr. Creyney are the smartest
men in all of Litorud! They've been good friends, too, ever
since childhood.
Old woman by well: Dr. Creyney is such an honorable man.
Even though we are poor, he treats us like people. Baloch, on
the other hand, has an ego the size of his bridge, and
wouldn't even look at me. How do those two get along so well?

Innkeeper (woman) in Dr. Creyney’s house (as you
approach): This girl really is such a klutz. How does she
manage to always fall down the stairs?
Aimy (young woman in red, continued): I'm sorry you had to
take me here, ma'am.
Innkeeper (continued): All right, all right! Well, Doctor?
Dr. Creyney (man in blue vest, continued): Well, the bone
isn't broken, but it looks like quite a sprain. You'll need to
keep off of it for a while. You should stay here.
Aimy (continued): But, Doctor! I wouldn't dream of bothering
you.
Dr. Creyney (continued): Why would it be a bother? I'm a
doctor, and you're my patient. Besides, you'd injure yourself
if you worked with that ankle. {to innkeeper} So, anyway,
madam, I'll have to keep Aimy here for observation.
Innkeeper: Sigh... That girl picked a fine time to hurt
herself! All right, Aimy. You better get well soon. {She
leaves.}
Aimy: Are you one of the doctor's patients? My name's Aimy.
Dr. Creyney's been looking after me ever since I came to
town.
Dr. Creyney: Well, well, some travelers, I see. Are you here
for the bridge opening? The opening ceremony is tomorrow,
so why don't you spend the night at the inn? That woman who
just left is the owner of the inn.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelf is lined
with books on medicine.
Dresser – Turban
Pot – Repellent
Maid in basement: This room is used by Baloch, a friend of
my master. He normally lives in his studio in the mountains,
but he uses this room when he has business in town. That
picture over there is of the clock tower, his most famous

work. But recently, I've had a weird feeling about it. I've
never felt this way before. I wonder what the problem is.
Pot – Herb
Pot – Herb
Treasure chest – LifeRock
Bookshelf – EvilBook
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelf is lined
with architecture books.
Observation: There is a picture of the clock tower hanging
here. HERO senses something strange about it.

Baloch’s Bridge
Maribel (chat): What a strange bridge! Can't we walk on it?
Gabo (chat): Whoa! There's a humongous bridge over there.
Let's cross the bridge!
Tough guy at entrance: Hello! Welcome to the bridge! We'll
be opening it up tomorrow.
Young woman on the right: This shack is where all the
bridgeworkers live. Baloch slept here until just a few days
ago. Surprisingly enough, he's almost a totally different
person when he's working.
Well – WellLure
Mage at bottom of well: Have you ever heard of something
called Time Sand? Supposedly, you can use it to go back in
time a few moments! That would sure be handy for when I
make silly mistakes!
Dresser – Leather Hat
Young man in workers’ shack: I tell you, this job's been a
real learning experience. It's not every day I get the chance
to work with the great Baloch!
Tough guy at worktable: Looks like we completed this bridge
on time, after all! I'm going to miss this old shack, though,
let me tell you.

Observation: The blueprint for the bridge is drawn here.
Dresser – SeaShell Hat
Woman: I doubt Master Baloch will attend the opening
ceremony tomorrow. He loves architecture, but hates public
appearances.
Tough guy near beds: If it's Baloch you're looking for, he
isn't here. He left when the bridge was just about done. I'd
guess he went back to his studio, in the eastern mountains.
Tough guy in bed: Snore! The ceremony...won't come...
The...clock tower... {He wakes up suddenly.} Huh? Did I say
something just now? Ooh... Must have been dreaming.
Tough guy (again): Aww... I overslept again!
Tough guy outside: What're those guys going on about the
bridge for, anyway? I've crossed the thing a million times. I
helped built build it!
Merchant in line: This bridge was built by Baloch! It's a
triumph of architecture! Why don't you get in line and see it?
You'll be sorry if you don't!
Man in blue vest in line: Arrrgh! I was supposed to be the
first across! Bridge fanatics like me just hate to miss out on
a grand opening!
Young man in line: I've been standing in line for three whole
days! I'm going to be the first man ever to cross the bridge!
Soldier at bridge gate: Sorry, this bridge is closed until the
opening ceremony tomorrow.
Old man: Used to be, the only way to get over there was to
be ferried. But now they've got this bridge almost done. My,
how time flies.
Man in blue vest: This is all the leftover material from the
bridge project. They sure went through a lot of stuff.
Traveling merchant: People will be coming in droves
tomorrow, so I decided to set up shop today! Now, let's see...
{shop talk}
Pot – 6 gold coins

Baloch’s Studio
Maribel (chat): What an odd thing to build this deep in the
mountains! Whoever designed it must have been insane.
Gabo (chat): Wow! There's a cool-looking building this deep
in the mountains!
Young man on second floor: Baloch just finished the bridge,
and already he's on something else. You can try talking to
him, but I bet he'll just snap at you.
Pot – Intelligence seed
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. A book titled
“Genius Baloch and the Clocktower” is there. 'A vortex is the
area between two particular moments of time. A genius is a
person who can see these vortices— and use them. I, Baloch,
have built this clock tower to give form to vortices, such that
even the layman might take a glimpse at them.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelf is lined
with books on architecture.
Baloch: Let's see... Put a support here, leave this area open...
{to HERO} Huh? What do you want? I'm busy! Quit bothering
me!
Observation: It appears to be a map of a tower of some kind.
Cat on the roof: Meow.

Litorud
Young man in inn: Aimy may be a klutz, but the old lady has a
soft spot for her.
Innkeeper: Hmm? You folks were just over at Dr. Creyney's,
weren't you? I bet you're here to see tomorrow's bridge
ceremony, right? We're a bit shorthanded, but I think I can

squeeze you in. {inn talk} Welcome to our inn. One night is 45
gold. Would you like to stay? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Goodbye, now! Please come
again.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you. Please have a
pleasant night.
Innkeeper (the next morning): Good morning. Have a good
day.
Aimy (continued): Oh, there's so much to do this morning!
{She comes running down the stairs.} Huh? Aaagh! {She trips
and falls.} [HERO caught Aimy!] Ahh! I'm sorry!
Innkeeper (continued): Aimy! You klutz! Oh, I'm so sorry,
travelers! Aimy, you should thank our guests for helping you.
You could've been hurt!
Aimy (continued): Thank you very much! I'm so sorry! {She
runs off toward the stairs.} I'm going to go do the dishes!
Innkeeper (continued): Sigh. What a troublesome girl. {to
HERO} I'm sorry about all this. Thanks for catching her
when you did!
Maribel (continued): Aimy's better already? I thought she
sprained her ankle!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe people make such a big fuss
about a weird building like that. I guess that I really don't
understand the sensibilities of the people who live in this
town.
Gabo (chat): What I want to see is this opening ceremony
everyone's talking about. I bet it's going to be like a big
party with lots of stuff to eat.
Warrior in upstairs room in the middle: You can't help but
like the maid who works here. She's such a scatterbrain!
Aimy's lots of fun to watch, as long as no one gets hurt.
Aimy in basement: Oh, I'm sorry! I forgot to apologize to
you before! I was too embarrassed. I fall down like that all
the time. Why do I have to be so clumsy? I'm sick of it!

Maribel (chat): Aimy's better already? I thought she
sprained her ankle!
Gabo (chat): Didn't that girl hurt herself yesterday?
Strange.
Dr. Creyney in his house: Huh? Aimy's better now? What
are you talking about? I haven't heard anything about Aimy
being injured. There must be some kind of misunderstanding.
Say, who are you, anyway? I don't believe we've ever met.
Dr. Creyney (again): Aimy was injured? There must be some
mistake.
Maid in the basement: I heard that Aimy used to live far
away with her mother. And her mother, Emily, is actually a
friend of Dr. Creyney's. That's why he brought her here
when her mother died. I wonder if Dr. Creyney and Emily
were more than just old friends.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): The area around here seems
peaceful, but it still gives me the shivers.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): I want to go and see the
opening ceremony!

Baloch’s Bridge
Gabo (chat): Er? Whatever happened to the ceremony of,
um, what was it called? Doesn't look like anything's going on!
Tough guy at entrance: Hello! Welcome to the bridge! We'll
be opening it up tomorrow. Huh? You thought the ceremony
was today? Wake up, friend! It's tomorrow. You hear me?
Tomorrow!
Soldier at bridge gate: Sorry, this bridge is closed until the
opening ceremony tomorrow. What? The ceremony's
supposed to be today? I don't know where you heard that,
but you're very mistaken, bub! Why don't you go back to

Litorud and rest up at the inn? By the time you get back
here, it will be time for the ceremony!
Gabo (chat): Did we misunderstand or something? I thought
the opening ceremony would be held today.
Maribel (chat): What is this? HERO, you'd better have a full
explanation for this! We heard that the opening ceremony
for the bridge was going to be held today. So why hasn't the
opening ceremony started yet? This is the right day! Did
they postpone it all of a sudden? I just don't get it!

Litorud
Innkeeper: Welcome to our inn. One night is 45 gold. Would
you like to stay? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Goodbye, now! Please come
again.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you. Please have a
pleasant night.
Innkeeper (the next morning): Good morning. Have a good
day.
Aimy (continued): Oh, there's so much to do this morning!
{She comes running down the stairs.} Huh? Aaagh! {She trips
and falls.} [HERO caught Aimy!] Ahh! I'm sorry!
Innkeeper (continued): Aimy! You klutz! Oh, I'm so sorry,
travelers! Aimy, you should thank our guests for helping you.
You could've been hurt!
Aimy (continued): Thank you very much! I'm so sorry! {She
runs off toward the stairs.} I'm going to go do the dishes!
Innkeeper (continued): Sigh. What a troublesome girl. {to
HERO} I'm sorry about all this. Thanks for catching her
when you did!
Gabo (chat): I think I saw the girl falling down the stairs
yesterday, too. You remember that, don't you/comma/
HERO? (Yes/No)

Gabo (if you say ‘No’): What? You don't remember
that? I didn't know HERO had such a short memory!
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Somehow, everything seems to be
repeating!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe that Aimy falls down the
stairs every day. Her clumsiness is really something. She fell
down the exact same way she did yesterday, didn’t she?
Innkeeper: Oh, it's you! Thanks for helping Aimy. She's such
a nice girl, but so clumsy. Sometimes I feel as if she's my
own daughter. Don't tell her I said that, though!

Baloch’s Bridge
Soldier at bridge gate: Sorry, this bridge is closed until the
opening ceremony tomorrow. What? The ceremony's
supposed to be today? I don't know where you heard that,
but you're very mistaken, bub! What? I said the same thing
yesterday? Don't be silly! What do you think, we're all stuck
in the same day or something? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): I don't think so. Now quit messing
around with my head like that!
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): ... You aren't serious, are you? You
sound just like Baloch. Huh? What do I mean by that? Well,
Baloch's got some strange ideas... He keeps going on about
the flow of time whenever I talk to him. Anyway, if you want
to see him, his studio is in the mountains to the east. Maybe
you should check it out.
Maribel (chat): Baloch, you say? Everyone seems to think
he's a real eccentric. You can't really blame them, though,
looking at these creations of his. I guess we have to do it.
But there isn't a clue as to where to start. Okay,
HERO/comma/ stop daydreaming so we can head over to
Baloch's place.

Gabo (chat): HERO, what kind of a person do you think
Baloch will be? I can't wait to see.
Soldier (again): Baloch talks about the flow of time pretty
often. Maybe you'd have a lot to talk about! Anyway, if you
want to see him, his studio is in the mountains to the east.
Maybe you should check it out. You might end up getting
yelled at, though. Baloch's a busy man.

Baloch’s Studio
Baloch: Let's see... Put a support here, leave this area open...
{to HERO} Huh? What do you want? I'm busy! Quit bothering
me! {He turns around, surprised.} What? Did you just ask
something about time? (Yes/No)
Baloch (if you say ‘No’): Aw, I must have been hearing
things...
Baloch (if you say ‘Yes’): You think the same day's repeating
over and over again? (Yes/No)
Baloch (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Laymen couldn't understand
it anyway.
Baloch (if you say ‘Yes’): So it wasn't just me. I had this
feeling that I was just repeating the same things over and
over again. At first I attributed it to the stresses of being a
genius, and being burned out, but since you're feeling it too,
something must be wrong. Here, take this key and explore
the clock tower. It was built to symbolize the flow of time,
but if something went wrong, then it might be altering time
itself. There's no way you can refuse a request from the
genius Baloch, is there? (Yes/No)
Baloch (either way): All right! Here is the Clock Key. Good
luck! [HERO received the Clock Key!]
Gabo (chat): Whoa! So Baloch is a male version of Maribel!

Maribel (continued): Gabo! I heard that, you nasty boy! How
in the world could a pretty girl like me become anything like a
feeble, disgusting old man like that?
Gabo (continued): Yikes! What, you heard me? I didn't mean
it! If Maribel turned into a male, I'd think she'd be a lot
younger.
Maribel (continued): He seems to be missing the point. Oh
well.
Maribel (chat): He's so arrogant! And even ruder than I
could have imagined. Genius architect or not, who does he
think he is? He gets on my nerves!
Baloch (again): Let me know if the clock tower has
malfunctioned!
Young man: So he actually talked to you? I never would have
guessed! Aside from Dr. Creyney, he doesn't even grunt at
other people.

Litorud
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, we can open the door of the clock
tower with the Ordinary Key, can't we? I always wanted to
go in there. Come on, let's go right over!
Maribel (chat): Why do we have to waste time checking the
clock tower? What a waste of my time. We had to do this
silly job just because you've been playing dumb, HERO!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, let's go to the clock tower. I think
this incident is connected to the clock tower, somehow.
Aimy in basement of inn: The bridge will finally open
tomorrow. Oh, I can't wait! I am Baloch's greatest admirer.
Maribel (chat): Is she a fan of Baloch's work? What a bad
taste she has!
Maid in Dr. Creyney’s house: Sometimes I see Dr. Creyney
downstairs, reading letters. I don't know what they are,
though. Maybe old love letters?

Dr. Creyney in the basement (as you approach): 'Your
friend forever'? Those are harsh words, Emily.
Maribel (chat): What was that regarding? The doctor said
something strange, didn't he?
Dr. Creyney (again): Ahh, it's you! Oh, that key! Have you
met with Baloch? He lent that to you? You must have
impressed him deeply.
Maribel (chat, in clock tower): We're supposed to check it?
We don't know anything about machines! What do they want
us to do? They're just irresponsible!
Gabo (chat, in clock tower): I'm getting all worked up just
thinking about it!
Observation: The giant gear turns ponderously.
Observation: Pull this lever? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): The clock has stopped!
Observation: A giant gear rests in place.
Observation about little boy in clock tower: He's
completely immobile.
Observation about merchant outside: There's no response,
no matter what you say.
Maribel (chat): What is this? Nobody's moving at all! Time
has stopped? That's too insane!
Gabo (chat): Huh? Everybody seems to have fallen asleep on
their feet! Did this happen just because we stopped the
clock?
Observation about scholar near the clock tower: There's
no response. The person stares blankly back at you.
Observation about young man talking to the dancer: The
young man has his head hung low, as if to apologize.
Observation about dancer: This lady is frozen in place,
angrily chastising her boyfriend.
Observation about tough guy near statue behind inn: He
looks like he was about to break something off of the statue.

Observation about young man: This person is standing
completely immobile, not even blinking.
Observation about tough guy at the bar in the inn: The
liquid inside this man's glass looks almost solid.
Observation about old man at the bar: This person is as
still as a statue.
Observation about warrior in inn: This person is as stiff as
a statue.
Observation about lady in inn: This lady is in the middle of
powdering her face.
Observation about bunny girl in the bar: The girl smiles at
you blankly. The effect is a little creepy.
Observation about Aimy in the basement: The plate the girl
dropped is hovering in the air.
Observation about little boy in front of church: The child
is frozen in a perfect running position.
Observation about nun in church: She stands immobile,
staring into space.
Observation about mayor in his house: Their His mouth is
hanging open. This person must have been practicing their his
speech.
Observation about maid upstairs: The maid appears to be in
the middle of changing.
Maribel (continued): Hey, watch where you're looking!
Observation about little girl outside: The girl looks as if
she's about to cry.
Observation about little girl if you found her money: A
smile of satisfaction lies on the girl's face.
Observation about warrior in house: He doesn't move. A
childish smile is painted on his face.
Observation about bard on shop roof: The bard's mouth is
open. He must have been singing something.
Maribel (chat, in Dr. Creyney’s basement): What is this?
With the exception of here, everything's stopped working!

This is very unnerving! HERO, why don't you go and
investigate?
Gabo (chat, in Dr. Creyney’s basement): Grrrrr. The snakelooking thing over there looks so strange! I have a bad feeling
about this.
Observation about Dr. Creyney: Dr. Creyney is frozen. A
letter rests in his hand. Read the letter? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO took a peek at the
letter. 'To Creyney. By the time you read this, I will be gone
forever. I am prepared to die now. My only regret is my poor
daughter. I could never bring myself to tell her the truth
about her father. My dear friend, you are the only one I can
turn to now. Please, I want you to take over as my daughter's
guardian. Your friend forever, Emily'
Observation about painting: HERO investigated the drawing
on the wall. Instead of the clock tower, the canvas shows
some kind of strange, moving vortex.
Observation if you try to leave town: You can't leave the
town like this!
Observation in clock tower: Pull this lever? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): The clock has started up
again!

Baloch’s Studio
Young man: Oh, it's you! Baloch is waiting!
Baloch: Welcome back! Is anything wrong with the clock
tower? (Yes/No)
Baloch (if you say ‘No’): What? That's impossible! My
instincts are never wrong. You must not have searched the
tower carefully enough! Go back there until you find out
what's wrong with my tower!
Baloch (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. Just as I thought. My genius
amazes even me! That's a relief. I'd best go and fix it soon.

Time Vortex
Gabo (chat): What a strange world we've found ourselves in!
I feel like I'm inside a building designed by Baloch.
Maribel (chat): No matter how we look at it, there's no
question that the monsters did this. Which means that if we
solve the riddle, we sold should be freed from this abnormal
condition. Right? HERO. Quit standing like an idiot, and let's
move on.
Pot – Speed Ring
Pot – EvilPot
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Cannibox
Treasure chest – Agility Seed
Treasure chest – 350 gold coins
Observation (on fourth floor): HERO examined the monolith.
'When time runs backwards, a new path will appear.'
Treasure chest – Potion
Treasure chest – Cannibox
TimeSage on final floor (as you approach): Heh heh... All I
had to do was synchronize the clock tower and this hourglass!
And now look! No one can escape the conundrum of time
which has been created. Bitter irony has been brought to the
pathetic, circular lives that humans lead! Baah ha ha hah!
MakiMakis: Chee, chee!
TimeSage: Humans! Human children? How did you brats
manage to sneak into my time vortex? No matter, my minions
will deal with you. Do you think you can defeat me with those
puny weapons? (Yes/No)
TimeSage (either way): Hmph! I see you have no intention of
leaving. Your pointed sticks are no threat to me! But if you
persist in running around with sharp objects, I guarantee

someone's going to get their eye poked out! And it's not
going to be me! Gyarharhar!
Gabo (battle chat): Grrr. This one looks like it's a
spellcaster or something. Be careful, HERO.
Maribel (battle chat): I'm worried about that hourglass over
there, but I'll start by taking out this thing in front of me.
Monster drop – LandShard
TimeSage (after the battle): How... How could such
impudent dogs defeat me? Beware, humans! I may die, but
the anomaly in the time continuum remains. As long as this
hourglass still exists... Bah ha ha ha hah! Oh no! Why did I
have to say that? Garrrghhh! {The monsters disappear.}
Maribel (chat, if you leave the boss room): HERO, are you
planning to just ignore that giant hourglass, or what? The
monsters were saying something about that hourglass. Don't
you ever take notice of these things?! I just can't believe
you sometimes!
Observation: A large hourglass sits here. Could it be behind
the time disruption? Destroy the hourglass? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): {The hourglass shatters.}
HERO obtained the Time Sand. {You are automatically
transported back to Creyney’s basement in Litorud.}

Litorud
Gabo (chat): Making the same day repeat itself over and
over? those monsters really do think of some strange things,
don't they?
Maribel (chat): Whew! Now tomorrow will come, and the
opening ceremony can take place just like it's supposed to.
I'm worn out from today, so let's just hurry up and go to
sleep.
Observation: A drawing of Baloch's clock tower hangs here.

Dr. Creyney: Ahh! You startled me! When in the world did
you sneak in here? I hadn't noticed you at all.
Dr. Creyney (again): What's that? You want to know what
this letter is? This is, um, an old letter, from a friend of
mine. I doubt you'd be very interested in it.
Maid upstairs: Hey, did you just come out of the basement?
That's odd. I didn't notice you going downstairs.
Aimy in basement of inn: Oh, I did it again! That's the third
plate this month!
Innkeeper: Welcome to our inn. One night is 45 gold. Would
you like to stay? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Goodbye, now! Please come
again.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you. Please have a
pleasant night.
Innkeeper (the next morning): Good morning. Have a good
day.
Aimy (continued): Oh, there's so much to do this morning!
{She comes running down the stairs.} Huh? Aaagh! {She
wobbles a little, but finds her balance by herself.} Whew!
That was close. I almost fell again! {She runs down the stairs
toward the basement.} I'm going to the ceremony once I do
the dishes, all right?
Innkeeper (continued): Whew! Aimy simply must be more
careful.
Maribel (chat): Whew! I thought we'd have another
repetition of the previous day of the opening ceremony. Her
clumsiness has started to annoy me.
Maribel (chat): Thanks to our heroic efforts, the day for the
opening ceremony has finally arrived, but I don't think
anyone realizes that we freed them from the seal. Doesn't
that just burn you up? I mean, after all we had to go
through?

Gabo (chat): So they'll really have the ceremony today? I
can't wait!
Innkeeper (again): Aren't you going to the ceremony? You'd
better hurry up!
Aimy in basement: {to herself} I better clean this up. I'm
going to miss the ceremony! {to HERO} Oh, hello there! Are
you planning to go, too? Well, you'd better hurry! I'll head
over there once I finish this.
Tough guy at the bar: Who cares about the ceremony? I'd
rather drink here any day! Don't you agree with me?
(Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Yeah, that's the spirit! Hey,
you want something? It's on me!
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Pfft! So why are you here,
then? Get out of my face!
Man in black pants behind bar: I was planning to close the
place up today, but I can't help it if the customers keep on
coming!
Merchant at stall: What's this? Might you be customers, by
any chance? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oh, in that case, never
mind.
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, I'm sorry. I haven't had a
customer all day, you see. I was actually about to close up
shop for the bridge ceremony. {shop talk}
Old man in front of mayor’s house: Who cares about some
old bridge? Not me, that's for sure! I'm not about to break
my back walking all the way up there!
Maid in mayor’s house: The Mayor and his wife always put
me here in the kitchen. I wish I could boss them around for a
change! Revolution!
Maid upstairs: Ahh, who wants to go to some stupid old
bridge ceremony? I mean, sure, it's Baloch's latest work and
everything, but I see things like this every day. Things like

the fountain and the clock tower. It's no big deal! I'm fine.
Sniff, sniff! But I want to go too!
Young woman in western house: My husband and children are
at the opening ceremony. This house seems so huge without
them.
Woman by the well: I'm not going to the ceremony. I'm no
good with crowds.
Old woman by the well: The bridge's too far for me to walk.
I'm staying here.
Maid in Dr. Creyney’s house: Dr. Creyney's gone to the
ceremony. I suppose he had to, considering how close he is to
Baloch. Hmm. I wonder if Baloch knows anything about Aimy's
mother.

Baloch’s Bridge
Maribel (chat): I can see the ceremony going on over there.
HERO, let's go through the crowd and grab a good spot! I
don't want get stuck looking at someone's back, okay?
Gabo (chat): There are so many people here! So this is what
they call an opening ceremony, huh?
Mage in the well: Have you ever heard of something called
Time Sand? Supposedly, you can use it to go back in time a
few moments! Huh? You actually have some Time Sand? Oh,
come on! Everyone knows that's just a silly old wives' tale!
Gabo (chat, in shack): Wow, there's food galore! Hey,
HERO, can we dig in?
Young woman: Hey! Stay out of my way! I'm busy, can't you
see?
Woman: Now that the ceremony's over, it's time to set up
for the party!
Tough guy in bed: Zzz...
Traveling merchant: Did I call it, or what? Business is
booming! I think I'll just set up shop permanently right here!

Old man by dock: That Mayor really goes on and on. I'm
killing time waiting for him to finish.
Little boy on the left: Daddy! I can't see! Can I take your
place?
Tough guy on the left: After all these years, watching this
brings tears to my eyes!
Young man on the left: I'm looking forward to crossing the
bridge as soon as this ceremony is over!
Young woman on the left: Hmm? Where's Baloch? You'd
think he'd come to his own party!
Bard on the left: What a wonderful bridge! I wish I could
get closer to it...
Man in blue vest in back: I can't see from back here! Did
they cut the ribbon yet?
Bunny girl in back: Ah-choo! Brr! Maybe I should've worn
something a bit warmer!
Young man in the back: Is this really a bridge? What's with
those columns? Baloch's work is all too avant-garde for me!
Traveling merchant on the right: Isn't he done yet? I want
to go trade on the other side!
Tough guy on the right: This bridge will be used by
thousands of travelers. I'm glad I didn't work all this time
for nothing.
Woman on the right: What? Pipe down! This is the good part!
Scholar on the right: Hmm... Baloch's designs are truly
beyond reproach.
Young man on the right: Where'd Baloch go? He was with
me when we came.
Young man in the middle: What? You want me to move over?
Sheesh. {He moves over to the right.} There, is that better?
Young man (again): I heard there's a big party after this. I
think I'll try crashing it!
Woman in back: The Mayor just loves giving long speeches.
Doesn't he realize that no one's listening to him?

Priest: Mmm? Oh, you wish to come to the front? Hold on...
{He moves over to the left.} Here you go.
Mayor (as you approach): And I am honored to preside over
the opening of this fine...
Man in black pants (continued): Mayor! I'm sorry, but we're
running behind schedule!
Mayor (continued): Yes? Oh, I see. Well then... {to the
crowd} In any case, I sincerely hope all of you enjoy the new
bridge.
Man in black pants (continued): Thank you, Mayor! And now,
some words from the great Baloch... {He looks around.} Huh?
Where'd he go? He was here just a minute ago!
Gabo (chat): Are they in trouble because Baloch is missing?
All right, let me help. Sniff, sniff. Smells like he's around
here somewhere.
Maribel (chat): Where in the world did Baloch go? It doesn't
matter if he's here or not. He knows just how to annoy us.
Priest: We must thank God for this great work of man!
Woman in back: Oh, and now Baloch's missing? Who planned
this ceremony, anyway?
Young man on the right: Baloch! Where are you? You're
supposed to be here!
Bard on the left: Isn't this speech over yet? I want to see
the bridge up close!
Aimy by entrance: Huh? The ceremony isn't over already, is
it? (Yes/No)
Aimy (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, pooh! All that hurrying for
nothing...
Aimy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, good! I made it in time!
Old man by the dock: Oh! Looks like the Mayor's run out of
hot air! Honestly, the higher the rank, the longer the
speeches!
Dr. Creyney (as you approach): Baloch, don't you think it's
time you told her the truth about her father?

Baloch (continued): That's none of your business. Looks like
her mother didn't want to tell her the truth, either. Stay out
of it. Besides, I deserted her years ago. Why tell her now?
Dr. Creyney (continued): You owe it to Aimy to tell her the
truth.
Baloch (continued): It's not going to change anything.
Besides, I'm afraid. That's why I left town.
Dr. Creyney (continued): Aimy told me she has always looked
up to you, Baloch, as an architect.
Baloch (continued): Yeah, well, as an architect, I still have
zero desire to tell anyone anything. All right?
Maribel (chat): Baloch, Creyney, and Aimy. Those three seem
to have an odd relationship. Something stinks about this.
Dr. Creyney: Baloch, you're an old fool.
Baloch: Oh, right! The speech for the ceremony. I completely
forgot. {He heads toward the ceremony.}
The opening ceremony continued without a hitch,
and a gala celebration took place that evening.
Although Baloch and Creyney were nowhere
to be seen,/space/HERO and his friends still
enjoyed mingling with the guests.
The next morning...
Maribel (chat): It's hard to believe that Baloch used to
sleep there!
Tough guy in bed: Snore...
Woman: Oh, you're finally up? Everyone else already left.
Are you heading for the other side? Well, you better hurry,
or it will be sunset before you reach the town!
Tough guy at worktable: Whew... Looks like our work here is
finally done. I've been in this shack for so long, I almost hate
to leave it!

Gabo (chat, outside): Hey/comma/ HERO, let's take the
bridge and cross over to the other side. I'm excited to see
what's out there!
Maribel (chat, outside): What are you going to do, HERO?
Do you want to cross the bridge and go to the other side?
I'm curious about what kind of relationship is going on
between Aimy, Baloch, and Creyney. I don't care what you'll
do. Just make up your mind quickly, will you?
Young woman by shack: I've already seen lots of travelers
and peddlers pass by. I'll bet this bridge will stay up for
hundreds of years!
Traveling merchant on the left: There's so much foot
traffic, I decided to stay here for a while! {shop talk}
Tough guy on the left: Damn! Cleaning up this mess is going
to be a pain. It wouldn't be a bad idea to just use all this to
build something else!
Old man on the dock: The bridge is a wonderful thing, but I
do miss the good old ferry.
Traveling merchant going north: All right! Time to explore
new lands and make more money!
Merchant going south: I heard there's something called a
clock over in Litorud. Think I could make money selling them?
First things first, what's this clock thing used for, anyway?
Young man going north: I never thought it'd be so easy to
cross the river!
Soldier going south: I'm actually from Litorud, but I got
stranded on the other side. I was able to finally make it back,
thanks to the bridge. It's good to be home!
Warrior going north: What could possibly be in store for me
in the land across the bridge? I can't wait!
Bard going south: Have you heard about the Great Clock
Tower of Litorud? I'm going there now to see it. I can't wait!
Man in blue vest going north: I'm off to visit some of my
relatives across the bridge.

Farmer going south: Heh heh... I'm going to head for the
city and make a name for myself!
Merchant going north: I'm going to buy some plants from
the herb garden. I assure you, I am only using them for
medicinal purpose purposes.
Traveling merchant going south: Thanks to this bridge, doing
business has gotten a lot easier for me. Money is truly the
root of all happiness. Money, money, money...
Old man going north: I can't pass up the opportunity to
cross this bridge at least once before I die. Then I can tell
my wife about it when I go to heaven!
Warrior going south: I'm trying to train myself to become a
valiant warrior. Do you know anything about the monsters
around here?
Dancer going north: The people of Litorud are so cliquish.
I'm going across the river, so I can find someplace that I can
fit in. Lousy stuck-up bastards...
Scholar going south: I heard the home of the famous Baloch
is nearby. I simply must see his work!
Bard going north: Who will I run into in the new lands? I get
so excited just thinking about it!
Woman going south: I came to see the bridge, now that it's
opened. I've come this far, so I suppose I'll cross to Litorud
while I'm here.
Tough guy going north: Huh? No, no! I'm not running away
from Litorud! I didn't touch any of Baloch's stuff! What're
you talking about?
Priest going south: As a missionary, I've traveled all around
the world. None, however, have taken better care of me than
those in the temple ahead. Have you ever been to Geionne?
You ought to pay a visit.
Maid going north: I'm on an errand to the herb garden
across the river. I'm so happy... I hardly ever get out

anymore! Using Herbs always seems to make me unmotivated
to do anything else.
Young man going south: There's something funny about this
bridge...

Litorud
Maribel (chat): We saved them, but no one offers a single
word of thanks. It's not fair! It makes me wish I'd never
lifted a hand to save them.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if repeating the same day over and
over might actually be a good thing. Then people can get
excited about tomorrow's opening ceremony every day!
Little boy in front of church: Hey! Did you know about the
herb garden across the bridge? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Heh heh! Well, I did! But what's
an herb garden?
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Aww. That's boring.
Priest in church: Now that the bridge is done, I suppose
Baloch is available. Maybe he'd build us a temple if we asked!
Hmm. Probably not.
Merchant at stall: I'm getting some new competition from
across the bridge, but they'll have to get up pretty early in
the morning to beat me!
Young man in inn: We've been getting a lot of new visitors
since the bridge opened. Too bad Aimy's still the same klutz
she's always been.
Bunny girl in bar: Son of a... The ceremony was only a
fleeting moment of distraction from the[NL]spirit-breaking
tedium of my work. I feel so empty now.
Young man: I hear Baloch is already working on his next
project. That's genius for you. He goes right from one thing
to the next.

Young woman: Why doesn't Baloch live in town? I'm sure it
would be more convenient.
Old man at the bar: I used to captain the river ferry when
I was younger. I'll miss those old boats now that the bridge
has opened.
Tough guy at the bar: I can't believe that I missed the
ceremony! I've been waiting a long time for it.
Man in black pants behind bar: Huh? Hey, get out of my
bar! This is no place for kids like you!
Bard in upstairs middle room: I'm glad I decided to live in
Litorud. Baloch's work is even more impressive than I
imagined! Baloch must be a wonderful person, if he can create
this spectacular architecture.
Traveling merchant in room on the right: I came across the
bridge to do business here. {shop talk}
Innkeeper: Oh, it's you! Thanks for saving Aimy! I won't give
you any discounts, but still, thanks!
Aimy in basement: Agh! Oh, no! I broke another plate! I'll
get it for sure now! {to HERO} Oh, it's you! You've come
again. I'm sorry. I was so surprised, that I dropped my plate
again! Please, make yourself at home.
Aimy (again): So what are you in town for today?
Dancer next to fountain: {to young man} You got here
before me today! I'm impressed! Trying to kick the late
habit, are you?
Young man: {to dancer} What? Of course! It'll never happen
again! {to HERO} I couldn't tell her. I was enthralled by the
fountain today.
Scholar by clock tower: The new bridge is great, but I still
prefer this clock tower. I can't wait to see what Baloch has
in store for us next!
Warrior near clock tower: So this is the famous clock tower.
It's weird, but I think I like it!

Farmer near broken statue: Why does this thing have a gap
there? Is this supposed to be art, or what?
Young man behind inn: Did you see how someone vandalized
Baloch's statue over there? How terrible! I can't believe
someone could actually do that! Some people just don't
appreciate fine art.
Little boy on top floor of clock tower: The machine room
door was open, so I sneaked inside! This is incredible! I can't
believe Baloch made all this by himself! I guess he really is a
genius!
Mayor’s wife in her house: Oh, a visitor? Are you here to
see the house? We don't have much to offer here, but please
feel free to look around!
Maid on the second floor: Ha ha! That's the Mayor for you!
He's all worked up over the reception his speech got today.
Mayor in his room: Nobody liked my opening speech. Where
did I go wrong? Maybe I should've aimed for a younger
audience. What do you think? Should I add some humor next
time? (Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): Really? So what should I do?
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): That's it! I just need to lighten up
a little! Right! I shall begin researching some new one-liners
immediately! My audience will never know what hit them!
Mayor (again): Why did the Slime cross the bridge? To get
to the other slime! Haaar har har har! My stomach's about to
pop!
Maribel (chat): Brrr!
Little girl by western house: Hello, travelers! It's a great
day outside, isn't it?
Warrior in western house: You like this armor? It's mine. Do
you think I should take my swordsmanship more seriously?
Young woman: My husband loves that suit of armor so much,
it's all he wears these days! He acts just like a little child!

Young man in weapon and armor shop: I don't get my
brother. Why does he want to go across the river? We're
doing just fine here. There's no need to take any risks.
Man in blue vest: I wish I could go across the river, but I've
got this shop. Maybe I can get my brother to look after the
place while I'm gone.
Woman by the well: Dr. Creyney's been awfully gloomy
lately. I wonder what's worrying him.
Old woman by the well: I heard Dr. Creyney's been acting a
little funny lately. It must have something to do with Baloch!
Someone saw them arguing on the day of the bridge opening
ceremony. I bet Dr. Creyney really took it to heart.
Dr. Creyney: {to himself} How can I persuade Baloch? {to
HERO} Hmm? Oh, hello there. Are you injured? (Yes/No)
Dr. Creyney (if you say ‘No’): You don't need any medical
attention? Very well.
Dr. Creyney (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. Let me give you a
potion. [HERO and companions' HP recovered!] There. Come
back if any of you are injured again, all right?
Maid in the basement: I heard that Aimy used to live far
away with her mother. Aimy's mother, Emily, is actually a
friend of Dr. Creyney's. That's why he brought her here
when her mother died. I wonder if Dr. Creyney and Emily
were more than just old friends.

Baloch’s Studio
Young man (as you approach): Goodbye and good riddance! I
hope I never see you again!
Gabo (chat): Baloch will be all alone, deep in the mountains.
Maribel (chat): I can totally understand why they he wanted
to run away from Baloch.
Baloch: Oh, it's you. Young people have no spine at all these
days, do they? I refuse to accept cowards into my studio.

They just get in my way. What am I going to do for meals
now, though? I can't cook for myself, and there's no one
here to do it. Oh, well, I suppose I'll just invite myself to Dr.
Creyney's.
Baloch (again): I may not need an apprentice, but I do need
someone to cook for me! Oh, well, I suppose I'll just invite
myself to Dr. Creyney's.

Litorud
Aimy in basement of inn: Oh? Baloch is in trouble? Oh, I
see, his assistant is gone. Well, I wish I could help you
travelers. But there's too much work here to go traipsing in
the mountains. Too bad Baloch doesn't live in town.
Dr. Creyney in his house: What? Baloch's apprentice ran
away? Not again! Well, at least this one lasted longer than
usual. Baloch always ends up coming here to stay afterwards.
Wait a minute! This might actually be a good opportunity. If
he comes to stay here, he'll naturally see more of Aimy. Yes.
Thank you for telling me, travelers.
Dr. Creyney (again): If Baloch wants to stay here, he might
as well repay the favor. If he comes to stay here, he'll
naturally see more of Aimy. Yes. Thank you for telling me,
travelers.
Maribel (continued): I guess the rest is up to them. Our work
here is done. Let's go back home!
Maid in basement: What! Baloch is coming here? Damn. I'm
busy enough with Dr. Creyney, and Baloch is a real demon
when he's angry. I wish I could just take some time off.

Baloch’s Bridge

Man in blue vest in the middle of the bridge: How does he
do that? Baloch's architectural designs are truly amazing.
They give me a feeling that I can't describe.
Gabo (chat): So many interesting people come across the
bridge. It's fun to watch them.
Young man in the middle of the bridge: Yippee! I got to
cross the bridge first! I got worried when I saw that giant
crowd show up!
Maribel (chat): This place is always bustling with people.
Wake up, HERO, or you'll get trampled.
Merchant on other side of the bridge: I heard there's a
huge herb garden on this side of the bridge. I wonder what
the place looks like. I can't wait to see it!
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Verdham
Maribel (chat): I never would have guessed Verdham was
located at the other end of that bridge.
Gabo (chat): Which is it? Has the cursed rain already fallen
or not?
Observation: HERO read the sign. Welcome to Verdham.

Traveling merchant near entrance: Welcome to Verdham.
Have you come to buy wholesale herbs? (Yes/No)
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘No’): Really? But in any
case, please have a look at the Herb Garden.
Traveling merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Just as I thought.
Most outsiders come to purchase herbs.
Merchant behind counter in weapon and armor shop: The
villagers all believe the legend about the gray rain, but I
don't know what to think. Come on. How could people actually
turn to stone? That's crazy!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO read a
book titled 'Mucho Macho'. It's a thoughtful essay by a girl
named Macho on how to increase your Power ranking. The
postscript contains the following— 'When I'm number one,
I'm gonna hug the man that dumped me for all I'm worth! I'll
break his backbone!'
Old woman by well: There was a time when I was growing
grapes in the Herb Garden. My then husband was against it,
but I did it anyways. It was a mistake.
Sailor in well: {to young woman} Rumor is that there's a
woman's corpse buried at the bottom of this well. Hey, baby.
Feel free to grab onto me if you get scared.
Young woman: {She shakes.} Brrrrrr.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Little girl: I was playing in the garden and the owner, Mr.
Kasadol, chewed me out, even though Uncle Porta the
gardener never gets angry with us.
Young man behind counter in inn: In the end, Linda left her
family behind, but up until that point she really gave it all her
effort. I mean, once Iwan lost the mansion, he never even
tried to hold down a job.
Bard in basement pub of inn: Now that you mention it, it's
been a while since Iwan stopped coming /extra space/ to the

bar. Iwan would have his wife Linda work here, while he'd sit
in back and drink.
Man in black pants (bartender): When Iwan first lost the
mansion, he was so wild there was nothing anyone could do.
His wife, Linda, bore the brunt of it. He yelled at her all the
time. He'd say, 'I bet you regret ever marrying me,' or,
'You're still in love with Pepe, aren't you?' He tormented her
relentlessly, it's no wonder she left him.
Maribel (chat): How clever of me! My prediction hit the
bull's eye. I would have been really surprised if the marriage
between those two had actually gone well!
Aira (chat): There's nothing more despicable than a
man who takes his frustrations out on his wife.
Tough guy by inn: Borlock would turn in his grave if the
manor were to change hands. It's all Iwan's fault that this
failure of a garden has come to pass.
Old man behind counter in item shop: Lady Kaya is a very
kind person. She has done everything to try and heal her
bedridden husband.
Treasure chest – 50 gold coins
Woman in southwest house: As her childhood friend, I know
why Linda left. She left town in search of Pepe. No matter
how much time passed, she just couldn't forget Pepe, her
true love.
Dresser – Clothes
Old man on west side of town: It's been ages since Linda
left town, leaving her husband and son behind. Wherever
could Linda be now?
Maribel (chat): I refuse to believe Linda would abandon her
son and leave home!
Aira (chat): I don't remember any parents in my
tribe that didn't cherish their children.
Pot – 3 gold coins

Warrior near church: I understand the current master of
the mansion, Kasadol, has been in poor health for quite some
time. In spite of his devoted wife's constant nursing, he
remains bedridden.
Old woman in church: One morning when I came to temple, I
came across a girl sitting with tears in her eyes. She prayed
for a long time, all the while holding back her tears. And the
next day, the girl, whose name was Linda, vanished.
Sailor near church: Lady Kaya is too nice for her own good.
She even paid Iwan's bar tab. Even if Iwan was her husband
once, there's still no reason for Lady Kaya to do such things.
Farmer near shack in herb garden: Back when I was a little
kid, a gray rain fell and turned everyone to stone. It never
fell again, thank God!
Young woman in shack in herb garden: Father has an older
brother named Pepe. It seems Uncle Pepe lives in the big
mansion with the herb garden east of town. It's so far away,
I've never even gone once to visit.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There are a slew
of books on herbs lined up here.
Observation in basement: There's a letter on top of the
desk. Do you want to read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO read the letter.
'Linda,
Rumor has it that Iwan's herb garden isn't going terribly
well. While I cannot help you directly, I would like to
cooperate with you to overcome this hardship. I thought you
should know my father has passed on. As the eldest son, it
saddens me that I never got to see him...'
The rest of the letter is torn and is unreadable.
Dresser – Defense seed
Porta (man in blue vest in herb garden): You guys aren't...
No, you can't be. That's impossible! I'm so sorry. I didn't
mean to disturb you. I was just surprised because you all look

exactly like the people who helped save my older brother.
Well, I'm sure it's nothing that you'd care about. Anyway,
welcome to the herb garden. Come take a look around.
Gabo (chat): I remember the young Porta well. He was a good
kid, really considerate of his brother.
Maribel (chat): At least Pepe's little brother, Porta, seems
to remember us. It should be impossible for anyone to forget
me once they've laid eyes on my peerless beauty.
Eppe (young man in blue vest): If I'm not looking after him,
Father quits working and starts goofing off. My mother Linda
was such a hard worker, so why is Father like this?
Iwan (desert man): I'm tired. I just want to go home and
rest, but I'm not so lucky. As long as Eppe's standing guard,
I can't very well goof off.
Kopan (dog): Woof!
Cherri (maid): Stop it, Kopan. I'll play with you later, okay?
Otherwise, how am I gonna be able to get you your food?
Observation: HERO read the sign. Herb customers please
inquire with the gardener in the herb garden.
Eppe (as you approach mansion, any of the entrances):
{Eppe is running after Iwan.} Hey, hold it, Dad! You're not
finished yet. {He catches up to Iwan.} There are still weeds
to clear after this! It's not fair to Porta to simply quit
because things got a little difficult.
Iwan (continued): I'll never give up! But I'm finished for the
day, though. I'll continue tomorrow.
Eppe (continued): What do you mean, tomorrow? You haven't
even finshed your work for today! This attitude's exactly
why Mom got fed up and ran away!
Iwan (continued): All right, already! I'll start working
seriously tomorrow. Today's already over, though, so... {He
walks off; Eppe returns to the herb garden.}
Maribel (chat): Iwan's really starting to show his age. I
imagine the guy headed toward the herb garden was his son.

Aira (chat): That parent and child didn't look very
close, did they?
Eppe: Sigh. Even when he gets a new job, Father never lasts
long. My mother Linda was such a hard worker. How'd Father
get to be so lazy?
Maribel (chat): Don't you think Eppe takes after his mother?
I can see traces of Linda's features in his face. Imagine how
awful it would be if he only resembled Linda on the outside,
but was like Iwan on the inside.
Aira (chat): That boy, Eppe is growing into a fine
young man. I'd like to see him in a few years!
Iwan (in the western house): Hmmm. Have we met before?
My son doesn't have any friends, but you look awfully
familiar. Maybe I'm just imagining things.
Maribel (chat): Oooh, how aggravating! Why doesn't he
remember me? HERO I can understand, but how could
anybody forget a paragon of beauty like me?
Gabo (chat): Iwan's really put on a lot of weight. He's got
flaps of flab around his middle now.
Observation on first floor of mansion: HERO checked the
bookshelf. HERO has picked up and read the book ‘The
Complete Works of Baloch'. Illustrations of frightful
buildings fill the pages.
Kasadol (gentleman) on second floor: Sorry I'm not getting
up for you. Since my illness, I can't get out of bed. Even with
my body in this state, though, I still have my pleasures. The
one thing that keeps me going are the daily meals that Kaya
cooks for me. Cough, cough!
Dresser – Silk Robe
Treasure chest – 500 gold coins
Dresser – Tights
Maid near stove in mansion kitchen (as you approach):
What? I can't do that! If I do, Mistress Kaya will scold me.

Cherri (continued): I can't just throw out all of this food.
It's too wasteful.
Maid (continued): I understand how you feel, but she told me
to throw it out because it didn't taste right.
Cherri (continued): If it's going to get thrown out anyway,
why not give it to the dog? It's not fair to feed Kopan
leftovers day after day, poor thing. Every now and then I'd
like to feed him something decent.
Maid (continued): All right. I'll do it. I'll let you get away
with it this time.
Cherri (continued): All right, thanks! I'll take the food over
to Kopan right away. {She goes outside.}
Maribel (chat): Kaya used to be a maid, but now she's the
mistress of the house. She's done well for herself.
Gabo (chat): I like Cherri a lot. She's kind to animals.
Aira (chat): The mistress of the house at the herb
garden seems to be the most powerful person in town.
Maid (again): Whenever Lady Kaya cooks something that
tastes wrong, it's supposed to be thrown out. If Lady Kaya
discovers I didn't throw the food out, she'll scold me. But
still, I wonder where Lady Kaya could have gone...
Barrel – TinyMedal
Porta in herb garden: What an odd coincidence, that you
look just like the people who helped my brother. You can't
reallly really be them, though. They'd have aged by now. I'm
sure they're out traveling someplace right now in this vast
world.
Cherri: Good news, Kopan! You're getting a real feast today!
It's one of Lady Kaya's feasts. Even we, her maids, don't get
a chance to eat like that.
Kopan (continued): Arf.
Cherri (continued): That's not much of a response. You
should be happier. I did a lot to get this for you.

Gabo (chat): That dog doesn't look very happy. Does his food
taste bad or something?
Melvin (chat): When this journey is over, I think I'd
like to settle down somewhere and perhaps get a dog.
Kopan (again): Bow wow wow!
Sailor near mansion: This stinks, I tell you. I caught sight of
Lady Kaya going to Iwan's house again. If only she'd just wise
up and get rid of him already.
Iwan in his house (as you approach): I'm very content with
my life right now, so could you just cut it out, please?
Kaya (a lady now, continued): I'm not doing this just for
your sake! I'm doing it for mine, too!
Iwan (continued): Aren't you living a life of luxury in that
mansion? What could you be so dissatisfied about?
Kaya (continued): ...
Iwan (continued): Don't worry about me. I know it's my own
fault I've turned into such a loser. {Something flashes in
Kaya’s hand.} Huh? You're still carrying that junk around?
Kaya (continued): How dare you call it junk? You sent this to
me when you were a child!
Iwan (continued): Hey, the rope on your small bottle is all
frayed. You should replace it.
Kaya (continued): Just leave it alone. I want to leave it just
the way it was back then. {She leaves the house.}
Gabo (chat): Let's go to the herb garden. I want to make
friends with Cherri's dog.
Maribel (chat): Yikes! I wish I hadn't seen that. The
turbulent relationship between Iwan and Kaya continues even
today.
Iwan (again): Those with good memories will always look to
the past when discontent with their present lives. If the past
could be forgotten and Kaya would reconsider, things would
be fine.

Kaya in the kitchen: Hmm, that's odd. The maid said she'd
already thrown out that food disaster. The garbage is empty.
Where else could she have thrown it out?
Maid: I finally ended up lying to Lady Kaya. What else could I
do? There's no way I could ever let her know that Cherri
gave the food to a pup.
Cherri as you enter the herb garden again: Get over here,
Kopan. What's wrong? You don't seem well. What, you're
sleepy now that your stomach's full? {Kopan slowly walks over
to her, then falls down with a thud.} Kopan! Somebody help!
Help me! What am I to do? Kopan's dying! {Porta and Eppe
rush over to help.}
Gabo (chat): Oh no, HERO! The dog's collapsed! We've got to
help him.
Cherri (again): Kopan! Kopan! Anybody! Please help save
Kopan!
Eppe: Hey, you've got to let the dog go. Otherwise, I won't
be able to treat him.
Cherri (continued): Kopan! You can't die on me!
Observation about Kopan: No response, even after talking to
him.
Porta: If I'm going to treat him, we've got to transport him
to my house first. It's better than treating him here, right?
(Yes/No)
Porta (if you say ‘No’): What? Are you saying that you all
want me to treat him right here? I know we need to hurry,
but it'd be better to transport him home first.
Porta (if you say ‘Yes’): Now that it's decided, let's hurry
up and transport him to my house. Please, could you lend a
hand here?
Porta (in his house, continued): I've given Kopan the
antidote, but I'm uncertain of its effect on a dog.
Cherri (continued): Poison? That can't be! Who would do such
a thing? How could they? It's inconceivable!

Porta (continued): A dog that was healthy until this morning
started to foam at the mouth and then collapsed. It
happened so suddenly. The only possibility that comes to mind
is that he was poisoned. But how?
Cherri (continued): I have no idea what's going on. What am
I going to do?
Eppe: I concur with Porta's diagnosis that it was poison, but
is there anyone in this town who'd hate their dog so much
that they'd want to poison its food?
Young woman: Hang in there, pup. I know it's painful now, but
father Father is going to fix you right up.
Observation about Kopan: The dog moves only his eyes in
response to HERO's voice.
Porta: Even if the dog did eat something bad, it wouldn't get
that sick.
Cherri (continued): Something gone bad? No. What I fed
Kopan was the food you Mistress had prepared for your her
husband. I know you she asked for the food to be thrown out
because you she had erred in seasoning it, but poison?
Porta (continued): I can't say for certain that it was
poisoned, but the dog ate Lady Kaya's cooking before
collapsing, right?
Cherri (continued): Mistress poisoned the food? I don't
believe that! It was for her own husband! Now I get it. So
that's why her husband has been... I have something I want
to look into, so I'm going back to the mansion for now. Please
take care of Kopan for me. {She leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Whether there's poison in it or not, it was all
that clumsy maid's fault. You agree with me, of course, don't
you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I guess you know what's
good for you. I'm always right.

Maribel (if you say ‘No’): It's amazing how you formulate all
of your decisions independent of reason. She's not even all
that attractive.
Gabo (chat): That's unforgivable! Anybody who mistreats
animals is my enemy.
Porta (again): At first I thought the dog was a goner, but it
looks like he might make it. Its condition is still serious,
though.
Farmer in herb garden: I heard that Cherri's dog got sick. I
hope the little guy doesn't die! (Yes/No)
Farmer (if you say ‘Yes’): I can't stand to see Cherri sad!
Farmer (if you say ‘No’): That's a relief. I hope the little
guy gets better soon.
Little girl: Oh, dear. I wonder what's happened? Normally,
Cherri is playing with the dog at this hour.
Observation about kitchen and second floor doors: The
door is tightly shut.
Maid by the door: What's going on? /extra space/ I don't
know why, but for some reason Cherri's staring down the
Lady Kaya. I really wish I knew what they were saying, but
I'm so scared I don't dare go any closer.
Cherri (when you speak to either her or Kaya): When the
dog ate my Lady's food, it foamed at the mouth and
collapsed. Something terrible would've happened if your
husband had eaten that, what with the condition he's in. I
wonder what was in it...
Kaya (continued): It's my mother's secret recipe. Why did
you disobey my instructions?
Cherri (continued): That's some wife mother, teaching her
daughter to poison food like that.
Kaya (continued): What are you saying? I will not permit you
to keep saying such ridiculous things!
Cherri (continued): It wasn't some random act! I'm sure your
husband is bedridden because of your cooking! You only

messed up the flavor because you put in more poison than
usual!
Kaya (continued): Stop it, Cherri! If you say another word,
I'll have to ask you to leave the mansion! You will never
disobey my instructions again. Do you understand?
Cherri (continued): Yes, I understand, Mistress Kaya.
Kaya (continued): We're finished talking. Now hurry up and
get back to work. {Kaya sits at the table and Cherri goes
upstairs.}
Gabo (chat): Grrr! I can't stand it. I'd like to bite Kaya right
now!
Maribel (chat): Did you see Kaya's face freeze for a second
when she heard the word 'poison'?
Aira (chat): Cherri held her own pretty well against
that matron— although you can't really say she won.
Kaya: That's some accusation, saying I poisoned my
husband's meals! To think that her whole attitude could
change that much over just a dog. Maybe it's time to let
Cherri go.
Maribel (chat): Just as a test, maybe I'll try telling the maid
at home she's fired. Of course, I'm not really going to fire
her, but I'd like see how she reacts.
Aira (chat): If I were a lowly servant, I'd absolutely
refuse to work at a place like this.
Maid: You guys are amazing! You got so close to Cherri and
the Lady. I was terrified when I heard them screaming.
Cherri on the third floor: Instead of using spices to season
his meals, his wife was lacing the food with poison. The
Master wasn't recovering because his wife kept poisoning his
meals. If only we could find proof, we'd be able to expose
the Lady Kaya's evildoings, but the Lady is suspicious of me
and won't let her guard down. I'll never be able to get any
proof.

Gabo (chat): I'm going to help Cherri whether she asks me to
or not. I'm always on the side of anyone who's kind to
animals.
Maribel (chat): I understand helping small children, furry
animals, and even the elderly. But it's so infuriating when you
go out of your way to lend a hand to young ladies, HERO.
Observation: The door is locked. None of your keys fit.
Kaya (after you leave the mansion and try to go back in):
Eek! Ouch! Darn! Today has not been my lucky day! I wish
you'd quit hanging around in front of the mansion when
you've got no real business here. Oh come on! Get out of the
way and clear off the street! {You move out of the way, and
she walks toward Iwan’s house, dropping a purple vial along
the way.}
Maribel (chat): It's Kaya's fault for charging into you, so
why don't you say something?
Melvin (chat): Hmph! How shockingly rude! She
charges into me without warning and then offers no
apology!
Observation: HERO has checked around his feet. On the
ground is a small bottle filled with purple powder. HERO
picked up the small purple bottle!
Gabo (chat): How come you're picking that up, HERO? What
are you going to do with junk like that?
Aira (chat): I see you're really good at finding things
on the ground, HERO. Be careful, though. An ancient
Dejan proverb says, 'If one is always looking down,
one's luck will surely follow.'
Command: Item – Use – PurpleJar
HERO peered into PurpleJar. It was filled with a purple
powder.
Kaya (as you enter Iwan’s house): I'm sorry, but we're
talking about something very important right now. Could you
please leave us alone? {You automatically leave the house.}

Maid in the mansion: Time to goof off. Cherri's too busy
sulking, so she won't do any work. Even Lady Kaya blew off
her cooking and went off somwhere somewhere.
Cherri on third floor: There's no question Kopan's illness
was caused by Lady Kaya's cooking, but I have no proof. I
beg of you, if you find anything that could be used as proof,
please show me.
Command: Item – Use – PurpleJar
HERO has shown showed Cherri the purple bottle.
Cherri (continued): Isn't this the small bottle that Lady Kaya
keeps on her at all times? This might be just the thing I need
to expose Lady Kaya! Please! Lend me that small bottle!
(Yes/No)
Cherri (if you say ‘No’): Oh, I see...
Gabo (chat): Huh? What's 'evidence'? Do we have anything
like that?
Melvin (chat): If we offer Cherri a piece of evidence,
we would then be able to expose the Lady Kaya's
evildoings.
Cherri (again): I absolutely must have that bottle to be able
to expose the Lady's crimes. Please let me borrow it. I
promise to return it once I'm through. (Yes/No)
Cherri (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Cherri (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO has given gave the small
purple bottle to Cherri.] Thank you so much. Let me just
check the contents. {She quickly goes down the stairs.}
Cherri (as you go down the stairs): Sir! You mustn't! /extra
space/ It isn't good for your health to run like that!
Kasadol (continued): Food tastes best fresh out of the oven.
I can't wait to eat! Cough! {He walks slowly over to the
stairs.}
Cherri (continued): You don't have to hurry. Your wife's
cooking isn't going anywhere. {Kasadol goes downstairs
anyway, and Cherri quickly follows him.}

Gabo (chat): Sniff sniff. Must be about time to eat.
Maribel (chat): I'm not like Gabo, who's always starving, but
even I'm getting hungry.
Gabo (continued): When you say I'm always starving, is that
a compliment?
Maribel (continued): I'm just showing my admiration for that
bottomless pit of a stomach you have.
Maid in dining room: Lady Kaya said she wanted to finish off
the seasoning herself.
Kasadol at the table: I just love seeing the silver all /extra
space/ laid out on a table. I wonder what Kaya has made for
lunch today...
Kaya in the kitchen (as you approach): {to herself} Darn,
the rope snapped! And on today, of all days. I can find the
contents almost anywhere, though, so it's not a big problem.
Kaya: You're getting in the way of my cooking, so get out.
I'm just about to work on the final, most essential seasoning,
so...
Iwan in his house: You must excuse me. I'd like to be alone
for a while. I'm in the middle of writing an important letter
to my son.
Porta in his house (if you talk to him or Cherri): Who in
the world would do something so evil?
Cherri (continued): I'll tell you all about it later, so for now,
please just tell me what is in the bottle.
Porta (continued): It's an addictive poison. The poison
attacks your system, withers your body, and eventually kills
you.
Cherri (continued): I knew it! The Master's illness was
caused by this poison, wasn't it? Thank you, Porta. I'll explain
everything later. {She rushes out.}
Porta (again): Boy, she sure is busy. First she was all excited
that her dog was going to survive, now she brings me a bottle
filled with poison and insists I analyze the contents.

Eppe: The pup has thrown up a number of times. It looks like
he's going to pull through.
Young woman: Since the antidote herb worked, does that
mean the pup was poisoned?
Kopan: Woof.
Maribel (chat, outside): If you think of me as a cute little
baby monster, then Kaya would be the Demon Lord from hell.
Aira (chat, outside): There's nothing more we can do
for Cherri. But let's at least stand by and give her
support until she finishes what she's trying to do.
Kaya at the table: What do you want? I'm just starting to
cook! The food won't taste very good if you guys keep
hanging around. Get out, please.
Cherri: I've made up my mind. I'm going to go have a fight
with the Lady now. Don't worry, though. I won't cause any
trouble for you about that bottle.
Maid (in the kitchen): Since I'm the maid, this is the place
where I'm most relaxed.
Kasadol: This is perfect. Usually, it's just my wife and I for
meals, so things are rather quiet. I'm feeling good today.
Every now and then it's fun to eat with a group of people.
How about it? Would all of you like to join us for a meal?
(Yes/No)
Kasadol (if you say ‘No’): What? Here I invite you to eat
with me and you refuse? Once you eat my wife's cooking,
you'll never forget it. It tastes so good.
Kasadol (again): So, you're saying you've decided you want to
eat with us?
Kasadol (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Kasadol (if you say ‘Yes’): Please sit down wherever you
wish.
Kaya (continued): I won't do it! How could I possibly eat with
total strangers?

Kasadol (continued): That's good. Please take your seats.
{You and the rest of the party sit down around the table.}
Let's eat! Help yourselves.
Cherri (continued): Please wait! Master, don't touch that
food! It's poisoned!
Kasadol (continued): What? Don't lie like that! Who would do
such a thing?
Cherri (continued): It was Lady Kaya! She cooked your
food/comma/ Master, and added poison to it.
Kaya (continued): Be quiet! Go back in the kitchen right now,
Cherri!
Cherri (continued): No, my Lady. The proof is right here.
This small bottle is filled with the poison. {The bottle flashes
in her hand.}
Kasadol (continued): Kaya keeps my medicine in that small
bottle and takes it with her wherever she goes.
Cherri (continued): It's not medicine, it's poison! The Master
has You are not recovered recovering from his your illness
because he's been you're being poisoned.
Kasadol (continued): Is that true, Kaya? Have you been
poisoning me while telling me it was my medicine? And on top
of that, you poisoned my food?
Kaya (continued): You're mistaken! Yes, the bottle is mine,
but why would I fill it with poison?
Kasadol (continued): If that's the case, then drink the
contents of the bottle and prove your innocence! {She slowly
walks over to Cherri.}
Male voice (continued): That's enough, Kaya. Drop it. {Iwan
walks in through the main door.}
Kasadol (continued): What do you want, Iwan? You're in the
way, so please get out.
Kaya (continued): Yes, leave. Get out! This has nothing to do
with you!

Iwan (continued): I'm the one who made Kasadol sick under
Lady Kaya's orders.
Kaya (continued): What on earth are you saying? I would not
say such things if I were you!
Kasadol (continued): I've had enough! Kaya, I want you to
leave the mansion at once! You too, Iwan! Get out of town! I
don't ever want to see you again!
Kaya (continued): {to Cherri} Are you through? Give the
bottle back to me.
Iwan (continued): Well, shall we go?
Kaya (continued): But I don't have anything packed!
Iwan (continued): Leave everything behind. What we need,
we can pick up along the way.
{They leave. The scene fades to black, and then you’re back
in the mansion and the table is cleared off.}
Gabo (chat): I never liked Kaya or Iwan much. In fact, I
pretty much hated them.
Maribel (chat): Even his no-good old man, Iwan, finally
showed some spine when push really came to shove.
Maribel (chat): If Iwan were my father, I might have fallen
off the straight and narrow by now.
Gabo (continued): I thought Maribel fell off the straight and
narrow a long time ago.
Maribel (continued): Oh, shut up, Gabo. You learn to speak,
and that's all you have to say?
Aira (chat): Good thing we intervened! We averted a
tragic poisoning.
Maid: Instead of getting scared, I should've been braver and
just stayed put. That way I could've witnessed the argument
between the Lady and Cherri first hand.
Maid (again): I just can't beleive believe that the kindhearted Lady Kaya was trying to murder her husband. Did she
hate her husband so much she had to kill him?

Kasadol upstairs in bed: My own wife betraying me... I never
could have imagined it! Was her love all these years simply an
act to deceive me?
Sailor by mansion: I didn't want to believe it, but I saw the
Lady Kaya leave town with that Iwan. I bet they'll never
come back to this town again.
Old woman by well: I heard that Iwan stopped Kaya from
making a mistake. It must have hurt Iwan to see that Kaya
was turning into a bad person.
Little girl in garden: I didn't know a thing about Kopan
getting sick. I'm so glad he's better now.
Cherri: I'm so happy you're better now. If you had died, I'd
have been left all alone. Wait a minute! What's the point in
my telling you? You can't understand what I'm saying. I'm
such an idiot.
Maid (walking into the garden, continued): Come on! Cherri!
Quit messing around and get back to work! {Cherri and the
other maid go back to the mansion.}
Kopan: Whine. Whine.
Porta: Just as Linda wasn't able to let go of my older
brother Pepe, Kaya couldn't give up on Iwan, either. But that
doesn't mean that what Kaya did is acceptable.
Young woman in Porta’s house: Father doesn't like Uncle
Pepe much because he never went to visit my grandfather's
grave. If he really begrudges Uncle Pepe, he should go and
bring him here himself!
Warrior near church: To think that the owner of the Herb
Garden was actually being poisoned by his wife all this time!
It seems that true evil lurked behind the mask of a devoted
wife.
Old woman in church: One time, Linda said half-jokingly that
she'd like to return the mansion to Iwan. Could Kaya have
tried to kill her husband in order to get the mansion?

Old man by Iwan’s house: I heard a rumor that Lady Kaya
and Iwan left town together. Sounds like they eloped.
Eppe in Iwan’s house: You're really something, old man. You
should've left home with mom that time. If you had, you
wouldn't have had to suffer like this.
Linda (in Eppe’s flashback): Cough, cough! I'm sorry.
Eppe (as a little boy, continued): It's all right, Mother.
Don't get up out of bed. I'll make some food. Mom, let's go
somewhere far, far away. Just the two of us.
Linda (continued): What about your father?
Eppe (continued): I don't care what happens to father. He
can just stay here all by himself!
Linda (continued): Well, that's not fair to him.
Eppe (continued): I don't care what happens to him!
Eppe (after flashback, continued): Huh? Whoa! Too many
herbs, I guess. Actually, it seems my father left a letter for
me before he went off.
Maribel (chat): Sheesh, HERO. You were the one that
started the conversation, so talk.
Aira (chat): What's the matter, HERO? It's not like
you to suddenly get lost in thought.
Eppe (again): My father may be gone now, but I plan to stay
here and grow herbs with Porta. Considering how unhappy he
made my mother, I can't believe my father was close to
anyone. My father just isn't the same man he used to be. I
guess all I can do is wish him well.
Maribel (chat): Our fathers would never abandon their
families and leave home, would they, HERO?
Melvin (chat): Eppe is no longer a child, so he should
be fine even if Iwan is not around.
Observation: There's a letter on top of the desk. Do you
want to read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): 'A friend is about to make a
big mistake for me. I must stop it, but I will probably have to

leave town afterwards. I hope you can find it in your heart to
forgive the pain I've caused you all these years. I can't begin
to apologize for the pain I have caused your mother, Linda.
This is my final goodbye. Take care of yourself. — Iwan'
Old man behind counter in item shop: Now that you mention
it, the Lady didn't make a move on Iwan until after Linda
vanished. Before that, she watched Iwan from afar with
great modesty.
Tough guy by item shop: Even though I knew that Lady Kaya
and Iwan had an intimate relationship, it's still hard to
believe that Kaya married when she still loved Iwan.
Maid by the stove in the mansion kitchen: Being kindhearted and having only your best interest in mind, I left a
bunch of work for you. Well, Cherri, show your gratitude by
getting to work.
Cherri by the sink: If you're going to watch anyway, it'd
sure be nice to have a little help.
Maid (continued): No way! You're just trying to make up for
all the work you missed.
Cherri (continued): You've got the personality of a demon.
Maid (continued): What? You just now realized that? Wow,
you're dense.
Traveling merchant near entrance: The Herb Garden in
Verdham is splendid, but the Herb Garden to the east is
incredible. If you have any interest in herbs, I highly
recommend that you pay a visit to the Herb Garden to the
east.

Mentare
Male voice (as you enter): Linda, wait! There are horrible
monsters out there! {A red slime and a little girl come
running down the path.}

Linda (a little girl, continued): Oh! Bicki! Are you
okay? Doesn't it hurt?
Man in light brown vest (continued):
Hehk, are you okay? You haven't hurt
yourself? Now now, Linda! I want you to
apologize to our guests, too.
Linda (continued): {to man} I'm just fine. It was Bicki.
Man (continued): C'mon now, apologize!
Linda (continued): {to man} Boo! {She walks around Bicki in
front of you.} I'm sorry.
Man (continued): I'm terribly sorry/comma/ everyone. She's
only a child, so I do hope you will forgive her. By the way,
does my face ring a bell? Forgive me for asking such an odd
question. I suppose I must be thinking of someone else. You
see, nearly 30 years ago, some people who looked very much
like you folks did me a good turn. Well, in any case, welcome
to our herb garden. I hope you enjoy your visit. {He leaves.}
Linda (continued): Daddy, wait! {She and Bicki run after him.}
Maribel (chat): Do you think that could've been Pepe we saw?
Gabo (chat): I wish I could have a Slime for a pet, too.
Aira (chat): When I see little children running, it
always puts me on pins and needles. I just know
they're going to fall and start screaming at any
second!
Observation: HERO read the sign. Mentare Herb Garden
Tough guy in house on the left: The herbs here used to be
world renowned for their medicinal effects, but ever since
the boss revealed our cultivation methods, they haven't sold
as well. Silly of him, wasn't it? The boss is just too good
natured.
Pot – Agility seed
Observation in basement: HERO checked the bookshelf.
HERO picked up and read the gardener's work log. 'That
Sister showed up again today. She always comes and stares

at the boss... When I asked if she wanted to see him, she
shook her head and ran off.'
Man in black pants in garden: Pepe does a wonderful job
tending our garden. Did you know that when he was younger,
he used to garden for another town?
Farmer: The boss decided to reveal our cultivation secrets to
all our competitors. You wouldn't believe how many people
came here to learn from him.
Pepe (man in light brown vest): Oh it's you! My daughter
was very rude before, so please forgive us! Now, then,
everyone. Please have a look at the herb garden. It was my
dream from when I was little to have my own herb garden,
and I made that dream come true. If I have one regret, it'd
be that I remained a bachelor all these years.
Maribel (chat): I think it was Pepe for sure. I can't believe
he didn't recognize us, though. The ingrate! Did he forget we
saved his life?
Melvin (chat): One look at his face and I knew Pepe
was suffering.
Maid: The truth is that Linda isn't the Boss' true daughter.
When Linda's parents both died and she had nowhere to go,
the boss took her in and adopted her.
Maribel (chat): Don't get all choked up, now. Sentimental
stories like this always have another side to them. I bet Pepe
took her in and adopted her just because the name Linda
struck a chord with him.
Aira (chat): Such a kind man, taking in an orphan and
raising her as his own!
Young Dejan man: This is Mentare. The owner built up this
herb garden in only one generation!
Warrior: It wasn't all that long ago that this place was really
hopping, and people had to stand in line. The medicines made
from the herbs here used to be very popular. Everyone
believed that they were the most effective in the world.

Man in brown vest: I don't see her so often now, but I used
to see a Sister from the temple here a lot, until about six
months ago. She was shy, and she wouldn't come inside even
when I called her.
Linda (running around and playing with Bicki): You know
what? My daddy's name is Pepe. He may not be my real
daddy, but he's really nice to me.
Maribel (chat): I hope he's not trying to console himself by
naming his daughter Linda.
Gabo (chat): Do me a favor, HERO. Ask this kid if she'd be
willing to give me her Slime.
Bicki: Nyanyanya! Mya mya mya? (Yes/No)
Bicki (if you say ‘Yes’): Bicki!
Bicki (if you say ‘No’): Oyoyo! Well, of course red's better
than blue! Oh, no! Hyuuuu! Only Linda knows that I can talk!
You better keep it a secret, pyooon!
Gabo (chat): He sure is cute. I wonder why Slimes are always
so jiggly.
Maid in the dining room: Oh, yes, it was a terrible night
when Linda came to the mansion. She was soaked from the
rain, weeping for her mother and fahter father, who had
died.
Chef in the kitchen: At first the boss considering
considered giving Linda away to a monestary monastery, but
as soon as he heard her name, he was determined to adopt
her himself. I wonder... Does he have some kind of strong
connection to the name Linda?
Maid on third floor: For the longest time our boss had
absolutely no interest in getting married. I tried to set him
up before, but he always made himself scarce when he found
out. Why does he abhor the concept of marriage so much?
Maribel (chat): At this rate, he'll spend his whole life a
bachelor. There are plenty of girls prettier than Linda, yet
he's oblivious to them all. What a pansy!

Melvin (chat): Instead of fooling around so much, I
should have gotten married when I was young, too.
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO picked up
and read the book 'Herbs for Sleepless Nights'. 'Place
lavender under your pillow to sleep soundly. Rosehip and
chamomille herbal teas are known to induce sleep. Use the
herbs wisely, and you will soon be whisked away to the land of
dreams.'
Woman in mansion: You're welcome to rest in the mansion if
you're tired from your travels. (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, is that so? Well, come back
anytime if you change your mind.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, then, everyone, please have
a nice, relaxing stay.
Treasure chest – Silver Tiara
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Pot – 2 gold coins
Observation: HERO read the sign. The Geionne Monastery
lies beyone beyond here.

Mountain Path
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Observation in small cavern: This is a strange herb. Its
petals are glowing.
Nun: Sister Beshia painstakingly cultivated this glowing herb
her entire life. When she came to the monastery, all she had
were the seeds.
Observation: There is a diary in the chest. Will you read the
diary? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): 'You probably hate me for
leaving my husband and child. I can't see you because of

that, but I can't stop loving you either. Please allow me to
think of you while I'm away, just as I did when I followed you
around in the garden.'
Pot – 15 gold coins
Treasure chest – Strength Ring

Geionne Monastery
Maribel (chat): Thank goodness the convent hasn't been
ruined by any of Baloch's atrocious design sensibilities!
Melvin (chat): Ah! This air is crisp and refreshing!
Aira (chat): As a Dejan, I've been traveling my whole
life. So I can't even begin to understand how nuns
can live stuck in the mountains like this.
Nun at entrance on the left: This is Geionne, a place to
shed worldly matters and worship God.
Nun in field on the right: We're able to feed ourselves with
what we can grow here. Truly, we have the Terra Spirit to
thank for our good fortune.
Nun by lone gravestone on the right: It was Sister Bessia's
dying wish that her grave be placed here. That's why it sits
in this lonely place... All by itself... Oh! I almost forgot! I
need to get some water from the well. {She leaves.}
Observation: HERO examine the tombstone. This is the grave
of a woman named Linda. Read the inscription? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): 'I rest here, protecting your
garden forever'
Maribel (continued): Hmm... Linda, huh? Now, where have I
heard that name before? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm... Do you think
there's any connection with the Linda from before?
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Boy, are you stupid, HERO! I
remembered Linda from the Herb Garden... Why didn't you?

Gabo (continued, if Maribel is not in the party): You think
Pepe would be happy if we told him about this? It might just
make him more melancholy melancholic.
Maribel (chat): Do you get it, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You really are dense,
aren't you? Now listen carefully. When Linda came to
the convent, she changed her name to Bessia.
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): You don't even know what I'm
talking about! When Linda came to the convent, she changed
her name to Bessia.
Aira (chat): You think that nun is the one the herb
gardener loved?
Nun on cliff: Isn't this a beautiful view? You can see the
Herb Garden from here. Sister Bessia used to stand here all
the time, looking downward. Maybe that's why she requested
to be buried here.
Maribel (chat): If I die, will you always remember me,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Well/comma/ then
when you die, I'm going to forget all about you!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Then maybe I won't forget you,
either.
Gabo (chat): All you do is talk about the dead. I didn't think
it was possible, but you're making me lose my appetite.
Aira (chat): Sister Bessia must have been highly
regarded when she was alive.
Nun in graveyard: The names on the gravestones are their
real ones, not their convent titles.
Nun by well: Once a month, we go down to the village below
to buy supplies. We are still not completely self-sufficient,
you see.
Nun in kitchen: The food here's so bland. I miss Sister
Bessia and her spicy dishes.

Nun in main church on the left: A convent sister's day
begins with morning devotions. We read in silence, and listen
to the Word of God in our hearts.
Nun in main church on the right: Bessia never liked being
near the herb garden. Whenever she walked by, she always
had this pained look on her face.
Mother Superior in main church near altar: I believe her
real name was Linda. Bessia was her convent title. She passed
away after a long illness, some six months ago. I want to tell
her family, but no one knows where they are.
Nun in library on the right: Bessia asked me to engrave
those words on her gravestone. Who in the world could that
message be for?
Nun in library on the left: These books become damaged
over time. Little by little, they wear away. That's why they
need to be copied over again, like this.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is
something stuck between two books. It's a menu for the
convent. All the dishes are made from herbs.
Observation in library: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO
picked up a book entitled 'Easy Cooking with Herbs' It's a
book cooking on herbs for beginners. The pages are wellworn.
Dresser – Silk Robe
Pot – 5 gold coins
Nun on second floor: You look tired. Would you like a place
to sleep tonight? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): Please take care, and be safe on your
journey.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): {The next morning.} Good morning. I
wish you well in your travels.

Mentare

Pepe in herb garden: Oh, what is it? You look like you have
much on your mind, no? (Yes/No)
Pepe (if you say ‘No’): If I can do anything at all to help,
please, let me know.
Pepe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO told Pepe that Linda was
buried at the Geionne Monastery/period/] How do you people
know about Linda? No, that really doesn't matter anymore.
Would you possibly be able to take me to Linda's grave?
[Pepe joined the party!]
Pepe (chat): No! I can't believe Linda has been so close to me
all this time. If it were really true, I'm sure I would have
realized it.
Gabo (chat): I like to sniff Pepe. He smells just like herbs.
Maribel (chat): Pepe's kind of slow, but I think he's starting
to get an inkling of who we are.
Maid on third floor of mansion: Hmm hmm hmm. Sorry but
I'm working, so please don't disturb me.
Maid in garden: Don't worry, I'll watch Linda while the Boss
is out.
Pepe (continued): No matter what Linda says, don't let her
go outside the herb garden.
Bicki: Neeyon.
Linda: Where are you going, Daddy? Take me too!
Pepe (continued): I'll be back soon. So could you stay here
and watch Bicki for me?
Linda (continued): Boo!
Pepe (chat): She is on the cusp of the last years that a young
girl spends bonding with her father.
Melvin (chat): I would love to be called 'Grandpa' by
my own grandchild one day!
Pepe (if you try to leave Mentare to the south): I have
much work here, so I'm afraid I can't leave. I will wait here.
Please do not forget the promise you have made me. {The
party leaves town without Pepe.}

Pepe (when you enter town again): Ahh! I have been waiting
most anxiously. Please take me to Linda's grave. I must go
see her one last time. [Pepe joined the party!]

Mountain Path
Pepe as you approach the shack: I'm sorry, HERO, but do
you think you could stop by the hut for a little while? Please.
I need to compose myself before I see Linda's grave. {You
automatically go inside the hut and sit down.}
Pepe: I'm sorry. I'm still not ready to discuss this yet. Could
you please give me a little more time?
Observation (if you try to leave): You can't leave your
friends behind!
Gabo: Pepe's got that look on his face /extra space/ again.
He must be preparing himself. Looking at Pepe's face makes
me feel anxious.
Maribel: Disgusting! It's so dusty-smelling! Hey, HERO! Go
and tell Pepe to come out here!
Melvin (chat): Master Pepe has been looking most
troubled for quite some time now.
Aira (chat): Don't you think it's odd that Pepe would
wish to stop and rest in this deserted shack? Maybe
he'll respond better after some rest.
Pepe (again): When I think about it, so much has happened.
It all started after I fled my hometown. When I first came
here, I cleared this wild land and planted a small herb
garden. At first, our business was modest. Gradually though,
our sales increased,/space/and before I knew it, the herb
garden had become quite large. Then suddenly lots of people
were showing up! And here I had hoped to live a quiet life.
So, shall we get going now?

Geionne Monastery
Pepe (as soon as you enter): Is this it? So, this is Linda's
grave.
Nun on the right (continued): Oh did you say 'Linda'? Are
you a member of Linda's family, by any chance?
Pepe (continued): No... We were childhood friends.
Nun (continued): You wouldn't be Pepe, from the Herb
Garden, would you?
Pepe (continued): That's right...
Nun (continued): Please leave! There is no Linda here.
Pepe (continued): Why are you acting like that? I just want
to visit Linda's grave!
Nun (continued): There is no grave for anyone named Linda
here!
Pepe (continued): Well, if you won't help me, I'll search for
her by myself! {He starts to leave.}
Nun (continued): Oh... Wait! {But Pepe still runs off.}
Gabo (chat): Pepe took off at full speed toward the
graveyard.
Maribel (chat): Boy, I'm tired. I don't want to walk back.
HERO, carry me.
Aira (chat): I'm worried. Who knows what the
gardener will do if we leave him alone?
Nun (again): I'm sorry I got angry at you. I didn't mean
anything by it. I just can't believe he thinks he can come
here after all this time! If only he came here a little sooner...
Observation (if you try to leave): You can't just ignore
Pepe.
Nun in field on the right: I see someone at Bessia's grave.
Has her family come to visit?
Pepe at Linda’s grave: This is it? This has to be someone
else's grave! Linda's such a common name, after all... Oh, that

must be it! Linda's got to be alive! She's still back in that
town, with Iwan!
Nun (from before, continued): {She approaches from
behind.} No, that's not true. Linda is no longer in the town of
Verdham.
Pepe (continued): {He turns toward the nun.} It's you!
Nun (continued): The woman who lies here is your childhood
friend, Linda. She was living in this convent up until six
months ago.
Pepe (continued): Why didn't you she(?) ever come to see
me? It doesn't make sense!
Nun (continued): She couldn't bring herself to do it. She was
ashamed of abandoning her family.
Pepe (continued): {He turns toward the grave.} Because of
my self-conscious thoughts, I left to keep from breaking
your heart, but I broke it anyway. At the time, I felt I had
nothing to offer. I worried about what people would think of
you running off and marrying a mere gardener. I was a fool
and a coward. I'm so sorry, Linda. I was too blind to realize
how much you loved me.
{The camera angle changes, and the church bell rings in the
background.}
Pepe (back at the entrance, continued): Thank you so much.
If it weren't for you, I would have never known about Linda.
I wish you the best of luck in your journey. {He leaves down
the mountain path.}
Nun in field on the right: I'm sure Bessia would be happy to
see her family here.
Nun near Linda’s grave: I wanted to tell the master of the
garden about Bessia's death. But when I heard Bessia's
story, I came to hate that gardener. I meant to tell him
someday, but I was just so mad at him...

Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. There is a
message inscribed on the gravestone. 'I rest here,
protecting your garden forever'

Mentare
Man in brown vest: The herb garden keeper is a good age
now. I wonder when he's planning on setting settling down and
getting married...
Warrior: Mmmm, I never get tired of drinking our special
herbal tea. Since I loved our herbs so much, I always take
good care of marchants merchants who come here to buy
them.
Bicki: Nyanyanya! Mya mya mya? (Yes/No)
Bicki (if you say ‘Yes’): Ee-yoooo!
Bicki (if you say ‘No’): Uh-uhhhhh! There're lots of good
slimes in the world, tooooooo! Not very perceptive, are you?
Bazoooo!
Gabo (chat): He outwitted me! I guess Slimes are smarter
than me.
Tough guy in house on the left: Ah, another day with
nothing to do. I wish I was busier. I wonder if those days will
always remain the best days of my life...
Farmer in garden: The boss is normally so nice, but
well...people change, I guess. At times like that, he gets this
powerful aura around him that makes him seem completely
unapproachable, just like now.
Linda: What happened to my Daddy? He came back but he's
all different. I'm worried about hyim. Oh no! I'm starting to
talk like Bicki.
Pepe: Oh, it's you again. I'm at a loss as to what to do these
days. I've been praying here to make sure that Linda rests in
peace.

Maribel (chat): It's as if we rubbed salt into Pepe's old
wound and ground it in with sandpaper.
Aira (chat): I'm sure Pepe will get better and be his
old self soon. You don't need to worry about him,
HERO.
Maid: Say, I saw tears on the Boss' face. Did something
happen?
Maid in the dining room: The boss was splayed out on the
table all day like a crushed slime. He was cradling his head in
his hands. Perhaps he has a cold.
Maid on third floor: I don't know why, but when we talk
about marriage, the boss always gets in a bad mood. Hey,
we've got rules here! You don't say that kind of stuff in
front of the boss!

Baloch’s Bridge
Maribel (chat): Even in the present, there's a lot of traffic
on the bridge. Don't bump into anyone, HERO!
Traveling merchant going south: All the owner of Mentare
does is chase women. That place won't be lasting much
longer, mark my words!
Bunny girl going north: I heard that Mentare, the big herb
garden, is right up ahead. I heard there were good jobs for
women like me. Is that true?
Scholar going south: I hear Litorud has started Intelligence
Rankings! Oh, long are the days I've been waiting for this! I
may not be strong or attractive, but my brain is second to
none! Nothing will come between me and the top spot!
Tough guy going north: Heh heh heh! Look at the butt on
that girl!
Man in blue vest going south: I'm making a quick stop here
before heading for Litorud. I can't wait to see the works of

the great Baloch! If it weren't for such a peaceful time, I
could not travel like this.
Nun going north: I'm headed for the old temple on the other
side of the river. There, I will undergo training in order to
join the sisterhood.
Maid going south: I used to work at the herb garden, but I
quit and ran away. What did I run away from? That dirty old
boss, that's what! He was always after me! I couldn't get a
moment's rest!
Merchant going north: My family's peddled our wares on this
bridge for generations!
Old man going south: Hee hee... I'm going to enter the Style
Rankings. A whippersnapper like me's a shoo-in for the top
ten, at least!
Woman going north: Just as everyone said! That herbal tea
was delicious! I'd better tell the lady next door about it!
Bard going south: Artists the world over gather at Litorud.
I'm going to go and try to make a name for myself, too!
Warrior going north: After journeying for five years, I'm
going back home to Engow. I wonder how that old fortuneteller lady's doing?
Merchant going south: I heard there's a tower around here
with heaps of treasure.
Young man going north: Damn it! My name's still not on the
Style Ranking! Am I really that unattractive?
Young woman going south: I'm traveling all by myself!
Impressive, huh?
Bard going north: Ah, Litorud, the Capital of the Arts! So
much beauty to see! But not even Litorud could compete with
the beauty of nature.
Warrior going south: I've been traveling around here and
there, looking for work. I guess this place is peaceful too.
Sadly, it seems the world doesn't need people like me who
only know how to fight anymore.

Traveling merchant going north: I may be just another
traveling merchant now, but one day, I'm going to open up my
own shop in Litorud! It will be tough, but I know I can make
it!
Gentleman going south: I'm going to build myself a
magnificent mansion! That's why I've decided to tour
Baloch's works for inspiration!
Soldier going north: I came here to take the Baloch Tower
Challenge, but I didn't even make it to the second floor.
Sniff...
Old man on north riverbank: There used to be a ferry that
crossed this river. That was before the bridge, though. I
wonder how it was like. I wish I rode it.
Man in blue vest on bridge: Of all of Baloch's works, I like
this bridge the best! It's the most useful thing he's ever
created! What's the point of great architecture if you can't
use it?
Little boy on bridge: How unusual... What's this thing doing
in the middle of the bridge?
Barrel – TinyMedal
Young man near tea shop: The Herbal Tea Shop is a big
tourist attraction now. The tea smells pretty strong, but it's
good stuff for your body!
Young woman near tea shop: They say the Herbal Tea Shop
uses herbs from across the river. What do you think they'd
do if there wasn't a bridge?
Young woman in apron near well: Once Baloch finished this
bridge, shops began to spring up. Pretty soon, we had
ourselves a bustling town!
Gentleman in well: Do I enjoy living here? You could say I
like it very WELL! Ah hahahahah! I love that one, don't you?
(Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, no? Hmm... I wouldn't have
this problem if I had changed classes to Jester.

Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): Great, great! Tell it to all your
friends!
Dresser – TinyMedal
Dresser – INTSpecs
Observation: HERO read the sign. It reads, 'The Herbal Tea
Shop'.
Maribel (chat, inside): It appears to be a very popular place!
Herbal tea, hmm? You never can tell what's going to turn into
the latest rage.
Gabo (chat, inside): This shop smells so nice. I think I'm
going to fall asleep!
Young man: Mmm... I just can't get enough of the herbal tea
here. I can feel its warmth spreading all over my body!
Young woman: I'm certainly glad I came all this way.
Maid: Oh, we're so busy! There's never a moment's rest! I
wish I could take it easy like my customers!
Man in black pants behind the bar: I enjoy the customers,
and the money's not bad either... But I really don't like
herbal tea much. Especially the aroma. So why do I work at a
place like this, you ask? It's kind of embarrassing, but I owe
Mentare some money. I'm working here to pay off the debt.
Sigh...
Pot – Graceherb
Priest: Mmm, just wonderful! This aroma makes me feel so
good! You should try some, too! It will help you relax a little!
Lady: Well, this herbal tea might be good enough for the
commoners, but I will let nothing but the highest-quality tea
pass my lips!
Bard: Why did she have to insist on visiting here? She's so
stubborn!
Tough guy outside style shop: The owner of that shop loves
to look at the Style Rankings... So much so, that he only sells
to people in the rankings! He has lots of rare items, but he
won't sell any of them to me.

Observation: HERO read the sign. It reads, 'Attractive
People Only!'
Man in blue vest: Customers, are you? I only do business
with people in the Style Rankings. Is one of your party in the
top rankings? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’ but really aren’t): Oh, really? HERO
is your name, right? Never heard of you. I've memorized the
entire list, so don't even try puling a fast one on me. If you
were really on the list, I'd know, believe me. Sorry, kid, but
if you want to shop here, you'd better get to work on your
Style Ranking!
Man (if you say ‘No’): Well, then, there's nothing to be said.
Go to Litorud and register.
Maribel (chat): What a terrible store! They only sell to
people in the Style Rankings! Don't they know anything about
business?
Man in blue vest (go in through back door): I love to look
at the Style Rankings! I go to Litorud and check them out
every day!

Litorud
Maribel (chat): I see that some of Baloch's work still
remains, but why would anyone enjoy such visual
monstrosities? Those building buildings just seem gaudy and
strange to me.
Gabo (chat): I think the buildings that Baloch designed look
great! Don't you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): What? Can't you see how
great they look?
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew you'd agree, HERO!
Young man near entrance: Welcome to Litorud, City of the
Arts! The city is home to the famous architectural genius
Baloch.

Priest in church: Everyone loves Baloch's architecture
around here, but don't you think this temple is nice, too? It
might be small, but it's definitely older than any of Baloch's
buildings!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer.' 'Today I heard
an intriguing story from a secondhand dealer. He told me of a
king somewhere that collects tiny medals. Finding this very
curious, I set off to find this strange king.'
Scholar near World Ranking Federation Headquarters: This
building is an example of Baloch's later period. He built it as
his town residence, after returning from the mountains.
Maribel (chat, inside): What is this place? Something seems
strange here!
Merchant: Welcome to the headquarters of the World
Ranking Federation! What can I do for you today?
(Explain/Register/Exit)
Merchant (if you say ‘Explain’): Our Federation determines
the world rankings in Style, Power, and Intelligence. Suppose
you registered for the Style category... Your current ranking,
then, would be determined by your Style at the time of
registration. If you become more attractive at a later date,
register again to receive a new ranking. Rankings are posted
on the message board next to the fountain. Please feel free
to examine them. When you reach the top in a given ranking,
Federation Headquarters will give you a wonderful prize. Now
work hard, and try for the top spot in all the rankings. Now,
is there anything else we can do for you?
Merchant (if you say ‘Exit’): Thank you. We hope you will
use the World Ranking Federation's services again.
Merchant (on the other side of the counter): Over here,
you will find the judges for each of the rankings. On the left
is Marsh of the Power category. In the middle is Modina of

the Style category. And finally, we have Ike of the
Intelligence category.
Ike (scholar): While Power and beauty both inevitably wither
with age, wisdom grows. In the end, only intelligence can
define a person's true worth. I would urge you all, cultivate
the content of your mind first!
Modina (lady): I am in charge of Style, and my rankings
rarely change. Indeed, the top of the scale has barely
changed in decades. I wonder what Rose, the champion, is
doing these days? I wish I could meet her and find out all her
beauty secrets!
Marsh (tough guy): Power of body is fundamental for men
and women. You would do well to learn this. Ha!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Fashion Spot,
Vol. 1 Break into the Rankings with These Combos! The key to
the Style Ranking is to have a wardrobe that matches. If you
have a Platinum<sword graphic>, you should get the
Platinum<armor graphic>, Platinum<shield graphic>, and
Platinum<helmet graphic> too!'
Man in black pants on second floor: Whenever a new
champion is born in the rankings, this place is packed with
people for the award ceremony.
Maid in basement of inn: {to herself} Tum-de-dum dum, trala-la-laaa... I'm such a lovely housemaid. {to HERO} Oh, my
goodness! You saw that?
Dresser – Scarf
Warrior in room on the left: I crossed this large bridge on
the way here. It was such a busy place. There were people
from all over the world!
Dresser – Graceherb
Old man near pub: This town was once the home of the
genius architect, Baloch. Consequently, it's a magnet for
aspiring artists. They're all talentless hacks, if you ask me.

Tough guy in pub: There's this weird tower in the mountains
east of here. It's called Baloch's Tower, and was supposedly
his final work. I heard it's full of all kinds of gadgets and
traps!
Lady: Eeeek! These rankings are outrageous! How dare they
not include me in the top thirty? Deplorable! I simply must
have a word with whoever makes these rankings! There must
be some mistake!
Maribel (chat): It's really no wonder that person isn't in the
rankings. It's kind of sad when you don't know your own
limitations, isn't it?
Gabo (chat): That lady's stuffing herself like there's no
tomorrow!
Bunny girl: The mansion in town is owned by some rich man.
He bought it as a vacation house, but he almost never goes
there. Seems like a terrible waste, don't you think?
Farmer: I came across a new herbal tea shop near the
Northern Bridge. It was full of reveling youth. It looked
enjoyable, but, at my age, I would have been out of place.
Man in black pants: Come right in! Please, make yourselves
comfortable!
Bard: Baloch's Tower is rigged with many ingenious traps.
It's been standing for hundreds of years, and nobody's ever
made it to the top. Pretty incredible. Baloch seems to have
been a mechanical as well as an architectural genius.
Young woman by fountain: I just love this fountain. It's so
beautiful. Too bad I don't have a lover to share it with.
Tough guy by clock tower: This clock tower might be pretty
impressive, but it's got nothing on Baloch's Tower!
Observation: A strange-looking object is displayed here.
Man in blue vest by sculpture: So this was designed by
Baloch, too. Truly marvelous. I especially enjoy the bend in
the middle there. Pure genius!

Young man behind inn: Did you see the house behind the
temple? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): You have to be kidding. The
place sticks out like a sore thumb!
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Baloch spent the second half of his life there, with his
daughter. That was when he began building Baloch's Tower
east of the city. That building wasn't completed until twenty
years after his death. They say that his daughter put the
last stone in place herself.
Maribel (chat): Baloch's daughter? Could it be?
Barrel – Graceherb
Little girl on top floor of clock tower: Those big cogs are
going to suck me in! I'm scared! Come on, Father! I want to go
home!
Merchant: It's no use. I can't figure out how this damn thing
works. I wanted to try and make a smaller version to sell to
people. Am I being too ambitious? Well, it's too early to give
up!
Observation: The massive cogwheel turns ponderously.
Observation: Try to move this lever? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): The clock stopped!
Observation: A massive cogwheel.
Observation: Try to move this lever? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): The clock started up again!
Bard near clock tower: This clock tower represents the
marvelous power of art. Centuries after it was built, it still
touches our hearts today. If only I could compose a verse
that could last so long!
Observation: HERO looks at the rankings board, but it can't
be read from this side!
Young man at Rankings Boards: So he's the new Intelligence
Rankings champion, huh? Wow!
Observation: View the Intelligence Rankings? (Yes/No)

Young woman in front of Rankings Boards: Oooh! I did it!
I'm on the rankings! That diet really made the difference!
Observation: View the Style Rankings? (Yes/No)
Observation: View the Power Rankings? (Yes/No)
Old man by Rankings Boards: These are the official WRF
rankings! There are rankings for Power, Style, and
Intelligence. Register your name, and you could be on the list,
too!
Soldier in front of mansion: This is the vacation house of
the world-renowned Brugeo. He is not here now, but he has
been generous enough to open this historical building to the
public. Feel free to look around as much as you please.
Maribel (chat): Even if he is rich, he didn't have to buy an
ugly mansion like that!
Man in blue vest in mansion: I am entrusted with the house
whenever the master is away. Of course, he's such a busy
man, it's quite rare to see him here. Feel free to look around
if you'd like.
Maid in kitchen: I wonder what Brugeo, the man who owns
this place, looks like? I've never even seen the man. It'd be
nice if he was young, handsome, and kind. What, he's not? Oh
well. I was just dreaming.
Maid upstairs: Why should I work so hard when the master
is gone? I'm taking a break for a few hours. Feel free to look
around, but make no messes, okay?
Dresser – Glam Coat
Old woman: We get tourists gawking at Baloch's buildings all
the time. I've lived here all my life, so they're normal to me!
It's the rest of the buildings here that are strange!
Tough guy in western house: I may be a sculptor of marble,
but I'm also a body sculptor! Get a load of these highly toned
muscles, eh? And the sheen! I'm going to get the highest
Power ranking and show my body to the world!

Young woman in western house: My husband gets the
wierdest ideas sometimes. Who in God's name would want to
marvel at some naked guy?
Traveling merchant in weapon and armor shop: We've got
the finest-looking armor you'll find anywhere! Put my wares
on, and the ladies will be swooning, I guarantee!
Observation: An array of fashionable armor is on display.
Merchant in weapon and armor shop: We only stock the
most attractive weapons! Regardless of how strong it is, a
weapon has to be stylish to have any real value.
Observation: An array of impressive-looking weapons is on
display.
Warrior on shop roof: This city has a lot of bizarre
buildings, but many of the people are even more strange.
Barrel – Warp Wing
Woman by well: That house used to belong to a doctor friend
of Baloch's. What's it like to be friends with someone that
famous? He must have been terribly jealous of the man!
Barrel – 5 gold coins
Young man near Scholar’s house: I heard that Baloch hid
some rare treasure on top of the tower. If it belonged to
him, it must be something incredible!
Scholar in house: I am a scholar, studying the life of the
architect Baloch. Right now I am busy researching his
daughter, Aimy. Oddly enough, the identity of her mother is
completely unknown. However, I believe that Creyney, the
owner of this house, knew.
Scholar (again): I'm sure Creyney knew who Aimy's mother
was. If only he left behind some clue leading to Aimy's
mother.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
entitled 'Genius Baloch and the Clock Tower'. 'A vortex is
the gap that exists in the time we live in. A genius is a person
who can view that gap. I, Baloch, decided to reveal a vortex,

which the common man cannot see, by building this clock
tower. In the end, though, the common man will only be able
to glimpse at the vortex, never fully comprehending it.'
Dresser – Horned Hat
Young woman: We're renting the basement out to a young
artist right now. It's a popular place. Baloch himself used the
room once!
Pot – Repellent
Pot – Herb
Pot – Herb
Treasure chest – WindShard
Young man: They say the great Baloch once used this room as
his studio! If I paint here, maybe inspiration will visit me,
too.
Observation: A drawing of Baloch's clock tower hangs on the
wall.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO discovered
an old letter hidden between the books. 'To Creyney. By the
time you read this, I will be gone forever. I am prepared to
die now. My only regret is my poor daughter. I could never
bring myself to tell her the truth about her father. My dear
friend, you are the only one I can turn to now. Please, I want
you to take over as my daughter's guardian. Your friend
forever, Emily' Take the letter? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO obtained Emily’s
Letter.
Scholar (if you have Emily’s Letter): If only I had a—
What? You found a letter in the basement? Could it be? Oh,
please, show me that letter! (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): Please, you mustn't say that! I beg
of you, let me see the letter! (Yes/No)
Scholar (when you say ‘Yes’): Good. Thank you very much.
Let me see. ...... This letter must have been written to
Creyney by Aimy's mother! Yes! According to this, Aimy's

mother was named Emily! This is a tremendous find! I've
finally got her name! I am deeply indebted to you! Now I can
complete my research. Here. Let me give you this INTseed in
return. [HERO obtained the INTseed.]
Scholar (again): Oh, I haven't had a breakthrough like this in
weeks! Thank you all so much! I can see the light at the end
of the tunnel.

Baloch’s Tower
Maribel (chat): So Baloch built another crazy building. I'd
expect nothing less from a genius architect. Even I have to
hand it to him.
Gabo (chat): Wow! That looks like something Baloch would
make!
Soldier on the right: This tower is the last work of Baloch,
the great architect. He supposedly left all of his valuables
inside, but now the place has been taken over by monsters.
You can go treasure hunting if you want, but be careful!
Observation: A strange-looking object is displayed here.
Tough guy on the left: There's something fishy about that
giant turtle! Yep. No question about it.
Traveling merchant behind door on the left: I didn't know
monsters were lurking around here! I'm getting out of here
while I'm still alive!
Warrior on the right: There's a staircase further on, but
it's completely inaccessible! When I stepped on that blue
floor tile, the door opened, but I still can't reach the stairs.
What should I do?
Treasure chest – Bow Tie
Pot – Defense seed
Observation on third floor: HERO examined the monolith.
'The breath of dragons is extinguished by the gift of sight.'

Observation: The gem in the eye looks removable. Take it?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO got the DragonEye!
Observation: The dragon's eyes are nothing but holes now.
Command: Item – Use – DragonEye
HERO held the DragonEye up to the light. The DragonEye
flashed brilliantly.
Command: Item – Use – DragonEye
HERO places the DragonEye in the statue.
Treasure chest – Silk Tux
Observation: The gem in the eye looks removable. Take it?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO got the DragonEye!
Command: Item – Use – DragonEye
HERO places the DragonEye in the statue.
Observation on fifth floor: HERO examined the monolith.
'Step upon the four signs, and the path to sanctuary is
yours.'
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. 'I, Baloch, have
left my treasure in this tower, which is my final work. To
keep the unworthy from discovering my hoard, I have fitted
the tower with many traps to keep intruders out. However, I
knew that someone would eventually make it to the top. To
the one reading this, I have but one request of you. Do what
you will with the treasure you find here, but please, do not
touch the two paintings I have left behind. I pray that you
will respect my wishes. —Baloch'
Gabo (chat): Even Baloch's monument looks important!
Maribel (chat): The description of Baloch on this monument
makes him sound different from what I imagined. I'm
shocked, actually. I guess I should keep quiet about the
secret of Baloch's treasure, shouldn't I? HERO, you don't
tell anybody about this, either, okay?
Treasure chest – TinyMedal

Treasure chest – Intelligence seed
Treasure chest – WindShard
Treasure chest – LandShard
Observation about painting on the left: The painting is
captioned 'The Days of Our Youth'. It looks like a painting of
Baloch and Creyney with a young woman.
Observation about painting on the right: The painting is
captioned 'My Beloved Daughter'. The lady in the picture
resembles Aimy, the girl from the inn.

Litorud
Maribel (chat): Now that was a weird little case to solve!
Everything kept repeating over and over again. In spite of
our hard work, people didn't even notice us! I'm still annoyed
by that.
Man in blue vest: I heard Baloch is back in town! Now is my
chance to enlist him! I hope he accepts my offer, but he isn't
the easiest man to deal with.
Innkeeper: We're so busy, and Aimy is just sitting around
pestering Baloch. I couldn't say no to Dr. Creyney, but still...
Young man: Aimy spends all her time over at Baloch's place
nowadays. It's no fun around here without her bumbling
around.
Young woman in pub: I heard that Baloch had to move back
to Litorud because his apprentice ran away again. You would
think a genius could handle living in the mountains alone.
Maybe he just can't cook for himself.
Old woman by well: That Baloch! He causes so much trouble
for Creyney! That doctor's too nice for his own good. He
should just tell him off!
Woman by well: I heard that Baloch showed up at Dr.
Creyney's again. And to top it all off, he got Aimy from the

inn to take care of him! I hope it'll be all right. She's kind of
a scatterbrain, you know.
Dr. Creyney: Good afternoon! Baloch is in the basement
studio. We're too shorthanded around here to look after him
much. So we've asked Aimy to look after him for now. Ha ha!
She's really a sight to behold!
Maid: Aimy's been a real help ever since she came. I'm
amazed at how permissive Baloch is with her, though. He
never gets mad at her, even when she breaks things. I wish
Baloch would treat me like that!
Aimy (in the basement, as you approach): Agh!
Baloch (continued): {He comes running in.} What? What have
you done this time?
Aimy (continued): Oh, it's nothing. I just broke a vase while
cleaning this room.
Baloch (continued): Are you all right?
Aimy (continued): Oh, I'm fine.
Baloch (continued): Good. Glad to hear it. You can take a
break if you like. I'll call you if I need you.
Aimy (continued): Yes, sir. I'm sorry, sir. {Baloch goes back
to his desk.}
Maribel (chat): He should tell the truth. Baloch's so clumsy,
though, I wouldn't trust him to make a smooth move.
Gabo (chat): They look very happy. I am pleased that Baloch
and Aimy seemed to be fine.
Aimy: I thought Baloch would be mad, but he's actually a very
nice man. Even though I always make a lot of messes like this,
he never gets upset. Not only that, he seems to really care
about me. It seems rumors aren't really reliable.
Baloch: That Aimy's such a clumsy girl, just like her mother.
What? No! I didn't say anything!
Cat: Meow.

CHAPTER 13

Every Culture Has a Flood Story

Gabo (chat, on World Map): Sniff, sniff. Smells like this
place hasn't been sealed off yet. The air doesn't feel bad
here.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Looks like this place hasn't
been sealed off yet. It's dark already, so let's rest in that
village tonight.

Avon
Gabo (chat): I'm hungry. Let's go eat.
Maribel (chat): It's a really tiny village. The sun's already
set. Do you think there's an inn?
Young man near entrance: Are you travelers? It's unusual
for us to have travelers two days in a row. This is Avon. We
don't have much to offer, but please stay as long as you like.
Woman in northern house: {to herself} La-la-la, tra-la-la...
{to HERO} Whoa! You scared me! I can't get the tune that
wandering musician played yesterday out of my head! I can't
stop humming it. I'm too old for this sort of thing!
Maribel (chat): I guess a really talented musician showed up!
If we'd gotten here sooner, we might've been able to see
him. HERO, you have rotten timing!
Gabo (chat): What's a 'musician?' Does it taste good?
Little boy in bed: Mumble mumble... Musician! Mumble...
Barrel – 20 gold coins
Tough guy in western house: I wasn't interested in music at
all until now. That musician looked like a weary old man, but
his ability was incredible! I wish I could hear him just one
more time!

Pot – Herb
Dog by well: Awroooo!
Young man in item shop: The musician who left the village
this morning said he was going to Huzu in the south. If you
want to catch up with him, you'd better leave early
tomorrow.
Man in blue vest near bonfire: In the mountains to the east,
there stands an old tower without a single path leading to it.
I wonder who would build a tower deep in the mountains, and
why.
Young woman near bonfire: The old musician who visited the
village yesterday played wonderfully. It seems that he left
early this morning. I hope he'll visit us again sometime.
Farmer in the graveyard: The staircase at the edge of this
village is an entrance to a tunnel through the mountains. If
you go south after you go through the tunnel, you will see
Huzu. If you go northeast, you will see Hamelia.
Observation: This is a grave for a villager.
Soldier guarding staircase: This tunnel is closed at
nighttime. You should go to the Chieftain's house. You may be
able to stay there. Why don't you spend the night there, and
come back tomorrow morning?
Gabo (chat): Food! Food! We're eating at the Chieftain's
house!
Maribel (chat): It appears that we won't be able to get to
the other side of the mountain until morning. Let's stay at
the Chieftain's house tonight.
Priest: Thank you for coming all the way into the mountains,
travelers. {church talk}
Young woman in northeast house: La-la-laaa! Wow! The echo
in this bathroom is great, isn't it? Wait a second! What are
you doing in my bathroom, anyway?
Old woman: I'm the Chieftain of this village. What? You've
never seen a female Chieftain before? (Yes/No)

Chieftain (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha ha! Thank you.
Chieftain (if you say ‘Yes’): Ha ha ha! Honesty. I like that.
Chieftain (continued, either way): By the way, have you seen
much of the village yet? (Yes/No)
Chieftain (if you say ‘No’): Why don't you look around a bit
more? It's a small village, so it won't take much time!
Chieftain (again): Have you seen enough of the village?
(Yes/No)
Chieftain (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Chieftain (when you say ‘Yes’): You must have seen that the
tunnel through the mountains is closed off. We're deep in
the mountains, so there aren't any inns here. Why don't you
stay at my house? (Yes/No)
Chieftain (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, feel free to come to
my house if you change your minds.
Observation: HERO examines the map. It looks like a local
map.
Maid upstairs: Another customer? How unusual to have
customers two days in a row! The customer who spent last
night here was an old traveling musician. I thought an old man
traveling at his age was odd, but his playing was wonderful. If
only you had come one day earlier, you could have heard his
music, too! What a shame.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Chieftain (again): Did you change your mind? Come stay at my
home. You're welcome any time. (Yes/No)
Chieftain (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, feel free to come to
my house if you change your minds.
Chieftain (if you say ‘Yes’): You can stay as long as you like.
{After the usual ‘the next morning’ music, a strange guitarlike melody plays.}
Maribel (continued): How late are you planning to sleep,
HERO? I think we're missing something interesting that's
happening in the village!

Gabo (chat): Groan! I'm still sleepy.
Maribel (chat): I slept so well last night! It must have been a
good bed. I thought I heard a mysterious melody somewhere
last night, or maybe it was a dream?
Gabo (chat): You think everyone might've moved yesterday?
Gabo (chat): HERO, there don't seem to be any villagers
here at all.
Maribel (chat): Have we been put under some weird spell or
something? There are houses here, and I know there were
people living here yesterday!
Maribel (chat): Hey, what's going on here? Why isn't anyone
around? And there were all those people around last night,
too!
Gabo (chat): Huh? The village is deserted.
Maribel (chat): Where in the world did they all go? HERO!
Give me an explanation that makes sense!

Avon Tunnel
Gabo (chat): I'm starving. Let's get out of here and go eat.
Maribel (chat): Let's get through this tunnel and get outside.
Maribel (chat): So this tunnel is the only road connecting
Avon with the other side of the mountain?
Observation: The door is locked!
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Pot – MoonHerb
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Sniff, sniff. I sense some kind
of trouble, what with all these villagers vanishing, HERO.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Where in the world did the
Avon villagers go? No point in thinking about it. Let's move on
for now.

Hamelia Shrine
Maribel (chat): Looks like the missing villagers aren't here.
Where could they be?
Gabo (chat): This place is so desolate. I don't really like
temples.
Warrior inside shrine: There is a small fishing village called
Huzu to the south of here. Beyond the mountains, to the
east, there is a village called Hamelia. Wherever you go, I
recommend making frequent entries in your Adventure
Journal.
Gabo (chat): A fishing village? I bet there are tons of
delicious fish. I can't wait!
Maribel (chat): So there's just one more town and one more
village around here, correct? I say we try the village of Huzu
in the south. Any complaints?

Huzu
Gabo (chat): This place looks a lot like HERO's village.
Maribel (chat): This place is just as rural as Avon. Compared
to this place, even Fishbel is more advanced.
Maribel (chat): Mmm. The smell of the sea water brings back
memories. HERO, doesn't this place remind you of Fishbel?
Man in blue vest near entrance: Oh, a traveler. Welcome
here. This village is called Huzu.
Warrior in weapon and armor shop: Despite our remote
location, we stock excellent weapons and armor. Take this
Battle<axe graphic>, for instance. Isn't that a generous price
for a weapon of such obvious quality?
Merchant on the right: You say you're surprised to see a
weapon shop in a tiny village like this? Well, those sea
monsters have been getting a lot tougher lately. These days,

when people go fishing, they feel safer with a weapon or two
handy.
Merchant on the left: Excuse me, customers. It's too
cramped to come in right now.
Young woman in northern house: La-la-la! Nothing like
humming a ditty to make chores go faster! And this is a tune
that sticks with you, to boot.
Young man: How can a man that age continue working as a
traveling musician? With that kind of skill, you'd figure he
could get hired as a private musician for a king.
Gabo (chat): Oh, it's a person! I thought it was something to
eat.
Maribel (chat): Seems the famous musician has been here,
too. I wonder if he's still in town.
Sailor: Yesterday, an old musician visited us, carrying some
sort of strange instrument that I had never seen before. It
sounded absolutely marvelous, and the old man was an
incredibly skilled player. I heard that he stayed in the inn
last night. He's probably still there.
Old man on the beach: The sea seems strange lately, as if
it's frightened of something. I've never seen the sea quite
like this before. I hope nothing bad happens.
Tough guy on lighthouse: One method of fishing is to push
off before dawn even breaks. That's why we have a
lighthouse here.
Dog on beach: Whimper!
Little boy chasing dog: Stop! Wait!
Sailor in boathouse on beach: Late last night, the old
musician stood on the beach, endlessly staring into the sea.
He looked awfully serious. What do you think's going on with
him?
Barrel – Life Acorn
Young woman near inn: Lum lum lummm, tra la laaa. It's a
lovely melody, no matter how many times I repeat it in my

mind. I wonder if that musician is still at the inn? I sure
would like to hear him play again.
Innkeeper (man in blue vest): May I help you? Ahh, you wish
to know whether an elderly musician is staying here? Well, he
was, but he departed early this morning. Said he was going to
Hamelia in the northeast. Even if you plan to go after him,
you know where he went, so surely there isn't any rush. Why
not stay here with us for a day and get some rest? {inn talk}
Maribel (chat): Darn! Once again, we missed the musician.
What rotten timing! The problem is that HERO always takes
his sweet time.
Gabo (chat): So, we just missed this musician guy again, huh?
It feels like God is playing some kind of trick on us.
Woman in kitchen: We've always served fresh fish to our
customers, but our fishing yield has been rapidly decreasing.
This is an ill omen.
Sailor in the basement pub on the right: That traveling
musician who came here yesterday really made his rounds. He
played all over town, as if he wanted to impress every last
villager. What a show off! I shouldn't complain, though. It
was a very good show.
Man in black pants: Welcome. Please stay here as long as you
like.
Young man at the bar: All our attempts to fish lately have
failed. That's why there are all these guys with nothing to
do, drinking at midday.
Sailor on the left: It's strange that the fish would
disappear like this so quickly. Surely some kind of disaster
must have happened.
Barrel – TinyMedal
Tough guy: {to himself} La-di-da, la-di-da... {to HERO} Yeah?
So I'm singing. You got a problem with that? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (either way): Stop bothering me! Mind your own
business! Scram!

Barrel – Antidote
Young man near chief’s house: Father wants me to follow his
path in life, but I don't think that fishing suits me. I really
want to go to Hamelia and become a poet, but I just don't
have the confidence.
Man in blue vest in chief’s house: The sea monsters have
been getting really tough lately, and the number of fish has
decreased. If things continue, pretty soon we won't even be
able to fish!
Dresser – Leather Hat
Old woman in chief’s house: It might not be Harvest time,
but we can't neglect taking care of the fishing nets. It's the
only comfort for us, since we can't go to harvest anytime
soon.

Hamelia
Maribel (chat): There's a building on top of the moat. What
a weird town.
Gabo (chat): So this is Hamelia? What a weird town.
Maribel (chat): I wonder if that famous musician has come to
this town yet. I'd really like to meet him soon. Wouldn't you,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): What? You're turning
against me?
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes, but we'd be disappointed if
he turned out to be nothing special.
Young woman near entrance: Welcome, dear travelers, to
the town of Hamelia.
Nun in church: I hear that continents around the world have
been cast into the darkness, one by one, by evil monsters.
It's safe here for now, but for how long? Oh, God! Grant us
your protection!
Pot – 30 gold coins

Tough guy in bathtub in eastern house: Don't tell me you
like to watch guys taking baths? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Now stop that!
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, sure.
Man in blue vest in town square: Are you travelers? How
nice! I longed to go on a journey when I was young. Ahh, to
travel where you have never been, or even where nobody has
ever been. How exciting!
Bard by fountain: Excuse me? You want to know if I'm the
traveling musician? No, I live here.
Old woman: It's awfully peaceful around here. When it gets
this peaceful, I start hoping that some big crisis will occur.
Woman behind counter in weapon and armor shop: Sir.
Sorry, you can't enter a place like this.
Merchant behind counter in weapon and armor shop: I hear
the sea monsters near Huzu have been getting more
powerful. That ought to help sales. But it's peaceful as ever
around here, so weapons sales are slow.
Treasure chest – Iron Spear
Dancer in pub: What do you care? You have a problem with a
woman drinking alone at a bar?
Tough guy: That young lady drinking over there is a real
wench! You'd better not go near her.
Farmer at the bar: There's nothing like kicking back and
having some fine ale!
Traveling merchant: Sometimes, I think I can almost hear a
human voice coming from beneath the floor. Ah, maybe I just
drink too much.
Man in black pants from across the bar: Oh, are you
travelers? Please tell me some interesting tales of your
travels.
Man in black pants from behind the bar: I am sorry, sir.
You cannot enter a place like this.

Woman in western house: Ever since my husband took up
cooking as a hobby, life's been so easy!
Man in blue vest in kitchen: What's that? You find it
strange for a man to be cooking? Tsk! These days, any man
worth his salt should know how to cook.
Warrior near lookout tower: Why is there a lookout tower in
a town as peaceful as this? Perhaps there was a war long ago.
Scholar in lookout tower: Long ago, there was a highly
advanced city on a small island not far off the shore of the
mainland. Gracos destroyed the city, sending it to the bottom
of the sea. Serving as a reminder of the Sea Demon's power,
it now rests undisturbed, littered with the broken bodies of
those lost in battle. The people of Avon, Hamelia, and Huzu
are all descendants of the survivors of that attack. This
town was built in the mountains to escape Gracos. There's no
record of Gracos ever appearing after that. As I said, that
was ages ago.
Maribel (chat): That's some powerful monster if he can sink
a whole island into the sea. I'm glad it's a story from long
ago! I wouldn't want to fight a monster like that.
Gentleman on lookout tower balcony: Ahhh, another day of
complete peace in Hamelia. Excellent.
Old man on top of lookout tower: My, the view is
spectacular, isn't it? You can see all the way to the Mt.
Tower.
Barrel – Strength seed
Young man in town square: It's rumored that there's a
treasure room filled with secret treasures in this village.
Young woman in town square: I heard from the scholar in
the lookout tower that the residents of Hamelia and Avon
were originally of the same tribe.
Little boy running around the well: Our town's most prized
treasure is somehow related to the moon.

Young woman in house by well: I moved here from the town
of Avon to start a family. I wonder how the people in my
hometown are doing. Have you happened upon Avon during
your travels? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): I see, it's a tiny village. I
can't blame you for not knowing it.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): What? All of the villagers
disappeared? Don't be silly! The village might be small, but
there's no way something like that could happen! Did you take
some bad Herb, or something?
Young man: They say that long ago, a ferocious monster lived
in the sea near this continent. Rumor has it that the beast
caused an entire island to sink into the sea. Just thinking
that something like that could still be around... Doesn't it
make your heart race?
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a book
entitled 'The Moon that Fell into the Sea'. The Moon was
very vain. One day, he let out a sigh, charmed by his own
reflection in the Sea. “Oh! I've never met one as beautiful as
you before! How I long to be near you!” Saying this, the moon
edged closer and closer to the sea. Before he knew it, the
Moon was on the sea floor, unable to return to the sky. A
shaken God of the Heavens created a new Moon to shine
brightly in the sky. The Moon below the sea, surrounded by
mermaids, shone in sadness.'
Little girl on the roof: Shhh! If my mother saw me playing
on the roof, she would be upset. Be quiet!
Fighter in inn: I'm training to fight monsters, but this area's
too darn peaceful. Maybe I should move on to somewhere
else.
Young man in storeroom beneath pub: Well, hello there! It's
unusual for outsiders to make it this far inside. This is the
town treasure storeroom. They say it even contains items

from a lost city. But it's guarded so closely, I've never
actually seen it myself.
Soldier: Just ahead lies the treasure of Hamelia. You must
leave this area at once.

Huzu
Innkeeper (again): If you are looking for the elderly
musician, he left for Hamelia early this morning. Even if you
intend to go after him, I would recommend that you stay
here tonight. {inn talk}
{When you stay at the inn, the usual ‘the next morning’ music
will play, followed by that strange guitar-like melody.}
Maribel (continued): How late are you planning to sleep,
HERO? I think we're missing something interesting that's
happening in the village!
Gabo (chat): Groan! I'm still sleepy.
Maribel (chat): I think I heard some mysterious melody
somewhere in the middle of the night. Maybe it was just the
sound of the waves.
Gabo (chat): Do you think the monsters did this, too? Do you
think a giant monster swallowed them up all at once? Grrr!
That'd be unforgivable!
Gabo (chat): The waves are so loud! However, I don't really
sense anything here anyway.
Gabo (chat): Wow! Everyone's gone from here, too. HERO,
what do you think is going on?
Maribel (chat): This situation could only be the doing of
monsters. However, it is odd that, just like in Avon, we are
the only ones unaffected.
Maribel (chat): What's going on here? All the villagers have
vanished here, too! Do you think mass nighttime runaways are
in vogue here?

Maribel (chat): Vanished into thin air! I'm starting to get
scared. Ha. I fooled you. I was joking. Joking! Did you think I
was serious?
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Everyone disappeared
without a trace, from two different villages! I guess we're
going to have to solve this mystery.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Where'd all the people
disappear to?

Hamelia Shrine
Warrior inside shrine: There is a small fishing village called
Huzu to the south of here. Beyond the mountains, to the
east, there is a village called Hamelia. Wherever you go, I
recommend making frequent entries in your Adventure
Journal.
Maribel (chat): We are headed to Hamelia next. I want to
meet this famous musician at least once.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what Hamelia is like? I hope it's a fun
town.

Hamelia
Nun in church: Just a moment ago, that traveling musician
was playing some beautiful music for the temple. It's so
encouraging to see people with such strong faith!
{As you cross the bridge into the town square, you
see an old musician playing a tula.}
Bard (continued): Such wondrous music! I have never been so
moved by a performance before.

Old woman (continued): Bravo!
Man in blue vest (continued): That was marvelous, old man!
Old bard (continued): {He looks around.} Well, it looks like
everyone in town has heard by now! I guess it's time to go.
Bard (continued): What's that? You're surely not leaving
already? Surely you needn't be in such a hurry? Do stay with
us a while!
Old woman (continued): Encore! Encore!
Old bard (continued): Well, it certainly sounds good, but I'm
afraid I'm in a bit of a hurry.
Merchant (continued): Are you leaving already? It looks like
the performance is over. It was so touching. I feel so happy,
maybe I should give everyone a discount at the inn today?
{He walks off to the inn.}
Old bard (continued): I'll say goodbye now, then.
Old bard (walking out of town): I have to hurry along now,
so if you'll excuse me...
Gabo (chat): That was incredible, HERO! Even if we did only
hear a little of it. I've never been so excited by music
before!
Maribel (chat): That's the legendary musician, is it? No
wonder he has such a great reputation! He's not very
friendly, however. That's no way for a professional to act.
Maribel (chat): Didn't the innkeeper say something about a
discount? The timing's perfect. Let's stay in this town
tonight. (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): So what do you propose we
do? Try using your head!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, that's settled. Let's go to
the inn, then.
Maribel (chat): La la la. La ti da. What a beautiful melody! It
brings back memories. I'm disappointed that I was only able
to hear a little bit.

Maribel (chat): I get the feeling that I've seen the
musician's instrument somewhere before. Am I imagining
things?
Tough guy in eastern house: That music I heard from
outside was wonderful! Who could it have been?
Man in blue vest in town square: I've met a true artist. I
didn't expect to be moved as much as this.
Bard by fountain: Such wondrous music! I've never heard
such masterful playing before.
Old woman: That was wonderful. It was like the music just
seeped into my soul. Is this love? What do I do? I don't even
know his name!
Dancer in pub: The song he played a while ago was pretty
good. I wonder if he'll play it again.
Tough guy: Hmm. Such a splendid sound. Do you think he'd be
willing to perform at this bar?
Traveling merchant at the bar: Background music makes
drinks taste all the better.
Man in black pants behind the counter: That performance
was terrific. Would you like to play exclusively at my place?
Woman in western house: The man who just played that song
was amazing.
Man in blue vest in kitchen: The music I heard earlier had
such a marvelous melody. Whoops! Better be careful, now.
I'm in the middle of cooking.
Warrior by lookout tower: I didn't expect an old man like
him to be able to play like that. I was pretty shocked, to be
honest.
Gentleman on lookout tower balcony: What an amazing
performance. That musician is certainly no ordinary fellow.
Such impeccable skill, and yet he departs after playing only a
single tune. That only adds to his mystique!

Old man on top of lookout tower: The man is as old as I am,
and yet he performs such wondrous music. Makes me want to
try, too!
Young man in town square: I've never seen an instrument
like that. I wonder what it's called.
Young woman in town square: Such a wonderful, pensive
tone. It nearly breaks my heart.
Little boy near well: That was simply amazing! What's that
instrument called? I've never heard such a beautiful sound.
Little girl on roof of house by well: That old man is
fantastic! I was mesmerized!
Innkeeper (merchant): Would you like to stay? If so, this is
your lucky day! I'm so happy today, I'll let you stay for free!
Erm, um, I meant to say half price! It will be 15 gold for 3
people. It's a bargain! Please stay with us. Will you stay?
(Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. But feel free to
come back if you change your mind.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’ but don’t have enough money):
You don't seem to have enough money! Farewell. Please come
again.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Please, make yourself at home.
Observation: {The tula music is playing.} Before dawn, HERO
and companions awakened to the strains of lovely music.
Maribel (chat): What's going on at this time of night? Listen!
That melody sounds like that musician's!
{When you leave the inn, you immediately see the old bard
playing his tula on top of the fountain. The villagers are all
walking toward a portal in the town square and disappearing.}
Old bard (continued): Well, it looks like everyone in town has
gathered together! {He hops into the portal as well.}
Maribel (chat): Looks like it was that old musician that made
the villagers in Avon and Huzu disappear. They must have

been completely fooled by the beautiful melody. Let's go
after him, HERO.
Gabo (chat): So it was that old guy that was kidnapping
everyone? Does this mean that the old man is really a
monster? I didn't sense that at all.

Mountain Tower
Maribel (chat): We've sure come out in a really rundown
building!
Gabo (chat): That old guy is pretty impressive, building a
travel portal like that!
Observation on second floor: The door is tightly shut.
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Slime in basement of tower: Leave me alone! I'm not
bothering anyone. So many humans moved to the top of the
tower that I had to come here. Huh? What are all those
people doing, you ask? They're on the third floor. But
they're on the other side of a locked door. Do you think this
is because of that old man who came here?
Slime (again): Why did so many people move over here, you
ask? They're on the third floor. But they're on the other
side of a locked door. Do you think this is because of that old
man who came here?
Sailor on third floor behind gate: Oh, you're just in time!
Pull that lever and open the door.
Gabo (chat): I hear something. It sounds like a whole bunch
of people!
Sailor (again): Open up, quickly!
Sailor (after opening the gate): Thank you. Now we can
leave!
Warrior: Even if the door's open, we don't even know where
we are, and there are probably monsters out there. You have
to be careful.

Young man: Even if we manage to escape, where are we? All
we know is that we're in some kind of old building.
Old man: At night, when I was sleeping, I heard the tune the
old musician was playing. Half-awake, I found myself drawn
towards it and when I woke up, I was here.
Little girl: Where am I? Where did the musician go?
Young woman: Provisions and things like that have been
prepared, right? I wonder why that old musician kidnapped
us...
Man in blue vest: There's nothing but water in the barrels.
They could have put wine in one, at least! Sigh...
Barrel – SpiderWeb
Barrel – 5 gold coins
Nun: Even if we leave the temple, God will always watch over
us. The most important thing for us to do is to hold our faith
close to our hearts.
Priest on the right: I am the Priest of Avon village. I realize
our temple is very modest, without so much as a roof. But
God's divine protection is granted equally to all. Rest assured
and give yourself over to His protection. {church talk}
Priest on the left: So you came to see me after all, eh? I
knew you would! God's divine protection shall be granted to
all whose hearts are pure.
Woman: We've only the most modest of beds, but would you
care to take a rest? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Don't do anything too risky.
Pot – Dung
Young man in northeast corner: There's nothing to do! It's
the perfect time to sleep!
Farmer: Yawn...
Little boy near northeast gate: The old musician? He went
up those stairs over there. Hey, are you going to see the old
man? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Aww... That's boring.

Observation: The door is tightly shut.
Observation: The hole is too small for HERO to fit through.
Tough guy: Avon, Huzu, even Hamelia. What the hell is he
planning to do by gathering up people from all over the
continent?
Man in blue vest in southeast corner: That wandering bard
must be in league with the Demon Lord. If we don't do
something, he'll sacrifice us all to his dark god, and drink our
blood for his sustenance!
Maid: The person next to me has been talking to me all day,
nonstop! I can't take it anymore!
Woman in southeast corner: {to maid} I just can't believe
what that old man's done! It's appalling! {to HERO} Oh,
you're new ones? Yes, yes, I know. You were tricked too.
That old man used music to entrance us. He must be a
monster! The coward! If I ever see him again, I'll beat him to
a pulp. Huh? You say you don't care? And I should get out of
the way? Oh my, you should've told me sooner.
Maid (again): Whew! We're finally free. That old lady's
stories were so long-winded!
Woman (again): People always tell me that I have a habit of
ignoring what I'm told.
Soldier: This situation is getting worse. The withered bodies
of the elderly are starting to atrophy. If we don't take
action, they will soon fall ill.
Old woman (from Hamelia): The wonderful old musician was
actually serving the Demon Lord? That bastard! He took my
love and admiration and betrayed me! I don't know if my
shattered heart can take another blow.
Old man: And now I'm going to die in a barren hole like this...
My life has been one disaster after another. First my wife
left me, then my son went bad. Nothing good will ever happen
to me. Sob, sob!

Traveling merchant: I am a traveling merchant. My wares are
always close at hand. Care to purchase anything today? {shop
talk}
Merchant: Agh! I can't sell anything if I don't have anything
to sell! I'm jealous of the guy next to me!
Soldier (from Hamelia): I wonder if the town treasures are
okay? Somebody might steal them! Perish the thought!
Dog in center room: Whimper!
Little boy chasing dog: Stop! Wait!
Young man in southeast corner: Ah, kids. So carefree.
Traveling merchant in northeast corner: He doesn't go
anywhere without a drink. He'd make a perfect bartender.
Man in black pants: Heh heh. I brought a bit of drink along
with me. I'm taking a quiet nip every now and then... Don't
tell any of the others, okay?
Young man: I don't know what that musician is planning, but
one thing's for sure. His song entranced us and led us all
here. Hmm... He's obviously no ordinary musician.
Scholar in northwest corner: Hmm... This is from the same
era as the lost city...
Bard in southwest corner: It's hard to believe that the
musician is such a bad person, when he plays such lovely
music. We can't believe that.
Merchant at center table: Aah! Why do we have to be
trapped in such a terrible place? What did I ever do to
deserve this?
Young woman: I get so worried being alone like this. I start
imagining the worst... I bet that musician is positively
enjoying the terror we're all feeling. What a sick man.
Chieftain from Avon (old woman): Huh? Oh, you were
staying at my place that night, right? It's me, the chief of
Avon. The whole town came here, but I was worried because
I couldn't spot you in the crowd. Why did you stay back?
Because you didn't hear the musician's song?

Gentleman: Wait. Isn't this the tower in the mountains? It
has been long abandoned.
Little boy near northeast gate: The old musician? He went
up those stairs over there. Hey, are you going to see the old
man? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): I can open the door for you!
{He crawls through the hole and pulls the lever to open the
gate.}
Little boy (again): You can't make it through the hole in the
wall if you're any bigger than me! There are monsters past
here, so watch yourselves.
Observation on fourth floor: The door is tightly shut.
Old bard (as you climb the stairs): Let's see. It should
start any time now.
Old bard: Huh? Haven't I seen you somewhere before? Not
that it'd be a surprise, since every last person on the
continent has been gathered together in this tower. I'm
sorry for kidnapping everyone and locking them up. But there
simply was no time to explain. What time did you say it is?
Hmm... It should begin anytime. {A tremor shakes the tower.}
So it's finally here. Look on, and gaze at the chaos which will
ensue. {As the tremors continue to shake, the water level
rises outside of the tower, up to the second floor.} See? The
continent will be submerged beneath the sea. The villages and
towns will all be underwater. I'm a tula player, but I'm also
pretty good at fortune telling. I can predict the near future
fairly well. I've sworn to myself to use this power to help
those who suffer at the hands of the monsters. I'm afraid
the monsters might be behind this disaster. So I decided to
help the people take shelter in this tower. {He turns around
and is surprised to see three men approaching.}
Soldier (continued): What the heck was that tremor? And
that sound? {He jumps.} What? The sea's closing in! {He
peers out over the ledge.}

Tough guy (continued): What? That can't be! {He walks over
to the ledge too.} My God, it is! That's the watchtower in
Hamelia! The town...it's completely submerged! {He turns to
the old bard.} You damned hoary fiend! Did you do this, too?
We won't let you get away with it!
Scholar (continued): This must be the doing of the great
demon of the sea, Gracos. He was the one who swallowed the
lost city beneath the waves. He must wish to sink the entire
continent. {Finally the tremors stop.}
Old bard (continued): This is bad. The flood is even worse
than I'd foreseen. At this rate, this tower might not even
stay standing. I guess the only answer is to go after the root
of this terror. Sadly, however, I no longer have the strength
to fight.
Soldier (continued): I'd completely forgotten. Just before
the earthquake started, a few of the men decided to go
home and descended to the bottom of the tower. They
wouldn't listen when I warned them it would be dangerous... I
wonder if they're okay?
Old bard (continued): I don't believe this! The door that
leads below should have been locked!
Soldier (continued): Well, before I noticed, it was open.
Old bard (continued): I can't believe it. They went down at a
time like this? All we can do now is pray for their safety. If I
only had a bit of power left...
Maribel (chat): How could an entire mountain range go
underwater? You're trying to tell me that some monster
named Gracos did this?
Gabo (chat): Wow! I thought the tower was going to go
underwater, too! So that old musician guy wasn't a bad guy,
after all.
Tough guy: What? That old man was trying to save us? Hmph.
You should have told us sooner, although nobody would have
believed it. No one's going to believe that the land has been

almost entirely submerged until they see it for themselves.
I'm sorry I doubted you.
Scholar: If this truly is Gracos' doing, he must have gained
an incredible amount of power over the years. Trying to
submerge an entire continent is beyond human
comprehension. What has brought him to do this all of a
sudden?
Soldier: The ones that ran away were fishermen and warriors
from Huzu Village. I don't know whether to call them brave
or reckless. But I guess nobody imagined that things would
turn out like this. I just hope they're safe.
Old bard: {to himself} I guess the only answer is to go after
the root of this terror. Sadly, however, I no longer have the
strength to fight.
Old bard (as soon as you start to leave): Wait! I must ask
something of you! I was the legendary tula player for the
Dejan tribe, once. However, my selfishness led me to break
my pact with the tribe, and I was forced to leave them. Ever
since that fateful day, I swore to use my abilities to help
those who are being preyed upon by monsters. This time,
though, I am far outmatched. The monsters' power is beyond
what I had ever imagined. I simply do not have the power to
fight them anymore. Would you take my oath as your own? I
know you tried to defeat the monsters already, without
telling anymore anyone(?). (Yes/No)
Old bard (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes, I thought as much.
Old bard (if you say ‘No’): No, no, you can't hide it.
Old bard (continued, either way): You people are much like
the group of young travelers that saved my tribe long ago.
They did it without asking for so much as a single thank-you
in return. It was a long time ago, and my memory fails to
recall what they looked like... But I'll never forget the fiery
will I sensed in their eyes. Your eyes are like theirs. That's
why I decided to ask this favor of you. Will you please take

on my vows, and defeat the leader of the monsters?
(Yes/No)
Old bard (if you say ‘No’): Really... I was out of line to even
ask. Don't feel bad.
Maribel (chat): HERO, you just aren't straight up with your
feelings, are you? You told the musician no, but actually, you
really want to do it, don't you? You can't hide anything from
me!
Old bard (again): Hm? What? You mean you'll take on my
vows as your own? (Yes/No)
Old bard (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Old bard (if you say ‘Yes’): So you're willing to take this on!
I shall assist you as much as I can. I prepared an emergency
raft. It is at the base of the tower stairs. Please use it. And
take this with you. [HERO received a WindShard!] This stone
is my charm. Believe me, it works. You've taken on my vows,
so please take it.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad that the old guy is a nice man, after all.
Come on, HERO. Let's go get the real bad guy!
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO! Time to get the monster!
What? Where is this Gracos supposed to be?
Old bard (again): I asked you to defeat the monster, but I
am after all just an outsider. I don't know what kind of
monster he is, or where he came from. But luckily for us,
those scholars that scholar over there seem seems to know
something. Why don't you give them him a try?
Scholar: Legends say that Gracos turned the lost city into
his dwelling place. Where is it, you ask? It's supposed to be
in the ocean near this continent. That's all I know, but the
fishermen of Huzu might know more.
Gabo (chat): Lost City! I wonder what it's like. I can't wait
to see it!

Maribel (chat): Let's try asking the Huzu fishermen where
the Lost City is. They're being held on the third floor. Here
we go, HERO.
Little boy (on third floor): Was that a tremor? Just what
the heck is going on?
Man in blue vest: You're okay? I thought that vile musician
had gotten you for sure!
Young man: A group of three just climbed the stairs right
after you. Did you see them? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Huh? You didn't see them? I
guess they must've slipped by you.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm... So they must still be up
there. They said they were going to give that old musician a
piece of their minds!
Young woman near “inn”: After that earthquake, I heard a
noise, like something rushing, coming closer. I have a bad
feeling about this.
Little girl: That earthquake was scary, but I didn't cry or
anything.
Old man: That was a huge earthquake just now. The
fishermen of Huzu went to check on things in the village. I
wonder if they're all right.
Merchant: This structure made it through the earthquake,
but I wonder if my shop's okay? I'm so worried...
Woman in southeast corner: Just what's going on with that
earthquake? This must be serious. I wonder Wonder what's
happening outside? Aah! I just have to know! I'm telling you,
that old musician really burns me up! Locking all of us up in
here... Huh? You want me to get out of the way? Oh, my! You
should've told me sooner.
Old woman (from Hamelia): What? The bard was trying to
save us all? {She suddenly gets up.} I-Is that right? He
wasn't a servant of the Demon Lord? Then my love for him

wasn't misguided! I've never been so happy before in my
whole life!
Old woman (again): I just knew my love for him had to be
true! I'm the happiest woman alive!
Old man: Am I going to die in this barren hole of a place? My
life has been one disaster after another. First my wife left
me, then my son went bad. Nothing good will ever happen to
me. Sob, sob!
Traveling merchant in northeast corner of center room:
Hmmm... Guess you can't get drunk from just a few sips...hic!
Man in black pants: Ach, that drink I brought didn't last as
long as I thought...
Avon Chieftain: Aah! It's you folks. I heard that you had
climbed to the top of the tower. I was very worried. Hmm. I
can tell from the looks of your faces that you've still got
important work to do. Whatever you intend to do, be careful.
Young woman: The impatient ones have already left, but
we've got to be cautious. We're going to stay here and see
what happens.
Merchant: There's no way for me to do business here. Maybe
I should make a break for it. Then again, I wouldn't want to
run into any monsters. What should I do?
Gentleman: Strange things are afoot. That earthquake is just
the beginning. (Yes/No)
Gentleman (either way): Well, it's obvious just from the
looks on everyone's faces.
Bard in southwest corner: What? /extra space/ That
musician tried to save us? So people who play beautiful music
do have beautiful hearts, after all!
Slime on second floor: When the earth started to shake, I
went outside, and huge waves of water were surging forward.
Then I panicked, and escaped here. The first floor is already
filled with water, so you can't go down.

Slime (if you didn’t talk to him before in the
basement): Aah! Humans! Don't be mean to me! I'm
not doing anything wrong. Because lots of humans
moved to the top of the tower, I ran down here to
the basement, that's all. Then, when the earth
started to shake, I went outside, and these huge
waves of water were surging forward. Then I
panicked, and escaped here. The first floor is already
filled with water, so you can't go down.
Observation if you try to go down the stairs: The lower
floor is filled with water. You cannot go down.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): What a disaster! Most of
the land has sunk into the sea! I'd hate to have to battle the
guy that did this.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): That water rushing toward us
really scared me! I wonder what happened to the towns and
villages that sunk sank into the water. Let's go see, HERO.

Hamelia
Man in blue vest floating on a barrel: What's going to
happen to me, floating on a barrel like this? Huh? Are you
rescuing me? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): Not long after moving to the lookout
tower, the flood hit. I have to stay alert. I'm not sure we've
seen the worst of it, yet. If there's no escaping the water
anyway, I'd rather just entrust my fate to this barrel.
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Never mind. With a flood like this,
things will be pretty much the same no matter where I run.
Now, if you could get rid of the water— that's another story.
Tough guy on boat: Damn it! If I knew that this was going to
happen, I would've stayed put in the tower! Huh? Was that

old man actually trying to save us? Can't be. Nobody can
predict the coming of a flood, can they?
Warrior on top of lookout tower: What the heck is going
on? No sooner had I managed to escape from the tower, did
I have to deal with the flood! What did we do to deserve
this?
Soldier: We barely managed to take refuge on this lookout
platform, but I wonder about those fishermen who were
headed for Huzu. Do you think they're all right?
Fighter: The water has risen so quickly, and without any rain.
This is no ordinary flood. Could a monster have caused it? If
so, it must be a monster with truly fearsome powers.

Huzu
Gabo (chat): Wow! I can see a village down in the water! It's
incredible, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Thanks to that lighthouse, everyone seems to
have survived somehow.
Man in blue vest in boat: You're going to the sunken city?
You do know that they really mean 'sunken', right? Just how
do you intend to get inside? You can't very well hold your
breath.
Young man on top of lighthouse: You want to know the
location of the lost city under the waves? Hell, I don't know.
You must be crazy, wanting to go to a place like that at a
time like this.
Warrior: I just happened to stop off at this village during my
journey. Why do I have to get mixed up in this mess?
Young man in boat: The lost city? One of the men I escaped
with knows exactly where it is. {He looks around.} Huh?
Where the hell did he go?

Young man (again): You say that this flood is the doing of
monsters from the sunken city? Oh, come on! the Sea Demon
Gracos is just an ancient legend.
Sailor on overturned boat: Aren't you the ones who helped
us to escape from the tower? Hmm? Where is the city that
lies at the bottom of the sea? What a strange thing to ask.
If I'm not mistaken, just sail dead west from this peninsula.
You should be able to see it easily, even from the surface.
Maribel (chat): Okay. Now that we know where the Lost City
is, let's try going there.
Sailor (again): The city lost in the sea? If you keep going
west from this peninsula, you should find it. You should be
able to see it easily, even from the surface.

Sunken City
Observation as soon as you enter the portal above the
city: The birthmark on HERO's left arm suddenly got hot and
started to glow.
Maribel (continued): There's some strange interaction
between the whirlpool and HERO's birthmark. Is the mark
actually causing it? {You automatically sail into the portal.}
Maribel (chat): So this is the Lost City! It's weird there's
air down here at the bottom of the sea.
Gabo (chat): I've got a bad feeling about this place. There
must be monsters around here.
Observation: Will you dive into the whirlpool? (Yes/No)
Observation: HERO examined the monument. There doesn't
seem to be anything special about it.
Merchant ghost in first building on the left: It's been
hundreds of years since I last saw a living human being. Our
fates were joined with the city when it was sunk. The Sea
Demon Gracos cast a spell on us. We're trapped in this ruined
city for eternity.

Maribel (chat): How despicable! He has these poor departed
souls under his spell! How treacherous this Sea Demon
Gracos is!
Gabo (chat): Poor things, being controlled like that even
after they're dead! I'll never forgive that Gracos!
Hanging Sack – JewelBag
Woman ghost: I have no idea what compelled you to journey
here, but I implore you, escape while you have the chance. Or
do you think you have the power to defeat Gracos? (Yes/No)
Woman ghost (if you say ‘No’): I see. You must have gotten
lost and ended up here without knowing what you were going
into. If you really understand, then hurry up and leave.
Woman ghost (if you say ‘Yes’): Quit joking around. A child
like you is no match for him. When the dust has settled,
you're going to end up just like us.
Man ghost in blue vest in first building on the right: Do
you want what's inside that treasure chest? (Yes/No)
Man ghost (either way): Go on, take it. Treasure is of no use
to me anymore. {He disappears.}
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Man ghost (if you take the treasure before talking to him
OR if you go out then come back in): You cannot imagine
how painful it is, simply existing, unable to do anything. When
will we be released from this torment?
Young woman ghost in second building on the right: Gracos
is a demon with terrifying powers. He possesses the ability
to sink entire islands, and now the Demon Lord has granted
him the power to sink entire continents! The Demon Lord
wanted him to seal off this land and make it his own.
Priest ghost: Living beings, I don't know what your purpose
for coming here is, but you cannot approach the fane. There
is a demon of frightful power inside. If you are discovered,
you will not escape.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal

Treasure chest – Mimic
Young man ghost in back building: When I was alive I was an
architect. I made the five stone monuments at the entrance
to the town. Look at the stone monument in the center. You'll
find something interesting there.
Observation: This monument looks like it could move. Will you
push it? (Yes/No)
Prisoner ghost in cell beneath city: Long ago, there was a
horrible earthquake and a terrible flood. Water filled the
underground, and I died. I never found out what had
happened outside. You are the first humans to come here
since the disaster. Please tell me. Has this city already fallen
into ruin? (Yes/No)
Prisoner ghost (if you say ‘No’): That can't be true. There
are even monsters prowling around this place.
Prisoner ghost (again): I'm going to ask one more time. Has
this city already been ruined? (Yes/No)
Prisoner ghost (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Prisoner ghost (if you say ‘Yes’): So, it is true. Thank you. I
knew it, but I needed to hear it.
Prisoner (again): What do you think happened to the
treasure that I got caught stealing?
Pot – Hork
Pot – MadPot
Pot – TinyMedal
Pot – MadPot
Old man ghost in back building: I was an outstanding potter.
Take a look at this pot. I spent my entire life perfecting it.
What? You say it just looks like an ordinary pot? Ha!
Amateurs! You are only looking at the surface. If you think
it's so ordinary, try throwing it.
Old man ghost (after throwing the pot in front of him):
How about that? Did you see how far this masterpiece of
mine can fly? Impressive, isn't it? What? What's the point

of a flying pot, you ask? Ha! Obviously it is impossible for an
amateur to appreciate my work. I don't know why I wasted
my time showing it to you.
Pot – MoonHerb
Gabo (chat, on upper floor of back building): Sniff, sniff!
We are almost there. I can tell by the intense odor coming up
from right below us.
Maribel (chat, on upper floor of back building): What a big
fane! I wonder what they used to worship here.
Observation: There is a statue of a very tough-looking
monster.
Observation: There is a switch. Will you press it? (Yes/No)
‘Yes’
Observation (on middle
press it? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Observation (on middle
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Treasure chest –
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Life Acorn

Gabo (chat, in boss room): Grrr! That's Gracos. HERO, let's
crush him!
Maribel (chat, in boss room): Looks like this is the place. Be
careful, HERO. He looks really strong.
Gracos: So, you pathetic mortals finally came. This lost city
is like my garden. I was already aware of your coming and
your intentions. You must have seen the spirits. Those
weaklings are slaves to this dying city. They are useful for
surveillance, and maybe as toys. Mwa ha ha! {He conjures up
the ghosts in the city.}
Male ghost (continued): Where am I?
Priest ghost (continued): Oh, no! It's Gracos!
Gracos (continued): With my powers, I will provide these
weak spirits with one more chance to do something.
Male ghost (continued): Ahhhhhh!
Female ghost (continued): Please, help me! {The turn into
SeaGrudge monsters.}
Gracos (continued): Come and give it your all. I'm sure it will
not be enough.
Gabo (battle chat): It's not fair to control the dead and
make them fight for you!
Maribel (battle chat): Uh, I think this battle might be a
little tricky. What do we do, HERO?
Gracos (after defeating the SeaGrudges): Splendid. Even
among humans, it is fate that the weak will be used as
stepping stones for the strong. If you intend to fight me,
destroy the others and show me your strength.
Woman ghost in the back left corner (continued): Oh, the
pain! Somebody help me!
Prisoner ghost in front right (continued): Please, stop!
Maribel (continued): You're a horrible fellow! We won't fight
those spirits!

Gracos (continued): I shall include you in my collection of
toys, just like these weak spirits. {The old bard runs in.} You!
Who are you?
Old bard (continued): It looks like I got here just in time!
I'm going to fight with you!
Gracos (continued): Ha ha ha! How is an old man like you going
to make any difference?
Old bard (continued): Even if I haven't got the power to
fight, I have a tula, and I'm not afraid to use it! Oh, pitiful
spirits of those who have died, listen to my music and return
to heaven! {He plays his tula and the monsters turn back into
human ghosts.}
Male ghost (continued): This music.
Man ghost in blue vest: Am I going to be released from this
eternal spell? {All of the ghosts disappear.}
Gracos (continued): Impossible! How did you break my spell?
Old bard (continued): HERO! Let's show him what humans
are really capable of! {He plays his tula again.} [HERO and
companions' HP recovered. HERO and his companions were
restored in mind and body.]
Gracos (continued): You dare to defy me? Impudent fools.
Your power is nothing against mine. I will scatter you to the
winds! Feel the full fury of my true power!
Maribel (battle chat): You can't underestimate anyone who
can sink land completely beneath the sea.
Gabo (battle chat): This one is really pissing me off. Let's
see what his insides look like!
Gracos (when he is defeated): Impossible! Do you think you
can beat me? The great Gracos will never be defeated by the
likes of you! You'll accompany me to the grave! {He destroys
the bridge behind you.} There is no escape now. You humans
shall perish with me. Ha ha ha!
Old bard: Our retreat has been blocked by the water attack!
We're finished. Actually, I'm only kidding. Just wait a

minute. {He plays his tula once more and creates a portal in
front of the throne.} Let's get out of here.

Mountain Tower
{The portal takes you to the top floor of the Mountain
Tower.}
Old bard (continued): See? The sea is receding from the
continent surface. {There’s a small tremor and you see the
water fading from around the Mountain Tower and the town
of Hamelia.} Thanks to you, the people of this continent are
saved. I thank you. This time, I really bit off more than I
could chew. Year after year, I travel the world saving people.
But I've grown old. It's high time I quit my journey. If I
could settle down and train a successor, that may be the best
way to spend my waning years. I'm rather tired. You go on
ahead. After you folks left, I explained what happened to
the people who were locked up. After realizing that the sea
had receded, I imagine they went back to their towns and
villages.
Maribel (chat): Finally, it's over! For a minute there, I didn't
know what was going to happen! The old musician ended up
saving us over and over again. It's kind of irritating.
Gabo (chat): Wow, we made it! Thank goodness! That old guy
sure is an incredible tula player. I wonder how he got that
good.
Soldier as you pass the southwest gate on the third floor:
You're the ones who defeated those vile monsters for us,
aren't you? We knew that you had won when the waters
receded. Most everyone has already gone back to their
homes. I was waiting to tell the bard what has transpired,
but I'm sure that you'll tell him. I'll be on my way, then. I
want to get home as soon as I can. {He leaves.}

Slime on second floor: There were a lot of humans, but they
all went off somewhere. It's a relief, but it's also a little
lonely.
Old bard as you step into the portal on the first floor:
Huh? You folks are still here? I thought I asked you to go on
ahead of me. I must now close this travel portal. We must
return to Hamelia quickly.
Old bard (if you try to leave the portal room or go up the
stairs): I thought I said to go back. Where are you going?
Old bard when you step into the portal again: Excuse me,
but I shall take my leave now. I've decided to find someone
to train as my successor. I'm not all that good, but I should
pass on this tradition. Anyhow, take this. It's the least I can
do. {He tosses something shiny to you.} Farewell, until we
meet again— if fate should allow it.

Hamelia
Gabo (chat): Everyone's busy cleaning up.
Maribel (chat): It was rude of that old man to leave without
even telling us his name! It seems a little overboard, don't
you think? Strangely enough, though, I feel like we've met
somewhere before.
Bard in town square: I haven't seen that musician lately. He
hasn't left town already, has he? (Yes/No)
Bard (if you say ‘No’): It's no use trying to hide it. I can
tell.
Bard (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): This is
terrible! I had hoped to apologize for our rudeness! Instead,
I never got a chance to offer even a simple word of thanks.
Young woman in house by well: No matter what the
circumstances, I've got meals to prepare. Shoot! My
ingredients were all washed away, and I can't find them
anywhere. What should I do?

Young man: This bed is sopping wet! How the heck am I going
to be able to get any sleep tonight?
Little boy running around well: It was you who defeated the
sea monsters, right? Tell me, What what were the sea
monsters like? Were they big and strong? (Yes/No)
Little boy (either way): Wow! That's amazing!
Little girl on roof: Where did the old man who played the
instrument go? I want to see his music performance one more
time!
Young man by well: Hmm. I think this well water tastes a bit
salty. Do you think it's safe to drink?
Tough guy in bathtub in eastern house: It'd be nice if we
just had enough extra time to relax in the bath. Bleah!
Something's wrong with this water. It's most unsavory!
Young woman near entrance: The people of Avon and Huzu
should be back at their villages cleaning up by now.
Nun in church: You defeated the sea monsters and returned
our land to us! We managed to get through it all without a
single casualty! We have you and that fine musician to thank
for our blessing. And of course, God as well.
Priest: Ah, it's the heroes who rid us of the monsters! Your
abilities are exceptional. {church talk}
Traveling merchant at item stall: There wasn't much to
clean up here, so we're already back in business. {shop talk}
Merchant in weapon and armor shop: My entire stock was
ruined by the flood waters. I'm sorry, but we won't be open
for business again for quite some time.
Woman: Ach. Seawater got in this armor, and it's all viscid
inside! If I don't wipe it completely clean, it'll rust.
Old woman: I've made up my mind. I'm going to tell that
musician just how I feel about him! Even with such a
difference in ages, I can't deny my passion!
Tough guy in pub: Aarg! When are they going to open the
bar? I need a drink now!

Man in black pants: {to himself} Oh, no! Water got in this
bottle, too. {to HERO} Ah, are you a customer? I'm sorry,
the store isn't open.
Dancer outside pub: When I heard you'd killed such a strong
monster, I pictured you as a big and muscular man, but...
Regardless, your efforts saved us all. Thank you.
Woman in western house: Ever since my husband took up
cleaning as a hobby, life's been so easy!
Man in blue vest: Everything is sopping wet. This is going to
be a nightmare to clean up.
Warrior near lookout tower: I almost drowned, trying to
sneak out of the tower! I later heard that the musician was
only trying to save us. I must thank him later.
Young woman by fountain: The flowers have all wilted from
being submerged underwater! Poor things. Do you think it's
still possible for me to nurse them back to health?
Man in blue vest by moat: Look! There are fish swimming
around in the moat. They must have been left behind at low
tide.
Scholar in lookout tower: It seems that you will be
presented with the Merm Moon, handed down from
generation to generation in Hamelia, as a reward. Obtained
from the Lost City, the Merm Moon is the treasure to end all
treasure. I struggle to think what the value of such a
legendary treasure might be comparable to. Hmm... A flying
carpet, perhaps? Only if that sort of thing were to actually
exist, of course.
Gentleman on lookout tower balcony: I am told it was you
who vanquished the Sea Demon, Gracos, for us! Your actions
lay bare your divine worth. Please take the treasure of our
town. The entrance to the treasure room is under the saloon.
Maribel (chat): Great! A reward! Hurry up and go get it,
HERO!

Old man on top of lookout tower: It appears as if this
lookout tower saved the lives of those who fled Mt. Tower. I
always wondered what we needed such a structure for, but I
guess it has proven its worth.
Young man in storeroom beneath pub: Oh, it's the heroes
who saved our town— no, the entire continent! I hear that
you're going to be presented with the town's special
treasure. I've always wondered what kind of treasure might
remain from the lost city. Let me know, okay?
Soldier: Since you saved our town of Hamelia, we have
decided to give you the town treasure. So please take it with
you. This secret treasure comes from an ancient city. {He
moves aside and opens the door.}
Soldier (again): Oh, by the way, the floor is booby-trapped.
So please be careful!
Treasure chest – WindShard
Treasure chest – Merm Moon
Soldier (again): Now that we have given the treasure to you,
what is there left for me to guard? My work is done.
Young man: So tell me about the treasure from the lost city!
Was it something really amazing? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): You're just putting me on! It's
actually awe-inspiring, isn't it? (Yes/No)
Young man (when you say ‘Yes’): So I guess it was necessary
to have a guard there!
Innkeeper (merchant): My hotel hasn't been fixed up enough
to have customers yet. Seeing that this town owes you so
much, though, I'll let you stay here for a night if you insist.
Of course, I won't charge you this time. Would you like to
stay for a night? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): {The next morning.}
Good morning. Have a good day.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Oh, that's great! Allow me to
roll out the red carpet for you!

Gabo (chat, on World Map): Yeah, the ground is a whole lot
better. You can walk on it!
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Whew! Looks like the water
really did recede! I wonder if the sea water made the soil
salty?

Huzu
Maribel (chat): I'm glad this town is okay! It reminds me of
Fishbel. I wonder how Mom and Dad are doing. HERO, would
you like to visit Fishbel once we return to our own time?
(Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You're heartless, HERO!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Great! It's a deal, then.
Gabo (chat): The sea has quieted down, so the villagers
should be able to catch some delicious fish again! If they do,
I hope they'll give me at least one! Oh, yeah! If we want
seafood, we should eat at HERO's house.
Man in blue vest near entrance: Wait! Are you the ones who
rid us of the sea monsters? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): What? Oh, perhaps I'm mistaken.
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Is that right? I always wanted to tell
you how thankful we are! The village is still kind of a mess,
but please make yourself at home. /extra space/ You're
always welcome!
Merchant in weapon and armor shop: I'm sorry. I'm in the
middle of cleaning right now. It'll take a while to open my
shop. Please come back later.
Merchant in the back: Look at all this! All my weapons and
armor got soaked by salt water! We'll have to oil every last
one of them.

Young woman in northern house: La la la! I just can't get
this tune out of my head! But I suppose that's how it is.
We've all been infected by this little melody!
Young man: Sob, sob... My precious bottle of wine was
smashed! Sob... Wine of that caliber is hard to come by...
Sob... and is very... Sob... expensive. I guess I should just be
grateful that my house is all right, and that I wasn't hurt.
But still... Sob... my precious wine... Sob...
Sailor by fishing net on beach: I thought my fishing net had
been lost at sea, but I found it. I was devastated when it
happened. A fisherman's life isn't worth living without a net.
Old man on the beach: The sea has once more become
peaceful. It's hard to imagine that it was so disturbed
before. All this has happened because Gracos was defeated.
Tough guy on lighthouse: This ancient lighthouse has saved
countless people. We must be ever vigilant in its upkeep.
Sailor in boathouse: Ever since you defeated Gracos, the
waters have calmed. That means we can start fishing again.
We're already preparing the boats.
Tough guy by boat on the beach: Ah, it's you again! I'm
glad you all managed to return safely. I heard that you
defeated the ruler of the sea monsters in that lost city
under the waves. How did you even manage to get there? I'm
very impressed.
Nun: Dear God, I thank you for sending your messengers to
this land.
Little boy in puddle: I am the great Sea Demon Gracos! Ha
ha ha!
Dog: Woof, woof, woof.
Sailor in the middle of the village: What? The musician left
already? I didn't even learn his name.
Young woman by inn: If you hadn't come to rescue us, we'd
probably still be quaking with fear inside that tower. I'm
grateful to that musican, too, but you and your companions

are the true saviors of this continent, HERO. I cannot thank
you enough.
Innkeeper (man in blue vest): It pains me to have to say this
to one who saved my life, but I cannot offer you a bed,
HERO. I don't imagine you'd want to spend the night in a bed
soaked through with sea water. So for today, I must ask you
to leave.
Woman: For some reason, the bar in the basement has
opened. A drunk person's mentality is never justifiable.
Sailor in pub: Heheh, saltwater drinks aren't so bad after
all.
Young man: I thought that I was hanging out at the bar so
much just because I couldn't fish and had nothin' to do. But
it turned out that I had the makings of a hard-core drinker!
Hahaha...
Man in black pants: As you can see, the bar is still wet from
the flood. The shop was not ready to be reopened, but some
customers forced me.
Old woman in chief’s house: It is amazing to realize that all
of the villagers survived. Not only the village, but most of
the continent was submerged under the sea! Our survival is
thanks to you and the musician. Thank you very much.
Man in blue vest: Normally the whole village would hold a
feast of appreciation for you. Please forgive us. The whole
village is facing a real crisis right now.

Hamelia Shrine
Gabo (chat): I'm glad this temple is okay, but I still don't
really like temples much.
Maribel (chat): Why was HERO's mark glowing when we
entered the Lost City? This whole thing is unnecessarily
complicated. Even the story surrounding HERO's birth seems
almost arbitrary at this point.

Warrior: It's still hard for me to believe that you're the
heroes who defeated the monsters. Anyway, I have
something to ask. You visited the city beneath the sea, right?
I was wondering how in the world you got to the bottom of
the sea. So a whirlpool mysteriously appeared, you dove in
and come came out there? I don't understand it. Maybe God
is aiding you in your quest.
Warrior (again): I don't really understand the story, but
perhaps it's because /extra space/ you're on a mission from
God.

Avon
Maribel (chat): We spent the night in this village, and when
we woke up, everybody was gone! It was such a shock!
Soldier: Oh, you must be the heroes! Please feel free to
enter Avon! {He steps out of the way.}
Soldier (again): Please stop by the Chieftain's house before
you leave the village.
Farmer in graveyard: You were able to defeat such a strong
monster? You don't look that powerful. I guess I shouldn't
judge a book by its cover.
Man in blue vest: I always look on that tower in the
mountains from afar. Whenever I recall going in there, I feel
a bit strange.
Merchant in item shop: All of my wares were soaked and
damaged. Sigh. I've got to shut my store down for a while.
Tough guy in western house: I see. The old musician has
already left. I wish I could hear him play one more time.
Little boy playing outside: Hooray! It's a puddle, a puddle!
Young man near entrance: You'd better introduce yourselves
to the Chieftain before you leave.
Woman in northern house: Whew! Cleaning this up is quite a
chore. Gracos is so annoying.

Young woman by pond: Saltwater fish are swimming in the
pond.
Young man by bonfire: The story of HERO will be passed
down and made into legends throughout this land. It is no
small feat to defeat the legendary Gracos. We will be
forever grateful, and indebted to you.
Chieftain (old woman): Welcome, mighty slayers of Gracos! I
give you thanks, not only from me, but on behalf of everyone
who lives upon this continent. As a reward, please go to the
locked room on the way to the tunnel. I unlocked it for you.
Please, take what is held there. The treasure is yours.
Chieftain (continued, if you already opened the
treasures): Oh dear! You've already opened it! You're
so impatient. Ha ha ha!
Chieftain (again): Please, take what is held there.
The treasure is yours.
Chieftain (again): As a reward, please go to the locked room
on the way to the tunnel. I unlocked it for you. Please, take
what is held there. The treasure is yours. Legend says we are
supposed to give the treasure in the chest to the saviors of
this land.
Maid in kitchen: When that old musician spent the night
here, I noticed something. I caught a glimpse of a strange
birthmark on his chest. Hey! What are you implying? It was
an accident! Anyhow, it seemed to be a symbol of some kind.
Young woman upstairs: The old musician said his name was
Jann. That sounds far too ordinary for a man so mysterious.
Maribel (chat): It really is a common name. I know a few
people with that name myself. What? You've got to be
kidding!
Gabo (chat): The old guy's name is Jann? I've heard that
name somewhere before.
Soldier: I've already heard about you from the Chieftain.
Please pass through. {He steps aside.}

Soldier (again): Please pass through.
Treasure chest – Berserkr
Treasure chest – Pirate Clothes

CHOOSE A PATH










Probina (past)
Sunken City (present)
Medal King Castle (present)
Hamelia (present)
Mountain Tower (present)
Loomin (past)
Melvin’s quest (present):
o Mezar/Carpet
o Brugeo/HotStone
o World’s Tallest Tower/Melvin
Mardra (past)

Hamelia Shrine
Gabo (chat): It certainly is a lonely place. I'm not very
comfortable in temples.
Warrior: I've heard of a mysterious city that has been lost
under the waves. Rumor has it that it's located south of this
continent, and that sometimes a giant whirlpool manifests
itself right next to it.
Nun inside: This temple was a resting place at one time for
people traveling between Huzu and Avon. But few people visit
since the villages died out, and this temple is becoming more
and more desolate. And so I'd like to go somewhere that I
can be of greater help to people. But unfortunately, I know

so little of the world. Is there some place that would accept
my assistance? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Sara (if you say ‘No’): I was naive to think that such an
unworldly person as I could ever pick up and move to a new
place.
Priest: How unusual to see travelers here. Do you have
business with God? {church talk}

Mountain Tower
Maribel (chat): We couldn't walk here before, but now
there's a bridge.
Gabo (chat): This place reminds me of that old Bard. I
wonder what he's doing now?
Observation on second floor: The door is tightly shut.
Treasure chest – FireShard
KingSlime in basement (as you approach): Hrumph!
Gabo (battle chat): It attacked so suddenly. I was caught
off-guard.
Maribel (battle chat): Who does this Slime think it is? It's
got some nerve, going around wearing a crown.
Melvin (battle chat): I suspect that it's a King Slime.
I've heard that they form when several different
slimes combine into one.
Monster drop – BluePrint
Slime in front (after the battle): {The KingSlime splits
apart into four regular slimes.} So this is how it ends for us...
Huh? You're humans, aren't you? {He slides forward.}
Humans! This tower is our home. /extra space/ What are you
doing here? You're lost? You had better get out of here as
fast as you can. There's a terrible monster living at the top
of the tower. Flee, if you value your lives!

Gabo (chat): An alliance! Great! I wonder if we could do that
too? /incorrectly coded??/
Maribel (chat): Now that you mention it, a talking slime once
lived in this tower too. I wonder if they're the descendants
of this that one?
Slime on the left: Sliiiiiiime!
Slime in the back: We've lived in this tower for a very long
time, but ever since that scary monster took over, we've
been cowering here like so many scared Slimes.
Slime on the right: This place ours! Human leave!
Pot – MadPot
Barrel – 50 gold coins
Barrel – Dung
Pot – TinyMedal
Observation on third floor: The door is tightly shut.
Observation about wall: The hole is too small for HERO to
fit through.
Gabo (chat): Whoa! Even I can't get through this hole.
Maribel (chat): We can't get through here. How'd we open
this door in the past?

Hamelia
Maribel (chat): Whenever I come to this town, I'm reminded
of that old Bard.
Gabo (chat): This town appears to be just as odd as always.
Young woman at entrance: Welcome to the town of Hamelia.
This is the town of both the legendary Great Flood and the
Bard.
Nun in church: Welcome, travelers. Have you seen the statue
of the Messenger of God yet? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): That's not good. Look for a statue of
a Bard near the fountain.

Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. Wouldn't you agree that a town
with so glorious a history must be divinely protected?
Young man near eastern house: Our famous Dr. Azmov and
his assistant Beck live in the house over there. I heard that
the good doctor is currently researching the legends of this
town.
Farmer fishing in moat: Darn! I can't seem to catch anything
but minnows. What am I going to do for dinner?
Young woman in northeast house: Lately, I keep hearing a
cat meowing whenever I fall asleep. My husband doesn't even
seem to notice, but it scares me!
Tough guy in bed: Zzz... Kitty, kitty... Zzz...
Little girl near fountain: Dr. Azmov always teaches me new
things!
Bard by statue in town square: I heard that this statue was
modeled after the legendary Bard himself. Some people think
it's just legend, but I believe that music has a mysterious
power over people. I don't think the existence of a Bard like
that in the legend is out of the question.
Observation: It is a statue of an elderly musician.
Warrior in inn: I hear that vicious monsters live in a tower
deep in the mountains to the north of this town. But it's not
like anyone would actually want to go out there. That's the
good news, I guess.
Woman near western house: Deep in the mountains beyond
this town stands a tower that was built long ago. They say
that the tower is the one from the legend, but it's hard to
believe.
Old woman in western house: Based upon the legend, the
Bard was supposedly a Messenger of God. I have trouble
believing that a Messenger of God would adorn himself with
such strange attire, though. If you ask me, it was probably
just some old man on his way through town who happened

upon people in need and saved them. Purely coincidental, I'm
sure. Legends should not be relied upon so much.
Young woman in kitchen: Just look at my mother. She just
sits around all day. I feel like she's watching over me. It
makes me nervous.
Old man near pub: Would you be interested in hearing the
legend of our town of Hamelia? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): You don't know what you're
missing, you stupid dung-graspers!
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): The legend of the Flood and the
Bard has been passed down through the generations. Long
ago, a wandering Bard strayed through town. The Bard used a
mysterious musical instrument to enchant the people of the
town and lure them away. They awoke to find themselves held
captive in a lookout tower. Fearful of what might happen to
them, they decided to escape. Suddenly, a thunderous sound
was heard, shaking the very foundation of the tower. The
sound was that of a horrible flood that swallowed up the
surrounding land. Many should have been lost during the
disaster, but they were saved by virtue of the Bard's design.
It was clear to the people that the Bard had been sent as an
envoy of God. And that is the legend of Hamelia. I wouldn't
put too much faith in it, though. There is little evidence that
the flood even happened.
Gabo (chat): Listening to that old guy almost put me to sleep.
Maribel (chat): That legend has got it all wrong! What about
all of the things we've done?
Man in blue vest in pub: Long ago, there were two other
villages in this region besides Hamelia. The populations of the
villages of Avon and Huzu had been on the decline for some
time. And now, there's nothing left but dust.
Gabo (chat): Huzu and Avon left? Now what'll we do?

Maribel (chat): Oh, those two villages disappeared! Oh well,
they were all towns overflowing with diseased peasant scum
anyway.
Tough guy at the bar: There is a large city surbmerged
under the sea to the southwest of this continent. I want to
check it out, but I can't hold my breath that long. It's too
deep.
Traveling merchant: This is my first time coming here. Don't
you find the idea of building on top of moats strange? I think
it's interesting, myself.
Man in black pants: About the legend of this town... I heard
that the two villages that disappeared also had similar
legends. It's starting to make me think that the legend is
actually historical fact. Not to mention, it's more romantic to
think of things that way.
Woman behind counter in weapon and armor shop: What's
this? You came in through the back door! If you want to buy
something, you've got to go to the counter!
Man in blue vest: Dr. Azmov is a total genius. In fact, the
good doctor personlly invented some of the items that we
carry.
Treasure chest – empty
Dr. Azmov (scholar wearing a cap, fishing near
lookout tower, as you approach): Beck, it's pulling
tight. Good luck.
Beck (young man in light brown vest, continued):
Y-Yes, Doctor! {He pulls a shard out of the water
and Dr. Azmov picks it up.}
Dr. Azmov (continued): Ah, a shard! It looks old. What era is
it from, I wonder? Ah! But we must focus our attention on
fish right now. Good luck, Beck.
Beck (continued): Y-Yes, Doctor! {This time he
pulls a fish out of the water and Dr. Azmov picks
it up.} Dr. Azmov, what do you think?

Dr. Azmov (continued): Aha! The fish in this moat are the
same kind as in the sea around here.
Beck (continued): Doctor? So this means...
Dr. Azmov (continued): That's right, Beck. This may be
proof that the area around here was submerged by seawater
at one point.
Beck (continued): So this means the legend of the Great
Flood is true after all!
Dr. Azmov (continued): However, we shouldn't jump to any
conclusions, Beck. It's too early to make a final decision. At
any rate, we have moved a step forward. Let's tackle the
next research topic, shall we?
Beck (continued): Y-Yes, Doctor!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Those people have a Shard!
Gabo (chat): Those two look like they're having fun. It must
be nice.
Beck: Dr. Azmov! Fishing is a lot harder than I thought!
Dr. Azmov: Can I help you? I am rather busy at the moment.
What's that? You want that shard that we fished out of the
moat? (Yes/No)
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): Was I mistaken? You just
wanted to talk to me without any specific reason, then? If
that's the case, please let me excuse myself. I'm quite busy.
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘Yes’): But would you mind stopping by
my house later? There is a favor I'd like to ask of you. Then,
I'll give you the shard.
Beck (continued): Dr. Azmov? Isn't that the...
Dr. Azmov (continued): But for the time being, we must go.
I'll see you later.
Tough guy in basement of lookout tower: The extent of Dr.
Azmov's intellect is dubious at best. Supposedly, he wears
something called a Lore Hat that imbues him with knowledge
he would otherwise not have. I heard all about it from the
Professor's assistant, Beck!

Maribel (chat): Hmmm, the Lore Hat.
Gabo (chat): I didn't know they had hats like that! Do you
think that they would make me smarter?
Young man in lookout tower: Dr. Azmov is truly an amazing
person. The other day, the doctor conducted an experiment
involving two stones, one large and one small. He dropped
them both from the same height, at the same time. You
would think the large stone hit the ground first, wouldn't
you? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you saw the experiment?
Why didn't you say so sooner? Well, no need for me to tell
you the outcome, then. Anyway, I was shocked by the result.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Yeah, that's conventional
wisdom. But you're wrong. Both of the stones hit the ground
at the same time! I had no idea the speed of a dropped
object isn't affected by its weight.
Little boy on top of lookout tower: The weather is nice
today, so we can clearly see the old tower deep in the
mountains. Fearsome monsters dwell within. Did you know
that?
Soldier in storeroom beneath pub: Dr. Azmov stores his lab
equipment here. It's full of machinery that the average
person couldn't begin to understand. Please leave at once.
Maribel (chat): I hate people who talk down to me! What's
going on?
Cat on dock beneath northwest house: Meeow.
Command: Cast – MapMagic
On the ground – TinyMedal
Dr. Azmov in eastern house: Oh, you came. You are exactly
as I expected. Oh, I just realized that I haven't introduced
myself! I'm Azmov, a scholar. And that young man over there
is my assistant, Beck.
Beck (continued): I'm Beck. Pleased to meet you.

Dr. Azmov (continued): And you are called HERO, then?
That's a nice name. Well, then, let's get right to the point.
I'm currently investigating the town legends of the Great
Flood and the Bard. Most people think of these stories as
simple fairy tales, but I believe that there's more to it than
that. And so I'm conducting research to prove my theory,
but there isn't nearly enough research material. So I was
thinking that perhaps I would ask you to help, HERO. There
is an old tower said to be related to the legend deep in the
mountains to the north of town. Supposedly, vicious monsters
live there, which has prevented me from going myself. From
what I've seen, HERO, you seem quite skilled at combat.
Would you use your considerable power to get rid of the
monster in that tower for me? Of course, there's a reward in
it for you. I promise to give you the Shard you saw earlier.
What do you think? Will you get rid of the monsters for me?
(Yes/No)
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): Oh. I see. That's a shame.
Nevertheless, I'm not strong enough to go by myself. It
can't be helped. Let us put the issue behind us.
Beck: Please, grant the doctor's request! It's for some very
important research. Please, I beg of you!
Dr. Azmov (again): I'm sorry to pester you, but can I count
on you to get rid of the monsters?
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘Yes’): You'll do it? That's wonderful!
I knew I could count on you.
Beck (continued): Thank goodness, Doctor!
Dr. Azmov (continued): Very well. I shall leave things up to
you, HERO.
Maribel (chat): HERO! How could you go ahead and accept
that job? Thanks to you, we're caught up in another mess!
Gabo (chat): The tower with the monsters is that one back in
the mountains, right? Okay, HERO, let's get going!

Dr. Azmov (again): I hear that the monsters living in the Mt.
Tower are quite gruesome. And what's more, if you lure one
out, many more appear as well. Please be careful not to let
your guard down.
Beck: I'm terrible at fighting monsters. HERO and friends,
you are all so brave. You have my respect.
Pot – Intelligence seed
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'Unusual Tribes and Peoples'. 'The People of Dune
possess a unique culture. The Sphinx they have constructed
is a glorious wonder. The Dejans are a nomadic tribe on a
mission to revive God. Their civilization is notable for its
excellent dancers and musicians. The halflings live
underground. Although a separate species from humans, they
may still intermarry. The Lefa Tribe, a legendary sect of
winged people, is fabled to have flown through the skies.
Details, however, are scarce.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer'. 'It has been
half a year since I set off in search of the Medal King's
castle, but still no luck. I often find myself going around in
circles. Once, I hurriedly changed course, and... Wow! I found
another tiny medal! What good fortune!'

Mountain Tower
Maribel (chat): We're stuck way up here in the mountains all
because of HERO's promise!
Gabo (chat): What kind of creature would it be? Do you think
it will be strong?
Slime in front (in basement): You're back? You must really
have a lot of free time. What? You came to defeat the
monster that lives here? It would be great if you actually
beat him. We used to have this tower all to ourselves, before

he came and took over. He's a real pain in the slime to us.
You'd be doing us all a great favor if you took him out. I
know! Let me help you out. I may not be able to fight, but I
can at least show you the way. The name's Slachi. Pleased to
meet you. So do you want me to lead you to your inevitable
demise? [Slachi joined the party!]
Slachi (chat): Let's move!
Slime on the left: ...
Slachi (continued): Oh, that one can't speak human language.
Slime in the back: I saw how strong you were in that last
fight. That monster who's taken over is really tough, though,
so you should be careful.
Slime on the right: Try hard/comma/ Slachi! Human/comma/
please/comma/ Slachi help.
Slachi on first floor of tower (as you approach, if you go
outside then come back in): Oh! There he is you are(?)! This
time, let's get that monster for sure! [Slachi joined the
party!]
Slachi at locked gate on third floor: Wait... Leave this part
to me. {He goes through the hole in the wall, pulls the lever
to open the gate, then gets back in line.} Okay! Let's go!
Slachi (chat): Ta-da! I bet that you're glad you brought me
with you now!
Maribel (continued): He sure is on a roll.
Observation on fourth floor: The door is tightly shut.
Pot – Slime
Pot – MadPot
Slachi (as you move a little bit past the pots): Wait! The
floor in that area is unstable. You'd better not go over there.
Slachi (if you fall down to the floor below): I tried to warn
you! Stupid humans, never listening to an obviously superior
race.

Slachi (as you pass the column on the left on the top
floor): Wait! The floor in that area is unstable. You'd better
not go over there.
Slachi (if you fall down to the floor below): I tried to warn
you! Stupid humans, never listening to an obviously superior
race.
Slachi (as you approach the balcony on the top floor):
Huh? He's not here. Maybe he went outside to find some
food. {He goes over to the balcony and looks around.} Or
maybe he ran away cause he was afraid of us? Hey! Coward!
If you're really a man, show yourself! Eeek! He really showed
himself! Hey, guys, you take care of the rest! {He gets back
in the party and GigaMute flies onto the balcony.}
Slachi (chat): The rest is up to you guys. Now, go fight like
you've never fought before!
GigaMute: Snaarl... Roar!
Maribel (battle chat): Wow! It's hard to believe that thing
can jump that far!
Gabo (battle chat): Wow, what a disgusting monster!
Melvin (battle chat): That is quite an unsettling
monster. We have no idea what it may do, Master
HERO. Be careful.
Monster drop – FireShard
Slachi (when GigaMute is defeated): Yaaay! This place is
finally back to being the Slime haven I knew and loved! I
can't wait to go and tell my friends! {He goes to the edge and
hops off the balcony.}
Gabo (chat): All this fighting's made me hungry! Let's hurry
back to town.
Maribel (chat): Slachi left without even thanking us! What an
ungrateful Slime.
Slachi in basement: Oh, it's you! Thank you for liberating our
small sect of Slimes. We will be forever grateful to you, oh
great hero.

Maribel (chat): That slime's really on a roll. It's more
together than HERO, that's for sure.
Gabo (chat): It's good that they were able to get their
homes back.
Slime on the left: Slime slime slime!
Slime in the back: Slachi told me about you. I can't believe
you beat that monster! I wish we could thank you somehow,
but we don't have anything worth giving you. I'm really sorry
about that.
Slime on the right: Good job/comma/ Slachi! Good humans!
Good! Good!

Hamelia
Dr. Azmov: Oh, it's HERO! Did you rid the tower of
monsters for me? (Yes/No)
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): Oh. I see. However, with
vicious monsters as adversaries, we have no choice but to
wait. I shall wait for as long as it takes.
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘Yes’): That is wonderful! I felt quite
certain that you could do it. It's just as you heard, Beck.
Now that the monsters are gone, we must make haste. Let us
go and investigate the tower at once.
Beck (continued): Yes, Doctor!
Gabo (chat): Didn't that guy say he would give us a reward?
Maybe he went to get it.
Maribel (chat): They both left. Wait! What about the reward
they promised us?

Mountain Tower
Dr. Azmov (as you climb the stairs): {He and Beck are
running toward the exit.} What's going on here? You said

that you had cleared out the monsters, but there are Slimes
all over! Please do something! {A KingSlime approaches, then
splits into Slachi and the other three slimes.}
Dr. Azmov & Beck (continued): Eeeek!
Slachi (continued): Oh, HERO! And your friends, too! Not to
be rude, but is that old man a friend of yours? (Yes/No)
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): Aw, HERO. You're so mean!
Playing dumb like that...
Slachi (continued): Hey, what'd you say? Do you know about
it them? (Yes/No)
Dr. Azmov (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Slachi (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Well then,
sorry for surprising him. I was sure he'd come to wreck the
tower!
Beck (continued): What? Dr. Asmov would never do such a
thing!
Slachi (continued): So what the heck is a human doing coming
this deep into the mountains?
Beck (continued): I don't need to get your permission for
that!
Dr. Azmov (continued): {to Beck} Well, if it isn't Beck. Don't
be as hurried as a HornRush. {to Slachi} I'm here to conduct
research on the relationship between an old town legend and
this tower. I can assure you I have not come to damage the
tower or disrupt your way of life.
Slachi (continued): Hmm... Humans sure do strange things.
That's the only reason you came?
Beck (continued): You don't care? You people have no idea
how important the professor's research is! Mmph mmph!
Dr. Azmov (continued): {to Beck} It's okay, Beck, it's okay.
Everyone has their own way of looking at things.
Slachi (continued): Whatever. If he's a friend of yours, then
we can trust him. If you need to research something, go right

ahead. It's fine with us. {to the other slimes} Okay, you
heard it, everybody! Clear out! {All the slimes leave.}
Dr. Azmov (continued): Wow, you saved me! I never would
have guessed that Slime was friends with HERO! Now I'll be
able to thoroughly research the tower. {to Beck} Okay, Beck,
let's go.
Beck (continued): Yes, Doctor! {They both leave.}
Gabo (chat): Why was this tower built, anyway?
Maribel (chat): Sinking land, defeating monsters... A lot's
happened in this tower. I can't think of anything good that's
happened here, though!
Dr. Azmov on third floor: Wow. With this much space, this
tower could hold the population of the whole area. {to HERO}
Oh, HERO. Are you leaving already? Whoops! I almost forgot!
I have this Shard to give you as thanks. I'm so excited to
finally be able to check this place out. Oh, I'm very sorry. I
left the Shard in my basement storage in Hamelia. I'll need
to concentrate on the research here for a while, so please go
ahead and pick it up by yourself.
Maribel (chat): I have heard all that I need to hear. Let's
hurry over to the storehouse in Hamelia.
Dr. Azmov (again): The Shard is in my basement in Hamelia.
I'm busy with my research here, so you'll have to pick it up
yourself.
Beck: If the legend is true, a long time ago, an old musician
helped the people take shelter here. I feel such a grand
sense of adventure!
Gabo (chat): I feel such a grand sense of hunger!
Slachi on top floor: Hello, HERO! Dropping by again? Hey,
HERO? We look like monsters to you, don't we? Humans and
monsters... If only they could get along like we do.
Gabo (chat): Well, if everyone were like Slachi, we wouldn't
have any problems.

Maribel (chat): That Slachi got all serious. I wonder if he's
got a fever?
Slime (near Slachi): Zzzzz...
Slime on the right: We love taking naps here. And we're only
able to do it again thanks to HERO and friends! Thanks a lot,
guys!
Slime on the left: Sun feels good. Nice. Good to be home.

Hamelia
Warrior in inn: I hear that vicious monsters live in a tower
deep in the mountains to the north of this town. What? You
defeated them? You're really something! Or maybe those
monsters were weaker than everyone thought.
Soldier in storeroom beneath pub: Dr. Azmov stores his lab
equipment here. What? Azmov said you could[NL]take
something from here as a gift? I'll have to make an
exception, then. But I don't know if you'll find anything of
use to you down here. {He steps out of the way and opens the
gate.}
Soldier (again): I don't think there's much that the average
person would find useful in here.
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Treasure chest – FireShard

Sunken City
SeaLipsy at entrance: Smooch? Well, what are humans doing
in a place like this? How did you get here?
Maribel (chat): Smooch? What is this smooch thing?
Disgusting!
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. There doesn't
seem to be anything special about it.

MageStar in first building on the left: What're you doing
here? This is our town! Scram!
Maribel (chat): What's going on? The monsters here don't
even attack!
Gabo (chat): This place looks amazing.
Melvin (chat): Indeed, there is something strange
about the monsters here. Nevertheless, we must
remain alert. This could be some sort of trap.
Aira (chat): You were here before, HERO. Have
things changed much? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Really? It seems so
different from the way it was described to
me.
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. Who could have
changed this place?
Treasure chest – FireShard
Octogon in second building on the right: Humans, if you
wish to keep living then you must leave.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
BoneFish?? in center building: Splash! Sploosh!
BoneFish?? by stairs: Glug glug glug. My friend likes to
splash around!
NumbSlime: This town is ruled by the great Demon of the
Sea. It's been ages since humans have visited here.
EvilBeast: I heard that there is a King that rules the seas.
He must be quite important down there.
Maribel (chat): Undersea King? I bet he's a pompous ass.
Melvin (chat): The Undersea King? Indeed, the name
sounds vaguely familiar.
Treasure chest – GuardRuby
NumbSlime in left side room of back building: Humans?
This is the first time I've ever seen any of your kind. I heard
that you live above the ground, but yet, you were able to

come here, deep in the sea. Can you also breathe
underwater?
Observation: This monument looks like it could move. Will you
push it? (Yes/No) ‘Yes’
Seahorser?? corridor beneath city: We don't like conflict.
We live in peace in our town at the bottom of the sea. I
entreat you, humans, please keep your knowledge of this town
to yourselves.
DeathCrab in cell beneath city: I've heard that somewhere
in this world, there is a monster paradise! You can have
plenty to eat, and you don't have to do anything at all! I wish
I could find this mythical place.
Maribel (chat): I've never heard of a lazy monster. It
reminds me of HERO's uncle!
Melvin (chat): I'm pleased they are not hostile, but
the monsters here are disgraceful!
Pot – MadPot
Pot – MadPot
Pot – Mystic Nut
SeaLipsy in room on the right of back building: Smooch!
You're sexy! You're just my type! Smooch!
Gabo (chat): Wow! That's the first time anybody said I was
good looking!
Melvin (chat): My goodness! Please, pardon me!
SeaLipsy (if Maribel or Aira is leading the party): Smooch!
Oh dear! You look ugly! I bet no one wants to marry you. I
feel sorry for you.
Maribel (chat): Hey, hold on a minute! Just what part of me
are you calling ugly! I'm not going to tolerate degenerates
like that speaking to me! It's your fault, HERO, for talking to
them in the first place!
Aira (chat): I suppose you have to expect a different
aesthetic than normal monsters, but still...
EvlAnchor on right side of back building: Clunk! Clank!

NumbSlime on upper floor of back building: Last time I was
strolling on the bottom of the sea, I came across a strangelooking rock. What did I do with the rock? I gave it to Lord
Gracos. Lord Gracos collects strange things, you see.
Maribel (chat): Weird stone? Leave it to Maribel! That has
to be it!
Aira (chat): Look, HERO. Let's try and meet up with
this Gracos.
Seahorser??: The gargantuan Gracos V is in the room below.
He hates humans. Don't get involved with him if you want to
live.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Observation: There is a statue.
{Consider fighting Gracos V after getting Melvin
and/or Aira in the party.}
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was locked.
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was locked.
Gracos V: Humans? What are you doing here? I am Gracos
the Fifth, great Demon of the Sea. I despise your kind after
a group of filthy humans defeated my great ancestor long
ago. However, that has taught me to suspect you as well. Your
species can become surprisingly formidable when you have
had the gall to show your faces here, I can no longer turn a
blind eye to your presence. Showing yourselves was a bad
mistake. Now I, Gracos the Fifth, will make you pay for it!
Gabo (battle chat): I've seen this monster somewhere
before.
Maribel (battle chat): I don't think he realizes that we are
the ones who killed his ancestor. I guess we could call it
karma.
Melvin (battle chat): Did Master HERO and his
comrades kill his ancestors? It doesn't surprise me.

Aira (battle chat): I'm not sure what's going on
here, but I think we'd best defend ourselves.
Gracos V (when it is defeated): Wait! I surrender! Take my
treasure if you want, but please, spare my life. (Yes/No)
Gracos V (if you say ‘No’): Wait! Don't do anything rash.
You are being offered a gift from the mighty Demon of the
Sea. It is an offer none have received. Refuse it and you may
live to regret it. All I ask in exchange is for you to spare my
life. (Yes/No)
Gracos V (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Gracos V (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): You humans
are insidious. Even the weakest of you can possess a great
strength. Had I been more foolish, I could have met the
same end as my ancestor. As I promised, I will give you my
treasure. {The treasure chest on the right opens.} Here, take
this. It's a strange stone Shard that was brought to me.
[HERO obtained a ? Shard.] Isn't it odd? It may still prove
useful somehow. If it does, remember who you should thank.
Gabo (chat): If he knew we defeated his ancestors, what do
you think he'd do?
Maribel (chat): A Sea Demon shouldn't be so pitiful.
Melvin (chat): Certainly no match for us. Disgraceful.
Aira (chat): When I heard 'Sea Demon,' I was
imagining something really scary, but this is a joke.
Gracos V (again): I have one more request. Please, do not let
my subjects know that I was defeated by mere humans.
Hopefully, this treasure will seal your lips.
Maribel (chat): What a pathetic Sea Demon. He's so inept
that I feel sorry for those others.
Melvin (chat): Hush money, you say? Well, if we have
already received it, then there is nothing that can be
done.

Seahorser (after defeating Gracos V): Huh? How did you
make it back in one piece? How strange. Has Lord Gracos
overcome his hatred for humans?
Numbslime: Huh? That's the rock I gave to Lord Gracos. He
gave it to you? Wow! I've never seen a human get along with
Lord Gracos!

Medal King Castle
Gabo (chat): Look at that, HERO! I'd kill to live here
someday!
Maribel (chat): Who would build a castle in a place like this?
Slime on the left: Boing! Boing! I'm not a bad Slime! We all
live here happily with our master, the Medal King! Pay him a
visit while you're here! He's a wonderful man!
Maribel (chat): Slimes are actually cuter than I thought.
Gabo (chat): Too bad the rest of the monsters aren't on our
side, too.
Slime on the right: Boing! Boing! Welcome to the Medal
King's castle! The Medal King just looooves TinyMedal! If you
find any TinyMedal be sure to bring them all to the King!
He'll trade them for all sorts of wonderful things!
Medal King: Welcome! I am a collector of
TinyMedal from across the world. I'll give
wonderful rewards to anyone who brings me
TinyMedal! Aha! You've brought me medals! Let me
see them! Yes, yes. I see you have ## medals on hand.
Excellent! You've brought me 45 medals! Here's your Poison
Knife! [HERO received the Poison Knife!] Excellent! You've
brought me 50 medals! Here's your Wind Staff! [HERO
received the Wind Staff!] Right now, HERO/comma/ I have
## medals from you. If you bring me 58 you've got the
Sacrifice Bracelet coming your way!

Slime downstairs on the left: Boing! Boing! This is the castle
library. We've got all sorts of books on God and the Demon
Lord!
Gabo (chat): I wish other monsters were on the side of
people too!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'The great
Demon Lord Orgodemir'
'The great Demon Lord Orgodemir tried to seal off the
entire world. He fought against God and fell into ashes. God
defeated him.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'God'
'God used every bit of his power in the epic battle. In the
end, God passed away from exhaustion while defeating the
Demon Lord. No one knows if he may be revived again.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'The Hero
Melvin'
'God's greatest warrior, Melvin, was sealed into a stone by
God before the final battle. God, realizing his own death was
imminent, did this to save the Hero. If the world still exists,
place the stone in the altar near the sky. By doing so, the
Hero shall be awakened! There is a tall tower to the west of
this Medal Castle, just beyond the lake, that reaches into
the heavens.'
Slime downstairs in library on the right: The Medal King's
got mounds of rare and valuable things! Find as many medals
as you can, and trade them in!

CHAPTER 14

Resurrecting the Great Hero

Mezar
Maribel (chat): Let's go! We have to show that maid the
Merm Moon!
Gabo (chat): Will she really give us the Carpet just for
showing her the Merm Moon?
Maid in Nicola’s house: Legend says that a jewel known as
Merm Moon can be found in a sunken city. Show me the Merm
Moon and I will recognize you as true adventurers and give
you the carpet. [Show something to the maid? (Yes/No)]
(if you say ‘Yes’): HERO showed the Merm Moon to maid.
Maid (continued): The Merm Moon! Just like it was drawn in
the books! It's so beautiful. I must be dreaming that I get to
touch the real Merm Moon!
Maid (continued): You've proven your bravery, so the Carpet
is yours. I'm sure Nicola's dear, departed father would be
delighted to see you take it. The Carpet is hidden in a secret
place known only to Nicola's father and myself. Meet me
behind the temple, and I'll tell you all about it. It's a bad
habit of mine to speak too quickly. Would you like me to tell
you again? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. You've proven your
bravery, so the Magic Carpet is yours. The carpet is
in a place only I and Nicola's father know about. I'll
tell you all about the hiding place, so please meet me
behind the temple. I'll be waiting there. {She runs
off.}
Maid (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, I'll be waiting behind the
temple. Please come as soon as you can. {She runs off.}

Maribel (chat): What a pain. They actually expect me to go
over and get it myself? Those half-wits should bring it to me!
Gabo (chat): Quick! Now we can finally get the real thing!
Maid behind church: Well, that's strange! I'm sure it was
around here somewhere. I'll look around here. Everybody, you
look around behind the temple. The real Carpet is stored in a
basement storeroom. But I've forgotten where the stairs
are! How could I have done that?
Maribel (chat): What a pain! Why do I have to help you find
a stupid staircase?
Gabo (chat): I don't have a good memory either, but I'm not
as bad as that maid!
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. HERO discovers
a staircase leading down!
Maid (continued): Oh, you found it! Thanks. Now, then, please
follow me down.
Maid in secret cavern: The Carpet is inside the treasure
chest. Please take it.
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. HERO got
the Magic Carpet.
Nicola (behind you on the bridge, continued): I can't
believe it! What on earth is this place doing here?
Maid (continued): Nicola! How'd you find this?
Nicola (continued): Huh? You're the... Hey! What's going on
here? {He walks forward.} Why do they have the carpet? I
thought I took it from them!
Maid (continued): ... They have the real Carpet. The one you
have is a fake. I switched the carpet with a fake one and hid
the real thing here. Your father ordered me to hide the real
carpet to prevent you from killing yourself in search of the
Hero.
Nicola (continued): It was fake! I didn't know my father
worried about me that much. I could never make myself

break my father's promise. Instead, I had others take up the
quest for me.
Maid (continued): Well, let's leave it to them. They found
the Merm Moon after all.
Nicola (continued): So you have the legendary treasure that
I read about as a child! You're amazing! Well, I'm going to
leave everything in your hands. {to HERO} I think you will
find the Carpet very useful in reviving the old warrior. Please,
take it! {to maid} I'm sorry I put you through all that
trouble.
Maid (continued): No. That's all right. It doesn't matter
anymore.
Nicola (continued): Shall we go back home, then? {They both
leave together.}
Maribel (chat): Now that we've got what we wanted, we can
do whatever we please! Although, it would undoubtedly be
fun. Seeing the look on Nicola's face if we revive the Hero!
Gabo (chat): This time we can finally fly on the carpet for
real. I'm excited already!
Tough guy near church: What? You tracked down the real
Carpet? So the one Nicola had all this time was a fake?
Old woman in church: The maid hid the real carpet away?
Heavens! Well, the maid probably did it for Nicola's own
sake. I doubt he would last long as an adventurer.
Woman behind bar in pub: See? I told you. Nicola just isn't
capable of lying. Too bad it took this long before he found
out the truth himself.
Dejan man near pub: What? The maid switched Nicola's
carpet with a fake? I feel sorry for Nicola. He thought he
was giving the real thing to adventurers all this time.
Young woman by inn: That Nicola's a bit of a wimp, don't you
think? He couldn't even break a promise he made with his
dead father. (Yes/No)

Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Right! Driving himself mad
like that over some old promise...
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): You don't? Well, I think he's
embarrassing!
Man in blue vest in house by well: So anyone can ride the
Carpet? And here I always thought only Nicola could use it.
Woman in kitchen: You got the real carpet? Oh, I'm so
jealous of you! When riding the Carpet, nothing in the world
can get in your way!
Nicola in his house: No one's sure where the Great Hero
slumbers today. Not even we soldiers of God were told. I'm
sure God didn't want his location to be revealed easily.
However, God gave his soldiers the Carpet. So he must be
someplace accessible only by it. The rest I leave up to you.
Good luck, adventurers!
Maribel (chat): If Nicola met the hero, he'd probably treat
him like a deity!
Gabo (chat): Please, HERO! Ask the poet for me. He should
take care of us before that 'hero'.
Nicola (again): However, God gave his soldiers the Carpet. So
he must be someplace accessible only by it. If you revive the
Great Hero, could you take bring him to Mezare? I'd love to
welcome him back from his long sleep.
Maid in kitchen: Now I don't feel guilty for deceiving Nicola
anymore. Thank you. I thought Nicola would kill me for
tricking him like that. All's well that ends well, I suppose.
Command (on World Map): Item – Carpet – Use
HERO unfolded the Carpet.

Great Hero’s Shrine

Maribel (chat): What an odd-looking building. It's close to
Mezar, you know. I wonder if the Soldiers of God built it in
ancient times.
Maribel (chat, inside): Hey, HERO. There's someone here!
This is kind of creepy! He's not moving at all.
Warrior ghost: Was that the magic carpet that you were
riding? Are you a Soldier of God? Regardless, you possess
the spirit of one. I am also a Soldier of God, doomed to be
defeated by the Demon Lord. I have been waiting for
warriors like you for an eternity. Let me tell you the word of
God. /quote marks/Long ago, I sealed the Great Hero, Melvin,
into a stone. When he is needed again, the stone will radiate
a great heat, and begin to shake. At that time, the chosen
ones will climb the staircase into the sky, bearing the stone
before them./close quote marks/ Those are the words that
were entrusted to me. I know no more about the seal. And
now, dispel our pain and revive the great Melvin!
Maribel (chat): A stone that gives off heat, is it? Oh, please!
How can we find this HeroStone with so little to go on?
Gabo (chat): What? The HeroStone? How should I know?
I've never seen any warm rocks before.
Observation: Upon approaching the corpse, magic words
appeared on the floor. 'Long ago, I sealed the Great Hero,
Melvin, into a stone. When he is needed again, the stone will
radiate a great heat, and begin to shake. At that time, the
chosen ones will climb the staircase into the sky, bearing the
stone before them.' As HERO finished reading the words,
they disappeared into the floor.
Treasure chest – WindShard
Pot – Life Acorn
Maribel (chat, outside): A stone that gives off heat, you
say? How can we find this HeroStone with so little to go on?

World’s Tallest Tower

Observation: The door didn't open. It seems to be held shut
by a mysterious power.

Fishbel
Maribel (chat): Fishbel is always so calm and peaceful.
Gabo (chat): I smell tasty fish cooking everywhere in
HERO's village. It's making me hungry!
Young woman in north house: I'm sorry, HERO, but you just
missed the ship. If you were a little earlier, you could have
seen your father.
Old man: Oh, hello there. How's your journey going? I wish I
could join you, but I fear I'm too old for such a quest.
Young woman near entrance: Hello, HERO. I haven't seen
you in quite a while.
Mollie: Welcome back, HERO. Your father's gone out on a
fishing voyage. If you and your friends need a rest, feel free
to use your room upstairs.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... HERO's mother sure smells good!
Will she feed me something?
Nun in church: Welcome back, HERO. I'm happy to see you in
such good spirits. May God bless you as you continue on your
adventure.
Little boy by church: I want to have an adventure going
island-hopping after I grow up!
Woman in general store: Amitt has been looking depressed
lately. His only child Maribel left on a journey. He must miss
her.
Merchant in general store: Have you heard about Hondara
over in the castle town? They say he made a pile of dough
after hatching some kind of scheme. He might just have a
head for business. I better work harder over here.

Maribel (chat): There's no way that your uncle has any kind
of head for business. If he did, he wouldn't have borrowed
money from everybody!
Gabo (chat): So now that Hondara turned a profit, does that
mean that he's rich now? Rich people can eat as much food as
they like, right? Man, I envy them!
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Something's wrong with
your father, Maribel. All he does is worry about you. I'm glad
that you're back, but I'm worried about Amitt too. If you
haven't seen him yet, please, go talk to him. I'm sure it will
make him feel much better.
Maribel (chat): There's no need to worry about my father.
There's no way anything bad could happen to him. My mom is
just thinking too much!
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Isn't your father acting
strange, Maribel?
Maribel (continued): Papa still sees me as a little kid, and
always worries about the same things!
Maribel’s mother (continued): Could he be pushing himself
too hard? Maybe I'm just imagining things.
Amitt upstairs: Oh, it's you, Maribel! Welcome back! Oh,
seeing your face is such a relief! I wish that you didn't have
to leave, but I know that your journey is of the utmost
importance. Go on, do what you have to do. Just be careful.
Maribel (chat): Father's such a worrywart. I suppose anyone
would worry over such a precious daughter!
Amitt (again): Now go, but be careful. When you get back,
you must come see me.
Sailor on dock: I wish this cold would hurry up and go away.
Cough! Cough!

Woodsman’s Hut
Cat in cellar: Purrrr... Meow!

Wolf near bonfire: Woof! Woof, woof!
Dog on the right: Woof! Woof woof!
Cat on the left: Meow!
Woodsman: Ah, it's you! It seems that the animals of the
forest have gotten to know you by now! The animals were
waiting here with me for you to come back and see us.

Estard Castle Town
Man in blue vest in southwest house: Even if Prince Kiefer
is far away, I'm sure he'll be fine.
Nun outside church: The townspeople are starting to accept
that the Prince is gone. I'm glad. The Prince would want
everyone to be happy without him.
Young woman in northwest house: So we finally have
travelers coming from other islands. Naturally some of your
friends come from other islands. But don't you think it's
amazing that ordinary people have started traveling to other
islands?
Young man: It seems with all his wealth, that man has
constructed villas all over the world. He was looking for
bodyguards. Are you them? How does it feel to feed on the
table scraps of the rich?
Little girl: Hmmm... {to HERO} What is it? I'm deep in
thought right now! I want you to leave me alone!
Soldier by exit: Estard Castle is just ahead. Oh, HERO. The
people at the castle are feeling better now. If you could, why
don't you go and visit them?
Merchant by fountain: I was hoping to do business with a
wealthy man that visited. He refused to take me seriously,
though. Once a man acquires so much wealth, he's only
interested in the rarest items he can wrap his stubby, venal
hands around.

Maribel (chat): I don't think anybody really takes him
seriously. I politely asked to see his stuff once, but it was
just a disorganized pile of trash. I think he found most of it
on the ground. It was pretty sad.
Young man by fountain: An opulent man by the name of
Brugeo came here from the west on a ship a while ago.
Hondara tried to butter him up, but Brugeo didn't even give
him the time of day!
Old man near fountain: I hear Hondara got his hands on a lot
of money. There's got to be something wrong with the world
if someone like him can prosper!
Old man in northern house: Would you believe it? Hondara
paid this month's rent! He still owes me half a year's rent,
but I'm just glad to know he actually has some intention of
paying, after all. If I'm really patient, I suppose someday he
just might pay me the rest of what he owes me!
Young woman upstairs: I guess we should be thankful that
Hondara paid us. Is it okay to accept it? I hope he didn't
scam anybody for it. Oh, forgive me, HERO. I didn't mean to
question your uncle's character. Not in front of you, anyway.
Littly boy by Hondara’s house: Hondara bought me some
candy! Can I really eat it? He won't hit me if I do?
Old man in cliff house: Zzzzz... PuffPuff...
Maribel (chat): Hey! The old man is sleeping! While we were
enduring hardships, he was sleeping without a care in the
world!
Gabo (chat): What is PuffPuff?
Orka’s father: Ah, are you a customer? If so, please go
around to the front of the store!
Orka upstairs: Oh, hi, Maribel. Did you come just to see me?
I'm so glad! I'm sorry the place is such a mess, but come on
in and stay awhile if you'd like.

Maribel (chat): Why does Orka always have that happy look
on his face? Because he can see me, of course! What a silly
question.
Woman by well: It's certainly a big world out there. Whew!
And I thought the King dressed gaudily! Those guys have him
beat by a mile! Hmm? Where did those people say they lived?
Oh, I don't know. Why don't you try asking the castle
fortune teller?
Old woman by well: We'll need to have a big welcome for any
travelers that come here. Besides, maybe we'll hear
something about the Prince!
Innkeeper: Hondara's been pretty lively of late. I just hope
nothing bad happens, that's all.
Woman upstairs: I have a lot of faith in myself when it
comes to work. I have no problem with saying that this guest
house is the greatest in the world. But a while ago, a man
with copious wealth spent the night here. I have to admit,
even I lost my nerve when that happened.
Old man in pub: What in the world did Hondara do this time?
He's been acting uncharacteristically nice since the wealthy
arrived.
Man in black pants: It's a miracle! Hondara actually paid for
a drink! Now if only he'd tackle the rest of his tab.
Bunny girl: Listen, Hondara. I'm busy with work, so I don't
think I can go with you. Why don't you go ask some other
girl? {to HERO} Oh, HERO, you're here too? Try and talk
some sense into him!
Bunny girl (again): Sigh...
Hondara: {to bunny girl} Aww, come on! Let me in! It's just
for a few days! I can pay for it! You don't need to worry
about money! So come on, let's go on a little trip together—
Hic! {to HERO} Hey, HERO. Help me talk this young lady into
a drink, will you? Hmm? The HotStone? Oh, I finally managed
to sell the thing. Who? Someone came in and bought it from

me. I think his name was Bru... something. You know, that rich
guy with the houses all over the world. You really missed out!
Maribel (chat): Brugeo must be quite the collector to want
some dumb old rock like that!
Gabo (chat): Brugeo has a bunch of vacation homes, right?
Now which towns did we visit that he owned a house in?
Hondara (again): I sold the HotStone a long time ago! That
rich guy with the homes all over the world bought it from me.
Thanks to him, I can have some fun for a change— Hic!

Estard Castle
Maribel (chat): The atmosphere in the castle seems to have
changed. It's so vibrant now!
Gabo (chat): The castle has become so cheerful. Kiefer will
would be happy to see everyone so lively!
Soldier inside on the right: Great work, sir! Welcome back!
Guard Captain: The soldiers have finally regained their
morale. We have the King to thank for this resurgance. He
has undergone much tribulation, yet has maintained his stoic
resignation. His efforts encourage everyone else.
Maribel (chat): It is amazing how much influence a king holds
over his guards.
Soldier in guardhouse: It's just a rumor, but is it true that
Hondara has become quite rich? Hondara is really an amazing
fellow.
Maribel (chat): That guard is always like that, isn't he? He'd
never let anything in the world bring him down!
Gabo (chat): Follow me forever? I hope he doesn't follow me
to the bathroom.
Soldier on castle grounds: I'm so excited! The King noticed
that I was depressed, so he spoke to me about it personally!
To think the King himself came to see me! I feel like a new
man now!

Maribel (chat): Wow. It was nice of the King to do that!
Gabo (chat): The King did the right thing! Kiefer's dad is so
kind!
Maid in dining room on the right: Hey, listen to this! The
King has begun eating meals with Princess Leesa! Despite his
awful depression, he has finally regained the composure
necessary to direct his attention toward her!
Gabo (chat): Leesa's finally able to eat again. I'm so happy
for her!
Maribel (chat): Thank goodness the King's finally taking
meals again.
Maid behind table: Princess Leesa has started eating, even
though it's just a little bit. Perhaps she gets distracted from
her distress when the King's with her.
Chef in the kitchen on the right: The Prince always was the
type to get deeply involved in things. He expressed an
unwavering desire to find his own path in life. Now he's
finally found something that he's so intense about, he's
willing to toss away his status as a prince. I'll miss him, but I
wish him the best.
Chef on the left: It seems that everybody's appetite has
returned! I'm so glad! People need food for energy!
Old man in kitchen cellar: No one told me the Prince was
gone! I was wondering why we had a food surplus. It's
because everyone's too sad to work up an appetite! I can't
believe no one told me! Doesn't anyone care about me? I tell
you, I really should try to get out more.
Lady on second floor: The King said that he was able to
cheer himself up, but I wonder if that's really the case. I
think that the King is pushing himself too hard. I know I'm
right! There will be no place for me, otherwise! Hmpf!
Maribel (chat): Just what is that lady to the King, anyway?
Maid in Kiefer’s room: Whew... The King has finally started
getting better. Don't misunderstand me, though. I don't

mean to sound as if I'm not happy about it. It's just that I
think it would be terrible to be told not to clean this room
anymore.
Gabo (chat): Even with Kiefer gone, I think it's fine to keep
cleaning his room!
Maribel (chat): Yeah, I guess since Kiefer's not coming back,
his room isn't needed anymore.
Knight on back terrace: I heard that the King has gotten
better, but I wonder about Princess Leesa. The Princess
hasn't shown herself on the balcony since the Prince left.
She shouldn't keep thinking about it so much and get a
breath of fresh air.
Soldier outside royal chamber: Why, if it isn't HERO! The
Princess is feeling slightly better. His Highness has seen very
little of the Princess of late. But even so, it seems clear that
His Highness has also been concerned for the well-being of
the Princess. The Princess seems much more at ease when
His Highness is able to spend time with her each day.
Gabo (chat): The King is finally spending time with Leesa.
It's not as though the whole family had to collapse because
of Kiefer's decision.
Maribel (chat): Thank goodness the King finally noticed what
was happening to Princess Leesa! If you ask me, he should've
noticed a long time ago.
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO... Did you know that Father's been
spending more time with me lately? We don't talk about
anything in particular. We just share a meal together, but
I'm positive that Father is just as upset about my brother as
I am! I can feel it!
Maribel (chat): Princess Leesa is still so sad. Hopefully, the
King's company will provide some relief.
Gabo (chat): Leesa still looks so sad. I guess she really needs
Kiefer.

Princess Leesa (again): Not seeing my brother, I've been so
lonely! But I'm not the only one who's been feeling that way!
Father's been just as upset all along!
Lady on front terrace: The soldiers of the castle have
suddenly become enthusiastic. What could have happened?
Young man in front of library: The people in the castle are
finally feeling better. The Prince is somewhere out there,
doing his best! That should make us proud! Don't you agree?
Scholar in library: From a scientific standpoint, I'm happy to
keep finding new lands, but the fact of the matter is that
the investigation can't keep up. I wish I could go on the
investigation myself instead of simply waiting for reports.
Soldier at top of castle: The King was more surprised than
anyone about the Prince. He's begun taking out his
frustrations on his loyal subjects. We must do our best to
protect the King or risk paying the consequences!
Maribel (chat): Until recently, the King was wallowing in
sorrow. It was painful to watch. It's common sense that
people like to be treated gently when they're feeling down.
Bard on balcony: Even if they have a chance to make their
dreams come true, many people back away due to various
circumstances. The Prince seems to have seized his own
dream without hesitation. To tell the truth, I am really
jealous of the Prince's way of life.
Old man fortune teller: You there. Would you like me to tell
your fortune? (Yes/No)
Old man fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, let me
begin. Ahem... Inspire! Perspire! Conspire! Booga! Ohh, I'm
getting something, I'm getting something! Where am I? I see
a wealthy man crossing a large body of water on a boat! Mmm,
there's a tower on the other side! And it goes up for miles
and miles! On the tower I see someone holding a sword.
Perhaps a new person entering your life? Hii-ya! Wheeze,

wheeze. Now for the finale. Well, that may or may not be
your future. That's the nature of the beast.
Tough guy on west castle grounds: Wah! Don't sneak up on
me, pinko! Aw, man! I dropped my wallet right where I peed.
Soldier on second floor terrace: The job is good. I get to
bludgeon rioters during times of civil unrest. Another hard
day on the job!
Maribel (chat): It seems that everyone is doing fine, even
without Kiefer around! I was mad at Kiefer for leaving us to
answer for his actions, but I don't care any more. I feel good
about things now!
Soldier in throne room on the right: Sir! Welcome back,
HERO!
Soldier on the left: Yesterday, the King went through the
castle to ascertain the soldiers' battle-readiness. He was
surprised by the low morale.
Maribel (chat): The King took a long time to notice. I guess
that's because he had so much on his mind.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad the King noticed! If he hadn't, nothing
would've changed.
Minister: Ah, HERO. Welcome back. Well then, hurry in to
see His Majesty with all possible alacrity.
King Burns: Ah, HERO, you've returned. I'm embarassed to
admit it, but I've been thinking about Kiefer so much that I
seem to have forgotten more important matters. I hadn't
taken notice of the condition that Leesa and the people of
the castle have been in. Fortunately, things never worsened
to such an extent that I was unable to extricate myself.
Kiefer stays away, doing the best he can with the choices
he's made. I must carry on with my duties, as well. I did not
intend to worry you, HERO. Your concern is without merit.
My sorrows will be easily drowned over time with wine and
women. Go forth and fulfill your destiny. Die a most glorious
death in battle.

Gabo (chat): The King was impressive today. He looked so
strong!
Maribel (chat): The King is finally feeling better, thank
goodness!
Minister (again): The King is back to his old self again. He's
completely recovered. Although thoughts about the absent
Prince must still pain his heart terriby. I think he will be all
right now, so long as nothing else awful happens.

Brugeo’s Mansion on Orph Island
Maribel (chat): Well, it's a nice enough mansion, I suppose.
It doesn't quite compare with ours, of course.
Gabo (continued): Gee, what a huge house!
Young Dejan man at entrance: Welcome to the mansion of
Brugeo, the richest man in the world!
Farmer: I wonder why Brugeo built his mansion in such a
secluded place.
Maribel (chat): Brugeo has vacation houses in Krage and
Litorud, right? So how come a guy like that lives in such an
isolated place?
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Do you think Brugeo is at home for
once?
Sailor in boathouse: Our job is to have the boat ready
whenever the Master goes out.
Tough guy in boathouse: The Master's gone off somewhere
and hasn't come back. I've had so much free time, I don't
know what to do.
Young woman by well: I think I'll ask for a transfer once
Brugeo comes back. I want to go have some fun at his houses
in Litorud and Krage.
Well – EvilWell

Young man in well: I'm not goofing off! I'm picking out the
moss from the well. Not that you can do anything with it,
but...
Chef in mansion kitchen: Brugeo is quite particular about
how his food tastes. Still, I wish he wouldn't flip over the
table all the time...
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Next time, let's come here when
Brugeo's home.
Barrel – 120 gold coins
Treasure chest – Shell Suit
Treasure chest – LandShard
Man in black pants in dining room: Brugeo's been gone for
ages without sending any letters! He said he was going on a
journey to find rare artifacts, but this is the longest he's
been away from the mansion.
Gabo (chat): If we go to Brugeo's vacation house, we might
just run into him!
Maribel (chat): It must be nice to go traveling wherever you
want just to do a little shopping!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. HERO read the
diary named 'Malice, Pain, and Envy'. 'A curse upon the clerks
in the WorldDew shop! How dare they tell me, Brugeo, to go
stand in line with the others! Why, I'll buy up that shop and
fire all of them!'
Maid upstairs: I don't expect that Brugeo to be back soon.
He was all riled up about the quest he's on.
Gabo (chat): If we go to Brugeo's vacation house, we just
might run into him!
Dresser – Bow Tie
Treasure chest – Magic Key
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Dresser – Silk Hat

Litorud

Young man at entrance: A rich man just bought a Baloch
house for himself. He plans on using it for a summer getaway!
The audacity!
Scholar: Rumor has it that a rich man tried to purchase the
top spot in the Style Ranking. He failed, of course! Oh, the
arrogance and thoughtless oppression of the wealthy!
Soldier in front of mansion: I finally got to meet Brugeo,
the owner of the house! He only stayed for a few minutes,
but what an honor it was!
Gabo (chat): I guess that Brugeo guy isn't in Litorud
anymore.

Krage
Young woman at entrance: He was a total mystery until now,
but the owner of that vacation house has finally come to
Krage.
Young man by center well: I think Mr. Brugeo came here to
get the WorldDew, but he and the owner of the shop just got
into a shouting match. I guess some people just can't stand
waiting in line...
Young woman near mansion: Quite unexpectedly, I ran into
the owner of the vacation house. He said he'd forgotten he
even had it until he was traveling nearby, and then he decided
to drop in.
Chef in mansion kitchen: I was finally able to serve Master
Brugeo my special dish! Master Brugeo even gave me a
compliment! My cup runneth over.
Maid in cellar: Master Brugeo told me that I did a great job
cleaning up the place! That's the first time I've ever been
praised like that! This is what a maid lives for!
Man in black pants in library: Brugeo briefly stopped by
here on a recent trip. I heard that he's traveling the world

buying unique items. Master Brugeo showed us the items he
got during his latest trip. One of them was very strange. It
was some kind of stone... the HotStone, maybe? I couldn't
figure it out. It felt warm, but other than that, it was just a
stone. Master Brugeo seemed very happy with it, though. He
had a big smile on his face.
Maribel (chat): I bet Brugeo is some big fat guy with lots of
huge rings on his fingers! And I bet his double chin wiggles
when he laughs! Oh, how horrid!
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's go visit Brugeo's house!
Maid upstairs: Huh? where Where did you say Master
Brugeo is going? He said that he would return home for the
time being. I don't know where his main house is located,
either, but I heard it is far from town.

Brugeo’s Mansion on Orph Island
Tough guy in boathouse: The Master had so much luggage, I
thought I'd break my back. He may be the richest, but he's
the world's biggest spender, too!
Young woman by well: Brugeo approved my transfer! Now I
just have to decide which of his houses to kick back at.
Chef in mansion kitchen: I'm sorry, it's just that I'm so
excited. Master told me my food's better than what he ate
on the road. It's the greatest compliment of my life!
Man in black pants in dining room: Brugeo's finally back, but
now he spends all day in his room. All he does is stare at the
HotStone, or whatever he calls it.
Man in rags upstairs: Why am I, the son of Brugeo, wearing
such a shabby outfit? Well, I've got my reasons... Heh heh
heh. I'm the son of the richest man in the world. I have to
dress like this to stay out of the public eye.
Gabo (chat): Oh, yuck! He smells horrible! And I thought the
bandits in Dharma were bad!

Maribel (chat): It's people like that that give us rich folks a
bad name!
Brugeo (gentleman): Yes. I am Brugeo, the richest man in the
world. And what kind of business might you have with me?
[Talk to Brugeo about the HotStone? (Yes/No)]
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): Huh? Didn't you have anything to
say to me? I'm too busy looking at this stone to waste time
with idle chitchat! Ahhh! That stone makes me feel so happy.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, how come you didn't tell Brugeo
about the stone? Do you want me to tell him for you?
(Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Nah, I wouldn't be any good
at it. You're a lot better at explaining things to
people.
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Yeah. If I tried to tell it, the story
would get all messed up.
Brugeo (again): What's that? So you do have some business
with me? Well, make it quick. I'm a busy man. I've got my
hands full with this stone right now. [Talk to Brugeo about
the HotStone? (Yes/No)]
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO told Brugeo about the
HotStone.] Hah! The great Hero? I know more about him
than you do. According to the legends, if you offer the Hero
Stone to the heavens from the tallest tower in the world, the
Hero will awaken, and return to this world. I'm too old to be
taken in by that silly story. What? This HotStone is the Hero
Stone of legend? Hah! I'd love to believe that, but I won't
give this Stone to anyone! It's a precious artifact!
Brugeo (again): I wonder what kind of person the great Hero
was? He must have been a handsome man... or even a
beautiful woman! I'd love to be able to hire someone like that
as a servant. I could brag about that forever.
Observation: HERO closely examined the HotStone. The heat
was strong enough to warm HERO's face!

Maid on third floor: That son of his refuses to give up
wearing those dirty clothes. He doesn't dress like that when
he's out with the Master, does he?
Brugeo (as you leave his house): Wait! Wait a minute! I've
got something to tell you. I've decided to give you a chance. I
can't just give you the HotStone based on your story, but
instead I'll journey with you. If your story is true, and you
need to use the Stone, I'll give it to you then. Is that all
right with you? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): You'd best not make light
of the richest man in the world. I'm going along with
you, whether you like it or not! Ever since you brought
it up, I can't get the Hero out of my mind. I've simply
got to see what he looks like! [Brugeo forced his way
into your party!]
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): Wonderful, wonderful. I've been
thinking about nothing but the Hero lately. I can't wait to
see him reborn before my eyes! [Brugeo joined the party!]
Maribel (chat): That Brugeo is so pushy! He doesn't even
think about what's best for us! If he was going to come with
us anyway, he should have cooperated from the beginning!
Brugeo (continued): Oh, stop complaining! You should be
grateful that I'm even agreeing to cooperate!
Brugeo (chat): If what you say is true, it means that I could
see this revival of the Hero right before my own eyes! I'm so
excited about that! I can't wait!
Brugeo (chat): Bring me with you to your destination
immediately! You're using up my precious time, you know.
Chef in mansion kitchen: Are you going out, Master?
Brugeo (continued): That's right. I'm on a quest to revive
the great Hero of legend.
Chef (continued): Well, I'll be waiting with all your favorite
dishes when you return!

Man in black pants in dining room: Master, you can't
possibly be going on another journey!
Brugeo (continued): Unfortunately, yes. I'm on a quest to
revive the great Hero. We'll search for the largest tower in
the world.
Man (continued): I suppose you'll be going to the tower,
then... Please be careful.
Brugeo’s son upstairs: Now why is Dad hanging around a
filthy group like you?
Brugeo (continued): How about taking a bath before going on
like that, son?
Brugeo’s son (continued): This is for my father's sake! I'd
be kidnapped in an instant without it.
Brugeo (continued): ...
Maid on third floor: Master, please tell your son to take a
bath.
Brugeo (continued): I know, I know... Sigh...
Young woman at well: Master! Thank you so much for
accepting my transfer request.
Brugeo (continued): Certainly. You will have to come back
eventually, remember.
Farmer: Master! Please, please, give me a day off, too!
Brugeo (continued): How about a permanent vacation, then?
Would you like that?
Farmer (continued): What a slave driver...
Tough guy in boathouse: Oh, good afternoon, Master. The
boat is ready for departure.
Brugeo (continued): We're fine for now. Keep up the good
work.

Harbor
Brugeo (chat): I just love ships. That's why I built my
mansion on a lake!

Tough guy at entrance: Welcome back, Master. What?
You've only just arrived, and you are going out again?
Brugeo (continued): Mm-hmm. Just for a little bit, though.
Soldier in house: That's a surprise. I wouldn't have thought
that Brugeo would have such young friends as you. I'm always
surprised by the kind of people Brugeo knows.
Young man on dock: I can't stand it any longer! This sun's
making me dizzy. I just don't have the body for this manual
labor.
Brugeo (chat): Complaining about work in front of his boss?
Outrageous! He's fired!

Estard Castle Town
Brugeo (chat): Come to think of it, I don't have a home in
this area yet.
Old man in pub: Hondara's been drinking all day recently.
Knowing him, that lifestyle isn't going to last very long.
Bunny girl: Say, HERO, is it true that your uncle is really
rich? (Yes/No)
Bunny girl (if you say ‘No’): Awww, too bad.
Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): A rich uncle? Ooh, wonderful!
Tee hee hee!
Brugeo (chat): Hmm... Not bad, but I prefer younger ones.
Maribel (chat): Rich men are unimpressive. The women who
seek them out disgust me!
Gabo (chat): Brugeo is a great person? What makes you say
that?
Man in black pants: Sigh. Hondara's running up his tab again.
But this is Hondara, after all. He might just be pretending
he's broke.
Woman upstairs: Will you be staying the night here again?
Brugeo (continued): I just felt like dropping in, that's all.

Woman (continued): Oh, is that a fact? Please come stay
here again, okay?
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO, you and I should get a room at
the inn sometime. Just the two of us. Wouldn't that be
great? Ha ha ha! I'm just joking! I'd never want to share a
room with a loser like you!
Woman by well: Oh my, haven't I met you somewhere
before, sir? When in the world did you start journeying with
him, HERO? My goodness, you surprise me every time I see
you.
Young man by fountain: Hmm? Hey, you. You've visited here
before, haven't you?
Merchant by fountain: Are you telling me that the person
over there wants something from me?
Brugeo (continued): No, nothing in particular.
Merchant (continued): Ah, I thought so. No one wants
anything from a poor merchant like me.
Maribel (chat): What about the rich? They are childish
gluttons, frantically seizing whatever their chubby hands can
grasp onto! Fawning over the rich is a grave mistake!
Old man near fountain: I hear Hondara got his hands on a lot
of money. There's got to be something wrong with the world
if someone like him can prosper!
Brugeo (chat): Usually, that Hondara is up to no good. I
couldn't care less who is selling, though. I'm always happy for
the chance to buy quality items.
Old woman in church: I miss Prince Kiefer. With him gone,
the town feels so lonely.

Estard Castle
Brugeo (chat): Last time I passed through here, I didn't
stop at this castle. It's quite elegant.

Brugeo (chat): I'd love to do some sightseeing here at the
castle, but I'm too busy. I sure hope I see a hero soon,
though.
Brugeo (chat): I wonder how much it would cost to buy this
castle.
Brugeo (chat): At any rate, this castle is unique. Castles are
usually so flowery and overdone, but this one is different.
Soldier in guardhouse: It's just a rumor, but is it true that
Hondara has become quite rich? Hondara is really an amazing
fellow.
Brugeo (chat): I guess Hondara is pretty amazing. I can't
believe he managed to get that Shard Stone.
Princess Leesa: Not seeing my brother, I've been so lonely!
But I'm not the only one who's been feeling that way!
Father's been just as upset all along!
Brugeo (chat): What a beautiful princess. She's sad because
she's lost her brother? The poor girl.
Old man fortune teller: You there. Would you like me to tell
your fortune? (Yes/No)
Old man fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, let me
begin. Ahem... Inspire! Perspire! Conspire! Booga! Ohh, I'm
getting something, I'm getting something! Mmm, there's a
tower on the other side! And it goes up for miles and miles!
On the tower I see someone holding a sword. Perhaps a new
person entering your life? Hii-ya! Wheeze, wheeze. Now for
the finale. Well, that may or may not be your future. That's
the nature of the beast.
King Burns: Kiefer stays away, doing the best he can with the
choices he's made. I must carry on with my duties, as well. I
did not intend to worry you, HERO. Your concern is without
merit. My sorrows will be easily drowned over time with wine
and women. Go forth and fulfill your destiny. Die a most
glorious death in battle.

Brugeo (chat): He's quite a grand figure for the King of such
a small kingdom, isn't he? It's easy to imagine why the
citizens of this land are so happy.

Woodsman’s Hut
Brugeo (chat): You have something you need to take care of?
At a time like this? I don't have much time.

Fishbel
Brugeo (chat): So this small village is HERO's hometown.
Listen, I understand that you miss your mother, but I'd like
to see the revival of the Great Hero soon. I'd appreciate it if
we could be on our way soon.
Mollie: Welcome back, HERO. Your father's gone out on a
fishing voyage. If you and your friends need a rest, feel free
to use your room upstairs.
Brugeo (chat): That was HERO's mother, wasn't it? She's
just an ordinary woman. His father, though, is the real
surprise. A mere fisherman? Imagine!
Merchant in general store: Have you heard about Hondara
over in the castle town? They say he made a pile of dough
after hatching some kind of scheme. He might just have a
head for business. I better work harder over here.
Brugeo (chat): Rather than saying that Hondara is talented,
I'd prefer you to say that I've got a good eye! It seems that
I'm the only one in the world who saw any value in that stone.
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Isn't your father acting
strange, Maribel?
Maribel (continued): Papa still sees me as a little kid, and
always worries about the same things!

Maribel’s mother (continued): Could he be pushing himself
too hard? Maybe I'm just imagining things.
Brugeo (chat): Was the woman I just spoke with Maribel's
mother? She must have been a very beautiful lady when she
was young!
Amitt upstairs: Now go, but be careful. When you get back,
you must come see me.
Brugeo (chat): You know, Maribel's father kind of looks like
me. The similarity is probably due to the fact that we've
both led such comfortable lives! Ho ho ho!

Ancient Fane
Brugeo (if you try to place a shard on a pedestal): Hey,
what are you doing? I don't want to jump in there!

Mountain Tower
Brugeo (as you enter): This is the tallest tower in the
world? It can't be. Don't make me laugh. {You automatically
leave.}

Litorud
Scholar near World Ranking Federation Headquarters:
Rumor has it that a rich man tried to purchase the top spot
in the Style Ranking. He failed, of course! Oh, the arrogance
and thoughtless oppression of the wealthy!
Brugeo (continued): ...
Soldier in front of mansion: Brugeo! The house is secure,
sir!
Brugeo (continued): Good. Keep up the good work, soldier.

Brugeo (chat, inside): Are you saying that my home has
something to do with bringing the Hero back? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): You fool! If it doesn't, then
why in the world did you come here?
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm, I see. In that case, you may
look around all you like.
Man in blue vest in mansion: Greetings, master. Are you on a
journey again?
Brugeo (continued): It's not merely a journey, but a quest to
resurrect the legendary Hero!
Man (continued): Ha ha! Good one, sir! And then you'll go save
the world, right?
Maid in kitchen: Oh, Brugeo! In search of some rare
treasure again? We're not looking for an object this time.
We're on a quest to save the entire world!
Maid upstairs: Ack! Brugeo! I'm not goofing off! I just,
cough, haven't been feeling well. Cough, cough.

Krage Village
Young woman at entrance: Ah! So you're all acquaintances of
Brugeo? Welcome to Krage.
Young man near central well: Hello, Mr. Brugeo. I knew you
wanted to have some WorldDew.
Brugeo (continued): Hmph! I don't want it! I'll never stand in
a line like this that(?) again!
Young woman: It's him! This is Mr. Brugeo, the owner of the
vacation house! Oh, so you people were already acquainted
with Mr. Brugeo? I feel silly for getting so excited.
Brugeo (chat, inside mansion): Are you saying that my home
has something to do with bringing the Hero back? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): You fool! If it doesn't, then
why in the world did you come here?

Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm, I see. In that case, you may
look around all you like.
Chef: Master! What a surprise! Did you come here to eat my
special dish again?
Brugeo (continued): I just stopped by to take care of
something.
Chef (continued): I guess not. Sigh...
Maid in cellar: I've done an extra thorough job cleaning
today.
Brugeo (continued): Well done, well done! Keep it up, and
work hard!
Man in black pants in sitting room: Hello, Master Brugeo. I
didn't expect to see you here in Krage. You haven't been able
to get the WorldDew out of your mind, have you?
Brugeo (continued): Hmph! I wouldn't even think of owning
something as cheap as that!
Maid upstairs: I beg of you, Master! Please let me work in
your main house, too!
Brugeo (continued): In your case, I'll think about it after you
lose a bit more weight.
Maid (continued): Screeech!

World’s Tallest Tower
Brugeo (as you approach the door): Ow! The HotStone just
got really hot! [The HotStone suddenly releases a blinding
light! {It glows and flashes very brightly.} The door to the
tower is open!] The HotStone has never felt so hot or glowed
like that before! It looks like we're getting close.
Brugeo (chat): I had no idea that this HotStone held such
mysterious power! It almost looks as if your story about the
Hero is true after all!
Gabo (chat): Grrr! Be careful, HERO! There are monsters in
the tower!

Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! What the heck was that? It
looks like the HotStone opened the door!
Brugeo (chat, inside): Errrgh! Will I ever live to see my
mansion again?
Gabo (continued): Don't worry, mister. We'll protect you!
Brugeo (chat, inside): Do you really think we can make it to
the top, HERO? It's filled with monsters! (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): Well, all I ask is that you
don't run off and leave me here!
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, I'll believe you. I'm
counting on you to get us up there!
Maribel (chat): I hope that there's something really amazing
on top! HERO, if we don't find anything, it's your fault!
Gabo (chat): Brugeo looks like he'd faint if he actually saw a
monster.
Treasure chest – AGL Scarf
Gabo (chat, on fourth floor): This tower is so tall! I bet the
view at the top is incredible.
Maribel (chat, on fourth floor): Are we there yet? I'm sick
and tired of walking! This stupid tower has too many stairs
and ladders! Grumble grumble.
Treasure chest – 370 gold coins
Gabo (chat, on sixth floor): This tower is so tall! I bet the
view up top is incredible.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – empty
Brugeo (as soon as you get to the tenth floor): Hmm...this
looks like the highest floor. Do you think this is the place to
use the HotStone, HERO? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, if you say so, HERO...
I'm pretty sure this is the right place, though.
Brugeo (chat): And here I was nice enough to lend you the
HotStone! Well, all I'll say is I hope you know what you're
doing.

Maribel (chat): Why did you say no? You should have just
gone ahead and borrowed the HotStone! Sometimes you do
the strangest things.
Brugeo (if you go down the stairs and come back up): I
thought there might be something here. Do you need the
HotStone? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): [repeats above]
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): All right, here
you go. See what you can do with it.
Brugeo (if no one has an empty slot in their
inventory): Oh, no one's got any free space to carry
it... I'll just put it in your bag, then. [Brugeo put the
HotStone in your item bag!] {He stands off to the
side instead of in your party.}
Observation (continued): HERO received the HotStone from
Brugeo! {He stands off to the side instead of in your party.}
Maribel (chat): What? You're asking me where we should use
the HotStone? Figure it out for yourself!
Brugeo (if you try to go downstairs): Hey! Where are you
going with the HotStone? Return it to me before you wander
off somewhere!
Brugeo: Well? Did you find anything to use the HotStone on?
(Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): There aren't any clues here? In
that case, could I have the HotStone back? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO returned the HotStone to
Brugeo.] I'll give it back to you when you need it again. {He
gets back in your party.}
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you're still looking here? All
right. You can hold on to it, then.
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’ to his first question): I'm sure
there's got to be something in this tower... The HotStone
opened the door for us, after all.
Command: Item – HotStone – Use

HERO held the HotStone up to the sky. It is slowly drawn
away from HERO's hand. {The HotStone glows again, and this
time, Melvin and a Shard appear.}
Melvin (continued): Where am I? What is this
place? I am... Ah, yes! God sent me to sleep before
He entered the final battle. What has transpired in
the world? What of the battle against the Demon
Lord?
Gabo (chat): Yikes! The HotStone is gone! I hope that
Brugeo doesn't make us pay for it.
Maribel (chat): Who would have thought that HotStone your
uncle had was the HeroStone? I guess sometimes even he can
come in handy.
Brugeo: What's going on? Who is this? Someone came out of
the Stone, just as you said, but this is just some old man!
I've lost my precious HotStone, it's turned into some sort of
tablet.
Maribel (chat): Don't tell me that stupid/hyphen/looking
warrior is the legendary hero!
Gabo (chat): Brugeo looked pretty disappointed about losing
his HotStone.
Brugeo (again): Is that odd-looking old man really the Great
Hero? Why don't you go find out?
Brugeo (if you try to go downstairs): Where're you going?
We can't just leave him here!
Melvin: Was it you who brought me back into this world?
(Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘No’): Do not tell lies. I see no one
else here. If it was not you, then who revived me? At
any rate, I thank you, warriors.
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah, indeed. Thank you, warriors!
Melvin (continued, either way): I am called Melvin.
Warriors, there is something I must know immediately. What
has transpired? Was the hateful Demon Lord slain? (Yes/No)

Melvin (if you say ‘No’): Surely you must know... Please, tell
me what happened to the Demon Lord. (Yes/No)
Melvin (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO told Melvin about the
current state of the world.] What? Impossible! God could not
have been defeated! But you have no reason to lie... God
sealed me away before the final battle. He was worried as to
the safety of the world, so He kept me alive, hoping that I
could preserve peace in the future. Perhaps God already knew
His fate... I must find out more about what has happened. I
am still unfamiliar with this day and age. I am preplexed
perplexed by the peacefulness of this world. Would you allow
me to join you in your journeys, HERO, so that I may seek out
the truth of what happened? (Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘No’): Please do not say such things. Let
me join you. (Yes/No)
Melvin (when you say ‘Yes’): Thank you. From this day
forward, I will fight at your side! [Melvin joined the party!]
Maribel (chat): No way! That old man can't be the legendary
hero!
Melvin (continued): Do not judge me solely on the way I look.
I may have gotten on in years, but my abilities as a hero have
not waned in the slightest!
Gabo (chat): I knew Melvin was strong the minute I saw him!
Melvin (chat): The time that passed while I was sealed away
seemed but an instant to me. It is sad indeed to think that all
the people I knew are now gone.
Melvin (chat): I may be getting older, but I can still hold my
own against any young pup!
On the ground – FireShard
Brugeo (if you talk to him or try to go downstairs): Is that
old man really the Great Hero? (Yes/No)
Brugeo (if you say ‘No’): The old man must be the
legendary hero. Who else could it be? You saw him

come out of the stone... {He goes back to the end of
the party.}
Brugeo (if you say ‘Yes’): Then I suppose it must be true...
What a shame. I was expecting someone a bit...well, younger.
{He goes back to the end of the party.}
Brugeo (chat): This old man is the legendary hero? Seeing
the real thing takes all the romance out of it.
Brugeo (as you leave the tower): Well, I suppose I'll be
heading back to my mansion, HERO. The loss of the HotStone
saddens me, but I am still happy. I saw something that all the
money in the world couldn't buy! My only regret is that old
man Melvin. I was really hoping it'd be a stunningly handsome
man, or a beautiful woman. Then, perhaps, I could have made
them my servant!
Melvin (continued): Lord Brugeo, I am afraid I offer my
services only to the warriors I choose to.
Brugeo (continued): Well, no matter. You may continue your
journey. I think I'll take a nice, restful trip for a while.
Farewell. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Whew! Now that he's gone, I feel like this
great weight's been lifted from my shoulders!
Melvin (chat): I want to see how the world has changed while
I was gone! Let us continue the journey, Master HERO.

Medal King Castle
Slime on the left: Boing! Boing! I'm not a bad Slime! We all
live here happily with our master, the Medal King! Pay him a
visit while you're here! He's a wonderful man!
Melvin (chat): I suppose slimes do have some charming
features, after all.

Mountain Tower

Melvin (chat): So now the legendary tower is nothing but a
Slime's house.
Dr. Azmov on third floor: This is definite evidence that a
/extra space/ large group of people were here at one time.
Could this mean? {to HERO} Oh, HERO! Thanks to you, my
research is proceeding quite smoothly. At this rate, it won't
be long before I can prove that the legend is based on actual
events.
Maribel (chat): What/space/are we searching this tower
for? I don't understand.

Hamelia
Man in blue vest in pub: Long ago, there were two other
villages in this region besides Hamelia. The populations of the
villages of Avon and Huzu had been on the decline for some
time. And now, there's nothing left but dust.
Melvin (chat): In history, there have been villages destroyed
for reasons not involving monsters.

Hamelia Shrine
Melvin (chat): Is this a temple? They certainly built it in a
remote location.

Krage
Bunny girl (as soon as you enter): Welcome! Oh, are you
part of a group? Our rules forbid selling to more than one
person in a group. {She looks to the right.} That's why I want
everyone that's not in line to wait in those seats over there.
You will of course shop with us, won't you now? (Yes/No)

Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you very much! Please,
have your fellow travelers wait over there.
Melvin (on a stool): Well! This shop certainly is popular! All
these people are making me dizzy!
Melvin (on a stool, if they sell out): All sold out, you
say? Well! I guess that's that, then.
Sales merchants on the right or left: Welcome. We carry
only the world-famous WorldDew. Unfortunately, however,
the supply is limited. To be fair, we're only selling one to a
customer. One WorldDew will be 1000 gold. Would you like
one? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): ??????
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you very much! Please
come again.
Melvin: Oh! You got one! Thank our lucky stars they didn't
sell out!
Maribel: I'm so sick of waiting! If you're done, let's get out
of here!
Gabo: Oh, HERO, are you done? I got so hungry while we
were waiting!
Young woman outside Brugeo’s vacation house: I suppose
I'll be in my grave before Mr. Brugeo comes to visit his
vacation house again.
Chef: I wonder when Master Brugeo will want me to cook him
another special dish. I should work on improving my skills in
anticipation of that day!
Man in black pants in sitting room: The WorldDew shop is
getting more and more popular. The line of customers is
simply huge! Master Brugeo despises waiting, though, so he
just tried to buy the whole shop! Unfortunately, he was
turned down.
Maribel (chat): Brugeo tries to solve everything with money!

Maid on second floor: One of the people who works at
Master Brugeo's mansion is visiting here right now. I wonder
if he she can put in a good word for me to work there?
Young woman in top left room: The food tastes great and
the people are so nice! I love coming to Krage. I must thank
Master Brugeo for giving me a vacation!
Melvin (chat): My, my! Brugeo is quite generous to give his
employees vacations!
Maid in cellar: The maids at the house get better treatment
than those at the summer homes, since they're allowed to
travel. But I shouldn't complain. No, no, no! A positive-minded
person shouldn't complain!

Dune Desert
Melvin (chat, on World Map): I can only hope to always have
a mind as broad as this desert is wide!

Dune Village
Melvin (chat): There is no better welcome than a cheerful
face!
Melvin (chat, inside pot): What a strange house this person
lives in.
Gabo (chat, inside pot): So this is what the inside of the pot
looks like!
Desert shaman: You are wondering what I am doing, yes?
(Yes/No)
Desert shaman (if you say ‘Yes’): Of course, of course. I'm
fishing. You see? I cast my line into the sand. I haven't
caught anything yet, and I don't think I ever will, but I'll
keep on fishing, with my line in the sand. I suppose you think
I'm a fool. (Yes/No)

Desert shaman (either way): Of course, of course.
Melvin (chat): What a deep conversation! It went straight to
my heart.

Dune Palace
Royal maidservant on the left or right (in queen’s
bedchamber): Welcome back! It's so good to see you in the
desert again. Oh, how the Queen and all of us have longed for
this day!
Royal maidservant on the right or left (continued): The
Queen wishes to convey her warmest welcome to you. We of
the desert embrace you with open arms! Please, treat this
palace like it was your own home!
Young desert man on the left: {to himself} Oh, I do so hope
I catch a glimpse of the Queen. {to HERO} Oh, our Saviors!
Are you faring well today?
Scholar in the library at the table on the top: There was
once a Dark Ruby that plunged the world into darkness, but
thanks to all of you, it was removed from the statue of God.
It's now safely stored so it won't cause any more trouble,
but, oh, how I wish I could study it!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, please be careful with the Dark
Ruby!
Desert shaman (downstairs near graves): Even after death,
the Queen's power protects the palace. These graves are a
good thing for the desert.
Melvin (chat): The Queen is such a splendid lady!
Melvin (chat, down one more level): So this is the fane? I
will go inside to pray.

Sphinx

Maribel (chat): They really managed to rebuild the whole
thing out of that rubble? I'm impressed!
Melvin (chat): Is this the Earth Spirit Statue? It is quite
impressive.
Gabo (chat): It's fixed! Everyone must have worked hard!
Old woman pacing on path: Good day to you, travelers. I was
just praising the Terra Spirit, who protects everything in the
desert. Praise the heavens for his kindness!
Young desert man on the left: This is the Sphinx, protector
of the desert. Back when the statue still had a face, it was
fearsome enough to drive nearly all the monsters away.
Traveling merchant far back on the right: Well, I'm
disappointed. I come all this way to see this incredible
statue, and the face is completely eroded away!
Young desert man near door: The pictographs on the statue
tell our people's story. They tell of the names of our kings
and queens, and the history of our land. Everything that
makes Dune what it is, is written here!
Royal maidservant on the right: Welcome to the great
statue of the Terra Spirit, travelers. Have you come to pray
to the Spirit? Please, come inside.
Royal maidservant on the left: Welcome to the Sphinx,
travelers! The sanctuary is right inside. Please, come in.
Royal maidservant inside statue on the right: You are now
inside the body of the great Terra Spirit. Here we pray for
peace and tranquility throughout the desert.
Royal maidservant on the left: This is a holy sanctuary,
where we pray to God and the Terra Spirit. Here we pray for
peace and tranquility throughout the desert.
Young desert man in alcove on the left: The Sphinx was
destroyed by monsters once, but it was rebuilt after
hundreds of years of work.

Old man (looking at turtle statue): A long life is the key to
a rewarding life. That's what we can learn from this statue.
I've still got a long way to go, myself.
Young desert woman in alcove on the right: All people of
Dune come here at least once in their lives. Until we pay
homage to this statue, our lives are not complete.
Old woman (looking at lion statue): The first tenet of life is
to grow and be strong. This tenet is reflected by this grand
statue. We have survived this long thanks to our way of life.
Man in blue vest near altar: Oh, Great Terra Spirit! Please
protect Dune, and please protect my family!
Young desert woman on the right: Mighty God, great
Spirit... Please smile down upon us this year.
Priest on the left: I have traveled the world to spread the
word of God. The people of Dune are the most faithful people
I've ever encountered on my journeys. There's not much for
me to do here.
Royal maidservant at altar: Welcome to the Sphinx! This
statue represents one of the many forms of the Terra Spirit.
He is able to assume many different shapes. This is what he
looks like when going into a fierce battle!
Royal maidservant blocking path: I'm terribly sorry, but I
cannot let you pass. Not even I know what is behind this
door. When the Sphinx was rebuilt, we were ordered never
to open it, simply to wait until the time had come.
Maribel (chat): But when something like that is said, human
nature just makes us think about it all the more! I swear I'll
get in there one day!
Gabo (chat): Time? I wonder what time that means?
Young desert man in back alcove on the right (looking at
snake statue): My grandfather told me about this statue all
the time. He spoke of how all good and righteous souls join
God in the heavens./comma instead of period/ .../no

ellipsis/and become reborn, just like a snake sheds its skin. I
wonder if my grandfather's been reincarnated yet.
Royal maidservant in the back: Welcome to the Sphinx,
travelers. You may use the center staircase to approach the
face.
Young desert man in back alcove on the left: Pant! Pant!
The children and the elderly get to ride on a raft, but
everyone else has to swim up the river! I'm exhausted! Gulp!
Wheeze!
Desert shaman (looking at phoenix statue): Everything we
must know in life is shown to us in this statue. There is much
to be learned by walking the righteous path in life. If you are
truly righteous, then Messengers of God will come to guide
you in death. You'd best lead good lives yourselves, travelers!
Young desert woman on fifth floor: I came up here to
worship, but I didn't realize it was so high up! Ooooh, I'm too
scared to go back down!
Young desert man outside on Sphinx balcony: What a view!
Everyone looks so small from here. I feel like I'm the Terra
Spirit himself!
Observation (back inside third floor): HERO read the note.
'Look, but don't touch!' A fossil of a fish sits on the other
side of the fence.
Archaeologist: {to himself} Hmm, there's something about
the shape of the fins of the Nilan Fish. {to HERO} Oh! Hello
there, travelers! Are you interested in my work? Well then,
let me introduce you to the world of fossils! (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): What? Well, suit yourself.
Archaeologist (again): Oh, so you've changed your mind! You
want me to share my vast knowledge with you after all, right?
(Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Archaeologist (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Right
then! Do you see that giant fossil over there? I discovered it

just a little while ago. A fossil is an animal or plant that's
buried in the earth. They turn into stone after enough time
has passed! Fossils are very fascinating things! If you study
them, you can learn about creatures of the past! That's why
I'm studying this fossil right here.
Maribel (chat): Somehow, I am reminded of someone.
Gabo (chat): I guess most old scholars are funny!
Archaeologist (again): {to himself} Hmm... Judging from the
curvature of its fin, I'd have to classify it as being closely
related to anadromous maximus, unless it isn't. Hmm? {to
HERO} Oh! You're here again? I love an enthusiastic
audience! Would you like to hear what I'm doing again?
(Yes/No)
Archaeologist (either way): A wise decision, for so bold a
traveler. {He turns back to his desk.} That's it! So it looks
like this particular species acquired a vestigal ocular cavity
directly adjacent to its dorsal lip. And as a result... Mumble
mumble... Cheese dip... Mumble...
On the ground – AquaShard

Rose’s Cottage
Maribel (chat): I didn't expect to find a house this deep in
the mountains. I wonder who lives here?
Melvin (chat): I wonder what kind of person lives in such a
quiet place?
Rose: My name is Rose. I used to be a beautiful young woman.
But now I lead a humble life, growing flowers in the
mountains. Am I the same Rose who's number one in the
Style Ranking? I was number one ages ago, but surely I've
been bumped off by now. My, I had no idea I still had the top
ranking! I'm just a frail old woman now. Something must have
gone wrong with the ranking system! I'm going to write a
letter that I would like you to deliver. In the letter, I'm

going to ask the Ranking Federation to strike my name from
their list. They can't have me in first place forever! Could
you please take this to the Ranking Federation? (Yes/No)
Rose (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you can't? It's embarrassing to
be ranked first. What would those who follow the list think if
they saw me now?
Rose (again): Oh, so you will deliver my letter? (Yes/No)
Rose (if you say ‘No’): [same as above]
Rose (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO obtained the Rose letter.]
Thank you very much!
Maribel (chat): Even a world-record holder can't hide her
age, I guess. It is true that she is still beautiful, but I had
better be careful about aging, too.
Melvin (chat): Rose is still very beautiful, but I would never
be able to gather the courage to tell her that.
Rose (again): To tell the truth, I live alone up here because
of that ranking. People were always stalking me, trying to
catch a glimpse. I ended up moving to this mountain in the
middle of nowhere. And as it turns out, I've come to enjoy
my life here very much. I don't miss my younger days at all.

Engow
Young woman at entrance: Oh, are you travelers as well?
Welcome to Engow Village. If you want to soak in a hot
spring, you've got to go below the well that's in the center of
town.
Gabo (chat): What's a hot spring? You can't eat it, can you?
Melvin (chat): Hmm, a hot spring. I wonder what health
benefits the water has?
Tough guy in southeast corner: You all probably don't know
this, but the village celebrates a festival called the Festival
of Flame. It's supposed to be this amazing festival dedicated

to the God of Flame that lives in Mt. Flame. I've been living
here for long time, though, and I've never seen any festival.
Melvin (chat): I have a real weakness for festivals!
Young woman in southeast house: His cooking tastes a little
better than it looks. I guess you could call it 'manly', if you
were so inclined. The stew he made a little while ago had
potatoes and carrots just thrown in whole.
Gabo (chat): I don't care what it looks like!
Man in black pants in eastern house: Welcome! We've just
finished building, and it's a bit small, but feel free to relax.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, might we not take a break
here?
Gabo (chat): Mmm, this place smells great!
Merchant near Chief’s house: You're travelers, aren't you.
Have you tried a hot spring yet? I highly recommend it! The
effect of the hot spring is amazing! Your skin will become
smooth! You'll become totally healthy!
Melvin (chat): Hot springs usually mean mixed bathing! The
same must be true here, Master HERO!
Observation: HERO looked into the well.
Gabo (chat, in well): It's kind of humid.
Melvin (chat, in well): Hmm, it appears this hot spring has
mixed bathing.
Old man in bed: That hits the spot! A massage is just the
thing after you've loosened up your body in a hot bath!
Melvin (chat): A massage? I would certainly like one, too.
Old woman in water: Oho! I wonder if this will make my skin
smooth and soft, like a young girl's!
Melvin (chat): Perhaps a slightly younger woman... Oh, never
mind!
Young man in water: And I really got my hopes up too, after
I heard that they had mixed bathing here. Still, the water
itself feels good, which is enough by itself to make coming to
this village worthwhile.

Melvin (chat): I suppose that we can bond through our
nudity.
Young woman: Huh? This is mixed bathing? But I'm too shy
to undress here! What am I going to do? I still want to get
into the hot spring. I'd just go and do it, but I really am shy.
Gabo (chat): Oops! I forgot you have to take your clothes
off when you take a bath.
Melvin (chat): Then how about helping me undress? Oh, never
mind!
Lady: We made a hot spring, but we haven't had much luck
attracting visitors. I guess it'll take more than a hot spring
to get people to come all the way out here. We've got to
create some kind of landmark. Maybe we could make the
volcano into a tourist attraction?
Gabo (chat): I like that mountain. Everybody should see it!
Melvin (chat): A volcano is no place for normal people.
Chief (gentleman): You must be travelers. Welcome! What do
you think about this village? Do you like it? (Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’): You seem to like this place. Good,
good. Will you be sure to tell people about this village at the
next town you visit? I want a lot of people to come visit this
village.
Melvin (chat): I'm afraid it may be impossible to turn this
village into a tourist attraction.
Pamela: Oh, it's you again. You want your fortunes told?
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm. All right, let me see your
faces. Look into my eyes.
Pamela (if HERO is first in line): Well, this is strange. I
can't see a thing. Hmm. I sense a mysterious power
emanating from you. It seems that the power is somehow
blocking my fortune-telling vision.
Pamela (continued, after all readings): Hmm./space/This is
what I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down

to five gold. Come on, pay up! [HERO reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Melvin (chat): This fortune-teller is uncommonly talented.
Gabo (chat): You mean HERO has some mysterious power?
Amazing!
Pamela: Oh, it's you again. You want your fortunes told?
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm. All right, let me see your
faces. Look into my eyes.
Pamela (if Melvin or Gabo is first in line): Huh? This is
terrible! I can see the shadow of a tremendous evil in your
futures! Where in the world did you come from, and where
can you be going? Not even my power can see this!
Pamela (continued, after all readings): Hmm./space/This is
what I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down
to five gold. Come on, pay up! [HERO reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Gabo (chat): I don't want to fight anything that big!
Melvin (chat): Our opponent may be a tremendous evil, but
we will not be defeated!

Mt. Flame
Melvin (chat): We are going to climb, I see. It might be
rather difficult for me.
Warrior near dungeon entrance at the volcano crater: I'm
a soldier in the middle of training. You here to fight the
monsters, too? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Supposedly, the God of Flame
lives in the heart of this mountain. It would be best for you
to go south, back to town. You could end up cursed,/no
comma/ if you stay here.

Melvin (chat): Hmm, so monsters live inside this volcano, do
they?

Baloch’s Bridge
Melvin (chat): This bridge is a crucial link between two land
masses. Places like this always thrive.
Melvin (chat, inside Herbal Tea Shop): Ahh, the fragrance
of herbs. I find fragrances like this very calming.

Litorud
Melvin (chat): This place is called Litorud? It seems to be a
cheerful little town.
Scholar near World Ranking Federation Headquarters: I
registered for the Intelligence Rankings, but I'm still stuck
way down at the bottom! What should I do? There's got to
be some trick to it!
Command: Item – Rose’s Letter – Use
HERO tries to read the letter from Rose. However, the
letter has been tightly sealed shut.
Merchant: Welcome to the headquarters of the World
Ranking Federation! Pardon me, but what is that letter you
have? It's from Rose, the Style champion! Oh, this is a most
unexpected development! {You hand over the letter to the
merchant, who takes it to Modina in the back.} I have
confirmed that this letter came from Rose. As Rose wishes
to retire from the Style Rankings, we shall hereby remove
her name. I must say, this is a bit of a shock. Pardon my
asking, but is Rose still as beautiful as she always was?
(Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Ah, as I feared. Still,
she has been champion for decades.

Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah, wonderful. True beauty
does not tarnish with age.
Maribel (chat): Well, we delivered the letter. Should we go
tell Rose? She might give us something as a reward.
Melvin (chat): I feel bad for having her name taken off the
list. Let us make sure to tell Rose we delivered the letter.
Modina: I heard about Rose. It is sad, but I suppose it was
unavoidable. Beauty is not something to be put in a box for
safekeeping. It must be enjoyed in the present, not the past!
Soldier in front of mansion: Why do I have to patrol this
place so much, anyway? It's not like there's anything of value
inside.
Man in blue vest in mansion: Ahh. What a plum job this is! I
never have to do any work at all!
Maid in kitchen: Ha! Serves her right! That's what she gets
for calling in sick all the time!
Maid upstairs: Ugh! I never thought I'd actually come down
with a cold. God must be punishing me for goofing off. I just
know it.
Traveling merchant in weapon and armor shop: We've got
the finest-looking armor you'll find anywhere! Put my wares
on, and the ladies will be swooning, I guarantee!
Melvin (chat): As far as weapons and armor are concerned,
appearance is secondary. What counts is effectiveness.

Rose’s Cottage
Rose: Oh, thank you for delivering my letter! I hope the
Federation did the right thing and took me off. Please, let me
give you this GlassShoe in return. [HERO obtained the
GlassShoe.]

Baloch’s Tower

Melvin (chat): So this is Baloch's largest and most important
work? It serves as a reminder not to underestimate his
genius!
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. 'I, Baloch, have
left my treasure in this tower, which is my final work. To
keep the unworthy from discovering my hoard, I have fitted
the tower with many traps to keep intruders out. However, I
knew that someone would eventually make it to the top. To
the one reading this, I have but one request of you. Do what
you will with the treasure you find here, but please, do not
touch the two paintings I have left behind. I pray that you
will respect my wishes. —Baloch'
Melvin (chat): He was a genius, but his real treasure was his
friends and family. I know it sounds sappy to say it in as many
words, but it remains a fundamental truth of life.

Brugeo’s Orph Mansion
Melvin (chat): Ah, how elegant! A befitting mansion for the
world's richest man! It's quite a step above your average rich
folks abode.
Maribel (chat): When Brugeo was traveling with us, he wasn't
as selfish as I thought he would be. Maybe even he can be
considerate sometimes.
Sailor in boathouse: Strange... The Master didn't have any
luggage when he returned. He usually brings piles of
souvenirs home!
Tough guy: Tinkering with a boat all day gets boring after a
while. I wish I could go out and do some drinking now and
then to wash away some of the tedium of my life.
Farmer by well: The Master gave my daughter a day off, but
he never gives me one! I'm being discriminated against!
There's no doubt about it!

Melvin (chat): So Brugeo is hard on the men and kind to the
ladies, is he?
Chef in kitchen: The Master got rid of the HotStone he
used to love so much. He probably got tired of it like he does
everything.
Man in black pants in dining room: I know exactly what
Master Brugeo is thinking about without even asking him.
He's itching to go on another journey. I can feel it!
Maribel (chat): Those poor employees! Tossed around by
their employer's selfish whims!
Brugeo (upstairs): Welcome back. I trust your adventures
are going well. I want to find a replacement for the
HotStone, but I don't know if there's a treasure in the world
that can compare to it. When I look at it like that, I lose all
desire to go traveling.
Melvin (chat): My revival is thanks to the goodness of
Brugeo's kind heart. Of course, you played an important role
too, Master HERO.
Gabo (chat): I guess that all rich people are shallow and
worthless, such as Brugeo, and Maribel.
Maribel (continued): Hey! Don't lump me and Brugeo
together like that!
Brugeo’s son: Hmm... You think I should take a bath and clean
up after all? (Yes/No)
Brugeo’s son (if you say ‘Yes’): Ach! Whenever someone
tells me to take a bath, it just ends up discouraging me from
doing it.
Brugeo’s son (if you say ‘No’): Now that you say that, I
really feel like I have to take a bath for some reason. But it
won't kill me if I put it off, I suppose.
Maribel (chat): HERO, do you take a bath every day like you
should? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Gasp! Get away from me! I
don't want to walk near you anymore!

Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? That's good! As long as
you're traveling with me, you'd better!
Maid on third floor: What's wrong with that boy? He hasn't
bathed in weeks. I wonder if the Master has ever really given
him a firm talking to.

Harbor
Tough guy: Oh, that's no fair! Why do you get to go with the
Master? He hasn't taken me with him once!
Soldier in house: Brugeo had a lady once, a very long time
ago. They've long since separated, though.
Young man near dock: Brugeo's lady? Oh, she was absolutely
beautiful. She left long ago, and we haven't heard from her
since.
Melvin (chat): It seems Brugeo's marital affairs are not very
harmonious.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So Brugeo and his wife are separated,
are they? I bet that she just couldn't put up with him
anymore.

Mt. Ceide
Gabo (chat): HERO. I'm hungry.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. It looks like magic is still being blocked
in certain areas of this cave.
Maribel (chat): If we could get rid of these monsters, this
place wouldn't be half bad.
Maribel (chat): Pant pant... Hey, slow down! This isn't a race!
Deathpal-man in boss room: Scrub! Scrub! Scrub! Oh, hey!
You climbed all the way up here to see me? You know, when I
clean around my bed like this, I sleep better at night. I never
knew I was such a clean freak. Heh heh heh heh.

Melvin (chat): Ha ha! How very impressive! A monster that
cleans its lair!
Gabo (chat): Huh? Did I really fight this one? He looks so
weak!
Maribel (chat): Wow, I'm impressed! A neat and tidy
monster! That's a first!

Orph
Melvin (chat): This town is splendid!
Woman near northwest house: Everyone here puts on animal
costumes during the festival, but I just can't find anything
to match my stellar figure!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. I wanted to play the pick-the-person
game, too!
Horse sleeping in bed in southeast house: Whinny... Neigh!
Melvin (chat): I suppose this shouldn't be a surprise. This
town loves its animals!
Young man in shed: Chew, chew... Ptui! Yuck! This is
completely disgusting! How can cows and horses eat this
crap?
Melvin (chat): This place must hold a lot of memories for
Gabo.

Dharma Temple
Melvin (chat): Dharma Temple existed even before I was
sealed off from this world.
Temple monk in the basement: Supposedly, there's some
kind of battle arena beyond this wall. I wonder what in the
world people used it for.
Gabo (chat): Heh heh. We sure did fight a lot of people in
the battle arena.

Knight in armory on the right: What! You beat the bandit
leader? Why didn't you tell me? I wanted to help, too!
Melvin (chat): I understand all too well a warrior's intense
thirst for glory.

Bandits’ Cave
Epong: Everyone keeps complaining about my food. Don't they
know how much trouble I go through for them? I'll get my
revenge and spit in the soup pot tonight! Hockkkk! Ptoo!
Melvin (chat): I hate to think it, but his spit may be the
secret ingredient in the recipe.
BanditWig: Whew! Now I can finally go back to thieving in
peace.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! Can you really afford to let
these people go? Our mission is to eradicate evil, regardless
of how small it is.

Dharma Inn
Melvin (chat): This tiny rathole is the only inn near Dharma?
Pathetic.
Dancer in well casino: I just love a man who lays it all on the
line. Oh, the pathos!
Melvin (chat): Which one you pick is irrelevant, Master
HERO. Simply choose one and play!
Knight (Marco): I love casinos. You see all kinds of people.
Strong, weak, winners, losers... There are so many different
kinds of people here, it's like we have a little window into
their lives. Perhaps I will write a song about it. If only I
could sing. Sniff!
Melvin (chat): The manner in which a man approaches gaming
reveals a great deal about his character.

Mezar
Melvin (chat): Let us hurry. I look forward to meeting this
youth, Nicola.
Maribel (chat): This should be fun! I want to see the look on
Nicola's face when we bring Melvin to him.
Dejan man near entrance: I've got some news that'll blow
you away! The Great Hero's been revived...and he's in Mezar!
If you don't believe me, go to Nicola's house and see!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that hero the villagers keep talking
about is going to join our party?
Melvin (chat): There were many other heroes in my time
besides myself, but I do not know of any others that were
sealed by God.
Maribel (chat): What did he mean? What is everyone here
saying? As if there could be any other hero besides Melvin!
Young Dejan woman in pub: God sealed away his strongest
hero for the sake of the world. And now he's right here in
Mezare! I can't believe it!
Woman behind bar: Actually, wasn't it Nicola who thought
that kid was the Hero? Once that boy has made up his mind,
there is no pursuading him otherwise. I worry about him.
Scholar: Welcome to Mezar, home of the soldiers of God.
These were brave men who fought in the battle against the
Demon Lord.
Melvin (chat): I find it difficult to believe. Is this truly the
village where the Soldiers of God lived? If so, then why is it
such a tranquil place?
Old woman in church: The Great Hero gave me a back
massage yesterday. My arthritis disappeared! Such a
wonderful man!

Tough guy on second floor of inn: The Demon Lord may have
defeated God in battle long ago, but he, too, disappeared
after sealing the world in darkness.
Melvin (chat): As you say, HERO, the Demon Lord vanquished
God long ago. If I had been by God's side, perhaps I would
have been able to protect him.
Old man: We tell our children stories for a reason. We do it
so that the wars of the past won't descend into obscurity!
Man in brown vest by well: It's really him! The Great Hero
has returned! I saw him burn the biggest tree in town into a
crisp! I tell you, I've never seen anyone so powerful in all my
life!
Man in blue vest in house near well: Imagine the Great
Hero coming to visit Mezar. Home of the last descendant of
the soldiers of God!
Woman: You're the ones who got that carpet from Nicola,
right? Thank you so much for reviving the Great Hero!
Tough guy on west side of town: I never really believed
there was a Great Hero. But that warrior that came to the
village sure looks the part.
Young woman: The guy looks like the Great Hero, sure. But
that doesn't prove he's the man himself! I think everyone is
deceived by his appearance.
Nicola (as soon as you walk into his house): {He gets up
from the table and walks over to the party.} Hello, everyone!
Thank you so much for reviving the Great Hero. Ragley!
HERO and friends are here!
Ragley (warrior, continued): Who did you say
showed up?
Nicola (continued): Don't be silly! Don't you
recognize them? These are the adventurers that
released you from the crystal!
Ragley (continued): {He gets up from the table and walks
over to the party.} Oh! Hello. Um... Thanks for covering me.

Nicola (continued): Well then, let's sit down and have a nice
conversation!
Ragley (continued): Sorry, but I need to ask them something
first.
Nicola (continued): All the more reason to sit down and talk,
no?
Ragley (continued): I need to speak about urgent matters
concerning world peace. It's not the kind of thing I can speak
to you about, Nicola. Please excuse us for a moment. {He
pushes the party along into the other room and shuts the
door.} Listen! I didn't mean any harm. I didn't intend to
deceive Nicola. I was just passing through Mezare when he
approached me and started babbling about me being some
revived Great Hero. I went along with it and showed off a
little magic. Now this whole village treats me like a king. If
the truth got out, it would be a crushing blow to the village.
Please! Keep my secret! For the villagers! (Yes/No)
Ragley (if you say ‘No’): Come on! This is the entire village's
dream I'm talking about! I'm begging you, let me pretend to
be the Great Hero! (Yes/No)
Ragley (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Ragley (when you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Oh, thank
you! Thank you for understanding! Once I'm ready, I'll make
up some excuse and leave the village. So keep this to yourself
until then, all right? {He walks back into the main room.}
Maribel (chat): Great job stating the obvious, you twit! Of
course Ragley looks a bit more heroic than Melvin.
Gabo (chat): Grrr! I bet that fake gets to eat anything he
wants, every day! They should be feasting us! We brought
Melvin here!
Melvin (chat): Do you believe that Ragley looks more heroic
than myself, HERO? (Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’): Master HERO, that's a
terrible thing to say.

Melvin (if you say ‘No’): Good. A hero's worth is determined
not by his outer appearance, but by his inner strength.
Nicola: Hey. What did you talk about with Ragley? Forgive me
for asking. It was probably something extremely important. I
understand you can't talk to me about it.
Melvin (chat): Please do not reveal the truth to the villagers.
'Tis a tiresome thing to have people fussing over you.
Maribel (chat): Even if we told them that Melvin was the
legendary hero, they wouldn't believe us.
Nicola (again): The Hero and the adventurers at my house! I
must be dreaming!
Ragley: If the villagers found out about me, they'd be
crushed. Furthermore, they'd try to crush me, I'm sure.
Maid: Since the Hero arrived, our food expenses have been
outrageous! Nicola refuses to hear anything about it, though.

Coral Lake Shrine
Melvin (chat): This architecture! Could it be? Hmm, never
mind, Master HERO.
Soldier on second floor: I have waited, even in the face of
darkness. This world will not last forever. God's Legacy must
be found. The BlissRock will tell you when the time comes.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO. We must find this God's
Legacy. Once we have done that, that soldier will...
Observation about stone marker: 'Though God may have
perished in his physical form, His power shall endure through
all of time. As His legacy to this world, God has left behind
miracles to bring about our rebirth. We, the soldiers of God,
are the eternal guardians of one of those miracles. By means
of the BlissRock, we shall lead the way to rebirth.'
Melvin (chat): If we have the BlissRock, will a miracle occur?

Falrish
Cleaning machine in inn: Vrrrr vrrrr!
Melvin (chat): Argh! Just what makes this blasted
contraption move?
Young woman in southeast watchtower: This has been a
family of soldiers for generations. We only have one little girl
now, but we'd really like to have a son. My husband's so busy
at the castle, though, that it's not so easy. Goodness me!
What am I prattling on about? This is embarrassing!
Melvin (chat): My, my! I have no idea what this is all about.
Armand: Oh, you people. Thank you for coming this far.
Thank you so much for what you did. I, Armand, will
remember you people forever!
Melvin (chat): We should be thankful for this peace that
we're enjoying right now.
Little girl: Hi, you guys! You came back again! I heard from
my grandpa that you saved our ancestors! I don't know about
this in detail, but thanks! Tee-hee!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. If I had lived a different life, I might
have a grandchild like that now.
Young man on southeastern watchtower: I am a soldier at
Falrod Castle, this country's seat of power. When I get a day
off, I always come into the town of Falrish like this for some
rest and relaxation. This is such a peaceful and pleasant area,
don't you think? I just love it here!
Melvin (chat): This is the place you fought the MechSoldiers.
Man in blue vest in fort: This is just a rumor, but I heard
that building a mechanical man has come to a dead end. Sigh.
I was hoping to see a young and sexy mechanical lady.
Melvin (chat): If it was attractive, I'd take a Mech... Er,
never mind! I wasn't saying anything!

Little boy in barracks: I tell you something. I fell into the
pool! That's why my pants are soaking wet. It's true! N-no!
This is not from bed-wetting!
Melvin (chat): Do you think the mattress is ruined?

Falrod Castle
Old man in the workshop, as you approach: Okay! Throw
the switch!
Scholar on the left (continued): Right! {The robot, which is
a gray and purple palette swap of a tough guy, takes a few
steps then collapses.}
Old man (continued): Oh, no! Turn it off! Turn it off!
Scholar (continued): Y-yes sir! {He walks over and clicks the
robot off.}
Old man: Just as I thought— no good. What in the world
could be the problem here?
Melvin (chat): Will the research on mechanical men continue
now that this has happened?
Soldier at castle gate on the right: This is Falrod Castle.
You may look around, but take care you do not give offense to
His Majesty!
Melvin (chat): He's quite an affable soldier.
Minister: No one has set foot in the Forbidden Zone since
the new edict was issued. I imagine Zebbot and Eri have had
a quiet time of it since then. They have the King's noble will
to thank for that.
Melvin (chat): I see. So the King's orders are being carried
out properly.
King Falrod: Ahh, it's you people. I thank you for your help
earlier. I admit that I still have my regrets, but I've made up
my mind about Eri. I've accepted that that's how things must
be. I'll seize the future on my own! When we perfect the

mechanical servant, the future will be ours! You just wait and
see! Hah hah hah!
Melvin (chat): Yes, so young, but such a dependable King!
Dowager Queen on back balcony: The current research the
King is funding is for the good of all mankind. Machines can
bring us happiness, as well as pain. It all depends on how we
use them!
Melvin (chat): The success of the machine depends upon the
skill of the user.

Zebbot’s Cabin
Observation: Eri lies nestled close to Zebbot. It looks like
her days of caring for him are over. However, the expression
on her face is one of contentment and peace.
Melvin (chat): Eri is with Zebbot now.

Immigrant Town
Melvin (chat): What could that stone column be? There is
something fascinating about it.
Gabo (chat): Anyway, let's start searching for immigrants
from all over the world!

Fishbel
Melvin (chat): I see. This is HERO's hometown. This place
has a quiet and relaxing atmosphere.
Young woman in north house: I'm sorry, HERO, but you just
missed the ship. If you were a little earlier, you could have
seen your father.
Melvin (chat): HERO's father is away from home. That's
unfortunate. I wanted to meet him.

Old man: I'm rooting for you, old man! Fight on for all of us
geezers!
Melvin (chat): Hmph! Who does that old man think he is,
calling me old? I must be a few years younger than wrinkled
bastard!
Mollie: Welcome! Oh, who is that, HERO? He isn't a soldier,
is he? Did you get arrested?
Melvin (continued): You must be Master HERO's mother. My
name is Melvin. I have the good fortune of joining him and his
friends on their quest.
Mollie (continued): Oh, I see. You've acquired some very
noble friends, HERO. You've really worked your way up in the
world, haven't you? HERO might be a little slow, but he's a
good child. Please take good care of him, Melvin.
Melvin (chat): HERO's mother seems to be quite a warmhearted person.
Nun in church: Welcome back, HERO. I'm glad you arrived
safely. May God bless you as you continue your adventure.
Maribel’s mother: Could he be pushing himself too hard?
Maybe I'm just imagining things.
Melvin (chat): Is the fair lady over there Maribel's mother?
She is quite beautiful. It seems that Maribel causes her
family no end of troubles.
Amitt (upstairs): Now go, but be careful. When you get back,
you must come see me.
Melvin (chat): What a brilliant father she has. Maribel must
have been the apple of his eye.
Sailor on dock: I wish this cold would hurry up and go away.
Cough! Cough!

Estard Castle Town

Young man in northwest house: Hey, guys. You just
resurrected some more islands, right? I'm rooting for you all
the way, so keep on plugging!
Merchant by fountain: I was hoping to do business with a
wealthy man that visited. He refused to take me seriously,
though. Once a man acquires so much wealth, he's only
interested in the rarest items he can wrap his stubby, venal
hands around.
Maribel (chat): It's obvious that no one takes him seriously.
I asked to look at his 'merchandise' once, but it was just
moldy bottles that had been festering on the floor of his
room. Disgusting!
Old man near fountain: How could one man be so stupid?
There were a million things Hondara could have done with all
that money. I can't believe that he spent everything drinking
and playing around!
Young woman in northern house upstairs: I guess we should
be thankful that Hondara paid us. Is it okay to accept it? I
hope he didn't scam anybody for it. Oh, forgive me, HERO. I
didn't mean to question your uncle's character. Not in front
of you, anyway.
Melvin (chat): Oh dear! Must Hondara always deceive people
to make money? I cannot believe this. This must be some kind
of a mistake.
Littly boy by Hondara’s house: Waah! Hondara took all my
candy again!
Melvin (chat): It's hard to believe that he made a small kid
cry like that.
Hondara (in his house): {to himself} Damn it! Why am I
always out of money? I've got to scheme quickly, before I
sober up. What to do, what to do... {to HERO} Hey, HERO!
Huh? The old man must be a new guy, eh?
Melvin (continued): I am Melvin. I shall accompany you on this
journey, Master HERO.

Hondara (continued): Is that so? Well, I'm HERO's uncle,
Hondara. Pleasure to meet ya. He looks very... old-fashoned.
Should he be traveling with you?
Maribel (continued): How undignified! Melvin is the legendary
hero who we brought back to life!
Hondara (continued): What? Are you serious? Ha ha ha! That
story is so dumb, even I could see through it! Do me a favor
and stop pulling my leg! I don't have time for this!
Gabo (chat): Why doesn't Hondara believe us?! We are not
lying!
Maribel (chat): Your uncle doesn't have any taste at all. It's
amazing how he manages to trick people with junk like that!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. Strange. I've met Master Hondara only
once, but I feel as though I know him quite well.
Old man in cliff house: Hmm. Oh, my! This is amazing! {to
HERO} Oh, HERO! I see. You've got some new friends.
Melvin (continued): I am Melvin. Master HERO has graciously
allowed me to accompany him on his quest.
Old man (continued): Oh? Your name's Melvin? Now where
have I heard that name before? Oh! It's the name of the
brave fighter who fought against the Demon Lord long ago!
Maribel (continued): This is the man you are talking about!
We freed him from the seal!
Old man (continued): What? Are you serious? But why was
there a seal around you? [Melvin explained to the old man
what had happened.] Amazing. I had no idea the Great Battle
had ended that way. Perhaps it was God's defeat that sealed
the fate of those vanished islands. It looks like you and your
friends have a long road to travel. I'm sure the legendary
Melvin will be of great help to you. But don't get careless!
Work together and travel carefully!
Maribel (chat): That old man is amazing! I had no idea that
there was anyone who would know Melvin on this island!

Gabo (chat): That knowledgeable old man really knows a lot
of things. Oh! So that's why he's called a knowledgeable old
man!
Melvin (chat): There's more to that old man than meets the
eye. I don't understand why he is living alone in a place like
this.
Innkeeper: Come to think of it, I haven't seen Hondara
lately. I just hope he's not hatching some new scheme.
Old man in pub: Looks like Hondara spent all his money
already. I heard he blew it all at the casino. What a lout!
He'll be back to his old antics soon.
Gabo (chat): Did Hondara spend all his money already? I
guess he won't buy any food for me then!
Melvin (chat): Hondara is Master HERO's uncle, isn't he? I
understand how Hondara feels. I used to gamble a bit myself.
Maribel (chat): Is your uncle stupid or something? Can't he
finde find a better way to spend his money than gambling?
Man in black pants: That's it! I've finally decided! I'm not
letting Hondara drink on credit anymore! But every time I
actually see Hondara, I feel sorry for him.
Bunny girl: Hondara isn't hitting on me as much as he used
to. Oh! Not that I miss it. Don't get me wrong!

Estard Castle
Melvin (chat): This is Estard Castle, isn't it? What a
beautiful place!
Melvin (chat): The soldiers seem to be in high spirits. This is
further testimony to the greatness of the King.
Guard Captain: Ah, master HERO. Hmm. Looks like we've got
a new companion for our travels. HERO and his friends are on
a journey of prime importance for the world. The more
comrades the better. They can be welcome replacements for
those that fall on the field of battle.

Soldier in guardhouse: It's just a rumor, but is it true that
Hondara has become quite rich? Hondara is really an amazing
fellow.
Melvin (chat): So there also are young people who like
Hondara too.
Knight on back terrace: Hey, who are you? You seem to have
strong powers. Are you a new friend of HERO? Well, it's
reassuring to have someone like you on our side.
Soldier guarding royal chamber: Why, if it isn't HERO. The
Princess is feeling slightly better. Please go in and tell the
Princess a story or two from your travels. {He steps aside to
let you enter.}
Soldier (again): The Princess is in her chambers right now.
As always, I must ask that you please show her proper
respect.
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO. Is that... Who's going with you on
your new travels?
Melvin (continued): How do you do? My name is Melvin, and I
am traveling with Master HERO.
Princess Leesa (continued): Is that so? ... {She turns away.}
Melvin (chat): The behavior of the Princess has been vexing
lately! Did I say something wrong?
Princess Leesa (again): HERO... Well, I suppose the more in
the party, the better, right? I understand that in my head,
but I just can't be happy about it in my heart. Forgive me!
It's just that sometimes I wonder if you will forget all about
my brother someday. With new friends, everyone will stop
caring about my poor brother! I'm sorry, saying such childish
things, now of all times! There must be something wrong with
me! Please forgive me, won't you, HERO? Won't you, Melvin?
Melvin (chat): I see. I can understand how the Princess
feels. Master HERO, please don't ever forget about the
Prince. (Yes/No)

Melvin (if you say ‘No’): Master HERO! Please
refrain from talking like that, even if you are joking!
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’): What you've just said has put my
heart at ease, HERO. I hope that Princess Leesa cheers up
soon.
Old man fortune teller: You there. Would you like me to tell
your fortune? (Yes/No)
Old man fortune teller (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, let me
begin. Ahem... Hii-ya! Hii-ya! Abracadabra! Snorrrrt! Ohh! I'm
getting something! Er? Oh, dear! I see a cursed town,
enveloped in darkness. No matter how hard you try, you can't
save it. Wait, I see a dim light as well. A day may come when
you can help. Hii-ya! Wheeze, wheeze. Now, for the finale!
Well, that may or may not be your future. That's the nature
of the beast.
Soldier in front of throne room staircase: He rests within
the throne room. Oh, is that you, HERO? Please come right
this way. {He steps aside.}
Soldier in throne room on the right: Yes, sir! Welcome
back, HERO!
Soldier on the left: Yesterday, the King went through the
castle to ascertain the soldiers' battle-readiness. He was
surprised by the low morale.
Maribel (chat): The King sure took a long time to notice. I
guess that's because he had so much on his mind.
Gabo (chat): I'm so glad the King noticed! If he hadn't,
nothing would've changed.
Minister: Ah, HERO. Welcome back. Well then, hurry in to
see His Majesty. Try to be lightearted, but not too
ligthearted.
King Burns: You have returned, Ah, I see a new face.
Melvin (continued): How do you do? My name is Melvin. HERO
and his companions broke the seal, and I ended up traveling
with them.

King Burns (continued): So you came from a land cast into
darkness? Who in the world are you, and how have you made
your way to this land? [Melvin explained the situation to the
King.] So you seek to defeat the Demon Lord. By what you
say, am I to believe that God no longer exists? Such bravery
is rare indeed. HERO! Even if you are able to harness the
power that God left to Melvin, a dangerous journey still lies
ahead. Only by combining your strength can you hope to bear
the burden that rests upon your shoulders.
Melvin (chat): King Burns is a man of strength and kindness.

Rexwood
Young woman at entrance: This is Rexwood, the 'Village at
the Epicenter of the Forest'. Please enjoy your stay!
Melvin (chat): So this village is called Rexwood. Oh! This is
the first place that HERO rescued by breaking the seal!
Gabo (chat): So this is Rexwood. You've been here before,
haven't you, HERO?
Young woman in center house: Have you noticed the viewing
tower in the middle of the village yet? Back when the tower
was completed, it was christened after one of our ancestors.
Although the name has fallen by the wayside, it's officially
known as Hank's Tower.
Melvin (chat): I saw the observation platform, Master HERO.
It was fantastic, wasn't it?

Cave South of Dune
Melvin (chat): I did not expect to find a cave in the south of
the desert. I feel somewhat strange.
Melvin (chat, inside cave): It is so cold! This must have
caused the chill I felt outside.

{The next three islands, Probina (chapter 15), Loomin
(chapter 16), and Mardra (chapter 17), can be done in any
order since you probably have all the shards necessary to
open the travel gates. Be sure to empty Maribel’s inventory
before returning to the present after the third island.}

CHAPTER 15

The Goddess and Her Priest

Razuel

Chief Ordeux

Priest

Probina Bridge
Gabo (chat): I can smell water. It's fantastifc fantastic!
Maribel (chat): Look, HERO! It's a river and a bridge!
Melvin (chat): Look. A bridge. There must be a village or
town somewhere around here.
Maribel (when you talk to the man in the blue vest): Hey!
What are you doing? You don't have to hide. I really don't
mind people admiring my inspiring beauty! Just don't touch
me.
Man in blue vest (continued): Shhh! Shut up or they'll find
us! Huh? You aren't from around here, are you? The town I
hail from is in terrible trouble right now. But I suppose
there's no point in telling complete strangers about it. Look,
it's dangerous here so you best forget about me and hurry up
and get as far away as you can!
Melvin (chat): It seems that there is something going on over
there. Shall we investigate?
Gabo (chat): He said it's dangerous for us here. Shouldn't he
be worried about himself first?
Maribel (chat): I wonder what this serious matter of theirs
is all about. Let's go to the village and find out, HERO!
Sign: Probina – Straight Ahead

Probina
Tough guy (as you enter the village): Hey, hold on there!
Where did you hail from? Are you with Raguraz? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Fool! You think your kind can
insinuate itself into Probina's populace, gradually and
insidiously promoting civil unrest from within? Take your
leave, or I promise you I will spill your blood where you stand!
{He attacks you and forces you out of town.}
Tough guy (as soon as you enter again): You have returned?
I have already threatened you with an intense and bloody
pummelling! Yet you still persist in your attempts to spy on
Probina? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): [repeats above]
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Hold on. There's something
about them. I think they're telling the truth.
Melvin (continued): We are travelers who've just arrived
here. We are unfamiliar with this place. Who or what is
Raguraz?
Tough guy (continued): So you are just travelers. Well, let
me impart some valuable knowledge. Stay far away from the
Kingdom of Raguraz. It lies on an island across the southern
seas. Theirs is a depraved culture, barbaric and profane.
Lately, Raguraz's military has been flooding Probina with a
subversive element. I'm here to make sure that these
practices do not continue. Those I have caught have been
returned to Raguraz as broken men. No respectable woman
would want them. This brings me great pleasure.
Maribel (continued): Why would a big kingdom like that come
after a puny town like this? Hmm, maybe they're hiding some
kind of treasure here.
Melvin (continued, if Maribel is dead): Why would
such a grand kingdom bother to pick on a quaint little

town like this? Perhaps there is more to this town
than meets the eye.
Tough guy (continued): For your own good, I suggest you do
not pry in our affairs. While you pose no immediate threat, I
will show no remorse if the time comes for me to cut your
throats in defense of my people. That said, enjoy your stay in
the humble town of Probina. Don't do anything stupid. After
you've rested and collected what you need, you must leave. I
trust you understand.
Young man: Don't concern yourselves with our problems.
Many countries, not just Raguraz, have an interest in this
town. Let me give you a piece of advice. Leave town now
before you get mixed up in any trouble.
Gabo (chat): Getting mixed up? What, like a salad?
Maribel (chat): Why would Raguraz bother with this town,
anyway?
Melvin (chat): I suspect Master HERO is incapable of
avoiding trouble.
Dog in general store: Woof! Woof! Woof!
Man in blue vest, behind counter: Well, well! It takes an
adventurous spirit to travel in times like these. If you're
going to journey across the river again, you'd best go fully
equipped. I'll supply you with everything you could need.
Treasure chest – Steel Sword
Treasure chest – Potion
Man in blue vest by well: {to himself} Ugh! Oooh! Phew! That
should do it. {to HERO} Oh, forgive me. I didn't see you
there. You appear to be travelers. You must be exhausted
from your journey. I run the inn. Maybe you should stop by
and rest there for a while. We are always eager to
accomodate weary travelers.
Woman behind counter in inn: If you want to make a record
of your travels, Probina's temple is at the summit of the

northern mountain. It's not a difficult climb. Just go straight
in the direction of the Elder's home. You can't miss it.
Maribel (chat): Oh, come on. You mean we have to go to the
top of a mountain just so we can pray?
Melvin (chat): So the temple is at the top of the mountain?
Is that a problem for you, HERO?
Gabo (chat): Whether it's at the top of a mountain or at the
bottom of a valley, it's all the same to me!
Young man in southwest house: It's awfully tense outside.
We've never felt so compelled to protect the town's borders
before.
Young woman in kitchen: According to the Elder, the priest
left town to pursue an inquiry. He was decidedly vague about
any specific details and has yet to return. Sometimes I
wonder if the people of Probina have sacrificed their
freedom for complacency. Our borders are restrictively
enforced, and we have entrusted our future to officials who
work behind a veil of secrecy.
Maribel (chat): Yeah, it's about that old man by the bridge,
isn't it?
Gabo (chat): Sniff sniff. Smells like they just finished
eating.
Melvin (chat): This is the home of the man that we met by
the bridge, is it not?
Young woman near stream: My, how unusual! Travelers from
abroad? Welcome to Probina.
Farmer in southwest field: Twack! Twap! Whack! Whack! {to
HERO} I'm able to work the fields like this every day thanks
to the priest. Actually, it's probably more accurate to say I
owe my thanks to the Goddess. I'm most grateful.
Maribel (chat): There's God, and then there's the Goddess.
Just how many gods are protecting this place?
Melvin (chat): The beauty of the Goddess Statue is
paralleled only by that of a young woman.

Cow: Moo!
Old woman: This village is unbelievably peaceful, given that
other countries are living under threat of the monsters.
After all, the monsters can't get anywhere near this town.
Melvin (chat): I imagine that everyone must be after the
secret to this town's invulnerability to monsters.
Gabo (chat): Why can't the monsters get near this village?
Maribel (chat): Why are the monsters avoiding this place?
This town must have some sort of secret.
Barrel – TinyMedal
Woman in southern house: The Elder assembled the town's
advisors for an important meeting this morning. My husband
is naïve about human nature and contends that they only seek
what will benefit the town. But I don't trust them.
Cat: Purr... purr...
Maribel (continued): Wow! You've got a face as pretty as
mine!
Cat (continued): Meow?
Man in blue vest in corral: My horse has been irritable since
this morning. It's starting to get annoying. {to horse} Hey,
come on, what is it with you? There's nothing to be scared
of. Calm down, already.
Gabo (chat): Animals can perceive things that humans can't.
I feel something strange happening in this village.
Horse: Whinny!
Maribel (chat): Is this horse frightened of something?
Melvin (chat): It would appear that this horse is frightened
of something.
Young man near stream: Several days ago, an envoy from
Raguraz came to see Ordeux, the town Elder. He delivered a
message from the King. But Elder Ordeux still refuses to tell
us what the message was about.
Farmer near armor shop: The monsters ransacked our town
too, until the priest arrived. He brought with him the

Goddess Statue, a beautifully crafted sculpture, cast in gold.
The monsters haven't been able to get anywhere near the
town since the statue was placed in the temple. It's been
such a blessing. I'm no longer constantly cleaning up cow
offal, and my books never get messed up anymore.
Melvin (chat): I see. It would appear that the secret is
concealed within that Goddess Statue.
Maribel (chat): The Goddess Statue! That's it! That's what
they're after! It has to be!
Cow: Moo! Moo!
Barrel – 6 gold coins
Young man behind counter in armor shop: Rumor has it that
the King, Raguraz III, is a very selfish man. He is only
pacified when his chubby, demanding fingers are wrapped
around whatever it is that he desires. I shudder to think
about that bloated despot invading our village!
Maribel (chat): This one is going to be a real nuisance.
Old man upstairs: There are many who would steal the
Goddess Statue on display at the temple. It has undeniable
power. The real enemies of the town are not monsters, but
other humans. It's deplorable!
Melvin (chat): Everything finally comes together. The
problem is that Goddess Statue!
Gabo (chat): HERO? What is he talking about? I'm confused.
Maribel (chat): The Goddess Statue is in the temple on top
of the mountain. We have to climb to the top. There's no
other way.
Dresser – Leather Armor
Old man in center of town: The town hasn't been attacked
by monsters, thanks to the Goddess Statue that rests in the
temple. Monsters lose their powers and even die when they
get too close to it. She may be a Goddess to us, but she's
something entirely different to them. Ha ha ha!

Maribel (chat): If that's true, then this is a big problem!
Any kingdom would covet such immense power! Even I want to
get my hands on it.
Melvin (chat): I can't believe it. But it would be amazing if it
were true!
Gabo (chat): The Goddess Statue seems to take all the fun
out of fighting monsters, HERO.
Young man in front of Elder’s house: This is Elder Ordeux's
house. Did you come here to greet the Elder? You're wellmannered travelers. Unfortunately, I saw Ordeux leaving for
somewhere a while ago.
Gabo (chat): I couldn't care less about the Elder. I just hope
they left something good for us to eat.
Maribel (chat): Anyway, let's go inside the house.
Melvin (chat): Indeed, this magnificent house is worthy of an
Elder.
Maid in Elder’s house: The town elite were talking a little
while ago. Ordeux, the Elder, and Razuel, his son, were
arguing violently. It had something to do with a deadline and
an attack. It's almost as if the prospect of war was being
discussed. Forgive me if I seem uneasy.
Maribel (chat): I wouldn't be at all surprised if fighting were
to break out. That's how much importance the Goddess
Statue has for the people around here.
Melvin (chat): I will have no part of fighting between humans!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. I don't smell much food in this
house.
Pot – 37 gold coins
Horse in corral by haystacks: Neigh!
Horse in corral by trough: Bhhrr.
Man in blue vest in Elder’s house: Ordeux and Razuel just
went to the temple to see the priest. The temple? It's atop
the mountain. You can get there through the cave to the
north of here.

Young woman in northeast corner: I overheard the Elder
Ordeux reading the letter from King Raguraz. I can't bear to
keep what I heard to myself! Can I confide in you? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): What should I do? Is it right
to keep this information to myself?
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I didn't hear everything,
but what I did hear was sufficient cause for concern. The
letter said that the Goddess Statue could not be properly
looked after by one tiny town, and that only a great,
prosperous state would make a proper caretaker! And if it's
not handed over quickly, the whole town will be burnt to the
ground! Oh Goddess, what can we do?
Melvin (continued): King Raguraz is a selfish fool. His actions
are unforgivable.
Maribel (continued): So it seems the letter is the cause of
all the worry.

Mt. Prob Cave
Treasure chest – Florajay
Treasure chest – 530 gold coins
Treasure chest – Cannibox

Mt. Prob Temple
Farmer near entrance: Sigh, the fateful sound of the
blowing leaves. One gust and all my work is carried away by
the breeze. I come from town every day to tend to the
landscaping around the temple. I'd do anything to help the
priest. He's a man among men. Nobody knows where he came
from, but we have all accepted him with open arms. It's a
long story, but you look like the kind of adventurers who

would talk to every person they meet. Would you like to hear
it? (Yes/No)
Farmer (if you say ‘No’): Sometimes you must listen in order
to learn.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Get back there and listen to what he
has to say! How do you expect to help the village without
knowing to the full story?
Farmer (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! It happened three years
ago. A man mysteriously washed up on the eastern shore of
town.
Maribel (continued): I imagine that was the priest.
Farmer (continued): Hey! Would you just keep quiet and
listen to the story? It gets better, I promise! All right, now
where was I? Oh, yes.
Farmer (if Maribel is dead, or continued from above): He
must have endured a harrowing ordeal. His robes were torn
and bloody, and he couldn't remember anything except that
he was a priest. Through it all, his battered hands remained
tightly clenched around a mysterious golden object.
Farmer (continued, if Maribel is dead): It was the
golden Goddess Statue, a treasure reputed to turn
monsters into crying babies!
Maribel (continued): Perhaps it was the Goddess Statue!
Farmer (continued): No! Stop it! Who's telling this story
anyway?
Melvin (chat): Hmm. A priest who lost his memory and a
statue that repels monsters? All of this is very mysterious.
Farmer (again): Young lady, if you always interrupt and never
listen, how can you be so certain?
Farmer (again if Maribel is dead, or continued from
above): In any case, the priest means a lot to our town. We
can't live without him!
Observation about spring in cave: There is a small spring
here. The water in the spring has a mysterious and somehow

soothing color. Do you want to take a dip in the spring?
(Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO and companions' HP
recovered!
Observation about cellar door behind church: It's locked!
Nun on lower floor of temple: When the last priest of
Probina passed away, we couldn't find a replacement for a
long time. Then, suddenly, a new priest arrived. Truly a divine
occurrence! The town rallied together to help rebuild the
aging temple for the new priest's sake. We townspeople have
the priest to thank for guiding us toward faith.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Can we talk to someone more
interesting?
Melvin (chat): I'm uncertain whether the priest's arrival was
a blessing or a curse. I suppose we will have an answer to that
question soon enough.
Maribel (chat): I had no idea the priest was so widely
adored.
Pot – Repellent
Observation: There is a book on the desk. The book is
entitled 'A Journey to Find Yourself'.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is packed full
of theological books.
Observation: There is a bed. Do you want to take a nap?
(Yes/No)
Observation: HERO examined the treasure chest. This seems
to be the Priest's treasure chest. It is tightly locked!
Ordeux (man in brown vest, as you approach): Temerity
will only lead to unnecessary death and destruction. I ask
that you give me another chance to try persuading the great
King of Raguraz. Perhaps I can still reason with him.
Razuel (young man in green, continued): It's no use, Father.
The King will never listen to you. Raguraz is a dangerous
kingdom, intent on remaking the world in its image. Our town

was once regarded as insignificant to their grander plans, but
now it seems we have something that is worth their
attention. If the Goddess Statue did not exist, we would not
be faced with impending war!
Man in blue vest (perhaps from bridge??, continued): {He
runs in from outside.} Ordeux! A military force from Raguraz
has gathered on the bridge at the edge of town!
Ordeux (continued): What? Then it has begun.
Razuel (continued): Damn it! {He goes up to the altar and
takes the golden Goddess Statue.}
Ordeux (continued): Razuel! What are you doing with the
Goddess Statue?
Razuel (continued): {to the man in the blue vest} It's time I
put an end to Raguraz's imperialist ways. Come with me.
Man in blue vest (continued): Yes, sir!
Gabo (chat): That guy walks almost as fast as I do!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! I suggest we follow that person
immediately!
Melvin (chat): Something seems dubious.
Maribel (chat): Look, that man! He took the Goddess Statue!
Ordeux: Damn that Razuel! One day he'll pay for his
imprudence. I just pray that Probina doesn't pay the price
along with him.
Maribel (chat): Action without due consideration? What does
that mean?
Gabo (chat): Did you see the Goddess Statue? It looked
pretty heavy.
Priest: It shames me to think that my presence here has
brought this town to the brink of war. I don't even know why
I had that statue in the first place. The Goddess Statue has
always been heralded as a harbinger of peace. I never
imagined it would serve as a catalyst for war.

Maribel (continued): Don't be ashamed! It isn't your fault!
The Goddess Statue has kept the village safe until now,
right?
Priest (continued): Thank you for your kind words, young
lady. I'm afraid, however, that my coming here will now cause
more harm than the good it has accomplished.
Maribel (continued): You mustn't talk like that! If you lose
faith in your own integrity, then how can you weather life's
challenges to come?
Priest (if Maribel is dead, or continued from above):
Razuel is an impetuous man. He has long fought to effect
revolutionary change within Probina, but rarely does he think
things through. There's no telling what he might do. Please,
kind travelers, save Razuel from himself. I fear the army of
Raguraz will not be merciful.
Gabo (chat): Priests always put others before themselves.
Melvin (chat): He speaks the truth, Master HERO! We must
stop Razuel as soon as possible!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Let's follow that man!
Farmer (outside): Razuel went charging down the mountain
with a determined look on his face. It looked like he was
carrying the Goddess Statue. Where could he be taking it?
Melvin (chat): I cannot help but suspect that the Goddess
Statue is going to be the source of grave danger.
Maribel (chat): Hurry, HERO! We don't have any time to
waste!
Gabo (chat): That man grabbed the Goddess Statue and went
down the mountain! Let's catch him, HERO!

Probina
Young man near Elder’s house: A brigade of soldiers from
Raguraz has taken the offensive. Razuel intends to head
them off before they cross the bridge on the outskirts of

town. He told the townspeople to lock themselves in their
homes! I recommend you and your party take cover
somewhere as well.
Melvin (chat): If the army penetrates the village, we will be
in grave dander danger!
Gabo (chat): Is there going to be a war?
Maribel (chat): Let's get them! They say that the enemy
army is at the bridge!
Observation about all house doors: It's locked from the
inside!
Maribel (chat): What are you doing, HERO? We have to go
outside of town!
Melvin (chat): This is no time to be getting sidetracked,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): HERO! We don't have time to stop and eat
here!
Horse in corral by trough: Whinny!
Old woman: Judging from the commotion, you'd think that
Probina was on the brink of war. Soon, dead bodies will be
piled in the town's center, houses will burn down to their
ashy foundations, and slaughtered livestock will fill our
fields. Our scant resources will crumble under the might of
Raguraz's army. But I'll be all right. After all, I'm hardly a
threat to anyone.
Man in blue vest (innkeeper) in front of inn: It seems
Raguraz's army has reached the bridge and is preparing for
battle. If they make it into town, they won't get into my inn!
I'm going to protect my family and home! Even if it means
tearing this purple sign off the doorway and personally
bashing in the heads of every last Raguraz soldier with it!
Dog as you approach the town entrance: Woof! Woof!
Woof! {He runs off to the general store.}
Shopkeeper in general store: I heard that those thugs from
Raguraz have finally launched their attack. They probably

want to capture the Goddess Statue. We must not give it up
easily. You have the eyes of warriors. Piercing, unflinching
eyes that say 'We, too, will fight.'Am I right? (Yes/No)
Shopkeeper (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. I must have
misread you.
Shopkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! My intuition hasn't
failed me yet. Here, carry this! [The sword appears to have
been forged in ancient times. You can feel the substantial
heft of the blade in your hands.] It's a Platinum Sword, an
heirloom passed down through several generations in my
family. To use it in a time like this would honor my ancestors
greatly. Take it! [HERO obtained the Platinum Sword!]
Maribel (chat): All right, HERO! It looks amazing!
Melvin (chat): I only caught a glimpse, but that sword
appears to be an impressive and powerful piece of work.
Gabo (chat): That old man gave it to you for free? That was
very lucky, HERO!
Shopkeeper (again): I want to fight too, but an injury from
my youth has left one of my legs lame. I know you will make
good use of that sword. My hopes are with you!

Probina Bridge
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. Something smells like monster!
Maribel (chat): Look, HERO! There are soldiers on the other
side of the bridge!
Melvin (chat): Regardless of how badly they wanted the
Goddess Statue, the use of force was unacceptable!
Man in blue vest: Oh no! What am I going to do? The army
of Raguraz has actually come! Do you think they'll quietly
retreat when we hand the Goddess Statue over to them?
Captain (as you approach the bridge): {Razuel takes a few
steps onto the bridge and the Captain shouts.} Halt! What do
you have there?

Razuel (continued): I hold within my hands that which you
came for, the Goddess Statue. But I have no intention of
relinquishing it to Raguraz, regardless of your kingdom's
purported military might.
Captain (continued): I have no time for your misguided
diplomacy. But if that is indeed the Goddess Statue, then
move no further!
Razuel (continued): The allure of battle escapes me. Yours is
an evil culture. A culture of destruction. It breeds a callous
indifference to the suffering of others. As long as the
statue exists...
Captain (continued): What did you say?
Razuel (continued): As long as the statue exists, we are
under the threat of another war. I can't let that happen.
Captain (continued): What the hell are you talking about? If
there is any good in this world, you will be the first to die in
this regrettably short war. It will be difficult to make
grandstanding speeches when you are choking on your own
blood.
Razuel (continued): I would rather die at the hands of a
monster, than take the life of another human. Hiyaa! {He
throws the Goddess Statue high in the air, and it breaks into
two pieces when it lands on the bridge.} Gasp! Gasp! Go back
and tell your king something for me. Tell him to forget about
the Goddess Statue, because it no longer exists.
Young man (continued): Razuel, what are you doing?
Captain (continued): Gyahah hahah! Your seething stupidity
amazes me. I had planned to dispose of the statue eventually,
but I didn't know it would be this easy! Thanks to you, we can
now take care of our real business. Gyahahah!
Razuel (continued): What the hell?! {The captain of the
soldiers transforms into a DragonMan, and the soldiers of
Raguraz transform into Babygoyles and MageImps.} I've been
deceived by monsters!

DragonMan (continued): Go forth, my minions! There's
nothing to fear now! Burn the village to the ground! {The
monsters fly over the bridge toward the village.}
Razuel (continued): I've endangered the lives of everyone!
{He and the tough guy and the young man run back to town.}
Melvin (chat): We were deceived! The Goddess Statue is
gone, so we must protect the village ourselves!
Maribel (chat): This is looking really bad! The village is in
danger! We've got to save them!
Gabo (chat): Growl! He's a monster! I knew something was
wrong!

Probina
Dog in general store (when you try to open the inner
door): Grrr... Woof! Woof!
Babygoyle (continued): Kee! Kee!
Shopkeeper (continued): Take this! Arrggh! {The monster is
destroyed, but the shopkeeper collapses.}
Dog: Howl! Howl!
Shopkeeper: Pathetic! I was so careless. In my youth, one or
two of those monsters would not have been a problem! Ugh!
[He appears to have passed out.]
Melvin (continued): He probably just lost consciousness. It is
nothing we need to be concerned about.
Maribel (continued): The monsters won't get away with this!
Melvin (continued): We must hurry, HERO. The situation is
liable to take a turn for the worse if we leave matters the
way they are now.
Maribel (continued): Don't just stand there, HERO! Let's get
going!
Woman behind counter in inn: Uh, excuse me, but there's a
monster coming up behind you.
Babygoyle fighting innkeeper in front of inn: Kee! Kee!

Gabo (chat): Damn! I want to get my hands on that powerful
looking one by the bridge.
Maribel (chat): Just leave these fools to themselves, HERO!
Melvin (chat): Besides, we have more important matters to
address.
Innkeeper: This door will be plastered with my brain and skull
fragments before I allow them to set one foot in my inn!
Grah!
Melvin (chat): The innkeeper is clearly determined to protect
his home and family. Good man.
Gabo (chat): Good job, innkeeper!
Maribel (chat): Because the Goddess Statue is gone,
monsters are invading the village!
Young woman in southwest house: Help! Help!
Young man: {to monster} I'm not letting go of you! Don't you
go over there! Stay away from my wife!
MageImp: Kee! Kee!
MageImp fighting the tough guy outside: Kee! Kee!
Tough guy: Eeeeei!
Babygoyle fighting old woman: Kee! Kee!
Old woman: You rotten monsters have terrible taste! This old
woman's got nothing for you! Get lost! Shoo! Shoo!
Maribel (chat): The whole village is trying so hard. We must
take care of the enemy leader!
Gabo (chat): HERO! Where did the leader of the monster
run off to?
Melvin (chat): I fear the consequences of further postponing
our battle with the enemy leader.
Farmer collapsed in southern field: Whoa! I'm already dead!
Really! I'm not kidding!
Maribel (chat): We can't just leave things like this!
Melvin (chat): Let us smite the enemy leader across the
bridge!
Gabo (chat): We have to hurry and find their leader, HERO!

Razuel (as you approach): Your lies and deceit have won you
nothing, monster! {He attacks the babygoyle and destroys.}
{to second monster} I won't let you get away with this! {He
attacks the Imp (MageImp??).}
Monster (continued): Kee! Kee! {He attacks Razuel.}
Razuel (continued): Arrggh! My legs! Do not mistake my
attempts at a peaceful resolution with Raguraz as a
weakness! Death awaits you, demon! {He attacks again.}
Monster (continued): Kee! Kee! {The monster is defeated.}
Razuel: Damn! I can't move my legs! Luck has it that they
haven't figured out where the kind priest is. I'll catch up
with you soon enough, so head for the temple. And tell the
priest to run and hide somewhere safe! I beg of you!
Maribel (chat): The top of the mountain again? Forget it,
HERO! Let's just go wherever we want!
Gabo (chat): The guy said the temple was at the top of the
mountain, HERO.
Melvin (chat): If we can find the priest, he may have some
ideas as to what we can do!
Cat in southern house: Meow!
Woman in bed: Ah! There's no one here!
Melvin (chat): This is neither the time nor the place, HERO!
Gabo (chat): We need to find the leader of the monsters
soon!
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO! We've got to hurry!
Man in blue vest in corral: Eeek! Help! {to HERO} It looks
like I'm going to die here, cowering beneath the flames. Even
my beloved horse stares on mockingly. Oh, God! What's going
to become of us? More importantly, what about our Goddess?
Farmer by armor shop (as you approach): {The babygoyle
torches the cow.} Oh no! Look what they've done to my cow!
Monster! I'm going to collide with you indefinitely as my
limbs flail wildly about!
Monster in armor shop: Keeee! Keeee!

Young man and old man (as you go up the stairs): Take
this! And that! {They attack you repeatedly.}
Young man (continued): What? You're not a monster. I must
apologize for my actions.
Old man (continued): Oh, my! What have we done? Oof! You
didn't have to punch me in the gut! It was an honest mistake!
Young man (continued): I'm sorry! I'm sorry! I am terribly
sorry! A monster came into the shop just a little while ago, so
I thought it had returned!
Old man (continued): Please don't hit me again. I'm so old.
Melvin (chat): As long as I shall live I will never forget the
beating those two idiots just gave me.
DragonMan: {As you approach the young man fighting the
MageImp in the center of town, the DragonMan swoops in and
attacks the young man.} Foolish humans! I'll shatter all your
souls! Underlings! Find the priest and kill him! Slowly, mind
you. Slowly kill him! Gya ha ha! {He flies off.}
MageImp: Kee! Kee!
Observation about young man: The soul has been shattered.
All that remains is a lifeless husk.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe that!
Melvin (chat): What frightening power.
Gabo (chat): Those monsters sure make a mess of things!
Monster fighting young man near Elder’s house: Kee! Kee!
Young man: Arrgh! So you've clawed out my eye! No matter. I
have another! Arrgh! So, you've clawed out my other eye! I
can still blindly swing at you!
Maid in Elder’s house: Eeek! You don't want to eat me! I
don't taste good! I mean it!
Maribel (chat): I guess monsters can tell whether something
tastes good or not just by looking.
Gabo (chat): If I were a monster, I'd probably eat you! Heh
heh heh!

Melvin (chat): Perhaps I will devour you instead. Cough,
cough...ahem!
Babygoyle: {As soon as you walk out into the corral, a
babygoyle swoops down and torches one of the horses.} Kee!
Kee!

Mt. Prob Cave
Ordeux (on second floor): {To himself, staring into a pool of
water.} If only it were so easy to cleanse my hands of all of
Probina's troubles. {to HERO} Oh, we met at the temple!
Forgive me. I did not see you at first. Heh heh. For a man my
age, the procession to the temple must be faced with ardor
or it wears me down. But I suppose the path to salvation is
never easy. Heh heh.
Maribel (continued): What are you doing? This is no time to
relax! [Maribel explained the situation.]
Melvin (continued if Maribel is dead): My apologies,
Elder. I have no time for such idle chat. [Melvin
explained the situation.]
Ordeux (continued): What? How could Razuel do such a
thing? The monsters disguised themselves as soldiers? It's
all so unbelievable! I'm worried about the town. I'm going to
make my way back and surreptitiously check things out.
Please protect the temple! I entrust you with the priest's
safety!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Let's hurry to the temple on the
mountain!
Gabo (chat): We'll protect the priest no matter what, right?
Melvin (chat): Hurry, hurry! It will prove problematic if the
monsters get there first!

Mt. Prob Temple

Farmer: There's quite a commotion in the village. I wonder
what happened.
Melvin (continued): I have to explain quickly. Here's the
situation. [Melvin explained the situation.]
Maribel (continued if Melvin is dead): There's not
much time! Let me get right to the point. [Maribel
explained the situation.]
Farmer (continued): What? When the monsters and soldiers
broke Razuel, the Goddess Statue attacked them? Aieee!
This is really bad!
Farmer (again): I know! The soldier transformed into Razuel
because the Golden Statue broke the monsters, right? Wow!
This is really bad!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if he understands what's happening in
the twon town.
Nun on lower level of temple: What's this? I suddenly sense
an evil presence nearby. I haven't felt this sensation for
many years. Could it be that something happened to the
golden Goddess Statue that Razuel took?
Maribel (chat): It's no surprise that one so close to God
would sense something.
Gabo (chat): Yeah! I got it now! So it's the Goddess Statue
that kept the monsters out of this town!
Priest: I have been anxiously awaiting your return. Has war
broken out? Is Razuel okay? [HERO explained the situation.]
No! So we have been unwitting pawns in the monsters'
deception? It can't be! {He leaves the temple.}
Priest (as you leave the temple): Smoke from the direction
of the town? The monsters waste little time. All that the
good people of Probina have built will be torn asunder. {He
takes a step forward.} Somehow, the smell of the billowing
smoke seems so familiar. It's almost stifling. {He takes
another step forward and looks around.} Arrgh! My head! It

feels as if it's splitting in two! {The screen fades to white
and then back.} Unngh! I remember now! Long ago, my village
was attacked by ignoble monsters! I thought I had seen
enough bloodshed to last me a lifetime. It seems I cannot
escape my past.
Razuel (continued): Priest! {Razuel limps toward the priest.}
Gasp! Priest! It's my fault that this happened. Please, make
haste and run! The monster will be here at any moment!
Priest (continued): Then we must hurry! Those things have
neither blood nor tears. But first, I have something
important to retrieve from the temple cellar. Razuel, can you
come with me to help?
Razuel (continued): Yes, Priest! We must move quickly! {They
both walk back behind the temple.}
Priest (as you approach): Please, Razuel. You'll see a small
case right after you go in. Please bring it back here quickly!
Razuel (continued): Understood, Priest. Let's grab it and get
out of here. {The priest unlocks the cellar door.}
Priest: Oh my, I forgot! There's something heavy blocking
the way that he won't be able to move alone! Please, go and
help him!
Maribel (as you approach the doorway in the cellar): Can't
that priest do anything for himself?
Melvin (continued): You mustn't complain, Maribel. God's
servants have great strength. It lies not in the strength of
their bodies, but in the strength of their souls.
Melvin (if Maribel is dead, or continued from above): We
must help the Priest escape posthaste!
Melvin (as you approach Razuel): I see nothing too big to
move here. Perplexing.
Maribel (as you approach Razuel, if Melvin is
dead): I don't get it. There isn't anything here
that's too big to move!

Razuel (continued): Oh, look! That must be it! {He goes over
to the table and picks up a sack.}
Razuel: Oh, it's just an empty, dusty sack. {The priest comes
down the ladder and then locks the door.} Priest? {Razuel
goes over to the door and tries to open it.} Priest! What are
you doing? Open up!
Priest (continued): I can't escape from them, Razuel. The
past always seems to catch up with me. Before I came to
Probina, my own village was laid to waste by these vile
creatures. They took from me my home and almost my life.
Purulent and bloody, I crawled to the temple and clasped my
arms around the Goddess Statue. Somehow, by the grace of
God, I made my way to the shoreline and set off upon the
high seas toward uncertain sanctuary. The rest is still
somewhat of a haze. I do not intend for Probina to meet with
a similar fate. Perhaps I can remedy the damage that has
been done. Don't move or make a sound. You're young and
have your whole lives ahead of you. Farewell, everyone. {He
climbs the ladder out of the cellar.}
Razuel (continued): Priest!
{The screen fades to black and you hear sounds of battle.
After a little while, Razuel leaves the cellar and walks down
the mountain path.}
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Barrel – MoonHerb
Melvin (chat, outside cellar): I fear the worst for the
village. We had best follow Razuel on his way there, Master
HERO!
Gabo (chat): That guy's a goner! You think Razuel's okay by
himself?
Maribel (chat): I'm worried about Razuel and the villagers.
Let's hurry back!

Melvin (as you walk past the ruined temple): My word, this
is terrible damage! There may be nothing left of the town
below!
Maribel (continued): Don't say that, Melvin. There's always
hope.
Maribel (if Melvin is dead or continued from above): I'm
worried about the townspeople. Let's hurry down the
mountain!
Melvin (continued): Yes, a fine idea, considering the monsters
have left.
Observation about nun near cave entrance: Her soul has
been shattered, but the Adventure Journal is still tightly
held in her hand! {save talk}

Mt. Prob Cave
Observation about farmer on top floor: The soul has been
shattered. All that remains is a lifeless husk.
Melvin (continued): This man was a servant at the temple. He
must have been caught while trying to escape.
Maribel (continued): It is a cruel fate to have one's soul
shattered by monsters. Hmm, maybe we should push his
tongue back in his mouth.

Probina
Observation about Ordeux: The soul has been shattered. All
that remains is a lifeless husk.
Melvin (continued): My God, the Elder! If only we had
returned to town sooner, this tragedy might have been
averted!
Maribel (continued): It seems the Elder is not alone in his
fate. The whole town has suffered through the same thing.

Observation about all people and animals in the village:
The soul has been shattered. All that remains is a lifeless
husk.
Razuel (as you approach): My actions lead led to this. How
could I have acted with such careless disregard? If only I
hadn't destroyed the Goddess Statue. {He slowly walks away,
dropping a treasure chest behind him.}
Gabo (chat): Hey! That old young(?) man dropped something.
Melvin (chat): Razuel appears to have dropped something.
Maribel (chat): Did you see that, HERO? Razuel just dropped
something!
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. It's the
small box belonging to the priest that was in the basement of
the temple. The small box contains the Goddess Picture and
the Priest Key! HERO obtained the Goddess Picture and the
Priest Key!
Command: Item – GoddesPic – Use
HERO thoroughly examined the Goddess Picture. The image
of a goddess healing her wounds at a spring is depicted.
Babygoyle in armor shop: Keeeee! {battle with MageImp
ensues}
Razuel near town entrance: We've lost everything, and it's
all my fault. [Do you want to show the Goddess Picture to
Razuel? (Yes/No)]
Razuel (if you say ‘Yes’): What? I dropped a chest with a
picture and a key in it? Oh, I found that chest in the
basement of the temple before I left there. Hmm, let's take
a look. It appears that a wounded Goddess is healing herself
with the water of a spring. Perhaps it's something that the
priest used for temple ceremonies. But wait! Could this be?
{The screen changes to a black-and-white memory scene.}
Razuel (to the priest in the cavern spring behind the
temple): You're here again today? {He walks closer to the

priest.} You come to the spring nearly every day. Just what
are you doing?
Priest (continued): Razuel, the Goddess Statue is blessed
with the task of watching over this town. Yet even a Goddess
sometimes requires attention. I visit this spring every day so
that she may continue to overlook watch over the town of
Probina with renewed vigor.
Razuel (continued): Hmm? Oh, holy power! I see.
Razuel (back in Probina, continued): Once, I saw the priest
washing the Goddess Statue in the mountain spring. I
dismissed it as a remnant of ancient religious tradition, but
the spring in this drawing bears a striking resemblance. And
the wounded Goddess... Arrgg! Damn it! This is all so
confusing! My head is spinning!
Razuel (again): The spring in this drawing must be the spring
at the small shrine on the peak of the mountain! And the
wounded Goddess... Arrgg! Damn it! This is all so confusing!
My head is spinning!

Probina Bridge
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. HERO obtained
the Legs!
Command: Item – Legs – Use
HERO inspected the Legs. They seem to be the lower half of
the Goddess Statue.
Command: Look – HERO checked underfoot. HERO obtained
the Torso!
Command: Item – Torso – Use
HERO inspected the Torso. It seems to be the upper half of
the Goddess Statue.

Probina

Razuel (when you have the Legs and Torso): Those must
be... Those are pieces of the Goddess Statue that I broke! I
see! Now I understand! The Goddess in that picture is the
Goddess Statue! If that is true, we need to bring the
Goddess Statue to the mountaintop spring. Arrgg! Damn it!
This is all so confusing! My head is spinning!
Maribel (chat): Razuel's confused. I think I'm beginning to
understand, though.
Gabo (chat): Old That(?) man Razuel's no help, either.
Melvin (chat): Hmm, I see. I think it might be wise to
further examine that picture we found. I suspect that it may
be the key to solving this mystery.

Mt. Prob Temple
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. You know where we're going,
right?
Gabo (chat): Whenever I see the temple in this condition, I
get angry all over again!
Melvin (chat): This mystery is almost solved. My heart
trembles with anticipation!
Maribel (as you approach the spring in the small cave):
Could that drawing truly be a message from the priest?
Melvin (as you approach the spring if Maribel is dead, or
continued from above): What will happen if we put the
broken Goddess Statue in this spring?
Maribel (continued): I admit I'm intrigued to find out!
Melvin (continued): Very well. Let us attempt this course of
action.
DragonMan (continued): Stay your hand, human! Your hope
exists in perception only! {He materializes above the spring.}
I underestimated the priest. He anticipated the possibility
that one day we would return to finish the work we started

long ago. With his unfailing loyalty to his people, he has
earned my respect. Now he holds an honorable place in the
pit of my noble belly. As for the Goddess Statue, it has been
shattered like the souls of the humans and shall remain that
way. If you dare to oppose me, I will show you a fate far
worse than death.
Gabo (battle chat): I hate those that take advantage of
others! I'll make you see the error of your ways!
Maribel (battle chat): HERO! This is the head monster from
back on the bridge. It must be the one that killed the priest!
Melvin (battle chat): Master HERO! We can't let him have
either part of the Goddess Statue!
DragonMan (midway through battle): {Note: anyone who was
dead in the battle is now revived.} Gya ha ha! No Goddess can
save you now! I'll show you what happens to insolent fools
who stand against me! Die!
Razuel (continued): {He walks in.} HERO! Give me the
Goddess Statue! Quick! [HERO handed over the two pieces
of the Goddess Statue to Razuel!] {He walks over to the side
of the spring and lifts up the Goddess Statue.} HERO, after
spending an inexplicably interminable amount of time trying
to figure things out, I think I've hit on something. Through
intense deductive reasoning, I've found what the priest
intended for us to do. I just can't believe he actually planned
for this contingency. {He throws the two pieces of the
Goddess Statue into the spring, and a bright light shines
forth. The restored Goddess Statue rises up, light flashes
around DragonMan.}
DragonMan (continued): My power! My very lifeblood! It's
being drained away! Is this the power of the statue? No
matter! I won't succumb to the likes of you! All that will be
left of you is an unrecognizable heap of mangled flesh!
DragonMan (when it’s defeated): Is this really how it ends
for the eponymous DragonMan? I will serve my Lord even in

death! I'll destroy that hated statue! {He drops closer to the
Goddess Statue.} Great Goddess! You're coming with me!
Gyaah! {He explodes and destroys the Goddess Statue.}
Melvin (continued): Ashes to ashes, and dust to dust. A
fitting end for such an abominable beast.
Maribel (continued): Oh no! The Goddess Statue has been
destroyed! It looks like the damage is irreparable! What shall
we do, HERO?
Razuel: It doesn't matter. Nothing remains of what was once
Probina. Even if anything can be retrieved from among the
scattered debris, the people no longer abide there. They live
on only in memory. At least we have avenged their untimely
deaths. And if we had not derived the priest's message from
the drawing, who knows what would have become of us? Even
without his memory intact, the priest somehow knew this
time would come. But my failure still resulted in the deaths
of my father and the rest of the townspeople.
Melvin (continued): I agree. You are a wuss. Now quiet! I
believe I hear something!
Maribel (continued if Melvin is dead): Hold on! Can
you hear something?
Razuel (continued): Huh? What's that sound? {He runs
outside.}
Razuel (as you walk outside): {Small blue lights are flying
around in the sky.} I hear shouts of joy coming from the
village! {One of the blue lights settles on the nun near Mt.
Prob Cave and she stands up.} Now that we've defeated that
foul monster, the souls of the villagers are returning to their
bodies! {He starts to walk away. Meanwhile in the village,
little blue lights settle on the people and they all get up too.}
Nun (near cave entrance): Thank heavens! Everyone's all
right! We ran when the monsters attacked the temple, but
they caught us here! I don't remember anything after that.
Oh my goodness! I forgot to say my prayers! {church talk}

Mt. Prob Cave
Farmer: Monster attack! Monster attack! Run while you still
can! What? You already defeated the monsters? My soul was
shattered? You pushed my tongue back in my mouth? Heh
heh. You expect me to believe that? Now that you mention it,
I do seem to remember seeing my fallen body from high
above.
Maribel (chat): It's strange that those whose souls have
been stolen don't remember any of it later.
Melvin (chat): I see. He doesn't know that his soul was
stolen.
Gabo (chat): He's so relaxed! Heh heh.

Probina
Young man in front of Elder’s house: Razuel has told us of
your heroic efforts! My sight may now consist of blurred
images, but even I can see that you are this town's saviors!
Thanks to you, we can once again adhere to our isolationist
ways!
Maribel (chat): Anyway,/space/it's okay! Everything's fine!
Maribel (chat): There was a while there when I wasn't sure
how it was going turn out.
Melvin (chat): I don't know what would have happened to us
if the priest had not bestowed power upon this that spring.
The more I think about it, the more I realize how terribly
powerful that priest was.
Gabo (chat): Heh heh heh. I always blush when people thank
me.
Razuel: Greetings, HERO. I have been giving the Elder an
account of what happened here. He seems impressed with

the heroism you displayed on the mountaintop. We owe you
everything. I only regret that the priest sacrificed so much
to save us. In his short time here, he had become an intrinsic
part of this town. He will always be with us. I'm certain of it.
Melvin (chat): I would have enjoyed a conversation with that
priest.
Maribel (chat): That's right! The priest must be watching
over us from somewhere!
Gabo (chat): I feel the same as Razuel!
Ordeux: My son has told me everything. It seems that
Raguraz was not the threat we thought it was. The monsters
were behind all of this. I wish I could have been there to
fight alongside you against the DragonMan, but I was
knocked unconscious when my soul was stolen. On behalf of
the entire town, allow me to express my indesinent gratitude.
Maid in Elder’s house: Before I knew what had happened,
I'd fallen down on the floor. What? The monster separated
my soul from my body? At least it didn't eat me!
Horse in corral by trough: Neigh!
Old man in center of town: I don't know why, but I feel
refreshed! Hmm, how can I explain it? Death came for me,
but I didn't have to go with him. Ha ha ha!
Melvin (chat): Nothing is better than peace! This is the way
things should be!
Maribel (chat): I'm so glad the villagers are back to normal!
Gabo (chat): Everyone's back to normal! Isn't that great,
HERO?
Young man behind counter in armor shop: Oh, no! The shop
has been completely ransacked.
Old man upstairs: What did you say? Our souls were sucked
out of our bodies? The world of darkness where we existed
in constant agony wasn't just a dream then. How is this
possible? It remains to be seen, but your actions may very

well have altered the future of this town. It is a blessing and
must be the will of God.
Maribel (chat): It seems that we are changing the future.
How amazing!
Melvin (chat): We may forget it at times, but our travels and
victories are always dependent upon God's will. It is His
guidance that we depend on.
Gabo (chat): God's grace? You mean like when he doesn't
stumble and spill things?
Farmer: My cow has disappeared! Damn you, you miserable
monsters! Give me back my Pochi!
Young man by stream: Ow! The spot where that monster
grabbed me is still red and inflamed. But I can stand the
brunt of the pain. It's just good to be alive.
Cat in southern house: Meow!
Man in blue vest: My wife must have nerves of steel to be
able to sleep at a time like this.
Maribel (chat): Women are always tougher than men in the
end.
Woman in bed: Zzzz... Zzzz...
Gabo (chat): Wow! Sound asleep at a time like this!
Horse in corral: Bhhrr!
Old woman in southern field: I might have just been
dreaming, but I met the priest, up above the clouds. He
smiled gently, waved at me, and rose higher and higher into
the sky.
Maribel (chat): The priest was watching over them after all!
Melvin (chat): Hear me, good priest. This village will be all
right now. Rest in peace!
Gabo (chat): So that's it. That priest was able to fly through
the air! That's incredible!
Farmer: Moo? Moo moo!
Maribel (chat): That's the sound of a cow mooing.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. I smell animals.

Melvin (chat): If it behaves like a person, can it really be
called a cow?
Cow: Huh? I'm a cow? (Yes/No)
Cow (if you say ‘No’): What? I'm wrong? Are you blind?
Look at my body, I have an udder! This isn't my body! There
must have been some kind of mistake.
Cow (if you say ‘Yes’): Is this a joke? That person over
there is me. There must have been some kind of mistake.
Melvin (chat): I can't believe he turned into a cow. Do you
really think everything will be all right after all?
Maribel (chat): Yuck! This is a human! Do you really think a
human soul could enter a cow's body by mistake?
Gabo (chat): I guess that's the opposite of me, huh? Well,
having four legs isn't so bad.
Young woman by stream: Ah-choo! {She shivers.} Brrrr. I
still feel cold. It was so dark and terrifying. Where was I?
Maribel (chat): Do you think you can see your body from
above as your soul is leaving? Just once, I'd like to see my
beautiful figure without having to use a mirror!
Melvin (chat): The stolen souls must have been taken to a
world of darkness.
Gabo (chat): Who knows what would have happened if they
had never gotten their souls back?
Young woman in southwest house: Ahhh! Stay away! Stay
away from me!
Young man: {to young woman} No, it's me. The monsters are
all gone. {to HERO} I can't handle this. It's enough to make
me sympathize with the monsters.
Melvin (chat): This, too, is one of the scars left behind by
the monsters.
Woman in inn: Could you please take a look at my husband?
He's got wounds all over his body. No matter how much
medicine I apply to them, it isn't enough. He fought well,

though. He laid his life on the line to protect me! He's the
most wonderful husband in the world!
Maribel (chat): Your husband is really wonderful!
Gabo (chat): You were He was really impressive!
Melvin (chat): A man will do most anything for the woman he
loves!
Innkeeper: I was determined to protect my family and the
inn! That's what I said, and I'm a man of my word. When I
regained consciousness, I was laying on the floor, wounded
and confused. I suppose I need to train more. Ouch! Ouch!
{He turns back to his wife.} Careful now, careful.
Gabo (chat): That man was incredilble incredible! Did you see
him fending off all of those monsters?
Melvin (chat): He fought impressively for one with so little
combat experience.
Maribel (chat): Defending your family with your own two
hands is so noble!
Dog in general store: Howl...
Shopkeeper in bed: Oh, it's you. Judging by the looks on
your faces, I'd say you've resolved the matter.
Shopkeeper (continued if you got the Platinum Sword from
him earlier): Did my ancestral sword aid you? I hope it, unlike
me, was of some use. After giving it to you, I saw one of my
ancestors. I know it sounds bizarre, but I wasn't dresming
dreaming! I swear.
Shopkeeper (continued if you didn’t get the
Platinum Sword from him earlier): During my long,
cold absence from conscious awareness, I think I saw
one of my ancient ancestors. But only the dead should
be able to see the dead. It was so strange, but I
know I wasn't dreaming.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if I'd get to see my mom if my soul
left my body...

Maribel (chat): It seems like no one knew what happened to
them.
Melvin (chat): It is sometimes said that the less one knows,
the better.
Tough guy at town entrance: Looks like the monsters have
left, but you shouldn't let your guard down yet. I'm going to
patrol a bit longer. I'm still sullen that we did not engage in
battle with Raguraz. Monsters have no philosophy or culture
to pervade, so their attacks are always head-on. But Raguraz
attempts to undermine our society through more subtle
means.

Probina Bridge
Razuel (as you step onto the bridge): Hey! HERO! {He walks
into the clearing.}
Razuel (if you try to walk away): Ha ha! Are you leaving
already?
Razuel (when you speak to him): Ha ha! Are you leaving
already? (Yes/No)
Razuel (if you say ‘No’): I can tell that destiny
weighs heavily upon your shoulders.
Razuel (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. It's disappointing, but I
know I have to let you go.
Razuel (continued, either way): I regret that we must part.
I pray you will have a safe journey. You and the priest were
sent to help this town as mysterious blessings from God. I've
learned a lot from you. Do you have any wisdom you can
impart to me before you leave? I understand. Your blank
stare speaks volumes. You will always be welcome in this town.
Gabo (chat): All right, let's go!
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO!

Melvin (chat): Again we have saved the innocent from certain
peril. Let us continue on our noble quest and venture forth
through time!

Probina
Little girl in front of inn: Hello, stranger. This is the village
of Probina. I live here at the inn. I'll give you a deal if you
stay here. Would you like to stay here? (Yes/No)
Little girl (if you say ‘No’): Oh, come on! There aren't any
other inns around. If you don't rest here, you'll regret it
later.
Little girl (again): Did you change your mind? Are you going
to stay? (Yes/No)
Little girl (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Little girl (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Come this way, please!
{She opens the door to the inn, but doesn’t lead you inside.
You’re free to go elsewhere if you wish.}
Gabo (chat): She's still so little, but so responsible!
Melvin (chat): Ha ha ha! This cute young girl is perfect for
attracting customers!
Maribel (chat): I'm sure she's very nice, but persuasive
selling is irritating. Very irritating.
Little girl in inn: I bet you'll sleep well. Our beds are really
soft!
Little girl (after you stay the night): Did you sleep well last
night? Come and stay anytime, gentle travelers!
Priest: I've been on a long journey, seeking the temple on the
mountaintop there. I've heard that this village was attacked
by swarms of monsters. Then, the priest at the temple
sacrificed himself to save the villagers. Since we worship the
same deity, I longed to visit the temple where the noble
priest served.

Maribel (chat): The priest's legacy survives even with the
passing of time.
Melvin (chat): Quite the man, that priest! We should strive
to be more like him!
Gabo (chat): So what happened to the temple, anyway?
Little boy in back room: My sister is good at attracting
customers to the inn. That's why she gets a big allowance.
I'm not good at it because I'm a bad talker. He says I'm a
failure...
Gabo (chat): The little brother is kind of pitiful.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. I like strong women!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Siblings can be so different!
Dresser – Clothes
Man in blue vest (innkeeper) behind counter: Our inn's been
making a profit lately, thanks to my daughter's hard work.
She works as hard as an adult already. I can't wait until she
grows up!
Melvin (chat): She must have been honing her sales skills
since childhood.
Gabo (chat): The daughter's more responsible than the
parents!
Maribel (chat): This inn will do well as long as she's here.
Woman by well behind inn: Ugh! I guess it's okay like this.
{to HERO} Have you been traveling? You must be awfully
tired to have come this far. I run the inn. If you like, talk to
my daughter out in front of the shop. She's real smart.
Young woman by well: Hello/comma/ stranger. Welcome to
the village of Probina.
Young woman (if Maribel is leading the party): Young lady,
what a lovely outfit! I could never buy that here in a small
village like this. You must be from a large town.
Maribel (chat): Tee hee! People can't help but recognize my
good upbringing! More important than buying the right
clothes is wearing them with style and grace.

Young woman (if Melvin is leading the party): My, how
attractive! Just like a knight from a fairy tale. Ah! What
should I do?
Melvin (chat): Well, ah... I... Ahem! Of course I admire the
fairer sex, but it's an embarrassing question!
On the ground (hidden) – TinyMedal
Cat in weapon shop: Prrrr... Meowww.
Treasure chest – 340 gold coins
Treasure chest – Iron Mask
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: You came this
far? Very well, I'll tell you a secret that's been passed down
by my ancestors. You do want to hear it, right? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): No? Well I didn't want to tell
you, anyway.
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes? A wise choice, mates.
Long ago, a mysterious hero appeared while the village was
being attacked by monsters. My ancestor nobly offered the
hero our family treasure, a sword of incredible strength and
craftsmanship. The hero used it to decimate countless
monsters. Amazing, isn't it? The village was saved by our
family heirloom!
Gabo (chat): What? So they think just one hero saved the
village?
Maribel (chat): Did you hear that? I'm a hero! I like the
sound of that! Hee hee!
Melvin (chat): Heroes, are we? We hardly deserve to be
called that yet. But we shall strive to be worthy of the title
someday, right, HERO?
Little girl in southwest house by the door: Are you guys
trying to sell us something? We're not interested!
Old man in bed: How annoying. They could have done
something better than children.
Gabo (chat): Hey, old man. You won't live long if you sleep
here.

Maribel (chat): It's so loud! I don't know how anybody can
sleep here!
Melvin (chat): This house certainly is lively.
Little boy chasing little girl around bed: Wait! Please, wait!
Little girl: Tee hee! I'm not going to get caught!
Young man: There are more children and old people in this
village these days. But I have more kids in this village than
anybody! Ha ha ha! This is proof that our country is more
peaceful than others.
Maribel (chat): It makes sense that times of peace allow
people to live longer, but what does peace have to do with
giving birth to a house full of kids? But what does peace have
to do with having lots of kid?
Melvin (chat): Well, they've really taken child-bearing to the
limits.
Gabo (chat): Are all of these kids really from one family?
Are you sure there aren't some neighbors mixed in?
Little boy sitting next to his dad: My dad has nine brothers
and sisters! Impressive, isn't it? I have four brothers and
sisters. That means I have half as many siblings as my dad
does!
Melvin (chat): With so many children to take care of him in
his golden years, the old man must have been quite content.
Gabo (chat): Wow! Not even wolves have that many siblings!
Maribel (chat): Nine brothers and sisters! I'm an only child.
I just can't imagine it!
Little girl in kitchen: No! I want to cook!
Young woman (mother, continued): Stop it. Why don't you go
play, sweetie? You poured vinegar into the stew the other
day, remember?
Gabo (chat): That looks like great stew!
Melvin (chat): Yes, one must learn from one's mistakes.

Maribel (chat): I've been able to cook every since I was a
little girl. Fish caught and thrown straight into the oven
actually taste pretty good, mind you!
Young woman: I'm having a hard time with my little girl. She
wants to do everything the adults do!
Barrel – Herb
Cows in field behind southwest house: Moo!
Farmer: {to cow} What? Really? You're full already? {to
other cow} What? You're tired already? Okay, we'll stop
work for today in just a little while. {to HERO} Those kids
are just like my own. What are you going to do?
Maribel (chat): He was mooing, and he kind of looked like a
cow. Oh! Do you think that his soul might have been
switched?
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. This guy smells like a cow!
Melvin (chat): This gentleman is no ordinary human.
Woman in field: Strange, isn't it? My husband has talked to
the cows like that for a while now. His grandfather and his
great grandfather all were able to talk to cows. Maybe he's
descended from cows.
Maribel (chat): Maybe he has some bovine ancestors?
Melvin (chat): Now I see. It was because his ancestors were
cows. Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): What? He can only talk to cows? That guy living
in the forest can talk to any animal. Right, HERO?
Little boy in field: My mom's always scolding me because I
don't like meat. Leafy vegetables taste so much better!
Warrior: I've come because I heard a treasure known as the
golden Goddess Statue was in this village, but no one I've
spoken with knows about it. I suppose the mysterious
Goddess Statue and its powers are only a legend.
Maribel (continued): You are a little late.
Melvin (continued): It sounds like rumors about the Goddess
Statue are spreading.

Gabo (chat): The Goddess Statue is long gone. Doesn't he
know?
Pot – Life Acorn
Man in blue vest in southern house: I proudly introduce our
family cow, Little Fillet, the strongest in the village! It's
never lost at cow wrestling it in the annual village festival!
Gabo (chat): That name sounds tasty, HERO!
Maribel (chat): That's quite a name.
Melvin (chat): That name sounds more delicious than strong.
Woman: This is a secret, but my husband was the weakest kid
in the village. That's probably why he admires the strong so
much.
Melvin (chat): I understand that. Men must be strong.
Maribel (chat): That's the way men are. They think strength
can solve anything. HERO, I hope you realize that intelligence
is more important. It's easy to outwit brutes!
Gabo (chat): He admires the strong? He should be looking at
me!
Cat: Meow...
Little girl in corral: Come on, hurry up! Otherwise we're
going to be splattered with drool!
Cow (Little Fillet): MOOOOOOO!
Little boy: Hey! Calm down! Hmmm. I thought this was the
way to milk a cow, but something isn't right.
Gabo (chat): HERO! That's a boy cow! You can't get milk
from that!
Maribel (chat): That's obviously a steer. They can't get any
milk out of him!
Melvin (chat): I, too, milked many a teat in my youth. Of
course I mean cows! Why are you looking at me like that?
Dog in field by armor shop: Bow wow!
Tough guy in field by armor shop: Heave-ho! Oof! {to
HERO} I used to make my wife cry with my drinking,
gambling, and spending, but I've totally changed now.

Working with nature is the best! Sigh... If only I had a new
wife, I wouldn't have any complaints whatsoever.
Gabo (chat): Wow! It must have been hard to change so
dramatically.
Maribel (chat): There's a guy like your uncle in every town,
isn't there?
Melvin (chat): A man must never make a lady cry. Master
HERO, you must never make Maribel cry. Hmm. I have it
backwards, don't I?
Merchant in armor shop: Running a business in a small village
is difficult, because everyone knows each other. I would love
to see more travelers like yourselves visiting here. It's not
that I want to charge unfair prices! Don't misunderstand me!
Young woman upstairs: I want to travel to a beautiful
foreign land with castles and charming country towns. I'll
dress elegantly and dance the night away with handsome
srangers strangers. Sigh... Fantasy is what makes my life
tolerable.
Maribel (chat): Come to think of it, Kiefer never once invited
me to a castle ball! And now he isn't even here to listen to my
complaints!
Melvin (chat): Dancing? That sure brings back memories! We
used to constantly worry about which girl to ask to dance.
We popular lads had a difficult time!
Gabo (chat): Why isn't everybody more interested in food?
Food's a lot more important than clothes and shoes and
stuff!
Old woman in center of town: Where did my old man go? He
always disappears as soon as I take my eyes off of him. I bet
he's chasing some young girl right now!
Melvin (chat): Ha ha ha! He certainly is a healthy old man,
isn't he?
Gabo (chat): What's the deal with everybody chasing girls
around? I just don't get it.

Maribel (chat): Men are awful no matter how old they are!
Old man peeping through window of elders’ house: Hee hee!
You are so cute, Berulu. Yes, young girls are the best. The
withered autumn leaf crumbles in comparison to the spring
flower!
Melvin (chat): He's such a healthy old man!
Berulu (young woman in kitchen of elders’ house): Welcome!
I haven't seen travelers for such a long time! My name is
Berulu. Nice to meet you. Taking care of the old people here
every day is my job. Even preparing for meals isn't easy.
Everybody is healthy and eats a lot.
Gabo (chat): These old people sure eat a lot. It must be the
secret to a long life!
Maribel (chat): What a nice kid girl(?), looking after the
elderly like that. It reminds me of how much I loved my
grandfather.
Melvin (chat): The elderly here are lucky to be tended to by
such a cute little girl young lady(?).
Pot – Dung
Farmer: This is a place of recreation for the old people of
the village. The family of the village Elder used to live here.
When they moved to the mountaintop, we made this house
into a home for the elderly.
Melvin (chat): Donating one's own home to the community!
Quite admirable. Her heart is no less generous than the
priest's.
Maribel (chat): The 'Elder's family' must mean Ordeux and
Razuel.
Gabo (chat): Razuel moved to the top of the mountain? Huh.
Cow in corral: Mooo.
Horse in corral: Whinny!
Old woman in the elders’ house: Since I have five
grandchildren, there isn't enough space for me to stay in our

house. There's nothing more pleasurable than drinking tea
and chatting with my friends here every day.
Maribel (chat): These old folks are more energetic than we
are!
Gabo (chat): They look like they are really enjoying
themselves. It's fun just to watch!
Melvin (chat): It is much too early for people as young as us
to join such a home!
Second old woman: How degrading. My fake teeth fell into
my teacup. I'd better fish them out with my shaky, gnarled
claw. Ahh! It's hot!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer'. /single quote/I
heard an incredible story today. Apparently, I can exchange
my medals for prizes if I see the King of Medals! What a
wonderful world! My life has renewed purpose! What can I
get for these three medals? I want to see the prizes, um, I
mean, the King of Medals, as soon as possible.'
Old man: The girl on the left is my type. Ha ha! Now I'm
embarrassed!
Second old man: Huh? I forgot why I stood up.
Little boy in bed: Mumble, mumble... Grandpa, let's go home.
Dresser – Boxer Shorts
Woman near exit: The temple of this village is at the top of
a mountain after you go through a cave ahead. The temple
was burned down a long time ago, but the villagers rebuilt it
beautifully. It's a very long distance,/no comma/
away/comma/ but I even saw an old man climbing to it a little
while ago. I'm sure you would catch him if you left new now.
Gabo (chat): It must have been hard to build a temple way up
there.
Maribel (chat): Yeah! The temple has been repaired. Let's
go, HERO!

Melvin (chat): Splendid! I'm sure the priest is pleased,
wherever he may be.

Mt. Prob Cave
Treasure chest – Lipsy
Treasure chest – LandShard
Treasure chest – Cannibox
Man in brown vest on fourth floor: Oh dear! I don't want to
get old. This road gets harder for me to travel every day. I
hope you don't think I'm rude to ask this of a total stranger,
but would you mind helping this old man to the temple on the
top of the mountain? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): I'm sorry. I didn't mean to impose. Go
on! Be on your way! I know it's a lot to ask. Just dismiss it as
an elderly person's selfishness.
Gabo (chat): Are you really sure you want to say no, HERO?
It might come back to haunt you later.
Maribel (chat): How can you say no, HERO? You give that old
man a piggy-back ride! Do it!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! Do you not think it wise to be
kind to the elderly?

Mt. Prob Temple
Melvin (chat): We really sped through the caves that had no
monsters.
Maribel (chat): Whew! The air is much nicer outside.
Gabo (chat): My eyes can't adjust after coming out of that
cave!
Merchant (as you approach): What a view! Because the sky's
so clear today, we can see a faint hint of the island far off.

Hmmm, wonder what island that is? Do you think it's
inhabited?
Merchant (again): Whoa! Don't scare me like that! What
would you do if I fell? It might not hurt you, but it'd
probably kill me!
Gabo (chat): That guy will die for sure.
Melvin (chat): I'm not too fond of heights. I'm starting to
feel faint.
Maribel (chat): HERO, why don't you give him a little push?
Hee hee hee!
Tough guy sleeping in temple: Zzzzzz... Zzzzzz...
Woman (if you didn’t help the man in the cave): That's
strange. They should be back by now. This temple has two
priests, a young novice and his father. It's the father's turn
to preach today, but he never returned from the village.
Young woman on lower floor of temple: Excuse me. Did you
wish to see my husband or my father-in-law? I'm sorry.
They're both out right now. You know, my husband might be
in the shrine behind the temple. Try looking for him there.
Little boy: He's my great, great, great, great, great, great...
Darn! I always mess it up! Whatever. One of my great
grandfathers from way back broke one of the village's
treasures. And when monsters attacked the village, the
Priest disappeared, and I'm not sure what happened next.
That's as far as I've gotten in studying my family history.
Pretty impressive, huh?
Gabo (chat): I don't study, but I'm always impressed by
people who do!
Maribel (chat): Ha ha ha! Even the way he gets confused is
just like Razuel! I guess it's in his blood!
Observation: There is a book on the desk. 'Shine, my people!'
is written here.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is an old
note on the bookshelf. 'I am Tristan, the notorious thief.

According to my father, the blood of the legendary thief,
Don Borrid, runs in my veins. At an inn I once visited, I found
an old message from Borrid. Seems he tried to deliver an
object to someone, and then he was sealed away by the
Demon Lord. I think I'll go look for whatever it was.'
Observation: It is an old, dented, and locked treasure chest.
What's this? It is the treasure chest of the Priest who
saved Razuel's village! It looks like your key will unlock it. Do
you want to open it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): What's this? You found an a
WindShard! HERO picked up the WindShard.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Man in blue vest behind spring cave: I dropped and broke
the temple's Goddess Statue. Don't tell anyone! Village
legend says that the golden Goddess Statue was repaired
once by dipping it in the spring. If the legend is true, it might
work with this Goddess Statue, even though it isn't gold. I've
been wanting to try it for a while now, but the priest has
been here the whole time. If I don't do something soon, I'll
be punished for sure! Oh, God!
Maribel (chat): It seems like the Goddess Statue is always
destined for destruction!
Melvin (chat): The wooden Goddess Statue cannot be
repaired simply by dipping it into the spring. It is a pity, but
I am afraid the priest will be angry with him.
Gabo (chat): Oh no! The Goddess Statue was destroyed
again!
Priest inside spring cave: A priest who was at the temple
ages ago used to pray at this spring. Ever since, we've
offered our prayers here every day. Best you pray for a safe
journey and purify yourselves with the water from this
spring.

Observation: There is a small spring here. The water has a
mysterious color that seems full of energy. Do you want to
take a dip in the spring? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO and companions' HP
recovered!

Mt. Prob Cave
Man in brown vest (again): Are you really going to take me
by the hand all the way to the temple? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): How kind. Thank you. It'll be a big
help!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. I remember how this air smelled!
Maribel (chat): And if I get tired, pull me up too, okay,
HERO?
Melvin (chat): I am looking forward to seeing the repaired
temple.
Man in brown vest (chat): I'm glad I met up with nice people
like you! Ho ho ho!
Man in brown vest (chat): Thank you for your kindness! Shall
we go?
Man in brown vest (if you try to go down the stairs to
the third floor): That's not the way. If you want to go to the
mountaintop, you must go up the stairs.

Mt. Prob Temple
Man in brown vest (chat): Whew! We're just about there.
Man in brown vest (if you try to pass by the temple):
We're here! This is the temple. Now let's go inside.
Man in brown vest (once you go inside the temple): We
finally made it. You must be tired. You were a big help. Drop

by the church anytime. You're always welcome! {He walks up
the steps to the altar.}
Melvin (continued): Could that old man be the priest from
the temple?
Maribel (continued): The old man was the priest here? What
a shock!
Woman: This temple has two priests, a young novice and his
father. They are members of a distinguished family of village
leaders who one day decided to pursue a personal relationship
with God. Either way, they're working for the good of the
village. We're grateful for their efforts.
Man in brown vest behind altar: Thank you. I won't forget
your kindness. {He turns around.} Now, where is the wooden
Goddess Statue that was supposed to be here? {He turns
back to HERO.} Next time, it'll be my turn to do you a favor.
{church talk} Where did the wooden Goddess statue go?
Melvin (chat): A wooden Goddess Statue? It must be a
replacement for the one made of gold.

Estard Castle Town
Hondara (in his house): Oh, it's HERO, isn't it? I'm in the
middle of something right now. Would you mind leaving me
alone? {to himself} Sigh... Isn't there anywhere I can find
something rare and unique? It doesn't matter if it's junk, as
long as it's unique I can sell it as treasure.
Maribel (chat): Looks like your uncle is planning to pull
another fast one! I wonder who the next victim is going to
be?
Gabo (chat): What is Hondara going to pick up this time? I'm
looking forward to finding out!
Melvin (chat): Does Hondara always live like that? It's hard
for me to believe that he is Master HERO's uncle.

Old man in cliff house: Hmm. Oh, my! This is amazing! {to
HERO} Oh, HERO! Have you been standing there long? You
startled me! I trust your journey is going well. You don't
seem to be in any trouble. I'm a little busy right at the
moment. Could you come around another time?
Melvin (chat): Could the book that the old man is reading
be... No. It cannot be. I must be thinking too much.

Estard Castle
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO... Did you know that Father's been
spending more time with me lately? We don't talk about
anything in particular. We just share a meal together, but
I'm positive that Father is just as upset about my brother as
I am! I can feel it!
Melvin (chat): I see King Burns is strongly supporting
Princess Leesa. I believe the Princess will be happy again
some day soon.

Litorud
Young man near Intelligence Rankings board: So he's the
new Intelligence Rankings champion, huh? Wow!
Observation: View the Intelligence Rankings? (Yes/No)
Young man (again): Hey, look! There's a new Intelligence
champion! How disappointing! I was rooting for Dr. Azmov to
repeat.
Gabo (chat): Azmov doesn't hold the highest Intelligence
ranking anymore. What's going on? I'm worried!
Maribel (chat): Azmov's rank lowered? Well, that's no
surprise. I can't believe the nutty old man managed to hold
first place all this time anyway.

Melvin (chat): Is that right? Poor Azmov. That's just a
shame. I was proud to have a friend in the world with such
great wisdom.
Aira (chat): Azmov is the person who lost his firstplace Intelligence Ranking, right? He can't be blamed.
It must be awfully difficult to hold the highest
ranking in the world for so long.
Ike in World Ranking Federation Headquarters: Dr.
Azmov's headed the Intelligence Rankings for years, but now
I see his score has suddenly dropped dramatically. What
could have caused such a precipitous drop, I wonder?

Hamelia
Young man near Azmov’s house: Dr. Azmov and Beck have
already returned from their research expedition to Mt.
Tower. They seemed to be acting strangely. Beck was worried
about a hat or something. I wonder what happened.
Azmov (in his house, as you approach): {Beck is pacing back
and forth in front of him.} It won't do any good to work
yourself into a panic, Beck. Please, calm down.
Beck (continued): I'm just worried sick! Don't you
understand, Dr. Azmov? Your precious Lore Hat has been
stolen! We've got to find the perpetrator, and get that hat
back!
Azmov (continued): But neither you nor I even saw a trace of
the robber, nor are there any clues. It's going to be hard to
find the culprit under such circumstances. Even if we do find
the pilferer, there's no guarantee he'll obediently hand over
the hat. What will we do if he resorts to violence? It's a
shame, but I think we'd better give up on getting the hat
back.
Beck (continued): B-But Dr. Azmov! Is that wise?

Azmov (continued): {He notices the party.} Why, if it isn't
HERO! When did you arrive? Thank you for your help in
dealing with Mt. Tower. Please, come in and make yourself at
home in my humble abode.
Beck (continued): Hello, HERO. Long time, no see.
Azmov (again): I was able to investigate the tower, and now I
am convinced that the legend speaks the truth. For the time
being, I expect my hands will be full collating the findings of
my investigations.
Beck (again): That's right, HERO. I have something I want to
ask of you. Someone stole the Professor's special hat. ...
Azmov (continued): Beck. I told you to forget about it.
Beck (continued): But/comma/ Dr. Azmov! I understand. I
won't say another word. {He leaves the house.}
Azmov (continued): I'm very sorry, but we're having some
trouble right now, and he's getting his dander up about it.
Please do not trouble yourselves over it.
Maribel (chat): Boy, that Beck sure is impassioned! HERO,
you could learn a thing or two from him! It's all about
passion, my boy!
Aira (chat): What could they be arguing about?
Beck (outside house): Oh! HERO. Nothing's wrong here. Yes,
everything's just fine. I just have no idea what he could be
thinking. Somebody stole the hat that boosts the doctor's
intelligence. Now, Dr. Azmov isn't even looking for it! To
make matters worse, he then registered with the World
Ranking Federation. Why would anyone purposely lower their
own ranking? Of course, I'm sure Dr. Azmov has some kind of
plan, but I just can't figure out what it could be! I'm fed up
with feeling so stupid in comparison to the doctor.
Gabo (chat): The cap was stolen? If that's the case, the
thief must like hats!
Melvin (chat): The thief came specifically for that special
cap. It sounds as though he knew what he was doing.

Maribel (chat): So the Professor's rank was lowered because
the cap was stolen. He obviously is doing something wrong if
he lets such an important cap slip through his fingers.
Aira (chat): Yes, I can't figure out what Azmov is
thinking, either. Maybe ordinary people just can't
understand the mind of a genius?
Beck (again): Of course, Dr. Azmov is a great scholar even
without the Lore<hat graphic>. It's just that he works so
hard, to only be kept from the top of the rankings. If
possible, can you please search for that hat, HERO? Ehh, on
second thought, never mind. Dr. Azmov insists he doesn't
need it, anyway.
Azmov (inside house): I see... So that's what Beck said? This
is between he and I him and me. Please don't worry
yourselves about it.
Young man near Azmov’s house: What? Dr. Azmov's hat was
stolen? So that's why Beck was so excited. I wonder what
the thief is planning to do with the hat?
Farmer fishing behind Azmov’s house: I saw a suspiciouslooking guy hanging out around the doctor's residence the
other day. He was wearing really tattered clothing. I wonder
who he was.
Melvin (chat): A filthy/hyphen/looking degenerate? Who in
the world could that be?
Maribel (chat): So he was dirty looking and suspicious, was
he? Perhaps Azmov has had some questionable acquaintances
in the past.
Tough guy in northeast house: Actually, I'm keeping a cat
under my house. But don't tell my wife. I'm hiding it from
her,/no comma/ because she hates kitties!
Bard: People are saying that the town legend is actually true!
So, who was that Bard with the mysterious power? Was he a
true Messenger of God? If not, who was he? Interesting...

Tough guy in lookout tower basement: What? Azmov's hat
has been stolen? I didn't do it! But any criminal smart enough
to go after that hat must really know what he's doing. That
hat could be an invaluable tool to a criminal mastermind.
Maribel (chat): A knowledgeable person? Who knows what
might happen if that cap got into the wrong hands. Actually,
isn't the Lore Hat pretty famous?
Aira (chat): I wonder why the thief stole that hat!
Do you think he wanted to get smarter?
Young man on second floor of lookout tower: Dr. Azmov is
simply amazing! I don't think the average person would have
tried to investigate that old legend. He tries to prove every
theory he dreams up. What amazing willpower!
Little boy on the roof: The weather is nice today, so we can
clearly see the old tower deep in the mountains. You slew the
monsters in the tower, didn't you? I heard about it from Dr.
Azmov. You certainly are strong!
Gabo (chat): Yup! We're really strong.
Soldier in storeroom beneath pub: What kind of weirdo
would steal the doctor's personal belongings? What? A hat
that makes its wearer intelligent? This is terrible! I see...
You're looking for the thief, then? I haven't seen any
strangers around here recently. Good luck!
Soldier (again): Who in the world would steal a hat? I hope it
wasn't someone from this town. More than likely it was stolen
by a professional.
Woman near western house: According to Dr. Azmov, the
Mt. Tower is definitely the tower from the legend. I never
really believed it, but if the doctor thinks it's true...
Old woman in western house: Azmov was a quiet child who
looked up at the sky all the time. Now, he's a magnificent
scholar. There's just no predicting what a kid will become
when they grow up.

Traveling merchant in pub: There's supposed to be an
amazing scholar living in this town. He's the world's best, in
fact. What? I'm wrong? He's not that great after all? Kiss
your what? Well, I never!
Man in black pants in pub: Word has been spreading that
the ancient legend of this town may actually be true. I always
thought it would be interesting if such events had transpired,
but I never thought it could be true.

Hamelia Shrine
Warrior outside: Now that you mention it, a man stopped
here on the way to Hamelia the other day. He certainly
seemed to be a strange character. I wonder what business he
had at Hamelia?
Melvin (chat): A filthy/hyphen/looking degenerate? Who in
the world could that be?

Bandits’ Cave
Prisoner guarding entrance: Oh, it's you guys! You may pass.
What? Oh, the secret password... The system was abolished
by Epong. I recognize you, so there's no need to do anything.
We're just guarding against people who we don't know. {He
moves out of the way.}
Maribel (chat, inside cave): I just don't like stinky bandit
hideouts. HERO, let's get out of here.
Melvin (chat, inside cave): So this is the bandit hideout?
What bandits? Master HERO! Forget about them!
Gabo (chat, inside cave): This is the hideout of that funny
bandit guy, right? I wonder how everybody's doing.

Man in blue vest: Boy, I can't believe how smart Epong is
now. He even looks more sophisticated in his new hat! I guess
he got sick of us always making fun of him.
Sailor: Ahh, I'm dying to bury someone alive! I've even
started dreaming about burying people!
Tough guy in kitchen: Damn it! Why do I have to cook now?
That's Epong's work! I swear, life just isn't fair sometimes.
Fighter: Epong's gone through some kind of transformation. I
mean, he's even talking all differently now! He was a lot
friendlier before.
Priest: The boss treats Epong like his right hand man. He's
always asking him for advice. It's a little spooky!
Epong in boss room: I'll have you know, sirs, we're in a vital
conference here! Please, come back later if it's not urgent!
BanditWig: Oh, it's you guys. You seem to be doing well. Did
that Shard end up helping you any? (Yes/No)
BanditWig (if you say ‘No’): What? So it's just some old
rock after all? That's impossible! I'm sure it must have some
function. Don't let go of that Shard! You never know when it
might be useful.
BanditWig (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. You truly were the ones
who were supposed to have the Shard. Just as I thought, I
was right in giving the Shard to you.

CHAPTER 16

When Is a Monster Not a Monster?

East Hill
On the ground – LandShard
Observation: HERO searches the large mass which stands in
front of him. It is covered with earth, but on closer
examination, it appears to be a rotted plant.
Maribel (chat): My eyes were not meant to set sight on such
things! Things aren't going to get any nicer here, are they?
Melvin (chat): What on earth was that? Some kind of dead
tree, I believe. It was certainly large, in any case.
Gabo (chat): What? Did you see that? It looked like a rotted
tree! It smelled funny, too. Ugh!

DarkDraco’s Tower
Observation: The door is locked. You do not have the correct
key.

Loomin
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So we're finally within the boundaries
of the seal's power.
Gabo (chat): I've never felt anything like this! The air feels
so heavy! Yuck! It feels weird!
Melvin (chat): I think I'm beginning to understand how it
feels to live within a seal. We must break it as soon as we
can.
Voice (when you take a few steps into town): Hey! You
there! Hold it right there! {Two Babygoyle monsters come

around the corner.} Sccrek! Who are you? Where did you
come from? This place is sealed! No one may enter! You look
suspicious to me. I'm going to report you to Borunga! Don't
move!
Babygoyle on the right (continued): Kreee! What are you
doing? I'm going to wipe the floor with the human's innards!
We may even get a reward from Borunga if we play our cards
right!
Babygoyle on the left (continued): Ah, yes. I am in need of a
little exercise. {They both turn on HERO.} Anyway, human.
Forgive me, but it is now necessary that I separate your
vertebrae from your chewy flesh.
Babygoyle monsters (when they’re defeated): Krreee!
Gabo (chat): This town's in deep trouble with guys like that
around, HERO! We ought to get started, but could we get a
bite to eat first?
Melvin (chat): That was quite a welcoming party. Things must
be serious if monsters have infiltrated town!
Maribel (chat): What's wrong with you, HERO? Don't tell me
you've lost your nerve! If these powderpuffs scare you,
what'll happen to you later on?
Young man in center of town: It looks like you've gotten
involved with the monsters. I advise you to flee quickly
before their leader finds you.
Melvin (chat): So the boss of those floormat monsters is
here somewhere. Let's find him and finish him off for good!
Maribel (chat): I don't care about any boss. How bad could
the boss of this town be?
Gabo (chat): Did you hear that, HERO? There are people
even stronger than the ones at the entrance!
Man in blue vest: Take a look. The holes pock-marking the
ground are scars left by the fiendish flora, HellVine. The
monsters that currently reside in this city pale in comparison.

Gabo (chat): That sounds like a really strong monster! If he
it really exists, I'd like to try fighting him it!
Maribel (continued): Why, you! Stop that! Unbelievable! Go
do it yourself, Gabo!
Maribel (chat): Just what is this HellVine, anyway?
Melvin (chat): Hmm. This is quite a situation.
Bombcrag in front of mansion: Grrroooo... Grooooo...
[Bombcrag is sleeping!]
Gabo (chat): Grr.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Stop talking to that monstrosity! Why
do you always leave yourself so open to attack like that?
Melvin (chat): I wonder if it would be best to leave while
everyone is asleep. What? Um, no, I'm not scared.
Old woman in house on the left: The day the darkness set
upon us, the Demon Lord's plans were the least of our
concerns. The immediate threat was the man-eating plant,
HellVine. In a way, the blackness that engulfed our town
saved us, or at least delayed our demise.
Gabo (chat): If only we got here a little earlier, we could
have fought HellVine!
Maribel (chat): This sounds kind of complicated. You'd
better be paying attention, HERO!
Melvin (chat): The events here are most difficult to deal
with. The people seem to be suffering terribly.
Old man: The sunlight served as the HellVine's life source.
As the land was plunged into darkness, the plant began to
wither. Without the ability to synthesis synthesize enriching
nutrients, the HellVine began to slowly decay.
Dresser – HairBand
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Welcome, stranger. I
wish I could sell you some weapons, but everyone in town is
being watched. Look behind me. I can't talk very loud, so
listen carefully. This place is crawling with monsters, so

watch your step. More importantly, don't go near the large
house at the end of town. That's where their leader is.
Melvin (chat): Their boss is in the large house in the rear of
town. Master HERO, shouldn't we defeat him first?
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr. HERO, are you going to let him go?
Maribel (chat): Wow, it's true! Did you see? There are
monsters in there!
PinkOrc in back room: Screeech! I've never seen you around
here before. You look a little suspicious to me. {battle
ensues}
Tough guy (after defeating the PinkOrc): Wow, I'm
impressed! Such bone-crushing strength! You shouldn't be so
eager to flex your muscles around here, though. It's best to
keep a low profile. You can't get out of here anyway, so your
best bet is to just sit tight. If you see anything you'd like to
have, feel free to take it. There's no one else around here to
sell weapons to, anyway.
Maribel (chat): What's wrong with everyone here? They're
all cowards!
Melvin (chat): How could you squash people's hopes like that?
Foul Demon Lord! You won't get away with this!
Gabo (chat): No one has any guts around here.
Treasure chest – Iron Mask
Treasure chest – Iron Axe
Babygoyle upstairs in armor shop: Screeech! Welcome to
the Mini-Mini Shop! So, what will you buy from me?
Babygoyle (if you don’t buy anything): Eeeeek! What's
that? You're not going to buy anything? Well, come again!
Melvin (chat): Even the stores are under their control. What
in the world could they be selling?
Maribel (chat): Come now, HERO! You shouldn't give this guy
the time of day! Aren't you embarrassed at all? You don't
buy things from monsters!
Gabo (chat): Grrrrrrr. I don't like this guy.

Babygoyle (if you buy something): Screeech! This is what
you want? (Yes/No)
Babygoyle (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Babygoyle (if you say ‘Yes’): Keh keh keh. Thank you. I'll
place your purchase in that big bag of yours. Being a
storekeeper replaces the emptiness I feel inside from no
longer feasting upon the festering remains of human
weaklings. Hurry back, now! Khe keh keh!
Melvin (chat): Even the stores are under their control.
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr. Sniff sniff, I smell something. {If you
check your bag, the Babygoyle sold you Dung.}
Maribel (chat): Ahhh! HERO! I can't believe you! Don't buy
anything from a monster like that! Hurry up and get rid of
that thing!
Woman: That's a strange one. He truly enjoys playing the
role of shopkeeper. Be wary, though. He'd sell you his own
piss in a jar if he thought you'd buy it.
Old man outside shop: It looks like the Demon Lord has
begun to extend his foul influence over the world.
Gabo (chat): The villagers sure are glum.
Melvin (chat): A new friend? Ha hah! I suppose it wasn't me.
{incorrectly translated??}
Maribel (chat): Why do they want a 'new friend'? I'm not
that old. {incorrectly translated??}
Merchant (innkeeper) in inn: Good day, and welcome to the
Traveler's Inn. Wait, how long has it been since I last
uttered those words? Oh, I'm sorry. Clearly, you seek
shelter, but how did you end up here? I don't rightly
understand what's going on. It has been so long since we have
had visitors, but let me see what I can do for you. {inn talk}
Maribel (chat): Maybe it would be good for my complexion if
I got some sleep, HERO.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, maybe we should reconsider
staying here. I don't see any other inns around.

Gabo (chat): Inns are for vegetarians and the weak! Oh, I
suppose they are one and the same.
PinkOrc in dining room: {to cook} Hey! Aren't you ready to
serve us yet? I'm starving! {to HERO} Hey, have you been in
this town before? You look familiar, but I don't remember
you. Hmm. Never mind. {to cook} Hey! If you don't fix
something to eat soon, I'm going to eat you instead!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. This is most unusual. The fact that this
monster is here means that there must be others as well!
Maribel (chat): What? What's this? The town is full of
these creeps! Come on, HERO! Don't just stand there. Do
something!
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr.
Woman behind counter (cook): I can't believe it. Every day,
it's the same thing. I must prepare food for the monsters.
Even worse, I have to use my beautiful pots and pans to cook
them their spiders and lizards! Whew! If this is how things
are going to be, maybe getting eaten by the HellVine wouldn't
be so bad.
Melvin (chat): Monsters! They eat the most repulsive things.
Gabo (chat): Even I wouldn't want to eat lizards and spiders.
Maribel (chat): Spiders and lizards! Ewww!
Torii (traveling merchant): Oh, listen to me, please! I am a
traveling peddler. One day, I was pursued by a terrible
monster called a HellVine and fled to this town to escape it.
Just when I thought I was safe, the town fell under this
endless night. I tell you, I must truly be the unluckiest man in
the world!
Gabo (chat): HellVine must be incredibly strong! I sure wish
I could've fought him.
Maribel (chat): He really is the unluckiest person in the
world!
Melvin (chat): It appears that the town was attacked by two
different beings.

Dresser – Horned Hat
Young man in southeast house: Have you been ensnared by
the Demon Lord, as well? Prepare to face a life of despair,
with no hopes or dreams.
Melvin (chat): It's no wonder that they have been sapped of
their energy. How tragic. It is truly a living hell.
Maribel (chat): What a bunch of losers! Doesn't it ever cross
their minds to do something about it themselves?
Gabo (chat): Everybody in this town looks so pale.
Pot – Herb
Woman upstairs: My daughter was abducted by a monster
called HellVine. Luckily she was saved, but she's been
unconscious from the shock ever since.
Gabo (chat): I guess that we need to capture the bad guys
first!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, we must hurry and restore
light to the hearts of the village!
Maribel (chat): The more I hear, the more depressed I start
to feel.
Observation about young woman in bed: She appears to be
unconscious.
Bard by church: This is Loomin, the city without light. How
long has it been since the veil of darkness covered us? It
probably doesn't even matter. We are a people without a
future.
Enchanter in church: Ho ho ho! The God you revere will not
be found here. Or perhaps you wish me to send you to Him?
No, no, no. Death is not something to be hasty about. After
all, I've gone and given you the gift of eternity, have I not?
How fitting! You will writhe in agony within the darkness,
forever and ever. Ho ho ho!
Melvin (chat): How shocking to find monsters even in God's
domain. Even in town, we cannot afford to let our guard down.
Gabo (chat): He got rid of the real priest?

Maribel (chat): This is no joke! Monsters, everywhere you
look! You're okay with this? Well, you can count me out!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. There are
graves here! They look like graves for the people of the city.
They seem to have been dug quite recently.
Young woman in graveyard: Sigh... I wish the darkness would
have beset the town sooner. If it had, my father wouldn't
have lost his life to the HellVine. I can at least take solace in
the fact that it, too, has returned to the earth from whence
it came.
Melvin (chat): This story is rather difficult to follow. So this
lady's father was attacked not by monsters, but by this
HellVine fellow?
Maribel (chat): I don't get it. So the monsters in town and
HellVine are two different things?
Gabo (chat): I don't know. Didn't it seem like she wanted to
be sealed off earlier?
Gentleman in northeast corner of town: I wonder what's
happening to my house... It's the big one on the other side of
the wall. Monsters have taken up residence there. You know
what else? Their leader is in there, too! Their leader! All I
can do is watch and worry about it from the outside.
Gabo (chat): Yeeha! The monster boss is in that house, right?
I'm raring to go! Let's do it, HERO!
Maribel (chat): The monsters' lair? HERO! Don't you dare go
near that!
Melvin (chat): How sad it must be to have your family ousted
by monsters. Master HERO, we must hurry and do something.
Woman by well in northwest corner of town: How did you
manage to get to this city? Ah, never mind. With the city in
such a state, trouble seems to have found us all. Climb into
this well before the monsters find you. Hurry!
Maribel (chat): Why do we have to go into this well?

Melvin (chat): There's no need to dawdle, Master HERO.
Let's take a look inside that well.
Gabo (chat): I really don't like caves. Grrr...
Nun in well: When the DarkDraco flapped its wings, a curtain
of black enveloped the sky, and the town was covered in
darkness. Then the DarkDraco landed upon the tower that
the monsters built in the west. It perches there even now.
We are helpless before it.
Gabo (chat): Do you remember which way town the tower
was, HERO?
Maribel (chat): You did remember where the DarkDraco is, I
pray tell hope? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Boy, you're just as slow as
usual! Go ask that man nun one more time!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. I must say, you've improved
a bit.
Melvin (chat): I can see that DarkDraco in the western
tower. This must be the one responsible for engulfing the
town in darkness.
Priest: People lost their faith in God, and their hearts turned
increasingly toward sin. I was driven from my temple by the
monsters, and now spend my days concealed here in prayer.
Oh, excuse me. I didn't mean to trouble you with my
complaints. {church talk}
Priest (again): Aah! I can sense a warmth emanating from
within you! It's almost like the sunshine that I remember
from so long ago! Oh, great God! Is the very ray of hope for
which I've prayed now before me?
Dresser – Repellent
Dresser – Defense seed
Woman by well: The DarkDraco still sits within the tower to
the west. As long as the DarkDraco is out there, no light will
ever get through to reach this city.

Old man in mansion: Did you know that a DarkDraco lives in a
tower to the west of this town? (Yes/No)
Old man (either way): I built...cough! Monsters built this
wonderful tower. I heard that it took only three days and
nights to build. There's no way for humans to do something
like that. It's amazing! {He transforms into a PinkOrc.} Hee
hee hee! You thought I was a human, didn't you! Our boss,
Borunga, has a room above here. If you want to go upstairs,
you're going to have to go through me first! Hee hee! {battle
ensues}
Gabo (chat, after defeating PinkOrc): Sniff, sniff. Oh,
they're here! There's lots of 'em, HERO! Heheh! I'm excited
already!
Melvin (chat, after defeating PinkOrc): All right. The first
thing to do is take care of the monster up top here. Let us
advance with caution, HERO!
Maribel (chat, after defeating PinkOrc): Okay, HERO. The
monster boss is on the top floor. Remember, I'm a lady! It's
your job to protect me!
Bombcrag in corner: Purrrr. Purrr. [Bombcrag is seeing how
things go.]
Maribel (chat): No! Are you really that dumb? I told you not
to mess with strange objects! Are you stupid or something?
Gabo (chat): Is he asleep? Heheh, you want me to give him a
kick?
Melvin (chat): This town is like a living monster museum. Ha
ha hah!
Pot – TinyMedal
Babygoyle upstairs by stairs: Urk! State your business here,
human.
Maribel (chat): You must have some guts if you're talking to
these monsters, HERO. You do realize that there's a man
over there that looks like the boss, right?

Melvin (chat): Master HERO, are you prepared to fight the
boss?
Gabo (chat): Grrrrr.
PinkOrc: Please stay, human. Borunga could use a new play
toy, and you look kind of sweet. Heh heh heh!
Babygoyle: Hee hee hee! The strength of the mighty
Borunga's body is matched only by the strength of his hatred
for humans.
PinkOrc in front of dresser: Oopsy-daisy! Should I allow
filthy humans access to the tower door's key? I'm afraid
not.
Borunga: Ha ha ha! The temperature of this bath is just
right! Hey! Wash my back for me now, will you? {He notices
HERO} Huh? Who the hell are you? From the way you're
dressed, I'd wager you're not from around here. No ordinary
human could find his way through that veil of darkness. It's
best, then, to take precautions now against any future
interloping. I, Borunga, will... Ahhh-choooi! Urrrr. Damn! I've
caught a chill after my bath! Now you've done it! I'm going to
start with your toes, finely slicing your flesh into ribbons.
Then, I'll wear your entrails as a bathrobe.
Melvin (battle chat): It looks as though we're going to have
to defeat this one before we can get into the Tower of
Darkness.
Gabo (battle chat): All right! This will be a nice little
workout before I eat!
Maribel (battle chat): Hmph. This is one of those times when
you can't let down your guard just because you're tough.
Borunga (when it’s defeated): Urg... Urghhh! I have been
defeated... I seem to have underestimated these humans. But
know that my defeat will change nothing. You must slay the
DarkDraco that resides in the tower, or you will remain
forever trapped in darkness! Ah hah hah hah! Urghhh!

Babygoyle on the left: We've got trouble! Borunga's been
hit! It is better to retreat for now. Pull back to the Tower of
Darkness! Screeech! {The monsters fly off.}
PinkOrc in front of dresser: Wait for me! Screeech!
Dresser – Tower Key
Gentleman (as you approach the door downstairs): I saw a
huge number of monsters flying off and ran right over. Did
you fend them off for us? (Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): Don't be so modest! I
don't know how to thank you.
Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): Words cannot express my
appreciation.
Gentleman (continued, either way): Now I can go home and
live in peace again. It's a dream come true.
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO, let's go! Now we can get rid of
that DarkDraco!
Maribel (chat): There is no need for thanks. Just treat me
to something to eat later.
Melvin (chat): That takes care of matters here. Now, onward
to the DarkDraco's tower!
{When you step outside the mansion, you hear a terrible roar
off in the distance.}
Gentleman (back inside mansion): Did you hear the
DarkDraco's roar, too? Have Borunga's subordinates
somehow incurred the beast's wrath?
Man in blue vest in front of mansion: Did you hear that?
None can compare to the deafening cry of the DarkDraco!
What will become of us?
Old woman in house on the left: What was that? The
DarkDraco? Aieee! Help us!
Old man: Aaahhh! That's a frightening voice! It scared the
heck out of me!

Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Hey! What's all that
commotion out there? Have the monsters again begun to
weak wreak havoc?
Woman upstairs: Listen to the intensity of DarkDraco's
voice. He's not happy about something.
Old man outside shop: It's been ages since I have been
shaken by a voice so terrifying. My entire body is shivering.
Woman in inn: Here I am, with their meal all ready, and the
monsters just take off without having anything to eat. Maybe
they've scurried home to their swarthy leader.
Young man in center of town: Aaahhh! Help!
Young man in southeast house: What was that sound I just
heard? I must have imagined it. The DarkDraco would have no
reason to stir from his quiet solitude. No. Impossible.
Woman upstairs: The voice. Could it possibly be? {DarkDraco
roars again.} Ah! My worst nightmare has become reality! It's
the DarkDraco! It's not rearing up to attack, is it?
Young woman in bed: Brrrr.
Bard outside by church: Did you see that? Borunga's
followers flew away, fleeing and fluttering, to the west!
Wha-what? You defeated Borunga? That's fantastic!
{DarkDraco roars again.} On second thought, they may have
left to call the DarkDraco! If that's the case, we're in big
trouble! If the DarkDraco attacks the city, all hope is lost!
Young woman in graveyard: Just as soon as I thought the
monsters had left for good, I heard the cry of the
DarkDraco. Is something happening at the tower in the west?
Woman by the well: God, please protect us.
Nun in well: What a terrible scream! I could even hear it
from inside the well!
Priest: Something began to happen the moment you arrived. I
will continue to pray until the ray of hope shines and sweeps
away the darkness of despair. {church talk}

DarkDraco’s Tower
PinkOrc (when you open the main door and walk inside):
Kiki! Do you know how reckless and stupid you are? You have
no chance to get through here. {battle ensues}
Gabo (chat): It's not only dark, but it feels like the air's
heavy, too. And I can sense something really scary on top of
the tower!
Maribel (chat): I didn't know it could get this dark. I don't
like this, HERO/comma/ so let's go beat that dragon now!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. If monsters actually created this, then
it's quite an amazing feat. We can't make light of their
powers.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – 120 gold coins
Treasure chest – Tempt Sword
Treasure chest – Potion
{When you reach the top floor of the tower, the DarkDraco
roars.}
Babygoyle on the right (continued): Screee! What
happened? Why is it going berserk?
Babygoyle on the left (continued): He's been out of control
ever since Borunga was killed! {DarkDraco roars again.}
Babygoyle on the right (continued): This is awful! /extra
space/ If it goes on a rampage, the whole continent will be
blown away!
Babygoyle on the left (continued): Scree! This isn't funny!
We're in danger too!
Gabo (chat): Grrrrrr.
Maribel (chat): Shhh! Don't talk now!
Maribel (chat): He's here!
Melvin (chat): The enemy is right under our noses! We must
be careful!

Babygoyle on the left (as soon as you step on the dais
stairs): You?! You've made it this far?
Babygoyle on the right (continued): What bad timing!
Babygoyle on the left (continued): We can try to get on the
good side of the DarkDraco later! We'll have to deal with
these guys first.
Babygoyle on the right (continued): Screee! {battle ensues}
Babygoyle on the right (after defeating them): I suppose
you're fellow travelers too you fellows are travelers. {It
turns to DarkDraco.} DarkDraco, we won't try and stop you.
Rampage to your heart's content. Go on, blow away the
entire continent! Screee! {The Babygoyles disappear and the
DarkDraco roars. Battle with the DarkDraco starts
immediately.}
Gabo (battle chat): Whoa! This creature is quite formidable!
Maribel (battle chat): Gulp. This isn't the DarkDraco, is it?
Melvin (battle chat): The DarkDraco took the light from the
human world. Whatever else happens, HERO, the light shall
not return to the town unless we finish him!
Observation (when it’s defeated): HERO and his companions
killed the DarkDraco! The seal was broken, and the door of
darkness vanished as well. The entire area began to brighten!

Loomin
Maribel (chat): Wow! This is the town from before? It looks
like a completely different place!
Melvin (chat): Heavens! With the seal broken, the town has
performed a complete about-face! What a fine little place!
Gabo (chat): Wow! It's like a completely different place now!
Towns are much better when they're all bright, huh, HERO?
Young man in center of town: Ah! Look. The sky has gotten
so clear. The sun is so blinding, I've got tears in my eyes.

Gabo (chat): HERO, everyone is so happy! What we did really
helped out, didn't it?
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Everyone's awfully happy. It sure feels
nice to do something good for somebody!
Melvin (chat): With the seal broken, a flame has reignited in
the peoples' hearts. What better time to drink up and
celebrate?
Old woman in house near shop: With the arrival of the
DarkDraco and then the HellVine, I was beginning to worry
that God had forsaken us. However, it appears that God was
watching over us the whole time.
Gabo (chat): It looks like all of the old people can live out
their lives now, too!
Melvin (chat): There's no need to worry now. The elderly will
now be able to live in peace.
Maribel (chat): They've been through some really rough
times. I hope the villagers here can live happily from now on.
Old man: The darkness has lifted, and the HellVine has
reaped what it had sown. Oh, the 'shear' excitement of it all!
It's time to celebrate! Loomin will be at peace for
generations to come! I dare Death to stride our way with his
sickly, girlish gait!
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Yippee! You really did
it! (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): It's no use playing dumb. I know
exactly what you did.
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): I
expected great things from you, but I never thought it
possible for you to free the people from the darkness. Truly,
you are only bound to this world by your fleshly constraints!
Ha ha ha!
Melvin (chat): Now that you mention it, Master HERO, I can
see that you've been growing stronger every day.
Gabo (chat): Hey, I'm not human!

Maribel (chat): Well, excuse me! You're not so human
yourself!
Woman upstairs: It's been quite a while since I've looked
after the store like this. This makes me a little nervous.
Welcome to Mini-Mini Shop! Oh! Goodness me! Force of habit,
I suppose! Wait a second. I'll calm myself and try it again.
Okay, here it goes. {shop talk} {afterwards} All right, I got
it. I'll be fine now. Come in any time!
Old man in front of shop: It's so wonderful to be alive and
facing the light of day once again! This means that things
have finally returned to normal. I'm glad I lived to see the
day.
Innkeeper: Good day, and welcome to the Traveler's Inn. Will
you be wanting a room here? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Ladies and gentlemen, this is no
time to be sleeping! We've seen the sun for the first time in
hundreds of years! I'd be happy for weeks without night! Do
you still want to stay here? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Very well. After all, the
customer is always right. {inn talk, you can still refuse
to stay the night}
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’ to either question): I knew you'd
see it that way! Who can sleep when this wonderful, bright
sun is out?
Torii in dining room: {to cook} Hey, lady! Where's our meal?
Hurry it up, will you? {to HERO} Once I've had a bite, I'm
off to find a new place to peddle my wares. I've got to make
up the losses I've incurred as a result of all that's happened
here! After all, my departure from here has been delayed by
hundreds of years, you know. Ha ha ha!
Woman behind counter: Hey, did you hear that? They said
the darkness has lifted. Isn't that good news? Now I won't
have to cook spiders and lizards and who knows what other

kinds of weird things anymore! Oh, no! I still haven't replaced
the pots and utensils I was using before!
Young man in southeast house: I don't know how, but
someone actually destroyed the DarkDraco! I'd given up on
that happening long ago. Endlessly impressive!
Gabo (chat): Huh? Things haven't changed a bit! Oh well. We
had our fun, I guess!
Melvin (chat): Ha hah! It feels rather nice to do good
without anyone realizing what you've done!
Maribel (chat): This is too much! Oh, spare me! It should be
obvious who defeated the DarkDraco!
Woman upstairs: Look! Look at that! When the sun came out,
my daughter finally awoke!
Young woman: When the HellVine was still around, I resented
the sun and didn't want any light at all. However, now that I
feel so grateful for its return, I'm ashamed of my
selfishness.
Bard by church: In an instant, the veil of darkness
disappeared and the lost light returned. That must mean
somebody defeated the DarkDraco!
Gabo (chat): Shoot! They don't have a clue! Oh well. We had
our fun, I guess!
Nun in church: Oh, it's you! I'm so glad that you are safe! As
I understand it, God appeared to the priest in a dream
shortly before you arrived, and told him... 'The time will come
when the light of hope shines through the darkness of
despair.' Ah! Could this, too, be God's blessings? Pray it be
so!
Priest: Oh, you've done it! You really are the light of hope!
Starting today, this town will be able to take a new step
forward, thanks to your efforts. I am humbled in your
presence. I feel certain that a bright future lies ahead. God
has graced us with his benevolence and renewed my will to
serve in His name. {church talk}

Young woman in graveyard: Ahh. I had almost forgotten
that sunlight exists. Is this a dream? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): This must be a mirage, as
well. Sigh... Why must we suffer so?
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): So, this is real sunlight. This
means that light has finally returned to our world! Father,
can you hear me? We have finally been freed from the
darkness— and from the HellVine!
Man in blue vest in front of mansion: I'm so happy, my eyes
and nose are gushing! Ah ha ha! I didn't know that the light
of the sun was this warm!
Bombcrag in mansion: BOOOOOM! [Bombcrag is sleeping. It
seems to be talking in its sleep.]
Maribel (chat): You're the worst! How many times does it
take before you'll listen? I told you not to go near strange
objects like that! Are you just trying to annoy me?
Gabo (chat): That scared me! If that thing explodes, this
house'll be blown to kingdom come.
Melvin (chat): Ha ha hah! HERO, you are forever fearless.
You had best be careful, or Maribel is going to scold you
again!
Gentleman upstairs: It's so good to see you! Thanks to you, I
was able to return to my home. Is that Bombcrag still there?
He seems to have made a home out of my first floor. The
loud noises it makes are so unnerving.
Woman by well: Aah! So the priest spoke the truth! God sent
you to save this city. No, God has sent you to save this world!
EvilClown in well: Ho ho ho! Now you've done it! With Borunga
finally dead, I was certain that this town would be mine to
rule over! I had not planned on the defeat of the DarkDraco.
Time to put an end to your unpredictable meddling once and
for all! {battle ensues}

Melvin (chat, after defeating EvilClown): It seems that this
town has finally regained its freedom. Ha hah! Very good, yes,
very good!
Maribel (chat, after defeating EvilClown): I can't stand
this, HERO. We went through all that trouble and this man is
still here! I'm just glad it's all over now!
Gabo (chat, after defeating EvilClown): That smell was
coming from this guy! Sniff sniff sniff... Yep! It's gone now.

East Hill
Observation: The hole is dark and deep. A large plant had its
roots here, and this was left when it was uprooted.

Loomin
Gabo (as soon as you enter): Something's wrong, HERO!
Maribel (as soon as you enter): This isn't right.
What's going on?
Melvin (as soon as you enter): What is happening
here?
{Gabo, Melvin, and Maribel walk into town and spread out.}
Gabo (if you try to leave town without talking to them):
Hey, HERO! This way, over here!
Maribel (if you try to leave town without talking to
her): What do you think you're doing! Get over here!
Melvin (if you try to leave town without talking to
him): Master HERO! Look at what we have here!
Melvin: I don't believe it! What is happening? After
defeating the DarkDraco, how could this happen? Master
HERO, it appears something must have happened in the past
after we aided the town. It would be wise for us to
investigate further.

Maribel: What on earth is going on? I thought we saved this
town! Let's go back to the past and see if Loomin needs our
help again.
Gabo: Look, HERO! The town is totally devastated! Who could
have done such a horrible thing? I'm not going to let him get
away with it!
Dresser – TinyMedal
Maribel (chat): Let's hurry back to the old Loomin. I've got
a really bad feeling about this!
Melvin (chat): It looks to me like the town was attacked by
something more than just monsters. In any case, let's hurry
back to the old Loomin!
Gabo (chat): Did monsters attack again while we were away?
If so, let's find them and beat them to a pulp!

Loomin
Townspeople (as soon as you enter): Aargh!
Maribel (chat): Yuck! What is this vile substance?
Melvin (chat): This is no good! We must save the townsfolk
quickly!
Gabo (chat): Yeowch! I can handle monsters, but I can't
handle this!
Young man in center of town (as you approach): I can't
breathe. Gasp! Help! Yeaaaah! {He gets dragged underground
by the vine.}
Melvin (chat): My God! We must act soon, before it is too
late!
Maribel (chat): If you'd just stay on your toes these things
wouldn't happen!
Gabo (chat): Arrgh. I can't stand all this zig-zagging.
Bard near church: It's dangerous. Don't get closer. Forget
about me and go away! Waah! {He gets dragged underground
by the vine too.}

Melvin (chat): We must do something immediately! But what?
Maribel (chat): Huh? Are you kidding? What's going on here,
HERO?
Gabo (chat): This weird root thing attacks people, right?
Observation about woman in front of church: There's no
response. It seems this person is unconscious.
Maribel (chat): Despite all of our efforts, this town has
nothing but problems!
Gabo (chat): This whole town smells awful! I wish my nose
wasn't so sensitive!
Nun in front of church: Everyone! Look at this! We thought
the HellVine was dead, but it lives! The priest! Please rescue
the priest! He's inside the temple!
Gabo (chat): Whoa! So this is the great HellVine! I guess
we've got to defeat him. Gross!
Maribel (chat): So it was HellVine after all? HERO! We've
got to save the Priest!
Melvin (chat): Why has HellVine returned now? Could it be?
Priest in church, fighting VineRoot: You filthy, stinking
monster! In the name of God, I will punish you! Charge!
Priest, after you defeat the VineRoot: I doubted that I
would ever see you again. I cannot find the words to express
my gratitude for having been saved by you time and time
again. This does not appear to be the time or place for a
quiet chat, however. I welcome the opportunity to be of
assistance to you. {church talk}
Nun outside: Thank you so much! You saved the priest! But
the roots of the HellVine have still spread like a virus
throughout the city. Interestingly, there are far more roots
now than when we were attacked before. What could this
mean?
Torii in northeast corner of town: Aaaiiieee! Again I am
attacked by this conniving root! I'm helpless, I tell you,
helpless!

Young man in southeast house: Urgh.
Young woman upstairs: {When you open the bedroom door,
she runs away from the door.} That whimsically demonic
vegetable is still alive? This town is done for! We've got no
way to cut off the HellVine's energy supply!
Maribel (chat): Even if we defeat the Demon Lord, peace will
not return unless we beat HellVine!
Gabo (chat): I wish we didn't have to deal with that big
nasty root, but for their sake, let's beat him kill it!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. So there is some connection between
the Demon Lord's magical seals and HellVine.
Innkeeper in inn dining room (after you defeat the
VineRoot blocking the door): Oh, thank you very much! I
thought we were done for, but you have saved us. I tell you,
though, no matter how you attack the roots of the HellVine,
your efforts will be in vain. The foul plant's core must be
around here somewhere. We must find it and strike it down.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Where in blazes is the real HellVine?
Gabo (chat): So this ridge is actually HellVine's root! Let's
find the source and destroy him, HERO!
Melvin (chat): Now/comma/ HERO, we need to hurry to find
the body of HellVine. Where would be the best place to look?
Observation (when you open bedroom door): There is a bed.
Do you want to take a nap? (Yes/No)
Old man outside (fighting VineRoot): Hey! Go away! Shoo!
Shoo!
Old man (after you defeat the VineRoot): Thank you for
your help. I really didn't think this one was still alive. I'm
fine now. Please help the others as quickly as you can.
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop fighting two
VineRoots (as you enter shop through the back): Grrroaarr!
Is somebody there? Give me a hand, will you?
Tough guy (after you defeat one of the VineRoots): I'll be
damned if I let these bastards get me. Hi-yaaahh!

Tough guy (after you defeat the second VineRoot): Whew!
That was close. You saved my life. I thought you had left
town. Ah, I see. You sensed what was going on and came back!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, we must find the trunk of
HellVine immediately! That's the only way we can stop this
destruction!
Maribel (chat): This isn't getting us anywhere. We have to
attack this problem from the root!
Gabo (chat): We better finish this guy thing off soon or else
the town is going to be destroyed!
Tough guy (again): Heh heh. I really don't know how to thank
you enough.
Woman upstairs: Is my husband all right? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): What? Something has happened!
Oh, God, please help him. Oh, God, please!
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Whew, that's a relief! If anything
happened to him, I don't know what I'd do. I'm just so
relieved!
Gabo (chat): This whole village will be destroyed if we don't
beat HellVine fast!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, we must find the trunk of
HellVine quickly! At this rate the entire town will be
destroyed!
Old woman in house by shop (as soon as you enter): Oh,
the pain! Help me! Aaahhh! {She gets dragged underground by
the VineRoot.}
Old man: There are too many roots here. This isn't right.
The HellVine must be nearby. It may have already invaded
the walls of the town, itself! Ahh! Cough, cough!
Observation about man in blue vest in front of church:
There's no response. It seems this person is unconscious.
Bombcrag on second floor of mansion: ... [Bombcrag is
seeing how things go.]

Maribel (chat): Oh? This fellow seems sort of scared too.
Even the fiercest of monsters are afraid of HellVine.
Melvin (chat): It appears the Bombcrag is afraid as well.
Could HellVine really be such a terrifying being?
Gabo (chat): HERO! This guy's just sitting there. He's not
going to explode, is he?
Gentleman: Uh-oh, this is it! The house is completely
surrounded by those fiends! I guess the only thing left for
me and Rocky here is to die together. What? Yeah, well once
I got used to him, I decided to give him a name. He was just
so cute. {Three VineRoots pop up through the floor.} Oh, no!
They're coming upstairs! This could be the end of us all.
{Rocky the Bombcrag gets in the middle of the VineRoots.}
No! Rocky! You tread too close! It's too dangerous! {He
explodes, killing all three VineRoots.} Rocky! What have you
done? Forgive me, my friend.
Gabo (chat): A Bombcrag did that? Why?
Melvin (chat): He may have been a monster, but what he did
shows that he had a soul. It pains me to see what he was
forced to do for us.
Maribel (chat): That Bombcrag sacrificed himself to protect
us.
Gentleman (again): Oh, Rocky! Why did it have to come to
this? When the HellVine first attacked the town, it's its bulk
rested upon a nearby hill. When we checked the hill again
during this attack, however, it was no longer there. So, it
seems the HellVine is now hiding somewhere and utilizing its
roots to ambush us from underground. If we don't find it
soon, the entire town will be done for!
Maribel (chat): So the HellVine is underground! Isn't there a
hole or someplace we could go in to reach it?
Gabo (chat): Whoa! I didn't know HellVine was underground!
What are we going to do, HERO? There's got to be a way
underground!

Melvin (chat): In other words, we must go underground too. I
seem to remember a suitable hole nearby.
{As you reach the bottom of the well, four VineRoots pop up
out of the ground.}

Loomin Well Cave
Melvin (chat): The atmosphere of this cave sends shivers
down my spine.
Gabo (chat): Yuck! What's that smell?
Gabo (chat): The trunk of HellVine is up ahead, HERO.
Melvin (chat): How much longer does this cave go on?
Maribel (chat): I can't stand this floor! It's all sticky with
resin!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe the town well connects to all
these caverns!
Treasure chest – 630 gold coins
Treasure chest – Devil Armor
Maribel (chat, on bottom floor): HERO! You are ready to
fight, aren't you? You had better protect me!
Gabo (chat, on bottom floor): Grrr!
Maribel (chat, on bottom floor): HERO! HellVine's right
there!
Melvin (chat): This is no ordinary monster. We must devote
ourselves fully to the battle at hand! We've come this far,
Master HERO. We've got to give this fight our all!
{The HellVine roars when you touch it and initiate battle.}
Melvin (battle chat): I know not the proper way to fight this
fiend, but I daresay that staying out of the way of those
tentacles would be a good idea!
Gabo (battle chat): Damn. I can't stand the stench this
thing is giving off!
Maribel (battle chat): Wow, it's creepy seeing it up close. Is
this really supposed to be a plant?

Monster drop – WindShard
{HellVine roars and appears to wither and die after it is
defeated.}
Maribel (chat): Yes! Ha hah! We win! I can't praise my
bravery enough! Did you see me, HERO? I was on fire out
there!
Gabo (chat): Hooowwl! Heheheh! He wasn't as bad as he
looked, huh, HERO?
Melvin (chat): Splendid job, Master HERO! Now peace shall
return to Loomin once and for all. Let's go back to the
surface!
Observation: The HellVine has used up all of its energy, and
has begun to decay. It seems unlikely that it will revive again.
On the ground – Steel Sword

Loomin
Gabo (chat): Just seeing all these smiling faces makes me
smile, too!
Gabo (chat): The seal has been broken, HellVine's dead, and
I'm feeling great!
Melvin (chat): Ha hah! Splendid, I must say! You can never
have too much peace!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. It looks pretty peaceful now, doesn't
it? Why couldn't they do a little something to show their
appreciation for us?
Melvin (chat): These folks have finally regained hope.
Woman by well: You're safe! Thank heavens! When I heard a
loud noise echoing from the bottom of the well, I grew
concerned. Wait a second. That determined, self-satisfied
scrowl scowl on your face... You defeated HellVine! It is as
the priest said, have patience and faith.
Maribel (chat): That was exhausting, but seeing all their
faces really revitalizes me.

Gabo (chat): He he. Everyone looks so happy. That makes me
happy, too!
Melvin (chat): It wasn't easy winning against those odds, but
now that it's all over, it's even more rewarding than usual!
Torii in front of mansion: I wish I you could have seen it! A
second ago, a HellVine root looked like it was going to flower,
so I peed on it until it plunged back underground! Ha ha ha!
Melvin (chat): Ha ha hah! This old man certainly seems to be
doing well!
Maribel (chat): Men are the worst!
Gabo (chat): Did HellVine run away because he peed on it?
Nun in church: The priest went out a little while ago to see
what shape the town was in. The light of peace has returned
to this town, thanks to you. The priest went to witness the
spectacle for himself. While he is away, I will pray for you.
{church talk}
Young man upstairs in southeast house: For a few days now,
we've been having a series of tiny earthquakes. I suspect
that the HellVine's underground movement has slightly
altered the town's foundation.
Maribel (chat): A lot sure has happened here, but they've
managed to restore peace.
Gabo (chat): First it was the DarkDraco, and then HellVine!
They were both really tough, but now we don't have anyone
to fight! And that's no fun either!
Melvin (chat): It sounds like it will take a bit longer for true
peace to be restored to Loomin. The peoples' hearts must
have time to mend.
Young woman: What's that? You've defeated the HellVine?
If that's true, we've got nothing to be afraid of anymore.
Even though the darkness has lifted, I keep having a dream
about the town being destroyed. When the HellVine regrew,
I was worried that my nightmare was coming true, but now I
can finally sleep soundly!

Priest at town entrance: Thank you so much for saving us
once again. Thanks to your work, the presence of evil is gone
from Loomin. Now I feel that the future of this city is
brighter than ever before! Just watch us. We will join
together and build a wonderful future for ourselves!
Gabo (chat): Good deeds always give you a nice feeling, don't
they, HERO? Time to find some more monsters to fight!
Melvin (chat): We've overcome yet another crisis, Master
HERO. Now this town can enjoy true peace. Shall we go?
Maribel (chat): It's finally over, HERO, let's go! Now we're
free of the monsters, and more importantly, the HellVine!
Innkeeper: I have heard how you have slain the monsters!
You are truly amazing! Oh, please excuse my forwardness! I
am so happy that I just forgot myself. You must be terribly
exhausted. It's on the house. Put up your feet and have a
nice little rest. (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. I held out my
hand in gratitude, after all.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Good! Then I can be of
some help to you! Now have a nice rest, and recover
from the fatigue of your travels!
Innkeeper (the next morning): Well? Are you fully
rested now? Feel free to come and stay here any time
you like. Please!
Innkeeper (again): Will you be leaving, now that you
have rested? You are always welcome here. Always!
(Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): [repeat above]
Woman behind counter: The wilting of that unwieldy killer
vegetable is certainly cause for rejoicing. I think it's going to
be a while before I can toss a salad.
Old man outside: Has the HellVine really been defeated?
(Yes/No)

Old man (if you say ‘No’): What? The HellVine has returned
to wreak his fiendish brand of havoc upon us? We're dead.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Is it really, really true,/no
comma/ this time? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): I don't quite understand what
you're saying.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. It's a pity that I won't be
able to fight him anymore. Heh heh heh!
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: You've done it again!
Don't be modest about it, chief! I can hardly believe it. First
you disemboweled the DarkDraco, and then you harvested
the HellVine! In the end, it will be one like you who saves the
world from itself. Ah, forget I said that. I wouldn't want to
give you a swelled head. Hah hah hah!
Melvin (chat): These words of gratitude mean the most to
me, Master HERO. Ha ha hah! I can feel all of my weariness
just fly away!
Gabo (chat): Hee hee. Don't make me blush like that!
Maribel (chat): It certainly doesn't hurt when I receive
praise such as that!
Woman upstairs: Thanks to you, my husband is safe and
sound! You have my deepest gratitude. Oh, by the way, did
you want to buy anything? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Looks like we'll be able to keep the
shop going without any worries. Come back anytime.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I'll be right with you, so please
wait in front of the counter.
Old man in house next to shop: My poor old wife got eaten
by the HellVine! If I wait here, will the same fate befall me?
What? You defeated the HellVine? It's not coming, no
matter how long I wait? If that's true, then the town of
Loomin has at last found peace! My dear wife, I'll be with you
soon enough. Wait for me, though. It looks like I'll be staying
here a little longer. Loomin will be at peace for generations

to come! I dare Death to stride our way with his sickly,
girlish gait!
Man in blue vest in center of town: This is terrible. The
city is full of holes. I suppose we must let petty concerns
about our town's appearance subside and recognize our true
loss.
Melvin (chat): Any town can be rebuilt, as long as the will of
the people survives. Now this town can finally come back to
normal.
Gabo (chat): Yeah. When you're alive, you can eat yummy
stuff!
Maribel (chat): Diligence is always rewarded! In fact, people
always say that I don't know when to give up! Um, no, that's
not what I meant!
Gentleman upstairs in mansion: {to little bug} Great! Just a
little more. Now try jumping over here! {to HERO} Take a
look at what I found on one of the dead VineRoots. They
must have disturbed the little larva in its sleep. Angered by
the intrusion, he suctioned himself to the root. Curious, isn't
it? This little maggot is as cute as a bug! I've decided to call
him Chibi. {to Chibi} Hey, Chibi. You look like you've been
growing. No, you couldn't be.
Maribel (chat): You always give a name to everything you see.
Gabo (chat): Ah ha ha! Chibi! How cute!
Melvin (chat): Ah ha hah! It takes a brave bug to bite
HellVine like that!
Gentleman (again): All right, Chibi. Time to practice your
jumps. Come on, now. Jump! Jump!

Loomin
Gabo (as soon as you enter): Something's wrong, HERO!
Maribel (as soon as you enter): This isn't right.
What's going on?

Melvin (as soon as you enter): What is happening
here?
{Gabo, Melvin, and Maribel walk into town and spread out.}
Gabo (if you try to leave town without talking to them):
Hey, HERO! This way, over here!
Maribel (if you try to leave town without talking to
her): What do you think you're doing! Get over here!
Melvin (if you try to leave town without talking to
him): Master HERO! Look at what we have here!
Melvin: I can't believe it! We have defeated the HellVine
which plagued the town in the past! Why is it still in ruins? I
hate to think so, but something must have happened after we
left. This is not acceptable. We must return to Loomin to see
what happened.
Maribel: What in God's name has happened to this town? We
defeated the HellVine, didn't we? Let's go back, HERO, and
save Loomin again.
Gabo: Look, HERO! I don't understand! How could this happen
again? This town must be cursed!

Loomin
Old man in center of town: Oh, it's you! Have you come to
rescue us from danger again? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Don't be so apathetic! Please, do
something about that monster!
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! Please, get rid of that
hideous monster for us!
Young man upstairs in southeast house: I don't care if he's
the richest person in the village. Having a pet that worries
everyone doesn't seem right, does it? Sieble has to do
something about that pupal pupil of his.
Young woman: With the darkness lifted and the HellVine
destroyed, the town has nothing left to fear. Strangely, I've

still been having nightmares about the town getting
destroyed. I'm so scared. Will the welcoming peace of sleep
ever embrace me again?
Maribel (chat): So she had a dream about the town being
destroyed. Considering that the town really will be
destroyed, I'd call it a premonition.
Innkeeper: So you have come to Loomin once again. I am
happy to see you all. I am sure you must be tired from your
long journey. Please, rest well. And of course, it's all on the
house. (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. I held out my
hand in gratitude, after all.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Good! Then I can be of
some help to you! Now have a nice rest, and recover
from the fatigue of your travels!
Innkeeper (the next morning): Well? Are you fully
rested now? Feel free to come and stay here any time
you like. Please!
Innkeeper (again): Will you be leaving, now that you
have rested? You are always welcome here. Always!
(Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): [repeat above]
Woman behind counter: I hear Sieble's Chibi was found
hanging onto one of the HellVine's roots. One of those
maggots is nothing to worry about, but the possibility of a
horde of them burrowing around sends shivers down my
spine. Oh, I don't want to think about it.
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Hey there, chief!
What brings you back this way? Regrettably, we have no new
enemies for you to draw your trusty blade against. Well,
unless you consider that one odd bug. No, I doubt he's any
threat to you.

Woman upstairs: Dear me! I just don't see how Sieble can
hope to domesticate that monster! My husband says it's no
big deal, but I can't help being a little worried. Oh, by the
way, did you want to buy anything? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Really? Are you sure? There's no
need to be shy, you know.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I'll be right with you, so please
wait in front of the counter.
Woman on other side of the counter: Am I too much of a
worrier? I just hope nothing bad happens.
Old man in house next to shop: Tell me the truth! Has
HellVine truly become one with the earth? Don't get me
wrong. I'm not doubting you! Lately, though, I have heard
strange noises emanating from the ground, and it worries me.
Gabo (chat): What was that strange noise from
underground? I can't hear anything now.
Melvin (chat): Could HelVine HellVine still be alive? No, it's
impossible. I'm certain that beast was slain.
Man in blue vest outside: Sieble, who lives in a mansion in
the city, has a pet insect that has literally grown before the
townspeople's eye eyes. Its rate of growth is starting to
worry even the heartiest among us.
Maribel (chat): Hmmm. So it sounds like the problem is with
Sieble's pet. Is it somehow connected to this town dying off?
Melvin (chat): Sieble lives in the largest mansion in town. I
never expected that he would keep such a frightful pet.
Priest in church: Oh, it is you. How very good it is to see you
here. Loomin appears to be at peace presently, but the people
all feel a great sense of unease. Your arrival must truly be a
blessing sent from heaven. Please use your collective might to
save us. I will do all that I can to assist you. {church talk}
Nun in graveyard: I pray every day for the souls of the
victims of the HellVine. It's the least a survivor can do for
those who didn't make it.

Torii in front of mansion: Sieble lives in that mansion. Have
you seen the pet he has yet? Within a short time, it's grown
abnormally large. With such great girth, it could easily attack
a human. I wouldn't be surprised if the arrival of that thing
proved to be a turning point for Loomin. Something must be
done.
Woman by well: Now that HellVine has been defeated, peace
has returned to the city. I have trouble feeling safe, though,
when Sieble nurtures such a dangerous creature within the
town's borders.
Chibi in mansion: Screee! Screee!
Observation: Delicious-looking food is piled on a
plate.
Sieble: Ah, it's the heroes who saved this town! Oh, I didn't
tell you my name yet. I'm Sieble. And that is my lovely pet,
Chibi. I found him sticking to the HellVine and ended up
taking him home to care for him. He became so big so quickly.
Maybe it's because of all the love and attention I've given
him. Ha ha ha! Huh? What's wrong? You look so pale. Well, it
isn't so difficult for me to imagine why you and the
townspeople are scared of him. But once you get to know him,
you'll agree that he's a real cutie. I can't imagine a life
without Chibi now. Here, Chibi! Come on, boy! It's time to eat!
Chibi (continued): Screee! Screee!
Sieble (continued): What do you think? He's smart, too!
Maribel (chat): What the hell? Now I understand why the
townspeople were so frightened. That thing is creepy looking.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. I don't know what to say. I'm not sure
if it's a bad monster or not. It is easy to understand why the
townspeople were so frightened.
Gabo (chat): Damn! That's one big bug! I wasn't prepared for
that.
Sieble (again): Why can't people see Chibi's inherent
cuteness?

Man in blue vest: {He and a young man and an old man enter
the mansion as you are about to leave.} So you're here too,
huh? Splendid timing. I want you to join us as well!
Sieble (continued): What are you doing entering my house
without permission?
Man in blue vest (continued): Sieble... There is something we
need to discuss with you, as representatives of the town.
Frankly speaking, we want you to do something about the big
bug over there.
Sieble (continued): Well, what is it?
Man in blue vest (continued): You seem to have made a pet
of it, so we won't ask you to kill it. But having a monster like
that in our town makes everyone very nervous. The
townspeople request that you take it and leave it far in the
mountains.
Sieble (continued): ... {He turns his back on the men.} I have
no intention of letting my Chibi go. /extra space/ Chibi isn't a
monster.
Young man (continued): Haven't you changed your mind yet?
This is what everyone in the town wants!
Sieble (continued): {He turns back around.} I rear Chibi in my
own house. The townspeople have no right to complain about
what I do in my own home.
Old man (continued): Quit being so self'centered/replace
apostrophe with hyphen/! What are you going to do if
something bad happens from keeping a monster inside the
town?
Sieble (continued): I have no idea what's There is nothing
wrong with him. Chibi is a smart and gentle maggot.
Man in blue vest (continued): A worthless insect like this
doesn't have any sort of intelligence! Wake up! {He suddenly
punches Sieble.}
Chibi (continued): Screee! {He hops over toward the men.}
Screee! Screee! {They all back away from it.}

Old man (continued): Eeeeek!
Young man (continued): We're being attacked by monsters!
Man in blue vest (continued): W-We knew that monster was
violent! {They run away as fast as they can!}
Sieble (continued): Did you try to protect me, Chibi? Thank
you, sweetie! But I think you went a bit too far. I'm sure that
they've gotten the wrong idea about Chibi. I hope this won't
cause any trouble.
Maribel (chat): Those people are incredibly arrogant! I was a
little frightened by Chibi too, but they went too far. I'm glad
they ran away.
Melvin (continued): It's no surprise that a town unacquainted
with monsters was frightened of Chibi. We cannot blame
them.
Maribel (continued): I really don't like being outnumbered
like that.
Gabo (chat): What was all that stuff they were talking
about? It seemed awfully serious.
Chibi: Screee! Screee!
Old man in house next to shop: You say that a big worm has
been attacking people? This town is cursed! No one can save
us now!
Woman in inn: Chibi's finally attacked someone, right? I
figured as much. I was afraid something like this would
happen one day. The mere thought makes my skin crawl.
Priest in church: There seems to be quite a commotion
outside. What could have happened, I wonder? Everyone is
saying that Sieble's pet, Chibi, attacked someone. There
must be some mistake! Panic has begun to spread throughout
the community. Your arrival must truly be a blessing sent
from heaven. Please use your collective might to save us. I
will do all that I can to assist you. {church talk}

Nun on the outskirts of crowd: Everybody seems
apprehensive lately. I'm worried that suddenly something
really bad will happen.
Torii: Sieble is being fooled by that insect. It's clear now.
That thing is the new threat to Loomin.
Woman: Oh, that's horrible. So, that monster was dangerous
after all. We shouldn't just throw it out of the city. We
should eviscerate it.
Old man: My heart is pounding! I was about to become
monster food! No doubt about it. That monster eats human
flesh. To think that we've been living in the same town as
that thing. It's so horrible!
Young man: T-that was terrifying! Did you see that, HERO?
That is the true nature of the beast! What? What's the
misunderstanding? What are you talking about? We were
attacked! There's no doubt!
Man in blue vest: If Sieble won't let go of his pet monster,
then we're going to have to take care of it for him. I know I
sound overbearing, but we have to consider the security of
the people in the city. Sieble will realize the error of his
ways after we've killed the creature. The only problem is
finding someone to slay the stalwart beast. Who could... Hey!
I've got it! Can we ask you to handle this noblest of tasks?
I'm sure there will be no objection, seeing as you've already
defeated the DarkDraco and the HellVine. How about it? Can
you do it for Loomin? Can you restore peace to our town once
again? (Yes/No)
Man in blue vest (if you say ‘No’): I see. You are right. We
should not trouble you with our town's problems. We shall
take care of the monster ourselves. It's only an insect, after
all.
Maribel (chat): I don't know how they have the nerve to say
those kinds of things. And I don't like the way they suddenly
start expecting us to do the job!

Melvin (chat): Regardless of the circumstances, killing Chibi
won't solve anything. We must tell Sieble about all of this,
HERO.
Gabo (chat): If Chibi died, Sieble would be so sad. I don't
know what I can do, but I don't want anybody to be sad.
Man in blue vest (again): What's the matter? Have you
changed your mind and decided to help rid us of the
monster? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): Are you really going to do it? This is
the kind of work that can leave a bad taste in your mouth.
(Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): That's an encouraging answer, but let
me make things crystal clear. It would be a problem if you
were to change your mind halfway through the job. You say
you're willing to get rid of Chibi. Are you really going to do
it? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’): {go to CHIBI MURDERER}
Man (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]

CHIBI SAVIOR
Sieble in mansion: Huh? What's happening? Why are you in
such a hurry? What? The townspeople are planning to kill
Chibi? That's terrible! I didn't expect things to go this far!
What am I going to do? If I don't do anything, then
something bad might happen to my precious HellWorm, Chibi.
I've got to try and think clearly, but my mind has gone askew!
{He turns around to think.}
Sieble (continued): I don't have any choice, it seems. I must
take Chibi to the mountains and abandon him there.
Hopefully, they will relinquish the idea of killing Chibi if I

release him before they arrive. It pains me to do this to
Chibi, but this is a matter of life and death. {He turns back
around to HERO.}
Sieble (continued): All right. I must prepare to depart. Can I
expect your assistance? (Yes/No)
Sieble (if you say ‘No’): How heartless! This is Chibi's life
we're talking about! Forget that he consumes his own filth.
He's an innocent! I'm begging you! (Yes/No)
Sieble (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Sieble (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): With such
strong support, Chibi's future is no longer in doubt! I must
begin preparations immediately! {He walks upstairs.}
HERO and friends helped in the preparations
to set Chibi free. And then came nightfall...
Sieble (continued): Whew... It took longer than I had
anticipated to get ready. Hmm. We can't take Chibi out in
broad daylight. Shall we go now? I fear for Chibi's safety if
we stay any longer. There's a hill near here. I suggest we go
there for the time being. We're going to attract attention if
we move as a group, so Chibi and I will go first.
Gabo (chat): Let's be off now, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Damn you, Gabo! Lower your voice, or they'll
find us!
Gabo (continued): Maribel's nasal voice is twice as loud! At
least I'm not always making really obvious suggestions.
Maribel (continued): Well, I never! You were much cuter
when you just ran around barking!
Melvin (chat): We're cowering away in the middle of the
night. I know there's no other way, but I feel ashamed.
Maribel (chat): Let's get going. It will be a pain if they catch
us.

Old man in house next to shop: Huh? Honey? Off to the
bathroom, are you? Mumble, mumble...
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Zzzz... Zzzz... Yes,
sir. What can I do for you? Zzzz...
Woman upstairs in bed: Zzz... zzz... Honey...watch out...
Man in blue vest in inn (as soon as you enter): The
question is, who will destroy that monster, and how?
Old man (continued): I don't want to fight that thing. Just
the thought of fighting it peels the years off my life.
Man in blue vest (continued): No one is telling the old man to
fight.
Torii (continued): How about hiring mercenaries to fight for
us?
Man in blue vest (continued): It's tough to say whether
we'll have enough people who have what it takes to fight that
thing. Even if we did, this town doesn't have the money to
hire soldiers.
Torii (continued): Whew. I don't know about the rest of you,
but I fight like a girl and would probably be the first to be
eaten by the HellWorm, despite its size. I guess we have no
choice but to call on HERO and his allies.
Man in blue vest (continued): Well, I guess we could try
going to them tomorrow, and asking them once more. {You
automatically leave the inn.}
Observation (continued): You can't be found out! {Even if you
try to go back in the inn to talk to people, you automatically
leave after taking a few steps.}
Young man in southeast house, upstairs in bed, sleeping:
Guuurgghh gurrrghhh.
Young woman in bed: Stay back. Oh no.
Nun in church: What stirs you from sleep at this hour of
night? Oh! Are you by any chance going looking for Chibi? Do
not worry. I promise that I will not breathe a word to anyone
in town.

Priest: Thank you for foregoing sleep in your efforts to help
us. {church talk}
Melvin (chat, on World Map): We seem to have made it out
without being spotted. Now it is just a matter of whether
Siebel Sieble can leave Chibi or not. But worrying about that
now is pointless.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): We've come a long way. I
don't think we have to worry about being found. By now, the
people in the mansion should be wondering about the absence
of the all-important Chibi!
Gabo (chat, on World Map): That was a little too easy. Did
we really escape?

East Hill
Chibi: Scree! Scree!
Sieble: Whew! We should be safe here. Okay,
Chibi, I've brought you a bunch of stuff. You've
got lots of your favorite foods, and your favorite
toys as well. And take these medicinal herbs if you
get hurt... Wait, you're not smart enough to understand that.
That was dumb of me, wasn't it? Bringing you medicinal
herbs! Ha ha ha! ... {He turns away from Chibi, as if trying not
to cry(?).}I'm sorry that things have come to this, Chibi. I
really wanted us to be together forever. But if I don't do
something, your life will be in danger. I guess this is goodbye.
{He turns back toward Chibi.} Chibi, forgive us humans for
being so thoughtless. Please don't hate us.
Chibi (continued): Scree! Scree!
Sieble (continued): Okay, people, it's all taken care of. Let's
go. If we stay here any longer, it'll just be that much more
painful. Let's get going.
Chibi (as you round the bend): Scree! Scree!

Sieble (continued): No, Chibi! Stay away! You mustn't come
with me. We can't be together anymore, Chibi. You've got to
understand that.
Chibi (continued): Scree! Scree! {The party automatically
leaves.} Squeak...

Loomin
Sieble (continued): Chibi owes his life to you. Though he'll be
in hiding, I'll know where to find him when I visit. Still, I'm
going to miss that little HellWorm.
Voice (continued): Eeeeek!
Sieble (continued): What was that scream? It came from
outside!
HellWorm: {As soon as you leave the mansion, it charges you.}
Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Melvin (battle chat): How many of these things are there?
At any rate, we must keep fighting them!
Gabo (battle chat): These things look like Chibi, but they
must be evil monsters! They're attacking everyone!
Maribel (battle chat): We can cut loose against these things!
Say your prayers, you bug-eyed monsters!
Maribel (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): What? Why
are there so many Chibis? Disgusting!
Melvin (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): What? Those
attacking monsters are the same species as Chibi!
Gabo (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): So this guy
must be bad. I'm ready to fight him, HERO!
Sieble (back in mansion): What in the world is going on,
HERO? What? Swarms of bugs that look just like Chibi are
attacking the town? Oh, no! It can't be true!
Old man in house next to shop: It looks like I'll be joining
you sooner than I thought, Honey. I'm not even wrinkled and
veiny yet.

HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Old man (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I thought
I was a goner. I was asleep, when suddenly that monster
came crawling out from underneath the floor! So, that was
the cause of the strange noises I'd been hearing lately!
Old man behind shop: Aaahhh! Help, help!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Old man (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I'm safe
at last. What in the heck is this gruesome grub? Could
Sieble's pet have called its friends to attack us?
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Atschak! Eeyahhh!
Eeyahhh! Eeyahhh!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Tough guy (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I
appreciate the assistance! What the hell is this bugger,
anyway? He looks an awful lot like Sieble's pet.
Woman upstairs (hiding between some dressers): Yi-i-ikes!
Oh! You mustn't surprise me like that! I thought that creepy
bug had come to attack me.
Woman (again): This is terrible! No sooner are we rid of the
HellVine, than this new monster appears. Is this town
cursed?
HellWorm (in front part of shop): Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Melvin (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles): What do
you suppose has become of Sieble, Master HERO? Perhaps
we ought to return to the mansion.
Gabo (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles, if
the others are dead): Growl... We're not making any
headway, HERO, and I'm starting to worry about
Sieble's safety. Let's head back to the mansion.
Maribel (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles,
if the others are dead): How many of these things
are there? /extra space/ It looks like there's no end
to them! Come on, HERO. Let's go back to Sieble's

mansion. We may find better protection from this
infestation within the mansion walls. Not to mention,
I'm a little concerned about Sieble's well-being.
Gabo (chat): Growl... We're not making any headway, HERO.
I'm starting to worry about Sieble's safety. Let's head back
to the mansion.
Melvin (chat): How many of them are there? They seem to
have the advantage with their numbers. What became of
Sieble? We ought to check on him.
Maribel (chat): How many of these things are there? It
looks like there's no end to them! Come on, HERO. Let's go
back to Sieble's mansion. We may find better protection
from this infestation within the mansion walls. Not to
mention, I'm a little concerned about Sieble's well-being.
Torii (being chased by a HellWorm in front of inn): Aargh!
Help! Heeelp!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Torii (after defeating the HellWorm): Ha ha! Thank you so
much. Well, peeing on an insect doesn't do much.
Woman in inn (as you approach): Eeek! Help! Help!
Somebody save me!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Innkeeper in bedroom: Ah! Ahhh! Save me, HERO!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Innkeeper (after defeating the HellWorm): I saw the
monsters come up out of the ground! They're coming through
the hole opened up by HellVine! Even in death, that dastardly
plant has become a perennial problem!
HellWorm near town entrance: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
HellWorm in southeast house: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Young woman upstairs: Please help my husband!
Young man fighting HellWorm: Damn! This one's pretty
strong!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}

Young man (after defeating the HellWorm): I was sleeping
comfortably, when I was suddenly attacked. Do you think this
might be a relative of that pet of Sieble's? You should've
done something about this sooner.
Young woman: My dream has become tangible fate! The town
is being destroyed! What am I going to do?
Nun by church: Aah! Stay away!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Nun (after defeating the HellWorm): I checked to see what
all the commotion outside was about, only to find the city
filled with monsters. What in the world is going on, HERO?
Priest in church: There seems to be quite a commotion
outside. What in the world could be going on at this hour of
the night? What? An army of monsters is attacking the
town? Oh, no, no, no! Please save the town, HERO! I will do
anything that I can to help! {church talk}
Man in blue vest in center of town: Damn! What the hell
are they?
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Man in blue vest (after defeating the HellWorm): These
must be Chibi's friends! I knew that thing was going to try
and destroy the city! If only we could have done something
sooner! Damn!
Melvin (chat, in mansion): We must save Sieble, Master
HERO!
Maribel (chat, in mansion): My God! Maggots everywhere!
It's sickening!
Gabo (chat, in mansion): HERO! Are you sure we should just
leave Sieble without helping him?
Sieble: Ouch! Ow! What the heck is this? HERO! H-Help me!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Sieble (after defeating the HellWorm): Gasp! That was too
close. What is this thing? Did Chibi order the other bugs to
attack? The mere thought of such absurdity makes me choke

on my own bile! Chibi wouldn't do something so savage!
Besides, Chibi is too cute to associate with one of
those...things. I refuse to accept these things are Chibi's
friends. {Suddenly, four more HellWorms appear and
surround Sieble and the party.} Oh, no! We're too late here,
as well. We don't have any time to waste! Let's leave the
town for the time being.
Gabo (chat): HERO, I'm too hungry to fight. Let's just run!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Stop hesitating! Run!
Melvin (chat): We must flee this time. Recklessness is not
bravery, it's stupidity.
Maribel (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army of
HellWorms faces you.} What should we do? We're
surrounded!
Melvin (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army
of HellWorms faces you.} Uh-oh! It looks like we're
surrounded. The only solution is...
Gabo (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army of
HellWorms faces you.} Aargh! There are insects
everywhere! It's impossible to escape!
Chibi (continued): {He arrives from behind the mansion.}
Screee! Screee!
Sieble (continued): Chibi, how come you're here? You're not
safe here. You must go away, quickly!
Chibi (continued): {He turns to face the army of HellWorms.}
Screee! {They back up a little.}
Sieble (continued): Chibichibichibi... {Chibi gets in front of
Sieble and the party to protect them. One of the HellWorms
approaches.}
HellWorm (continued): Graaaaa!
Chibi (continued): Screee! {They beginning fighting each
other.}
HellWorm (continued): Grrraahh! {The first HellWorm dies,
but another one attacks.}

Second HellWorm (continued): Graaaaa!
Chibi (continued): Screee! {They fight.}
Second HellWorm (continued): Grrraahh! {The second
HellWorm dies, but another one attacks.}
Third HellWorm (continued): Graaaaa!
Chibi (continued): Screee! {They fight also.}
Third HellWorm (continued): Grrraahh! {The third HellWorm
dies; no others come forward to attack.}
Chibi (continued): {He inches forward.} Screee! {The rest of
the HellWorms retreat.
Sieble (continued): Chibi, you saved us. Thank you. I didn't
know you were this strong. I'm impressed.
Chibi (continued): Scree! {They fight also.}
Sieble (continued): Chibi! Chibi, what's the matter? {Chibi
dies.} Chibiiiiii!
Loomin, ravaged by an infestation of insects, was
saved by the heroic HellWorm, Chibi.
In celebrating their rescue, the townspeople couldn't
help but reflect upon their wrongdoings.
And then dawn broke...
Sieble (continued): Whew! We managed to escape somehow.
It seems all the villagers survived without any injuries. We
owe it all to you, HERO. And perhaps I should thank the
fallen Chibi, as well. {He turns around, as if thinking to
himself out loud.} When I was attacked by the HellVine,
Rocky came to my rescue. This time, I was saved by Chibi. Do
you think they were only repaying me for all of the kindness
that I showed them, HERO? {He turns back toward HERO.}
I'm sorry. I thought I wouldn't cry. I'm embarrassed to cry
in front of you.

Melvin (chat): We've failed. Perhaps I have not prepared
enough. I hate to think of what would have happened had
Chibi not been here.
Gabo (chat): I'm sure Chibi must feel satisfied. He saved
someone he loves. He must be happy about that.
Maribel (chat): What was going on with Chibi and that giant
swarm of insects? He was the same species as them, but he
was good. It's strange, though. No matter how you look at it,
Loomin was saved by Chibi's actions.
Sieble (again): If you have time, please stop by the grave
that I built for Chibi. He would have wanted it that way.
Observation about wooden cross in front of mansion: HERO
examined the tombstone. 'Here rests my friend Chibi' is
written here.
Woman by well: I trusted that little insect from the
beginning. Why? Well, you need only look in those beautiful
round eyes. Also, his noxious smell and the way he drools
resin when he eats reminds me of my elderly friends and
myself.
Man in blue vest in center of town: I know what you're
going to say. Our city has been saved thanks to Chibi. Our
fears were completely unfounded. That being said, I don't
think I went too far. I was only acting in the town's best
interests.
Nun in front of church: I wonder if Sieble is all right? I'm
very worried about him. Losing a loved one is even more
painful than the gravest of physical injuries.
Priest in church: Recent events have pushed us to the brink.
Even now, tensions are building, and the whole town has been
shaken to its foundations as a result. The true trial will be in
learning how to calm the hearts and souls of the townspeople,
I suspect. That, however, is our problem. I am sure that you
have your own trials to face. Might there be anything that I
could do to be of aid to you in your trials? {church talk}

Young man upstairs in southeast house: I didn't see it
myself, but I imagine that he frantically sought to protect
his master. And it's evident Sieble's actions were borne only
out of love for Chibi. The town was ultimately saved by the
love between a man and his HellWorm. I guess we owe our
lives to Sieble's unusual taste in pets.
Young woman: I no longer dream about the town being
destroyed. This time...this time the town has really been
saved. Right? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Impossible! You're saying
that there's still something more? Ooh, that's frightening!
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Hearing you say that makes
me feel so much better. After all, you can't really rely on a
dream.
Torii near town entrance: Oh, how can I apologize to Sieble?
As incredible as it may sound, that Chibi saved the city. I'm
so ashamed that I can't even show my face to him. That's it!
Maybe I can lay something on Chibi's grave! Do you have any
idea what Chibi's favorite food was, HERO? His own filth?
What?
Innkeeper in inn: You didn't get much sleep last night, did
you? Please feel free to rest here. And of course, it's all on
the house. (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. I held out my
hand in gratitude, after all.
Innkeeper (again): Will you be leaving, now that you have
rested? You are always welcome here. Always! (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Now then,
have a nice rest and recover from your travels!
Innkeeper (the next morning): Well? Are you fully rested
now? Feel free to come and stay here any time you like.
Please!

Woman behind counter: I ask you, who would ever have
guessed that that many monsters would be sleeping beneath
the town? Considering that the HellVine also found haven
there, you don't think that other, more fearsome beasts still
lay in wait beneath the town, do you? Oh, don't start taking
what I say so seriously. I was kidding, that's all!
Old man in front of shop: I saw it with my own eyes! Chibi
got rid of the monsters! We really should apologize to Sieble
for attempting to kill his friend. Perhaps it is too late to ask
forgiveness. We acted selfishly. It was shameful.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon and armor shop: Ah
hah hah hah! Looks like the mighty warrior was bested by a
mere mite this time. You should consider it lucky that you
escaped with your life. Next time, leave your pretentious
theatrics at home, and maybe it won't look like that
invertebrate has more backbone than you.
Woman upstairs: Whew, I'm so relieved. Somehow, both my
husband and I made it through safely again, and we owe it all
to you and your arthropodan ally. Now we can go back to our
empty lives as a shopkeeper and his trophy wife. Anyway, was
there something you wanted to buy? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Really? Are you sure? There's no
need to be shy, you know.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I'll be right with you, so please
wait in front of the counter.
Woman behind counter: After all we've been through,
hopefully we can run the business now without any worries.
Old man in house next to shop: The nest of worms must
have been the source of the underground trembling. It's
almost reminiscent of the rumblings that heralded the arrival
of the HellVine! It looks as if we cannot even trust the
ground we walk upon to shield us from danger.

Loomin

Young man at entrance: Welcome to the town of Loomin.
How unusual for travelers to visit such an out-of-the-way
place. Isn't much to see here except the grave of our hero,
but it is a nice, quiet town.
Melvin (chat): Coming here reminds me of that time we were
blocked by swarms of insects, powerless to do anything. It is
clear that I must further hone my battle skills.
Gabo (chat): I'm really glad we saved this town. We went
back and forth so many times.
Maribel (chat): It wasn't easy saving this place. I was ready
to give up.
Bean (permanent immigrant) in inn: People call me Bean. I'm
a farmer. My skill is growing crops, but there's little land in
this town. Is there anyplace I can have a large farm to grow
crops? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Bean (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. I hate being useless.
Maid behind counter in inn: You've come here to visit the
grave of the great hero, Chibi? What kind of person do you I
think he was? I think he's he was dreamy. Why? Heroes have
to be handsome. It's part of the class job description.
Maribel (chat): Handsome? I'd like to see how they would
react if they knew the truth!
Dresser – Traveler Clothes
Dog outside shop: Arf! Arf!
Merchant behind counter in weapon and armor shop: This
town has been targeted so many times in the past. That's
why even in peace, they've we've(?) got all kinds of weapons
and armor. Help yourselves!
Treasure chest – 550 gold coins
Treasure chest – Copper Sword
Little girl upstairs: Are you shopping? We have lots of really
great things, so be sure and buy something.

Young woman behind counter: It's true. Children take after
their parents. My daughter... I don't know if I should look
forward to her future or fear it.
Old man in house next to shop: Have you already heard?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): The great hero, Chibi, is said to
be dormant in this town, waiting to arise once more in time of
crisis. He's actually my great grandfather. My family are the
descendants of a hero. Are you impressed?
Maribel (chat): Chibi's descendent? Would that be a bugperson? Disgusting! I'd rather not picture that. Don't ever
bother making up more lies like that.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you already knew. Never
mind.
Woman: Don't take what Grandpa says seriously. He's a
shameless braggart. Besides, Chibi died very young. It's a bit
suspicious that he'd have any descendants left.
Dresser – Leather Armor
Young woman in center of town: If you're looking for the
hero's grave, it's right next to the mansion. I wonder why
the grave is way over there instead of behind the temple?
Nun in front of church: According to legend, three great
disasters have happened to this town. First the DarkDraco,
then the invasion of the demon plant HellVine, and then a
swarm of giant bugs. A courageous man named Chibi saved
the town from these three disasters. It is said that he died
soon after from wounds sustained when he saved the town.
He definitely fits the mold of the tragic hero.
Maribel (chat): A brave man? Chibi? Sounds likes like the
stories have warped a little.
Melvin (chat): Chibi certainly did save the town, but the rest
is garbage. Someone is getting credit for my heroic deeds!
Gabo (chat): There was a hero in this town? He did it three
times? Hmm. Chibi?

Warrior in front of mansion: This is the gravesite of Chibi,
the town's hero. Someone should really change his name,
though. I don't mean to be disrespectful, but it sounds more
like a pet's name than that of a great hero.
Observation: HERO looked at the tombstone. The headstone
reads 'Here rests the hero, Chibi'.
Maid in mansion: Welcome. This mansion belongs to the wife
of a very wealthy man. Quite some time ago, they had a huge
fight, and have been living apart ever since. We've never
once seen the Master's face.
Maribel (chat): I wonder if that rich person is related to
Sieble.
Maid in near stove: Busy busy busy... The mistress works me
to the bone. Hey! Don't you dare tell her what I said, you
eavesdropping little wench!
Bookshelf – MadBook
Lady upstairs: My maids here are really good at working
their mouths, but they don't work their hands very much.
Maybe I'll just buy one of those mechanical maids I hear
they're developing.
Dresser – Silk Tux
Little boy by well: My mommy doesn't like him, but I like the
Monster Guru. I mean, it's kind of cool to think that you
could be friends with monsters.
Prisoner in well: What's the matter with you, barging into my
home like this? What? You want to know why I live in a place
like this? It's a bit dark and clammy, but it's actually quite
comfortable.
Dresser – Repellent
Man in blue vest in northeast corner of town: It seems
that this wall has been in a state of disrepair since the town
was sealed away into the darkness. Loomin's dilapidated
appearance and the suffering of its people seem to be

portrayed by this wall. It saddens and terrifies me. I'm so
lucky I wasn't born in that era.
Tough guy outside southeast house: There's an old man who
lives north of town who everyone calls the Monster Guru. He
loves monsters. Don't you think that's kind of a strange
hobby? He was originally from here, but with his hobby he
didn't really fit in, so he left.
Young woman in southeast house: There's this weird guy
living near town who people call the Monster Guru. He's a
monster fanatic and lives far from any humans. Trust me,
he's really weird.
Man in blue vest upstairs: Seems the hero Chibi had four
followers. I can't quite remember what their names were. I
think one was called HERO,/space/or something, but I can't
remember the names of the other three.
Melvin (chat): Ha ha! Does this mean that we are Chibi's
followers?
Maribel (chat): How could you remember HERO's name but
not mine?
Dresser – Tights

CHIBI MURDERER
Man in blue vest (if you say ‘No’): {go to CHIBI SAVIOR}
Man in blue vest (if you say ‘Yes’): You are truly
courageous. It is quite fitting that someone as cold-hearted
and calculating as you has committed to such a deed. I'm sure
you will handle this matter cleanly. It is a wise man who
recognizes that mob rule is for the best. Did you hear that,
everyone? HERO has accepted the task of killing the
monster!
Old man (continued): Oh, it's the hero who defeated the
HellVine!

Man in blue vest (continued): If HERO is handling things,
then I feel safe.
Torii (continued): HERO, you truly are the savior of this city.
I'm struggling to find the words to thank you.
Man in blue vest (continued): Now that it has been decided,
let's take care of the monster while Sieble is sleeping. Until
then, please rest yourselves for the work ahead.
In preparation, HERO and his comrades decided
to rest at the inn. Visions of Chibi and the moral
implications of callously taking an innocent worm's
life danced in their heads. Soon, nightfall arrived.
Man in blue vest at dining room table in the inn
(continued): It's almost time. My friends, I beg you. Please
finish it before Sieble wakes up and sees what has happened.
It would be too much for Sieble to bear were he to witness
the perpetual gouging and stabbing, as you flay poor little
Chibi's bulbous flesh from his primitive nervous system.
Melvin (chat): His behavior is fine for now, but we don't
know when he might revert to his monstrous instincts. Well,
if you think so, HERO. I won't stop you.
Gabo (chat): Are you really going to do it, HERO? Sieble will
be sad. I don't want him to be sad!
Maribel (chat): Let's get to Sieble's mansion and finish this.
Damn you, HERO! Accepting this job was insanity!
Old man: With the power that you command, you could take
care of that pest without breaking a sweat. If you think
about it, you're really only helping to put the poor, miserable
creature out of its misery. Not to mention, the town would
rest much easier.
Torii: One lone bug shouldn't be any problem for you. After
all, you've prevailed against the likes of DarkDraco and the
HellVine, right? I just keep needing to be rescued by you,
don't I, HERO?

Woman behind counter: My sympathies are with Sieble, but
his precious pet has already attacked before. I guess there's
nothing to do other than get rid of it.
Innkeeper: I can't say whether eliminating that bug is a good
thing or a bad thing. However, if you insist on doing it, I
won't try to stop you.
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Zzzz... Zzzz... Yes,
sir. What can I do for you? Zzzz...
Woman upstairs in bed: Zzz... zzz... Honey...watch out...
Old man in house next to shop: Huh? Honey? Off to the
bathroom, are you? Mumble, mumble...
Nun in church: What business could you have at this hour? I
see. So you intend to get rid of Sieble's pet, then. If you've
made up your mind, then I will not stop you. However, are you
really sure that you want to do this?
Priest: Thank you for your tireless efforts, so late into the
night. Might you be needing some sort of help from God?
{church talk}
Young man in southeast house, upstairs in bed, sleeping:
Guuurgghh gurrrghhh.
Young woman in bed: Stay back. Oh no.
Sieble in bed in mansion, sleeping: Zzzzz... zzzzz... Uh-huh...
Chibi... The worm of my dreams.
Chibi: Scree? {It hops away from you.} Screee! Screee!
{battle ensues}
Maribel (battle chat): No matter how you look at it, this just
isn't going to be easy, is it?
Gabo (battle chat): Do you really intend to fight that thing,
HERO? Somehow, I just can't get behind the idea.
Melvin (battle chat): Poor Chibi. Your death is necessary to
restore peace to the town!
Chibi (after it’s defeated): {It tries to crawl away from you
to the stairs.} Screee... Screee...

Sieble (continued): What's going on? It's the middle of the
night. No! Chibi! Oh no, Chibi. What I have done? HERO! Why
the hell did you do that to my Chibi? No, you don't have to
utter a word. The townspeople sent you to kill Chibi. {He
turns back to Chibi.} I'm sorry, Chibi! This is all my fault! If
only I hadn't kept you as a pet and decided to let you go, I
could have avoided this! Oh Chibi, forgive me. {The old man,
man in blue vest, and Torii arrive.}
Old man (continued): It looks like everything ended without
any problem, thanks to HERO and friends.
Man in blue vest (continued): I feel terrible for Sieble. He
was forced to swallow quite a bitter pill. We had no choice.
Please understand. Even if you had released it somewhere in
the mountains, it could have returned to town. And we
couldn't have done anything to stop it.
Sieble (continued): Sigh. What did Chibi do wrong?
Voice (continued): Eeeeek! {Everyone turns toward the door.}
Torii (continued): What was that scream just now?
Old man (continued): I-I don't know. In any case, let's go
and take a look. {The three men leave.}
Gabo (chat): Poor Sieble! We've done a terrible thing! I feel
awful.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, it won't help to brood over
what's already been done. We must check what's going on
outside!
Maribel (chat): Those were some nasty monsters. We did the
right thing, didn't we? Are you worried about something
else? This isn't the time for that. Let's go outside. We've
got to find out where that scream came from.
Sieble (again): Chibi... I... I...
Observation: It is the body of Chibi, killed by HERO and his
companions.
HellWorm: {As soon as you leave the mansion, it charges you.}
Graaaaa! {battle ensues}

Melvin (battle chat): How many of these things are there?
At any rate, we must keep fighting them!
Gabo (battle chat): These things look like Chibi, but they
must be evil monsters! They're attacking everyone!
Maribel (battle chat): We can cut loose against these things!
Say your prayers, you bug-eyed monsters!
Maribel (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): What? Why
are there so many Chibis? Disgusting!
Melvin (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): What? Those
attacking monsters are the same species as Chibi!
Gabo (chat, after defeating the HellWorm): So this guy
must be bad. I'm ready to fight him, HERO!
Sieble (back in mansion): What in the world is going on,
HERO? What? Swarms of bugs that look just like Chibi are
attacking the town? Oh, no! It can't be true!
Old man in house next to shop: It looks like I'll be joining
you sooner than I thought, Honey. I'm not even wrinkled and
veiny yet.
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Old man (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I thought
I was a goner. I was asleep, when suddenly that monster
came crawling out from underneath the floor! So, that was
the cause of the strange noises I'd been hearing lately!
Old man behind shop: Aaahhh! Help, help!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Old man (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I'm safe
at last. What in the heck is this gruesome grub? Could
Sieble's pet have called its friends to attack us?
Tough guy in weapon and armor shop: Atschak! Eeyahhh!
Eeyahhh! Eeyahhh!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Tough guy (after defeating the HellWorm): Whew! I
appreciate the assistance! What the hell is this bugger,
anyway? He looks an awful lot like Sieble's pet.

Woman upstairs (hiding between some dressers): Yi-i-ikes!
Oh! You mustn't surprise me like that! I thought that creepy
bug had come to attack me.
Woman (again): This is terrible! No sooner are we rid of the
HellVine, than this new monster appears. Is this town
cursed?
HellWorm (in front part of shop): Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Melvin (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles): What do
you suppose has become of Sieble, Master HERO? Perhaps
we ought to return to the mansion.
Gabo (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles, if
the others are dead): Growl... We're not making any
headway, HERO, and I'm starting to worry about
Sieble's safety. Let's head back to the mansion.
Maribel (immediately after 5(?) HellWorm battles,
if the others are dead): How many of these things
are there? /extra space/ It looks like there's no end
to them! Come on, HERO. Let's go back to Sieble's
mansion. We may find better protection from this
infestation within the mansion walls. Not to mention,
I'm a little concerned about Sieble's well-being.
Gabo (chat): Growl... We're not making any headway, HERO.
I'm starting to worry about Sieble's safety. Let's head back
to the mansion.
Melvin (chat): How many of them are there? They seem to
have the advantage with their numbers. What became of
Sieble? We ought to check on him.
Maribel (chat): How many of these things are there? It
looks like there's no end to them! Come on, HERO. Let's go
back to Sieble's mansion. We may find better protection
from this infestation within the mansion walls. Not to
mention, I'm a little concerned about Sieble's well-being.
Torii (being chased by a HellWorm in front of inn): Aargh!
Help! Heeelp!

HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Torii (after defeating the HellWorm): Ha ha! Thank you so
much. Well, peeing on an insect doesn't do much.
Woman in inn (as you approach): Eeek! Help! Help!
Somebody save me!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Innkeeper in bedroom: Ah! Ahhh! Save me, HERO!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Innkeeper (after defeating the HellWorm): I saw the
monsters come up out of the ground! They're coming through
the hole opened up by HellVine! Even in death, that dastardly
plant has become a perennial problem!
HellWorm near town entrance: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
HellWorm in southeast house: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Young woman upstairs: Please help my husband!
Young man fighting HellWorm: Damn! This one's pretty
strong!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Young man (after defeating the HellWorm): I was sleeping
comfortably, when I was suddenly attacked. Do you think this
might be a relative of that pet of Sieble's? You should've
done something about this sooner.
Young woman: My dream has become tangible fate! The town
is being destroyed! What am I going to do?
Nun by church: Aah! Stay away!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Nun (after defeating the HellWorm): I checked to see what
all the commotion outside was about, only to find the city
filled with monsters. What in the world is going on, HERO?
Priest in church: There seems to be quite a commotion
outside. What in the world could be going on at this hour of
the night? What? An army of monsters is attacking the
town? Oh, no, no, no! Please save the town, HERO! I will do
anything that I can to help! {church talk}

Man in blue vest in center of town: Damn! What the hell
are they?
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Man in blue vest (after defeating the HellWorm): These
must be Chibi's friends! I knew that thing was going to try
and destroy the city! If only we could have done something
sooner! Damn!
Melvin (chat, in mansion): We must save Sieble, Master
HERO!
Maribel (chat, in mansion): My God! Maggots everywhere!
It's sickening!
Gabo (chat, in mansion): HERO! Are you sure we should just
leave Sieble without helping him?
Sieble: Ouch! Ow! What the heck is this? HERO! H-Help me!
HellWorm: Graaaaa! {battle ensues}
Sieble (after defeating the HellWorm): Gasp! That was too
close. What is this thing? Are you suggesting that Chibi
summoned his friends to attack? That's ridiculous! Although,
one couldn't blame Chibi for growing to despise humans.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not blaming you for this. It's my
fault. {Suddenly, four more HellWorms appear and surround
Sieble and the party.} Oh, no! We're too late here, as well.
We don't have any time to waste! Let's leave the town for
the time being.
Gabo (chat): HERO, I'm too hungry to fight. Let's just run!
Maribel (chat): HERO! Stop hesitating! Run!
Melvin (chat): We must flee this time. Recklessness is not
bravery, it's stupidity.
Maribel (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army of
HellWorms faces you.} What should we do? We're
surrounded!
Melvin (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army
of HellWorms faces you.} Uh-oh! It looks like we're
surrounded. The only solution is...

Gabo (as soon as you exit the mansion): {An army of
HellWorms faces you.} Aargh! There are insects
everywhere! It's impossible to escape!
Sieble (continued): It's too late to leave the city. Let's head
for the well on the outskirts of town. {He leads you to the
well.} It would be impossible, even for you, to take on that
many at once. I'm worried about the townspeople, but it
would be better to wait here until morning. If they managed
to escape, I'm sure they are safe.
Sieble (if you try to leave the well): HERO! It's dangerous
to go out now. I know it must be hard, but please be patient.
Sieble (again): HERO, do you think Chibi really did this?
(Yes/No)
Sieble (either way): I still can't bring myself to belive
believe it. I can't imagine that gentle Chibi would make those
things attack the town. It must have been an accident! No
matter what anyone else says, I still believe in Chibi.
HERO and the others spent a sleepless night
inside the well. And then dawn broke...
Sieble (continued): Well, we've survived the night. I don't
hear anything outside. Have they left? I'm worried about the
town. Let's go check it out. {You automatically exit the well.}
This is horrible.
Maribel (chat): So this town was destroyed after all. I guess
we wasted our time on it!
Gabo (chat): I can't believe this! Why couldn't we save the
town?
Melvin (chat): It looks as though we failed to save this town.
My abilities are insufficient! Will I really be able to slay the
Demon Lord?
Sieble: I can't believe this. The city! The city of Loomin has
been destroyed! It is such a horrific sight, HERO! Why has
this happened? I scoured the entire city, but was unable to

find even a stray cat. It means that I'm the only survivor. I
lost Chibi, and now I've lost my home as well. What will I do?
Sieble (again): I lost Chibi, and now, I've lost my home as
well. What will I do? I'm sorry. Would you leave me alone for
a while? The shock is too much for me to handle. I need some
time to myself.
Sieble (after leaving town and going back in): HERO, I have
decided to dedicate my life to maintaining the memory of
Chibi and the people of the city. It's the least I can do,
having survived without being able to save Chibi. Perhaps, one
day I can find redemption.

Loomin
Bard: Oh, my! Travelers! It's quite unusual for anyone to
come here. This is where Loomin stood, but now it's just a
wasteland. In the past the town was destroyed by some
pestilence, perhaps a swarm of giant insects. There were
almost no survivors, so the legend isn't very clear. The old
man who lives nearby is the grandson of the sole survivor of
Loomin. Even he doesn't know the whole story. It's too bad,
but it must certainly have been a horrible memory for his
ancestors, too.
Bard (again): I don't know why this town was destroyed.
There is an old man who lives in a small hut north of here.
He's the grandson of the survivor, but he doesn't know much
about it. It's too bad, but it must certainly have been a
horrible memory for his ancestors, too.
Melvin (chat, in well): Coming here reminds me of that time
we were blocked by swarms of insects, powerless to do
anything. It is clear that I must further hone my battle
skills.
Gabo (chat, in well): I'm really glad we saved this town. We
went back and forth so many times.

Maribel (chat, in well): It wasn't easy saving this place. I
was ready to give up.

Monster Park
Young man: Ahhh, busy busy busy...
Gentleman: Let us dispense with pleasantries. You are a band
of traveling fighters, aren't you? (Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): Then, I have no business with
you. The exit's that way.
Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh! So you've been fighting
with monsters, yes? (Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): Excellent! I've finally found
the people I've been waiting for! {to young man} Assistant!
Give these people what I was talking about earlier!
Assistant (continued): Yes, sir! {He walks over and hands
something to you.} [HERO obtained a bag of food!]
Gentleman (continued): That BeefJerky lets you tame almost
any monster you run into. It's powerful stuff! Just one whiff
of it turns them into little puppy dogs. Of course, it works
best if you use it after the battle is over. I developed it
after years of research, so try using it as much as you can!
Gentleman (continued, if you don’t have the
Monster Book): One more thing... I'm also giving this
to you. [HERO obtained a very thick book!] It's a
field guide that I've created to catalog monsters.
It's no ordinary guide, though! It updates itself
depending on its user's experiences. Every monster
you fight is automatically recorded in that book!
Gentleman (continued): This is all yours. What? Do I want
anything from you? Of course not! Well, now that you

mention it... I only ask that you lend a little help, so that I
may fulfill my dream. My dream is to build a Monster Park,
right here! So if you tame any monsters after a battle, could
you send them here? Please, help me make my dream come
true!
Maribel (chat): So he wants to build a monster zoo, right?
Gabo (chat): He's going to put me in here, too? No way!
Assistant: I heard the Professor's ancestors could actually
communicate with monsters. That's why they ended up being
drummed out of town. I wonder if that's true.
Dresser – Slime Clothes

DarkDraco’s Tower
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Lipsy
Treasure chest – 280 gold coins
Treasure chest – Potion
On the ground – ? Shard

Medal King Castle
Medal King: Welcome! I am a collector of TinyMedal from
across the world. Aha! You've got medals for me, I see!
Hmm... That brings the total up to ## TinyMedal! Excellent!
You've brought me 58 medals! Here's your Sacrifice
Bracelet! [HERO received the Sacrifice Bracelet!] Right now,
HERO I have ## medals from you. If you bring me 65 you've
got the Miracle Sword coming your way!

Litorud

Young man by Intelligence Rankings board: Hey, there's
another Intelligence champion now! Who is this Epong guy?
I've never heard of him before! I think there is something
fishy about that ranking.
Gabo (chat): Epong? Now that's quite a name!
Melvin (chat): Epong, eh? Some people have the strangest
names.
Maribel (chat): Epong? Haven't I heard that name
somewhere before?
Aira (chat): I shouldn't laugh, but even the name
Epong is just too much.
Observation: View the Intelligence Rankings? (Yes/No)
Ike in World Ranking Federation Headquarters: I see. So
Dr. Azmov was demoted merely because his hat was stolen.
Of all the dirty-handed things to do to get into the rankings.
Still, one must applaud Dr. Azmov's courage in this affair.
He's still put himself in the rankings, even without his hat. I
hope this time he will try to succeed on ability alone.

Bandits’ Cave
Maribel (chat): Right, Epong! There was a bandit with that
name, wasn't there? What? So now he's the most intelligent
guy in the world? Now that is weird.
Gabo (chat): I remember! This is where Epong lives! He's the
guy who talks really strangely.
BanditWig: Oh, it's you guys. You seem to be doing well. Did
that Shard end up helping you any? (Yes/No)
BanditWig (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. You truly were the ones
who were supposed to have the Shard. Just as I thought, I
was right in giving the Shard to you.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Forget about that, we need to talk to
Epong!
Aira (chat): HERO, don't you need to talk to Epong?

Epong: I'll have you know, sirs, we're in a vital conference
here! Please, come back later if it's not urgent! What? You
think I am the one who stole the thinking cap? How rude of
you! What evidence could you possibly have?
BanditWig (continued): Epong, is what they're saying true?
You have been acting differently lately. Right! Ever since
that hat came along you've been like a scholar! Now, don't lie
to me! Did you steal that hat?
Epong (continued): {He shakes a little.} ...All right. I took the
hat. Sorry, boss. I just got sick of everyone always making
fun of me! I'll ask to be taken off of the ranking. Please
forgive me. [HERO receives the Lore Hat from Epong.]
BanditWig (continued): You idiot! My only rule is that you
cannot steal for personal gain!
Epong (continued): I'm sorry... I just wanted someone to
praise me for once. I'll never do it again. I swear!
BanditWig (continued): Oh, forget it! Go and take your name
off the ranking!
Epong (continued): Yes! {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Whew. We managed to get that Lore Hat
back. So what should we do with it? Should we send it back
to Azmov, or what? I was only joking! I wasn't about to
pocket it or anything!
Melvin (chat): Everyone gets a little greedy sometimes. We
must not let this crime lead us to hate. We must forgive
Epong.
Gabo (chat): Epong was a lot more fun before he was wearing
the hat.
Aira (chat): We got the Lore Hat! Let's take it back
to Azmov.
BanditWig (again): I'm sorry about all this. He's not a bad
fellow. Would you be able to forgive him?
Fighter: Epong just left, but he looked kind of out of it. He
hasn't turned back to his old self, has he?

Man in blue vest: I saw Epong just now. He wasn't wearing
that hat anymore. It's about time. It made him look kind of
weird.
Prisoner (outside): Oh, you're going out? See you later.
Prisoner (again): Come to think of it, that Epong just went
out, too. Said something about going to Litorud... That's
pretty far away! Must be some important errand for the
boss.

Hamelia
Young man near Azmov’s house: I heard that Dr. Azmov has
been writing a book about the legends of our town. Beck has
been looking a little depressed lately. I hope he's all right.
Beck (as soon as you enter Azmov’s house): Isn't that the
stolen Lore Hat? Hey... It is! I take it you found the thief
who stole it? (Yes/No)
Beck (if you say ‘No’): You can't be serious! That is
definitely the Lore Hat!
Beck (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you from the bottom of my
heart. You are wonderful people!
Beck (continued, either way): Dr. Azmov! It's HERO and
friends! They've retrieved the hat! The hat!
Azmov (continued): Really? Is that true, Beck?
Beck (continued): No question, it's the real thing.
Azmov (continued): Oh, if it isn't HERO! Apparently you've
done me a favor yet again. However can I express my
appreciation? /extra space/ Ah, I know! Some sort of gift...
I've got it! Since there's nothing else to give, please take
this Lore Hat.
Beck (continued): Doctor! What are you saying? That hat is
your treasure!
Azmov (continued): That will be enough, Beck. This hat is
sure to be of use to them. As a scholar, I found it quite

handy for obtaining knowledge. But when it was stolen, I
realized something. As a true scholar, I don't need to rely on
the power of this hat anymore. And so the hat should be
given to someone who needs it.
Beck (continued): You mean that you deliberately registered
for the Intelligence Ranking without the hat?
Azmov (continued): Now, I just want to test my ability
without relying on the hat. In fact, it encourages me to know
that there are people out there who are more knowledgeable
than me. Beck. It looks like I caused you no end of worry, but
now you have heard why. I should have explained things right
away, but I put it off because I was so busy. {to HERO} I
apologize for my behavior. It was disgraceful. And that is
why I give the hat to HERO and friends. Please, find some
use for it on your journey.
Maribel (chat): Thank goodness. Now the Lore hat is
officially ours. A magical cap that boosts the wearer's
intelligence. I suppose that I wouldn't mind using it.
Melvin (chat): Thank goodness Azmov and Beck cleared the
air between them. I hope they keep up the good work.
Aira (chat): Azmov really is a great scholar. Just
when you think he's totally in the dark, you find out
he's actually ahead of the game.
Beck (again): All right! Now I'll work harder than I ever did
before!
Azmov (again): I hope HERO and the others find the Lore
Hat useful on their journey.
Young man near Azmov’s house: I heard that Dr. Azmov has
been writing a book about the legends of our town. Dr. Azmov
and Beck are busy, as usual!
Young woman in northeast house: Ooh! That meowing is
driving me crazy! This house must be possessed by the ghost
of a cat! Aiee!

Tough guy: Maybe I should tell my wife about the cat, but
she's been so testy lately. I'm almost scared to tell her.
Warrior in inn: I heard that four Slimes live in a tower deep
in the mountains to the north of here. What? You know
them? Are they friends of yours? You sure get around, don't
you?
Tough guy in lookout tower basement: Hmm. So the hat
thief was a bandit from the Dharma region, huh? Judging by
the skill of his thievery and the object of his attention, he
must know what he's doing. No doubt, he is renowned
throughout the Dharma region.
Maribel (chat): Famous? Well, I suppose in some senses
they're a famous band of bandits.
Gabo (chat): Hmm! So those guys actually were really
amazing bandits!
Aira (chat): The Notorious Bandits? Hee, hee! Oh,
never mind.
Soldier in storeroom beneath pub: What? You got Dr.
Azmov's hat back from the bandits of Dharma? Oh, dear!
How did you find it in such a remote place?

Litorud
Ike in WRF Headquarters: A man named Epong came in just
now to cancel his registration. He said his name had been
entered illegally. Such an honest man! Too bad about his
looks, though.
Young man near Intelligence Rankings board: Huh? When
did Epong get taken off the rankings? Who the hell was that
man?

Bandits’ Cave

Epong: Hi, guys! I got in trouble, so I'm on guard duty now.
Man, this is boring! Cooking's really my stronger suit, you
know?
Gabo (chat): Epong really does have his own way of talking.
???Maribel (chat): Epong just hasn't learned, has he?
Gabo (chat, inside): It looks like the bandits are doing well.
Aira (chat, inside): I can't figure out if these bandits get
along with each other our or not.
Melvin (chat, inside): There's something strangely charming
about these bandits.
???Maribel (chat, inside): I can't believe how much these
bandits wasted our time. This cave smells like a thousand
corpses! My nose can't take it!
Man in blue vest: Damn that Epong, tricking us like that! I
knew there was something up with that hat.
Prisoner in treasure vault: So that magic hat was making
Epong smarter? I thought there was something a little weird
about him.
Soldier sleeping on the right: Zzzzz...
Tough guy in kitchen: I hated it at first, but I gotta admit,
cooking's not half bad! Maybe I'll become a chef once I
retire.
Fighter: To be honest, I'm glad Epong's not cooking anymore.
His food defies description.
Priest: You know, Epong might be smarter than he looks. I
mean, that thinking cap was really something, but it couldn't
make a genius out of the dumbest guy in the world!
Melvin (chat): I guess they say you can't judge a book by its
cover, but did Epong really do that? This is too difficult to
believe.
BanditWig: Oh, it's you! I'm sorry about Epong, though I
have to admit, I wish we had that hat back! Sigh... What was
I thinking when we gave it back? No one here's exactly a
genius, after all.

CHAPTER 17

From Magic to Music

Dino

Mikwa

Young Prince Zeppel

King Zeppel

Empress

Young Dino

High Priest

Lucia

Medille Messenger

Mardra Checkpoint
Guard on the right: Who goes there? By decree of the King,
the road to the Great Fane is closed. Turn around and return
the way you came.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. This isn't getting us anywhere. Master
HERO, perhaps we should retreat for now.
Guard on the right (again): You again? Didn't I just tell you
the road is closed? He who wishes to pass must obtain
permission from the proper authority.
Guard on the left: I'm just a guard, but I must say I am
against ending our relationship with the Great Fane. That
said, I cannot go against the King's orders.

Guard in barracks: It's rumored the King had this
checkpoint erected because the High Priest reproached him.
I wonder what the High Priest said to the King?
Guard in bed: If you want to pass this checkpoint, you've got
to defeat me first! Mutter, grumble...

Raguraz Castle
Melvin (chat): The castle was destroyed, but the people
managed to avoid disaster. They must be thankful for that
blessing.
Maribel (chat): This is a castle, right? It's falling apart.
Tough guy at entrance: You must be travelers. This is
Raguraz Castle. The castle is under construction right now,
but you shouldn't have any problems finding your way around.
Young woman: The castle is in its current state of disrepair
due to a war we had a year ago. The reconstruction isn't
finished yet, but it's looking much better than it did before.
Bard: Our country of Raguraz has been known as a military
state for a long time. It seems that the citizens of this
country suffered a severe blow to their patriotism with the
loss of the war.
Solder at the table inside castle: Swordsmanship has been
highly regarded in Raguraz since ancient times. But now that
we've lost to Mardra, who places a high value on the power of
magic, it may be time to change our way of thinking.
Soldier near beds: Mardra may be our sworn enemy, but we
must respect the strength of their tactics. Although their
forces are overwhelmingly large, they rarely killed anyone.
Soldier on castle rooftop: I can't believe that they asked
soldiers to help in the reconstruction effort! It's humiliating!
Merchant: My shop was destroyed, but I can't mope around
forever. Business comes first. {shop talk}

Soldier in basement practice room: {to himself} Damn the
soldiers of Mardra! {He attacks the practice dummy.}
Second soldier in practice room: That soldier was the
Captain's favorite pupil. Why did the soldiers of Mardra only
kill the Captain? They even let the King live.
Observation: This is a practice dummy in full armor.
Tough guy: This is the Battle Arena, where soldiers test
their skills against one another. But we haven't begun
preparations for the Battle Contest yet because we're so
busy rebuilding the castle.
Soldier at the end of the hall: The King is just ahead.
Compose yourselves and behave in a mature and respectable
manner.
Royal minister: How unusual to see travelers here! I haven't
seen any in this area for a long time! The King has been
somber since the war was lost. Could you please see His
Majesty and lighten his spirits with tales of your journeys?
King: Our enemy, Mardra, was a minor power that lost a
battle against my country ten years ago. Surprisingly,
however, Mardra gathered much strength over the
intervening years. I heard that Mardra's rise in power was
due to the strength of their young king. I don't know what
kind of person he is, but I wish I could have met him outside
of the battlefield.
Gabo (chat): So that means the castle wasn't attacked by
monsters?
Melvin (chat): Oh, why must people fight against each other?
Mankind is supposed to cooperate. How sad to see what they
have done.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So this is what you get after a war. I
suppose there is no need for us to get involved since the war
is over.

Mardra Castle Town

Maribel (chat): This must be the castle town. Look at all the
people! This looks like a happening place!
Young woman at entrance: Welcome, travelers. This is the
castle town of the Kingdom of Mardra.
Knight in front of building on the left: By decree of the
King, only authorized personnel are allowed to enter the
Magic Research Institute. All unauthorized persons should
leave immediately.
Gabo (chat): Research Institute? Hey, HERO. Are ordinary
people allowed to get in?
Observation: HERO read the sign. It says 'Royal Magic
Research Institute'.
Young man: Ah, fresh faces. Perhaps you are looking for work
at the Magic Research Institute? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): I didn't think so. You don't look
like you're particularly good at magic, anyway.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): That's what I thought. There
are so many people whose life dream is to work there. Good
luck! They say it's harder than ever to get accepted these
days.
Warrior in inn: I came to this country hoping to join the
army, but they just sent me on my way. I was feeling pretty
confident about my magic, but I guess they only hire the very
best.
Pot – 5 gold coins
Old woman in church: It's been two years since the King
ascended to the throne. Strengthening the army has been his
primary concern, and the people supported him. Everyone
thought it was necessary. But after we defeated Raguraz,
the King hasn't stopped building up the army. I've lost all
confidence in the King. It's like he's possessed by a demon.

Maribel (chat): The King here is determined to strengthen
his country. I understand his concerns, but it's doubious
dubious, nonetheless.
Nun: It was about six months ago that Reverend Dino first
came to this temple. Before that he served in the castle.
They say he was a childhood friend of the King.
Dino (priest): My name is Dino. I used to serve as the King's
personal clergyman. I left the castle about six months ago
because of disagreements with the King. I don't believe the
King is thinking straight right now. He's meddling with the
forbidden. Never mind that! Please forget I ever said it.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. The King of this country is doubted by
his own people.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon and armor shop: I
hear they've set up a checkpoint on the road to the Great
Fane in the south. You can't pass without authorization. I
guess it's something the King ordered, but I have no idea
what he could be thinking.
Treasure chest – Magic Shield
Young woman downstairs: I heard a rumor about something
called Ultimate Magic. Have you heard anything about it?
Cat behind church: Meow.
Man in blue vest in northern house: The King's relentless
strengthening of the army is alarming. Who does he intend to
fight? I'm beginning to have serious reservations about my
daughter becoming a magician.
Woman: Even though the war with Raguraz has ended, the
King continues to build up the army. There should be plenty
of opportunities of for my daughter Mikwa to serve at the
castle.
Dresser – Horned Hat
Mage outside northern house: In this country, only the best
magicians get to serve at the castle or the Magic Research

Institute. So man many young ones want to become magicians,
like Mikwa, who is practicing over there.
Mikwa (little girl by well): Blaze! {She looks around.} Darn!
It didn't work again. {to HERO} But it does work sometimes,
so you better not startle me or you might get hurt.
Woman beside well: I thought that there would be peace
after the war with Raguraz. I don't understand why the King
is building up the army.
Melvin (chat): A country where its citizens distrust their
own King is a dangerous place. I suggest we try to learn more
about this country, Master HERO.
Woman in well: I heard that there is a tribe somewhere in
the world whose people can fly. It sounds exhilarating, but
it's probably a lie. All I have are lies.
Old woman: Washing this unending pile of laundry transforms
my life into a sacrifice on the blood-stained altar of tedium.
I wish there was a spell that would make this more tolerable.
Dresser – Mystic Nut
Dresser – Bow Tie
Soldier in Royal Magic Research Institute: Travelers, eh?
Well I'm sorry, but ordinary people can't enter here. If you
want to get in, you need to obtain proper permission and
enter through the south entrance.
Barrel – Potion
Young woman in northwest house: My husband studies
twenty/hyphen/four hours a day. I wish he'd learn to relax
and enjoy life a little.
Scholar: I've been studying day and night in hopes of getting
a position at the Magic Research Institute. Please, you are
interrupting my studies. If you have no particular business, I
must ask you to leave!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'Elementary Magic'. 'Blaze, Blazemore,

Blazemost/period/ Heal, HealMore, HealAll/period/ Chance,
Chance, Chance.' It does not appear to be of much use.
Tough guy near north exit: Mardra Castle is this way,
beyound beyond the bridge. If you haven't seen it before,
you're going to be amazed!

Mardra Bridge
Maribel (chat): Yeah. It's a great view.
Gabo (chat): Look how high up we are! I feel like I'm flying!

Mardra Castle
Soldier on the right: Welcome to Castle Mardra. I suppose
you're not here to enlist. Talk to the soldier next to me if
you have any other business.
Soldier on the left: This is Castle Mardra. Do you have any
business here? Oh! Are you the messenger from Medille,
then? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, I didn't think they'd send a
young boy. If you don't have any business, then I'm afraid
you cannot pass.
Soldier on the left (again): This is Castle Mardra... Oh, it's
you again. Don't tell me you're the messenger from Medille
after all... (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Just as I
thought! Hurry, the King's waiting for you! Hold on a second.
I don't think they'd send a boy like you. I'll go check with
the King. Feel free to look around until I come back.
Gabo (chat): I didn't know you were a messenger, HERO!
Melvin (chat): I am not very happy with Master HERO lying.
But I must admit, this lie might save this country later on.

Under these circumstances, I might be prepared to let it
pass.
Maribel (chat): Why did you lie to them, HERO? The security
here must be pretty lax if they believed you just like that!
Soldier on the right (again): Funny. I would've thought the
messenger to be a bit more... stately, somehow.
Soldier guarding main door inside: The gate guard went
through this door to check with the King. I cannot let you
pass until he returns. Please wait here.
Old man in staff maker’s room on the left: Hello there,
I'm the castle's staff maker. Are you looking for a new
staff? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Well, in that case, I've no
business with you. Farewell!
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, I'm afraid I'll have to ask
you to come back later. I'm busy filling the King's order now.
Old man (continued, either way): {He turns around and
mumbles to himself.} Now where did that apprentice of mine
run off to? He should've been back by now.
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Treasure chest – 250 gold coins
Maid on the right upstairs: There, all done. Smothered
black lizard, mmm mmm! I'm just kidding! Don't look at me
like that.
Treasure chest – 13 gold coins
Maid on the left: Magicians aren't the type to eat very
much, though every now and then you get someone so fat
they can hardly raise their staff.
Woman: Ohh, busy busy busy! Too bad there isn't some spell
that can cook for us.
Mage: This is where magicians meditate to increase their
spiritual energy. No talking, please.
Observation about wizard/magician?? upstairs: No
response. He appears to be in a deep state of meditation.

Observation about mage upstairs: No response. He She
appears to be in a deep state of meditation.
Wizard on the left: Yawwwwn. {He is shocked and turns
toward HERO.} Hey! Thanks for breaking my concentration!
I'm trying to meditate here! Be a little more careful next
time, okay?
Old woman in seamstresses’ room on the right: This is
where we weave the silk cloth used in clerical robes. It takes
an artisan well-versed in magic to weave the fine cloth to our
standards.
Observation: A clerical robe. It appears to be well worn.
Young woman at upper loom: Truly fine weaving requires
deep concentration. You can tell the best silk by the faint
glow the raw cloth gives off.
Observation: A loom sits idle here.
Young woman at lower loom: Hey, have you met the old staff
maker in this castle yet? (Yes/No)
Young woman (either way): The old lady that runs this mill is
her husband his wife. They've both worked in their craft for
years. I'm in awe of them!
Treasure chest – 310 gold coins
Treasure chest – Evade Clothes
Observation upstairs: It appears to be the statue of a great
wizard.
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was locked!
Sailor: My master said to go get whatever's inside that
treasure chest, but it's magically protected, and I forgot
how to open it! 'Through the statue and cross the T'... That
was the original clue, anyway.
Maribel (chat): I think we're supposed to walk past the
statue and make the sign of the cross.
Observation when you solve the puzzle: There was a sound
of something opening!

Treasure chest – LightAqua
Sailor (continued): Oh! You got it open? Thanks a lot! My
master needed that to complete a magical staff. Can I have
it now? (Yes/No)
Sailor (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't be so mean! I'll pay you
back later, I promise! (Yes/No)
Sailor (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Sailor (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Great, thanks! I
would've caught hell from the master if it wasn't for you. I
work for the staff maker in the Fire Tower. Stop by later!
Observation upstairs: HERO examined the monolith. 'Always
set your sights on the summit.'
Observation on third floor of northeast tower: Clear water
fills the pond.
Observation on first floor of northeast tower: It appears
to be a statue of a magician.
Soldier: The prison's below. You can talk to people through
the bars.
Prisoner downstairs in jail: I was certain that the King had
hidden treasure somewhere in this castle. I couldn't find
anything more valuable than a gold coin, though. On top of
that, I blew my cover and got caught. Sheesh...
King’s father on third floor of northwest tower: Hmmm?
Am I the King? Oh, no, I'm the King's Sire. I abdicated to
my son two years ago, and now my wife and I live in
retirement. My son's dedicated these past two years to
building up our little country's forces. Strengthening the
country is well and good, but my son may be overdoing it a bit.
My wife's just as concerned as I am. You might want to talk
to her, too.
Empress: I am the Empress of Mardra, the mother of King
Zeppel. Forgive me if I sound abrupt, but might you be
travelers? (Yes/No)

Empress (if you say ‘No’): I am sorry to hear that. In that
case, I have no further business with you.
Empress (again): I will ask you once again. Are you travelers?
(Yes/No)
Empress (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Empress (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): So you are! In
that case, please listen to what I have to say. To the south,
there is a Great Fane which we have held very close ties to
with for years. However, one day my son set up a roadblock
and unilaterally cut off all relations. Whatever his reasons
may be, I cannot sit idly by while our country becomes
isolated. I wish to have you deliver a letter to the High
Priest of the fane. Will you do this for me? (Yes/No)
Empress (if you say ‘No’): I will not force you to accept, but
I must ask you to leave.
Empress (once again): I will ask you one more time, travelers.
I want you to bring a letter to the High Priest, the master of
the Great Fane. Would you go there for me? (Yes/No)
Empress (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
Empress (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I am grateful
to you, travelers. Now then, let me give you the letter.
[HERO received the Empress Scroll.] That letter tells the
High Priest that he should not worry about the castle. Show
it to the guards at the roadblock, and they should let you
through.
Maribel (chat): The Empress said the Great Fane is south of
the castle. What should we do first, HERO? Should we go to
the Great Fane or visit the King?
Gabo (chat): HERO, what did that old lady give you? Is it
something to eat? Let me have some!
Melvin (chat): How can he stand to cause his mother so much
grief? Parents are the most valuable friends a person can
have. You should remember that, Master HERO.

Empress (again): I can't ask anyone in the castle to deliver
this. It would be a treasonous act. The Great Fane is located
south of the castle. I'm counting on you.
Soldier on first floor of northwest tower: The King looked
so brave when he led his army to Raguraz. I felt honored to
serve such a just ruler, but now, well, I'd best not tell you.
Soldier in bed: Zzz...
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Young man: This castle has four spires, each with its own
name. Do you know them all? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Aw, darn it! I really wanted to
tell someone, too!
Young man (if you say ‘No’): You don't? Oh, that won't do at
all! Let me tell you all about them. Starting at the front, the
blue one on the right is the Water Spire. The yellow one
north of that is the Earth Spire. Back at the front, the spire
with the red walls is the Fire Spire. And finally, this one
here, with the white walls, is the Wind Spire. People find it a
little confusing at first, but it makes getting around a lot
easier. So, how was my explanation? Did you understand all
that? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): No? Perhaps my elocution needs
some work.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): I thought so! If you want to
hear it again, just let me know!
{When you have the Empress Scroll and go out onto one of
the second floor parapets, the central spire lowers to the
ground and a soldier walks up the stairs and through the
door.}
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! You saw that too, didn't you?
What caused that? Was it magic?
Melvin (chat): That building must be the King's chambers!
We might see the King this time! Let's go!
Gabo (chat): Wow! That was incredible! Do it again!

Sailor on first floor of southwest tower: Oh, you're the
people who opened that treasure chest for me! Thanks for
coming! Boy, did I get it from the master after he found out
what happened! He's making me clean up the storeroom as
punishment. Sigh... I can't do anything for you right now, but
come back later!
Soldier guarding main door on first floor: The King has not
yet given his permission. I cannot allow you to pass.
First soldier from outside castle (continued): You! The King
assured me the messenger would not be a young boy like you!
You're not from Medille! You're an impostor, aren't you?
(Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Still sticking to your story?
Well, it's not working!
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): How dare you! What? You say it
was my fault? It doesn't matter.
Soldier (continued, either way): I command you, remove
yourself from this castle immediately! {You automatically
leave the castle.} You'll be sorry if you ever try sneaking in
again!
Soldier on the right: You guys sure got us into a lot of
trouble, you know.
Soldier on the left: Oh, back for more, are you? Get out of
my sight! And don't you ever come back!

Mardra Castle Town
Tough guy at entrance: Of course, I'd like to become a
magician if I could.
Soldier in Royal Magic Research Institute: Travelers, eh?
Well I'm sorry, but ordinary people can't enter here. If you
want to get in, you need to obtain proper permission and
enter through the south entrance.
Command: Item – Use – Empress Scroll

Soldier (continued): Hmm... A letter written by the Queen. I
know you can be trusted, but I still can't let you inside. You'll
have to go outside, and find the south entrance.
Young man near Magic Institute: You're asking if I'm
familiar with the Great Fane? Of course I am. The Great
Fane has always been one of the centers of activity in our
Kingdom. It's to the south of here.
Knight in front of Magic Institute: By decree of the King,
only authorized personnel are allowed to enter the Magic
Research Institute. All unauthorized persons should leave
immediately.
Command: Item – Use – Empress Scroll
Knight (continued): Ah, so you have a letter from the Queen
Mother, do you? Very well, but that letter alone is not
sufficient for me to permit your entry.

Mardra Checkpoint
Guard on the right: Who goes there? By decree of the King,
the road to the Great Fane is closed. [Show the Empress
Scroll? (Yes/No)]
Guard (if you say ‘Yes’): Huh? What's that? What? The
Empress has granted you permission? You may pass! {He
moves out of the way.}
Maribel (chat): Wow! I expected him to accuse us of forging
the Empress' signature.
Guard (again): The Great Fane is directly south of here. You
shouldn't get lost. We have received orders from the
Empress. Please be very careful.
Guard on the right (if you go outside and come back in):
Not you again. You do seem to have a letter from the
Empress. In that case, you may pass.

Great Fane
Melvin (chat): Oh, my! What a splendid fane!
Young woman on the left: Welcome to the Great Fane.
Please stay a while.
Wizard: What's that? You have been ordered by the Queen
Mother to deliver a letter to the High Priest? I'm sure the
High Priest will be most pleased. Please hurry to the second
floor of the fane.
Observation: The door is locked!
Merchant: This is truly a magnificent Fane. I just had to stop
by and take a closer look, but I suppose I have chatted long
enough. {shop talk}
Mage: An old friend of mine just got married to a dwarf. I
don't know if I'd choose a husband who's not human, but it
made me feel just a little envious.
Warrior inside fane in the southeast corner: I came here
hoping to find work as a soldier at Mardra Castle. But
they've set up a checkpoint, and they won't let anyone
through without authorization.
Young woman in central garden: How can we get out to the
island in the middle of the lake?
Woman upstairs: My, my. Young as you are, you look as
though you could be knocked over with a feather. Why don't
you come in and rest a while? Really, there's no need to pay
me. Do you want to rest? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Are you sure? Well, just
remember, you're welcome to come here to rest anytime you
want.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): {The next morning...} All right! Go
to it! It's another new day, and you're only young once!
Young man on the left: The High Priest has been spending all
his time cooped up in his room researching magic. He's been

at it again today. I wonder what kind of spell he's working
on?
Observation: There is a massive pot here.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. A large book of
female portraits sits on the shelf.
High Priest: {Working at his desk and speaking to himself.}
Confound it! I can't do it! I'm getting to the point where I
just don't care anymore! But I know I'll never be able to stop
that rascal without this spell! {to HERO} Yes? May I help
you? That's correct. I am the High Priest. And you are? [Will
you give him the Empress Scroll? (Yes/No)]
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): If you don't have any
particular business, then go away. I am phenomenally busy
right now.
High Priest (again): You again? Didn't I tell you that I'm
phenomenally busy right now? [Will you give him the Empress
Scroll? (Yes/No)]
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): [repeat above]
High Priest (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): What's
this? Ah, a letter from the King's mother! Just as I thought,
he was the one behind the checkpoint. How very much like
him. I thank you, travelers, for bringing me this letter. Could
I ask but one more favor of you?
High Priest (continued): The specific details must still be
kept secret, but I am working on an extremely important new
spell. Important though it may be, I am missing one final
ingredient necessary to complete it. I imagine you have
already guessed what I wish to ask of you? (Yes/No)
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): Not very quick, are you? I'll
say it once more, so listen carefully. [repeat above]
High Priest (when you say ‘Yes’): You will take on this task
for me? /extra space/ Your kindness knows no bounds! Your
generosity will someday enter legend. No, it will become part
of our very mythology!

Maribel (continued): Say, HERO. This man just keeps talking
on and on all by himself. You think he's okay?
High Priest (continued): I want you to travel to a cave, which
lies in the mountains west of this Fane. I need you to bring
me the StarShard, found somewhere in the cave. I will
explain after you bring it to me. Thank you. I am most
grateful for your help.
Gabo (chat): That man was kind of weird.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. There are so many different powers
here that are struggling for control. It's as though we came
here just to stop their petty bickering.
Melvin (chat): Oh boy. We just finished delivering that
letter, and now the StarShard? These people must love
working travelers to the bone.
High Priest (again): You're still dilly-dallying around here? In
any case, please hurry and fetch the StarShard. The cave
lies to the west of here.
Young woman (when you solve the puzzle in the garden):
You'll never believe this! This bridge suddenly appeared out
of nowhere, spanning the waters! What? That was your
doing? Wow!
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Treasure chest – Potion
Pot – TinyMedal
Pot – 6 gold coins
Wizard in courtyard: The High Priest asked you to retrieve
the StarShard? It should be in the cave to the west of here.
I wish you well.

Basin Lake Cave
Observation: HERO looked into the bucket. A freshly caught
fish is swimming around in it.

Young woman in cliff house: Oh my, guests! We haven't had
anyone pass by in such a long time. What? You're looking for
the StarShard? My husband knows all about that. Why not
try talking to him?
Dwarf: Who do you think you are? Why did you come all the
way here? Huh? The High Priest told you to get the
StarShard? That's no small job! You can probably get it off
of the top of this mountain, but you won't be going up there
right now.
Dwarf (continued, if you’ve already checked the
waterfall): Why not? Well, you saw that waterfall in
the middle of the road, right?
Dwarf (continued, if you haven’t checked the waterfall
yet): Why not? Well, go and see for yourselves!
Maribel (chat): He could at least tell us why we can't go!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. The StarShard is there, but we cannot
reach it. Master HERO, let us search the area, as he
suggested.
Gabo (chat): If we can't go now, that means we can go
anytime but now, right? So then... Ah! My head can't handle
all of this!
Dwarf (again): Don't waste any more time. Go and see what
I've told you about!
Observation outside: The waterfall is running too fast to
walk through.
Maribel (chat): It looks like we can't go through here.
There's got to be some other way. Think of something,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): Look at all the water!
Dwarf (after you’ve checked the waterfall): So now you
understand why you aren't getting to the top. Don't be angry
with me! I think I can help. You saw that waterfall in the
middle of the road, right?

Dwarf (continued, whether you checked the waterfall
before or after talking to him): So long as that waterfall
roars, there's no passing through. However, it does stop for
a moment every morning at dawn. If you want to, you're
welcome to stay here until then.
Pot – Herb
Young woman (again): The StarShard is a miracle crystal,
created from the reflection of the stars on clear water.
Consequently, it only appears when the stars are out. You'll
need to leave here early in the morning to make it through
the falls in time. You are welcome to stay here and rest until
then. What do you say? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): All right. In that case, let me
know if I can do anything for you.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, then. My husband
will wake you when the time has come comes.
Dwarf (continued the next morning): Wake up! It's almost
dawn! Heh. Sorry about that. I overslept a little, too. The
waterfall has stopped. You had better go before the stars
fade.
Dwarf (again): You don't need to waste any more time by
thanking me, just hurry up and go.
Young woman: Hurry! The waterfall will start flowing again
soon.
Dwarf (if you drop down to his house before getting the
StarShard): You again? What? You didn't get the
StarShard? I'll be damned. I guess you will just have to wait
until morning again.
Maribel (chat): HERO! Why did you come back here without
the StarShard? You idiot! Do something like that one more
time, and I'm quitting!

Young woman: You didn't find the StarShard? Well, I
suppose you'll just have to try again. Would you like to rest
here until the morning? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’ or ‘No’): [repeats same
answers as above]
Dwarf (continued the next morning): Wake up! It's almost
dawn! Heh heh. I've had the worst problem waking up these
past few days. Hurry up! You can still make it if you hurry!
Young woman: Good luck! I'm sure you'll get the StarShard
this time!
Observation at the top of the mountain: HERO found a
beautiful, sparkling crystal! HERO obtained the StarShard.
Melvin (chat): So this is the StarShard. Magic research must
be incredibly complicated.
Gabo (chat): Sigh... It's too bad you can't eat a StarShard.
HERO, let's go questing for something tastier next time!
Young woman in cliff house: You got the StarShard! I'm
sure the High Priest will be excited to see you.
Dwarf: I see you finally got the StarShard. Oh, I forgot to
tell you. This is actually a guest house. You stayed # night at
## gold per night. I'd appreciate your paying if you can. I
won't force you, but you're good for it, right? (Yes/No)
Dwarf (if you say ‘No’): No? Bad things come to
cheap travelers, you know. Good luck to you.
Dwarf (if you say ‘Yes’): Thanks, friend. Good things come
to generous travelers, you know.
Dwarf (again): You had best report back to the High Priest.

Great Fane

Wizard: Ahh, it appears you have successfully obtained the
StarShard. I am sure the High Priest will be most pleased.
Come, come, you must hurry up to see him.
Young woman in central garden: How on earth did you do
that?
High Priest: I trust you have brought back the StarShard.
[Will you give him the StarShard? (Yes/No)]
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): Please, find it as quickly as you
can. Time is of the essence.
High Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): Excellent! This is the last of
the ingredients I need! Thank you, HERO. Now, as promised,
let me tell you what is going on. As you may well have heard,
there is a disturbing rumor that the King of Mardra is trying
to bring back the Ultimate Magic. That terrible spell has the
power to wipe out entire continents! I requested an audience
with the King to discover the truth, but he denied it, and
threw me out. After that, the King erected the checkpoint to
separate the Fane and castle. I believe that a confrontation
is inevitable, so I have been researching a magic spell(?) to
counter the Ultimate Magic. You need not fear, it is very
close to completion. Now, let me give this to you. [HERO
obtained the Priest Scroll!] If you have that, then even the
King should not be able to refuse you an audience. I want you
to return to the castle and do whatever you can to delay
completion of the King's spell. I will put every last bit of
energy I have into completing my spell. I'm counting on you,
HERO!
Melvin (chat): Oh, my! We received a letter from the High
Priest! Now we can meet the King! Master HERO, let's return
to the castle!
Maribel (chat): Now we have to go to the castle? The nerve!
We may as well be the entire kingdom's personal helpers!
High Priest (again): {to himself} That goes this way... That
goes that way... Mumble, mumble. {to HERO} What is this?

You're still dawdling? The King may be putting the finishing
touches on his spell! You must hurry to the castle!
Mage in courtyard: Boo hoo, magic training is such a bore.
Why can't I be in a more glamorous line of work?
Wizard: Now you say you are returning to the castle? I must
say, you certainly keep yourselves busy.

Mardra Checkpoint
Guard on the left: A man carrying a permit written by the
King just passed through here. He had a horrible attitude.
Guard on the right: You wish to return to the castle?
(Yes/No)
Guard (if you say ‘No’): I guess you ought to go back the
way you came.
Guard (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm sorry, but I'll have to ask to
see the letter again. Rules are rules. [Show the Priest Scroll?
(Yes/No)]
Guard (if you say ‘No’): I see. You no longer have the letter?
Then I cannot allow you to pass. Don't blame me, I must
follow the rules.
Guard (if you say ‘Yes’): What? This letter is written by the
Priest himself! Who are you, that he would write such a
letter for you? Please, go with my blessings, and take care on
your way!
Melvin (chat): Wonderful! The note from the High Priest is
working perfectly!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. This letter of introduction from the
High Priest works pretty well, doesn't it?
Guard (again): The Priest is equal in rank to the King! For you
to have a letter from him reflects well upon you.
Guard in barracks: It's about time to change the guard.
Doing this every day gets tiring.
Guard in bed: Zzz...

Mardra Castle Town
Knight in front of Magic Institute: By decree of the King,
only authorized personnel are allowed to enter the Magic
Research Institute. All unauthorized persons should leave
immediately. [Show the Priest Scroll? (Yes/No)]
Knight (if you say ‘No’): It does you no good to be loitering
about here. Move on, move on!
Knight (if you say ‘Yes’): Incredible! Is that really a letter
from the High Priest? Anyone with a letter from him should
be able to pass. I'm not sure what the King will say, but you
may pass.
Knight (again): By decree of the King, communications with
the Great Fane are officially forbidden. But a letter from
the High Priest is equal in authority to the King's command. I
cannot ignore it.
Maid inside at counter: Welcome to the Royal Magic
Research Institute. Please feel free to look around.
Young man: Did you know that this object is being levitated
by the power of magic? I don't know the details, but the
levitation of the King's castle is based on the same principle.
Observation: HERO read the sign. It says, 'This magic ball is
the symbol of the Royal Magic Research Institute.'
Wizard in first room on the left: Could the Ultimate Magic,
which once leveled an entire continent, be a powerful version
of the Disperse spell?
Wizard in third room: I heard this bizarre rumor that the
King is planning to bring back the Ultimate Magic. Even the
ancient wizards feared the Ultimate Magic. I wonder what
form the spell takes?
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
entitled 'Compendium of Magic'. The book discusses the

histories of many different spells, but it is too complicated
for HERO to understand.
Wizard/Magician in last room: The space is limited, so only a
chosen few get to work here. To work at the Magic Research
Institute is the dream job of every citizen in Mardra!
Observation: The door is locked!
Observation upstairs: HERO reads the note. It says
'Director's Office'.
Wizard in office: I have something important to tell the
Director, but he isn't here. Where could he have gone?
Chief (gentleman) on terrace: I am the director of the
Magic Research Institute. I watch the townspeople from
here. They live peacefully today, but it has not always been
like this. Until ten years ago, this country was so weak that it
was under constant siege. Innocent people were burned out
of their homes or killed. Terror reigned supreme. It is this
wretched history that fuels the King's desire to strengthen
the army. Regardless of popular opinion, my loyalties will
always remain with His Majesty.
Chief (again): The King only wants to protect his people. I
shall follow him to the end.
Soldier at the north entrance: After the King had an
argument with one of his childhood friends, he cut off all
contact with the Great Fane. They must no not have been
able to reconcile their philosophical differences. The King's
isolation is painful to behold. What could be fueling his
despair?
Soldier (if you go outside and come back in): Travelers,
eh? Well I'm sorry, but ordinary people can't enter here. If
you want to get in, you need to obtain proper permission and
enter through the south entrance.
Command: Item – Use – Priest Scroll

Soldier (continued): Hmm. You have a letter from the High
Priest? If this is true, you should go to the south entrance.
In any case, commoners aren't allowed through here.
Young man near Magic Institute: I saw this seedy-looking
man go by a while ago. I wonder what a man like that could
want in this town?
Nun in church: The priest went out a short while ago, saying
something about a disturbing premonition. I hope nothing bad
happens.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon and armor shop: I've
been told that there is a seedy character in town. Watch
your back and your gold pouch.
Young woman downstairs: My husband looks fierce, but he's
actually a trembling coward.
Woman in eastern house (who was by the well?): The
atmosphere of the castle seems even more tense than usual.
Is it just me?
Old woman (who was in church?): The King seems
hell/hyphen/bent on strengthening the army, but what good
can come of it?
Tough guy on northeast road: Nasty rumors about the King?
Well, yeah, I've heard some things. But even without the
rumors, most people sense there's something a bit odd about
the King right now.
Man in blue vest in northern house: We've been discussing
our daughter's future lately, but I can't get my wife to
agree with me. I just want my daughter to enjoy freedom and
have a chance to be young.
Woman: Mikwa has been endowed by God with special powers.
To stand in the way of her destiny would be a terrible
mistake.
Mage: I understand the ambitions her mother has for her,
and the worries her father has for her. So I really don't
know whose side to take.

Mikwa outside: I never thought that practicing magic all the
time would grow so wearisome. Can I ask you something? Is it
really so important to be able to use magic? (Yes/No)
Mikwa (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. I suppose I'll fight the
boredom then.
Mikwa (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. Nevertheless, I think I'll
keep practicing for my mother.
Mikwa (as you’re about to leave through north exit): {She
casts a fire spell that gets out of control.} Oh, no! No! No! I
can't stop it! {She continues to spin around blasting fireballs
everywhere.} Ahhh! Someone! Help! {A hooded figure walks up
the road and is struck by a fireball. Mikwa collapses, and the
man goes over to help her up.} I'm so sorry! Are you all right?
Hooded figure (continued): Hoping to become a magician,
young lady?
Mikwa (continued): Yes!
Hooded figure (continued): I see. Let me teach you a spell.
It's called Blazemost. {He begins to cast it, seemingly at
Mikwa.}
Dino (continued): Stop it! {He runs in front of Mikwa to
protect her and is struck by the spell.} Ahhhhgh! {After a
moment, he gets up.}
Hooded figure (continued): Well, well... It's not often that a
person is still breathing after being hit by this spell.
Dino (continued): You fiend! Urk! {He falls down again.}
Hooded figure (continued): I could finish you off right here,
but I'm afraid I must hurry off. Enjoy your pain.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! I am worried about the Priest!
Let's go there immediately!
Maribel (chat): What? What was that? HERO! Don't just
stand there like an idiot! Act like a man for a change!
Gabo (chat): Grrr. That man in black is no good. I can tell
just by smelling him!
Mikwa: I'm so sorry! This is all my fault!

Dino (continued): Urrgh... No, I'm all right. {He gets up.} But
what about you, Mikwa? You're not hurt, are you?
Mikwa (continued): Yes! I'm perfectly fine.
Dino (continued): Good. That is a relief. But... {He falls back
once more.}
Mikwa (continued): Sir?
Dino (continued): {He gets back up.} Perhaps it has weakened
me more than I thought. I had better get some help. Excuse
me, stranger. Could I ask you to lend me your shoulder and
take me to the temple? {You automatically begin leading Dino
away to the church. Inside the church, the nun casts a
healing spell on him.} I am most grateful to you. I owe you my
life. Who could that man have been? He headed in the
direction of the castle. I don't want to believe it, but do you
suppose he has a connection with the King? The King,
connected with someone who would kill a little girl? How low
has Zeppel sunk? Forgive my ramblings. Zeppel is the name of
our king. I'll explain everything.
Dino (in a flashback): King Zeppel and I were friends since
childhood. We always played together with a lovely young girl
named Lucia. She was like any other girl. She was always
laughing and picking flowers, but at the age of eight, we were
separated forever.
Soldier (continued): {Limping in from the castle town.} We're
being raided!
Soldier, from castle (continued): Hey! You okay? What's
happening in town?
Soldier, from town (continued): The Raguraz army has
already taken most of it. {He dies.}
Soldier, from castle (continued): What the hell is going on
here? {He turns around.} To all soldiers in the castle, prepare
for battle immediately! We have to protect this castle. {A
squad of soldiers departs for town. The soldier goes over to

the group of children.} Prince! Is that you? What on earth
are you doing here?
Zeppel (little boy in cape, continued): What do you mean?
We're just playing.
Soldier (continued): It's too dangerous out here! Go back to
the castle with Dino and Lucia! {A royal minister, a guard
captain, and four soldiers cross the bridge and surround
them.}
Mardra Soldier (continued): Oh, no, the Ragurazians! These
are just children! They didn't do anything!
Raguraz royal minister (continued): If my eyes don't
deceive me, I'd say that's the Prince.
Captain (continued): Yes. You're right.
Royal minister (continued): If we capture kill(?) the Prince,
morale will soar!
Captain (continued): Our mission is to conquer Mardra.
We're not here to massacre little boys! We should capture
the Prince instead. He'd be far more useful to us alive.
Royal minister (continued): I know, I know. }to the soldiers}
All right! Capture those children! {He steps toward the
Mardra soldier.}
Mardra soldier (continued): Ahhhhh! {He attacks the
minister and the guard captain.}
Captain (continued): Oof! You little... {He attacks the soldier
so hard that he flies off the cliff and knocks Lucia over too.}
Lucia (continued): {She hangs on by her fingertips.}
Yaaaaagh! {The two boys rush over to help.} Help me!
Dino (continued): Lucia! Are you okay? I'll save you!
Lucia (continued): I don't want to die! Zeppel! Dino! Help me!
Dino (continued): Lucia, settle down! It'll be okay! I'll take
care of you!
Lucia (continued): Dino! Zeppel! {She falls.}
Dino (continued): Luciaaaaa!

Captain (continued): You That idiot! Why'd you he have to
take the girl with you him?
Royal minister (continued): {to the guard captain} Are you all
right?
Captain (continued): I'm fine! Hurry up and capture the
Prince!
Royal minister (continued): Yes, sir! Right away! {Prince
Zeppel slowly walks away from the cliff toward the Raguraz
Captain.} Huh?
Captain (continued): Heh heh. I'd expect nothing less of a
future king.
Zeppel (continued): I'll do it.
Captain (continued): What?
Zeppel (continued): Listen up, people! I'm going to slaughter
you all right here! {He begins to cast a spell and the Raguraz
soldiers back away.}
Captain (continued): Why you little bastard! I'll rip your
chubby face off! {He attacks Zeppel and the rest of the
soldiers surround him.}
Zeppel (continued): Let me go! I'll kill you all!
Captain (continued): It'll take more than a big mouth to save
Mardra, kid.
Zeppel (continued): Let go of me! {The guard captain attacks
him again.} Agh!
Captain (continued): Although you are destined to fall to our
troop troops, I'll tell you this, Prince. Mardra will fall
because it relied too much upon magic for protection.
Weapons, Prince, weapons! Even the greatest of wizards can
be felled by them. {to royal minister} All right, let's go! The
castle is almost ours! {flashback ends}
Dino, back in church: This country lost the war and came
under the rule of Raguraz. After ten years, Zeppel seized
the throne and liberated us from Raguraz. But even now, the
country is not at peace. The King seeks to acquire a

dangerous spell known as the Ultimate Magic. Before being
sealed by an ancient wizard, this spell wiped out an ancient
continent. Why does the King pursue such a spell now? That
is what I cannot understand.
Maribel (chat): I understand why the King did what he did.
But I don't know why he had to dabble in dangerous magic.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad the Priest didn't get seriously hurt.
Melvin (chat): It is clear that this country has many
problems.
Maribel (chat): He must have been a powerful priest if he
served at the castle. It's no surprise that he survived that
spell.
Dino (again): An old enemy soldier once taunted us with the
claim that magic could never defeat the sword. The King's
obsessive pursuit of Ultimate Magic seems like a response to
this.
Nun: The priest was able to survive such a powerful spell only
because of his great spiritual strength. An ordinary person
would surely have succumbed. It is a truly fearsome thing.
Knight in front of Magic Institute: Ah, yes, you are the
people with the letter from the High Priest. You may pass.
Young man near Magic Institute: Ah, it's you people. Did you
see that big ruckus a while ago? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): That's a real shame. You should
have seen the priest.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): The priest was amaging
amazing! I never knew he had such powers!
Young man (continued, either way): He put his life on the
line to save a little girl. I hope I can be that brave someday.
Mikwa’s father near well: I've just made up my mind! If it's
that dangerous, I don't want my daughter becoming a
magician! I don't care what my wife says. From now on we're
going to raise our daughter as an ordinary girl!

Mikwa’s mother: Finding out that my daughter was almost
killed when I wasn't there was a terrible shock. Perhaps this
is a lesson that magic does not necessarily bring happiness.
Mikwa: I feel terrible. My magic caused all of that trouble.
The priest was hurt and that strange man was angry. I think
this incident is telling me to give up magic.
Mage: It's true that magic can sometimes bring great
calamity. But I think it was all for the best in the end.

Mardra Castle
Soldier on the right: Sorry, you'll have to speak with the
soldier next to me to get in.
Soldier on the left: This is Castle Mardra— oh, it's you
again. Don't tell me, you're the messenger from Medille
after all. (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah hah hah hah! You're lying
through your teeth! If you were really the messenger, you'd
be talking to the King now!
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha ha. Glad to see you've wised
up a little!
Soldier (continued, either way): In any case, I don't want to
see you back here again! Got it? [Show the Priest Scroll?
(Yes/No)]
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Come on! Out, out, out!
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Sigh... Now what is it? What? A
letter from the High Priest? I cannot defy his orders. You
may pass.
Soldier on the right (again): The messenger from Medille
finally came. What a weirdo! He looked like the sort of
person we try to keep out of the castle!
Soldier on the left (again): The King's receiving a visitor
right now, so don't disturb him.

Young woman in seamstress’s room on the right: I recently
found out that the boss lost her daughter long ago. That's
such a tragedy.
Old woman: Overcoming grief is part of life's process, but I
can't think of a worse fate than to have your child taken
from you before you yourself go to God.
Prisoner in jail of northeast tower: Do you think that the
portrait in the King's chamber is worth anything?
Empress on third floor of northwest tower: Did you take
the letter to the High Priest? (Yes/No)
Empress (if you say ‘No’): Not yet? Good heavens, you are
slow. That letter is vital to the sake of our country. Please
deliver it as soon as possible.
Empress (if you say ‘Yes’): Well done. I trust the High
Priest is relieved. All I can do now is wait until my son
recovers his common sense. I heard a rumor that the
Ultimate Magic was recreated, but that's impossible! All
books related to the Ultimate Magic were burned by wizards
years ago. No matter what my son does, he cannot reverse
time.
King’s father: Have you heard the rumor that my son's
attempting to revive the Ultimate Magic? (Yes/No)
King’s father (if you say ‘No’): What? Well, then, never
mind I said anything! {incorrectly coded??}
King’s father (if you say ‘Yes’): Apparently he's currently
looking for the Book of Ultimate Magic. He called the
messenger here from Medille to help him search for the
book. I find it a bit difficult to believe a book like that still
exists, though. {incorrectly coded??}
Soldier on first floor of northwest tower: Everyone's
heard of the Ultimate Magic. It's just a fairy tale.
Maid near door on second floor of southwest tower: Why
does the King have that portrait in his room? I didn't think
she was his type.

Maid at the table: I'm busy cooking for the castle guards
right now.
Sailor downstairs: I may not look it, but I'm a master at
creating staffs. Come back again sometime!
Soldier guarding throne room: Aha! You again! How'd you
manage to sneak in this time? [Show the Priest Scroll?
(Yes/No)]
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Watch that you don't get yourself
kicked out again, all right?
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Whoa! So you have orders from
the High Priest. Well, in that case, go on ahead. Be careful
around the King. {He steps aside.}
Soldier (again): The High Priest's as good as the King to us.
We wouldn't dare defy his orders.
Soldier in throne room: The King told me to withdraw
because he had an important visitor to speak to. What am I
supposed to do now? I'm not used to goofing off.
Hooded figure, speaking to young King Zeppel (as you
approach): Well, here it is. Go ahead, take it.
King Zeppel (continued): My God! Is this really it?
Hooded figure (continued): Heh heh heh. Of course, my
Lord.
King Zeppel (continued): I would never have believed this
still existed.
Hooded figure (continued): Everything exists, my Lord. It's
just a matter of finding it. Hmm? {He notices the party.} It
appears you have company. In that case, my Lord, I must be
going.
King Zeppel (continued): Well, you have earned my gratitude.
I shall send your reward later.
Hooded figure (continued): Oh, there's no need to concern
yourself over me, my Lord. Good luck.
Gabo (chat): Grrr!

Melvin (chat): We must not surrender to panic. We will talk
to him when the time is right.
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! Is that the man who burned
Priest Dino? So he's the messenger from Medille!
King Zeppel: Who are you? I don't remember allowing people
in here! What? The High Priest asked me to stop my
research? That old fool. I've told him a thousand times, no
one is wasting time on such a fruitless pursuit. Now take a
message to him for me. Tell him to stop bothering me with
his senile ravings!
Melvin (chat): I am not sure that we can believe the King's
words.
Maribel (chat): I saw the messenger giving something to the
King. I wonder what it was.
King Zeppel (again): The Ultimate Magic is just a legend. A
figment of someone's imagination! Got it? Good! Now be gone!
Soldier downstairs outside King’s bedchamber: That
Medillan messenger. There's something unnerving about him.
Observation: HERO examined the painting. It's a portrait of
a girl with an innocent smile. It is titled, 'Lucia'.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Soldier downstairs in kitchen: This is the Royal Kitchen. It's
used exclusively for the King's meals. I'd sure like to try his
food out sometime.
Chef: What? The Ultimate Magic? Ah, who cares?
Soldier in chapel: This temple had a fine young priest named
Dino who grew up with the King, but he left the castle after
one too many arguments with His Majesty.
Duke (gentleman): The messenger from Medille is a very
learned man. He said he owns a vast library. I asked him if he
could help me find a certain magic book I've been looking for.
It's strange, though. He seems far different from when I
first met him.

Soldier on the left outside castle: You may pass. Be careful
around the King.

Mardra Castle Town
Young man (as soon as you enter town): Ah, there you are!
I've been searching for you. The High Priest asked me to
find you and deliver a message. He wants you to know that he
is ready to test the new magic. We must hurry to the Great
Fane! Please do not delay!
Gabo (chat): Phew! We've been running around so much, my
stomach's killing me.
Melvin (chat): From what I gather, the High Priest's magic
should be able to annul the King's Ultimate Magic. In any
case, the future of this country is assured.
Maribel (chat): He was talking about the Priest's magic not
the Ultimate Magic. We need to get moving, HERO.
Gabo (chat): HERO, are we going to see the High Priest?

Great Fane
Wizard: Rumor has it that the King of Mardra is
experimenting with the Ultimate Magic. The Ultimate Magic
is a forbidden spell. I suppose this is the true meaning of
hubris.
Warrior inside in southeast corner: There was a large herb
garden outside the town where I lived. A gardener there
made me some medicine that has made these long journeys
much less taxing.
Young man outside High Priest’s room: A while ago, the High
Priest said he has almost perfected a new spell. I wonder if
he's finished yet. It's so exciting!

High Priest: Ah, this is it! The final formula for the spell to
counter the Ultimate Magic. {He walks back and forth
between his desk and the large pot a few times.} Everything
is ready! Now, keep your eyes open/comma/ everyone. You
don't want to miss this moment! {A puff of smoke appears
above the pot.} Hrmm. It appears to have failed. This is very
strange. I'm sure I made no mistake in the formula. {He
walks back over to his desk.} What? Oh, no! This needed to
go in, and I forgot this, too... And what's that? Something
else I forgot? Argh! {He turns back to the party.} As you
have all seen, the spell appears to have been a failure. My
formula was nearly perfect, but magic can fail by the tiniest
of errors. No, really. It's true! But never mind that. I'll have
to try it again. Sorry, but I must ask you to return to the
castle to keep an eye on the King.
Gabo (chat): Ha ha! That smoke was great! Do you think the
High Priest could do it again?
Maribel (chat): Hmph. I should have known it would come to
this. We shouldn't just sit here. Let's go guard the King.
Melvin (chat): We shouldn't depend on the High Priest's
magic too much. What should we do now, Master HERO?
High Priest (again): If I mess it up this time, all the
ingredints ingredients must be collected again. To ensure it is
successful next time, please hurry and return to the castle.
I'm counting on you!

Mardra Castle Town
Hooded figure (as soon as you enter town): So you're back,
just as I expected. I guess I was right to stay here and keep
watch. Do you know who I am? I am the messenger of
Medille. It might interest you to know that the King's quest
for Ultimate Magic is nearly completed. When he casts the
spell, he will transform into the omnipotent God of

Destruction. In this form, the King will lay waste to
everything on the continent, including himself. Do you have
any idea why I'm telling you this? Because you are fated to
die on this very spot without ever seeing the God of
Destruction! {He transforms into ZoeMage, and battle
ensues.}
Gabo (battle chat): Grrr! We've got to stay alert, HERO!
Melvin (battle chat): We face the magic that was used
against the priest. Master HERO, we cannot underestimate
the power of this creature.
Maribel (battle chat): Hmph! I have no tolerance for things
that try to ambush me!
ZoeMage (when it’s defeated): Urrrgh! How can this be?
Defeated by you? You children! It matters not. The King's
magic is unstoppable now. I only regret that I won't witness
the birth of the God of Destruction with my own eyes. You
and this continent will be annihilated! Urgh...
Gabo (chat): Grrr. We won, but I still feel something in the
air.
Maribel (chat): The King is turning into the God of
Destruction? That's bad news/comma/ HERO! We better
stop him!
Melvin (chat): The time has finally come!
Young woman at entrance: What was that? Did that man
turn into a monster? I hate to think about what might have
happened if you people weren't here.
Nun in church: When the priest heard the King had gone to
the Magic Research Institute, he rushed off too. I'm
worried about the priest's safety. Please hurry to the Magic
Institute!
Tough guy on northeast road: What? You're telling me that
seedy-looking stranger was actually a monster? And you're
the ones who killed him? Wow! You must be stronger than you
look.

Mikwa’s mother by well: There was a huge crowd milling
about because the King had come into town. Normally he's so
concerned about security, he keeps his castle floating in the
air. I wonder what business he had in town?
Mikwa’s father: When the King passed by here a while ago,
he had a bloodthirsty look on his face.
Mikwa: What was all that horrendous noise about? Did
something happen?
Mage: The King has gone to the Magic Research Institute? I
hope that terrible rumor isn't going to come true.
Soldiers on the right and left at Mardra Castle (quick
detour): By order of the King, no one is allowed inside the
castle! Please return home!
Soldier in Magic Institute: I'm under the King's orders not
to allow a single soul in here! Off with yourselves!
Command: Item – Use – Priest Scroll
Soldier (continued): It doesn't matter what you do! I'm
under the King's orders not to allow a single soul in here! Off
with yourselves!
Young man near Magic Institute: I knew there was
something strange about that man!
Knight in front of Magic Institute: That monster was saying
that the King's magic will wipe out the entire continent. This
is terrible! The King went into the Magic Research Institute!
Go see if he is all right!
Knight (again): The King would destroy the entire continent?
I don't want to believe it, but you must hurry to him!
Young man inside Magic Institute: A man dressed like a
priest ran through, and now they're arguing furiously. I smell
trouble.
Wizard in back: That young priest looks familiar. Oh yes, it's
Dino, the King's personal clergyman! I heard he had left the

castle, but I never imagined he would have been reduced to
this.
Wizard on the right: What's going on? How do you expect us
to continue our work with all this racket?
Wizard on the left: I wonder what this is about. He looks
too rough to be someone seeking a job at the Institute.
Dino (as you approach): Let me through! Out of my way!
Wizard guarding door (continued): I'm sorry, Reverend Dino.
I am only following the King's orders. I must ask you to leave.
Dino (continued): The kingdom... No, the entire continent may
be at stake! This is no time to be harping about orders!
Wizard (continued): But...
Dino (continued): Damn it! I have no choice! {He attacks the
wizard, who falls against the wall out of the way. Then he
rushes through the locked door.}
Maribel (chat): What are you thinking? You're unbelievably
stupid! There's no time for idle chat! We must follow the
Priest!
Wizard on the ground: I feel dizzy. Maybe I'll just lie here
for a bit longer...
Soldier: The King has entered the subterranean lair of the
demons.
Dino, downstairs (as you approach): What? Zeppel! This
couldn't be the Ultimate Magic of old, could it?
Zeppel (continued): And now you will get to see the power
that will make even God gasp in surprise.
Chief (continued): {to Zeppel} If that book is correct, then
adding this ingredient should complete the formula.
Zeppel (continued): Put the ingredient into the cauldron.
Chief (continued): Yes.
Dino (continued): Stop it! {But the king and the chief ignore
him. The chief drops the final ingredient into the pot.}
Zeppel (continued): You may withdraw.

Chief (continued): Yes. {The chief gets down off the
platform.}
Zeppel (continued): Break the seal placed by the wizard, and
awaken from your long slumber! {Orange sparks and shoot
from the pot, and a white-purple light surrounds Zeppel.} Yes!
I can feel it! I can feel the ultimate power entering my body.
Dino (continued): You'll have to forgive me! {He casts a spell
at Zeppel, but the fireball bounces off him and strikes Dino.}
Urgh! {He falls down.}
Zeppel (continued): Now it is impossible for anyone to block
the casting of this spell.
Dino (continued): Stop it! The power of that magic will bring
calamity upon us all! You aren't thinking straight!
Zeppel (continued): Not thinking straight? It is your thinking
that is flawed! Dismissing the lives you were unable to
protect as a matter of the past is far more twisted.
Dino (continued): The lives I couldn't protect... Zeppel...
You're...
Zeppel (continued): Everyone ignores the fact that this
power is the only way to ensure complete protection of the
kingdom. Spring forth, O Ultimate Magic Manastis. {The
screen flashes white for a moment.} ... What is this power
coursing through my body?
Gabo (chat): Grrr. I've never seen someone power up to such
a high energy level!
Melvin (chat): What is this malice I sense from the King? It
is weaker, but it is the same feeling I sensed from the
Demon Lord himself. Master HERO, there seems to be
nothing we can do now.
Maribel (chat): HERO! You saw how the King was, didn't you?
The Ultimate Magic is complete! We've got to do something
about him!
Dino: You there! You've got to stop Zeppel! Urghgh!
Observation: There is a massive pot here.

Chief: I trusted the King and even helped complete the
Ultimate Magic, but his recent behavior alarms me!
Travelers! You must stop the King! That spell is far too
dangerous!
Soldier upstairs: What's going on? The King passed through
here, his body aglow with white light!
Wizard on the right: It couldn't be. The King hasn't actually
cast the Ultimate Magic spell, has he?
Wizard on the left: The King seemed to be exuding some
kind of eerie energy from his entire body just now!
Wizard in back: Huh? What is it? What's going on up ahead?
Young man: This is scary. I smell trouble.
Maid: I think I felt the ground shake a while ago. I wonder
what it was?
Knight (outside): The King? I have not seen him. I imagine he
headed back to the castle.
Young woman at entrance: I saw a ray of light stretching
from the Magic Research Institute up into the sky. Then the
King came out and walked to the bridge alone.
Young man near Magic Institute: Wow! The King passed
here alone a while ago.
Tough guy on northeast road: Good grief. I can't believe I
saw the King out taking a walk all by himself.
Mikwa’s mother by well: The King returned to his castle a
short while ago.
Mikwa: I saw the King heading back to the castle just now.
His eyes looked so strange, just like that frightening man.
Mage: I felt this strange aura surrounding the King. Could it
be caused by the Ultimate Magic?

Mardra Bridge
Zeppel (as you approach): I got it! I've finally got it! Now no
one can stand against me! Lucia! I have become invincible! I

can finally protect you! I'll never put you in danger ever
again. {He flashes white for an instant.} Waaaah! This power!
What's going on? {He flashes again and again, and transforms
into a demon.} What's happening to me? I can't see! I
feel...darkness... {He turns around toward the party, and
battle ensues.}
Maribel (battle chat): I can't believe it! What power!
Gabo (battle chat): Grrrrowl! Are we really up to dealing
with something like this, HERO?
Melvin (battle chat): Such power! Could this fiend truly be
the God of Destruction?
Zeppel (after the battle): Everything...must be destroyed...
Everything in the world...
High Priest (continued): {He walks up just a little too late.}
[HERO's party came back to life!] Sorry I'm late, everyone!
{The party gets up.} The King has mastered the magic. He has
godlike power for destruction. Something must be done.
Follow me!
Melvin (chat): After fighting against him, I finally realized
something. It is impossible to stop the effects of the magic
by ourselves. Our only hope is the power of the High Priest.
Gabo (chat): HERO! You still want to fight against him? I
sure don't!
Maribel (chat): ... Well, it looks like we survived, at least.

Mardra Castle
Soldier, running out of castle, just as you enter: Agh!
Hellllllp!
High Priest (continued): Calm down, calm down! What's going
on?
Soldier (continued): Huh? The High Priest! Help us! There's a
monster in the castle!
High Priest (continued): What? Where'd it go?

Soldier (continued): It's in the Royal Chamber! Everybody's
run away! {Suddenly they both look toward the castle. The
King’s Spire rises into the air and explodes.}
Zeppel (continued): May everything on the earth be
destroyed!
High Priest (continued): Oh, no! Come on, HERO, follow me!
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO!
Melvin (chat): If the High Priest's magic fails this time, it's
all over. Master HERO! Are you ready?
Gabo (chat): I don't want to go there, HERO, but I'm not
about to die now!
Soldier (again): You! Back up the High Priest! We'll be in big
trouble if he's killed!
Soldier inside castle: Wasn't that the High Priest just now?
I doubt that even he has the power to help us.
Soldier guarding door to Fire Spire: M-Monsters in the
castle? We're all done for!
Gentleman, pacing back and forth: It's no use. We're
helpless without our King.
Young woman in seamstresses’ room on the right: What's
happening? I've never been in an earthquake this long before!
Young man on parapet in front of Earth Spire: Aaaaagggh!
What? No, the High Priest isn't here! Who cares about him?
Gaaaahhh! Do something about that monster!
Soldier on parapet in front of Fire Spire: Aagh! Someone
do something! The castle's going to blow up!
High Priest on parapet: Take a good look, my friends! The
magic I've been working on all these years! Majustis! A spell
that erases the effect of any other spell! We can use it to
exorcise the evil power from this poor man! {He shoots beam
of purple-white light at Zeppel.}
Zeppel (continued): Nng! Gyaaaaahh! {He seems to shrink
slightly, and falls back down to the ground.}

High Priest (continued): I must apologize. My spell still needs
some refinement... The fiend is still alive. So long as he lives,
this country is in danger! I implore you! You must finish him
off in my stead!
Maribel (chat): We can't just run away now! Let's do it,
HERO!
Gabo (chat): Grrr!
Melvin (chat): The magic of the High Priest is working! We
might be able to beat the King now! We must hurry, Master
HERO!
Soldier in front of Fire Spire: He's still alive? Come on!
Someone kill him already!
Young man in front of Earth Spire: The High Priest is
amazing... Arrrgh! But the monster's still alive!
Young woman in in seamstresses’ room: The earthquake is
over, but the air still feels strange somehow.
Gentleman in hallway: It's no use. We'll be wiped out in a
second if monsters like that keep on showing up.
Soldier in front of Fire Spire: Hang in there, all right? I'll
join in if you get in trouble!
Soldier at courtyard door: There's a monster in the
courtyard! Let's go! Hurry!
Zeppel: Aaaaaah! What's happening to me? My
strength...fading... But I can't stop until I've destroyed
everything!
Melvin (battle chat): Master HERO! The Chief of High
Priest's magic seems to be working!
Gabo (battle chat): Grrrr! That does it! Now I'm mad!
Maribel (battle chat): He's fading faster than he was
before. This just might work, HERO!
King Zeppel (when his monster half is defeated): Nngh... I
guess this is it... Such power...such unrelenting power... I'm
sorry... I couldn't protect you...
Dino (continued): Zeppel!

Zeppel (continued): ... {He shakes a little.} Nnnnng...
Dino (continued): What a relief! He's still breathing. {to
HERO} I'm glad you're all safe, too. I know all too well the
perils you must be facing. If it weren't for you, this entire
country would have been history by now. Oh, but this is no
time to be chattering on! We must tend to the wounded!
Guards! Help me carry the King! And have someone look after
the High Priest! He's on the second floor!
And so the Ultimate Magic once again returned to
slumber, without ever unleashing its full fury.
After caring for the injured, the castle settled
down to a night filled with regret and trepidation.
The next morning...
Empress on first floor of Wind Spire (continued): I am
truly grateful for everything you've done. My son's not
seriously hurt, thank God. He should be awake by now. Why
not pay him a visit before you leave?
High Priest (continued): Well then, Empress. I regret that I
must now return to the Great Fane.
Empress (continued): Very well. Come back once things have
settled down. I still need to thank you properly.
High Priest (continued): Oh, there's no need to thank us.
Perhaps we may enjoy dinner with you sometime? {to HERO}
Oh, and HERO, there's something I'd like to speak with you
about. Please stop by the Great Fane later. I'll be expecting
you. {He leaves.}
Maribel (chat): Let's talk to the King before we go, HERO.
That's common sense. I know you're not too bright, but you
understand that much, right?
Empress (again): My son should be awake by now. Why not
pay him a visit before you leave?

King’s father: I had no idea my son was still dragging
memories of that battle around with him. I've been
completely out of touch with his feelings. I'm a failure as a
father.
Zeppel in bed: Oh, travelers! I must tell you how grateful I
am. Without you, this country might have been completely
destroyed by now. When I was a child, my lack of strength
cost my friend her life. I have never stopped grieving over
my inability to protect my friend. I vowed to find a power
strong enough to stand up to anyone. I thought that was the
only way for me to make amends to Lucia, but now I see that
I was just trying to escape reality. I was simply trying to
make up for my own perceived weaknesses. ... Now look at
what I've done! I must make it up to my countrymen. I
promise you, from now on I'll devote all my effort towards
peace! Farewell, then, travelers. Come and visit us again
sometime. Hopefully by then, I'll be able to welcome you into
a gloriously rebuilt castle.
Gabo (chat): Thank goodness the King made it alive. I was
worried for a while there!
Melvin (chat): If you look at the root of the matter, the
death of King Zeppel's friend was caused by nothing more
than petty infighting. Pointless scuffles like these are the
source of countless tragedies.
Maribel (chat): I can understand how the King feels. This
isn't easy for me, either. HERO, if I die, I want you to be so
overcome with grief that you stop eating and slowly languish
to your own death, all right?
Soldier outside King’s room: Oh, are you leaving already? Do
be careful. We wouldn't want anything bad happening to you!
Young man: The King was devastated when he learned that
one of his paintings was lost in the attack. I don't know what
it was, but it must have had great sentimental value.
Soldier in bed on first floor of northeast tower: Zzz...

Prisoner in jail in basement of northeast tower: What? The
entire center section of the castle's been destroyed? I
didn't know that! News doesn't get down here very quickly.
Wizard on parapet between Earth and Water Spires: Now
I know how the people of Raguraz felt!
Mage on third floor of southeast tower: I heard they'll be
cutting down on magicians from now on. This irritates me
greatly, considering all the effort and training I have put in!
Drat!
Old woman in seamstresses’ room downstairs: The only
reason the King craved such great power was because of my
daughter, Lucia. I feel honored to be under the rule of such a
gentle King.
Soldier in first floor hallway: The castle is currently under
reconstruction. Feel free to look around if you wish.
Old man on first floor of southwest tower: I'm the
castle's staff maker. You can place your order with that man
over there.
Sailor: Hey there! Good to see you again! Here, I want you to
take this! [HERO obtained the Bolt Staff!] I may not look it,
but I'm a master at creating staffs. Take good care of it,
will you?
Maid upstairs: We'll need to concentrate on healthy food for
now to help everyone recover.
Maid at the table: It sure feels weird having a guy working
in here.
Woman: You can tell when they're cooking for the King.
That's when they break out the good ingredients.
Chef: No matter where he works, a master chef's work must
never falter.
Duke on parapet between Fire and Water Spires: So that
messenger was a monster in disguise... It probably used its
own power to recreate the Book of Ultimate Magic. The
question still remains. What happened to the real messenger?

Soldier in courtyard on the right: Huff huff... Give us a
break already! I'm getting delirious over here!
Soldier in the middle: I heard the messenger of Medille was
actually a monster. How cruel of him to use the King's
kindness like that!
Soldier on the left: I wonder how much time it will take to
rebuild the castle...
Wizard: All the men are rebuilding the castle, but I'm not
cut out for that sort of thing!
Soldier outside castle gates: Ah, it's you! Thanks for
helping us out before! Come right on in! We're not restricting
entry anymore.
Soldier outside on the left: I suppose we're lucky we got by
with only this much damage.

Mardra Castle Town
Tough guy at entrance: There's been a strange old man
wandering around this area. I hope he's not some miscreant
like that messenger.
Young woman in northwest house: My husband seems to be
taking it hard, but I actually think this is all for the best.
Scholar: I'm told that the Royal Magic Research Institute
will be suspending tis its activities. I've lost all sense of
purpose, and am paralyzed with despair.
Old man behind northern house: Hmmm. What can I do?
What can I possibly do? I can not find the book that the King
ordered me to find for him. Me? I'm Medille's messenger. Is
there anything I can do for you?
Maribel (chat): I think I'm beginning to understand. The
messenger from Medille was passing himself off as that old
man.
Old woman by well: Perhaps the King has learned something
from all of this.

Woman: I guess the King's wounds weren't very serious. I'm
not sure how to put it, but for better or for worse, I suppose
we owe it all to that magic.
Mikwa’s father in northern house: I heard that the King
once had a childhood friend executed before his own eyes.
The victim was a young girl. As a parent, this horrifies me.
Mikwa: I don't dislike magic, but I'd rather spend my time
having fun. Yeeee-haw!
Mikwa’s mother in kitchen: Mikwa has been eating a lot
better lately. She won't be becoming a magician, but now we
can have a more normal life.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon and armor shop: From
what I hear, the road to the Great Fane is open again. Things
could get busy.
Dino (as you approach the church): {to nun} Thank you for
your help. You've been very kind.
Nun (continued): Not at all. I've learned a great deal myself.
Please come back any time.
Dino (continued): Thank you and goodbye. {The nun goes back
inside the church, and Dino notices the party.} Ah, it's you.
I've given it a lot of thought and I've decided to return to
the castle. The King may have been right when he said that
I've changed. He has not lost his youthful innocence, but I
think I've lost mine. I've rambled too much. I'll pray for your
safety on your journeys.
Nun in church: Although he must have been nervous, the
priest departed stoicaally stoically for the castle he once
turned his back on. He is man of iron will.
Maid in Magic Institute: Welcome to the Royal Magic
Research Institute. The Institute will soon be suspending all
activities.
Young man: I've been coming here every day to see the
pretty receptionist, but what am I going to do now?

Wizard in third room: It came as a shock to hear that all
work would be suspended, but I suppose it was inevitable.
Chief in his office upstairs: I was so worried for the King
that I couldn't sleep last night. If anything happens to him, I
am partially to blame because I assisted him in his pursuit of
the Ultimate Magic.
Young man near Magic Institute: Ah, it's you! I heard all
about you! I understand you fought incredibly well! (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Give it up! Don't be so modest!
Everybody's been talking about you since last night!
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): That's what I heard! I love it
when people throw down the affectation of modesty!

Mardra Checkpoint
Guard: You're the travelers from before, aren't you? The
restriction has been lifted so you can now pass through at
your leisure.

Great Fane
Wizard: The High Priest rushed off in a great flurry the
other day, and then he came rushing back. The High Priest is
the symbol of the Great Fane. It is wonderful to see him so
full of energy.
Merchant: I am a traveling merchant, and I must be on my
way. Now then... {shop talk}
Mage: I heard that they're going to stop doing magic
research at the castle for a while. If they'd do the same
here, then I could finally start my bridal training.
Warrior inside in southeast corner: What? They've
dissolved the checkpoint? Then I'm going home! Cripes!

Young woman in central garden: The restriction on travel
has been lifted? Perhaps I'll go into town and shop for a bit,
then.
Young man outside High Priest’s room: The path to the
castle may be open again, but the High Priest continues his
research in his room.
High Priest: Ahh, good to see you all. I have been waiting for
you. I had hoped to teach all of you how to use the new spell
I have developed. But as you have seen, the spell is not yet
perfected. If that magic were perfect, even the Ultimate
Magic would have been dispelled at once. That's why I'm
continuing to study the magic spell. And when my research is
complete at last, I shall give the magic to you people. You can
count on it! Now, be sure to come back, HERO!
Maribel (chat): The magic has to be completed first? When
will that be?
Melvin (chat): If we can learn the High Priest's magic, it will
help us out greatly in our future travels. There's no need to
wait here for it to be completed, Master HERO.
Gabo (chat): Aww. I thought for sure we'd get to eat
something.

Raguraz Castle
Tough guy at entrance: You must be travelers. This is
Raguraz Castle. Some soldiers from Mardra came to borrow
some repair supplies a little while ago. Did something happen
in Mardra?
Young woman: I heard that the castle of Mardra was
smashed just as badly as this one was. They say that the King
threw a tantrum when his snacks got taken away. I wonder if
it's true.
Maribel (chat): That's a pretty crazy story they've been
passing down. Oh well. It's good for a laugh, anyway.

Bard: The castle may be restored, but I don't think we'll
ever fight another war against Mardra. War is pointless.
We've all begun to realize that.
Soldier inside castle in barracks: Weapons and magic are
mere tools. Victory or defeat is decided by the skill of the
user. Strength isn't simply measured by weapons or magic.
Soldier near beds: We have decided to have a Battle
Contest in this castle for the first time in many years. It's
strange to say this, but the Contest could be a sign of peace
for our country.
Soldier in practice room downstairs: I can't stop thinking
about the death of the Captain. I don't know how if I can
ever forgive them for what they've done. I suppose grief and
sadness are as fundamental to war as fighting and glory.
Second soldier in practice room: The people of the castle
have been quite lively ever since the decision to hold a Battle
Contest. The young soldiers are full of fighting spirit, too!
I'm already looking forward to the Contest!
Tough guy in battle arena: The sound of sinew against sinew.
The roar of the crowd. The putrid stench of man-sweat. I
just can't wait for the Battle Contest!
Minister: The King has a lighter heart now, but the he seems
lost in thought.
King: I heard that the Captain who lost his life recently had
killed the King's childhood friend. Hate begets hate in a
vicious cycle. It's pointless for us to continue fighting.
Maribel (chat): The castle sure has cheered up since we left.
Melvin (chat): Now they realize the futility of fighting
amongst themselves.

Ancient Fane
Maribel (when you get back to the present): I'm
completely spent! How about you?

Gabo (continued): I want to go to bed and take a nap as soon
as possible.
Melvin (continued): I shall return home for the time being.
{The screen automatically changes to the Ancient Ruins,
where a sailor finds the party.}
Sailor (continued): HERO! HERO! I thought I'd find you
here!
Maribel (continued): Oh, you're from Fishbel. What's wrong?
You don't look good.
Sailor (continued): I'll tell you everything on the way!
Quickly now, Maribel! Come with me back to the village!
Maribel (continued): What's going on? Explain yourself!
Sailor (continued): I'm afraid Amitt has fallen ill.
Maribel (continued): Dad's what? Oh, God.
Sailor (continued): The fishermen in the village have been
looking all over for you.
Maribel (continued): I'd better hurry back to Fishbel, then.
{She and the sailor start to leave, then she turns back to
HERO.} I'm sorry, HERO. I'll have to meet up with you later.
{to sailor} Let's hurry!
Melvin (chat): I am quite worried about Master Amitt.
Gabo (chat): I don't think I've ever seen Maribel looks look
this serious.

Fishbel
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! We must go to Maribel's house
immediately!
Gabo (chat): I wonder how Maribel has been doing? I can't
stop thinking about her, HERO.
Old man in northern house: I hear even men younger than
me have fallen in battle. How terrible.
Young woman: I can't believe Amitt fell ill, with his
incredible constitution and all.

Sailor: I'm glad Maribel's back home, but she had the whole
village worried sick!
Young woman near entrance: This is Fishbel, a tiny village
surrounded by ocean. Hello, HERO. Did you hear the news?
Amitt has fallen ill!
Borkano: Oh! HERO! You're finally back. I'm sure you've
heard, but Miss Maribel's father has suddenly fallen ill. He's
stable now, but still in serious condition. We're all worried
sick about him, but there's nothing we can really do. First, go
to Amitt's. I'll listen to your travel stories afterwards.
Melvin (chat): The story we heard cannot be ignored, but as
Master Borkano said, we should go to Master Amitt's place
first.
Gabo (chat): Borkano's dad looked so worried.
Mollie: Ah, HERO! You're back? I'm sure you've heard about
Amitt's illness, right? I'd bet he fell ill worrying about
Maribel more than anything else. I know how terribly
important your adventures are, but from now on, you've got
to avoid taking Maribel around with you. Is that clear?
Melvin (chat): I know that what she says is right, but I have
mixed feelings about the matter.
Old woman in church: Amitt becoming ill is big news around
here, you know. He's the closest thing to a celebrity we have
in Fishbel.
Little boy: Oh God, please restore Amitt to health!
Nun: If you're looking for the Father, he went to Amitt's
house. I am tending the church while he is away. {church talk}
Woman in general store: Ever since I heard that Amitt fell
ill, I can't concentrate on my cooking. I'm so worried about
him. Everyone in the village eats well thanks to Amitt and his
fishermen.
Cat: Nyar!

Merchant behind counter: Amitt used to come to my shop all
the time, just to chat. I think he was lonely because his
daughter was away all the time.
Sailor near Amitt’s house: Oh, it's HERO and crew. I'm
sorry that I didn't have time to explain things earlier. She
should be at home, go talk to her.
Melvin (chat): So Maribel has already gone inside her house.
Let us hurry to Maribel's side, Master HERO.
Sailor on dock: I'm worried about Amitt's health. I hope it
isn't too serious.
Sailor on ship below deck: I received a message that Amitt
had fallen ill. Everybody returned to the village in a hurry, so
they didn't catch many fish.
Sailor in galley of ship: I guess we won't do much fishing
until Amitt recovers a bit. What if something happened while
we were out fishing? No, I mustn't even think such thoughts.
Head Cook: Maribel was looking unusually serious when she
came back home. I suppose even a tomboy like her worries
about her father.
Sailor behind Amitt’s house: Mistress Maribel! {to HERO}
What's that, HERO? Someone else found Mistress Maribel?
Sailor (again): I hope Amitt will be all right.
Cat in Maribel’s bedroom: Meow!
Maid outside Maribel’s parents’ room: Ah, HERO. The lady
Maribel is in this room.
Priest (as you approach): All right, Maribel. I'll tell you
again. Right now, we're managing to keep Amitt alive. There is
no denying that he is a very sick man. Right now, it's your job
to not worry him any further. Stay with your father and
comfort him for a while. That will do more for him than any
medicine.
Maribel (continued): Oh, Papa...
Gabo (chat): They seem really sad. I understand how Maribel
feels, so I feel terrible too.

Melvin (chat): It would appear that Master Amitt has
survived the worst of it. It may be difficult, Master HERO,
but you must cheer Maribel up. You are her closest friend,
after all.
Priest: Oh, it's HERO and friends. You're not thinking of
taking Maribel anywhere/comma/ now,/no comma/ of all
times, are you? (Yes/No)
Priest (either way): Whatever the case, Maribel cannot
leave until her father recovers. Why not make yourself
useful and visit him?
Melvin (chat): I agree with the priest. It would be
unforgivable to take Maribel with us right now.
Gabo (chat): I hope Maribel's dad will get better soon. Then
Maribel can travel with us again, right?
Priest (again): I will not allow you to take Maribel from here
at this time. You might as well go visit Amitt, and try to make
him feel better.
Maribel’s mother: I can't believe that my husband would
collapse from illness. This must just be a bad dream.
Amitt: Maribel...
Maribel: ...
Melvin (chat): I think we had better get going, Master
HERO.
Gabo (chat): Poor Maribel. I can understand how she feels.
Maid (again): I can't believe that he's sick. I just can't
imagine it.
Sailor outside Amitt’s house: If Amitt isn't around, it'll be
hard to keep Fishbel going. I hope he recovers right away.
Borkano: Oh, HERO, is that right? Amitt has recovered?
Thank goodness. We were all worried sick about him, but
there was nothing we could do. It seems that our prayers for
his speedy recovery were heard. Aside from that, there's
something I need to ask you. Before, when I was fishing to
the northwest, I found some people living in tents on a

nearby continent. From the looks of them, they seem to be
some type of nomadic tribe. Have you seen anybody like that
in your adventures? (Yes/No)
Borkano (if you say ‘No’): I see. I thought I saw
those people, but if you don't know anything about
them, I guess the royal expedition party is right.
People wouldn't be in a place like that. I must be
imagining things in my old age.
Borkano (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, so you do know them? Well,
yesterday some of the members of the expedition party told
me there weren't any people on that continent. I was
beginning to think I had starting started seeing things. If
you saw them too, I was right all along. The expedition party
must have not been paying attention. I should have known.
Gabo (chat): I've heard about a wandering tribe
somewhere... The people of Deja live in tents, don't they?
Thinking about the past hurts my head!
Melvin (chat): A wandering tribe? I don't know anything
about it. Do you know anything about this, Master HERO?
Borkano (again): Whatever the case, I was able to clarify
much, thanks to you. That makes me feel a lot better. I don't
know why, but that traveling tribe has been on my mind. The
northwestern lands begin here. You might want to head there
yourself, if the idea appeals to you.
Young woman near entrance: This is Fishbel, a tiny village
surrounded by ocean. I heard that Amitt is all right. I'm so
relieved!

Woodsman’s Hut
Pig near bonfire: Oink oink.
Rooster: Cluck cluck cluck!
Squirrel: Squeak squeak.
Dog: Woof woof!

Woodsman: Oh, it's you. You came back again. There's a
strange bird flying around here these days. It's possible that
when you brought the lands back, and the birds returned,
that bird came with them. I'll ask the birds about it, one of
these days.
Melvin (chat): Whenever we visit, this village place is
peaceful.

Estard Castle Town
Man in blue vest in southwest house: The King seems to be
doing well, but I'm sure he's lonely now that Prince Kiefer's
gone. Perhaps the King will cheer up a little if he sees
HERO's face? So be sure to go and visit once in a while!
Nun outside church: Princess Leesa visited the temple by
herself late last night. I'm sure she was praying for Prince
Kiefer's well-being.
Young woman in northwest house: Oh! Hello there, HERO.
Come for a visit today? Well, make yourself at home.
Young man: I've heard that the King is acting the same as
usual. He shows no remorse. I wonder how he really feels,
now that Prince Kiefer's gone.
Soldier near exit: Oh, well, if it isn't HERO. They say that
another new island has suddenly appeared.
Merchant by fountain: If only I didn't have to bring food to
that contemptible old man living on the cliff! If not for that
obligation, I could start a business on the new continent!
Young man: The rumor is that Hondara's finally getting
kicked out of his house. He's certainly racked up the debt,
that's for sure!
Gabo (chat): Will Hondara get kicked out of his house?
Where will he go now?

Old man: That's odd. What happened to the girl you always
have around? So, Orka actually stole her away from you?
Love's a dangerous game.
Old woman on first floor of north house: Just a little while
ago, I told Hondara that I'd kick him out of the house if he
didn't pay his rent soon. Then he went home, looking
strangely pale. I'll bet he's sorry now!
Young woman upstairs: If we ask Hondara to leave, I fear
he'd end up living in the temple. The holy sanctity of such a
place would probably burn his sinful body to ashes. Poor
ashes...
Cat: Prrrr... Meowww.
Little boy outside: I saw Hondara today! He went inside
here, looking kind of pale. Then he burst right out with a big
smile on his face! Is he up to something?
Dog outside cliff house: Woof! Woof!
Old man in bed: Zzzzz... Fun bags... Mmbl grmble...
Gabo (chat): Is that old man asleep? That's too bad. The
only reason we came here was to see him.
Orka’s father: That Orka. Always bringing girls over to his
house. I hope he doesn't get in trouble for it.
Orka’s mother: Hmm? Aren't you with the self-centered girl
today?
Orka: Hey there, HERO. Huh? Oh, I see you don't have
Maribel with you today. Aha! I get it. I bet she doesn't like
you anymore! Am I right? Huh? Judging from the dismal look
on your face, I'd say I've hit the nail on the head. Say
nothing more! I don't care. Don't worry yourself over it. Men
are always pawns to the whimsy of women.
Melvin (chat): There is nothing worse than a young man who
speaks without considering how others feel.
Orka (again): Bwa ha ha. I don't know what happened, but
man to man, let me say that I know just how you feel. I feel
for you, man! Pfff— ha ha ha!

Woman by well: I'm sorry that Prince Kiefer is gone, but I'm
sure Princess Leesa will bring a good husband to the Royal
Family. Maybe if you play your cards right, you could become
Prince, HERO. Ha ha ha!
Innkeeper: Oh, brother. Hondara's looking far too lively for
his own good today. When Hondara gets that look on his face,
you just know you're in for trouble.
Bunny girl: Sigh. Looks like Hondara finally came in today.
Man in black pants: He's involved in salvaging a shipwreck
this time? Doesn't Hondara know that he's one step away
from getting kicked out of his house? I bet he's going to live
a long life, what with the energy he has.
Old man: The longer I'm around Hondara, the more I feel
sick to my stomach.
Hondara: That's my point, old man. It's not like opportunities
just grow on trees. And now's your chance! All you have to do
is lend me some money that you don't need right now! {to
HERO} Ah, is that you, HERO? Well, it looks like you've
overheard what I was just saying. There's no harm in that. I
suppose I'll tell you as well. This is just a rumor, but I've
heard that there's a shipwreck that's encased in ice. That
ship is probably full of incredible treasure. If I can find and
salvage it, I'll be a rich man. And that's why I'm pooling
funds right now for the salvage operation. That's why I don't
have any time for the likes of you.
Gabo (chat): Wow! So Hondara is actually smart! Hey, do you
think Hondara will buy me some food when he gets rich?
Melvin (chat): Hmm. It seems that Hondara has not changed
much at all. A frozen ship? It is hard to believe that such a
thing actually exists.
Hondara (again): There's talk of a sunken ship somewhere in
this world. If only I could salvage it... When I hear about
shipwrecks, I can smell the profit.

Woman upstairs: We're getting guests from other lands now,
thanks to all the new continents appearing. This makes the
job of cleaning these rooms more satisfying.

Estard Castle
Guard Captain: There are rumors going around that Amitt of
Fishbel is very ill. Amitt, like Borkano, is one of the most
famous people in our country. The King seems worried about
him too.
Melvin (chat): Apparently, word of Master Amitt's illness
has reached here as well.
Soldier in guardhouse: Have you heard? Sir Hondara is
planning something outrageous. He's going to raise all the
sunken ships onto dry land. That's Hondara for you. If I
wasn't working at the castle, I'd join him in a second.
Soldier on east castle grounds: If any monsters show up,
I'm going to run away! Oh! Please don't tell anyone of my
cowardice.
Maid on the right: It seems that Amitt of Fishbel has fallen
ill. No matter how peaceful the world is, people still can't
avoid getting sick.
Maid on the left: When the King accompanies her at the
table, Princess Leesa manages to eat all her meals. But
unfortunately, she hasn't cheered up yet. She's still upset
over the Prince's departure.
Chef on the right: Even now, I sometimes forget and
accidentally make an extra serving for the Prince. Oh my, I
must really be sad.
Chef on the left: No matter how busy he is, the King hasn't
missed a meal with Leesa ever since the Prince left. Don't
you think he is a kind-hearted man?

Old man in cellar beneath kitchen: All this food is meant
for the nobility. It's nothing but first-class stuff! I suppose
there's no point bragging about it though.
Lady on second floor: It's been ten years since the Queen
passed away. And now Prince Kiefer is gone as well. I thought
that someone like me might be able to support the King.
Maid in Kiefer’s room: I was ordered by the King to turn
this room into a closet. But won't that make Prince Kiefer
sad whenever he returns? I'm thinking of leaving the room as
it is, even if I get scolded by the King.
Knight on back terrace: A while ago something seemed to
flash beyond the sea. Maybe it was a ship from some other
country out there.
Soldier outside royal chambers: These are the King's
chambers. His Highness is absent right now. But Princess
Leesa, in whom flows the royal blood of our kingdom, is here.
As always, I must ask that you please show her proper
respect.
Princess Leesa: Well, HERO! It's so good to see you! I've
decided to stop being sad about my brother. Knowing my
brother, I know that once his mind's made up, he never
changes it.
Lady on front terrace: Wherever the Prince is, all of the
citizens pray that he is living happily. It would be nice if this
prayer reached Prince Kiefer himself.
Soldier at top of castle: If I accompany the expedition
party, I'll get to see island after island with my own eyes. I
think I'm going to put in an application for a job with them.
Bard: They say monsters really do appear in the very small
part of the brand new island. I thought monsters were
imaginary. How dreadful!
Old man fortune-teller: Hello, my friend. Would you happen
to need a prophecy? (Yes/No)

Old man (if you say ‘No’): I see. But my prophecy might be
more useful than you think.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Mumble mumble mumble
mumble, Presto! Oh, I see it, I see it! You will meet a
beautiful girl in the near future! Hmm? I think I've seen this
girl somewhere before. Hmm, who could she be? Well, who
cares! In any case, your destiny awaits!
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! I want to hear that man shouts shout
again!
Soldier in guardhouse on the left: Judging from this map, it
looks like almost all the islands in the world have appeared.
What awaits us once that happens?
Soldier on left side terrace: On the island that appeared
recently, I hear there are nomads who never stop traveling.
If it's true, I bet not even the expedition party could find
them.
Soldier pacing in front of throne room stairs: All's well!
Soldier in throne room on the left: This is the throne room
of the King of Estard!
Soldier on the right: Nothing unusual to report!
Minister: There was a time after the Prince was gone when
His Majesty was in very dark spirits. But now he seems to be
recovering little by little.
King Burns: Hmm, HERO and companions. Has your journey
been going well? I heard that Amitt of Fishbel has fallen ill.
Is that why I haven't seen Maribel either? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Perhaps I have reached
the wrong conclusions.
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): It seems my assumptions were
correct.
King Burns (continued, either way): HERO, I would like to
impart some wisdom to you. Life is a series of meetings and
partings. But a man of focus has nothing to fear from saying

goodbye. Kiefer never properly bid his life here farewell. The
people that cared for him have lost the lust for life that
they once so rigidly clung to. They are like lifeless husks,
meandering around, awaiting the sweet release that only
death can offer. You will have as many meetings as farewells.
That was my point. You must believe in yourself, and continue
on your journey.
Melvin (chat): I/space/am alwasy always moved my by King
Burns' words. Let us leave here. We have no time to waste.
Gabo (chat): It looks like Kiefer's dad is feeling a lot better
now.

Johann

Princess Michaela

Mardra Castle Town
Melvin (chat): There's nothing better than a world free of
strife!
Gabo (chat): HERO, let's try and talk to someone. I want to
find out what's good to eat here!
Maribel (chat): Everybody here seems to have plenty
of free time, and meanwhile we risk our lives every
day in battle. Sigh.
Man in blue vest at entrance: Welcome to Mardra, city of
music and culture!
Maribel (chat): Music? How can music form a
culture?

Bard: La la la! Welcome to the City of Music! Celebrate
today's possibilities!
Gabo (chat): 'Music'? What's that? Can I eat it?
Maribel (continued): You really are as stupid as you
are fetid, aren't you? Music means songs and such!
Didn't you know that?
Gabo (continued): I know that much! Come on!
Dog: Bow wow wow!
Gabo (chat, inside large building): Wow! Look at all the
stores here! Let's check them out, HERO!
Melvin (chat, inside large building): I never expected that
the Royal Magic Research Institute would be used for shop
space.
Maribel (chat, inside large building): This used to be
the Royal Magic Research Institute, right? This place
has changed so much.
Fighter at the bar: In this kingdom, getting in shape won't
do you any good. Girls are only impressed by men who excel at
song and dance. How I envy those dainty minstrels!
Man in black pants: Drink will soothe your travel fatigue
more than anything! C'mon, have yourself a drink or two!
Old man: That Johann is so lucky! Can't he spare just one for
me?
Young woman: Won't he play the tula for me today?
Dancer: His tula playing is amazing. Just hearing it makes you
want to dance.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. I really envy that red-headed musician.
He has three different women swooning over him!
Johann (red-haired young man): Nothing is better than a
drink in the afternoon, is there? I've never seen you around
here before. My name is Johann. I'm the greatest musician
you will ever meet. Let's have another drink!
Gabo (chat): Wow! Is Johann the greatest musician?

Melvin (chat): What a bold statement to call oneself the
world's best musician! I'd like to hear him someday.
Maribel (chat): What? He's drinking already? That's
so low!
Johann (again): On the instrument called the tula, there's no
one better. There isn't anyone around who can beat me.
Bunny girl: Hey, hey, promise to write a song for me!
Johann (continued): Okay, okay. I will soon enough.
Bunny girl (continued): Ooooh! Thank you!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe this! How can people
find him charming?
Observation: HERO examined the map. It looks like a local
map.
Young woman past shops: The area below is a perfectly
preserved relic of a bygone era. It was called the Royal
Magic Research Institute. If you'd like to take a look, please
go ahead.
Gabo (chat): Let's check out the downstairs, too!
Maribel (chat): They used to research magic here? I
remember! What a worthless field of study! They
should have just asked me about it!
Scholar in basement: Under orders of a former king, this
area was used for research on the strongest forms of magic.
But, that's all in the past. Mardra is the center of art now,
and in particular, music. Music soothes the souls of the
people.
Melvin (chat): It may be true that magic is useless in a
peaceful world. It would have to be a truly peaceful world.
Gabo (chat): Art? Sounds impressive. Maybe I ought to try it
out!
Observation: Tools for magic study.
Scholar on platform: Once upon a time, after much war and
turmoil, King Zeppel of Mardra cast a magic spell to turn
himself into a monster. His power was so terrifying that he

could have destroyed Mardra Castle with a single blow.
Finally, the two countries united in peace, and Zeppel put
magic behind him and turned to painting. One's heart can find
solace in art. That is what the tired King realized. The people
followed the King's lead and learned to love the arts. Since
then, peace has blessed the kingdom.
Young man on market terrace: Maybe I'm not cut out for
the harp after all. I screw it up just like everything else in
my life.
Dancer: I enjoy dancing to his music the most! The fact that
he's not very polished gives him grit.
Scholar in center house: Welcome to the headquarters of
the Princess Michaela Fanclub! Do you want to become a
member? (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): I see. If you change your mind,
you're always welcome to join!
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): Excellent! Your Princess Michaela
Fanclub Membership Number is 109! If the Fanclub finds any
hot, top-secret info about the Princess, we'll tell you all
about it!
Scholar (again): Oh! You're a member, aren't you? Sorry, we
don't have any new info on the Princess. Come again!
Observation: A painting of Mardra castle hangs on the wall.
Young man in inn (innkeeper): 'La la la!' Welcome travelers!
Good afternoon. How can I help you? {inn talk}
Gabo (chat): 'La, la, la! Hello to the inn! Let us come right
inn!' Ha ha! Am I good or what?
Maribel (chat): Can we get a discount if they stop
singing for us?
Dresser – Silk Robe
Bard in church: The kingdom's finest musician, Johann, is as
lazy as he is fickle. But he respects his master.
Gabo (chat): Dino used to live here, didn't he?

Maribel (chat): Johann's a popular guy. Everybody's
talking about him! Of course, we'll be as popular as he
is once we go back to Estard.
Bard in next house down the road: Welcome. This is a
musical instrument shop. We provide instruments for the
Royal Musicians registered with the castle.
Melvin (chat): The people here take music very seriously.
Maribel (chat): Why did we go into the music shop?
Bard (behind counter): All of these instruments are of the
finest quality. Normally they're priced so high you'd faint.
But by decree of the Princess, we sell them to the musicians
at half-price. The other half, of course, is covered by the
Princess herself. What a wonderful lady she is!
Observation: Various instruments lay upon the desk.
Bard behind music shop: Strum... Strum... Hmm, I just can't
get it right. I want to learn how to play the tula like Johann.
Gabo (chat): Music's harder than I thought.
Melvin (chat): What a respectable young man. It is vital to
make an effort every day to improve yourself.
Maribel (chat): Johann? Is he handsome?
Woman in house behind church: Food is like music. It needs
harmony between love, taste, and appearance. When it all
comes together, the food is delicious.
Old man on roof: I heard from a sailor that there's a tribe
that plays strange and mysterious music. And they have no
homes, just tents they take with them as they travel. Pretty
strange, huh?
Cat in northern house: Nyah nyah!
Sailor upstairs: Yahoo! I'm always working out, you see! I
won't let this guy beat me! Lalala!
Gabo (chat): Hmm. So training your body is what music is all
about.
Maribel (chat): Aargh, he's so loud! Shut him up,
HERO!;

Dresser – SeaShell Hat
Tough guy in the other room: Grrgrr! Roarrr! Gyahaha! My
singing voice is prime today! Not like that dolt next door!
Gabo (chat): Awrooo! I can do it too!
Maribel (chat): What did he mean by that?
Warrior behind northern house: I came all the way to this
kingdom in hopes of finding work. But they say they don't
need any soldiers who can't sing. What should I do now?
Melvin (chat): How strange. They turn away any soldier that
cannot sing.
Gabo (chat): I didn't know that singing could be so useful!
Maribel (chat): Even if he could sing, I doubt he'd
get a job.
Woman at well: Hmm. My vocal cords aren't doing too well
today. La lee! Cough cough!
Young woman at well: You like music? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Really? You'll start liking it
while you're in Mardra.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Great!
Well – EvilWell
Old woman in well: When you get older, even the laundry
becomes a real chore. I can't do it without taking breaks in
between.
Young woman in well: Tee hee! It isn't easy doing the
laundry, you know! In the days of King Zeppel, laundry must
have been a cinch with the use of magic!
Dresser – TinyMedal
Scholar: Long ago, this land was a renowned center of magic.
It engaged in long and terrible wars. Now it is a peaceful
kingdom, populated with lovers of music.
Melvin (chat): So people here play music rather than using
magic? There's one way to preserve peace.
Barrel – TinyMedal

Old bard in northwestern house: Damn that Johann! He
skipped his tula practice again! Eh? Oh! A customer! I'm
sorry, but Johann is out right now. Please come back later.
Melvin (chat): That musician is no ordinary man!
Gabo (chat): Is he Johann's owner?
Maribel (continued): You bumbling fool! You don't
'own' people! That's only used for animals!
Gabo (continued): Oh, so I made a little mistake!
Sorry!
Maribel (chat): Johann lives in this house, you say?
It's not that impressive.
Old bard (again): Johann, the finest musician in the land, is
my little brother. He's a great player, but he's got a terrible
habit of goofing off. I'm really quite confounded by him.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookshelf is
filled with sheet music.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a worn
diary on the bookshelf. It appears to belong to Johann's
mentor, and contains an entry. 'Surely, this boy with
incredible tula talent entering my life is divine fate. His
innate ability to play the tula is uncanny. I intend to pass on
what knowledge and skill I possess to him. I believe that is
why I was created, to teach him everything I know.
Little boy by northwestern house: Did you know that our
kingdom is ruled by Princess Michaela?
Gabo (chat): Is Michaela as strong as Zeppel? I want to see
her!
Melvin (chat): Is the country governed by the Princess? I
would like to meet her.
Maribel (chat): The Princess, you say? Well, there's
no way she can compare with me.

Mardra Bridge

Gabo (chat): I love this place! It's so big and wide. I feel
great!
Melvin (chat): No matter how long I stand here, I cannot tire
of this glorious view.
Maribel (chat): ... I'm not scared of heights! I'm not!

Mardra Castle
Melvin (chat): With such a large castle, there must be many
servants. It can't be easy to manage all of them.
Gabo (chat): This castle is huge! I could get lost in here.
Maribel (chat): HERO, don't you think that Estard
Castle is far more splendid than this place?
Soldier on the left: This is Castle Mardra. Travelers are
always welcome!
Soldier on the right: La la la! A traveler's heart, wearied by
travels! Hear my song, and let your sadness unravel!
Melvin (chat): Is this a welcoming song? I appreciate it.
Gabo (chat): Hee hee! This guard is a real comedian!
Maribel (chat): Singing doesn't solve everything! Life
isn't that easy, you know!
Melvin (chat, inside): With such a large castle, there must
be dozens of servants. It can't be easy to manage all of
them.
Maribel (chat, inside): Estard Castle is far more
glorious than this paltry place! Don't you agree,
HERO?
Soldier by door: If you've come to see Princess Michaela,
proceed through these doors. If you're here to see the
castle, enter through the side doors.
Lady in seamstresses’ room on the right: All the clothes
for our fair Princess Michaela are made here. We make a new
dress for Her Highness every day.

Gabo (chat): You don't need clothes to live! What's she going
to do with all this?
Maribel (chat): Are all these dresses owned by
Michaela? I can't believe it!
Observation: Fancy dresses line the wall.
Young woman: Michaela's so lucky! I wish I had half the
clothes in her closet.
Melvin (chat): All these dresses look the same to me.
Observation: A loom stands idle.
Woman: Fwip fwip fwip! I wonder if I can compose a melody
on this loom.
Old woman: Fwip fwip fwip... Zzz... Fwip fwip... Agh! Ha ha!
I've used this loom so long, I can work it in my sleep.
Gabo (chat): Wow! This old woman is so cool!
Maribel (chat): She was sleeping on the job! Isn't
that dangerous?
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was empty...
Treasure chest – Mimic
Observation upstairs: HERO checked the treasure chest.
But the chest was locked!
Observation: An awe-inspiring statue rests here.
Observation when you solve the puzzle: There was a sound
of something opening!
Treasure chest – Party Dress
Female warrior upstairs on the left: This is Princess
Michaela's personal bathing area. You must leave!
Female warrior upstairs on the right: This is where the
Princess rests her weary body after a day of work. I'm
sorry, but common people are not allowed to enter.
Old man on third floor of northeast tower: The unadorned
beauty of the flowers, the water, and the sky. It'd be nice if
there were more songs about that!

Lady: Princess Michaela and the Duke are the only ones
governing this land. It must be hard for such a young woman.
Bard: Ahhh, my face is so beautiful! Behold its reflection off
the water!
Soldier downstairs on first floor: If you want to speak to
someone, talk to him through the bars.
Sailor in jail downstairs: Damn it! What kind of lock is on
this that chest? I thought there wasn't a lock in the world
that could stand up to my skills, but I can't couldn't do a
thing! I must know what's inside!
Gabo (chat): Hmm, a treasure chest? Which chest is he
talking about, HERO?
Maribel (chat): That's just because he didn't have
the skill to handle it. Now he'll think twice before
trying to steal!
Maid on third floor of northwest tower: Whew! I have to
clean up so we'll be ready for guests!
Bard downstairs on first floor: I'm told my singing voice can
down a bird in flight. That's why I'm part of the defense for
the castle!
Guard Captain: Long ago, this land was divided between
Mardra and Raguraz. After the alliance, though, the number
of soldiers has dwindled.
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Chef on second floor of southwest tower: I thought bards
and poets were light eaters... Lord, was I wrong! Huff huff...
Dancer: Dancing all day builds up a healthy appetite! Hey,
chef! Is dinner ready yet?
Scholar upstairs: This room is a leftover from Mardra's age
of magic, when people came from far and wide to learn of the
occult.
Bard: Magic is an invisible force that influences people's
hearts. Just like music, don't you think?

Gabo (chat, downstairs on first floor): I've never seen
most of this stuff before! Is it okay if I touch?
Melvin (chat, downstairs on first floor): Just as I'd expect
from the City of Music. What a wonderful collection!
Maribel (chat, downstairs on first floor): This room
is full of books and instruments! Princess Michaela
must be quite eccentric.
Bard by stairs: It is said that all music originates from
hymnals. A single migrant people spread the first songs
across the world. Their silver songs have inspired all of our
musical traditions.
Merchant: This is a library of rare instruments and
songbooks. Musicians may use this library to help improve
their abilities.
Scholar: Hymns, love songs, rain dances, anthems... There's a
song for every occasion.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookshelf is
packed tight with musical scores.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'Uncatalogued
music — Do not touch'
Young man: Here we're busy researching new instruments. I
can't tell you how long the fine-tuning takes for each one.
Bard by instruments: My job is to write out folk songs
handed down by the people. You'd be surprised at how many
are out there.
Observation: A horn taller than HERO sits here.
Observation: A large tambourine sits atop the desk.
Observation: A trumpet lies here.
Observation: Various percussion instruments lay on the floor.
Observation: Sheet music lies on the desk. Some of it is
written for the Tula.
Soldier in throne room: That's Princess Michaela back
there! If you desire an audience, you'd best mind your
manners.

Old man on the right: I must have Michaela's decision on
these matters...
Gabo (chat): I don't know what's going on, but they look very
busy.
Maribel (chat): Unbelievable! Don't they know how to
use their brains?
Old man on the left: Princess Michaela solved this problem...
I'll give her this other one, too! As for everything else... I'll
just consult Michaela!
Melvin (chat): The fate of this country is resting on the
Princess' shoulders.
Duke (man in brown vest): Hello, travelers, and welcome to
Mardra! You should pay your respects to the lovely Princess
Michaela while you're here.
Melvin (chat): First of all, we must greet the ruler of this
country.
Gabo (chat): Let's leave the old man alone and talk to the
Princess!
Maribel (chat): What are you doing? The Princess is
right there! Come on!
Princess Michaela: Hmm... Travelers, are you? I'm the
Princess Michaela. This is my home. Our doors are always
open to travelers. Let our music course over your weary
bones. Mmm?
Princess Michaela (if someone other than HERO is leading
the party): Hey! You, in the back! Show yourself! {HERO and
the leader switch so that HERO is in front.} Oh my God! My
wish has been granted!
Princess Michaela (if HERO is leading the party): Wow!
Princess Michaela (continued, either way): How wonderful!
You're the same age as me! I thought I'd never see anyone
without wrinkles for the rest of my life? What's your name?
Maribel (continued): I'm Maribel.
Gabo (continued): Gabo!

Melvin (continued): My name is Melvin. Such a beautiful girl
you are, Princess.
Princess Michaela (continued): [HERO told Princess Michaela
his name.] I see. And what brings you to my kingdom?
Maribel (continued): And that's the story. Well?
Isn't it impressive?
Melvin (continued): And now we find ourselves here. There is
still much to do.
Gabo (continued): Well, that's all! It was a blast!
Princess Michaela (continued): You lucky commoners! I
haven't been allowed to leave here in ages! Thank you for
coming to visit me. May I call you and your companions
friends? (Yes/No)
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘No’): No? Oh, how cute!
You're being shy!
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from
above): Farewell, my friends. Visit me whenever you like. I
want to hear all your stories! If you have problems on your
journey, please don't be afraid to confide in me. I'll do
anything in my power to help you. Good luck, HERO! I'll be
praying for your safe journey.
Gabo (chat): Friends! Friends! Hee hee, I'm so happy!
Maribel (chat): We became friends with the Princess!
Aren't you proud?
Princess Michaela (again): What? You came to visit me? I'm
sorry, but I'm so terribly busy I could die! Would you mind
coming back later?
Observation: It's a view of Castle Mardra from the sea.
Duke (again): Ah, the Princess' friends! Greetings! I always
feel so sorry for the poor little thing... She's busy every day,
working hard for her country. I know she'll enjoy your
company, though!
Maribel (chat): Working all day long? The very
thought makes me shiver!

Observation: A portrait of Princess Michaela hangs here.
Soldier by stairs: Princess Michaela's room is at the bottom
of the stairs. Be careful!
Old woman in Princess’s chamber: Mardra used to hold all
the arts in the highest esteem. But thanks to the Princess,
we only deal in music now. She was only good at singing and
dancing when she was younger. One day she asked why
Mardra had to do things she didn't like... Ho ho ho! This
country's celebrated its legacy of music ever since!
Gabo (chat): So people sung sang while painting in the past?
That sounds too hard for me!
Maribel (chat): What a selfish brat! Only a wee
blubbering babe makes decisions like that.
Observation: A painting of a grey blob hangs on the
wall/period/ 'Castle Mardra, by Michaela'
Observation: A painting of a green monster hangs on the wall.
'Picnic in the Forest, by Michaela'
Maid in kitchen downstairs: Princess Michaela is a wonderful
woman, but sometimes she explodes in anger. Grandma always
told me that the best minds all have short tempers. I just
hope I'm not around the next time she loses hers!
Nun in chapel: The Priest Dino used to be the King's closest
confidant. I can only hope to serve in the same capacity to
the Princess today.
Melvin (chat): What a beautiful friendship they have!
Maribel (chat): I'm glad Dino and the King worked
things out after we left.
Princess Michaela (again, if you leave the throne room and
come back): Oh my! It's HERO! Just as youthful as ever, I
see! How are you? I'm busy, as always, but thanks for
visiting. I could use a break. Don't worry, I'm still praying
for your safe journey.

Mardra Castle Town

Scholar in center house: Oh, you've come at the perfect
time! We just caught wind of some big news! Some travelers
that just dropped into town were lucky enough to become
friends with our Princess! Huh? The travelers are you people?
Aw, don't pull my leg! We'll keep you updated on further
reports! Until then!

Great Fane
Gabo (chat): That long corridor is perfect for racing. I'll
race you sometime!
Melvin (chat): Ah, the clean air of a fane is always a pleasure
to breathe!
Maribel (chat): HERO! What are we doing here?
Fanes aren't any fun!
Nun: Welcome to Mardra Fane, ancient capital of the
Kingdom of Magic!
Bard: Oh, this magnificent fane. Its beauty is far from plain.
It keeps alive the memories of the ancient world, its true
purpose, now unfurled. Though it now is weathered, the
people it do still revere. And it stands a monument of an age.
Wizard on the right: This fane dates back to Mardra's Age
of Magic, although almost no one bothers to study sorcery
these days.
Gabo (chat): Hey, what happened to that neat old guy who
was here?
Maribel (chat): In other words, they no longer have a
need for magic. Well, magic is a lot more useful than
music is!
Wizard on the left: I came here to study some of the
ancient magic contained within these abstruse Mardran
tomes, but all this singing is distracting me from my studies.
What a strange land.

Man in blue vest on second floor: You see this fane used a
lot for gatherings and such. It's the biggest building in the
land, after all!
Wizard on the left: I heard that the King of Mardra used to
be a very powerful wizard. He was so incredibly powerful, he
could destroy castles with one blast! But one day, he stopped
using his magic powers all of a sudden.
Scholar in room on the left: This is the storehouse for the
Magic Research Institute. The Great Magic Era may be gone,
but its writings still survive.
Observation: Smoke pours out of the foul liquid in the pot.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer'. 'With four
medals in hand, I continue in my search for the castle of the
Medal King. For a while, I journeyed along side of the Dejans,
a nomadic tribe. They are following a truly divine quest, to
find the Altar of God and revive the diety. Like mine, the
journey of the Dejans is truly a noble one. May their mission
end in glorious success.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookshelves
are filled with reference books on magic.
Wizard at the desk: Somewhere in the fane lies the grave
of the High Priest. It's said great treasures are buried
inside. But its location remains a mystery. The only hint he
gave was to enter the statue and cross yourself.
Melvin (chat): A statue? What part of the fane would they
put a statue in?
Gabo (chat): So, this old guy is the High Priest? I wonder if
he has any food hidden around.
Maribel (chat): The High Priest's treasure? That
might be worth searching for, don't you think?
Temple monk behind altar: A king once said that magic
punishes those who use it for evil ends. Magic also has the
power to heal and protect people as well. At this fane, magic

for protecting people has been passed down from generation
to generation.
Nun on the right: You're travelers, aren't you? Our fane's
doors are always open. Would you like to rest here? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): Oh? Well, do let me know when you
become tired.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, then. Pleasant dreams. {The
next morning...} Well, take care of yourself.
Young man in central garden: Where do those middle stairs
go? It's so strange.
Melvin (chat): There was a strange room like that in the
castle, too.
Maribel (chat): The central staircase? Oh, I know
that one! Am I going to tell you? No!
Observation: A statue of a great wizard stands in the
corridor.
Treasure chest – WindShard
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Observation: The grave of the High Priest Mardra.
Pot – Mystic Nut
Observation: HERO checked the grave. Written on it was a
long epitaph. 'To the wise, may your wisdom expand forever.
I, Mardra, have spent my life researching the ultimate magic.
Although no one can use it now, I leave it for the future.
Majustis — The power to erase any spell cast upon oneself. I
only hope that this magic may only be used for good. — High
Priest Mardra' [HERO learned Majustis!]
Gabo (chat): Wow, HERO! I'll bet it's spellbinding magic!
Melvin (chat): You've found it! Well done!
Maribel (chat): What? The hidden treasure was a
magic spell? Boring!
Gabo (chat, on Mardra Island): Mountains and oceans are
havens for fun!

Melvin (chat, on Mardra Island): I wonder what happened
to Mardra and LeGras?
Maribel (chat, on Mardra Island): I'm bored! This
place's nothing but mountains!

CHAPTER 18

A Distant Relative Joins the Party

Deja Camp
Melvin (chat): Interesting. They have very unusual homes.
Gabo (chat): Hey! I've seen this scenery somewhere before,
but where could it have been?
Gabo (chat): Oh, that's right! This is a Dejan tent. You
remember, don't you, HERO?
Young Dejan man behind tent: Shhhh! This is the best part!
Sigh... Seeing Aira's dance just moves me so much.
Gabo (chat): Er? I feel like I've seen this before.
Melvin (chat): How shameless, being a peeping tom in public
like that! On second thought, if what he saw was that
exciting, I think I should like to see it, too!
Dejan man guarding tent: Well! It is most unusual to meet
other travelers here. We would normally welcome you with
open arms. Unfortunately, we are currently in the middle of a
sacred ritual.
Gabo (chat): That song we heard from the tent was actually
better last time!
Melvin (chat): I do not know the details, but it cannot be
helped since they are in the middle of an important
ceremony. Master HERO, let's try again later.
Woman in pink on the right: Oh, travelers! How rare!
Although, I suppose we're travelers too. We've just been in
one place for a long period of time.
Dejan man (again): The ritual is not yet over. Please, wait a
little while longer. You might wish to speak with the other
villagers in the meantime.

Observation in first tent on the right: A Dejan musical
instrument lies on the floor.
Dejan man: We Dejans have been traveling for hundreds of
years. Originally we were just trying to avoid the Demon
Lord, but now, we're in search of the fabled Altar of God.
Melvin (chat): So this is the Deja tribe I've heard so much
about! They continue their arduous travels as they wait for
God to be revived. You have to look up to people like that.
Young Dejan woman: They say the Altar is beyond the
western mountain range. As you can see, however, there's
nothing there but ocean. Perhaps the ancient writings have
misled us.
Gabo (chat): That's strange! I seem to remember that there
was a mountain to the west of here.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, you say that you are certain
that God's Altar was here before? I wonder if that means
something has caused a change in the terrain?
Young Dejan woman in tent on the right: We've got
everything a tula player could ever want here, but we still
can't find anyone like the legendary musician.
Gabo (chat): Is the legendary player Jann, by any chance? I
remember the beautiful music he made with his tula.
Observation: An ancient book of sheet music lies on the desk.
Observation: A well-polished tula lies against the wall.
Young Dejan man on rug outside in back: Aira is the tenth
generation dancer of our tribe. Her ancestor, Layla of the
second generation, is said to be the best dancer in history.
Aira was expected to take after her, but she's as delicate as
a RockGolem.
Gabo (chat): It's been eight generations since we met Layla,
and the Dejans are still around now. I guess Kiefer managed
to protect them all.
Melvin (chat): No, young women are most appealing when they
have a bit of the shrew in them.

Young Dejan woman on rug: Nobody seems to be into the big
ceremony today, including the main attraction herself, Aira.
We don't even have a good tula player to accompany her.
Pot – TinyMedal
Horse on the right: Neigh!
Horse in the middle: Snort... Snort!
Horse on the left: Whinny!
Young Dejan man in large tent in back: Hey, you look like
the ancient saviors drawn in our tomes. Of course, those
legends are hundreds of years old.
Pot – Rib
Little boy outside on the left: Sigh... I wish they'd hurry up
and finish the ritual. Aira promised she would practice
swordfighting with me today!
Woman in pink: Our ancestors sealed the Altar to protect
God from the Demon Lord. I suppose it's still our duty to
resurrect Him, but with today's peace, I wonder what the
point is anymore.
Dejan man in tent on the left: Sheesh! How long is the
Chief going to make us stay here? We're still nowhere near
finding the lake, yet he's had us sit here for days!
Confounding, isn't it? (Yes/No)
Dejan man (if you say ‘Yes’): Right! Besides, who knows if
the Altar of God even exists?
Dejan man (if you say ‘No’): What? You think the Altar's
actually around here? Ha! I don't see how you can believe in
that tired myth. Even if we do find it, it's foolish to think
that we can revive God.
Gabo (chat): We saw God's Altar with our own eyes! You
should have told the man, HERO.
Melvin (chat): How dare you fail to believe in the revival of
God!
Pot – Life Acorn

Dejan man in front of chief’s tent: The ritual is not yet
over. Huh? Oh! It appears to be finished! Well that was fast.
{The tent flaps open.} Huh? {The man steps aside and Aira
walks out of the tent.}
Voice (continued): Wait, Aira! The ceremony isn't over yet!
{She looks back toward the tent, then wanders off without a
word.}
Dejan man (continued): What happened, my Chief?
Melvin (chat): I caught only the briefest glimpse, but the girl
who dashed out a short time ago was a stunning beauty.
Gabo (chat): You know that girl who went running out a while
ago? She had a familiar scent.
Dejan man in chief’s tent: How could you, Aira? Jumping out
of the ceremony like that isn't ladylike.
Chief: Oh, you're travelers, aren't you? I'm terribly sorry. I
just don't understand what's got Aira in a huff. Why must
she refuse her destiny as a dancer? I tell you, youth these
days have no respect for time/hyphen/honored traditions!
Gabo (chat): I feel bad saying this about the Chief, but Jann
is was a better tula player than him.
Chief’s wife: We know that the Demon Lord was sealed away
long ago, but it is unknown whether he may return to ravage
our land. That's why we must pursue our mission and
resurrect God. And for that, we need the talents of the
dancer, Aira.
Melvin (chat): Is Miss Aira the beautiful lady that I saw a
while ago? Was she the dancer for the ceremony to revive
God? I really must see her dancing sometime.
Gabo (chat): So who is this hero that brought peace to the
world? It couldn't have been Melvin. He was frozen as solid
as a rock. If not Melvin, the who?
Treasure chest – 60 gold coins
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Observation: The trunk is securely locked!

Woman in pink on the right: Huh? Don't tell me Aira ran off
again. She may be talented, but her attitude needs some
work.
Young Dejan woman in second tent on the right: Long ago,
there was a legendary tula player named Jann. He was
banished from our clan for breaking one of its rules. If only
he was around, I'm sure Aira would want to dance more.
Gabo (chat): Jann! I remember the way he played the tula.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, do you know the tula player
called Jann? (Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘No’): I see. Things did not go as
you wished.
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’): As I expected, Master HERO, you
are quite well-known/no hyphen/. You are a witness to
history!
Young Dejan man on rug in back: Aira is a fine dancer, but
she has such a wild side to her. I bet she's run off to that
cliff in the west again.
Gabo (chat): The cliff in to the west. Hey, HERO! Let's go
there!
Young Dejan woman at the back of camp: It's obvious Aira
hates the Chief's tula playing. We used to have an excellent
player, but he left the tribe. We searched long and hard for
him, but with no luck.
Melvin (chat): As accomplished as you are he was, you he
surely could have taken leadership of the Deja Tribe.
Furthermore, why did that musician turn his back on the
tribe?
Gabo (chat): It's true that Jann played the tula much better
than the Chief. I kind of understand why the woman over
there doesn't like the performance.
Little boy: She promised she would practice sword-fighting
with me after the ceremony. She's about as trustworthy as a
Trickbag.

Woman in pink on the left: I can understand how Aira feels.
Do we really need to keep up the tradition these days?
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, you and your companions seem
quite exceptional when compared to other young people these
days. Even in the olden days, there were few young men as
accomplished as you are, Master HERO.
Gabo (chat): The rules of Deja seem to be strict. I don't
think I can follow them.
Dejan man in first tent on the left: Hey! The tula stopped!
Did something happen to the ceremony? (Yes/No)
Dejan man (either way): What? Aira ran away? Ha! It
figures! She's only a decent dancer, but she's really
something with a sword! The soul of a Guardian, trapped
inside the tight/comma/ little body of a dancer!
Melvin (chat): What a super woman! A dancer as well as a
swordsman. I suspect that she's the type who won't let
perverts like myself off lightly.
Young Dejan man behind Chief’s tent: Oh, Aira's dancing
just makes me feel so... Ooooh!

West Shore
Gabo (chat): Whoa! What an amazing view!
Melvin (chat): What a marvelous sight!
Aira (as you approach): {She is standing in
front of a grave.} Who's there? Oh, it's just
you! I thought someone from the village was chasing after
me. Hello. I am Aira of the tribe of Deja. Do you wish
something of me? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Oh, so you've come all this
way for no particular reason? Don't try to fool me.
The Chief sent you to bring me back, right?
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, so the Chief asked you to follow
me.

Aira (continued, either way): Well, sorry, I have no desire
to be a dancer. Now please, stay out of my business! {She
leaves.}
Melvin (chat): If the Revival Ceremony dancer is in such a
state, perhaps reviving God must wait a while longer.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what Aira was doing in a place like
that this?
Observation: HERO read the inscription on the tombstone —
'Here lie the Holy Dancer and the Holy Guardian of Deja'.
Observation (if you check the back): HERO looked at the
tombstone. But he couldn't read the inscription from this
side!

Deja Camp
Woman in pink to the left of the bonfire:
Adventuring,/space/eh? I bet you've seen some sights in
your time! (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): You haven't? So, what are you
traveling for, then? Don't be so hasty in your actions. Enjoy
life, before your inevitable demise.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I bet you think we're a pretty
strange little tribe, then. (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Ah, you're not as narrow-minded as
I expected!
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, you've got to have
something to believe in.
Dejan man on the right: We Dejans have been traveling for
hundreds of years. We were sent long ago to search for the
Altar of God. Who in the world sent us, though?
Gabo (chat): I was wrong to think that the people of Deja
were having fun with their freedom.
Little boy in first tent on the right: Zzz... Zzz...
Woman in pink: Snort! Zzzzzz...

Young Dejan man on rug in back: Aira was at that western
cliff, wasn't she? (Yes/No)
Young Dejan man (if you say ‘No’): What? She wasn't
there? Maybe you just missed her.
Young Dejan man (if you say ‘Yes’ or if you speak to him
again): That's where her parent's parents’ grave is. We
Dejans don't usually bury our dead, but that's what she
wanted.
Gabo (chat): I see. That grave is for Aira's parents. So, I
guess Aira was visiting the grave a little while ago.
Melvin (chat): The Deja Tribe is always traveling, so they do
not have the custom of erecting tombstones for their dead. I
can't help feeling that something is missing without a
tombstone.
Young Dejan woman: Aira has seemed preoccupied since her
return. Perhaps she is considering searching for a skilled tula
player on her own.
Melvin (chat): A tula player? One has to wonder if a person
of such skill lives in the present age.
Young Dejan man in large tent: Zzzzz...
Young Dejan man in tent on the left: Aira must truly love
dance. She wouldn't be able to dance so beautifully
otherwise!
Gabo (chat): I see. So Aira dances well because it's her
passion. That makes sense! I can eat fast because eating is
my passion!
Melvin (chat): So Aira is that good of a dancer, is she? In
that case, I should have asked to watch!
Young Dejan woman: My husband is always peeking into the
Chief's tent! Honestly, I think he's Aira's number-one fan!
Melvin (chat): It is improper to view the sacred dance if you
harbor impure thoughts. I'm perfectly suited for it, of
course. I have such a pure mind.

Dejan man in next tent on the left: The entire ceremony's
been put on hold. There's no point in worrying about Aira
now, I suppose. It's not like we can perform the ceremony
without the TerraTula. Besides, Aira comes from too
adventurous a family to sit still.
Melvin (chat): We do not know where God's Altar is, and we
have not found the tula player. Sigh. It looks like we have a
long way to go to revive God.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, the famous defender who loved
adventure must be Kiefer!
Dejan man in front of Chief’s tent: Oh, it's you! I apologize
for what happened during the ritual. We normally adhere
strictly to our code, but no one's about to argue with Aira's
swordsmanship!
Chief, in his tent (as you approach): So, you're determined
to go, Aira? No matter what?
Aira (continued): But we still haven't found the Altar. You
don't need me,/no comma/ yet! I must continue my search. I
am certain that there is a tula player somewhere.
Chief’s wife (continued): But, Aira, we know nothing about
the legendary tula players! They could have all died off ages
ago,/no comma/ for all we know!
Aira (continued): No! There has to be someone alive that can
play the TerraTula! {She turns around and notices the party.}
Oh! Greetings, friends! Right, Chief! As long as I have my
trusty companions, there's no problem!
Chief (continued): What? The travelers? But they've just
arrived here!
Aira (continued): Yes, that's true, but these people truly
understand me. {to HERO} You'll come with me to look for
the master tula player, right? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Shhh! Please, let me try to talk to
him. [repeats question]

Aira (when you say ‘Yes’): {to Chief} Do you need any
further reassurance, Chief? These people are seasoned
travelers. I'll be safe with them.
Chief (continued): That's true, but aren't there more
important things to consider here?
Gabo (chat): When in the world did we start traveling with
Aira?
Melvin (chat): Do you wish to have Miss Aira join our party?
That's not a bad idea!
Aira (if you try to leave the tent): Where are you going?
Please, at least stay until he's done talking!
Aira: I need to find a tula player before we find the lake.
With his music, I'll be able to truly put my heart into the
dance.
Chief’s wife: I'm sure Aira must be giving you a hard time.
Chief: How do we know this musician even exists? How do we
know you'll even come back again, Aira?
Aira (again): So, do you think we should set off now? It'd be
best to leave at night, so we don't cause a commotion. {to
Chief} All right, Chief. I will return soon.
Chief (continued): Sigh. Once you set your mind to
something, Aira, you don't let go! I guess it runs in the
family. You have to be the most headstrong girl I've ever
met! I also know how much you value our quest. Therefore I
give you charge of our TerraTula. Guard it well. {He opens
one of the baskets in the back.}
Aira (continued): Chief!
Chief (continued): This is the TerraTula, passed down
through our tribe for centuries. We will need it for the
ceremony to revive God. If you suspect that you have found
the person that you are looking for, then have him play this.
Then have play this. If he can, then he's got to be the one!
Aira (continued): Thank you so much. I will protect this tula
with my life.

Chief’s wife (continued): Aira, please, be careful in your
travels! We in the tribe think of you as our very own child!
Aira (continued): Oh, don't look so down. I know how much
you care about me. Once I find a tula player, I'll come right
back! Okay, this time I'm really going! {to HERO} Now, let's
go! {You all walk out of the tent.} I do not wish to cause any
fanfare, so I am quietly taking my leave. {She leads you out
of camp and all the way to the West Shore.}

West Shore
Aira (continued): All right. Just wait a moment. {She walks
over to the grave.} This is the grave of my ancestors, where
my parents are buried. This is our holy blade, which is passed
down from generation to generation. {She lifts the sword up
in the air.} Do you see that rune on the blade? It's the seal
of the Holy Guardians, my ancestors. Supposedly, this sword
was found by the first of them. The Chief doesn't approve of
me having a sword, so I hid it here. Now that I'm going on a
journey, I'm sure that it will be useful. That's why I'm
bringing it with me. {She walks over to the cliff.} Wow, the
moonlight is so beautiful tonight. It's getting quite late. We
should camp here for the night. I'd like to hear your stories,
too. {She lays down on the ground.} Hey, why don't you come
over here? You can see God's glory in the design of the stars.
HERO, Aira, and the other companions
fell asleep to the sound of the waves.
Feeling the warm sea breeze on his face, HERO
remembered the carefree days of life in his village.
The next morning...
Aira (continued): Good morning! Shall we go? [Aira joined the
party!] I want to give you this. It's very important. This has

been passed down amongst the Deja for ages. {She brings out
a Shard.} I'll put this Shard with the rest of your
possessions. Shall we be off?
Melvin (chat): It is so nice to travel with ladies. They always
provide good company and cheer.
Gabo (chat): Aira seems to be nicer than Maribel. What a
relief!
Aira (chat): HERO, let's go to find the tula player, shall we?

Deja Camp
Aira (chat): I feel a little embarrassed to be here with you
and the others, HERO.
Gabo (chat): I think the Deja people are probably going to
feel pretty bad about Aira leaving.
Melvin (chat): Master Aira is tremendously well-liked by her
tribe, so I imagine they will miss her dearly.
Horse on the left: Whinny, whinny!
Horse in the middle: Snort.
Horse on the right: Whinny! Snort!
Young Dejan woman in back on rug: I thought Aira was
going to search for a tula player on her own. There's
something so unique about Aira's personality. That's what
makes her dancing so gripping!
Melvin (chat): Indeed. I am most eager to see Master Aira
dancing.
Gabo (chat): You know, Aira seems a little different from
the other Dejans, don't you think? I wonder why it is that I
get this vague feeling of nostalgia?
Aira (chat): Sometimes even I feel constrained by my status
as a Deja dancer. I'm basically happy here with my Deja
people, but I also yearn to see more of the outside world.

Young Dejan man on rug: Heh heh! With no monsters around
to worry about, getting drunk in the afternoon like this is
fun! Hic! It's about time I got a break around here! Hic!
Woman in pink in tent on the right: Aira is the type that
never changes her mind about anything. One of her
ancestors, a legendary Guardian, was the exact same way.
Supposedly, he always annoyed the Chief with his adventures.
Aira (chat): You're so mean! I'm not really that reckless, you
know!
Gabo (chat): The reckless defender, huh? It reminds us of
somebody, doesn't it, HERO?
Dejan man near bonfire: We Dejans have been traveling for
hundreds of years. I'm sure Jann lived long after he left us.
And if so, then his descendants might still be around.
Gabo (chat): Jann, huh? I wonder if he had any descendants.
Aira (chat): Jann, the legendary musician? I wonder what
kind of man he was.
Young Dejan woman dancing by bonfire: I'm so glad Aira is
traveling with such brave friends. We're all praying that
you'll find the Temple of God. Good luck!
Second young Dejan woman dancing by bonfire: When we
dance, we dance passionately, in praise of God. When I dance,
I can feel the energy coursing through my body. When Aira
dances, the energy courses through the whole village!
Melvin (chat): It makes me most eager to see Aira dance. We
must hurry to find the musician.
Aira (chat): At any rate, that's how I feel when I'm in an
upbeat mood. Lately it's been hard, but if a legendary
musician will be playing, I'm sure my passion for dance would
come flooding back.
Young Dejan man near Chief’s tent: I wish I could join Aira,
but I'm stuck with... I mean, I'm happily married. Don't fawn
all over her just because she's incredibly sexy!
Gabo (chat): Fawn? I used to chase fawns when I was young.

Melvin (chat): I am just an old coot, all wilted and dried up,
so you need not worry about me.
Dejan man in front of Chief’s tent: I'm sorry that we're
relying so much on you and Aira. We must find out what
happened to the Altar of God.
Chief: Oh, it's you, HERO. I'm very grateful to you and your
friends. Please, take good care of Aira for us! If there are
any descendants of the legendary tula player around, then
they might already be well-known musicians. It may be best
to start your search that way.
Aira (chat): If there is a descendant of the legendary
player, he must be a gentleman.
Melvin (chat): Let the Chief take care of God's Altar. We
must find the tula player as soon as possible.
Gabo (chat): A musician good enough to become the talk of
the town. Do we know anybody like that?
Chief’s wife: We need someone to play the TerraTula for the
ceremony, but only the ancient family of tula players is up to
the task. On top of that, the musician must be young, and
healthy. I can't wait to see how your dancing will have
improved, Aira, when you finally return from your travels.
Melvin (chat): So they're all young people. I must say I feel a
bit left out.
Gabo (chat): I'm young, but there's no way I could learn to
play the tula. I think I prefer dancing, myself.
Aira (chat): Grandmother, I promise that I will perform my
greatest dance ever when the time comes.
Dejan man in tent on the left: It looks like the Chief wants
to stay here, after all. The ancient tomes say that the Altar
is in the sea to the west. If that much is true, it's almost as
if someone has tried to hide the Altar. Only God Himself
could do that!

Gabo (chat): So God is in the hidden Altar, right? It's
amazing what God can do even when he's sealed inside that
thing.
Woman in pink by the bonfire: Adventuring,/space/eh? I
bet you've seen some sights in your time! (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): You haven't? So, what are you
traveling for, then? Well, how do you expect to help Aira out,
then?
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Have you ever heard of Jann, the
legendary tula player? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, hopefully you and Aira can
find one of his descendants!
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Huh? You met him? Ah ha ha! That
would make you a million years old, then! Ohh, ho ho ho ho! I
love meeting people with a sense of humor!
Gabo (chat): A legendary musician, huh? I wonder what we
have to do to find one.
Aira (chat): I wonder where our generation's tula master is.
Should we look for him in countries where music is popular?
Little boy: Why'd you run away like that, Aira? You said you
would practice sword-fighting with me! Sniff. I want to
become a Guardian, too!
Melvin (chat, on Mardra Island): The legendary player...
Where could he be?
Gabo (chat, on Mardra Island): Let's feast at the castle
while we're here!
Aira (chat, on Mardra Island): Reviving God is the one true
desire of the Dejan tribe. I'll make it happen someday.

Mardra Castle Town
Aira (chat): All the people in this town love song. It's really
nice.

Melvin (chat): This land is as peaceful as usual.
Gabo (chat): Hey, we've already come this far. Let's stop at
the castle, HERO!
Fighter at the bar in the large market building: With
Johann gone, I thought I might finally have a chance. But, no.
I am as disliked as ever. I could change classes at Dharma
Temple, but I think the real problem lies in my undeniably
homely appearance.
Melvin (chat): They all look sad somehow.
Old man: Hee hee— Hic! Munch munch— Urp!
Bunny girl: Johann suddenly stopped coming by. I sure miss
him.
Aira (chat): I guess Johann's not in the mood to drink.
Something must be wrong. Why would someone not want to
drink?
Young woman: Johann doesn't play the tula at all nowadays.
Do you think that he might be injured?
Nun in church at altar: A funeral song is an appropriate
offering for a soul returning to God's side. A festival song is
a frivolous insult to a departed soul. Johann is worthless.
Anyway, is there anything I can do for you? {church talk}
Bard in music shop behind counter: We also repair
instruments at this shop. Mardra is full of musicians, so I
prosper year-round!
Bard behind music shop: O despairing mourners, with heavy
hearts of grief! The soul of your beloved, bumbles like the
bee! I'm singing for that family that just had a funeral.
Gabo (chat): A burial? Who died?
Melvin (chat): How sad. But I'm sure he's found a peaceful
resting place at God's side.
Aira (chat): Even if you don't know the person, it's always
sad when somebody dies.

Woman in house behind church: I really overestimated
Johann! I can't believe the stupidity of it! Playing a festival
song at my father's funeral!
Aira (chat): What could Johann's motivations have been? I
just can't figure it out.
Melvin (chat): So the deceased was the lady's father, was
it? I give my deepest condolences.
Gabo (chat): Damn. She's ugly when she's angry.
Scholar in center house: We've got some wonderful news
today! Princess Michaela's favorite food is omelettes! Oh! If
only the Princess would eat one of my homemade omelettes!
Ahem! We'll keep you updated on further reports! Until then!
Young woman at well: That tula player Johann nearly caused
a riot the other day!
Melvin (chat): Johann created some kind of commotion?
What could have happened?
Gabo (chat): What did Johann do? Hit on the women at the
burial?
Aira (chat): What a commotion... And the talk doesn't sound
good!
Woman at well: That degenerate! Johann played a festival
song at the funeral! He played it magnificently, but the
family was horrified!
Melvin (chat): Hmm... Did Johann have a good reason, I
wonder?
Aira (chat): Well, it's no surprise the family was angry. What
could Johann have possibly been thinking?
Gabo (chat): A burial? That's not good. What's wrong with
Johann?
Sailor upstairs in northern house: He is annoying! He never
goes home. La la la!
Tough guy: My little sister kicked me out. Damn. La la, la lee!
Johann in bed in next room: ...

Melvin (chat): I am sure he has his reasons. We should leave
him alone.
Aira (chat): Something's strange. What happened?
Gabo (chat): Johann is angry. I am hungry. Life must go on.
Dancer: Oh, Johann. Are you still worried about the funeral?
That song is was fantastic. I felt something special when I
heard it. Please, play the tula again.
Johann (continued): I don't feel like it. I'm sorry, but just
leave me alone.
Dancer (continued): What's the deal? First you weasel your
way into staying here, then you just decide not to enter the
contest! It's my place!
Aira (chat): He's not willing to tell us, and it remains a
mystery!
Gabo (chat): I bet he got kicked out after that incident at
the burial.
Melvin (chat): Amazing how he can move so swiftly into a
young lady's room! No, no, I am not envious. I am just saying
that it is, er, inappropriate!
Warrior behind northern house: La la! I am a soldier! So
strong! So agile! Oh, God. This is incredibly degrading. I just
want some work.
Old bard in northwestern house: That idiot Johann isn't
here. I bet he's at the bar or with a woman. I forbid him
from playing the tula until he shapes up, and then he runs
away from home!
Aira (chat): He's actually getting angry with concern for
Johann.
Gabo (chat): I feel nervous in here. Let's hurry up and leave,
HERO!
Melvin (chat): Oh, my! Even the Master is angry! This must
be serious!

Mardra Castle

Melvin (chat): A splendid castle, indeed.
Gabo (chat): The tops of mountains! The throne rooms of
castles! I love places with great views!
Aira (chat): Travelers should always visit the king or chief of
each new land, HERO.
Bard in music library on the left: Strings, horns... Each
instrument creates its own music. Even the same song will
sound totally new when played on a different instrument.
Studying many types of instruments is the path to truly
understanding the mechanics of music.
Lady in seamstresses’ room on the right: Princess Michaela
spends every day governing her people. The least we can do is
help her look marvelous!
Female warrior on the right, upstairs on third floor: The
Princess hasn't been by at all lately. I dearly hope she
doesn't overwork herself.
Old man on the right in throne room: I must have
Michaela's decision on these matters immediately!
Gabo (chat): Wow! This castle is as busy as usual.
Old man on the left: Princess Michaela solved this problem...
I'll give her this other one, too! Hmm... I think I'll ask
Michaela about these five matters.
Melvin (chat): The work of managing a kingdom is far more
troublesome than fighting monsters!
Aira (chat): So many people depend on the Princess. I feel
sorry for her.
Duke: Ah, the Princess' friends! Greetings! I always feel so
sorry for the poor little thing... She's busy every day,
working hard for her country. I know she'll enjoy your
company, though!
Melvin (chat): Without the help of the Minister, the Princess
could not run the kingdom nearly as smoothly.

Aira (chat): The Princess is almost the same age as HERO.
She could be out enjoying herself!
Gabo (chat): I'd rather talk to the Princess than this old
guy.
Princess Michaela: Welcome to Mardra! Mmm? What's the
matter? Tell me what's wrong. I'll try to help you out! Hmm...
I see. The legendary tula player... The TerraTula... How
exciting! You're on a quest to find the legendary musician of
the Deja? I believe I can be of assistance. This is the City of
Music. I can stage a contest here, to decide the best tula
player in the world. If I give a large prize to the winner,
every tula player should show up! The TerraTula will be used
at the contest. Only the legendary musician can bring out the
silvery song of that tula! Do you like my idea? (Yes/No)
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't be silly! This
is my greatest idea yet! I'm so excited! We'll make this a
grand occasion!
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from
above): Well then, I'll send out the official notices
immediately! It'll take some time for all the musicians to
come, I'm sure, so come back in a while. Thanks a lot, HERO!
You've completely relieved my boredom.
Aira (chat): Thank goodness we asked the Princess! I can't
wait for the contest!
Melvin (chat): I am sure there is much to prepare. We must
be patient.
Gabo (chat): I wonder when the contest will be held. I can't
wait!
Princess Michaela (again): Don't be so impatient, HERO! It'll
take time for all the tula players to arrive.
Gabo (chat): What, not yet? HERO, let's go find something
to do while we're waiting.
Aira (chat): I wonder where the contest will be held.

Melvin (chat): I can understand your impatience, but we must
not rush things, Master HERO.
Duke: I've just sent out the official proclamation! It'll take a
while for musicians to make their way here. We won't start
until you come back, so feel free to travel more!
Aira (chat): It will be nice if they wait for us, huh, HERO?
Gabo (chat): How long is 'a while'? As long as it takes to eat
a meal? Or longer?
Melvin (chat): It will take quite some time for the news to
spread, and for the tula players to gather here. Perhaps we
should do as the Minister says and take our leave from
Mardra for now.
Maid in kitchen downstairs: The world's greatest tula
player, huh? Maybe I should give it a shot, too!
Old man on the left back in throne room: What is Michaela
thinking? We can't have a tula contest! What about all this
paperwork?
Old man on the right: Why do we have to have a tula contest
now? We're busy enough as it is!
Lady in seamstresses’ room on the right: People from all
over the world have gathered here. I'll need to pull out all
the stops for the Princess' dress!
Young woman: There's a big tula contest taking place soon!
They've made the day a national holiday. Everyone's going to
watch!
Female warrior on the right, upstairs on third floor: I
hope the tula contest helps the Princess relax a little.
Lady on third floor of northeast tower: The tula contest
will begin soon. Tee hee hee, I can't wait!
Bard: That Princess Michaela is a generous woman... Play the
tula well, and you'll have anything you want!
Bard on first floor of northwest tower: I've never touched
a tula, but I won't let that stop me!

Maid upstairs on third floor: Would you believe all these
guests? There's not enough room!
Chef on second floor of southwest tower: Has every single
musician in the entire world come here? I can't feed them all
by myself! Huff huff...
Dancer: All the world's best tula players are here! I'm so
excited!
Bard in music library downstairs: Strings, horns... Each
instrument creates its own music. The best instrument in the
world is nothing without a good player. And Johann's the
best player in the world. That's why I think he's going to win.
Melvin (chat): I certainly look forward to hearing Johann's
performance at the contest.
Gabo (chat): Who will win the contest? Johann?
Aira (chat): Johann's appearing, too. He's the best player in
the land, so it's no wonder.

Mardra Castle Town
Melvin (chat): They really do love music.
Aira (chat): A lot of people will be coming to the contest.
Everyone must really be looking forward to it.
Gabo (chat): The whole town's talking about the contest!
Perhaps there will be food, as well!
Little boy: Did you hear the news? A whole bunch of tula
players are going to come to the Great Fane! One of them will
be named the greatest tula player in the world!
Melvin (chat): So the contest will be held at the fane, will it?
We must remember that.
Aira (chat): It's being held in the fane? It seems they're
willing to use all available means.
Old bard in northwest house: A contest to determine the
finest tula player? Yes, I'm sure Johann would win if he

entered. But if he intends to break the rules and play the
tula, I'll disown him.
Gabo (chat): The old fella looks kind of sad.
Scholar near well: The only instrument that can be played in
the contest is the TerraTula. I'm not sure why this is, but
the Princess must have her reasons.
Young woman by well: The tula contest is going to be held in
the Great Fane! But I'm not sure when.
Gabo (chat): The contest's going to be at the fane? That
place has room for many.
Woman by well: The other day he made a stupid mistake, but
his skill is as great as they say. I just know Johann will win!
Aira (chat): The legendary player of our tribe, chosen by the
TerraTula. Is it really Johann, I wonder?
Warrior behind northern house: La la! I am a soldier! Always
wearing armor! Prepared for any situation! When? When will
this mockery that is my life end?
Sailor upstairs in northern house: He is irritating! He snores
so loudly. La la la!
Tough guy: This guy grinds his teeth in his sleep! I can't
stand it, but my little sister took my room! La la, la lee!
Johann: ... The contest? I don't know.
Gabo (chat): Johann looks depressed. Maybe he's hungry?
Melvin (chat): Johann has been gloomy for a long time. I am
getting concerned.
Aira (chat): Boy, he sure seems down. If we get him to focus
on the contest, he should snap out of this.
Dancer: Come on, just forget about that funeral! Everyone's
looking forward to your tula playing. We know you'll win,
Johann!
Johann (continued): Please, just leave me alone.
Dancer (continued): Johann, why haven't you touched the
tula since the funeral?

Aira (chat): You think he'll be all right in the contest? I'm
getting worried.
Melvin (chat): The clamor surrounding the burial incident
must still be bothering him.
Gabo (chat): What? He hasn't played the tula since the
burial? Why not?
Scholar in center house: We've got some wonderful news
today! Princess Michaela's temper has caused her to
overturn dinner tables a total of 259 times! She's now
surpassed the former King of Mardra to take the all-time
record! Sigh, I'd love to be overturned by the Princess too!
Ahem! We'll keep you updated on further reports! Until then!
Bard in music shop: Welcome. This is a musical instrument
shop. I'm terribly sorry, but we don't carry tulas like the one
being used at the contest.
Bard behind counter: I've heard the TerraTula is a very
rare instrument. I sure wish we could disassemble one for
study.
Nun in church: I sense a strange power from the TerraTula.
I really want to go see the contest, too. {church talk}
Bard near inn: La la la! I will be entering this great contest,
too! But I realize that I have no chance against that cad,
Johann.
Gabo (chat): Well, HERO, Johann is the most popular
contestant. Do you think he's going to win?
Aira (chat): He can't give up before it's even started, HERO.
He's already entered the contest. Now he's got to do his
best!
Gabo (chat): Johann's amazing. Everyone's talking about him.
Melvin (chat): It sounds as if every last citizen of Mardra
will attend the contest.
Fighter in bar in market building: First Johann stopped
coming to the bar, then I hear tula players from the world
over will be showing up. My bad luck just never ends.

Bunny girl: Johann's definitely going to play in the tula
contest, right? But I wonder when the contest is going to
take place?
Gabo (chat): Everyone has such high hopes for Johann.
Young woman: Everyone knows Johann will win, but he's been
so down lately. I'm worried!
Melvin (chat): Women always fall for the sorrowful type.
Young man on market building terrace: A tula contest, huh?
I would've entered if I were better at music. Then Princess
Michaela would give me a home to live in with you.
Dancer: How wonderful! Tula players coming from around the
world! I can dance to so many different tunes!
Man in blue vest at town entrance: Welcome to Mardra,
city of music and culture! A contest to determine the finest
tula player in the world will be held soon! I can't wait!

Great Fane
Melvin (chat): Musicians fill the fane! It is quite a sight.
Aira (chat): Yes, this place is perfect for the contest!
Gabo (chat): They're getting ready! HERO, this is going to
be so much fun!
Nun on the left: Welcome to Mardra Fane, home of the
great tula contest!
Soldier on platform: Ahem! We'll use this seat for the
Princess' viewing post. We're busy preparing for the contest
right now.
Bard on the right: When does the contest start, anyway?
Did I come here too early?
Soldier behind platform: Hmm... Should spectators go over
here, or over there?
Wizard on the left: This fane used to be the epicenter of
magic in the world, and now it's being used for some silly
music frippery...

Wizard on the right: If I won the tula contest, I'd be the
most famous man in the world. It'd sure beat sorcery, I have
to admit!
Man in blue vest upstairs: I hear they're renting out the
entire fane garden for the contest. People are coming from
all over the world! It ought to be exciting.

Baloch’s Bridge
Aira (chat): That's quite a bridge. It's not only large, but it
has an unusual design, too.

Litorud
Aira (chat): This is quite a nice, quaint town. Except for
those few strange structures, anyway.

Baloch’s Tower
Aira (chat): After seeing this tower, I've come to realize
Baloch's greatness. He certainly wasn't the kind of person
that was suffering from an inflated ego.
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. 'I, Baloch, have
left my treasure in this tower, which is my final work. To
keep the unworthy from discovering my hoard, I have fitted
the tower with many traps to keep intruders out. However, I
knew that someone would eventually make it to the top. To
the one reading this, I have but one request of you. Do what
you will with the treasure you find here, but please, do not
touch the two paintings I have left behind. I pray that you
will respect my wishes. —Baloch'
Aira (chat): He must be a real weirdo, building a tower like
this just to hide two paintings!

Engow
Young woman at entrance: Oh, are you travelers as well?
Welcome to Engow Village. If you want to soak in a hot
spring, you've got to go below the well that's in the center of
town.
Aira (chat): Oh, there's a hot spring? That's nice.
Tough guy in southeast corner: You all probably don't know
this, but the village celebrates a festival called the Festival
of Flame. It's supposed to be this amazing festival dedicated
to the God of Flame that lives in Mt. Flame. I've been living
here for long time, though, and I've never seen any festival.
Aira (chat): How could they cancel the Flame Festival?
Young woman in southeast house: His cooking tastes a little
better than it looks. I guess you could call it 'manly', if you
were so inclined. The stew he made a little while ago had
potatoes and carrots just thrown in whole.
Aira (chat): It doesn't matter what the food looks like. If
it's made with love, it tastes good.
Dancer on stage in eastern house: Da-dance! Dance-da-da
dance! Yow! Look! Look at my dancing, so full of passion!
Aira (chat): She must really enjoy dancing, too! If we didn't
have more pressing matters, I'd get up there and dance
circles around her!
Merchant near Chief’s house: You're travelers, aren't you.
Have you tried a hot spring yet? I highly recommend it! The
effect of the hot spring is amazing! Your skin will become
smooth! You'll become totally healthy!
Aira (chat): I'm going to pass on the hot spring.
Observation: HERO looked into the well.
Aira (chat, in well): Sorry, but I'm going to pass on the hot
spring.

Young man in water: And I really got my hopes up too, after
I heard that they had mixed bathing here. Still, the water
itself feels good, which is enough by itself to make coming to
this village worthwhile.
Aira (chat): Gross.
Pamela: Oh, it's you again. You want your fortunes told?
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm. All right, let me see your
faces. Look into my eyes.
Pamela (if HERO is first in line): Well, this is strange. I
can't see a thing. Hmm. I sense a mysterious power
emanating from you. It seems that the power is somehow
blocking my fortune-telling vision.
Pamela (continued, after all readings): Hmm./space/This is
what I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down
to five gold. Come on, pay up! [HERO reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Aira (chat): This fortune-teller is amazing! Her fortunes are
uncanny! I think I'm going to pass on having mine read.
Pamela: Oh, it's you again. You want your fortunes told?
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmmm. All right, let me see your
faces. Look into my eyes.
Pamela (if Aira is first in line): Huh? This is terrible! I can
see the shadow of a tremendous evil in your futures! Where
in the world did you come from, and where can you be going?
Not even my power can see this!
Pamela (continued, after all readings): Hmm./space/This is
what I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down
to five gold. Come on, pay up! [Aira reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Aira (chat): Brace yourself, HERO. Here we go!

Mt. Flame
Aira (chat): My God! I don't usually mind heat, but this place
is unbearable!
Young man on mountain path: You, travelers! You are
intruding on the holy sleeping ground of the God of Flame!
Heh... Not like anyone cares these days. This is so boring!
Why do I have to guard this stupid mountain?
Aira (chat): God is watching over you even now. Don't forget
that, HERO.
Warrior near dungeon entrance at the volcano crater: I'm
a soldier in the middle of training. You here to fight the
monsters, too? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Supposedly, the God of Flame
lives in the heart of this mountain. It would be best for you
to go south, back to town. You could end up cursed,/no
comma/ if you stay here.
Aira (chat): Maybe we need a little more experience fighting
too, HERO.

Oasis
Aira (chat): The desert sure is hot!
Aira (chat, on World Map): Phew. Do I smell like sweat? I
hope not.

Dune Village
Aira (chat): People here wear such unique clothes! I'd like to
try some on.

Dune Palace
Little boy in upper left hallway of basement graveyard:
Mama! I'm scared, mama! Where'd you go?
Aira (chat): Oh, the poor thing. Where did his mother go?
Aira (chat, down one more level): The lotus flowers are
beautiful!

Sphinx
Aira (chat): It sure is a big statue!

Loomin
Young man at entrance: Welcome to the town of Loomin.
How unusual for travelers to visit such an out-of-the-way
place. Isn't much to see here except the grave of our hero,
but it is a nice, quiet town.
Aira (chat): This town has more than its share of crises.
Old man in house next to shop: Have you already heard?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): The great hero, Chibi, is said to
be dormant in this town, waiting to arise once more in time of
crisis. He's actually my great grandfather. My family are the
descendants of a hero. Are you impressed?
Aira (chat): So the lineage of the great hero still lives on?
HERO, you've met Chibi, right? What was he like?

Monster Park
Monster Guru: Oh! It's you! I got all the monsters that you
sent me. Unfortunately, I still don't have a habitat where

these monsters can live. I'm not sure how to build one, to be
honest. Aren't there any blueprints anywhere?
Melvin (chat): We cannot have them come here only to find
no place to live. Let us go quickly and find these blueprints!
Gabo (chat): What's a blueprint? Is it like a shard?
Monster Guru (again): Oh, it's you. You've brought
something with you today! Oh, my! It's a BluePrint! Oh, thank
you so much! I'll be able to build new areas in the Park with
this! I wonder what new kinds of monsters I'll be able to
keep... I can't wait to see!
Monster Guru (if you go outside and come back in again):
My dream is to build the best Monster Park in the whole
world. You'll be able to come here and meet all the kinds of
monsters! I hope you can help me make this dream a reality
someday! Be sure to let me know whenever you send any
monsters here.
Aira (chat): The world's greatest monster park! That's a big
dream!
Young man (assistant) in screen on the left: This hut is a
Monster House. You can use these houses to store multiple
specimens of a single species of monster. First, though, you'll
need to register the species that'll use this hut. Are you
ready? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): All right. Come back later.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): And which monster do you
want to put in this house? (Choose a Monster)

Krage
Bunny girl (as soon as you enter WorldDew Shop):
Welcome! Oh, are you part of a group? Our rules forbid
selling to more than one person in a group. {She looks to the
right.} That's why I want everyone that's not in line to wait

in those seats over there. You will of course shop with us,
won't you now? (Yes/No)
Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you very much! Please,
have your fellow travelers wait over there.
Aira (on stool): Such enthusiasm! Is it really worth all that
effort to buy?
Aira (on stool, if they sell out): What, sold out? Oh, what a
shame!

Medal King Castle
Slime on the left: Boing! Boing! I'm not a bad Slime! We all
live here happily with our master, the Medal King! Pay him a
visit while you're here! He's a wonderful man!
Aira (chat): The Medal King must be a very kind person.
That's why these Slimes like him so much.
Medal King: Welcome! I am a collector of TinyMedal from
across the world. Aha! You've got medals for me, I see!
Hmm... That brings the total up to ## TinyMedal! Excellent!
You've brought me 65 medals! Here's your Miracle Sword!
[HERO received the Miracle Sword!] Right now,
HERO/comma/ I have ## medals from you. If you bring me
75 you've got the BluePrint coming your way!

Mountain Tower
Aira (chat): Amazing! This tower looks so impressive from
the outside, but on the inside it's just rubble! It looks like it
could crumble any minute. I'm scared.

Hamelia

Old man near pub: Would you be interested in hearing the
legend of our town of Hamelia? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): The legend of the Flood and the
Bard has been passed down through the generations. Long
ago, a wandering Bard strayed through town. The Bard used a
mysterious musical instrument to enchant the people of the
town and lure them away. They awoke to find themselves held
captive in a lookout tower. Fearful of what might happen to
them, they decided to escape. Suddenly, a thunderous sound
was heard, shaking the very foundation of the tower. The
sound was that of a horrible flood that swallowed up the
surrounding land. Many should have been lost during the
disaster, but they were saved by virtue of the Bard's design.
It was clear to the people that the Bard had been sent as an
envoy of God. And that is the legend of Hamelia. I wouldn't
put too much faith in it, though. There is little evidence that
the flood even happened.
Aira (chat): The Bard who controls this mysterious power!
Could it be?

Hamelia Shrine
Aira (chat): You mean there were two towns here before?
It's quite desolate now.

Cave South of Dune
Aira (chat): What a roar! The feats of nature are truly
breathtaking.
Aira (chat, inside cave): Whoa! What the heck is that
gigantic thing down there? Strange.

Coral Lake Shrine

Aira (chat): I feel divine power of some kind in this place.
Soldier on second floor: I have waited, even in the face of
darkness. This world will not last forever. God's Legacy must
be found. The BlissRock will tell you when the time comes.
Aira (chat): So this building has something to do with God,
after all.
Observation about stone marker: 'Though God may have
perished in his physical form, His power shall endure through
all of time. As His legacy to this world, God has left behind
miracles to bring about our rebirth. We, the soldiers of God,
are the eternal guardians of one of those miracles. By means
of the BlissRock, we shall lead the way to rebirth.'
Aira (chat): So this fane was built by God? That must mean
it was used by the Soldiers of God!

Mezar
Melvin (chat): The impostor, Ragley? I do not hate him at all.
Aira (chat): This is the village you were talking about, right,
HERO? The one where that fake hero and his patron lives.
Dejan man near entrance: I've got some news that'll blow
you away! The Great Hero's been revived...and he's in Mezar!
If you don't believe me, go to Nicola's house and see!
Gabo (chat): We're the ones who should be welcomed! Not
some fake hero!
Melvin (chat): Being treated as a hero would only be a
hindrance to my travels. It may be best if Ragley continued
claiming my position for the time being.
Nicola: The Hero and the adventurers at my house! I must be
dreaming!
Aira (chat): I'm sure Nicola isn't worried.

Falrish
Cleaning machine: Vrrrr vrrrr!
Aira (chat): Really? This thing cleans up all by itself!
Young woman in southeast watchtower: This has been a
family of soldiers for generations. We only have one little girl
now, but we'd really like to have a son. My husband's so busy
at the castle, though, that it's not so easy. Goodness me!
What am I prattling on about? This is embarrassing!
Aira (chat): What does she want?
Armand: Oh, you people. Thank you for coming this far.
Thank you so much for what you did. I, Armand, will
remember you people forever!
Aira (chat): Armand was a wonderful old man, just as I
expected.
Little girl: Hi, you guys! You came back again! I heard from
my grandpa that you saved our ancestors! I don't know about
this in detail, but thanks! Tee-hee!
Aira (chat): That girl will be very sharp when she grows up.
She carries the blood of her ancestors, after all.
Young man on southeastern watchtower: I am a soldier at
Falrod Castle, this country's seat of power. When I get a day
off, I always come into the town of Falrish like this for some
rest and relaxation. This is such a peaceful and pleasant area,
don't you think? I just love it here!
Aira (chat): I love places like this. It's so calm and tranquil.
Man in blue vest in fort: This is just a rumor, but I heard
that building a mechanical man has come to a dead end. Sigh.
I was hoping to see a young and sexy mechanical lady.
Aira (chat): Is that the only thing that men ever think
about?
Little boy in barracks: I tell you something. I fell into the
pool! That's why my pants are soaking wet. It's true! N-no!
This is not from bed-wetting!

Aira (chat): Oh, poor baby, you fell in the water.

Falrod Castle
Old man in the workshop, as you approach: Okay! Throw
the switch!
Scholar on the left (continued): Right! {The robot, which is
a gray and purple palette swap of a tough guy, takes a few
steps then collapses.}
Old man (continued): Oh, no! Turn it off! Turn it off!
Scholar (continued): Y-yes sir! {He walks over and clicks the
robot off.}
Old man: Just as I thought— no good. What in the world
could be the problem here?
Aira (chat): Looking at these people, I'm beginning to lose
confidence in the future.
Soldier at castle gate on the right: This is Falrod Castle.
You may look around, but take care you do not give offense to
His Majesty!
Aira (chat): So this is Falrod castle. It's much nicer than I
expected.
Minister: No one has set foot in the Forbidden Zone since
the new edict was issued. I imagine Zebbot and Eri have had
a quiet time of it since then. They have the King's noble will
to thank for that.
Aira (chat): With a minister as dedicated as him, this
country will surely prosper.
King Falrod: Ahh, it's you people. I thank you for your help
earlier. I admit that I still have my regrets, but I've made up
my mind about Eri. I've accepted that that's how things must
be. I'll seize the future on my own! When we perfect the
mechanical servant, the future will be ours! You just wait and
see! Hah hah hah!

Aira (chat): So young, but already responsibly ruling the
kingdom.
Farmer on terrace: Sweep, sweep, sweep! I'm the man who
keeps the palace spic and span. Those tinheads never rest a
minute... so I can't, either! I can't let them get the best of
me! Get out of the way, would you? Sweep, sweep!
Aira (chat): That man is fighting with the mechanical
cleaner!

Zebbot’s Cabin
Observation: Eri lies nestled close to Zebbot. It looks like
her days of caring for him are over. However, the expression
on her face is one of contentment and peace.
Aira (chat): It's sad, but it's probably what Eri would have
wanted.

Immigrant Town
Aira (chat): Dejans are used to traveling, so making a camp is
easy. I can't imagine it becoming a town, though.

Fishbel
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... HERO's village always smells like
cooking fish!
Aira (chat): So, this is the village where HERO was born. I
envy those who have hometowns. We Dejans never had one.
Young woman at entrance: Hello, HERO.
Little boy on beach: According to my Dad, Amitt's feeling
much better.
Borkano (as you approach): Even so, he's an adult. You can't
just ignore him.

Mollie (continued): His behavior is totally inappropriate for
an adult! All he does is waste away! If you try to reach out
and help him, he just snaps at your hand.
Borkano (continued): Hmm. Don't talk like that. He may not
be much, but he's still my little brother. If nothing else, this
is an excellent opportunity. By paying his debt, we can
chastise Hondara.
Mollie (continued): Sigh.
Gabo (chat): HERO! I think you should listen to your mother!
Don't go causing trouble!
Aira (chat): That was HERO's mother, wasn't it? Ha ha! She
may have seemed a little upset, HERO, but I can tell she
worries about you.
Melvin (chat): Ouch! HERO's mother seems to be in a bad
mood.
Borkano: Ah, HERO. You're back. Amitt's condition seems to
have improved considerably. It's been decided that we
suspend fishing for a while, however, to give him some time
to relax. I figured this would be a good opportunity to take
care of some business in the castle town of Estard. If you all
have time, feel free to go home and rest. Mom will be happy
to see you, I'm sure.
Gabo (chat): HERO! I think you should listen to your father!
Let's stay at HERO's house tonight! Hooray!
Melvin (chat): Thankfully, the worst seems to have passed
for Master Amitt.
Aira (chat): The That was HERO's father, wasn't it? He
doesn't look very much like HERO.
Mollie: Let me just tell you this, HERO. Whatever you do
when you grow up, don't ever be a constant burden upon
others. All right? Sigh.
Old woman in church: It looks like Amitt quickly recovered
from his illness. Such wonderful news! The entire village was
praying for him.

Priest: Ah, HERO. I suspect you know this already, but we
have received glad tidings. As soon as Maribel returned
home, Amitt began recovering from his illness! Surely, seeing
his daughter's face put his mind at ease. {church talk}
Sailor in general store: Why's everyone gathered around
the boat? There's no voyage today. Fishermen just can't sit
still, I suppose.
Merchant: Before he fell ill, Amitt used to come by a lot just
to chat. I think he was lonely because his daughter was away
all the time.
Young woman in front of Amitt’s mansion: I had heard that
Amitt had largely recovered from his illness, so I came to
wish him well. Amitt's condition is much better than I had
thought.
Sailor on dock: When times are tough, Amitt says that we
should just take heart and pull together. This is no time for
me to be incapacitated by a cold!
Sailor on ship below deck: It breaks my heart to leave my
wife to go on fishing voyages, but if I didn't go, I'd feel even
worse. I'm a man of the sea now.
Sailor near weapons: Oh, is that HERO? Maribel isn't with
you, is she? She must be disappointed too. Why don't you
cheer her up?
Sailor in galley downstairs: What? Even If we can't go out
fishing, how could you go and bring some strange new woman
on the boat? What's that? She's one of your friends? Oh
well. I guess it's all right. What's your name, girl?
Aira (continued): Huh? Me? My name is Aira.
Sailor (continued): Aira, is it? I'll remember that. It's a nice
name.
Aira (chat): What was that? Hey, HERO. Does he always act
that way?
Sailor (again): Aira. What a lovely name. I'll never forget it
as long as I live.

Cat in Amitt’s mansion: Ffffft!
Maid in kitchen: I can't believe Master Amitt is sick! I just
can't imagine it.
Maribel’s mother upstairs: Ah, HERO. My husband is much
better thanks to you. The Father says that with rest, his
health will return. I'm relieved. I'm sorry for causing you
this trouble.
Amitt in bed: Oh, it's you, HERO. Thanks for coming out to
see me. I really appreciate it. To be honest, I never imagined
I'd end up like this. If it weren't for the concern that
everyone had for me, I wouldn't have recovered. If you run
into any of the villagers while you're out, please give them my
thanks. I appreciate it.
Gabo (chat): Did you speak with Amitt? I think he'll be all
better really soon!
Melvin (chat): It seems that Master Amitt's health has much
improved of late. I was quite worried about him. His recovery
is a great relief.
Maribel in her room: Hey there, HERO! Have you come to
visit Papa? Huh? Who's that? I don't think I've seen her
before.
Aira (continued): My name is Aira, and I am accompanying
HERO and friends in their adventure. It's good to meet you,
Maribel. I've heard all about you from HERO and the others.
Maribel (continued): I'm pleased to meet you! Aira, right?
Anyhow, you must have come to see Papa. He's pretty much
all better now. I think I'll have to stay with him for a while
longer, though. I know that it'll be tough without me, but try
to bear it. When Papa's all better, I'll come with you again!
Melvin (chat): It seems that Maribel has recovered as well.
Now we may continue our travels without worry.
Aira (chat): I really enjoy talking to Maribel. I wish I could
travel with her, but there's nothing I can do.

Gabo (chat): You feel lonely without Maribel around, don't
you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Is that so? It's kind of
surprising to see you talking like that, HERO.
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Sheesh! I shouldn't have asked.

Estard Castle Town
Old woman in church: Hey, you. Let me see your face.
Aira (continued): Are you talking to me?
Old woman (continued): It really is you! Now, where have I
seen you before?
Aira (chat): Who was that old woman just now? HERO, do
you think I resemble anyone?
Old man near fountain: Hey, is that a different girl you've
got with you today? You must be more suave than you look,
HERO.
Soldier near exit: Oh, well, if it isn't HERO. They say that
another new island has suddenly appeared.

Estard Castle
Aira (as you cross the bridge on the first floor): Wow!
Just breathtaking! I've never seen such a huge castle! I feel
somewhat at ease, though. Everything seems strangely
familiar.
Soldier on the right: Prince... Prince Kiefer? {He looks
around.} I must have been daydreaming, but it really felt like
the Prince was here. Hmm, maybe I'm just tired.
Soldier (again): I haven't felt happy ever since the Prince
left. Sigh.
Guard Captain: Ah, master HERO. Hmm. Looks like we've got
a new companion for our travels. HERO is on a journey of

prime importance for the world. The more comrades the
better. They can be welcome replacements for those that
fall on the field of battle.
Soldier outside royal bedchamber: These are the King's
chambers. Oh! It is you, HERO! Princess Leesa is within, at
the moment. As always, I must ask that you please show her
proper respect.
Princess Leesa: B-brother? E... HERO... My brother? My
brother's with you? (Yes/No)
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you, HERO,
for trying to cheer me up like that. {She turns away.}
I'm sorry, HERO. I should know better, but...
Princess Leesa (if you say ‘No’): It couldn't be true!
There's something in the air that makes me think my
brother's here! He is, right? ... No... I'm sorry, HERO. {She
turns away.} My brother's never coming back. I should know
that by now.
Aira (continued): You are Princess Leesa, correct?
Princess Leesa (continued): Oh! Who are you?
Aira (continued): Please pardon my sudden intrusion. I am
Aira, a traveler. You are mourning your brother's departure,
are you not?
Princess Leesa (continued): Yes...
Aira (continued): There's an old Dejan saying, Princess
Leesa... 'Do not cry for those far away, if you wish them
happiness in life.' Please, try to cheer up. That's the best
you can do for him right now.
Princess Leesa (continued): Thank you, Aira.
Aira (chat): I'm sorry, HERO. I might have been a bit pushy.
I usually don't talk like that, but I coudn't let it go this time.
Melvin (chat): Aira is a true lady.
Princess Leesa (again): Thank you, Aira! Thanks to you, I
feel a little better! Um, Aira? If you wouldn't mind, could you
come and visit me every once in a while?

Old man fortune-teller: Hello, my friend. Would you happen
to need a prophecy of your fate? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Papaya mucho! Pesce mucho!
Hara mucho! Presto! Hmm, I can't see it clearly. Is it a bird?
It looks like it's flying in the sky. Hmm? Oh, it vanished.
Sorry I wasn't much help this time. Well, anyway, that's the
prophecy. Come back again sometime!
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! I want to hear that man shout again!
Soldier on left side terrace: Even without Prince Kiefer
here, we still manage to be at peace. But it still makes me a
little sad.
King Burns: Ah, HERO. Ah! There seems to be a new face
here. Is that a new companion, HERO? Tell me your name, if
you don't mind.
Aira (continued): My name is Aira. I'm honored to meet the
ruler of such a vast kingdom.
King Burns (continued): Your name is Aira? What a strong
friend you've found, HERO. Hmm, I have a question for you,
warrior. Does my face strike a chord of familiarity in your
heart?
Aira (continued): ..... You must excuse me. I'm sure this is
the first time we've met.
King Burns (continued): Hmm, you're right, of course. I
appologize apologize for my candor.
Aira (continued): I am from Deja. I have traveled with my
family since childhood. Yet, for some reason this castle
seems oddly familiar.
King Burns (continued): I see. You're from Deja as well. Aira,
you may treat this castle as if it were your home. Visit here
whenever you like. This castle will welcome you whenever you
desire to visit. As for you, HERO, I bid you well on your
journey. You may take your leave.

Aira (chat): King Burns seems to be very kind. This is only
the first time I've meet him, but somehow he feels like a
father to me.
King Burns (again): Aira, please treat this castle as if it were
your home. Visit here whenever you like. This castle will
welcome you whenever you desire to visit.

Dharma Inn
Bunny girl on left side of the well casino: Once you turn
your gold into tokens, you can't exchange back. The wise
adventurer only uses his leftover gold for tokens.
Aira (chat): You should only play with the money you can
afford to lose, HERO.

Bandits’ Cave
Aira (chat): How long has it been since the men who live here
have had a bath?

Dharma Temple
Aira (chat): I had never seen Dharma Temple before I
started traveling with HERO.

Orph
Aira (chat): So this is Orph. It's huge!
Old man in town square: This is Orph. We give thanks to our
animals every day! We owe them this whole town, after all!
Ha ha ha!

Aira (chat): It's wonderful. These people really appreciate
their animals.
Horse sleeping in bed in southeast house: Whinny... Neigh!
Aira (chat): A horse? Sleeping on a bed?
Young man in shed: Chew, chew... Ptui! Yuck! This is
completely disgusting! How can cows and horses eat this
crap?
Aira (chat): So this is the shed where Gabo was? Hmmm.

Mt. Ceide
Aira (chat): This cave is awfully large. I would get lost here
by myself.
Deathpal-man in boss room: Scrub! Scrub! Scrub! Oh, hey!
You climbed all the way up here to see me? You know, when I
clean around my bed like this, I sleep better at night. I never
knew I was such a clean freak. Heh heh heh heh.
Aira (chat): That was a monster?

Brugeo’s Orph Mansion
Brugeo’s son: Hmm... You think I should take a bath and clean
up after all? (Yes/No)
Brugeo’s son (if you say ‘Yes’): Ach! Whenever someone
tells me to take a bath, it just ends up discouraging me from
doing it.
Aira (chat): He can take a bath whenever he wants, too to.

Dharma Inn
Gabo (chat): It's so noisy here. Are there a bunch of people
staying here or something?

Melvin (chat): Before I was sealed away, this building was a
temple. It is quite unnerving to see it as an inn.
???Maribel (chat): No matter how bad the service may be,
we don't have any choice. There aren't any other inns in the
area!
Melvin (chat, in basement pub): I remember the time when
this place was still a temple.
???Maribel (chat, in basement pub): Look at all these
people! All these customers! They have us to thank for saving
Dharma from the monsters, you know.
Tough guy at slot machine in well casino: That guy over
there hangs around this place all the time. Like the others,
he stopped by here for a little relaxation on his way to the
temple. Sadly, his path seems to have followed that of so
many lost souls. I'm hardly in a position to point fingers,
though...
Melvin (chat): After coming all this way, it seems a terrible
shame not to change classes.
Bunny girl on the left: Dharma Temple has been freed of its
monster inhabitants, but we're still not getting any more
customers now than we were before. People must not find it
all that interesting after all.
Melvin (chat): As far as I am concerned, these bunny girls
are the casino's greatest attraction.
Warrior: I can handle myself in a sword fight, but I can't
seem to get the hang of these casino games.
Melvin (chat): Casino games are far removed from genuine
battle, but that is precisely their attraction.

Penal Town
Aira (chat): Here I can't help but think of all the towns and
villages that were on the eve of destruction.
Gabo (chat): So much happened here. I'd nearly forgotten.

Dharma Temple
Aira (chat): We can't be sure that this place really was
controlled by monsters.
Melvin (chat): That is quite a surprise indeed.
Gabo (chat): High Priest Fosse is doing a great job as usual!
Young woman in back garden: There's simply no possible way
monsters and humans can live together on the same earth.
Especially not with them stealing the power of humans to
strengthen the Demon Lord!
Sailor: The High Priest of Dharma is a young girl. You think
she really knows how to change peoples' classes?
Royal minister upstairs: How heartbreaking to know that
you've she's become a bunny girl without telling me! I've
been serving you her since your her childhood! I don't know
how I'm going to explain this to your her father.
Bunny girl: What do you think? I'm the most beautiful bunny
girl, aren't I? (Yes/No)
Bunny girl (if you say ‘No’): How dare you! Don't you think
I'm beautiful? Are you blind or something?
Bunny girl (if you say ‘Yes’): You think so? Tee-hee! You
have a great eye. I wish my servant had a good eye too.
Temple priestess behind counter in library: If we had been
more careful, the Temple never would have been taken over
by monsters.
Temple monk: Those busy days when we first came back to
the Temple seem so long ago now. But, when every day is
peaceful like this, your defenses come down. Ahh, now I'm
sleepy.
Farmer: There are so many classes I want to try, I don't
know where to start.
Kasim in basement: I'm sure we'll have to expand the
number of interior guards soon, so we're planning on

remodeling this floor into a barracks. Will you help me?
(Yes/No)
Kasim (if you say ‘No’): That's too bad. I really
meant it when I asked you.
Kasim (if you say ‘Yes’): You're nice to say so, but I know
you can't. Just forget about it. I know, you folks have many
other things to do.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what happened to Kashim Kasim. He
looks so thin. Do you think he gets enough to eat?
Kasim (again): Please go see Neris when you have the chance.
I'm sure she'll cheer up a bit if she sees your faces.
Knight in guardhouse on the right: Damn, damn, damn! Why
do I have to be Kasim's errand boy? I'm the older one!
Neris in bed: I've decided to work at Dharma and wait for
my little brother. He'll surely be sad if he comes back and
doesn't find me here. But I've been so out of health lately I
hardly do anything but sleep.
Gabo (chat): That Zaji sure is mean, leaving his big sister all
alone so he can run off to travel. If I had a big sister, I'd
treat her really, really nice!
Neris (again): I just can't understand why little Zaji left me
here to go on a journey. We were such close siblings. I
wonder if he hates me now.
Temple monk beneath Dharma Temple: I don't know if
they're fearless, or just dumb. I wonder who first came up
with the idea of changing the monsters' coliseum into a
training ground.
Aira (chat): We should go on a journey rather than training
here. A journey would be a great experience for us in and of
itself.

Arena

Aira (chat): HERO, you're amazing! I'm from the Dejan
tribe, and you've traveled to more places than me.
Melvin (chat): I never knew an area like this was below
Dharma Temple. I suspect this battle arena is the work of
the Demon Lord.
Warrior: I have a lot of bad memories attached to this place,
but you can't beat it for a training ground!
Soldier fighting against a practice dummy: Yaaaah! Take
that!
Mage: Is it true that the monsters made people fight each
other here? (Yes/No)
Mage (if you say ‘No’): I heard that it didn't take much
persuasion to get them to fight, though.
Mage (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, how horrible! I'm glad I wasn't
here for it!
Bard in inner rotunda: At last! I've finally become the poet
I've always hoped to be! I'll have songs flowing out of me like
rushing water!
Prisoner in room beneath coliseum seats: I heard the
priests say they're tearing this place down. Damn it! I was
just starting to get used to it here, too!
Little boy in coliseum seats: My daddy said he wanted to
stop farming and become a fighter, but he's still using a hoe
to fight. He's going to have to learn how to use a sword one
of these days.
Female warrior fighting with farmer on central platform:
Oh, come on! Are you out of breath already? Some warrior
you'll turn out to be!
Farmer: I'm going to try my hardest to become a warrior!
Knight: I'm teaching basic swordsmanship right now. You
can't get anywhere if you don't know the basics!
Man in blue vest: Man, this sword's heavy! My arm hurts
already!

Fighter in outer rotunda on the right: Man, was it tough
getting here with nothing but Herbs. I lost count of how
many times my party died!
Tough guy: Whew! I finally got my powers back from those
monsters. Now I can start training again!
Soldier: I'm nothing without my magic and abilities!
Sailor (up where inn used to be): Errgh! My entire body's
aching! I've got to stop overdoing it in training.

Mt. Hut Village
Melvin (chat): Hmm. So the Priest of Dharma lived here
under the watch of the monsters.
Gabo (chat): Not too many of the priests are remaining,
either.
Desert shaman: Hmm, so this is the village where those
priests were confined! I thought it would be more squalid,
somehow. It's not such a bad place.
Young man: The priests left for the Temple, but some
remained to help those in need.
Prisoner: Do you think a guy like me could ever become a
Dharma priest? (Yes/No)
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): No? Damn. I suppose that the
High Priest is too good for me, anyway.
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): You do! Heh. If I become a
priest, I can get that much closer to High Priest Fosse!
Temple monk in eastern house: We called in a shaman for
the ones who just weren't getting better. But I guess even
the powerful shaman is not infallible.
Desert shaman: I couldn't save him even with my ancient,
secret arts. Why didn't they work? Everyone but him got
better!

Dancer: I waited and waited at the inn, but he never showed
up, so I got worried. And now I find him here like this! Oh,
why have you let this happen, God?
Sailor: ...
Female warrior in northwest house: He's really serious
about wanting to live here, but I wish we had never come. I
shouldn't have suggested that we come here.
Fighter: No priests around. I don't suppose anybody would
complain if we just made ourselves at home!
Scholar in small cavern: Did you come here to sightsee?
(Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): You didn't? And I was sure you
were tourists, too.
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): Me too. As long as I was here
changing classes, I thought I'd take a look. I've always
wanted to see the place where the priests went through such
a terrible ordeal.
Old man: Those Dharma priests lived in a pretty fancy place!
Temple priestess outside: This place is becoming more and
more desolate. At least it felt a little more lively when there
were people here.
Warrior: The cave is just as full of monsters as ever. It
takes quite a bit of effort to get here from the town at the
foot of the mountains.

Dialac
Melvin (chat): There are no signs of inhabitants. This town is
the most ill-fated we have encountered.
Aira (chat): So the people in this town have been irreversibly
turned to stone? What a sad place. Let's go, HERO. This
place is depressing.
Gabo (chat): I don't smell a bit of food in this town. HERO,
I'm going to get tired of this place fast.

MechSoldiers’ Base
Soldier: This area is off-limits. There might still be a few
surviving MechSoldiers around.
Melvin (chat, inside): I am no expert when it comes to
machines.
Aira (chat, inside): This place is totally mechanized!
Gabo (chat, inside): I don't like this place. It smells like oil.

Falrish
Traveling merchant in southeast watchtower: I'm still here.
Are they ever gonna fix that bridge? {shop talk}
Young woman: Tee hee hee! I've found my man! He might
become the next captain! Hee hee!
Aira (chat): I can only wonder if I'll ever meet my soul mate.
Soldier at window: Haven't I seen you guys somewhere
before? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. So you're just a band of
travelers, eh?
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! You're the mercenaries
that helped us out a long time ago! I remember well the
amazing feats you managed for us then.
Melvin (chat): Mercenary work? It's beneath us! Engaging in
battle for money is against my principles!
Aira (chat): Did you work as mercenaries? Sounds exciting!
Soldier on southeast watchtower: Please, don't worry about
us. We're keeping up watch over this village.
Young man in village square: Since then, no MechSoldiers
have reappeared, and we've been living in peace.
Melvin (chat): I can imagine how horrifying it must be to
face enemies as unfeeling as the MechSoldiers.

Aira (chat): I got it! They're strengthening their defenses
because they were attacked by MechSoldiers.
Little girl: My father and brother are both gone, but I'll be
all right. After all, they'd be mad if I died too, right?
Melvin (chat): That's right! The survivors must go on to
preserve the memory of those who fell.
Aira (chat): They look so serious. Is there something we can
do for them?
Soldier on fort watchtower near chapel: I'm planning to
apply for a promotion to Captain. I heard Captain Trad will be
quitting soon.
Soldier in fort on left side of the table: I made a request
of the King to improve this barricade. It would greatly aid in
our defense, but due to the cost, we haven't yet received
permission.
Aira (chat): HERO, we must change the world into a place
that doesn't need these defensive walls.
Melvin (chat): We can't attack the enemy if we neglect our
own defense.
Old woman: Slowly but surely, this town is coming alive again.
Woman in kitchen: Nobody has forgotten the fearful
experience with the MechSoldiers, but it's no use thinking
about the past. That's why I don't talk much about it.
Melvin (chat): If MechSoldiers attack you, call for me!
Gabo (chat): I won't forget.
Aira (chat): It's best to never think about unpleasant things
in the past.
Old man outside: The town itself has regained much of its
former peace and quiet. It feels like we've all woken up from
a bad dream.
Aira (chat): That's right. Whether it's bad or good, no one
can stay in a dream forever.

Melvin (chat): Although it may be painful, you should never
forget the past. Only through remembrance of past
tragedies can we prevent new ones.
Soldier behind inn: Come to think of it, I haven't seen
Zebbot around since then. I wonder what he's up to these
days.
Observation in southern fort storeroom: This cleaner looks
heavily damaged. It probably doesn't work anymore.
Melvin (chat): Is this broken? I cannot fix it alone!
Aira (chat): Oh, how cute! What is this machine for?

Falrod Castle
Soldier at entrance: So, you're HERO and friends, are you?
Ha! Ha! Glad you could make it! Stay a while!
Hanes (soldier on the right) in guardhouse: Oh, HERO, it's
you! You look great.
Soldier on the left: Zebbot hasn't visited the castle since
then. He probably has locked himself inside his laboratory.
Soldier on right side castle grounds: Things have been kind
of slow around here lately. I miss the more exciting days.
Melvin (chat): This is no good. One must use these moments
in life as tools for self-improvement.
Aira (chat): Oh! A bit dazed, perhaps?
Tough guy on left side of castle: I know I just ate, but I'm
still hungry. I guess that's proof that I'm alive!
Gabo (chat): I'm alive so I'm hungry!
Soldier at castle gate on the left: Welcome to Falrod
Castle! Hey! It's you guys! Go right on in.
Soldier on the right: Oh my! I thought you were going on a
journey. Whatever the case may be, you are always welcome
here.
Aira (chat): Wow, HERO! Did you hear that warm welcome?

Melvin (chat): Master HERO is very well-liked by the people
of this kingdom.
Soldier on right side of main stairwell in castle: Please
take care when around the King.
Soldier on the left: The King is upstairs.
Priest: I will continue to pray for the end of strife in this
land.
Guard in green in throne room: Ow! My wound hurts so
badly! It should have healed by now.
Cleaning machine in library: Graaaaah...graaaaah...
Melvin (chat): Is that machine cleaning? How strange.
Aira (chat): How cute! I wish I could have one.
Maid in bedchamber: Huff, huff. Making beds is tiring work.
The next time I see Zebbot, I've got to get him to make me
a mechanical bed-maker!
Aira (chat): Zebbot can make that kind of stuff too?
Melvin (chat): I'd rather sleep in a bed made by a lady than a
machine.
Royal minister: If the people unite, we can rebuild! I firmly
believe that our nation can be restored to prosperity.
Melvin (chat): Without subjects, a kingdom is nothing!
Aira (chat): The idea of a kingdom is strange to me. The
Dejans had nothing like it. But with so many people wishing
for the same thing, it's bound to happen.
King Falrod: Greetings my friends! You may rest here as long
as you please.
Young man on terrace: Really, though, where did those
MechSoldiers come from? There's no way they could have
been born naturally.
Fighter on top of eastern watchtower: I'm getting bored
doing all of this standing around. I'll lose my skills if I don't
get an occasional chance to do battle.

Melvin (chat): Guard duty is an important task for soldiers.
It isn't easy to keep your wits sharp while looking out for
long periods of time.
Bard: 'Oh, beautiful maiden! Maribel! La la la la! Your eyes
are like...' This is a farce. I just can't fake it anymore.
Aira (chat): You don't think so? I thought it was a nice song.
Soldier on top balcony: All clear on the north castle wall!
Young woman on second floor of western watchtower: I am
so bored! I wish something exciting would happen.
Old woman on first floor of castle: Peace is so nice. I'm
happiest when nothing happens.
Aira (chat): I guess some are willing to settle for mediocrity,
but others demand more.
Melvin (chat): Most people want nothing more than peace and
safety.
Woman in kitchen: I'm cooking, everyone's eating. Just like
always. I love it!
Princess on back balcony: My sister, Eri, was happily
engaged to Zebbot. She went into the forest on a hunting
trip with Captain Trad, her bodyguard. She died in a horrible
accident. Her horse was frightened by a snake and she was
thrown to her death. Zebbot has never been the same. He
has isolated himself and only lives for his strange research.
No one is to blame, though. It was an accident.
Melvin (chat): I feel terrible for Zebbot, but it's no time to
run from the problem.
Aira (chat): People always seem to pass away so
unexpectedly. Death comes without warning.
Gabo (chat): Does that mean that someone Zebbot loved
died? Poor Zebbot!
Captain Trad: I failed to protect Eri, so I demoted myself to
Captain. I didn't think I was capable of protecting the
country. In the end, nothing I did helped Zebbot's broken
heart. What was I thinking?

Aira (chat): Is it really that easy to save somebody?
Melvin (chat): This man is the Captain? He doesn't look the
part.
Warrior in back: I was rehired as a mercenary, in case
something happens again. Getting paid for standing guard,
now that's an easy job!
Melvin (chat): This is terrible! Making money without hard
work is evil! You don't have any strange ideas, do you HERO?

Hamelia Island
Melvin (chat): It is wonderful you were able to save this
beautiful land from the Sea Demon.
Aira (chat): This whole area sank under the sea? Incredible.
Gabo (chat): It really shook me up to see this whole place
sink into the sea!

Avon
Aira (chat): So this is the village of Avon? It's way out in
the mountains.
Melvin (chat): This village was already gone in our time. It is
at times like this that one truly feels the passage of time.
Gabo (chat): This village brings back memories. We used to
feast on yummy mountain vegetables at the Mayor's house!
Young man: Welcome to Avon! Oh, it's the saviors of the
village! You came back to see us! Please come right in!
Woman in northern house: It's you, saviors of the village!
Did you come back to see us? Things have been peaceful,
thanks to your work.
Tough guy in western house: I heard that the old musician's
name was Jann. The That sounds far too ordinary for a man
so mysterious.

Aira (chat): Jann has the same name as the legendary tula
player, told of by my people. Could they be one and the same?
No, that's impossible. It's got to be a coincidence. Besides,
Jann's a popular name.
Young man in item shop: The story of HERO and friends will
become the stuff of legend on this continent. You defeated
the legendary monster Gracos. That's really something.
Little boy: Hey! You guys came back! Tell me about your
journey,/period instead of comma/ Pleeeease!
Avon Chieftain (old woman) in northwest house: My husband
used to be Chieftain of this village. When he passed away,
there was no successor, so it became my responsibility.
Surprisingly enough, I've found that the job suits me quite
well.
Maid in kitchen: I hope the musician will visit the village
again. I want to see him again so that I can thank him.
Young woman upstairs: 'La-di-da, la-di-da.' I can't stop
humming that musician's tune! I wonder how he's doing.
Soldier: Please be careful. Monsters may appear within the
tunnel.

Avon Tunnel
Melvin (chat): It is pointless to stay here. We must hurry on.
Aira (chat): With just one tunnel, you can get to the other
side of the mountain! What would they do if it caved in?

Hamelia Shrine
Gabo (chat): Yawn! I always get sleepy whenever I'm in a
temple.
Aira (chat): This temple must have been a resting place for
travelers between the area's villages and towns.

Melvin (chat): This place still existed even during our era. It
must be because of the priests' faith over the generations.

Huzu
Aira (chat): This is a fishing village, isn't it? Fishbel is a bit
larger.
Gabo (chat): I remember this village. The fresh fish here is
yummy!
Man in blue vest at entrance: Ah, our heroes! Welcome to
Huzu! The shops that were closed for repairs have reopened,
so please see what they have.
Weapon merchant on the right: We only sell the best.
Please take a look around.
Young man in northern house: I wonder what was driving
that wandering musician. He must have a complicated past, to
be traveling around fighting monsters at his age.
Sailor outside: Hey, been a while. Thanks to you we can fish
again! Have some of our famous freshly-caught fish dishes
before you go!
Gabo (chat): Yay! We've got fish! Why don't we have some
while we're here, HERO?
Sailor on beach by nets: I can't neglect taking care of a
fishing net even though I've just come back from the
Harvest. Ships and nets are life itself to men of the sea.
Tough guy on beach: The other day, I sailed out above
where the lost city rests. I just can't imagine how anyone
could live down there without being mermaids, or something.
Sailor in boathouse on beach: What a great catch! Our first
fishing outing in a long time, and it went great! We're already
preparing the boats for the next fishing trip!
Woman in inn kitchen: Now that things have calmed in the
sea, we can catch more fish. I'll finally be able to serve my
specialty fish dishes again!

Sailor in pub downstairs: Aaaah! Drinks after a job well done
taste better!
Man in black pants: Welcome. Would you like to have a
drink?
Man in blue vest in chief’s house: Oh! HERO and his
companions! It's a pleasure to see you again! The village has
returned to normal. We've even been able to begin fishing
again. Words are unable to express our gratitude. Thank you,
and have a relaxing stay.

Hamelia
Melvin (chat): I recall that it was no longer possible to enter
the Mountain Tower during this era.
Gabo (chat): What do you think that old musician is up to
now?
Aira (chat): This town hasn't changed much over time.
Young woman at entrance: Welcome to Hamelia. All of the
town's people wish to extend a welcome to you, HERO and
friends.
Bard in town square: My only regret is that I never got to
offer the musician even a simple word of thanks.
Young woman in house by well: I was overjoyed to see
people from my hometown of Avon at Mt.Tower. I'm glad
that everybody is doing well.
Young man: I had thought that the Sea Demon, Gracos, was
only some old legend. Life's just full of surprises, you know.
Young woman in town square: I worked really hard to take
care of them, and the flowers have returned to their former
beauty! Flowers have more vitality than you might think!
Scholar on second floor of lookout tower: I'm green with
envy that you managed to see the Lost City firsthand! I'd
love to go there someday and check it out myself.

Gentleman on balcony: Hello, HERO. Hamelia is so peaceful
now. Please take a look for yourself! It's all because you
defeated Gracos for us.
Young man in storeroom beneath pub: So the secret
treasure was the Merm Moon! Did you know there is only one
in the entire world? And that priceless treasure is now yours!
I'm green with envy!
Soldier: Now that we've given you the town's treasure,
there's no work left for me to do. What am I going to do
now?
Warrior in town square: I wanted to apologize to the
musician for suspecting him of being in cahoots with the
monsters. I'll never relax until I'm able to apologize. Maybe
I can apologize to you in his stead. I'm sorry that I doubted
you. Please forgive me! No, I suppose an apology is
meaningless if it isn't given directly.
Dancer in pub: When I heard you'd killed such a strong
monster, I pictured you as a big and muscular man, but... I
was pretty surprised that such a feat was accomplished by a
kid and an old man. Regardless, your efforts saved us all.
Thank you.
Tough guy at the bar: Phew! The bar's finally back in
business! I was getting worried there for a bit!
Man in black pants: I've suffered tremendous losses, since
the water ruined all my alcohol. But I could have lost my life,
too. I'd better leave well enough alone and move on.
Old woman outside: My beloved musician! He ran off before
I could tell him how I felt about him. My! Now I have no
outlet for my feelings of passion! Whatever shall I do?
Melvin (chat): I did not know there were any other old men
besides myself that were so popular with the ladies! I cannot
let him beat me!
Merchant in weapon and armor shop: Thank goodness, we're
finally back in business. The flood damaged so much of our

merchandise, we've had a pretty hard time of it. If you feel
sorry for us, then please buy something.

Krage Island
Melvin (chat): Ahh, I see that the greenery in this land is
lush and beautiful.

Krage Village
Aira (chat): I see. There was an incident here where poison
in the water made everybody insane. How dreadful! But
somehow you were able to rescue the villagers?
Melvin (chat): Yet another village has been saved through
your deeds, Master HERO. You are to be congratulated.

Dune Village
Melvin (chat): How wonderful to see people with cheerful
looks on their faces!
Aira (chat): It's hard to imagine that this cheerful little
village used to be sealed off.
Hadeed in chief’s hut: Oh, you're here! How are you? Is the
adventure going well? The palace is still undergoing
renovations, but please, at least stay the night!

Dune Palace
Melvin (chat): Ah, the Queen and her beautiful maids. What
a great kingdom!
Aira (chat): It's amazing how they can make a building like
this using only bricks!

Aira (chat, on first basement level): I agree that they can
protect themselves from the heat by building the castle
underground.

Nila Riverbank
Tough guy: The Chief doesn't go to the other side of the
Nila much anymore. I wonder what happened?

Sphinx
Melvin (chat): As long as everyone puts their strength
together and continues to work on it throughout many
generations, I believe that they will someday manage to make
the statue as it was before.
Tough guy on the left: The Chief doesn't come around at all
now. This is the life!

Rexwood
Aira (chat): Hmm. A bit rural, but I like the atmosphere.
Young woman at entrance: Welcome! This is Rexwood, home
of the legendary fighter Rex.
Woman at campfire: We're busy making food for all the men
rebuilding the village. It won't be long before our little
town's back to normal!
Young woman at campfire: Ah. Aah! I burned it! I just can't
cook at all.
Old woman: Grandpa went along with the other men, but do
you think he'll be all right?
Bunny girl: Dear God, please give me a role even I can fill in
this village.

Little girl: That darn Patrick! I waved at him, and he just
ignored me! What a dummy! Oooh! I'm not gonna play with
him anymore!
Patrick at stream: Hello, HERO! Hello, everybody! I haven't
seen you for so long! {He looks back toward the stream.} I
really wanted to see Matilda at least once more, but maybe
it's for the best. I can't worry about Matilda all the time
anymore. {He turns back toward HERO.} I need to start
thinking more about myself! I want to become stronger!
Melvin (chat): I do not know that boy, but he seemed
positively bursting with ambition! Should nothing change him,
he will grow up to become a fine man.
Dancer: I hear they're planning a giant tower where the inn
used to be. It's so exciting! I love that this town is booming!
Tough guy: We're building a lookout tower so we can keep
watch over the forest. It will be hard work, but with
everyone pitching in, we'll get it done soon enough.
Prisoner: Why should I care about some lookout tower? I
hate junk like that.
Farmer: This farm is important, but all of us working
together is even more important.
Bard in inn: Everyone's thinking about what kind of building
they're going to make, so now I've got nothing to do. I guess
I'll try and think up a new song.
Scholar: {to himself} Yes. Like this. And then I'll use a fresh
concept in the design of the roof. {to HERO} Oh, pardon me.
I'm busy deliberating over building plans at the moment.
Young man on roof: I can't believe we're going to make this
building even taller! Can it really be done? I'm just not sure.
It will probably topple over and kill us all.
Man in blue vest: Just as we named the village after Rex, I
hope to name this building after the great warrior, Hank.
Fighter: We'll need to see the whole forest from the tower,
huh? Hmm. It will have to be tall!

Woman behind counter in inn: They're going to make this
into a lookout post. I can't get any peace here anymore.
Sailor: Why are we building this lookout post when our own
homes aren't even rebuilt yet? Oh, well. We might as well do
it during all the other construction.
Old man: I came all the way here, hoping I could be of some
help. Hmm. On second thought, maybe you should handle it.
Hank in center house: HERO and friends! You've come to
see us again! It's been so long since we've seen you, we
figured you were enjoying life back home. Thanks to all
you've done for us, this town's finally begun picking up its
shattered remnants and started rebuilding. Come to think of
it, Patrick hasn't come back yet. He must be somewhere in
town. Be sure to say hello when you see him.
Cat behind center house: Meowww...
Merchant in Hank’s hideout: When I look back on it now,
Hank's house is quite a bit nicer, isn't it? Not that it's really
important. Hmm, maybe I should have stolen more stuff while
I was there. {shop talk}

Colorstone Mine
Warrior: Huh? What? Who are you? There are fewer
monsters outside now, but the mines are still full of them.
I'd recommend you stay away from here unless you're
confident in your skills.

Loomin
Gabo (chat): How do you think Sieble's doing? HERO, let's go
and see him!

Melvin (chat): Coming here reminds me of that time we were
blocked by swarms of insects, powerless to do anything. It is
clear that I must train harder!
Young woman in southeast house: Now that I'm not having
that dream anymore, I'm sleeping soundly every night. I'm
sure the nightmares were a result of all the tension I felt
during those unfortunate times.
Young man upstairs: Sieble is finally back to his old cheerful
self. I guess the only thing that can really heal a broken
heart is time.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: Hey there, chief!
What brings you back this way? It warms my heart that
you'd come all this way just to see me. I can't let you have
things for free, though. Sorry, but profits haven't been as
good as the inn's.
Woman upstairs: When I find the chance to relax like this,
those days of bloodshed start to seem like ancient history.
My husband is in good health and everything is so peaceful
that life is almost boring. Anyway, was there something you
wanted to buy? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I'll be right with you, so please
wait in front of the counter.
Woman (behind counter): I'm praying that these days of
peace and empty accumulation of wealth will go on forever.
Old man in house next to shop: Now, every time there is
the slightest tremor, I'm a nervous wreck. I guess I
shouldn't worry about it so much.
Man in blue vest in center of town: Oh, it's you! Welcome
to Loomin. It's been quite a while, hasn't it? I listened to
those around me, and reconciled with Sieble since last you
were here. I was being far too stubborn about the situation.
I'm quite embarrassed to look back on it.
Melvin (chat): It is only human to make mistakes. We cannot
blame them for this.

Nun in graveyard: I pray every day for the souls of the
victims of the HellVine. It's the least a survivor can do for
those who didn't make it.
Torii (traveling merchant) in front of Chibi’s grave: I visit
Chibi's grave every day without fail. I don't think it will make
up for what I did, but I need to do it to come to terms with
myself. Maybe one day I'll have peace of mind.
Sieble in mansion: Welcome, my friend. I'm doing fine. I've
finally managed to pull myself together. I suppose I'm not as
strong as I thought. Sometimes I cut myself to dull the
emotional pain. Perhaps Chibi was a messenger of God, sent to
save this town, who's life was cut tragically short. Sometimes
I find consolation in that thought. Ahem. I apologize for my
lack of composure. Please, make yourself at home.
Melvin (chat): It seems like Sieble is feeling normal again.
Only time can mend the broken heart.
Gabo (chat): Sieble is doing pretty well. Now I feel better.
Sieble (again): If only I could cradle Chibi's decaying corpse
at night to lull myself to sleep. I wish I could rear another
monster without fear of being persecuted by the
townspeople. If only there were somewhere I could go to live
my life as I see fit.

Engow
Woman at entrance: I'm so glad to see you! Please, make
yourself at home!
Aira (chat): Looks like HERO and friends saved this village,
too!
Melvin (chat): It is true. Master HERO deserves recognition
as the 'savior'.
Young woman in eastern house: Oooh, I'm so glad you
remember! Heh heh heh, I wound up marrying 'sweetie pie'

here. I haven't given up dancing, though. We're dancing our
way through life together! (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oooh, I'm so glad you
remember! Heh heh heh, I wound up marrying 'sweetie pie'
here. I haven't given up dancing, though. We're dancing our
way through life together!
Aira (chat): Even if I were to get married, I don't think I
could give up dancing.
Young man: When Mom first admitted it to me, it was kind of
a shock, but I've accepted it now. Besides, I don't feel like
traveling anymore. I found someone to love here!
Aira (chat): I wonder if I'll ever have someone to love.
Man in blue vest in northeast corner: HERO? Oh, it's you! I
never thought I'd get a chance to see you again! It's been a
few years since you left, but we've all been just fine!
Melvin (chat): It appears that this village is safe due to
HERO's actions.
Elder in his house upstairs: Every time I pray to the God of
Flame, I remember what you did for our village. It makes me
even more thankful for his divine guidance!
Aira (chat): If we remain faithful and grateful to God, He
won't forsake us.
Little boy in northwest corner: Man, I'm sick of chasing her
around. I'm too old for that. She needs to find something
new to play.
Melvin (chat): When I was a child, I was already wielding a
sword.
Aira (chat): Children are adorabe. I hope they grow up happy
and healthy.
Little girl: My boyfriend doesn't seem to care anymore when
he chases me. Is the magic already gone in our relationship?
Aira (chat): They really are cute. Tee hee!

Pamela in item shop: Ha haa! The potion did the trick, huh? I
can tell from your face! How wonderful to hear! I'm glad I
could be of service!
Pamela (again): It looks like you don't need my help right
now. Oh well, feel free to visit even if you don't. It's always
good to see you.

Litorud
Aira (chat): This is quite a nice, quaint town. Except for
those few strange structures, anyway.
Melvin (chat): I see. So this is Litorud from when Baloch, the
genius architect, was still alive.
Mayor upstairs in his house: Why did the Slime cross the
bridge? To get to the other slime! Haaar har har har! My
stomach's about to pop!
Melvin (chat): Your sense of humor is nearly as worthless as
mine, friend!

Baloch’s Studio
Melvin (chat): So this is the studio of the famous architect,
Baloch. What a wonderful work of art.
Gabo (chat): It's such a waste to abandon a nice-looking
building like this.

Baloch’s Bridge
Melvin (chat): This place is quite crowded!
Melvin (chat, in shack): So this is where carpenters used to
sleep when they were building the bridge? Master HERO
knows a lot of things!

Tough guy, crossing the bridge going north: They say there
are a lot of nuns in the convent up ahead. Maybe if I play my
cards right, my days of jerkin' the ol'/space/JewelBag will
be over!
Gabo (chat, in shack): I wonder what happened to this
place? I remember they said that they would tear it down.
Tough guy at worktable: I've gotten too used to this old
shack to leave, you know? So I decided to stay here a little
while longer.
Woman in kitchen: Have you crossed the bridge yet?
(Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? Taking your time, eh?
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, lucky you... I wish I could go
wherever I wanted!

Verdham (on Litorud’s pedestal)
Melvin (chat): I see. So this is the town that Master HERO
once saved from a mysterious curse.

Raguraz Castle
Tough guy at entrance: This is Raguraz Castle. If only you
had arrived sooner, travelers, you would have witnessed an
amazing spectacle, the Battle Contest!
Young woman: As you can see, this castle was nearly
destroyed in the war against Mardra. And the Castle of
Mardra was destroyed by the King as well. He went out of
control when his snacks were taken away from him.
Soldier on roof: The Battle Contest was incredible! A total
underdog turned the tables at the last minute! I lost in the
very first match, though.

Soldier inside castle on the right: Once in a while, the
people of Mardra come here to pick up building materials to
fix their castle. I hope this is enough. I've started worrying
about it.
Soldier in barracks at the table: The Captain was the Grand
Champion of the Battle Contest for many years. With him
gone, I had no idea who would win. Now that the dust has
settled, his favorite student has claimed the title in his
stead. I suppose this is proof that/comma/ although the
Captain may have passed, his spirit lives on.
Soldier on the right: The soldier lying on the bed over there
won second place in the last Battle Contest. But the wound he
received in his final match was quite deep, and he hasn't
recovered yet.
Soldier in bed: The most important traits in battle are skill,
power, and passion. My loss to that young soldier was not the
result of a lack of skill or power. I was simply no match for
his burning passion to avenge his Captain's death.
Traveling merchant downstairs: I heard that there is
another large country to the east.
Soldier in practice room: The night I won the first prize in
the Battle Contest, I made a solemn promise to myself. I will
never fight another human being ever again. But at the same
time, I swore that I'd never forgive those responsible for
killing the Captain.
Tough guy in battle arena: I heard they're planning to invite
some skilled men from Mardra for the next Battle Contest.
Because this is a sport of combat, the competition must have
meaning for each country participating!
Royal minister: We may be enemies, but there's nothing that
can't be solved by sitting down and discussing it. It's only
natural! We're all humans, after all.

King: I heard that the Captain who lost his life recently had
killed the King's childhood friend. Hate begets hate in a
vicious cycle. It's pointless for us to continue fighting.
Melvin (chat): They finally seem to realize the futility of
fighting one's fellow man.

Mardra Castle Town
Aira (chat): Isn't Mardra famous for its magic? I expected
it to be more spectacular, but it's just like any other town.
Gabo (chat): Coming to this town reminds me of all the
hardships we endured here. I hope King Zeppel is doing well.
Melvin (chat): Good. I see they haven't repeated their
mistakes.
Nun in church: I wonder how Reverend Dino is doing back at
the castle? Is he getting along well with the King? Concern
for his well-being keeps me awake at night.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon and armor shop:
Weapons and armor have been selling well lately. I suppose
that those pasty magic fanatics are starting to change their
ways.
Young woman downstairs: He works hard at his job, so I
figure I need to work hard at fixing him good things to eat.
Old woman in eastern house: Of course I feel sorry for the
King, but that doesn't mean it's right to seek revenge. This
killing is nothing but stupidity. I'm absolutely against it.
Woman by well: I heard that somewhere in the would world
they have mechanical maids. I'd like to see this country
putting more energy into helping homemakers.
Young man near Magic Institute: The willingness of Raguraz
to give our soldiers supplies for rebuilding is fostering a new
spirit of friendship. It's hard to believe our countries were
at war only a year ago.

Young man inside Magic Institute: Hey! What happened to
the pretty receptionist?
Wizard in third room: Work has been suspended, but I don't
have anything else to do. So I still come in every day. There
are many peaceful uses for magic we could be working on, so
this suspension is out of line.
Chief in office upstairs: Ah, travelers. I didn't expect to
see you here again. The King's wounds have healed, and he
has fully recovered his strength. I understand he has even
taken up painting. That's something I never would have
expected.
Young woman on terrace (used to be the institute’s
maid/receptionist): Aside from the constant harassment
desguised disguised as harmless flattery, the receptionist
job was all right. I wonder what my next job will be...
Young woman in northwest house: My husband still spends all
his time studying, but he seems to enjoy it so much more now.
Scholar: I was depressed for a while because my dream of
working at the Magic Research Institute was crushed. But
then I realized that learning is its own reward. It's not only
for fulfilling a particular goal.
Tough guy near exit: I was fond of the floating castle, so
I'm a little sad now.

Mardra Bridge
Dino (as you approach): You look like you're feeling better.
I'm so happy.
King Zeppel (continued): Ah, it was just a scratch. My people
get worked up over trifles.
Dino (continued): Well, that's because everyone's worried
about you! You shouldn't complain.
King Zeppel (continued): You may be right, you may be right.
Well then, considering I destroyed the castle, I'd better get

back to fixing it up. If you'll excuse me, I need to go back to
directing the guards.
Dino (continued): Right. {King Zeppel starts to walk away.} By
the way, Zeppel. {King Zeppel turns around and Dino steps
closer.} There's something I've been thinking about for a
while. I think it's about time we build a grave for Lucia.
King Zeppel (continued): ...
Dino (continued): The view from here is wonderful. I'm sure
she'd be happy here.
King Zeppel (continued): ... There's no need for a grave.
Lucia is alive. She's living happily somewhere, married to the
love of her life. At least that's what I tell myself.
Dino (continued): Do you really think that's true?
King Zeppel (continued): Yes. And now, I really must be
going. Farewell! {He walks away and notices HERO on the
bridge.} Oh! HERO! Back for some more trouble, I see! Heh
heh heh! Sorry. I should be more polite. You saved my
country, after all! Feel free to stay here in Mardra as long as
you like! {He walks off toward the castle.}
Melvin (chat): It looks like the King has completely
recovered.
Dino on cliffside: Oh, hello! I was hoping you'd come back.
I've been fine myself. I've been living in the castle ever
since you left. The King is a man of few words, but I think I
understand what he is thinking about. Looking back on it, it
must have been difficult for him to put himself back
together. You don't have to worry about Mardra any more.
King Zeppel is a wise and talented man. I wish you good luck
in your journeys, HERO.

Mardra Castle
Soldier at entrance: Ah, it's you! Thanks for helping us out
before! Go ahead! You guys can come right on in.

Old man on first floor of southwest tower: My daughter's
passing has left a gaping hole in my life that nothing can fill.
Certainly not that worthless apprentice, at least.
Sailor: Just because we've stopped building up our magic
doesn't mean we'll be out of a job overnight! I'm sure it
won't be too long before I've got an apprentice of my own to
teach.
Maid upstairs: It's not fair! How come the other maids got
to see the King and I didn't?
Woman: From now on, we'll be making the King's meals at the
same time as everyone else's.
Chef: ... Sorry, could you come back later? I need to
concentrate.
Maid on parapet between Fire and Water Spires: You know
why I like the King? He's quiet, but so dignified and
handsome.
Young woman on first floor of southeast tower: After the
castle was damaged, the King's popularity rose sky high. The
gossipers will be keeping busy for a while over who'll win the
King's heart.
Old woman: His Majesty came to see me the other day. He
was enraged, though, when I suggested Lucia was dead. He's
right, of course. Her body was never found. I'm so ashamed
of myself. I must believe my daughter is still alive,
somewhere.
Young woman at loom: I wish this would go quicker. I want to
go see the King!
Mage on third floor: The roadblock on the way to the Great
Fane got taken down, didn't it? Magic's a dead end these
days. I think I'll go become a nun.
Wizard on parapet between Water and Earth Spires: This
might sound strange, but rebuilding this castle makes me feel
truly grateful for the peace we have today.

King’s father on third floor of northwest tower: Ahh,
HERO and friends. Did you come back to see Zeppel? The
High Priest from the Great Fane was here until just a few
days ago. We held a feast to thank him for everything he did
before. And let me tell you, he spoke very highly of all of you!
If you have yet to visit the Great Fane, I urge you to do so.
The High Priest will be delighted to see you.
Empress: The High Priest may be quite aged, but the enemy
is ill-advised to underestimate him. His appetite is also a
force to be reckoned with.
Young man on first floor: There's this rumor going around
that the King's taken up painting recently. It'd be nice if I
had the free time to take up something like that.
Soldier at the table: As long as we're rebuilding, I figured
we might as well hire a famous architect. However, when I
suggested it, the King just shot me down. No class, I tell you.
Soldier: The King may be a man of few words, but what he
does say bears profound weight. I feel far more confidence
in him than in someone who rattles on all the time.
Wizard in courtyard: I've always tried to avoid physical
labor, but once you get used to it, it's kind of invigorating.
Soldier on the right: I saw the most beautiful girl in
Raaguraz. I can't stop thinking about her!
Soldier in the upper left corner: Hmmm... We'll run out of
resources soon if we don't do something.
Duke: The King's supervising the castle construction. The
least I can do is help him out!
Prisoner: Wheeze, wheeze... Man, I can't take any more of
this... I'm glad they let me out of jail, but this is even worse!
Soldier on the left: We can't disappoint the King!
King Zeppel: Hmm? What're you doing here? Are you here to
help us rebuild the castle? (Yes/No)
King Zeppel (either way): Ha ha ha! Just kidding! I can't
have the saviors of my kingdom doing manual work! By the

way, do you remember the promise I made before you left? I
promised I would devote myself to returning peace to my
country. I don't know where to begin, but I believe the first
step is trust... Trust between both my people, and those of
Raguraz. I'm not much for gratitude, but thank you all very
much. I wouldn't be here right now without you. I'll never
forget that. Come back here whenever you like, you're always
welcome here.

Great Fane
Warrior on pedestal: Can I help you? I was just standing
here gazing at the Great Fane. It is time for me to return to
my homeland, and I wanted to have one last look at it.
Mage: My friend came to visit me the other day. When I saw
how radiant she looked, it made me want to get married, too.
Wizard: The High Priest still seems to be researching new
magic from time to time. Even at his age, he has not lost his
ambition. We would all do well to follow his example.
Young woman inside fane: How on earth did you do that?
Young man upstairs: The High Priest seems to spend a lot of
time shut in his room. I wonder what he's writing about.
High Priest: How wonderful to see you again! May I help you
with something? (Yes/No)
High Priest (either way): No, you don't need to tell me.
You're waiting for the completion of the spell, aren't you?
This is hard for me to say, but the magic spell is not
complete yet. What? That's impossible! You could not have
mastered the spell already! It is not even complete, and is
difficult to learn besides. Are you sure that you refer to
Majustis? You're not mistakenly talking about Heal or
HealMore, are you? (Yes/No)
High Priest (either way): Really? Well, if you say so... But
I'd like to see you do it! [The High Priest casts the TwinHits

spell!] If you really have mastered Majustis, show me by
dispelling this magic of mine! [Cast the Majustis spell?
(Yes/No)]
High Priest (if you say ‘No’): I told you before that it can't
possibly be cast yet. No matter how long you've been waiting,
it won't do to make fun of the elderly. When my studies are
complete, I intend to leave my findings behind in a
manuscript. HERO and friends, would you be so patient as to
wait until then?
Melvin (chat): Hmm... If he says he's not done, then I guess
he's not done. Let us return later, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Why does the High Priest keep asking us to
come back if he's never finished?
High Priest (again): Oh, HERO and friends. You have
returned! This is hard for me to say, but the magic spell is
not complete yet. What? That's impossible! You could not
have mastered the spell already! It is not even complete, and
is difficult to learn besides. Are you sure that you refer to
Majustis? You're not mistakenly talking about Heal or
HealMore, are you? (Yes/No)
High Priest (either way): Really? Well, if you say so... But
I'd like to see you do it! [The High Priest casts the TwinHits
spell!] If you really have mastered Majustis, show me by
dispelling this magic of mine! [Cast the Majustis spell?
(Yes/No)]
High Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO casts the Majustis
spell!] What? {Freezing waves engulf the High Priest.}
Indeed, the spell that you just cast was the great Majustis,
but how? Could you have mastered it after seeing me cast it
but once? What was that? Engraved in stone? That cannot
be! I created that magic, and I have never inscribed it. I
suppose that I cannot doubt you, though. Not after seeing
you perform it. In any case, I won't yet give up. I'll master
Majustis myself, and leave it behind for others to learn as

well. I thank you. Now that you've shown me the spell, I am
that mush closer to my goal. I will now continue my research.
Be sure and come back for a visit every now and then.
Melvin (chat): The High Priest would be surprised if he knew
that he himself wrote that manuscript. This will speed up his
research.
High Priest (again): Er, maybe... Ah, it goes like this? Hmm,
perhaps... I see, I see! I truly feel that I'm making progress!

Basin Lake Cave
Dwarf fishing near waterfall: Weren't you here before?
Don't you have a compass or something? Sorry to disappoint
you, but there is nothing here. In fact, that's why we live
here!
Young woman in cliff house: I recently went to see some
friends at the fane for the first time in years. It was
wonderful. No one has changed! {Inn talk...}

Orph
Little boy at entrance: This is the town of Orph. Sniff.
Sniff. I remember this smell! You've been here before,
haven't you? Surprised? One day my nose just suddenly
started working like this. I sort of feel like a dog now. Arf!
Arf! Just kidding.
Gabo (chat): Howwwwl!
Old man: This is such nice weather. I don't know why, but it
seems that there are no monsters near the town. I think it
must be because of the legendary White Wolf.
Gabo (continued): Wh...white...

Old man (continued): Oh, that's right! I know it well. I had
forgotten about the White Wolf! It's protected this area
for a long time, and still protects it now. I'm so grateful!
Young man behind counter in item shop: Long ago, the
monster that ravaged this area was sealed in Mt. Ceide,
which lies in the west. There had been rumors that the
monster had escaped, but nothing has happened to us so far.
Woman in inn: Whew. Finished at last. Making beds requires
strength, you know. It's hard work for these slim arms! Hee
hee!
Innkeeper behind counter: What's this? I've seen you
somewhere before. A shopkeeper never forgets a face.
Wait, I'll get it! Let's see now. You're the snake merchant
from the neighboring town! /extra space/ Right? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): That was easy. I'm a pro at
this. /extra space/ Ha ha ha!
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): What? That's not it? Ha ha!
/extra space/ Don't tease me, snake merchant!
Young woman by northwest house: I'm sure you've visited
many different countries and towns. I wish I could travel.
Hey, how about taking me along with you? (Yes/No)
Young woman (either way): Heh. Just kidding. It's a joke!
I'd never be able to survive such a difficult adventure.
That's why I respect you so much!
Old woman in northwest house: I was a notorious animal
hater until recently. But for some reason, I now find animals
to be so incredibly cute. I've been thinking about getting a
pet. What kind of pet do you think would be best? /extra
space/ How about a pig? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): So you think a cow would be
best? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): How about a cat? Should I get
a cat? (Yes/No)

Old woman (if you say ‘No’): I'm so confused. How about a
dog? It could be a watchdog, right? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): Hey, wait! I really want a pet!
Let me ask you again. I've been thinking about getting a pet.
What kind of pet do you think would be best? /extra space/
How about a pig? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay. If you say so,
I'll go and get a pig.
Old woman (again): I've decided to get a pig. Thanks
for the suggestion!
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’ to getting a cow): Well,
if that's what you would suggest, I'll get a cow!
Old woman (again): Well, if that's what you would
suggest, I'll get a cow. Thanks for your help.
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’ to getting a cat): Well,
if you say so, I'll go and get a cat!
Old woman (again): I've decided to get a cat. Thank
you for the suggestion!
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’ to getting a dog): Okay! If
that's what you say, I'll go and get a dog.
Old woman (again): I've decided to get a dog like you
suggested. Thanks!
Little boy: This flea bite still itches! What did I do to
deserve this? I don't even have any pets!
Dog behind church: Bark, bark!
Old man in north house: Let me thank you again for your
help the other day. I've been doing fine since then. What?
Are you telling me that the boy is is the one? He is the
legendary White Wolf? Hmmm. He's nothing like I imagined.
Ah? Oh, nothing! He seems to be a smart boy. Ha ha ha! Even
though the monster was sealed off, there's still something
that concerns me. The stone door used as a seal in Mt. Ceide
cannot be broken from the inside. Someone had to have
opened the door from the outside, in order to release the

monster from its imprisonment. Is the monster we fear
merely the unwitting pawn of another? Mysteries abound
concerning the incident.
Gabo (chat): Grrr!
Dog in bed: Zzzz... [The dog seems to be sleeping deeply.]
Young woman: So, the white pup chained up in the barn was
actually the legendary White Wolf? Damn, I blew it! If I'd
known sooner, I'd have gotten his autograph! Oh, right.
Wolves can't write. I'm such an idiot!
Gabo (chat): Hey, lady, I'll give you my autograph! Just give
me some food!
Farmer in shed: Oh, so it's you. Did you come to play again?
I've been looking for the white wolf ever since I spoke with
you, but I can't find it. I don't think it was killed by a
monster or anything like that, but still, I can't help but
wonder. Oh well, worrying won't help.
Gabo (continued): Hey, fella.
Farmer (continued): What is it, boy? /extra space/ Do you
have something to tell me?
Gabo (continued): Hey, fella. Thanks.
Farmer (continued): Are you sure you're not mistaken, boy?
We hadn't met until today!
Gabo (continued): Hey, fella. Even if the evil monster comes
back, I'll protect you again!
Farmer (continued): Ha ha ha! /extra space/ You sound just
like the legendary White Wolf! Can it be/?/ No, that's not
possible. In fact, that's absurd. Oh, by the way I have a
favor to ask of you. Could you please tell me if you see a
white wolf anywhere? If you ever get hurt again, I'll cure
you, so please come back any time.
Gabo (continued): Thanks, fella. I'll tell them. I promise!
Farmer (continued): All right. Go, and take care. You don't
look hurt.
Farmer (again): Be careful. I pray for your safety.

Woman in front of church: It's you again! You're the ones
that told me you had rid the monster. I'm sorry I didn't
believe you before. I was so surprised when I realized that
the monster really had disappeared.
Little girl in southeast house: My Mom used to be really
strict, but recently, she's letting me do anything I want. I
wonder why?
Woman: Splash. Splash. No matter how hard I try, I end up
eating without using my hands! How can I raise my kids kid
properly if I'm behaving like this?
Gabo (chat): Gulp...
{Leave town and re-enter.}
Old woman in northwest house (if she got a pig):
Oh, it's you! Remember that pig you picked out for
me? Well, I probably shouldn't have kept it inside.
The smell is horrendous! Regardless of the headaches
they cause, animals are so cute!
Little boy: Thanks to these miraculous leaves, I'm
finally itch free! Now if only there were herbs to
cure warts.
Pig: Oink!
Old woman in northwest house (if she got a cow):
Oh, it's you! About that cow you picked out for me,
well, I guess I shouldn't have kept it in the house.
Not only was it too big, but it made messes
everywhere! Regardless of the headaches they cause,
animals are so cute!
Little boy: I thought I was going to get to drink milk
every day, but the cow turned out to be a bull.
Cow: Mooooo!
Old woman in northwest house (if she got a cat):
Oh, it's you! You know that cat you told me to get?
Cats really are the perfect indoor pet. Thanks so

much! The longer you have a pet, the cuter they get.
Ha ha ha!
Little boy: The cat always takes the dishes on fish
day!
Cat: Rrrrrr...
Old woman in northwest house (if she got a dog): Oh, it's
you. I took your suggestion and got a dog. Really, dogs are
perfect pets. They're so smart! The longer you have a pet,
the cuter they get. Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat, no matter which pet): When you're a pet, you
can get food anytime? Sounds great!
Little boy: Huh? I only have one shoe again! /extra space/
I'm always leaving one somewhere!
Dog: Woof! Woof! Woof!

Mt. Ceide
Gabo (chat, in boss room): What do you think he's been
doing in there all this time?

Deja Island
Aira (chat): You've told me about this place before, HERO,
but it's still indescribably strange to see your homeland in
the past.
Melvin (chat): HERO, is this the territory that you once
traveled with the Dejans? It gives me a curious feeling of
familiarity for some reason. It's as if God is nearby.

Deja Lake
Melvin (chat): God's Temple rests at the bottom of this
lake? Bringing Him back to this side would be impossible right

now. Even if we somehow succeeded, the Demon Lord would
just attack Him again.
Aira (chat): My own ancestor danced here before the
Temple. I wish I could have met her and the legendary
protector, Prince Kiefer.

CHAPTER 19

Wind is a – MAZE – ing!

Pendragon

Pendragon’s mother

Firia

Melvin (chat, on World Map): The sky is blue. It doesn't
look like this area has been sealed off yet.
Aira (chat, on World Map): I thought we were in the ruins,
but then we came out here! What an august adventure this is!
Don't you think, HERO? (Yes/No)
Aira (either way): It sure is a strange and exciting trip! I
love seeing new places, so I'm having a great time!
Gabo (chat, on World Map): The wind is so strong here, it
makes me nervous. Let's find someplace with people, HERO,
and see if they'll let us rest there.

Gorges
Gabo (chat): Yikes! It'd really hurt if we fell from here!
Aira (chat): Hmph. Do you really think anybody would live
here?
Melvin (chat): What kind of people do you suppose live here,
Master HERO? I am looking forward to meeting with the
people, no matter what havoc the Demon Lord has caused!
Sign: It reads 'Gorges—below'
Gabo (chat, in tunnel): Why are you going down here, HERO?
If we get to the bottom and don't find anything, you'd
better carry me back up!

Lefan woman at entrance: Welcome to Gorges, home of the
winged tribe of Lefa. Would you like to see a flight
demonstration? (Yes/No)
Lefan woman (if you say ‘No’): Indeed? In that
case, I apologize. Many travelers don't believe us, you
see.
Aira (chat): Did you really believe that stuff about
being able to fly, HERO? I don't believe it! I've never
seen anybody flying through the sky!
Lefan woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Very well, then... I'll prove
it to you. {She starts to hover, then flies off, and returns.}
Well? Do you believe me now? Enjoy your stay.
Aira (chat): What? Did that person really just fly, right
before my very eyes? I guess I've got to believe now!
Gabo (chat): Wow! Gee/comma/ HERO, I kind of wish I could
fly a little, too.
Melvin (chat): A tribe that's able to fly freely through the
sky! God told me about it, but I have never actually seen it!
Lefan woman (again, either way): Welcome to Gorges, home
of the winged tribe of Lefa.
Lefan woman in church: The winds here in Gorges have blown
incessantly for years and years. We of Lefa use the wind to
propel ourselves through the sky.
Barrel – BluePrint
Treasure chest – 210 gold coins
Little Lefan boy on the right (as you approach): How come
you always trudge through the cave to reach the cliff? Why
don't you do what we do and fly straight up there? Huh?
Firia (continued): Because I can't fly. I've told you that lots
of times.
Little Lefan boy on the left (continued): What? But you're
Pendragon's daughter! Why can't you fly?
Firia (continued): I've told you that lots of times, too. I'm
not Lefan. I'm an orphan.

Little Lefan boy on the right (continued): What? Did you
hear that? She's not really his daughter!
Little Lefan boy on the left (continued): Nyah-nyah! Firia's
an orphan! Firia's an orphan! {They start running in circles
around her.}
Aira (chat): What jerks, ganging up on a poor little girl!
Melvin (chat): Stop them immediately, Master HERO!
Lefan woman flying up and down: I saw Firia gathering
flowers all by herself a while ago. I feel sorry for her. If she
lived anywhere else, she'd be a normal girl.
Lefan woman on first floor of east bank cave: Rumor has it
the people in the Fane are still living around the dark cloud. I
imagine they're still trying to get the BlissRock back.
Lefan woman (continued, if you haven’t talked to
Pendragon yet): Huh? You don't know about the BlissRock?
You'd best have Pendragon tell you about it. He lives over on
the other side.
Lefan man: Firia is the only non-Lefan in this village. She was
found abandoned on Pendragon's front doorstep one day. No
one knows who her parents are. The poor kid is all alone.
Melvin (chat): Firia? That was the name of the young lady
that was being teased by those boys a short while ago.
Lefan woman, second floor in far right room: Is it me, or
has the wind been acting funny recently?
Lefan woman in middle right room: What would happen if
the wind stopped blowing? Oh, dear! I don't even want to
imagine! If that happened, we wouldn't be able to walk or eat
or do anything!
Melvin (chat): It appears that the wind stopping is even more
of an important event here than we thought.
Treasure chest – 20 gold coins
Treasure chest – Empty
Treasure chest – Pot Lid
Treasure chest – Boomerang

Young man near stairwell: Isn't this place incredible? The
water's nice, the air's refreshing. It's too bad I've got to
leave today.
Pot – 3 gold coins
Treasure chest – Rib
Lefan man in third floor house (if you haven’t entered
Pendragon’s house yet): I heard Pendragon is looking for
warriors to mount an assault on the fane. I wonder if he'll
choose me.
Observation: It appears to be a Lefan statue.
Lefan man on upper east bank: You climbed the stairs all
this way? You must be exhausted. Those stairs were built
back when the wind still died down from time to time.
Nowadays, the only people that use it are Firia and travelers
like you.
Pendragon’s mother in Pendragon’s house (when you enter):
How many times do I have to tell you? That rock is
completely useless! Why are you bent on risking people's lives
to get it back?
Pendragon (continued): We need the BlissRock! It has
granted us the gift of unending wind.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): That's not at all what I
said! We don't need that wind! Back in my day, we could fly
only when the wind was good. And we liked it!
Pendragon (continued): Well, times have changed! We can't
survive without the wind anymore.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Have it your way, then! Go
ahead and get people killed over your precious little stone!
Pendragon (continued): We need that BlissRock back. If only
we had someone strong enough to help us...
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Hah! You'll need to find
some pretty stupid people to listen to your story! {She leaves
the house.}
Aira (chat): I guess that they were busy.

Observation: It appears to be a Lefan statue.
Pendragon: Oh, are you travelers? I'm sorry you had to see
us fighting. Something very troubling has occurred in this
valley, and we were just debating over it. It must be fate
that sent you here to us. Let me tell you the whole story.
There is a Fane north of the valley which we've guarded for
generations. But, a fortnight ago, it was invaded by monsters
swarming out from a dark cloud. The Fane was evacuated, but
we committed a grave error. We left the BlissRock behind.
The BlissRock brings wind to our people. Without it, the air
will soon grow calm... That's why I'm looking for brave
warriors that could recover the BlissRock for us! I can tell
you're more than qualified for the job. Will you please go to
the northern Fane and take back the BlissRock? (Yes/No)
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): We of Lefa are far too frail to
fight ourselves. Please aid us in our time of need, and recover
the BlissRock! (Yes/No)
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): Then you refuse? No matter
what? (Yes/No)
Pendragon (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. I suppose
we'll just have to try by ourselves.
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): You mean you will help us?
(Yes/No)
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): I'm afraid I don't quite
follow you.
Pendragon (continued, if you completely refuse to
help): It was impudent of me to bring you into this.
Please, rest here if you like.
Melvin (chat): A dark cloud, monsters... The Demon
Lord's terror has spread to this area, too, it seems.
Shouldn't you comply with the Pendragon's request,
Master HERO?
Pendragon (if you say ‘Yes’ to any of his requests): Oh,
thank you! We'll give you any reward you want if you return

with the BlissRock. The Fane is to the north as you pass the
cliffs opposite us. We're counting on you!
Aira (chat, either way): So the BlissRock brings the winds
to this valley? It may be just a legend, but it sure is
interesting!
Gabo (chat): Did you hear that? A reward if we bring back
the BlissRock! Let's go, HERO!
Melvin (chat): A dark cloud, monsters... The Demon Lord's
terror has spread to this area, too, it seems. Yes, I would say
that complying with the Pendragon's request was the proper
thing to do, Master HERO.
Pendragon (again, if you refused to help): This is by
no means a bustling town, but please feel free to stay
as long as you'd like.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. A diary sits on
the shelf. 'Tuesday, a young boy named Joseph came to town,
telling a story about a gray rain. The boy explained to all of
us that the rain has the power to turn people into stone. I
couldn't believe it, but the boy looked deadly serious.'
Dresser – TinyMedal
Little Lefan girl: That's strange. Firia isn't back from
picking flowers yet? Well/comma/ she can't fly. I bet she
fell into the river again.
Little Lefan boy (no matter who you talk to): Hunh? What
do you want?
Second little Lefan boy (continued): Hey! These people
aren't Lefan!
First little Lefan boy (continued): Agh! Firia's friends!
Second little Lefan boy (continued): Run! {They fly off in
opposite directions.}
Firia (continued): Thank you, but I've got to go. My sister
will kill me if I'm late. Goodbye. {She walks off toward the
bridge.}

Little Lefan girl in Pendragon’s house: It took Firia a whole
hour just to pick some flowers! I can't believe it! I could do
it in half a minute!
Firia in kitchen: Oh, it's you again. You didn't have to help
me out back there, you know. I'm used to being picked on. I
mean, I can't deny it. It's the truth. I can't fly.
Aira (chat): Sorry, Firia, but it looks like it'll take a while to
solve this one.
Little Lefan boy in armor shop: Gahh! You guys! This is my
house, you know! We weren't bullying Firia! We were just
telling her the truth!
Lefan man in third floor house: What's all the noise up
there? Is somebody on the roof again?
Little Lefan boy on fourth floor: It's not like I pick on Firia
because I don't like her. I just can't help it!
Pendragon’s mother on third floor roof: It must have been
twenty years ago, when a thunderous boom could be heard
from the sky, as if it were going to rain. Oddly enough, there
wasn't a cloud to be seen. Suddenly a trail of light fell from
the sky, as we looked on in awe. We followed the trail and
found a glowing rock hovering above the ground. We named it
the BlissRock and took it to the fane. Since then, the wind
has never stopped blowing. We've become too dependent
upon it. The younger set loves it, but there is something
about it that disturbs me. I've tried to tell my son, but he
never listens to me. Sniff... I mean, I'm just his mother after
all.

Guardian Village
Lefan man at entrance: Travelers, are you? I'm afraid you
picked the wrong time to come here. The Fane is wrapped in
an evil black cloud, so no one can enter it. There's not much
in this village, so I'd recommend you head back to the valley.

Lefan woman in west house: How much longer do we have to
live like this? I wish that cloud would go away so we could
return to the Lefa Fane.
Well – EvilWell
Dresser (in well) – Defense seed
{As you approach the main house past the well, a Lefan
woman lands and enters the house.}
Lefan man (when you enter): How was the Fane?
Lefan woman (continued): Nothing's happening! The Fane is
still smothered in darkness!
Lefan man (continued): How much longer must we wait?
When will the valley send up some help?
Lefan woman (continued): I'm afraid we shouldn't expect
much. We're not made for battle.
Lefan man (continued): Hmm.
Lefan man (if you told the Pendragon you wouldn’t
help, or didn’t talk to Pendragon at all): Oh, hello
there. What brings you here? There's nothing for
you here, travelers. I'd go back if I were you.
Lefan man: Oh, hello there. What brings you here? [HERO
told his story to the man.]
Melvin (continued, if HERO is dead and Melvin is
leader): We have been commissioned by wise
Pendragon to recover the BlissRock.
Gabo (continued, if HERO is dead and Gabo is
leader): We're helping Pendragon.
Aira (continued, if HERO is dead and Aira is
leader): We've been sent here by Pendragon of
Gorges to get the BlissRock out of the Fane.
Lefan man (continued): Oh really? That must mean you're
going to the Fane. Wait, are you even Lefan? (Yes/No)
Lefan man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh yeah? Where are
your wings, wussy?

Lefan man (if you say ‘No’): I thought so. That makes for a
little problem.
Lefan man (continued, either way): There's a door in the
Fane that can be opened only by a full-blooded Lefan. You
won't be able to get past it yourselves. Hmm...
Lefan woman (continued): That shouldn't be any problem.
{Everyone turns to look at her.} The altar which the
BlissRock rests upon is in front of the Lefan door. They
won't even have to open it.
Lefan man (continued): Aha! That's it! Listen to me,
travelers. The Fane is engulfed in darkness and filled with
horrible monsters. Please retrieve the BlissRock for us all!
And be careful!
Lefan man (again): The Fane is engulfed in darkness and
filled with horrible monsters. Be careful! Please retrieve the
BlissRock for us all! The Fane is directly north of here.
Lefan woman (whether you agreed to help Pendragon or
not): We've lived in this village ever since the Fane was
attacked. It's been part of our history since the beginning of
time. We can't just let it go.

Dark Cloud Maze
Gabo (chat): Yikes! This black stuff might stick to me! How
disgusting! Let's hurry up and get out of here, HERO!
Aira (chat): It's hard to see. Watch where you step, HERO!
Melvin (chat): A dark cloud of this sort could not be a thing
of nature. This must be more of the Demon Lord's handiwork.
Treasure chest – Potion
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Bolt Staff
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – World Leaf

Gabo (chat): Yikes! I can't see my feet at all! Let's just head
straight through, HERO!
Gabo (chat): What's with this place? It's so dark, I can't
see the floor. There's a mean-looking statue, too!
Aira (chat): It's particularly hard to see here. We can't see
our feet. Be careful, HERO!
Aira (chat): What's up with this place? Strange, a statue in
the middle of nowhere. Is it some kind of hint?
Melvin (chat): If you look closely, you can see another statue
further on! It seems to have something to do with the
direction the statue is facing.
Observation: HERO searched the statue of the evil beast.
{The statue spins.}
Gabo (chat, boss room past maze): Grrr. Be careful, HERO.
There's a dangerous-looking one!
Observation about back door: The door didn’t open. It
seems to be held shut by a mysterious power.
HellGenie: Heh heh heh... I must admit I'm surprised to find
one foolish enough to enter the shroud of darkness.
Unfortunately, you will proceed no further.
Melvin (battle chat): It seems that this is the source of the
monsters that have been building lairs in this area.
Gabo (battle chat): I won't be shown up by something made
out of mist!
Aira (battle chat): Looks as if we can't get near the temple,
unless we finish him off first.
HellGenie (when it is defeated): Urgggh... It can't be... How
could I lose to such a group? Heh heh heh... If you think the
dark cloud will be lifted now, you are terribly mistaken. The
time will come for you to accept a new world order. You do
not yet understand the true meaning of terror. Heh heh
heh... {He disappears, and the door in the back opens.}

Wind Fane

Treasure chest – Empty
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a book
titled 'History of the Lefa Tribe'
'It is told that the Lefa tribe flew down to the earth from
the sky. Perhaps this is why little is known about their
origin.'
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a book
titled 'Secrets of the Lefa Tribe'
'Lefans fly by letting their bodies flow with the wind. The
wings on their backs provide extra lift while in the air.'
Barrel – TinyMedal
Barrel – Life Acorn
Treasure chest – Wyvern
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – 350 gold coins
Observation (on third floor): There's a switch on the
ground. Press it? (Yes/No)
Treasure chest – Defense Seed
Observation (outside): HERO read the writing on the relief.
'May the spirit of the wind fly across this land for all
eternity.'
Observation (when you enter the main fourth floor room
on the right): Wind blows on your face.
Observation about door in altar room: This door is sealed
shut. It looks impossible to open.
Observation: HERO read the writing on the wall. 'This door
will only accept those who bear the blood of the Lefa tribe.'
Observation about altar: HERO examined the pedestal.
HERO obtained the BlissRock. The wind blowing in the fane
gradually fades.
Melvin (chat): The wind here seems to have died down.
Anyway, it appears that we cannot get any further on our

own. Now, then, Master HERO, we should try going back to
that valley.

Guardian Village
Lefan man at entrance: Huh? It feels the wind is blowing
strangely. Weird, isn't it?
Lefan woman in west house: How much longer do we have to
live like this? I wish that cloud would go away.
Lefan man in main house (if you talked to him before and
agreed to help the Pendragon): How did you fare? You have
the BlissRock? Fantastic!
Lefan man in main house (if you didn’t talk to him
before, or if you did talk to him before but
refused to help the Pendragon or didn’t talk to the
Pendragon at all): What? That stone! Where did you
get that stone?
Lefan man (continued if you refused to help the
Pendragon or didn’t talk to him at all): You
retrieved it from the Fane? Incredible! That stone is
a treasure of the Lefan tribe! We've been trying to
get it back all this time! Take that rock back to our
Pendragon. Oh, he'll be so happy to see it! We'll stay
back here until the cloud's cleared up. Hurry!
Lefan man (continued if you agreed to help the
Pendragon): Oh... So the Pendragon asked you to
infiltrate the fane.
Lefan man (continued if you agreed to help the
Pendragon): I see the Pendragon chose wisely! Now the wind
will surely return! Please, hurry back to the valley and spread
the good news! Once that dark cloud clears, we can recapture
the Fane.
Aira (chat): We should probably hurry up and bring this rock
to Pendragon.

Lefan man (again): Hurry and give that stone back to
Pendragon! Once that dark cloud clears, we can recapture the
Fane.

Gorges
Lefan man on upper east bank: The Pendragon's mother
nearly tore my ear off ranting and raving at me! Something
about how the Lefans don't need that rock because the
Spirit Statue protects us... She's usually the kindest woman
you've ever met. I wonder what's wrong with her.
Lefan woman on second floor roof: Something is really
strange. The wind seems different somehow.
Lefan woman flying up and down: How did I feel the first
time I flew? Hmm. I don't really remember. We Lefans learn
to fly about the same time we learn how to walk. You don't
remember when you took your first steps, do you? It's just
like that.
Lefan woman on first floor of east bank cave: It pains me
to see the Fane surrounded in darkness. It looked so
beautiful before!
Little Lefan boys whispering upstairs (as you approach): So
I say the two of us put Firia up on the roof!
Second little Lefan boy (continued): What? She won't be
able to get down from there!
First little Lefan boy (continued): That's why it'll be fun,
you idiot!
Second little Lefan boy (continued): But we can't just leave
her like that forever.
First little Lefan boy (continued): We'll help her down once
she's scared herself to death. Okay?
Second little Lefan boy (continued): Right. {They both run
off.}

Lefan woman in middle right room: As long as we have the
BlissRock, the wind will always blow through the valley. At
least that's how the legend goes.
Little Lefan boy in armor shop: Zzzzz... zzzzz...
Little Lefan boy in weapon shop: Why do you suppose Firia's
mother abandoned her? She seems like a nice enough girl.
Lefan man on third floor: The dark cloud around the fane
hasn't cleared up. What's going on in there?
Little Lefan girl in Pendragon’s house: Hmm? If you're
looking for my father, he's out now. He should be back any
time now. Why don't you wait here?
Pendragon’s mother talking to Firia in the kitchen (as you
approach): If the wind were to stop right now, this valley
would be finished. But you, Firia, would at least be able to live
with your feet on the ground. Promise me, Firia, that you'll
live here after the wind dies!
Firia (continued): That old story again? Don't worry. There's
no way the wind would just stop blowing. Father told me that
if only we got the BlissRock back, the wind in the valley would
keep blowing.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): No, no, no! It's not some
stupid stone that's protecting us. In fact, if that stone
hadn't brought us this unending wind, we wouldn't be quaking
in fear every time the wind simmers down like this!
Firia (continued): Can we talk about this later, Grandma?
Father's coming home soon.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): There you go, bringing your
father up again! Do you really love him that much?
Firia (continued): That goes without saying. I owe my entire
life to him!
Pendragon’s mother (continued): All right. Fine. I'll say
nothing more about this. {She leaves the kitchen.}

Firia: Father and Grandma have argued with each other for
as long as I can remember. I've never understood why.
They're both such good people.
Pendragon’s mother: It makes me burn up whenever I see
hear Firia say she loves her father. That man's no father!
He's just a pitiful little man! {Pendragon arrives and sits at
the table.}
Pendragon (continued, if you never spoke to
him before): Hmm? Travelers, are you? I don't
believe we've met before. Pardon me, but could I
see that stone you're holding for a moment? [Give
him the BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): That rock is a
treasure of our people! Please show it to me. [Give
him the BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (when you say ‘Yes’): Oh, yes! The
BlissRock! I can't believe you've found it! This
rock is a treasure of our people! It safeguards
the winds of the valley. We couldn't get it
ourselves. Oh, I don't know how to thank you! Let
us have a great feast in your honor tonight! I
hope you've all got empty stomachs, travelers!
Pendragon (continued, if you refused to help
before): Are you still here, travelers? Pardon me, but
could I see that stone you're holding for a moment?
[Give him the BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’ to either question): Oh,
don't make such a production out of it! Just show it
to me! [Give him the BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (when you say ‘Yes’): Oh, yes! The
BlissRock! So you went out and retrieved it for us
anyway! Now the wind is safe once more! I don't know
how to thank you enough! Wait, I know! I'll put on a
great feast in your honor tonight!

Pendragon (if you agreed to help before): Oh, it's you! Is
that what I think it is? [Give him the BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't make such a
production out of it! Just show it to me! [Give him the
BlissRock? (Yes/No)]
Pendragon (when you say ‘Yes’): Oh, yes! This is it! Thank
you, travelers, from the bottom of my heart! The valley is
saved! We must now fulfill our promise to you. Tonight there
will be a great feast in your honor! Hopefully, you've worked
up an appetite!
Overjoyed that the BlissRock was in safe hands
once more, the Lefans held an amazingly
extravagant feast for HERO and the party.
However, the festivities were tempered somewhat by
the dark cloud that still lay over the Fane itself.
Soon night became day...
Lefan woman (innkeeper, continued): Good morning! That
was quite a feast last night, wasn't it? You might want to
stop by the Pendragon's place before you leave. Take care!
Gabo (chat): Groan! I ate too much last night! Hey, that
Pendragon guy might even have breakfast waiting for us!
Let's go see!
Aira (chat): Well, the dark cloud didn't disperse, but was
regaining the BlissRock all we needed to do in order to help
this area? But how can we know, huh? Let's just go back and
see the Pendragon for now.
Melvin (chat): Yes, last night's festivities were magnificent,
indeed! I wish to go to the Pendragon and express my
gratitude right away.
Observation (if you try to enter either east or west bank
caves: Leaving the valley now doesn't appear to be a very
good idea.

Lefan woman near church: I can hear the shouts from the
Pendragon's house all the way from here...
Little Lefan girl in Pendragon’s house: Dad and Grandma are
arguing again... I wonder what's wrong. They sure are going at
it.
Pendragon (as you approach): Come on, Mother, tell me!
What did you do with the BlissRock? {She turns her back on
him.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Oh, that thing? I threw it
out.
Pendragon (continued): What? That can't be! You haven't set
foot outside since last night! {She turns back to face him.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): I gave it to Firia. I told her
to go throw it in the river.
Pendragon (continued): Oh, no! I've got to go stop Firia! {He
starts to leave.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): What are you talking
about? I'm not half as stupid as you are! Do you really think
she'll just throw the stone away because I told her to? I'm
sure she'll just give it back to you when my back's turned.
She cares too much about you to hurt your feelings. That's
the kind of girl she is!
Pendragon (continued): How can one be certain?
Pendragon’s mother (continued): After all these years of
'raising her as an orphan' and you don't have any faith in her
at all? You're terrible!
Pendragon (continued): ... {He turns toward his mother.} All
right. I'll wait for her to come back.
Pendragon: Are you leaving us already? Don't worry about us.
This is just a family squabble. I hope you have a pleasant
journey from here. Oh, I almost forgot. Here's a token of my
appreciation. Hopefully it'll come in handy. [HERO received
the AGL Scarf!] Be careful out there. And come visit us again
someday!

Pendragon’s mother: I just wanted to make that son of mine
sweat a little, but now Firia's been out for a long time. I hope
nothing happened to her.
Lefan woman on east bank: I saw Firia gathering flowers
again a while ago. You have to give her credit. It's hard
enough flying up there.
Observation (if you try to enter either east or west bank
cave): The sound of the wind is gradually fading. {The sky
grows dark.} The wind in the valley has stopped.
Melvin (chat): Not good! The Lefans are in danger. Master
HERO! We must find a way to get the wind back quickly!
Gabo (chat): What should we do, HERO? I'll try fanning
them!
Aira (chat): Why did the wind stop? We have the BlissRock
and everything!
Observation about nearby Lefan woman: No response. This
person appears to be unconscious.
Pendragon: Oh, it's you, HERO! How could the winds have
stopped? The BlissRock is safe! If the wind doesn't pick up
again, we'll start to die off, one by one. You're the only ones
that can move! Find some way to get the wind back!
Pendragon’s mother: Ahh! HERO! I was worried you had gone
away! After all my nagging, the wind really did die out. But
now I know what caused it!
Pendragon (continued): It's all because you removed the
BlissRock from the Fane? {Pendragon’s mother turns to him.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): By God, when are you ever
going to learn? That stone has nothing to do with anything!
{She turns back to HERO.} Pay no heed to anything that
awful man says. Thanks to him, this valley's been put through
nothing but trouble. Now I'm sure I know how to get the
wind back! I have a favor to ask of you, but first, could you
bring Firia back for me? Firia went out to pick some flowers.

She shouldn't be far. I'll tell you about my favor once you
bring her back.
Melvin (chat): The lives of the people in this village depend
on it, HERO! Quickly, now! Let us find that little girl!
Pendragon (again): So the stone had nothing to do with the
wind... Well, let's worry about that later! Just do what my
mother says!
Little Lefan girl in bed: Argh! My body's so heavy!
Lefan woman by church: I feel so heavy. Why has the wind
stopped?
Lefan man in church: Oh, God! Not even the BlissRock can
save us now.
Lefan woman in church: The priest is beside himself with
fear. If I could help you in his stead... {church talk}
Innkeeper in bed: I'm sorry, travelers, but I can't move a
muscle, much less rent out a room to you. Feel free to use
the beds if you wish to rest a while.
Observation about any bed: Take a rest? (Yes/No)
Lefan woman on first floor of east bank cave: Before the
BlissRock fell from the sky, we could walk around even when
the wind stopped. I guess this is what we get for relying on
the wind so long.
Lefan man: I knew something was up when that dark cloud
didn't go away. Maybe that's the real reason behind the wind
stopping.
Lefan woman, on second floor in far right room: You can
still move? You must not be a Lefan. Perhaps if we wait, the
wind will return to us.
Lefan woman, in middle right room: I don't want to die like
this! I'm scared!
Lefan man (armor merchant): Sorry, but I'm in no condition
to run a shop right now. I can hardly move.

Little Lefan boy in armor shop: In all my life, this is the
first time I've ever seen the wind stop blowing. We aren't
being punished for Firia, are we?
Lefan man (weapon merchant): Whatever caused the wind to
stop? It's been blowing nonstop for ten years!
Little Lefan boy in weapon shop: Oh, HERO! You can get
around without the wind! You've got to save Firia for us! We
went and put Firia up on the roof as a joke! We were going to
get her down, but then the wind lost its vigor. Now she'll
never be able to get off! Help her, HERO!
Lefan man on third floor: I was about to check on the roof
when the wind stopped. I can still hear footsteps up there.
What's going on up there?
Observation (if you go out on the tiny balcony or up to
the upper east bank): A young girl's voice calls out from
somewhere.
Firia (continued): Help! {The camera pans to Firia, and you
see her hanging onto the cliff ledge.} Please, someone! Help
me!
Observation about Lefan man on upper east bank: No
response. This person appears to be unconscious.
Firia (as you drop down to the third floor roof): I can't
hold on! My arms— {Firia falls, but gently lands on the
ground.}
Aira (chat): Did you just see Firia fly? Oh, I guess that now
is not the time to be talking about that. We've got to hurry!
Let's go help Firia!
Little Lefan boy in weapon shop: Oh, HERO! Did you save
Firia? What? Firia's already fallen off the roof? I'm sorry,
Firia. I didn't mean to be so nasty to you.
Lefan man on third floor: Hmm? The footsteps went away.
Firia: You tried to save me, didn't you, HERO? Thank you
very much. It was weird. Just when I began to fall, this stone
suddenly got warm. Maybe this is another one of the

BlissRock's powers. Never mind that! I'm worried about my
family. Let's go! {She runs off.}
Little Lefan boy in weapon shop: I'm sorry, Firia. I didn't
mean to be so nasty to you. What? So Firia fell off the roof
but wasn't injured? I don't quite understand, but at least
Firia's safe!
Little Lefan boy (again): And if the wind ever comes back, I
promise I won't pick on you again!
Pendragon (if you didn’t talk to him before): Oh,
it's you, HERO!
Pendragon (if you talked to him before, or continued from
above): Mother needs to talk to you about the wind.
Firia: No one can move around anymore without the wind.
Please, HERO! Help us save the valley once more.
Pendragon’s mother (if you didn’t talk to her
before): Ah, HERO. I was hoping that you were still
around. What? The BlissRock saved Firia? It is of no
consequence. The wind has stopped blowing. I know
why, but I need help to restore it.
Pendragon (continued): It's all because you removed
the BlissRock from the Fane? {Pendragon’s mother
turns to him.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): By God, when are
you ever going to learn? That stone has nothing to do
with anything! {She turns back to HERO.} Pay no heed
to anything that awful man says. Please listen to me.
I've got a favor to ask of you. It's a bit of a long
story, but it's important. You listen up too, Firia.
Pendragon’s mother (if you talked to her before): Thanks
for bringing Firia back, HERO. Now here's what I need you
to do. You listen up too, Firia.
Pendragon’s mother (continued, either way): The real
reason the wind's stopped is because the dark cloud's
engulfed the Spirit Statue. It's been said since olden times

that the statue has protected the wind of the valley. So you
must go back into the Fane and somehow eradicate that
cloud! Do you follow me so far? (Yes/No)
Pendragon’s mother (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... All right, pay
attention this time! [repeats above]
Pendragon’s mother (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. Now, the
statue's protected by a door that can only be opened by a
Lefan. {She turns to Firia.} So, Firia, I want you to go and
open the door for them. {Both Pendragon and Firia are
shocked.}
Firia (continued): You know that won't work, Grandma. I'm
not a Lefan.
Pendragon (continued): Mother!
Pendragon’s mother (continued): There's no time to bicker
over this! We'll all die if you don't do it! I'm going to say this
just once, Firia. So listen carefully. You're not an orphan.
You're a full-blooded Lefan and a member of our family.
Firia (continued): But how? I don't have any wings!
Pendragon’s mother (continued): I have no idea what God had
in mind, but he gave you that body, not to mention a foolish
father who tried to hide the truth from you. {Firia turns to
Pendragon.}
Pendragon (continued): I'm sorry, Firia.
Pendragon’s father (continued): You have every right to
despise the man, but right now you have a task to do. You're
the only person who can save this valley now... Please, help us!
Firia (continued): ... {She turns back to her grandmother.} I
want to save the people in the valley.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Now then, make haste for
the Fane! [Firia joined the party!]
Firia (continued): Oh, right. I have this to give you, HERO.
[HERO received the BlissRock!]
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Take care of Firia for me,
HERO!

Firia (chat): What's going to happen to my dad and
grandmother? Please, HERO! Help us one more time, for the
sake of this valley!
Gabo (chat): Would we be going back to that same fane?
That would be an easy victory, HERO!
Aira (chat): So Firia really is a member of the Lefa tribe
after all. I hate to stick my nose in other people's business,
but I feel very strange.
Melvin (chat): It is too late to turn back now. It is up to us
to save this valley!
Pendragon’s mother: If the dark cloud can be swept away,
then the wind should return to normal. Be careful, HERO!
And keep an eye on Firia for me!
Pendragon: I had to keep Firia's lineage a secret from
everyone! If it became known that the Chief fathered a
wingless child, our family would be crushed, and I would be
ousted from my position. I realize now, though, that I was
hurting my daughter. I wonder if it's truly too late to begin
to repair the harm I've caused her. I am a foolish man. No
matter what anyone may say, I have failed Firia. All I can do
is pray that you and Firia will return safely.
Little Lefan boy in weapon shop: Firia! You're all right!
Firia (continued): I must journey to the Fane to restore the
wind to this valley. I know this is tough, but please, be strong
until I return.
Little Lefan boy (continued): All right. You hang in there,
too.
Firia (continued): Sure.
Little Lefan boy (continued): Oh, Firia! I'm sorry about
everything!
Firia (continued): Tell me some other time.
Little Lefan boy (again): Hang in there, Firia.
Lefan man on upper east bank: It never occurred to me how
hard things are without the wind.

Guardian Village
Lefan woman in west house: The wind has stopped, and that
cloud is still there. What can we do? There has to be
something!
Lefan man near well: Somebody! Anybody! Give us our wind
back!
Observation about Lefan man in main house: No response.
He appears to be unconscious.
Lefan woman: Taking the wind from a Lefan is like taking
water from a fish. If we don't do something, we'll be wiped
out!

Dark Cloud Maze
Firia (chat): All around the beautiful fane! It's terrible!

Wind Fane
Observation about door: This door is sealed shut. It looks
impossible to open. {Firia walks up to the door.}
Firia (continued): This is the door, right? If I can open it,
then it proves I am a true Lefan. ... Please... Open... {The door
opens.} It opened! Then, it's true! ... Oh, I can't believe this!
We should keep going.
Firia (chat): Well, let's hurry, HERO.
Observation (inside top floor): HERO examined the
monolith. 'Free the statue with a wind straight and true.'
Melvin (chat): A direct line of wind then, is it? Master
HERO, did the wind stop when you took the BlissRock from
the pedestal? (Yes/No)

Melvin (if you say ‘No’): You do not remember? I do
believe that was the case, though. Put the BlissRock
back on the pedestal, and make use of that wind!
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’): I think that we should make use of
that wind. That is to say, put the BlissRock back on the
pedestal, and direct the wind to the statue!
Observation: HERO examined the Spirit Statue. The thick,
dark cloud blocks most of it from being seen.
Gabo (chat): Geez, the cloud looks even thicker around here!
Aira (chat): So this is the Spirit Statue, is it? I can't see it
clearly with the cloud in the way.
Observation about altar: There's a pedestal for the
BlissRock. Place the stone on it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): A gentle breeze begins to
emanate from the BlissRock.
Observation (when you enter maze room): Wind blows on
your face.
Gabo (chat): I guess that the wind is blowing into this room.
Melvin (chat): If only we could direct the wind in this room
to the statue out front...
Aira (chat): It looks like we can change the path of the wind
by turning the walls.
{Once all the walls are aligned properly, the camera pans the
path of the wind toward the Spirit Statue.}
Voice (continued): Ha ha ha! Amazing! Truly amazing!
{HellCloud floats down on top of the Spirit Statue.}
Firia (continued): This should make the dark cloud disappear.
I'm sure my father will want the BlissRock back, so I'll go
get it. HERO, why don't you check on the Spirit Statue?
{Firia leaves to get the BlissRock; the wind stops flowing
when she picks it up.}
Firia in altar room: Did you check the Spirit Statue,
HERO? Oh, you didn't check yet? Well, I've got the
BlissRock. Do you mind if I come along?

HellCloud (as soon as you leave the maze): So, you managed
to blow away the dark cloud! Not bad for a stinking human!
But if you want your wind back, you'll have to take me down!
Let's see how brave you really are! Come on!
Aira (battle chat): Be careful, HERO! You don't dare be
careless with this one!
Melvin (battle chat): So, it's because of him that the black
clouds hanging over this land won't clear...
Gabo (battle chat): HERO...This one's... tough...
HellCloud (again, if you lose): Ha ha ha! Back for
more? I simply must applaud your courage! But I'm
afraid it will take more than your fragile frame and
conceited delusions to defeat me!
HellCloud (when it is defeated): Gehhh! Who the hell are
you? I threw everything I had at you! But you humans... Your
combined force... {It disappears, and the dark clouds fade
away.}
Firia (continued): HERO! Are you all right? I've got the
BlissRock, so let's head back to the valley.
Observation: HERO examined the Spirit Statue. The Spirit
Statue gazes at the lands of the Lefa tribe with a gentle
look. HERO found the Wizard Ring on the altar!

Guardian Village
Lefan man at entrance: Travelers! Did you hear the news?
The wind! It's back! Don't you understand how important this
is? We're all saved!
Melvin (chat): Yes, everyone seemed seems to be truly
pleased!
Lefan woman on the left: First that black cloud strangled
the Fane, and then the gales tore through. I thought we'd
never survive it all. Now that the wind's back, I wonder how
the Fane's doing.

Lefan man on the right: We sent a group to go investigate
the Fane. With any luck, the wind should drive off that cloud.
{A Lefan woman flies in.}
Lefan woman (continued): Listen, everyone! The dark cloud
around the Fane has vanished! We can return there now! {She
flies off, then the other two fly off as well.}
Lefan man (continued): It's gone! The wind blew the dark
cloud away! Isn't it wonderful? {Then he flies off.}

Wind Fane
Lefan man on main floor: I can't believe that monsters used
to prowl these halls! In any case, I'm glad that time has
passed!
Lefan man at altar: Welcome, travelers. This is Lefa Fane.
{church talk}
Lefan woman in library: Even without the BlissRock, the
wind blows through here every day. It will take some getting
used to, but I think we'll manage without it.
Lefan woman in bed: Ha ha ha! I'll take this bed over an old
straw mattress any day!

Gorges
Lefan man on upper east bank: Look! The wind has returned
to the valley! What's that? You cleared away the dark cloud?
Well, if that's all it took, I should've taken a broom to it
weeks ago!
Lefan woman in flower garden: I never realized how much
fun flying really is!
Lefan woman on tiny balcony: Those two no-good boys are
fighting up on the roof again. And right after we get the wind
back, too.

Little Lefan boys on second floor roof (as you approach):
Come on! Why don't we go try it again?
Little Lefan boy on the left (continued): Try what again?
Little Lefan boy on the right (continued): What else? We
put Firia up on the roof, and—
Little Lefan boy on the left (continued): Count me out.
Little Lefan boy on the right (continued): Oh, why not? Oh.
I get it. You've fallen in lo-o-ove, haven't you? You're
choosing some girl with no wings over me!
Little Lefan boy on the left (continued): You can say
whatever you want. I'm not teasing Firia anymore.
Little Lefan boy on the right (continued): Well, forget it,
then! You're no fun anymore! {He flies off.}
Little Lefan boy on the left: Ahh, it's probably better this
way. I'm tired of worrying about Firia.
Lefan woman on first floor of east bank cave: The
BlissRock fell from the sky, according to our legends. Perhaps
it might be a possession of God.
Little Lefan boy in armor shop: All I hear these days is
Firia this, Firia that. It's beginning to drive me insane!
Lefan woman near pond on lower east bank: Ahh, the wind
feels wonderful. I think I enjoy these little passing breezes
over what we had before.
Lefan man on west side of bridge: Now that the wind is
back, perhaps it's time I settled down and found a nice wife.
Warrior in inn: I only just got here, and the innkeeper let me
stay the night for free! She said something about me being
the first guest since the wind returned. What's she talking
about?
Lefan woman in church: The dark cloud's disappeared, as if
it had never existed. I'm so glad the Fane has survived intact
through all this.

Lefan man on upper west bank: Hold on there! Are you
planning to go out with Firia? The wind's come back! Why
don't you visit the Pendragon first?
Firia (if you try to leave): Where are you going, HERO?
Let's hurry back to Grandma's place!
Firia (when you enter Pendragon’s house): Grandma!
Pendragon’s mother (continued): I'm so glad to see you
return safely. {HERO and the rest of the party walk all the
way into the house.} Thanks to you, the wind has returned to
the valley. I thank you from the bottom of my heart. I know
this hasn't been easy for you, Firia. {Firia looks around at
everyone.}
Firia (continued): No... I'm fine.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): But I'm sure you're happy
to know you're a true Lefan now.
Firia (continued): Uh-huh.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): I've been just like your
father, trying to hide it all the time. I hope you can forgive
us, Firia.
Firia (continued): Don't say that! I'm not bitter about
anything. I finally found out who my real father was. I'm so
happy!
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Thank you, Firia. Such a
gentle-hearted child.
Firia (continued): Grandma, can we save this for later? {She
suddenly remembers.} I brought back the BlissRock, but
maybe I should've kept it where it was.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): That stupid rock? Well, if it
makes you feel better.
Gabo (continued): That rock is amazing! Tell them what
happened, HERO! [HERO told the story of Firia falling off
the cliff.]

Melvin (continued, if he is leader): There is
something you should know about that rock. [Melvin
told the story of Firia falling off the cliff.]
Aira (continued, if she is leader): Umm. There is
something I should tell you about that rock. [Aira
told the story of Firia falling off the cliff.]
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Hmm. So that rock saved
Firia's life. That gives me an idea. Firia, would you come with
me a moment? {She and Firia leave the house.}
Gabo (chat): What is Firia's grandmother going to do? It
looks interesting. Let's go watch, HERO.
Little Lefan girl: Grandma told me that Firia's my real blood
sister! You don't think she's mad about all the times I picked
on her, do you?
Pendragon: While you were at the Fane, I tried to speak to
Firia. When I saw her face, though, my speech fled, and I
left her in silence. I feel so pathetic.
Pendragon’s mother (outside by church, as you approach):
Firia, soon everyone will know you're a full-blooded Lefan. If
you could fly, you could finally be a true member of our
village! So I want you to try flying now. I'll catch you if you
can't.
Firia (continued): All right. I'll try it. {They both fly down a
level and then back up.}
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Wow! I can't believe it!
That isn't just some old rock after all! With that stone,
Firia, you'll have no reason to feel inferior to anyone else.
Keep that stone with you, my girl. And don't let anyone
complain about it! If it weren't for you, we probably all would
have died!
Firia (continued): I don't want the stone.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Firia! For heaven's sake,
why not?

Firia (continued): I know now that I am Lefan. That's enough
for me. I want to live naturally, the way God made me. Just
like you've always said, Grandma.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Well, I have to admit,
you're right about that.
Firia (continued): But, if it's all the same, I'll take the stone.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Well, sure, go ahead, but
why do you still want it?
Firia (continued): I want to give it to HERO as thanks for
saving this valley. It causes the wind to blow, and lets the
bearer fly, and I'm sure it has more powers. I'm sure they'll
be able to use it in their travels far more than I.
Pendragon’s mother (continued): Well, we sure don't need
that stone anymore. Do with it as you wish.
Firia (continued): Uh-huh! {She walks over to HERO.} So,
here, HERO. Take care of it for me. [HERO obtained the
BlissRock!] Come back to Gorges sometime, okay, HERO?
Promise!
Gabo (chat): The rock is the reward? No way! That just can't
be!
Melvin (chat): Ah, what a strong girl Firia is! She may one
day become the leader of the Lefa tribe!
Aira (chat): I'm sure that Firia will be happy from now on
here in this valley! I've taken a real liking to that girl!
Pendragon’s mother: Ever since she was born, I've always
wondered why Firia was born without the gift of wings. After
hearing what she said just now, I think I finally understand. I
truly believe she was chosen by God. Chosen to represent a
new way of life for us all. A way of life closer to nature.
Aira (chat): Chosen by God, you say? Well, maybe so!
Pendragon’s mother (again): Firia must have been chosen by
God. I can feel it. Chosen to represent a new way of life for
us all. A way of life closer to nature.

Lefan woman near pond on lower east bank: That's right.
Firia is of Lefan stock, just like the rest of us. It may be a
bit of a surprise, but it doesn't really change anything. I
always thought of Firia as one of us anyway.
Little Lefan boy in armor shop: What? Firia is one of us?
Hah! So what? I still don't care one whet about her.
Lefan woman on tiny balcony: Those two kids were fighting
on the roof a while ago, but it looks like they've made up now.
What were they fighting about?
Little Lefan boy on second floor roof: Oh, back from the
Fane? Is Firia back, too? (Yes/No)
Little Lefan boy (if you say ‘No’): I need to apologize to her
when she gets back.
Little Lefan boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Then I better go and
apologize to her later.
Little Lefan boy (continued, either way): Firia helped save
all of us. Even me...
Lefan man on upper west bank: You're leaving already?
Please take care of yourself. Thanks for everything!

Wind Tower
Aira (chat): Wow! It's a really tall tower!
Gabo (chat): Where are we anyway, HERO? I've never seen a
place like this before.
Soldier at entrance: Ah, just look at that tower! Isn't it
impressive? It's been standing here since the beginning of
time. Its historical significance is without measure.
Unfortunately, it's become so dangerous that no one's
allowed in anymore. I wonder what the inside looks like.
Melvin (chat): It appears that this tower is indeed very old,
just as the soldier over there claimed. However, I do not
believe that anything like this existed in Firia's day. I
wonder what the significance is?

Soldier guarding door: What? You want to go inside?
(Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm sorry, but it's forbidden to go
inside the tower. What? This tower wasn't here before?
What are you talking about? It's practically touching the sky!
How could you have not noticed it before?
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): Well, you'd best be leaving then.
It's not safe out here. Try heading northwest. I hear there's
a village there.

Gorges
Man in blue vest, in west bank tunnel: Huff, huff...
Welcome to Gorges... Home... pant, pant... of the legendary
winged Lefans. Whew! I'm sorry. I was just a little out of
breath. Anyhow, do you think that the legends of people
flying are true? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘No’): What? Hmm... I'm surprised you
already knew the story. Legends are more romantic than
reality, though.
Man in blue vest (again): Welcome, travelers. This is Gorges,
home of the Lefa tribe. I imagine you think the stories that
Lefans can fly are just legends, right? (Yes/No)
Man (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I figured as much.
I disagree, though. Why else would there be a village in the
bottom of a valley? It's their fault I have to walk up this
damn hill every day!
Gabo (chat): I guess that the people of the Lefa tribe don't
fly anymore. HERO, do you know what happened to their
wings?
Young woman at entrance: Sigh... I wish I could fly like my
ancestors. I wonder how this valley looks from up in the sky...
Little boy in church: Please, God, convince my mom to buy me
a boomerang.

Nun: God's blessings will surely fall upon those that
remember him by stopping at temples during their travels.
Please be sure to visit the northern Fane while you're here,
travelers.
Tough guy guarding Pendragon’s house: Hey! This house
belongs to the Pendragon of Lefa! No one's allowed in, so you
might as well give up!
Aira (chat): If we can't get inside, then I suppose we'll just
have to give up for now.
Maid: The Pendragon hasn't been seen outside for a while
now. We're all afraid she's ill... or maybe worse...
Aira (chat): Why hasn't the Pendragon shown herself? That
worries me!
Bard in inn: The kids around here sure are into the strangest
things. They conked me on the head just a moment ago!
Treasure chest – 540 gold coins
Cat on east side of bridge: Meow.
Little girl: What is it with boys? Whenever someone gets
something new, they all have to have it. I hate people like
that!
Little boys (as you approach): {The one on the left throws a
boomerang. The one on the right turns to him.} Whoa! You're
throwing it over the river? If you mess up, it'll fall right in!
Little boy on the left (continued): Okay, give it a try.
Little boy on the right (continued): I'm not going to throw
mine over there! I just got it!
Little boy on the left (continued): Come on! You won't get
any better like that!
Little boy on the right (continued): All right. Here I go! {He
turns toward the river.} ... Aah, I better not.
Little boy on the left: How will he get any better if he
doesn't practice? All he ever does is conk people on the head
with it.

Little boy on the right: My mom just bought this boomerang
for me. I can't lose it now!
Merchant on first floor of east bank cave: Hey. You're
travelers too, eh? I'm a traveling merchant. Did you see the
fane up to the north? It sure is something! Especially that
Spirit Statue... Maria, was it? Maybe Yuria? Whatever it is,
you ought to go see it. Anyway... {shop talk}
Tough guy in upper left corner: I heard that there's a
stone that lets the bearer fly. I'd love to get my hands on
that.
Old man on second floor: A boomerang? If that's what
you're looking for, you can buy one at the weapon shop. I
wouldn't mind one myself.
Scholar in far right room: The old legends of winged Lefans
all have a basis in reality. Through the natural course of
evolution, they came to live on the ground. Perhaps this
means God prefers land-dwellers over all other animals.
Woman in middle right room: Ever since I bought my son a
boomerang, all he does is play with it. I'm going to take it
away from him unless he starts studying more!
Treasure chest – 320 gold coins
Treasure chest – Tray
Treasure chest – Glam Coat
Treasure chest – 10 gold coins
Young woman near stairwell: Luntaaaa! {to HERO} Excuse
me, have you seen Lunta? He's a cute little white pig.
Lunta, on other side of stairs: Oink! Oink!
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Old woman in third floor house: The Pendragon hasn't
shown herself around here in quite some time. In fact, if
what I hear these days is true... Ah, I shouldn't be telling
rumors to strangers.
Aira (chat): The Pendragon hasn't shown herself? That
worries me!

Young man on upper east bank: The Fane is north of here,
the Wind Tower is over to the southwest. You can see both
of them from here on clear days like this. I doubt this view's
changed much from ancient times.
Farmer near flower garden: If it wasn't for the wind, I
wouldn't be growing half the vegetables I do. This valley
truly is marvelous.

Lefa Fane
Maid on the right: Welcome to Lefa Fane. You're
adventuring, right? You should go see Firia! Who's Firia? Oh,
that's what we call the Spirit Statue in this fane.
Aira (chat): 'Firia'. So in the present day, that's what they
call the Spirit Statue! It must mean that the Lefans have
passed down the story of Firia's great bravery from that
era.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Young woman on main floor: I came here today to pray for
my family. They say your prayers get answered if you come
here.
Escaped prisoner: I tried to steal the BlissRock on an
impulse. It was supposed to be here, but where did it go?
Please, God! Tell me where it is, so I can get into the eastern
shrine! Amen!
Old woman on the left: This fane is gorgeous. I wonder if
there are any more impressive in the world.
Nun: Beyond this door is our living quarters. You may go
upstairs to view Firia.
Maid in back room: There's a lot of important research
going on, so try to keep it down, okay?
Old man in library: I've got it! I've finally got it! {to HERO}
Oh! Travelers! Listen to what I just discovered! Umm... I got
so excited I forgot what I discovered.

Lady: I learned that a floating BlissRock was enshrined
within this fane. It's supposedly a fragment of a floating
castle, damaged during the battle between God and the
Demon Lord. Before being damaged, the castle was composed
of four small fanes, one of which now lies far to the east.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. It is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer.'
'I've spent ten years looking for the Medal King. My search
is far from over. In the town of Engow, I had the famous
Pamela tell me my fortune. All she could tell me was to 'head
east'. How is that supposed to help me? I'm starting to
wonder if I'll ever find the Medal King.'
Bookshelf – MadBook
Scholar: 'When this land faces a crisis, pray at the Altar of
Wind.' That's a quote directly from the great Firia. I only
wish we knew where the Wind Altar was.
Bookshelf – MadBook
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There was an old
note inside a book. 'I am Tristan, the famous thief. My
father tells me that the great Don Borrid is my ancestor.
Whenever I think I've figured out the message from Borrid,
I always fail at the last step. It's only a matter of time
before I solve it. I'll miss the thrill when all of this is over.
— Tristan'
Young woman: Are you tired? How about taking a rest here?
(Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Anytime you wish to take a
rest, just come talk to me.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Sleep well!
Young woman (the next morning, continued): Good morning!
I hope the day finds you well.
Woman: Hello, my traveling friend! Did you get to see the
great Firia? (Yes/No)

Woman (if you say ‘No’): Well, then, there's no time to lose.
Go and visit her right now!
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Good. Everyone who comes here
should visit with her.
Maid in kitchen: Even servants of God get hungry, you know.
Cooking for them is just as worthy a service to God as
anything else!
Tough guy sleeping in storeroom: Zzzzz...
Barrel – Rib
Jissa (priest): Unfortunately, there is already a fine priest
at this fane, so there's no work for me here. I was really
looking forward to being a priest, too. I just got my robe and
everything! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Jissa (if you say ‘No’): My burning passion for theology will
never be smothered!
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Treasure chest – AquaShard
Gentleman on third floor: Part of the floor in this room
spins when you press a button. The button's right over there.
See for yourself!
Observation: There's a switch at your feet. Do you want to
press it? (Yes/No)
Observation: HERO read the writing on the relief. It reads,
'This Statue of the Spirit that brings us the Wind shall
remain here forever.'
Young woman: You must travel many difficult roads to reach
Firia. This fane's artisans must have made it that way to
protect her.
On the ground – LandShard
Observation: The door is tightly closed, and may not be
opened.

Observation: HERO read the writing on the wall. 'This door
will only accept those who bear the blood of the Lefa tribe.'
Nun: This door may only be opened by a member of the Lefa
tribe. Do you wish to proceed? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): All right. Let me know if you do wish
to pass.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): In that case, wait just a moment.
{She walks over to the door and opens it.} You may pass. The
door will close right after you enter.
Observation: There's a switch at your feet. Do you want to
press it? (Yes/No)
Nun by Spirit Statue: Firia has stood here since ancient
times, gazing out across the land. And she has always
watched over the holy wind that blesses us every day. Good
travelers, do you know why this statue is called Firia? It
happened a long, long time ago, back when the Lefans could
fly. An agent of evil descended upon us and pushed us to the
brink of despair. However, a young girl worked together with
four heroes to save the land. Her name was Firia, and now
she is the namesake of this statue. Even now, nobody knows
the identities of the four heroes. It may just be myth, but I
think it's a wonderful story! I see you are also a group of
four. May Firia bestow her blessings upon you!
Aira (chat): The fact that Firia's story continues to be told
in the present day is the best proof we have that she lived a
long and happy life.
Gabo (chat): They're calling us the 'four heroes', HERO.
Makes me feel kind of self-conscious.
Melvin (chat): When I think back now to those events in
Gorges in the past, I think of the ceaseless wind, and of how
those Lefans of the past sought a more convenient life.
However, convenience was not necessarily the best thing for
the people. Reflecting back on it now, I must say it was a
truly profound experience.

Nun (again): May Firia bless these four travelers.
Observation: HERO examined the Spirit Statue! The Spirit
Statue gazes at the lands of the Lefa tribe with a gentle
look.
Young man on back terrace: There's a mysterious room
beyond those round pillars. No one has any idea what it is.
Ancient structures always seem to have their mysteries.
{Go through the travel gate to open the Wind Fane portal in
the Ancient Ruins.}

Medal King Castle
Medal King: Welcome! I am a collector of TinyMedal from
across the world. Aha! You've got medals for me, I see!
Hmm... That brings the total up to ## TinyMedal! Excellent!
You've brought me 75 medals! Here's your BluePrint! [HERO
received the BluePrint!] Right now, HERO/comma/ I have ##
medals from you. If you bring me 83 you've got the SageRock
coming your way!

Monster Park
Monster Guru: Oh, it's you. You've brought something with
you today! Oh, my! It's a BluePrint! Oh, thank you so much!
I'll be able to build new areas in the Park with this! I wonder
what new kinds of monsters I'll be able to keep... I can't wait
to see!
Monster Guru (if you go outside and come back in again):
Oh! It's you! I got all the monsters that you sent me. I'll go
tell my assistant to let them loose in the park now, so go
check them out! My dream is to build the best Monster Park
in the whole world. You'll be able to come here and meet all
the kinds of monsters! I hope you can help me make this

dream a reality someday! Be sure to let me know whenever
you send any monsters here.

Coral Lake Shrine
Soldier on second floor: I have waited, even in the face of
darkness. This world will not last forever. God's Legacy must
be found. The BlissRock will tell you when the time comes.
Have you come to show me the time? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): In that case, leave.
Aira (chat): We need to show them him an object associated
with God's legacy, right? I seem to remember something we
picked up on our travels.
Melvin (chat): There is no doubt that soldier has been
waiting a long long time, just as I have been.
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, yes. This is definitely the
BlissRock. The time has come for me to fulfill my duty. From
this point on, I shall dedicate the prayers of our soldiers
unto you. The flower floating in the lake is the servant of
God. It will lead you to the BlissRock. When you have offered
this stone to heaven in the land of the Crest of God, the path
to revival will be made clear. The door is now open. Please go.
Gabo (chat): So the BlissRock is that stone we encountered
in Gorges!
Aira (chat): Flowers floating on the lake are supposed to
guide us? Hmm. Let's go outside, HERO.
Melvin (chat): So he was in fact a Soldier of God. Come,
HERO. We must make haste for the land of the Crest of God!

Coral Lake
Aira (chat): It looks like we've reached the bottom of the
sea. It's pretty!

Melvin (chat): What a thing of beauty coral is!
Gabo (chat): Aaagh! I can't hold my breath any longer! Huh?
We can breathe normally here! Ha ha ha!
Treasure chest – BluePrint

Seaside Meadow
Aira (chat): Is this the way out?
Gabo (chat): Wow! So this is where it leads to? What a
surprise!

Coral Lake
GreatMerm sprite: I know I look like one, but I'm not a
monster. I've overcome the pain of death and been reborn,
but no one comes close enough to listen to me. Say, do you
know where the Undersea King lives? (Yes/No)
GreatMerm sprite (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! Get out of here,
and don't come back!
GreatMerm sprite (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you do! Could you
ask him to change my appearance into something less
detestable? I'll reward you. Please, promise you'll help me!
Melvin (chat): He may be a monster, but I want to
congratulate him. We must be sure to speak to the Undersea
King on his behalf.
Aira (chat): He turned over a new leaf even though he's a
monster, HERO. That's really commendable!
Gabo (chat): He's a monster who isn't a monster anymore,
but he still looks like a monster. Oh, I give up! This is too
tangled up for me!
Treasure chest – ? Shard

Lost Ruins

Melvin (chat): The soldier said we need to do something with
the stone in the land of the Crest of God, correct?
Aira (chat): It looks terribly desolate, but this must be the
land where the Crest of God lies.
Gabo (chat): That one in the middle looks like the Crest of
God. Maybe this is the place.
Observation: HERO examines the floor at his feet. A
majestic crest is carved on the floor.
Command: Item – BlissRock – Use
HERO holds the BlissRock up to the sky! {There is a flash of
light, and a platform floats down into the water past the
lilypads.}
Melvin (chat): Apparently we are being told to get on.
Gabo (chat): I saw a flash of light! Something's coming down!
Amazing!

Sky Fane
Gabo (chat): Don't tell me we're up in the sky! Aaah! Help!
Aira (chat): A fane floating in the sky! This must be the work
of God!
Melvin (chat): Ah, this wonderful air! It brings back
memories. God's power fills this place!
Gabo (chat): How can these people live up here? I wouldn't
be able to relax for a second!
Soldier in front of door: Goodness! A person bearing the
BlissRock has appeared from the land below! But I fear it
may be too late. Still, welcome to our fane, servants of God.
{He steps out of the way.}
Melvin (chat): These fanes bring back so many memories.
Aira (chat): Too late? I wonder what that means?
Soldier (again): This fane floats high above the skies, but
who knows for how much longer?

Soldier inside: We are very pleased that you came to the
fane of the Soldiers of God. Long ago, our ancestors took
refuge in the sky fanes. However, the BlissRocks that once
held the fanes aloft weakened, and two of the fanes fell to
the lands below.
Aira (chat): I wonder if the fane we saw on the ground was
the one that fell from the sky.
Gabo (chat): God's really amazing! He can make a huge thing
like this float up in the sky.
Nun: All we can do now is entrust our hopes to you. {church
talk}
Priest (temple monk sprite): During the Great Battle with
the Demon Lord, God placed a BlissRock in each of four small
fanes, infusing them with the power to ascend into the sky.
But the Demon Lord's power was great, and God could not
risk putting all of his power into the BlissRocks. Eventually,
two of the fanes fell from their lofty heights. Now only this
fane and the fane that contains the Pedestal of Resurrection
continue to be sustained by the power of the BlissRock.
Melvin (chat): It is amazing to think that these people's
ancestors were survivors of that fateful battle. Indeed, a
very long time has gone by.
Aira (chat): We must complete the Pedestal of Resurrection
before the power of the present fane is gone.
Gentleman: Ah, the Chosen Ones! We never gave up hope that
you'd arrive! There's little time left. Proceed to the fane
ahead and complete the Pedestal of Resurrection!
Gabo (chat): I don't know what's going on, but I think we're
out of time! Run, HERO!
Aira (chat): The Pedestal of Resurrection? Could it be for
reviving God, I wonder?
Observation: The Goddess Statue smiles warmly at you.
Bard downstairs: Can you hear it? The music that makes no
sound? I'm talking about the murmurs of power coming from

the BlissRock. When all four fanes were here, the raw power
created must have been unimaginable!
Melvin (chat): The power that was lost can never be
regained.
Gabo (chat): Two are better than one. And lots and lots are
better than two! So BlissRocks have to be together to gain
power, huh?
Observation: The BlissRock silently emits a steady stream of
light.
Observation (lower right bookshelf upstairs): HERO
checked the bookshelf. The journals of the Soldiers of God,
past and present, fill the shelves. This shelf contains journals
from generation 31 through to the current generation.
Scholar: The BlissRocks that hold up the Fanes influence
each other, feeding and growing. With four Fanes in the sky,
they would have built up an immense amount of power over
the years. But now there are only two left. If you want to go
the other one, ride on the stone that brought you here. The
Revival Pedestal is located there.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The journals of
the Soldiers of God, past and present, fill the shelves. This
shelf contains journals from generations 21 to 30.
Guard Captain: The Soldiers of God fought together with
God and the Great Hero against the Demon Lord. When
victory looked as if it was out of reach, God must have sent
his Soldiers toward uncertain salvation in the skies. I wish we
knew the truth. With two fanes already lost, soon the glories
of our ancestors will be but a forgotten memory.
Melvin (chat): God defeated by the Demon Lord? I never
would have imagined!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The journals of
the Soldiers of God, past and present, fill the shelves. This
shelf contains journals from generations one to ten.

Dancer: My family's practiced for the Festival of God for
years. I have something special to give you. This is the sacred
costume that we dancers wore at the Festival of God. [HERO
accepted the beautiful, sparkling clothing. HERO obtained
the Innocent Dress!] Our ancestors wove this cloth using
thread dyed in Rainbow Dew. Only Dancers are permitted to
wear it. Please treat it with the respect it deserves.
Gabo (chat): Don't you think that girl looked a little like
Aira?
Aira (chat): I wonder if the Dejans set out on their journey
from this fane.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The journals of
the Soldiers of God, past and present, fill the shelves. This
shelf contains journals from generations eleven to twenty.
Soldier on north fane (after riding platform): This fane
holds within it the Pedestal of Resurrection. Proceed to the
Crest of God!
Observation: HERO examines the ground underfoot. A
majestic crest is carved on the floor.
Gabo (chat, downstairs): That's the same one I saw at
Estard Castle's fane!
Aira (chat, downstairs): There's a pedestal here, too. But
where in the world could it lead to?
Observation: HERO examines the ground underfoot. A
majestic crest is carved on the floor.
Observation: The BlissRock silently emits a steady stream of
light.

Probina
Tough guy at entrance: Hey! Good to see you in Probina
again! You always seem to make time for me. It's the big
muscles, huh? I don't blame you. Even though the monsters

left, we can't let our guard down. I've been patrolling ever
since.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. I've lost the scent of the
monsters.
Melvin (chat): To be prepared for any situation is the way of
the warrior.
Dog in general store: Woof! Woof! Woof!
Shopkeeper: Oh, it's you. How are you? I've got a little cabin
fever from being laid up like this, but at least I can relax if
I'm running the store. I guess I'm just greedy. Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): The old guy's looking a lot better! That makes
me happy!
Melvin (chat): Work is always good for the soul.
Innkeeper’s wife: Will you please take a look at my husband?
He's got wounds all over his body, and they're just not
healing fast enough. He really fought well. He laid his life on
the line to protect me! He's the most wonderful husband in
the world!
Gabo (chat): You were He was really great!
Innkeeper: I was determined to protect my family and the
inn! That's what I said, and I'm a man of my word. When I
regained consciousness, I was laying on the floor, wounded
and confused. I suppose I need to train more. Ouch! Ouch!
Careful now, careful.
Gabo (chat): He was incredible! Did you see him take on
those monsters?
Young man in southwest house: Shh. My wife has finally
managed to get to sleep. She's been screaming in terror ever
since she was attacked by the monsters. She must be totally
exhausted. Now I've got to get our meal together before she
wakes up!
Melvin (chat): It is admirable to help someone in a time of
need, but he is going too far.
Gabo (chat): He sure was a nice old man, wasn't he, HERO?

Young woman in bed: Mumble, mumble.
Young woman by stream: My soul had slipped away from my
body, so I was able to see myself from the outside. I saw my
own body collapse as my soul drifted toward the sky! Now
that I think back on it, I realize it was a really valuable
experience!
Gabo (chat): Just once, I'd like to become a soul and fly
through the air, too!
Melvin (chat): No matter how invaluable the experience, I,
for one, most certainly prefer not to have my soul extracted.
Farmer: Moo? Moo moo!
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. I can definitely smell a cow.
Melvin (chat): Perhaps now he will live his life as a human
being, just as Gabo does.
Cow: Huh? I'm a cow? (Yes/No)
Cow (if you say ‘Yes’): Is this a joke? That person over
there is me. There must have been some kind of mistake.
Melvin (chat): Life and its infinite variations never cease to
amaze me.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that old man has gotten used to
going around on four legs yet.
Cat in southern house: Meow!
Man in blue vest: My wife has the uncanny ability of being
able to sleep at any time. Even if the monsters stole her soul,
we'd probably never notice! Ha ha ha!
Melvin (chat): Ignorance is bliss, I suppose.
Gabo (chat): What a fantastic granny! She's just like
Maribel! Ha ha ha!
Young man near stream: As time passes, I can barely believe
that we were ever attacked by monsters. But there can be no
doubt that it actually happened. It's amazing that we are
even alive!

Farmer by armor shop: The monsters have gone away, but
that won't bring back my precious Pochi. Damn you, you
miserable monsters! Give me back my Pochi!
Young man in armor shop: As it turns out, the rumor that
Raguraz was going to attack was nothing but a lie spread by
the monsters. I had my suspicions. After all, why attack such
a small town? Oh, I better get back to business. It's best
not to lose focus. {shop talk}
Old man upstairs: Truly, we owe it all to you that this
continent was spared the fate of being sealed away. It is a
true blessing. It only could have happened through God's
grace!
Gabo (chat): Heh heh heh. I always blush when people praise
me.
Melvin (chat): Hearing the words of the grateful calls forth
a wellspring of strength within me. HERO, we must work to
fulfill the hopes of the people!
Maid in Elder’s house: I overheard a rumor. People were
saying that the Goddess Statue was destroyed. The
possibility of further monster attacks terrifies me! Maybe
I'll poison Razuel's food, so he doesn't cause any more
trouble. Don't tell him I said that.
Gabo (chat): Forget about the Goddess Statue! If they just
work together, the monsters won't stand a chance!
Melvin (chat): Both the Goddess Statue and the priest will
be watching over them from somewhere.
Ordeux: I must thank you again for saving our town from the
DragonMan and his minions. As a result of my son's
shortsighted dogmatism, the Goddess Statue was destroyed
and Probina was thrown into chaos. What happened to the
priest is unfortunate, but thanks to your efforts, the town
has returned to peaceful contentedness. On behalf of the
town, allow me to express my gratitude, from the bottom of
my heart.

Gabo (chat): Heh heh heh. I always blush when people praise
me.
Melvin (chat): Hearing the words of the grateful calls forth
a wellspring of strength within me. HERO, we must work to
fullfill the hopes of the people!
Razuel: Hey, HERO! It's good to see you! We owe our very
survival to you and your comrades. It's regrettable that the
priest was lost in our war with the execrable monsters.
What's that? He bartered away his life for my mistakes?
That's not fair. I was only trying to do what was right.
Gabo (chat): I feel the same as Razuel!
Melvin (chat): The more I think about it, the more I realize
that we have lost a most important person.

Mt. Prob Temple
Farmer: Look at this! The temple has been reduced to rubble!
I haven't a clue where to begin, but leave it to me! Nobody
can stop me from fixing this temple! Priest, you just watch
me!
Nun in cavern spring: I feel a holy power from the small
shrine the Priest visits every day. Oh, I completely forgot to
say my prayer! I've got to pray from the heart, just like the
Priest. {church talk}

CHAPTER 20

A Priest’s Sacrifice

Prefect

Lukas

Monster in
priest’s robes

Melvin (chat, on World Map): Hmm. It appears that the
entire area is wrapped in a dense fog. With this fog, you
won't be able to see the approaching monsters. Master
HERO, you must be very careful.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Brrr! Why is this place so cold?
Let's hurry up and get something nice and warm to eat and
then dive in to a soft, fluffy bed!
Aira (chat, on World Map): This fog is really thick. Be
careful not to get separated.

Labres
Aira (chat): It is a gloomy village. But even still, it is odd to
have fog in the center of town.
Melvin (chat): Aha! We've finally made it to the village. I've
been chilled by the fog. Master HERO, I do hope we have a
chance to take a hot bath today.
Gabo (chat): What a quiet town. I like things a bit noisier!
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'The Village of Labres'
Young man by inn: ... How did you get here? Did you cross
through this fog? (Yes/No)
Young man (either way): I don't have the time to
interrogate you right now. My brother left the village, and

hasn't come back. Please, good people, find my brother,
before he runs into a monster, or worse! He ran off to the
south. Please, help him!
Aira (chat): It looks like they were he was surprised by our
arrival. What is going on?
Melvin (chat): We have no time to lose, Master HERO! The
monster might eat up the poor villagers! We must go help
them!
Gabo (chat): His little brother disappeared. I can't help but
worry when I hear these things.
Observation: HERO read the sign. The Mountain Echo
Delicious Produce.
Woman in inn kitchen: Unfortunately, with the fog covering
the mountains, I can't go to pick any vegetables. I just can't
make good soup stock without quality ingredients.
Innkeeper (young man) behind counter: We've hardly had
any customers the past few days. First the fog, now the
monster. Please, somebody help us!
Farmer in field on the left: With the sun blocked from the
sky, farming is a lost cause. Still, there's nothing else for me
to do...
Gabo (chat): So the fog is making these people feel gloomy. I
hate fog, too.
Young woman in house: My brother said he was going to
attack the monsters on the mountain. That was the last I
heard of him. The priest, the lumberjack, and the
lumberjack's wife haven't returned, either. I have my
mother and father, but Lukas found himself all alone as a
result.
Melvin (chat): The family of these people could not be saved,
but there must be others who can be. We must make haste
and save the villagers whose whereabouts are currently
unknown!

Gabo (chat): In the mountains! The monsters are in the
mountains! HERO! Let's go get them!
Woman: Our son blamed this terrible fog on the monsters
and left for Mt. Tor. We haven't heard anything from him
since that day. Why do monsters have to exist? Why?
Aira (chat): It was an unpleasant story that we solicited, and
I feel bad for having done it.
Tough guy: Now we strike! We won't be fooled by a damned
monster in priest's robes! Mumble, mumble...
Aira (chat): Monster in the fog? We cannot just stand here
looking, can we?
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'General Store— Anything
You Want, Sold Here!/end single quote/
Little girl in item shop (to her mother): Hey! I want to play
outside! Come on!
Woman in kitchen (continued): No! It's too dangerous to go
outside! Absolutely not!
Woman: There are monsters outside the village! There's even
a monster living in the village temple! My child wants to play
outside, but I won't hear of it! I'm not letting her out of this
house!
Merchant behind counter: I'm sorry. It's not serious, is it?
I'm sorry, but there's just no way we can lay in supplies with
this fog.
Young woman by pond: Even the fish in the pond don't look
well. You think it's from the fog?
Young man by pond: {to himself} What in the hell is that
monster planning? {to HERO} This is a rare sight! Travelers,
are you? Listen here! Our formerly beautiful temple has been
taken over by a hideous monster. The Sisters who escaped
have established a temporary one in the Prefect's home.
Old man by pond: {to himself} That's It's a shame, after all
the sacrifices that have been made. {to HERO} Oh, are you
travelers? You've come at a bad time. This place is in terrible

trouble. The village is covered in a white fog, and the outside
is crawling with monsters.
Man in blue vest by pond: {to himself} They got my son. I
can't just stand around doing nothing! {to HERO} I've never
seen you around. If you're travelers, I'm warning you... Never
go near the temple, if you care for your lives.
Little girl outside Prefect’s house: Lukas, you're late! Did
you forget your promise to play with me?
Tough guy in Prefect’s house: {to Prefect} There's no way
for us to know what that guy's plotting. We ought to just
take him out right here and now!
Prefect (gentleman): {to tough guy} I want to do something
about that monster too, but we've got to use our heads. He
has aleady defeated the strongest of us. We've got to
consider all the possiblities, or we're going to get hurt... {to
HERO} I'm sorry, but we're busy right now. Please come back
later!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookcase
contains many books on agriculture, all neatly aligned.
Barrel – TinyMedal
Young woman in kitchen: The door to Mt. Tor has been
tightly sealed, but monsters keep coming out. The monster at
the temple must be involved in some way!
Nun upstairs, on the left: The poor, dear priest. Not only
did the monsters kill him, but they have desecrated our holy
temple. This is our temple for now. {church talk}
Nun on the right: We ran from the temple, and were able to
hide here. Why? The temple has been taken over by a
hideous monster!
Young man: The poor Sisters. First the priest died, and then
they were pushed out of the temple. Those accursed
monsters! What do they want?

Young woman: What's this? Why, my daughter's nowhere to
be found. You don't imagine she could be outside, do you? I'm
worried sick!
Woman at well: The men should kill that freak as soon as
they can. It'd be a snap if they just burned the temple to
the ground as he sleeps.
Young woman at well: How long has it been since that
monster invaded? I don't know. He may not be causing any
trouble, but he's a monster! Who knows what he could do?
Observation in Lukas’s house: Here sits a golden statue that
resembles a goddess.
Gabo (chat): I got a feeling I've seen this thing somewhere
before. You remember it, HERO?
Aira (chat): The Goddess Statue is beautiful. Just looking at
it makes me feel at peace.
Melvin (chat): I can sense a holy power emanating from the
Goddess Statue. Who owns it, pray tell?
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here Lies the
Great Priest'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here Lies a
Brave Young Man'
Little boy in red: ... [The boy is praying steadfastly. You
can't talk to him now.]
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, we have no time to chat with
villagers now! There's somebody who needs our help outside
of the village!
Gabo (chat): He could at least answer us. What the hell is he
doing?
Aira (chat): That grave. I hope it doesn't belong to the
family of that child.
Observation in church: The door is tightly shut.
Observation about back door: The door is tightly shut.

Forest Path

Young man (as you enter): I thought I could take this
southern path to the town, but the fog sends me back. Damn!
Gabo (chat): Hey! There's someone here!
Melvin (chat): Monsters are known to be in the area, so it
would be dangerous to walk about alone! Master HERO, we
must take that person back to the village!
Aira (chat): I wonder what it means to be sent back?
Young man (as you approach): You people! Are you travelers?
You can't pass through here. If you take this path to the
southern town, the fog will send you right back! What? You
don't believe me? {A TreeGuard flies in.}
TreeGuard (continued): Heh heh heh! The smell of fresh
human! {A second TreeGuard flies in.}
TreeGuard on the right (continued): Squeeee! There're so
many morsels here! {A third TreeGuard flies in.}
TreeGuard in the middle (continued): Squee hee hee! Maybe
I'll eat you!
Young man (continued): Aiieee! Help me!
Melvin (chat): Now hear this, fiendish monsters! I shall
reduce you to rust on my blade.
Gabo (chat): Here goes, HERO! Just leave it to me!
Aira (chat): Hurry! We have to rescue them him!
Young man (again): I'm finished! I'll be eaten! My brother
was right. I never should have left the village!
Young man (if you try to leave): How cruel! Leaving me
behind when I am so shocked that I can barely stand!
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'Beware of Monsters!'
TreeGuard on the right (if you try to pass by them): Hey!
We're not letting anyone run away!
TreeGuard on the left (no matter which one you talk to):
What do you want with me? Squeee! You want me to eat you
first?

TreeGuard in the middle (continued): If we eat humans, the
priest will be angry! Squeee!
TreeGuard on the right (continued): It's all right. We'll eat
their remains, and no one will know what became of them!
{battle starts}
Gabo (battle chat): There sure are a lot of tiny ones here,
aren't there? Still, we can't let our guard down.
Melvin (battle chat): They will pay for attacking innocent
villagers! Are you ready, Master HERO?
Aira (battle chat): We may just be passing through, but we
can't stand idly by and do nothing. I feel kind of bad for the
monsters, though.
Young man (after the battle): Incredible! You defeated the
monsters? Thank you so much. Oh! That's right! You might be
able to... Yes! You could surely defeat the priest! We must
discuss this with the Prefect! {He walks north.}
Melvin (chat): It appears they have he has gone back to the
village. Let us hasten there.
Aira (chat): Attack the priest? HERO, why don't we go back
to the village at once?
Gabo (chat): He's gone! Is he going to be all right by
himself?
Gabo (chat, on World Map): I hope that man we met a while
ago made it back to the village safely. We should check. If
we're lucky, maybe he'll reward us with a feast!
Aira (chat, on World Map): I think there's something going
on in the village. Why don't we head back to the village,
HERO?
Melvin (chat, on World Map): Things are all right for the
moment, but I am concerned about the village. I must return
to the village to heal the wounds from the last battle.

Path to Mt. Tor

Aira (chat): There does not appear to be anyone here. Let's
go somewhere else, HERO.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. That gate is a sticking point. There must
be a story behind it.
Gabo (chat): Amazing! Look at those rocky mountains! But
why is there a door?
Observation: The doors are tightly shut.

Labres
Gabo (chat): Where's that man? He's not around here.
Melvin (chat): Those villagers said that they had something
to tell the Prefect. Perhaps we should pay a visit to the
Prefect's.
Young man near inn: It was you who helped my little brother,
wasn't it? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): No, no! I know all about your
saving my little brother!
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Wow, you can fight monsters! If you're looking for my little
brother, he's at the Prefect's house.
Aira (chat): What do you think he is talking about at the
Prefect's house? I still find the atmosphere of this village
unsettling.
Gabo (chat): I bet the Prefect of this town is a better
leader than Amitt. Don't you agree, HERO? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Yeah, he's a spineless bastard, and I
don't trust him. Just between you and me, I even think he's
faking his illness to keep Maribel away from you.
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Oh, I see. You don't want to say
anything bad about the man because you want to get on
Maribel's good side. Don't worry, your secret is safe with
me. I'm not one to lift his leg on another man's love life.

Young man (again): Wow, you can really fight monsters! Oh!
My little brother's at the Prefect's place. Oh, no, it's
nothing. Thank you so much, travelers.
Little girl outside Prefect’s house: Just a second ago, a
person came went rushing out of in there. Where's Lukas?
Nun upstairs in Prefect’s house (if you died in
TreeGuard battle): Are you okay? You fought hard
for our village. But don't worry. The monsters ran
away when you fell. The villagers that brought you
here are speaking with the Prefect downstairs.
Aira (chat): ... HERO! How could you be beaten by a
monster like that. You've been slipping us a lot lately,
don't you think?
Melvin (chat): I cannot believe I let everyone down. I
am the hero who fought next to God. Did my body
deteriorate while I was sleep? What a shame!
Gabo (chat): Damn! Got caught off guard! HERO,
we've got to get a lot stronger than we are now!
Melvin (chat): I cannot see that villager any longer.
Aira (chat): This looks like the Prefect's house. We
should be grateful for being taken in.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that old man's all right.
Let's go and find him, HERO!
Nun (again): Thank God! I'm glad to see that you
don't have any serious wounds. Yes, the villagers that
brought you here are speaking with the Prefect
downstairs. Hmm. Oh, yeah! {church talk}
Young man from forest path (as soon as you enter the
Prefect’s house): I tell you, it's true! They could really do it!
They could defeat the beast!
Prefect (continued): Calm down! And who are those
travelers?

Young man (continued, if you died in the
TreeGuard battle): I think they'll be awake soon. I'll
go call them... Oh!
Tough guy (continued): I hope you made sure to bring him
them to the village.
Young man (continued): Well, actually... No, I, um...
Prefect (continued): You scatterbrain! Huh? Are you the
travelers? {Everyone notices HERO.}
Young man (continued): Oh, there you are! Prefect, these are
the travelers I was telling you about! Come over here! {HERO
and the party walk inside.}
Young man (continued if you died in the TreeGuard
battle): These are the travelers who tried to rescue
me! Even though they lost, you should have seen them
fight! I just bet you they could do it!
Young man (continued): These good folks rescued me from
the monsters. You should have seen how strong they were!
I'm sure they could win against the beast here, too!
Prefect (continued): If you don't mind, travelers, could you
describe everything that has happened?
Melvin (chat, if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
We must tell the Prefect about the battle that took
place. Whatever the result, I did my best!
Melvin (chat): We must tell the Prefect about the battle
that took place. Including my great heroics, of course!
Gabo (chat, if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
This guy is crazy! He should be telling us everything
he knows about the monsters so we can save his town
for him!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if the Prefect will praise us.
Aira (chat, whether you won or lost the TreeGuard
battle): You're our leader, HERO, so you should be the one to
talk to the Prefect.

Tough guy (if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
You don't look all that strong, but yet you've decided
to face down the Demon Lord. I'd completely lose it
if I saw a monster. You guys are impressive.
Tough guy: You guys are impressive! You don't look very
strong, though.
Young man (if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
Thank you, everyone! Are you all right? You are all
very brave! Thank you for what you did for me!
Young man: I'm sorry that I went on ahead before you. A lot
of people call me a scatterbrain.
Prefect (if you try to leave the room): Where are you
going? We aren't through talking yet!
Prefect: [HERO explained the situation to the Prefect.]
Hmm... So that's what happened, huh? Now that we know
your strength, we'd like to ask a favor of you. There's a
monster that's taken up residence in our temple. We'd like
you to get rid of it for us. The monster controls this fog and
the monsters outside this village. If we could just destroy
it... Please lend us your strength and help us! (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): Before you say no, please
hear what the villagers have to say. Once you know
what that monster has done to us, I'm sure you'll
change your minds! We're going to gather together
tonight and have a strategy meeting. Please give me
your answer then.
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’): You will? Thank you! Of course,
we will do whatever we can, too. Please talk to the villagers.
If you and the villagers put your strengths together, I'm
sure we can defeat that monster! Let's all get together and
plan our strategy! I'll see you again later, then.
Gabo (chat, if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
That thing living in the temple is scum! Let's rip off
his stinking face! But what's a monster doing in the

temple, anyway? Don't you think that's kind of
strange?
Gabo (chat): So the monster in the temple is bad, right?
Then the temple will be stained with his blood!
Melvin (chat, if you died in the TreeGuard battle):
It is for the villagers. I will lend a hand! Next time I
shall show some dashing moves.
Melvin (chat): It is for the villagers, so I will lend a hand.
That monster will not live through this night! Ha ha ha!
Aira (chat): As the Prefect said, we need to see what the
villagers can tell us. We should learn as much as we can about
the monster in the temple before we fight it.
Gabo (chat): The monster's in the temple! HERO, let's get
him!
Aira (chat): Why is there a monster in the temple? HERO,
let's investigate!
Melvin (chat): The people look awfully angry about the
monster in the temple. What happened?
Prefect (again): The best thing to do is get it while it's
sleeping. Yes... I want to do some thinking alone. Please go
ahead and talk to the villagers.
Young man: The strongest man in this village, the lumberjack
and his wife, and the priest... Those four went to Mt. Tor and
never returned. Instead, a monster came and took over our
temple. The monster is wearing the priest's clothes! It must
have stolen them from the priest's body!
Gabo (chat): So the real priest died. HERO! Let's get
revenge!
Tough guy: That monster in the temple scares me. He always
controls himself, never acting violently... I bet he's plotting
something evil over there.
Young woman in kitchen: Monsters have always dwelled on
Mt. Tor, but that massive door has always shut them out,
keeping the village safe. Ever since that fog came, though,

monsters have been attacking the village in spite of the door.
It must be because of the monster at the temple.
Nun upstairs, on the right: The town's priest was such a
wonderful soul. I can hardly believe that he's gone now. He
set off with some townsfolk to Mt. Tor to deal with the
wretched monsters responsible for creating this fog. The
priest told us that they had to defeat the monsters, but I
imagine that he's resting under God's gentle gaze by now.
Aira (chat): The late priest seems to have been a great man.
He She looked very mournful when he she spoke of him.
Young man: The monster in the temple? We cannot forgive
him. Wearing a priest's robes... Blasphemy! We should kill him
where he stands!
Young woman: Heavens! Just where could that daughter of
mine have run off to? I don't imagine it's possible, but I just
hope she didn't go to the temple.
Little girl outside: Oh! Lukas! Maybe not. Who're you?
Friends of grandpa?
Woman at well: I heard about you! Please defeat the
monster in the temple! If you don't, the villagers will be
killed!
Young woman at well: You're the ones that saved that boy,
right? Are you going to fight the monster in the temple for
us?
Young man by inn: Thank you so much for saving my little
brother. Hmm? The Prefect said that? I guess it's finally
time. That darn monster in the temple. We'd make
mincemeat out of him if you'd just help out!
Woman in inn: Kind guests, please defeat the monster in the
temple. If you do, I'll cook a great feast for you!
Innkeeper behind counter: We've hardly had any customers
these past few days. If only that thing were gone. If only the
fog and that monster were gone, I'm sure all of our
customers would come back!

Farmer in field on the left: If he's the only thing keeping
the sun from shining, I'd fight him, too. That damn monster
in the temple. Just wait! Feel the fury of my hoe!
Young woman in house: My brother said that he was going to
attack the monsters on the mountain. He never came back.
The priest, lumberjack, and his wife, who went with him, were
killed by the monsters too. Lukas is the only living member of
the lumberjack's family left. It's sad. And it's the fault of
those monsters! You people are strong! Please avenge my
brother and the others!
Woman: Our son blamed this terrible fog on the monsters.
He said it had to be their fault, so he went to fight the
monsters on Mt. Tor, and we never heard from him again. The
only thing that came back was that awful monster in the
temple. I bet that monster wasn't satisfied with just eating
my son and the others who went with him, and now wants to
devour the entire village!
Little girl in item shop (to her mother): Aw, you're not fair.
Lukas gets to play outside!
Woman in kitchen (continued): Lukas is all alone! He has to
do everything himself! He's not like you at all! If Lukas's
parents were alive, they wouldn't let him outside either!
Woman (again): Lukas is so unfortunate, and he's no older
than my daughter. It's all because of the monster in the
temple! It makes me so mad!
Merchant behind counter: I'm sorry. It's not serious, is it?
We can't lay in supplies with this fog. Nor do we have any
weapons that could take that fiend out.
Man in blue vest by pond: My son was one of the village's
strongest. That's why he went to fight the monsters. I'll
never forgive them for his death! You'll avenge him, won't
you?
Old man: The priest, this man's son, and the lumberjack and
his wife have all sacrificed themselves for the village. The

white fog covering the village and the monsters have both
come from Mt. Tor. That monster in the temple must be the
cause of our troubles. Good travelers, please lend us your
help!
Melvin (chat): We cannot ignore this! Master HERO! We
must go defeat the monster in the temple immediately!
Young man by pond: Four people went to Mt. Tor to fight the
monsters. Only that monster in our temple returned. He
killed everyone. He's keeping quiet now, but surely he'll go on
a rampage soon enough.
Young woman by pond: The house next to the pond is the
lumberjack's place. The lumberjack and his wife went to
fight the monsters in Mt. Tor and never returned. Now only
the little Lukas lives there. I feel terribly for him. Lukas?
Maybe he's in the cemetery. He goes there to pray everyday.
Lukas in graveyard (as you approach): Father, mother.
Please rest in peace. I swear to avenge you. {The monster in
priest’s robes exits the church from the back door and
surprises Lukas.} I'm not scared of you, beast! Someday, I
will avenge my parents! Just try to eat me like you ate my
parents! Damn it! {Lukas runs away, and the monster goes
back inside the church.}
Gabo (chat): I was going to rush in and help him if anything
happened! Why did you he(?) leave without saying anything?
He was evil, wasn't he?
Aira (chat): That child's parents were victims of the
monsters. Poor thing. If only we could do something to help.
Melvin (chat): A monster that won't hurt children? But why?
Master HERO, let's see what the child has to say.
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lie those
whose lives were cut short by the monster'
Monster in church: ... [The monster who wears the priest's
clothes looks at you sadly.]

Gabo (chat): They were monsters It was a monster, but they
it didn't stink at all. Strange.
Melvin (chat): This is very strange. They are It is supposed
to be monsters a monster, but I sense no evil in them it.
Master HERO, it would be wise to listen to that child's tale.
Aira (chat): He did not interfere with us, either. What is
going on? He only looks like a monster to me. Something is
going to happen. I can just feel it.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookcase
contains theological texts, all neatly aligned.
Pot – Mystic Nut
Lukas (as soon as you enter his house): {to himself} Was he
truly a monster? He never did anything bad. No, what am I
thinking? Oh goddess, please protect us all from disaster. {to
HERO} And who are you?
Melvin (chat): Ah, the one from just before. Master HERO,
it would be wise to speak to him!
Aira (chat): I think we'd better pay attention to that child.
Lukas (if you try to leave): I'm embarrassed to say
it, but this statue reminds me of my mother. Before
she went to fight the monsters, Mom said that this
statue would protect me in her place. So the monster
in the temple won't be able to touch me... But what
if... No, it's nothing.
Lukas: Oh, that's right. We passed by one another at the
graveyard. My name is Lukas. My mother and father are
buried there. I live alone. Don't worry about me, though. This
statue has been handed down through my mother's family,
and it will protect us all.
Lukas (if you try to leave after being introduced but
before looking at the Goddess Statue): I'm embarrassed to
say it, but this statue reminds me of my mother. Before she
went to fight the monsters, Mom said that this statue would

protect me in her place. The monster in the temple won't be
able to harm me. But what if... No, it's nothing.
Gabo (chat): For Lukas' sake, let's beat that monster. I'm
not sure why, but I don't think that monster is really bad.
Melvin (chat): The statue was the embodiment of his
Mother's prayers. Could Lukas know about the monster?
Hmm.
Aira (chat): So the Goddess Statue has taken the place of a
mother. How sad.
Observation: There is a statue of a goddess in shining gold.
The goddess statue has a gentle smile.
Lukas (continued): Well? Isn't she lovely?
Melvin (chat): There is a an aura of holy power about it, is
there not?
Gabo (chat): I got a feeling I've seen this statue before.
Aira (chat): It has such a kind face. Looking at it makes me
feel at peace.
Lukas (again): What if he turns out not to be a bad guy after
all? Oh, never mind.
Prefect (as soon as you enter his house): Ah, HERO! We
were just about to start the meeting. Please, this way.
Gabo (chat): Damn. There are an awful lot of them. One, two,
three...
Aira (chat): I guess it hasn't started yet.
Melvin (chat): Perhaps it is time for a the strategy session?
The entire village is planning to battle the monster in the
temple.
Prefect (if you try to leave the house): Huh? Where are
you going?
Young woman in kitchen: How many people will be coming?
That's a tough question. How much food should I prepare for
dinner tonight?
Man in blue vest: I'm in trouble. I said that the meeting
would be only for men. The Prefect will be angry with me.

Woman: My husband is being so insensitive! This is about the
murderer of my son, too! Yet you're telling us women to stay
home? I won't go home!
Young woman: Why do men always try to make decisions all
by themselves? My mother and I have a right to join the
meeting. I won't go home!
Nun upstairs, on the left: Oh God, please lend strength to
the righteous, and protect the villagers and travelers. And to
our priest in heaven, pray for our victory over the terrible
monsters. Well then, is there anything I can do for you, by
chance? {church talk}
Nun on the right: Everyone's meeting down below. They're
talking about going to fight the monster in the temple. God
will bestow upon them his divine protection. Please help them
defeat that monster!
Young man: Of course we must defeat the monster in the
temple! But... monsters are scary! And, uh, it's, you know...
Somebody's got to protect the homes, too, you see.
Young woman: Heavens! Just where could that daughter of
mine have run off to? I strictly told her not to go outside!
Prefect (if you speak to him on his side of the table):
Don't be shy. Come right into the center! {The party moves
to the other side of the table opposite the Prefect.}
Prefect (continued, or if you’re already on the opposite
side of the table from him): I just sent for the villagers.
Please wait a while longer. {He looks around the room.} I told
you only men would be allowed at this meeting!
Man in blue vest (continued): Well, I told them, but my wife
and daughter wouldn't listen.
Woman (continued): I will stay right here!
Young woman (continued): That's right! If little Lukas is
allowed to go, we should be able to go, too. I want to avenge
my brother.
Man in blue vest (continued): Um, that's why they're here.

Prefect (continued): Well, never mind. Ah! You're back! {The
young man you rescued, the tough guy, and the farmer walk
in.} How did it go? What is it doing?
Young man (continued): My brother and the shopkeeper are
watching it. There hasn't been any change so far.
Prefect (continued): {He looks around the room.} Huh?
Where's Lukas?
Farmer (continued): Huh? There's no one here.
Lukas (continued): {He walks in.} I'm sorry to be late.
Prefect (continued): Hmm. Well, anyway, let's get started.
Man in blue vest (continued): Yes, yes! I'm coming! {He walks
up to the table.}
Prefect (continued): Everybody, these are the travelers I
was telling you about. The monster has been living in the
temple for some time now. I'm sure everyone is anxious to do
something about it. How can we get rid of the monster when
even our strongest people failed? Both Lukas' parents and
that woman's son couldn't do it. Even our priest was lost. All
of the people who might have been able to do it have already
been killed. There was nothing we could do. But now! Now
these travelers here seem to be as strong as—no, stronger
than—the monsters!
Young man (continued): They saved me when I was about to
get attacked by monsters!
Prefect (continued): If the villagers and travelers combine
their might, then we may have a chance. Before that monster
in the temple has the chance to do anything else, let's kill it
and avenge the deaths it caused! If the travelers will agree
to help us, victory will be ours! Now let's discuss when and
how we're going to kill the monster in the temple.
Melvin (chat): It appears that we are quite heavily depended
upon.
Aira (chat): I wonder what possible reason Lukas could have
for being late? Shall we go and see?

Gabo (chat): Everybody's up for it, but that Lukas kid hasn't
said a word. Has he got an upset stomach or something?
HERO, shouldn't we go and see what's wrong?
Prefect (if you try to leave the house): Huh? Where are
you going, Master HERO? The meeting isn't over yet.
Young woman in kitchen: I heard the conversation. Please
take care of things. Is everyone going to eat dinner? Oh
dear, I haven't prepared anything yet!
Young man: It's finally going to happen. Everyone, we're
counting on you! We need to strike while it least expects it!
We need to get the monster before it has a chance to call
for help!
Tough guy: I suppose the first thing is to come up with a plan
to lure him out of the temple.
Prefect: I think we should go teach that monster a lesson,
immediately! What do you villagers think?
Farmer: I can't wait to get my hands on that freak! I'll hit
him in the head with my hoe! Arr!
Man in blue vest: I understand how my wife and daughter
feel, but I just can't let them get hurt! This is a man's job!
My son would agree with me, too.
Woman: Let's take action immediately! I'm counting on you!
We can't allow that freak to live another day!
Young woman: I hope there is something that I can do.
There's no way that I'll ever forgive my brother's killer.
Young woman (upstairs): Heavens! Just where could that
daughter of mine have run off to? Surely the monster in the
temple didn't get her! Oh, what shall I do?
Lukas: Excuse me. I have something to tell you. I can't tell
you here, though. Would you mind stepping into the storage
room with me?
Aira (chat): What do you mean? Anyway, we must go.
Gabo (chat): What's this story of his that he can't tell in
front of everybody? HERO, let's go and check it out.

Prefect: Hmm, I don't see Lukas. Where could that boy be
off to?
Lukas in storeroom: The villagers are going to kill the
monster, aren't they? I want to avenge my parents too, but
is it really all right to just kill him? I just can't see the
monster as really being evil. I know he might have been the
one who killed my parents, but he may also be innocent.
Sometimes I think he's not really a monster! Oh, I'm sorry! I
got a little carried away. Please, forget what I just said.
Gabo (chat): Maybe that monster is a good fellow. HERO,
what do you think?
Melvin (chat): If we are to believe what Master Lukas tells
us, the monster in the temple is not actually a monster. But
the villagers are convinced the monster is the source of all
their troubles. Master HERO, who are we to believe?
Aira (chat): So the monster in the temple didn't actually do
anything to the villagers? Things are getting complicated.
Lukas (back in main room): ...
Prefect: Now then, let me hear opinions on the subject.
Young man (continued): I'm ready to go right now! Everybody
feels the same way. We're all ready!
Prefect (continued): Yes, just exactly what I wanted to hear.
The monster could go crazy at any time. We need to do
something. The sooner the better!
Tough guy (continued): Let's surround the temple while he
sleeps, and set a fire to smoke him out!
Woman (continued): That's out of the question! What are we
going to do if the fire spreads to other houses? We don't
have to set an actual fire. All we have to do is to yell, 'Fire!'
Prefect (continued): Hmm. Any other opinions?
Man in blue vest (continued): How about late at night? I
don't see any problems with that.
Prefect (continued): It has been decided. Tonight you men
will surround the temple. Then you'll yell 'Fire!' in order to

flush the monster out. When it flees the temple, it will
suddenly realize that there is no fire. While the monster
breathes a sigh of relief, we will beat it beyond recognition.
Finally free from its tyranny, we can return to our sheltered
lives. Let the other villagers know of this decision. The
monster will meet its end tonight at the temple. {Everyone
leaves, and the Prefect turns to HERO.} With your help, we
may be able to rid ourselves of that monster. You will help us,
won't you? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): Now's not the time to joke around!
Don't worry, you'll have us to help you! There's no reason to
be afraid.
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Well,
I'm sure you have to get ready. You're free to do as you like
until nightfall. If you'd like to rest, you may use the room
upstairs. As soon as you're ready, let me know. I'll lead you
to the temple. I will see you then.
Aira (chat): What shall we do for tonight? What Lukas was
saying might have been really important.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what Lukas was trying to say. HERO, is
it really okay to hurt that monster?
Prefect (again): Are you ready then, HERO? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): Let me know when you are, then.
Young woman in kitchen: I heard your conversation. Please
take care of things. I made a lot of food, but everybody went
home without touching it! What should I do?
Nun upstairs, on the right: What did they decide? Oh my,
really? God will bestow upon them his divine protection.
Please help them defeat that monster!
Observation about beds: Do you want to rest? (Yes/No)
Young man: How did the meeting go? What? It's going to be
tonight? So they're finally going to do it. If my dad is going,
I'll stay and protect our home. If you care to take a rest,
please use the bed in this room.

Little girl outside: I thought Lukas got here, but I guess
he's gone off somewhere again. I wonder if he forgot his
promise to play with me?
Young man on the left (that you rescued before): All clear!
If something happens, I'm given a signal, and then I run to
tell the Prefect.
Young man (again): All clear! Damn monster! Tonight is your
last night on this mortal coil!
Woman at well: Everyone's finally ready to do it. Good luck.
I'm sick of living in fear!
Young woman at well: That monster is a terrible beast.
Please! Defeat him for us!
Woman in inn: If the monster is defeated, I'll fix up a great
feast for you. Good luck!
Innkeeper behind counter: I heard about you, travelers.
Please help us, I beg of you.
Farmer in field on the left: Heave! Ho! Phew... It's finally
time. Good travelers, surely you'll help out, too? Hey there!
Heave! Ho!
Young woman in house: No! I'm going to the temple tonight,
too! And then I'm going to avenge my brother!
Man in blue vest (continued): No, no, no! You wait for me at
home! It's too dangerous!
Man in blue vest (again): My daughter insists on tagging
along. I told her it's too dangerous, but she won't listen. No
way am I going to lose another kid of mine!
Woman: I've got to make lots of food so we'll have lots of
energy. People have to eat to keep up their strength, after
all!
Tough guy near item shop: At long last, we can finish off
that monster!
Woman in item shop: My husband isn't here right now. {shop
talk}

Little girl: Oh, Mom gets all the fun of playing shop owner! I
don't get to do anything! I want to play outside too!
Woman behind counter: I heard that everyone in the village
is going to attack the monster in the temple. Good luck. I
hope this will be of some use to you. [You received the Herb!]
Woman behind counter (again): I heard that everyone in the
village is going to attack the monster in the temple. Good
luck.
Old man by pond: I'll assist you in fighting that fiend. We
just want you to take the point, you see.
Tough guy by pond (first met in Prefect’s house): I can
hardly wait for tonight. Finally, we'll vanquish that accursed
villain, and bring back the light of day to our village!
Young woman by pond: I felt a chill run up my spine! Maybe
it's that temple monster. Can't the menfolk take care of him
soon?
Lukas: You're all set for tonight, I see. I'll finally have
revenge for my mother and father. But does that monster
really deserve to die? Oh, I'm sorry. It's nothing, really...
Lukas (again): Oh goddess, oh mother, please protect me and
the villagers... And the priest too, if he's alive...
Young man outside church (who used to stand by the inn):
Shhh! Quiet. Don't let him know we're here. I'll be on guard.
Merchant outside back door: I'm supposed to guard the
monster. If h-he ever comes out, I g-g-guess... I-I'll be
eaten first! Aaaaaah!
Merchant (if you go in the church and come back out):
Thank goodness, you've made it back alive. I was worried
when you went into the temple. You've survived, so that
means he's not hungry. That means he won't eat me either!
Prefect (again): Are you ready then, HERO? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’): Now, the time has come. We'll
finally be saved. To the temple! Let's kill that hateful
monster! (Yes/No)

Prefect (if you say ‘No’): What? Are you refusing to go kill
the monster? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): I didn't think you were
refusing! Now, then. To the temple! The men already
have it surrounded. Please follow me.
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. I don't understand your
answer. I'll ask you one more time. Will you go to the temple
to help kill the monster? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): {go to IMPRISONMENT}
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): All
right, then. Let's go! {He walks off to the front door.}
Aira (chat): Even the villagers are helping out. We've got to
do good work.
Melvin (chat): So it appears the Prefect will be our guide.
Let us be going, Master HERO!
Gabo (chat): All right, here goes! You ready, HERO?
Gabo (chat): It's in the temple! Let's go, HERO!
Melvin (chat): The enemy is in the temple! HERO, we must be
off!
Aira (chat): What Lukas said is mildly disturbing, but a
monster is a monster. We have to kill it for the sake of the
village.
Young woman in kitchen: Be careful. Don't hurt yourselves.
I'll make you a late-night snack!
Nun upstairs, on the right: Well, hello, everyone! Have you
stopped by to pray before leaving to fight the monster? God
will bestow upon them his divine protection. Please help them
defeat that monster!
Young woman: Night has fallen, and my daughter still hasn't
come back. The darn girl! There'll be no dinner for her!
Young man: Best of luck to you! I'll do a real good job
guarding the house!

Prefect, standing in front of the main door: The temple is
north, up on the hill. The villagers have probably tricked the
monster into coming out by now.
Little girl outside: That stupid little Lukas! Where has he
gone?
Woman at well: I won't let him get away. This'll be his last
night alive!
Young woman at well: Finally, we'll rid ourselves of that
damn monster. This is a great day for our village.
Woman in inn: Oh, good guests? Don't you have to go to the
temple?
Innkeeper: I suppose everyone's at the temple fighting the
monster by now. Arg! I can't stand it! I should've gone along
with them!
Woman in item shop behind counter: Good luck with getting
the monster out of the temple.
Young woman by pond: The village menfolk have already
surrounded the temple. This night will be that terrible
monster's last!
Woman (whose son was killed) near path to church: Soon,
they'll kill that nasty monster. I'm waiting here so I can hear
the news right away.
Young woman near path to church: My dad told me not to
dare fight the monster with him, so I'm praying here. For
the sake of my big brother I pray that the monster will be
reduced to bones.
Prefect in front of graveyard: Oh, HERO! Right here. The
villagers have lured him out of the village. Get him! Defeat
the monster that has tormented us so! {He steps aside and
you automatically walk up to the monster surrounded by most
of the men of the village.} This is it for you, you monster. You
can't run away. Please, help us kill that fiend that has
tormented our village!

Gabo (chat): HERO! The time has come to teach this monster
a lesson!
Melvin (chat): Breathe deeply and ponder lost love. This is
how a warrior prepares himself for battle.
Aira (chat): I'm ready anytime. Let's get started.
Tough guy: I'm not who you're looking for, idiot! The
monster's over there!
Man in blue vest: Good people, you haven't changed your
minds, have you? If you don't do it, I will!
Young man (that you rescued before): HERO, I'm sure you
can beat him! Hurry, get the monster!
Old man: What's wrong? Look, the monster's right in front
of you.
Farmer: What? No, not here. The monster's over there.
Right there!
Prefect: What's wrong? Quick, get the monster!
Merchant: What's wrong, travelers? Kill him!
Monster: ... [The monster disguised as the priest is looking
this way with sad eyes.]
All villagers (continued): What's wrong? Finish him! What're
you waiting for?
Monster (again): {He looks around.} ... [The monster disguised
as the priest is looking this way with sad eyes.]
All villagers (continued):What're you doing? Kill the monster!
Forget it! We'll do it ourselves! {The tough guy leads you
back behind the church. First the merchant attacks the
monster, then the farmer and the old man. Next the young
man attacks the monster, then the man in the blue vest, and
finally the tough guy.}
Lukas: No! You mustn't kill him! Please, stop! You can't kill
that monster! Will you save him for me? (Yes/No)
Lukas (if you say ‘No’): Please, trust me! You must stop
them! (Yes/No)

Lukas (when you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Thank you!
Now, stop them! Hurry! [Lukas joined the party!]
Melvin (chat): My instincts tell me it would be best to do as
Master Lukas says! Master HERO! You must follow Master
Lukas!
Gabo (chat): I'm on Lukas' side, HERO! What about you?
Tough guy (as you approach): {He attacks the monster.}
Damned beast! Your time has come!
Merchant (continued): {He attacks.} What the hell? He
doesn't even fight back, the coward! Kill him!
Young man (continued): Cursed beast! Return the dead to us!
Farmer (continued): I'm not scared of you anymore! We'll
get you, all of us together!
Old man (continued): What are you trying to do, bringing
that fog down upon us?
Man in blue vest (continued): Give me my son back!
Prefect (continued): First, you blanketed this village in
eternal fog, and then you took the lives of our people! These
acts are unforgivable! Prepare to die!
Lukas (if you try to leave the graveyard): Wait! If we
don't do something, he really will be killed! Please! You must
stop them!
Prefect: What do you need?
Lukas (continued): Listen, Prefect! That monster is...
Prefect (continued): What? So you're really allies of those
damned monsters. I see. Lukas, you too have been fooled by
this ruse? You have been tricked! {go to BANISHMENT}

IMPRISONMENT
Prefect (if you refuse to kill the monster): What? Are you
taking sides with our enemy? That monster stole the life of
our priest and three of our villagers. We've come this far,

and we will bring things to an end. I won't let anything stop
us from total victory. Someone! Anyone! Come quickly!
Young man walks in from upstairs (continued): What is it,
Father?
Young woman walks in from the kitchen (continued): What
is it, Dad?
Young man (that you rescued) walks in from outside
(continued): Prefect! It's time to go. Let's get rid of the
monster. {He looks around.} What? Is anything wrong?
Prefect (continued): Seize the travelers! Lock them in the
shed until we've killed the monster!
Young man (continued): Prefect! What happened?
Prefect (continued): Never mind! Just do it!
Prefect’s daughter: Yes, sir! {They all attack the party and
you black out.}
Young man (that you rescued before, continued): What?
Are you saying that the travelers have sided with the
monster?
Prefect (continued): He suddenly started saying they
wouldn't help kill the monster. I hope they haven't found out
about our plan. Things have become quite complicated to
follow.
Young man (continued): If that is true, we must hurry! We
must fight the monster on our own!
Prefect (continued): I agree. We'll leave them until we kill
the monster. Okay, it's locked. Let's go now.
Aira (as soon as you stand up): We got caught, didn't we?
Nobody seems to be injured, but how can we get out of here,
HERO?
Aira (as soon as you stand up, if HERO is dead):
Nobody seems to be injured, but how can we get out
of here?

Melvin (as soon as you stand up, if Aira is dead):
It was my own fault! I let my guard down! We must
get out of here first, no matter what!
Gabo (as soon as you stand up, if Aira and Melvin
are dead): Ouch, ow, ow! That was harsh! I guess I'm
fine, since I didn't get a bruise. Anyway, let's get out
of here!
Melvin (chat): This must be somewhere in the village. We
must go outside at once!
Gabo (chat): Where are we? Let's get out of here!
Aira (chat): First of all, we have to go outside. I'm worried
about Lukas.
Observation: The door is locked. It seems that the keys you
have can't open it. However, you hear a girl's voice faintly
from the other side.
Little girl (continued): Hee hee! You got scolded by my
grandpa! You can't leave here until you're really sorry. Are
you feeling sorry? Can you promise to behave yourself from
now on? (Yes/No)
Little girl (if you say ‘No’): No way! I won't let bad people
out of here! Promise me that you won't do bad things, now!
(Yes/No)
Little girl (when you say ‘Yes’): Good! I'll let you out, but
this isn't something I normally do, okay?
Aira (chat): The old man? Someone at the Mayor's house
sent us?
Melvin (chat): This was the Mayor's house. I don't know who
helped us, but we are indebted to them.
Gabo (chat): Who was that? Well, we've been saved, anyway.
Lukas (as soon as you leave the storage shed): {He comes
running up the hill.} Thank God, I finally found you! If we
don't hurry, he'll be killed!
Little girl (continued): Oh! Lukas! I found you! Let's play!

Lukas (continued): We've no time! I'll play with you later, ok?
Please, kind people. Come with me to stop them! They mustn't
kill him! Somehow, I know they shouldn't! Please! Come with
me to the temple!
Melvin (chat): My instincts tell me it would be best to do as
Master Lukas says! Master HERO! You must follow Master
Lukas!
Aira (chat): What do we do, HERO? We've got to decide
now!
Gabo (chat): I'm on Lukas' side, HERO! What about you?
Little girl: I was right! You were bad kids! Stealing my Lukas
away as soon as he returned. I should've hid him from you!
Lukas (if you try to walk away): Where are you going? You
must come with me to the temple!
Lukas: Thank you! Let's hurry to the temple! [Lukas joined
the party!]
Lukas (chat): Please! Hurry to the temple! The priest will be
killed by the villagers!
Gabo (chat): All right, we're off to the temple! Here we go!
Melvin (chat): We must rush to the temple! Let's be off,
Master HERO!
Aira (chat): We must hurry to the temple before something
terrible happens!
Little girl (again): Stupid Lukas! You're a bad boy! You broke
your promise!
Prefect’s daughter in kitchen: I'm busy, I'm busy! My hands
are full right now. Can you come back later? How much food
should I prepare for a late-night snack? Ach, I'm so busy!
Nun upstairs, on the right: Well now, everyone. Have you
come to pray before setting off to defeat the monster? God
will bestow upon them his divine protection. Please help them
defeat that monster!

Young woman: Goodness! My lazy husband! Asleep at such a
moment! My daughter is gone! They've gone to defeat the
monster! You can't sleep at a time like this!
Prefect’s son in bed: Zzz...
Woman at well: The menfolk are almost ready to go defeat
the monster. Then this fog should lift, and then everything
will return to normal. Huh? Lukas? I thought you went with
them to the temple.
Young woman at well: Finally, we'll rid ourselves of that
damn monster. This is a great day for our village.
Woman in inn: Oh, our guests. Didn't you leave for the
temple?
Innkeeper behind counter: I suppose everyone's at the
temple fighting the monster by now. Arg! I can't stand it! I
should've gone along with them!
Lukas (if you try to leave town): Where are you going? You
must come with me to the temple!
Woman in item shop behind counter: Good luck with getting
the monster out of the temple.
Young woman by pond: The men of the village have headed
out to the temple, to defend the village from the terrible
monster.
Woman (whose son was killed) near path to church: Soon,
they'll kill that nasty monster. I'm waiting here so I can hear
the news right away. Oh, it's Lukas, and the travelers. What
are you doing here?
Young woman near path to church: My dad told me not to
dare fight the monster with him, so I'm praying here. For
the sake of my big brother I pray that the monster will be
reduced to bones.
{As you approach the mob scene in the graveyard, the
merchant attacks the monster, then the old man and the
Prefect. Next the young man attacks the monster, then the
man in the blue vest, and finally the tough guy.}

Lukas (chat): Please! Stop them! He'll die!
Melvin (chat): Oh my! We must hurry and stop them!
Gabo (chat): This is terrible! If we don't hurry and help him,
he'll be killed!
Aira (chat): They're ganging up on him! HERO, hurry, we've
got to help him!
Merchant: What the hell? He doesn't even fight back, the
coward! Kill him!
Tough guy (as you get closer): Damned beast! Your time has
come!
Merchant (continued): What the hell? He doesn't even fight
back, the coward! Kill him!
Young man (continued): Cursed beast! Return the dead to us!
Old man (continued): What are you trying to do, bringing
that fog down upon us?
Man in blue vest (continued): Give me my son back!
Farmer (continued): I-I'm not scared of you anymore! We'll
get you, all of us together!
Prefect (continued): First, you blanketed this village in
eternal fog, and then you took the lives of our people! These
acts are unforgivable! Prepare to die!
Monster (continued): ...
Tough guy (continued): What are you trying to pull? You
think we'll ever believe you didn't do it?
Prefect: Travelers! How did you escape? Oh, I see. Lukas, you
guided them here, did you? How can you defend that vile
beast who slew your parents?
Lukas (continued): Listen, Prefect! That monster is...
Prefect (continued): Shut up! You've been tricked by that
hideous beast! {continued below in BANISHMENT}

BANISHMENT

Prefect (continued): So you insist upon defending the
monster, and getting in our way, do you? In that case...
Everyone! These people are accomplices of the monster!
Capture them! {The villagers attack you and the party blacks
out.} I was deceived. I never would have guessed that these
people were in league with the monsters. Someone lock them
away on Mount Tor. Make sure that they can never leave!
Tough guy (continued): It will be done!

Path to Mt. Tor
{You wake up and the tough guy is leading you through the
gates to Mt. Tor followed by the young man who used to
always stand by the pond in town.}
Tough guy (continued): I never would have guessed that the
travelers were in league with the monsters. I was completely
deceived.
Young man (continued): Lock the door, quick! If the monsters
come out, we're dead!
Tough guy (continued): All right, already, I heard you, I
heard you. {They both walk out and the tough guy locks the
gate.} Here, I locked it. See? Does that make you feel
better? Oh, I just remembered. The Prefect has issued
orders to stand guard here, just in case.
Young man (continued): No way.
Lukas (when you stand up): Ow! Are you all right? Something
terrible has happened, and it's my fault. Let's hurry back to
the village!
Lukas (chat): Are you all right? You're not hurt? I'm so
sorry. This is all my fault. In any case, let's get back to the
village! It shouldn't be very far.
Aira (chat): And here? Everyone appears to be safe. Let's
hurry back to the village!

Gabo (chat): Ouch! That bastard hit me really hard! There's
even a bump on my head. Where are we, anyway?
Melvin (chat): Good grief! What a terrible thing to do to an
old man! For shame! So I gather no one is hurt? In that case,
let us hurry back to the village with all due haste.
Lukas (if you walk north toward the mountain): Where are
you going? That's not the way to the village.
Observation: The doors are tightly shut.
Lukas (continued): What do we do? If we can't get out of
here, then... I know! Let's search for a way out at the edge
of the forest! I've heard that monsters live there, but we
have no choice. Besides, I'll have nothing to worry about if
I'm with you. We have to find a way back to the village! Let's
go!
Lukas (chat): Villagers used to come into the woods around
here to cut down trees. There must be a trail leading back to
the village somewhere. Let's go see what we can find!
Aira (chat): Since we cannot get out the door, it appears our
only option is to go farther inside. Be very careful.
Gabo (chat): I'm sure there's a way to return to the village.
Let's keep going.
Melvin (chat): It would be nice if there was a road that led
from the mountains directly to the village. All we can do now
is forge ahead.

Mt. Tor
Lukas (chat): I don't know much about this mountain, either.
I really wish I could offer to be your guide, but I can't.
Sorry.
Aira (chat): There's a really dense fog here, too. And the air
has such a chill.
Gabo (chat): I don't like this. The animals are all gone, and
it's too quiet.

Melvin (chat): A baleful atmosphere hovers over this
mountain. Be sure to exercise all due caution, Master HERO.
Lukas (chat): Did you already hear about my mother and
father? They both went up this mountain to fight the
monsters, but neither of them came back. I sometimes
wonder if they could still be alive, but I know it's impossible.
Aira (chat): Keep an eye out for Lukas too, HERO. He
doesn't have armor or a shield like us, so we need to protect
him.
Gabo (chat): Can we really get back to the village this way?
I'm starting to get a little hungry.
Melvin (chat): It appears that following this road will take us
up the mountain. I wonder what awaits us at the summit?
Lukas (chat): The monster in the temple shouldn't be killed.
I'm not certain of it. We need to hurry back to the village.
Aira (chat): We need to get back to the village as quickly as
we can or there's no telling what the villagers might be up to.
Come, let's hurry.
Gabo (chat): I wonder how that monster is faring. I really
hope he hasn't been killed.
Melvin (chat): I wonder what happened to the monster after
we passed out. I hope it hasn't been harmed.
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – Strength seed
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Lukas (chat, at the mountaintop): It's the priest! The
priest is alive! Quick! You've got to rescue the priest from
the monsters!
Aira (chat): The monsters and the priest? I don't
understand. Are you saying that those monsters were
creating the fog?

Melvin (chat): So those monsters are the originators of this
fog, are they? But one must wonder why priests find
themselves among the monsters.
Gabo (chat): It's the monsters, HERO! It looks as though
those freaks have been making the fog here!
Monster (PigDemon, as you approach): Spin, spin, spin, great
spiral!
Monster (continued): When the spiral spins, the fog thickens.
Monster (continued): Enshroud the mountain in fog! Trap the
humans forever!
Monster (continued): Spin, spin, great spiral!
Priest (continued): The villagers will do what we want soon
enough. And once he dies— What?
Monster (PigDemons in circle): Irritating gnat! Leave me
alone!
Monster: Spin, spin, great spiral. Thickening the spiral
invigorates the soul! Hey! Don't even try to stop me.
Monster: Humans, are you? Hold on for a second. I can't eat
you right now.
Observation about skull on the ground: No response. It's
just a corpse.
Priest: Hm? What happened to you? What are you doing deep
in the mountains? Are you lost?
Lukas (continued): Father! You're alive!
Priest (continued): What? You're a kid from the village, huh.
You shouldn't be out here. The monsters will eat you. {He
looks around.} Yes, just like these people. These people came
to defeat the monsters and clear the fog that settled on the
mountain. Then the very monsters they hunted came and ate
them whole, heads first. They couldn't do a thing about it.
This is what happens to human vermin who oppose the
monsters.
Lukas (continued): How can you say such a thing, Father? You
went with my parents to defeat the monsters.

Priest (continued): I came...I mean, the priest came, to
defeat the monsters. His companions were killed off one by
one, but the priest valiantly persisted. So I said, 'If you
really want to save the village, won't you strike a deal with
me?' I told him, if he was willing to switch forms with me and
live as a horrible monster, then I wouldn't attack the village
for as long as he lived. Haha! He made a promise with me, the
great Botok, servant of the Demon Lord! {He transforms
back into Botok.}
Botok (continued): But here's the tearjerker. This wonderful
priest will be killed by the villagers! Gyahaha! And as
promised, until then, we won't touch anybody! Those foolish
humans! They'll kill their own protector, the priest, with
their own hands! Gya-ha-ha! They fell for my trap hook, line,
and sinker! Hee hee hee! I can't wait! Ha ha ha ha! {He
attacks Lukas.}
Lukas (continued): Yikes!
Botok (continued): Now wait a minute! You didn't think I'd
just let you go after telling you all that, did you? I'll kill
anyone who stands in the way of my fun!
Gabo (chat): That lowlife! If he hurts Lukas, you can be sure
he'll answer to me! Let's go, HERO! Let's show him!
Aira (chat): Because of him, the priest had to suffer even
though he had done nothing wrong. I'll never forgive him for
that! Let's go, HERO!
Melvin (chat): It seems that all of the suffering and
misfortune can be attributed to that fiend. I will spare no
measure in my quest to kill him!
Observation about skull on the ground: No response. It's
just a corpse.
Botok (continued): Don't worry! You'll be a pile of bones, just
like them, before you know it!
Lukas (lying on the ground, or if you try to leave):
Somebody help! The priest's a fake! He'll eat me! Help!

Botok (again): What now? Saving the priest is no longer an
option available to you. The nice priest that's protected you
so faithfully will be killed by the villagers any minute now!
Kee-hee-hee! Once the priest is dead, our deal does not hold.
It will be villagers for breakfast, lunch, and dinner! Kee hee
hee! And we'll start our feeding with you!
Aira (battle chat): When I think of how much the priest
suffered because of him... I'll kill him! I swear it!
Melvin (battle chat): What a cowardly monster, taking over
the priest's body! He will die by my blade!
Gabo (battle chat): He's the one who did all those terrible
things to the priest! Hold me back... Hold me back...
Young man at entrance to Mt. Tor (if you died in
Botok battle, as soon as you enter): Hey, you!
Where did you come from?
Young man at Labres entrance (if you died
in Botok battle, as soon as you enter):
Traitors! Friends of the monster! We won't
let you into the village! {You awake back at
the Path to Mt. Tor.}
Aira (chat, at Mt. Tor if you died in Botok
battle): I let my guard down before, but this time is
going to be different!
Melvin (chat, at Mt. Tor if you died in Botok
battle): I am not about to give up so easily!
Gabo (chat, at Mt. Tor if you died in Botok
battle): Grrr! There's no way I'm going to let them
him get the best of me this time!
Botok (again): Huh? Don't even try to stop us!
Botok (after he is defeated): Damn you... humans... How...
could you? The priest... was... supposed... to... die...
Monster in front (continued): Old Botok has reached his
end.
Monster in back left (continued): What should we do?

Monster in front right (continued): Well, it's obvious!
Monster in back (continued): W-w-wait! We're just weak
little monsters! All we do is make fog!
Monster in front (continued): Yeah yeah! We won't try to
enshroud the world with fog anymore, okay? Okay, okay?
Help! {They all fly off.}
Lukas (if you talk to him or try to leave): The monster
died, choking on its own blood. You've saved us! Even God
Himself would be proud! Let's hurry back to the village, or
the priest will be killed just like the monster said! Hurry!
Lukas (chat): I'm much grateful for your help. Thanks to you,
the fog has lifted. Let us hurry back to the village! We must
save the real priest from the villagers!
Aira (chat): Right now the villagers should all be distracted
by the fact that the fog has lifted. So now is our chance to
go back to the village and rescue the true priest!
Melvin (chat): We have destroyed the monsters that were
the source of the misfortune. Now we must make haste to
the village and rescue the real priest!
Gabo (chat): The fog is gone because we got rid of the
monsters. Now we can get back to the village easily. Let's
move!
Lukas (as you approach the ladder): The fog's cleared quite
a bit. Let's hurry back!
Lukas (continued, on World Map): It's a lot easier to walk
without the fog! Let's hurry back to the village!
Lukas (chat, on World Map): I'm grateful for your help.
Thanks to you, the fog has lifted. Let us hurry back to the
village! We must save the real priest from the villagers!
Aira (chat, on World Map): Right now the villagers should
all be distracted by the fact that the fog has lifted. Now is
our chance to go back to the village and rescue the true
priest!

Melvin (chat, on World Map): I eliminated the evil
ringleader of the monsters. Now we must make haste to the
village and rescue the real priest!
Lukas (if you try to go back to Mt. Tor or to the Forest
Path): Where are you going? You need go back to the village
immediately!
Lukas (if you go through the travel door, as soon as you
return): Oh good! I was worried about where you'd gone off
to! Now let's head back to the village!

Labres
Observation (if you try to leave): You cannot leave the
village yet.
Lukas (chat): Priest! Where are you? We must hurry and find
him!
Melvin (chat): Excellent! The fog has lifted in the village,
too!
Gabo (chat): All right! We've reached the village!
Aira (chat): We have to hurry and rescue the priest!
Innkeeper: Huh? Have they already finished setting the
fire? I thought they were still searching for firewood.
Lukas (chat): Roasting the priest? No! It must be stopped!
Gabo (chat): Roasting! It will kill the priest!
Aira (chat): Roasting! What in the world? We must stop it
right away!
Melvin (chat): Roasting, is it? Master HERO, we must go at
once!
Woman in inn: That damn monster is almost through. Victory
is truly a sweet dish.
Farmer (as you approach the stairs to the center of
town): Ha ha ha! Fiend! We'll set you on fire!
Nun in front of monster on the left (continued): Foul
demon! It is time to face the divine judgement of God! Atone

for the sin of stealing the life of our dear priest and
townsfolk with your life!
Man in blue vest (continued): Now you know how my boy felt!
Damn that monster!
Merchant (continued): We've suffered enough! Start the
fires! Burn the beast who brought terror upon this town!
Tough guy (continued): We're not scared of you! Die, scum!
Old man (continued): Burn that monster to a crisp, Prefect!
All villagers (continued): Okay, Prefect!
Okay! Light him on fire!
Bring the fire! Burn him!
Okay, Prefect!
Do it!
Lukas (continued): This is terrible! You must stop them!
Priest! {He runs off toward the Prefect.}
Aira (chat): Oh no! The priest is being crucified! We've got
to get the Prefect to stop this!
Melvin (chat): Lukas is trying to convince the Prefect! We've
got to give Lukas a hand!
Gabo (chat): The fire hasn't been set! Hurry, HERO!
Woman in item shop: How did it go? Did you get rid of the
monster? Oh, I almost forgot! I'm running the store while my
husband is away. {shop talk}
Little girl: Booo! Mom is too occupied with the store and
doesn't cook. I'm hungry! When's dinner, Mom?
Nun near item shop: The righteous shall, with the guidance
of God, always arise victorious. {church talk}
Young man near path to church: How did you return from
Mt. Tor? It is of no consequence, though. If you've come to
save the bastard, you're too late. The monster's going to be
burned alive. The dead will finally be avenged!
Tough guy: Heh! I kicked that monster to the floor, and it
felt great!

Man in blue vest: [The man is praying with his eyes closed.
He doesn't notice you.] Finally, I have avenged you, my son.
Your father will never forget your sacrifice to the village.
Young woman behind monster: Once the fire burns down, I'll
stomp on his bones with all my might! Then I'll grind them
until they're nothing but dust!
Woman behind monster: Finally, my son can rest in peace.
Young woman near path to Prefect’s house: This is the final
hour for that horrible monster. Finally our town can return to
normal.
Farmer: Damned monster! You're finished! We'll burn you to
a crisp!
Young woman in kitchen in Prefect’s house: Eeeeeek! Don't
talk to me right now! I'm at a critical moment in my cooking!
Young woman upstairs: Grumble, mumble... My husband is no
help at all, and my daughter doesn't listen to a word I say.
Oh, how terribly frustrating! Grumble, grumble...
Little girl in bed: Zzzz... Zzzz...
Young man in bed: Snore...
Woman on the far right: Hey, isn't that Lukas?
Young woman (blocked by tree): The village will finally be at
peace, since all our troubles came from that monster!
Young man in front of monster on the right: What is the
Prefect waiting for? He should light the fire now!
Merchant: Damn monster! Playing dead won't save you!
Nun in front of monster on the left: Father, don't you see
what's happening? I can finally beat that wretched monster,
to let you rest in peace!
Prefect (if you talk to him or Lukas): Lukas! Don't tell me
you're going to get in our way again!
Lukas (continued): Please, Prefect, listen! He's not a
monster! He just looks like one!
Prefect (continued): Don't be a fool! How on earth? {He
looks around at everyone.} What's wrong, everyone? What

happened? What? {He turns to the monster, who begins
transforming back into the priest. He collapses onto the
ground.}
Lukas (continued): Priest! {He runs to the priest’s side.}
Prefect (continued): What's happened?
Gabo (chat): The priest has returned to original form. He
hasn't died, has he?
Aira (chat): The priest is returning to his original form.
Quick, we've got to treat his wounds!
Melvin (chat): It's a miracle! The priest has returned to
normal, but he's terribly wounded! We must help him!
Lukas (if you start to walk away): Wait!
Prefect: The monster said nothing, even when the villagers
surrounded him, and beat him terribly. The monster remained
silent, and refused to fight back. It can't be! But... Good
travelers! You were right all along! What in God's name have
we done? It's terrible...
Tough guy: Damnit! What the hell's going on? The monster
turned into a priest! Is this an illusion? Or could it actually
be... No! It isn't possible!
Man in blue vest: What? What on earth is going on? Why is
the priest lying on the ground? Someone, please, tell me
what's going on!
Young woman: It's a trick! That can't be true. It's just
creating an illusion in hopes of being spared!
Woman: Father? Why is the priest here? What's going on?
Old man: It can't be! That thing was the priest?
Farmer: What? The priest is lying on the floor, beaten and
bruised!
Young man: What the hell is going on?
Merchant: Lukas! Get away from there! He's changed into
the priest to try to trick us! Get away from him! He'll eat
you!

Nun: Is this a miracle of God, or a device of those demons? I
can't tell! Father! We thought you had long left us for the
company of God!
Lukas: It was the Priest all along, you fools! I heard it
myself! The monster on the mountain said so! You people
heard, too, right? The priest made a bargain to save this
town. He switched forms with the monster, but then you...
Prefect (continued): Lukas, we...
Lukas (continued): Please, help me. Bring the priest to the
temple.
Prefect (continued): Lukas.
Lukas (continued): Please. I can't do it by myself. Lend me a
hand. {Lukas and the party take the priest to the church and
put him in bed.} Thank you. We've been nothing but trouble
for you and your comrades. The priest is asleep. He has
grievous wounds all over his body, and they're keeping him in
terrible agony. What if he were never to awaken again? Wait!
Please go and look in keep an eye on him, just for a moment!
{Lukas leaves and quickly returns. He places the Goddess
Statue on the priest’s bedside table.} I brought this. It's my
mother's goddess statue. The goddess will save the priest.
I'm sure of it. After all, the priest has never done a single
bad thing. The goddess will save him... I just know it!
Aira (chat): It doesn't seem like the right time to call Lukas.
We must at least say a prayer for the priest's safety.
Gabo (chat): I'm going to pray to the Goddess, too. The
priest does only good things. The Goddess will save him.
Melvin (chat): If God is alive, he most certainly has saved
this priest. But if our God is... No, I am certain the priest
shall be saved. My faith is unwavering.
Melvin (chat): I think we should explain everything to the
Prefect. He will explain everything to the villagers.
Gabo (chat): I hope the Goddess can help the priest. HERO,
please pray for him.

Aira (chat): First of all, we should tell the Prefect that the
priest was is fine. They must be awfully worried about him.
Observation about priest: The priest collapses, his face
twisted in agony.
Lukas (praying): Please, if it is at all in your power, save this
servant of God...
Merchant in item shop: You knew about that? Why didn't
you tell us sooner? No, I'm sorry. We hardly have the right
to talk to you like that. Now, then... {shop talk}
Little girl: Did something happen out there?
Woman: I can't believe that the thing that we thought was a
monster was really the priest. Anyone would be scared of
someone who looked like that. It's only natural. That's right.
It's not our fault.
Woman in house by entrance: No... It can't be...
Young woman: The monster is actually the priest? Is that
true? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Good God, what a horrible
deed we have done.
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): No, you need not concern
yourselves with it. How can we possibly make amends for
this?
Man in blue vest: I told everything to my wife and daughter.
I hope he'll be all right.
Innkeeper: I'm so confused. I don't know what to think right
now. Shoot! I've got to get back to work.
Woman in inn: The monster changed back into a human
before my very eyes. I'll never forget that sight!
Young woman: So this was all the work of the monsters?
What a terrible thing they've done...
Tough guy (in Prefect’s house, as soon as you enter): So
this was all the work of the monsters? What a terrible thing
they've done...

Farmer (continued): You saw that too, didn't you? It was the
face of the priest! I'm positive!
Young man (that you rescued before, continued): Our
village wasn't attacked When the monster appeared, just as
Lukas said. That means we made a major mistake.
Prefect (continued): Who's there? {Everyone turns toward
the party.} Oh! It's you, travelers! I would like to apologize
for the way I treated you. Could you tell me everything that
happened?
Gabo (chat): Let's tell them everything. They need to know
why the priest turned into a monster. Maybe the villagers
don't really want to hear it, but I don't think it's something
we can keep silent about.
Melvin (chat): It may seem hard, but I want the villagers to
know the truth. Let us tell the Prefect everything we know.
Aira (chat): We should be the ones to talk to the villagers
rather than Lukas. I think things will go smoother between
Lukas and the villagers that way.
Prefect (if you try to leave the house): I'm sorry, but
could you tell me everything that happened?
Young man: I can't believe it. I don't believe it! I don't want
to believe it! That can't be the priest! What a horrible sin we
have committed.
Tough guy: Did you know that? Is that why you tried to stop
us? Damn! If only I had believed what you and Lukas said!
Old man: We owe the priest more than words can express,
yet we villagers have repaid his kindness with nothing but
betrayal!
Farmer: I must be dreaming! The fog, the monsters, and even
the death of the lumberjacks must have been a dream!
Nothing is making any sense.
Prefect: I see. So it was all the doing of the monsters on Mt.
Tor. How can I ever thank you? I apologize from the depths
of my foolish heart. Tomorrow morning, the entire village is

going to apologize to the poor priest whom we wronged. We
can't hope for forgiveness, though. I'm worried about Lukas,
but I'm too ashamed to go see him myself. I'm sorry, but
could you please check on Lukas for me?
Young woman in kitchen: I finished cooking, but they don't
seem to be eating. Oh no! All the food became cold! What am
I going to do?
Nun upstairs (on the left): {to herself} Oh! What terrible
sin we have committed! How can we possibly atone for this?
{to HERO} Why excuse me. Is there anything I can do for
you? {church talk}
Young woman (from near the pond) to nun on the right:
Please, let me make a confession. I cursed the priest when he
had the form of a beast! Please, Sister, forgive my sin.
Nun: Heavens, what I could I possibly have to say? I couldn't
even see the truth.
Young woman in bed: Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Gabo (chat, outside Prefect’s house): I can understand why
they would feel awkward, but why don't the villagers just go
right to Lukas' place? It isn't fair to Lukas or the priest!
Aira (chat, outside Prefect’s house): The villagers and
Lukas all need some time to sort things out. I think it would
be too difficult for either side to see each other.
Melvin (chat, outside Prefect’s house): Even though the
priest was saved, the problems are far from over. Until the
villagers, Lukas, and the priest can all laugh together again,
we have to keep trying.
Old man, back in Prefect’s house: Yawn...
Farmer: Graageeeeeee!
Young woman in kitchen: I'm not done with cleaning up yet.
I'm so sleepy. Sigh.
Prefect: There was nothing else I could have done. Anybody
in my position would have done the same. Sorry, I was just
thinking aloud. How are Lukas and the priest doing?

Tough guy: Zzz... Zzz...
Young man: Snore! Zzz...
Nun upstairs in bed: Father... God in heaven... Please forgive
me... Sob...
Innkeeper: I just can't believe that monster was actually the
priest. How can we ever face him again?
Woman: Mumble mumble...
Young woman: Zzzzz... Zzzzz...
Melvin (if you try to leave town): Are you saying we should
go out at this late hour, Master HERO? Were we not asked
by the Prefect to check on Lukas?
Aira (if you try to leave town, and Melvin is dead):
The fog has lifted, but the night still belongs to the
monsters. I think we should wait until morning.
Weren't we supposed to check on Lukas, as well?
Gabo (if you try to leave town, and Melvin and
Aira are dead): Wait, I'm tired. I don't want to go
outside. Let's take care of the Prefect's request, and
then go to sleep.
Man in blue vest in house near entrance: Now that I think
it about it, the monster never got angry, no matter how badly
it was wounded. I fear that we have done something
unforgivable.
Woman in bed: Zzz... Zzz...
Young woman in bed: Sob... Why did my brother have to die?
Why, God? Why?
Merchant in item shop: Zzz... Zzz... Ah! Ah, Visitors, I see.
Well then... {shop talk}
Woman: Oh my, I can't have her sleeping there on the table!
Little girl: Mumble mumble... When's dinner?
Merchant behind counter: ... I'm sorry, but I don't want to
talk about anything today. I'm sorry, but I just don't know
what to do.

Priest (as you climb the hill to the church): {He slowly
walks out of the church.} You're the ones who defeated the
monsters, aren't you? I have a favor to ask of you. Cough! I
wish to leave this village before anyone awakens. Please.
Cough! I do not have the strength to do it on my own. If you
would help me to the village gate, I would be forever
grateful. Cough!
Gabo (chat): The priest is in terrible condition. Where is he
trying to go?
Aira (chat): Thank goodness! The priest can already stand up.
But where will he go if he leaves the village?
Priest (chat): I beg you! Please, help me outside of the village
before they all wake up! Good travelers, help me!
Melvin (chat): ... There is nothing I can say.
Aira (chat): ... I just don't know what to say right now.
Gabo (chat): I don't understand a thing the priest is saying!
What the hell?
Priest (if you try to enter the church): I'm sorry. Lukas is
asleep. I don't want to wake him with any noise, so please
don't go inside.
Melvin (chat): The priest could have at least said a parting
word to Lukas. I suppose I'm in position to oppose the
priest's decisions.
Gabo (chat): Keep it secret from Lukas? What's going on?
Priest (as you go down the hill from the church): You must
think I'm strange, leaving the town like this. Thanks to you
travelers, both the villagers and I were saved. I've been
freed from the monster's curse. But the villagers, I fear
their hearts will be forever scarred.
Priest (chat): ...
Gabo (chat): This is weird! Why would the priest leave the
village?
Aira (chat): The priest can hardly walk. Does he really have
to do this for the villagers?

Priest (if you try to enter Lukas’s house): Nobody should
be in this house. One should not enter a house that has no
master.
Priest (as you go down the next hill): If I stay here, the
villagers will be distraught every time they look upon me.
They have committed no crime. It's the work of the
monsters, but the villagers are the ones who will suffer.
Their pain will fade along with the fog, in good time. Along
with me, who shall also fade like a fog.
Gabo (chat): After all that he was put through, the priest
isn't angry. How can he forgive everyone? How strange!
Aira (chat): He will die if he tries to get up in this condition!
He should stay in the village at least until his wounds heal!
Melvin (chat): This is what the priest has decided. There is
nothing I can say.
Priest (if you try to enter the item shop or the Prefect’s
house): I don't want the villagers to notice. Please, could you
stay outside of the house?
Priest (as you climb the steps to the town entrance): This
was a nice village. They're all good people here. I will never
forget them. Good travelers, we owe you much as well. Thank
you. You've saved the village. I don't know how ever to ever
thank you. Now I must go, before my sentimentality destroys
my resolve.
Priest (chat): ... I don't think I can stand it. I'll just hurt
the villagers. I... It's nothing... Forget it.
Gabo (chat): The priest should be proud of himself! Why is
he leaving?
Melvin (chat): If I were the priest, I would have stayed in
the village. It's true, though, that it may be easier on the
villagers if he leaves.
Priest (as you reach the top step): {You all line up at the
edge of town.} Thank you so much.
Lukas (continued): {He comes racing up the steps.} Priest!

Priest (continued): Lukas, why?
Lukas (continued): Father! Where are you going,/no comma/
in that condition? No! You must lay down.
Priest (continued): The village will be fine without me. It has
the protection of the goddess statue. Could you please give
the villagers my thanks, for all they have given me?
Lukas (continued): Why are you thanking them after all the
horrible things they've done? They should be the ones to
leave, not the priest! (Yes/No)
Priest (either way): I've already decided. Lukas, you mustn't
blame them. If I were in their shoes, I would've done exactly
the same thing. We servants of God have a mission to soothe
and comfort the hearts of people, but the villagers will be
tormented each time they look upon me, recalling their own
mistakes. I should not stay here. I'm sure that's what God
would tell me as well.
Lukas (continued): But you'll die in that condition! Please,
stay until you've healed!
Priest (continued): I've already made up my mind, Lukas.
Thank you for your belief in me. {He turns to leave.}
Lukas (continued): Priest! {The priest turns back around.}
Take this. {He takes out the Goddess Statue.} My mother
always prayed to this, to protect us from disaster. Father, if
you're really going to leave the village, take this statue with
you. I'm sure it will protect you well.
Priest (continued): But Lukas, isn't this a keepsake from your
mother?
Lukas (continued): I'm sure if mother were alive she'd ask
the same of you. I'll be okay. I can't be a child forever.
Priest (continued): Thank you. I will pray as well, for
protection for all people. I will say these prayers every day,
without faltering. May God bestow his divine protection upon
you. May He place his countenance upon you, and give you
peace. {He slowly leaves town.}

Lukas (continued): Father has left us. Hmm. I'm kinda... kinda
sad. How about you? What are you planning on doing now?
Prefect (continued): {He comes up the steps.} Lukas!
Travelers!
Lukas (continued): I'm sad, now that the priest has left us.
Are you planning on moving on too?
Prefect (continued): Is that really true, good travelers?
(Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): Please, we need no pity. Is that
right? The kind Father did that?
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Now I
see. I had a bad feeling about this. We at least wished to say
sorry. If only we could've made a last apology to the priest. ...
Lukas (continued): The priest wasn't angry. He said it
couldn't be helped, and he prayed for God's divine protection
for all.
Prefect (continued): This is simply terrible. What have we
done? Lukas, everyone... You must be exhausted. Please come
to my house. We shall treat you warmly enough to make up
for what we couldn't do for the priest. Please! If you have
any compassion for the villagers...
The party was invited to the Prefect's residence,
where they slept soundly in warm beds, all the while
thinking of the flurry of events that they had
experienced. And then came the sunrise
of another day.
Prefect (continued the next morning): Oh, you're up! Are
you all rested now? (Yes/No)
Prefect (if you say ‘No’): That doesn't surprise me. If you'd
like to rest more, you can use the upstairs.
Prefect (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): We are
truly in your debt. I wish the priest had not left, though. But

there's nothing that we can do about that now. Regardless,
to show our appreciation of you, we are going to erect a
monument in the village square honoring both you and him.
It's the best we can do to atone for what we've done. Have a
safe journey, and thank you for everything!
Gabo (chat): The villagers look almost relieved. That really
makes me feel bad.
Aira (chat): To a casual observer, it looks like just another
town. It's hard to believe what has happened here.
Melvin (chat): The monsters, the fog, and the priest have all
disappeared from the village. But is this really how things
were meant to be?
Prefect (again): If you ever meet the priest again anywhere
in your travels, please tell him that all of the villagers are
grateful to him and hope he returns someday.
Young woman in kitchen: Ever since the sister sisters went
back to the temple, my work has become so much easier than
before.
Young woman upstairs: The sister has sisters have returned
to the temple. If you care to rest, you may use this bed
freely.
Melvin (chat, outside Prefect’s house): Just as the priest
hoped, the village is completely at peace. If only the priest
were here, then there would be nothing more to ask for.
Aira (chat, outside Prefect’s house): I'm overjoyed that no
monsters have been seen since then. We can breathe a sigh
of relief.
Gabo (chat, outside Prefect’s house): The first time we
came here, everyone was looking green in the face and
muttering under their breath. It was unnerving!
Melvin (chat, outside Prefect’s house): Hmm. It would
appear that everything remains unchanged. Very good. Very
good.

Little girl: That Lukas! He's so mean! He said he couldn't play
with me anymore because I'm just a kid, but look at him! I'll
never play with him again, no matter what he says!
Woman at the bottom of the hill (used to stand at the
well): I knew right from the start that the monster was
actually the priest. What a terrible thing everyone's done.
Young woman (used to stand by the pond): We'll never
forget what you did for us.
Old man: The priest is truly a wonderful person. He's done so
much for this village. I feel so terrible for having doubted
him.
Man in blue vest: We've decided to erect a monument here
in memory of our great priest, as a symbol of our
appreciation towards him.
Tough guy (from Prefect’s house): It doesn't matter, let's
just make it big! I'll work as hard as you want!
Woman in item shop: My husband left, saying that he had to
go and lay in supplies, now that the fog's lifted. The
monsters are all gone now, so there's nothing to worry about
anymore. {shop talk}
Little girl: Mom, you've played shopkeeper enough already!
Come in and make dinner!
Woman behind counter: It's pretty nice running the shop
again.
Lukas in his house: Hey there. Are you going on a journey?
I'm glad we met. Thank you so much. I've thought about what
the priest said. I mistrusted the priest too, at first, just like
everyone else. But I realized that I wanted to be both gentle
and strong, just like him. The first thing I need to do is
become a full-fledged lumberjack. I can't go on grieving
forever. I hope you have a safe journey.
Melvin (chat): Master Lukas shall certainly grow to be a
tough lad. At this point, that's the only good to come of this.

Gabo (chat): Lukas was looking better than I'd expected. I
hope he becomes a great lumberjack.
Aira (chat): Lukas is a strong child. I feel much better
having talked to him.
Gabo (chat): It's a relief to see Lukas looking so well! He
should eat lots like me and build his strength even more!
Aira (chat): I was worried about Lukas being all alone, but I
guess he seems to be managing well.
Melvin (chat): Children are incredibly resilient, aren't they!
My mind has been set as ease.
Melvin (chat): People are often more terrible than any
monster. However, there are times when they are more
reliable than God.
Lukas (again): I'm going to be a better lumberjack than my
father. I hope you and the priest have a safe journey.
Tough guy in graveyard (used to stand in the middle of
town): I heard the travelers defeated the monster. Thank
goodness. Now I can rest easily.
Young man outside church (used to stand near the pond
and guard Mt. Tor): The priest really did disappear. I feel
like he should come through this door any minute now.
Young woman in church (used to stand at the well): I
always think about keeping the priest's room clean whenever
I come here. He might come back here someday, after all.
Nun: This is the priest's quarters. Father always sat in this
chair. Whenever we talked to him, father always replied with
a smile, despite our sinfulness.
Observation: HERO reads the memo on the desk! 'Through
whatever times of suffering, through whatever times of
grief... ...whatever may happen, love and believe in people.'
Aira (chat): What could his feelings have been when he
wrote this? I can't imagine. Only the priest can know about
this.

Melvin (chat): I think that only God can do as the priest says.
I could not aim to be God with this human body of mine.
Certainly nobody could, could they?
Gabo (chat): What did the priest want to say? I don't
understand. How about you, HERO?
Woman (from the inn): I've been cleaning up around here, so
that it will be ready whenever the priest returns. It's pretty
much the only thing I can do, after all.
Young man (that you rescued before): The priest has left
us now. I miss him already. He was a truly a kind and decent
man.
Nun at altar: I want to live a proper life, as the priest
showed us by his own example. To have a loving heart, and
never feel hatred for people, whatever may happen. Now,
then... {church talk}
Young man by inn: I can hardly face you now, after calling
you friends of monsters. I'm really, really sorry. Not only
that, we drove the priest away.
Innkeeper: I heard the priest left the village. That's what
everyone said. I really wanted to make a formal apology to
him. {inn talk}
Innkeeper behind counter: Apparently the priest struck a
deal with the monster in order to protect the village. He
went through such torment for the sake of us heartless
villagers.
Farmer in field on the left: I'm terribly sorry for what we
fools have done, both to you and the priest. All I can do is
work this poor farm, ignored for so long.
Young woman in house: I've thought of little else besides
avenging my brother, even though it pained the priest that I
should feel this way. He was never anything but nice to me,
ever since I was a little girl. He was such a kind priest, and I
never got to say I'm sorry...

Woman: I understand you avenged my son's death. Thank you
very much. Oh, if only we could apologize to the priest as
well.
Aira (chat, on World Map): Nothing but ordinary
countryside here. Of course, the best part is how peaceful it
is.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): It's been a long time since I've
been here. I can smell the scent of the animals! They must
have returned when the fog disappeared!
Melvin (chat, on World Map): So there are no other villages
besides Labres in this area? One cannot very well live on
steep mountainsides or rocky crags.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): I wonder how Lukas is.
Considering the way he is, I'm sure he's fine.
Melvin (chat, on World Map): Even at the top of the
mountains there is no fog. Those terrible events seem unreal
now.
Aira (chat, on World Map): Now that the fog has lifted, it
feels wonderful here. That's how important the sun is.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Now that the fog has lifted
completely, I feel like I've come to a whole different place.
Aira (chat, on World Map): I wonder how the priest is
faring. I hope we meet him again somewhere.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): This trip has really wiped me
out. All I want is to get back to Fishbel and eat a belly full of
your mom's great cooking, HERO.

Path to Mt. Tor
Gabo (chat): I remember how we panicked when we found
ourselves locked up inside that place.
Melvin (chat): One must hope that monsters will never again
come through this door. Do you not agree, Master HERO?

Aira (chat): The gate seems to be locked again. It would be
terrible if someone wandered in by accident, but let's not
worry about that now.

Forest Path
Gabo (chat): It looks like the fog is completely gone. We
won't have to worry about anyone getting lost now.
Gabo (chat): Looks like the fog has lifted completely. We
won't have to worry about anyone getting lost now.
Melvin (chat): From now on we should be able to go anywhere
we want without being stopped by fog.
Aira (chat): With the fog lifted, we can finally go to the
town said to be south of here.
Aira (chat): With the fog cleared, we can finally get to the
town they say is south of here.
Merchant from item shop: The fog has finally cleared.
We're I'm going out to buy some stock. Take care.

Leif

Sazamu

Prefect

Melvin (chat, on World Map, in Labres area, present):
Yes. There are no monsters, and peace prevails. Excellent.
Excellent. Master HERO. Since we have come all this way, we
should stop in at the village, too.
Gabo (chat, on World Map, in Labres area, present): This
area is a lot like where I used to live. The trees and
mountains make me feel right at home.

Aira (chat, on World Map, in Labres area, present): The
mountains and forests have not changed. I thought we might
find a new boutique or something.

Labres
Aira (chat): Weren't they saying they were going to erect a
monument right in the middle of the square? So long as we're
here, why don't we stay and watch, HERO?
Melvin (chat): Good grief! I can't believe the youth of today!
Stupid little... Ah, Master HERO! We're certainly having
some fine weather, aren't we?
Gabo (chat): Hmm. Nothing has changed much, though I
guess that's normal for the mountains.
Little boy (as you approach): Neener neener neener! Leif is
a liar!
Second little boy on the right (continued): Liar, liar, pants
on fire!
Leif (little boy in red, continued): I'm not lying! My
grandfather said...
Little girl (continued): Well then, Leif, you're a liar, and your
grandpa's a liar too!
Leif (continued): It's not a lie!
First little boy (continued): Are you saying that the Prefect,
my Dad dad, and the rest of the villagers are liars?
Leif (continued): But, well...
Little girl (continued): You're a liar, Leif! And no one's ever
going to play with the likes of you!
First little boy (continued): Let's go!
Second little boy (continued): Okay! {The three children run
off down the hill.}
Leif (continued): But I'm telling you, it's not a lie. My
grandfather never told a lie while he was alive. But everybody
else says... {He runs after them.}

Aira (chat): Don't you think it looks like more than just a
children's fight? That's what bothers me.
Melvin (chat): Hmpf! How unfair! All of them are ganging up
on one. Outrageous! Master HERO! I would really like to give
those children a piece of my mind!
Gabo (chat): Who do those guys think they are? They're
mean, ganging up like that! The poor thing!
Sign: HERO read the sign. 'The Village of Labres'
Dog by house: Aw, shucks!
Little girl in house: Mama? She's gone out.
Farmer: I haven't seen you people around here. Are you
friends of the kids or something? The little brats are in the
junk pile underneath the Prefect's house, as usual.
Melvin (chat): Under the Prefect's house? We must go and
find out.
Barrel – Mystic Nut
Observation by the inn: HERO read the sign. 'Welcome to
the village of the great priest! Please stay with us!'
Woman in inn kitchen: Now, then, what should I make today?
Innkeeper (man in black pants) behind counter: What do
you think? The counter is sparkling from top to bottom! I
polish it everyday. I even clean the spots people can't see.
Young woman in town square: Oh, good day to you, travelers,
and welcome to the village of Labres. This village has handed
down the legend of the great priest over the years!
Priest: By all means, please ask about the miracle which saved
the village. (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): Well, I won't insist on it.
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): In times long ago, this land was
shrouded in thick, terrifying fog. The monsters ran rampant,
and we villagers were suffering. Our great priest stepped
forward and struck a bargain with the monsters, and took
their form upon himself, so that he could protect the village.
The villagers rejoiced, and gave thanks to the noble priest.

However, a traveler appeared, and attempted to kill the
priest! Thankfully, the villagers repelled his attack, and drove
him off. When the traveler fled, the fog which had
enshrouded the land cleared, for he had been in league with
the monsters. And when the sky cleared, miraculously, the
priest was restored to his human form. He then left our
village, so that he might save others who were opressed
oppressed, freeing them from the monsters by the might of
God. And ever since that time, the people of this village have
celebrated the priest who saved the village.
Melvin (chat): It would appear that the villagers have been
completely taken in by a false story. I must say that it
infuriates me that we have been painted in a wicked light.
Gabo (chat): Something isn't right! We never did anything
wrong to the priest!
Aira (chat): It doesn't seem to be a lie, does it? Let's
investigate a little further.
Observation: HERO examined the monument! Engraved
thereon, in aged and faded letters, is the following— 'When
the priest defended our village by changing himself into a
monster, we praised him for his sacrifice. Then one day, an
agent of the monsters came and attempted to kill the priest.
We joined forces in defense of the priest. We will always
remember the priest's actions with gratitude.' However, the
stone used for the tablet seems to be of a different color
from the pedestal.
Aira (chat): That's awfully convenient for the village. I can't
say I like it. Hey, the part with the writing and the base are
made of different stones. Ah, so that's it!
Gabo (chat): Look, the color of the stone at the top is
different from the color at the bottom. It doesn't look very
good.
Melvin (chat): Are my eyes failing me, HERO? It cannot say
such a thing! Something must be wrong!

Cat: Mrowr!
Young man in house on the left: Hmm. I'd really like to have
a cupboard here. I'll go and get one from the junk pile. Oh, I
just recently moved to this village, and I can't seem to get
myself squared away. This is a generous village, though,
letting people take furniture from its junk pile for free and
all. The junk pile? Yeah, it's under the Prefect's house. The
house is up on top of the hill, so you can't miss it.
Gabo (chat): A junk pile? Maybe we could find some
interesting stuff. How about we go there?
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Chef
Gourmetchi's Cookbook— 'In my hands, any food fixings will
become a magnificent dish. But even so, the taste of the
legendary extra-marbled beef, is truly in a class by itself.
The kick of flavor, mild, sweet, and dangerous all at the same
time, would make even a monster swoon with desire. It is a
rare thing for even kings or nobles to have the opportunity to
eat extra-marbled beef. Just thinking about it makes my
mouth water.'
Pot – Rib
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'Welcome! Traveling
supplies are inside the tent!'
Traveling merchant behind counter: They say that there
was once a great priest in this village. It's said that the
villagers still have festivals to celebrate this priest. That's
so wonderful!
Treasure chest – AquaShard
Old woman on the right: Yeah. A long time ago, this village
came to grief at the hands of the monsters. And now we
celebrate the priest who saved the village then. We are truly
grateful, you see.
Old man: Leif, the lumberjack's son, has a serious habit of
telling tall tales. It's a real problem. His entire family seems
to be compulsive liars. Now I swear...

Aira (chat): Woodcutter's home? Are you perhaps referring
to the child we met at the entrance to the village?
Gabo (chat): Tall tales? Like how tall? About this high? What
exactly is a tall tale, anyway?
Man in blue vest: This village owes the peace it has to that
legendary priest. Even now, all of us in this village give thanks
to him.
Observation: HERO read the sign. 'The People's Junk Pile —
For Use By Villagers Only'
Little boy in front of door: No, no! We're playing here now.
If you're not part of our group, you can't come in! Well if you
insist, I'll talk to the others. Come back later.
Aira (chat): Tee hee hee! It's a secret playground that only
the children know about. Reminds me of when I was little.
Gabo (chat): When someone tells me I can't, it makes me
more curious. Maybe I'll come back later.
Little girl in front of back door: Do you want to come
inside? Well, you can't. I'm not letting anyone inside today.
We were just playing here. I won't let you in!
Melvin (chat): This house appears to be the Mayor's home.
Hmm. It has a most unusual structure.
Gabo (chat): Aw, come on, meany! Why not just a little?
Maid in Prefect’s house: {to herself} La-la-la, hmm-mm-mm.
Get out of my way, get out of my way! La-de-da. {to HERO}
La-la-la! I'm so sorry! I was killing pests on the flowers! Lala-la!
Gabo (chat): That girl is kind of spooky.
Aira (chat): What a freak.
Prefect (gentleman): Oh, my, you must be travelers!
Welcome to Labres! We have a legend in this village, about a
noble priest and courageous villagers. Long ago, when the
monsters came, it was that noble priest who saved the
villagers. When the priest was nearly killed by those same
monsters, it was the villagers who rescued him! The priest

and those ancestors of ours are the pride of our village! Yes
sir! It is our intent to hand down this legend in our village
forever.
Observation: There is a large ax hanging over the fireplace.
Lady: You must be travelers. Have a nice journey.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. 'On Becoming a
Good Prefect', 'An Easy Introduction to Prefect', 'Ten Ways
to Win the Hearts of Villagers'... These are just some of the
books on the shelves.
Dresser – Bunny Ears
Farmer near Lukas’s old house: Say, it's most unusual to
find travelers this deep into the mountains. What's that?
Yeah, my son Leif just came home a little while ago. What
about it?
Leif’s father (again): Travelers are unusual in these parts.
We have little to offer, but stay as long as you like.
Leif, inside staring out the back window: I'm not lying! {to
HERO} Oh, I'm sorry. Huh? You want to hear what I have to
say? Um, well, you see, my family tells a story different from
what the villagers know. This story has been passed down
from generation to generation. They said it was the villagers
who did the priest wrong, and that the travelers weren't to
blame. But the villagers all say that that's not true. They say
that we're telling lies. But I'm not lying, and neither is my
grandfather. Or maybe everyone else is right, and I am a liar.
After all, nobody believes me. Sorry about that, and thanks
to you thank you for listening. I'm feeling better now, if only
a little bit. I've been lonely because nobody will play with me.
Will you come and talk to me again sometime? (Yes/No)
Leif (if you say ‘No’): I understand. You travelers
must be busy, I bet. Okay, then, take care!
Leif (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you! Heh heh heh! I'm really
happy to hear that. Come and talk to me again sometime!

Gabo (chat): There's something wrong here. Why are lies
being accepted as the truth? Do you think if we explained
everything very clearly, the grown-ups in the village might
believe us?
Melvin (chat): The monument in the village seems vaguely
suspicious to me. We must ask someone in the village about it.
Leif (again): My grandfather said so, and so did his
grandfather, from way back. They always said so. They said it
was the villagers who did the priest wrong, and that the
travelers weren't to blame. But the villagers all say that
that's not true. They say that we're telling lies. It's scary
being the only one who's different. I can't help wondering
whether everyone else is actually right. I wish there were
someone who knew about this old stuff, and could tell what
was real and what wasn't.
Melvin (chat): For the sake of Master Leif, we must make
the truth known to all of the villagers. Master Leif is indeed
most noble.
Aira (chat): Could this be the house where Lukas lived? I
guess that boy, at least, remembered us.
Gabo (chat): Leif remembers the truth, but the villagers
won't listen. It's infuriating because they are the ones who
are actually lying. Doesn't it make you mad, HERO?
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There is a book
entitled 'The Diary of Colin the Adventurer'. 'It has been
decades now since the beginning of my search for the castle
of the Medal King. I have found five medals, and they are my
treasures now. I have visited lands throughout the world, and
met numerous people in my adventures. And yet, I still
haven't met the elusive Medal King. I wonder whether the
King even exists. And I also wonder where I am now.'
Leif’s father outside: Have you heard Leif's tale? Well, our
family does tell a slightly different version of the legend.
When I was little, I thought everyone else had it wrong too.

But it's what most people believe that ends up becoming
correct in this world. And when Leif gets older, I'm sure
he'll come to understand things the way I do now.
Leif’s father (again): Our family have has been lumberjacks
since way back. The stories in our family are different from
the legend which is told in the village, but that doesn't
matter. It's what most people believe that become becomes
correct in this world. Truth doesn't matter. And when Leif
gets older, I'm sure he'll come to understand things the way
I do now.
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here lies Colin
the Adventurer'
Observation (again): HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here
lies Colin the Adventurer' Amazingly, you found five
TinyMedals! HERO obtained five TinyMedals!
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. 'Here Lies the
Great Priest'
Observation: HERO examined the tombstone. The inscription
on the gravestone is faded, and it is impossible to tell what is
written there.
Aira (chat, in church): It looks like everything is back to
the exact state it was in when the priest left. An awful lot of
things have taken place, but I do hope the priest is still alive
and well.
Gabo (chat, in church): Sniff, sniff. I can still smell the
priest's scent just a little. Heh heh. It brings back memories.
Melvin (chat, in church): A temple that has lost its leader is
a lonely place. I would like to believe that someday the priest
will return to this village.
Woman: The temple has been left exactly the way it was
when the legendary priest presided here. The women of the
village come here every day, in rotation, and clean it.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookcase
contains aged books and theological texts.

Pot – Defense seed
Nun: A priest of the highest character once resided here. He
saved our village long ago. We hope to become like him and
join in his vocation.
Prefect (again): Oh, my, you must be travelers! Welcome to
Labres! We have a legend in this village, about a noble priest
and courageous villagers. Long ago, when the monsters came,
it was that noble priest who saved the villagers. When the
priest was nearly killed by those same monsters, it was the
villagers who rescued him! The priest and those ancestors of
ours are the pride of our village! Yes sir! We intend to hand
down this legend in our village forever. Eh? The village's tale
is wrong, you say? Oh, don't joke with us. What? The
monument is false? Don't be ridiculous! That's impossible!
Gabo (chat): Something isn't right! We never did anything
wrong to the priest!
Aira (chat): It doesn't seem to be a lie, does it? Let's
investigate a little further.
Melvin (chat): It would appear that the villagers have been
completely taken in by a false story. I must say that it
infuriates me that we have been painted in a wicked light.
Gabo (chat): What we really need to find is something that
will show exactly what happened in the past. Then the Mayor
would have to believe us and Leif, right?
Aira (chat): It would be quickest if we could just say that we
were there at the time. But I doubt anyone would believe us.
We need to find some other way.
Melvin (chat): Somewhere in this village, there must be
something that has preserved the true history. We must find
it!
Prefect (again): It is simply inconceivable that the story of
the village could be wrong.
Little boy outside: Do you want to come in by any chance?
(Yes/No)

Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you're no fun! So long!
Aira (chat): I'm curious what's inside.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO! We must search this village
from top to bottom. Start right here!
Gabo (chat): I smell something inside here. I'd sure like to
get inside.
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm, what am I to do? Wait
here for a moment! {He goes inside, then comes back out.}
Will you make us a promise? Sazamu, the most important
member of our group, says that if you accept him as your
boss, then you may come in. Is that okay? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you're no fun! So long!
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): All right then, come on in! {He
leads you inside.}
Sazamu (continued): Grunt! Grunt! It won't work! We I can't
lift it! It's too heavy!
Little boy (continued): Sazamu! I brought your new
followers!
Sazamu (continued): Well? Oh, yeah! Sorry about that!
Thanks a lot! You may return to your duties now!
Little boy (continued): Okay! {He goes back to guarding the
front door.}
Sazamu (continued): Well, it's good to see all of my new
followers! I'm Sazamu, the leader of the kids in this village!
Welcome aboard, new followers! Would you give me a hand
with digging this up? I was trying to bury my treasures, when
I found something. It's too heavy for us to dig up, though. I
just know it's got to be something important! I'm sure it'll
be really exciting! Let's dig it up together! Okay? You will
help us, right? (Yes/No)
Sazamu (if you say ‘No’): What? Are you saying that you
won't do what your boss tells you to do? You will help us,
right? (Yes/No)
Sazamu (when you say ‘Yes’): All right then, let's do it!

Gabo (chat): I'm good at this sort of thing! Heh heh heh!
Just leave it to me!
Aira (chat): It's really not the time to be doing something
like this! But I suppose there's no help for it.
Melvin (chat): I, who was one of God's heroes, must now
serve a child? It is embarrassing.
Little boy at front door: You people are bigger than
Sazamu, so you should have no problem digging up the
treasure. Good luck!
Little girl at back door: What are you doing? The treasure
isn't buried around here. Sazamu will be mad if you don't
hurry up and find it!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Poems by the
Chief— 'The sky is blue. Apples are green. Apples are good.'
'Don't you love my fantastic poetry?'
Sazamu: Hmm.
Observation: HERO peers into the large hole. There appears
to be something buried at the bottom. Do you want to dig it
up? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO attempts to dig up the
item buried at the bottom of the hole. HERO found the
Monolith!
Sazamu (continued): Hey, you found it! There's something
written on it! Read it to us!
HERO reads the words inscribed on the Monolith to Sazamu.
'All living things must grow and be strong.'
'When the priest changed himself into a monster to defend
the village, we attempted to kill him. We suspected the
priest of being an agent of the monsters, and thus, we
attempted to kill him. This was done, despite the fact that it
was the priest who was defending us from those very
monsters. This mistake on our part was prevented in time by
travelers, but the sin we have committed will never go away.
We must never forget this grievous error on our part. Nor

must we ever forget the debt of gratitude which we owe to
the priest and the travelers.'
Sazamu (continued): ... What's that?
Little girl (continued): Hey, wasn't Leif talking about that?
Little boy (continued): Then that would mean that Leif...
Sazamu (continued): ... But all the grown-ups keep saying
something different!
Little girl (continued): But, in old times, people said the same
things that Leif is saying now.
Sazamu (continued): It says the old Prefect covered it up,
for the sake of the village. He covered up the truth? Then
everyone's been lying ever since. So Leif has been the only
one who's been telling the truth. Okay, people, let's get out
there and tell the grown-ups! We'll split up and tell the
grown-ups the truth! All right, let's go! {You immediately
leave the children’s hideout and visit the Prefect.}
Prefect (continued): What? That is the original monument? I
must ask you to show it to me. [HERO showed the Monolith to
the Prefect!] {He sets it on the table and reads it.} Why, this
is... It can't be! Why would anyone have left it here? Yes,
this is different from the village monument. However, for
the sake of the village, I cannot allow this to spread. {He
gets the ax off the fireplace.} This cannot be allowed to
happen. {He repeatedly smashes the stone tablet until it
disappears.} Whew! Now, then, what were we talking about?
Oh, of course, you're leaving us! I see! Well, then, take care,
and have a good trip!
Melvin (chat): The courage to acknowledge one's mistakes is
also very important. Considering the Mayor's position,
perhaps it can't be helped, but it certainly leaves a bad taste
in my mouth.
Gabo (chat): Grrr! Why did the Mayor have to go and
destroy the old monument? Why do they do that, even after
they learned the truth? It makes me so mad!

Aira (chat): So the truth is lost in darkness. Is everyone
going to go on believing the false history forever?
Prefect (again): Are you saying that the stone monument in
the village square is wrong? I cannot believe it. It is
inconceivable that the villagers would have attempted to kill
the legendary great priest! Even if it were true, nothing
remains from the past, so there isn't any way of proving it!
Lady: Children have a tendency to think the most outrageous
things. Our ancestors would never have tried to kill the
priest. Of course it's a lie!
Little boy in children’s hideout: Everybody calls me a liar,
but I'm not telling lies! Now I understand a little bit of how
Leif feels.
Little girl: They got mad at us! None of the grown-ups will
believe us. They say that we're liars. Sob...
Sazamu: We're not telling lies, but none of the grown-ups
would believe us.
Little girl (continued): I got yelled at. My mom said I
wouldn't get any snacks today.
Little boy (continued): I've been hit over the head too. They
say it's the punishment for being a liar.
Sazamu (continued): They all got mad and told us to stop
saying irresponsible things! Why are they being like that?
Leif's dad listened to us, but even he said that there are
times when you have to make the truth into a lie. He said
that if everyone believes in a lie, then that lie becomes the
truth. That's what he told us. And my mom and dad are
always telling me not to tell lies! So why are they doing this?
Why? {They all turn to the front door.}
Little girl (continued): Leif! {He walks in.}
Leif (continued): Did you need me for something, Sazamu?
Sazamu (continued): We now know that Leif wasn't a liar, but
the grown-ups won't believe us when we tell them.
Leif (continued): ...

Sazamu (continued): We won't give up. We'll be as tough as
the grown-ups and tell them that lies are lies. We'll tell them
the truth, even though they all believe in their lies. After all,
Leif was able to do it all by himself! And we're not alone! So...
Leif (continued): What is it?
Sazamu (continued): We're sorry about the way we've
treated you. Come and play with us again! We won't call you a
liar anymore. Feel free to drop by, whenever you're in the
mood.
Little girl (continued): Come and play with us, Leif!
Leif (continued): ... Thanks! Heh heh heh!
Sazamu (continued): And thank you, followers! Thanks to you,
we've been able to make up with Leif. Come again! We'll be
happy to play with you anytime! Until then, take care!
Gabo (chat): Leif and Sazamu have made up! I'm really glad
to see that.
Aira (chat): From now on, I think Leif and the others will
make sure the truth is passed on to the young. That means all
our effort was really worth it. I guess we can't complain.
Melvin (chat): We can be glad that at least the truth
reached the children. That is the saving grace.
Sazamu (again): Thank you, followers! Thanks to you, we've
been able to make up with Leif. Come again! We'll be happy to
play with you anytime! Until then, take care!
Little girl: I'm so glad that we were able to make up. Ever
since we shut Leif out, well, meals just haven't tasted right,
you know?
Little boy: My father hit me, but I'm still not going to do
what he says. Now that I know what really happened, there is
no way that I will believe the lies.
Leif: Heh heh heh! It's been nothing but good times since you
people came along! Thanks!

Little boy (if you go outside and come back in): Leif is
really terrific, for standing up for what was right, even when
no one else would. He's really an amazing man.
Little girl: It's much more fun when we all get along! Ha ha
ha! Wait for me!
Sazamu: We'll be every bit as tough as all the grown-ups put
together. We'll keep on telling what really happened in this
village.
Leif: Even if everyone else says something different, that
doesn't mean that I'm wrong. Truth is not just determined
by the number of people who believe something.
Man in blue vest: What sort of nonsense are those brats
talking about? Honestly! When I find them, I'll knock some
sense into them!
Priest: By all means, please ask about the miracle which saved
the village. (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): In times long ago, this land was
shrouded in thick, terrifying fog. The monsters ran rampant,
and we villagers were suffering. Our great priest stepped
forward and struck a bargain with the monsters, and took
their form upon himself, so that he could protect the village.
The villagers rejoiced, and gave thanks to the noble priest.
However, a traveler appeared, and attempted to kill the
priest! Thankfully, the villagers repelled his attack, and drove
him off. When the traveler fled, the fog which had
enshrouded the land cleared, for he had been in league with
the monsters. And when the sky cleared, miraculously, the
priest was restored to his human form. He then left our
village, so that he might save others who were opressed
oppressed, freeing them from the monsters by the might of
God. And ever since that time, the people of this village have
celebrated the priest who saved the village. This is the true
legend. This is the real truth, no matter what those kids may
try to say!

Young man in house on the left: Should the bed go against
this wall, or not? Hmm, I just can't make up my mind. Oh, I
just recently moved to this village, and I can't seem to get
myself squared away.
Traveling merchant in item shop: This tent's pretty good,
don't you think? I got it from a Dejan I met in my travels a
while back. It folds up to a very small size, making it easy to
carry. Tents sure are a nice thing to have around, I tell you.
Aira (chat): This brings back so many memories. I wonder
how everyone is doing.
Melvin (chat): Well, well, this is most convenient. The Dejans
are quite wise.
Leif’s father in their house: It seems that the children
found out what really happened, though I have no idea how.
Those children are likely to be forever branded as liars by
the adults in the village, just as I was, long ago. But these
children may change the future of this village. I sincerely
hope that they do.
Old man in church: Mutter mutter... Dear God, please
forgive the children. They only lie out of capriciousness.
Mutter mutter...
Little girl in house near entrance (if you talk to her or
the farmer): Uh, um, Leif and Sazamu have both been telling
lies?
Farmer (continued): Yep. Don't take what they tell you
seriously, no matter what!
Little girl (continued): Okay.

Mountain Store
Observation: HERO read the sign. We welcome first-timers,
also!
Knight, inside: I seek a set of weapons and armor of
indescribable power. It's told that four spirits forged such

an armory. Regrettably, I haven't a clue as to the
whereabouts of these relics.

Archaeological Digsite
Little boy: They used to have an amazing screaming skull
here, but someone found out it was a fake, so everyone
stopped coming.
Merchant in front of tent: Oooh, tourists! Welcome,
welcome! Did you know there's a spooky underground cave
here? Only fifteen gold to enter! How about it? Pay up, pay
up! (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): Thank you! Don't bother
the Scholar in there!
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oh, dearie me! You had the
Scholar with you before! You're his friend, eh? I'll let you in
for free. Come on in!
Gabo (chat): An underground cave? That wasn't here before.
Am I right, HERO?
Merchant (again): That Scholar took his skull and never came
back... Such a shame... Ooh, but I've got something much
better now!
Tough guy: We continued the excavation after the scholar
left, and we found an old cave with human remains in it! I
wish he was here to see this!
Sailor: You wouldn't believe it! I was just swinging my pickaxe
around, and I discovered this big, new cave! I'm so excited!

Excavated Cave
Scholar on second floor: Here to study the cave, are you?
What do you think? The stone monuments indicate some
former human presence. But what about that giant hole? I

don't know what to make of it. Until we find out what's
inside, you'd better not go near that hole.
Aira (chat): A big hole that suddenly appeared downstairs?
This does sound dangerous.
Melvin (chat): Even if other people are afraid of going into
that hole, it is our job to do it. We might be able to prevent a
disaster before it happens.
Gabo (chat): HERO, you're not thinking about going into that
hole, are you? I vote for staying out of dark places.
Observation: A sinister-looking stone statue sits here.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal

Deja Camp
Melvin (chat): It looks like God's Altar hasn't been found
yet.
Gabo (chat): I can hardly wait for us to revive God so I can
see what he looks like.
Aira (chat): I thought we would find the tula player before
we come came back here.
Dejan man: Oh, it's you. Have you found out anything about
the legendary tula player? (Yes/No)
Dejan man (either way): I see. We are still busy searching
for the Altar of God. I have a feeling the darkness of long
ago could be related.
Chief: Oh, it's you, HERO. I'm very grateful to you and your
friends. Thanks to you, Aira is finally starting to grow up a
bit. Maybe she's finally learning a thing or two about life.
Aira (chat): Have I grown up that much? I can't really tell.
My swordsmanship has definitely improved, though.
Chief’s wife: We need someone to play the TerraTula for the
ceremony, but only the ancient family of tula players is up to
the task. On top of that, the musician must be young, and
healthy. It is God's will that our tribe has survived to this

day. If we don't return the favor and resurrect Him, who
will?
Melvin (chat): So they're all young people. I must say I feel a
bit left out.
Aira (chat): Grandmother is right. There must be a
descendant of the player somewhere. If we keep searching,
we're certain to find him eventually.
Gabo (chat): I'm young, but there's no way I could learn to
play the tula. I think I prefer dancing, myself.
Young Dejan man: I wish I could join Aira, but I'm stuck
with... I mean, I'm happily married. I don't want you getting
any stupid ideas just because Aira is sexy, okay? Especially
you, over there! I know what you're thinking about!
Melvin (chat): What? Do I seem to you as like a filthy old
codger? Well, you're absolutely right!
Gabo (chat): Weird ideas? Like what?
Young Dejan woman dancing by bonfire: 'As the Innocent
Dress flow flows about the noble priestess... So we flow
through the world, in our quest of resurrection...' That's how
the old poem goes, anyway.
Melvin (chat): A mark will be carved? There seems to be a
significant meaning behind it, but what is it supposed to
mean?
Aira (chat): The two sacred treasures needed to revive God
are the Chaste Dress and the TerraTula. I know this song has
something to do with the revival of God, but its meaning is
still unknown.
Dejan man near bonfire: We Dejans have been traveling for
hundreds of years. I'm sure Jann lived long after he left us.
And if so, then his descendants might still be around.
Gabo (chat): Jann, huh? He loved Rayla Layla, didn't he? I
wonder if there are any descendants?
Woman in pink in tent on the right: Aira is the type that
never changes her mind about anything. One of her

ancestors, a legendary Guardian, was the exact same way.
Supposedly, he always annoyed the Chief with his adventures.
Gabo (chat): A reckless defender, huh? Sounds familiar.
Young Dejan man behind tent: Gehhh... Maybe gettinig drunk
every day isn't such a good idea, afeter all. Hic! Maybe I
ought to take up the tula instead! Hahahah!
Young Dejan man inside large tent in back: It was a group
of travelers that brought the first Guardian to us. And now
we're asking you travelers to help find a tula player. That's
fate for you, I suppose.
Aira (chat): I feel that there is some mysterious connection.
Gabo (chat): Strange stuff always starts happening
whenever I'm with HERO.
Little boy: I started practicing the flute! When I get really
good, I'm going to start playing for Aira!
Aira (chat): Practicing the flute is important, but I wonder if
he keeps is keeping up with his sword training.
Dejan man in tent on the left: We arrived here almost a
year ago. The ancient tomes say that the Altar is in the sea
to the west. If that much is true, it's almost as if someone
has tried to hide the Altar. Only God Himself could do that!
Aira (chat): It's been quite a while since the last time we
came here. For one of the Deja tribe, staying in the same
place for a year is almost unheard of.
Gabo (chat): So God is in the hidden Altar, right? It's
amazing what God can do even when he's sealed inside that
thing.

Probina
Little girl in front of inn: Hello, stranger. This is the village
of Probina. I live here at the inn. I'll give you a deal if you
stay here. Would you like to stay here? (Yes/No)

Little girl (if you say ‘Yes’): All right! Come this way, please!
{She opens the door to the inn.}
Aira (chat): Helping out at such a young age! That's great!
Gabo (chat): Helping out as usual!
Melvin (chat): Ha ha ha! The cute little innkeeper is still hard
at work!
Maribel (chat): I wonder if the innkeeper's daughter
is capable of talking about something other than her
precious inn.
Little boy in back room: My sister is good at attracting
customers to the inn. That's why she gets a big allowance.
I'm not good at it because I'm a bad talker. He says I'm a
failure...
Gabo (chat): I guess girls are better talkers. Just look at
Maribel!
Melvin (chat): Very good. Be honest with yourself and
recognize your shortcomings.
Aira (chat): Oh, poor little thing! He doesn't get much
allowance, does he?
Maribel (chat): Siblings can be so different!
Man in blue vest (innkeeper) behind counter: Our inn's been
making a profit lately, thanks to my daughter's hard work.
She works as hard as an adult already. I can't wait until she
grows up!
Melvin (chat): It puts us adults to shame! Ah ha ha!
Gabo (chat): The father is a child compared to his daughter.
Aira (chat): It's beautiful to see a family working together!
Maribel (chat): Even if the father retires early, this
inn will be fine!
Young woman at the well (if Melvin is leading the party):
My, how attractive! Just like a knight from a fairy tale. Ah!
What should I do?
Melvin (chat): No...er...ahem! Now you are simply being much
too kind!

Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop: You came this
far? Very well, I'll tell you a secret that's been passed down
by my ancestors. You do want to hear it, right? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes? A wise choice, mates.
Long ago, a mysterious hero appeared while the village was
being attacked by monsters. My ancestor nobly offered the
hero our family treasure, a sword of incredible strength and
craftsmanship. The hero used it to decimate countless
monsters. Amazing, isn't it? The village was saved by our
family heirloom!
Gabo (chat): I feel like I've heard that story before.
Melvin (chat): Heroes? We must strive to live up to that
title!
Aira (chat): So an ancestors ancestor of this weapon
merchant gave us a sword?
Old man in southwest house in bed: How annoying. They
could have done something better than children.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what the old guy did when he was
young.
Melvin (chat): I simply would not be able to sleep with all this
ruckus.
Aira (chat): It's so lively in here! Someday, I hope to have a
large family as well.
Maribel (chat): This house is always lively! Next time
we come, there might be one or two new ones.
Young man: There are more children and old people in this
village these days. But I have more kids in this village than
anybody! Ha ha ha! This is proof that our country is more
peaceful than others.
Aira (chat): The Dejan population is on the decline. We could
learn a lot from this household!
Melvin (chat): Excellent, excellent! The more the merrier, as
they say!

Gabo (chat): With all these kids, do you think they'd notice
if one got lost?
Maribel (chat): Amazing. It seems that parents of
many children must have extraordinary patience.
Little boy sitting next to his dad: My dad has nine brothers
and sisters! Impressive, isn't it? I have four brothers and
sisters. That means I have half as many siblings as my dad
does!
Melvin (chat): HERO, do you want some siblings of your own?
Maybe you should introduce me to your mother...
Gabo (chat): Wow! I wish I had a bunch of brothers and
sisters, too!
Aira (chat): Such a nice, big family! It always feels so
cheerful and warm here!
Maribel (chat): An only child wouldn't know. Right,
HERO?
Little girl in kitchen: No! I want to cook!
Young woman (mother, continued): Stop it. Why don't you go
play, sweetie? You poured vinegar into the stew the other
day, remember?
Aira (chat): Ha ha ha! Just like me when I was young, making
mistakes and getting scolded!
Gabo (chat): I want to try some stew with vinegar! Yum!
Melvin (chat): You probably wouldn't guess it, but I am a
skilled cook. I used to cook all the time on the battlefield.
Maribel (chat): Kids at that age love to imitate
adults. Of course, in my case, I was better than the
adults at everything I did.
Cows in field behind southwest house: Moo!
Farmer: {to cow} What? Really? You're full already? {to
other cow} What? You're tired already? Okay, we'll stop
work for today in just a little while. {to HERO} Those kids
are just like my own. What are you going to do?

Aira (chat): Wow! He can talk to cows! It'd be fun to talk to
cats and dogs, too!
Woman in field: Strange, isn't it? My husband has talked to
the cows like that for a while now. His grandfather and his
great grandfather all were able to talk to cows. Maybe he's
descended from cows.
Aira (chat): Ha ha ha! This lady's too funny! There's no way
he could be descended from cows!
Warrior: I've come because I heard a treasure known as the
golden Goddess Statue was in this village, but no one I've
spoken with knows about it. I suppose the mysterious
Goddess Statue and its powers are only a legend.
Gabo (chat): When will this man give up? The Goddess
Statue is gone!
Man in blue vest in southern house: I proudly introduce our
family cow, Little Fillet, the strongest in the village! It's
never lost at cow wrestling it in the annual village festival!
Aira (chat): Cow wrestling? Once a year, the Dejan tribe
holds a wrestling tournament, too. It was incredibly stupid,
because they wouldn't let us girls compete!
Woman: This is a secret, but my husband was the weakest kid
in the village. That's probably why he admires the strong so
much.
Aira (chat): I was such a crybaby when I was little. I wanted
to be like my older siblings.
Melvin (chat): There is nothing wrong with relying on the
strong, but we must strengthen ourselves, as well.
Gabo (chat): Whenever I see something strong, I want to try
fighting it.
Maribel (chat): Men are so dense. Stronger isn't
necessarily better!
Little girl in corral: Come on, hurry up! Otherwise we're
going to be splattered with drool!
Cow (Little Fillet): MOOOOOOO!

Little boy: Hey! Calm down! Hmmm. I thought this was the
way to milk a cow, but something isn't right.
Aira (chat): I'd sure like to try milking a cow someday! Wait.
Wasn't that a steer? It looked pretty upset.
Maribel (chat): He still hasn't figured out that that
is a male cow.
Tough guy in field by armor shop: Heave-ho! Oof! {to
HERO} I used to make my wife cry with my drinking,
gambling, and spending, but I've totally changed now.
Working with nature is the best! Sigh... If only I had a new
wife, I wouldn't have any complaints whatsoever.
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, what is a wife? Is it like a knife?
Aira (chat): I don't like men who gamble, either. I don't
mind if they drink occasionally. I might even have a drink or
two with them!
Young woman on second floor of armor shop: I want to
travel to a beautiful foreign land with castles and charming
country towns. I'll dress elegantly and dance the night away
with handsome srangers strangers. Sigh... Fantasy is what
makes my life tolerable.
Aira (chat): I would love to put on a dress and go dancing. Ha
ha ha! Or maybe a dress wouldn't suit me after all.
Old woman in center of town: Where did my old man go? He
always disappears as soon as I take my eyes off of him. I bet
he's chasing some young girl right now!
Aira (chat): Ha ha ha! It reminds me of a man in my village.
Old man peeping through window of elders’ house: Hee hee!
You are so cute, Berulu. Yes, young girls are the best. The
withered autumn leaf crumbles in comparison to the spring
flower!
Aira (chat): Tee hee. Quite a spirited old man!
Maribel (chat): You haven't noticed? My body is the
youngest and smoothest of them all!

Berulu (young woman in kitchen of elders’ house): Taking
care of the old people here every day is my job. Even
preparing for meals isn't easy. Everybody is healthy and eats
a lot.
Aira (chat): The Dejan elderly are very healthy, too. The
rigors of nomadic life demand a sound body.
Cow in corral: Mooo.
Horse in corral: Whinny!
Old woman in the elders’ house: Since I have five
grandchildren, there isn't enough space for me to stay in our
house. There's nothing more pleasurable than drinking tea
and chatting with my friends here every day.
Aira (chat): How nice! They're all having so much fun. I hope
I'll be like that when I'm old, too.
Woman near exit: The temple was burned down a long time
ago, but they rebuilt it beautifully.
Aira (chat): A temple on top of a mountain? It sounds rather
mystical.
Gabo (chat): Building a temple up there must have been very
difficult.
Melvin (chat): I hate to say it, but it would be a lot more
convenient to have the temple in the middle of town. But it
would be a shame to move the temple. That spot is filled with
so many memories.

Mt. Prob Temple
Aira (chat): The air on this mountain is delicious!
Melvin (chat): Pant, pant! We have climbed terribly high. I
can hardly breathe.
Maribel (chat): Whew! The air is much sweeter
outside.
Woman inside church: This temple has two priests, a young
novice and his father. They are members of a distinguished

family of village leaders who one day decided to pursue a
personal relationship with God. Either way, they're working
for the good of the village. We're grateful for their efforts.
Melvin (chat): The hopes and dreams of the people will
persevere! Hmm. That's inspirational.
Gabo (chat): I can't really follow all of this, but they do good
things for people, right?
Maribel (chat): Razuel's actions and desires weren't
for nothing. Inspiring, isn't it?

Medal King Castle
Medal King: Welcome! I am a collector of TinyMedal from
across the world. Aha! You've got medals for me, I see!
Hmm... That brings the total up to ## TinyMedal! Excellent!
You've brought me 83 medals! Here's your SageRock! [HERO
received the SageRock!] Right now, HERO/comma/ I have
## medals from you. If you bring me 90 you've got the
MetlKing Shield coming your way!

Gorges
Gabo (chat): It looks like everyone in the Lefa tribe is doing
fine, too.
Lefan woman in church: Pendragon has been going to the
Fane practically every day as of late. The pain of hiding the
truth from his daughter must be deep.
Pendragon in his house: Oh, HERO! I had no idea you were
still in the valley! I can't find the words to fully express my
thanks. Life is back to normal, and Firia is happy now that she
knows the truth. Never again will I lie to someone I love. I
swear it, here and now. Do come to our valley again sometime.
I would be overjoyed to see you again.

Aira (chat): The Pendragon seems to be a changed person,
too. I imagine that Firia is leading a very happy life.
Pendragon’s mother: Well, well, if it isn't HERO. How are
you? It's been quite a while. Firia's been acting odd recently.
She says she wants to start studying about the world. She's
been asking the merchants to find her books and things.
What's she want to know, anyway?
Melvin (chat): I wonder what it is that Firia is studying so
hard? Whatever Firia may be studying, I am sure she will
make good use of her new knowledge.
Little Lefan girl: I wanted to play with Firia! Is she still out
picking flowers?
Little Lefan boy (as you approach): Firia! Are you going to
pick some flowers?
Firia (continued): Mm-hmm.
Little Lefan boy (continued): Let me take you up to the cliff!
It'll be a lot faster that way.
Firia (continued): What? That's too... No, thanks. That's too
dangerous.
Little Lefan boy (continued): Oh, don't be afraid. Hang on
tight!
Firia (continued): All right.
Little Lefan boy (continued): {He tries flying with her, but
he can’t get very high.} Whew... I can't do it.
Firia (continued): No, really, it's all right. I like walking.
Little Lefan boy (continued): Sorry, Firia.
Aira (chat): Ah hah hah! It looks like she managed to make
friends with the boys.
Firia: Oh! Hi, HERO! Good to see you again! Without the
BlissRock around, the wind dies down now and again, but
everyone seems to be getting used to walking, too. I don't
think we'll be as helpless the next time the wind stops. We
owe it all to you, HERO! Everyone in the valley is grateful for
what you've done!

Firia (again): I don't think we'll be as helpless as before the
next time the wind stops. We owe it all to you, HERO!
Everyone in the valley is grateful for what you've done!
Little Lefan boy: I feel so ashamed. My wings just weren't
strong enough.
Lefan woman flying up and down: Those boys who were
teasing Firia before can't even look her in the face now.
That's no wonder. You and Firia saved our village!
Lefan man on first floor of east bank cave: Now that the
wind is back, perhaps it's time I settled down and found a
nice wife.
Lefan woman in far right room upstairs: Zzzzz...
Lefan woman between staircases: I've been practicing
walking, just in case the wind goes away again. See?
Lefan man upstairs: It's hard to believe the sky used to be
so dark.
Lefan man on top of east bank: I had no idea that the
Spirit Statue was protecting the wind in this valley.
Little Lefan boy on second floor roof: He can't even carry
Firia up to the top of the bluff. What a wimp! Not that I'll
help him out or anything! Ha ha ha!

Guardian Village
Melvin (chat): Hmm. This place is now deserted.
Gabo (chat): There's nobody here. Not much point in sticking
around, HERO.

Wind Fane
Aira (chat): Now that the cloud is gone, it really is a
beautiful fane, isn't it?

Melvin (chat): The great black cloud that surrounded the
fane has vanished. It is the best proof that this land is now
at peace.
Gabo (chat, inside): This fane sure is huge. I'm getting
exhausted just walking around.
Aira (chat, inside): Everyone looks so happy! It's a pleasure
just to be here.

CHAPTER 21

The Curse on Coastal

Aira (chat, on World Map): It's so oppressive here. The
seal seems to have a pretty strong hold on this place.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): This continent seems
completely sealed off. Let's try to break the seal fast!
Melvin (chat, on World Map): Most of the continents that
are sealed off are dark, but the darkness on this continent
seems somehow especially thick!

Great Lighthouse
Aira (chat): It's pitch-dark. We can't see a thing! We'll have
to go back.
Gabo (chat): Gulp! It's pitch-dark! I can't see anything!
Observation if you walk too far from the entrance: It's
completely dark inside. Nothing is visible! {You immediately
exit.}

Halflings’ Cave
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Halflings (as you approach the center of the Halflings’
Village): Ah, humans! Humans are here! {They all run off into
various caves.}
Male halfling in first cave: We are the halflings. After the
Queen of Coastal's death, we cut off contact with the
humans. Don't come any further. Go away.
Young male halfling in Grand Halfling’s cave: This is the
Grand Halfling's dwelling. Only halflings may enter! Since you

have no business here, be on your way. Move along, move
along.
Young male halfling blocking back exit: The source of our
cave's luminescence is up ahead. We can't allow humans to
tread there.
Young male halfling in upper cave with torches: I don't
want to talk to anybody from Coastal. Go away. Oh? You're
not from Coastal? But you're a human. Same thing.
Old halfling: I've got nothing to say to you.
Female halfling: Withdraw, human! If we talk with humans,
we'll be killed like Shukrina!
Little halfling boy: Oh, a human! You look funny.

Coastal Castle Town
Melvin (chat): This town appears to be a port town.
Aira (chat): Ah, saltwater and waves! Even sealed off, the
sea is still the sea!
Gabo (chat): The smell of the saltwater is so strong here, my
nose won't work right.
Sign inside castle wall immediately on the right: HERO
read the sign. 'Those with castle business, please enter via
the northern entrance.'
Observation: This might be a door that cannot be opened
from this side.
Soldier: This is Coastal, the port kingdom that floats on the
sea. With all these monsters, we can't set foot outside of
town. It is like a prison! I don't know where you came from,
but it would be best for you to leave quickly.
Aira (chat): Just because they're sealed off doesn't mean
they should tell us to go home!
Gabo (chat): Like prisons! It sounds pretty dismal.
Melvin (chat): Coastal? Hmm, I've heard that name
somewhere before.

Soldier upstairs: Sigh... Our forces are powerless. We
shouldn't have depended on Sharkeye for everything, even if
he was the world's greatest pirate. A soldier who fails to
train himself is no soldier at all!
Melvin (chat): The world's greatest pirate! Now that you
mention it, I heard about him once, long ago. I heard
something about a pirate that put all of the sea monsters of
a certain kingdom to rout.
Little boy: I got a new sister two days ago! Pretty neat, huh?
But Mom and Dad locked her up in a room and won't let me
see her. Then they told me to hide in the temple. What's
going on, anyway?
Aira (chat): They locked up a newborn baby? I wonder why. I
wonder if it has anything to do with this country being sealed
off.
Gabo (chat): A little sister? I'm jealous, but they won't let
him see her! What a mean Mom mom and Dad dad!
Old woman: A child was born to the armorer two days ago. I
pray for its safety. Sadly, though, there is a full moon
tonight.
Aira (chat): I wonder what in the world is going on with the
armorer! I've got to find out! Let's go check it out later.
Melvin (chat): It's very suspicious. It must have something
to do with the Demon Lord's sea seal!
Gabo (chat): I don't know what it's all about, but that story
kind of gave me the creeps.
Woman: The armorer's wife is young, but she sure works
hard. And her husband's such a nice man... Oh, who would
want to hurt them?
Priest: I'm afraid you've walked into a very dire situation, my
child. {church talk}
Nun upstairs: Is God trying to test us? I've never seen such
cruelty...
Young man: Can this really be happening? (Yes/No)

Young man (either way): I apologize. My wife's still
tormented by the memory of the son we lost two years ago.
Young woman in bed: Oh, Jacob! Come back to me, my child!
Is that a monster over there? Wait for me! Please!
Aira (chat): I guess their baby died... Oh, how sad!
Melvin (chat): What a sorrowful sight to behold.
Gabo (chat): That woman had a blank look, and was saying
weird things. Was she half asleep, maybe?
Hooded figure outside on castle wall: Hee hee hee! Writhe
in pain! That's what my master loves to see! Hee hee! {He
disappears.}
Gabo (chat): Yow! He disappeared!
Melvin (chat): So that man must be one of the henchmen of
the monsters that plague this country.
Observation about weapon shop doors: The door is locked!
Traveling merchant (upstairs in inn): Travelers? How'd you
get here? We can't even go out to sea anymore! I've been
trapped in this kingdom for many years. I came here to see
the motherland of the Marle de Dragonne, the greatest
pirates in history!
Gabo (chat): Marle de Dragonne? What's that? It sounds
cool!
Melvin (chat): Marle de Dragonne? I've heard that name
before, long ago. I seem to remember something about a
piraate pirate putting all of the sea monsters of a certain
kingdom to rout.
Dancer: I've traveled around the world, performing my
dance. I'm nothing compared to the Dejans, though. They
make even the most skilled look clumsy. Sigh... I wish I was
half as good as the legendary Beretta!
Aira (chat): Beretta is the name of a dancer a generation
before the legendary Layla. Maybe Layla hasn't been born
yet in this time period.
Dresser – Pirate clothes

Warrior in basement pub: Do you know about the Marle de
Dragonne? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): They are a band of pirates,
mariners of the highest caliber, lead by Captain Sharkeye.
They have prevailed throughout countless adventures on the
high seas. After a while, the King contracted Sharkeye to
lead Coastal's navy. That way we could finally sail again
without fear of sea monsters. As it turned out, our actions
only encouraged the monsters' leader to target our kingdom.
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’): Their captain, Sharkeye, was an
amazing seafarer. Everyone loved old Sharkeye, even
landlubbers like me. He may have been a pirate, but he was a
good one, sparing the weak and hunting down sea monsters.
Melvin (chat): Marle de Dragonne? I've heard that name
before, long ago. I seem to remember something about a
pirate putting all of the sea monsters of a certain kingdom to
rout.
Gabo (chat): Wow! That Sharkeye was really great!
Aira (chat): Hmm. I thought pirates just went around
attacking weaker ships. I guess there are some nice pirates
in the world, too.
Tough guy: If you want to stay at the inn, go to the temple.
The innkeeper's probably praying there.
Bartender (man in black pants): Drinking is good for you! It
can cheer you up, at least for a bit. Just make sure you don't
let the drink drink you.
Bunny girl: It's so sad. I loved Captain Sharkeye. After the
Demon Lord cast this land into darkness, the Captain bravely
rebelled. Cursed for his mutiny, he and his crew were sealed
eternally in ice and left to float in the sea forever.
Aira (chat): I guess that not even the famous Marle de
Dragonne could do anything when faced with the immense
power of the Demon Lord.

Gabo (chat): Eternal ice, huh? It sounds like you'd catch a
cold in there for sure!
Melvin (chat): The Demon Lord again? Such a humiliating
defeat does not befit such a great hero.
Observation about northeast house: The door is locked!
Young woman in southeast house: Did they lock up the house
in the back? They're all scared of the full moon. My mother's
at the temple, so our door's still unlocked.
Gabo (chat): Why are they afraid of the full moon? I just
get excited and feel like howling!
Old man in bed: Maybe it's just because I'm not long for
this world, but it pains me to see the little ones suffer, even
if it is for the general good. Is there nothing we can do?
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. I don't understand exactly what's
going on, but let's try to help!
Barrel – TinyMedal
Gabo (chat, inside castle): This castle is a little bit smaller
than Estard Castle.
Aira (chat, inside castle): A castle on the sea! I bet that it
was beautiful before the seal.
Melvin (chat, inside castle): I suggest that we meet with
this country's king and ask him about the seal.
Soldier guarding stairs on the left: Beyond here lies the
castle lighthouse, but nobody is allowed to enter. It was
closed down when we couldn't get the Pilot Fire from the
northern lighthouse.
Maid in basement kitchen: Oh, dear! You're not from this
kingdom, am I right? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? Sorry. I'm bad with
faces. Teeheehee!
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): In that case, let me tell you
something. The great Captain Sharkeye was the King's best
friend, and a fine man as well. He used his own ship to divert

the Demon Lord's monsters and save this town. If it wasn't
for him, our kingdom would've been finished!
Melvin (chat): Impressive, indeed! I wish I could have met
this Master Sharkeye!
Aira (chat): Losing the hero Sharkeye has been a heavy blow
for the people of this country.
Gabo (chat): Wow! That Sharkeye was really astounding!
Cat: Meowww!
Soldier close to throne room: Oh, I've never seen you
before. You braved the dark seas to get here? This is Coastal
Castle. It's been years since we've had travelers. I'm sure
your kingdom has been suffering just as much as ours. The
end of the world is surely near.
Aira (chat): The people of this country are in despair! I want
to do something to help them.
Melvin (chat): They are in grave danger if their soldiers are
that cowardly!
Minister: Excuse me, but I'm in the middle of an important
conversation. If you have business with me, please come back
in a few moments.
Observation about King: The King is having a serious
discussion with the Minister.
Soldier guarding stairs in throne room: Above here are the
King's sleeping quarters and the luxury guest room. The sick
are resting inside, so please do not enter.
Scholar in library: Hmmm. I just thought of something!
There might be a way to make it through the darkness in the
lighthouse. But I doubt we'll find anyone brave enough to
venture inside.
Gabo (chat): Wow! I wonder what he thought of. If it sounds
fun, I'll do it!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The shelf is lined
with dozens of thick volumes.

Soldier back at entrance past one-way door: This is
Coastal, the port kingdom that floats on the sea.
Woman in church: Hmm? Looking for the innkeeper? That
would be me. You want to stay here? I know I shouldn't say
this, but it'd be best if you didn't. If you had the King's
permission, though, I suppose I'd let you in.
Melvin (chat): We cannot even stay at an inn in this country!
How inconvenient!
Aira (chat): An inn that doesn't want to put people up?
What's going on in this country?
Gabo (chat): All right, then! Let's go get permission from the
King!
Minister: Excuse me, but I'm in the middle of an important
conversation. Hm? You wish to stay in the Inn? (Yes/No)
Minister (if you say ‘No’): If you haven't very important
business, please try again later.
Minister (if you say ‘Yes’): This land is cursed by monsters.
We can't have you staying here and suffering disaster.
King (continued): Now, just a moment, Minister. They have
braved the black seas to get here. I'm sure they are far
more than mere travelers. Especially in times like these, we
should be welcoming them with open arms!
Minister (continued): But, great King, it's a full moon tonight.
If they catch sight of those things, it will deface the name
of our great kingdom.
King (continued): Ha ha hah! Now we have nothing to fear!
This might be the beginning of the end of our woes! Fair
travelers, I'd love to hear what you have to say, but it is
late. Please stay at the inn and rest your tired bodies.
Aira (chat): That King is a really sensible man! I hope we can
help him.
Melvin (chat): The full moon? Disaster? What exactly
happens, do you suppose? I have a decidedly bad feeling
about all of this.

Gabo (chat): Yawn! I'm tired already! HERO, let's rest.
Minister (again): I'm sorry, the King is in need of rest.
Please come by again tomorrow.
Innkeeper: Oh, you again? You'd best not spend much longer
here. What? You want to stay overnight here? The King gave
you permission? At this time of night? You must be more
significant than you appear. Oh, well... There's no charge. Go
ahead and use the beds on the second floor. Don't go outside
tonight, though. It's too dangerous!
Observation about beds upstairs: Take a rest? (Yes/No)
Voice (continued, a little later): Yeeaaaaaagh! {A monster
roars.}
HERO woke to the
sound of an eerie scream!
Gabo (chat): Yikes! What happened? Was that a scream?
Aira (chat): HERO! Let's find out what that weird sound was!
Melvin (chat): That scream we just heard, perhaps it has
something to do with the curse?
Dancer: Shh! The monsters will hear you!
Traveling merchant: Oh, no! Did you hear that scream? It
stirred me from my sleep. I'm afraid to even set foot
outside of the confines of this town.
Innkeeper in bed: Dear God... The poor armorer. I can't
imagine how difficult it must be for him.
Bartender in basement pub: I couldn't sleep, so I was
availing myself of this fine ale. That horrible screech
sobered me up instantly. Too bad.
Bunny girl: I can't believe he can sleep at a time like this.
That, or he's just passed out.
Tough guy on the floor: Growwl! Grrr!
Observation about closed doors: The door is locked!

Young woman outside (as soon as you leave the inn): Oh!
My baby! I'm your mother! {She approaches the monster but
it attacks her.}
Merchant (continued): Sierra! Are you okay? It's just as I
said! The child doesn't even know who we are!
Sierra (continued): Yes, but this is our baby! We can't give
up. {The monster turns around and attacks one of the
soldiers.}
Soldier near castle (continued): Agh! {The soldier backs
away and the monster leaves town.}
Sierra (continued): No! Why are you doing this?
Aira (chat): We're beginning to see what the Minister meant
when he talked about disaster and the full moon.
Melvin (chat): So that is the Demon Lord's curse on this
country! We shall not let him get away with it!
Gabo (chat): I finally understand why this country is all
pitch-dark.
Soldier near inn: Oh my, good travelers! My apologies for
startling you. As a traveler, I'm sure you have done battle
with many monsters. I'd understand if you'd developed a
cautious animosity toward such creatures, but the monster
roaming outside is actually Sierra's daughter. Don't think
badly of her.
Aira (chat): Oh, it's true! How terrible!
Soldier near castle: I'm supposed to be a soldier, yet there
is nothing I can do to help. If this keeps up, this town will
never have another child again!
Merchant: Cheer up, Sierra. We still have a wonderful young
boy!
Sierra: Sob... Why did this happen to us?
Aira (chat): It's so sad, a mother losing her child that way! I
don't know what to say to her.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, I have never felt more hatred
for the Demon Lord than I do today!

Gabo (chat): The Demon Lord has done a lot of rotten things,
but this one's the worst!
Soldier guarding town entrance: It's too dangerous outside.
Go rest in the castle.
Gray cat near stairs: Ffffft! Ffff? Meow...
Gabo (chat): Didn't that cat seem to take a particular liking
to HERO?
Priest in church: If God is watching over this land, surely he
won't stand idly by. {church talk}
Young man (in bed upstairs): It seems tragedy has struck
again. I hope the armorer's wife takes it better than mine
did.
Young woman: Oh, Jacob! Come back to me, my child! Is that
a monster over there? Wait for me! Please!
Aira (chat): The same thing that happened to Sierra
happened to that woman, too! How awful!
Melvin (chat): To have one's own child turn into a monster
and disappear! It is enough to make anyone lose one's mind.
Gabo (chat): So I guess that woman wasn't half asleep, after
all.
Little boy (in bed): I was woken up by some funny noises
from outside. What happened out there? Where's my sister?
I want to go home!
Aira (chat): That little kid doesn't know the truth. Poor
little guy!
Gabo (chat): I don't have the heart to tell him the truth,
either.
Traveling merchant (back in inn): It was reckless of you to
leave the inn despite my warnings. I don't care if the
monsters were once human. Will that be any consolation when
they're standing over your grave laughing?
Dancer (in bed): The nightly visits by the monsters are
fraying my nerves. Who knows when we will be free of their
tyranny? Every time a baby turns into a monster, it returns

to town a few times. Does humanity still linger within their
darkened souls?
Gabo (chat): It's really terrible. Let's do something about it,
HERO!
Aira (chat): I wonder where the monsters run off to. Where
do they disappear to?
Soldier on second floor of castle lighthouse: The best the
guards can do is shield people from the transformed
monsters. The King dislikes violence, so he never had us
practice actual combat. Instead, Sharkeye taught us how to
fight without using violence. He was the King's best friend.
Melvin (chat): Hear, hear! Violence is not the only way to
fight injustice! It seems that Sharkeye was a truly brave
man who knew what fighting was all about!
Aira (chat): A king and a pirate, best friends! Now that's of
a unique combination.
Old man upstairs: The PilotFire in the Great Lighthouse was
borrowed from the volcano in Engow. But we can't go back to
Engow with things like this. I've a feeling the Great
Lighthouse is the key to restoring the light.
Melvin (chat): If we rid this area of the darkness, will the
children return to normal? I fervently hope so!
Aira (chat): The PilotFire, huh? I hope we can get back the
Great Lighthouse with it! Now the question is, how are we
going to get this PilotFire?
Gabo (chat): The volcano in Engow? Is that the one we kept
from erupting?
Observation upstairs: A beautiful sconce stands here.
Minister pacing in throne room: Oh, HERO. You witnessed
the tragedy of our land. Ever since our kingdom was sealed
off in darkness five years ago, every newborn child has been
cursed. On the first full moon after birth, the children turn
into horrible monsters. They forget their own parents' faces

and wander off into the darkness. It seems hard to believe,
doesn't it? (Yes/No)
Minister (either way): At this rate, our people will be
overcome with despair. We must do something.
Gabo (chat): That's terrible, going after little newborns like
that! That cursed Demon Lord! Just let me at him, and he'll
leave licking his wounds!
Melvin (chat): I wondered why the moon could be seen in a
world that was sealed off, but now I understand that the full
moon was necessary to complete the curse.
Scholar in library: We used to bring the PilotFire from the
Great Lighthouse over to the one at the port. Now that it's
surrounded by the Dark Flame, though, it can no longer be
obtained. To make matters worse, people have even
witnessed monsters entering the tower.
Melvin (chat): To the Great Lighthouse! Oh, but of course we
would not be able to see in the darkness. We must think of
some strategy!
Gabo (chat): The PilotFire, huh? I bet that it's a pretty
flame.
Aira (chat): The Great Lighthouse? That sounds suspicious. I
bet there's something there!
Maid upstairs: Our King promised Sharkeye we'd look after
Anise. She's sick and resting, so please be as quiet as you
can.
Dresser – Captain hat
Observation: HERO quietly looked at the sleeping Anise. She
is a beautiful young woman. Sadly, her beauty hides the
torment she must feel inside.
Anise (as you approach the stairs): Mnngh... Ngh...
Sharkeye... Is that you? {She gets out of bed.} Nngh...
Sharkeye?
Maid (continued): Oh, no! Anise! {She runs over to Anise.} No,
no, Anise! You must rest, or you will never get better!

Anise (continued): Oh, I'm sorry. I was dreaming.
Maid (continued): Please, Anise. Go back to your bed. {She
helps Anise back into bed.} I'm sorry, dear guests. Anise is
recovering from an illness. She occasionally breaks out in a
fever like this. Please try to rest as quietly as possible.
Gabo (chat): Gee, it looks like that Anise lady confused you
with someone else, HERO.
Aira (chat): That Anise sure is beautiful, don't you think,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘No’): What? You have no taste,
HERO.
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmph! So that's the kind of woman
you like, is it, HERO?
Melvin (chat): Anise is certainly a sight for sore eyes in this
desolate place!
Soldier upstairs in King’s chamber: The King rarely speaks
about his own worries. He's already lost his wife to the
monsters. It would kill him to see the same thing happen to
his best friend. Sharkeye left Anise under the care of the
kingdom when he left.
Aira (chat): The King and the people of this country have
been deeply scarred.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. So that beautiful woman is Master
Sharkeye's wife, isn't is she? That Sharkeye certainly has
fine taste!
King (asleep in bed): Mumble mumble... [The King is having a
bad dream.]
Bard outside on balcony: When I look out at the dark sea,
memories of the happy days of long ago fill my mind. I've
been the Coastal Kingdom's bard for some time now. There
are so many memories. None are so dear to me, however, as
those of voyaging with the great Marle de Dragonne. Even
now, the crashing of the waves reminds me of those
exhilarating times.

Sailor in striped bandana (in flashback, continued): Captain
Sharkeye! Hahh hahh, Captain Sharkeye!
Sharkeye (at steering wheel, continued): What is it,
Caddell? Are we ready to cast off?
Caddell (continued): No, it's not that, sir. A passenger has
boarded, sir. Seems they heard from someone the news that
our ship was dropping anchor in this port. Captain Sharkeye?
Are you listening, sir?
Sharkeye (continued): Yes, I'm listening, Caddell. So, the
King's emissary has arrived at last. Hmm. Well, it may be
that the time has come for our clan to aspire to a greater
goal.
Caddell (continued): To be sure, we all like causing havoc on
the high seas. But when our leader, Captain Sharkeye, makes
up his mind, we follow him anywhere he goes.
Sharkeye (continued): Ha ha ha! Well spoken! Let's go meet
our guest, then. Prepare to set sail, Caddell! {He jumps down
and greets a royal minister.} Why, you're from the country
of Coastal! We are pleased to have you aboard our humble
craft! I have to say, though, that the tastes of the King of
Coastal are as curious as ever. To think that he would send a
Minister all this way to meet with us!
Minister (continued): It should come as no surprise, given
that the King views you with the highest of regard, Captain
Sharkeye. Besides, the King is confident that I will return
with the answer that he seeks.
Sharkeye (continued): Many have made sweet-sounding
promises in hopes of joining forces with the pirates of the
Marle de Dragonne. But I do believe that good things may
come from entering into a contract with the King of your
country. Do you understand why that is, Minister?
Minister (continued): Wait a second! I don't understand what
you mean.

Sharkeye (continued): Because he sent you as a gift to
appease me. We could always use an extra hand onboard. It
looks like you'll be spending the rest of your living days
slaving away in my galley. Caddell, gouge out his eyes to
dissuade any attempt at escape. Ha ha ha!
Thief (continued): Captain Sharkeye! We are ready to cast
off, sir! Shall we still set sail for the port of Raguraz?
Sharkeye (continued): Lighten up, Minister. I'm only messing
with you. Shake off your barnacles, mateys! It looks like
we're heading northwest, to Coastal!
Thief (continued): Aye-aye, sir! At once, sir!
Sharkeye (continued): Minister? Why are you just standing
there, as if rooted to the spot? All of the preparations for
our voyage are in order. Now please, go to your cabin, rest
and relax. {He leaves.}
Minister (continued): Ca... Captain Sharkeye! I am grateful to
you!
Caddell (continued): Change of destination! Due northwest!
Weigh anchor! Heave-ho!
Anise (in another flashback, continued): That's a nice
melody. It puts the soul at ease.
Bard (continued): Why, if it isn't Anise. Did I wake you? My
sincere apologies.
Anise (continued): Oh no, I was troubled because I could not
get to sleep. But thanks to you, I am relaxed, and I should be
able to fall asleep now.
Bard (continued): Very good, then. We are only a few days'
journey from landing at Coastal. They will probably give us a
grand reception when we arrive, so we will need to rest now,
while we can.
Anise (continued): Heh heh. There's nothing to worry about.
I am the wife of Captain Sharkeye, after all.

Bard (continued): It is a curious thing, Anise. They say that
you were once a princess in your country. Who would have
imagined that one so highborn as you would take to living the
storm-tossed life of a pirate? For what reason could you
have abandoned even your kingdom to follow our Captain
Sharkeye?
Sharkeye (continued): Anise! There you are! What are you
doing here at this hour of the night?
Anise (continued): Oh, darling, I'm sorry I gave you cause to
worry about me. I'll be right back.
Sharkeye (continued): I swear, sometimes you scare me to
death. Anyway, I'm going back to our quarters now. {He goes
back inside and Anise follows.}
Anise (continued): The thing that makes me love my husband
is surely the same thing which has endeared him to the King
of Coastal. It isn't for the sake of his own glory or greed
that Sharkeye battles monsters to defend the seas. He only
seeks to fight the good fight and die an honorable death on
the seas. I would follow my husband to the ends of this flat
earth. Heh!
Soldier (in Coastal throne room, in another flashback,
continued): Sharkeye has lead our navy for over two years.
The great Marle de Dragonne have served our kingdom well,
just as you had predicted. But no matter how many monsters
he kills, they'll come again tenfold.
King (continued): Hmm. Yes. We've been targeted by the
forces of darkness. Considering how much trouble we've
caused them, it's no surprise. Tomorrow, Sharkeye plans to
attract the monsters' attention and lead them far out to sea.
Once there, he will dive into battle against them.
Soldier (continued): It's too dangerous. The Demon Lord
does not take kindly to interlopers. Think about Anise and
her unborn child.

King (continued): I know, but once Sharkeye makes a
decision, it's impossible to shake him. Besides, with luck he
may save our kingdom, if not the world.
Sharkeye (continued): Wise King, you understand completely!
King (continued): Oh, Sharkeye, I didn't realize you were
here. How has your wife, Anise, been lately?
Sharkeye (continued): Sorry to worry you last night. We
should be able to set sail now.
King (continued): Sharkeye, I'm saying this as a friend. You
shouldn't set sail tomorrow. We have no idea how powerful
the Demon Lord is. If you were to get hurt tomorrow...
Sharkeye (continued): If we don't do something, it's only a
matter of time before we're lost to the darkness. I haven't
given up. There's no such thing as an invincible enemy. Don't
worry. I won't go down without a fight!
King (continued): I see. I wish I could stop you, but I must
also commend you for your bravery.
Sharkeye (continued): Yes. The people of Coastal are blessed
by their great king. By the way, I'm holding a celebration
onboard tonight with Anise. I'd be honored if you'd come!
Caddell (on the ship, in another flashback, continued):
Hey! Bring more booze! More booze, I say!
King (continued): Even the castle musicians are here with
their exquisite notes dancing about the room. It's been so
long since I've been able to cast my worries aside and just
dance. Not since my wife... Hey, Sharkeye, I have only one
condition regarding your departure tomorrow. I want you to
leave your wife, Anise, at Coastal Castle. Promise me this, and
I will ask nothing more.
Sharkeye (continued): ... I've been married to Anise for all
these years, but this will be our first child. It's kind of
funny, when I think about it. I sail toward certain death,
while my better half rests at home a new life growing inside

her belly. God has provided man with the ability to shape the
future in so many ways. Good friend, take good care of my
wife and unborn child.
Sharkeye (in another flashback, continued): Anise! Are you
in there out here? Our celebratory banquet won't stand this
rain. Come on, there's a welcoming party from the castle
awaiting you.
Anise (continued): Dear, when this child inside me is born, I
will sail with you again.
Sharkeye (continued): I could choose no other way to raise
my child, than amid the pounding waves. This child was a gift
to us from the sea itself. I will return to you, no matter
what!
Bard (back on balcony, continued): Until the day this land
sees peace once more, I am only left with my halcyon
memories.
Gabo (chat): Yawn! I'm so sleepy! Hey, HERO. Let's go back
to the inn and rest!
Melvin (chat): Ah, Sharkeye, of those days gone by! And
then, Marle de Dragonne. I can just see their valiant figures
now! Ah, what a splendid song!
Aira (chat): Listening to the bard's performance made me
feel like I was having a long dream. It was all so strange!
Bard (again): You travelers remind me of the scent of the
sea. Maybe that's what helped me remember the past more
clearly.
Innkeeper (as soon as you enter the inn): My! Where have
you been? You took so long to come back. I was worried the
monsters got you. It's almost morning. Go take a rest!
Soldier (continued, the next morning): Good morning, HERO!
Good morning, HERO. Sorry to bother you so early, but
you've been summoned by the King of Coastal! I must be off,
so please head for the castle.

Aira (chat): The King is calling for us? I wonder what for.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, let us go to see the King first.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what the King wants. Did you do
something wrong, HERO?
Bartender in basement pub: Last night was horrible! The
Demon Lord's words have come true! By the rise of the first
full moon after their birth, all newborn children become
slaves in his army of monsters.
Aira (chat): If this curse went goes on, this whole country
would will be destroyed! However, we aren't going to let that
happen!
Melvin (chat): Damn you, monsters! Torturing humans, just
watching while they give up hope!
Gabo (chat): Yawn! Thanks to all that commotion last night, I
didn't get enough sleep!
Bunny girl: Even Sharkeye was defeated by the monsters! No
one else stands a chance! It's in your best interest not to
concern yourself with our problems.
Melvin (chat): It is in our interest not to concern ourselves
with this place? If we could do that, we wouldn't be on this
adventure in the first place!
Tough guy (outside northeast house): Don't talk to me! This
hangover is about to make me throw up!
Young woman on second floor of northeast house: My
husband couldn't be any less help if he tried! Just last night
he drank himself silly at the bar and didn't come home. In his
drunken stupor, he found some weird object and decided to
hide it in our treasure chest!
Gabo (chat): Hmm, hiding a treasure, huh? Sounds like fun!
Old woman: That son of mine is just a ball of trouble. We all
need to work together to get through this.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. This bookshelf
doesn't look very heavy. It might give way if you push it.

Observation (after breaking one pot): HERO checked the
bookshelf. There are grooves on the floor near the
bookshelf.
Observation (after breaking both pots): HERO checked the
bookshelf. Try pushing the bookshelf? (Yes/No)
Treasure chest – ? Shard
Young woman in southeast house: I'm ashamed about last
night. What a pitiful kingdom this is... No, I'm sure it's just
as terrible in other lands. Human nature will always see to
that.
Melvin (chat): We have visited many continents in our
travels, but this country is filled with the most despair!
Gabo (chat): I wonder how many continents we've saved from
being sealed off so far.
Innkeeper near weapon and armor shop, talking to old
woman: I came to comfort Sierra, but I don't know what to
say.
Old woman: It was so sad when Anise lost her baby, but it
must be better than being forced to see your child turn into
a monster.
Melvin (chat): Sharkeye's baby disappeared! Perhaps this,
too, is the Demon Lord's curse?
Gabo (chat): What? The baby disappeared from inside
Anise? Is that possible?
Aira (chat): She lost her husband, and then her unborn baby!
Poor, poor Anise!
Warrior in weapon shop: I doubt the armorer will get much
work done today. {shop talk}
Merchant in basement: Oh, travelers... Sorry about the
commotion last night. We lost a child to the monsters, but we
still have one more. Sniff... I suppose we've got to be
thankful for what we have.
Sierra: Sniff... Why must the monsters be so cruel? What
have we done to them? Sob...

Aira (chat): It's so sad, losing their child that way! I don't
know what to say to them.
Melvin (chat): I do not have any words to console them in
their time of need!
Gabo (chat): The Demon Lord has done a lot of rotten things,
but this one's the worst!
Little boy: My parents told me my little sister went to play
with someone far away. Why'd she have to leave? I wanted
to play with her, too!
Aira (chat): I guess they can't tell that their son the real
truth.
Melvin (chat): Hopefully, the presence of their son will cheer
them somewhat.
Traveling merchant outside inn: I hear you were summoned
by the King of Coastal. I guess you're no mere travelers!
Thanks for helping us out!
Melvin (chat): King Coastal shows good judgment in calling
for us!
Gabo (chat): Gee, I guess they're really depending on us.
Maid in castle kitchen: The King and his subjects seem so
tired. I've got to cook my best so they'll feel better!
Gabo (chat): I'd love to have some good food!
Old man on third floor of castle lighthouse: The PilotFire
in the Great Lighthouse was borrowed from the volcano in
Engow. But the PilotFire has been snuffed, and the Dark
Flame burns eerily in its place. Now that lighthouse is nothing
more than a gateway to the monster world.
Melvin (chat): Perhaps the children that changed into
monsters were guided by the Dark Flame.
Aira (chat): Until we put out the Dark Flame, this country
will never find peace.
Soldier on top floor of castle lighthouse: All clear! We're
on the lookout for anyone attempting to bring the Dark Flame
back to the lighthouse!

Soldier near throne room (lower one, used to guard
stairs): Welcome! The King awaits you. Please, don't delay!
Soldier near throne room (upper one): The Marle de
Dragonne have been defeated. What hope could the King
possibly have for us?
Scholar: As the royal scholar, I work day and night on
research to improve the Kingdom. However, any theories are
meaningless without evidence to back them up.
Minister: Oh, it's HERO and his party! We've awaited your
arrival. Please, to the King's side.
King: Greetings. My apologies for summoning you at such an
early hour. The Minister tells me you witnessed the events of
last night. That's exactly what I wanted to speak with you
about. That is the curse of our land. Our scholar has failed to
come up with a solution. {to the minister} Minister, bid the
scholar here.
Minister (continued): Yes, right away. {He leaves and returns
with the scholar.}
King (continued): This man has concluded that there must be
a secret in the Great Lighthouse to the north. We've heard
reports that the children head for the lighthouse after being
transformed. Ever since the Dark Flame engulfed the tower,
it's been pitch black inside. However, the scholar has come
up with a way of following the monsters in the darkness.
Minister (continued, to scholar): You should explain our
methods to our guest.
Scholar (continued): I see. Well then. Ahem. There is a
colony of halflings in a cave east of this kingdom. They live by
the light of the Glim Moss growing inside. And so I wondered,
if one of the children got some of the moss on their feet,
perhaps we'd be able to follow their footsteps through the
tower! However, once the children are turned into monsters,
they only return to town a few times. After that, their

monster side takes over and they never return. We'll have to
act fast. Do you want me to explain that again? (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): {repeats from “There is a
colony...”}
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, then... {He leaves.}
King (continued): That's why we need to find some Glim
Moss. Normally we'd send someone to ask the Grand Halfling,
but... um... The Grand Halfling and I don't see eye to eye, so
he won't respond to the requests of our people. We can see
you're experienced travelers, so we wish to ask you a favor.
Will you please go speak with the halflings in our stead? I'm
not sure how you got here, but I can only imagine it was
through divine guidance. Rather than traversing the
mountains, you'll have to go around them by first heading
north, and then south to the cave. Please don't fail us!
Aira (chat): A colony of halflings? I wonder what their life is
like, inside a cave.
Gabo (chat): Come on, HERO, let's not waste any more time
here. Let's go get some Glim Moss!
Melvin (chat): If I remember correctly, the halfling colony
was to the east. Now, then, Master HERO, let us hurry there.
Gabo (chat): All right, then! Let's go get some of that Glim
Moss!
Melvin (chat): I can at last see a ray of hope for saving this
country! Let us hurry to the halfling colony!
Minister: I am reluctant to mention it, but our King deeply
angered the ruler of the halflings. The late wife of the King
was in fact the daughter of the Grand Halfling. The King
promised to make her happy, but she was later killed by
monsters. The Grand Halfling has never forgiven him for
failing to protect her.
Melvin (chat): If those are the circumstances, then we will
of course go to get the Glim Moss. It would be wonderful if a
reconciliation with the halflings came out of this!

Gabo (chat): So human beings and halflings can really get
married, huh? Hmm.
Aira (chat): A king and the daughter of a chief, overcoming
tribal boundaries to be together! They must have loved each
other very much.
Soldier (upper): So now the King's begging some random band
of travelers to save our kingdom? The end of the world is
surely near.
Melvin (chat): I agree that we may indeed appear to be
suspicious-looking travelers. Perhaps if we carry out our
tasks well, he will change his opinion of us.
Gabo (chat): Hey, that soldier is rude! Give him what for,
HERO!
Soldier (lower): Heading to the eastern cave? Be careful!
Scholar: A mysterious substance in the Glim Moss makes it
glow in the dark. If you put some around the armorer's
house, their child will step on it when he she returns. I know
it won't be easy to make it to the halfling colony to the east,
but please do your best.
Gabo (chat): Wow! That Scholar guy sure did think up a good
idea! It looks like those scholars don't just study for show,
after all!
Aira (chat): The little children come back to their homes
even after turning into monsters. How poignant!
Maid in Anise’s room: Anise finally fell asleep. She lost her
beloved husband, and now her child as well. It's enough to
make me sick. I wish I could do more for her.
Gabo (chat): That Anise lady is pretty, and she smells good.
Melvin (chat): How pitiful that such a beautiful woman should
be met with such tragedy! I hope we can be of some help.
Aira (chat): She lost her husband, and then her unborn baby!
Poor, poor Anise!
Anise (in bed): Zzzzz...

Bard in castle tunnel: You travelers remind me of the scent
of the sea. Maybe that's what helped me remember the past
more clearly. It seems that with time, everything fades. {He
disappears.}
Aira (chat): What a mysterious person, what with last
night's performance and all! I wonder who he is.
Melvin (chat): That bard did not look like a monster. Just
what exactly do you suppose he is?
Gabo (chat): Yikes! He just disappeared into thin air!
Where'd he go?
Aira (chat): What a mysterious person, what with that
performance earlier and all!
Soldier at town gates: This is Coastal, the port kingdom that
floats on the sea. Who knows if we'll ever see a ship land
here again.
Soldier near stairs: That cat used to belong to Sharkeye.
We treat her nicely, but she just won't warm up to us. She'll
scratch you if you even go near her.
Dancer in church: Before I came here, I went to the halfling
cave far to the east. I heard they had something called Glim
Moss there. I couldn't make it too far into the colony,
though. Too many monsters were milling around.
Melvin (chat): I am afraid that getting the Glim Moss will be
no easy task.
Nun: The Demon Lord enjoys the pain and suffering of
others. It actually adds to his power. Do not let your grief
jeopardize your health.
Gabo (chat): Don't worry about me! I always keep a smile on
my face!
Aira (chat): So that's why the Demon Lord is sealing off the
continents and causing all this pain! We can't let him get
away with it!

Melvin (chat): That damn Demon Lord! How many more people
will he cause to suffer? I vow to get him, no matter how
powerful he becomes!
Young man (upstairs): Yawn... Oh, I'm sorry! I must have
fallen asleep again. No matter how hard times are, we've still
got to sleep and eat.
Young woman in bed: It happened again. Sniff.
Soldier inside town gates (if you go outside and come back
in): This is Coastal, the port kingdom that floats on the sea.
Follow the coast north to the Great Lighthouse. South of
that, on the other side of the mountains, is the cave of the
halfling tribe.
Gray cat: Reoww! Meoww.
Nun (in church): The Demon Lord enjoys the pain and
suffering of others. It actually adds to his power. The more
lands the Demon Lord conquers, the more his power swells.
Gabo (chat): All we have to do is break each continent's seal!
Then the Demon Lord's power will be weakened!
Young man (upstairs): The King spoke of using Glim Moss to
track the path of Sierra's child. If that monster leads you to
our child, please tell him that we're waiting for him back
home.
Aira (chat): I hope the children can return safely when we
break the seal on this country!
Melvin (chat): A parent cannot give up on a beloved child,
even if it turns into a monster.
Little boy by weapon and armor shop: My dad's the town
armorer. I really want a kid sister! I want someone to play
war with!
Aira (chat): I guess that they can't tell their son the real
truth.
Armor merchant: I can't mourn my daughter forever, so I've
opened up the shop. {shop talk}

Gabo (chat): Gee, I just feel so sorry for that poor armorer!
Melvin (chat): I suppose that they are trying to conceal their
grief by working as hard as they can.
Sierra in basement: You never know. My child may come back
tonight. I want to at least make a nice meal for her.
Aira (chat): A mother's love can be such a sad thing!
Gabo (chat): I'm not going to let the Demon Lord get away
with this terrible curse!
Traveling merchant near inn: By the looks of things, you
haven't gotten any Glim Moss. Please, this is our last hope!
Melvin (chat): Let us hurry and bring back the Glim Moss,
Master HERO.
Innkeeper: My goodness, you look exhausted. {inn talk}
Bartender in basement pub: How could the monsters do such
a thing? Do they enjoy watching people suffer? They
probably killed Queen Shukrina just to torture the King. I'm
sure you think you're powerful, but you'd best watch
yourselves!
Melvin (chat): What these monsters do is unforgivable!
Tough guy outside northeast house: My wife's always
scolding me because I never throw anything away. That's why
I store it all in the back. Smart, huh?
Aira (chat): What is he doing at a time like this? Doesn't he
know what's going on?
Gabo (chat): Hidden treasure? That sounds like fun! I
wonder what garbage he's hiding!
Young woman in northeast house: Our country is in danger,
and my husband hasn't changed one bit! Any little piece of
junk he finds, he puts it right in our treasure chest!
Gabo (chat): Hmm, buried treasure, huh? Sounds like fun! I
wonder what he's hiding.
Young woman in southeast house: We've got to start locking
up every night before we sleep. That monster might be
Sierra's child, but I'm still afraid of it!

Old woman: It was so sad when Anise lost her baby. At least
she didn't have to see her child become a monster.
Maid in castle kitchen: I heard you were asked to go get
some Glim Moss. I saw the Queen holding some once. In the
darkness, it would glow a beautiful green.
Cat: Meow meow meow!
Soldier in castle lighthouse: All clear! We're on the lookout
for anyone attempting to bring the Dark Flame back to the
lighthouse! Of course, if any monsters did come, I would
surely be eviscerated. Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): It's kind of a weak-looking lookout.
Soldier near throne room (lower): Welcome, good HERO!
The King is right this way. Please enjoy your stay.
King: Hello there, HERO! You've returned! You don't have the
Glim Moss yet. Did you go to the cave? (Yes/No)
King (if you say ‘No’): The Grand Halfling speaks crudely,
but has a compassionate soul. I hope they are doing well. The
halfling cave lies to the east, but unfortunately mountains
separate our two civilizations. Rather than traversing the
mountains, you'll have to go around them by first heading
north, and then south to the cave. Please don't fail us!
Aira (chat): Can't King Coastal and the halflings make up
somehow?
King (if you say ‘Yes’): The Glim Moss grows in the deepest
cavern of the cave. My wife tended to the moss when she
still lived there.
Melvin (chat): So it was the departed Queen that used to
grow the Glim Moss, was it? The King must have mixed
feelings about having to ask us to get it for him.
Minister: The Grand Halfling loved his daughter, the late
Queen, dearly. Just as the Marle de Dragonne loved Anise.
We simply can't allow her to befall the same fate.

Aira (chat): The Queen wouldn't have wanted the halflings
to hate King Coastal because of her death. We should do
something!
Gabo (chat): I wish I could have met that Queen. It's too
bad that she died.
Scholar: I wondered, if one of the children got some of the
moss on their feet, perhaps we'd be able to follow their
footsteps through the tower! However, once the children are
turned into monsters, they only return to town a few times.
After that, their monster side takes over and they never
return. We'll have to act fast. Please do your best.
Melvin (chat): The scholars here are quite impressive,
putting their knowledge to such practical use!
Maid (upstairs): Anise is feeling better. She's out on the
terrace. I'm sure the smell of the sea brings back fond
memories for her.
Anise (on balcony): Oh, you must be the group of travelers I
heard about from the King. Ever since your arrival, my health
has become gradually better. I wonder why. Maybe this is
Sharkeye's way of urging us to look to you for help.
Gabo (chat): That Anise lady really is pretty and nice, and
she smells good, too! I don't really know, but I think my Mom
smelled like that.
Melvin (chat): Ahem! Anise is truly lovely, indeed! Her smile,
especially, warms my heart.
Aira (chat): It's the first time we've actually met Anise.
She's beautiful, isn't she?

Halflings’ Cave
Aira (chat): I guess that we have to go pretty deep into the
cave to get the Glim Moss.
Gabo (chat): I wonder why the halflings live in a cave like
this. If it was me, I'd get depressed!

Melvin (chat): There does appear to be quite a large number
of monsters in this cave!
Gabo (chat, B3): I wonder why the halflings live in a cave
like this? /period instead of question mark/ If it was me, I'd
get depressed!
Observation about skeleton: There's no answer. Dead men
don't tell tales.
Bugbear monster (as you approach): Heh heh heh! Halflings,
your treasure is so fantastic, it rouses my very loins! Ha ha.
Ha? Do you have a problem with me? (Yes/No)
Bugbear (either way): Well, your petty emotions are of little
significance to me. {He disappears.}
Gabo (chat): Darn! I was all ready for a good fight, and it ran
away!
Aira (chat): It seems like the monsters are really causing
the halfling colony a lot of trouble, too.
Melvin (chat): It seems that humans are not the only ones
being made to suffer by the monsters!
Pot – World Dew
Treasure chest – BluePrint
Treasure chest – Viking Helmet

Halflings’ Village
Gabo (chat): Why do they hate us? We're not monsters!
Aira (chat): I understand what's behind it, but it still feels
awful to be hated this way.
Melvin (chat): It seems that the halfling hates not only the
Coastalites, but all human beings. Now, then, what shall we
do?
Young male halfling in Grand Halfling’s cave: This is the
Grand Halfling's dwelling. Only halflings may enter!
Grand Halfling (continued): It's all right. The human may
enter.

Young male halfling (continued): Oh, Grand Halfling! All
right.
Young male halfling (again): What's wrong with the Grand
Halfling? I can't believe he'd let humans in here. Grumble...
Male halfling guarding treasury: Despite the monsters'
looting, our tribal treasure remains untouched. I absolutely
cannot let any strangers through here.
Grand Halfling: I thought it sounded noisy outside. Only a
stray human could cause such a disturbance. Voice your
business with the halflings. (Yes/No)
Grand Halfling (if you say ‘No’): I suggest you leave now. If
you stay in this cave, I can't guarantee your safety.
Grand Halfling (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you are here on behalf
of the King of Coastal? He thinks I hate him? To be sure, he
is an irrational, iniquitous surface dweller, with a face in
desperate want of symmetry, who callously robbed my
daughter of her innocence. But I don't hate him. Shukrina's
fate was unavoidable. She was a lovely girl, so beautiful and
charming. Her very presence made those around her happy.
To cope with my sadness, I had come to blame the King of
Coastal. Tell me, though, what troubles you? [HERO explained
about Coastal to the Grand Halfling.] Hmm. I knew that
Sharkeye had been killed, but things are worse than I
expected. The Glim Moss you seek grows deep within this
cave and is notoriously difficult to come by these days. It
grows in abundance on the wall by the water's edge, only to
be devoured by the barrelful by the monsters' leader. Have
you the courage, venture deeper into the cave.
Melvin (chat): My goodness! So monsters eat Glim Moss, do
they? We had best hurry!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if Glim Moss tastes good. If the
monsters eat it, maybe I'll try some, too.

Aira (chat): There must be some way that we can reconcile
halflings and human beings! If we get rid of the monsters in
this cave, maybe they'll start to trust humans again!
Young male halfling blocking back exit of cave: The source
of the lambent glow that illuminates our cave is up ahead, but
monsters now dwell in the tunnel's recesses. I don't know
what the Grand halfling asked you to do, but make sure
you're prepared! {He steps out of the way.}

Halflings’ Cave
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Gamadius (as you approach): Yum! This is incredible!
Unfortunately for my belly, the Glim Moss reserves have
started to dwindle. What am I supposed to do without my
favorite snack? {He notices HERO.} What? Why, you dirty...
SeaDragon (continued): Hey, these are humans! Gamadius!
They're from Coastal!
Gamadius (continued): I thought something smelled around
here. Of course, it had to be humans! But I didn't think
anyone in Coastal would have what it takes to make it here.
I've got to hand it to you. Ha ha ha! As for your reward, in
spite of your unappetizing build, I'm going to eat you alive!
{Battle starts.}
Aira (battle chat): Eew! No way do I want to touch that
monster! This is no time for holding back, though. Let's get
him!
Melvin (battle chat): Eating Glim Moss is truly the mark of
an ill-mannered monster. I shall teach him the lesson he
needs!
Gabo (battle chat): Yeow! What kind of frog-thing is this
creature?
Aira (chat, in Halflings’ Village, if you were
defeated): If we lose to a monster like that, we can

hardly hope to win the trust of the halflings! We
can't retreat now! We've got to find a way to defeat
him somehow!
Gabo (chat, in Halflings’ Village, if you were
defeated): I can't believe we lost to that weird thing!
Grrr! We've got to win this next time, HERO!
Melvin (chat, in Halflings’ Village, if you were
defeated): We did not get the Glim Moss, and we lost
to such a creature. I am deeply chagrined!
Gamadius (as you approach, if you were defeated):
Oh, yum! Yum! This is incredible! Unfortunately for
my belly, the Glim Moss reserves have started to
dwindle. What am I supposed to do without... Huh?
{He notices HERO.} Oh, it's you again. Are you
determined or just colosally colossally stupid?
SeaDragon (continued): Let's get them, Gamadius!
Gamadius (continued): Look, I'm really busy now!
Sorry to eat and run, but I'm going to have to gobble
you up and get back to work.
Gamadius (after he is defeated): Why do I have to... Gah!
Climb off your high horse and stay your righteous indignation,
human! You cannot even begin to imagine that which awaits
you! Gah!
Melvin (chat): Come now, Master HERO. Get some Glim Moss!
Observation: Glim Moss, glowing faintly, is growing along the
earthen wall. HERO obtained the Glim Moss!
Gabo (chat): HERO? Do you think it would be all right if I
taste the Glim Moss? Just one bite?
Aira (chat): Maybe this will break the seal on this continent!
Melvin (chat): Now then, Master HERO. We must get this
Glim Moss back to Coastal as quickly as possible!

Halflings’ Village

Old halfling in upper cave with torches: Thank you. The
source of our cave's luminescence is no longer concealed
from us.
Female halfling: Once a gathering place for halflings, the
fountain on the third level of the cave is now populated by
monsters. I lost many friends to their malevolent ways.
Female halfling by bonfire: Humans are not inherently evil.
Given his love for Shukrina, perhaps the King of Coastal is
among the good.
Gabo (chat): I never knew Shukrina, but if she was the
King's wife, I bet she was really nice.
Aira (chat): I hope that the humans and the halflings can be
friends again now!
Male halfling on the right: I didn't think it was possible, but
you have slain the feckless frog-monster! You somehow
managed to harness the strength within your grossly
abnormal limbs to deal the deathblow. Your actions do
nothing to bring back Shukrina, but I'm starting to
reconsider my opinion of you.
Gabo (chat): Heh, heh. They seem to have a better opinion of
us now that we've gotten rid of some monsters!
Melvin (chat): Do not underestimate us! That frog creature
was no match for us!
Young male halfling on the left: The people of Coastal are
relying on your skills to save them, yet you are reckless. Be
aware that the monsters nesting in the Great Lighthouse are
much stronger than the ones here.
Melvin (chat): It is too late for us to worry about that now.
No matter how strong the Great Lighthouse monsters may
be, we cannot pull out now.
Young male halfling in Grand Halfling’s cave: I thought it
was strange that the Grand Halfling would allow humans into
his home. But you aren't really human, are you? If you were,

you wouldn't have been able to kill the monster. That's okay.
I won't tell anyone. It'll be our secret.
Aira (chat): Aren't really human? How rude! What do you
think we look like?
Gabo (chat): Huh? How could they tell that I was a wolf?
Male halfling guarding treasury: Despite the monsters'
looting, our tribal treasure remains untouched. As long as the
prospect of peace elludes our dainty, stubby grasp, I must
protect it.
Gabo (chat): Well, if the seal gets broken, will we be let
through then?
Grand Halfling: The Glim Moss you've gathered is filled with
Shukrina's spirit, for she is the one who cultivated it. Her
death must be avenged. Even in her passing, she has provided
us with light in our hour of darkness.
Melvin (chat): I, too, have a strange yearning to fill my
mouth with the moist Glim Moss. Sometimes I am repulsed by
my own desires.
Aira (chat): Shukrina's Glim Moss, grown by the woman that
was the bridge between humans and halflings, will save this
continent!
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO! Let's go avenge Shukrina's
death with this Glim Moss, then!
Grand Halfling (again): Sharkeye could /extra space/ have
benefited from your keen blade and wit.
Old halfling asleep in cave near entrance: Zzz... Zzz...
Little halfling boy near entrance: All right! We can return
to our frivolous play and dependence on others to support us.

Halflings’ Cave
Little halfling boy (B3): Yippee! Now we can play here again!
But humans really are funny-looking. Yub yub!

Young male halfling (if none of the pots or treasure
chests are opened): If there was any treasure left, I would
have let you take it.
Young male halfling (if any of the pots or treasure chests
are opened): If there was any treasure left in here, I
would've let you take it. What? There's still some treasure
left? Those monsters brandish their ineptitude with reckless
abandon. Please, take this as a token of our thanks.
Young male halfling (again): Now we can finally give our
friends a funeral. Thank you.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Hey, HERO? Do you think it
would be all right if I taste the Glim Moss? Just one bite?
Aira (continued): Don't do it, Gabo! You'll get a stomachache!
Melvin (chat, on World Map): Now, then, Master HERO. We
must get this Glim Moss back to Coastal as quickly as
possible!

Great Lighthouse
Gabo (chat): Wow! It's huge! So this is the lighthouse, huh?

Coastal Castle Town
Aira (chat): It's always dark here, so I can't tell the
difference between night and day. Come on, HERO! Let's
hurry to the armor shop!
Melvin (chat): The monster is already in front of the armor
shop! Let us hurry, Master HERO!
Gabo (chat): Yikes! It's really late! If we don't hurry up, the
monster will leave.
Soldier outside gates: You've got the Glim Moss, I see.
Thank God you made it in time! Hurry inside!

Minister (as you approach the monster in the middle of
town): Good King! You mustn't be impatient. HERO will be
done soon.
Soldier (continued): What? King! HERO!
Minister (continued): Oh! You made it back! That monster
is— {The monster turns toward the soldier.}
Soldier (continued): Aiieee! {He backs away.}
Soldier near the inn (continued): HERO! Hurry, the Glim
Moss!
Melvin (chat): Now, HERO! Now is the time to use the Glim
Moss!
Command: Item – Glim Moss – Use
HERO stuck the Glim Moss onto the monster's feet! {The
monster pushes past HERO and leaves.}
Soldier (continued): HERO! Are you all right? You're still
alive, at least. The Glim Moss stuck firmly to the monster's
feet. You made it just in time!
Merchant (continued): Now we'll know where that child will
go. Hurry, follow her! {He starts to leave.}
King (continued): Wait! {He walks up to the merchant.} Don't
rush these things! What are you going to accomplish by
following them? Without HERO, we never would've gotten
the Glim Moss. We'll just have to swallow our pride, and let
HERO take care of it. {to HERO} HERO! Truly a fine job
getting the Glim Moss for us! As long as the Glim Moss is in
the dark, it forever glows. Once the monster enters the
Great Lighthouse, its footprints should lead the way through
the inside. You look awfully exhausted, HERO. Before you
leave for the Great Lighthouse, please rest. {He turns toward
the crowd.} Now, now, come back and get some rest.
King (continued, the next morning): Oh! It's HERO. Did you
rest well in my bedroom? (Yes/No)
King (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha hah! That's what
Sharkeye said when he stayed here!

King (if you say ‘Yes’): Good! I'm glad to hear it! Sharkeye
always used to complain about his room whenever he stayed
here.
King (continued, either way): Well, HERO, it is time for you
to head for the Great Lighthouse. The Dark Flame burns atop
the lighthouse's altar. If you hope to succeed you must
extinguish the flame. To do that, you will need a lost
purifying water known as RainbwDew. Please ask the scholars
for the details. I wouldn't want to give you incorrect
information. At any rate, be careful on your journey. And
thank you for taking this on!
Gabo (chat): We finally get to go up the Great Lighthouse!
Let's go get them!
Aira (chat): Before we go to the Great Lighthouse, let's
make sure we're prepared properly, HERO.
Melvin (chat): We must extinguish the Dark Flame and
return Coastal to peace to Coastal!
Minister: The Great Lighthouse to the north is equipped with
devices to protect the PilotFire from thieves. So once you
enter the Lighthouse, you must follow the monster's
footsteps very carefully.
Gabo (chat): Aww, that's no fun. I want to explore all over
inside the lighthouse!
Scholar: RainbwDew is taken from the water that fills
Rainbow Cove. You should be able to just go to the cove and
pick some up. However, a famous scholar recently wrote the
following about the cove. 'Rainbow Cove is nestled in a tiny
island, somewhere in the middle of the world. It is said a
mere gaze upon the water's surface cleanses all evil from the
soul, but no one has ever made it to the cove. Perhaps it is a
domain meant only for God.' You are experienced travelers.
Perhaps you've been to Rainbow Cove? (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): I see, but you can't enter the
monster world without extinguishing the Dark Flame. There's

nothing left to do but find the Rainbow Cove and obtain the
RainbwDew.
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): What? The cove is in your
homeland? Amazing! I was certain that island was
uninhabited. Please, get some water from the cove and take
it to the Great Lighthouse!
Aira (chat): HERO, haven't we heard 'Rainbow Dew'
somewhere before?
Melvin (chat): What? Is Master HERO's home island
uninhabited in this time period?
Maid upstairs: Anise is out on the terrace again. She looked
like she was lost in thought. I'm very happy to see all the
progress she's made.
Anise on balcony: My health has gotten better recently.
Alas, time does not heal all wounds. The pain I feel over
losing Sharkeye is not so easily forgotten. If the spell is
released over this kingdom, perhaps the ice covering the ship
of the Marle de Dragonne will melt, too... No, I don't think
so. The Demon Lord's curses are stronger than that. If only
I could again taste of my love's soft, sweet lips and feel his
gentle caress...
Gabo (chat): So even if we break the seal on this country,
she won't be able to see Sharkeye, huh? That's too bad!
Melvin (chat): What a strong curse it must be for the ice to
take hundreds of years to melt! It is a pity that human
beings cannot live that long.
Aira (chat): Anise's expression looked as if she was brooding
over something. I wonder what it is? /period instead of
question mark/
Soldier (lower): The future of our kingdom rests upon your
shoulders, HERO. We're counting on you!
Soldier near throne room (upper): I had no idea you were so
amazing. I'm sorry for what I said about you. The King knew
what he was doing!

Gabo (chat): Ahem! It looks like he finally figured out how
great we are!
Melvin (chat): Now that we have carried out our tasks
successfully, people are looking at us differently!
Maid in castle kitchen: I heard the Great Lighthouse was
built like a maze to protect the altar from thieves. The Aqua
Spirit statue is on the second floor. Only the lighthouse
keeper had ever been higher than that. The lighthouse
keeper at that time was the son of the old keeper here at
the castle. But he was killed when the kingdom was attacked
and destroyed.
Melvin (chat): It seems that getting to the top of the Great
Lighthouse will be no easy task.
Gabo (chat): The Aqua Spirit statue, huh? I wonder what it
looks like.
Aira (chat): So that means that nobody knows what's at the
top of the Great Lighthouse. And they say there are traps,
too, so we'd better be careful!
Old man in castle lighthouse: The PilotFire in the Great
Lighthouse was borrowed from the volcano in Engow. After
putting out the Dark Flame, please go to Engow to get the
Pilot Fire. Unfortunately, it won't be as easy as it sounds. It
seems the altar in the lighthouse is being used as a portal to
the monster world. Without defeating the monsters there,
you won't be able to return the PilotFire to the altar.
Melvin (chat): The monster world, is it? We must brace
ourselves for a fierce fight!
Aira (chat): The monster in the Great Lighthouse is behind
the curse! We can't let him get away with it!
Soldier in castle lighthouse: Oh, HERO! Well done! We'll
make sure this lighthouse doesn't fall into the wrong hands!
Of course, if any monsters did come, I would surely be
eviscerated. Ha ha ha!

Traveling merchant near inn: Oh, wonderful! You found the
Glim Moss! Many thanks for a job well done! Now that you're
on a roll, take care of that lighthouse too!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. He is quite the glib talker.
Little boy by weapon and armor shop: My dad's the town
armorer. I really want a kid sister! I want someone to play
war with!
Aira (chat): Just wait a little while longer. You'll be able to
play with your little sister again, we promise!
Armor merchant: Thanks to you, I have hope again. I know
we'll pull through this someday. {shop talk}
Melvin (chat): For the sake of this couple, then, let us go
defeat the evil monsters in the Great Lighthouse!
Aira (chat): We have to keep their hope alive, somehow! I
never want to see a sad sight like that again, ever!
Gabo (chat): Those two seem to be feeling a little bit better.
That does it! Let's go get their baby back and really make
them feel better!
Sierra in basement: If my daughter can help you at all, then
at least she hasn't died in vain. Please follow her footsteps. I
beg of you!
Innkeeper: It must be hard having everyone counting on you.
Even I'm counting on you, so don't give up! {inn talk}
Bunny girl in basement pub: I heard there's an uninhabited
island somewhere in the world. It's home to a gorgeous
paradise called Rainbow Cove. Some people are scouring the
entire world for it right now.
Aira (chat): I enjoy quiet places like Rainbow Cove more than
lively ones.
Melvin (chat): Yes, Master HERO's island is a beautiful and
peaceful place.
Young woman in northeast house: Oh, have you seen my
husband? (Yes/No)

Young woman (either way): Let me guess. He was out
wandering around again, wasn't he? Why can't he act like a
man a little? Honestly...
Old woman: The Great Lighthouse's PilotFire? I'd bet the
lighthouse keeper in the castle knows about it. What? You
didn't ask about that? Sorry, I'm a bit hard of hearing.
Melvin (chat): As we age, we lose our hearing, our bodies
become weaker. It is just a fact. Me? I am not yet as frail as
all that!
Young woman in southeast house: It was brave of you to
stick Glim Moss on that monster. I doubt the Marle de
Dragonne themselves would take such a risk!
Soldier at town gates: This is Coastal, the port kingdom that
floats on the sea. Follow the coast north for the Great
Lighthouse. The PilotFire used to burn there.
Soldier near stairs: Oh! HERO! Thanks for everything! I
wondered why that cat never scratched you.
Gabo (chat): I really wonder why. Maybe HERO reminds the
cat of Sharkeye in some way.
Dancer in church: Did you see Sharkeye's cat? She sits
there staring at Sharkeye's frozen ship all the time. It's
admirable.
Nun: Apparently, the Aqua Spirit lives in Rainbow Cove, on an
uncharted island. Legend has it she guards the sea and
everything in it. By giving of her blood, the Aqua Spirit would
bestow her divine protection upon the Marle de Dragonne.
The pirates set sail to claim this birthright, but never
reached their destination. According to one of the royal
scholar's theories, that's why the Demon Lord encased
Sharkeye's ship in ice.
Melvin (chat): The Aua Aqua Spirit, Rainbow Cave Cove,
Marle de Dragonne... I have the feeling that all of these
things are somehow connected in some strange way.

Gabo (chat): Wow! The Aqua Spirit lives in that cove? First
I've heard of it!
Aira (chat): I wonder if HERO's island didn't get sealed off
because it's protected by the Aqua Spirit?
Young man upstairs: I heard from the King you're heading
for the Great Lighthouse. If that monster leads you to our
child, please tell him that we're waiting for him back home.
Young woman in bed: Oh. HERO, right? Sob... I heard about
the Glim Moss. Please, we're counting on you. /extra space/
Don't ever let this happen again.

Rainbow Cove
Observation: HERO searched the cove. The clear water
glitters in a rainbow of colors. Fill the Bottle with water from
Rainbow Cove? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO took the top off the
Bottle and thrust it into the water. HERO obtained the
RainbowDew!

Great Lighthouse
Aira (chat, inside): Okay/comma/ HERO, let's go, but let's
be careful not to lose sight of the footprints.
Melvin (chat, inside): Master HERO, extinguishing the Dark
Flame comes first, I believe.
Gabo (chat, inside): Wow! They're glowing, just like we
hoped! We can just follow them, no problem!
Observation: There's no answer. It's just a corpse.
Dresser – TinyMedal
Pot – MadPot
Barrel – Potion

Observation: The statue is looking over the distant sea with
a beautiful and chaste expression.
Treasure chest – Devil armor
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – Scarf
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – empty
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Aira (chat, top floor): Is that the Dark Flame? It's just as
ominous-looking as I thought it would be!
Melvin (chat, top floor): This appears to be the top level of
the Great Lighthouse.
Gabo (chat, top floor): Yikes! What is that thing? There's a
weird-colored flame burning there!
Observation: The Dark Flame burns ominously on the throne
right before our eyes.
Command: Item – RainbwDew – Use
HERO sprinkled RainbwDew on the Dark Flame!

Mysterious World
Melvin (chat): Yes, what a strange world, indeed!
Aira (chat): Let's just hurry up and get the monster that
made this mess!
Gabo (chat): The kids that were changed to monsters are
here, aren't they? Let's save them!
Aira (chat, if you go back through the portal): We still
have the task of saving the children that were changed into
monsters! Come now, HERO. Let's go to the monster world!
Gabo (chat, if you go back through the portal): We put out
the Dark Flame, but I guess that alone won't break the seal.
Melvin (chat, if you go back through the portal): Now that
the Dark Flame is out, it looks like a path has been opened
into the monster world.

BeliMawr (as you approach): It took you long enough to get
here! I'm so tired of waiting! I'm sick of fighting such feeble
opponents! I'd heard someone with a little meat on their
bones was wandering around here, so I've been looking
forward to taking you on. But you're late! You're way too
late! I had hoped to take my time killing you, but now I'll
have to finish you off right away! {Battle starts.}
Melvin (battle chat): I have a feeling that this shan't be
easy. Prepare yourself!
Aira (battle chat): Talk about a thoroughly twisted monster.
There's no telling what sort of sneaky tricks it may pull. Be
careful!
Gabo (battle chat): Yikes! That's a huge monster! And those
whips look like they'd hurt. Let's put him down, HERO!
Aira (chat, if you were defeated): We almost made
it, but then we lost! What are we going to tell the
parents? We've got to rescue the children this time!
Melvin (chat, if you were defeated): Master HERO,
we will defeat the monster this time and free this
continent!
Gabo (chat, if you were defeated): Damn it all! We
won't lose this time!
BeliMawr (if you were defeated): Who the hell are
you? I've got this feeling we've met before. Never
mind. I've been waiting for someone with a little meat
on their bones for a while now. I must kill you quickly!
I'll have to finish you off right away!
Monster drop – ? Shard
BeliMawr (when it is defeated): Ahhh! Why? Why me? Even
if Coastal is brought back, Sharkeye's ship will still be
frozen. Ha ha! Grah! {He disappears, and the two ClawBeasts
turn back into infants. Then they disappear as well.}

Coastal Castle Town

Soldier outside gates: Oh, HERO! Welcome home! You've
really made it. Go on inside!
Soldier inside gates: This is Coastal, the port kingdom that
floats on the sea. Soon we'll return to a bright, peaceful
world! Thank you, HERO. It's all thanks to you.
Dancer in church: You're amazing! I'd been jaded by all this,
but you've given me hope again!
Young man: I can't believe our son came back! Isn't hope
such a beautiful thing, HERO? You're the one that taught us
that! Thank you!
Melvin (chat): Sniffle! We are all extremely pleased! Sniffle!
I'm just no good at this kind of thing. Sob!
Gabo (chat): It turned out great! I'm really glad!
Aira (chat): HERO, I'm really glad I came on this trip with
you!
Little boy: What happened to me? Are these my parents?
What is going on?
Young woman: When my child came back, my illness was cured
instantly. He's gotten so big! It must have been so hard for
him to live without me.
Nun: Despite the darkness, we should try to maintain our
happiness. The more humans suffer, the more the Demon
Lord takes advantage of their weakness.
Gabo (chat): I'm really glad, so that means the Demon Lord
can't take advantage of any negative feelings from me!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, let us hurry and break the seal
so that the people can be truly glad!
Old woman near weapon and armor shop: Thank goodness!
Little boy: What's wrong with everybody? All she did was
come back home! Why's everyone crying? Well, I'm happy for
her!

Merchant: Oh! Look, everyone! My daughter! My daughter's
back! You've defeated the monster in the Great Lighthouse
for us! Thank you!
Aira (chat): Thank goodness! Their baby is back safe! I'm so
glad!
Infant: Gaa gaa... Baba boo!
Sierra: Oh! My baby! I'll never let you go again! Thank you so
much!
Warrior in weapon shop: Good for the armorer! We'll have
to be even more careful from now on. {shop talk}
Traveling merchant near inn: You've done it, travelers! Now
all you have to do is return the PilotFire to the Great
Lighthouse! Then our kingdom will be free! We're almost
there!
Innkeeper: Welcome, noble hero. Make yourself at home! {inn
talk}
Bartender in basement pub: I can't believe the children
have returned to normal. You better take the PilotFire back
to the lighthouse before they turn back into monsters!
Aira (chat): He's right. We can't really relax until the seal is
broken.
Melvin (chat): I hope that does not happen, but we should
hurry and break the seal.
Tough guy: Alcohol is the true opiate of the masses! Gulp
gulp gulp...
Bunny girl: So Rainbow Cove really does exist! What's it like?
No, don't tell me! I'm going to find that island if it's the last
thing I do!
Young woman in northeast house: Oh, have you seen my
husband? (Yes/No)
Young woman (either way): He'll do anything for another
drink, I tell you! Why can't he act like a man a little?
Honestly...

Young woman (outside southeast house): Maybe now we
won't have to worry about monsters appearing at nightfall.
Now if only we had some light again...
Old man in southeast house: Zzz... Zzz...
Maid in castle kitchen: Just where could Anise have run off
to? This is my greatest feast yet.
Old man in castle lighthouse: I haven't done anything! That
darn maid, asking me if I went into Anise's room!
Melvin (chat): How unfortunate that that old man was so
wrongly regarded with suspicion!
Aira (chat): The old man is right. Let's hurry and break the
curse with the power of the PilotFire!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Are we going to that volcano town
next?
Soldier in castle lighthouse: The old lighthouse keeper acts
like nothing's bothering him, but he lost his son to the
monsters. With monster activity on the rise, the King had the
town abandon the Great Lighthouse to the north. However,
the old keeper's son was asked to stay behind to man the
post. I'd never be able to do such a dangerous job.
Soldier near throne room (lower): If the PilotFire is
returned to the Great Lighthouse, surely the seal will be
broken. Until then, we shall defend the castle with all our
might!
King: Friends! You've made it back! I'd love to celebrate with
a feast, but there's something that concerns me. Anise is
suddenly nowhere to be found. We found a note, which told
us not to worry. I fear for the worst, however. Seeking
revenge, the monsters may have captured her and taken her
away. If my suspicions are true, then we must get the
PilotFire from Engow as soon as possible and break the seal.
If the seal is broken, the monsters' power will fade and
perhaps our efforts will lead us to Anise. I'me I'm sorry to
rely on you, HERO, but please take this letter to Engow. It

explains who you are and details the dire straits with which
we are faced. [HERO received the Coastal <scroll graphic>!]
Show it to the Chief of Engow, and he should give you the
PilotFire. I'm sure you're powerful enough to make it there.
In the meantime, we must work fast to find Anise.
Melvin (chat): Oh my. I cannot believe Anise went missing.
Master HERO, let us hurry and break the seal on this area!
Aira (chat): If she left behind a message, I'm sure Anise
must be okay. More importantly, we've got to concentrate
right now on bringing back the PilotFire.
Gabo (chat): Those darn monsters! They're not going to get
away with carrying Anise off!
Scholar: Anise misses Sharkeye terribly. I hope she doesn't
do anything rash.
Melvin (chat): No, not Anise! How dreadful! Ah, but I am
afraid that breaking the seal must come first right now! Oh,
how torn I feel!
Minister: We finally got the children back, and now this
happens. I just hope that Anise is safe.
Maid upstairs: I think I saw a nasty-looking old man come in
here last night. Ohhh! Why'd this have to happen?
Melvin (chat): Old man? It was not I! In the first place,
there is nothing nasty about the way I look!
Aira (chat): Who was that nasty-looking old man? I hope it's
not a monster!
Gray cat: Reoww! Meoww.

Engow
Aira (chat): So where can we get the Pilot Fire?
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, might not the Pilot Fire
be around here?
Gabo (chat): The Pilot Fire is a flame, right? So
what's the problem? There are flames everywhere!

Woman at entrance: Welcome, travelers. This is the
village of Engow. Hmm. Have we met before? Oh, I
can't remember. Sorry to bother you.
Young man by well: Long ago there was a fearsome
prophecy that Mt. Flame would erupt and destroy us
all, but that's all in the past. But this village has been
at peace for years. We may not have to worship the
God of Flame for peace.
Melvin (chat): The eruption of Mt. Flame is an
incredible display of power!
Aira (chat): Mt. Flame erupting? I had no idea!
Tough guy in southeast corner: I don't think anyone
was really into the Festival of Flame this year. I must
think of some way to liven it up next time.
Aira (chat): A festival? Sounds fun. Maybe I'll dance
for you at the next festival.
Man in blue vest in southeast house (young man
grown up): My daughter's cooking isn't bad, either!
Mmm!
Woman (young woman grown up): Whew! Things are a
lot easier now that my daughter's cooking for us!
Young woman (little girl grown up): Let's see, how
much salt? Ah, I'll just throw a bunch in. There!
Aira (chat): She put in way too much salt!
Gabo (chat): Even I can't eat that!
Old woman outside eastern house: I never imagined
I'd live long enough to see my grandchild's face.
Living to a ripe old age isn't so bad. Cough, cough.
Melvin (chat): I will never see the face of my
grandchild. I suppose I will have to settle for HERO's
childish face. Ha ha! You chubby baby!
Little boy: Nana! Nana!
Aira (chat): So cute! I wish I had a kid. I'm only
musing. Don't get any ideas, HERO!

Young woman in eastern house: I always wished we
had a little girl. Then I could have taught her how to
dance. That's my main regret.
Aira (chat): I would certainly teach my child to
dance, even if it was a boy.
Young man: We've even got a child now. I hope I can
stay here forever!
Young woman by well: Wait, aren't you the heroes
who saved us? No, that couldn't be. It's been years
since then. You'd be older by now.
Melvin (chat): She didn't recognize you because
you've grown so strong, Master HERO.
Gabo (chat): I'm still young! So is HERO!
Little girl to little boy in northwest corner: Do you
love me? If you love me, close your eyes!
Gabo (chat): Huh? Are they going to kiss?
Melvin (chat): Life is good when you are young, but
then... Oh, God.
Aira (chat): We don't want to be a burden, HERO.
Let's leave.
Little boy: Wowww!
Elma: Welcome to Pamela's store! Buy our fine
medicines and have your fortune told!
Aira (chat): Maybe we should get our fortunes told
before we... Oh, never mind.
Pamela: Mmmm? Is that you, HERO? My, my, it has
been a long time. Since you're here, I imagine you
must have some kind of problem on your mind. Do you
want to tell me about it? [Do you want to tell Pamela
about the PilotFire? (Yes/No)]
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Oh? Well, I won't force
you, but I do want to help you if I can. Remember,
I'm always here if you need me.

Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): A PilotFire, eh? Well, the
flames here in Engow are just what you're looking
for. Of course, it's probably a bad idea to just take
it without permission. You better go talk to the
village elder first. He should be at home.
Aira (chat): Then let's go visit the Elder, HERO.
Melvin (chat): It would be best to ask the Elder.
Man in blue vest in Elder’s house: This flame was
brought directly from the crater of Mt. Flame! All
the braziers outside were lit with this flame, too.
Melvin (chat): So this flame must be the PilotFire!
Woman in kitchen: The Elder's wife's illness isn't
getting any better. We're all worried for her. She's
getting on in years, after all.
Elder’s wife in bed (old woman): Cough, cough!
Elder upstairs: O great God of Flame! Please protect
my dear wife! {to HERO} Oh! If it isn't HERO! You've
come back. I'm glad to see you're doing well, but did
you have some business for me? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): Well, if you say so. Here,
you've come all this way. Please, make yourself at
home!
Aira (chat): Hey, HERO, don't you need to ask the
Elder about the PilotFire?
Melvin (chat): We must figure out a way to get the
PilotFire from the Elder!
Elder (again): Hmm? So you do have some business
for me after all? (Yes/No)
Elder (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. You need a PilotFire,
do you? The PilotFire is a treasure of our village! We
can't just give it away! [Will you give King Coastal
<scroll graphic> to the village Elder? (Yes/No)]

Elder (if you say ‘No’): I'm sorry, but could you
leave us me alone for now?
Elder (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO gave King Coastal
<scroll graphic> to the village Elder!] What's this?
Hmm, I see. All right. We will assist you to the best
of our abilities. The flame in the room below is the
PilotFire. Please speak with the person there.
Melvin (chat): How are we going to carry the flame?
Aira (chat): Now that we have the Elder's
permission, let's hurry and go get the Pilot Fire.
Man in blue vest: What? You want this? You've
received permission from the Elder? Well, all right!
I'll just use this empty bottle here to store it.
[HERO obtained the PilotFire!]
Melvin (chat): We can carry it in a bottle so it won't
go out.
Aira (chat): We did it, HERO! Now let's hurry to
Coastal!
Man in blue vest (again): Be careful you don't put it
out by accident, all right?

Mt. Flame
Warrior: Whew! I've neared the end of my warrior training.
Now I just need a place to use my newfound skills! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Of course you wouldn't know of
such a place. You've a puny mind, as well as a scrawny body.
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town needs a champion to defend its people. Thanks! My
name's Broam. See you around!

Engow

Aira (chat): So where can we get the Pilot Fire?
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, might not the Pilot Fire be
around here?
Gabo (chat): The Pilot Fire is a flame, right? So what's the
problem? There are flames everywhere!
Young woman at entrance: Oh, are you travelers as well?
Welcome to Engow Village. If you want to soak in a hot
spring, you've got to go below the well that's in the center of
town.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. Guess I need a bath.
Melvin (chat): Hmm, a hot spring. Do you think it would make
me feel better?
Aira (chat): HERO, is this hot spring mixed? If it is, I think
I'll pass.
Traveling merchant in inn: I'd better be heading back to my
country soon, shouldn't I? Oh, it's going to be hard to leave
these wonderful hot springs.
Tough guy in southeast corner: Oh, I wish they'd hold the
Festival of Flame just one more time. I'm one of those people
who love festivals. All that heat and passion, there's nothing
else like it!
Aira (chat): How could they cancel the Flame Festival?
Melvin (chat): I have a real weakness for festivals!
Young woman in southeast house: Oh no, there are entire
potatoes floating in the stew again.
Gabo (chat): I don't care what it looks like!
Aira (chat): It doesn't matter what the food looks like. If
it's made with love, it tastes good.
Tough guy: Yessir! My specialty, a delicious stew!
Bartender in pub: Welcome! Our tavern is small and cramped,
but feel free to rest and relax as our guests.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, might we not take a break
here?

Gabo (chat): Mmm, this place smells great!
Dancer: Da-dance! Yeah! Dance-da-da dance! What do you
think? I learned these slick moves from my Grandma.
Aira (chat): She must really enjoy dancing, too! If we didn't
have more pressing matters, I'd get up there and dance
circles around her!
Warrior: Whee! Hic! Did I drink too much?
Little boy in northeast corner: Thanks for finding my
perfectly round button, mister!
Gabo (chat): You found something really important! Great!
Young man in front of well: Come in, come in! Engow's
renowned hot springs are right this way!
Woman in well: It's going to make stains if I use water from
the hot spring to do my laundry. Sigh.
Young man at water’s edge: I wonder if that woman who's
standing by the changing room is going to come into the hot
spring? I can't very well just tell her 'come in, the water's
fine.' She'd probably just get mad.
Aira (chat): I imagine we'll he'll be hated for it.
Woman by bed: Rub, rub, rub.
Old woman in bed: Ah, I'm in paradise. I could die happy like
this...
Melvin (chat): A massage? I would certainly like one, too.
Tough guy in water: Snore, snore.
Bard in water: Ah. Aah! My voice is starting to come back a
little. This hot spring really does work on anything!
Young woman: I want to get into the hot spring, but I'm too
shy to take off my clothes. I suppose I could just get in with
all my clothes on.
Aira (chat): Hmm. Maybe we could go in with swimming suits
on.
Gabo (chat): Oops! I forgot you have to take your clothes
off when you take a bath.

Melvin (chat): How about helping me undress? Oh, never
mind!
Old man in northwest corner: It seems that the villagers
have forgotten all about their God of Flame. It's a real
shame. Life used to be so good here.
Man in blue vest in northwest corner: Still, it doesn't look
all that different from your plain old, everyday fire. Know
what I mean? Do you suppose that potatoes roasted over this
fire will taste better than those roasted over a normal fire?
Ha ha ha!
Aira (chat): The God of Flame might be angered!
Ilma (maid in fortune-teller’s shop): Welcome! Fortuneteller Pamela's room is right this way. My name is Ilma. I'm
Madame Pamela's assistant. It's a pleasure to meet you.
Pamela: Oh, welcome, visitors, welcome. I am Pamela, the
fortune-teller. Come, come. I will tell your fortunes right
away. Come here, and let me see your faces. Well, this is
strange. I can't see a thing. Hmm. I sense a mysterious
power emanating from you. It seems that the power is
somehow blocking my fortune-telling vision. Hmm.This is what
I have seen. Now for my reading fee. I'll knock it down to
five gold. Come on, pay up! [HERO reluctantly paid 5 gold!]
Thank you for your patronage! Come again any time you need
your fortunes told!
Traveling merchant in Chief’s house: This fire heats my hot
spring. I heard that this flame is known as the PilotFire. Do
you want some of the PilotFire? If you do, you'll have to ask
the Chief's permission first.
Melvin (chat): So this flame must be the Pilot Fire!
Aira (chat): Yes, I can feel the breath of God in this flame!
Gabo (chat): All right! Now let's go see the Mayor, HERO!
Chief’s wife (lady): If the volcano were to erupt, people
might come here just to watch, but this village would be in
big trouble.

Melvin (chat): I would prefer it if you kept jokes about
erupting volcanoes to yourself.
Aira (chat): If the volcano erupts, it'll be a disaster!
Chief upstairs: You must be travelers. Welcome! The village
seems to be a bit boring to most travelers, but just wait a
while. We're planning to build all kinds of resort facilities
and shops here. Ha ha ha! Do you still have business with me?
(Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘No’): Oh, is that so? I guess I
misunderstood. Please be sure to visit our hot spring,
travelers.
Melvin (chat): We must figure out a way to get the Holy
Flame, HERO!
Aira (chat): HERO, don't we have to ask the Mayor about
the PilotFire?
Chief (again): What is it? Do you have some business with
me? (Yes/No)
Chief (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I see, you want
the PilotFire. I don't care about that thing at all, but there
is a rule about it. A tradition, if you will. I can't give it away
without a special reason. [Will you give King Coastal <scroll
graphic> to the Chief? (Yes/No)]
Chief (if you say ‘No’): I'm sorry, but that's the way it is. I
apologize.
Chief (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO handed over King Coastal
<scroll graphic> to the Chief!] What is this? It's from King
Costal? I see. If that's the way it is, I don't see any problem
in giving it to you. By the way, I just gave a merchant
permission a little while ago. You should go and ask him for
advice.
Aira (chat): We got permission from the Mayor, so let's go
get the PilotFire!
Melvin (chat): But how are we going to carry the flame?

Chief (again): For the time being, I should advertise our hot
spring in more places. Mumble, mumble.
Melvin (chat): It is fine to hold a village event, but one must
consider the people, too.
Traveling merchant: Since you received the Chief's
permission, I'll give some to you. Here, I put it in an empty
bottle. [HERO obtained the PilotFire!]
Melvin (chat): We can carry it in a bottle. That way, it will
not go out!
Aira (chat): We did it, HERO! Now let's hurry to Coastal!
Traveling merchant (again): Please take some. I've got
enough.
Gabo (chat, on World Map of Coastal island past): C'mon,
HERO! We've got the PilotFire, so let's hurry up and break
the seal!
Aira (chat, on World Map of Coastal island past): First, we
use the PilotFire to light the top of the Great Lighthouse,
and this country will be set free!
Melvin (chat, on World Map of Coastal island past): And
with this, the seal on this area will be broken! Now we must
do something about Anise!

Coastal Castle Town
Soldier outside town gates: I knew you'd come through for
us, HERO! The kingdom shall never forget your heroism!

Great Lighthouse
Command: Item – PilotFire – Use
HERO placed the PilotFire on the altar.

Soldier (continued): Master HERO! {Two soldiers and a
warrior appear from the stairs.} Master HERO! You did it!
While I was searching for Anise, it suddenly got light and all
traces of the monsters vanished. I rushed here immediately!
Ah, the Holy Flame! We did it! The seal has finally melted! I
don't know how to thank you.
Warrior (continued): Your reward will be bestowed after
returning to the castle. First I must get back to everyone.
First soldier (continued): I had better light the castle's
lamps with the fire. Please excuse me. {He goes up to the
sconce and lights a torch.} Would you mind accompanying me
to the castle? Come this way. {They lead you back to the
castle.}

Coastal Castle Town
Soldier with torch (once you’re inside town gates): All
right, HERO. Please take the Holy Flame. {He hands over the
torch.} Please, enter! The King awaits you in the castle!
Soldier in town on the right: You made it, HERO! You are
our hero!
Old woman (continued): It's as if Sharkeye himself has come
back! We've much to be thankful for!
Dancer (continued: HERO! You're wonderful!
Merchant (continued): Everyone! Thank you all so much! We'll
never forget what you did for us today!
King (continued): HERO! Truly, you are like a god walking
among the common man. After years of darkness, we had
nearly resigned ourselves to our fate. Sharkeye's dauntless
courage is what gave us the spirit to survive, and that led us
to our encounter with you! I proudly extend the gratitude of
the entire kingdom! I have no idea how to repay you, but
please take this. It is a legendary sword, passed down
through history within the Marle de Dragonne family.

Sharkeye gave it to me before he set off for his final battle.
Nobody deserves to use this sword more than the great
HERO. We haven't found Anise yet, but if she were here, she
would feel the same way. Here it is! The Aquagon <sword
graphic>! [HERO received the Aquagon <sword graphic>!] Now,
use your torch to relight the Holy Flame of the castle
lighthouse.
Maid (continued): Gasp! Your Majesty! That nasty-looking old
man is in Anise's room again!
Old man (continued): What's that? You're calling me a
nasty-looking old man?
Minister (continued): What? Who are you?
Old man (continued): Who am I? Oh, it's hardly worth
mentioning. I'm the Undersea King, a servant of the Aqua
Spirit.
Minister (continued): The Undersea King? What in the world
are you doing here?
Undersea King (continued): You've been searching for Anise,
have you? I've got a message from her.
King (continued): You said you were the Undersea King? How
could you have a message from Anise?
Undersea King (continued): Brace yourselves, land-dwellers.
Anise is at the bottom of the sea.
Soldier on the left: So she did jump into the sea? Why?
Undersea King (continued): Wait! You misunderstand! She's
not dead! Anise has been praying for God to find a way to let
her see her beloved Sharkeye again. Unfortunately, even if
the Demon Lord is defeated, the ship of the Marle de
Dragonne will remain in its frozen tomb for hundreds of
years to come. The slow thawing process that must take
place before Sharkeye is freed from his icebound shackles
would be like an eternity to the likes of a human such as
Anise. And so, Anise made a wish. She wanted only to live
until Sharkeye awakened. That wish found me, in my realm

deep beneath the surface of the sea. My powers may be
finite, but I do possess the ability to give life to creatures
of the sea. So Anise forfeited her humanity and found
renewed sanctuary within the ocean's loving embrace, as she
waits eternally for her husband's return. By defeating the
monster in the lighthouse, you weakened the evil power in
this land, enabling me to fulfill Anise's wish.
King (continued): It can't be! Anise is that sure about this?
Undersea King (continued): You must understand that my
powers are limited. Once I change Anise into a mermaid and
grant her eternal life, I won't be able to change her back.
But that way she'll be able to see Sharkeye when he
reawakens. She wanted me to thank you for everything that
you've done for her. And do not worry about her future. She
is in trustworthy hands. {He hovers over the water for a
moment.}
Minister (continued): Wait just a moment! I need to ask you
something! Where is the child that Anise was pregnant with?
You must know something about that, right?
Undersea King (continued): Hmm. That may be true. The
Marle de Dragonne carry the blood of the Aqua Spirit in
their veins. Each generation, the son with the Mark of the
Spirit became the leader. It is possible that Sharkeye's
unborn child may bear such a mark. I've spent much time
deliberating over this matter. Land-dwellers amuse me.
Perhaps the child was not kidnapped, but taken to a safer
time and place under the protection of the Aqua Spirit.
However, I am normally forbidden from meddling in the
affairs of the world of men. As a result, I'm afraid that all I
can do is speculate. At any rate, the seal on this land has
been broken. May the Spirit grant you her divine protection!
Farewell! {He disappears.}
King (continued): What boundless love! We must stop our
brooding. Anise has chosen her fate. We must allow her to go

through with it. First, you must take the Holy Flame to the
castle lighthouse! Now, HERO, right this way.
The celebratory feast continued into the night,
and afterwards the town slept soundly for the first
time in years. The next morning...
King in throne room (continued): Are you leaving? I hate to
see you go, but I have a feeling we'll meet again. If you can
ever take a break from your journeys, drop by anytime you
like. You know, I really haven't told you any of the great
stories about old Sharkeye. Hmm? You've already heard a bit
about him from the local bard? Hmm... There was once a
great bard in this land, but he fell sick and is no longer with
us. It's very strange. Perhaps you were dreaming? At any
rate, I thank you sincerely for your help at every twist and
turn. Your story will be passed down through generations
forever. Oh, and HERO... It seems, through your adventuring,
you have layed the groundwork for reuniting our civilizaion
with that of the halflings. Please pay them a visit before you
leave.
Gabo (chat): Gee, that Aquagon Sword you got from the King
sure is cool, HERO! It's too big for me, though!
Melvin (chat): What deep devotion, to be willing to be turned
into a mermaid to see one's husband again! Ah, to be loved
that much! I am envious of Sharkeye, indeed!
Aira (chat): So does that mean that that bard we met was
actually a ghost? Or do you think that it was all a dream,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): So you think it was a dream
after all, huh? Don't you think that it's strange that
we all had the same dream?

Aira (if you say ‘No’): Yes, it really did happen, didn't it?
The world is filled with many strange things! I'm so glad I
came on this trip!
Minister: The soldiers of our kingdom will pass on the
techniques learned from you for generations. We can fight on
our own if we're ever attacked again! You've taught us that,
above all, we must never lose hope. Thank you so much.
Scholar: Thanks to you, my research ended with more than
just another theory. Thank you!
Melvin (chat): If it had not been for that scholar's
marvelous idea, we could not have solved anything! He is
Coastal's true savior!
Maid in king’s chamber: I'm certain Queen Shukrina looks
down happily from heaven. Oh, well, back to work!
Maid on castle balcony: Anise prayed for some way to see
Sharkeye again. Fate can be so cruel. I could never sacrifice
so much to become a mermaid like her. Love works best when
you're the same species.
Aira (chat): Her love must be so strong! She was willing to go
that far just to see him again. I wonder if I'll ever find
someone I'll love that much.
Soldier near throne room (lower): You've inspired me to
train harder. One day, I too shall forego my humanity for the
sake of battle.
Soldier near throne room (upper): I'm so ashamed of
myself! I can't believe I was skeptical of you travelers!
Please forgive me.
Old man in castle lighthouse: The Lighthouse is finally ours!
I still can't believe that darn maid mixed me up with the
Undersea King! He's not nearly as dignified as I! Ho ho ho!
Melvin (chat): However, that maid was calling the Undersea
King a 'nasty-looking old man...' I am sure he was not happy to
be confused with him.
Observation: The Holy Flame gently lights the surroundings.

Soldier in castle lighthouse: This land is peaceful now, so I
signed up to become a keeper for the Great Lighthouse. It's
about time I land a real job! I'll never get married if I don't!
Tough guy: With the lighthouse working again, we can finally
travel outside our borders. I'm going to go treasure hunting!
Wait 'til my wife finds out!
Aira (chat): Oh, that man! Instead of hunting for treasure,
he should try doing some real work!
Gabo (chat): That man sure is crazy about hunting for
treasure.
Young woman: The Holy Flame's so huge, yet it's not hot at
all!
Gabo (chat): Shoot! You can't even roast potatoes on a flame
that isn't hot! I like regular flames better.
Dancer outside inn: We've grown to like this place, so we're
going to stay for a while. We can practice dancing here!
Besides, we're tired of traveling hither and thither.
Merchant in armor shop: Oh! The great HERO! Welcome!
{shop talk}
Little boy: My little sister's named <shortened HERO's
name>. Weird, huh?
Gabo (chat): Hee hee! He said it's a weird name, HERO!
Old woman: Thank goodness!
Infant: Hee hee! Booga booga boo!
Sierra: We named our daughter after HERO! Her name's
<shortened HERO's name>elle. I want her to grow up as
strong and compassionate as you! But maybe a little prettier...
Innkeeper: Oh, it's you! You're always more than welcome at
my inn! Drop by anytime you like!
Bartender in basement pub: My renowned cocktails are
guaranteed to rejuvenate your body. I use only the best
ingredients!

Traveling merchant: Uggh. Guess I drank too much last night.
Well, the only thing for a hangover is more booze! Glug glug
glug...
Bunny girl: Soon you will take your rightful place alongside
Sharkeye in this town's legends.
Young woman outside northeast house: I see the man next
door opened up his shop again. I guess he's feeling better.
Well now, I must be off to water the flowers.
Old woman in northeast house: Zzz...
Soldier inside town gates near stairs: I just can't seem to
bond with that cat. She doesn't scratch me anymore, but she
still won't eat out of my hand.
Nun in church: The happiness that you have brought to our
people will surely lead us to peace. May God bestow upon you
His divine protection.
Young woman on town wall: When I look out at the ocean, I
can hardly believe all those terrible things happened.
Sometimes I wonder if it wasn't all just a strange dream.
Little boy: Yay! It's a fish!
Young man: Peace has returned, but where has the frozen
pirate ship drifted off to? I have faith that you alone can
stand up to the Demon Lord. If defeated, his cursed ice
would finally melt, and perhaps the Marle de Dragonne could
once again return home.
Aira (chat): However, when the curse is finally broken, the
pirates will awake to a world they do not know. That's so very
sad!
Melvin (chat): Yes. I do indeed hope we can meet Sharkeye
one day! And to that end, HERO/comma/ let us find and
defeat the Demon Lord as quickly as we can!

Halflings’ Cave

Gabo (chat): I can't understand what would make the
halflings want to live in a hole in the ground!
Melvin (chat): The halflings are certainly high-spirited, not
to mention stubborn!
Aira (chat): I hope that this brings the halflings and the
Coastalites a little closer together!
Young male halfling: It's become so much brighter outside!
That's impossible. Was the seal broken? Have you succeeded
in your quest? (Yes/No)
Young male halfling (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you haven't? I
see. You're just normal humans, I guess. shiftless Shiftless
and lazy.
Young male halfling (if you say ‘Yes’): That's more than I
expected from a human.
Male halfling (B3): This is the grave of our friend, who was
attacked by a monster. Thanks to you, we were able to give
him a proper funeral.

Halflings’ Village
Old halfling in first cave: I feel much better now that we
can gaze upon the source of our cave's luminescence again.
Shukrina put her whole heart into it.
Aira (chat): Shukrina herself was like a sun to her people,
wasn't she?
Little halfling boy near bonfire: Your human features are
the stuff of halfling nightmares.
Young male halfling in Grand Halfling’s cave: You aren't
really humans, are you? The Grand Halfling's been waiting for
you ever since he sensed the seal to the world outside had
broken.
Aira (chat): I'm telling you, we are humans! HERO, say
something!

Male halfling guarding treasures: This is the halfling
treasure storehouse. The Grand Halfling requests an
audience with you. I recommend you see him.
Grand Halfling: With our newfound peace, I assume you're
here to convince me to set aside my differences with the
King of Coastal. My indifference toward that impotent
buffoon aside, I have something to give you. It's in the
treasure storehouse and should prove more useful to you on
your journey than any clumsily crafted, human-made
equipment ever could. Don't concern yourself any further
with the King and I. Even if he doesn't look it, he's quite a
good man. He knows how I feel, even if I don't go to all the
trouble of telling him.
Melvin (chat): It seems we do not have to worry too much
about the relationship between halflings and Coastalites.
Gabo (chat): King Coastal is sensible, and he's smart, too.
I'm sure he understands.
Aira (chat): It looks like the Elder rather likes the King
after all!
Male halfling guarding treasures: I, too, heard what the
Grand Halfling had to say. Come in. {He steps aside.}
Male halfling (again): This is the halfling treasure
storehouse. Avail yourself of these treasures, in your search
for peace.
Treasure chest – ? Shard
Treasure chest – EvlTurtl
Treasure chest – Sea Roar Staff
Pot – Rib
Old halfling in upper cave with torches: Our view of humans
remains unchanged. I struggle to see how Shukrina could
have been attracted to such humorously distended physical
features.

Female halfling: We now know peace, but I will never forgive
the monsters. I don't like humans either, but I feel like I can
trust you a little.

Halflings’ Cave
Little halfling boy on bottom floor: Hey! That savory nectar
is wasted on your nidorous lips!
Young male halfling: This is great! I didn't know the juice
from Glim Moss was so delectable! {He notices HERO.} Oh,
it's you! Don't scare me like that, with your misshapen head
and gargantuan body. Would you like to try some delicious
Glim Moss juice? (Yes/No)
Young male halfling (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you don't want it?
Fine, but keep it a secret from everybody.
Young male halfling (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO drank the blue
juice! HERO spit out the juice because it tasted awful!] What
a waste! I guess humans don't like it.
Aira (chat): Hey, HERO, how did it taste? Why are you
gagging?
Gabo (chat): Yikes! I'm glad I didn't drink any!

Great Lighthouse
Old man inside: Hey, I've seen the PilotFire too! Um. Ahem.
Sorry about that. I'm the lighthouse keeper here. A traveler
teased me once, saying that I was a shoddy keeper because I
hadn't ever been to the top of the lighthouse. Curse him! I
hope he was ripped apart by monsters! Sorry I took that out
on you. Please forgive me!
Barrel – Herb
Barrel – Antidote

Warrior on second floor: As long as you've traveled all this
way to Coastal, you should visit the Aqua Spirit Statue. It is
said that the statue's immense beauty cleanses your heart!
Female warrior on third floor terrace: Anyone can come
worship here at the Statue of the Aqua Spirit. However, you
can't see the PilotFire from here. The floors further up are
full of traps set by the lighthouse keepers of long ago. You
won't make it up to the top floor unless you are incredibly
strong.
Gabo (chat): We're the iron men of travel, so seeing
something like that doesn't phase us one bit.
Traveling merchant: So this is the statue of the Aqua Spirit,
protector of all those who cross the sea. How beautiful!
Melvin (chat): I imagine that this entity that is being
referred to is actually the Aqua Spirit. She seems quite
different from our God, but she does not seem like the
Undersea King, either.
Observation: The statue is looking over the distant sea with
a beautiful and chaste expression.
Nun: I'm a traveling nun. I visit holy statues all over the
world.
Young man on third floor: Aaahhh! I've come this far, but
now I'm too scared to go back! I don't want to fall! Waaahhh!
Gabo (chat): It's not as if falling would be all that terrible.
Why doesn't he just fall?
Treasure chest – WorldDew
Treasure chest – Life Acorn
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Herb
Treasure chest – Potion
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Prisoner on top floor: I've finally made it this far after one
long, hard month! Now I can go home and brag about it to my
wife! Yes, indeed!

Melvin (chat): At that rate, there's no telling how many days
it will take to reach home.
Aira (chat): A month? Isn't his wife worried sick?
Observation: The Holy Flame is shining. It emanates warmth
and power.

Coastal Castle Town
Sign inside town wall immediately on the right: HERO read
the sign. 'Underground exit. Please use the north door to
enter.'
Observation: This might be a door that cannot be opened
from this side.
Tough guy at entrance: Welcome to Coastal, enjoyed by
countless visitors every year!
Young woman: Oh, darling, isn't it just beautiful? I'm so glad
we came!
Young man: My girlfriend pestered me into bringing her here.
Soldier upstairs: The Marle de Dragonne were encased in ice
by the Demon Lord years ago. Rumor has it they're still
bobbing on the ocean surface somewhere.
Melvin (chat): I wonder if we will ever be able to release
them from the ice curse. At times like this, I really feel my
own powerlessness.
Old woman: Young people today! Wasting all their money in
the casino!
Sailor: What's a guy like me doing living in a temple? Well, I
ran into some bad luck playing poker, so I thought I'd turn to
God instead.
Aira (chat): If you pray to God for something like that, don't
you think you're more likely to incur his wrath?
Nun: The priest is out, so I'm here in his place. {church talk}
Nun upstairs: This is a lounge for travelers visiting the
temple. Please, make yourself at home.

Bard: Sigh... I just can't shake this funk I'm in. There's a
music contest being held in Mardra, southwest of here. I
went to compete, but everyone else was just too good.
Prisoner in town: Damn it! Now I'm completely broke again! I
wish I'd never come to this casino!
Knight: This used to be the capital of Coastal, but the former
King moved his army away from here centuries ago. Now the
town's a haven for travelers and tourists.
Gabo (chat): The King himself has disappeared?
Melvin (chat): Hmm, it appears that this is no longer the
Coastal Castle Town, but merely an ordinary port town.
Woman in armor shop behind counter: Oh, you're here to
see my husband? I'm sorry, he's out now.
Little girl in basement of armor shop: They say my dad's
really gullible. What's gullible mean?
Sailor near casino: Travelers, eh? There are a lot of good
prizes in the casino. They've got all sorts of stuff from the
old castle.
Gabo (chat): Hey, that looks like fun. What do you say we
stop by later, HERO?
Young male halfling (on second floor of inn): Coastal used
to be a castle town, but now it's just a village.
Aira (chat): The halflings and the Coastalites used to be at
each other's throats, but now they're friends. That's fine
and all, but they didn't have to turn that cave into a castle!
Female halfling: My husband can't get rid of his halfling
accent. I'm so embarrassed!
Woman in basement eatery: Welcome! Our restaurant
serves the freshest fish around!
Sailor: More, please!
Innkeeper (merchant) behind counter: The man who lives
behind here loves to gamble. He's good at it, too! His pockets
are filthy with lucre from selling the prizes he's won.

Little boy near northeast house: Waahh! I can't catch any
fish! Dad said I needed to be patient, but that takes too long!
Lady on second floor of northeast house: My husband's a
lucky man. He just keeps on winning at the casino. Of course,
sometimes all he brings home is a bunch of useless junk. I
hate to throw anything away, but I never use any of it!
Melvin (chat): Hmm. So this family lives off of its gambling
winnings, does it? That is a most enviable, er, I mean,
scandalous situation. It is precisely because of such people
that others find themselves falling to ruin.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. This bookshelf
doesn't look very heavy. It might give way if you push it.
Observation (after breaking one pot): HERO checked the
bookshelf. There are grooves on the floor near the
bookshelf.
Observation (after breaking both pots): HERO checked the
bookshelf. This bookshelf looks movable. Try pushing it?
(Yes/No)
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Young woman in southeast house: Everyone knows about our
casino, but Coastal's real pride and joy is the lighthouse to
the north.
Barrel – AmitSnack
Aira (chat, in casino): I agree that it looks fun, but you've
got to set limits if you're going to gamble.
Melvin (chat, in casino): Ah, what a bright and lively place!
This looks interesting! To tell the truth, I am a bit partial to
gambling, myself. The problem is, I never win!
Gabo (chat, in casino): Wow, that looks like fun! Come on,
HERO, let's take the day off and play!
Observation in lighthouse: HERO checked the bookshelf.
There was an old-looking note on the shelf. 'My name is
Tristan, the notorious thief. According to my father, the
blood of the legendary thief, Don Borrid, runs in my veins.

After much determination, I have solved Borrid's message. I
can't believe it! This is what he cherished for all these
years? It's just a portrait. Wait... I'm beginning to
understand. No matter how rich he was, that which he
desired most was not within his grasp. Ha ha ha! That's
women for you. I put Borrid's treasured portrait in my
pocket. I figured Don Borrid's lover wouldn't make a halfbad good luck charm. — Tristan'
Scholar in lighthouse: The PilotFire in this lighthouse has no
special properties, unlike the flame that once burned here.
Derived from the Pilot Fire of the lighthouse to the north,
the flame went out despite its mystical qualities. It looks like
the only way you'll see a real PilotFire is by heading north.
Gabo (chat): I wonder why the Holy Flame here went out?
After all we went through to light it!
Traveling merchant in lighthouse: A month ago, I tried
ascending the other lighthouse, but failed to reach the top
floor. The armorer passed by me on my way back down. I
hope he's okay.
Observation: The flame burns brightly in its sconce.
Young woman: It looks rather unspectacular. Is this truly the
legendary Pilot Fire? Even if it isn't, simply being where the
flame once brightly burned is a blessing.
Bunny girl downstairs in casino bar: Welcome! This bar's
for customers of the casino. Enjoy PuffPuff at the casino.
Gabo (chat): Tell me, HERO. What's PuffPuff?
Bartender: This place was once the castle's dining hall. We
haven't changed a thing. It may not look much like a bar, but
go ahead and relax.
Priest: Damn it! I hate it when I lose charity money!
Aira (chat): Do you think that the priest could be gambling
with the offerings collected from his flock? If so, he's a
scandalous lowlife of a priest!

Warrior: You're kidding! You mean that rumor's true? I
thought it was just a big lie.
Traveling merchant: I couldn't believe it when I heard it,
either! I mean, an entire pirate ship frozen in ice? Ridiculous!
But some people say they've actually seen it in a cove south
of some big desert.
Aira (chat): A pirate ship trapped in ice? I wonder if it's the
Marle de Dragonne.
Tough guy at slot machine in casino: Damn it! Lost again!
And I was so close, too!
Warrior at poker table: Ha ha ha! Nothing like a casino to
take a load off your mind!
Observation: A garish casino sign hangs here.
Bunny girl: Welcome to our casino! We provide the best in
service to all our customers! Have fun, and good luck!
Man in blue vest: Ahhh! There's nothing like a drink after
hitting the jackpot!
Traveling merchant at lucky panel table: I came here to win
big, but at the rate I'm going, I'll be leaving here a poor man!
Merchant: You novice! You need to use strategy to win big
here!
Bunny girl on first floor near exchange counter: This
exchange booth is full of wonderful prizes. One of our
regulars just walked away with one of our top prizes a minute
ago!
Bunny girl in castle tunnel: Sorry, I'm on my break. I'm sick
of dealing with the customers here! And the owner even
slapped me on the butt a minute ago! What's that? Oh, thank
you! I suppose I do have a nice butt.
Melvin (chat): Hmm. The innkeeper has acted shamelessly,
but I can understand very well how he must feel.
Gentleman (before talking to old man on third floor): Ah
hah hah! I made another fortune at the casino today! I bet
they're ruing the day they met me! Hah hah!

Dancer on second floor: Welcome, welcome! Having fun? If
you're a member, be sure to talk to the girl on the balcony!
Are you a member? (Yes/No)
Dancer (if you say ‘Yes’ but don’t have the ID Card): Hold
on... I don't see your membership card.
Dancer (if you say ‘No’): How do you become a member?
Well, you'll need a recommendation from the King of Coastal
himself.
Melvin (chat): I wonder what the benefits are if you get one
of those special memberships. I simply must know!
Dancer on balcony: What a wonderful view! Now I'm ready
to work!
Knight: Grunt! Urk! Kiaa! Don't bother me! I'm building up
energy so I can pull the lever!
Young man: Damn it! I'll never get the Sacred<armor graphic>
now! I just saw some rich guy walk out with tons of prizes,
too!
Young woman: Aaaaagghh! I was this close to having three
sevens! Huh? You want to use this machine? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Not a gambler? Your loss!
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Sure. I'll trade. Makes no
difference to me. {She moves to another slot machine.}
Bunny girl on third floor: Welcome to the hottest Lucky
Panel game in the world! Come on in!
Sailor: Agh! Why'd it go that way?
Female warrior: In a peaceful world, there's nothing for me
to do. Guess I'll kill some time here.
Man in blue vest: Agh! Don't talk to me! You want to make
me forget the last card?
Tough guy: You can't just rely on luck. You need to use your
head if you want to win big!
Old man: I remember back when this casino had the most
worthless junk for prizes! Why, they even had some silly

Shard thing up there once! It was there for ages until the
guy behind the inn finally won it.
Young man: Damn... I thought I could see all the cards if I
went back behind here.
Gentleman in castle tunnel: Ah hah hah! I made another
fortune at the casino today! I bet they're ruing the day they
met me! Hah hah! Mmm? You want something from me?
(Yes/No)
Gentleman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, sorry. Hah hah! Why don't
you try your luck at the casino, kid?
Gentleman (if you say ‘Yes’): What? Did I ever win a shard?
Well, I've won many things! Wait a minute! I think I know
what you're talking about! I couldn't figure out what to do
with it, so I sold it to the armorer. It was probably
worthless, but I got him to buy it off me. Hah hah! That
guy's so gullible! He'll believe anything you say!
Aira (chat): I can't believe he'd sell the Shard! Anyway,
HERO, let's go to the armor shop.
Cat on the right: Meow! Meow!
Cat on the left: Meow...
Woman in armor shop behind counter: What? Did my
husband buy a piece of a Shard? Well, I can't quite recall.
He's been gone for a month now. You might want to try going
up north to the lighthouse. He said he was going there to see
the PilotFire. He's been gone for quite some time. I'm
beginning to worry.
Aira (chat): PilotFire at the Great Lighthouse? Let's go,
HERO!
Melvin (chat): He has been gone for a month, and she is just
starting to worry? Now that is a woman of very stout heart!

Great Lighthouse

Aira (chat): Somewhere in this Great Lighthouse we should
find the armorer. Let's look, HERO.
Prisoner on top floor: It took an entire month, but I finally
made it here! I'm relieved that I made it, but I'm so tired
that I don't know if I'll make it back! What? You're asking
me if I'm the owner of the armor shop in Coastal? (Yes/No)
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): No? I must be hearing things, I'm
so tired.
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, yes, I'm the armorer. How
did you find me here? What do you want? A Shard? Oh, yes,
I remember. Someone tried to sell it to me. As usual, I
couldn't say no, so I ended up buying the thing. Later, a
priest from the temple came along. He said he wanted the
same good luck as the man who owned it before me, and
asked me to sell it to him. I figured it was just some useless
piece of junk anyway, so I gave it to him for free. You
probably have the same idea the priest had, but I'm warning
you against it! Don't waste your time hoping for luck in some
casino. Diligent effort is the best way every time!
Melvin (chat): 'Diligent effort' does indeed sound like the
advice of a man who has made it up to this level. I sense a
certain weightiness in his words.
Aira (chat): This time it's a priest? I feel like we're getting
the runaround.
Observation: The Holy Flame is shining. It emanates warmth
and power.

Halflings’ Cave
Aira (chat, B1): If only the halflings didn't live so far down,
it would be a lot easier to visit them.
Melvin (chat, B1): Coming here again reminds me of the
terrible time we had trying to gather the Glim Moss.
Treasure chest – 30 gold coins

Aira (chat, B2): It'd be a whole lot easier to visit the
halflings if they lived a little closer to the entrance!
Pot – Rib
Treasure chest – 120 gold coins
Treasure chest – TinyMedal

Halflings’ Village
Aira (chat): So Coastal Castle is here now, is it?
Melvin (chat): Halflings aside, don't the human beings find it
hard to breathe here?
Soldier at entrance: This is Coastal Castle, a paradise for
the people of Coastal and the subterranean halfling tribe.
Aira (chat): The halflings and the Coastalites used to be at
each other's throats, but now they've come together. It's a
wonderful thing, but did they really have to make this cave
their castle?
Melvin (chat): I never would have expected to find the
Coastal Castle here. It feels very odd indeed.
Female halfling: The Glim Moss lights the tunnels of the
cave. In a way, it serves as our sun. Feel free to take your
time looking around.
Little halfling boy in first cave: Soon, my grandfather will
begin his eternal sleep, but I shouldn't be sad. My dad said
he would be happy living with God and would no longer be a
burden on us.
Old man: We pride ourselves on our legends, the stories of a
strong pirate who fought the Demon Lord and of traveling
heroes that saved the halflings and the citizens of Coastal.
The legends live on so that we never forget to give thanks
for the peaceful world we live in.
Pot – AmitDonut
Male halfling near bonfire: Contrary to present
appearances, the halflings and humans have had an uneasy

history. An ancestor of the King of Coastal married a halfling
princess, but she died young. The incident served as a
catalyst for the mistrust and misunderstanding that
developed.
Melvin (chat): However tragic the incident may have been,
the flow of time soon washes everything into the past.
Woman: Our King has a very big heart and gets along with
just about anyone. Lately, though, he has had a lot of unusual
visitors.
Young male halfling in Grand Halfling’s cave: Welcome. The
Grand Halfling is further inside.
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Treasure chest – Pink pearl
Treasure chest – 50 gold coins
Pot – 16 gold coins
Pot – Dung
Grand Halfling: You are full of strength, just like the
traveling warriors from the legends. The scholars in this
castle are researching the manuscripts the forefathers of
Coastal left behind. You can visit the library of the King of
Coastal if you like.
Melvin (chat): Ah, I love legends! I am eager to hear!
Tough guy by bonfire: You've heard about the frozen pirate
ship, right? It lead the armada that fought alongside the
King's ancestors against the Demon Lord. But legends say
that the cursed ice would fall away when the Demon Lord was
destroyed. Something must be wrong, though.
Melvin (chat): So if we kill the Demon Lord, then meeting the
pirates will no longer be an unreachable dream.
Little boy: I'm going to be a great king, like my father, and
look for the legendary pirate ship. One day, I'll travel abroad
with the swashbuckling Marle de Dragonne. Arrr!
Princess: I'm so bored. My dad is busy entertaining guests
from Coastal Harbor. I want to go to the casino, too!

Gabo (chat): She may be a princess, but she's a whole lot
different from Princess Leesa.
Female warrior in upper cave on the left: Have you been to
the casino? You can get an ID Card from the King if you ask
him.
Female halfling: All the people who have come to see the
King recently seem strange. But that could just be my
imagination.
Melvin (chat): Er, what is it? Why, pray tell, are you looking
at me?
Soldier inside King’s cave on the right: Welcome to the
throne room of the King Coastal! We're always glad to
receive travelers.
Young male halfling: The life spans of halflings and humans
are somewhat disparate. We age a little slower than humans,
so we live longer than they do. Maybe one day the Queen and
I... Uh, forget I said that.
Royal minister: Welcome to Coastal. It must surprise you
that there's a castle inside here. Please take your time.
King: Hello there, travelers! Are you having fun gambling? We
pride ourselves on the amusement center our ancestors built
for travelers and pirates, so be sure to visit it. I'll give you
an ID Card as a present! [HERO received what appears to be
a card from the King of Coastal! HERO received a special
membership card!] Peace sure is peaceful!
Melvin (chat): Now I am finally a VIP member, too! I am so
happy!
Aira (chat): The King is certainly a merry old soul! He's very
different from the King of Coastal in the past.
Gabo (chat): Today's King Coastal is an interesting guy. I like
him better.
Queen (female halfling): I am the King's wife, the Queen of
Coastal. Everyone thinks that the King is a jackass, but

that's only his public image. He's really a very courageous
and scholarly man, for he hails from a noble bloodline.
Aira (chat): He's so brave, and also studious! You'd never
think it to look at him, but since that's what the Queen says,
I suppose it must be true.
Gabo (chat): Wow. The Queen is a halfling in the present,
too.
Soldier on the right: The King is a little eccentric, but
please don't worry about him.
Bard: A great musician, who once served at this castle, set
sail with the pirates. Ahh, to have been there, on the high
seas, as the music arose with its voluptuous swell.
Aira (chat): The great musician mentioned just now must be
the mysterious bard we met in Coastal in the past! He really
did play some wonderful music for us, didn't he?
Dresser – Trendy clothes
Old woman: Mumble, mumble...
Soldier at library cave: The cave that leads to the Glim
Moss cove is just ahead. Glim Moss, the sun of our people,
lets us live in the caves like this. And the very existence of
the Glim Moss is thanks to heroic travelers of long ago.
Gabo (chat): Heh heh. The traveling heroes— that's us!
However, it was Shukrina that grew the Glim Moss, so
Shukrina is the real hero.
Young woman in library: The monsters in the Great
Lighthouse are even more frightening than those within here.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. The bookshelf is
lined with scholarly books about the history of Coastal and
the legendary pirates. Asking a scholar directly would be
easier than reading them.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. A dictionary of
the halfling language is on the bookshelf.
Scholar: Once upon a time, the original king of Coastal hired
the toughest, bloodthirsty pirates of the sea to protect the

lands from the hands of the monsters. That enraged the
Demon Lord, so he cursed the dreadnought of the Marle de
Dragonne, freezing it forever. However, when the heroes of
legend returned the lands sealed off by the Demon Lord back
to our world, the evil beast's power waned, and peace
returned. The legend is well-known, but I'm confused by its
inconsistency. If the Demon Lord was destroyed, then why is
the pirate ship still frozen?
Gabo (chat): Rrrr. Listening to complicated stuff like this
gives me a headache.
Aira (chat): The Marle de Dragonne must have incurred the
Demon Lord's wrath. We may have already done the same.
I'm not prepared to live in fear, however.
Melvin (chat): I can tell. The Demon Lord has not yet been
destroyed. He remains in hiding somewhere, but someday we
shall find him again, and I shall bring him down with my own
hands.
Treasure chest – Mystic Nut
Observation: Glim Moss, glowing faintly, is growing along the
earthen wall.

Coastal Castle Town
Woman in armor shop behind counter: What? You saw my
husband? Oh, my! He made it all the way to the top of the
lighthouse? It looks like the castration of marriage failed to
rob him of all of his manhood. We'll have to celebrate when
he gets back.
Gabo (chat): So getting to the top of the Great Lighthouse is
something worth celebrating? In that case, she should
celebrate for us, too.
Priest in casino pub: Damn it! I hate it when I lose charity
money! Oh! Did you need something? I had the nun take care

of things back in the temple. What? A shard? What are you
talking about? I'm sorry, I'm a very busy man. See you later!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! The priest is running away.
Shouldn't we chase him?
Nun on second floor of church: The priest was fast asleep
after his return. I wonder if something's wrong. He's been
acting strange recently. I saw him rummaging around under
his desk before.
Priest (in bed): Ugh! I've got the worst headache all of a
sudden. I don't know anything! Anything at all!
Melvin (chat): Even the priest, a servant of God, finds
himself wandering astray at the gambling tables. Human
beings are truly weak.
Observation about priest’s altar in church: HERO looked
under the desk. There's a Shard hidden under the desk!
HERO obtained the ? Shard!
Aira (chat): It affronts my precious moral fortitude to just
take it, but the priest insisted that he didn't know about the
Shard. What else can we do?
Melvin (chat): Well, well, we have finally managed to obtain
the Shard.
Dancer on balcony (with ID Card): Oh, hello! You must be a
member. Would you like me to PuffPuff you? (Yes/No)
Dancer (if you say ‘No’): You don't want me to PuffPuff
you? Well, come if you do.
Dancer (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, close your eyes. {The screen
goes black.} Are you ready? Here I go... {Horn noises and
then the screen returns to normal.} Well, how was it? Feel
better? Now you're sure to have good luck! See you later!
Aira (chat): Well, never mind. Let's go, HERO.
Melvin (chat): Ah, not quite what I was expecting!
Gabo (chat): What? You mean 'PuffPuff' just means sounding
a horn?

Cave South of Dune
Aira (chat): Brrrr! The water splashing out from the falls is
near freezing!
Gabo (chat): Yow! My ears are too sensitive for all this noise!
Melvin (chat): Even though we are in the southern desert, I
feel an unusual chill.
Melvin (chat, inside cave): Is the block of ice over there
the pirate ship?
Aira (chat, inside cave): Hey! Is that thing the legendary
ship we heard about in Coastal, perhaps?
Aira (chat, inside cave): I can't believe that the pirate ship
we heard about in Coastal is frozen up in here!
Melvin (chat, inside cave): Is the block of ice over there
the pirate ship? It seems that the curse still hasn't been
broken.

CHAPTER 22

Demon Lord’s Defeat

Coral Lake Shrine
Gabo (chat): I know this place! We've been here before! It's
prettier and nothing's broken now.
Aira (chat): So it had already fallen to the ground by this
time, huh?
Melvin (chat): Does this mean that God's power has already
been lost?
Soldier (inside): Ah, travelers! Do you know the outcome of
the battle between God and the Demon Lord? (Yes/No)
Soldier (if you say ‘No’): I see, but with the world like this,
the outcome is obvious. Is there no help left for us?
Soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. Just as I feared, God is
dead. Curses! Is there no help left for us?
Gabo (chat): That makes it sound as if God was fighting only
moments ago. Oh, I get it! We've gone that far into the past.
Melvin (chat): The battle has not yet ended, for you and I
are still standing, Master HERO.
Young woman: We soldiers of God were sealed away in these
fanes in the sky, but the power of the BlissRock wasn't
strong enough, so we fell to the ground. We managed to
survive, but I shudder to think about what happened to those
who fell before.
Aira (chat): So, the other fane fell to the ground long ago?
Old man upstairs: What's that in your hand? The BlissRock!
God leads us, even now!
Melvin (continued): Good sir. You are quite advanced in age,
but are you a soldier of God?

Old man (continued): Did I hear you right? It cannot be! You
are the Hero Melvin! Incredible! You are unchanged! So God
sealed you away, too.
Melvin (continued): The fact that I've been released from
my seal means that the time of the rebirth is upon us.
Old man (continued): Indeed, God left us many miracles. My
faith and hope now lie in His miracles, the BlissRock, and your
bravery. Follow the lotus flowers, and you will find a pedestal
bearing the Crest of God. If you hold BlissRock up to the sky
there, this fane and the the other fallen fane's BlissRock
may interact. The fanes might regain the power to return to
the sky. When all four fanes are in the sky again, life will
begin anew.
Gabo (chat): All right! Let's go, HERO! The flowers are going
to show us the way! This ought to be good!
Melvin (chat): I never imagined I would see the Captain
again. Master HERO, we must trust him and press on to the
pedestal!
Aira (chat): So there were others besides Melvin who fought
side by side with God. Let's go to the pedestal with the
Crest of God, for their sake.
Old woman: Not long after this fane fell, our son died. He
always said that somewhere in the world there still had to be
another BlissRock. He set out in search of it, but he was
attacked by monsters and never returned.
Observation: HERO examined the monolith. A majestic crest
is carved onto the stone monument.

Coral Lake Cave
Gabo (chat): Aaagh! I can't hold my breath any longer! Huh?
We can breathe normally here! Ha ha ha!
Aira (chat): So this cave was here this far back in the past,
huh?

Melvin (chat): What a thing of beauty this coral is!

Seaside Meadow
Aira (chat): Is this the way out?
Gabo (chat): Wow! So this is where it leads to? What a
surprise!

Coral Lake Cave
Little ghost prince: Help! Monsters!
Gabo (chat): They're He's so small.
Aira (chat): Poor thing. She's He's dead and she's he's still
afraid of monsters.
Ghost maid: ... I jumped into the sea to protect the Prince,
but I was slaughtered by monsters in the water. Please!
Someone return this world to peace!
Gabo (chat): Grrrr! This is terrible! I hate monsters! We've
got to destroy them all, HERO!
Melvin (chat): Serving her master even after death? Such a
noble child. Master HERO, we must free this world from the
monsters.

Lost Ruins
Gabo (chat): Hey! I found it! I found the altar, HERO!
Melvin (chat): Take the BlissRock to the altar. I believe that
is what the soldier told us, was it not?
Aira (chat): The Altar of the Crest of God. This has to be it.
Hurry, HERO! The BlissRock!
Observation: HERO examines the floor at his feet. A
majestic crest is carved onto the floor.
Command: Item – BlissRock – Use

HERO holds the BlissRock up to the sky! {There is a flash of
light, and the BlissRock’s power combines with the BlissRocks
in two other fanes to the northwest and southwest. They are
seen floating up to the sky.}

Seaside Meadow
Gabo (chat): Say, HERO. Wasn't there an island over in that
direction before?
Melvin (chat): This fane is gone as well! Hmm, very
interesting.

Coral Lake Shrine
Aira (chat): The fane and the people are all gone. What could
have happened?
Gabo (chat): Hey! There's nothing here! What's going on?

Sky Fane
Gabo (chat): The people up here smell kind of different from
people on the ground.
Aira (chat): I bet it's thanks to HERO that there are four
fanes.
Melvin (chat): All of the fanes are here! The Captain must be
pleased!
Gabo (chat): There are many more floating than there were
last time! And more people, too!
Soldier: Welcome to the fane of the Soldiers of God!
Bard on east fane: Can you feel the silent symphony? The
song of life comes from the BlissRock buried in the four
fanes. It is the sound of a powerful life-force. The BlissRock
floating at the center may well accept your presence.

Melvin (chat): Let us learn as much as we can about the
BlissRock from these people, Master HERO.
Gabo (chat): Remember how small the BlissRock was? I could
put it in my mouth! Let's go look at it now, HERO!
Soldier on first floor of east fane: We are very pleased
that you came to the fane of the Soldiers of God, once saved
by a party of great heroes. Wait! Are you those heroes? I
see. Well, we cannot thank you enough.
Nun: With the power of the BlissRock, you brought about a
miracle. I am now in your debt. {church talk}
Dancer: The Elder Priest has been waiting for you for a long
time. Go to the fane where the Crest of God is. He should be
praying inside.
Gabo (chat): So he's both the Elder and a priest. He must be
very important!
Melvin (chat): I would like to speak with the Elder. I shall go
to see him.
Aira (chat): So they knew we were coming? How could that
be?
Guard Captain downstairs: The BlissRock's strength is at an
acceptable level, but I'm still keeping an eye on it. As time
passes by, we have gradually forgotten our duty as God's
soldiers. And if God wills it, our time in service of the
greater good may soon come to an end.
Scholar upstairs: The BlissRocks that keep the fanes
floating influence each other, making them grow stronger.
The BlissRocks of the four fanes wove their power together.
That power eventually formed into the giant crystal.
Gabo (chat): In any case, it's all for the greater good, right,
HERO?
Melvin (chat): The BlissRock has been nurtured by the long
passage of time. This too, must be God's will.
Little girl: I'm going to devote myself to my studies and
become a great priest, just like the Elder!

Old woman on west fane: From here, the people on the land
below look so happy. With such peace in the world, what could
possibly be missing?
Little boy on south fane: That's big rock. The big rock can
fly. Sadly, that is the sum total of accumulated knowledge in
my life.
Gabo (chat): We can ride that rock? It flies? Wow!
Aira (chat): You get on it and it files flies? God's powers are
amazing!
Young woman inside: We will walk on, until that fateful day
when we find ourselves in the realm of peace.
Young man: After so many generations, none of us have the
power of the Soldiers of God anymore. That is the strongest
sign that peace is around the corner.
Gentleman upstairs: The time to pray has come. Our prayers
will soon be answered.
Nun: We've been using the BlissRock to gaze at the land
below. One single island has become a web of continents and
landmasses. But still, there is anxiety in the air. When will
the truth ever be found?
Aira (chat): The powers of the BlissRock aren't limited to
flying. Incredible!
Melvin (chat): Maybe we should rethink our strategy, Master
HERO. We have been focusing so much on taking back lands,
we might want to go after the Demon Lord soon.
Soldier: Though God's Soldiers are but a symbolic presence
today, we'll always be proud of our holy lineage.
Old man: I may be a deaf old man, but I can hear the sound
of life. And I can feel you were destined to come here.
Temple monk: You have brought hope to the world. Reviving
the fabled hero Melvin, and restored the BlissRock. You truly
have been chosen by God!

Melvin (chat): We must fulfill the hopes the people have for
us. We must ready ourselves for an unthinkably difficult
challenge.
Gabo (chat): Heh heh. It's kind of embarrassing to be
praised so much.
Mother Superior: ... It began with the gleam of a faint light.
The BlissRocks' power flared, shooting from the four fanes
into the sky. As years passed, a new existence was born from
the focused energy. The BlissRock is no longer a mere stone.
The life inside it can feel the prayers of man. Now, turn your
ear to the Sky Stone and listen. {The Sky Stone moves from
the center of the four fanes toward the south fane.} You
heard it, didn't you? The Sky Stone was brought to this
world through your valiant efforts. Use it as you wish. Fate is
in your hands.
Aira (chat): That's right. Reviving God has long been the
cherished desire of every Dejan. Let's be on our way, HERO.
We must take back all of the continents and revive God.
Melvin (chat): Which path does God's power direct us to? In
either case, we have naught but to go forward, Master
HERO.
Gabo (chat): We get to ride the Sky Stone? Great!
Mother Superior (again): This is the limit of our powers.
Now all we can do is pray for God's resurrection. The world
needs your power. Find your destined path, and follow it with
the Sky Stone!
Observation (outside): HERO and his friends obtained the
Sky Stone, opening up the vast expanses of the sky before
them.
Observation: HERO looked down from the sky. But it's
impossible to see anything below with any precision.

Fishbel

Melvin (chat): Master HERO. You want to see Maribel, don't
you? Even without your saying anything, it is easy to tell how
you feel.
Aira (chat): We already have the Sky Stone. Have you
thought of something else, HERO?
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff. HERO's village always smells like
cooking fish!
Young woman in north house: I'm sorry. My father-in-law's
been saying the weirdest things lately.
Old man: It's the truth! You must believe me! (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Oh no? Then what was that rock I
saw flying through the air?
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Good! Now, if only I could
convince my wife.
Young woman near entrance: This is Fishbel, a tiny village
surrounded by ocean. Well, if it isn't HERO!
Little boy on beach: My Dad is a fisherman! He must have
been catching a lot of fish somewhere in the far sea!
Old woman in church: I was talking with a fisherman worried
about the new islands. He said they'd make it harder to
navigate at sea. Do you think he's right? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): If you're saying it too, it must
be true! The men of Fishbel aren't that soft, you know.
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Ho ho ho! Don't worry! It's
not like the oceans will dry up! The men of Fishbel aren't
that soft, you know.
Old woman (if HERO is not leading the party): Won't it be
harder to navigate at sea if more islands show up?
Priest: Ah, HERO. You're looking as healthy as ever. Right
now, the men are off fishing. You know, it's up to you to
protect your mother when they're gone. {church talk}
Nun: We recently had a soldier from Estard visit here. He
seemed to be in a hurry to find someone.

Cat in front of shop: Meow meow.
Women in shop: The fishermen seemed to be depressed for
a while after Amitt became sick. It seems that Amitt's doing
a lot better now. Now I can eat seafood without worrying
about him all the time!
Merchant: I saw Amitt walking with his daughter on the
beach the other day. He must be feeling better now, I guess.
Sailor on dock: Since ancient times, it's been said among the
mariners that a good time to catch fish is when a whirlpool
forms. It may just be an old superstition, but I'd still like to
see a whirlpool.
Maid in Amitt mansion: The master's health is steadily
improving! How wonderful! I'm sure it's because Lady Maribel
was there at his side!
Maribel’s mother in dining room: My husband's much better
now! He still doesn't seem very happy, though. I can't blame
him.
Amitt upstairs: Hello there! I didn't expect to see you here.
At one point, I wasn't sure how things would turn out. As you
can see for yourself, my body's starting to heal. Once I'm
well again, Maribel might, well, you know... Oh, never mind.
It's nothing.
Maribel: Oh? It was pretty sensible for you to come visit me.
It must be hard to go on without my guidance, but I think
you'll be able to endure. As soon as Papa's better, I'll be
back at your side in a flash.
Melvin (chat): The chance to travel again with Miss Maribel
makes me feel like a veritable powerhouse!
Aira (chat): Maribel looks great, as usual. I want to travel
with Maribel again soon!
Gabo (chat): Maribel has been staying inside all day. That
can't be healthy.

Mollie: Oh, you're back, HERO. And just in time, too! A
sentry from the castle just came by and said that the King
wants to see all of you.
Soldier: Oh, HERO. I've been looking for you everywhere!
King Burns wishes to have a word with you in his castle. The
King appeared to be in a hurry, so it'd be wise to visit him
immediately. That is all. {He leaves.}
Melvin (chat): The soldier we just saw had a panicked look,
didn't he? Ominous, indeed.
Aira (chat): The King wants to see us? This must be
something important!
Gabo (chat): The King may even give us dinner again, HERO!
Mollie (again): His Majesty must have urgent business with
you, I'm sure. I don't know what's going on, but you'd better
hurry over there.

Estard Castle Town
Innkeeper: Well, hey there, HERO. You know, your father
came in a while back. Seems he came here to pay off
Hondara's debt.
Bunny girl: Oh, it's you, HERO. A castle guard was just
looking for you.
Bartender: I bet Borkano has a hard time dealing with that
brother of his. HERO, at least you don't cause those kinds of
problems for your father.
Old man: Now that Borkano's here, Hondara's stayed out of
sight.
Young man near fountain: Borkano, the famous fisherman,
stopped by here to pay off Hondara's debts. I would've
never guessed they were brothers.
Gabo (chat): Wow! HERO's dad is famous here, too!
Merchant near fountain: Ah, I'm so relieved! I was looking
for you! I've brought a message from that pitiable old man

who lives on the cliff. He wants to see you. I don't think it's
very important, but whenever you have free time, please go
and visit.
Aira (chat): That stubborn old crank that lives by the cliff?
I don't know what's going on, but what do you want to do,
HERO? Do you want to go there?
Nun by church: Princess Leesa visited the temple by herself
late last night. I'm sure she was praying for Prince Kiefer's
well-being.
Aira (chat): Princess Leesa must be feeling very lonely.
Little boy in church: Hey! Does God really exist? If He does,
where is He? Is He in the sky above, perhaps?
Little girl in northwest house: Zzz... Zzz...
Soldier by exit: Well, greetings to you, HERO. The King has
been looking for you. Please hurry along and see him!
Old man: Any of you ever seen a whirlpool in the ocean?
(Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): They say that whirlpools flare up
in the sea from time to time. With the new islands changing
the currents around, I'm sure you'll see one before long.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? You're lucky.
Old woman in north house: My complaining about Hondara
won't do anything. I think he'd like to lead an honest life, but
somehow it just never works out.
Young woman: The other day, Borkano came and paid the
money that Hondara owed. We felt terrible taking the money
from him.
Old man upstairs: Zzz... Zzz...
Little boy near Hondara’s house: A little while ago a massive
man came and yelled at Hondara. He's been holed up in bed
ever since. I bet he's sorry now!
Orka’s mother in shop: Orka seems so happy lately. Did
something nice happen to him?

Orka (upstairs): Hey there, HERO. Snicker, snicker! Oh,
sorry, sorry! It's just that I start to crack up every time I
see your face these days. I see that Maribel still isn't with
you. Now, now, no need to look so glum. Maybe you two can
still be friends. Heh, that's a lie that continues to be
perpetuated by the fairer sex. If you run into Maribel, tell
her I said 'hi'!
Aira (chat): What a rude man! He's beneath contempt!
Melvin (chat): You must not yield Maribel to such a man,
Master HERO. I remember when I was young... No, no, never
mind.
Orka (again): I don't know what happened, HERO, but you
really shouldn't let it get you down. Heh heh heh!
Old man on the cliff: Mmm. Oh my! I suppose people just
eat better now than they did in my youth. All these girls are
just so voluptuous. {to HERO} Oh, it's you! What was I doing?
Oh, nothing important. Anyway, I was hoping you would come!
I've got something to ask you. Do you know someone called
The Ancient Philosopher? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you do! Well, that
simplifies things.
Old man (if you say ‘No’): I'm not surprised. Not even I
knew of him until very recently.
Old man (continued, either way): In any event, this
philosopher is waiting somewhere for someone to come to
him. He is apparently trying to give something to someone. I
realize it's not much, but I thought it might be of some use
later in your journeys. Anyway, that was all I had to tell you.
Come around again if anything else happens.
Aira (chat): That story was beyond our understanding,
wasn't it? Was coming here just a waste of time?
Melvin (chat): Somebody is waiting for somebody? Is this
some kind of cryptic philosophy?

Gabo (chat): Did you understand the story, HERO? (Yes/No)
Gabo (either way): I see. You know, HERO is actually a lot
smarter than he looks!
Old man (as you leave): Oh, right! I almost forgot the most
important thing! I was told you can't reach this philosopher
by any normal means. In other words, only Chosen Ones can
go where this philosopher is. I don't understand any of this,
but maybe you can figure it out.
Aira (chat): Can't be reached by any normal means? What's
that supposed to mean, HERO?
Melvin (chat): An ancient wizard. Hmm. I am not certain if I
understand the story or not.

Estard Castle
Guard in green on the right: Well, well! If it isn't HERO!
The King has been looking for you, HERO. Now go see His
Highness at once!
Soldier on first floor on the right: The King is looking for
you and your friends, HERO. Do not keep him waiting.
Guard captain in guardhouse: The fact is, a big problem has
arisen somewhere, but I'm not in a position to tell you about
it. You had better ask the King.
Soldier in guardhouse: Hondara usually provides the best
product, but the costs reflect that. He hasn't sold us much
as of late, though. Hmm.
Maid on the right: When the King accompanies her at the
table, Princess Leesa manages to eat all her meals. But
unfortunately, she hasn't cheered up yet. She's still upset
over the Prince's departure.
Aira (chat): Aww, poor Princess Leesa.
Maid on the left: The King quickly finished his meal and has
already returned to the throne room. I wonder if anything
serious is going on.

Young man on terrace outside library: Things are no less
peaceful now than they were before, but something deep
inside tells me something is wrong.
Scholar in library: It has been said since olden times that
the ruins in the deep forest to the east are the graves of
royal families. But perhaps that wasn't true. The ruins are
more sacred than once thought. Perhaps they were even built
by God himself.
Old man fortune teller: Hello, my friend. Would you happen
to need a prophecy? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): I see. But my prophecy might
come in handy, you know.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let this old man see
what's in store for you! Ahem... Bumpy, pumpy, Snorty! Ohh!
Oh, my! What is this? I can't see a thing. I'm sorry. This
happens to me every now and again. Come again. Ha ha ha.
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! I want to hear that man shout again!
Minister in throne room: Ah, HERO. His Majesty is waiting.
Go and hear what he has to say.
King Burns: HERO and friends, I have been waiting for you. I
ordered my servant to look for you,/no comma/ because I
have something I need you to do for me. These matters are
of significance, so I have become personally involved. Do you
know of the site being excavated far to the northwest of
here? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): I see. Your ignorance is noted
and not wholly unexpected.
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): They
recently discovered a large cavern at the site of the dig.
Sealed beneath tons of rock for centuries, monsters once lay
dormant within this cavern. But now, these monsters have
begun attacking people nearby. There have been sightings of
monsters on some of the newly discovered continents. But
there haven't been any attacks on humans by monsters until

now. I want you to go to the site of the dig and destroy the
monsters. Who knows what may lay in wait in the depths of
the cavern? Make sure you are well-equipped before you
leave. If a man is to die, he should die fighting, with the
taste of blood in his mouth. Are you ready to die in defense
of Estard? I'm counting on you, HERO!
King Burns (again): I want you to head out to the dig site in
the northwest and eradicate the monsters there. Who knows
what may lay in wait in the depths of the cavern? Make sure
you are well-equipped before you leave. If a man is to die, he
should die fighting, with the taste of blood in his mouth. Are
you ready to die in defense of Estard? I'm counting on you,
HERO!
Melvin (chat): I didn't expect to see King Burns panic like
that. Master HERO, I have had a premonition. I have a
terrible feeling that a vicious power is about to emerge in
this peaceful world.
Aira (chat): Monsters attacking humans? What is this world
coming to? In any event, we can't just ignore it.
Gabo (chat): I remember that dig site! The man that left for
the desert was there, right?
Minister (again): I suppose it may be hard to believe, but
everything the King has told you is the absolute truth. We
can't ignore the situation just because it concerns a distant
land. HERO, we're counting on you.
Soldier on first floor on the right: Did you hear the story
from the King? Please keep it quiet from the townspeople.
Guard captain in guardhouse: Normally, the soldiers of the
castle would head out to the excavation site and do their
part to wipe out the demons. In an emergency like this,
there's no way we can divert the forces of the castle. That's
why we're asking you to check out the excavation site.

Estard Castle Town

Soldier by exit: Oh, HERO. I can tell from your expression
that you've heard the news from the King. I wouldn't spread
it around, but it's certainly an unsettling prospect to imagine
that a monster would actually attack a human, isn't it?
Bunny girl in pub: Rumor has it that Hondara was berated by
Borkano. I hope this makes him turn over a new leaf!

Fishbel
Mollie: Oh, it's you, HERO. Your father's gone out on a
fishing voyage. You really ought to try helping him out more
with his work.
Nun: Normally my heart is filled with warmth whenever I
pray to God. Today I just can't seem to shake this anxiety I
have.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman: Oh, it's you. You came back again. The animals
have been feeling uneasy since this morning. I'm not exactly
sure What's what's wrong, but it's a little disconcerting.
Aira (chat): The animals are restless. I suppose animals are
more sensitive to danger than humans.
Gabo (chat): The woodsman seems to be down. I want to do
something for him, HERO.
Melvin (chat): Although I cannot speak with animals, I think
I understand what those ones want to say. I am certain that
an invisible, ominous power has emerged in our world.

Unknown Shrine
Observation: A strange looking pitcher sits on the table.

Observation: A map lies on the table.
Observation: A shard lies on the table, giving off a faint
light.
Hooded figure: Let me tell you travelers something. In this
world, there's no such thing as coincidence. For example, a
road to the past was opened by human ingenuity. Everything,
including your coming here, was predetermined. I am a wise
man of the past. I have been waiting for a long time. It is my
quest to fulfill God's last hope and find a great hero. {He
picks up the shard and gives it to HERO.} Go ahead. Take it
now. [HERO picked up the ? Shard!] The pedestal for the
Shards slumber in a man-made cavern deep beneath the
ground. When the Shards are placed, destiny will lead a hero
to the era of God's death. Go forth. Your true journey begins
there.
Aira (chat): Another shard? But all the pedestals in the ruins
are full, right? So what's this shard for? Any ideas, HERO?
Melvin (chat): The Ancient Sages. When I hear that, Master
HERO, it really reminds me of just how many people are
counting on us.
On the ground – TinyMedal

Excavation Site
Tough guy in tent: Agghh! Who are you? Don't you value
your life? Get away from here! Monsters are swarming out of
the cave down below! Run! Get out of here! ...urkkk!
Melvin (chat): The power of the Demon Lord has come closer
to us than we had thought. Master HERO, we have no time
for second thoughts.
Nun: It may be dangerous, but I can't just leave injured
people behind! If you must proceed, travelers, let me say a
prayer for you. {church talk}

Excavated Cave
Observation: There's no response. It appears to be a corpse.
Gabo (chat): No way! I won't let that Demon Lord get away!
Aira (chat): This is terrible! The monsters appeared all of a
sudden... did this...
Observation on third floor: There's no response. It appears
to be a corpse.
Melvin (chat): HERO, you mustn't avert your eyes from
reality.
Melvin: Dear Lord! Why did you go without telling me? Let me
fight bravely by your side!
Demon Lord (continued): Ridiculous! Seeking strength from a
stupid puppet like that... {He attacks Melvin.}
Melvin (continued): Silence! It will take more than mere
words to defeat me! {He is encased in a crystal.} What?
Mighty God, is this your doing? Why? Why would you? Let me
fight alongside you! {The colored orbs leave.} No... You can't!
My Lord! Are you planning to die?
Demon Lord (continued): All your allies have fallen at my
hands. And now, it's your turn. With your wounds, you don't
have the strength to destroy me now. Have you not begun to
question your self-proclaimed omnipotence? I am the only
true absolute in this world! And now I'll prove it to you! Die!
{He attacks God, but God strikes back.} Grarrgh! Impossible!
Where did you get such power? I am the ruler of all living
creatures! I cannot die in a place like this! You'll pay for your
foolishness with your life! {The Demon Lord attacks again,
this time defeating Him.} Ah ha ha ha ha! God is dead! I, the
Demon Lord, have destroyed God with my own hands! But
perhaps in my overzealousness, I underestimated Him.

Demon Lord’s Lair
Treasure chest (5F) – Mimic
Gabo (chat): Uh oh. I think this one's pretty powerful.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, do you understand what this
means? It's here. The source of[NL]that Evil that has killed
even God.
Aira (chat): I don't care who we must face, we won't back
down an inch.
Demon Lord: Foolish puppets! Will you waste your lives for
the sake of your insipid lord? I cannot be defeated! I cannot
die! I am immortal! To oppose me is a grave mistake. I will
give you fools one last chance to reconsider. You may die
after enduring incredible pain and hardship, or you can die
right now. The choice is yours.
Gabo (chat): It was an honor to accompany you on your
travels, HERO. It's given me a cursory understanding of
human ways. Man has not come far from his origins in nature.
The eagerness to kill still remains. I don't want to end our
journey, but we must defeat the Demon Lord.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, there's nothing to worry about
now. Don't be fooled by his words.
Demon Lord (again): You fools! Life is too precious to
squander defending an unfit god. Allow me to demonstrate.
{battle starts}
Melvin (battle chat): We will deliver the vengeance of God,
here and now.
Gabo (battle chat): Ugh! I've never seen such amazing power
before!
Aira (battle chat): I don't care who we're up against. I have
no intention of giving up any more ground.
Aira (chat, if you were defeated): It sounds like
the Demon Lord was injured in the fight with God.
HERO, if we don't act now, we may never be able to

beat the Demon Lord. Let's go. We've no time to
think.
Melvin (chat, if you were defeated): The Demon
Lord defeated God, so don't expect him to go down
easily. The only true defeat is giving up. Master
HERO! Let's go again and again, until we win!
Demon Lord (if you were defeated): You still fail to
understand your mistake. Believing in an absolute god
is the height of folly. It is a fool's dream. I will make
you regret that your puny god ever existed.
Demon Lord (when he is defeated): Graaarrrrrgh! How?
How did these puppets defeat me? Ah ha ha ha! {He starts to
hover over his throne.} I am the embodiment of all evil! I
orchestrate the symphony of existence. Even if my body is
defeated, my soul can never be destroyed! And as long as
my... soul... exists...
Melvin (chat): I can't believe we've won! We've finally
avenged God's defeat!
Aira (chat): We'd better get going, HERO. There are people
waiting for us.
Gabo (chat): To tell the truth, I didn't expect to survive for
a while there. But I kept telling myself that we can't lose.
Voice (when you reach the portal): Even though I die, may
the next god of this world rain his blessings upon these
humans. {As you step through, the rest of the Deja continent
is unsealed and rises out of the ocean.}
In-game instructions: Time to change DISCs. Save the story
so far? (Yes/No)

CHAPTER 23
God’s Revival

Sky Fane
Mother Superior: After all this time, we are finally rid of
the Demon Lord. Your courage and never-ending
determination have brought peace to the world. Do you
remember, HERO? When you began your journey, there was
but one island in the world. Now, thanks to your efforts, the
world has recovered from its terrible blight. However, your
noble work is far from over. Now you must bring God to this
world once more. He lies undisturbed in a fane below the
water's surface. The passage back to land is now open to you.
We will be eagerly anticipating any good news.
Melvin (chat): I may have lived quite a bit longer than Master
HERO, but I haven't felt this good since the day I was born!
Aira (chat): We'd better get going, HERO. There are people
waiting for us.
Gabo (chat): Well, it seems that we've dealt with the most
difficult thing, anyway. As soon as we get back to Fishbel,
we've got to brag to Maribel that we took out the Demon
Lord!
Temple monk: Melvin, at last you were able to realize your
dream. I am so very happy for you.
Old man: I don't know how much longer I've got left in this
world, but I'm glad I survived long enough to meet you!
Soldier: As a Soldier of God, I am honored to have helped
you. I feel that no task in my life was ever so important as
this.
Nun: I am certain that you are the great hope God left us in
the world.

Gentleman: Our prayers have finally borne fruit. We have you
to thank for this.
Young man (downstairs): It's finally time to awaken God. We,
as God's Soldiers, cannot bear to wait a moment longer.
Young woman: The evil permeating the lands below has
disappeared. The day when we can return to the world
beneath rapidly approaches.
Little boy (outside): What? You didn't come here on the big
rock? Damn! I was going to ask you to give me a ride! Oh,
well... That's a big rock.

Ancient Ruins
Melvin (as soon as you enter portal in the Sky Fane):
Mmm? Where is this?
Aira (continued): {She looks around.} Hmph! The same old
ruins.
Gabo (continued): Hey, HERO/comma/ I'm starving! I could
sure go for some of the fish your mom makes!
Aira (continued): Sorry, Gabo, but we'll have to put that off
for a while. {to HERO} Um, HERO? I know you've heard this
before, but don't you think we ought to try and revive God
now? To do that, we'll need to find the legendary tula player.
Melvin (continued): Indeed, it is imperative that Aira set
forth on her mission. If you are reviving God, I simply must
come along. Master HERO, we must hurry!
Aira (chat): I do hope we can find the legendary tula player
soon.
Gabo (chat): Grr! I'm so hungry, I feel faint.
Melvin (chat): We must entrust the revival of God to Aira
and her tribe. Even I can be of no use in this matter.

Fishbel

Young woman in north house: My husband's not only a great
sailor, but a magnificent singer too. He's good at everything
he does, and I mean everything. Ho ho ho!
Sailor: I heard that there's a place filled with all sort of
musicians in the northwest. I think I'll take my wife up there
once I'm off duty.
Old man in basement of north house: I hate it when my son
makes out with his wife in front of me! In my own home, even!
Young woman near entrance: This is Fishbel, a tiny village
surrounded by ocean. Well, if it isn't HERO. It seems like
you've grown up since I last saw you. Maybe it's just my
imagination.
Mollie: Oh, HERO! You're back! Your father will want to see
you, too. Go out and have a chat with him. Oh, I almost
forgot! Go and pay your respects to King Burns, too.
Gabo (chat): HERO/comma/ I bet you'd actually like to
spend more time with your mom and dad.
Aira (chat): Tee hee hee. Your parents look so exhilarated,
HERO. Is it the Demon Lord's demise, or are they just
excited to see their little baby boy?
Melvin (chat): Master HERO's home is always so warm and
inviting.
Borkano: Ah, HERO, you're back. How was your journey? Your
journey is no longer just yours. Its scope is much greater
now. Don't forget to report to King Burns anything that
happens to you.
Little boy on beach: I can't wait for the Amitt Harvest!
Nun in church: Today I feel better than I've felt in a long
time. I'm sure it's because I have God watching over me.
Priest: Hmm? Is that you, HERO? Your face looks different
somehow. What's happened? You look as if you've
accomplished some tremendous feat. That is neither here nor
there. {church talk}

Head Cook from ship in general store: Hello again, HERO.
I'm making preparations for the next haul of fish. I heard
rumors that young Miss Maribel has become very ladylike
lately. I don't believe it. If you haven't yet, why don't you go
and see her?
Woman in bed: Zzzzz... Zzz...
Merchant: There's a rumor going around that another new
island has appeared. It's supposed to be west of here, but
what kind of place is it?
Sailor near Amitt’s mansion: We're taking a little break
from fishing right now, but I bet we'll be right back out
there! If you want to see Borkano, HERO, now might be your
only time to do it.
Sailor on dock: Ahh. Ahh. Achoo! Sniff. I've caught a cold
again. Maybe I'm just notcut not cut out for working
outdoors.
Sailor below deck: The sea is calm today, but everyone's
taking the day off. Looking at those calm waves makes me
feel at peace with the world.
Sailor near weapons: The priest told me the new islands
represent a world. That's just fine, but I hope there's some
ocean left after it's done!
Sailor in ship’s galley: Preparing the ship for travel is also
part of a fisherman's work. Going out on the ocean isn't all
there is to fishing, HERO. /extra space/ You'd better get
that through your head right now.
Maid in Amitt’s mansion: Lady Maribel seems quite bored
holed up inside all the time. She even cleans her own room
now! She never did that before!
Maribel’s mother in dining room: Ever since she came home,
Maribel has behaved more like a lady, but it's painful to see
her supress suppress her true self.

Amitt upstairs in bed: I'm completely recovered and back to
my old self. I just don't want to rush myself. That's why I'm
resting.
Maribel: Oh, it's you. You're still not tired of coming here?
What? You killed the Demon Lord, and now you're going to
revive God? You're lucky that you can live however you want
like that. I'm going to stay at home for a little while longer.
I've decided to try and be a little more refined for my
parents' sake. This is now a lady's room. You can't just come
in whenever you feel like it.
Aira (chat): Maribel looked so disappointed. I wish she could
travel with us, but what can be done?
Gabo (chat): Maribel doesn't look good. She looks like a
wilted flower.
Melvin (chat): Maribel has shown true generosity of spirit by
deciding to stay home for the sake of her parents. When we
revive God, I would like Maribel to be the first to know.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman: Oh, it's you. The animals have an interesting
story today. Part of the forest had been permeated by evil.
But the animals say that the disturbance is gone now. I don't
know the details, but I do know there are still mysterious
happenings in our world.
Aira (chat): Vanquishing the Demon Lord has left no place
unchanged.
Melvin (chat): Even the forest animals seems to rejoice.
Master HERO, we must revive God.

Estard Castle Town

Hondara near entrance: Hey, HERO. I've been wanting to
talk to you. The atmosphere of the town seems different
this morning. It seems almost tranquil, doesn't it? (Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘No’): No, huh? You're a little
slow, but that's okay! I shouldn't expect kids to
understand. You want to hear something?
Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’): Right! Honestly, the onset of
peace should be accredited to my efforts!
Hondara (continued, either way): Last night, I dreamt that
I slayed a huge monster. When I woke up, everything was
peaceful. It can't be a coincidence! The monster from my
dream must have been the Demon Lord! It seems that by
defeating him in my dream, I have inadvertently defeated
him in the real world. So I've decided to live my life as a
Dream Warrior from now on. Certainly, it is a thankless job.
But go forth! Follow my path and help people!
Gabo (chat): Hondara is the 'Dream Warrior?' Amazing!
Melvin (chat): Master HERO must find Hondara's
admonishments unbearable. My own experience has shown
that the hero's life is composed of an unending chain of
thankless trails.
Aira (chat): A dream about killing the Demon Lord? He must
be related to you after all, HERO! The 'Dream Warrior'
might be going to far, though.
Hondara (again): 'Hondara, the Dream Warrior!' Not bad! I
like the sound of that. Remember, HERO. As kin of the
'Great Dream Warrior', you must carry on the legacy! Don't
play around, and always help others! Ha ha ha!
Innkeeper: Hey there, HERO. Your uncle was in here a little
while ago. Oddly enough, he went home without having a drink
first.
Bunny girl: Hondara was going on earlier about how he's the
'Dream Warrior' or something. It's losers like him that
change their tune whenever something happens.

Bartender: Hondara came all the way down here to tell me
that he quit drinking. It's none of my business whether he
drinks or not as long as he pays.
Old man: I hear Hondara has fashioned himself into the
model soldier. As long as he quits bothering me, I don't care
what he does. Perhaps he will be careless and die in battle.
Innkeeper’s wife upstairs: Now I'll just wipe this mirror
clean... Oh, dear! How beautiful! Who are you, there on the
other side of the mirror? {She notices HERO.} Oh, no! You've
been watching me, haven't you?
Young man by fountain: The town feels different than it
used to. It's like a heavy load has been taken off our
shoulders. It feels wonderful!
Nun outside church: What do you think would happen if the
sun never rose again? I used to worry about that every now
and then. But it's strange, now I feel like there's no way that
could happen.
Priest in church: When I close my eyes like this, I can feel
God's presence beside me. He is close to us, through our
entire lives. Let us pray. {church talk}
Merchant by fountain: That old man on the cliff really got to
me. I brought food for him, but he told me that my cooking
was terrible! Then he rambled on about the oppressive tax
structure. No wonder nobody takes him seriously! Hmph!
Taxes are good!
Young man in northwest house: Wow! Is that you, HERO?
You look different, somehow. Your gallantry impresses me.
Young woman: Ah. It's so peaceful every day. Of course, we
should be happy, but it does get a little boring.
Little girl: Ahh! I always feel refreshed after taking a bath!
A glass of cold milk sure would be great right now!
Soldier near exit: I've really been missing Prince Kiefer
since he's been gone! I suppose that even though I used to

complain about all the trouble he caused, it was actually kind
of fun.
Old man by north house: Mmmm... The sun's shining brighter
than usual today. It's times like these when love starts to fill
the air.
Old woman in north house, upstairs in bed: Zzzzz...
Old man: Huh? What do you want? I'm busy right now! If you
want something, can't it wait until later?
Little boy by Hondara’s house: Hondara's calling himself the
'Dream Warrior' for some reason.
Orka’s father in weapon and armor shop: Hey, HERO. It's a
great day, isn't it? Oddly enough, even the weirdos walking
around outside look refreshed!
Old man outside cliff house: Oh, it's you again. What am I
doing, you ask? Well, I'm listening to the voice of the world.
I can hear it celebrating the demise of the vile power. You
didn't know I can hear the world's voice? I'm sure you're
very impressed. (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Well, I'm sure you're
quite impressed by my many capabilities.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): Hmm. I do more than just sit
around looking at dirty books, you know.
Old man (continued, either way): I'm going to listen here
for a while more, so stay out of my way, all right?
Gabo (chat): That old man said he was listening to the voice
of the world, but I don't really believe him.

Estard Castle
Soldier inside on left side of staircase: The King is eating
right now. Even if you go upstairs, he won't be there.
Soldier on the right: Welcome to Estard Castle!

Captain in guardhouse: It seems that far off to the west
another continent has been born. We must prepare an
expedition party to make sure that island is safe!
Soldier on east castle grounds: Since all these islands have
appeared, I've been thinking of leaving on a journey all by
myself! I'd just abandon my work as a soldier and take off!
Maid in front of dining hall: Oh? It's HERO's party. If
you're looking for the King, he's having his meal right now.
You wish to have an audience with the King? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘No’): I see. Then you wouldn't have to see
him right now, would you?
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm sure the King will be pleased to
see you, HERO. {She opens the door and leads you inside.} Be
sure to be on your best behavior when you're meeting with
the King and Princess Leesa! {She turns around and guards
the doorway behind you.}
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO! Where's my brother? So he
really won't return to the castle. He always was that type.
Once he decides on something, he never turns back.
Chef in dining room: I'm not sure how, but we were able to
acquire extra special vegetables and fish today. We're
hoping they'll satisfy the preponderant palates of both the
King and Princess Leesa.
King Burns: Oh, HERO! It's a pleasure to have you here.
We've just finished our meal, but please, have a seat. {Gabo,
Melvin, and Aira all sit at the table.}
King Burns (again): Hmm? Something wrong, HERO? Please,
take your seat.
Gabo: Do you think the King will give us something good to
eat? Perhaps he'll deem us worthy of table scraps.
Melvin: Hmm, why in heavens would the King want to speak
with the likes of me?
Aira: Don't just stand there, HERO. Hurry up and take a
seat.

Princess Leesa: HERO, please take your seat so we can hear
what Father has to say. Okay?
Maid in doorway: That won't do! Leaving all your friends
behind and going off alone!
King Burns (once you stand at any of the empty seats): All
right, you've found your seats. I think I know why you've
come. Past ages offer adventures we could never dream
about in our peaceful times. Your faces give you away. You've
obviously achieved something of great importance, and it's
given you a real sense of satisfaction. Let me ask, HERO.
Have your travels finally come to an end? (Yes/No)
King Burns (either way): Hmm, what? You're going to revive
God who was destroyed by the Demon Lord? And for that
purpose you must find a player of the legendary tula
instrument? Hmm. The kingdom to the northeast has a
history of musical culture. Perhaps there'd be a clue there?
In any case, if God can be awoken then our world will be
blessed with eternal peace. I'm certain that's what Kiefer
would have wanted. May heaven protect you on your travels!
Princess Leesa: The truth is Father is sadder than anyone
about brother going away. Of course, he'd never let on to
that fact. I guess I should stop crying over it too.
Old man in cellar beneath kitchen: Mmm... The food is
excellent! Oh! Um...I was just taste-testing. Don't tell
anyone!
Maid (blocking doorway): You're already finished? (Yes/No)
Maid (if you say ‘No’): {She doesn’t say anything, just
stands still.}
Maid (if you say ‘Yes’): Then go ahead, right this way. {She
leads you out of the dining room, shuts the door and stands in
front of it.}
Soldier upstairs, pacing in front of throne room staircase:
All's well! The guard assigned to the King while he is eating

cannot be distracted for even an instant. The King's ritual of
gluttony must go unabated.
Minister in throne room: Ah, HERO. Since the King isn't
here now, I think I'll let you in on a little secret. It's true
that the King has been feeling a trifle lonely since Prince
Kiefer's departure, but there is a part of him that is happy
to see the Prince choose his own path. It is only natural for a
father to wish for his children to find paths true to their
own hearts. At any rate, that's how things actually are, so
you really don't need to worry so much about the Prince.
Minister (again): The Prince's cheerful disposition will surely
allow him to find happiness no matter where he might be.
Knight on back terrace: This is such a peaceful country. But
what if we're just under the illusion of peace? Yeah... It's so
absolutely peaceful that one couldn't even imagine such a
thing.
Soldier outside royal chamber: These are the King's
chambers.
Young man on terrace in front of library: Boy, it sure is
peaceful. I hope this lasts forever.
Soldier on top of castle: Wow, what great weather! Yep, you
don't see weather as blissfully mild as today very often!
Old man fortune-teller: You there. Do you need your fortune
read today? (Yes/No)
Old man fortune-teller (if you say ‘No’): My prophecy
might be more useful than you think, you know.
Old man fortune-teller (if you say ‘Yes’): Well then, let
this old man see what's in store for you! Ahem... Hiii-yo! Kaiiiyo! Abracadabra! Snort! Ohh! I'm getting something! Mm, I
see a beautiful altar nestled at the bottom of the ocean. I
see a group of people waiting there for someone. But who?
Hmm, I hear a song. The person you seek is in a place
surrounded by beautiful music. Hii-ya! Wheeze. That's all for

now. Well, that may or may not be your future. That's the
nature of the beast.
Aira (chat): How much of that story do you think is true,
HERO? A place surrounded by music... Hmm. Any ideas?
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! I want to hear that man shout again!
Melvin (chat): An altar under the tempestuous sea... One can
only imagine the mystical properties of such a place.

Deja Camp
Melvin (chat): Hmm? What are they so excited about?
Gabo (chat): I can hardly wait for us to revive God so I can
see what he looks like.
Aira (chat): Everyone looks restless for some reason. I
wonder what is happening.
Dejan man in front of Chief’s tent: Oh, it's so good to have
you back! Oh, you won't believe it! We've had a miracle occur
here! Please, come to the Chief's tent!
Chief: How good to have you back! We were just talking
about setting off. Have you seen the new landmass to the
east west that just arose? It might be an omen that the
Altar of God is near! The time for our divine ceremony may
be soon at hand! In any case, we're getting ready to go
investigate the new land.
Aira (chat): It appears that the altar will be found soon, so
we need to find the tula player as soon as we can!
Gabo (chat): Hooray! God may really come back this time! I
so look forward to it!
Melvin (chat): Now that we've destroyed the Demon Lord,
the continent where God's Altar is located might have
reappeared! Is the end of our long journey finally in sight?
Chief’s wife: Legend says the Demon Lord once banished
entire lands into darkness. These lands were saved by a group

of brave young men and women. Are you a part of that group,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Chief’s wife (if you say ‘No’): Oh. Well, even so, Aira seems
to be in good hands.
Chief’s wife (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, my! I see Aira is in very
capable hands!
Gabo (chat): What's wrong, HERO? Are you embarrassed or
something?
Melvin (chat): I have been called a legendary hero before,
but it is actually more appropriate to bestow the title of
Hero upon Master HERO instead!
Aira (chat): Looking back on it, the legendary Hero that I
heard about in an old tale must have meant you, HERO. This
has all been a truly amazing experience.
Dejan man in first tent on the left: Now that the western
lands have returned, we can search for the Altar! Then, once
we find a tula player, the time will be at hand to start the
ceremony! Arrrgggh! I'me I'm so excited, my head's starting
to hurt.
Melvin (chat): All we have to do now is find the legendary
player, and I will finally get to see Miss Aira dancing. Ahem! I
mean, I will finally get to see God return!
Aira (chat): We people of Deja will see our long-held wish
finally come true.
Gabo (chat): We weren't able to hold the ceremony last
time, since the time wasn't right. And since the Demon Lord
isn't around anymore, maybe God will actually come back this
time!
Young Dejan woman in second tent on the left: My husband
better not play at the ceremony. He's terrible at the flute!
Little boy by bonfire: Did you know? A huge landmass
suddenly appeared beyond the ocean!

Young Dejan woman: If the Altar's in the new land, then our
ceremony will be commencing soon! We'll finally be able to
see Aira's dancing with all her heart!
Melvin (chat): Intense dance? Gulp. That sounds exciting!
Young Dejan man: I heard that there is a musicians'
convention to the northwest. Maybe you'll find your tula
player of legend there.
Gabo (chat): An island in the northwest? Hey, HERO, which
way is northwest?
Aira (chat): A music contest, eh? I wonder if some great
musicians will show up when they hear about it?
Woman in pink in first tent on the right: Hmm. I hope I
packed everything I need!
Young Dejan woman on back carpet: With the discovery of
that new land, the search for the Altar has begun anew. In
which case, we better start preparing for the feast
beforehand!
Gabo (chat): The people of Deja always find an excuse to
drink and sing, don't they? I guess they like to party.
Aira (chat): We're going to look like such idiots if we can't
find the player before they find the altar. HERO, we're
going to find this legendary musician no matter what!
Melvin (chat): Throwing a party sounds like a great idea!
Perhaps we should join them! I suppose we don't have the
time for that right now, do we? We need to find the tula
player as soon as possible.
Dejan man by horses: We're going on ahead to prepare for
the ritual. I sincerely hope you will find the legendary tula
player.
Horse on the right: Neigh!
Horse in the middle: Snort... Snort!
Horse on the left: Snort!
Woman in pink by horses: You kids! Your hair is a mess!
Come on, now!

Young Dejan man by exit: Before that immense continent
arose, I put little faith in the legends. Now, it would be
foolish to question their validity.

Mardra Castle Town
Man in blue vest at entrance: Welcome to Mardra, city of
music and culture! The tula contest will be held in the Great
Fane today!
Gabo (chat): The contest's today, HERO! Traveling with you
has made even the mundane seem interesting.
Young man in inn (innkeeper): 'La la la!' Oh! Hello there. How
have things gone? Have you been to today's tula contest?
It's being held at the Great Fane. You should really go check
it out. {inn talk}
Bard in church: I heard Johann was an orphan, and the
Master took him in.
Nun at altar: I sense a strange power from the TerraTula. I
really want to go see the contest, too. {church talk}
Bard behind music shop: La la la! I'm practicing. Please don't
stare.
Woman in bed in house behind church: The tula is an
abomination! I never want to hear music again!
Cat in north house: Nyah nyah! Nyah nyah nyah na nyah nyah!
Warrior behind north house: I'm thinking about going to see
that tula contest.
Bard by exit: It sounds like this Johann is the best of the
best. I wonder exactly how good he is?
Young woman at well: Finally! Today's the day of the
contest! I have to rush over to the Great Fane!
Melvin (chat): This is a perfect day for the contest.
Scholar in center house: We've got some wonderful news
today! The Princess apparently fought with her nanny
recently. She even stuck out her tongue! Sigh, how I wish the

Princess would stick out her tongue at me! Ahem! We'll keep
you updated on further reports! Until then!
Bard by center house: I heard the news, and I came from
across the sea. This kingdom is beautiful. It's brimming with
musicians. Maybe I'll stay a while.
Sailor by market: I'll bet you Johann will win! No one
compares to him!
Melvin (chat): I can at last hear the esteemed Johann play!
It will be a great pleasure!
Tough guy: Yeah! I don't play the tula, but I think a contest
is a great idea!
Dancer behind inn: Music across the whole town! My feet
won't stop dancing!
Aira (chat): I want to dance! I can't keep still!
Gabo (chat): Ha ha! This lady's funny!
Bartender in market pub: If this customer would just leave,
I could go see the contest.
Old man: Zzzzz... Snore... Zzzz...
Young woman: Johann will win for sure! I'm going to go and
root for him!
Young man on market rooftop to dancer: Ach! I just can't
do it. I'll never be able to enter the contest. Oh, how much I
wanted to get a home from Princess Michaela to live in with
you.
Dancer: Men are so concerned with status. If you have love,
what else do you need?
Bard by northwest house: If you can play the TerraTula
well, you may have any reward you desire. Hee hee! I'll win
for sure!
Little boy by northwest house: Oh what fun! The tula
contest is today!
Aira (chat): The day has finally come! We can determine the
legendary tula player!

Mardra Castle
Princess Michaela (as soon as you enter): Oh! HERO! You've
come just in time! We're about to begin the tula contest at
the Great Fane! I'm going ahead. You must hurry, too!
Melvin (chat): We mustn't be late, Master HERO! Let us
hurry to the Great Fane!
Aira (chat): It's going to start! We'd better hurry back to
Dharma Temple the Great Fane!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO! We'd better hurry back to the
Great Fane or all the good seats will get taken!
Soldier guarding gate on the left: The tula contest is being
held in the Great Fane. Hurry!
Soldier guarding gate on the right: La la la! The day has
come! Let the best man...umm...win!

Mardra Castle Town
Melvin (chat): So many musicians are gathered here.
Gabo (chat): Singing everywhere, and the sound of drums!
It's so lively!
Aira (chat): The town's filled with music! Musicians have
gathered from every corner of the world!

Great Fane
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, the Princess awaits you.
Gabo (chat): Wow! Look at all these people! Is it starting
soon?
Aira (chat): Wow! I wonder just how many musicians there
are here?
Female warrior: You must be HERO... Come this way. Princess
Michaela awaits!

Old bard on the left: There's no point in such an elderly
person like me entering the contest.
Melvin (chat): Johann's teacher looks anything but
confident. He should know better than to show his emotions
here!
Gabo (chat): The old fella isn't going to perform?
Maid: Look at all those tula players! I should have known
Princess Michaela could pull this off.
Bard on far left: This sure is a big event. Look at all the
people inside the fane!
Scholar: I'm going to enter the contest, too. Wish me luck!
Melvin (chat): The nerves of the youth are frayed indeed.
Old woman: Oh, how I love festivals! They make me feel so
alive!
Bard: I better go take a piss before I get in line!
Gabo (chat): So many contestants. How many are there?
Young man: Just go! Come on!
Fighter: Musicians are always so dreamy! Sigh...
Wizard: I heard they're using the TerraTula for this
contest. It's supposedly some kind of magical instrument.
Soldier on stage: This is where the performers will be
playing.
Old man: Recently, we haven't had anything this big! It's
amazing.
Bard in line: Oh, I'm so nervous. I have to go up first.
Aira (chat): With all these swarthy musicians, the legendary
tula player has got to be here somewhere!
Bard next in line: I traveled for miles to come here! I've got
to win!
Johann: Huh? You're saying there's no way I can participate
in the contest? (Yes/No)
Johann (if you say ‘No’): Hah! Like there'd even be any
contest without me.

Johann (if you say ‘Yes’): I know my teacher told me not to
play the tula. But it's my decision! It doesn't have anything
to do with him. I'm going to do my best. If I can't play the
TerraTula, that means I haven't trained enough.
Melvin (chat): Before a big battle, one is inevitably nervous.
That is the way I am, too.
Gabo (chat): Johann looked kind of pale. Maybe he feels
sick?
Aira (chat): I never get nervous, no matter how many
spectators there are. In fact, the more people watch me
dance, the better. It vitalizes my performance.
Bunny girl: I'm Johann's biggest fan! I go to all his concerts!
Dancer: Johann's got to win! There isn't anyone half as good
as him!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO, do you think Johann's going to win?
(Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): You think someone else will
win? I suppose there are musicians here from all over
the world.
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): You think he will, huh? Yeah, Johann
probably slept with all of the judges, anyway.
Scholar on far right: Heh heh, I can't wait to get my hands
on those prizes!
Merchant: Heh heh. Don't tell anyone I snuck out of the
store!
Man in blue vest on second floor: This is the waiting room
for people competing in the contest. You'll need to wait here
if you're performing later.
Bard on the right: Yaaaaaaaaaaaah! Oh, sorry! I like to
scream. It helps me relax.
Bard near statue on the right: I've never heard a
TerraTula before. I wonder what it's like.
Bard on far right: Give me any other instrument, and I'd win
for sure! Sob, sob!

Bard near altar: Laaa la laaaaaa...
Wizard on the left: I can't be late! The contest is about to
start!
Bard on far left: I'm entering the contest, but I don't
really care about the prizes. I just want to hear Johann and
his divine tula playing!
Aira (chat): If Johann really is the legendary tula player,
that means he's of our tribe's blood.
Bard near statue on the left: Tra-la-la-la. Victory is mine...
La-di-da.
Observation in tunnels below fane: HERO checked the
grave. Written on it was a long epitaph. 'To the wise, may
your wisdom expand forever. I, Mardra, have spent my entire
life researching Majustis. With the help of a man named
HERO, though, my research advanced, and I found that
Majustis was not the ultimate magic. This is Gigastis, the
true ultimate magic. I only hope that this magic be used for
good. — High Priest Mardra' [HERO learned Gigastis!]
Duke on platform: Oh, HERO! You're finally here! The
contest is about to start!
Princess Michaela on platform: Oh, it's about time, HERO!
At last the day has come! The great tula contest is nigh! This
is so great! I haven't been this excited in a long time! Are
you ready for the battle to begin? (Yes/No)
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘No’): I see. That's quite
understandable. Why don't you mingle and talk with your
competitors to calm yourself down?
Gabo (chat): HERO, if you need to take a leak, just do it
somewhere nearby. The contest's going to start!
Melvin (chat): The Princess is waiting just for us. We cannot
make her wait any longer.
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah, wonderful! Right
this way, then! {You move to stand behind her throne.}

Welcome, subjects, to the world's greatest tula-playing
contest! {Everyone moves closer to the stage.}
Duke (continued): Quiet!
Princess Michaela (continued): HERO! We will need the
TerraTula! {The female warrior takes the TerraTula from
HERO and places it on the stage.}
Duke (continued): The first challenger... Petra!
Petra (first bard on the right, continued): Yes! {He picks
up the TerraTula and plays.}
Young man (continued): Boo! You're terrible!
Wizard (continued): Come on! Are you serious?
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Duke (continued): Thank you, Petra. You may step down now.
Petra (continued): Yes... {He walks into the fane, and another
bard gets in line on the right.}
Duke (continued): The second challenger... Decarbo!
Decarbo (second bard on the right, continued): Yes! {He
picks up the TerraTula and plays.}
Merchant (continued): Get it together, man!
Old man (continued): Aiyee! Where did they get these
people?
Maid (continued): You call yourself a tula player?
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Duke (continued): Thank you, Decarbo. You may step down.
Decarbo (continued): Yes... {He walks into the fane, and
another bard gets in line on the right.}
Duke (continued): The third player... Oh, finally! Step
forward, Johann!
Dancer (continued): Go, Johann, goooo!
Old woman (continued): Come on! Just play it!
Merchant (continued): Come on, Johann! Show them how it's
done!
Princess Michaela (continued): That Johann boy... Is he
really that good?

Duke (continued): Yes, Princess Michaela. He is the best tula
player in Mardra. What's wrong, Johann? You're next!
Johann (continued): Sorry to have kept you waiting. I'm right
here! {He picks up the TerraTula and plays.}
Dancer (continued): Johannnnnnn!
Fighter (continued): Come on! Hurry up and play!
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Duke (continued): All right, Johann, when you're ready.
Maid (continued): You call yourself a tula player?
Young man (continued): Johann! You're kidding!
Princess Michaela (continued): Who does that guy think he
is?
Duke (continued): This cannot be!
Merchant (continued): What is this? Some kind of joke?
Old man (continued): Stop, stop! My ears are bleeding!
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Duke (continued): Thank you, Johann. You may step down.
{Johann walks off stage, and another bard gets in line on the
right.} Next, Luruski!
Luruski (scholar on the right, continued): Yes! {He picks up
the TerraTula and plays.}
Fighter (continued): I could play better than that!
Bunny girl (continued): Hahahah! If Johann can't play it,
nobody can!
Nun (continued): Dear God... How could this be?
Young man (continued): Just stop playing!
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Duke (continued): Thank you. You may step down.
Luruski (continued): Yes... {He walks into the fane, and
another bard gets in line on the right.}
Duke (continued): Next, Yuril!
Yuril (first bard on the left, continued): Yes, sir! {He picks
up the TerraTula and plays.}
Dancer (continued): Get off the stage, you neanderthal!

Old woman (continued): Get off the stage!
Fighter (continued): Hey, play it, kid! Don't strangle it!
The travesty continued as the afternoon wore on. No
matter how many people tried the TerraTula, no one
could play so much as a single straight note.
As it became clear that the legendary player as was not
among the crowd of musicians, Princess Michaela
grew more and more frustrated.
And then, the final challenger was booed off
the stage...
Princess Michaela (continued): Oh... I've never been so
insulted in my life! This is all that the best tula players in the
world can do? Why can't anyone play, for God's sake? Aren't
you ashamed of yourself? It's just a tula!
Duke (continued): But, Princess, the TerraTula is a magical
instrument!
Princess Michaela (continued): Silence! This wouldn't have
happened if we hadn't used that stupid tula! Hey, you!
Soldier!
Soldier (continued): Yes sir!
Princess Michaela (continued): Take that cursed tula and
smash it to pieces!
Duke (continued): Princess Michaela! You can't do that!
Princess Michaela (continued): Shut up! As the leader of this
country, I command you to break it!
Old bard (continued): Princess Michaela! {Johann is
shocked.} Princess Michaela!
Princess Michaela (continued): Hmm? I won't let anyone get
in my way.
Old bard (continued): Princess! Please, give us one more
chance!

Princess Michaela (continued): ...
Old bard (continued): There must be someone here who can
play the TerraTula. Please, give him one more chance to prove
himself.
Princess Michaela (continued): Hah! I don't have time for
your excuses!
Old bard (continued): If he fails to play it well, then you may
have my head.
Princess Michaela (continued): All right, all right. I will give
you one more chance. So who is this man, then? You?
Old bard (continued): No... Not me... Johann. {Johann is
shocked.} Go on! Play it!
Johann (continued): But, teacher...
Luruski (scholar, continued): Hey, he failed once before!
There's no way he'll succeed!
Fighter (continued): What're you talking about, old man?
Old woman (continued): Not even Johann can do it!
Princess Michaela (continued): Quiet! Let me remind you of
something. If Johann can't play it, I'll have your head! Do
you still agree to this?
Old bard (continued): Yes, Princess.
Princess Michaela (continued): All right! I hereby grant
Johann permission to play one more time!
Duke (continued): Well then, Johann!
Old bard (continued): Come on, Johann. Calm down and
concentrate! You can do it! {Johann walks up on stage, picks
up the TerraTula, and plays it.}
Old woman (continued): Oh, what a wondrous sound!
Luruski (scholar, continued): Oh! How beautiful!
Bunny girl (continued): Yaaah! Johaaaaann! I love you!
Soldier (continued): Quiet!
Princess Michaela (continued): Bravo! We've found him,
HERO! Johann is the player of legend!

A great feast was held for Johann, who
skillfully played the TerraTula.
Johann played an endless variety of tunes on the
tula, cheered on by the enraptured audience.
And then, the next morning...

Mardra Castle
Princess Michaela (in throne room, continued): We found
the legendary tula player! Wonderful! What do you think,
HERO? I did a great job, didn't I? (Yes/No)
Princess Michaela (if you say ‘No’): Didn't I? (Yes/No)
Princess Michaela (when you say ‘Yes’): Johann, please help
these people revive God. Understood?
Johann (continued): Don't worry. I'll be right back.
Princess Michaela (continued): You're so much fun, Johann...
Oh! I almost forgot! What do you want as your reward?
Johann (continued): Sigh... I've got too many other things to
worry about. I need to repay my master. I want to make
things easier for him. I know this is sudden, but could you
lend a hand, Princess?
Princess Michaela (continued): Hmm, a desire to show
respect to your foster father. Praiseworthy, indeed. Fine,
then. I'll take care of everything while you're gone. Well
then, HERO, I'll see you later. I'll be here, praying for your
safe journey!
Johann (continued): There's nothing to worry about,
Princess. We'll be right back. {to HERO} Okay, <25>. Let's go!
[Johann joined the party!]
Johann (chat): HERO, you knew it, right? That my tula
playing would be the best?
Johann (chat): My tula playing's going to rustle God right out
of His solitary slumber! HERO, you can bet traveling will be
fun now, with me around!

Johann (chat): I always wanted to see what other kingdoms
were like and travel all around the world.
Aira (continued): What are you saying? We've got to hurry
to the altar!
Johann (continued): Hey, baby, don't get mad. You've waited
this long. What's one more side trip?
Melvin (chat): Finally, the legendary player and legendary
dancer have been united! Now we can revive God! How long I
have awaited this day! Master HERO, I am just delighted!
Gabo (chat): So Johann was the legendary player! That song
really was beautiful.
Aira (chat): Somehow Johann's TerraTula song brought back
memories, even though I'd never heard it before.
Aira (chat): Guided by the TerraTula, the legendary player
has arrived. HERO, let's hurry to the altar!
Melvin (chat): Arrr...hic! Uh, last night, I guess I drank a bit
too much. Hic!
Melvin (chat): Johann is a good soul, remembering to show
appreciation for his foster father.
Gabo (chat): I ate so much last night. It feels great!
Gabo (chat): Johann's Master has guts. The thought of
trading one's life in pursuit of something is admirable.
Princess Michaela (again): What's wrong? Can't bear to
leave me? You're so adorable, HERO.
Johann (chat): Yawn! Yes, well, do your best, HERO!
Aira (chat): We owe so much to the Princess. She certainly
deserves a big thanks.
Gabo (chat): HERO, you need something?
Melvin (chat): Ahem... Did perhaps young Master HERO take
a liking to the Princess? Yes, well, I suppose you are the right
age for each other.
Duke: Take care of yourself, HERO!
Old man on the left: Michaela must take a look at these
documents before the day is up.

Aira (chat): Oh, boy! So everything is just being left to the
Princess again, huh?
Old man on the right: The work's been piling up with that
tula contest. Let's see. This is for Michaela, this is for
Michaela too...
Johann (chat): These old brutes work hard all day, but once
they get to a bar, they go out of control! They get drunk and
start dancing naked! You'd never think they were the same
hard-working louts.
Gabo (chat): We've just finished such a big event. Can't we
rest for just a day?
Melvin (chat): The people of this land certainly are diligent.
We could learn a thing or two from them, indeed!
Johann (when you try to leave the throne room): Would
you mind making a quick stop? I want to see my master one
more time before I go.
Old woman downstairs in princess’s room: We haven't had
an occasion like that in ages! The Princess must be very
pleased.
Maid in kitchen downstairs: Oh, Johann! You floored me
during the contest!
Johann (chat): Ha ha, look at HERO! He's looks so envious!
But it isn't easy having a lot of fans.
Melvin (chat): Maybe I should learn an instrument. Then all
the ladies might... Er, excuse me, Master HERO! It was
nothing!
Lady in seamstresses’ room on the right: I heard all the
musicians were struck by Princess Michaela's inner beauty.
Young woman: The tula contest was amazing! I've never seen
so many musicians!
Johann (chat): Even if hundreds of musicians tried, they
couldn't compete with me!
Gabo (chat): I've never eaten so much! That tula contest was
amazing!

Aira (chat): Looks like the people of Mardra had fun last
night. I'm glad.
Woman: Why did Johann pretend he couldn't play that tula?
How strange. I don't understand artists. They're all so
delicate.
Johann (chat): What? Sorry. I was thinking about something
else.
Gabo (chat): I don't understand artists, either. How can
they care about art more than food?
Aira (chat): Well, who cares about the details? We've found
the legendary player! Let's hurry to the altar!
Melvin (chat): By the look of things at the time, I thought
there might be some explanation. I wonder if it would be all
right to ask Master Johann.
Female warrior upstairs on third floor: Johann's
performance at the contest was simply amazing. I hope the
Princess hires him as the royal chamber musician when he
returns.
Johann (chat): Royal Chamber Musician? Wouldn't be my
thing. I want to be free, playing the tula under blue skies.
Aira (chat): Reviving God is our first priority. HERO and
Johann, you both understand, right?
Johann (continued): Baby, who do you think you're talking to?
Leave it to me!
Aira (continued): I'm still worried.
Melvin (chat): The Royal Chamber Musician! Quite an honor.
Gabo (chat): Wow! Wouldn't that be nice for Johann!
Old man on third floor of northeast tower: Only Johann
could play that TerraTula. He's a golden child, I tell you. Got
a bright future ahead of him.
Johann (chat): So this is the top of the castle? Wonderful.
Gabo (chat): My stomach is as empty as the soul of a
bedraggled harlot. Can I have a snack? (Yes/No)

Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): The leftovers from last
night's feast. Heh heh. Time to eat!
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Fair enough. I'll wait until lunch.
Melvin (chat): Every person has his own individual role to
play. Johann is not special, and neither are we. God loves
everyone.
Lady: Hello, HERO! Good luck, Johann!
Bard: I got stage fright in the contest. Sigh...
Maid on third floor of northwest tower: Zzzzz...
Bard downstairs on first floor: That contest moved me!
Johann is a living master! He knows how to work an audience,
too, let me tell you!
Johann (continued): ...
Johann (chat): ...
Melvin (chat): You did that just to excite the crowd? That is
what it was, wasn't it?
Johann (continued): Um...yeah. Everything I do is absolutely
deliberate.
Melvin (continued): Hmm...
Gabo (chat): Riveting, Johann. Riveting.
Johann (continued): Um...er...well, yeah.
Aira (chat): We should hurry to the altar, HERO. Everyone's
waiting for us.
Chef on second floor of southwest tower: Yawn...
Dancer: When I think about the contest, my feet just start
dancing! La la laaaa...
Bard on first floor by stairs: They all played the same
TerraTula but their sounds were all unique. No one could
stand up against Johann in the end, though.
Johann (chat): HERO, you could learn to play it, too...in about
a thousand years.
Melvin (chat): They say the TerraTula chooses its own
master. The other musicians just couldn't handle the tula.

Aira (chat): In each generation, there is only one person that
can play the TerraTula. That's the legend of our tribe.
Gabo (chat): Perplexing... It's like different kinds of burps
from the same food.
Merchant: This is a library of rare instruments and
songbooks. Johann is busy writing out the tune he played in
the contest.
Johann (chat): I can't remember a single note. When the
tula was in my hands, a melody just came into my head! It all
somehow flowed into a song. The tula really is a mystical
instrument.
Melvin (chat): Finish today's jobs today. Even finish
tomorrow's jobs today. That is the way to improve!
Aira (chat): The song Johann played at the contest is to
revive God. It's been passed down through our tribe. You
could call it a melody of God.
Soldier outside castle gates on the right: Guided by the
tula's song, follow God, you can't go wrong! Oh, fair Johann,
please remember my song!
Johann (chat): Everyone's counting on me. I'll wake up a
couple of Gods in a flash.
Melvin (chat): While I appreciate being seen off, the singing
is a bit embarrassing.
Aira (chat): It sure is the City of Music all right!
Gabo (chat): 'Gatekeeper, we take our leave. No need to
grieve. Wish us luck. Or we might run amok! La la! Grrr!'

Great Fane
Johann (chat): Master told me not to play the tula, so I
didn't touch it that time. I knew I'd be kicked out of the
house if I broke the Master's rule.
Johann (chat): They use this fane for New Year's
celebrations and the Princess' birthdays.

Gabo (chat): Nobody's here anymore. We could run all around
and nobody would care, huh, HERO?
Aira (chat): I wonder what the final count was on the number
of contestants. Did you keep count, HERO? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): Amazing! I stopped counting
after about ten.
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, there are so many, I couldn't
count them, either.
Melvin (chat): The calm after a battle... The contest really
has ended, hasn't it?
Nun: Welcome to Mardra Fane, where the great tula contest
was held!
Bard: This magnificent fane doth kindle the flame, and
possesses the secrets of time.
Wizard on the left: Do, re, mi, fa...umm... What was next? I
was just trying to get in practice for the contest.
Wizard on the right: I'm so relieved the festivities are
finally over. Now I can finally return to the serious study of
magic!
Man in blue vest on second floor: Oh, Johann! Your
performance was brilliant!
Johann (chat): Come on, now. Don't embarrass me! But, hey!
Thanks.
Gabo (chat): When I was a wolf, I ate my own poop.
Johann (continued): That's just disturbing! Keep things like
that to yourself, Gabo!
Gabo (continued): I just thought I'd share that with you.
Aira (chat): Of course it was wonderful! That was our tribe's
legendary tula player playing the TerraTula! Ha ha! Those
outside of the Dejans, the inept and the unwashed, just don't
understand.
Observation: A mystical-looking statue stands here.

Mardra Castle Town

Johann (chat): HERO, I kind of want to see how the old
Master's doing. Don't you want to say hello?
Gabo (chat): The fireworks and confetti were awe-inspiring
last night! It's clean here now, but I still think those
musicians gave me fleas.
Gabo (chat): We've come this far. Can we get something to
eat now? I'm hungry again.
Melvin (chat): Once God is revived, my mission will be over.
Thank goodness.
Aira (chat): We've got to say our goodbyes to the Master
before we depart.
Aira (chat): All the musicians have gone back to their own
countries. It's so quiet now.
Melvin (chat): Did not Johann's Master live in this castle
town?
Man in blue vest at entrance: Welcome to Mardra, city of
music and culture! The tula contest has ended without
incident!
Nun in church: I sense a holy aura from the tone of that
TerraTula. It's as if God was right here. {church talk}
Bard in music shop: Welcome. This is a musical instrument
shop. Tula sales nearly doubled after the contest.
Bard (again, from behind counter): Johann's performance
at the tula contest was truly masterful! His tune's still
running through my head. That wonderful tone! Oh! Just
splendid!
Bard behind music shop: All the world's musicians have gone
back home.
Woman on roof of house behind church: Oh, if it isn't
Johann! Congratulations on your victory.
Johann (continued): I'm sorry about the funeral. I hadn't
even looked at the prayer song, so I played something that I
knew. Even so, I put my heart into it.

Woman (continued): Hmph. Forget it. My father loved to
watch the sky from here. He always told me to have a heart
as big as the sky. So I forgive you. This time you're going to
play the tula for God, right? Do your best!
Johann (continued): Heh heh! Don't worry about a thing!
Aira (chat): So that's what it was. But all he can do is put it
behind him and try hard from here on out!
Johann (continued): Yeah, sure.
Melvin (chat): I am sure your father is at God's side now,
Master Johann.
Johann (continued): ...
Johann (chat): Now I can apologize like I should. I did wrong
by the old man here. So let's go awaken God, HERO, for the
sake of the old man! I'll make it up to him!
Gabo (chat): A heart as big as the sky? That's really nice!
Cat in north house: Neener neener!
Sailor upstairs: If you get to know him, he's okay. We're
going to do a tune together! He's my new friend!
Johann (chat): The dancer that lives in this house is one of
my girlfriends. She has such cute dimples! HERO, what kind
of girl do you like?
Gabo (chat): They're friends. It's good to have friends. I
was friends with all the animals in the mountains. Except the
ones I mangled and ate.
Tough guy: Harmonizing. It's the next big thing! Doobeedoowah!
Melvin (chat): We may not be able to do much alone, but if
we just work together, we should be fine.
Aira (chat): ... The neighbors must have it rough.
Little boy behind north house: He's no good.
Warrior behind north house: La la! I fight! I fight! For love
and for justice! La la la! I never thought singing could be so
much fun!

Johann (chat): Ha ha! Aren't we in a good mood? Yeah,
that's it, that's it!
Aira (chat): Oh, well, if he's happy, there's nothing we can
really say.
Gabo (chat): La la! I fight, too! I fight, too! For food, for
food! La la la!
Woman at well: Oh, if it isn't Johann! I knew you would win!
Johann (continued): I know.
Woman (continued): Oh, you scoundrel, Johann! Tee hee hee!
Young woman at well: Oh, Johann! Congratulations!
Johann (continued): Heh heh. You're making me blush!
Scholar in center house: Hey! HERO! Since when were you
friends with the Princess? Huh? You've been friends with
her for a long time? Are you serious? Oh, you're so lucky! I
can't believe you! Please, put in a good word for me the next
time you meet the Princess! I beg of you!
Scholar by well: Perhaps the TerraTula was created by God
himself.
Old bard in northwest house (as soon as you enter):
{Johann walks up to the table.} Johann! I just heard the
news. You're going to revive God for us, are you? I won't
prohibit you from playing the tula any longer. Do for these
people all that you can. The journey will be long and hard, so
please, be careful. {He starts to walk away.}
Johann (continued): Master! About the funeral. I'm so sorry!
Master You gave me the music, but I didn't practice at all. I
just played a song I was good at instead, a festival tune. I
apologize for what I did to the old man.
Old bard (continued): Johann, you conducted yourself well at
the contest. I know how much you hate shame, but your heart
was pure. I forgive you for the funeral incident, but you must
listen, Johann. There are more songs in this world than one
can count. The time it takes to master even one song is
immeasurable, and our lives are so short. Upon reaching my

age, one starts to think. I wish I had learned more songs in
my lifetime. Every song is precious and unique, and you still
have time to learn so many. Johann, don't become intoxicated
with your talents. You must always strive to sharpen your
skills on the TerraTula! Learn more songs than I did, and
share them with people across the world.
Johann (continued): I understand. I will do all that I can.
Please, don't die before I come back! {to HERO} Let's go!
Johann (chat): Let's go, HERO. I'll do my best to revive the
fallen God.
Johann (chat): Master... Stay well...
Melvin (chat): The Master has more concern for young
Johann than anyone. Sniffle! It is enough to make one cry.
Gabo (chat): I never think about glorious, glorious death. Do
you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): I have trouble focusing my
feeble wolf mind on what's going on in the present,
much less planning for the future.
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Yeah, we're doing our best every day
and...um... I can't explain what I mean. Damn my plebeian
grasp of human vernacular!
Aira (chat): A person that misses even the slightest
movement can't be a good dancer. I was always told to dance
seriously and earnestly.
Gabo (chat): I want to travel all around the world. I'd be sad
if I died before I got to do that.
Melvin (chat): You only appreciate time when you do not have
much left. You are still so young, HERO. You probably do not
really understand.
Johann (chat): All right, HERO, it's time we used my skills
for a more noble cause.
Johann (chat): I just hope that Master is doing all right.
What? Doesn't sound like me, huh?

Old bard (again): Help HERO and friends by playing the
TerraTula and reviving God. In order to do that, you'll have
to practice much more than you normally do. Got it, Johann?
It will be a long journey. Stay in good health.
Gabo (chat): This town was charming. 'All the la la las and la
da dees!' Let's come again someday!
Aira (chat): It's a long way to the altar. We should leave
soon.
Melvin (chat): Now that we have tied up all the loose ends,
let us hurry and revive God!
Aira (chat): When we're all done, let's come see the Princess
again. I'm sure she'll be looking forward to it.
Melvin (chat): We are leaving, and I miss the Princess
already!
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO! Let's go find this omnipotent
God of yours.
Young woman: Oh, Johann, I heard! I'll take care of things
while you're gone!
Johann (continued): Take care of Master while I'm gone!
Bard by inn: La la! I do see there, my rival Johann, master of
tula and twiddler of thumbs! I congratulate you, even though
I have lost.
Johann (chat): Ha ha! Nobody can even touch me. I'm in a
whole separate class! But then again, HERO's catching up to
me pretty fast.
Melvin (chat): Perhaps that gentleman can only speak in song?
Gabo (chat): La la la! For that young man, The contest didn't
go as planned! La la! Full of dread, He'd be better off dead!
La la la!
Fighter in market pub: With that contest, Johann's gotten
even more popular. He's so dashing and handsome, and I'm so
brutish and plain. Sob!

Bartender: During the contest, this bar was teeming with
musicians. Idiotic, flamboyant musicians. Now that they've
gone, I kind of miss them, though.
Old man: I hear Johann's master really had a hard time
training him. I suppose that's why even someone as wild and
crazy as Johann pays him respect.
Johann (chat): Hey, old man, just keep quiet, will you? Damn
it!
Gabo (chat): Oh, you're him! You're Johann's owner!
Aira (continued): Gabo, we don't say 'owner,' we say 'foster
parent!'
Gabo (continued): Why do you always insist on correcting
me? Please, leave me to my stupidity.
Melvin (chat): It must have been difficult to raise a child by
himself. My! A wonderful story!
Aira (chat): Ha ha ha! So the one person Johann listens to is
his Master?
Bunny girl: Oh, Johann! Congratulations on your victory!
Don't forget about me when you go on your journey!
Johann (chat): I'd never forget my cute little honey. Right,
HERO?
Melvin (chat): Do you think that Miss Bunny will be kind
enough to remember me?
Aira (chat): Good grief, does this guy know every last girl in
the kingdom?
Dancer: Drink, sing, dance. Drink, sing, dance. The musician's
lifestyle is a wasteland of frivolity.
Young man on market rooftop: Beautiful weather, isn't it?
Melvin (chat): This reminds me of my youth.
Johann (continued): Hmmm... So, Gramps, just when was your
first love?
Melvin (continued): I remember a time... I had just started
learning the art of the sword... Johann! Are you trying to
trick me into talking about these things?

Johan (continued): Heh heh, look at him! He's blushing!
Melvin (continued): Well, I've forgotten it all! It's been such
a long, long time, you see.
Gabo (chat): Sure, it's beautiful weather, but what are those
two up to?
Dancer on market rooftop: Lovely weather we're having
lately, is it not?
Aira (chat): Ah ha ha! They're in their own little world. Let's
leave them alone.
Dog outside market: Bow wow!

Great Fane
Johann (chat): It's so big! I wish I could give my Master a
place this big to live in!
Gabo (chat): What are we doing at the fane? Oh, are we
visiting the grave of the High Priest?
Aira (chat): A fane is God's home. A home without its master
is a somber place to be. HERO, let's hurry and revive God.
Melvin (chat): This place always has such a solemn aura.
Wizard on the left: Ow ow out! Sai sai side! Outside! La la la!
It's really fun to sing the spells like a song.
Wizard on the right: Everyone knows there's treasure
stashed somewhere around here. We just need to find it!
Man in blue vest on second floor: You see this fane used a
lot for gatherings and such. This fane's so big, everyone in
Mardra can fit inside!

Ancient Fane
Johann (if you try to jump in a pedestal): Where are you
planning on going? I'm not sure I want to do this.

Sky Fane
Johann (if you try to jump in the pedestal in the north
fane): Where are you going? I'm not interested in going
anywhere unless it surfeits my need for wine, women, and
cheese dip.

Deja Camp
Dejan man by Chief’s tent: Oh, HERO! Might that person
with you be the legendary tula player?
Johann (continued): Why am I a 'legend' all of a sudden?
It's not like I could be any help to you people.
Dejan man (continued): Well! Quite irascible, I see. Ha ha
ha! Come to think of it, the great player Jann was the same
way. It must be in the blood. Please, come inside!
Chief’s wife: Oh, you've found a tula player! That didn't take
long, did it? Show me your face, oh descendant of the
legendary tribe!
Johann (continued): Are you the Chief or something?
Chief’s wife (continued): Ho ho ho! You're a rough one,
aren't you? I'm not the Chief! I'm sure he's pitched camp
near the lake by now. I'm nothing but a decrepit old woman.
All I can do is pray for success in our divine mission. The
Lake of God should be beyond the mountains to the west.
Good luck to you! May our ceremony end with God by our side!
Johann (chat): What? So we're going to the lake this time?
Man, what a restless bunch!
Aira (chat): Grandmother has prayed for the revival of God
harder than anybody else. I hope that we can revive God soon
and make everyone happy!
Melvin (chat): It truly seems that God will finally return!
Even I find myself quite excited at the prospect.

Gabo (chat): All right! Let's go to the lake where the altar is!

Deja Lake Camp
Dejan man at entrance (as you approach): HERO, right?
The legendary lake truly exists. It must be almost too much
for your stolid mind to comprehend. Huh? Is that the
TerraTula you're holding? So you finally found the
descendant of the legendary musician! There's no time to
waste! Let's go see the Chief! {He leads you to the chief.}
Chief! The ostentatious adventurer, HERO, has brought the
legendary musician to us!
Chief (continued): Unbelievable! We've found both the lake
and the legendary musician. Destiny continues to smile upon
us!
Johann (continued): Well, geez! You don't have to make such
a big deal out of it! I'm more surprised than you! I wasn't
expecting this giant welcoming party! Look, they told me all I
had to do was play this tula. So when do we get started?
Huh?
Chief (continued): Forgive my elation. You look different
than what I had imagined. Are you really the tula player of
legend?
Johann (continued): What? You doddering old fool! I don't
need to put up with this! {He turns around to leave.} Hold
your tongue, boy, or I'll hold it for you! I never said that I
don't believe you. {Johann turns back around and listens.}
Hmmm... I wish I could start the ceremony immediately. But
as you know, the altar rests beneath the surface of the
water, at the very bottom of the lake. We'll need your help,
HERO, to drain this water. But I'm sure you're tired right
now. Please rest in one of our tents tonight.

Johann (chat): I'm exhausted from following HERO and
friends around. I'm an artist! That's why I'm so sensitive.
Come now, let's take a rest!
Aira (chat): There's no need for us to hurry. We've found
both God's Altar and the legendary musician. HERO, let's call
it a day.
Gabo (chat): Yawn! I'm tired already! HERO, let's rest.
Melvin (chat): How can we drain the water from the lake?
Young Dejan man on the right: God is to be revived? I can't
believe it. At least I'll get a chance to witness Aira's
passionate dancing! I'm always mesmerized by the physically
endowed.
Johann (chat): That guy is a real handful! Since I came here
as a musician, I want you to listen to my performance very
carefully!
Aira (chat): You know, he always leers at me like a total
pervert when I'm dancing! I don't like it one bit.
Melvin (chat): What! What outrageous behavior! I won't
forgive him.
Aira (chat): You too, Melvin!
Dejan man from entrance: Unbelievable! We can lower the
water's surface level using a mechanism within the cave! Now
there's nothing standing between us and the ceremony!
Johann (chat): Hee hee! You're going to be blown away by my
tula playing tomorrow. Count on it.
Gabo (chat): We saw the water drain out with our own eyes!
It really happened!
Melvin (chat): It is difficult to believe that this lake was
completely drained of water.
Dejan man on the left: So, there was indeed truth to the
legends of the altar. If we succeed in reviving God, then
eternal peace will finally be at hand. Our journey is almost
over. I presume yours is nearing an end as well, HERO.

Johann (chat): True peace, huh? I think the world is
peaceful enough as it is. Well, anything's okay with me as long
as I can play the tula as much as I want!
Melvin (chat): I faced the Demon Lord with God. I was even
sealed away for hundreds of years. I has have indeed been a
long and interesting journey.
Gabo (chat): Our journey will end once God is revived. It
makes me feel kind of sad.
Aira (chat): Once we have carried out our sacred duty and
revive God, I wonder what will become of the Dejan tribe.
Young Dejan woman: I was taken aback when I first laid eyes
on this new land. But after I came here... It all felt so
familiar, as if it had been here all along.
Aira (chat): You know, I've started to feel sort of nostalgic,
for some reason. Why is that?
Melvin (chat): The sight certainly calms my nerves.
Woman in pink: The altar must be of great importance to
have been submerged beneath the reservoir. The story of
God's revival must be true after all.
Johann (chat): So the altar over there is going to be my
stage? Not bad!
Melvin (chat): What a mysterious atmosphere. I am fully
convinced that God is at the altar.
Aira (chat): It's been said that our ancestors built the altar,
but I wonder how they did that? The more I look at it, the
more mysterious it feels.
Gabo (chat): When I saw this lake before, I thought that it
felt kind of mysterious. I still feel that way.
Little boy: Hey, you know what? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): You'll need the TerraBell to
lower the water. The Chief said he'd give it to you when
you're ready to go into the cave.
Gabo (chat): Ahem! I knew that!

Aira (chat): I thought that the TerraBell was just a simple
good luck charm, but it actually has an important duty.
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Wow, really? You're good!
Horse: Snort...
Second horse: Neigh!
Third horse: Snort... Snort! [The horse looks agitated over
something.]
Young Dejan man in tent near entrance: Oh, no! I didn't
think they'd ever really hold the ceremony! I didn't think the
legend was true, so I spent all my time getting Puff Puff
massages from my woman rather than practicing the flute!
Oh, dear, what will we do? We'll be drummed out of the
tribe!
Johann (chat): Hey! Is he okay? My performance may be
spectacular, but it'll be ruined without decent backup!
Aira (chat): Come now! Shape up, will you? You're starting to
make me nervous, too!
Melvin (chat): What goes around, comes around. However, we
cannot let the Revival Ceremony fail because of him. I
suggested suggest that he start practicing the flute right
now.
Young Dejan woman near cave: I know this is supposed to be
a solemn occasion and all, but I can't wait to finally see
Aira's firm, curvaceous body engaged in ebullient dance. Hey,
Johann, don't do anything to embarrass Aira, all right?
Johann (continued): Hah! My tula skills are the greatest in
the world! Prepare to revel in the sheer unbridled rapture of
my music! Such ecstasy is otherwise unattainable outside of
the bed of an alluring woman!
Johann (chat): With a tula in my hand, there's no way I can
fail! Right, HERO?
Melvin (chat): Intense dance? Gulp. That sounds exciting!
Aira (chat): I don't mean that I haven't danced seriously up
until now, but the time for getting serious has finally come.

Young Dejan man guarding cave entrance: There's
supposedly some kind of device inside the cave to lower the
water level of the lake. I'm afraid that I am far too
apathetic to confront the monsters inside myself, but your
enthusiastic ignorance may propel you to victory. Anything's
possible.
Aira (chat): It won't help to be impatient at this point,
HERO. Let's call it a night, like the Chief suggested.
Gabo (chat): Going through the cave won't be difficult for us
at all, but I'm sleepy. Let's take a rest.
Melvin (chat): I see. That is why we are needed to remove
the water. However, we still cannot relax our guard.
Monsters still abound.
Woman in pink in tent near Chief: Some people say that we
don't need God in this peaceful world, but who will we rely on
once it's not so peaceful anymore?
Gabo (chat): Will the monsters disappear when God is
revived? That's kind of boring, you know.
Melvin (chat): The lady is right! The world will become whole
when God returns.
Aira (chat): We must ask God to protect the world from the
return of evils like the Demon Lord!
Young Dejan woman: The Revival Ceremony will finally be
held tomorrow. Would you like to sleep until then? (Yes/No)
Young Dejan woman (if you say ‘No’): All right. Let me know
if you decide otherwise.
Young Dejan woman (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. Sleep well.
Chief (outside on carpet, continued the next morning): Did
you sleep well last night? Some within the tribe were too
excited to get any rest. Perhaps you've heard already, but
the key to lowering the lake lies inside the cave. However,
the cave is a virtual nest of monsters. That's why we need
your party to explore it for us! I shall give Aira the
TerraBell. HERO, you and your friends will need it to get past

one of the cave's traps. [HERO obtained the TerraBell.] This
bell is a symbol of our tribe. You'll need to put it on the altar
inside the cave. I pray this is the last request I'll ever need
to ask of you. Good luck!
Johann (chat): Are you serious? Why do I have to go with
HERO and friends?
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's drain the water from the lake
as soon as possible so that they can start the ceremony.
Melvin (chat): Today. We shall revive God this very day.
Aira (chat): I suspect that the cave is as full of traps as it is
monsters. We'd better be cautious when we go in there,
HERO.
Chief (again): That TerraBell is a symbol of our tribe. You'll
need to put it on the altar inside the cave. I pray this is the
last request I'll ever need to ask of you. Good luck!
Dejan man on the left: Thank you for all that you've done,
HERO. The experience that Aira has gained on her travels
has been invaluable. We'll head for the altar as soon as the
lake has drained. Do not be careless in your efforts. We need
noble warriors like you around.
Young Dejan woman: I was taken aback when I first laid eyes
on this new land. But after I came here... It all felt so
familiar, as if it had been here all along. Was it just an
illusion? Was this land really here the whole time?
Gabo (chat): We were hallucinating and only believed that
the continent wasn't there? What a strange thing to say!
Woman in pink: Our ancestors attempted the Revival
Ceremony long ago. Apparently their timing was off, though. I
don't anticipate the Dejans will repeat the mistakes of the
past. This continent had to have appeared for a reason.
Aira (chat): I was named after the dancer from the time
when our ancestors held their own ceremony.
Gabo (chat): As I recall, HERO and I are the only people who
have been together since back then.

Little boy: Hey, you know what? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): You need two sacred treasures
for the ceremony. One is the TerraTula that is currently
within Johann's possession, and the other is the Innocent
<clothes graphic> of the dancer, which the Chief now has.
Johann (chat): I didn't know that the TerraTula was that
important! No wonder it makes such beautiful music.
Aira (chat): The Innocent Dress? That's the one I wear
when I dance, right?
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, okay.
Dejan man near entrance: Today is the day of the ceremony.
What will become of the Dejans after God comes back?
Aira (chat): I have no idea where to go from here. We've
been so focused on the revival of God, we never discussed
what we would do afterwards.
Young Dejan man in tent near entrance: Oh, no! I didn't
think they'd ever really hold the ceremony! I didn't think the
legend was true, so I spent all my time getting Puff Puff
massages from my woman rather than practicing the flute!
Practicing all last night wasn't enough, was it?
Melvin (chat): Hmm. Will he really be able to handle this?
Gabo (chat): Cramming overnight? Is that something to eat?
I'm hungry.
Young Dejan woman in tent near Chief: What will God be
like? My irrational fear of the unknown has always held me
back in life.
Young Dejan man near cave: God will return to us soon, and
our mission will reach its conclusion. At last, I'll be free to
marry my woman, and we can go off to build a family.
Aira (chat): What should I do after I carry out my duty?
I've already traveled a lot.
Gabo (chat): I think I've heard a similar story somewhere
before. Who was it, HERO?

Melvin (chat): Hahahah. That's enough to make me envious.
We shall carry out our final mission for them!
Young Dejan woman: My man and I are deeply in love, but we
are forbidden to choose our own partner. We were longing
for this day. I'm counting on you, HERO.

Deja Lake Cave
Johann (chat): Rrrr. I'm not very good at rough business.
Hey, HERO. You'd better be sure to protect me!
Melvin (chat): Oh God, it will only be a short while longer.
The time of your awakening draws near.
Gabo (chat): Come to think of it, this cave was rigged all
kinds of different ways, wasn't it? I'd forgotten.
Aira (chat): The only thing left to do is to drain the water
from the lake using the TerraBell! Then the Revival Ceremony
will follow.
Observation (on B2 and B3): HERO examined the monolith.
Some kind of ancient writing is chiseled on it, but it's too old
and worn to read.
Gabo (chat): What was written here before? I can't
remember.
Observation (on B4): HERO examined the monolith. Some
kind of ancient writing is chiseled on it, but it's too old and
worn to read.
Observation on bottom floor: An altar sits here. Place the
TerraBell on the altar? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO gently placed the
TerraBell on the altar. {It chimes a few times and the cave
rumbles.}
Gabo (chat): Okay! The water should have drained by now, so
let's quickly get back up to ground level!
Aira (chat): When we get back to ground level, it will be time
for the Revival Ceremony. My heart is pounding!

Deja Lake Camp
Observation (if you try to leave camp): You can't leave
here before the ceremony!

Deja Lake Cave
Young Dejan man guarding cave exit: You made it, HERO!
Everyone has already left for the Temple of God. Please,
come this way!

Deja Lake Altar
Johann (chat): Okay! I'm ready now! You're about to witness
my greatest performance ever!
Gabo (chat): It's been a long time since I last saw the altar.
It's so big!
Melvin (chat): What a magnificent altar! Indeed, it is
perfectly suited for God.
Aira (chat): When I saw the altar, I finally made up my mind.
I'm going to turn out my greatest dance ever, and revive God
once and for all!
Young Dejan woman (as you enter): Well done, HERO and
friends. The Chief is waiting for you at the altar.
Young Dejan man: The lake has been drained of its water,
HERO. Thank you! Preparations for the ceremony are already
underway.
Little boy: It's chilling to think that we will soon be face to
face with God.
Woman in pink: What a sight to behold! It's hard to believe
that all of this has been immersed in the lake for so long.

Young Dejan man: The time for Aira's dance is near. I've
been looking forward to this, so your music better be
flawless.
Johann (continued): Foolish old man! Don't worry about my
playing! It will be perfect as always!
Johann (chat): I'm actually worried that my performance will
upstage Aira's dance!
Aira (continued): Excuse me, but you'd better not even think
about bungling your role by staring at my dance, understand?
Johann (continued): I love aggressive women! Everything's
falling into place! This is going to be a great show.
Gabo (chat): I'm excited to watch Aira's dancing, too!
Melvin (chat): I am quite excited at the prospect of seeing
the enigmatic Aira dance. But rest assured that I harbor no
dirty thoughts! My intentions are truly honorable.
Woman in pink near altar: God will be revived soon! And I
don't have a single decent thing to wear!
Melvin (chat): God does not care if one dresses up or not.
Young Dejan woman: I wonder what kind of wine God likes. I
better find out, if I intend to slake His divine thirst.
Gabo (chat): Wow! So God drinks? I wonder if he gets drunk,
too.
Dejan man: Could our ancestors have built such a finely
crafted altar? The complexity of the architecture does not
appear to be within the abilities of man. Perhaps God Himself
sculpted this place, much as He sculpted the beauty of man.
Young Dejan woman behind Chief: It's about time for Aira
to bound into her radiant dance. Don't let her down, Johann.
Johann (continued): Ha ha ha! Just wait until you hear me
play! You'll fall head over heels for me!
Young Dejan man: We haven't had much practice, so we were
a little apprehensive about the impending performance. But
now that we're here, a certain calmness has settled in.

Honey, let's play. I have a feeling that the flute's wondrous
melody will find its way.
Gabo (chat): That flute guy had the eyes of a total weirdo! I
wonder if he's going to be okay.
Melvin (chat): Humans show their fighting spirit when they
face a crisis.
Aira (chat): There doesn't seem to be anything to worry
about. In a situation like this, being decisive is the best
course of action.
Dejan man: Your journey is almost at its end. Once you have
succeeded, don't forget to go back home and see your
parents. Truly, there's no place like home.
Johann (chat): It wouldn't be a bad idea to travel around the
world as a tula player after I finish things here! And it'd be
even better if I had a beautiful woman to accompany me!
Aira (chat): Home? I guess that we Dejans can call anyplace
in the world home.
Melvin (chat): I will continue to serve God after this is over,
of course.
Gabo (chat): Maybe I'll go back and live with the woodsman
after all of this.
Chief: I must thank you, HERO, for everything you've done
for us. The Revival Ceremony is almost upon us. Much blood
has been shed in your valiant struggle to revitalize this world.
You have killed many and proven your worth as children of
God. But before we can begin the ceremony to revive Him,
Aira must take this. This Innocent <dress graphic> has been
passed down generation after generation, to be worn by the
one who would dance for God.
Observation: Aira received the Innocent <dress
graphic>!
Chief (if you already got the Innocent Dress): Huh? You've
already obtained an Innocent <dress graphic>? That's
impossible! I thought we had the only one. Could it be? The

ancient tribe of God must still survive! Does that mean Aira
met them too? Oh, I am in great envy of you!
Chief (continued, either way): Aira, I want you to dance for
our tribe... No, for the entire world. Our ancestors
attempted this ceremony in the past, but they failed because
it was not the right time to play the TerraTula. The legends
say, 'When the TerraTula shines in gold...' Our scholars
believe that this means it must reflect the light of the
sunset! Now, Aira, it's time for the ceremony! Let's go! Let
our voices reach to our sleeping God!
{Movie scene where Johann plays the TerraTula and Aira
dances in the Innocent Dress.}
Johann (immediately after ceremony): Huh? What's going
on? Nothing's happening! {Suddenly, there is an explosion.
The crystal on the altar shatters and everyone falls down.}
Young Dejan man behind Chief (continued): Wh-what in the
world was that? {Everyone gets up and looks around.} Aaah!
What the hell is happening? {A transparent image of God
descends from the sky.}
Chief (continued): God...
God (continued): Aaaah... I have longed for this moment. I am
God, the Almighty Lord and creator of all living things. I am
awakened now, my children. Your journey is over. I leave it to
you to create your own future in this peaceful world. All evil
in this world must be eradicated. I am God, creator of life
and judge of destiny.
Melvin (continued): Oh, my dear Lord! How I waited for this
day! My dear God! Have you forgotten about your faithful
follower? It is I, Melvin! With your divine wisdom, you
encapsulated me in ice during the Great Battle, so that I
might protect the world when the time was right. May I
serve you once again, God, to protect this glorious world
forever more?

God (continued): Melvin... It's you... My old friend. I
remember you well, Melvin. There are so many things I need
to take care of. I will send a messenger to bring my words to
you. Go back home and share the joy of peace with your
people. {He turns golden and disappears.}
Aira (continued): {She and Johann walk down from the altar.}
Whoa! I thought that explosion would be the end of our
heroic tale! {She gets back in line in the party.}
Johann (continued): It looks like the ceremony has met with
failure! Could this truly be God?
Chief (continued): The very sight of God was beyond my
wildest imaginings. His sublime figure was no doubt visible
the world over. With our task completed, we enter into a new
epoch in the history of the world as free men. Pray for
happiness to fill the human soul. Our journey has begun anew.
HERO, please take care of Aira.
Aira (continued): Chief! What do you mean?
Chief (continued): Ha ha ha! Aira, it seems you've already
become an important member of HERO's party. And you have
found a new home in Estard as well, with a family that loves
you. The entire world must know of the good news by now.
I'm sure those at home are longing for your return. Go, and
make them happy! {Somehow, HERO’s party hovers in the air,
as if someone chanted Return.}

Ancient Ruins
Aira (continued): Whew! Huh? This isn't at all what I was
expecting. That Chief is as dense as a Metabble sometimes.
Still, I had no idea that he wielded so much power.
Gabo (continued): Do you think that his contact with God
would have anything to do with that?
Aira (continued): Hmm, it's a possibility. Well, HERO, I bet
your parents are waiting for you. Let's get back to Fishbel.

Johann (continued): {He wakes up.} Huh? Where am I? Hey!
How did I end up here, of all places? That inconsiderate,
asinine, morally bankrupt lout! I was looking forward to
returning to Mardra and being surrounded by a fanfare of
women and drink. Reviving God ought to give me an advantage
when it comes to wooing the sweet, sweet ladies. Heh heh
heh! Well, I better get moving. Thanks for the memories,
compadres! {He leaves.}
Melvin (continued): Johann. How is he returning to Mardra?
Aira (continued): It should be a relatively uneventful trip.
There won't be any monsters, after all!
Gabo (chat): Just as I thought, God was really impressive! I
even wet myself a little.
Aira (chat): It is thanks to you, HERO, that I managed to
carry out my sworn duty, the revival of God. Thank you for
everything you've done, HERO.
Melvin (chat): We must make a report about God's return to
King Burns and Master HERO's parents! They may well have
felt God's presence already, however.
Aira (chat, on World Map): With the Demon Lord destroyed
and God revived, I suppose our fight is over now.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): Let's go get something to eat
already!
Melvin (chat, on World Map): I would like to relax and drink
some wine today.
Aira (chat, on World Map): I bet you'll sleep soundly
tonight, HERO.
Gabo (chat, on World Map): It's finally over, huh, HERO?
Melvin (chat, on World Map): I suppose my duty is done.
Nay, it is only now beginning!

Woodsman’s Hut

Cat in front of house: Meow.
Gabo (chat): Yeah! Everybody's happy!
Dog near bonfire on the left: Woof woof woof!
Dog behind bonfire: Whine whine.
Squirrel: Squeak squeak!
Woodsman in house: Hey, it's you! I heard from the animals
of the forest that you're the ones who brought God back to
the world. I'm proud that I got to know such great people!
Ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): Maybe they'll let me stay here again.
Aira (chat): If you think about it, HERO, we've really
accomplished something great.

Estard Castle Town
Soldier (when you walk into town): Oh, if it isn't HERO!
Welcome back! {He walks up to the party.} When I got the
feeling that God had been brought back to life, I thought to
myself, 'This is surely the work of HERO.' By the way, what
with everything, I suppose you haven't told your parents that
you're safe yet, have you? I'll report to the King, and so
you'd better hurry along to your parents! They must be so
worried about you! /extra space/ Go on, now! {The whole
party turns around to leave.} If anything happens here, I'll
send a messenger to find you, so go along and enjoy yourself.
{You immediately leave town.}
Soldier (if you walk back into town): Oh, if it isn't HERO!
Welcome back! {He walks up to the party.} Well! What brings
you here? I've heard they're having a celebration of the
return of God in Fishbel. I don't suppose it would be much of
a celebration without you. {The whole party turns around to
leave.} If anything happens here, I'll send a messenger to
find you, so go along and enjoy yourself. {You immediately
leave town.}

Fishbel
Old man in north house: So God actually exists. I've never
been so amazed in all my years.
Young woman near entrance: Have you heard the news? It's
incredible! God has appeared! I still can't believe it!
Gabo (chat): Did we really have that much to thank God for?
I didn't even realize.
Melvin (chat): God has guided us all this way, but it would
have been for naught if we hadn't put in the effort in the
first place.
Aira (chat): God's revival promises to bring peace to the
world.
Mollie: Oh, welcome back, HERO. I'm glad you're all right.
I'm so proud of you, son. You revived God and saved us all.
That's why the village is preparing a giant celebration for you
today!
Gabo (chat): Your mother's cooking? Oh, man, I want to try
it right now!
Aira (chat): Maybe I should lend a hand.
Melvin (chat): I have heard that Mollie's cooking is excellent.
I look forward to it even more.
Mollie (again): The women of the village are cooking a
tremendous feast. I'm helping too, of course.
Borkano: It's great to have you back, HERO! It never ceases
to amaze me that I saw the fruit of my loins revive God
Himself. Although I don't think He'll change our lives much,
I'm still very proud of you, and glad to have Him back.
Melvin (chat): Most people's lives will barely be affected,
even though God is here now.
Aira (chat): Everyone in the world should know about God's
revival by now.
Gabo (chat): Your father looks good. I look better, though!

Cat in front of HERO’s house: Meow meow!
Woman on beach: I wonder why God decided to show up now
all of a sudden? Our world was peaceful enough without any
old God.
Young woman on beach: The world will be forever at peace
now that God has appeared, won't it? I'm so excited! Even if
something bad happens, God's mighty power will make
everything better!
Nun in church: I can't believe that God has shown Himself in
this world.
Priest: God is with us, as He has been since the beginning of
time. You should give thanks to God for all He has done for
you. {church talk}
Little boy in front of general store: Did you actually see
God? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? I envy you. I didn't see
Him.
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): Really? I didn't have a clear
view of Him either. He must look as tough as my dad!
Merchant in general store: I can't just sit around here on
such a happy day! There really is a God out there. I can
hardly believe it!
Cat in front of Amitt’s mansion: Meow meow.
Maribel (on first floor of Amitt’s mansion): I can't believe
it! You not only destroyed the Demon Lord, but resurrected
God, too! I suppose I'll have to revise my opinion of you. Just
a little bit, though. Hee hee! I wish that I could have gone
with you, but I couldn't leave Papa in his condition.
Aira (chat): Your father was sick? That's too bad, Maribel.
Gabo (chat): If I'm not with Maribel, then— Ah, never mind.
Melvin (chat): I have tried hard to do Maribel's part! Ha ha!
Maribel’s mother: Our family is helping out with tonight's
banquet, so it'll be quite a grand affair. It'll be such fun!
You're invited, of course.

Gabo (chat): A party? All right, HERO! I haven't had a good
meal in days!
Melvin (chat): I do look forward to this party, Master HERO.
Maid in kitchen: I'm working hard to prepare the celebration
feast. Cooking a feast for all the villagers is quite a task.
Amitt: With God resurrected, our harvests will go much more
smoothly. That will make this village and country more
prosperous. It's quite gratifying, actually. Enjoy the party
tonight, HERO and friends.
Gabo (chat): Wooo! I like to have fun!
Aira (chat): I wonder if I should try dancing. I haven't done
it in a while.
Melvin (chat): I love fish, so I'm sure I will greatly enjoy it.
Cat upstairs in Maribel’s parents’ room: Meow...
Sailor by Amitt’s mansion: Did you hear the great news,
HERO? There's going to be a grand party to celebrate God's
revival! I can hardly contain myself. I'm going to eat and
drink until I pass out from revelry and exhaustion!
Gabo (chat): A feast! All right, HERO! I haven't had a good
meal in days!
Melvin (chat): I do look forward to this feast, Master HERO.
Second sailor by Amitt’s mansion: Suddenly, a voice rang out
in my head, clear as day, but there was no one around me
talking. The voice said, 'I am God.' I thought I was crazy, but
everyone else in the village heard it too.
Sailor on dock: This boat looks pretty worn out. One of
these days, we'll just have to clean everything down to the
nooks and crannies.
Sailor on ship: Now that God has returned to the world, our
fishing trips will be divinely blessed. Even if a storm hits, I'm
sure that God will save us.
Sailor down two decks: I better take this wine with me. It
would be a sad day indeed if we ran out.

Sailor in galley: Yeow! Don't sneak up on me like that. It's
dangerous. I'm not used to peeling potatoes, after all.
Head Cook: Whew! Every kitchen in the village is being used
for the party! Have you notified Master Borkano and
Mistress Mollie that you have returned? (Yes/No)
Head Cook (if you say ‘No’): Oh. I was going to ask you to
help out, but you should go tell them that you're back first.
Head Cook (if you say ‘Yes’): Good, good. Hmm. Hopefully
this will be enough food. Here! Help me deliver this food, and
tell everyone to get started!
Sailor (continued): Got it! (He and another sailor take food
outside.}
Head Cook (continued): You guys should go outside too,
HERO. We're almost ready to start!
Aira (chat): I wonder if we should have helped out?
Melvin (chat): Now, Master HERO, let us go out as well!
Gabo (chat): Mmmmmm.
Aira (chat, in village): Oh. Is it rude to eat while walking?
Melvin (chat, in village): This wine is very good!
Melvin (chat, in village): A feast like this is always welcome,
no matter how many you go to.
Gabo (chat, in village): Munch, slurp.
Aira (chat, in village): This atmosphere is very comfortable.
Gabo (chat, in village): What'll I eat?
Head Cook (back in ship’s galley): I bet everyone can't wait
to get down and party! Ha ha!
Sailor on dock: Gaggh! Blorg blorg blorg! Uggh! Don't mind
me, I'm just feeding the fishes! Urp!
Gabo (chat): What a waste!
Melvin (chat): Hic!
Aira (chat): Hmmm.
Cat by Amitt’s mansion: Meow meow.
Maid in mansion kitchen: We made all that food, and now it's
nearly gone. I've got to cook more to make this work.

Sailor: A toast to the return of God, and the heroics of
HERO and his comrades! Cheers! Glug glug glug! Ah! Having
the chance to drink in broad daylight is enough to make me
give thanks to God!
Second sailor: This is great! It's sure been a long time since
I've felt this relaxed.
Sailor near net: Hey, HERO. Quit wandering around! You're
going to miss out on the food! Me? I've eaten so much I could
explode. I was just going to rest here.
Little boy: You're so lucky! I wish I could have some booze
too. I tried to sneak in a sip, but my mom got mad at me!
Gabo (chat): I don't like wine. It tastes vile!
Aira (chat): HERO, maybe you should wait until you are older
to begin drinking wine, eh?
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, are you still a little too young
for wine? Ha ha ha!
Maribel’s mother: Oh, HERO! Are you enjoying yourself?
This banquet is not only to celebrate God's return, but your
heroic actions as well.
Amitt: Although I heard God speak, I still have a hard time
believing that He is with us. Hearing Him was truly aweinspiring, though. I'm proud of what you've done, HERO.
Please, eat and drink to your heart's content.
Gabo (chat): Amitt, don't eat so much that you get sick!
Aira (chat): Everyone in the world must know about God's
revival by now.
Melvin (chat): God has certainly been revived.
Young woman on beach: Ah, how I love the feel of the ocean
breeze. It's just the thing for sobering up when one is
feeling a wee bit tipsy.
Sailor at picnic table: What's that? The bottle's already
empty! I'll have to bring some more from the cargo hold.
Young woman: How's the meal? Do you like it? (Yes/No)

Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Great! I was in a
huge rush, but I'm glad it turned out well.
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Ah, I knew it! I was in a huge
rush, so I probably threw too much salt in.
Gabo (chat): I don't complain. I'll eat it whether it's good or
bad!
Priest in church to nun: Your words sound hollow. Let your
heart speak out.
Nun (continued): You can't, Father! We're children of God.
Priest (continued): This wine is meant to celebrate God's
resurrection. Surely He won't mind if you have a small drink.
Nun (continued): All right. In that case, just a little.
Melvin (chat): Will you have a glass, Master HERO?
Aira (chat): That's right. God will forgive us if we spend a
day having fun.
Gabo (chat): I don't like wine. It tastes vile!
Nun (again): Hic! Oh, dear! Sorry, I must be getting a bit
drunk.
Maribel (at picnic table): Say, HERO. Are you really going to
be a fisherman like your father? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): I'm sure you would make a
wonderful fisherman, HERO. I used to think that was
impossible, but you really have changed.
Melvin (chat): Master HERO, I have heard that fishing is
hard work. Good luck at it!
Aira (chat): God has been revived, so HERO doesn't need to
carry a sword and fight any more.
Gabo (chat): You want to be a fisherman, HERO? Catch lots
of fish and let me have some!
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Oh really? I hope your parents are
okay with that. I would think that they'd be happier if you
followed in their footsteps.
Aira (chat): There are many other things HERO wants to do,
aren't there?

Melvin (chat): You can do any kind of work you choose!
Gabo (chat): Why won't you be a fisherman? I was hoping
you'd get me as much fish as I could eat!
Borkano: Hic! I don't care whether you follow in my
footsteps or not. Uhh, first and foremost, we have to find a
wife! Hic! A man is helpless until he has a wife to take care of
him and his home. Isn't that right? Ha ha ha! Hic!
Aira (chat): Hee hee! HERO doesn't have someone like that
yet?
Melvin (chat): Be sure to call me for the wedding ceremony,
Master HERO!
Gabo (chat): A bride for HERO? I'd like to see that!
Mollie: My, it's rare for your father to be intoxicated like
that. He used to take pride in the fact that he never got
drunk or seasick. He must be really letting himself go today.
Tee hee hee!
Aira (chat): You must feel better now that your son isn't in
danger anymore.
Gabo (chat): HERO, your father was really drunk!
Melvin (chat): I have a high tolerance for wine, you know.
Cat in front of HERO’s house: Meow...
Woman near church: It's nice to have drinks together once
in a while, isn't it? I just remembered when we were young.
Merchant: Don't be silly! Neither of us have changed a bit
from back then.
Old man blocking exit: Hm? Hey, HERO! Where do you think
you're going? The party can't start without you! Get back
here! {He moves you aside and then Johann arrives.}
Johann (continued): How inconsiderate of you to have a party
and not invite me, HERO! Regardless, I have a message for
you from King Burns. He requests your presence at the
castle. Don't worry about things here. I know how to handle a
party. Point me in the direction of the alcohol, and I'll start

playing some of my beautiful music for everyone. {He leaves
and the party music changes.}
Gabo (chat): Let's go to the castle, HERO. We might find
something better to eat!
Aira (chat): That's right, HERO. You should go report to
King Burns at once.
Melvin (chat): Master Johann is the same as always.
Old man (again): Well, if the King wants you, I guess you
don't have much choice. He probably just wants to laud you
for your valiant deeds.
Maribel: That's Johann, the legendary tula player. His
musical talent is second to none, but unfortunately, I can't
say the same about his personality.
Aira (chat): You've got a good eye for men, Maribel. Ha ha.
Melvin (chat): Are you worried about Maribel? She will be
fine. I am more worried about Master Johann. Ha ha ha.
Maribel’s mother: That's a beautiful song. I wonder if
somebody brought these musicians for me.
Young woman on beach: That's a nice tune. It just tugs at
the old heartstrings.
Johann: What are you waiting for, HERO? Get going! Don't
keep the King waiting, or he'll think that I forgot to tell you
because I was partying!
Aira (chat): Let's leave things to Johann here, HERO.

Estard Castle Town
Melvin (chat): King Burns is waiting for us, Master HERO!
Aira (chat): Let's hurry to King Burns, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Nobody's here. Maybe they all went inside the
castle.
Priest in church: Oh, you're still hanging around town, HERO.
Everyone went to the castle to pray for all of you. Please,
hurry over!

Gabo (chat): There might be something tasty there.
Temple monk by fountain: I am a Messenger of God. We are
currently building a great palace for Him. To this end, we are
recruiting soldiers and builders from across the world. King
Burns nobly honored our request. And so we will be off to the
next country soon.
Aira (chat): God's castle? It sounds wonderful.
Melvin (chat): I cannot stay silent! I must go to help.

Estard Castle
Guard in green on the left: Greetings, HERO! Please hurry
along and see the King!
Guard in green on the right: His Highness awaits you,
HERO!
Nun inside on the left: Thanks, HERO. God's restoration is
completely thanks to you!
Aira (chat): Aren't you glad everybody's so happy for us,
HERO?
Melvin (chat): Look at the bright faces on everyone! This is
how things ought to be!
Gabo (chat): Everybody looks very happy.
Old man fortune-teller: Ahh ha ha ha! I saw it all! I
prophecied everything in your adventures!
Young woman: Welcome back, HERO, and well done!
Little boy: Hooray for HERO! Hooray!
Soldier: Please, you must hurry! King Burns is expecting you!
Guard Captain: I've heard many tales of your bravery,
HERO. You have shown uncommon valor in the face of danger.
The King must be proud.
Woman on the right: Amazing, HERO. Not only did you
destroy the Demon Lord, but you also revived God!
Merchant: Now the world really has become peaceful!

Scholar: To think that God actually existed here in our world.
I have much to learn.
Tough guy: You really did it! I've got to say, I'm impressed
by your heroic deeds!
Maid: Wonderful, HERO.
Soldier on the left: The King hurried all the way down from
the throne room. Our somewhat impatient sire will meet you
in here.
Lady: Thanks to you, I feel so much braver now. Maybe
tonight I will tell the King how I feel.
Soldier on the right: I'd wager that Prince Kiefer would be
pleased with the work of HERO and his other friends, too.
Aira (chat): I'm sure Prince Kiefer can feel this too, HERO.
Melvin (chat): It is thanks to Master Kiefer's strength that
we finally won back peace.
Gabo (chat): I wonder what Kiefer is up to?
Minister: Shortly before you arrived, people calling
themselves the Messengers of God came to Estard. They
have taken it upon themselves to construct a palace for God.
I cannot even begin to imagine the scope or grandeur of a
palace worthy for God to live in.
Princess Leesa: Thank you, HERO. My brother always wished
for peace throughout the world. I wonder if Kiefer will ever
come back.
King Burns (when you step on staircase); It is good to see
you, HERO, and all your friends. Not only have you brought
back the lands lost to the hands of the Demon Lord and rid
his evil from this world, but you have returned God to his
children. Your names shall be lauded throughout the world
forever. Enough with formalities, though. Aira, Melvin, Gabo,
and HERO. I know you've endured much hardship on your
adventure. Now, with the Demon Lord defeated and God
revived, you have guaranteed peace throughout the world.
After your long, strenuous travels, you deserve a much

needed rest. By the way, HERO, what do you plan to do now,
follow in the footsteps of your father as a fisherman?
(Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? I'm sure
Borkano will be pleased.
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): I see. Yes, I'm sure you have
other things you wish to pursue.
King Burns (continued, either way): What about you, Gabo?
Gabo (continued): Me? I suppose I'll return to the
woodsman's place.
King Burns (continued): Hmm, yes, I see. How about the
great Melvin?
Melvin (continued): I'll be returning to God's side. I'll
devote myself to the protection of peace throughout the
world.
King Burns (continued): A Messenger of God has told me that
there are plans to build a palace for God. It would please me
if you could assist with that. Aira, what do you intend to do
now?
Aira (continued): I...
King Burns (continued): If it would please you, why don't you
make this your home? You could become a castle guard, or
anything you please. Leesa seems to have really taken a liking
to you. How about attending to the Princess' education?
Princess Leesa (continued): Oh, Father!
Aira (continued): Thank you so much. Please, let me think
about this for a little while.
King Burns (continued): Feel free to take all the time that
you need. Now, the time has come for celebration! Begin the
festivities! Musicians, that's your cue!
And that night, Estard
Castle held a grand feast.

People from Fishbell Fishbel and
nearby to wns towns celebrated
well into the night...
Celebrations continued,
here and elsewhere in the
world, for several days.
The people prayed to God
for eternal peace.
And the days and months
passed...
HERO led a peaceful
life, just as always.
Then,/space/one morning...

CHAPTER 24
Déjà Vu

Fishbel
Mollie (continued): HERO,/period not comma/ It's morning.
Time to wake up! The sun has already risen high in the sky!
{She climbs the ladder into your room.} This is no time to be
dozing, HERO! You promised you'd help your father out,
didn't you? You'll have to work extra hard to make up for
being late. Get up, already! {She leaves.}
Mollie (when you go downstairs): Well, you're finally awake!
It's time to go and give your father his lunch. {She walks
over to you from the kitchen.} I made the usual Fish Sub for
him. Take it while it's hot! [HERO received a Fish Sub!] Make
sure you don't lose your way, all right? Hurry along now!
Mollie (again): What's the matter? Your father's at the
harbor, where he always is. He boards his ship there every
day to go fishing. Now hurry up!
Cat: Meow.
Sailor on beach: If you're going somewhere nearby, that
little boat should be sturdy enough. A bigger boat would be
better for making a big haul, though.
Old woman in church: I never imagined I would see God with
my own eyes. Oh, I'm so happy I lived to see this day!
Nun: I've heard that the men are having a much easier time
catching fish these days. I am sure the benevolent power of
God is guiding them.
Cat: Meow meow.
Woman in general store: Hey, HERO. Did you get along well
with little Maribel? (Yes/No)

Woman (if you say ‘No’): Is that so? Haven't you two been
traveling together? Oh, I see. There were others with you. I
didn't know that.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): If little Maribel becomes your
bride, I guess that makes you the next boss of the
fishermen! Ha ha! You'd make a great boss, HERO. I
guarantee it! Whatever anyone may say, the fact is that
you're Borkano's son!
Cat: Meow? Meow? Meow.
Merchant: I wonder if this means there won't be any more
Amitt Harvests. I'll miss it, that's for sure. I won't miss the
grief I get from my old lady, though.
Little boy: The Amitt Harvest got canceled. My Dad said
that he was happy to catch a lot of fish. That's boring,
though! Boo hoo! I want to see the festival!
Maribel’s mother in mansion dining room: That Maribel! She
spends most of her time sitting in her room, daydreaming.
She'll never become a good bride like this! Oh, what should I
do? No, I'm not suggesting you marry her now, or anything.
Maid in kitchen: I am a maid, and a very cute one at that.
Oh, if it isn't HERO. If you're looking for Maribel, she's
upstairs.
Maribel: It sure is boring when it's peaceful, HERO. I miss
the days when we traveled together. Papa's doing pretty well
now, so maybe we should go on another journey.
Sailor on dock: Cough! I think that's all the cleaning that
needs to be done right now. Although unapparent to the
casual observer, our work isn't merely sailing. We are also
entrusted with maintaining and defending the town and its
harbor. Cough! Cough!
Amitt: I can hardly just sit in bed all day! I may not be able
to go fishing with Borkano, but I at least want to see him off.
Borkano: HERO! Where were you? Your mother could have
given birth to another child, and I could have had him bring

me the sandwich in the time it took you to get here. You
didn't forget it, did you? [HERO gave the Fish Sub to his
father!] Mmm mmm! This is it! These sandwiches keep my
fishing skills toned. Munch munch. You know, HERO, umm.
Ahem! Ahh, forget it! You go below deck and peel some
potatoes or something!
Sailor on ship: Bringing your father lunch again? I don't
know how you can stand being exploited. If someone ever
tried to make me an errand boy, I'd knock them out!
Mollie (again): Oh, HERO. You just gave your father his lunch
and came straight back? You have to stay there and help him
out some, too! Go on, get back out there!
Young woman in north house: Oh, it's HERO. Delivering
lunch to your father again? A loving wife fixing a meal for
her working man is so romantic!
Old man in bed: I'm glad the fishing's going well, but now
I've eaten too much! Burp! I'm so full I can't even get up!
Young woman blocking exit: This is Fishbel, a tiny village
surrounded by ocean. Going somewhere so early in the
morning, HERO? If you're delivering lunch to your father,
you're headed the wrong way. The harbor is past the temple,
by Amitt's house.
Sailor in map room of ship: Before, we had to sail for days
before we could find prime fishing waters. Now, no matter
where we go, the fish are just piling into our nets. I'm glad
things have gotten easier, but it feels like all the challenge is
gone.
Johann: Good morning, HERO. I'm starting to get bored of
hanging around here. I've decided to ask your father to take
me far away from here on his boat. I don't have any idea
where I'll get off yet, but I'll probably never see any of you
ever again. As long as I've got this instrument, I'll be all
right. Take care.

Sailor downstairs on the left: It makes no difference
whether the fish swim near land or far away. The fisherman
goes where the fish are. Their lives are inextricably linked.
Sailor on the right: Now that I'm home every day, I get to
be with my wife all the time! Oh, God, thank you so much! I
don't know how I'll ever repay you!
Head Cook: I haven't seen you in a while, HERO. You look
different. Maybe you've been maturing. You'll be like
Borkano before long! I don't need anything done right now, so
you can go on back upstairs.
Sailor from beach (as you go on deck): Amitt, Borkano, I'm
sorry, but could you come to the shore for a minute?
Amitt (continued): What's all this about? What happened?
Borkano (continued): Quickly, friend, tell us what has
happened. Is it serious?
Sailor (continued): I'm not sure. A group calling themselves
Messengers of God just sailed in.
Amitt (continued): We can't ignore something of such great
import. Borkano, please tend to this matter. I trust that you
will make the right decision on how to handle this.
Borkano (continued): Arrgh! Just as we're setting off to
fish. Why now? {to HERO} HERO, go in my place. {Amitt and
the sailor leave.}
Borkano (again): I'm off to fish. The village is in your hands.
Sailor on ship: That ship is simply amazing! I can't believe
how lavish it is! Its owners must revel in the splendor all day
long. Maybe you can't see it, HERO, but I can. I've always
had great vision!
Borkano (as you step on the gangplank): All aboard! Raise
the anchor!
Sailor on dock: Now that the ship is off at sea, the only
thing I can do is pray for the safety of its crew.

Maribel’s mother: Listen, HERO. I don't mind if you take
Maribel out every now and then. She's been quite irritable of
late. I think she's getting restless.
Maid: I am a maid, and a very[NL]cute one at that. Ha ha ha!
Maribel in bed: Zzzzz..... I'm so bored... Zzz....
Maribel (as you leave the docks): You look kind of down,
HERO. Did something happen? Ah! What's that boat? It
looks kind of interesting. Let's go check it out! {She walks
down to the beach.}
Woman in front of general store: What's going on? There
hasn't been such a fuss about a fishing trip in a long time.
Huh? What's that ship? I've never seen that one before.
Little boy: That was something! People wearing shiny clothes
got off the beautiful ship, but they quickly left the village. I
wish I could have seen them longer.
Old woman in front of church: The Messengers of God were
certainly impressive. They made our village priest seem
mundane by comparison. I'm so happy I lived to see this day.
Nun pacing in church: Oh, my goodness! I was speaking to
the Messengers of God! Oh, how I'd love to work as a true
servant of God someday!
Priest: Apparently the Messengers of God have business with
the King of Estard. I have no idea why, though. {church talk}
Young woman blocking exit: What's wrong with them? Even
if I was in their way, they didn't have to shove me! My lovely
skirt was stained!
Old man in north house: Zzz...
Mollie: Your father and everyone else have already left the
harbor, I guess. Anyway, good work, HERO. You can take it
easy for a while.
Sailor on beach: They crossed the ocean in that gaudily
decorated ship. They might have God's protection, but I
don't buy it.

Maribel: Hmm, so this is the ship of the Messengers of God.
What do you think of it? It looks rather gaudy to me, and the
Messengers didn't look that impressive either.
Amitt to young woman (by boats): I see. So people who
claim to be the Messengers of God came here on this ship?
Young woman (continued): They asked me for directions to
Estard Castle and left as soon as I told them how to get
there.
Amitt (continued): Hmm. I suppose that this matter isn't
quite as important as I had originally thought. All we have to
do is look after their boat, after all.
Amitt (again): Hmm? A group calling themselves the
Messengers of God went to Estard Castle. You seem unusually
attentive, HERO. Does this interest you? (Yes/No)
Amitt (if you say ‘No’): Really? I thought that you were
interested. I suppose we'll just have to wait quietly for your
father to return.
Amitt (if you say ‘Yes’): I thought there had to be some
reason why you were paying attention to me instead of just
daydreaming. Go ahead and run along to the castle. Just be
sure to be on your best behavior. It wouldn't do to behave
rudely towards one of the Messengers of God.
Young woman: Messengers of God or not, I don't care. They
suddenly appeared and shouted, 'Woman! Tell us the way to
Estard!' Where do they get off, talking to a lady like that?
Grrr...
Young woman blocking exit: What's wrong with them? Even
if I was in their way, they didn't have to shove me! My lovely
skirt was stained! {to HERO} I'm sorry, HERO. It looks like
I'm in your way.
Young woman (again): Are you going to the castle, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, you're not? Then never
mind.

Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): If you meet up with them,
give them a good punch for me!

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman in house: Hello! Long time no see. You look great.
Gabo and I are doing fine. Gabo seems to like this place. I
feel like I've gained a son, and we're having so much fun
together.
Cat: Meow.
Gabo by bonfire: What? Why did everybody stop talking?
{The animals flee.}
Wolf: Grr grr grr!
Gabo: No, HERO. Everybody got scared and ran away. And I
was having so much fun, too! Hey, HERO, have you got
something to tell me? Going somewhere again? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): A Messenger of God? What
should I do?
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Oh, I get it. I'll stay here.
Gabo (continued, either way): I love it here. There are lots
of animals to play with, and my dad is really nice. I wish I
could stay here forever.
Gabo (again): If God returns here, we won't have to fight
any more, right? Then, I can stay here forever!

Estard Castle Town
Young woman at entrance: Welcome. This is the castle town
of Estard. The town is buzzing with news that the
Messengers of God are coming.
Dog: Woof! Woof! Woof!
Innkeeper: Hey there, HERO. What are you doing today?
Have you been sent on an errand? (Yes/No)

Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. Borkano's been fishing
every day recently, hasn't he? You're going to have to give it
a try too, HERO. Now that the world is at peace, you've got
to make a living somehow!
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): I suppose you came to see the
Messengers of God. Well, you're out of luck. The Messengers
of God aren't coming here. I think they're headed for the
castle.
Bunny girl: I don't hear Johann playing his tula anymore.
Just between you and me, I thought he was pretty amazing.
Sigh.
Bartender: Hi, HERO. You're looking good, as usual. I wonder
where Hondara is and what he's up to now. He's an awful
customer, but I have to admit that I've started missing him.
Old man: Ahh, if you eat fish every day, you can't help but
grow sick of it. I heard all the overfishing lately has even led
to falling prices. That's Borkano for you! He'll empty the
seas of fish before he's done.
Innkeeper’s wife upstairs: Oh, well. I guess I'm done here.
The room is nice and clean now. Who knows, maybe a
Messenger of God will stay here. I have to do a thorough job.
Woman by fountain, to old woman: What in the world has
brought the Messengers of God to these parts?
Old woman (continued): Well, it's not really bad news, but I
just don't know.
Woman (continued): True, true. It's the word of God, after
all.
Woman (again): Oh, HERO. Have you heard about the
Messengers of God? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, of course! I knew you were
too smart to miss out on big news like that! I heard the
Messengers of God were heading for the castle.
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Oh, how unlike you to miss out on
such an important event! The Messengers of God were here a

while ago. And my, were they dressed fancy! I didn't get a
good look, though, since they went straight into the castle.
Young man by fountain, to nun: They're certainly an
impressive group of people, huh, sis?
Nun (continued): Of course. Those people are not like us.
They've been able to work on God's side for all eternity.
Young man (continued): Hmm, I guess that's true.
Young man (again): {to HERO} I don't know whether God
exists or not, but it makes no difference to me. It's not like
He's passing out free money or anything.
Nun (again): {to HERO} As long as there is a God, peace will
reign over our lives. I'm sure Prince Kiefer would call peace
'boring' if he was here.
Little boy running around church: Ha ha ha! We're God's
Messengers! Hooray!
Old woman: I may be an old woman, but I can pray up a
storm! It was enough to revive God, after all. Ho ho ho ho.
Priest: Imagine my surprise when the Messengers of God
suddenly appeared here. I'm envious of them. I would give
anything for a chance to talk with God! Oh, sorry. {church
talk}
Young woman in northwest house: Please, make yourself at
home.
Little girl in bathroom: Eeeeeek! You pervert! What are you
doing peeping on a lady in the bath? Ha ha ha, just kidding. I
was only cleaning.
Old man by north house: I hope I can listen to Johann's tula
tonight while gazing at the stars. Oh, wait! Johann's already
left town, hasn't he? Oh, dear!
Old man in north house: What? Messengers of God, you say?
Well, I don't know anything about that. All I care about is
where in the world that Hondara went! Where could he have
gone? Well, it doesn't look like I'm ever going to get my
money back!

Young woman upstairs: Just as I expected! Hondara ran off
without paying his rent. But I've decided to leave his room as
it is. He might show up sometime, you know?
Orka’s father in general store: It's said that God's power
will restore true peace to our world. I'm even thinking of
selling some souvenirs today.
Orka’s mother: Why do only disreputable girls come to play
with Orka? Doesn't Orka have any judgment when it comes
to women?
Young woman upstairs: Hee hee. I like you a lot, Orka.
Orka (continued): Hey, hey, back off, will you?
Young woman (continued): Ooh, that's fine! Tee hee hee.
Orka: Hey there, HERO. Look, I'm in the middle of
something right now, so just make yourself scarce, will you?
You want to know what I'm doing? Take a look for yourself!
Now stop being such a pest, and bug off!
Little boy by well: Waah! I saw Hondara leaving his house. I
asked him where he was going, and he hit me! Waah!
Bartender through back door of pub: Woah, woah! Didn't I
tell you not to come into the work area?
Soldier by exit on the right: Estard Castle lies ahead.
Today would normally be my day off. But instead, I've been
assigned to a lookout post because the Messengers of God
are here, or some such. Oh, brother.
Soldier by exit on the left: Well, if it isn't HERO. I was
expecting you to come along soon! Is it true what they say?
That the Messengers of God came to Fishbel by ship? I don't
suppose it's the kind of thing you'd miss seeing! You can go
on through.

Estard Castle
Guard in green on the left: We're taking special safety
precautions at the moment. Envoys from God are here at the

castle right now! Please be careful not to cause any
disturbance within the castle. I'm sure you understand.
Guard in green on the right: The King is having an audience
with the Messengers of God at this time. I do not know
whether he would be able to meet with even one such as you,
HERO.
Soldier on the left: Welcome to Estard Castle, HERO.
Soldier on the right: The King is in the middle of meeting
with the Messengers of God.
Guard Captain: This castle has been quiet up until now, but
with the arrival of the Messengers of God, things have
suddenly become quite busy. Even though the world's
peaceful, I can't fail to protect my customers. Maybe I
ought to post a few more soldiers. Hmm.
Soldier guarding dining room on the right: No matter how
much you may wish it, I cannot let you pass. It would be a
different story if you had permission from someone
important.
Soldier on the left: The King is dining with the Messengers
of God in the banquet hall right now. No one is allowed to
enter. Don't think badly of me.
Soldier upstairs: The King isn't up there. He must be
meeting with the Messengers of God in the banquet hall.
Lady: Who is this Aira girl? She's nothing but a soldier, and
yet she's always so close to the King. Oh, does the King really
like younger women better than me, after all? (Yes/No)
Lady (if you say ‘Yes’): You would say that!
Lady (if you say ‘No’): I'm sure you're right. A girl who has
nothing but her youth can't compare to the charms of a
sophisticated, worldly woman. I'll surely emerge victorious!
Maid in Kiefer’s old room: Now that Prince Kiefer isn't
around, this room will be used by the female soldier, Aira.
The king likes Aira's skills, so he's paying her to act as a
royal guard.

Knight on back terrace: Princess Leesa doesn't appear at
the veranda these days. She seems to have confined herself
to her room ever since Prince Kiefer left on his journey. I
hope she's not sick, or anything.
Soldier outside royal chamber: You are here to see the
Princess, HERO? She appears to be doing well these days.
Please go in and speak with her.
Princess Leesa: Where do you think my brother is now,
HERO? Do you think he's taking care of himself? I wonder if
he's happy. I'm sorry, HERO, I shouldn't be asking you.
There's no way you could know. Knowing Kiefer, I'm sure he's
doing just fine without me worrying.
Lady on terrace: The number of soldiers on guard suddenly
increased. Could something have happened? Surely not,
though. After all, the world is peaceful now.
Old man near library (maybe same old man from cliff
house?): It's hard to believe so much time has passed since
Prince Kiefer left the palace. Looking back on it now, I think
I suspected this would happen the moment the Prince first
took an interest in those ruins.
Scholar: Do you believe in God, HERO? (Yes/No)
Scholar (if you say ‘Yes’): I expected as much. I have yet to
see him with my own eyes, but man cannot depend upon
science and reason alone.
Scholar (if you say ‘No’): You disappoint me, HERO. I didn't
believe it in the beginning either, but the truth is
unavoidable. I thought many of the myths and legends I've
read about in books were fiction, but I was wrong. How does
it feel to resign yourself to life's empty pursuits? Do you
feel the nothingness inside where your soul should be?
Soldier above library: Hmmph! If you're a Messenger of
God, then shouldn't you know magic? Why would you need us
to guard you, then? My duty precludes me from openly
decrying your leftist ways.

Soldier at top of castle: There must be some kind of
important duty for me, since God sent his messengers! Such
as hiring me as one of God's personal soldiers, for example!
But that's just not going to happen, is it? At any rate, I'd
better get back to work.
Bard: Dear God! Please let me sing a song of praise to you!
'Lalala. God has come to guide us to a peaceful world. Lalala.'
Soldier above fortune-teller’s room: With the power of
God, there may be no more wars. But if that happens, many
soldiers will be cast out amongst the rabble of society. This
might be our last job.
Old man fortune-teller: You there. How about a free
fortune telling? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Okay, I won't force you, but I'll
miss you.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, let me begin. Ahem...
Fire! Mire! Dire! Liar! Papaya! Guava! I've got it! I see an
overwhelmingly gaudy, but dignified building. What is this
building for? Oof! Huff, huff. Everything suddenly went dark
there for a second. I'm getting old. Anyway, that's your
fortune. Only God knows if it will come true or not.
Old man (again): Sorry, I'm a bit dizzy from that last one.
Can you come back a little later?
Soldier on second floor terrace: What a suspicious
character! Oh, it's you, HERO. Terribly sorry! It's been a
long time since I've kept guard. I seem to be a little nervous.
Ha ha ha...
Soldier in throne room on the left: This is the King's room.
But the King is not here right now. If this is an urgent
matter, speak to the Minister.
Minister: Ahh, HERO. What is it? Did you need to see me
about something? (Yes/No)
Minister (if you say ‘No’): Aha, I see. Feel free to walk
about inside the palace, but try not to make too much noise.

We wouldn't want to be rude to the Messengers of God. It
would be a blemish on our country's name.
Minister (if you say ‘Yes’): I see, so you know about the
Messengers of God. Unfortunately, the Messengers of God
are with His Majesty at the moment.
Soldier (continued): {He walks in from the stairs.} This is a
message from the King to the Minister.
Minister (continued): Oh? You'd like to leave a message? All
right, then, what is your message?
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! 'When you see HERO return
from Fishbel, report to me at once!' That is the message.
Minister (continued): Well, well, you have certainly come at
just the right moment. Thank you. You may withdraw now.
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir! Forgive my intrusion.
Minister (continued): I believe you heard that, HERO. You
are to go immediately to the banquet room, where you will
find the King. Why His Majesty asked for you to be
summoned is beyond me. If you hurry, perhaps you can see
the Messengers of God.
Minister (again): The King summons you, HERO. His Majesty
is in the banquet room on the first floor with the Messengers
of God. You must go there posthaste.
Soldier on the left (again): I wonder what the King wants
from you, HERO. I'd be interested in hearing about it, if you
feel you can confide such matters to me.
Soldier on second floor terrace: Oh, HERO. I heard the
King was calling for you. What are you doing wasting time
around here? Hurry up!
Guard in green on the right (if you try to leave the
castle): HERO! I believe His Highness has summoned you.
Please return to the banquet hall right away. His Majesty is
impatient to see you!
Soldier guarding dining hall on the right: Oh, HERO. Good,
you're still in the castle.

Soldier on the left (continued): The King called for you. You
may come in.
Soldier on the right (continued): It looks like he wants to
ask you something.
Soldier on the left (continued): Now, come in.
Soldier on the right (again): Where are you going? The King
isn't done talking yet.
Soldier on the left (again): The Messengers of God are
here. Be careful not to make any mistakes.
Chef in the kitchen on the right: It's so early in the
morning. I'm not quite prepared yet. But it's okay! Everything
is just fine! Mostly.
Chef on the left: I don't know about God, but the
Messengers of God are human, right? If that's the case,
there's no way they can fail to be impressed with my cooking!
Maid on the left: I'm so nervous! I can't believe I'm going
to meet the Messengers of God! I've got to keep calm, or I
might drop the dishes!
Temple monk on the left: We have come to greet the King
of Estard, who rules this island. We have come with a divine
message from God that His Crystal Palace has been
completed.
Temple monk in the middle: So you are HERO, the one of
whom the King has spoken. If what the King says is true, you
possess a wonderous power. But you don't look like anything
special to me. All I see is an ordinary young man.
Nun on the right: King Burns is traveling to the Crystal
Palace with us. At the Crystal Palace, the representatives of
each country will be given a revelation from God.
Maid on the right: Do you like our country's food? If you
had come a little later, we would have been able to give you
fish. It's too bad.
Aira: Hi there, HERO. Feeling good? (Yes/No)

Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, how silly of me to even ask!
You're always full of energy, HERO.
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? Lonely without me around,
right? Ha ha ha!
King Burns: Ah, young HERO. I knew you wouldn't just stand
idle after hearing about the Messengers of God. Have a seat
next to me, so we can talk.
King Burns (when you sit next to him): Messengers of God,
I would like to introduce you to HERO. I wish to take him and
Aira, the inner guard, to the Crystal Palace. Do you approve?
Temple monk in the middle (continued): Our God may indeed
show His favor for these people.
Temple monk on the left (continued): But our boat has room
for only two more. You must leave one behind.
King Burns (continued): That won't be necessary. We possess
an alternative method of transportation.
Nebira (temple monk in the middle, continued): In which
case there should be no problem. I wish to depart as soon as
possible.
King Burns (continued): What do you think, HERO? Will you
join us? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): You jest! Don't you want to see
the great Crystal Palace? What do you think, HERO? Will you
join us? (Yes/No)
King Burns (when you say ‘Yes’): It is settled then. I am
pleased with your decision, HERO.
Nebira (continued): Very well then. We will leave
immediately.
King Burns (continued): We will need some time to prepare
our transportation.
Nebira (continued): I ask that you move as quickly as
possible. God should not be delayed.
King Burns (continued): Let us be on with it! {The
Messengers of God leave the table, and the soldiers escort

them out of the castle.} All right, HERO, let's get moving.
We shall head to the Crystal Palace in your Sky Stone!
Aira (continued): The King was pouting like a spoiled child
over the Sky Stone.
King Burns (continued): I've heard enough, Aira. Now come.
{He leads HERO and Aira out of the dining hall, then stops in
front of the soldier on the left.} I must head for the Crystal
Palace. I'll leave the rest in your hands!
Soldier on the left (continued): Sir! Please take care and
return safely! {King Burns climbs the stairs and leads you to
the top of the castle.}
King Burns (continued): Well, well. HERO, can you be ready
to depart at once? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Ha ha ha! Are you saying that
fashion is an issue with you? No matter how you dress up, it
matters not to God. You're fine as you are. And since I won't
be going to fight, I have no need of weapons and armor.
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Okay, HERO! Call the Sky Stone! If you call the Sky Stone, it
will come. So call it, HERO! (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): What? You refuse to obey my
order? You will join me on the Sky Stone, HERO. Do not
anger me. It has been a long time since my fists dripped with
the blood of an insurgent. (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): [HERO's
prayers summoned the Sky Stone!] This is the first time I
have seen it so closely. How magnificent. Let's go, HERO and
Aira. {He hops in the Sky Stone.}
Aira (continued): Hey, HERO, we're coming on too... Oof!
{She and HERO hop in the Sky Stone, and then it begins to
lift off the ground.}
King Burns (continued): We're flying! We're flying! What an
incredible world, being able to fly like this! The Crystal
Palace awaits! {All of a sudden, Gabo runs in.}

Gabo (continued): HERO! What are you leaving me behind
for? Yow! Grrr! {He hops in the Sky Stone, and you finally
depart.}

Crystal Palace
King Burns (continued): So this is Crystal Palace, is it? Such
astounding beauty!
Nebira (continued): {He walks in.} I'm astonished! I didn't
know you had such marvelous means of transportation!
King Burns (continued): Oh, it's nothing, really. The Sky
Stone doesn't actually belong to me.
Nebira (continued): Oh, really?
King Burns (continued): But, enough of that. Shouldn't we
hurry?
Nebira (continued): Yes, I suppose we should. This way, then.
{He leads everyone inside.} What do you think of Crystal
Palace, King Burns?
King Burns (continued): The palace is wonderful! It's truly
befitting as the home of God!
Nebira (continued): Why, thank you. We used the best
materials and the most skilled laborers in the world!
King Burns (continued): It certainly shows! What do you
think, HERO? Isn't it amazing? (Yes/No)
Nebira (if you say ‘No’): Hmph! I suppose the hovel you have
back home is better!
King Burns (continued): ...
Nebira (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Well,
we've wasted enough time here. Let's hurry on! {He leads you
upstairs.} I'm afraid no attendants are allowed beyond this
point. Only King Burns may go on ahead.
King Burns (continued): Hmm... Oh, well. Aira, Gabo, HERO,
you wait here. I'll go on alone.
Nebira (continued): Now then, King Burns. This way, please.

King Burns (continued): Right.
Gabo (chat): You mean we don't get to meet God, HERO?
That's terrible!
Aira (chat): I hoped we might have a chance to speak with
God. This is a crushing disappointment.
Aira (chat): This is just what I imagined the Crystal Palace
to be like. I'm in awe.
Aira (chat): Can you imagine working here?
Gabo (chat): Wow! Look at it glitter!
Gabo (chat): Are you saying you'd like to live in a house like
this, HERO? I think I'd pass.
Knight guarding stairs on the left: Only the representatives
of each land are allowed beyond this point.
Knight on the right: Rooms have been made ready for all
attendants. Please use the stairs up from the first floor. If
you are tired from your long journey, please use the beds
provided. The audience with God may prove to be quite
lengthy.
Gabo (chat): HERO/comma/ I'm getting a little tired.
Aira (chat): Hey/comma/ HERO. Once we've had a look
around, let's get some rest.
Priest: God will appear before us today! He hardly ever shows
Himself, even to us. He must have something extremely
important to say.
Knight downstairs, on the right side of the stairwell: {He
turns to the right.} Please go through those doors and up to
the second floor. The passageway outside leads to the dining
hall and rest area.
Aira (chat): Hey, HERO. Once we've had a look around, let's
get some rest.
Gabo (chat): HERO, a dining hall! Let's get something to eat!
Knight on the left: We are the holy warriors who serve God.
We are busy training under Melvin, commander of the

warriors of God. Physical strength alone doesn't make one a
warrior. You have to be mentally strong and just.
Aira (chat): Hmm. It seems as though Melvin is a man of
great importance here.
Temple monk on the left: The Crystal Palace was built as a
sanctum sanctorum for God, but He's hardly ever here
Himself. Man's conception of time is insignificant to an
omnipotent being such as God, though.
Priest on the left: Oh... So you were called here by God,
too? You look a little young to be representing your country.
Are you an attendant? (Yes/No)
Priest (if you say ‘No’): No? In that case, you'd best be
leaving at once! This is the home of God. It's not a
playground for children!
Priest (if you say ‘Yes’): You came with the King of Estard?
I've been to Estard! It's a fine place. I'll never forget the
taste of the fish they caught during the Amitt Harvest!
Priest (again): I hope I can return for the next one.
Nun: There are many renowned priests and priestesses
working here, gathered from all over the world. I feel
honored to have been selected as one of them!
Knights in hallway on the left and right: Welcome to the
Crystal Palace, the holy castle of God!
Knight outside on the left: You are the attendants of the
King of Estard, are you not? Please relax inside the palace
until the audience is through.
Knight on the right: With the holy warriors standing guard,
the palace is completely secure. Although, I don't imagine
anyone would be foolhardy enough to attack the palace of
God.
Aira (chat): Only the Demon Lord would contemplate
attacking God. But he is gone. Right, HERO?

Nun near water: The holy water in this pond can be used as a
monster Repellent. God blessed it Himself. Would you like
some? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘No’): You wouldn't? No donation is required,
you understand.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): Here you are, then. [HERO obtained
the Repellent!]
Nun (again): I'm sorry, but the Repellent is so precious, I'm
afraid we can't give you any more.
Gabo (chat): There's plenty to go around, so it's mean not to
give us more! Hmph!
Knight guarding northeast corner: Do you know any healing
magic? (Yes/No)
Knight (if you say ‘No’): Oh, too bad. I thought you would
make a good holy warrior.
Knight (if you say ‘Yes’): Then you should become a holy
warrior and serve alongside us! Living in the service of God is
the highest of honors.
Aira (chat): Wow, HERO! You were scouted out to be a holy
warrior!
Modina (lady, head of style rankings): This palace is simply
enchanting! It would take first place if there were a
category for Architecture in the rankings. Or it would be
neck and neck with the works of Baloch of Litorud, at least.
Knight in north guardhouse: This is a resting place for our
holy warriors. Only warriors are allowed in here, so I must
ask you to leave.
Knight guarding northwest corner: Huh? What are you doing
here? This isn't the palace entrance. Go around to the front
if you want to go in. The way this palace is built, it's a bit
hard for visitors to tell where the entrance is.
Priest: What do you think of the Crystal Palace? As you can
imagine, it was not easy to meet the unrivaled expectations
of God. It had to be beautiful and intricate, yet easily

fortified. What an arduous task it was! The architects really
did a fantastic job. It was worth bringing them here. Huh?
Where are they? Oh, they returned to their own lands quite
a while ago.
Aira (chat): Humans are really amazing, aren't they? They
can create structures of such exquisite beauty!
Gabo (chat): What's an 'architect'? I've never heard that
word before.
Observation (if you try to leave the grounds): You
shouldn't leave without permission from King Burns.
Young Dejan man in northeast second floor hallway: I came
as the Chief's attendant, but I don't know where he is! As
you know, Dejans spend most of their time outdoors. We
don't like being inside much. Never have I been inside a
construct of such magnitude! I hope the Chief managed to
find his way to his congress with God.
Knight in basement dungeon: There are vicious monsters
imprisoned here. With the help of God, they were captured
after much adversity. But God has said that we must not kill
them. I was moved by God's words, and so I applied to
become a prison guard.
Gabo (chat): I don't really like killing monsters, either. Some
monsters would probably make good friends!
Aira (chat): What God said must be true, but it's hard to
forget all of the senseless death caused by those fiends.
Knight in front of treasury: This is the treasury. I'm
supposed to be on guard here, but who's stupid enough to
steal from the coffers of God? No one, that's who!
Treasure chest – Final Key
Treasure chest – Berserkr Helmet
Marsh (tough guy, head of power rankings): These
monsters may be all meek and quiet now, but they're
stronger than they look! I'm amazed the holy warriors were

able to capture them all! I wouldn't be surprised if they
showed up in the Power Ranking, with how strong they are!
Cerabus in cell: ...
Aira (chat): They don't attack even when we get this close! I
guess they're peaceful monsters.
Gabo (chat): What's wrong, HERO? We don't have to kill the
monsters here, right?
Pot – Mystic Nut
Savagemon in cell: Rrrrr...
Pot – Strength seed
DeathGron in cell: Grrr!
Pot – Life Acorn
Knight in little alcove on the right: God's words alone
allowed these monsters to live on. I think they know it, too.
They're all tame as kittens now.
Young desert man in kitchen on east side of second floor:
We begged the Chief to let us come along, but this place
isn't very comfortable. There's no sand indoors, and it's so
cold. I'm getting goosebumps.
Young desert man at the table on the right: This is the
Palace of God, right? I expected all kinds of great food! But
it's the same old swill I normally eat! At least it's free!
Chomp! Slurp! Gobble!
Young desert man on the left: The Chief begged us to come
with him as attendants. That's understandable. We four
brothers are the smartest and strongest men in Dune! And,
of course, I'm the most handsome and reliable of all.
Aira (chat): I see some people of Dune, too. It really looks
like people have gathered from every part of the world!
Nun: Honestly! Just how long are those people going to eat?
They've already devoured more than we eat in a whole day!
Don't they know gluttony goes against God's teachings?
Gabo (chat): Tell me, HERO. Is it bad to eat a lot? (Yes/No)

Gabo (if you say ‘No’): No way! I mean, you can't
grow if you don't eat a lot!
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? Seriously? But forget it!
Eating is one thing I'm never going to give up!
Pot – TinyMedal
Pot – Life Acorn
Pamela in south second floor hallway: Wait! I've seen you
somewhere before! We've met, haven't we? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): We haven't? Maybe it's
time for me to retire. But my apprentice, Elma, isn't
quite ready to take over for me yet. Sigh...
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes, I remember now! I told your
fortune once. Much time has passed since then. I'm glad to
see you looking well!
Pamela (again): Hmm. I suppose the God who lives here is
different from the God of Flame we worship in Engow. They
say He's a God among gods, the greatest God of all. I wasn't
aware there was a hierarchy among the infinitely strong.
Aira (chat): Until now, God has been tangible only in their
hearts. You can't reproach them for their shock and
confusion now that He's revealed himself.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad the fortune teller was well!
Ike (scholar, head of intelligence rankings, in rest area,
as you approach): What do you think, Beck? Are you about
ready to register for the rankings?
Beck (continued): Ranking? Me? No way! I'm not ready yet!
Ike (continued): Are you sure? You've been studying under
Dr. Azmov for a long time.
Beck (continued): Oh no! I'm nowhere near ready! I won't
register until I can beat Dr. Azmov!
Ike (continued): Ha ha ha! So you think you can beat Dr.
Azmov, do you?
Beck (continued): Yes. I'll do it, someday...

Ike (continued): Heh heh! Well, that should be interesting! I
do believe you can do it, too.
Ike: I came all the way from the World Ranking Federation
as Litorud's representative. But now I'm not so sure I want
to see God. What do you think He'll say about the WRF? Will
He condemn our acts as sinful, considering that all men
should be equal under God?
Aira (chat): I think competition gives birth to strength.
Beck (if you didn’t get the Lore Hat): Oh, it's
HERO! I didn't think I'd see you here! Dr. Azmov is
here at the Crystal Palace to represent Hamelia.
Beck (if you got the Lore Hat): Oh, it's HERO! It's been a
while! Thanks for everything you did for me before! Is the
LoreHat helping you at all? (Yes/No)
Beck (if you say ‘No’): It's not? You're kidding! You must be
too dumb for it to work! Ahem! Cough! Um... Sorry! I didn't
say anything! Heh heh! Well, you better keep it. You'll get
some use out of it someday!
Beck (if you say ‘Yes’): It is? That's good to hear. I'm sure
the Doctor would be glad, too. He is here at the Crystal
Palace to represent Hamelia.
Beck (continued from above, whether or not you got the
LoreHat): I, of course, came along as his attendant.
Dresser – Silk Bustier
Maid in bed: Whew! I'm exhausted! My boss made me come
with him. I wonder why God invited the owner of a small herb
garden, anyway. Perhaps God has a special fondness for our
herbs! We'll have God's seal of approval! That ought to
increase sales! Oh, sorry! Here I am, blabbing on and on. If
you're tired, the bed next to mine is free. Tee hee!
Aira (chat): What shall we do, HERO? Should we get some
rest?
Observation: There is a bed. Rest here? (Yes/No)

Soon after falling asleep,
HERO was awoken by a loud commotion...
Beck: Oh, HERO! It looks like God's about to appear! Of
course, we don't get to see Him, so it doesn't make any
difference to us.
Ike: Hmm. God must be all-seeing and all-knowing. His
Intelligence must be way beyond that of mere mortals. He
better not try to enter the rankings, that's all I'll say!
Pamela in south hallway: Gasp! Oh! I feel it! A terrifyingly
great power! He's near! God is quite nearby! Oh, how strong
and warm this power is! So this is the power of God?
Young desert man in kitchen on the right: Chomp! Slurp!
Gobble! {to Nun} Can I get seconds over here? Slurp...
Unmannered wench...
Young desert man on the left (continued): Sheesh! Look at
you, stuffing your face.
Young desert man on the right (continued): And what about
you? That's your fifth helping! I'm not about to lose to the
likes of you!
Nun: God will be here any minute now! But those young men
are somehow still gorging themselves!
Young Dejan man in northeast hallway: What could be going
on? There was a deafening noise, and now it's quiet all of a
sudden. Hey, maybe that means God has finally appeared!
Maybe the Chief is actually meeting with God at this very
moment! Hopefully, he'll be able to maintain his composure in
the presence of such greatness.
Maid blocking stairs in northwest hallway: Hey, where do
you think God's going to appear? Right here? Or maybe over
there?
Nun on first floor: Oh, God! Please bring peace to the world!
Priest: ... [The priest is too engrossed in prayer to notice
you.]

Temple monk: Oh, God! Please save us!
Knight blocking exit in first floor hallway on the right:
Until God has finished his audience, no one may enter or
leave. Please go back up to the second floor.
Knight on the left: It is the duty of the holy warriors to
protect our Lord. Nothing enters these sacred walls! Not
even a fly!
Knight by first floor stairwell on the left: This is just
between us, but I've never actually seen God in person. Still,
I can feel His greatness in the air around me. That's enough
for me.
Knight on the right: God will now have an audience with the
representatives of each land. All attendants, please wait
quietly on the second floor.
Gabo (chat): HERO, do you think we might not be able to
meet God, after all?
Priest on second floor: I pray to you, God! Please forgive our
sins! Please guide this world to peace.
Knight blocking stairs (on the left or right: Only the
representatives of each land are allowed beyond this point.
{Melvin comes down the stairs.}
Knight on the left (continued): Melvin, is anything wrong?
Knight on the right (continued): Hasn't God appeared yet?
Melvin (continued): No. God has not yet appeared. I have
something I would like all of you to do. Please follow me, if
you would.
Knight on the left (continued): Yes, sir! But who will stand
guard here?
Melvin (continued): I have already found replacements for
you. Nothing for you to fret about!
Knight on the right (continued): Yes, sir. {They step aside
for Melvin.}
Melvin (continued): Now, then. Let us hurry outside!
Both knights (continued): Yes, sir! {They leave.}

Melvin (continued): Why, if it isn't Master HERO! You seem
to have grown since last I saw you! And Aira you have grown
even more lovely!
Aira (continued): Hee hee. Looks like you haven't changed a
bit, either!
Gabo (continued): I grew...um...wider. But look at you Melvin!
You look far more competent in the role of leader than we
could have imagined.
Melvin (continued): Ha ha ha! Gabo you are just as full of vim
and vigor as ever! Well, HERO, I am sure we have much to
discuss, but I am afraid I must be hurrying along. There
seems to be someone causing a bit of a disturbance outside. I
ask that you stand guard for me here! I am counting on you!
Now, if you will excuse me...
Gabo (chat): Do you know where Melvin went, HERO?
Aira (chat): I say we just go up.
Knight on first floor on the right: Melvin and the holy
warriors just rushed outside. Has something happened? My
goodness! I hope we're not under attack! We're safe as long
as Melvin's here! He's our fearless leader, after all!
Knight in hallway on the right: Pant! Gasp! I've never met a
stronger opponent! I never thought that I, a holy warrior,
would ever be driven into a corner by mere words!
Gabo (chat): Melvin will be fine no matter who he's up
against, right HERO?
Aira (chat): The situation outside is worrisome, but I'm more
concerned about God.
Knight on the left: We needed help, so we called in Melvin
with a special skill we possess known as MindSpeak. It allows
us to project whole thoughts with our minds.
Temple monk on third floor on the right: ... [He's too
engrossed in his prayers to notice HERO.]
Temple monk on the right: He's near! I can feel him! Oh
God, please appear before me!

Knight blocking stairwell on the left: Where's Melvin? God
is about to appear!
Knight on the right: Hey! What are you lot doing here? Only
representatives of each land are allowed beyond this point.
Knight on the left (continued): Wait! Let's make sure we get
their names.
Knight on the right (continued): Good idea. What are your
names?
Gabo (continued): I'm Gabo. She's Aira. And this is HERO!
Knight on the right (continued): Are you sure? (Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): Son of a bitch, HERO! I was telling
the truth!
Knight on the left (continued): Well, which is it? Are those
your real names, or not? (Yes/No)
Knight on the left (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question):
Hmm. I've heard those names before, from both Melvin and
Nebira.
Knight on the right (continued): I heard they defeated the
Demon Lord and helped bring back God!
Knight on the left (continued): All right. We'll let you go
ahead in. You may pass! {They step aside.}
Aira (chat): I expected those holy warriors to be stiff and
distant, but they're actually very friendly.
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO! We're going to get to see God!
Knight on the left (again): Hurry up and go, if you're going!
God's appearing soon! And I'm sure I don't have to tell you
to be respectful in His presence.
Knight on the right (again): Nebira said that if someone
named HERO came, we should let him through. And I've
heard all kinds of great stories about you from Melvin! Hurry
along, then. The audience room is up there.
Nebira (immediately after climbing stairs to fourth floor):
You're finally here, huh? I wouldn't have missed you if you
hadn't come. God is quite near now. It won't be much longer.

Gabo (chat): I wish God would appear soon!
Aira (chat): I'm so anxious to hear God's words!
Gabo (chat): Wow! There are lots of people here we've met
before!
Aira (chat): So many familiar faces!
Nebira (again): In His benevolence, God has been gracious
enough to come and teach us all. We must be silent and listen
to His every word. Take care that you do.
Knight on the left: Please wait quietly until God appears.
Start any trouble, and I'll throw you right out!
Monster Guru (gentleman): Do you think I have erred in the
eyes of God? What if he tells me to tear down my Monster
Park? Oh, dear!
Sim (old man): The fact that I got invited here must mean
that my Immigrant Town has been recognized as a legitimate
sovereign entity. We have to increase our population even
more! You'll help out, won't you?
Nicola (bard): Oh, it's you! I didn't think I'd see all of you
here! Ragley and I were chosen to represent our village. The
legendary hero is back, and even God's appeared again! The
peace of the world is assured now! This is all thanks to your
great deeds. Thank you so much!
Ragley (warrior in pink): I never did get out of Mezar.
That's how I ended up getting dragged here! As soon as God
appears, He'll be able to tell right away I'm a fake! And in
front of all these people, too! What am I going to do?
Nicola (continued): What are you so worked up about,
Ragley?
Ragley (continued): What? Oh, nothing. I'm just a little
nervous about meeting God, that's all.
Nicola (continued): So even legendary heroes get nervous
about meeting God, huh?
Ragley (continued): Well, yes, of course! I'm no match for
God Himself, you know! Ha ha ha!

Gabo (chat): Is Ragley still playing hero?
Aira (chat): It seems doubtful that Ragley will ever get away
from Nicola.
Ragley (again): Groan! I wish I could just get out of here!
Old man: Oh, it's you! Me? I'm the Elder from Orph,
remember? Come back and visit us for the next festival!
Everybody would love to see you again.
Deja Chief: HERO! How nice to see you again! And Aira!
You're looking well. You look right at home with your
newfound status at the palace.
Aira (continued): Yes, Chief.
Deja Chief (continued): Aira, we wouldn't be here if it
wasn't for you! Thanks for everything!
Aira (continued): Yes...
Deja Chief (continued): I wonder what God could possibly
have to tell us.
Aira (chat): It's good to see the Chief looking so well. Much
time has passed since we last met.
Nun: I've come from Gorges to represent the Pendragon of
the Lefa tribe. The Pendragon still won't show her face in
front of us. So I had to come in her place, to bring back the
Word of God to the people of Gorges!
Knight in upper left corner: It won't be long now! God will
appear soon! I've got to keep my composure for the big
moment!
Dune Chief: Where did my sons go off to? I told them not to
leave my side!
King Falrod: I was hoping to see you here! We still haven't
finished our research on robots. But don't tell God about
that!
Temple monk from Dharma: The High Priest could not leave
Dharma temple, so I came in his stead. We could never risk
anything happening to the High Priest.

Mayor of Krage (old man): Do you know the town of Krage?
(Yes/No)
Mayor (if you say ‘No’): What? You don't know Krage,
famous for its WorldDew? That just won't do! Be sure to
visit Krage sometime and buy some!
Aira (chat): Isn't there always a line at the WorldDew shop?
I have no patience for that.
Mayor (if you say ‘Yes’): Yes, Krage, famous for its
WorldDew! I'm the Mayor of Krage. Be sure to pick some up
if you happen by Krage in your travels!
Tough guy: Huh? Where's that servant I brought with me
from Mentare? I was looking forward to the prospect of
finally chasing her around without anyone stopping me!
Gabo (chat): I think I remember the maid being downstairs.
Aira (chat): Good grief! What in the world does he think he
came here for?
Knight in the upper right corner: How long will God keep us
waiting?
King Coastal: Hmm? Haven't we met somewhere? Well, never
mind. My anticipation is so great that I find myself unable to
focus my mind enough to talk to you. Carry on, peasant.
Queen Coastal (female halfling): I'm sorry, everyone. I'm
afraid the King is a little overexcited right now.
Engow Chief: I never knew such amazing buildings even
existed! If we built something like this in Engow, we might
get more tourists. As soon as I get back to the village, I'm
going to have a talk with the artisans. Come to think of it,
they haven't come back yet. I wonder what those wastrels
have been doing to idle away their time.
Royal maidservant: This palace is so beautiful, I should have
brought Queen Nepthys along. But she said a ruler can't
leave her country, even if she's summoned by God. {She looks
around.} But look! There's royalty here that spans the globe!

Azmov (scholar): Well, if it isn't HERO and his friends! So
God invited you, too! Indeed, that's no surprise. God could
hardly overlook heroes as courageous as you!
Gabo (chat): Heh. They said we were courageous.
Aira (chat): We weren't actually invited by God, but that
shouldn't matter. Right, HERO?
Princess Michaela: My goodness! It's HERO and friends! It's
been quite a long while! I'm so glad to see you again! You're
looking well!
King Burns: It appears they let you in after all, HERO! After
so many years of talking to God in my prayers, I finally have
the chance to meet Him.
Nebira (if you try to go down the stairs): But, wait! God is
coming. Oh, at last! You! Line up over there! Be quick! {You
line up behind King Burns. A gold light descends and God
appears.}
God (continued): I am God. I see all and know all.
Nebira (continued): Oh God, you have appeared before us!
We have humbly awaited you. Just as you have ordered, the
representatives of each land have all been gathered here.
Nicola (continued): Oh, great God! Here is Ragley, the hero
you once fought the demon with.
Ragley (continued): Um...God, uh, it's b-been a long time... Er,
remember that day we... Uh...
God (continued): My children, listen to me. Evil has fallen and
peace has come. However, you must do as I am about to tell
you. Throw down your weapons! Dispose of all of your weapons
and cease your wanton bloodshed. Had you followed my
teachings, you would realize that all life is precious. Do not
take the life of any living thing, not even that of a monster!
You warriors, there! You carry an object of great evil! Give it
to me! [HERO gave the Dark Ruby to God.] Listen to me, my
children, and do as I instruct. Worship me. I am the absolute
God, the one true God. There are no other gods but me.

Their audience with God over, the representatives
prepared to return to their respective homelands, the
words of God freshly etched in their minds.
Aira (chat): What? Oh, sorry, HERO. I was lost in thought.
What was it that you wanted?
Gabo (chat): Wow! That was awesome! But I didn't really
understand what God was saying.
Nun on the right: All living things, including monsters, have
the right to live. We must follow God's teachings and accept
their existence.
Nebira: The audience with God has ended without mishap.
Did you listen carefully to His words? There is one and only
one God in this world. He is supreme over man. Other gods
are simply devices crafted by man to ease people's minds and
propagate the divide between the social classes. Our God is
the one true Lord.
Temple monk on the left: Throw down your weapons! God has
spoken! Fighting and pain are brought about by weapons of
destruction. May God's word be carried to every weapon and
armor shop in the world! It looks like even you are carrying
weapons! Leave them here! We will get rid of them for you.
Gabo (chat): Getting rid of weapons isn't going to get rid of
the monsters. What if the monsters attack?
Aira (chat): It's sad, but I really doubt that conflict would
disappear even if there were no weapons.
Knight in upper left corner: You were there, weren't you?
You saw God's greatness! Carry that memory with you always!
You'll never get a chance like that again.
Azmov: Oh, my! This stained glass is quite impressive, but
I'm afraid it doesn't have much scholastic merit. Hmmph!
Beck (continued): Doctor, aren't you ready to return to
Hamelia yet?

Azmov (continued): Hold your horses, Beck! As long as we're
here, I want a good look at this castle.
Beck (continued): Okay! All right! Sigh...
Azmov (again): Hmm... What is this material? Ah, yes. I see.
Masterful craftsmanship!
Beck (again): Once he starts studying something, there's no
stopping him. He certainly is passionate about his work! I
should be more like him.
Knight in upper right corner: There's nothing here for you
anymore. Please return home at once and pass the word of
God to your people.
Nicola: God looked pleased to see Ragley again!
Ragley (continued): Well, yes, of course. God and I are old
war buddies, you know. Ha ha ha!
Nicola (again): Oh, HERO, what an experience, seeing God!
The light hurt my eyes so much, I couldn't really see him
very clearly. But I could feel His power! I could tell He was
right next to me! Now if we just follow His orders, we'll have
nothing more to worry about!
Ragley (again): Hmm, that's strange. Why didn't God reveal
to everyone my cunning deceit? Maybe He doesn't care.
Aira (chat): I hate to put it like this, but I don't think it
makes any difference.
Knight by stairs: King Burns? He's gone downstairs already
with the other representatives.
Gabo (chat): The King's mean, leaving all of us behind!
Aira (chat): HERO, we must go after King Burns right away,
or I'm going to get in trouble!
Knight downstairs on the right: God has already left. You
should all leave at once.
Knight on the left: So how did you like seeing God? It must
have been wonderful! Make sure you thank Melvin and Nebira!
Temple monk on the left: Oh God, why do you not appear to
me? Please appear to me, and me alone!

Temple monk on the right: I wonder if my prayers are
reaching God's ears.
Knight downstairs on the right: The audience with God is
finally over! I'm so relieved. But I can't let my guard down
yet! Back to work, back to work!
Knight on the left: That Melvin is great, isn't he? He
doesn't get taken in by smooth talk at all! I couldn't imagine
anyone else leading us!
Priest: I wonder when God will come back again. Whether he
remains here or not, we will continue our prayers.
Knight downstairs on the right: God's audience with the
representatives of each land is now at a close. Thank you for
coming to visit. Please have a safe journey home!
Knight on the left: Is it true you've actually met God in
person? (Yes/No)
Knight (if you say ‘Yes’): You damn lie master! Well, I'm not
jealous, of course. Observational fact is the enemy of true
faith.
Knight (if you say ‘No’): You haven't? Well, too bad! Ha ha
ha!
Temple monk on the left: God has gone home. I mean, He's
gone out. The Crystal Palace is His home, after all.
Aira (chat): I think God is watching over the world from
heaven above.
Gabo (chat): If this is where God is supposed to be, why
isn't He here? Something strange is going on.
Priest: Oh, you're from Estard, aren't you? King Burns is
outside. Don't let him leave without you!
Gabo (chat): The King's mean, leaving all of us behind!
Aira (chat): HERO, we must go after King Burns right away,
or I'm going to get in trouble!
Nun: God has left this palace, but there's no need to worry.
God is with each of us, always.

Engow Chief in northeast second floor hallway: The more I
see of it, the more wonderful I think this palace is! I wish I
could bring it back to Engow with me! I wonder what
happened to Pamela, though. We were supposed to meet here.
Aira (chat): The people of Engow would be amazed if there
was a building like this in their town.
Tough guy chasing maid in basement dungeon: Ha ha ha! No!
Stop!
Aira (chat): I hope you won't ever be that kind of adult,
HERO.
Maid: Oh, my! Tee hee hee!
Gabo (chat): Why would anyone want to chase women? You
can't even eat them.
Knight in front of treasury: What does that man think he's
doing, chasing that maid like that? Such adolescent displays
of lust put a frown on God's face!
Gabo (chat): I'm real good at chasing, too!
Cerabus: Rarhhh!
DeathGron: Graaahh!
Marsh in rest area on west side of second floor: God said
we're not allowed to use weapons? Now what am I going to
do? My entire body's a lethal weapon! My whole existence is
a crime against God! Gah ha ha ha!
Gabo (chat): Who needs weapons when you have teeth? Grr!
Aira (chat): Marsh's very body is a deadly weapon.
Modina: I agree with God. We shouldn't be killing monsters. I
think some of them are so beautiful!
Gabo (chat): Have you ever seen a beautiful monster, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Gabo (if you say ‘No’): That's what I figured.
Monsters are disgusting.
Gabo (if you say ‘Yes’): Wow, I never realized...
Ike: God is omniscient. He has the ability to see and know
everything in this world. I imagine that with such power, He

does not feel compelled to appear before us. What He said
today must have been of utmost importance.
Knight in bed: Unhh... Huh? It's not my shift yet! Leave me
alone!
Pamela in south hallway: Uhh! I don't feel very well. Do you
think you could rub my back for me? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Doesn't God tell you to be kind to
the elderly? Ooooh!
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): There, I feel much better now.
Ooh, it looks like your fingers are stuck to my spongy, aged
flesh. I gazed at God's fortune, hoping to perhaps get a
glimpse into heaven! Then suddenly, I started feeling sick and
didn't end up seeing anything. I suppose that's my
punishment for trying to meddle in God's affairs.
Gabo (chat): What's wrong with reading God's fortune?
Seems fine to me.
Aira (chat): If a human could read his fortune, He wouldn't
be God.
Nun in kitchen: Sigh! Today really wore me out. There's a
mountain of plates and glasses in the sink. I'd better get to
them. I don't even have enough time to pray properly! Sigh...
King Burns (as you enter the south first floor hallway):
I've been patiently waiting here for you/comma/ HERO.
Exploring the castle, were you? The curiosity of youth never
ceases to amaze me. Now, let us return to Estard Castle! {He
leads you away.}
Both knights (continued): Please have a safe journey home!
Hondara (continued, outside): Can't you get it through your
head? I just came to pray, I tell ya! Come on, you know me!
I'm HERO's uncle! His uncle, remember?
Melvin (continued): Of course I know you! And that is
precisely why I am not letting you in!
Hondara (continued): Damn! These guards are all so
pigheaded!

King Burns (continued): There seems to be some kind of
disturbance. I suppose it's none of our business, though. {He
starts to lead you away again.}
Hondara (continued): HERO! HERO, it's you! Can't you talk
some sense into this guy? Tell him to let me into the palace! I
just want a glimpse of God! He's here, isn't He? God?
(Yes/No)
Hondara (if you say ‘Yes’): See? Just as I thought. So how
about it?
King Burns (continued): The audience with God is over,
HERO.
Hondara (if you say ‘No’ or continued from above): What?
It's over already? Damn! If only I could have touched God, I
could have started passing off all of my wares as 'sacred.'
Um, no, I mean... Er... Ahem! I guess I'll be on my way. See
you, HERO! {He leaves.}
Melvin (continued): My, my, HERO! What a troublesome
fellow, that uncle of yours! By the way, HERO, did you hear
God's words? What could His true intentions possibly be?
Regardless, my obligations here at the palace are not yet
through. Good journey, HERO.
Nebira (continued): {He walks out of the palace.} Oh, here
you are, Melvin!
Melvin (continued): Ah, Nebira! You must be tired after a
long day!
Nebira (continued): I'm fine. I came to tell you that God has
called for you, Melvin.
Melvin (continued): God has? I thought He had already left.
Nebira (continued): He returned a moment ago, asking to see
you.
Melvin (continued): I see. I will go right away.
Nebira (continued): This way, then. {He leads Melvin inside.}
King Burns (continued): Have you satisfied your
inquisitiveness, HERO? Let us return to the castle.

Unidentified male voice (continued): {Camera shows the top
of the palace.} Stop!
Melvin (continued): {He walks out of the middle doorway.}
Huff huff... Damn it! This is ridiculous! Now what? Oh!
Knight coming out of left doorway (continued): We won't
let you get away, Melvin!
Knight coming out of right doorway (continued): Surrender!
Melvin (continued): I am done for! Well, if it has come to
this... {He jumps off the ledge.}
Knight on the left (continued): I can't believe it! He jumped
right off! Damn! We let him escape! {Nebira arrives from
middle doorway.} We are so very sorry, Nebira! He was too
fast for us.
Nebira (continued): Well, go after him! He has committed
treason against God! Don't let him get away!
Knight on the right (continued): Yes, sir! {They leave
through the side doors.}
Nebira (continued): Melvin! God's awareness is inescapable!
He created all that exists! Mwah hah hah!
{As the Sky Stone flies back to Estard, a storm rages with
lightning and thunder. A dark seal seems to surround the
island.}

CHAPTER 25

The Final Sealed Island

Estard Castle
Aira (on top of castle, as soon as you stand up): Oooh...
Ow! {She stands up and walks over to Gabo.} Gabo! Shake it
off. C'mon, shake, doggie, shake! You're not dead are you? I
said, 'Get up!' Come on!
Gabo (continued): Grrr! I can't go on! Death can not come
soon enough!
Aira (continued): Don't be silly! If he you can talk that much,
he has you have to be fine!
Gabo (continued): Growl! The pain is unbearable. Damn this
human hide!
Aira (continued): My sword is willing to put you out of your
misery. Just get up, whelp! {Aira walks toward HERO as Gabo
gets up and joins them.} Are you okay, HERO? What in the
world was that? It couldn't be... {She notices King Burns.}
HERO! There's King Burns!
Gabo (continued): Ow! Grrr. I hit something hard, and the
hard thing won.
Aira (continued): {to Gabo} What? This is nothing compared
to what we've been through! {to HERO} Come on, HERO.
We've got to hurry up and rescue King Burns! I hope he's all
right. He's not cut out for battle like us. {Three soldiers and
the minister arrive by the west stairs.}
Minister (continued): What's that rumbling? What's going
on? {He notices King Burns.} What in the... King Burns! {to the
soldiers} What are you dragging your feet for? Hurry up and
carry the King to the throne room! {Two of them take the
King away, and the minister walks up to HERO.} It's HERO!

I'm go glad to see you're unharmed. But the sky, and that
rumbling, What is happening? I have so much to ask you about
the Crystal Palace, but the King comes first! Please, excuse
me for now! {He starts to leave but stops in front of the
third soldier.} You! Stay here and keep watch! Got it?
Soldier (continued): Yes, sir!
Aira (chat): Oh, HERO. This can't be true.
Gabo (chat): Grrr, that hurt! I hit my rear end real hard!
Bard: I felt it, just before this black cloud appeared. An
incredible undulation from far across the distant sea, coming
straight for this island! It must have come from the
direction of the Crystal Palace. No, it can't be! Could
something terrible have happened at the Crystal Palace?
Aira (chat): Melvin is at the Crystal Palace, so I think
everything will be fine.
Soldier by stairs: Allow me! Please, hurry to King Burns!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if King Burns is going to be okay. He
wasn't moving a muscle.
Aira (chat): I'm a little worried. Let's go check on the King,
HERO.
Scholar in library: You have returned from the Crystal
Palace, HERO. Do you have a better understanding of what's
going on? The cloud of darkness and the earthquake were not
triggered by natural events. The Minister took my advice and
has issued a proclamation prohibiting people from leaving the
castle or town. No one knows what's going to happen next.
You be careful when you go outside, too.
Gabo (chat): Sniff, sniff... HERO! I smell monsters outside!
Aira (chat): There's no telling what could happen, HERO. We
mustn't let our guard down!
Young man outside library: Since that sinister cloud formed,
we can't see the distant island anymore. We can't even see
Fishbel, for that matter. It's as if the whole island of Estard

is being engulfed in darkness! Oh, heavens! I wonder if
everything's okay in Fishbel!
Gabo (chat): Hey, why did it suddenly get so dark?
Aira (chat): The King is a cause for concern, but shouldn't
we be worried about the people of Fishbel, HERO?
Lady on terrace: I can't believe it! I saw everyone fall from
the Sky Stone. How can you be okay after dropping from
such a great height?
Aira (chat): It's a small miracle that we're alive. We should
thank God.
Old man fortune-teller: Sorry, but I'm taking a break from
the paranormal today. The King had planned to launch a
celebration of the rebirth of God today, but this sure isn't
any time for celebrating.
Gabo (chat): We don't get to hear that man's weird yells,
today. What a rip-off!
Captain in room near moat, after he steps aside to let
you use the raft: I don't know what in the world is going on
these days, but good luck to you!
Soldier in west guardhouse: Hah! I thought as much. I knew
it couldn't all just end.
Prisoner in dungeon (before you open cell): Hey! What
happened? I've got a bad feeling aboutthis.
Prisoner in dungeon (after you open cell): Huh? Are you
trying to let me out? (Yes/No)
Prisoner (if you say ‘Yes’): You don't seem to get it. I've
gotten used to being here. In fact, I like it.
Prisoner (if you say ‘No’): If so, just leave me be.
On the ground (hidden) – TinyMedal
Soldier on second floor terrace: It's dangerous outside! Get
inside the castle, quick!
Lady inside: Oh, I don't know what to do. If it's true, then
now more than ever I need to be by the King's side. Oh, it's
just no use.

Knight on back terrace: Aha! Just as I thought! Our
peaceful existence up until now has been just an illusion! I
wouldn't be surprised if some huge country has come to
attack us. We have to be careful not to get caught off guard.
Soldier by royal chamber: Why, if it isn't HERO! It's good
to have you back. If you are here to see the Princess, she
just left to visit the King.
Soldier by throne room stairs: The King is up there. I'm
worried about his condition. His men had to carry him up
there.
Soldier in throne room on the right: I hope King Burns is all
right. I'm worried.
Soldier on the left: Oh, HERO. The King has already arrived.
Minister: Perhaps because he fell from such a high place, our
King has not yet fully regained consciousness. I imagine you
must be very concerned about what is going on in Fishbel, are
you not,/space/HERO? I suggest you go immediately to check
on the village. As for His Majesty, I will send a messenger as
soon as he has recovered.
Aira (chat): Let's leave the King to the people of the castle
and head for Fishbel.
Gabo (chat): I wonder how Maribel is doing...
Maid in front of King Burns: Your Majesty! King Burns!
Please hold on!
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO! Welcome back! I'm glad to see
you're all right. As you can see, Father still hasn't come
around yet. I'm so worried! If only Kiefer were here.
Aira (chat): Princess Leesa...
Gabo (chat): I wonder if Kiefer is all right?
Soldier on first floor on the left: Welcome back, Master
HERO! Great work, sir!
Guard Captain: One of my soldiers said he saw a monster
just outside of town. I can't believe it until I see it with my
own eyes. But casualties have been reported in the castle

town. I've sent men to investigate. However, I remain
cautiously optimistic about the situation. We should hear
from them shortly. Master HERO, I know you have a lot of
experience, but please be careful if you are planning to go
out.
Aira (chat): There's no telling what could happen, HERO. We
mustn't let our guard down!
Gabo (chat): I thought I smelled monsters!
Soldier on the right: I heard a soldier who was guarding the
town was injured. It seems that our country is facing a major
crisis!
Soldier in east guardhouse: The Master Sergeant said to
check the weapons. We don't have to check anything. These
are all completely new.
Soldier outside: When I first felt the earthquake, I thought
I was just shaking from my rampant alcoholism! The tremor
was quite large. I should check and see if any damage was
done to the castle's infrastructure.
Maid on the right: The King's favorite dish broke in that
last earthquake! It's not my fault. It isn't! Waaah!
Maid on the left: I had heard that after God was revived,
the world would become more and more peaceful, but look at
all this commotion! What's so peaceful about it?
Aira (chat): God might help us, but we should depend only on
ourselves.
Chef in kitchen on the right: I just heard the terrible news!
It seems the King is unconscious. The King might feel better
if he smells the aroma of some tasty food, so I'm thinking
about what I can make for him. I know that will work much
better than any darn medicine!
Gabo (chat): If it were me, I'd probably wake up even if I
were dead.

Chef on the left: I don't know what's going on, but I need
to make some preserves for the emergency! This one needs
to be cooked well, and this one needs to be dried!
Old man in kitchen cellar: I was just asked by the head cook
to inventory all the food. Assuming it's consumed at the usual
rate, we have enough to last about a week. Not the best
situation...
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Strength seed
Treasure chest – Platinum Shield
Treasure chest – Kings Sword
Guard in green at castle gates on the left: Greetings,
HERO! You're going back to Fishbel now, are you? Take care,
then!
Guard in green on the right: We will soon learn the state of
affairs outside the castle from the soldier who went out to
investigate a little while ago. Until then, it may be safer for
us to avoid going into the castle town, including you, HERO.

Estard Castle Town
Soldier (as you walk into town): Ah, Master HERO. You are
not permitted to leave town at this time! Unbelievable as it
may sound, monsters have invaded our borders. A lookout
guard has already been injured and is receiving treatment at
the temple! This mess ought to silence the pundits who
continually push for demilitarization. Excuse me. I must
report to the Captain. It's too dangerous to leave town. Is
that clear?

Estard Castle

{As soon as you walk back into the castle area, you see the
soldiers walk into the castle and then the drawbridge is
raised behind them.}
Gabo (chat): Uh-oh. The gates of the castle have closed.
Aira (chat): We're left with no other choice. Let's go to
Fishbel, HERO.
Guard in green on the left: By order of the Minister, the
castle has gone into a state of emergency and must be
fortified. I'm terribly sorry, but we aren't permitted to
open the castle gate until further notice!
Guard in green on the right: I saw the face of the soldier
who just came back from patrol. He was white as a sheet! I
get the feeling that things are only going to get worse.

Estard Castle Town
Dog by exit: Rrr-woooooo...
Orka’s father in general store: Hi, HERO. I heard the news.
There's all sorts of evil creatures skulking around outside!
So, don't you think it would be a good idea to buy some tools
from me? Would you like to see what I've got for sale?
(Yes/No)
Orka’s father (if you say ‘No’): No? Well, if you need
anything, just come on by.
Orka’s father (if you say ‘Yes’): Okay, let's get started,
then. {shop talk}
Orka’s mother: Oh, dear. Today I was going to have Orka go
to Fishbel and get the fish I'd reserved. But then the
curfew was put into effect. It looks like I'll just have to
forget about it.
Orka: What the hell's going on, HERO? You've been back a
while already, and you didn't even bother to drop by and say
hello! Have you been outside yet? (Yes/No)

Orka (if you say ‘No’): That's such a transparent lie! I saw
the Sky Stone a little while ago. {repeats above}
Orka (when you say ‘Yes’): That's what I thought. You know,
I'm worried about Maribel. Could you go and check on her for
me? I'd like to go and investigate for myself, but I can't
very well leave the shop unattended. And besides, you have to
be wondering how things are back in the village anyway,
right? Good! It's decided. Now be sure to say that I was the
one who sent you! Tell her I was really worried about her!
And while you're at it, pick up my fish for me, too! Just ask
for Orka's share, and they'll know what you mean. I'm
counting on you, HERO.
Aira (chat): It's not just Maribel, HERO. It's your parents
too. I'm worried.
Gabo (chat): I'm sure Maribel is still kicking strong.
Soldier marching around fountain: All clear! Luckily, there's
no sign of monsters coming into town at the moment. Having
said that, we can't relax our guard. Stay vigilant!
Soldier in church: Oh, HERO. Did you hear about the
monsters? (Yes/No)
Soldier (either way): I was patrolling outside town and a
group of them snuck up on me! I never thought they actually
existed until I saw one myself. But the way those things
looked! Ohhhhhh...
Sister (continued): Please, you need to rest. You won't feel
better unless you lie down quietly.
Aira (chat): Why are monsters suddenly appearing on this
island? What in the world is going on?
Gabo (chat): I thought I smelled monsters!
Cat: Ffffft!
Innkeeper: HERO! So you came through all right! I was so
terribly worried about you, I thought that you might not
return. It will be tough to return to Fishbel with things as

they are. Feel free to use my place whenever you feel tired,
okay? Why don't you go have a little nap now? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Oh, is that so? Well, feel free
to drop by whenever you're tired.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Just lie right down and take it
easy. {the next morning} How do you feel? Rested, I bet. Feel
free to drop in any time, HERO.
Soldier at entrance: Wow! Hah! Take this! Ah! Sorry! I
didn't realize it was you, HERO. You surprised me. {He turns
back to entrance.} I keep on seeing things rustling in the
grass while standing guard here. {He turns to HERO.} Oh, I
knew I should have paid more attention during training!

Fishbel
Young woman (when you walk down stairs into village): Oh,
HERO! I'm glad you're home safely. There was suddenly an
awful earthquake, and then everything went black. When I
could see again, monsters were everywhere! More
importantly, there's an emergency! /extra space/ It's your
father, Borkano. Hurry to the village!
Gabo (chat): What's going on? Did something happen to your
father, HERO?
Aira (chat): Come on, HERO. Let's hurry to your house!
Young woman (again): I wonder if Mollie is all right.
Gabo (chat): Is your mom okay, HERO?
Soldier near HERO’s house: I came straight here from the
castle to see what the situation was. I was relieved to find
that monsters hadn't made it into the village. I'll remain on
guard here. Don't worry about a thing.
Sailor on beach: The sea is unusually tumultuous. This really
isn't normal. I've never seen anything like it!
Little boy outside: Why is it so dark outside? It should be
daytime now. I can't go out to play!

Soldier by mansion: All clear! It won't be that easy for
those monsters to make their way into town.
Maid in Amitt’s mansion: The fishing boats were caught in a
terrible storm. I managed to make it back to the village, only
to find that Borkano had fallen into the sea. Be positive,
HERO. From now on, we need you to do your best.
Gabo (chat): I refuse to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Aira (chat): It'll be okay, HERO. Borkano is tough!
Cat in maid’s room: Meow.
Maribel’s mother upstairs in her room: I heard that the
monsters are wandering around outside. It makes me nervous
to think that this village could be attacked.
Maribel in her room at the window: Could this dark sky be
what I think it is? HERO! Does this island have a seal on it
like the places we've been before? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): That can't be! I remember this
awful sky. You recognize it too, don't you, HERO? The sky
looks like it did on all those sealed islands, right? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): I thought so,
but I don't know how this could happen! You're sure you
killed the Demon Lord and revived God, right? If you're
telling the truth, then how was this island sealed? Is there
some great evil in this land other than the Demon Lord?
We've got to find an answer to this, and I'm going with you.
I'm worried about my parents, but I can't just resign myself
to living in darkness! [Maribel joined the party!] Let's go
right away, HERO.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad Maribel is coming with us!
Maribel (continued): Oh, Gabo learned to say such endearing
things!
Aira (chat): Right now we need as many people fighting on
our side as we can get. Maribel will have to do her part, too.
Maribel (chat): Come on, HERO! Snap out of it! Let's get
going!

Maribel’s mother (again): Oh, Maribel! Just where are you
trying to go at a time like this?
Maribel (continued): At a time like this, they need my help
more than ever! You understand, don't you, Mom?
Maribel’s mother (continued): You? Come to our aid? How
can one girl help us?
Maribel (continued): I won't be alone. HERO and the others
will be with me too.
Maribel’s mother (continued): I give up. It's impossible to
persuade you of something once your mind is made up. Take
care, and be careful!
Maribel (continued): Okay! Thanks a lot!
Maribel’s mother (again): Times are changing. Perhaps even
us women need to be tough. What will we do if nobody will
take Maribel's hand in marriage?
Gabo (chat): I think Maribel is already quite strong enough.
Maribel (continued): What did you say, Gabo? I can't very
well let a comment like that pass!
Aira (chat): Oh? But I thought Maribel was popular with
boys like Orka and HERO. Tee hee hee.
Maribel (chat): What's it to you, HERO? It shouldn't be any
concern of yours whether I get married or not.
Amitt in dining room: HERO, I don't have words to express
my feelings about what happened to Borkano. Borkano was a
true sailor. You should be proud to be his son. One more
thing. Don't ever forget how your father lived. That's all I
can say to you.
Maribel (chat): Why the sad eyes, HERO? You know very well
that Borkano's not going to die!
Aira (chat): That's right, HERO. Borkano is a great man. You
should be proud of him!
Gabo (chat): I refuse to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Maid: Lady Maribel, don't tell me you intend to go off with
HERO again!

Maribel (continued): Yes, indeed. Give my regards to my
mother.
Maid (continued): I wish you the safest of journeys, HERO!
Please look after the young lady.
Maribel (chat): It's fine, HERO. You don't need to worry
about my family.
Aira (chat): Right now we need as many people fighting on
our side as we can get. Maribel will have to do her part, too.
Gabo (chat): I'm glad Maribel is coming with us!
Maribel (continued): Oh, Gabo learned to say such endearing
things!
Sailor on dock: I'm relieved that the ship and crew are all
right, but how can we survive without Borkano? Why is this
happening? Has God abandoned us?
Maribel (chat): Poor Borkano...
Gabo (chat): I refuse to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Aira (chat): It'll be okay, HERO. Borkano is tough!
Mollie on dock: I'm sure you'll come back here alive. I just
know it. {She turns to HERO.} Oh! It's you, HERO. You
already heard about your father, I expect. (Yes/No)
Mollie (if you say ‘No’): Oh. Well, that's probably for the
better. Your father's fine, all right? He's just a little late
getting back.
Mollie (if you say ‘Yes’): You don't have to worry. He's
proved himself on the high seas before. There's no way that
man could die at sea. There's just no way. Something horrible
is going on, HERO. Stop worrying about us and thwart
whatever evil is afoot.
Gabo (chat): Your father didn't come home? Where did he
go?
Aira (chat): HERO, I'm sure you're worried about your
father, but like Mollie says, we need to focus on saving this
whole island!

Sailor on ship: How in the world did they make it back in the
midst of such a ferocious tempest? It must all be thanks to
Borkano! Damn, what a sailor!
Sailor below decks: Everyone on this ship is raring to go. If
only we had Borkano. No, I'm sure he's out there somewhere.
He wouldn't die that easily. When we find him, I'm sure he'll
give us all a good beating for leaving him.
Gabo (chat): I won't to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Poor Borkano...
Aira (chat): It'll be okay, HERO. Borkano is tough!
Sailor: I'm busy right now, so don't bother me. I've got to
move this thing before Borkano gets back. It doesn't matter
that there are monsters lurking in the darkness.
Head cook in galley: You don't need to worry about Johann,
I don't think. I heard they dropped him off somewhere
before the storm.
Aira (chat): Thank goodness. Johann really is all right.
Maribel (chat): Johann is the tula player you were talking
about the other day, right, HERO?
Maribel (as you approach the stairs by the mansion): Have
you explored the entire island yet, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): Hmm, I wonder. Perhaps we should go
to the ruins, HERO. After all, that's where this whole thing
started. Maybe there will be something there to help us get
to the bottom of this. Shall we go?
Gabo (chat): I think we should go to that fane, too. I feel
strangely called to it.
Maribel (chat): What's the big idea, HERO? You think it's
enough just to pretend to be listening?!
Aira (chat): We might be able to get to another continent
from the shards. Let's go to the fane!
Cat behind general store: Meow.
Second cat: Brrrrrr!

Merchant in general store: Shopping for something, are you,
HERO? You certainly picked a fine time for it. {shop talk}
Woman in bed: I'm scared of earthquakes, and I'm also
scared of thunder. Brrr!
Merchant behind counter: This is no ordinary darkness. It
feels like my very soul has been shrouded in black. If we
don't do something, I fear a disaster might happen.
Cat in corner: Myu.
Old woman in church: If God really exists, why is he letting
all this happen to us? You met God in his castle, right? Should
we really believe in him? (Yes/No)
Old woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. Maybe we just didn't
pray hard enough.
Old woman (if you say ‘No’): So who should we believe in,
then? There's no one to pray to.
Gabo (chat): Isn't God going to save us?
Aira (chat): God would never abandon humans! Never!
Maribel (chat): Please tell us, HERO! What was God like? Is
he going to save us?
Nun: This land has been blanketed in a cloak of evil. I can
feel it! Why are we being threatened by evil? We have God
on our side!
Gabo (chat): Cloak of evil? Grrr, I'll sink my teeth into it and
tear it to shreds!
Aira (chat): HERO! This island is about to be sealed away in
darkness!
Maribel (chat): Not this island, too! We killed the Demon
Lord and God came back!
Priest: What in the world has happened here? I haven't
heard a word of news. There's no sense in getting all worked
up, let's just stay calm and figure this out. {church talk}
Sailor in north house: It's all my fault! I killed Borkano! I
was thrown into the sea during the storm, and he dived in

after me. I was hauled back on the ship, but Borkano didn't
make it. Oh, HERO! I'm so sorry! It's all my fault.
Aira (chat): You have to admire Borkano's willingness to put
another's life before his own.
Gabo (chat): Your dad is incredible, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Poor Borkano...
Old man in bed: What's happening to me? Every joint in my
body is aching, and it's so cold. Something's not right, I'll
tell you that.
Young woman in cellar: I'm glad he came back unhurt, but he
just looks so depressed. It's enough to break my heart.
Young woman near entrance: Take care, HERO. If something
happened to you, too, Mollie would be devastated.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman by bonfire: Hey! Heeeey! Where is everybody?
Oh, it's you. As you can see, all of the animals have
disappeared. Animals have a sense about calamity. They must
have felt something. Even I can feel it a little bit. At least, I
can tell that this darkness isn't normal.
Gabo (chat): I can hear the voices of every creature in this
forest. They're all really scared!

Estard Castle Town
Old man in southwest house: The sun, the source of all light,
has been banished from our skies! This country is doomed!
We've been abandoned by God!
Aira (chat): God would never abandon us! Never!
Maribel (chat): It makes no difference whether God is here
or not. We'll manage by ourselves.

Man in blue vest: I'm worried about my father. He's been
like this ever since the sky darkened after the earthquake. I
can't believe that God would just abandon our country.
Young woman: I saw it! I saw a monster running around right
outside of town! I wonder if the monster's sudden
appearance has anything to do with the earthquake and the
darkness.
Innkeeper: HERO! How are things in Fishbel? Is everything
all right? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Ah, well, that's good.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): What? Your father? I just
don't know what to say.
Innkeeper (continued, either way): By the way, why don't
you go take a rest? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Oh, is that so? Well, feel free
to drop by whenever you're tired.
Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Just lie right down and take it
easy. {the next morning} How do you feel? Rested, I bet. Feel
free to drop in any time, HERO.
Bunny girl: My, my, HERO. Your uncle is really hitting the
bottle today. He ran after you when you left, saying
something about going to the Crystal Palace too. That's why
that old guy thinks that Hondara is behind the earthquakes
and the darkness, but common sense should tell you that
there's no way Hondara could get into the Crystal Palace.
Gabo (chat): How did Hondara get to the Crystal Palace?
Aira (chat): Melvin is at the Crystal Palace, so there's no
reason to worry about Hondara, HERO.
Maribel (chat): This is Hondara we're talking about, so
money must be involved somehow.
Bartender: Hey, HERO. You've come back from the Crystal
Palace so soon? Did you run into Hondara? Hmm, on second
thought, that's impossible, though he did leave here quickly
when he heard that you were going. The last I heard, he was

planning on commandeering a boat in Fishbel. He's so
reckless! I hope they don't end up shipwrecked.
Merchant: That earthquake was terrible! I hope nothing's
damaged! I wonder if that old crank is all right.
Old man: This here is the wrath of God! Hic! We've angered
Him! I bet that idiot Hondara did something horrible and
angered God! I'll beat his head in! Next time I see him, I'm
gonna whack him right on the head! Hic!
Aira (chat): Come to think of it, I saw Hondara at the
Crystal Palace. You don't think...
Maribel (chat): Did I hear you right? Hondara was at the
Crystal Palace? No wonder I didn't see him around!
Gabo (chat): Idiot? Does he mean your uncle, HERO?
Innkeeper’s wife upstairs: Wow! What was that? The ground
shook so hard the table and chairs fell over. I could have
been crushed beneath a cabinet or something!
Sister (nun in church to injured soldier): Don't move yet. I
still haven't fully treated your wounds.
Soldier: Oh, HERO. Did you hear about the monsters?
(Yes/No)
Soldier (either way): I was patrolling outside town and a
group of them snuck up on me! I never thought they actually
existed until I saw one myself. But the way those things
looked! Ohhhhhh...
Sister (continued): Please, you need to rest. You won't feel
better unless you lie down quietly.
Maribel (chat): The people on this island had never even seen
a monster before this.
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that soldier is all right.
Soldier (again): Ohhhhhh...
Sister (again): Could this have happened because we didn't
believe enough in God? Let us pray, HERO. Then I'm sure God
will deign to help us!

Aira (chat): God might help us, but we should depend only on
ourselves.
Old woman: Did you see how badly those soldiers were
beaten? It's a wonder they're all still alive. I've never seen
such horrible beasts before. Evil is near.
Little boy: Hey. I'm sitting quietly. I prayed to God as well. I
hope the soldier will recover soon.
Maribel (chat): It makes no difference whether God is here
or not. We'll manage by ourselves.
Priest: Surely God would not overlook us in these times of
uncertainty. All we can do is dutifully perform our work and
wait for the grace of our Lord. {church talk}
Young woman in northwest house: Soldiers from the castle
came to the house and commanded us to stay inside. Just
what is going on? What has happened to our once peaceful
country?
Young man: So I've been wondering about something, HERO.
Did you really meet God in his palace? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Oh, really? So you still don't
know if He exists or not. But, He's our only hope.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? So He really exists. I
wonder what He thinks of us. Maybe we're all like a flock of
little lost lambs. Heh heh heh! In that case, He's got to help
us out now! Hmm, or eat us.
Aira (chat): God would never abandon us! Never!
Maribel (chat): It makes no difference whether God is here
or not. We'll manage by ourselves.
Little girl: No! I'm scared of monsters! I can't take a bath
alone any more!
Old woman in north house: Oh, HERO! You met with God, I
hear. You're quite amazing. I'm sorry, but will you go to the
Crystal Palace once more and ask a favor? Ask God to save
this country from the ominous darkness!

Old man: They say that God has just been brought back to
life! But with the way things are, it seems more like the end
of the world! What's happening? /extra space/ The whole
world's gone mad!
Young man upstairs in bed: I hear that one of the castle
guards was attacked by monsters! Monsters! Here! I must be
having a nightmare. Why can't I wake up already?
Maribel (chat): I suppose this would be easier if it were only
a dream.
Gabo (chat): This is definitely not a dream! I mean, our eyes
are wide open, right?
Aira (chat): We can awaken from dreams, but reality is
inescapable.
Young woman: My big brother is a soldier serving the castle.
What if he's sent on a mission to defeat the demons? Oh my!
It worries me sick just thinking about it.
Little boy in Hondara’s house: Your Uncle Hondara isn't
around right now. He said he was going to go make off with a
boat somewhere. Now, what do you suppose he could mean by
that?
Orka: I suppose that now's not the time to be carping about
fish. But I wonder what I should do.
Maribel (chat): I had hoped that Orka would behave himself,
at least at a time like this!
Gabo (chat): Did someone ask us to go get some fish, HERO?
Aira (chat): Fishing is definitely not the top priority right
now!
Observation in locked tunnels beneath Estard: HERO
checked underfoot. An ancient stone plate rests here. It
reads, 'In commemoration of our discovery of this deserted
island. Brimming with natural beauty, this is truly a paradise.
We can only hope the peace here spreads to the rest of the
world.'

Observation about treasure chest on cliff: HERO checked
the treasure chest. But the treasure chest was empty. Do
you want to place something in the treasure chest? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’ and pick any of your current
items): <Item> cannot be placed in this treasure chest.
Observation (if you say ‘No’): {The chest closes.}
Old man outside his cliff house: This is a most intriguing
phenomenon. It's as if something has completely covered the
island. Hmmm. I'll need to consult my library on this matter.
Maribel (chat): Not this island, too! We killed the Demon
Lord and God came back!
Aira (chat): HERO! This island is about to be sealed away in
darkness!
Gabo (chat): I wonder if that's edible.
Dog in basement: Grrr. Woof woof!

Estard Castle
Guard in green on the left: I'm afraid the castle is still
under fortification! I'm terribly sorry, but we still aren't
permitted to open the castle gate until further notice!
Gabo (chat): Looks like we can't get into the castle yet.
Maribel (chat): If things get bad, maybe they'll let us take
refuge in the castle.
Aira (chat): HERO, don't you think it might be a good idea to
go somewhere else?
Guard in green on the right: King Burns' condition is not
improving. We are worried about his condition as much as
anyone, but we dare not leave our posts.
Aira (chat): I'm worried about King Burns, too. But we must
hurry!
Maribel (chat): What? Did something happen to the King,
HERO? You fell from the Sky Stone? Then why aren't you
hurt?

Gabo (chat): Do you think the King is all right?

Ancient Ruins
Unidentified voice (as soon as you enter the ruins): <First
letter of HERO’s name>...
Maribel (continued): I think I just heard something.
OR Aira (continued): Huh? I thought I heard something.
OR Gabo (continued): Huh? Somebody say something?
Gabo (chat): It sounded like a human voice to me, HERO!
Aira (chat): Be careful, HERO. There could be hidden traps.
Maribel (chat): I've always thought I had pretty good
hearing.
Unidentified voice (when you take another step): <First two
letters of HERO’s name>...
Aira (continued): I think I've heard that voice somewhere
before.
OR Gabo (continued): Who's there? I know you're hiding!
Come out!
OR Maribel (continued): I did hear something!
Aira (chat): A monster? Maybe someone is there?
Gabo (chat): Grrr!
Maribel (chat): I hate it when this happens!
Unidentified voice (when you go left toward the ruins):
<First three letters of HERO’s name>...
Gabo (continued): That voice came from that stone guy!
OR Maribel (continued): The voice came from near the
statue!
OR Aira (continued): It sounded like it was calling HERO's
name.
Maribel (chat): HERO/comma/ quick, let's check out that
statue!
Gabo (chat): Why would we hear a human voice coming from
there?

Aira (chat): Don't let down your guard, HERO. It could be a
trap.
Maribel (if you go up to the ruins): It was such a familiar
voice.
OR Aira (if you go up to the ruins): What was that voice?
OR Gabo (if you go up to the ruins): Grrr. The sound of
that voice is making the fur on the back of my neck stand on
end.
Unidentified voice (continued): HERO...
Maribel (chat): What're you doing, HERO? You're going to
flee in terror, aren't you!
Aira (chat): It could be dangerous to ignore it. We'd better
check out where that voice came from.
Gabo (chat): Doesn't that voice sound familiar?
Unidentified voice (when you check the statue): HERO...
Aira (continued): This statue was calling to us.
OR Gabo (continued): I didn't know stone guys could talk!
OR Maribel (continued): This statue's talking to us!
Unidentified voice (continued): HERO! Is that you, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Unidentified voice (if you say ‘No’): Listen to me. Someone
must bring HERO here!
Maribel (chat): It seems unlike you to be so cautious, HERO.
Aira (chat): What's wrong, HERO? I'm positive that was
Melvin's voice!
Gabo (chat): Huh? Did you change your name, HERO?
Unidentified voice (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, HERO! How
wonderful! I was worried my voice would not be transmitted
through the statue. It is I, Melvin! I have something I must
tell you.
Maribel (continued): Melvin! I'm so glad you're all right.
Gabo (continued): It sounds like you are doing well, Melvin.
I'm doing well, as well.
Aira (continued): What's happening over there, Melvin?

Melvin (continued): I am talking to you by way of my
MindSpeak power. Pandemonium erupted after you left the
Crystal Palace. God set forth and banished entire continents
from the map, calling them dens of evil. I'm afraid Estard
was among their number. In questioning His actions, I was
dismissed as a rebellious traitor. For now, I am hiding in the
distant land of Coastal.
Aira (continued): I see. Is there anything we can do?
OR Maribel (continued): Then what are we supposed
to do?
OR Gabo (continued): Snarl! Where did we go wrong?
Melvin (continued): I was suspicious of God's behavior, so I
looked into it. In my findings, I learned of beings of immense
power called Spirits. The Spirits are guardians of the four
elements — Earth, Water, Fire and Wind.
Maribel (continued): So, we should go find the Spirits.
OR Aira (continued): Where can we go to find these
Spirits?
OR Gabo (continued): So, now we have to find some
Spirits? That's a harsh toke.
Melvin (continued): Perhaps they can shed some light on
God's true motives. I suspect the Spirits may be located in
those lands already cast out by God. I will look into the
matter further, to see if I can reveal any more information.
I will be in contact with you again, if I find anything.
Someone's coming! I must go now. Farewell! [Melvin's voice
fades away.]
Maribel (chat): How could this island be evil? It's not
possible, is it, HERO?
Aira (chat): I'm concerned about Melvin too, but there's
nothing we can do for him right now.
Gabo (chat): All right! We're off to find these Spirit things,
HERO!

Observation in any of the Pedestal Rooms: HERO examined
the pedestal! The pedestal has stopped glowing and isn't
reacting.
Maribel (continued): What is this? We can't go anywhere
now!
OR Gabo (continued): Huh? This doesn't seem to be
working.
OR Aira (continued): It's no good. Is it because the
island has been sealed off?
Maribel (if you walk into a Traveler’s Gate room): Oh, no. I
can't believe the Traveler's Gate stopped working too!
Aira (continued): It looks like we're stuck on this island.
Gabo (continued): Is crossing that ocean the only way for us
to escape this island? It's pitch black out there.
Observation (continued): A voice began echoing from out of
nowhere.
Melvin (continued): Master HERO, this is Melvin. Can you
hear me? You are not able to travel to other islands any
more, are you? (Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘No’): I do not think it is possible.
Melvin (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Those
four Traveler's Gates in the fane may lead to the Spirits.
Gabo (continued): There was a fire at the entrance before,
but it seems to have gone out.
OR Maribel (continued): I remember the fire at the
entrance wasn't lit. Maybe that's why it isn't
working.
OR Aira (continued): I wonder if the fire at the
entrance being extinguished has anything to do with
it.
Melvin (continued): Perhaps the Traveler's Gate has lost its
power because the flame has been extinguished. I heard that
it was a holy flame brought from Engow, but we obviously
cannot obtain another from there. However, I believe that

there is a similar flame here in Coastal. I will obtain it and
transmit it to you with my God-given powers. What do you
think, Master HERO? Will you leave this to me? (Yes/No)
Melvin (if you say ‘No’): But we do not have any other
choice, Master HERO! What do you think, Master HERO?
Will you leave this to me? (Yes/No)
Melvin (when you say ‘Yes’): Very well! I leave my life in your
hands, Master HERO. I am counting on you.
Gabo (continued): Good luck, Melvin!
Maribel (continued): We're counting on you, Melvin, you
weird old man.
Aira (continued): Please be careful, Melvin.

Coastal Castle
Nun on second floor of church: Hmm... You've been standing
there for hours. Are you sick or something? (Yes/No)
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, dear... That's too bad.
Nun (if you say ‘No’): I see. As long as you're all right...
Observation (if you try to “party chat”): You can't speak to
your companions right now!
Nun (again): This is Coastal, once slave to a monarchy, but
now home to travelers and entertainment.
Nun downstairs: The wrath of God is truly a fearsome thing.
He can destroy entire lands, just like that!
Old woman: I have heard that those countries plunged into
darkness because their people sided with evil and planned a
rebellion against God.
Bard on outer wall: 'La, la, laaaa! Monsters are our friends!
Don't sell weapons! Win at the casino!' I made God's
teachings into a song. What do you think?
Prisoner in town: Wow! I've never been lucky before, but
now I've hit the jackpot! God's on my side after all!

Knight: The islands to the north and west of here have been
banished by God in order to ward off evil. How could one not
have faith in God after witnessing such a raw display of
power?
Tough guy in weapon shop: Mmm? You here to buy weapons?
(Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Sorry, my diminutive friend. I
can't sell you any. God's order. I'm just cleaning up before I
close the place down.
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Good thing. God has forbidden
the sale of weapons. I'm just cleaning up before I close the
place down.
Woman behind counter of armor shop: Oh, did you want to
see my husband? He should be downstairs.
Merchant in basement: Wait a minute! I know you from
somewhere. Now I remember! I saw you in the lighthouse,
didn't I? (Yes/No)
Merchant (if you say ‘No’): Oops! Guess I must be
mistaken. Sorry about that.
Merchant (if you say ‘Yes’): I thought so! Glad to see you're
well.
Merchant (continued, either way): So what's on your mind?
What's the rush? The PilotFire? I haven't returned to the
lighthouse since. It's probably still burning away on the top
floor. Why don't you go see for yourself?
Little girl in bed: Zzz... God? Zzz... Wow!
Sailor in town: Travelers, eh? You ought to check out the
casino. It's the only one in the world supported by God
Himself. Ha ha ha!
Innkeeper: Ever since God's return, the casino's business has
been thriving. And that means good business for me, too! Ha
ha ha!
Sailor upstairs in bed: Nnngh... Zzzzz...

Sailor at the table: I'm glad we finally found land! Lots of
islands and continents have disappeared. We were adrift for
days. It looks as though our adventure has taken its toll on
my friend. I found some gold in his pockets, while he was
sleeping. Guess I'll go to the casino.
Warrior downstairs in eatery: Got to eat before the war.
Prepare to die, slot machines!
Woman: Have you heard? God sunk the islands inhabited by
evil. I had no idea such unholy places existed!
Bunny girl: Don't talk to me! I've got to go back on duty
after I'm done eating! Chomp chomp gobble...
Lady on second floor of northeast house: My husband's a
lucky man. He just keeps on winning at the casino. Maybe
God's looking after him. Hee hee hee!
Little boy outside fishing: Wow! Got another one! This is so
weird! I couldn't catch anything before.
Bunny girl in casino on the left: Welcome to our casino!
We're the only establishment officially recognized by God!
Have fun, and good luck!
Man in blue vest: Finally! Now that God has returned, we
have peace. Now all I need is money!
Merchant: I heard Estard was among the vanished lands. I
traded there a while ago. Disregarding the inbred royal
family, it didn't seem so bad to me.
Traveling merchant: All right! I'm hot today! Okay, one more
try!
Bunny girl on the right: This exchange booth is full of
wonderful prizes. You ought to take something home with
you, too!
Young man in tunnel: Don't tell anyone, but I hear the casino
profits are all going to God. Who'd have thought? So that's
how he got the money to build that castle!

Gentleman: Ah hah hah! Another day, another fortune won!
Now I know why God's encouraging everyone to try the
casino!
Dancer on second floor of casino: Welcome, welcome!
Having fun? If you're a member, be sure to talk to the girl on
the balcony!
Knight: I wonder why the people of Estard worshipped an evil
god. They saw the real God appear right in front of them,
didn't they?
Young man on third floor: Maybe if you pay very close
attention to the cards, you can predict what you'll be dealt.
Nope. I still can't see what's on the other side.
Old man: You don't look like you're here for fun. Are you
looking for something? (Yes/No)
Old man (if you say ‘No’): Oh. Well, okay. I guess there's
nothing this old man can do to help out.
Old man (if you say ‘Yes’): The PilotFire, huh? You should go
to the big lighthouse north of here. I'm pretty sure Engow's
PilotFire is still burning.
Tough guy: That guy in the next seat's gotten pretty far.
Man in blue vest: Shut up, shut up! This is the most
important part!
Female warrior: I'm not really interested in playing at this
casino. In a place like this, one would expect a ton of drunken
brawls. That's where I come in.
Sailor: Well, hello there. Come here often? (Yes/No)
Sailor (either way): Make tons by winning! Why should I
work diligently?
Bartender in basement pub: I heard God's destroyed a few
countries, but I'm sure we'll be okay. Heck, I've even heard
God Himself comes down here to play the slots.
Bunny girl: Welcome! Please come in and relax.

Warrior: I wonder what happened to the crew of that pirate
ship that got frozen in ice? I guess they must have been
frozen along with their ship.
Traveling merchant: They say that pirate ship was cursed.
They may not even be dead! Maybe they're still suffering
inside.
Young woman: I thought there would be a multitude of
handsome men here, but they're all too caught up gambling to
even notice me! What's that? Oh, thank you! I suppose I do
have a nice butt.
Man in blue vest: That lady over there's been looking at me
and sighing all day. Maybe I ought to try talking to her. After
all, as God told us— 'Thou shalt devote thyself to thine
desires.'
Scholar on third floor of lighthouse: The Pilot Fire is
imbued with astonishing powers. No matter how strong the
wind or how heavy the rain, it will burn on forever. I still
don't know why the PilotFire here went out. After all, the
PilotFire up north's still burning.
Traveling merchant on fourth floor of lighthouse: Even
though God has returned, monsters still appear in the
northern lighthouse. They will continue to roam free, as long
as they are under His divine protection.
Young woman: The PilotFire is blessed by God Himself.
Perhaps He'll find it in Himself to bless this one, as well.
Young man on top of lighthouse: There used to be an island
out in those sparkling blue waters, but God sunk it to rid the
world of the island's evil inhabitants.
Young woman to young man: But, honey, God said that it was
wrong to kill monsters. Do evil people not deserve the same
respite?

Halflings’ Village

Soldier in first cave: These are our soldiers' quarters. It's
no place for guests.
Male halfling near bonfire: Even though God has been
revived and peace has been restored, the troops are being
fortified. What could the King be thinking?
Soldier near bonfire: I'm just doing the job I was given, but
I don't know what the King is so afraid of.
Soldier in Grand Halfling’s cave: It's almost impossible to
comprehend how much pain God has inflicted upon the world.
Our King did not believe that God could succumb to such
moral ambivalence.
Grand Halfling: I'd stand beside the King of Coastal, whom
I've known for years, sooner than some absent God. Even if
that means rebellion, I won't back down.
Tough guy: You've heard about the frozen pirate ship, right?
It lead the armada that fought alongside the King's
ancestors against the Demon Lord. Now that the Demon Lord
has been destroyed, why does the pirate ship continue to be
encased in ice? It worries me.
Princess: I hate this. Being stuck in my room isn't any fun at
all!
Soldier: Wait, Princess! You must return to your room, by
order of the King!
Soldier (lower) in King’s cave: No matter what happens, we'll
protect Coastal's King!
Minister: Welcome to Coastal. You must be surprised that
there are so many soldiers here, in a time of peace. It's all
because of the King's orders.
King: Ho ho. Are you having fun, traveler? Oh, no. Now's not
the time for such frivolous matters. Ahem. Thank you for
coming, travelers! Forgive my abruptness. I don't mean to be
curt, but time is a factor. I, along with other world leaders,
was summoned by God to the Crystal Palace. We listened
intently, only to be taken aback by His words. I fear that the

safety of my people, and perhaps the entire world, will soon
be in jeopardy. It may already be too late. Our country may
meet the same fate as the vanished lands.
Queen: The King has been lost in thought lately. I suspect it
has something to do with his recent sojourn to the Crystal
Palace. He refuses to divulge the details, but no matter what
happens, I trust his implicity him implicitly.
Soldier on the right: When the King's elocution changes, it
means events are transpiring that could threaten the
continued existence of this country.
Bard: I was considering writing a song about God, but I can't
think of a melody.
Soldier near kitchen: Why did God choose to separate those
lands from this worldly plane? With God's omniscient wisdom,
couldn't a more peaceful solution be found?
Woman: I cannot remember the last time the King had such a
sour look upon his face. The kingdom must be faced with
quite an egregious situation. But I trust that our safety will
be assured, in the hands of the King.
Little boy: The King is a great man, but nothing compares to
those soldiers! Abuse of power and public beatings can only
truly be enjoyed on a personal level. I'll be the kind of king
who knows how to wield a sword!
Young male halfling in bed: Zzz...
Female warrior in upper cave: I'm a warrior, too. I'm
protecting this room.
Female halfling: Recently, Coastal's King was summoned to
the Crystal Palace, along with other leaders from all over the
world, to be blessed with revelations from God. However, the
King had his doubts about the entire scenario.
Little halfling boy: There are two legends passed down
through the generations in this country. One's the story of
strong pirates that fought to save Coastal. The other is the
story of a traveling hero who saved the ancestors of Coastal

and the halflings. I promised my departed grandfather that
I'd never forget this legend.
Female halfling in kitchen: I was told to stock some
preserved food for the King, but I don't know what to make.
Soldier in library: The King of Coastal sent a number of
soldiers out to the Great Lighthouse in the north. The
PilotFire burns brightly on the top floor there. It's vital that
the kingdom protects it.
Young woman: God commanded that we cease the sale of
weapons and armor, but I don't think the King is going to
close our shop.
Scholar: When God was revived, a new era of world peace
should have been ushered in. Is it possible that the curse
over the pirate ship has already been broken? If so, doesn't
it seem strange that the ship remains undiscovered?

Great Lighthouse
Soldier guarding front door: I'm terribly sorry, but no one
is allowed inside. I'm afraid you'll have to leave. If you
absolutely must get inside, please get permission from King
Coastal first.
Sailor: I'm about to embark on a long voyage. I came to pray
to the Aqua Spirit, but they won't let me inside!
Female warrior: Why were soldiers sent here? That's never
happened before. Oh, I've got it! God must have sent the
soldiers to protect this place!

Halflings’ Village
King: Ho ho. Are you having fun, traveler? Oh, no. Now's not
the time for such frivolous matters. Ahem. Thank you for
coming, travelers! Forgive my abruptness. I don't mean to be

curt, but time is a factor. I, along with other world leaders,
was summoned by God to the Crystal Palace. We listened
intently, only to be taken aback by His words. I fear that the
safety of my people, and perhaps the entire world, will soon
be in jeopardy. It may already be too late. Our country may
meet the same fate as the vanished lands. At any rate, why
did you come here? It looks like weighty concerns rest upon
your shoulders. What? You want the PilotFire? Why? Have
you been sent here as a servant of God? (Yes/No)
King (if you say ‘Yes’): The PilotFire has been passed down
from generation to generation, and as such, is highly valued
by our people. I would not forfeit it to save God Himself.
Please leave.
King (if you say ‘No’): I see... You have also walked the halls
of the Crystal Palace. It is believed that God's power is
inside the PilotFire. Perhaps you speak the truth. I'll send
word to the soldiers guarding the Great Lighthouse so you
may explore as you wish. Be wary, though, for there are
monsters inside.

Great Lighthouse
Soldier guarding front door: Oh, it's you! King Coastal has
given his permission, so you may go ahead. {He steps aside.}
Soldier (again): There are many monsters prowling around
inside. Please be careful!
Soldier inside: That old man in the back room refuses to
leave, regardless of what I say! I tell him again and again
that this place is in grave danger, but he ignores my warnings!
Old man: I've been living in this lighthouse for decades. I've
been attacked by monsters more times than I can count, so
I'm not afraid of anything anymore!
Soldier on third floor terrace: I came here by King
Coastal's order to protect the Great Lighthouse. I wasn't

told what I was supposed to protect it from! There have
always been monsters inside, after all.
Soldier on top floor: You're the traveler who got permission
to enter from King Coastal, aren't you? That thing burning
there is the PilotFire.
Observation: Melvin examined the PilotFire!
Observation in Ancient Fane (continued): A voice began
echoing from out of nowhere.
Gabo (continued): Melvin, are you all right?
Aira (continued): I'm glad to know you're okay!
Maribel (continued): How was it, Melvin?
Melvin (continued): I am fine, do not worry for my sake. I
managed to obtain the PilotFire. Allow me to send it over. {A
small ball of fire rises from the PilotFire at the Great
Lighthouse} How did it go, Master HERO? Were you able to
light the fire?
Gabo (continued): HERO, let's check to see if the fire is
burning.
OR Aira (continued): So long as the flame burns,
everything is fine, right?
OR Maribel (continued): Let's go see!

Mt. Flame
Young man: Oh, no! All of the volcano's magma has
disappeared! Could the God of Flame have passed faded? It
just couldn't be! It's the end of the world! We're all done
for! Aaahh!
Maribel (chat): Right. No wonder it's not hot in here.
Aira (chat): No way! God couldn't go down that easily!
Warrior guarding entrance to cave: Ohhh... I've never felt
anything so sinister in my life! I feel Something something
evil nearby... something more evil than any monster I've ever
faced! This is really bad news. Listen, I want you to

hurry/period/ I'll stay here and keep an eye on things, so get
moving!
Gabo (chat): I can feel it too! It feels different than the
last time we were here!
Maribel (chat): Let's go back to Engow, HERO. I'm worried
about the villagers!
Aira (chat): Let's save this place for later, HERO.
Warrior (again): What are you doing? Hurry up and go down
to the village! I'm standing guard here, so don't worry about
me!
Gabo (chat, at mountain entrance): We have to find the
Spirit, HERO. Don't forget that!
Aira (chat, at mountain entrance): The Flame Spirit must
be here.
Maribel (chat, at mountain entrance): Where could the
Spirit that Melvin mentioned be?
Traveling merchant: What happened? What is the cause of
this darkness and the monsters that follow? I had a monster
attack me right here! I've never seen one come here before!
Is anyplace safe from them now...?
Aira (chat): HERO! We've got to pull ourselves together!
Maribel (chat): Monsters? That's bad news, HERO!

Engow
Woman (innkeeper) in inn: What? You're saying that besides
this bone-chilling cold, monsters are starting to show up
around here as well? What a mess! This isn't the time to
celebrate an increase in our number of customers. At any
rate, if you don't mind sharing a room, you can stay here.
How about it? {inn talk}
Warrior: The woman lying down over there was attacked by
monsters during her trip. How fortunate that I passed by!

She might have died if I hadn't. What's happening with this
world?
Gabo (chat): Was that lady all right?
Maribel (chat): HERO, I find this hard to believe.
Young woman in bed: Sob! Monsters! Monsters!
Traveling merchant in bed: I've been in business ten years
now, but never once have I been attacked by monsters. I
normally carry a weapon to protect myself, but today I just
plain forgot. Was I foolish to hope for peace with God's
return?
Aira (chat): Everyone is relieved now that God has returned.
Young woman by inn: Ahhhh! What the hell is going on? Even
in the day, we are surrounded by stifling darkness!
Young man in item shop: I'm not supposed to sell weapons
because of God's prohibition, but under the circumstances, I
can't just blindly obey His words. {shop talk}
Ilma: Madame Pamela the fortune-teller is out right now. She
rushed over to the Elder's house just a little while ago!
Woman at well: Brrr, it's freezing! Yep, this is the best time
to be in a hot spring. Huh? Steam isn't coming out from the
well! What's going on?
Tough guy in well at the table: What in the world
happened? There's nothing normal about the water in the hot
spring suddenly turning cold.
Old woman in bed: Hmm, mmm.
Woman by water: With the hot spring like this, I'm going to
find myself out of business! What am I going to do? But
complaining to you people won't accomplish anything, will it?
It's not your fault.
Young man in water: Brr. It's c-cold in here, but regardless,
I'm staying in. Until a young girl gets in the water, I'm not
budging from this spot! Brrr.
Maribel (chat): It's amazing that one man can be so
perverted!

Young woman: Hey, you! I'm changing! Stop staring! Just
when I'd finally worked up the courage to take off my
clothes, the water is too cold! I can't possibly go in there
now!
Young woman in southeast house to tough guy: Now, just a
minute! This is no time to be cooking meals! Things look
strange outside. Go and take a look!
Tough guy: Light, damn it, light! Why can't I start a fire? I
can't make my special Engow-style stew without a fire! Come
on, God of Flame!
Traveling merchant in eastern pub: It's true! I was
attacked by monsters on my way to the village!
Bartender (continued): Excuse me, but have you been
drinking? There couldn't possibly be monsters lurking in our
village.
Traveling merchant (continued): But I'm not lying!
Bartender: The God of Flame is supposed to have sealed all
of the monsters within the volcano where he resides.
Besides, monsters would never go wandering about outdoors.
Gabo (chat): There really are monsters outside! It's true!
Maribel (chat): It's true that there were monsters at the
volcano, but they didn't necessarily come from there.
Bard: Cough! Cough! What's going on now? I thought that the
power of the hot spring would cure my cracking voice, cough!
Now it's cracking again. Cough! Cough!
Warrior: Hic! It's really dark outside! Whoa. Don't worry, I
haven't drunk much yet! Hic!
Dancer: Da-dance! Dance-da-da dance! Ah-choo! {She
shivers.} Why? Why am I freezing even though I dance so
passionately? Ah-choo!
Merchant in northeast church: I heard that God has
prohibited the sale of weapons. I was planning to start an
armor shop in this village! What bad timing. I came to
negotiate with the priest, and I heard more details.

Aira (chat): I thought we wouldn't need weapons anymore.
Maribel (chat): Ordering the people to throw their weapons
down now would be pointless.
Priest: I sense an evil presence in the area. Something has
happened here, it seems. Let us pray to the God of Flame.
There is nothing else that we can do. {church talk}
Little boy in Elder’s house: Say, this fire looks as though
it's suffering. Don't you think so, mister? (Yes/No)
Little boy (if you say ‘No’): You don't think so, mister? Still,
it's fluttering as if it were in agony.
Maribel (chat): Well, of course HERO has no idea! I don't
have any idea, either!
Aira (chat): Somehow I can tell, HERO.
Little boy (if you say ‘Yes’): It's true, isn't it? Maybe
something's happened to the God of Flame. After all, this
fire was given to us by the God of Flame. I'm sure
something's happened!
Aira (chat): I think I can feel it too, HERO. The fire is
struggling.
Maribel (chat): Are you forcing yourself to lie, HERO?
Gabo (chat, after either answer): Come to think of it, this
is the only place where the fire was lit.
Maid in kitchen: It's no good. No matter what we do, the
fire isn't getting any bigger. If this keeps up, I won't be able
to give the Lady a healthy meal. {to HERO} Madam
experienced a sudden collapse. It seems that the recent chill
has affected her.
Lady in bed: It's so c-cold! I need the warmth of a fire.
Old man blocking stairs to Chief’s room: I went to speak
with the Chief about the hot spring business, but it seems
that he's in the middle of some kind of important discussion
upstairs. I just couldn't bring myself to ask him about
something as small as the hot springs right now.

Man in blue vest in northwest corner: The fire the God of
Flame had given to us has gone out! We were told that we
must never put the fire out, no matter what! How could this
happen? {A monster (babygoyle sprite) flies in.} M-Monsters?
Monster (continued): Groooooowl!
Man in blue vest (continued): Ahhhh! {He runs away.}
Monster (again): Goooorowl! {Battle with a WhiteFuga, a
LizardMan, and a WhiteFuga starts.}
Gabo (battle chat): Don't worry, HERO, these things are no
big deal!
Aira (battle chat): If we don't take them out quickly, the
villagers will be in danger, HERO!
Maribel (battle chat): These things don't act the same as
nomal monsters, coming into the middle of the village like
this!
Man in blue vest (now in northeast corner): Huff huff huff.
You mean the monsters are coming because the sacred flame
has gone out? O God of Flame, protect us!
Woman at well: I used to think monsters only existed in
fables and legends, but after seeing one with my own eyes, I
have no choice but to believe. I have to hide somewhere! {She
hops into the well.}
Woman in well: We'll be safe if we hide in here, won't we?
The monsters won't come in here, will they? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): You can't mean that! We'll be safe
if we go into the water, won't we? That's the ticket. All I
have to do is stay underwater.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I should help hide the others, too.
But I'm too scared to go outside. You'll be fine out there,
right? Go get the Chief and get him to do something.
Maribel (chat): She's right. We had better see the Mayor,
HERO.
Aira (chat): You know where the Mayor's house is, don't you?

Tough guy: What in the world happened? The water in a hot
spring doesn't just suddenly turn cold like this! Could it be
monsters? Could it be because monsters showed up? What in
the world can the gods be doing? I thought the world was
supposed to be at peace!
Young woman: Hey, you! I'm changing! Stop staring! Just
when I'd finally worked up the courage to take off my
clothes, the water is too cold! I can't possibly go in there
now! What? Monsters are coming? I've got to get out of
here! Let's see, I've got all my clothes, right?
Gabo (chat): If you don't like your clothes, just take them
off! Right, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Eeek! I can't believe she stripped in public!
Aira (chat): Hee hee! Melvin would be mad if I told him about
that girl!
Young woman in southeast house to tough guy: Now, just a
minute! This is no time to be cooking meals! Monsters are
coming? They must have heard you! We've got to get away
from here! {to HERO} You just came from outside, right? Is
it true that there are monsters in the village? (Yes/No)
Young woman (if you say ‘No’): What's that? Well then,
maybe I was just imagining things earlier. Great. Just what I
need.
Maribel (chat): HERO, why are you lying at a time like this?
Aira (chat): You're right. We shouldn't frighten the villagers
too much. Good thinking, HERO.
Young woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it! I wasn't just
hearing things earlier! {to tough guy} Look, just leave it!
We've got to get out of here!
Aira (chat): It would be best to stay inside unless it was
absolutely needed.
Maribel (chat): Escape? Is there even a safe place in this
village?

Tough guy in southeast corner: What the heck happened?
Why has this darkness descended? Do you think the God of
Flame is punishing us for our lack of faith? Ha! Ha! The very
idea makes me laugh! {A monster (babygoyle sprite) flies in.}
Whoa, who the hell is this?
Monster (continued): Shriek!
Tough guy (again): Why, you little! Scram! Get out of here!
Monster (again): Shrieeeeeek! {Battle with a LizardMan, a
MageImp, and a WhiteFuga starts.}
Tough guy (again): You saved me. Thanks a lot! Why were the
monsters coming into the village? Around here, monsters
usually stayed in the volcanos. What's going on?
Gabo (chat): Grrr!
Aira (chat): Why? Why is this happening? I thought God was
brought back into the world!
Gabo (chat): All right! We killed the monster!
Maribel (chat): Do you think we should tell the Mayor what's
going on, HERO?
Aira (chat): We should hide the villagers somewhere. Right,
HERO?
Maribel (chat): When monsters actually start entering
villages, you know something is very wrong!
Young woman by inn: Why would the monsters do this? I
thought God was supposed to protect us from monsters! No
time for that. I have to get out. But where can I go?
Young man in southwest corner: What? The flame's gone
out! But I didn't do anything! {A monster (babygoyle sprite)
flies in.} Ah! A m-m-monster? It's a monster!
Young man (again): Why would a monster want to do this?
Help! Help me!
Aira (chat): The villagers are in danger! We've got to save
them, HERO!
Gabo (chat): Let's get that monster, HERO!
Monster: Grrrrowl! {Battle with two MageImps starts.}

Traveling merchant in eastern pub: It's true! I was
attacked by monsters on my way to the village!
Bartender (continued): Excuse me, but have you been
drinking? There couldn't possibly be monsters lurking in our
village.
Traveling merchant (continued): But I'm not lying! {to
HERO} What! Did you see monsters, too? I knew it! This must
be the end of the world! God of Flame, save us!
Old man blocking stairs to Chief’s room: What are you so
excited about? Has something happened? What did you say?
Monsters in the village? That's a major emergency! Hurry
and tell the Chief! {He moves away.} Hurry and tell the Chief!
Hurry, I said!
Pamela (when you walk upstairs): I'm not sure what's
happened, myself. There can be no doubt, however, that some
sort of disaster is threatening the land.
Chief (continued): I can see it too. Now that I'm looking at
it, Mt. Flame does appear odd. That being said, I have no idea
what we can do about it now.
Pamela (continued): Now's not the time for you to resign
yourself to defeat. There's no telling what could happen if
we don't intercede quickly! {She notices HERO.} Hey, what
are you people doing here at a time like this? Has something
happened? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): I see. All right, come here,
and tell me all about it.
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, I'm talking with the
Chief right now, so don't interrupt.
Chief (again): I hope that we won't have any further
troubles.
Pamela (again if you said ‘No’ above): What? Didn't I just
tell you not to interrupt? Or has something happened?
(Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}

Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’ or again if you said ‘Yes’ above):
What did you say? Monsters appeared in the village? The
village should be protected by the God of Flame. What? You
say the lava is disappearing from within the volcano too?
Hmmm. Chief! I am going to Mt. Flame. I must see for myself
what is happening. {to HERO} You'll all be coming with me,
won't you? Take me to Mt. Flame. (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): What! You would tell an aged woman
like me to go there by herself? How dare you! You'll all be
coming with me, won't you? Take me to Mt. Flame. (Yes/No)
Pamela (when you say ‘Yes’): All right then, we're off to Mt.
Flame! [Pamela joined the party!]
Pamela (chat): HERO! We've got to get to Mt. Flame! We
haven't got a second to lose!
Pamela (chat): Don't worry about me! Go to Mt. Flame! Now!
Gabo (chat): Hey! Is that old woman coming along, too?
Maribel (chat): Should we really bring the fortune-teller,
HERO?
Aira (chat): Let's hurry to Mt. Flame, HERO!
Chief (again): When I saw God at God's Palace, I was fulled
filled with confidence. I was convinced that our world's
peace would be protected forever. So why is this happening?
Is it my fault because I neglected everything but the
village's prosperity? {He turns back to the window.} What will
happen to Engow village?
Aira (chat): Everyone is relieved now that God has returned.
Old man downstairs: Oh, Madam Pamela, what in the world is
happening here?
Pamela (continued): I don't understand it either. That's why
I'm going out now, to check it out.
Old man (continued): You're not seriously going to Mt. Flame,
are you? Don't do it. It's too dangerous.
Pamela (continued): I might find something out by going,
right? And that means I've got to go.

Old man (continued): Oh, do be careful. I will pray for your
safety.
Little boy: Where are you going, Auntie Pamela? Take me
with you.
Pamela (continued): No way. You stay here and keep an eye
on things. Watch over the village for me.
Little boy (continued): All right. If any monsters should
attack, I'll blow them away!
Aira (chat): Don't let a kid like that get involved in battle,
HERO!
Pamela (if you try to leave town): Oh, HERO! I'm sorry to
trouble you when you're so busy, but would you stop by my
place for a bit? I have a favor to ask of Ilma.
Merchant in northeast church: God ordered us to throw
down all our weapons, but with the monster attacks, we have
no choice. If we don't fight back, we'll die.
Aira (chat): I wish I could live without hurting anything, but
it's impossible.
Maribel (chat): No matter what God says, I won't back down!
Priest: Why, if it isn't Madam Pamela. If you are here, then
something terrible must have happened to the God of Flame.
Pamela (continued): You know, according to these strange
visitors, the volcano seems to have gone dormant.
Priest (continued): I feel so helpless. {church talk}
Man in blue vest (still in northeast corner): What has
become of the God of Flame, Madam Pamela? Surely this is
happening because something has happened to the God of
Flame, right?
Pamela (continued): The God of Flame? Hmm. I don't know.
Not even my fortune telling abilities are of use. That's why
I'm planning on going to Mt. Flame, to see with my own eyes.
Man in blue vest (again): Please take care of Madam Pamela,
travelers!

Traveling merchant in eastern pub: The world will be ending
soon! Hic! {to bartender} I need another drink! If I'm gonna
die anyway, I'd rather drink to death!
Pamela (chat): Unbelievable! Doesn't he have any pride for
his village?
Gabo (chat): I wish I could eat until I died, too! Gulp.
Bartender: Maybe it's true that the monsters are on the
loose after all. If the monsters that were sealed away in the
volcano are roaming around outside, then that would mean
something has happened to the God of Flame, wouldn't it?
This may not be a good time to open up shop.
Bard: Aaaah. {He shivers.} Cough! Cough! Cough! ...
Warrior: Whee! Hic! Man, it just keeps getting darker and
darker outside. It's already nighttime! Hic!
Dancer: Da-dance! Dance-da-da dance! Ah-choo! {She
shivers.} It's no good. I can't warm myself up. Ah-choo!
Young woman in southeast house to tough guy: Hey, come
on! We've got to get out of here! What're you going to do
when the monsters attack?
Tough guy: God of Flame, please let me start a fire! {to
HERO} Madam Pamela! What's happened to the God of
Flame?
Pamela (continued): I don't know all of the details as of yet.
Tough guy (continued): Please do something about it soon! Or
else my delicious stew will be wasted!
Pamela (continued): Are you that big of a fool? The lives of
our people are at stake, your pathetic stew doesn't matter at
all!
Tough guy in southeast corner: Between this darkness and
the monsters showing up, I've got a really bad feeling. I
wonder if the other countries are okay. Engow can't be the
only one going through this. No. That's impossible. Really!
Come on!

Aira (chat): We must reawaken the Spirits! I know
everything will be better then!
Maribel (chat): Listen, HERO! If Melvin is right, then this is
not the only disappearing land!
Woman in well (from village square): Whew,/period instead
of comma/ Looks as though the monsters won't come here
after all. We should call the others over here, too.
Tough guy: What did you say? Monsters? What is God doing?
Was I wrong to have thought the world was at peace?
Pamela (chat): Perhaps this is what I get for relying on God
for so long.
Aira (chat): Everyone is relieved now that God has returned.
Woman by water: The fact that the water in the hot spring
has cooled off means that something's happened at the
volcano, right? (Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): I knew it. After all, the hot spring
is warmed by the heat from the volcano, right? That would
also mean that something's happened to the God of Flame,
wouldn't it?
Woman (if you say ‘No’): Is the volcano all right? Then that
must mean that the monsters have done something bad to it!
We simply cannot let those monsters live, I tell you!
Young woman: I'm sweating like a FlameToad. Whew, I'm
finished changing. Wait, I feel a breeze down below. Eeek!
Aira (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): I'm thoroughly disgusted.
Young woman (again): Oh no! How could I have been so
stupid?
Young woman by inn: Oh no! The monsters are going to find
me no matter where I go. What am I going to do? Where will
I hide?
Innkeeper: This is the biggest thing to ever happen in our
village since its founding. About the only thing I can do is
pray to the God of Flame... {inn talk}

Warrior: What? Are you going to Mt. Flame? If so, you need
to be very careful. That place used to be a den of monsters.
You never know what you're going to see over there. Leave
the village to me. I can handle the small fry myself.
Traveling merchant: Why are monsters suddenly appearing in
human lands, when we are supposed to have divine
protection? Is God testing me, perhaps? I haven't done
anything wrong!
Pamela (chat): Monsters infesting towns? Evil has only grown
in this land.
Aira (chat): God would never give us such trials!
Young man in southwest corner: Help me! Please, save me!
Has God abandoned me? Anyone, help! Please, keep monsters
from invading this town!
Ilma in item shop: Madame Pamela! How can I help you?
Pamela (continued): Hmm. Seek it out now, for in time, you
will need it.
Ilma (continued): That?
Pamela (continued): Yes, 'that'.
Ilma (continued): Understood. I'll find it even if I have to
turn the whole room upside down.
Pamela (chat): Don't worry about it now. I just thought we
might need it later.
Maribel (chat): What's she talking about?
Gabo (chat): What? What is it? Food? Can I have some?
Ilma (again): Now, where could it be?

Mt. Flame
Traveling merchant: There may not be any monsters going
down this road now, but I'm not about to stay here any
longer. Would you like to buy something before I leave? {shop
talk}

Pamela (when you enter the volcano crater): The volcano's
magma has completely disappeared! Has the God of Flame
disappeared, as well? No... I can still see him... Come on,
HERO. Let's go deeper.
Pamela (chat): I feel an immense power from inside the
volcano. Let's go, HERO.
Pamela (if you step into the traveler’s gate): My, my, my...
What an unusual spiral? What's the matter with you? You
can't just dive in there, HERO! We don't have the time for
this now. Leave it for later!
Young man: The end is here! It's the end of the world!
Pamela (continued): Oh, it is not!
Young man (continued): Oh, Pamela! It's all over! We're all
going to die!
Pamela (continued): Not yet, we aren't! There's still hope.
Young man (continued): Pamela... I guess I can believe you...
Young man (again): What hope could there possibly be?
What? You're going to help us?
Pamela (continued): There's hope, but we'll need HERO's
help.
Young man (continued): I knew it! Thank you so much, HERO!
Pamela (chat): I'm counting on you too, HERO.
Maribel (chat): It looks like we just got a mission, HERO.
Gabo (chat): Yeah! Leave it to us!
Warrior blocking cave entrance: Oh, you're back! Did you
alert everyone in town? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't lie! That's the fortune
teller from town with you, isn't it?
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): So,
what did they... What? Monsters are all over town as well?
Oh no! What can we do?
Pamela (continued): We'll have to explore the volcano now.
I'm sure we'll find something.
Warrior (continued): But, that's impossible!

Pamela (continued): Ah, there's nothing to worry about!
Besides, HERO's coming along.
Warrior (continued): All right. I'll stay behind in case
something happens.
Pamela (continued): Right. You too. Now, let's get going,
HERO. {The warrior steps aside.}
Pamela (chat): Don't let your guard down, HERO! You never
know where a monster may be hiding!
Aira (chat): I didn't expect the inside to be so huge.
Maribel (chat): I can't believe we have to go inside the
volcano again!
Gabo (chat): It feels colder now that the fire is out.
Warrior (again): Don't worry. We'll guard the place. If any
monsters show up, we'll attack them from both sides!
Young man (continued): What? You want me to fight the...
the... Agh! {He starts to fall off the crater ledge.} Aaaaieee!
{He falls.}
Warrior (continued): He's not goning going to make it. Poor
kid...
Young man (continued): Oww...
Warrior (continued): Huh? So, he's doing all right. I guess he
can hold his own against monsters, after all.
Pamela (chat): HERO! If we jump in the crater, we'll get to
the bottom quicker.
Gabo (chat): I want to try falling in there, too!
Maribel (chat): Hmm. He's tougher than I thought.
Warrior (again): What a clumsy oaf! Well, I can still look
after things even without him. Be careful. The monsters are
getting fierce.
Pamela on bottom floor (when you try to go through
doorway): Oof! My, my, my... I can feel a tremendous force
coming from the depths. It seems as if something immensely
powerful is lurking about. Hmm... We'd better be very

careful from this point onward. Let's move on, HERO. I feel...
something... waiting for us.
Pamela (chat): The monsters will be more powerful from
here on in, HERO. Be careful.
Maribel (chat): Something of extraordinary power. What
could it be?
Gabo (chat): Wow! We have still a long way to go!
Aira (chat): Who in the world could be waiting for us?
Young man: I had no idea there was a path into the volcano
like this! I wonder if there's anything alive inside...
Pamela (chat, B1): It looks like this volcano hasn't died yet.
Aira (chat, B1): Lava is still flowing inside.
Gabo (chat, B1): Huff huff...
Maribel (chat, B1): Yeagh! It's hot in here!
Treasure chest – Lava Staff
Treasure chest – TinyMedal
Treasure chest – Strength Seed
Treasure chest – WorldDew
Observation about door on B5: HERO tried to open the
door! But the door wouldn't budge at all!
Pamela (continued): Hmm... It looks like the source of the
power I was sensing is right ahead. It appears the time has
finally come to use... it. ...... {You all turn around and a
MindSpeak spark flashes above Pamela.} All right. HERO, I
just called for Ilma. While we're waiting for her, do you want
to hear the story of the God of Flame? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): For once, don't talk, just listen.
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): The God
of Flame, we of Engow have been worshipping, used to be
part of an even greater God... Or so the story goes. You see,
God lost to the Demon Lord in battle long ago. But, before he
perished, God gave birth to four new beings. These four
beings became the forces of nature— Terra, Wind, Flame,
and Aqua. This volcano is home to the Flame Spirit, or what

we call the God of Flame. Under his guidance, the people of
Engow have been living peacefully for years. {She notices
Ilma.} Well, you're finally here!
Ilma (continued): {Ilma and a warrior walk in.} Huff huff...
I'm sorry to have kept you waiting, Pamela.
Pamela (continued): Oh, not at all. Did you bring what I
asked?
Ilma (continued): Yes. Here it is— a bottle with the
Flame<key graphic> and the FlameAqua inside.
Pamela (continued): Good. I'll give this to you for the time
being, HERO. [HERO received the Flame<key graphic> and the
FlameAqua!]
Ilma (continued): May I return to the village now, Pamela?
Pamela (continued): Sure. Sorry to call you all the way out
here. Be careful!
Ilma (continued): Not at all, Pamela. Please, take care of
yourselves. {She turns to the warrior.} I'm sorry, sir, but
could you take me back home?
Warrior (continued): Oh, no problem. All set? {They leave.}
Pamela (continued): Use that key, HERO, and let's go
onward.
Pamela (chat): What's wrong, HERO? That key should open
the door!
Gabo (chat): You think there's somebody on the other side
of that big door? I hope so!
Aira (chat): There's something lurking beyond this door. Be
careful, HERO.
Maribel (chat): If she had something like this, why didn't
she give it to us earlier?
Warrior (back at volcano crater): Believe me, it was a major
hassle taking that weakling all the way there. I suppose it
was good for training, though.

Ilma (back in Engow, quick sidetrip): When the crystal ball
over there started glowing and talking all of a sudden, I was
completely shocked! I was told to bring a key and a bottle.
I'm glad that I managed to find them already.
Pamela (when you get to the edge of the magma chamber
past locked door): This must be the source of the power
I've been feeling. So, the magma that disappeared is still
burning away underground.
Unidentified voice (continued): Who... is... here...
Pamela (continued): This couldn't be... the God of Flame?
Voice (continued): I've... strength... ... enough...
Pamela (continued): Hmm... That's it! HERO, now's the time
to use the FlameAqua! If you do, we'll be able to fan the
flames back to normal! Come on, HERO, use the FlameAqua!
I'm sure we'll get some results then!
Pamela (chat): Use the FlameAqua! It's supposed to intensify
the flames!
Gabo (chat): Unbelievable! The lake is boiling!
Maribel (chat): Was that the voice of the Flame Spirit?
Aira (chat): I can finally meet the Flame Spirit!
Command: Item – FlameAqua – Use
HERO threw the FlameAqua on the magma!
Pamela (continued): This... This heat is unbearable. I feel like
I'm melting!
Gabo (continued): Uggghh... I'm hot!
Aira (continued): Wha... What in the world just happened?
Flame Spirit (continued): It is time. My power... My power
has returned! Arrrrrrr! {The Flame Spirit appears from the
magma.} Such a long sleep... How long has it been since then?
So, humans were you the one ones that woke me?
Pamela (continued): Are y-you the God of Flame?
Flame Spirit (continued): No. I am the Flame Spirit... not a
god.

Pamela (continued): The Flame Spirit? Well, whatever you
are, can you save us from this darkness?
Flame Spirit (continued): I refuse! I do not follow the
orders of lowly humans.
Gabo (continued): Huh? Why? We already woke him up!
Flame Spirit (continued): Hmm... The only type of human I
like is a strong one. If you want to deal with me, show me how
strong you are! Can you take me on? (Yes/No)
Flame Spirit (if you say ‘No’): Then be gone!
Pamela (chat): The Flame Spirit is as powerful as God! Don't
underestimate him, HERO!
Maribel (chat): It looks as though we may be dealing with a
powerful foe.
Gabo (chat): Why aren't you fighting? HERO, you spineless
suckling!
Aira (chat): Let's show the Flame Spirit just how powerful
we are, HERO!
Flame Spirit (again): What happened? Change your mind?
(Yes/No)
Flame Spirit (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Heh heh!
Excellent, mortal. I haven't had a good fight in ages. Prepare
to die!
Maribel (battle chat): This is a Spirit! I don't really think it
is possible to beat it, HERO!
Gabo (battle chat): This could be bad, HERO.
Flame Spirit (if you are defeated): So, you still
haven't given up? You might be brave, but are you
stupid as well? (Yes/No gives same answers as above)
Flame Spirit (when it is defeated): Of all the... I can't lose
to the likes of you! Humans must have gotten stronger,/no
comma/ while I was sleeping. Well, I must keep my promise.
Hmm... So... entire continents are being whisked away
somewhere... All right, here goes! Arrrr! {A fireball shoots
out of the volcano... and light returns.} Huh? My power has no

effect? N... No! This evil energy... I feel it... It's from...!! I
cannot take this on by myself! The only chance I have is if
the four forces of nature combine into one again.
Pamela (continued): Where are the other Spirits?
Flame Spirit (continued): They seem... to be asleep still...
hmm... Hmm... It seems that another large fane has been
sealed away. This will be a perfect place to pass the time. I
will wait here for the rest of the Spirits to awaken. {He
seems to appear as a flame on top of the Ancient Fane and
then flies to the southwest past Fishbel.}
Pamela (continued): The Flame Spirit... Not a god, but still
powerful beyond human comprehension... Mmm? [HERO
obtained the FlameChrm!] The Flame Spirit dropped this. I
suppose we can keep it. Now, let's head back to the village.
We must tell everyone about this.
Pamela (chat): Let's go back to the village for the time
being.
Gabo (chat): I'm tired! Let's go rest in the village, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Thank God! We won! That was trying!
Aira (chat): That Flame Spirit lives up to his name. What
incredible power!
Warrior: Oh, you're okay! I wonder why this volcano's
become active all of a sudden... You guys didn't do anything,
did you? (Yes/No)
Warrior (if you say ‘No’): Oh... Well, if you don't want to
talk about it, that's fine.
Warrior (if you say ‘Yes’): What? The Flame Spirit? That
explains the fireball that flew out of here. I can't believe
even a Spirit is unable to do anything about this.
Aira (chat): I suppose even Spirits aren't perfect.
Maribel (chat): Will this continent really go back to normal
when we unite the four Spirits?

Traveling merchant: The sky's clear again. I'd be glad if the
monsters were gone, but I'm still too afraid to leave here.
{shop talk}

Engow
Pamela (as soon as you enter): OK, I'm going over to see
the Chief. And I'm sure you people have places to be too,
right? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘No’): Or have you forgotten that you
need to revive the remaining Elemental Spirits?
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above): Don't
let up now. Our futures depend on you people. I'll be going
now. So long. {She leaves.}
Gabo (chat): Is she leaving? I'll miss her.
Maribel (chat): We were so lucky to have Pamela. She's a
thousand times more reliable than you, HERO!
Aira (chat): HERO, we had best continue our own journey.
Innkeeper: I wonder if my prayer reached the God of Flame?
{inn talk}
Warrior: So you survived, eh? The village hasn't been
attacked by monsters since the light came back. The woman's
condition seems to have stablized. I guess we made it
through our first trial.
Young woman in bed: Mumble, mumble.
Young woman by inn: It's getting lighter, and I can't hear
the monster's voices anymore. What in the world happened?
I really don't understand.
Young man near well: There's light everywhere, but
something's still not right. I don't really understand what's
happening, but I feel like I'm being crushed.
Young man in item shop: I've decided to sell weapons from
now on. I just don't really care about God's prohibition
anymore. {shop talk}

Ilma: I didn't know the inside of Mt. Flame looked like that.
There were so many monsters there. When I remembered it,
my knees started shaking!
Maribel (chat): Don't forget to thank Ilma, HERO!
Gabo (chat): She must be the apprentice who gave us those
fantastic things the other day!
Traveling merchant in northwest corner: These monster
attacks can't possibly be a trial visited on us by God! God
would never threaten people's lives like this!
Woman by well: I heard that the God of Flame returned our
light to us. I knew that the God of Flame would always be on
Engow's side. The God that appeared the other day seemed
helpless by comparison.
Maribel (chat): Where is God now? We could use His help at
a time like this!
Aira (chat): Their god turned out to be the Flame Spirit.
Merchant in well: I wonder if taking a dip in the hot spring
will help me forget all the bad things.
Tough guy: Peace has returned to the village, you say? I
don't believe it. Something else is going to happen to us. You
mark my words.
Old woman in bed: Zzzz...
Old woman in water (looks like an old woman sprite, but I
think this is supposed to be the woman who is always in
the well??): I'd best get into the water while I can. If
something else happens, I won't have another chance. Ahh.
Oh, that feels good.
Young man in water: Ah, good, the water in the hot spring is
back to normal. Any longer and I'd have frozen to death. All
that remains now is to wait for a young girl to get into the
water!
Young woman: Curses, now that I've gotten dressed, the
water's warmed up! What should I do? Oh, if only I weren't
so shy.

Tough guy in southeast corner: This time the torch just
suddenly burst into flame. It seems like the God of Flame has
been appeased, but can we really let our guard down?
Young woman in southeast house: Sigh. They said there
wouldn't be any monster attacks on the village. I wonder,
though. Whatever happens, there isn't anywhere to run,
that's for sure.
Tough guy: Hey, the fire lit! Now I can heat up my stew.
Okay, then! I'll warm up some of my specialty delicious stew!
{to HERO} Would you like to have[NL]some? Be my guest.
(Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Whoops! Sorry. I don't
quite have enough.
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): No? Hey, your loss.
Maribel (chat): No, thanks!
Gabo (chat): I want food!
Tough guy (again): Doot de do, tra la la!
Traveling merchant in pub: ...
Bartender: Rumor has it that some travelers freed the God
of Flame from his imprisonment, and now it seems that
they're off to free the God of the Earth and the God of the
Wind. There sure are a lot of gods, I tell you.
Bard: Aahh. Aahh. My voice is starting to come back, if only
just a little bit. I'm still not back to normal yet, but if I keep
improving, maybe I'll be able to sing again!
Dancer: Da-dance! Dance-da-da dance! I'm starting to warm
up. My body's all warm now. Damn, I feel good!
Warrior behind pub: Huh? It's still bright out. I can drink
more! Hic!
Maribel (chat): Has that warrior been drinking?
Man in blue vest in northeast corner: The torch given to us
by the God of Flame has ignited once again, and now monsters
no longer attack the village! It is a sacred flame, after all!

Priest in northeast church: The sense of evil which pervaded
this area is fading. It doesn't seem to have completely
disappeared, however. Let us continue praying to the God of
Flame. {church talk}
Little boy in Chief’s house: Hey, take a look! The flame looks
as though it's getting better. It still doesn't seem to be fully
recovered, though. The fire was much, much more energetic
and warm before.
Maid: I spoke with Madam Pamela, and she said that you had
revived the God of Flame. It's because of you that the
Lady's condition has improved. Thank you so very much.
Pamela: Oh, it's you people. I guess this is neither the time
nor the place for selling oil, is it? We need the other three
Elemental Spirits revived. If anything happens, come see me.
I'll tell your fortunes. I'd best be getting back to my own
shop. {She leaves.}
Lady in bed: Mumble, mumble.
Chief upstairs: Thanks to your efforts, the village's
situation has stabilized. But even as the gloom blanketing our
village dissipates, the sky in the distance remains dark. I
heard that this land was actually cut off and sealed away
from the rest of the world. HERO, I'm begging you. Please
try to return this land to its rightful place. I have a feeling
we will all be forgotten if you don't.
Gabo (chat): Leave it to us! Right, HERO?
Aira (chat): Who could be strong enough to whisk away an
entire continent?
Maribel (chat): Do you think everyone in Fishbel is all right.
Old man on terrace: Hmm, the places beyond the sea are
still overshadowed by those heavy, black clouds. The light has
returned to this land, but what of the other lands?
Pamela in her shop: Oh, it's you people again. How are the
Elemental Spirits? (Yes/No)

Pamela (either way): What's that? You haven't revived a
single one yet? You're hopeless. Time is running out.
According to my fortune telling, terrible things are now
happening in the world. You are the only ones who can save us!
Don't stop now!
Aira (chat): We've got to revive the Spirits as soon as
possible!
Gabo (chat): Is a Spirit different from God, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Sigh... We've got to revive all the Spirits?

Estard Castle Town
Soldier at entrance: HERO! You're safe! Everything's
suddenly awash with light! What's going on? I can still hear
monsters snarling outside!
Gabo (chat): It really is brighter! We have the Spirit to
thank for that!
Maribel (chat): I suppose it's possible that the monsters
won't come into town, but is it really wise to ignore them?
Aira (chat): True peace can only occur after we've revived
the remaining Spirits.
Old man in southwest house: God has not abandoned this
country. We've got plenty of life left!
Gabo (chat): God did nothing to help us, did he, HERO?
Aira (chat): ...
Maribel (chat): Isn't there something a little suspicious
about that God? No matter how I look at it, I don't
understand why this island would fall.
Man in blue vest: If you have faith, then God will reach out
to help you. I will keep strong in faith.
Innkeeper: Hey there, HERO. If you're feeling tired, why
don't you go take a rest? (Yes/No)
Innkeeper (if you say ‘No’): Oh, is that so? Well, feel free
to drop by whenever you're tired.

Innkeeper (if you say ‘Yes’): Just lie right down and take it
easy. {The next morning.} How do you feel? Rested, I bet.
Feel free to drop in any time.
Bunny girl: Ooh! It's light outside again. I thought we'd do
better business in the dark.
Bartender: Have you heard about Borkano, HERO? I wish I
could say something reassuring, but I don't think I can. How
can I hope to assuage your concerns about your father?
Aira (chat): It'll be all right, HERO. Borkano is tough!
Gabo (chat): I refuse to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Poor Borkano...
Innkeeper’s wife upstairs: If the ground shakes like that
again, this whole house could come down. It's probably safer
outdoors. They say there are monsters lurking out
there,/space/though!
Soldier in bed: Uh...
Little boy: I wonder if the soldier will be all right. I've
decided to stay because I'm worried.
Young woman by fountain: Isn't this brightness the
strangest thing? It feels like someone's holding a torch or
candle to the world.
Maribel (chat): Of course! After all, it's the light from the
Flame Spirit.
Merchant by fountain: What? It was as dark as night until a
little while ago! Why did it brighten up so suddenly?
Maribel (chat): Everyone gets scared because it's dark.
Old woman in church: I'm terrified of the monsters! They
don't care about the value of a human life.
Nun: Our prayers have been answered! The dark sky has
finally become clear again. Now I can only hope God can
remove the monsters lurking nearby.
Maribel (chat): Isn't there something a little suspicious
about that God? No matter how I look at it, I don't
understand why this island would fall.

Young man in northwest house: The darkness may be gone,
but is this really the same peaceful Estard as before?
Besides, how do we know it was God that removed the
darkness? There are just too many unanswered questions.
When will life ever return to normal?
Maribel (chat): It was us who dispelled the darkness, after
all!
Aira (chat): True peace can only occur after we've revived
the remaining Spirits.
Little girl in bed: Zzz...
Young woman in bed: Well, since we can't go out, I decided
to take a little nap. But then it got so bright that I couldn't
sleep! {She hops out of bed and goes to the window.} Ah, it's
so bright outside! Just what could it be?
Young woman (again): I wonder if the order to stay at home
has been lifted.
Soldier by exit: Even though we recovered the light of day,
there are still monsters lurking around outside. We must
remain vigilant.
Old man by fountain: I can't believe Borkano's turned up
missing too! I don't care about Hondara, but I hope
Borkano's alive and well.
Aira (chat): It'll be all right, HERO. Borkano is tough!
Gabo (chat): I refuse to believe your father is dead, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Poor Borkano...
Young woman in north house: Let's see here. First I'll wash
the veggies, then I'll cook up the meat. {to HERO} I've got
to keep moving, to keep my mind off my worries. I suppose I
should boil some water as well.
Old man: Huh? It's starting to get light out. Perhaps it is
just the calm before the storm.
Young man in bed upstairs: Zzzz...
Little boy in Hondara’s house: Uncle Hondara isn't back yet.

Maribel (chat): My, my, there seems to be an awful lot of
people concerned about Hondara's welfare!
Aira (chat): Considering what happened to Melvin at the
Crystal Palace, I'm worried about Hondara.
Orka’s father in store: I just don't like the fact that all of
those monsters are still hanging around. What do you say? Do
these tools meet your needs? I'm offering you my best
prices! {shop talk}
Orka’s mother: Whatever will I do about supper tonight, now
that we won't have the fish I reserved?
Orka (to himself): I am so bored! With this curfew in place,
I can't go anywhere to have any fun. And she probably can't
come here, either.
Maribel (chat): Even now, the first thing on Orka's mind is
girls. What a degenerate!
Old woman at well: You were the ones that beseeched God
to end the darkness? Thank you so much! The light never felt
so warm.
Dog at cliff house: Grr.
Old man in cliff house: So, you've brought the light back to
this island. I suppose there's not much I can do for you now.
Aira (chat): The old man's pretty sharp. He seems to know
all about us.
Maribel (chat): Ha! Once again, the great Maribel has proven
herself to be your better!

Estard Castle
Guard in green on the left: Greetings, HERO! King Burns has
finally recovered!
Aira (chat): It looks like King Burns is safe. That's a real
relief.

Maribel (chat): You should have known that the King would
never die so easily, HERO!
Guard in green on the right: We are not standing down from
our alert status yet, but we have reopened the castle, for
the time being. After all, we do have refugees fleeing to the
castle.
Guard Captain: Even though this area isn't surrounded in
darkness anymore, there are still demon sightings. We've got
to stay on guard. Master HERO, please be careful.
Soldier on the right: The sky suddenly brightened! What
could possibly be in store for this land?
Aira (chat): True peace can only occur after we've revived
the remaining Spirits.
Maribel (chat): Everybody gets scared because it's dark.
Gabo (chat): It really is brighter! We have the Spirit to
thank for that!
Soldier outside on east grounds: Hmm, there don't seem to
be any cracks.
Maid in dining room on the right: Thank goodness the King
is all right.
Chef in kitchen on the right: The King's regained
consciousness. It's all because of the wonderful aroma of my
cooking!
Old man in kitchen cellar: Oh, don't worry. We have enough
food here to last a little while longer.
Lady on second floor: I'm so glad you're safe.
Knight on back terrace: A huge country plots to attack us.
Our women will be enslaved.
Soldier outside royal chamber: If you are here to see the
Princess, she has been at the side of His Highness all day
long.
Lady on terrace: The sky has become bright. Why is this?

Young man in front of library: The darkness has given way
to blue skies, and I heard that the townsfolk of Fishbel are
okay. I can rest easy, at least for now.
Scholar: HERO! You should know what happened to this land.
No, you don't have to tell me. I'll just leave things to you
without asking you anything.
Bard on balcony: What could be happening at the Crystal
Palace? What about God?
Old Captain by moat: You're on a very important quest. The
least I can do is help you out. Feel free to use this raft any
time you need it. {He steps out of the way.}
Soldier in west guardhouse: Not yet! Something is going to
happen again! I'm certain of it.
Soldier in throne room on the right: A messenger was sent
to Fishbel, but you were not available. Thank you for coming.
Soldier in throne room on the left: The King, HERO! The
King! Oh, this is such good news!
Aira (chat): It looks like King Burns is safe. That's a real
relief.
Maribel (chat): You should have known that the King would
never die so easily, HERO!
Princess Leesa: Oh, HERO, welcome back! Look, Father has
gotten a little better! But I'm still just beside myself with
worry! What would I ever do if I lost Father, too? I...
Maribel (chat): What an inconsiderate moron Kiefer is. How
could he leave such a dear little sister behind?
Gabo (chat): Everything will be all right! The Princess has us
to protect her.
Minister: The King has almost completely recovered, but even
so, you must not talk to him for too long.
King Burns: HERO, you have returned. Your concern over my
condition is unnecessary. There are more important matters
to contend with. You have provided me with much information
about the history of this land and this world. Is there more?

Hmm, four Spirits. I must protect the citizens of this
country. I'm leaving the duty of reviving the Spirits in your
hands, HERO. Forgive me for relying on you and you alone.
Aira (chat): Come on, HERO! Let's hurry up and revive the
four Spirits!
Gabo (chat): It looks like the King is all better now.
Maribel (chat): You really have to wonder what might've
happened to the world if I hadn't been around.

Woodsman’s Hut
Woodsman: Things have brightened up, but the animals
haven't returned. That means there's something still
happening on this island.

Fishbel
Young woman at entrance: First the darkness, and now that
weird ship. Is this village cursed? {She notices HERO.} Oh!
Welcome back, HERO. I know we'll all be fine with you
around! Oh, sorry. I'm in your way, aren't I? {She walks
away.}
Gabo (chat): Mystery ship? What's that? Do you know,
HERO?
Maribel (chat): It's not the ship of the Messengers of God,
is it?
Young woman (again): By the way, someone from the castle
has been looking for you. I'd feel more comfortable if you
could stay, however. I'm terrified of that strange ship.
Young woman in north house: My husband went to Amitt's
place to check out that strange ship. I hope he'll come back
safe and sound.

Old man in bed: I don't feel cold anymore, but my joints still
ache.
Soldier near HERO’s house: What if that big ship started
attacking our village? I guess I'd have to fight back. Hmm.
Aira (chat): Well, I've never heard any stories about
monsters attacking by boat.
Sailor on beach on the left: That ship must be colossal if it
appears that big from a distance. I wonder how it compares
to ours up close.
Aira (chat): It's too far away to see clearly, but it looks
huge, doesn't it?
Gabo (chat): Wow! It's true! I can see an incredibly big ship!
Maribel (chat): Coming in a ship bigger than ours? The
audacity!
Little boy on beach: Who do you think's on that ship?
Where did it come from? Why isn't it coming this way? Do
you think it's damaged? Huh? Huh?
Sailor in the middle: Hmm. It doesn't look like a fishing or
cargo vessel. It looks more as if it were built for battle.
Sailor on the right: Do you see that pillar of light shooting
up from the sea? It's almost as if it's beckoning to us.
Nun: That ship appeared the moment the darkness lifted.
Maybe the ship belongs to the Messengers of God! That must
be it!
Old woman in church: Oh God, save us! Save us from these
wicked forces.
Priest: Some blessed power has unleashed light on our land
once again. I know it. {church talk}
Woman by general store: Aaaaah. There's nothing better
than sunlight. It's so warm. You can forget about all your
worries and anxieties!
Maribel (chat): Everyone gets scared because it's dark.
Aira (chat): True peace can only occur after we've revived
the remaining Spirits.

Merchant in store: It's a relief to see light once again, but
there are still monsters all over the place, and now this
strange ship has appeared. I'm about ready to toss up my
hands!
Maribel (chat): Everyone gets scared because it's dark.
Aira (chat): True peace can only occur after we've revived
the remaining Spirits.
Soldier behind Amitt’s mansion: Oh, HERO. Just a moment
ago, a messenger brought word that King Burns is feeling
better. You should go and pay your respects.
Maid in kitchen: I'm afraid the master is away right now.
Maribel’s mother upstairs: The mysterious ship is actually
controlled by demons? What if there are swarms of
monsters on it? Yikes! I'm almost petrified with abject
terror!
Maribel (chat): It's not the ship of the Messengers of God,
is it?
Aira (chat): I've never heard of monsters attacking by boat
before. Hmm.
Mollie on dock: Maybe your father was rescued by that boat.
I know it's a long shot. I'm so glad that you're all right,
HERO. I don't know what I'd do if something happened to
you, too. Could you please go check out that ship with Amitt
and the others? They might just know something more about
Borkano. Please, HERO! Go find out whatever you can. I'm
counting on you! (Yes/No)
Mollie (if you say ‘No’): Aren't you worried about your
father? I don't recall raising you like that! Please, HERO! Go
find out whatever you can. I'm counting on you! (Yes/No)
Mollie (when you say ‘Yes’): Be careful, HERO.
Amitt on gangplank: That ship came in, following a beam of
light, and then it simply froze in place. It's almost as if it's
observing us. We're going to go investigate, and possibly
make a preemptive strike. We should be all prepared for

launch soon. I'm curious as to who or what is on that boat.
Hmm? You want to come along as well? Go right ahead. It
can't hurt to have a few more capable fighters. Shall we get
going, then? {He boards the ship.}
Gabo (chat): All right, HERO! Let's get going!
Maribel (chat): Tee, hee. The time has finally come for the
great Maribel to set out to sea!
Aira (chat): This should be interesting. Who knows what will
we will find?
Sailor on ship: We're shoving off! Hurry and climb aboard!
Sailor below deck: I've decided to go. There's no point in
fretting all day. Besides, Mollie told me that ship might help
us find Borkano.
Sailor by weapons rack: Maybe this harpoon of mine could
be used for something other than fish. I've never fought
before, but I know my own strength.
Head Cook in galley: Sorry, HERO, but could you save it for
later? I'm busy cooking now.
Amitt: It's about time to leave port. Are you ready, HERO?
(Yes/No)
Amitt (if you say ‘No’): Well, get ready soon. I want to leave
as quickly as possible.
Amitt (if you say ‘Yes’): All right, it's time to start the
voyage. HERO and friends, I'm counting on you in case of an
emergency. {The ship departs, following a trail of flames to
the mysterious ship.}

Sharkeye’s Ship
Sailor on Amitt’s ship (as you approach, continued): It's
huge! I've never seen a ship this big! Okay! Get up close and
throw the rope! {A rope ladder is thrown on board.} The
rope's fastened, Amitt!
Amitt (continued): Okay, you go on ahead, HERO. Be careful.

Sailor on ship (continued): Ugh! You monster! How dare you
attack us like that! {He cuts the rope ladder down.}
Sailor in blue (continued): What was that sound?
Sailor in red (continued): Caddell! The monsters have tried
to attack again.
Caddell (continued): What? I thought we wrung out all of the
monsters around here. Here, let me take a look! {He looks
over the edge.} You idiot! Since when can monsters climb
ropes? It's a person! Lower the boat and pick up the
castaways. I'll bring this situation to Sharkeye's attention.
Soldier in Coastal throne room (in previous flashback,
continued): Sharkeye has lead our navy for over two years.
The great Marle de Dragonne have served our kingdom well,
just as you had predicted. But no matter how many monsters
he kills, they'll come again tenfold.
King (continued): Hmm. Yes. We've been targeted by the
forces of darkness. Considering how much trouble we've
caused them, it's no surprise. Tomorrow, Sharkeye plans to
attract the monsters' attention and lead them far out to sea.
Once there, he will dive into battle against them.
Soldier (continued): It's too dangerous. The Demon Lord
does not take kindly to interlopers. Think about Anise and
her unborn child.
King (continued): I know, but once Sharkeye makes a
decision, it's impossible to shake him. Besides, with luck he
may save our kingdom, if not the world.
Sharkeye (continued): Wise King, you understand completely!
King (continued): Oh, Sharkeye, I didn't realize you were
here. How has your wife, Anise, been lately?
Sharkeye (continued): Sorry to worry you last night. We
should be able to set sail now.

King (continued): Sharkeye, I'm saying this as a friend. You
shouldn't set sail tomorrow. We have no idea how powerful
the Demon Lord is. If you were to get hurt tomorrow...
Sharkeye (continued): If we don't do something, it's only a
matter of time before we're lost to the darkness. I haven't
given up. There's no such thing as an invincible enemy. Don't
worry. I won't go down without a fight!
King (continued): I see. I wish I could stop you, but I must
also commend you for your bravery.
Sharkeye (continued): Yes. The people of Coastal are blessed
by their great king. By the way, I'm holding a celebration
onboard tonight with Anise. I'd be honored if you'd come!
Caddell at helm (in new flashback, continued): At this clip,
we'll be overtaken by the monsters before we leave Coastal!
Change our course, due southwest! Hey, Bolongo! Don't just
stand there. Send everyone but the fighters back to their
cabins!
Bolongo (sailor in red, continued): Oh, yes! Yes, Caddell! I'll
relay that immediately!
Soldier in Sharkeye’s cabin (continued): Sharkeye! I am a
soldier from Coastal. We're going to help fight the monsters,
even if you try to stop us!
Sharkeye (continued): Ha ha ha! You're a stubborn group to
have accompanied me all this way. I must apologize to you and
everyone else who has followed me this far. The Goddess of
Victory has not favored us in this battle. The King of
Darkness' powers are unfathomable. But none shall die in
vain. I need your help to save Coastal and as many other
people as possible!
Thief (continued): Sharkeye! We've got the Aqua Spirit
protecting us! Let's finish off the monsters, so you can
return to Anise back in Coastal!

Sharkeye (continued): Ha ha ha! It's about time I checked
out the surrounding waters. {He leaves the room and goes to
the helm.} Caddell! How goes it?
Caddell (continued): Captain Sharkeye! You were right!
There's a sea of monsters!
Sharkeye (continued): Ha! It's just as I thought! Now we can
simply sit in sanguine expectation for the King of Darkness to
appear.
Caddell (continued): Our people will stand by to the bitter
end, Sharkeye. I swear by the seal of the Aqua Spirit etched
upon your arm!
Sharkeye (continued): Caddell, my birthmark is just one
small part of the Water Crest. I'm sure I don't have enough
power to help the Aqua Spirit. All I can do is try my best to
lead my people.
Caddell (continued): Sharkeye, you've got to return to Anise
when all this is over. Consider your unknown child and the
future of the Marle de Dragonne!
Sharkeye (continued): Ha ha ha! I've got to thank you,
Caddell. I couldn't have made it this far without a mate like
you. I entrusted the future of our people with my unborn
child. You might not believe me, but I saw him in a dream last
night. He was all grown up! He grew up fine without me. I
hope he can find a first mate as fine as you! Ha ha ha! Time
to swab the decks! I'm counting on you, Caddell.
Caddell (continued): Yes, sir! We've battened down the
hatches! {to the ship} All hands ready? First, we'll bombard
the side of the ship! Watch for monsters coming in from the
stern! Commence fire! {While the screen is blackened, there
are sounds of battle and cannon fire.}
Unidentified voice (continued, the next morning): HERO.
Get up, HERO.

Maribel (continued): Come on, HERO. Get up! {After you get
up.} You looked like you were having a nightmare. Are you all
right? (Yes/No)
Maribel (either way): Of all the nerve! How dare they throw
us into the sea! Why did they save us right afterward,
though? I guess they didn't mean any harm.
Sailor (continued): Good! You're awake! The Captain has
called for you, HERO. Please come this way. {He leads the
party to Sharkeye’s cabin.} Sharkeye! Allow me to introduce
HERO and his friends!
Sharkeye (continued): Thanks. You may return to your post
now.
Sailor (continued): Yes, sir! Please excuse me. {He leaves.}
Sharkeye (continued): HERO, please accept my apologies for
the rough treatment you received from my men. I have heard
all about your adventures from Amitt. We have been set
adrift in this world without much of a clue as to what's going
on, but between your story and Amitt's, I think I understand
the situation. It is a most unbelievable story, I must say. To
think that our ship was frozen for hundreds of years!
Incredible! I suppose anything is possible underneath the
pernicious reign of the Demon Lord. Master HERO, I've
heard your efforts have saved many lands. You have also
helped the people of Coastal, right? (Yes/No)
Sharkeye (if you say ‘No’): Were you not so humble, I would
strike you down where you stand. But I need you to answer
me, so forego the modesty. Did you save the country of
Coastal? (Yes/No)
Sharkeye (when you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Then, I
imagine you're in possession of the Aquagon<sword graphic>.
It is a one of a kind ceremonial sword that was bestowed
upon us by the Aqua Spirit. Before setting sail for the final
battle, I gave the sword to King Coastal. The King always
fought to protect his people, so I know he would have

bestowed the sword upon you. If the story of your travels is
true, would it be possible for you to show me the
Aquagon<sword graphic>? (Yes/No)
Sharkeye (if you say ‘No’): Joking at a time like this? What
a bold young man. Unfortunately, I'm not in the mood for
jokes. If the story of your travels is true, would it be
possible for you to show me the Aquagon<sword graphic>?
(Yes/No)
Sharkeye (when you say ‘Yes’): [HERO picks up the
Aquagon<sword graphic> and holds it up in the air!] This is it.
There's no question about it. What you have told me is true.
So that means, hundreds of years ago... My wife, Anise...
Master HERO, I would like to speak with you alone for a
moment. Please follow me. {He leads you out to the deck.} I
know what's going on. The question is what to do now. We
have been thrust into a world of darkness, with seemingly no
hope of escape. By the grace of the Aqua Spirit, at least the
ice spell cast on our ship has no effect in this world. To think
that hundreds of years have passed since that hideous
battle. Am I ever going to see my wife, Anise, again? Master
HERO, could you please hold up the Aquagon<sword graphic>
again? [HERO holds the Aquagon<sword graphic> in front of
Sharkeye. However, Sharkeye stares at HERO's arm instead
of the Aquagon<sword graphic>.] That mark on your arm!
That's a section of the Water Crest! You must be... {The
sword hovers in the air, while Sharkeye’s and HERO’s arms
glow.} Arrgh! What's happening? Fire rushes through my
veins with intensity enough to swallow the sun itself! {Their
birthmarks glow brighter and combine with the sword in the
air. Back in the Ancient Fane, flames light up above the Terra
and Wind Travel Gates. Back on Sharkeye’s ship...}
Aqua Spirit’s voice: You should be able to hear me. You are
the last hope that God has left for us. But being sealed away
in this dark world renders such hope meaningless. HERO, you

have already awakened the Flame Spirit to help light the way
through the darkness. With that kind of power, awakening
the Terra and Wind Spirits should not be difficult. I am the
Aqua Spirit. I have been watching over you during my long
slumber. Now I, too, await the moment of awakening. Once
you have awakened the other Spirits, bring the
Aquagon<sword graphic> to Rainbow Cove and pray together
with the powers of fire, earth, and wind. Water gives birth
to life, the earth cultivates life, the wind carries life, fire
makes life flourish, and water is where life returns. Once all
the elements have joined together, you will be released from
this world of darkness.
Sharkeye (continued): What's going on? The mark on my arm
has disappeared! My dream must have been a prophecy! It
looks like you are meant to carry out our mission, HERO. The
entire Water Crest is emblazoned upon your arm! The path
has been decided. The Holy Flame that has risen from the
sea has forged a passage of flames, indicating two paths for
us to follow. One is to Estard, home of HERO! The other is a
route leading to parts unknown. There might be clues waiting
for us down that path. There's no time to waste. Let's head
that way for now. The ship can change course at any time.
It's getting late, though. You should return to your cabin and
rest, HERO.
Sailor (continued, the next morning): HERO, good morning.
Good morning, HERO! Around daybreak, we arrived at this
continent, laying at the edge of the passage of flames. If
you're going to disembark, please exit from the bow of the
ship. We will wait here until you're ready to return. Oh, I
forgot to introduce myself. Bolongo, at your service.
Whenever you are in need of rest, I'll be here to help.
Aira (chat): I never imagined we'd meet the legendary Marle
de Dragonne here!

Maribel (chat): I thought the pirates would be mean, but
they're actually kind of nice.
Gabo (chat): This pirate ship is so grand! I really love it.
Bolongo (again): Early this morning, Captain Sharkeye made it
clear to the crew that it was in our best interest to serve
you in any way we could. He threatened to splay the innards
of those who disobeyed across the deck and toss their
bodies overboard. Ha ha ha! Pray you do not fail, HERO.
Thief: Can you even imagine how it feels to be frozen for
hundreds of years? (Yes/No)
Thief (either way): That's right. Goddamnit! But after a few
days, they thaw out, and you're free to entertain the ladies
once again!
Dresser – Captain hat
Scholar: It seems while we were sleeping, the world returned
to its original state. But now, even with God revived, the
world has been plunged into darkness again! What are we to
make of this?
Maribel (chat): Just what's going on here? HERO, explain it
to me right this instant!
Aira (chat): Damn it all to hell! And I thought that things
would go a lot smoother with God revived.
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. Behind the books
is something that looks like a ship's log. 'Day 58 — The storm
has grown even stronger since yesterday. Our moment of
truth may be getting closer. My dear wife and child, this sea
connects me to you. As long as I am in the sea, I will always
be by your side.'
Old man: The history of the Marle de Dragonne is long and
full. I've lived the longest of everyone here. Just call me the
Sea Dog. I raised Sharkeye since he was a baby. Indeed, you
look much like Sharkeye when he was your age, HERO.
Maribel (chat): What? Sharkeye looked like HERO? Have we
begun to abandon all sense of reason?

Woman: Sharkeye loves cats. He left Mint behind in Coastal
as a good luck charm for his wife.
Aira (chat): Anise turned into a mermaid to wait for
Sharkeye, but should we tell him?
Maribel (chat): Hmm. So the pirate boss loves cats, does he?
We may have more in common than I thought!
Gabo (chat): Hey, wasn't there a cat that took a liking to
HERO in Coastal?
Cat: Meowww...
Dresser – Pirate clothes
Sailor on starboard side bow: All clear on the bow! Oh,
HERO! I'm so honored to speak with you!
Sailor in bed in first floor cabin: Snooore!
Thief in bed: Grrnnn! Zzzzz...
Dancer: I was so infatuated with Sharkeye, I left my
husband to pursue the ship of the Marle de Dragonne. Even
after all this, I still don't regret what I did.
Maribel (chat): I've got to admit, Sharkeye is quite the
dashing figure.
Sailor: So the King of Coastal is no longer alive. Sniff! He was
too nice of a man to be King.
Aira (chat): The old King of Coastal was Sharkeye's best
friend.
Gabo (chat): I like this King Coastal, too. He's funny.
Tough guy at bar: Hey! This drink's frozen!
Bartender: The best place to drink is up on deck, that's what
I say! Too bad I feel like running myself through with my own
cutlass under this dark sky. Let's hurry up and defeat the
Demon Lord, so we can have a toast!
Sailor in galley: Delicious! Delicious! Anything tastes good
after a long day of work!
Gabo (chat): I want to eat, too!
Chef: We don't have much food on board, so sometimes I
have to get 'creative' with my cooking skills.

Pot – TinyMedal
Warrior: Master merchants from across the world have set
up shop here. I'm sure they'll be able to help you out.
Man in blue vest: Are you really a native of Estard, HERO?
Estard is known to us as a legendary paradise. I had a friend
who set out for the island and never returned. He was a good
fisherman, but a terrible gambler, you see.
Maribel (chat): A legendary paradise? Things may have been
peaceful before, but this island used to be barren, you know.
Young woman: Sharkeye must be terribly sad. It's been
hundreds of years since he lost Anise and their child.
Gabo (chat): Didn't they say Sharkeye's child disappeared
from inside Anise?
Aira (chat): Anise turned into a mermaid to wait for
Sharkeye, but should we tell him?
Dresser – Pirate Clothes
Cat: Meeeow.
Thief on port side stern: Drawn on the ship's sail is the
crest of the Aqua Spirit, the heritage of our ancestors. We
aren't just a bunch of ruffian pirates, bent on raping the
land and pillaging the women. We have a legacy to uphold, as
well.
Maribel (chat): What in blazes? I think I've seen that crest
before. Oh, I know! It looks like the birthmark on HERO's
arm! Hmmm, it must just be another coincidence.
Aira (chat): This tribe has its own mission, just like we have
ours.
Caddell at the helm: Master HERO! Sharkeye has explained
everything to me! I know you'll be able to revive all the
Spirits. The passage of flames ends here, but I'm sure it has
lead us as far as it could to the resting place of the Aqua
Spirit. When the time comes, she will guide us. All we have to
do now is pray that our faith has not been misplaced.

Woman on port side: Sharkeye's quite a man. I hope my son
grows up to be half as virile as he is.
Barrel – AmitSnack
Tough guy: I can't believe my wife's thinking about our son's
future at a time like this. I guess it's that gutsiness of hers
that I fell for!
Bard: We're still alive, aren't we? Then there's still cause
for hope! Huh? Have we met before? No, I must be imagining
things.
Gabo (chat): Huh? I think I've met that person before.
Bard (again): We're still alive, aren't we? Then there's still
cause for hope! When I close my eyes, all my past voyages
come back to life, washing through my mind.
Thief: To us, this ship is like home. All of the shipmates have
spent their entire lives on this deck.
Sailor on port side bow: Pant pant... The air in this darkness
is suffocating!
Cat in cargo hold: Meow! Meow? (Yes/No)
Cat (if you say ‘No’): Mrow!
Cat (if you say ‘Yes’): Meoow! [HERO obtained a TinyMedal!]
Mew.
Maribel (chat): Yay! Cats are so cute.
Barrel – Strength seed
Sailor: I have been told to offer you everything here. Please
take whatever you like.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Sharkeye sure is generous.
Gabo (chat): Yahoo! I wonder what the pirates' treasure is!
Pot – 20 gold coins
Treasure chest – BluePrint
Farmer: It may be a tiny vegetable garden, but it's a valuable
food source. On long voyages, the only fresh food you usually
get is out of the sea.
Prisoner: Goddamn it! Let me out of here! On second thought,
I guess I don't have anywhere to go. First the pirates, then

my time on ice, and now this darkness! Give me a break
already!
Dresser – Turban
Sailor on deck on starboard side: As long as you're on our
ship, consider yourself on sure ground!
Man in blue vest: I didn't realize the darkness extended
beyond Estard and this ship. The newly revived God's actions
do not speak well of His intent.
Maribel (chat): I'm sure that I, the great Maribel, will rid
the world of this darkness!
Aira (chat): The one true dream of the Dejan people is to
revive God. I can't stand hearing them say God is a fake. But
I guess it's no surprise.
Woman in chapel: Oh dear God, why are you being so cruel?
Our people have always honored you.
Nun: Have you ever seen a beautiful sunset spread across the
horizon? A God who could create such splendor couldn't
possibly do this. It must be some kind of mistake.
Maribel (chat): A mistake? That's what lost our land to the
darkness?
Cat: Meeooow.
Soldier upstairs: Where'd I put it? After all the trouble I
went through to get that medal! I wonder if the cat ate it.
Soldier outside on deck: I was dispatched here by the
former King of Coastal. I'm nowhere near as strong as the
pirates on this ship, so I survive by my wits alone! Damn, I'm
so embarrassed.
Thief in Sharkeye’s cabin: Please use this ship as you wish,
HERO. I'll stay and ensure its seaworthiness, so you'll be
able to return to Fishbel anytime.
Guard captain: I was ordered by the King of Coastal to
protect Sharkeye. Even with the King's death, the order still
stands.

Sharkeye: HERO, it looks like the passage of flames leads to
this land, and then stops. I seem to recall seeing this
continent before. If the God of Flame guided us here, it
must be an important place. We'll wait here, so take your
time exploring.
Aira (chat): The Fire Spirit will guide us to a continent?
What could be there?
Gabo (chat): Okay, HERO. Let's go give this land a search.
Maribel (chat): They made this special road, and the then
guided us to it. There has to be something going on.
Sailor at port side railing: Well done, HERO! I forgot to
mention it, but Amitt's ship has returned to Fishbel. I have
told them not to worry about you and your friends. Do you
want to cast anchor and head ashore? (Yes/No)
Sailor (if you say ‘No’): When you wish to leave the ship,
please let us know.
Sailor (if you say ‘Yes’): You can set aground over there.
We'll be waiting for you.
Sailor (when you board the ship again): Welcome back,
HERO!
Thief in Sharkeye’s cabin: Caddell is at the helm of this
ship, HERO. Speak to him when you want to set sail.
Maribel (chat): Doesn't it feel great to be in complete
control of such a huge ship? I love it!
Aira (chat): This is the only ship capable of traveling into the
seas of the dark world.
Gabo (chat): I want to try taking the helm, too!
Sharkeye: I thought I had seen this continent before. Isn't
it the home to Dharma Temple? I can't imagine God would
have any business here. But there is one despicable demon
who would.
Aira (chat): Even I can imagine what this means. But still,
I'm unsure.

Gabo (chat): Wow! I'm happy I can get stronger at Dharma
Temple.
Maribel (chat): If it wasn't God, then who was it?
Sailor at port side railing: Do you wish to get off the ship,
HERO? (Yes/No)

Dharma Temple
Gabo (chat): Everyone looks so nervous. It must be those
monsters.
Aira (chat): So the fallen fane that the Flame Spirit spoke
of was Dharma Temple.
Maribel (chat): Is the Flame Spirit really here in Dharma? I
don't see him. Maybe if you try yelling his name he'll appear.
Knight on the left: Wow! You made it here! It must have
been hard to defeat all those monsters.
Maribel (chat): I guess everyone fled to the safest-looking
place nearby.
Knight on the right: We have no idea what's happening. All
we know is that we're surrounded by this putrid darkness.
Maribel (chat): What's going on? Why is our world locked in
darkness?
Aira (chat): We should trust the Flame Spirit and do as he
says. It's the only way we can save everyone.
Lady: It was all so sudden! There was a powerful earthquake,
and then we found ourselves in this world of darkness! Oh,
my lord! How will we ever get out of here?
High Priest: No matter what happens, everyone must
continue their work. Times like these demand practiced skill
and an iron fortitude. With that in mind, travelers... {classchanging}
Cleric on the right: I thought Dharma was the holiest place
in the world! How did it get mired in this mess? Who in the
world could commit such a sin?

Aira (chat): I'm sick of all this talk. Let's move on, HERO.
We must revive the Spirits!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's eat something now in
preparation for the next battle.
Tough guy on basement floor (as you approach): I'm sick
and tired of waiting! When can we go home?
Young woman (continued): Right! Right!
Head Priest (continued): You can't leave while monsters are
running loose outside!
Tough guy (continued): Well, then, go out and get rid of the
monsters already!
Young woman (continued): Right! Right!
Head Priest (continued): If you don't want to die, you'd
better not leave the Temple! The monsters would overwhelm
you in an instant! I won't stop you, but you'd better be
prepared... {He leaves.}
Tough guy (continued): Hey, wait! I can't stand this place
anymore!
Young woman (continued): Exactly! Running away is for
cowards! {The walk off to the left.}
Maribel (chat): That's terrible... We're all scared! There's
no need to take it out on people!
Gabo (chat): If they're angry because they're afraid, they
should use that anger against the monsters!
Head Priest in his study on the right: Everyone's terrified!
Because of my position, I must keep myself calm, but I
wonder if we are ever going to see light again.
Knight on the left in armory: God commanded us to put
down our weapons, but we simply ignored him. Could that be
why we've been plunged into this darkness?
Aira (chat): Do you think that continents are being sealed
off again? I thought we had taken out everyone who could do
that!

Knight on the right: Everybody keeps asking me what'll
happen to all of us. How am I supposed to know?
Maribel (chat): I suppose the guards of Dharma Temple are
useless in our age!
Temple monk: Oh, why must our fair land be overrun by
monsters? Will you leave your children to die, O mighty God?
Tough guy (again): I'm no fool, you know. I know it won't do
any good to bother the Priest, but I'd go mad if I didn't say
anything!
Young woman in bed: Oh, why won't it be morning already?
Arrgh!
Priest in kitchen: Whoa! Aren't you guys the ones the boss
gave that Shard to? Whew! I'd rather it was you who found
us out,/no comma/ than a Priest. The boss ordered us to
sneak in here, but we got distracted by all this food. Heh heh
heh!
Maribel (chat): Would you please forget about those
disgusting bandits?
Gabo (chat): I want to see how Epong is doing. Let's visit
him!
Tough guy: Hey, quit talking to me! I'm busy working on all
this food! Chomp chomp chomp...
Fighter back upstairs on the left: There's no hope! The
world is finished! We're done for! All that's left is for the
monsters to pick us all off.
Young woman on second floor: What is this all about? The
world was supposed to be peaceful with the return of God.
This had to happen right when I came to Dharma Temple?
What hard luck!
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. Let's eat something now in
preparation for the next battle.
Aira (chat): I'm sick of all this talk. Let's move on, HERO.
We must revive the Sprits!

Nurar (traveling merchant): I was surprised, let me tell you!
All the lights went out at once! I didn't realize it was pitch
dark outside, too, until later!
Old man: What's going on here? C'mon, someone tell me!
(Yes/No)
Old man (either way): Oh, sorry about that! I was just a
little panicked. All I want is to turn into a sexy girl and
surprise my wife!
Maribel (chat): What will his wife think if he turns into a
girl? Hmm. I suppose I should stop obsessing over this
relatively harmless affair.
Aira (chat): A man who wants to be a bunny girl? HERO, have
you ever wanted to be a girl? (Yes/No)
Aira (if you say ‘Yes’): I don't blame you. If I were
you, I would do everything in my power to change, too.
Aira (if you say ‘No’): Sure, HERO, sure.
Temple priestess: I'm more scared than I've ever been in my
life. I feel something protecting us, though.
Gabo (chat): The whole time I was in Dharma, I felt like
going out and tearing through some monsters. It must have
been the power of the Flame Spirit.
Aira (chat): I bet the priests feel safer because of the Fire
Flame Spirit.
Temple monk in library: This might sound odd, but I feel like
something's protecting me. I'm sure it's just wishful
thinking.

Field South of Dharma Temple
Sailor in clearing: This is terrible. I got separated from a
patrol sent to Dharma Temple. It looks like I'll have to head
back to the hideout by myself. I'm just afraid of what the
boss will do to me,/no comma/ for returning before the
others.

Gabo (chat): We've come this far, so let's see how Epong is
doing!
Maribel (chat): Your real dream is to be a bandit, right
HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Eek! No! If you do become
one, you and I are finished! You hear me?
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Good, but please don't talk to
them so much, okay?

Bandits’ Cave
Aira (chat): This is a hideout, right? Why don't they have
anyone on lookout?
Maribel (chat, inside): HERO, I just want you to know that
every time you talk to those bandits, my affection for you
drops a notch!
Hooded figure: I was so happy when Epong was the boss'
right-hand man. Why? Because that meant he was off cooking
duty, of course! And now he's back on, I'm thinking of
deserting!
Fighter: What a hypochondriac! It's only a scratch, man. You
don't have to worry about this guy. He's just a little scared.
Tough guy: Urrrgh... I can feel the poison spreading through
my body... I don't want to die!
Gabo (chat): This guy loves to exaggerate.
Epong in kitchen: I work so hard on my cooking. I'm too much
of a dolt to do much else.
Maribel (chat): Don't talk to me!
Gabo (chat): Epong may be ugly, but he's got a good heart. I
can tell!
Prisoner: I bet Dharma's a thousand times safer than here
right now.
Sailor: So it was the hat, eh? I thought there was something
fishy about that thing.

Soldier: With Epong's hat, I bet I could be boss around
here...
BanditWig: You must possess either great skill or great luck
to have made it to our lair when there are hordes of violent
monsters outside. On account of Dharma, our land has been
sealed away, and skyward shadows block out all traces of the
blue sky. I can only guess that whomever called these
shadows forth wishes to limit our power. It is a moot point,
however, as the power of humans is far too limited to ever
lift this darkness. Our only option is to search all the lands
of the world in hopes that the tales of dormant Spirits are
true. According to legend, it is only these Spirits who are
capable of dispelling the skyward shadows and bathing us
once again in the sun's warmth.
BanditWig (again): I know this much for sure. Human
strength alone cannot rid this land of darkness. Although I
don't know where the Spirits would be, I'm sure that if you
were able to find all four, their tremendous combined might
would be enough to birng bring back the blue sky.

Field South of Dharma Temple
Sailor: The boss may be small in stature, but he is
ridiculously strong. I fear what fate may befall me if I
return to the hideout.

Dharma Inn
Gabo (chat): The place feels bigger without anyone around.
Aira (chat): I bet they are all terrified of the monsters.
Woman inside: Oh, oh! My eyes met those of a monster, and
now I'm too terrified to go outside. Even the thought of
going to draw water makes me nervous.

Maribel (chat): I can only imagine how scared everyone must
be.
Aira (chat): They may be scared, but the only thing we can
do is ask them to be patient.
Innkeeper behind counter: Right now, our lives are more
important than making money. Please, God! Don't let the
monsters come in here!
Soldier in basement pub: What am I doing here, boozing it
up, anyway? Perhaps it would be more prudent to make my
way to Dharma, rather than waste my days here.
Aira (chat): Looks like Dharma Temple is being used as an
emergency refuge.
Bartender: The sun used to glare overhead at this time of
day, but now it seems the sky is darker than the darkest
night. It's so unsettling...
Aira (chat): They may be scared, but the only thing we can
do is ask them to be patient.
Maribel (chat): I can only imagine how scared everyone must
be.
Old man: I'm lucky to have something this big happen in my
lifetime! We old folks don't have much longer to live, so we
aren't afraid of anything! Ho ho ho!

Sharkeye’s Ship
Bolongo in your cabin: Welcome back, HERO! Would you like
to rest here? (Yes/No)
Bolongo (if you say ‘No’): Oh? When you wish to rest, please
let me know.
Bolongo (again): Do you wish to rest your weary bones?
(Yes/No)
Bolongo (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): {the next
morning} Good morning! All clear on the dark sea for now!

Bolongo (again): Shiver me timbers, I'm honored to serve
someone like you, HERO!
Caddell at helm: Don't worry. Even if monsters attack, the
ship's helmsman will protect us. What's that? I'm the
'what', now? Do you wish to set sail for Fishbel? (Yes/No)
Caddell (if you say ‘No’): Just say the word when you're
ready to spread canvas again.
Caddell (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. We'll set off
immediately. All hands! Take your positions! To Fishbel! {at
Fishbel} We're here! Let me know when you wish to put to
sea.
Aira (chat): This is the only ship capable of traveling into the
seas of the dark world.
Maribel (chat): Doesn't it feel great to be in complete
control of such a huge ship? I love it!
Gabo (chat): I want to try taking the helm, too!

CHAPTER 26

Awakening the Spirits

Dune Desert
Aira (chat, on World Map): It's hot in here, but for some
reason I'm shivering. Could there be monsters nearby?
Gabo (chat, on World Map): It's a nasty wind, HERO. I can
smell monsters, and blood.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): How could I forget this
cursed dark sky? This desert's been sealed again!

Dune Village
Aira (chat): Lands near and far have forgotten the ways of
war. All are helpless against the monsters.
Gabo (chat): Thank God the monsters still haven't come
inside the village.
Maribel (chat): So they're shutting themselves inside and
waiting for the monsters to leave? Cowards!
Young desert man at entrance: Welcome to Dune village.
You're the first travelers in ages! The sky has turned black,
monsters are terrorizing us... Why is this happening to us?
Cat in house on the left: Meow!
Young desert man: It's just the way my great-grandfather
said it was. The sky will turn black, the rest of the world will
disappear, and we'll all be destroyed by endless waves of
monsters! The ancient tales were true. We're all going to die!
Young desert woman upstairs: Don't worry, son.
Everything's going to be all right! I'm sure our Queen and
the Terra Spirit will figure something out. So try to get some
sleep, okay?

Little boy: Mama! I can hear the monsters howling outside!
Little boy on the left: Hiccup! Hiccup!
Innkeeper (young desert man): Oh, you! I remember you,
Great Saviors! Welcome back! Please, come in! I knew you
wouldn't abandon us in our time of need! Please, make
yourself comfortable! But I'm running a business here, so...
{inn talk}
Little boy: Wow, it's only afternoon and it's pitch black
outside! I hope the palace's all right. I can't even see it
anymore!
Cat: Meow... Meow...
Traveling merchant in house on the right: Well, this is
certainly a dreadful state of affairs. All trails to and from
the desert have been completely cut off! Sigh... My family
back home must be worried. Well, no use fretting about it.
{shop talk}
Tough guy: The Dune<castle graphic> was attacked by
monsters. It's just like when the Demon Lord attacked us!
Lying, traitorous God! He promised peace! I'll die cursing him!
Aira (chat): We can't just stand here, HERO. Let's go back
to the palace.
Maribel (chat): The palace was attacked, but the village was
left alone? Why?
Young desert woman in lower room of large house on the
right: We may run out of food before much longer. I'll need
to conserve it as much as possible.
Old woman: It'll be all right! We survived before, didn't we?
It'll be all right... I've got to believe it!
Old man: Oh, how terrible! Our angry God has thrown us into
the darkness! Help me, God! I can't protect my own family! I
thought you promised us everlasting peace. Why did you
break your promise? Oh, God... Please...
Cat: Meow! Meow!

Maribel (chat): Cats are so lucky! They don't have a care in
the world.
Young desert man in middle room of large house on the
right: Who cares about the monsters? I love the darkness! It
makes napping so much easier.
Young desert woman in upper room of large house on the
right: Let's eat! We can't do anything on an empty stomach!
We'll never make it through all this otherwise!
Little boy: I'm afraid of the dark and the monsters, but at
least I'm not as afraid as my dad is!
Young desert man running back and forth: Monsters! I'm so
scared!! They're after me! They're all after me! Help!
Maribel (chat): You better not turn out like that, HERO.
Cat in northeast corner: Purr purr...
Cat in Saide’s house: Meeeow.
Cat near bookshelf: Mrowr?
Young desert man on the right: My great-grandfather told
me all about this! The skies turning black, the palace falling...
But why isn't God doing anything this time?
Young desert man in front of chief’s house on the left:
This is the home of the great Chief of Dune. Wait! Could you
be the Great Saviors of Dune? Oh, you are! You're back!
Please, come inside! We've all been waiting for you!
Young desert woman in chief’s house near kitchen: I really
should get to cooking dinner, but I'm too scared to be alone
in the kitchen!
Young desert man on the left: What's going to become of
us? Those triplets will never amount to anything.
Young desert man on the right: Those stupid kids! They act
so tough, and look at them now! Unbelievable...
Young desert woman in chief’s chamber: Sigh. I can't help
worrying about my sister at the palace. I heard it was
attacked. Is she all right?

Chief: Wow! Oh, Saviors! We are so glad to see you here
again! As you can see, we have been plunged into a deep
darkness. I fear it is a sign that the ancient Demon Lord has
returned. The Queen tried praying to God for his help. Her
prayers went unanswered, though, and the castle was
attacked by monsters. The Queen must feel so forlorn.
Please, oh Saviors, go to the castle and help her!
Gabo (chat): The palace was destroyed again? After all the
work they did to fix it up? Damn it! Why do monsters keep on
doing things like that?
Maribel (chat): Let's get to the palace, HERO! Huh? Why?
Because we want to hear about the attack, of course!
Aira (chat): I'm sure the Queen is well. Let's see her.
Young desert woman (upstairs): This room is for the Chief's
three idiot sons. The youngest brother, Saide, lives in the
house out back. With brothers like his, I can't blame him.
Maribel (chat): Even the servants call them idiots! Don't
they have any pride?
Aira (chat): The three bumblers? You better not call them
that, HERO. It's rude.
Young desert man in lower bed: Errrrrrgh... Oh, Queen, help
us!
Aira (chat): We're wasting our time here, HERO. We have to
get to the palace.
Young desert man in middle bed: Ohhhh... Please, Terra
Spirit, help us!
Gabo (chat): They are terrible! Even I'm embarrassed for
them.
Young desert man in upper bed: I can't stop shaking! God
help us all!
Maribel (chat): I can't stand them anymore! Go teach them a
lesson right now, HERO!

Young desert woman in chief’s wife’s room: Madame has
been having nightmares ever since the darkness came. I hope
she'll be all right.
Old woman (chief’s wife) in bed in the next room: Eeeeek!
Get away from me! Ugggh...
Young man (outside on terrace, Saide): God promised us
peace, but we are now surrounded by darkness and evil. Did
God lie to us? Or is his great power not enough to contain
this scourge? Could the Demon Lord be alive again?! Are you
really the Saviors? You're not with the monsters, are you?
Heh heh. Just kidding! You look far too nice to deal with
them. But, still, what's going on in this world?
Aira (chat): God's words were false? That can't be true!
Right, HERO?
Gabo (chat): We've been allies of Dune for so long! How
could they think we were monsters? That's just too much!
Maribel (chat): This one's trying to act like he's not afraid!
What a liar!
Desert shaman in courtyard: Why does God make us suffer?
Will our suffering ever come to an end? All I can do is try to
help you as much as I can. {church talk}
Maribel (chat, inside large pot): I guess the monsters
aren't clever enough to look inside of pots for people.
Aira (chat, inside large pot): This place seems all right, but
there isn't enough room for the whole village.
Desert shaman: I suppose you think I'm fishing. (Yes/No)
Desert shaman (if you say ‘No’): Of course, of course.
Desert shaman (if you say ‘Yes’): Of course, of course. I
fish, but my catch is not fish. It is everything and nothing. I
stare into the sand and all becomes clear as glass. I am the
rod. I am the hook. I am the fish. We are all one. I suppose
you think I'm a fool. (Yes/No)
Desert shaman (either way): Of course, of course.
Gabo (chat): I don't understand a word that old man says.

Maribel (chat): Look at that carefree old man. Fishing at a
time like this! It's good he's not panicking, but this is kind of
strange.

Sphinx
Maribel (chat): The statue failed us when we needed it, and
the desert is swarming with monsters. I don't understand
why so many come to worship it.
Gabo (chat): The presence of this giant statue must make
the people of Dune feel safe.
Aira (chat): The monsters attacked the castle, but they
avoided the statue. Strange. Maybe they had planned to do
more than just plunge the desert into darkness this time.
Young desert man: This is the Sphinx, protector of the
desert. If only its face hadn't gone away over time, we
wouldn't be having problems with monsters right now.
Royal maidservant on the left: Welcome to the Sphinx! It is
safe inside here, travelers!
Royal maidservant on the right: Welcome to the great
Sphinx, travelers. Let us pray that the desert will return to
peace someday.
Aira (chat, inside): That man is fighting his fears like we
fight monsters.
Maribel (chat, inside): Just you watch! I'll get this desert
back into shape in no time! Then they will drop the Terra
Spirit and start worshiping the magnficent Maribel!
Gabo (chat, inside): We've got to try our best! We are their
only hope!
Royal maidservant on the right: You are now inside the body
of the great Terra Spirit. The monsters haven't come here
yet, thankfully.

Young desert woman in alcove on the right: I've been
coming here every day since Dune was sealed in darkness. I
come here to pray for a quick return to our days of peace.
Old woman looking at lion statue: The first tenet of life is
to grow and be strong. This tenet is reflected by this grand
statue. Why must this happen to us? What have we done
wrong?
Maribel (chat): I've heard this before. Hee hee! I bet you
forgot, though, HERO.
Young desert man in alcove on the left: God may be
powerful, but He doesn't do a thing for us! Even if he's
weaker, at least the Terra Spirit cares for us and protects
us!
Old man looking at turtle statue: A long life is the key to a
rewarding life. That's what we can learn from this statue.
Who knows how much longer we can last?
Aira (chat): A code passed down through tribal generations.
A code that all live by! It seems my tribe and the people of
Dune have a lot in common.
Young desert man on main floor: Oh great Spirit! Please
banish the monsters from the desert, I implore you!
Priest: I have traveled the world to spread the word of God.
No matter how much we pray, God has shown us no mercy!
Why must it come to this?
Man in blue vest: Oh, great Terra Spirit! Please hear my
prayer! Please protect Dune, and please protect my family!
Traveling merchant: Look, I promise I'll stop being rude.
Just hurry up and do something about the monsters outside!
Young desert woman: Oh Great Spirit! Please protect the
people of the desert.
Royal maidservant at altar: Welcome to the Sphinx! This
statue represents one of the many forms of the Terra Spirit.
He is able to assume many different shapes. This is what he
looks like when going into a fierce battle!

Aira (chat): Do you have any idea what the Terra Spirit
really looks like?
Maribel (chat): It would be fantastic if you could transform.
You could turn into a horse when I'm tired, or a sweater
when I'm cold!
Gabo (chat): That thing looks just like the statue! Look how
big it is!
Young desert man in back alcove on the right, looking at
snake statue: My grandfather told me about this statue all
the time. He spoke of how all good and righteous souls join
God in the heavens./comma instead of period/ .../no
ellipsis/and become reborn, just like a snake sheds its skin. I
don't know what to do. I wish my grandfather was still alive.
Desert shaman in back alcove on the left, looking at
phoenix statue: Everything we must know in life is shown to
us in this statue. There is much to be learned by walking the
righteous path in life. If you are truly righteous, then
Messengers of God will come to guide you in death. Where is
God leading us now?
Royal maidservant blocking passage to back door: I'm
terribly sorry, but I cannot let you pass. Not even I know
what is behind this door. When the Sphinx was rebuilt, we
were ordered never to open it, simply to wait until the time
had come.
Aira (chat): There must be something on the other side. If
only we could get in!
Maribel (chat): This better work! If now isn't the time for it
to open, then when is?
Young desert woman on third floor: They say it's safe here,
inside the Sphinx. When I leave, though, I'll be attacked for
sure! Oh, why did I have to come up here?
Archaeologist: Oh, it's you? I didn't imagine you'd be here
at a time like this. I've just made a momentous discovery!
Don't you want to hear what it is? (Yes/No)

Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't be so modest! Ho
ho ho! Let me tell you!
Archaeologist (if you say ‘Yes’): Good, good! I'm so happy to
find a fellow seeker of knowledge!
Archaeologist (continued either way): That fossil I
discovered turned out to be the remains of a fish! I've
surmised from the bones that it lived in a river. In fact, it
closely resembles fish in the Nila today. Long ago, there must
have been a river here! The question is, where did it go?
Aira (chat): If this was originally a river, then where has all
the water gone?
Gabo (chat): Wow! So this was a river! Fossils are amazing!
Maribel (chat): The desert was a river? That can't be! Are
you insane?
Royal maidservant outside near face: Please, feel free to
pray here. Great and mighty Spirit, please do not abandon
your people.
Young desert man: Please, I beg of you! Give us back our old
desert! My little brother's too scared to sleep!
Old woman: Please, great Spirit, have mercy on us! Use your
mighty strength to rid us of this scourge forever!

Dune Palace
Desert man on the right guarding entrance (as soon as you
enter): You guys aren't monsters, are you? Let me see your
faces! ... Yeagh! The Great Saviors! Please, forgive me! You
may go on inside! We've been waiting for your return!
Gabo (chat): Even those who live underground can't like a
dark sky!
Maribel (chat): Something about this place is making me
tense.
Aira (chat): The people at the palace must be terrified.
We've got to find the Spirit soon!

Maribel (chat): We haven't seen any monsters yet, but don't
let your guard down!
Desert man on the right (again): Just a few days ago the
underground Fane was attacked. Since then, we've been
checking everyone entering the palace.
Maribel (chat): The fane was attacked? HERO! We better go
there right now!
Gabo (chat): Let's go to the fane! Those monsters are at it
again!
Aira (chat): It looks like the palace is fine. Why did they
only attack the fane? Strange.
Desert man on the left: I'm sorry to have doubted you,
Great Saviors of the Desert. Please find it in your hearts to
forgive me.
Desert man on patrol on the left: All clear, sir!
Desert man on patrol on the right: All clear!
Desert man at palace door on the right: Come on, hurry on
in! We can't have any monsters sneaking through!
Desert man at palace door on the left: There are no
monsters inside the palace. At least, not yet.
Cat inside on the left: Purr purr...
Desert man at stairs on the left: You may pass, oh Great
Saviors. I doubt any monsters will penetrate our defenses
now!
Desert man on the right: The Queen is at the end of these
stairs. The Fane was heavily damaged, so no one is allowed to
enter.
Maribel (chat): So all the houses in town are fine. What a
relief.
Aira (chat): I don't get it. Why do the monsters want the
fane so badly?
Traveling merchant at the table to the right: We can't
leave now! Not with all those monsters outside! It'd be best
just to settle down here for now, don't you think?

Traveling merchant pacing in the corner: Why did I have to
get such a lazy partner! It's thanks to his goofing around
that we can't leave anymore!
Aira (chat, downstairs): The people at the palace must be
terrified by now. We've got to find the Spirit soon!
Old man on the left: Why won't God save our desert? God,
the Terra Spirit, I don't care! Someone has to help us!
Cat: Meowww...
Royal maidservant in dressing room: Alas! The skies have
darkened again. The Queen herself has joined in the prayers,
but God has remained silent. What have we done wrong?
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO. You don't think God is really...
No. Forget it.
Royal maidservant in kitchen: The Queen and her subjects
eat less and less. They need to start keeping their bodies in
good order!
Tough guy at weapon shop: God isn't gonna protect you now.
You'll have to take care of yourself! And I've got just the
weapons to help you! {shop talk}
Little girl: It's okay, Kitty. We didn't do anything wrong! My
mom said nothing bad ever happens to good little girls!
Cat: Mew...
Young desert woman by item shop: The official
announcement said there were no fatalities, but I heard
there were some killed when the fane was attacked.
Gabo (chat): If we had arrived here earlier, we could have
been of some use.
Maribel (chat): Do you think that rumor is true? I don't want
to believe it.
Young desert man at item shop: I haven't had any
customers since the darkness came. My old parents, my wife,
my twenty children, they're all so hungry! Please, take pity on
a humble merchant and buy something! {shop talk}

Young desert woman near stairs: The water in the Nila's
clogged with mud and silt. What will we do when we run out of
our own water?
Desert man in guardhouse: I wish we had more guards
patrolling the palace, but there never seem to be enough. No
one wants to be a guard anymore.
Royal maidservant: This person saved my life when I was
attacked by monsters outside the Palace. His injuries are
terrible. I hope he makes it.
Young desert man in bed: Nnngh. Damn monsters! Gasp!
Scholar walking around in library: 'The sky was covered
with darkness, and the river raged'... This is exactly what's
happening to us today! We must be under attack by the same
group of monsters!
Gabo (chat): We won't leave a single monster alive. Right,
HERO?
Aira (chat): There's no doubt that the desert and the
volcano are gone, but who sealed them away?
Maribel (chat): I thought Seto was the leader of the
monsters around here. We defeated him, right? Besides, I
thought you crushed the Demon Lord. What's going on?
Scholar at the table: Our Fane is decimated. What were the
monsters searching for,/space/and where did they come
from? I get a feeling that the Queen knows more than she is
telling us.
Aira (chat): We better ask the Queen what's been going on
around here.
Maribel (chat): I've got a bad feeling about that fane, and
I'm rarely wrong about these things.
Third scholar: One of our past Kings hid the King’s<key
graphic> in the palace. Supposedly, it will aid us in our time of
need, but no one knows where it is.
Maribel (chat): The King's Key? Why did they have to hide
it?

Royal maidservant downstairs on the right: This is where
our queens and villagers rest for eternity. Fortunately, it
looks like the monsters left the graves alone.
Gabo (chat): I can smell the sadness. I wish it smelled like
the sun again.
Aira (chat): Perhaps the spirits of the dead helped protect
the land.
Maribel (chat): Too many tombstones have been made
already, HERO. Shall we try to help them? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Come on! We are the only
ones who can take care of this!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Yeah. Let's do our best.
Royal maidservant on the left: This is where we lay the
dead for their eternal rest. You're much too young to be
wandering around here.
Royal maidservant praying at grave on the left: Oh great
Queen, please protect us and Queen Nepthys.
Royal maidservant on the right: The Queen says we should
pray to our ancestors instead of God. I'm praying to the
ancient Queen Fedel.
Maribel (chat): To the ancestors over God? I think the
Queen knows something we don't, HERO.
Desert shaman: Here lies Queen Fedel, a ruler of yore that
saved us from disaster. But now the Queen is nothing but a
dead body.
Desert men blocking doorway to fane downstairs: The Fane
of the people of Dune lies below, but the Queen forbids
anyone to go beyond this point.
Gabo (chat): There are still monsters in the fane? I can't
believe it!
Aira (chat): We'd better start by hearing the story from
the Queen.
Maribel (chat): Why can't we enter the Fane?

Desert man in front of Queen’s chamber on the left:
These are the Queen's chambers. The Queen has been in low
spirits as of late. The ravaging of the fane must have been a
great shock.
Desert man on the right: Welcome to the Queen's
chambers! If you have any business, please talk to one of the
court ladies.
Young desert woman in Queen’s chamber on the right: I
want to go back to my parents in the village, but I'm not
going anywhere with all the monsters outside!
Young desert man on the left: I heard the Queen was not
feeling well, so I brought some flowers. Perhaps they may
offer her some comfort.
Gabo (chat): The Queen is distressed? Let's go to her,
HERO!
Royal maidservants on the left or right: You're back! Oh,
how wonderful to see all of you return! The Queen has been
waiting and waiting for this day! {She turns around and
speaks quietly to the Queen.} Oh, my! The Queen has asked
to speak with you directly! Please wait a moment. I will ask
the others to withdraw. May I have your attention, please? I
am very sorry, but I'm afraid the Queen is indisposed. I
must therefore ask everyone to please withdraw for today.
{The young desert woman and young desert man leave.}
Royal maidservant on the left (continued): Well, then, we
must ask you to excuse us. {She leaves.}
Royal maidservant on the right (continued): I will return
when your conversation is over. {She leaves, and the two
desert men move to guard the doorway.}
Aira (chat): I want to know about the fane and the desert!
Let's go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): It sounds important. Let's get closer to the
Queen, HERO.

Gabo (chat): It looks like everybody is gone. Let's do it,
HERO!
Desert man blocking doorway on the right: Please, please,
show yourselves to the Queen!
Desert man blocking doorway on the left: Where are you
going? The Queen awaits you!
Queen (as you approach): I have been waiting for you, Great
Saviors. You may come closer now.
Maribel (chat): So we are the first people to talk to the
Queen in person. An honor that I am worthy of!
Gabo (chat): What are you doing, HERO? Let's talk to the
Queen!
Aira (chat): What are you doing? The Queen is right there,
HERO.
Queen (if you try to leave by the back door): Please, our
Saviors, do not abandon us at our time of need. Only you can
save the desert we call home.
Queen: My people and I have long awaited your return, Savior
of the Desert. Although much good has come from your
resurrection of God, much ill has come as well. The desert
has been turned into a dark netherworld, and my people have
resigned themselves to a bleak future. I believe the Dark
Ruby which was sealed in the basement long ago has
something to do with this strange curse. The other night I
prayed to God, asking Him for answers. ... ... Do you promise
to believe what I am about to tell you? (Yes/No)
Queen (either way): I know what I saw to be true! God
responded to my prayers, in a horrible, thundering voice.
Voice (continued): Are you here?
Queen (continued): At that very moment, monsters swarmed
up from out of the ground and attacked the Fane, snatching
the Dark Ruby from within its walls. If only my people knew
what God has done to them. Saviors, did you give your piece
of the Ruby to God as well? (Yes/No)

Queen (if you say ‘No’): Please, this is no time to be
hiding the truth.
Queen (if you say ‘Yes’): So it is true, after all. This is
terrible.
Queen (continued, either way): I know of only one way we
can save our desert. The Terra Spirit has protected our land
since ancient times. If we could somehow awaken him, he
would surely destroy this evil. I beg of you, Great Saviors!
Please arouse the Terra Spirit for us! Only the Shaman of
the village knows how to wake the Terra Spirit. Please! You
must awaken him to save our desert!
Aira (chat): You saw God revived at the altar, didn't you,
HERO? What about the Dark Ruby? Who attacked the fane?
I don't understand.
Gabo (chat): The monsters came here for the Dark Ruby?
You're sure they were monsters? Oh, well. We'll find out
when we wake the Terra Spirit, right?
Maribel (chat): That's hard to believe. If it's true, we had
better go to Dune village and revive the Terra Spirit, soon!
Queen (again): I can no longer believe in God. All I can rely
on is the power of the Terra Spirit. Only the Shaman of the
village knows how to wake the Terra Spirit. On behalf of the
entire desert, please awaken the Terra Spirit!
Queen (as you leave): Please, wait a moment! I know well the
immeasureable power you possess, Great Saviors, but we
cannot simply do nothing in this time of crisis. Please, take
one of us to act as a guide for your party! The village chief
has four brave sons who can help you. I beg of you, please ask
one of them to accompany you! I assure you, he will help you
greatly in your travels!
Aira (chat): Let's get to Dune village! It's time for action,
not words!
Gabo (chat): A guide? Whoever he is, I hope we get along
with him!

Maribel (chat): If anyone can aid us, it will be someone in
Dune village. Let's go!
Maribel (chat): Aren't there a few shamen shamans in Dune
village?
Gabo (chat): Let's get back to the village and wake the
Spirit up! Then everything'll be okay!
Aira (chat): I know you're worried about the palace, but
let's hurry to Dune village!
Desert men blocking doorway on the left or right: Oh, how
terribly rude of me! {They step out of the way.}
Queen (again): I feel guilty, making you do all of the work.
Please, take one of the village Chief's sons to help you! The
village shaman will tell you how to awaken the mighty Terra
Spirit. I, Queen Nepthys, beg of you to save our land once
again!
Desert man on the left (again): The Queen appears to be in
higher spirits. I'm so happy!
Desert man on the right (again): What in the world could
the Queen want to talk to you about?
Royal maidservant near stairs on the right: This is the
first time the Queen has spoken directly with anyone. It
must be a very grave situation you are facing.
Royal maidservant on the left: Great Savior, please lend
your support to Her Majesty!
Young desert man (from Queen’s chamber) on the left:
The Queen actually spoke with you directly? Inconceivable! I
should have asked you to give her these flowers for me!
Young desert woman (from Queen’s chamber): I hope we
have our peaceful desert back again, and soon. I can't sleep
at night for fear of monsters!
Maribel (chat, downstairs): Aren't there a few shamans in
Dune village?
Aira (chat, downstairs): I know you're worried about the
palace, but let's hurry on to Dune village!

Maribel (chat, on first floor): Aren't there a few shamans
in Dune village./question mark instead of period/

Dune Village
Maribel (chat): The shaman must know something about the
Terra Spirit. Let's find him!
Aira (chat): We must wake the the Spirit to save the people
of Dune. Don't give up, HERO.
Gabo (chat): We're going to see the Chief and the shaman!
See? I remembered all by myself!
Young desert man at entrance: Welcome to Dune village.
The sky has turned black, monsters are terrorizing us... Why
is this happening to us?
Young desert woman in lower room of large house on the
right: I saw someone come to the Chief's house, but I
wonder who it was...
Desert shaman by large pot: Why does God make us suffer?
Does He doubt our faith? All I can do is try to help you as
much as I can. {church talk}
Maribel (chat, inside pot): There's something funny about
this shaman. I was suspicious from the beginning.
Gabo (chat, inside pot): That old man is hard to understand.
I don't get all that Spirit stuff!
Desert shaman: I'm feeling... sleepy... [He doesn't respond.
He appears to be asleep.]
Gabo (chat): Don't sleep yet! We need to ask you about the
Terra Spirit!
Maribel (chat): What is he doing sleeping at a time like this?
I can't believe it! Forget about this man, HERO. Let's hurry
to the Chief's place!
Aira (chat): Hmm. Let's go check the Chief's place first.
Aira (chat, in inn): The whole village is relying on us, HERO.
We need to revive the Spirit for them.

Young desert man in front of Chief’s house on the left:
This is the home of the great Chief of Dune. Oh, it's... It's
you! The Great Saviors! I received word from the Queen that
you would be coming! Please, come inside! The Chief and his
sons are waiting!
Gabo (chat): The Queen's subjects got here before us!
They're so fast!
Aira (chat): The Chief might know about the Spirit. Let's go
talk to him.
Maribel (chat): We need to get a guide. Hmm. I'm not sure
about all of this.
Young desert man on the right: You have saved us before. I
know you can save us again!
Maribel (chat, in Saide’s hut): Are there any people here?
Gabo (chat, in Saide’s hut): Even the cats won't go outside
because of the monsters.
Cat near bookshelf: Mrowr! Mrowr!
Young desert man in chief’s house by the kitchen: It must
be really important if he's willing to face the monsters.
Young desert man on the left: That messenger was
something, huh?
Young desert woman: I wonder what the Queen's messenger
came for?
Cat: Mew.
Young desert man in Chief’s room, lower right (as you
approach): Well, yeah, I'd love to help you, Saviors! But I
don't want to embarrass everyone else.
Chief (continued): All right, my eldest son, I understand your
point. Now, my middle son, what do you think?
Young desert man on the left (continued): It's obvious I am
the toughest. But I think I'll let one of my brothers handle
this one. They could use some training from you anyway, oh
Saviors!
Chief (continued): Hmmm... And as for you?

Young desert man, upper right (continued): In this
situation, I shouldn't leave the village because I'm the
smartest and the toughest! Who'll protect the villagers if
anything happened while I'm away?
Chief (continued): So what you're saying is you didn't don't
want to go with the Saviors.
First son (continued): I mean... um... you know...
Second son (continued): Not that I'm afraid or anything...
Third son (continued): I mean, oh, yeah, I'd love to go, but...
Aira (chat): ... Then again, if the Queen wanted it that much,
it must be something pretty useful.
Gabo (chat): I don't want to say this, but I really don't think
we should take any of these.
Maribel (chat): Do we have to take one of these three,
HERO? Unbelievable.
Young desert woman in front of chief’s room: Agh! I wasn't
doing anything! Really!
Young desert woman (again): I swear! I wasn't
eavesdropping or anything!
Young man (Saide): Oh, speak of the devil. Father's waiting
for you.
All triplet sons: Oh, please don't let him choose me!
Cat: Purrrr...
Chief: Wow! Oh, our Saviors! The Queen's messenger told me
the whole story! I would be honored if one of my sons would
join you, but they are all cowards and would be little help.
First son (continued): Oh, my stomach! Ouchy ouch ow! I can
hardly move! Oh, Saviors, I'm so sorry I can't help.
Second son (continued): Ooh! Owwwwwww! I just got this
piercing headache! Oooh, it's so painful! Sorry, guys!
Third son (continued): Ooh, ow, ow, ow! My whole body's
aching! Ohh... I'd be no good to you like this!
Chief (continued): ... Please accept my[NL]apologies, Great
Saviors.

Young man (Saide, continued): What do you think, Father?
Can I join them instead?
Chief (continued): Saide! You will go with them?
Saide (continued): They're all sick, so we really have no
choice. I'll go pack up in my room. I'll be right back! {He
leaves.}
Chief (continued): He may not look like much, but my
youngest son tries hard. His room's in the rear. Please, feel
free to take him with you.
Aira (chat): If a leader is smart, his followers are usually
idiots, and vice versa.
Gabo (chat): Saide's room is the place where the old Chief
used to live, isn't it? The place was full of cats.
Maribel (chat): Thank God. We would never find the Spirit
with one of those three! There's no way Saide could be worse
than his brothers. Let's meet him!
Chief (again): Saide should be in the rear of the manor.
Please take him with you. I can't believe my other sons are
such useless twits.
First son (again): Hey. My stomach doesn't hurt anymore!
Wow!
Third son (again): Oh, if only I wasn't in so much pain.
Second son (again): Whew! That was close... Ow! It's not
gone! Owwww!
Young desert woman upstairs: The Chief called his four sons
together. What's going on?
Young desert woman outside Chief’s room: So it is Saide.
Saide's probably the best choice in the end anyway. Where'd
I hear? Oh, you know. I wasn't sneaking around or anything.
Cat on the right in Saide’s hut: Meow! Meow!
Cat on the left: Meow, meow, meow...
Saide to his cats: All right, you guys. Now don't leave here
until I come back!
Cat on the right (continued): Meow!

Saide (continued): There's lots of monsters outside! It's too
dangerous for you! {to HERO} Now then. It's a bit weird
calling you 'Savior' all the time. Could you tell me your name?
[HERO and his friends tell Saide their names.] All right,
HERO. You ready to go? I, Saide of Dune, promise to help you
in any way I can! [Saide joined the party!]
Saide (chat): Whenever I look at a cat, I feel like it knows
what I'm saying. It's scary.
Maribel (chat): I wonder how my kitty's doing. She never
really liked Mother or Father.
Cat on the right: Mew.
Cat on the left: Meowwww.
Observation: A straw mattress lies on the floor. Rest here?
(Yes/No)
Saide (chat, outside): I am entrusting my life to your
leadership, HERO.
Saide (chat, outside): The shaman and the elderly are
experts on the Terra Spirit. You should speak with them.
Gabo (chat, outside): Saide sure likes cats. Heh heh. You
think he likes wolves, too?
Maribel (chat, outside): The Queen said the shaman should
know about the Spirit.
Aira (chat, outside): We've found a guide, so let's search
for hints about the Terra Spirit.
Maribel (chat, outside): Saide is better than his degenerate
brothers, but he can be such an arrogant twit. Once we find
the Terra Spirit we can send him back to whatever it is that
these bungling idiots do in the desert.
Little boy in upper room of large house on the right: My
father's such a wimp, isn't he, Saide? Not as much as your
brothers are, though.
Saide (chat): I'm sorry about how my older brothers
behaved. They are not bad people.
Gabo (chat): I don't know which is worse.

Young desert woman in bed: Zzz...
Young desert man in middle room of large house on the
right: Snorrre...
Young desert woman in lower room of large house on the
right: Saide, do you know who was visiting the Chief? What?
You're going on a quest to save Dune? Thank you so much! Be
careful out there!
Maribel (chat): Saide is very kind to the villagers, isn't he?
Old woman: The monsters can't get me if I never leave the
house, so I've decided to stay right here until all this blows
over.
Old man: I wish I had a strapping son like you around here,
Saide. An old man like me and his daughter can't do much.
Oh, God, please protect my family!
Saide (chat): The monsters won't stop coming. We must
awaken the Spirit so the villagers can live in peace.
Tough guy in southeast house: I'm trying to stay strong, but
even the wind sounds like monstors howing at me! My
cowardice is maddening!
Young desert man at entrance: Welcome to Dune village.
Oh, Saide. You aren't leaving, are you? It's too dangerous!
The monsters will surely kill you.

Dune Oasis
Saide (if you go back to the Ancient Ruins through the
Travel Gate and then come back): Where have you been all
this time? We have to awaken the Terra Spirit!

Dune Palace
Saide (chat): The shaman isn't at the palace. He should be in
the village.

Gabo (chat): Are you worried about the palace? We have to
find the Spirit first!
Maribel (chat): The shaman must know something about the
legend of the Terra Spirit, right?
Maribel (chat): What are we going to the palace for? You're
not expecting something from the Queen, are you?
Desert man on the right: Hello, Saviors. No problems at the
Palace right now.
Desert man on the left: We'll protect the Palace! Monsters
don't stand a chance against us!
Desert man guarding door on the right: So you've arrived
from Dune village. How are things there? I fear there aren't
enough guards to protect the villagers.
Desert man guarding door on the left: They may fall out of
the sky, they may rise up from the sand, but no monster is a
match for the palace guard!
Maribel (chat, inside): We know that the shaman must know
something about the legend of the Terra Spirit, right?
Desert man on the left: The Fane was attacked by monsters
and virtually destroyed. It is now sealed off by order of the
Queen.
Maribel (chat, downstairs): Why are we in the palace?
You're not expecting something from the Queen, are you?
Maribel (chat, downstairs): Doesn't the village shaman know
about the Terra Spirit legend?
Young desert man on the right: Oh, how I envy you, having
earned the trust of the Queen.
Young desert woman: Saide? You're here, too? That means
the village is— Oh no! Oh, nothing's happened? Whew! I was
so worried!
Young desert woman further to the right: That's odd. We
haven't seen any monsters near the Sphinx, but they're
crawling all over the Fane!

Scholar walking around in library: I heard the Terra Spirit
has slept in this desert since ancient times. Why did he put
himself to sleep? I'm afraid the answer escapes me.
Maribel (chat): I don't care why the Spirits are asleep!
We'll find out once we wake one up anyway!
Gabo (chat): Why did do I sleep? I don't know. Whenever
I'm tired I just drift off.
Scholar at the table: The Terra Spirit legend has been with
our culture for centuries. I heard the Sphinx upstream of
the Nila was based on that legend.
Saide (chat): Shaman will always know more about Spirits
than scholars. Let's return to the village, HERO.
Maribel (chat): The Sphinx might have something to do with
all of this, but we have to go the village first!
Third scholar: Hello, Saide! Looking for the Terra Spirit, I
hear. There were some clues in the Fane, but the monsters
have destroyed it!
Observation: HERO examined the bookshelf! HERO found an
old, yellowed book. Read it? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO read the book! 'Long
ago, my grandfather told me about the country he was born
in. He told me it was unreachable by any normal means. Even
after I grew up and became a Scholar, I never forgot his
story. Someday, I wish I could visit the land of my
grandfather...'
Saide (chat): I've dreamed of travelling outside the desert
for years, but I could never leave the village in the hands of
my jackass brothers. I read about the world.
Maribel (chat): A place inaccessible by ship or camel... Hmm.
I think I know who that old man really was.
Desert man in guardhouse: We're all tired of working in
shifts every day. We'll be easy prey if monsters attack us
like this!

Royal maidservant: This person saved my life when I was
attacked by monsters outside the Palace. Oh God and Spirits,
save this person's life.
Young desert woman by item shop: I heard that monsters
are still lurking under the fane! I can't think of any other
reasons why the fane was closed before holding a funeral for
those dead maids.
Saide (chat): If monsters still lurk below this palace, then
they must be killed. They will not desecrate the corpses!
Gabo (chat): Are there monsters still inside the fane? Grrr!
I wish I could rip their throats apart with my teeth, but we
have to find the Terra Spirit first!
Little girl by weapon shop: I'm a good girl! Kitty's a good
cat! Monsters won't get us! You better be good too, mister!
Old man: If disasters like this are happening across the
world, maybe God's got his hands too full to save us.
Young desert man: Oh, it's you, Saide! Going on an errand
for the Chief? Guess your brothers weren't up to the
challenge again, eh? They must be hard on you.
Gabo (chat): Wow! I didn't know those three were famous!
Maribel (continued): Not 'famous', Gabo, 'infamous'. Just
like HERO's uncle. Understand?
Gabo (continued): Wow. You're pretty smart Maribel.
Saide (continued): Sigh... I'm so embarrassed, but that's the
truth.
Royal maidservant in kitchen: I pity the poor ladies in
waiting who died in the Fane. I heard the blood spilled there
hasn't dried up, even now!
Saide (chat): I'll never forgive the monsters for
slaughtering my people. Their deaths will be avenged at any
cost.
Maribel (chat): How terrible. Everyone here has been
suffering so much.

Royal maidservant in dressing room: So you're searching for
the Terra Spirit now? I will pray here for your safe return.
Royal maidservant downstairs on the right: These graves
were all dug underground so that the Terra Spirit can
protect their souls.
Royal maidservant at grave on the right: Praying like this
calms my heart and helps me forget my fears. Please protect
us, Queen Fedel. Please protect us, Terra Spirit.
Royal maidservant at grave on the left: Oh great Queen,
please protect us and Queen Nepthys! Go ahead.
Desert men blocking doorway to fane downstairs: The Fane
of the people of Dune lies below, but the Queen forbids
anyone to go beyond this point.
Saide (chat): Oh dear. My brothers aren't here, either.
Maribel (chat): We can't enter the fane? We'll have to look
elsewhere, then.
Aira (chat): Didn't we hear that there are still monsters
were in the fane? If it's true, then we must do something
about it.
Gabo (chat): Do you think the Queen would let us if we ask,
HERO? I think she would.
Desert men in front of Queen’s chamber on the left and
right: Welcome to the Queen's chambers! Please, Saviors,
come right in.
Royal maidservant in Queen’s chamber on the left: Our
Queen is the pillar of our society. It must be a terrible
burden she has to bear.
Saide (chat): This desert has been governed by the Queen
for time immemorial. Dune thrives on pride in the desert and
reverence for the Queen.
Royal maidservant on the right: Only you can come to the
aid of the Queen! Please, save us again!
Queen: It is good to see you again, Great Saviors. Oh, and
who is with you?

Saide (continued): I am Saide, the youngest son of the Chief
of Dune.
Queen (continued): Saide, please, do everything you can to
help the Saviors. The Terra Spirit sleeps somewhere in the
desert. Find him, and peace will be ours once more.
Saide (continued): Very well.
Queen (continued): The village Shaman might know where the
Terra Spirit rests. Please, all of you, do your best to save the
desert!
Saide (chat): Do you remember the strange shaman you saw
in my village? He must know something.
Gabo (chat): We're supposed to find a shaman, right? Let's
go, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Earlier he she said that the shaman may
know something about Spirits. You didn't come all the way
back here because you forgot, did you?
Aira (chat): I never imagined you would be so well-mannered,
HERO. We need to get going!
Queen (again): Saviors, Saide, I beg of you! Only the Terra
Spirit can save us now! The village Shaman might know where
the Terra Spirit rests. Please lend your might to us, that this
desert can live once more.

Dune Village
Young desert man at entrance: Welcome to Dune village.
Oh, it's Saide. Where are you going? It's too dangerous! The
monsters will surely kill you.
Young desert man in southwest house: We're going to die...
Every last one of us. {He notices HERO.} Hey! Get out of my
house!
Young desert woman upstairs looking out the window: Oh,
God, please keep the monsters away while he's sleeping. Oh,
Saide! I just put my kids to sleep, so don't worry about me!

Gabo (chat): Let's find the Spirit and kill some monsters
before these kids wake up!
Little boy on the right: Zzzzz...
Little boy on the left: Zzz... Zzz...
Innkeeper: Oh, our Saviors! And Saide! You'll save Dune for
us, right? I know you will! Please, make yourself comfortable!
But I'm running a business here, so... {inn talk}
Little boy: Hi, Saide! Hi, travelers!
Young desert man in front of Chief’s house on the left:
Oh, the Great Saviors! And Saide! I have heard about your
plans. How brave of you. All of us wish you the best of luck!
Young desert man on the right: The Saviors rescued us
before with the help of our village Chief. I know you can save
us again!
Saide (chat, in Chief’s house): My brothers are always
loudly arguing. I can't concentrate on my reading. That's why
I live in the old house in back.
Gabo (chat, in Chief’s house): Do you really think these
three idiots can protect the village? I'm worried.
Third son in Chief’s room, lower left: That was close! I'd
be killed for sure with those guys! Ha ha ha... Too bad for
Saide!
Second son, upper left: There must be some way to steal
Saide's glory for myself. Then again, maybe I should just get
some of my own!
Saide (chat): Leave him alone. He can't do much anyway.
First son, on the right: We have to find some way to stop
Saide. We'd look so stupid if he actually succeeded.
Maribel (chat): What an ass! Doesn't he remember that he
was crying like a child a little while ago?
Chief: Why, if it isn't the Savior! What are the prospects
for saving Dune? We're counting on you too, Saide. So help
out the Savior.
Saide (continued): All right, Father.

Saide (chat): Father's always in such a rush. We need to
move quickly too, HERO, but we must work carefully.
Aira (chat): There must be clues about the Terra Spirit
somewhere in this village. Let's find the shaman so we can
help out the Chief!
Young desert woman upstairs: You've joined the Great
Saviors, Saide? Be careful.
Young desert woman in Chief’s wife’s room: The Madame
has finally gone to sleep.
Saide (continued): Oh. Well, when she wakes up, tell her I'll
be back later.
Young desert woman (continued): All right. But do be
careful!
Chief’s wife: Nnnngh! Rrrrgh!
Young desert man on the left in servants’ room: Good luck,
Saide! We'll protect the Chief while you're gone!
Young desert man on the right: Don't worry, Saide. I'll take
care of the cats!
Young desert woman on the left in kitchen: I'm just glad
one of the triplets wasn't chosen! This village would fall
apart with them leading us!
Young desert woman on the right: Now that you're here,
I'm sure everything will be all right soon!
Desert shaman by large pot: I am no longer able to call upon
God. Will our suffering ever come to an end? All I can do is
try to help you as much as I can. {church talk}
Saide (chat, inside pot): That shaman is the oldest person in
Dune. He's got to know something.
Maribel (chat, inside pot): You felt something strange about
this place too, didn't you, HERO?
Gabo (chat, inside pot): There're only two shaman in this
town. This old man must be one of them!
Aira (chat, inside pot): I hope we can get some kind of hint
about the Terra Spirit.

Sphinx
Saide (chat): This statue of the Terra Spirit was built to
preserve peace in Dune. It so old that the face has eroded
away.
Maribel (chat): If the Sphinx really is the same size, it
should be easy to find.
Gabo (chat): Why did we come here, HERO? Shouldn't we be
searching Dune for clues?
Young desert man at entrance: Have you come to pay your
respects to the Terra Spirit? I'm impressed. The trail's
filled with monsters these days. You'd best pray for your
safe passage back home.
Royal maidservant on the left: This statue is a safe haven,
even though the face has been lost to the years. Had it been
intact, the palace could not have been attacked.
Royal maidservant on the right: Welcome to the Sphinx. You
can rest now. You are safe as long as you are within its walls.
This statue is guarded by the great Spirit himself.
Saide (chat, inside): The people of Dune have worshipped
the Terra Spirit for generations. Our faith has remained
constant through hardship and prosperity.
Maribel (chat, inside): Why aren't the prayers of these
desperate people enough to wake the Spirit?
Young desert woman on the right: I've never run into any
monsters while traveling here. The blessings of the Spirit
protect me.
Old woman looking at lion statue: The first tenet of life is
to grow and be strong. This tenet is reflected by this grand
statue. We of Dune must pass on the knowledge of our
ancestors.

Young desert man on the left: God may inspire the faith of
the people, but the Terra Spirit actually does something for
us.
Old man looking at turtle statue: A long life is the key to a
rewarding life. That's what we can learn from this statue. I
can only hope to pass on these teachings before I die.
Young desert man on main floor: Great Spirit, I implore you.
Please free us from the monsters once again!
Man in blue vest: Oh, great Spirit! Return to your home, and
save us from this menace!
Traveling merchant: Look, I promise I'll stop being rude.
Hurry up and do something about the monsters outside!
Please, I beg you!
Young desert woman: Oh Terra Spirit... Please protect us,
the people of the desert.
Young desert man in back alcove on the right, looking at
snake statue: My grandfather told me about this statue all
the time. He spoke of how all good and righteous souls join
God in the heavens./comma instead of period/ .../no
ellipsis/and become reborn, just like a snake sheds its skin.
You want to hear more tales? The tenders of the Fane could
help.
Desert shaman in back alcove on the left, looking at
phoenix statue: Everything we must know in life is shown to
us in this statue. There is much to be learned by walking the
righteous path in life. If you are truly righteous, then
Messengers of God will come to guide you in death. I see you
will find something to guide you here.
Saide (chat): From babe to elder, everyone in Dune knows
how to survive in the desert.
Royal maidservant blocking passage to back door: I'm
terribly sorry, but I cannot let you pass. Not even I know
what is behind this door. When the Sphinx was rebuilt, we

were ordered never to open it, simply to wait until the time
had come.
Saide (chat): Even the great Chief knows not what lies
beyond this door. What could wait for us inside?
Young desert woman on third floor: The face of the statue
is just outside, but it's too eroded to make out anymore.
Archaeologist: Oh, my goodness! You wouldn't believe what I
just discovered! I can't stand it! It's just too much! I was
searching near the Sphinx around where the fossil was found.
Then I found out that there's still an underground river
there! It looks like there's some way to access it from the
Fane, but they won't let me in unless the Terra Spirit wills it!
Arrgh! It's so frustrating!
Saide (chat): This man has a lot to say. A river below the
earth? Incredible.
Maribel (chat): Divine guidance? You mean to the door? The
river is behind the door? Unbelievable!
Gabo (chat): I can't believe there was a river under the
desert.
Royal maidservant outside in front of face: Please, feel
free to pray here.
Young desert man: Saide! You've come to pray, too! This is
the worst fix we've been in for a long time. The Terra
Spirit's got to return and save us!
Old woman: Oh, hello, Saide! I'm here to pay respect to the
Terra Spirit. We elderly feel much closer to him than God.

Dune Village
Desert shaman (back inside large pot): You look like you
have some business with me, yes? Well, tell me, then, what is
it? [HERO/space/asks the shaman about the Terra Spirit!]
Hmm, The Terra Spirit. I know where he is.

Saide (continued): Then tell us! Where is he? How do we
awaken him?
Desert shaman (continued): Don't worry. The Spirit is all
around us. He is everywhere.
Saide (continued): Oh, come on...!
Desert shaman (continued): Do not be angry. The Terra
Spirit is everywhere at once. He is the entire desert, and he
is a single grain of sand. He is before your eyes, above the
village, and in the palace. That is his way. And now you wish to
meet him, yes? (Yes/No)
Saide (if you say ‘No’): Don't be rediculous ridiculous! We
must find the Terra Spirit! Good elder, do you know how we
can revive him?
Desert shaman (if you say ‘Yes’ or continued from above):
Hmm. This place is too small to summon him. Please follow me.
{He climbs the rope out of the pot.}
Saide (chat): I've never seen him come out of the pot
before. It must be serious.
Aira (chat): Where are they is he going? We've got to follow
them him!
Gabo (chat): We can't lose sight of the old shaman! Let's
hurry, HERO!
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! What're you waiting for? We've
got to run after them him!
Desert shaman (out in the village): Indeed, the Spirit is
everywhere... But summoning his bodily form requires a holy
ritual. {He leaves the village.}

Dune Desert
Desert shaman (outside on World Map): I'll paint the figure
of the Terra Spirit on the ground. And then, the Spirit may
finally awaken from his long sleep. {He walks to the oasis.}

Dune Oasis
Desert shaman: Hmm. I feel a holy presence in this area.
This may be the location of the Spirit. Yes. Stay right here
and be quiet. Oh, great sleeping Spirit, listen to thine song!
Watch over me as I draw thine holy form. Oh, great Spirit of
the Desert! Stronger than any mortal king! {He traces a
pattern in the sand as he walks around.} Thy skin is hard as
stone, unyielding to any weapon of man! Thy legs are mighty
pillars, planted deeply in the earth! Thy chest is as broad and
wide as the desert itself! Thy arms are strong enough to fell
a GreatDrak with one blow! Thy hands can halt even the
raging waters of the Nila! Thy body is drawn upon the earth!
The time to rise is near! Thy face is drawn upon the earth!
The time to... .......... Uh-oh. I guess I'm getting old. I've
completely forgotten the rest. If I just knew what his face
was like, I could continue.
Saide (chat): I knew he was no ordinary old man, but I didn't
know he possessed the power to call Spirits! The face of the
Terra Spirit? Who would know anything about that?
Aira (chat): What a surprise! All we need to do is draw a
picture in the sand. But who would know what the Spirit's
face looks like?
Maribel (chat): We were forced to wait that long and then
he just forgot? How irritating. Oh, well. We've got work to
do.
Gabo (chat): He said that all he needed was the Terra
Spirit's face. How am I suppose to know what it looks like?
I've never seen him!
Desert shaman (again): Hmm. The Terra Spirit's face, what
did it look like? Once I remember the face, we'll be getting
somewhere.

Desert shaman (again): Mmm. No, it wasn't that. Oooh, I
just can't remember! Once I remember the face, we'll be
getting somewhere.

Dune Village
Saide (chat): The fact that the Spirit even had a face never
even occurred to me. The different forms of the Terra
Spirit are as innumerable as grains of sand in the desert.
That's a lot.
Maribel (chat): Tell them that the Great Maribel will
descend from her shining throne of beauty and smile at
anyone who gives us information! Okay, okay. I was only
kidding!
Aira (chat): I suppose we'll have to try the castle next. Oh,
but what if they don't know... Oh! Um. Of course they'll know
at the castle! They've got to, right?
Gabo (chat): Is the face of the Terra Spirit like a human
face? Does he have a nose and a mouth?
Young desert man in southwest house: Damn it! I can't take
it any...any...hic! {He notices HERO.} You shut up! Can't a man
drink in his own... Hic!
Little boy upstairs on the right: I'm much bigger than my
brother. That's why I've got to protect my whole family!
Saide (chat): Even the children of Dune are strong of heart!
The monsters will never destroy us!
Gabo (chat): They're so much smaller than us, but they try
so hard! I'm inspired!
Young desert woman: Zzz... Zzz...
Little boy on the left: Hey, Saide! Guess what! We're
protecting our mom from monsters! If I see any knocking on
the door, I'll go and beat 'em up!
Maribel (chat): Pay attention to those kids, HERO. They'll
teach you to be a man!

Little boy in inn: I saw your brothers out front, Saide. Do
you know where they went?
Saide (chat): I have a bad feeling about this, HERO. I hope
I'm wrong.
Young desert man in front of Chief’s house on the left:
Oh, Great Saviors! Saide! Good luck to you! We are all praying
for your safety!
Chief: Oh, Saviors! You're trying to revive the Terra Spirit?
Hmm. I'm afraid I don't know what his face looks like either.
There may be some clue in the fane under the castle, but it's
shut off due to the monsters. I just know something's down
there, too...
Saide (chat): The underground fane? Well, we don't have any
other options. Let's try it.
Aira (chat): I heard there are still monsters inside the fane,
HERO. We had better be prepared for anything.
Gabo (chat): Let's go to the palace, HERO! We may find
some clues there!
Maribel (chat): Let's go to the fane, HERO! I'm sure the
Queen will let us in now. If she doesn't, we can just sneak in!
Chief (again): You might find out something about the Terra
Spirit in the fane. But the Queen has restricted all entry
since monsters settled in. I just know something's down
there, too...
Young desert woman upstairs: Ah, Saide, I'm so glad you're
safe! Your three brothers left a little while ago. Did you see
them on the road?
Chief’s wife in bed: Zzzzz...
Young desert man in hallway in front of Chief’s room:
Welcome back, Saide! We're protecting the Chief and his
wife! Don't worry!
Young desert man in servants’ quarters: I really hate cats,
so I asked someone else to take care of them. I guess I
shouldn't have promised Saide, but, you know...

Saide (chat): Oh, come on. You don't have to do it if you
don't want to. You're just wasting the cats' time.
Maribel (chat): What? You hate cats? How could you hate
cats? They're so cute. Not as cute as me, of course!
Young desert woman in kitchen: Ha! I feel so free when
those morons aren't around!
Young desert woman in Saide’s hut: Don't worry, Saide, I'll
take care of your cats! There you go, kitties! Eat your food.
Young desert man in upper room of large house on the
right: I'm so scared! My wife fell asleep! Who'll chase away
the monsters when they come? Oh, no! I'm terrified!
Little boy: Zzzzz...
Young desert woman in lower room of large house on the
right: I saw your brothers leaving a little while ago, Saide.
Where were they going? I have no idea, myself.
Saide (chat): I have a bad feeling about this, HERO. I hope
I'm wrong.
Old woman: The face of the Terra Spirit? I remember the
statue's face, but it was already too eroded to discern any of
his features.
Saide (chat): There used to be a face on the Sphinx, but
over time it's worn down to nothing. Father said the statue
was like that even when he was a child.
Maribel (chat): The Sphinx is that thing across the Nila,
right? It's just our luck that there's no face on it!
Aira (chat): I doubt we'll find any clues, but maybe we
should check out the Sphinx.
Old man: What? You want to know about the Terra Spirit?
Well, you'd best go to the Palace for that.
Saide (chat): I heard that many old inscriptions were
preserved inside the fane. Do you think they're still there?
Gabo (chat): Why does everyone say Spirit with a capital
'S'? Is he really that strong?

Maribel (chat): Didn't the Queen order people to stay away
from the fane?
Cat in southeast house: Meow! Meow!
Traveling merchant: Sigh... Those three customers I had
just now were quite a handful! They made me break out all my
top-quality merchandise, but they only had enough money for
three bronze swords. Idiots! I hate it when customers act
like... Oh, sorry! {shop talk}
Tough guy: Hey, Saide! Your brothers were just here
shopping. They bought a bunch of junky weapons and
overpriced armor. I swear, they don't know a shield from a
hole in the... Oh, sorry!
Saide (chat): Just what kind of games are they playing? How
dare they fool around at a time like this!
Aira (chat): I hope he they finally realized that he needs
they need to help his their village.
Maribel (chat): Those three bumblers went to get weapons
and armor? What are they up to?
Gabo (chat, inside pot): So the old shaman's always lived
here.
Maribel (chat, inside pot): That stupid old man. He forgot
the most important thing!

Dune Palace
Saide (chat): Why don't you talk to the Queen? She's the
High Priest of the fane.
Aira (chat): Even the shaman doesn't know what the Terra
Spirit looks like. Where do we start looking?
Gabo (chat): What can we do if we don't know what his face
looks like? We'll just have to ask everybody.
Maribel (chat): Let's talk to the Queen first. She was the
first one to tell us about the shaman, after all.

Desert man inside near stairs on the left: The Fane was
attacked by monsters and virtually destroyed. It is now
sealed off by order of the Queen. I suppose you could enter
if you had her permission.
Young desert woman downstairs on the right: Your
brothers went to the palace, Saide. Is everything all right?
Oh, nothing's happened? Whew! I was so worried!
Scholar walking around in library: Hello, Saide. Come to
hear some more tales of foreign lands? Oh, you're aiding our
Saviors in searching for the Terra Spirit? Well, best of luck
to you all. He's been asleep for years. Why did he put himself
to sleep? I'm afraid the answer escapes me.
Scholar at the table: Oh, Saide! That book you asked for is
over on the last shelf down. You're looking for the Terra
Spirit? Hmm... The Terra Spirit legend has been with our
culture for centuries. I heard the Sphinx upstream of the
Nila was based on that legend.
Saide (chat): You can worry about me later. We've got to
find the Terra Spirit first!
Gabo (chat): Reading gives me a headache. How does Saide
do it?
Maribel (chat): What kind of book do you think he was asking
for? I'm kind of curious.
Third scholar: Hello, Saide! Looking for the Terra Spirit, I
hear. There were some clues in the Fane, but the monsters
have destroyed it!
Maribel (chat): I supposed suppose we had better go to the
Sphinx ourselves.
Little girl by weapon shop: Oh God, please protect the good
kids and the bad kids! I'm a good kid, but don't forget the
bad kids! Pleeeeease, God?
Young desert man near kitchen: Hello, Saide. I saw your
brothers visiting the palace. I thought they wanted to see
the Queen, but they went below instead.

Saide (chat): I don't like this. Why did my brothers go to
the palace?
Gabo (chat): Hmm. What are Saide's brothers doing in the
palace?
Royal maidservant in kitchen: The blood spilled in the Fane
still hasn't dried! Could the ladies that died there be cursed?
Oh, how terrible!
Royal maidservant in dressing room: You want to know about
the Terra Spirit? I'm still in training, so I'm afraid I know
very little. Sorry.
Desert men in front of Queen’s chamber on the left and
right: Welcome to the Queen's chambers! Business with the
Queen, oh Great Saviors? Then please, go ahead.
Queen: Oh, my. You are looking pale, Savior. Are you all
right? [HERO told the Queen the entire story.] I see. So you
know not what the Terra Spirit looks like. I am afraid the
song used to awaken him has also been lost. If there are any
clues left, they would be in the Fane underground. Its doors
are shut now, but I will open them again for you. You may
search the Fane all you want, Great Saviors, but I believe
monsters are still lurking in its corridors. Please, be careful
down there.
Saide (chat): If there are still monsters down below, I swear
I'll kill them all myself. No monsters will be spared! I'll fight
with my hands and teeth if I must!
Aira (chat): Who knows how many have died at the fane?
Let's find the face of the Spirit, for their sake!
Gabo (chat): Maybe there is some sort of picture of the
Terra Spirit in the underground fane. Let's look for one,
HERO!
Maribel (chat): To the fane! You better be protecting me,
HERO!

Queen (again): Feel free to investigate the Fane, Great
Saviors. I can only hope you can find some sort of clue that
will lead you to the Terra Spirit.
Desert men guarding doorway to underground fane: Oh,
it's you! Yes, the Queen told us about you! Please, go right
ahead! And be careful! {They step aside.}
Desert man on the left: We swear before God that we will
guard this doorway! I mean it! We may have been bribed, but
we didn't let 'em in!
Saide (chat): I know I'm probably overreacting, but I don't
like this at all.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. Something's not quite right here.
Desert man on the right: What? We've got nothing to hide!
We didn't take any bribes! And we certainly didn't let anyone
from the village through! Oh, no!
Gabo (chat): What's a bribe? Does it taste good? I wish I
could have one!
Unidentified voices (downstairs, as you walk away from
the stairs): Ha ha ha ha ha ha! We did it!
Saide (continued): HERO! That voice! Let's get a little
closer.
Saide (chat): I can't stop thinking about that voice, HERO.
Can we go investigate it?
Aira (chat): Geez.
Gabo (chat): Huh? Those men couldn't be...
Maribel (chat): I think I know that voice. It's not what I
want to hear right now!
Saide (if you head back toward the stairs): Wait! What
about that voice, HERO?
Young desert man in the middle (as you approach): Those
bribes worked! I beat you to it, Saide! Ha ha ha ha!
Young desert man on the right (continued): Anyway, I found
this thing! Ha ha ha! I think it's important!

Young desert man on the left (continued): Ha ha ha ha! You
won't see any monsters with us around!
All brothers (continued): Ha ha ha ha ha ha ha!
Saide (continued): This looks like it's getting pretty
interesting. Let's get in a little closer, HERO.
Saide (chat): I think they've found something important.
Let's go see my brothers, HERO.
Aira (chat): Do you think they know anything about the Terra
Spirit that we don't? Let's get going! We can't let them get
ahead of us.
Maribel (chat): Hey, HERO! Why are you standing there like
an idiot? We can't just let them steal that! Get it back from
them!
Gabo (chat): It looks like Saide's brothers found something!
Let's find out what it is!
Saide (if you head back toward the stairs): I think my
brothers might have found something important. Let's go up
and see them.
Brother in the middle (as you approach): Wa ha ha ha! I
beat you to it, Saide!
Brother on the right (continued): Wa ha ha ha! My brother
found it before you did!
Brother on the left (continued): Do you want it, Saide?
Hahaha! {Three monsters jump out of the water.}
All brothers (continued): Ha ha ha...ha...
Brother on the left being chased by a ClawBeast
(continued): Agh!
Brother on the right being chased by a BoneFish
(continued): Agh!
Brother in the middle being chased by a Starfish
(continued): Agh!
All brothers (continued): Aaahhh, monsters! Monsters!
Saide! Help us!

Saide (chat): I'd like to be rid of them too, but they're my
brothers. Could you give me a hand?
Aira (chat): We can't let the monsters run rampant in Dune!
Let's do it, HERO!
Maribel (chat): We have to save them! They'll be swallowed
up by those monsters!
Gabo (chat): All right, it's our turn now! Let Let's show them
what we're made of, HERO!
Saide (if you try to leave the area): I know they want to
abandon me, but we're still brothers. Could you guys give me
a hand?
Observation: HERO examined the ground.
All brothers (continued): What're you doing? I'm gonna die!
You can do that later! Great Saviors! Saide! Help us!
Brother on the left: Saide! Saide! I looked after you when
you where were young! I treated you better than anyone else!
C'mon, help meeee!
ClawBeast: Rowr! {Battle starts.}
Maribel (battle chat): It's not worth the trouble. Forget
them. Nobody will miss them.
Gabo (battle chat): Well, I guess we've got no choice but to
save the resident village idiots.
Aira (battle chat): You know, HERO... All life is precious, no
matter whose it is. Let's focus on destroying the monsters
for now.
Brother on the left (immediately after battle): I'm saved!
Thank you, Saide!
First saved brother (continued): You saved me first 'cause
I'm your favorite! Right, Saide?
Brother in the middle: What're you doing, Saide? Save me!
You don't want your favorite brother to die, do you? Do you?
Starfish: Gerrraawrrgh! {Battle starts.}
Gabo (battle chat): You should be able to take out that thing
in no time flat, HERO!

Aira (battle chat): You know, HERO... All life is precious, no
matter whose life it is. Let's focus on destroying the
monsters for now.
Maribel (battle chat): Why should I, Maribel, have to do
battle for these village idiots? What a joke!
Brother in the middle (immediately after battle): Whew! I
was scared stiff! Thanks, Saide!
Second saved brother (continued): You saved me second
'cause you knew I could hold out for a while, right? You love
me too much to rescue me last though, huh, Saide?
Brother on the right: Saide! I didn't mean anything by it!
Save me! Don't let your poor, helpless brother die!
BoneFish: Nerrgwahhh! {Battle starts.}
Gabo (battle chat): Ha ha ha! Dummies! We have an
advantage on dry land!
Aira (battle chat): You know, HERO... All life is precious, no
matter whose life it is. Let's focus on destroying the
monsters for now.
Maribel (battle chat): Man, that guy smells! I can't take it
anymore! Hurry up and take him out!
Brother on the right (immediately after battle): Saide! Oh,
my God, you've saved me! Thank you, thank you!
Third saved brother (continued): You saved me last 'cause
I'm the strongest! Right, Saide?
Brother on the left (continued): I was scared out of my
wits! Thanks, Saide! Oh, and you too, Saviors!
Brother on the right (continued): But you know, we could've
taken them on by ourselves. I just wanted to share the
spotlight with my little brother! Ha ha ha!
Brother in the middle (continued): Actually, we have a
reason for being here. We were searching for something we
could use to save the desert!
Brother on the left (continued): I didn't want the monsters
to get it first, you know? Ha ha ha ha...

Brother on the right (continued): We'll give it to you if you
promise one thing!
Brother in the middle (continued): It's really important!
Brother on the left (continued): You left us!
Brother on the right (continued): Don't become the next
village Chief, okay?
Brother in the middle (continued): But, I mean, if you really
want to, I suppose it would be all right. Mmmmm?
Saide (continued): I never had any intention of becoming the
Chief.
Brother on the left (continued): Huh?
Brother on the right (continued): Really?
Brother in the middle (continued): Really?
Saide (continued): I've always felt that way.
Brother on the left (continued): Really?
Brother on the right (continued): Really really?
Brother in the middle (continued): Cross your heart and
hope to die?
Saide (continued): People of Dune never tell lies. You know
this, brothers.
All brothers (continued): We did it! Great job! You can have
this, then. Take it! [HERO obtained the King’s<key graphic>!]
Brother on the left (continued): I didn't find anything else.
Maybe the monster got it all.
Brother on the right (continued): Okay, guys, good luck with
the rest!
Brother in the middle (continued): Leave the palace and
village to us!
Saide (if you walk away): So this is the key that you've
found? Is this really a clue to the Terra Spirit? We'd better
show this to the Queen right away!
Saide (chat): HERO, I must apologize for the trouble my
brothers put you through. The important thing is that we
have the key to the fane.

Gabo (chat): What a bunch of children. At least they're all
right. This key must be something important. You think the
Queen would want to know about it?
Maribel (chat): I would rather die than have those morons
for brothers, but we have that key!
Aira (chat): I wonder what this key is for? Maybe the Queen
would know.
Brother on the left: Man! I thought I was done for when the
monsters came out! Huh? You're still here?
Saide (chat): What a bunch of babies. Thanks, HERO.
Maribel (chat): What an arrogant pig! He screamed like a
child!
Brother in the middle: Saide, Saviors, be careful! Just leave
the palace and village to us! Wa ha ha ha!
Aira (chat): Well, there are men in the village, too. Let's get
going, HERO.
Brother on the right: I'm so glad I have a family! I feel the
pulsing warmth of my tender heart. Thanks for saving me!
Saide (chat): I just hope this straightens them out a little.
Gabo (chat): It's so strange when someone thanks me! It
makes me feel ticklish all over!
Desert man upstairs on the left: We swear before God that
we will guard this doorway! I mean it! We may have been
bribed, but we didn't let 'em in!
Maribel (chat): The Queen would be very displeased if we
told her about this. I'm a kind woman, though, so I'll let it
go.
Scholar walking around in library: Hello, Saide. What? You
found the King’s<key graphic>? I'd heard it was somewhere in
here. Was it in the Fane? It was? Hmm. Well, it is an ancient
artifact, after all. It is a symbol of the link between the
material and spiritual world.
Saide (chat): I never imagined I'd see the King's Key with
my own eyes.

Aira (chat): That which ties people and spirits together...
Hmm. I think I'm beginning to understand.
Scholar (again): The King’s<key graphic> has been a treasure
of the royal family for generations. It is a symbol of the link
between the material and spiritual world.
Scholar at the table: Oh, Saide! That book you asked for is
over on the last shelf down. What, you found the King’s<key
graphic> inside the Fane? The legendary King’s<key graphic>! I
didn't think it actually existed! Who knows what you could
discover with that key?
Saide (chat): It's said that the location of the King's Key
was unknown even to the rulers of Dune.
Maribel (chat): If we find treasure, we split it up fairly. Half
for me, half for everyone else!
Gabo (chat): How big do you think it'll be? I'm so excited!
Third scholar: Hello, Saide! Hmm... The King’s<key graphic>?
The King’s<key graphic> has been part of our lore for
centuries. It's said the key chooses its user of its own
volition.
Saide (chat): Now is the time to use the key. The savior who
must use it is you, HERO.
Aira (chat): What kind of door could this key be for?
Royal maidservant in guardhouse: This person saved my life
when I was attacked by monsters outside the Palace. He
hasn't awakened yet. I'm so worried.
Young desert woman by item shop: Did you hear that?
There are monsters down below us! I can hear them!
Gabo (chat): I can hear what's going on downstairs pretty
well from here.
Young desert man near kitchen: Hello, Saide! Ah, the
Saviors are with you too!
Queen: Oh, Saviors, you're... Oh my! Where did you find that
key? It is the property of the Royal House and has been
handed down since the days of King Hadeed! According to

legend, he said that when the time was right, use the key to
reopen the Sphinx. The will of King Hadeed must have led you
to the King’s<key graphic>, and surely the time the legend
speaks of is now!
Saide (chat): Are you telling me that the ancient King knew
about all of this? Amazing. The path is laid out for you,
HERO. Now you must follow it.
Gabo (chat): There's a secret door inside the Sphinx? Let's
go!
Maribel (chat): Hadeed is doing little to disguise his
arrogance. Oh, well. Let's get to the Sphinx! We can't fall
behind.
Aira (chat): That door has been closed for hundreds of
years. There must be some clue inside. Let's hurry up the
Nila to the Sphinx, HERO!
Queen (again): The King’s<key graphic> is the key to the
Sphinx's entrance. What lies beyond those doors? No one
can say anymore. All we can rely on are the ancient tales
about the Terra Spirit.
Traveling merchant on first floor at table on the right:
We can't leave now! Not with all those monsters outside!
What? There are monsters underground, too? That's all the
more reason to stay right here!

Sphinx
Saide (chat): I'm so excited, HERO! We'll be opening a door
locked up by an ancient ruler hundreds of years ago!
Maribel (chat): Somewhere inside this giant statue is a door
that can only be opened with the King's Key. But where?
Gabo (chat): Headeed Hadeed made this statue and the
King's Key. Amazing! Where can we use that key?
Aira (chat): This is the Sphinx. There must be a clue inside
about the Spirit!

Gabo (chat, inside): Hadeed made this statue and the King's
Key. Amazing! Hey, HERO. Where can we use that key?
Young desert man in back alcove on the right, looking at
snake statue: My grandfather told me about this statue all
the time. He spoke of how all good and righteous souls join
God in the heavens./comma instead of period/ .../no
ellipsis/and become reborn, just like a snake sheds its skin.
You want to hear more tales? Hmm... I don't know any more.
Young desert woman (on third floor): I came to visit the
great Spirit, but I'm afraid of heights. I hope he can hear
my prayers from down here!
Archaeologist: Grumble grumble... Zzzzz... [It looks like he's
asleep.]
Gabo (chat): Is that old man sleeping? He's going to catch a
cold!
Maribel (chat, on fourth floor): Somewhere inside this
giant statue is a door that can only be opened with the King's
Key. but But where?
Royal maidservant blocking passage to back door: I'm
terribly sorry, but I cannot let you pass. What? The
King’s<key graphic>? I see. It seems the time truly has come.
Proceed, and open the door with the King’s<key graphic>. Good
luck! {She steps aside.}
Saide (chat): Hurry up and use the King's Key, HERO! Both
door and key have waited years for this moment!
Maribel (chat): The door's finally open! Let's lose the
theatrics and get going!
Gabo (chat): What will we do if a monster roars and leaps at
us when we open the door? Don't worry. I'll take care of it if
anything happens.
Aira (chat): Will that door really open with the King's Key?
What do you think is on the other side? Hurry and open it,
HERO!

Royal maidservant (again): They say that the King’s<key
graphic> is the key to the Spirits themselves.
Observation (when you touch the back door): HERO used
the King's key! The door slowly creaked open!
Saide (chat): Where could this path lead?
Maribel (chat): It's open!
Saide (as you approach a large floor tile in the hallway
beyond the King’s door): Hmm... Looks like there's something
written on those tiles.
Saide (chat): Hmm. Looks like there's something written on
those tiles.
Gabo (chat): It's true! There's something written on the
floor! Let's go, HERO!
Observation: HERO examined the ground! There's a message
inscribed on the floor. 'The eyes shine brightly through the
deep darkness.'
Saide (chat): Those words must have been passed down from
ancient times.
Aira (chat): HERO, you better remember these words. They
must be some kind of clue.
Maribel (chat): Oh, now I get it! You figure it out yet,
HERO? Think!
Gabo (chat): I can't understand this! I get a headache just
looking at it!
Observation: HERO examined the ground! There's a message
inscribed on the floor. 'The lips are closed tightly. Only time
may part them.'
Observation: HERO examined the ground! There's a message
inscribed on the floor. 'The ears are born of a broken heart.'
Observation: HERO examined the ground! There's a message
inscribed on the floor. 'The nose is in the lowest place, and in
the highest.'

Saide (continued): That's strange. I think we had better
copy this down, it may be important. If you wish to see it,
just ask me. Now, let's continue.
Saide (chat): Do you want to read the writing on the tile one
more time? (Yes/No)
Saide (if you say ‘No’): All right. Tell me if you
change your mind.
Saide (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. This is what it says— 'His
eyes brighten any darkness. His tightly closed mouth can be
opened only by time. His ears are born from the heart of
twins. His nose is higher and lower than anyone in the world.'
There is no more. The writing is cryptic, but I think those
are clues about the face of the Terra Spirit.
Gabo (chat, back on main floor): Forget something, HERO?
Come on! Let's go through the door!
Maribel (chat, back on main floor): The door's open! Stop
standing around! Let's go in!

Dune Village
Maribel (chat): HERO? You aren't scared already, are you?
We need to search the Sphinx for clues about the face of
the Terra Spirit! We better hurry back!
Aira (chat): We have to be prepared. There's no telling what
will be waiting for us inside the Sphinx.

Dune Oasis
Gabo (chat): Do you think that old man has remembered the
rest of the song yet?
Maribel (chat): I suppose we could try talking to that old
man. We don't have time for bumbling around. We need to
take action!

Desert shaman: I'm at a loss. I have no idea how to continue!
What? You've found the rest of the song? But, how? [HERO
taught the words found in the Sphinx to the shaman!] Hmm. I
am sorry, but this is not a song for calling the Spirit. But,
what's this? The wind tells me it could still be useful. It
seems there's a legend that the Spirit's face was sealed
away somewhere. Maybe this is telling us something about
the Terra Spirit. Hmm. Why don't you return to the Sphinx
once more?
Desert shaman (again): What you've found is not a song for
calling the Terra Spirit. However, there is a legend about the
Spirit's face being sealed away somewhere. Maybe this is
telling us something about the Terra Spirit. Hmm. Why don't
you return to the Sphinx once more?

Sphinx
Gabo (chat, B1): Whew! It's nice and cool underground!
Maribel (chat, B1): This is creepy. How long does it go on?
Saide (chat, B2): Do you want to read the writing on the tile
one more time? (Yes/No)
Saide (if you say ‘No’): All right. Tell me if you
change your mind.
Saide (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. This is what it syas says—
'His eyes brighten any darkness. His tightly closed mouth can
be opened only by time. His ears are born from the heart of
twins. His nose is higher and lower than anyone in the world.'
There is no more. The writing is cryptic, but I think those
are clues about the face of the Terra Spirit.
Maribel (chat, B2): Water below the desert? I can't believe
it!
Treasure chest – Mimic

Underground Pyramid
Gabo (chat): Wasn't there some writing or something at the
entrance? Maybe a drawing?
Aira (chat): A lake under the desert? What's going on here?
Maribel (chat): Look! HERO! There's a lake down here! We
better not fall down!
Maribel (chat): Well, we made it inside. Are there really any
clues in here?
Aira (chat): Be careful, HERO. We don't know what we'll run
into here.
Observation (7F): A torch adorns the inside of the casket.
Close the casket lid? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO closes the lid! The
room has become slightly dimmer.
Observation: The lid of the casket is tightly closed. Open the
casket lid? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO opens the lid! The
room has become a little brighter.
Observation (five times): A torch adorns the inside of the
casket. Close the casket lid? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO closes the lid! The
room has become slightly dimmer.
Observation (sixth casket): A torch adorns the inside of the
casket. Close the casket lid? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO closes the lid! The
room is now pitch black.
Observation: At your feet are a pair of brightly shining gems.
HERO obtained the Seer'sGem!
Gabo (chat): Do you really think the face of the Spirit will be
in here, HERO?
Maribel (chat): We found something, but is it even useful?

Dune Oasis
Desert shaman: Oh, it's you! Hmm. What? What's that jewel
in your hand? Really? It is from deep within the Sphinx? Oh,
my! The Terra Spirit's face is hidden within! Now, we just
have to find all of the pieces,/no comma/ to assemble his
face. We don't have enough yet. Please, go and find the rest
of the jewels!
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO! I bet the rest of the jewels
are underground, too!
Gabo (chat): If the jewel we found was the face, then does
he have a shiny body?
Desert shaman (again): I can't call the Spirit until we have
all the pieces of his face. We don't have enough yet. Please,
go and find the rest of the jewels!

Underground Pyramid
Observation (4F): The head of a fierce monster is on the
wall.
Observation: There is a beautiful crescent shaped gem here.
HERO obtained the Rouge Gem!
Observation (2F): You have found a heart-shaped gem! HERO
obtained the Heart Gem!
Command: Item – Heart Gem – Use
It’s a beautiful jewel shaped like a heart. There is a crack in
the middle. Do you want to break it in half? (Yes/No)
Observation (if you say ‘Yes’): HERO broke the
heart/hyphen/shaped jewel in two! They almost remind HERO
of two ears. HERO obtained the PierceGem.
Observation (B1): A brilliant triangular gem glitters here.
HERO obtained the Nose Gem!

Maribel (chat): Ha ha! Thanks to me, everything went
perfectly! Let's hurry back, HERO!
Aira (chat): What if this doesn't awaken the Spirit? No, I'm
sorry. It will. I know it will!
Gabo (chat): Wow. How did they manage to build this huge
thing underground?

Sphinx
Gabo (chat, B2): How did they build this place underground?

Dune Oasis
Desert shaman: Oh, it's you! Hmm. What? You've completed
the entire face! This is wonderful! Now then, please let me
borrow them. [HERO handed over the jewels to the shaman!]
Oh, yes! Yes! Look! {He throws the jewels into the air.} Oh
great Terra Spirit! Listen to us once more! Thy form is drawn
upon the earth! The time to rise is near! Oh, great Guardian
of the Earth! Heed our plaintive call! Arise from your sleep,
and let the world see your form! {The earth rumbles and the
Terra Spirit rises out of the ground.} Oh! Look!
Saide (continued): Unbelievable!
Terra Spirit (continued): Humans, were you the ones who
awakened me? You must be both brave and wise to have
succeeded in the ritual. For this, I shall assist you. What is
your wish? Tell me what you request of me. [HERO explained
to the Terra Spirit what had transpired.] I see. These are
trying times, indeed. The world will soon need warriors of
your caliber. Now, to free this desert of the scourge
inflicted upon it. {He seems to shake the earth with
tremors.} It is done. The people of Dune shall suffer no
more. However, as you know, I alone cannot restore this

continent. When all four Spirits are awakened and our
efforts are combined, the desert may be returned to the
bright world. That I shall leave to you, HERO. I will wait at
Dharma Temple for the time to come. If you ever need my
powers again, use this to call upon me. [HERO received the
TerraChrm!] I protect all living creatures of the desert
against evil. I promise you, the desert will be at peace once
more. Now, go! {He disappears.}
Desert shaman (continued): .......... I no longer sense any
monsters.
Saide (continued): I can't believe it! I saw the Terra Spirit
with my own eyes! I have chosen wisely in siding with you,
HERO. I am eternally grateful.
Desert shaman (continued): Thanks to the Terra Spirit, the
desert is free from the monsters. Or should I say, thanks to
you. Hmm. My work here is done. I'm going back to the
village. Mmm? Did I just hear a snap? Owwwww! My back! I
can't move!
Saide (continued): Sigh... Here, I'll help you. We're going
back to Dune village. HERO, I'm sure the Queen would love to
hear about what has transpired. Why don't you go and deliver
the good news?
Aira (chat): Not even the Spirits can revive this land! The
one who sealed it must have been... What? Never mind. Let's
speak to the Queen about all of this.
Maribel (chat): We did it, HERO! The Terra Spirit awoke!
Let's tell the Queen that Dune is safe!
Gabo (chat): The Terra Spirit was huge! He must have been
as big as the Sphinx. I can't believe we finally woke him up!
Gabo (chat): That shaman is amazing!
Maribel (chat): It's hard to believe that we revived the
Terra Spirit here.
Aira (chat): Thanks to the Spirit, the desert is fine for now.
We must go wake all the others!

Dune Village
Aira (chat): Dune is fine now, HERO. Let's go find the next
Spirit.
Gabo (chat): The whole village is smiling! Ha ha!
Maribel (chat): How many villages have been saved by my
generous efforts? Ha ha ha! I feel all warm and fuzzy just
thinking about it!
Young desert man at entrance: Welcome to the Dune village!
This is the home of the Terra Spirit.
Cat by southeast house: Mew! Mew! Mew!
Traveling merchant: Step right up! I'm having a sale to
celebrate the Terra Spirit! Buy anything in the store and I'll
throw in a free smile! {shop talk}
Tough guy in southeast house: The monsters are finally
gone, but it's still dark! I long to see the sun again.
Cat by southwest house: Purr purr...
Young desert man in southwest house: I woke up on the
kitchen floor today, clutching a bottle... Is it true the Terra
Spirit was revived?!
Maribel (chat): I can't believe this guy.
Young desert woman upstairs: Hee hee... Silly boys! They
stayed up all night to guard me while I was sleeping.
Little boy on the right: Zzz... Zzz...
Little boy on the left: Zzzzz...
Little boy: Yay! Yay! We're going outside, we're going
outside!
Young desert woman in front of inn talking to old woman
(if you talk to her or the old woman): I just hope
something can be done about the sky now!
Old woman (continued): We should count our blessings. The
Terra Spirit is busy helping places worse off than here.

Young desert woman (continued): It is true. He rules over
more than just this desert, after all.
Young desert woman (again): I wish I could see sunny skies
again.
Old woman (again): Shame that not everyplace every place
has a guardian spirit to watch over it.
Innkeeper: Oh, Great Saviors! I heard you woke up the
Spirit. You are truly the brightest stars in the Dune sky! I
would be honored to have you stay here tonight. But I'm
running a business here, so... {inn talk}
Little boy behind inn: My mom told me the Terra Spirit said
to do chores for her. I didn't hear him say that!
Young desert man in front of Chief’s house: Oh, our
Saviors! How good to see you again. The Chief is inside.
Please go in and see him.
Young desert woman in front of Chief’s room: Oh, my... I
had no idea... {She notices HERO.} Aaah! Hmm? Oh, guests!
Welcome!
Saide: Ready, HERO? I was just telling Father about our
journey.
Saide (again): It looks like your travels are far from over,
HERO. I wish I could go with you, but Father won't let me
leave.
Maribel (chat): Saide did better than I expected.
Gabo (chat): I hope I'll get a chance to travel with him again
sometime.
Aira (chat): I'll miss Saide. Won't you, HERO?
Middle brother (on the right): Ah! Hello, Saviors! We were
just telling our father what happened. I was the best
fighter, right? C'mon, tell him!
Maribel (chat): You're easily flattered.
Eldest brother (lower left): I volunteered to help you,
remember! Give my regards to the old man, okay?
Aira (chat): God.

Youngest brother (upper left): You know I taught Saide
everything he knows, don't you? You know that, right?
Gabo (chat): Ha ha ha! Same as always.
Chief: Oh, our Saviors! Saide told me about your adventures!
You've finally revived the Terra Spirit. I'm so thankful! Tell
me, what did he say to you? [HERO tells the Chief about the
Terra Spirit!] Hmm, that's not too different from what I
heard. If the Terra Spirit is right, our suffering will soon
end. But what could possibly be so powerful that not even the
Terra Spirit himself could stop it? What if all the spirits
gathered and still could not defeat it? No, that cannot
happen. I'm sorry. I'm just being too pessimistic. Please be
careful, Great Saviors!
Aira (chat): The Terra Spirit awoke, but we can't let our
guard down. Stay strong, HERO.
Maribel (chat): No one can defeat us! Right, HERO?
Gabo (chat): The Chief worries too much! Everything will be
fine!
Chief (again): You've finally revived the Terra Spirit. I'm so
thankful! But what on earth could stop the Terra Spirit
himself? God still hasn't answered us, either... What will
become of us? I'm sorry. I'm just being too pessimistic.
Please be careful, Great Saviors!
Young desert woman in Chief’s wife’s room: I heard that
other Spirits exist besides ours, but I'm sure the Terra
Spirit is the strongest!
Chief’s wife: Greetings, Great Saviors! Thank you for looking
after Saide! I feel so much better. It must be the Spirit's
work!
Young desert woman on terrace: Even the Terra Spirit can't
restore the sky. What's this? All of the Spirits must be
awakened? Oh! Good luck!

Young desert man in servants’ quarters on the left: Hey,
Saviors! We saw the Terra Spirit! It was amazing! I could see
him even with my eyes closed!
Young desert man on the right: I'm sure Saide will be the
next Chief now. Don't you think so, Saviors?
Young desert woman in kitchen in Chief’s house: Hold on,
kitty! I'll feed you in a second.
Cat: Meow! Meow!
Cat in Saide’s hut: Meow! Meow!
Cat near bookshelf: Meow! Meow!
Cat near Chief’s house: Purrr... Mew...
Young desert woman in upper room of large house on the
right: I'm feeling a lot better now that I saw the Spirit.
That's why I'm making dinner now! You want some? Oh,
you're off to look for the other Spirits? Well, the door's
always open around here!
Gabo (chat): Promise me, HERO! We've got to come back
here and have a feast, all right?
Young desert woman (again): Wake up all the Spirits and
restore peace to the entire world. Come back here then. I'll
cook up a storm!
Young desert man: Wheeze... Wheeze... No, I'm not sick. I'm
just a little winded. When the Terra Spirit appeared, I
panicked and ran away from town.
Young desert man in middle room of large house on the
right: The Terra Spirit? Hah! You sure you guys weren't
dreaming?
Old woman in lower room of large house on the right: Oh,
what a blessed event! The Terra Spirit saved us all! He even
talked to me! What an honor!
Old man: I never imagine imagined I'd get to see the Terra
Spirit! He's always with us. I'm overjoyed!
Desert shaman by large pot: Thank you, oh Saviors, for
awakening the Terra Spirit! {church talk}

Desert shaman inside large pot: The Terra Spirit is in
Dharma, biding his time. And so I will bide my time here, until
fishing season returns, yes.
Maribel (chat): What could he possibly get out of fishing in
sand? Certainly not fish!
Gabo (chat): Heh heh. The shaman is looking as good as usual.

Sphinx
Aira (chat): After this, I'm sure the people of Dune will hold
the Terra Spirit in higher reverence than ever.
Gabo (chat): Next time you come out, come out dressed up
like the statue, okay?
Maribel (chat): He doesn't look like the statue, but he's
huge.
Young desert man on the left: Travelers! Did you hear? The
Terra Spirit has awoken! It was incredible!
Young desert man on the right: Damn, this statue's huge!
The real thing's pretty big, too, but this is gigantic!
Royal maidservant on the left: Welcome to the Sphinx. This
statue is a constant reminder that the Terra Spirit is always
with us.
Royal maidservant, inside, on the right: You are now inside
the body of the great Terra Spirit. This is the only statue of
its kind in the entire world.
Young desert woman in alcove on the right: The Sphinx lit
up like a flame when the Terra Spirit appeared!
Young desert man in alcove on the left: I wish that the
Spirit had been able to stay here and dwell among us. And
what is this 'Dharma Temple' he spoke of?
Old man looking at turtle statue: A long life is the key to a
rewarding life. That's what we can learn from this statue. I
will pass on these teachings as long as I have life!

Priest by altar: I'm just thanking the Terra Spirit. That
doesn't compromise my faith in God!
Man in blue vest: Oh, great Spirit, please protect our fair
desert! Help us return the world to normal as quickly as
possible!
Young desert woman: I will keep on in faith, Terra Spirit.
Please, return peace to our meager lives.
Royal maidservant at altar: Welcome to the Sphinx! This
statue represents one of the many forms of the Terra Spirit.
Young desert man in back alcove on the right (looking at
snake statue): My grandfather told me about this statue all
the time. He spoke of how all good and righteous souls join
God in the heavens./comma instead of period/ .../no
ellipsis/and become reborn, just like a butterfly sheds its
cocoon.
Young desert man on the left: ... [He looks like he's lost in
thought.]
Desert shaman looking at phoenix statue: Everything we
must know in life is shown to us in this statue. There is much
to be learned by walking the righteous path in life. If you are
truly righteous, then Messengers of God will come to guide
you in death.
Royal maidservant by central stairs: Climb the stairs, and
you can go right to the Spirit's face.
Royal maidservant near King’s door: The King's<key graphic>
appears only when it deems itself necessary. Please hold on
to it until then.
Gabo (chat): This King's Key is strange. How does it decide
when it's time for a new owner?
Maribel (chat): Hadeed saved us this time.
Young desert man on third floor terrace: It may be my
imagination, but ever since the Spirit returned, this statue
looks even more majestic than before.

Archaeologist: Did you see him? What do you mean, who? The
Terra Spirit! The Terra Spirit! I drew a sketch of him. Do
you want to see it? (Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): If you insist.
Archaeologist (again): I bet you want to see my drawing!
(Yes/No)
Archaeologist (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}
Archaeologist (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Okay!
Here it is! [The Scholar showed HERO his drawing of the
Terra Spirit. A human figure is scrawled on the paper in
thick, messy lines.] Ha ha ha! I ought to be an artist, not a
scholar!
Maribel (chat): It's pretty impressive that he isn't
frightened by monsters or darkness!
Gabo (chat): Maybe I should draw the Earth Terra Spirit and
the Fire Flame Spirit before I forget what they look like.
Aira (chat): I suppose everone has their talents and
weaknesses.
Royal maidservant on fourth floor: The Terra Spirit didn't
look much like this Sphinx.
Traveling merchant outside by face: Oh mighty Spirit, I
have but two humble requests. Please grant peace to the
desert, and great wealth to me!
Old woman: Great Terra Spirit, I beg of you! Oh, great
Spirit! Please return sunlight to the sky!

Dune Palace
Gabo (chat): I'm glad that everyone's happier now. Aren't
you, HERO?
Maribel (chat): Doesn't the palace seem so much brighter
than before?
Aira (chat): Everyone's better now because of you, HERO!

Desert man on the right: Oh! Our Saviors! We heard the
words of the Terra Spirit! You 're going to awaken the other
Spirits from their sleep? Please, be careful!
Gabo (chat): I bet you could see it from all the way back in
the palace!
Maribel (chat): Everyone else heard the Terra Spirit? Damn.
I thought we were the only ones.
Desert man on the left: I felt the ground shake, then I saw
a giant shadow appear! Right after that, the Terra Spirit
began to speak!
Young desert man: Hey, did you hear the news? (Yes/No)
Young desert man (if you say ‘No’): You won't believe this,
but the Terra Spirit appeared before us! The ground rumbled
as his gigantic body rose from the earth! I couldn't believe
my own eyes!
Young desert man (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, you did? Isn't it
amazing?
Cat on the right: Rrrrnn...
Desert man on right side of arch: The Terra Spirit said
that the skyward shadows will soon be dispelled, and the
skies cleared. Even so, I still must perform my duty!
Desert man on left side of arch: I heard that other
countries have fallen into the darkness as well. How could
anyone be powerful enough to cause all this havoc?
Little boy in front of door on the left: If the Terra Spirit
shows up, I wanna be first to see him! That's why I'm stayin'
here!
Cat on left side of throne: Reeyaow...
Royal maidservant by the throne: I don't feel so bad
because I know it will all be over soon. The Terra Spirit has
sparked a light of hope in my heart!
Aira (chat): As long as there is hope, people can recover
from any disaster. I wish them good luck.

Royal maidservant on the left: I was scared to go outside,
so I hadn't done any cleaning in ages. But with the Terra
Spirit on my side, I can do anything!
Bard: I heard it was a song that woke the Terra Spirit from
his sleep. Song and poetry can be more powerful than you
think!
Traveling merchant in front of door on the right: What?
There aren't any monsters in the desert? Now maybe I can
get out of here, finally!
Traveling merchant, inside, sleeping on table: Zzzzz...
Old man: That's an odd place to take a nap.
Desert man on the right: The Queen is at the end of these
stairs. The Royal Burial Chamber is two floors beneath us.
Desert man on the left: Everybody is pitching in to repair
the underground Fane. We're all eager to see it restored to
the way it was!
Cat on the left: Meow.
Royal maidservant in dressing room downstairs: The
basement repairs are leaving me terribly shorthanded.
Cat in kitchen: Mrowrr!
Royal maidservant: I couldn't believe it, but I heard the
voice of the Spirit! He was with us after all.
Young desert man outside kitchen: Well, so much for God!
At least the Terra Spirit helps us out when we need him!
Little girl by weapon shop: Did you talk to the Spirit too,
Kitty?
Cat: Meow!
Tough guy at weapon shop: I know the Spirits are gonna
make everything all right, but you better not let your guard
down yet! {shop talk}
Young desert man at item shop: It wouldn't do to forget
this momentous day. Why not buy something to commemorate
it? I've got just the items to help you! {shop talk}

Young desert woman near guardhouse: We can't be the only
ones suffering in this world. Can the Terra Spirit save
everyone else, too?
Young desert man in guardhouse: Why hasn't anyone done
anything about the monsters under the... What? You beat the
monsters under the palace? Oh, thank you!
Royal maidservant: He finally woke up. Is the Spirit
responsible for this, too?
Desert man in bed: Yawn...
Scholar walking around in library: You're back! Thank you
for saving us, the people of the desert. I heard you met the
Terra Spirit. Could you tell me about him? [HERO told the
Scholar about the Terra Spirit.] I see. Simply amazing. Just
like it was written in the ancient tomes! We'll need to
preserve your story for posterity as well!
Maribel (chat): I want to make sure that they tell their
grandchildren how incredibly beautiful I was!
Scholar (again): I learned much from your story. Thank you!
Scholar at table: If you dig a well and look down it in the
daytime, you'll see stars in the water's reflection. Amazing,
eh?
Scholar by bookshelves: The face of the Terra Spirit was
sealed by a jewel. How did our ancestors use it to seal him in
the first place?
Young desert man near stairs on the right: You summoned
the Terra Spirit? That's just amazing! Where did he go?
Desert man in front of Queen’s chamber on the right: Now
we've finally seen the Terra Spirit at work. I always knew he
was with us!
Gabo (chat): You say He saw the Terra Spirit from withing
within the palace? No way!
Desert man on the left: Oh, our Saviors! Welcome back!
Please, come right in and see the Queen!

Royal maidservant in Queen’s chamber on the left: Ahh,
Great Saviors. I'm so glad to see you safely returned.
Royal maidservant on the right: The great Terra Spirit
speaks to our souls. No matter where we may be, we can see
him and hear his voice.
Queen: Oh, Saviors! I am so happy to see you back safely.
The Terra Spirit has reawoken and dispelled the monsters
from the desert once more! From the depths of our hearts,
we thank you. However, though the Spirit has driven the
monsters away, its powers pale in comparison to the darkness
which shrouds this land. All we can do now is pray for your
safety as you quest to defeat the evil in this realm. Please,
be careful. We will await your successful return.
Aira (chat): Everyone is depending on us! We can't fail!
Gabo (chat): If we wake the other Spirits, do you think
they'll give us another feast?
Maribel (chat): Let's go, HERO. We must wake the Spirits!
There's no time to lose! We have to save Fishbel and Dune!
Queen (again): We thank you, from the bottom of our
hearts, for saving the desert. May your continuing journeys
be equally as successful!
Cat in Queen’s chamber: Purrr....
Royal maidservant downstairs on the left: Sigh. If only all
these people could have seen the Spirit with us.
Royal maidservant on the right: This is our communal
gravesite. Please, proceed quietly.
Desert shaman: Thanks to you, this graveyard won't be
expanding anytime soon.
Royal maidservant at grave: Oh Queen Fedel, please protect
us!
Desert men near stairs to the fane: Ahem! The Fane below
is open to everyone! We can let anybody in, so go right ahead.
C'mon! Hurry up!
Maribel (chat, downstairs): I hope the fane is rebuilt soon.

Gabo (chat, downstairs): I feel awful. I knew we should have
destroyed all of the monsters.
Aira (chat, downstairs): It will take time, but someday this
village will shake of the tenacious grasp of sadness.
Royal maidservant: This is the Fane of the people of Dune.
The monsters ransacked it, so now we're busy with repairs.
Royal maidservant on main floor: We've finally begun
repairs on this part of the Fane.
Royal maidservant near moon plaque on the right: To tell
the truth, it's difficult for me to be here. I can't help but
remember all my slain friends.
Royal maidservant near back pond: The statue of God is
destroyed, but we all must still pray! We must pray for
peace, and for your safe passage.
Royal maidservant in front of treasury on the right:
Unfortunately, the monsters completely destroyed the
treasury. You can go in, if you want to see for yourself.
Royal maidservant in front of treasury on the left:
Monsters carried off everything in the treasury.
Royal maidservant on upper left side of room: The blood
that has been shed here is that of our heroic comrades who
have sacrificed themselves for this Fane. I heard that you
were the ones who finally defeated the monsters. I thank
you on behalf of all of us, living and dead.
On the ground – Wizard Ring
On the ground – Potion

Dune Desert
Aira (chat, on World Map): I'm going to miss Dune, but we
must begin the hunt for the Spirits.
Maribel (chat, on World Map): Ha ha ha! And so the
beautiful Miss Maribel left her mark on another land! You
worms should feel honored in my presence!

Gabo (chat, on World Map): That disgusting smell is gone.
The Terra Spirit must have taken out the monsters!

Sharkeye’s Ship
Sharkeye: HERO, since you've already brought the
Terra/Wind Spirit back, all we have to do is awaken the
Wind/Terra Spirit. Then, the path to the Aqua Spirit will be
revealed. I'm willing to bet my majestically billowing red cape
and monstrous belt buckle that the Aqua Spirit can be found
in the Rainbow Cove on Estard. Once you revive the
Wind/Terra Spirit, come back to the ship. After that, the
Aquagon<sword graphic> should guide us right to the cove.
{Reverse “Terra” and “Wind” if you awakened the Wind Spirit
first.}
Aira (chat): Everything will become clear once the four
Spirits have been revived? I hope so.
Maribel (chat): Hmm. The Aqua Spirit is sleeping in Rainbow
Cove? I never would have guessed it.
Gabo (chat): Okay, HERO. Let's hurry up and revive this
Spirit and go see the Water Aqua Spirit!
Caddell: Don't worry. Even if monsters attack, the ship's
helmsman will protect us. What's that? I'm the 'what', now?
Do you wish to plow the waves to the southwestern lands
again? (Yes/No)
Caddell (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. We'll set off
immediately. All hands! Take your positions! Set sail, due
southwest!
Caddel (continued, when you arrive at Dharma): We're
here! Let me know when you wish to put to sea.

Dharma Temple

Knight on the left: We're protecting the entrance, go on
inside!
Lady: The Terra/Wind Spirit has returned to Dharma! With
the Flame and Terra/WindSpirits, we're much safer here. Of
course, the Spirits' true power comes only when all four are
alive. I can only hope they're all gathered here soon!
{Reverse “Terra” and “Wind” if you awakened the Wind Spirit
first.}
Maribel (chat): Let's hurry, HERO! We still have Spirits to
revive!
Gabo (chat): Dharma should be safe as long as the Terra
Spirit is here! Of the Spirits we've met so far, the Terra
Spirit is the strongest one!
Aira (chat): It looks like the Terra Spirit isn't the only one
that's difficult to deal with.
Fighter: Only the Spirits can return light to this world now!
Aira (chat): I guess the priests can feel the Spirits' power
funneling into the fane.
Maribel (chat): If I were a Spirit, I'd go to Dharma and lord
my power over my helpless minions!
Priest in kitchen downstairs: We snuck in here to find out
what's going on outside. The boss says it's the Demon Lord,
but what's he know, eh?
Knight in armory on the right: I've never fought a monster
in my entire life. Do you think I'm really qualified to protect
Dharma? (Yes/No)
Knight (if you say ‘Yes’): Thanks. This is all getting me so
jittery.
Knight (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... I knew it! I might as well
throw away this armor.
Gabo (chat): If he's never fought a monster before, he
should go out right now and just do it!

Aira (chat): I shudder to think what might happen if
monsters attack, with such inexperienced soldiers on duty
here.
Maribel (chat): I remember the first time I fought a
monster... What a rush!
Head Priest (in his office): It is said the spirits will save us.
We must have faith in them to assuage our anxieties.
Aira (chat): I hope that people keep their faith in the
Spirits.
Gabo (chat): I'm sick of this darkness. I miss the sunshine!
Temple priestess on second floor by inn: Now we've got
another Spirit looking over us! It won't be long before we see
the sun shining again!
Temple monk in library: Remember how I had felt there was
something looking out for me? It was really the Flame Spirit!
We have not been deserted by everything yet.

Engow
Pamela in her shop: Oh, it's you people again. How are the
Elemental Spirits? (Yes/No)
Pamela (either way): Hmm, so you've revived the Earth
Terra/Wind Spirit already? I knew you could do it. Now you
have to revive the Wind/Terra and Water Aqua Spirits. Get
going. Time is running out. According to my fortune telling,
terrible things are now happening in the world. You are the
only ones who can save us! Don't stop now! {Reverse “Terra”
and “Wind” if you awakened the Wind Spirit first.}

Lefa Fane

Young man: What's happening here? It's been dark for days
and days! {He notices HERO.} Greetings, traveler! I heard
God was revived! Is it really true? (Yes/No)
Young man (if you say ‘No’): Just as I thought! Damn
it! We were all excited about the rumors, and then
this happens.
Young man (if you say ‘Yes’): Really? But then, what's all
this?
Young man (if you talk to him again and answer either
way): I just don't get it. Why would anyone do such a thing?
Gentleman: Huh? Where did you come from? Do you have any
idea what happened to the sky? The change was almost
instant.
Young man (continued): What? What is that? {A monster
flies in and battle with a SnowBat starts.}
Young man (continued, after battle): Hey! You okay?
Gentleman (continued): {He stands up.} Mmm... I think I'm
okay. {to HERO} Thanks. I nearly got killed out there. I've
never seen monsters around here before. Could the dark sky
have been a sign of their arrival? So, what's going to happen
to the world now?
Gabo (chat): Whew! I got scared a bit there.
Aira (chat): I remember now. This is the fane near Gorges.
Young man (again): That was amazing! You're so strong! I
didn't know there was anybody like you left!
Young woman: 'The trees forgot the whisper of the wind, and
the dark cloud seeped the color from the sky!' That's from a
poem passed down throughout our people's literary history. I
hate the idea, but maybe it was prophesying what's going on
now.
Nun by special Lefan door: This door may only be opened by
a member of the Lefa tribe. Do you wish to proceed?
(Yes/No)

Nun (if you say ‘No’): I'm afraid I cannot leave this position
to aid you in any other way. You shouldn't concern yourself
with my responsibilities. Just let me know if you wish to go
through the door.
Nun (if you say ‘Yes’): In that case, wait just a moment.
{She opens the door.} You may pass. The door will close right
after you enter.
Nun (again): I'm afraid I cannot leave this position to aid you
in any other way. You shouldn't concern yourself with my
responsibilities. Just go on through.
Nun by Firia statue: Restoring the great Firia to perfection
will awaken the sleeping Spirit. This is another legend of the
great Firia. But 'perfection'... What's missing from her now?
Aira (chat): But I have no idea what 'restoring her to
perfection' could mean! It doesn't make sense.
Maribel (chat): You got that, didn't you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): In other words, the
sleeping saint in the story is probably this land's
protective spirit. And we can probably wake that
Spirit up by doing something to this statue!
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You didn't? Did you get even
dumber while I was gone? In other words, the sleeping saint
in the story is probably this land's protective spirit. And we
can probably wake that Spirit up by doing something to this
statue!
Old woman: I heard screams! What's happening out there?
Maid on first floor in back room: Those researchers
certainly look pensive. I hope they can find some solution to
this plight of ours!
Old man (as you enter room on the left): Hmm. So that's
it. These writings Firia left us may hold the key to this entire
predicament.

Scholar (continued): 'Guided by the voice from heaven, climb
the rock that towers above the southern lands. At the peak
of the rock is the holy altar?' That's what it says, anyway.
Old man (continued): Right! And I believe that the tower to
the south is the Wind Tower.
Scholar (continued): In other words, the Wind Altar is on
top of the Wind Tower.
Old man (continued): That's got to be it!
Scholar (continued): Hold on! I don't have any proof to back
that up.
Old man (continued): I'm not making this speech without
good reason! This is an emergency! There's no time to prove
everything I say! As long as the potential for survival exists,
we must quickly settle upon a course of action.
Scholar (continued): That is true, but we can't forget about
the monsters. Who could we possibly ask to go into the Wind
Tower?
Old man (continued): No one! That's the problem! It would
help greatly if I could tell this to the Pendragon.
Gabo (chat): It sounds awfully complicated. I don't really
understand.
Maribel (chat): So all we have to do is tell all of this to the
Pendragon in the valley, right? You know where the valley is,
right, HERO? Our first order of business is to go there.
Lady in library: 'When this land faces a crisis, pray at the
Altar of Wind.' The Wind Altar has been enshrouded in
mystery for many years. We know next to nothing about the
altar itself, or what prayers were laid upon it.
Aira (chat): The Wind Altar,/period/ that's That's a place
we haven't visited yet.
Scholar: The Pendragon has stayed inside for months now.
We need her most at times like these.
Old man: I may not have proof, but I believe the Wind Altar
is atop the Wind Tower. That's hardly sufficient, though. I

need someone to check it out for me. It would help greatly if
I could tell this to the Pendragon.
Maid lying down in room on the right: I don't want to die
yet! Somebody, please help us!
Prisoner on main floor on the right: Agh! Ow! I'm sorry!
Look, I'll go back to prison, okay? Sorry!
Priest at altar: With the color faded from the sky, everyone
is wrought with fear. How could I sit here at a time like this?
{church talk}
Maid outside: I saw someone go outside to check on things.
Not long after, I heard a scream that chilled me to my very
soul! {A tough guy arrives.}
Tough guy (continued): Monsters are everywhere outside.
You'd be amazed at their numbers. It's best to remain here,
curled in a ball and cowering in fear. You aren't planning on
leaving, are you? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Are you serious? Monsters are
crawling all over the place! Death would be a sweet reward
for such ignorance.
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): Good, good. Just remember... If
you go out there, don't expect to make it back.
Gabo (chat): There's no sense in being scared of monsters at
this point! If we're going, let's go, HERO.
Aira (chat): Even if there are monsters outside, we can't
very well just not go.
Maid (again): I'm so glad he's all right! Now I'm worried
about the people back in the valley!
Nun on the right: God... Firia... Thank you for restoring hope
to our land.
Woman: Oh, dear! The sun's gone as black as a TeenIdol's
heart! My laundry's never going to dry at this rate.

Gorges

Farmer on upper east bank: Did you just get here? (Yes/No)
Farmer (if you say ‘Yes’): Through all the monsters?
Amazining Amazing!
Farmer (if you say ‘No’): Don't try and fool me, I saw you
come down!
Farmer (continued, either way): We've got nothing but
trouble down here. If my vegetables don't start getting
better, I don't know what I'll do.
Tough guy behind counter in weapon shop on second floor:
I know God told us all to quit carrying weapons around, but
how am I supposed to close my shop with monsters running all
over the place?
Lunta (pig in middle room): Oooiiink.
Cat on east bank: Fffft!
Young man near bridge: The Pendragon will be telling her
story soon. You'd better hurry over to her house if you want
to hear it.
Young man on west bank hill: I don't particularly mind if we
never get out of this mess. I am an armorer, after all.
Tough guy (as you pass the young man on the hill): {The
tough guy exits the Pendragon’s house.} Okay, looks like
everyone's here. I'm going to bring the Pendragon. Stay
where you are. {He goes back inside and a Lefan woman comes
out.}
Lefan woman (continued): Hello, everyone. I'm sorry I've
had to put you through all this. {All the villagers look around
at everyone else.} I expect some of you are surprised to see
me like this. But before I explain, I see some new faces here.
Can I have your names? I am Sefana. Welcome, and thank you
for your presence here. I am Sefana, the Pendragon of the
Lefa tribe. As you well know, our peaceful land is being slowly
taken over by vile monsters, and the sky has grown dark and
hideous. I do not know the cause of this, but I am worried. It
would pain me deeply to lose even one of my subjects to this

scourge. I implore you, stay in the valley until some sense of
order returns to this chaos. I am going to find out what
caused these events, and I will do everything I can to
protect you. For two months now, I had hidden myself away.
My body, as you can see, has grown wings. During my
seclusion, I tried to figure out what caused this change. I
believe it is connected in some way to the malady we
currently face. I ask anyone who has confidence in their skill
as a warrior to please present themselves to me. That is all.
May the divine protection of Firia shine upon you, and give
you peace. {She goes back inside her house, and all the
villagers leave the area.}
Maribel (chat): You got that, didn't you, HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): You didn't? Your density
really knows no limit, does it, HERO!/question mark/
The Pendragon asked everybody that has confidence
in his fighting abilities to go talk to her. So of course
that means we should go see the Pendragon!
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Good for you. That's quite an
achievement. We have to go talk to that Pendragon right
away. Understand?
Gabo (chat): Say, didn't we see a Pendragon that looked just
like that somewhere else?
Aira (continued): Yes, I'm sure of it. It's the Lefa tribe of
Firia's time. In any case, HERO, it looks like that Pendragon
holds the key.
Man in blue vest on first floor of east bank dwellings: Our
Pendragon is seeking out warriors to serve as bodyguards. I
wonder why.
Farmer: I'm not much of a fighter, but I guess I should go
see the Pendragon.
Cat upstairs on the right: Meow.
Little boy in far right room: Zzzzz... zzzzz...

Scholar: I'm sure the researchers in the Fane are busy
trying to find a way out of there.
Woman in middle room: I used to hear people screaming all
the time, but now the valley's finally calmed down a bit. That
talk the Pendragon had worked wonders!
Young woman: Wings or no, our Pendragon is our Pendragon.
She may look different, but she's still the gentle Chief we all
know and love.
Lunta: Oink. Oink. Oink.
Young man behind counter in armor shop: Things the way
they are, I wish I could give away my armor for free. But
then, what would happen to my business? Oh, my head...
Little boy in weapon shop: Monsters, schmonsters! I can
take 'em all on with my boomerang!
Young man near stairs: I wonder if our friends in the Fane
are all right...
Old woman on third floor: There's no point getting all
excited at my age. Just as long as I get enough food and
sleep, I'll be fine.
Little girl: I'm so happy the Pendragon isn't sick. Now I'm
not so scared about everything else anymore!
Little boy in bed: Oooooh... The monsters're coming!
Merchant in inn: No one is prosperous in times like these. I
don't know how I'll make ends meet. {shop talk}
Bard: Ancient Lefans used to fly through the air, dancing
happily in the wind. I thought that was an old legend, but now
there's no doubt about it. Sigh... I'd like to see the
Pendragon try dancing happily in the wind.
Innkeeper (woman) from behind counter: Shortly after the
monsters reappeared, our Pendragon grew wings! That can't
just be a coincidence.
Old man in church: I was so happy when I heard God was
revived, but now this... I don't know what to believe anymore!
Nun: I don't understand. Why is God refusing to help us?

Young woman: The Pendragon had wings! I saw it with my own
eyes, and I still can't believe it. So those old stories about
Lefa aren't just stories... Did everyone used to look like that,
then?
Tough guy blocking exit to upper west bank: Mmm? Didn't
you listen to the Pendragon's story? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Huh? Too bad. The Pendragon
told us to stay in the valley to protect ourselves from
monsters.
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): You still want to go outside the
valley? You're some strange people...
Tough guy (continued, either way): But then, you are a
bunch of travelers, I guess. All right. So you want to leave
now? (Yes/No)
Tough guy (if you say ‘No’): What? You aren't? Why didn't
you say so before?
Tough guy (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, okay. Just be careful out
there. {He steps aside.}

Wind Tower
Soldier at entrance: This is the Wind Tower. The sky has
grown dark! In fact, I can almost sense the presence of
monsters. You must tell me. What has become of this world?
Second soldier: What? You want to go in the tower?
(Yes/No)
Second soldier (if you say ‘Yes’): Although this is a time of
emergency, I cannot let you in without proper authorization.
This place is dangerous! Go and find someplace safe, little
one.
Second soldier (if you say ‘No’): No? Then leave! This place
is too dangerous for you!
Second soldier (continued, either way): You'd best head to
Gorges now! It's safe over there!

{Even though the soldiers aren’t blocking the door, you can’t
open it and go inside.}

Gorges
Tough guy in Pendragon’s house: The Pendragon has been a
handful since she sprouted those wings, and with the
monsters too, it's a bit crazy around here.
Dresser – Silver Tiara
Maid in kitchen: It's a shame no one noticed the Pendragon's
suffering.
Pot – 7 gold coins
Sefana: You are travelers, aren't you? It was nice of you to
come, but I'm afraid you're here at somewhat of a bad time.
What is it that brings you here? Have you come to lend me
your power as a fighter? (Yes/No)
Sefana (if you say ‘Yes’): All of you? Oh, thank you! I am
truly grateful. In that case, then let me explain the situation
to you.
Sefana (if you say ‘No’): Oh, I must have
misunderstood. I'm very sorry. I apologize, travelers.
If you could, at least pray for the world to return to
normal.
Sefana (again or continued from above): I wish to go to the
Wind Tower southeast of this valley. What's in there? Well,
to tell the truth, I'm not sure myself, but ever since I got
these wings, I've had this feeling that someone's calling me
from the tower.
Sefana (continued, if you spoke to the people in the back
room of the Lefa Fane): What's that? The researchers at
the Fane say there's some sort of Wind Altar? Let's
investigate it further.

Sefana (continued): That's why I would like you to serve as
my guard on the way to the Tower. Can you do that for me?
(Yes/No)
Sefana (if you say ‘No’): Oh. Well, don't worry about it. I
was asking too much of you.
Sefana (again): Did you change your minds? Will you take me
to the Wind Tower? (Yes/No)
Sefana (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}
Sefana (if you say ‘Yes’ to either question): Thank you,
travelers. Shall we go, then? (Yes/No)
Sefana (if you say ‘Yes’): All right. Let us be off to
the Wind Tower. The Wind Tower is southeast after
leaving this valley. [Sefana joined the party!]
Sefana (if you say ‘No’): All right. Let me know when you're
ready.
Sefana (again): Are you ready? (Yes/No)
Sefana (if you say ‘No’): {repeat above}
Sefana (if you say ‘Yes’): In that case, let us be off! The
Wind Tower is southeast after leaving this valley. [Sefana
joined the party!]
Maid: I know it's absolutely necessary, but it'll still feel
lonely without the Pendragon around. Please come back as
soon as possible.
Sefana (chat, outside): To reach the Wind Tower, go
southeast from the cliff next to my house. Good luck to you!
Aira (chat, outside): We can't do anything here, HERO.
Let's hurry to the Wind Tower.
Maribel (chat, outside): She actually had wings! I can hardly
believe it! Of course, Gabo could have a tail, and it wouldn't
surprise me a bit.
Gabo (chat, outside): How did we get to the Wind Tower
before? Do you remember, HERO?

Man in blue vest on first floor of east bank dwellings: Oh,
so she was gathering fighters to protect herself on the way
to the Wind Tower.
Farmer: I was worried the Pendragon would choose me. I'm
not much of a fighter, you know.
Young woman in church: The Pendragon had wings! I saw it
with my own eyes, and I still can't believe it. I guess those
old stories about Lefa aren't just stories... Did everyone
used to look like that, then?
Tough guy at west bank exit (if you didn’t tell him
to let you leave before): Huh? Pendragon! Please,
don't tell me you're leaving.
Sefana (continued): That's right. Please let us go.
Tough guy (continued): Well, I know I can't stop you,
but please be careful! If we lose you, we're all done
for.
Sefana (continued): Don't worry. We'll be careful.
{The tough guy steps aside. Sefana turns to HERO.}
All right. Let's go.
Tough guy (again): Please be careful! If we lose you, we're all
done for.

Wind Tower
Soldier at entrance: This is the Wind Tower. The sky has
grown dark! In fact, I can almost sense the presence of
monsters. You must tell me... What has become of this world?
Second soldier: Please, please, go in!
Gabo (chat, inside): The soldier on guard snapped to
attention when he saw the Pendragon! He's nice to us, but I
guess the Pendragon's actually a real big shot around here.
Aira (chat, inside): From outside, it sure looks like a tall
tower! Let's proceed with caution, HERO.
Treasure chest – TinyMedal

Treasure chest – Miracle Sword
Sefana (chat, on third floor): I can hear it! I can hear the
voice that's been calling me growing louder and louder!
Aira (chat, on third floor): We could end up going through a
lot of trouble just to get to the top, only to find out that
there's nothing there. And that'll be that.
Pot – Blade Boomerang
Sefana (chat, on sixth floor): I can hear it! I can hear the
voice that's been calling me growing louder and louder.
Treasure chest – AGL Scarf
Pot – MadPot
Treasure chest – 1200 gold coins
Treasure chest – Mimic
Treasure chest – Defense seed
Treasure chest – Agility seed
Sefana (chat, on eighth floor): I am sorry that I am not of
any help to you in battle, everyone. Having grown accustomed
to peace, I'm ashamed to say I depend on others when force
is required.
Maribel (chat, on eighth floor): Hey, HERO! How much
farther up does this tower go? If we get all the way to the
top and there's nothing there, then I'll expect you to answer
for it!
Gabo (chat, on eighth floor): Rrrr. I'm getting kind of
hungry.
Sefana (chat, on ninth floor): I am sorry I am not of any
help to you in battle, everyone. Having grown accustomed to
peace, I'm ashamed to say I depend on others when force is
required.
Aira (chat, on top floor): At last! It looks like this is the
top!
Sefana (as you climb the altar): What is this? Is this the
Wind Altar? I've heard so much about it.
Aira (continued): What should we do here?

Gabo (continued): What do you think that hole in the middle
of the room is for?
Sefana (continued): {A wind funnel starts.} This wind is
powerful! Maybe we can climb higher by riding on the wind,
just as the Lefans once traveled.
Aira (continued): Pardon me if I'm being rude, Sefana, but
have you ever tried using those wings?
Sefana (continued): I tried flying a few times after my wings
sprouted, but I couldn't quite get the hang of it. I can hear a
voice coming from somewhere! Who's there? Who's calling
my name? HERO! Can't you hear the voice? It's so gentle! I
feel like I've heard it before. [HERO listened carefully and
heard a familiar voice from the past.]
Unidentified voice (continued): Sefana, can you hear my
voice? {Firia appears within the column of wind.}
Sefana (continued): Could it be?
Firia (continued): You must fly, Sefana. Let your heart soar
in the wind, and you will recover the robe lost for all these
years. Our protector must be awoken!
Sefana (continued): The Wind<robe graphic>! That will
awaken the Wind Spirit!
Firia (continued): HERO, do you recognize me? It's been
such a long time! I'm all grown up now. After you left, I
started to study the world. I found out where you're from,
what you're looking for, and why I was born without wings.
My wings were to be the last pair given to the Lefa tribe.
And I, as their bearer, am destined to assist you in your
journey. And now, HERO, it is time for you to save the world.
Please, protect my children. {She disappears and Sefana
steps into the wind column.}
Sefana (continued): No! We don't have the time to think
about it. HERO, hang on to me and don't let go! Wings of
Lefa, give me flight beyond all flight!

Sky Town
Sefana (chat): Where in the world have we come to? We
were just following the wind!
Aira (chat): Say, HERO, you know that woman we saw at the
Wind Altar? Who do you think that she really was? Oh, never
mind. I suppose the answer needs to be found within our own
hearts.
Maribel (chat): Whatever. We'd just better not fall off! Be
sure to watch your step, HERO.
Gabo (chat): What's going on here? There's sky both above
and below! Gasp! I've never seen such a weird place!
Older Lefan woman in church: I don't believe I've seen you
before. You're from below, aren't you? This village is the
origin of the Lefa tribe. It has been quite a while since we've
had visitors. I bet the people down below don't even
remember our history. Am I right? (Yes/No)
Older Lefan woman (if you say ‘Yes’): The Lefa tribe was
born here, but sadly, divided into two sects. Those who
remained here preserved our tradition, while the rest chose
to explore the ground. After the schism, the Wind Spirit
gave each sect a gift. We above received the Wind<robe
graphic>, those below received the Statue. When they are
put together, the Spirit will awaken and lend us her strength
in our time of need. When I heard that the lower tribe lost
their wings, I thought the Spirit would never reawaken, but
I'm overjoyed to know that I was wrong.
Older Lefan woman (if you say ‘No’): Really? I thought the
people below knew nothing of us.
Older Lefan woman (continued, either way): Maybe I was a
fool for taking everything that Pendragon said at face value.
Sefana (chat): This village is the place of origin for the
people of the Lefa tribe? I never imagined a place like this
even existed!

Aira (chat): Now I am beginning to understand. It makes
sense for the original village of the Lefa tribe to be in a
place like this.
Older Lefan woman (again): This village is the origin of the
Lefa tribe. We are the true protectors of the Lefa
traditions. {repeats above question if you said ‘No’ first}
Little Lefan boy in inn: Hey! Did you come up from below? I
wouldn't want to live down there... I bet it's boring.
Barrel – TinyMedal
Little Lefan girl: The Wind<robe graphic> was an heirloom of
the Lefa tribe, a gift from the Wind Spirit. Unfortunately, it
was stolen long ago by a monster. We haven't seen it since.
That's all I know about it, but perhaps the Pendragon knows
more. Try talking to her him. I'm sure she'd he'd want your
advice.
Observation about domed building behind inn: The door is
locked. You do not have the correct key.
Pot – Agility seed
Observation about trash: HERO checked underfoot. Dirty
garbage.
Observation: There is a large garbage can.
Lefan man lying on the floor in Pendragon’s house: What?
Am I all right? I think so. {He stands up.} Sigh... This room
was so messy, so I started cleaning it. I guess the smell made
me faint halfway through.
Lefan man (continued, if you cleaned his room
before talking to him): I must've cleaned it while I
was out! Ha ha ha! I'm really something! Oh,
goodness, I forgot to introduce myself! I'm the
Pendragon of this village. By the looks of you, you
must be from the lower world.
Lefan man (continued, if you talked to him before cleaning
his room): What? You want to tell me something? Well, I'd

like to get this room clean first. It'd sure be nice if I had
someone to help me out.
Maribel (chat): I guess he's trying to tell us to clean up the
room. The Pendragon may have wings and look like an angel,
but his heart is festering with decay.
Pendragon (again, after the trash is thrown away): {He
looks around the room.} Oh, my! The room's sparkling clean!
Thank you so much! I forgot to tell you, but I'm the village
Pendragon. You're from down below, aren't you?
Pendragon (continued, whether you cleaned the room first
or talked to him first): You must have traveled a long way to
come here. What do you need? The Wind<robe graphic>? As
much as I'd like to give it to you, I cannot. Sadly, it was
stolen long ago by the monsters who inhabit the Wind<robe
graphic>. Our ancestors were too weak to fight them, so they
locked the door instead. The monsters were trapped inside.
You look strong enough to go in. I'll give you the Seal<key
graphic>. If you can retrieve the Robe, you deserve to have
it! {He goes to his desk to get the key.} That Seal<key
graphic> opens the shrine door that leads to the maze.
[HERO the received the Seal<key graphic>!] Let me know if
you manage to come back alive. The Wind<robe graphic> is
teeming with monsters! You'd best be careful in there!
Observation: HERO checked the bookshelf. There's a book
titled 'Exquisite Interiors'. More books on interior design
line the shelves.
Pendragon (as you leave): Oh! That's right! Wait just a
second! I'd forgotten about this. Go ahead, take it. [HERO
the received the Halo Orb!] Using the Halo Orb, you can go
between here and the lower world in a flash! Use it in the
Lefan plains to warp back up here. Well anyway, sorry to keep
you for so long. Good luck!

Sefana (chat): So in order to awaken the Wind Spirit, we
must find the Wind Robe? Let's take the Pendragon's
suggestion and go to the Wind Maze.
Gabo (chat): You know, I can't help wondering, but what do
the people that live here eat?
Maribel (chat): After being so tightfisted along the way, the
Pendragon sure loosened up in the end, didn't he?
Pendragon (again): The Wind<robe graphic> is behind here. If
you make it back with the Robe, please, talk to me again
before you go. Good luck.

Wind Maze
Maribel (chat, area 2): What's with this place? I don't
know which way is up and which is down. It's giving me a
headache!
Gabo (chat, area 2): Graoowwl! HERO, be careful. I smell a
monster.
Aira (chat, area 2): It's not easy getting to where we need
to go. HERO, we need to use our heads, and not rush
ourselves.
Treasure chest (area 3) – TinyMedal
Treasure chest (area 3) – Light Dress
Treasure chest (area 3) – Speed Ring
Observation: HERO checked the treasure chest. But the
chest was empty...
Observation (as you walk away from the chest): A piercing
voice sounds out from the darkness.
Nengal (continued): Oh, my! Who on earth is trying to open
my chest? {He floats down from above.} Well, I never would
have thought. Humans, in a place like this. That must mean I
can finally escape. What? My robe? Don't make me laugh!
Surely you must be joking! I would never give up my most

precious possession! Hmm. Oh, I know! How about I eat you
up instead?
Aira (battle chat): This monster isn't the type of thing you
want to tangle with for very long, HERO! Hurry up and finish
it off!
Gabo (battle chat): Awrooo! I hope I don't end up becoming
monster-food!
Nengal (again, if you are defeated): Oh, my my my!
You don't know when to give up, do you? I was just
about to go out for a little something to eat, but I
think you'll do fine instead!
Nengal (after it is defeated): No! How could I lose to
measly humans? Go on, take the Wind<robe graphic>! I don't
care anymore. Sniff... Waaaaaaahhh! {He disappears.} [HERO
obtained the Wind<robe graphic>!] {The statue behind the
chest turns into a portal.}
Gabo (chat): Hey, HERO. I was wondering if that monster
was a man or a woman.
Maribel (chat): Whew! We've finally got the Wind<robe
graphic>.
Sefana (chat): First of all, let's go to the Pendragon's place,
HERO. I'm sure the Pendragon's going to be overjoyed when
he hears that we exterminated the monsters.
Aira (chat): Of course, I suppose we have to go back to the
Pendragon's place. I've got a bid bit of a bad feeling,
however.

Sky Town
Aira (chat): I've got kind of a bad feeling, but I suppose we
have to go back to the Pendragon's place.
Pendragon lying on the floor (if you clean his room before
talking to him): What? Am I all right? I think so. {He stands

up.} Oh! You've made it back! I thought you'd come back
soon, so I started cleaning up.
Pendragon (continued, if you cleaned his room
before talking to him): Huh? I thought this room
was dirty. Was I just dreaming?
Pendragon (continued, if you talked to him before cleaning
his room): I started to get quite light-headed, though. Oh,
well...
Pendragon (continued, whether you cleaned his room first
or talked to him first): I see you have the Robe! Did you
beat the monsters in the Wind<robe graphic>? (Yes/No)
Pendragon (if you say ‘Yes’): Well, thank you! They've been
a thorn in our side for years!
Pendragon (if you say ‘No’): Oh, don't be so modest!
I can't feel the monsters' force anymore!
Pendragon (continued, after either answer, if you talked
to him first): You've done so splendidly! I wish I could give
you something else, but I can't with the room in this state.
Such a shame. If I only had this place cleaned up, I could
give it to you, too.
Pendragon (again): I wish I could give you something else,
but I can't with the room in this state. Such a shame. If I
only had this place cleaned up, I could give it to you, too.
Pendragon (continued after Yes/No question above,
if you cleaned his room first): Anyway, you've done
splendidly! Let me give you something as an extra
reward. [HERO the received the Wind<hat graphic>!]
Pendragon (again, after the trash is thrown away): {He
looks around the room.} Oh, my! The room's sparkling clean!
Thank you so much! Oh, right. I've been meaning to give this
to you. [HERO the received the Wind<hat graphic>!]
Pendragon (continued, whether you cleaned his room first
or talked to him first): If the Wind Spirit awakens, be sure
to give her my regards. Huh? Why don't I want to meet her

myself? Well, to be honest, I don't get along with her too
well. She's too stubborn for me. Anyway, enough of this talk!
You'll need to hurry! Help our friends below!
Pendragon (again): The Wind Spirit's heart is beautiful and
pure, just like her body. Tell her I said that if you meet her.
Now you'd best hurry on down! Help out our friends below!
Little Lefan boy in inn: The Lefa tribe used to act as
servants of the Wind Spirit. I know that because we
preserve all of our history here!
Little Lefan girl: The Wind<robe graphic> was originally a
possession of the Wind Spirit. If put on the Spirit Statue on
the ground, the Spirit herself should awaken again. If you do
it, be sure to tell me! I'd love to meet her!

Wind Tower
Soldier on the left: Pendragon! I'm glad you're safe! Did you
find out anything? Oh, I'm sorry! I probably shouldn't know!
Oh great one, have mercy on me and spare my ignorant
tongue!
Soldier (again): With your guidance, Pendragon, I shall strive
for perfection.
Soldier on the right: Pendragon! All is well here! There's
nothing to worry about!

Gorges
Tough guy outside west bank cave: Pendragon! You've
returned! The village is safe, just as you left it.
Old man in church: Pendragon, there must be something I
can do to help you. I'll do anything I can for this valley!

Nun: Everyone is beginning to look after themselves instead
of relying on God. If we can all continue believing in
ourselves, we will surely be saved.
Young woman: It's not just Pendragon that's different, it's
all of us. If there's anything I can do for you, Pendragon,
just ask.
Maid: As long as we have Firia and the Pendragon looking
after us, we don't have to worry about God abandoning the
valley. HERO, please protect the Pendragon.
Tough guy in Pendragon’s house: Pendragon! You're back!
Thank you for protecting our Pendragon, HERO. What's
that? You're off to the Fane again? I understand. We'll
protect the valley for you. Don't worry about us!
Merchant in inn: I've got a wife and kids back home. I'm not
about to die in this hole in the ground! {shop talk}
Bard: I guess I'm lucky to be here right now. Everyone in the
valley looks so happy and contented. I'd best write a song to
remember it by.
Innkeeper behind counter: You never realize how wonderful
life is until yours is in danger like this.
Farmer on lower east bank: Pendragon! You're back! I just
went to the field to go pick some vegetables for everyone. I
didn't leave the valley, I promise you!
Man in blue vest on first floor of east bank dwellings:
What? Of course we're not afraid of the monsters outside!
If they come down here, we'll show them what Lefans are
made of!
Lunta: Oink, oink. Oooiiink.
Scholar in far right room: What's that? There are Lefans
living up in the sky? I'd love to hear the details, travelers,
but I'm afraid I don't have any free time right now.
Woman in middle room: The Pendragon's will is the will of
the Lefa tribe. I am certain we will be able to return to our
normal lives.

Young man near stairs: I wish we knew what was going on in
the Fane.
Tough guy in weapon shop: My son's gone. He said something
about getting back at the monsters. I sure hope he doesn't
do anything rash...
Young woman in corner: Luntaaaa! {to HERO} Where did he
run off to? I'm starting to get worried!
Little boy upstairs in bed: Mean old monsters! I'm not
afraid of you! Mutter mutter mutter...
Little girl: Zzz... zzz... zzz...
Little boy upstairs: I'd like to see a monster come out of
that stairwell! I'll conk him right on the head with my
boomerang!

Lefa Fane
Sefana (as you enter): Wait a moment, HERO. If I showed
up like this, people at the fane would be shocked. I'll hide my
wings until we awaken the Wind Spirit. {Despite what she
said, her sprite doesn’t change at all.}
Sefana (chat): In any case, we must hurry to Firia. I don't
want the people in the fane to know about this.
Aira (chat): Yes, our first priority right now is awakening the
Wind Spirit.
Tough guy at entrance: Oh, it's you. That a new friend
you've made there? Hmm. Haven't I seen that girl
somewhere before? Ah, well.
Maid inside: Welcome to Lefa Fane. You have come at a good
time. Firia must be smiling down upon you.
Young woman: 'The trees forgot the whisper of the wind, and
the dark cloud seeped the color from the sky...' That's from
a peom passed down throughout our people's literary history.
I hate to imagine, but maybe it was prophesying what's going
on now.

Prisoner: Looks like everyone's finally calmed down a bit. Of
course, we're all still pretty worried.
Priest: I may not have the power to save the world, but I can
at least try to help those near to me. {church talk}
Old woman on the left: Why must our land face such crises?
Old man in back library: You're travelers, you say? Funny
time to choose for a vacation, I must say. {He turns around
to the party.} Hmmm. Gasp! It can't be! You can't possibly be
what I think you are!
Sefana (continued): Good to see you. It seems no one's
noticed me yet.
Old man (continued): That voice and that face seem so
familiar. You've changed a bit, but you're definitely the
Pendragon! What in the world are you doing here now?
[Sefana told them him the story so far.] What? You've
brought the Wind<robe graphic> back from beyond the skies?
So you're saying that if we put it on the statue, the Wind
Spirit will awaken? Hmm. I want to believe it, but I don't
know if I can.
Sefana (continued): I know it must be hard to believe, but
please grant me this wish. I don't want everyone to get
excited, so please keep it a secret.
Old man (continued): Of course I understand! This old man
will never forget this!
Sefana (continued): Thank you. I shall pray for the return of
peace to this land.
Old man (again): I will always remember the great Wind
Spirit. Hurry and go to the great Firia!
Lady: If the Lefa tribe's wings are more than mere legend,
then why were they the only tribe to possess them? Where
did the Lefans come from anyway? There is so much research
to do.
Scholar: I wonder if the Pendragon is feeling better yet. It's
times like these that we need her the most.

Maid in kitchen: When I heard that monsters were outside,
I flew into a frenzy of fear! However, I suppose that as long
as I have breath left in my body, I still have work to do
around here. That's life for you, huh?
Woman: Oomph! It's not easy fixing this food, but I'm sure
it could be worse!
Maid in storeroom: Agh! Busy, busy, busy! {to HERO} Oh, I'm
sorry. Could you talk to me later? My hands are full!
Sefana (if you go back to the Ancient Ruins through the
Travel Gate and then come back): Where did you run off
to, HERO? Now that you're back, could you lend me a hand?
Please, hurry!
Nun by Firia statue: Look at Firia's face! She looks so happy
today! It's almost as if she's waiting for her beloved to
return.
Command: Item – Wind<robe graphic> – Use
HERO gently placed the Wind<dress graphic> on the Spirit
Statue. {The Wind Spirit appears.}
Wind Spirit (continued): Yawwwwn! Ooo, boy, I'm tired!
Sefana (continued): You... You... You're the Wind Spirit,
aren't you?
Wind Spirit (continued): Huh? Wind Spirit? Yeah, that's me.
Oh, so you're the ones that woke me up?
Sefana (continued): O great Wind Spirit, the people of this
land want only to live in peace. I beg of you! Please save this
land! Save our world!
Wind Spirit (continued): Oh boy, oh boy. That's bad news
for you guys! What if I refuse, huh? Would I be a bad girl,
then?
Sefana (continued): ... Won't you please accept our wish?
Wind Spirit (continued): Oh, no, no, no. That's not what I
meant... Right. I'll do it, but you've got to promise me one
thing...

Sefana (continued): Yes! If there's anything we can do, we'll
try our very best!
Wind Spirit (continued): You'll give me a five-year supply of
cute guys.
Sefana (continued): Um... I'm sorry, but could you say that
one more time?
Wind Spirit (continued): I said, five years worth of nothing
but able-bodied, attractive men! I get tired of things pretty
easily, especially men. If you can't promise me that, I'm
sorry, but I can't do much for you. I'm not the only Spirit
around, you know. If you can't cut it with me, go ask one of
the others. [HERO explained the story so far.] What? The
Flame Spirit told you to wake everyone up? Why didn't you
tell me? There must be some kind of huge trouble! All right,
all right, I'll give you kids a hand. It looks like you could use
this. [HERO received the WindCharm!] When you need my
help, use that amulet and I'll be at your service. It's like
you'll have your own little slave girl at your beck and call! Ha
ha ha! So I just head over to the Dharma Temple, right? All
right then. I'll see you around. If something comes up, just
call me with the amulet. I'll be waiting with bated breath.
Especially for you, Gabo! Grrowwll! Hee hee! {She disappears.}
Sefana (continued): O great Wind Spirit, thank you from the
bottom of my heart.
Aira (continued): That was the Wind Spirit? More like a
tornado... Oh, I mean 'slut'.
Nun: What was that? The Wind Spirit? Just who are you?
{She notices Sefana.} What? Pendragon! So it was you. I had
no idea you were so devoted to serving your people. I'm so
sorry. With the help of the Wind Spirit, I firmly believe we
can save this land.
Gabo (inside the maze after you take a few steps): Hey,
HERO! Wait up! The lovely Sefana's not with us! {You
immediately go back outside.}

Sefana (continued): No. I'm sorry, but I am unable to
continue on with you, HERO. I can't express how much I
appreciate everything you've done. And I want so dearly to
see all the Spirits with my own eyes! But I am also the
Pendragon of the Lefa tribe. I need to pray here, together
with my people. I need to pray for your safety, and for the
return of peace. You never know where your adventures will
take you. Please be careful. Farewell, HERO and friends. May
all of our prayers be answered!
Aira (chat): HERO, this means you'll be shouldering the
hopes of yet another group of people!
Maribel (chat): You know what I think, HERO? I bet all of
Sefana's built-up fatigue caught up with her when she saw
that strange Spirit.
Gabo (chat): So we have to say goodbye to Sefana? It's too
bad, but I guess Sefana does have to protect the whole Lefa
tribe.
Maribel (chat): I can't say I liked the Wind Spirit much. You
found her demeanor to be quite unappealing too, didn't you,
HERO? (Yes/No)
Maribel (if you say ‘Yes’): Good for you. Spending
time with me has given you a better eye for judging
the ladies. A woman shouldn't be an airhead. She
needs to have intellect, like me.
Maribel (if you say ‘No’): Really? Are you one of those guys
that likes any ol' woman, no matter what she's like? A woman
shouldn't be an airhead. She needs to have intellect, like me.
Aira (chat): You know, I think Sefana probably wished she
could join us on our journey. But she has such a strong sense
of responsibility, she just couldn't leave.
Gabo (chat): So, HERO, which Spirit do we have to wake up
next?
Maribel (chat): You know, HERO, when you stop to think
about it, this place certainly defies logic and reason. There

was that messy Pendragon, that sexually indiscriminate Wind
Spirit, and even that monster with the Wind Robe was pretty
insane himself.
Aira (chat): Say, HERO. Don't you think that the Wind Spirit
was kind of...well, she was sort of...oh never mind. Let's just
start looking for the next spirit!
Gabo (chat): We did all we can do here for now, right? All
right, HERO! Let's go get the next one!
Sefana (again): Please awaken all the Spirits and return the
world to peace. We will be praying for you.
Nun: The Pendragon's wings... The sleeping saint... Those
were no legends. Those are the truth!
Old man in back library: I was outside and saw it with my
own eyes! I never dreamed of gazing upon the Wind Spirit in
my own lifetime. Now I know all too well. Life is not about
sitting at a desk and making theories. No research can match
the rewards of bold action.
Lady: These writings describe the origins of the Lefa tribe.
This one reads, 'Our Great Tribe descended to the earth
from the far side of the skies!' Where could that be?
Scholar: Rumor has it the Pendragon is at this very fane
right now. We could use the courage she'd give us!
Woman in kitchen: Hey, you there! Have you heard the news?
(Yes/No)
Woman (if you say ‘No’): I heard the Wind Spirit has
awoken, but who the heck is she? Sometimes I wonder.
Woman (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh. Well then...
Maid in storeroom: If the Pendragon is here, that must mean
the valley is doing well.
Old woman on main floor: The clouds have parted, and a tiny
beam of light has broken through. I can't explain it very well,
but that's what I sense.
Young woman: I heard that the Pendragon is here in the
fane. She's so brave to face all the danger outside.

Tough guy outside: Was it me, or did the sky turn black for
an instant?

Gorges
Maribel (chat): You know, HERO, when you stop to think
about it, this place certainly defies logic and reason. There
was that messy Pendragon, that sexually indiscriminate Wind
Spirit, and even that monster with the Wind Robe was pretty
insane himself.
Little boy on fourth floor of east bank dwellings: Aww,
you're just a person... I thought you were a monster. I nearly
conked you!
Young man near stairs on second floor: What? Oh! So
everyone in the Fane is all right? Thanks for telling me! I feel
a little better now.
Woman in middle room: What? The Pendragon's alone in the
Fane? Well, we can't complain... I'm sure they're all
suffering over there.
Farmer outside on east bank: The best reward of being a
farmer isn't the money, but the smiling faces of those who
eat your crops.
Tough guy in Pendragon’s house: You're back! I don't see
the Pendragon with you. Hmm? Oh, she stayed at the Fane.
I'm sure she's doing something important. Where will you be
off to next? To wake the Spirits? Good luck!
Tough guy (again): I'm sure the Fane's much better off with
the Pendragon leading everyone.
Old man in church: I've got to find something to help the
Pendragon defend the valley... Well, I suppose there's
weeding to be done.
Young woman: The Pendragon says nobody should die without
a cause. I don't know what mine is, but I'm not planning to
die until I know!

Maid: As long as we have Firia and the Pendragon looking
after us, we don't have to worry about God abandoning the
valley.
Tough guy near west bank cave: What! You're leaving the
valley again? What are you planning to do?

Wind Tower
Soldier on the left: All I can do is to trust the Pendragon
and devote myself to my work.
Soldier on the right: The Pendragon has eased my fears.

Sky Town
Little Lefan girl in inn: I heard the news! You woke up the
Wind Spirit! I've never laid eyes on her in all my life, but I
hear she has a pure soul. I'd love to meet her someday.
Pendragon in his house: Oh, it's you! You woke up the Wind
Spirit after all! But I know you've still got a long road ahead
of you. You've still got the other Spirits to wake up. Don't
give up now! Keep on walking down that road!

Engow
Pamela in her shop: Oh, it's you people again. How are the
Elemental Spirits? (Yes/No)
Pamela (if you say ‘Yes’): Oh, so you've revived the Spirits
of Wind and Earth already? I knew you could do it. All that
remains now is the Spirit of the Water. You're almost there!
Just a little further to go! Something will surely happen when
all of the Elemental Spirits are revived. It may even save the
world!

Sharkeye’s Ship
Thief (as soon as you board): HERO! I've been waiting for
you! The auras of the Flame, Terra and Wind Spirits have
begun to surround the ship. Please, come this way! {He leads
you up to Sharkeye on deck.} Captain Sharkeye! HERO and
friends are back!
Sharkeye (continued): At last, the time has come! Master
HERO! Come here! Hurry! {The thief steps out of the way.}
The time has come. The auras of the awakened Spirits have
surrounded the ship. Now, HERO! Raise the Aquagon<sword
graphic> up and receive the Spirits' powers! [HERO takes the
Aquagon<sword graphic> out and raises it high overhead!] {It
hovers in the air, and then a blue laser beam shines out over
the ocean.} The path has been revealed! Caddell, steer us
along the path of the light!
Caddell (continued): Yes, sir! Hoist anchor! Unfurl the sails!
{The ship sails to the shoals east of Estard.}
Sharkeye (continued): That's it! So, Rainbow Cove is indeed
the location of the Aqua Spirit! What? The Aquagon<sword
graphic>! It's ablaze with light! {It flies off and parts the
sea in front of a statue of the Aqua Spirit, then she
appears.}
Aqua Spirit (continued): I am the Aqua Spirit. During my long
sleep, I have watched over your journey, waiting for someone
that could receive my light. The four forces — Earth, Air,
Fire, and Water — are all gathered here. Now is the time to
break the bonds of darkness! {The seal on Estard Island is
broken.} All the lands that were plunged into darkness have
been restored. However, this doesn't mean that your work,
or ours, is done. You must go to God and ask Him why He
plunged the world into darkness. Before you go, let me give
you this. [HERO obtained the AquaCharm.] Take this amulet

and follow us, HERO! {The Spirits fly to the top of the
Crystal Palace.}

CHAPTER 27

A Disguise Revealed

Crystal Palace
Spirits (continued): God, our forms are visible to you, are
they not? Were you truly the power that was behind sealing
us in darkness? If so, then you are no God! {God appears.}
God (continued): Was it you who called me? The world needs
the power of God. The world needs my power! I alone can give
people what they want! I alone can make them happy! God is
revered, while you are treated as the nothing that you are!
Come now. There is nothing more for you to do here. I will
send you back into eternal slumber! {The Spirits use their
powers on God.} Heh heh. Huh? This piercing light! You dare
defy me? Arrrggh! My body! {God transforms into the Demon
Lord.} Aarrgh! How interesting. I see you Spirits were more
than God's subservient creations. It matters little.
Pretending to be God was just a an insignificant diversion for
my amusement. It seems nothing remains of your power. Now
all that stands before we me are those little worm-like
humans and a foolish hero who still blindly follows his fallen
God. And there is nothing they can do to stop me! {He swipes
his tail and scatters the Spirits, then disappears. The Crystal
Palace begins to shake, rising into the sky. The party is on
one of the ledges and Melvin hops down to them.}
Melvin (continued): Whew! That was a close call! Master
HERO! Is everyone all right? {HERO stands up.} Oh my, what
a mess! I had my doubts about God's behavior, but I never
imagined He was the Demon Lord! I wish we could chase the
Demon Lord into the castle, but I fear we'll never reach the

entrance from here. Best we return to Estard and set out
again with the Sky Stone.

Estard Castle
King Burns in throne room (continued): I was awaiting your
inevitable return, HERO! Upon Estard's arrival to the
surface world, I must admit I was taken aback to discover
the true form of God to be the Demon Lord. There have been
many unexpected turns of events. I wonder, is this the result
of your handiwork as well? (Yes/No)
King Burns (if you say ‘Yes’): As I expected.
King Burns (if you say ‘No’): Has this been brought
about by the Spirits? Your hard work and bloodshed
lead led to their revitalization.
King Burns (continued, either way): What a brave group,
responsible for saving the world. HERO, I ask not as the
King, but on behalf of those who fear the Demon Lord.
Please, defeat him and restore peace to our world. His skull
would make a grand trophy, a bowl from which to drink your
victory grog!
Maribel (continued): Listen, I'm sorry to interrupt, but... I
just got a strange feeling about my mother and father. I'm
starting to get worried. I'm sorry, but I've got to go check
out the village. I'll let you take care of the Demon Lord.
Okay? {She leaves.}
King Burns (continued): The power of the Demon Lord is
enormous. If you fail, there will be none capable of defeating
him. Draw your sword one last time.
King Burns (again): HERO, I ask not as the King, but on
behalf of those who fear the Demon Lord. Please, defeat him
and restore peace to our world. The power of the Spirits has
disappeared, and now there is no one else left to resist the
Demon Lord.

Present Places

APPENDIX A

IMMIGRANT TOWN

Sim: A long time ago, people gathered around this stone and
constructed a town. I, too, dreamt of living next to this
legendary stone. However, I came all this way, only to find
the town was gone. With no home to return to, I decided to
stay here and build a new town. But, as you can see, I'm still
the only one here. So, I have a request. When you meet
people who are looking for a new place to live, would you
please tell them about this town? If people would gather
here, the town would be reborn! My name is Sim. Please listen
to an old man's request.
Sim (again): When you meet people who are looking for a new
place to live, would you please tell them about this town? If
people would gather here, the town would be reborn! Please,
please don't forget about my request!

Immigrants in Spawn Locations and in Town
Danpa (young man): I'm Danpa, a musician looking
for the perfect place to live. With my music, I hope
to quench the thirst of people's hearts! I'm of no
use here. Isn't there a town somewhere that's
right for me? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Danpa (if you say ‘No’): Music is an art. The world just
doesn't understand.
Danpa (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really! That's music to my ears! I'll go there right away.
Danpa (in town): I'm Danpa, the musician from <Spawn Spot>.
I look forward to building a harmonious life amidst the people
of this wondrous town.

Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a young
man): That young fellow is a really hard worker.
Keep up your promotional efforts. They seem to be
working!
Nedd (young man): Sigh... My name's Nedd. My girlfriend
dumped me. I can't stand seeing her, so I'm thinking of going
away. Isn't there a town somewhere that will help mend my
broken heart? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Nedd (if you say ‘No’): Nothing is ever easy. Sigh...
Nedd (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There's really a town like that? Thank you! I'm on my way!
This is the beginning of a new life for me! Yahoo!
Nedd (in town): It's me, Nedd, from <Spawn Spot>. To tell
the truth, I got dumped in this town, too.
Bakur (young man): I've decided to leave the nest and start
living on my own. A new life! I'm so excited! But where will I
go? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Bakur (if you say ‘No’): If only the government would just
take care of me.
Bakur (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There's really a town like[NL]that? Perhaps the people there
will support me. By the way, my name's Bakur. Thank you for
allowing me to perpetuate my indolent ways!
Bakur (in town): It's me, Bakur. I hail from <Spawn Spot>.
There are many people to take advantage of here! Thank you!
Mike (young man): I'm Mike. My girlfriend just dumped me.
She said I was too ordinary and boring. So I've decided to go
on a journey. I'll show her! Do you know of any town I can

venture to? I'd hate to go back defeated. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mike (if you say ‘No’): It looks like my aimless journey
continues.
Mike (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] The
wealth of knowledge you possess is inspiring. Once proper
precautions are attended to, I shall set out on my daring
adventure!
Mike (in town): I'm Mike, from <Spawn Spot>. I was just
ordinary before, but I feel like a new man in this town. Now I
can go crawling back to my woman, with my head held high!
Max (young man): My name's Max. This place has nothing to
offer but an endless toil of thankless labor. All I have to look
forward to at the end of the day is washing the blood off of
my battered hands. I'm considering moving. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Max (if you say ‘No’): I guess I'll just have to stay here and
die a miserable death, having spent my life slaving away for
the rich.
Max (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I had
no idea such a town existed! That sounds exciting. Hmm. It
sounds like I'll be able to lead a full life there!
Max (in town): I'm Max, from <Spawn Spot>. Once again, I
am called upon to dedicate my waking existence to heavy
labor. Rather than simply live his life in the present, man
builds things so that his legacy may live forever.
Molon (young man): Wandering from town to town, I've had
little chance to build a life. Do you know a good town to live
in? If you tell me, I can clean myself up and perhaps
reassimilate myself into society. [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Molon (if you say ‘No’): I see. I'm sorry to have troubled
you.
Molon (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Maybe I'll finally be able to settle down there! Thank you.
Molon (in town): I'm Molon. I used to drift from town to
town, but I finally settled down here. If not for you, I'd still
be wandering around <Spawn Spot>, a refugee from
cleanliness and mental stability. Don't touch me!
Wiffe (young man): My name is Wiffe. I'm searching for my
wife. She left to go shopping three years ago and never came
back. My poor wife! She's probably lost. Looks like she isn't
here, either. Do you know of any new towns or villages I may
not have checked? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Wiffe (if you say ‘No’): Well, if you happen to see her, tell
her I'm worried about her.
Wiffe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh,
that must be where my wife is! Thank you! I'll go right away!
Wiffe (in town): I'm Wiffe. I've come from <Spawn Spot>.
Did you happen to see a woman lost on her way home from
shopping?
Venis (young woman in apron): My name is Venis. I
love moving! I'm just a huge moving-maniac! But I've
lived everywhere around here. I want to move far
away next time! So, traveler, do you know of any
nice new towns to move to? [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Venis (if you say ‘No’): My! You say you're a traveler, but
you sure haven't seen much.
Venis (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow!
A new town! That sounds good. It's decided then! I'll make
that my next moving destination!

Venis (in town): I'm Venis, from <Spawn Spot>. I love this
town! I've decided to stay and live here for a while!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a young
woman in apron): Having a young girl around makes
the place seem to sparkle. Please keep telling more
people about this town.
Sarah (young woman in apron): Have you seen my mother?
We were separated a long time ago. I've searched every town
in the world, and I can't find her. Mother, Sarah is here!
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Sarah (if you say ‘No’): Where is my mother?
Sarah (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I've
never heard of that town. I'll have to go and check.
Sarah (in town): I'm Sarah. I came from <Spawn Spot> in
search of my mother. I haven't found her, but I have a
feeling my chances are best right here.
Suzie (young woman in apron): Good afternoon! I'm Suzie!
I'm on a journey looking for tasty, gourmet dishes! I couldn't
find any here. Do you think there are any places I haven't
been to yet? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Suzie (if you say ‘No’): Oh, where can I find some good
food? I'm so tired of eating the slop of the commoners!
Suzie (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? A new town! Thanks! I'll go check it out right away!
Suzie (in town): Oh! Do you remember me? I'm Suzie, from
<Spawn Spot>. This place has quite excellent food! There's
something really special about it.
Stera (young woman in apron): My name's Stera, and there
isn't a single man here good enough for me! Do you know of

any towns with lots of strong, manly men? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Stera (if you say ‘No’): Sigh...
Stera (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Delightful! I knew I could count on you to lead me toward
cute men! Thanks, traveler!
Stera (in town): I'm Stera, from <Spawn Spot>. I never get
tired of watching the adorable men here. If I were any more
promiscuous, I'd never sleep!
Yasm (young woman in apron): I don't like cleaning. So every
time my place gets dirty, I move. I wonder where I should
move to next. Do you know any good places? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Yasm (if you say ‘No’): Hmm... Maybe I should just dig in and
clean my house, after all.
Yasm (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh,
wow! Thanks! I'll go right away. My name's Yasm. I'll finally
be able to rinse my hands of this mess!
Yasm (in town): I'm Yasm, from <Spawn Spot>! I like this
town so much, I'm trying to keep my place as tidy as possible!
Lalan (young woman in apron): So much has happened, I just
want to start fresh! Hey, do you know any nice towns? [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Lalan (if you say ‘No’): Hmm... I wonder what town I should
go to.
Lalan (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? I've never heard of that place. I'll go right away! I'm
Lalan. I'll never forget you!
Lalan (in town): I'm Lalan, from <Spawn Spot>. I love this
town. I can start life over from scratch here, thanks to you!

Lorel (young woman in apron): Ooh, yuck! I hate this town!
Not a single one of these men even notices my beauty! There
must be someplace where men would appreciate my beauty!
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Lorel (if you say ‘No’): I guess the average man can't
appreciate my beauty.
Lorel (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh,
thank you! My name is Lorel. I'll go as soon as I put on my
makeup!
Lorel (in town): I'm Lorel. I came from the town of <Spawn
Spot>! What do you think? I'm looking good, as usual, right?
Gurub (woman): After all my traveling, I've
forgotten where I live. Maybe I should just start
all over in a new town. The name's Gurub. You know
of any nice towns for a woman like me? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gurub (if you say ‘No’): You don't, do you? Well, sorry to
bother you.
Gurub (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
sounds like a memorable place. Thanks! I'll head there now!
Gurub (in town): Remember me? I'm Gurub, from <Spawn
Spot>! How could you forget something so simple?
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a woman):
That stoutly-built lady sure is a hard worker. She
knows how to cook, too. But it's still not enough.
We need even more people if we're going to get
this town built!
Sisil (woman): Hey, if you have any compassion at all, then
give my story a listen! I'm Sisil. I used to live in a small town
with my beloved husband and children. But then they left me!
And all I did was hit my husband a little, once, during an

argument! It wasn't doing me any good to sit at home. I need
someplace new. You know any good towns? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Sisil (if you say ‘No’): You heartless fiend! It wouldn't hurt
you to tell me!
Sisil (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh,
really! Never heard of it. Maybe my husband's there. I'll go
find out. Thanks!
Sisil (in town): I'm Sisil, from <Spawn Spot>. This is a pretty
nice town. I didn't find my husband or children here, but it's
a fun place to live.
Daisy (woman): Apologizing now won't do you any good! Oh,
I'm sorry. I thought you were my husband. I left home and
came all this way. I wanted to make a clean break from his
lecherous ways. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Daisy (if you say ‘No’): I was dumb to get together with
that jerk in the first place!
Daisy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow,
I've never heard of that town. I'll have to go check it out.
Thanks for telling me! My name is Daisy. Don't forget it!
Daisy (in town): Oh, it's you! I'm Daisy, from <Spawn Spot>!
Remember me? Being single sure is a carefree life! I love it!
Hana (woman): I'm Hana, an unattractive, middle-aged
woman. I'm tired of my life. If only I could just throw away
this whole mess of a life and start fresh somewhere. I wish
there were some far-off place where I could do just that!
You have been around the world! Do you know of any nice
places? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Hana (if you say ‘No’): Oh, well. It was just a passing
thought, anyway.

Hana (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, huh? That could be just the place for putting my past
behind me. If only I could leave my crooked teeth and aged,
scarred flesh behind, as well.
Hana (in town): I'm Hana. I came from <Spawn Spot>. I
threw away my past and started a new life here. When your
life is full of empty pleasures, starting over is easy!
Masha (woman): How dare they leave over any food that this
amazing Masha cooked? There must be a town that would
appreciate my special 'quantity-over-quality' recipes! [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Masha (if you say ‘No’): If only I could find a place that
would appreciate my cooking.
Masha (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] It
sounds like there are a lot of hard-working folks there who
could use a hearty meal! Well, then, I'll get packed and be on
my way. Many thanks, adventurer.
Masha (in town): I'm Masha. I came from <Spawn Spot>. This
place is great! No matter how much I cook, these guys will
eat to the last spoonful.
Milt (woman): I am the matron Milt. What? I look too young
to have been married? Hee hee hee! You're too kind! My
children are all grown, and my husband passed away long ago.
Now I'm free to do anything I please. I want to start a new
life somewhere in a new town. Do you know any good places?
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Milt (if you say ‘No’): Oh, well. It seems you're only useful
for empty flattery.
Milt (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
sounds like an interesting place. Thanks! I'll head there now!

Milt (in town): I'm matron Milt from <Spawn Spot>. Good to
see you looking well!
Kasto (man in blue vest): Heh, I lost my fortune
and my house gambling. I want to start from
scratch in some new place. Do you know any nice
towns? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Kasto (if you say ‘No’): Too bad. Geez, I wish I could find a
town without any bill collectors!
Kasto (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thank you! Now I'll be able to make a fresh start. Kasto will
be born again!
Kasto (in town): Hello! It's me, Kasto, from <Spawn Spot>.
I've gone completely straight. No, that's not what I mean. I
never gamble anymore.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a man in
blue vest): That old man who just came here
doesn't work a bit. He just sits there rotting! Well,
I guess he does work a little, so I'll let him get
away with it. Please keep promoting this town to
many, many more people.
Rocco (man in blue vest): I'm Rocco, and I've been traveling
the globe drawing up a world map. I think I'm mostly
finished, but I'm not sure I've really got every place there
is. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Rocco (if you say ‘No’): Well, with this kind of work, it's
more important to put one foot in front of the other than to
think.
Rocco (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Good
God! I didn't even know that town existed. I'll have to go
there right away!

Rocco (in town): Hello there. I'm Rocco, the mapmaker you
met in <Spawn Spot>. I'm not really done with my mapmaking,
but I've fallen oddly in love with this town.
Harie (man in blue vest): My name is Harie. I've been
developing quite a tremendous gut lately, so I've been
thinking about going on the 'travel diet.' I'm looking for the
perfect destination for a trip. The farther the better. [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Harie (if you say ‘No’): Diminished by failure yet again, I
suppose I'll just roll on my side and continue to feed my
immense girth.
Harie (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] You
know, I think I'll actually move to that town and take up
residence there! I think I'll get started on my trip right
away. Farewell!
Harie (in town): Ahh, travelers. It's Harie. I moved here
from <Spawn Spot>. I lost a lot of weight on my way here, but
it's such a delightful town, I gained it all back. Too bad you
didn't come a little sooner. You could have seen me looking
much trimmer!
Yasug (man in blue vest): I'm Yasug, a born vagabond. All my
life, I've drifted from one place to the next. But I'm
thinking it's time to settle down. That is, if there's a town
somewhere that's worthy of me. Bwah hah hah! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Yasug (if you say ‘No’): It's not going to be easy to find a
town that's worthy of me.
Yasug (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There's really a town like that? Well, okay then! I'm willing
to give it a try!

Yasug (in town): Hey! It's me, Yasug from <Spawn Spot>! You
know, this town really isn't bad at all. Heh heh heh.
Ozzie (old man): My name is Ozzie. An old geezer
like me doesn't have much time left in this world.
I've been thinking it might be nice to have a
change of scenery for my twilight years. Would you
youngsters know of a town where I could live out my final
years in comfort? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Ozzie (if you say ‘No’): I suppose you figure an old geezer
like me isn't up to the hardships of travel, huh?
Ozzie (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Young
people know all sorts of things! It may take me a while, but
I'm heading for that town.
Ozzie (in town): My name's Ozzie. I was born in... Um,
<Spawn Spot>, I think it was.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is an old
man): What's the point of bringing an old man with
one foot in the grave? This town is doomed! Well,
I'm only joking, but I do want you to bring younger
people that can work hard.
Danst (old man): Whew! At my age, the road really starts to
take its toll on you. I doubt I could find a town willing to take
in a creaky old man like me. I don't suppose you know of any
such place? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Danst (if you say ‘No’): Sadly, most people think of the
elderly as stench-ridden and useless. Oh, how I wish they
were wrong.
Danst (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Glorious day! I'd never heard of that town! A place like that

just might be willing to take me in! My name? They call me
Danst. I'm much obliged to you.
Danst (in town): They call me Danst. This is really a great
town. People are a lot kinder to me here than they were in
<Spawn Spot>.
Drox (old man): My name is Drox. Believe it or not, I was a
world champion martial artist when I was young. Now that
I've put on some years, though, I stick to training younger
martial artists. But none of the young people in this town are
showing much potential. [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Drox (if you say ‘No’): I might be willing to take you on as
my disciple. Ha ha ha! I'm sorry, that was mean. Ha ha ha!
Drox (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? I didn't even know such a town existed. I suppose I
should go check it out. Hopefully, I'll find some young people
there with the right stuff.
Drox (in town): How would you like to be a martial arts
champion? But come to think of it, you're the one who
originally told me about this town! Remember? I'm Drox,
from <Spawn Spot>. You look like you've really built up your
strength since then!
Hohot (old man): An oracle came to me in a dream! The first
traveler staying at this inn who speaks to me is supposed to
tell me about a town where I can find true happiness! I
beseech you, tell me of this town where I can know true
happiness! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Hohot (if you say ‘No’): Great mercy! You actually do not
intend to tell me? You indescribable bastard!
Hohot (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Ahh!
My deepest thanks! Hohot shall forever be in your debt!

Hohot (in town): I'm Hohot, from <Spawn Spot>. The oracle's
words were fulfilled. I now know true happiness!
Loros (old man): I'm Loros. I got kicked out of the house for
patting my daughter-in-law on the backside. I wonder if
there is a town somewhere that is more open-minded about
showing affection toward others and the need for unity
among man. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Loros (if you say ‘No’): I suppose I'll just have to go
groveling back to my son and ask him to take me in again.
Loros (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Amazing! There is a town such as that? If you didn't look so
imposing, I'd give you a little pat, too, for all of your help!
Loros (in town): I'm Loros, from <Spawn Spot>. How about a
little pat, for good luck?
Doris (old woman): I'm ashamed to say it at this
age, but I'm still looking for a place I can make my
final home. Would you happen to know of a town
suitable for a final resting place? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Doris (if you say ‘No’): Oh, well. I suppose I'll just lay down
in the dirt and die like a dog. Would you mind stepping over
me when you pass?
Doris (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
does sound like the sort of town I could make my final
resting place. I'm Grandma Doris. Maybe we'll meet again, if
I'm still alive!
Doris (in town): My, what a pleasure to see you again! I'm
Grandma Doris, from <Spawn Spot>. Thank you for telling me
about this town. I've really fallen in love with it. Now I can
hardly wait to die.

Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is an old
woman): That old lady has lived longer than me, so
she knows just about everything! If I'm not
careful, she might take over as leader. Well,
anyway, we don't have anywhere near enough people
yet. We need more workers.
Frock (old woman): My name is Frock. You wouldn't happen to
know of a nice, pleasant town somewhere, would you? The
fortune-teller told me something terrible would happen to me
if I continued living here. I don't really believe her, but I
still thought maybe I'd better move. [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Frock (if you say ‘No’): Ohh, what if the fortune-teller was
right and something terrible happens? Shudder!
Frock (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
That's very kind of you! I can rest easy again. I'll move there
right away.
Frock (in town): I'm Frock, from <Spawn Spot>. Thanks to
you, nothing terrible happened to me!
Hirud (old woman): I'm Hirud. I'm as old as I look. My
daughter-in-law is making it increasingly uncomfortable for
me in my son's home. I'd like to find a town where I could
live comfortably by myself. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Hirud (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... These days, even my own son
sides with his wife against me. The unfilial rascal!
Hirud (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Goodness me! That sounds like a wonderful place to live.
There's no sense wasting any time. I'll head to that town
very soon!

Hirud (in town): Remember me? I'm Hirud, from <Spawn
Spot>. I'm so glad I made the break and left my son's house.
I'm enjoying a whole new life now!
Bebe (old woman): Ahh, a traveler! I envy you, so footloose
and fancy free. My name's Bebe. Could you recommend
somewhere I could go, so that I might experience a little
adventure in life, as well? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bebe (if you say ‘No’): You can't suggest anywhere? And you
claim to be a traveler? Impostor!
Bebe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh,
that does sound rather adventurous! I'll hobble along to this
town of which you speak.
Bebe (in town): I'm Bebe, from <Spawn Spot>. This is a great
town. I feel years younger!
Bera (old woman): My name is Bera. I'm an old lady, but I
like new things. It's about time for a change of scenery, to
live somewhere new. As long as I'm moving, I want to go
someplace I've never heard of before. Any ideas? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bera (if you say ‘No’): Too bad. But then, I haven't heard
tell of any new places, either.
Bera (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I'm
usually the first to hear any news, but I've never heard of
that town! I like it! Thank you, traveler. I'm going to move
there.
Bera (in town): I'm Bera. I know this is like crying over spilt
milk, but I really miss <Spawn Spot>. But having left my
hometown with a glorious send off, I can't very well go
crawling back now.

Lazas (old woman): I'm Lazas. I'm famous around these
parts as an expert gambler. But I win so much I've become
blackballed at all the casinos. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lazas (if you say ‘No’): I sure do miss the good old days and
the touch of a slot machine! Sigh...
Lazas (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? There's a town like that? Then I suppose there might
be a casino there, too! In that case, I'm willing to bet that
my days of gambling aren't over yet!
Lazas (in town): Oh, long time no see. It's me, Lazas from
<Spawn Spot>. This is a great town. I don't even care about
playing the slots anymore!
Hakim (merchant): My name is Hakim. I used to be
a shopclerk, but my sales figures weren't very
good, so the shopkeeper fired me the other day.
I'd like to open my own shop, but unfortunately, I
don't have much capital. Do you know of anyplace I can open a
shop for cheap? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Hakim (if you say ‘No’): With no other options, I guess I'll
just go beat up the shopkeeper and his family. Thanks
anyway, traveler!
Hakim (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks for the information! Perhaps my dream will one day
come true, and I can fail miserably at my own business,
rather than in the service of another!
Hakim (in town): I'm Hakim, from <Spawn Spot>. As you can
see, I'm managing to make a name for myself.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a
merchant): If that merchant sets up shop here, it
will really start looking like a town. Things are going
well. But if we're going to build this town, we still

need more people.
Ulzei (merchant): So this place is out, too, huh? A novice just
can't open a shop. I've been wanting to open a shop, but I'm
having a hard time finding the right place. You wouldn't
happen to know a good place, would you? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Ulzei (if you say ‘No’): One day, the small businessman will
rise up in bloody revolt against the stifling practices of the
upper class.
Ulzei (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hey,
at a place like that, even a novice like me could probably start
up a shop! If you come across Ulzei's shop there, please be
sure to stop in.
Ulzei (in town): Right this way! Right this way to Ulzei's! Oh!
It's you! Remember me? It's Ulzei, from <Spawn Spot>!
Ellan (merchant): Sales at my Ellan's Emporium have been so
good, I'm thinking of opening a branch in another town. If
you know of any new towns or villages springing up anywhere,
I'd like to hear about them. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Ellan (if you say ‘No’): I see. Well, you can't escape
progress forever.
Ellan (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks for the information. You're very kind. I'll go check it
out right away.
Ellan (in town): I'm Ellan, from Ellan's Emporium in <Spawn
Spot>. What with opening the new branch, I haven't had a
free moment since moving here!
Zenji (merchant): My name's Zenji. I've been trying to set
up shop here, but it's just not working out. There aren't

enough customers in this area to make a profit! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Zenji (if you say ‘No’): Well, if you really don't know, I
guess it can't be helped.
Zenji (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow,
I didn't know that town even existed! Thanks a million! I'll go
there.
Zenji (in town): I'm Zenji, from <Spawn Spot>. This town
would be great, if not for the dirty impoverished and
homeless.
Norxa (merchant): I'm Norxa. I've discovered a place in the
mountains where lots of tasty mushrooms grow. I thought I'd
go into business selling them, but I haven't been able to find
a good outlet. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Norxa (if you say ‘No’): Too bad. They're really great
mushrooms. They make you strangely cheerful.
Norxa (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow!
I had no idea there was a town there. I think I'll go and see
what I can find!
Norxa (in town): I'm Norxa, the mushroom man from <Spawn
Spot>. I can't interest the people here in my mushrooms, so
I'm looking for a new business to go into.
Misuz (merchant): I'm Misuz. My dream is to have my own
store someday. Do you think there's a town somewhere that
would let me open a shop? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Misuz (if you say ‘No’): Alas, dreams are as fleeting as the
wind.
Misuz (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
didn't know about that town. Thank you so much! I'll go
there.

Misuz (in town): I'm Misuz, from <Spawn Spot>. I'm getting
pretty settled in this town.
Tasin (merchant): I worked hard all my life in retail, only to
be swindled out of my store! It's so frustrating, I just want
to curl into a ball and sob in defeat. Sigh... Maybe I should
just move to a new town and start over. [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Tasin (if you say ‘No’): Why did I ever listen to that vicious
con artist? Sob...
Tasin (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Your
words are enough to make me weep with joy! I'll try setting
up shop in that town. My name is Tasin. You have my eternal
gratitude!
Tasin (in town): Hello, HERO. I'm Tasin, from <Spawn Spot>!
It's so good to see you again. This town is so great, it almost
brings a tear to my eye.
Hanne (merchant): I've made up my mind! I'm going to open
my own store! Nothing's going to stop me! The name's Hanne,
and you've got to help me find a place to go into business!
You've just got to! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Hanne (if you say ‘No’): So you don't think I can manage a
business by myself, either? Your words cut deeper than any
knife ever could.
Hanne (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] All
right! I'm going into business for myself, and nothing's going
to stop me now!
Hanne (in town): Haven't seen you in a while. Remember me?
I'm Hanne. I've come a long way since <Spawn Spot>, don't
you think? Damn straight!

Banga (merchant): Gold is very precious! My heart fills with
happiness whenever I see gold. Oh, but I want to accumulate
more gold. Piles of gold. I want to make piles and piles! [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Banga (if you say ‘No’): Ohhh, how I long to swim naked
through piles of gold!
Banga (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Is
that right? I can make piles of gold there? I can't wait to
see my beauteous reflection glinting off every precious piece!
Watch out gold, here comes Banga!
Banga (in town): Well, well, well! Hello there! I'm Banga,
from <Spawn Spot>. Thanks to you, I'm raking in piles and
piles of gold! Bwah hah hah!
Zunar (merchant): I've been roaming around, looking for just
the right store to work at, but it's not that easy. [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Zunar (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. Maybe I'll just have to open
up my own store.
Zunar (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm.
A new town probably means new shops, too. My name is Zunar.
I bet I can find a shop I like there!
Zunar (in town): I'm Zunar, from <Spawn Spot>. You know,
it's really not so easy to find just the right store.
Harus (merchant): Uhh... Umm... Ahem! May I help you? Heh,
I'm practicing, starting with the most basic shopkeeper's
greeting. I was going to set up shop here, but shop
regulations are too strictly governed. You wouldn't happen to
know of a good location somewhere? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Harus (if you say ‘No’): When will governments learn that
restrictions on shops only hurt the consumer in the end?

Harus (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
town not suffocated by ordinances and restraints on free
commerce? It seems the voracious Harus has found a new
home!
Harus (in town): Welcome! I'm Harus, formerly of <Spawn
Spot>. With this town's lax governance over business
practices, I've managed to force many small stores to close
down. It's a paradise for corrupt profiteers! Ha ha ha!
Nurar (traveling merchant): I want to go into
retail, but I can't decide where or what kind of
shop to open. Isn't there a town somewhere that
would be perfect for a new business? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Nurar (if you say ‘No’): Maybe it's a mistake for one who
knows so little about the world to choose the retail trade.
Nurar (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I had
no idea a new town[NL]had sprung up there! Thanks for
telling me! My name is Nurar. I hope we can meet again
someday.
Nurar (in town): My business is going strong here. I'm truly
grateful!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a traveling
merchant): If that merchant sets up shop here, it
will really start looking like a town. Things are going
well. But if we're going to build this town, we still
need more people.
Momy (traveling merchant): I got involved in a shady
business deal, and now I've got people after me. I don't
suppose there's a new town somewhere that my pursuers
wouldn't know about? [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Momy (if you say ‘No’): If I don't get moving, my pursuers
might catch up with me.
Momy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Are
you serious? You're not pulling my leg, are you? It's the
answer to my prayers! I'll go! But please don't tell anyone you
met Momy, okay?
Momy (in town): I'm Momy, from <Spawn Spot>! The words to
thank you elude me, much like I elude my pursuers.
Hans (traveling merchant): My name is Hans. I've been
traveling all over the world as an itinerant peddler. But I
guess my wares are too plain, because sales have been
dropping off. I need to find a town where the customers
really need the kind of merchandise I sell. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Hans (if you say ‘No’): Well, I suppose I need to think about
pumping up my stock with more eye-catching wares.
Hans (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I had
no idea such a town existed. This is welcome news. Thank you
very much.
Hans (in town): My name is Hans. I'm the itinerant peddler
who used to work out of <Spawn Spot>.
Bosan (traveling merchant): Heh heh heh. My name's Bosan.
I gather from your appearance that you're travelers. I
wonder if your travels might have taken you to any towns
that would be of sufficiently distinguished repute for a man
of rare caliber. Perhaps there is a place where I can spread
my noble seed and partake of the finer delicacies of life.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Bosan (if you say ‘No’): Then I must be off, for the
authorities are surely close behind. Never you mind about
that, however.

Bosan (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Heh
heh heh, sounds luscious. I'll have to go take a look. You've
been very kind!
Bosan (in town): I'm Bosan. We met in <Spawn Spot>! Heh
heh heh. I'm much obliged.
Riban (traveling merchant): Step right up! Step right up! No
one wants to buy a thing! I had a feeling this town wouldn't
be any good for business. I'm Riban. If you know of a good
place to do business, I would appreciate hearing about it.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Riban (if you say ‘No’): So you're just going to give me the
cold shoulder?
Riban (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
sounds like a good place. Now we're talking! Well, no sense in
wasting any more time here.
Riban (in town): Step right up, step right up. Riban, at your
service, all the way from <Spawn Spot>!
Mirak (traveling merchant): I have a terrible sense of
direction, so I get lost all the time. I wind up taking so long
to get from one town to the next that I don't make any
money. I wonder if there isn't some business where I don't
have to move around so much. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mirak (if you say ‘No’): My purse is starting to get pretty
light, so I really need to figure something out.
Mirak (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] But
of course! If I open a store in that town, I won't have to
worry about getting lost! My name is Mirak. Be sure to come
by and visit me sometime!
Mirak (in town): Oh! Hello! I'm Mirak. It's great to see you
again! Actually, I got lost pretty badly on my way here from

<Spawn Spot>, too. Hah hah! I can laugh about it now, but it
was pretty awful at the time.
Lubel (traveling merchant): I've been a traveling merchant
for a long time, but my age seems to be catching up with me
now. I just don't have the stamina I used to. I'd like to find
a place to settle down. [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lubel (if you say ‘No’): Maybe I should just retire.
Lubel (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
should be able to muster the strength to reach that town!
Oh, my name is Lubel. I'd shake your hand if I could spare
the energy.
Lubel (in town): Hello there. I'm Lubel. You know, from
<Spawn Spot>. Ever since I moved to this town, I've had a lot
more energy!
Rahed (traveling merchant): I'm Rahed. My family has been
in the merchant trade for generations. As part of our
training, we work in all sorts of different towns. Then, when
we're ready, we open our own store somewhere. I'm getting
ready to do that myself. [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Rahed (if you say ‘No’): Well, there's still a lot I need to
learn, anyway. Yeah! I've got to stay focused!
Rahed (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hey,
that sounds great! Thanks for the tip. I think I'll go there.
Rahed (in town): Come to Rahed's, the store with quality
merchandise you won't find anywhere else! Hey, long time no
see! Remember me, from <Spawn Spot>? I intend to make
mine the biggest store in town. Just watch!
Uruca (traveling merchant): Ouch! There I go again! That's
the third time today I've fallen flat on my face. It's the

lousy terrain here. My feet just can't seem to get used to it.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Uruca (if you say ‘No’): Am I going to have to spend the
rest of my life falling flat on my face?
Uruca (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] If I
go there, I might keep from stumbling all the time. I'm
Uruca, a merchant. It seems that this time I stumbled into
someone who could help!
Uruca (in town): Hi! It's great to see you again! I'm Uruca,
from <Spawn Spot>. I've really fallen in love with this town.
But it was a struggle getting here. I fell on my face thirty
times!
Bial (traveling merchant): Buy low, sell high. This is a
merchant's most basic rule. I've been buying like crazy, and
now I need to find a place where I can sell it all. [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bial (if you say ‘No’): These days, it seems sales are poor no
matter where I go.
Bial (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] You say
there's a new town there? That's perfect. Things sell like
hot cakes in places like that! I, Bial, am in your debt.
Bial (in town): Well, if it isn't HERO! It's me! From <Spawn
Spot>! Bial! Business couldn't be better! People are buying in
droves, day after day. Thanks to you, I'm raking in absurdly
high profits!
Sino (traveling merchant): I've grown tired of traveling
about, selling my goods. I wish I could set up a shop with its
own peculiar flare. Is there a classy town somewhere that's
just right for the entrepreneurial Sino? A store with
character is a rare commodity, indeed, for any town. [Will

you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Sino (if you say ‘No’): Maybe I was meant to be a mere
tradesman, after all.
Sino (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] It's
worth a try. Thanks. I'll go there and see what I think.
Sino (in town): Right this way to Sino's Shop of Surprises,
with goods from <Spawn Spot> and all over the world.
Pokke (traveling merchant): I tire of being a peddler. I'm
certain that I'm destined for bigger things. Do you know of
anyplace a man might go, with a glint of intellect in his eye
and irrepressible ambition in his heart, to make something of
himself? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Pokke (if you say ‘No’): Damn.
Pokke (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] My
keen intuition told me that we were kindred spirits! Let it be
known that on this day, Pokke set out to conquer the world!
Pokke (in town): Same job, different location, for Pokke the
peddler. For the most part, I'm glad I moved here from
<Spawn Spot>. I've accepted that life is easier if you just
don't set lofty goals or try to succeed.
Omary (traveling merchant): My name is Omary. Being a
merchant has made me quite rich. Now, I'm in search of a
place with lots of risque bunny girls to spend my money on.
Have you come across a town like that? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Omary (if you say ‘No’): No, huh? Would you mind putting on
a bunny outfit for me?
Omary (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Woohoo! I'll finally get some bunny tail!

Omary (in town): Remember me, Omary of <Spawn Spot>?
You lied to me. There were no bunny girls willing to bend to
my every whim. They're just not flexible enough!
Jissa (priest): Unfortunately, there is already a
fine priest at this fane, so there's no work for me
here. I was really looking forward to being a priest,
too. I just got my robe and everything! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Jissa (if you say ‘No’): My burning passion for theology will
never be smothered!
Jissa (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There's an immigrant town in the process of being settled?
Wow! Such a place is surely a breeding ground for heathens!
Jissa (in town): Hello, HERO! I'm Jissa. We met at Lefa
Fane. I'm working as a priest now! Thanks for telling me
about this great town!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a priest):
Now that we have a priest, we'll have to build a
temple someday. In order to do that, we'll need
more workers. Please do what you can!

Susra (priest): I am the priest Susra. Until now, I have
traveled far and wide, wherever God has led me. But I think
the time has come for me to find a town and temple where I
can settle down. Would you happen to know of a good town
somewhere? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Susra (if you say ‘No’): This must be God's way of telling me
he wants me to continue traveling a while longer.
Susra (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Ahh!
My deepest thanks to you! I shall go there right away!

Susra (in town): I'm Susra, the priest you met in <Spawn
Spot>. Whether as an itinerant or resident priest, my heart
remains dedicated to the service of God.
Frand (priest): I am Priest Frand. Traveler, you must help
me. Somewhere in the world, I believe there is a flock
waiting for me to serve them! You must tell me where that
place is! An oracle said some travelers would show me the
way. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Frand (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. Perhaps I should not have
listened to that unholy wench.
Frand (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Ahh,
so the oracle was right! Lambs of God, your wait is nearly
over! Priest Frand is on his way.
Frand (in town): I am the great priest Frand, whom you met
in <Spawn Spot>. Hah hah hah!
Lutar (priest): My name is Lutar. I am traveling around the
world spreading the word of God. If you know of a place that
has yet to hear the word of God, please tell me. [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lutar (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. Has faith in God already
spread throughout the world?
Lutar (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Thank
you so much. I will go to that town immediately to plant the
seeds of faith.
Lutar (in town): I am Lutar, the priest. Just as in <Spawn
Spot>, the people here are of honest intentions. Faith is
taking root in this town even more quickly than I expected.
Farla (priest): I am Farla. I was only recently ordained as a
priest, but I have great confidence in my abilities. Ask me to
pray, or ask me to expel poison. I can do anything, and yet I

don't have anywhere to go. None of the temples have any
openings. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Farla (if you say ‘No’): It's a sin to have abilities like mine
going to waste, if I do say so myself.
Farla (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] This
is wonderful news! Now I'll finally have a place to use my
abilities! Thank you so much. God bless you! God bless you!
Farla (in town): Welcome, traveler. Is it your body or your
soul that ails you? Oh! I did not recognize you at first! It is
I, Farla, from <Spawn Spot>! My abilities are being put to
good use now!
Yona (priest): Heh heh heh. I stole a priest's robes! What do
you think? Do I look good or what? But I can't be lingering
around here, or the priest will come after me! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Yona (if you say ‘No’): Well, I'd better hightail it out of
here! Those clergy are an unruly bunch!
Yona (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hey,
thanks a bunch! I bet I can disappear in a town like that. By
the way, my name's Yona. So long!
Yona (in town): It's me! Yona, from <Spawn Spot>! Wearing
these robes, I actually started to feel like a priest. So I
packed it in as a thief and now I'm a real priest! Heh heh
heh. Surprised, I bet!
Yang(?) (priest): I am the priest Yung. And just like my name
sounds, I'm young! And since I'm young, I figure the best
place for me is a town that's young, too! [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Yang(?) (if you say ‘No’): Well, the town doesn't actually
have to be young, so long as it's young at heart.

Yang(?) (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Holy smokes! That town sounds young all right! I'll be on my
way!
Yang(?) (in town): A young town for the young priest! Wahey!
What do you think? Don't I seem a whole lot livelier than I
did in <Spawn Spot>? Yeah!
Fanbu (priest): I am Priest Fanbu. In spite of being in the
priesthood, I fell in love with a woman. Obsessed with her
every facet, I followed her from place to place. When her
husband discovered that I was dishonoring their scared
sacred vows, I was forced to flee the town and abandon my
temple. I want to turn over a new leaf and serve God again, so
I'm looking for a place where I can do that. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Fanbu (if you say ‘No’): So it appears God still has not
forgiven me for my foolish sins.
Fanbu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I can
hardly believe it! That sounds like just the town for me! God
has provided me with a place where I can begin anew. I shall
go there immediately. You have my deepest gratitude.
Fanbu (in town): I'm Priest Fanbu. I believe we met in
<Spawn Spot>. Once again, it seems I've stumbled into
forbidden love. Oh God, please grant me this one thing, I beg
you!
Mamet (priest): God has left and gone away! Would you know
of a place where I might be able to find God again? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mamet (if you say ‘No’): Oh God, where have you gone?
Mamet (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] God
is a cunning deity! Indeed, He may be where you say He is! My
name is Mamet. I hope we meet again someday!

Mamet (in town): It is I, Mamet! We met in <Spawn Spot>! I
have yet to find God, but something tells me that I will see
Him again if I stay here!
Bock (priest): I'm Bock. I became a priest because I wanted
to hear other people's confessions. But I'm tired of this
town's confessions. I wonder if I could find a better town.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Bock (if you say ‘No’): Well, I guess I have to be content
with this town for a while longer.
Bock (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] You
know of a town abundant with devious citizenry and consumed
by sin? Sounds like fun! Heh heh heh!
Bock (in town): Oh, hello, everyone! I'm Bock, the one you
met in <Spawn Spot>. The confessions here are even more
interesting than I could have imagined!
Sign (priest): I'm Sign. I'm still in training for the
priesthood, but I want to do all I can to help people. Is there
a town somewhere[NL]that could use me? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Sign (if you say ‘No’): Oh God, please give me your guidance,
for I am lost!
Sign (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] God's
work is never finished. Farewell, traveler.
Sign (in town): It's me, Sign! We met in <Spawn Spot>.
Thanks to you, I can fully devote my efforts to the people
with the direst of needs.
Sara (nun): This temple was a resting place at one
time for people traveling between Huzu and Avon.
But few people visit since the villages died out, and
this temple is becoming more and more desolate.

And so I'd like to go somewhere that I can be of greater
help to people. But unfortunately, I know so little of the
world. Is there some place that would accept my assistance?
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Sara (if you say ‘No’): I was naive to think that such an
unworldly person as I could ever pick up and move to a new
place.
Sara (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow,
you are so worldly! I had never heard of such a place. My
name's Sara, by the way. Thank you!
Sara (in town): Why, hello! I'm Sister Sara. We met at the
Shrine Temple. I'm so grateful to you! I never would have
found this wonderful town on my own!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a nun):
That nun is a real darling. She's going to be the
star of our town. What? You don't believe me? I
know everything there is to know about nuns!
Anyway, please keep bringing people here.
Anna (nun): I'll tell you a secret. I fled here from a temple.
The work was so wearing, but now I regret leaving. I just
can't swallow my pride and go back, though. If you know of a
place where I can start my life over, please tell me! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Anna (if you say ‘No’): What am I going to do with myself
from now on?
Anna (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Thank
you! This time I'm going to fulfill my promise to God! I'll tell
myself, 'Anna, you're not going to give up this time!'
Anna (in town): I'm Anna. We met in <Spawn Spot>. I'm
grateful to God for letting me come to this place! I'm now
helping to spread faith in God.

Latta (nun): I want to bring God's teachings to the world. Do
you know of a town in need of my guidance? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Latta (if you say ‘No’): May God's blessings be with you
always.
Latta (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Thank
you. I'll head there straight away! Oh, I forgot to tell you!
My name is Latta. Well, then, goodbye.
Latta (in town): I'm Latta, from <Spawn Spot>. May God's
blessings be upon you!
Mary (nun): I am a traveling nun by the name of Mary. Like
the transience of life itself, I've been traveling from place
to place. But now I want to settle down. Do you know a town
that will have me? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mary (if you say ‘No’): No? I'm sorry to have troubled you.
Mary (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There's a town that is looking for immigrants? It's my
heart's desire to live somewhere where I'm wanted! I'll go
there right away!
Mary (in town): Hello! I'm Mary, the nun you met in <Spawn
Spot>. Having a place to live has made me so happy! I can
relax here and give prayer every day.
Merim (nun): I came here to spread the word of God, but no
one will listen. Isn't there anyplace that needs me...uh, I
mean, needs the word of God? You are a traveler. You must
know of some such place. [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Merim (if you say ‘No’): I see. I'm sorry to have bothered
you.

Merim (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thank you! I'm Sister Merim. I'll continue to spread the
word of God.
Merim (in town): I'm Sister Merim of <Spawn Spot>. The
people here have taken kindly to me...uh, I mean, the word of
God.
Garet (nun): I'm Sister Garet. Life was so hard at the
temple that I ran away. But I wonder if I really did the right
thing. I do still wish to serve God. [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Garet (if you say ‘No’): Oh God, please forgive me.
Garet (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh! A
new town! I'd never heard of it. Perhaps I can still mend my
foolish ways.
Garet (in town): I'm Sister Garet from <Spawn Spot>. I have
sought penance and once again wish to devote my life to God.
Lerna (nun): I'm the traveling nun, Lerna. I travel around
helping people free themselves of their worries. Everyone
here is now at peace. It's time to move on to the next land.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Lerna (if you say ‘No’): May God bestow His divine
protection upon you.
Lerna (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? I hadn't heard that a town was being built there.
Living in an unfamiliar land, the people there must have many
unaddressed concerns! I thank you for sharing this with me.
I shall head there immediately.
Lerna (in town): I'm the traveling nun, Lerna. We met in
<Spawn Spot>. Do you remember? My purpose in life has
become to allay the fears of the people of this town.

Lois (nun): Sigh... It's so boring around here! I became a nun
just like my mother wanted, but I didn't think it would be so
unbearably boring! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lois (if you say ‘No’): Every day, pray, pray, pray... Is there
anything more pointless?
Lois (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Really?
A new town? Maybe I'll go check it out. The name's Lois. I
don't even know who you are, but thanks for the news!
Lois (in town): I'm Lois, from <Spawn Spot>. I was bored with
life as a nun, so I came here. But then I started to realize
the importance of the sisterhood. Someday, I'll be a great
nun, and then I'll go back and see my mom! Thank you,
nameless adventurer!
Bars (nun): My name is Bars. I'm a nun, but I fell in love with
a man. I left the temple, determined to be with him. But I
can't join him yet. And I can't return to the temple, either.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Bars (if you say ‘No’): Oh! What should I do?
Bars (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] What?
A new town? I wonder why you have been so kind as to tell
me about this. Perhaps it's a message from God! And perhaps
if I go there, I'll find my answers! Thank you so much for
telling me. I'll go there right away.
Bars (in town): Oh, it's you! I'm Bars, from <Spawn Spot>.
I'm the nun who left the temple behind for love, remember?
But I found an even better, more affluent man here! May God
bestow good fortune upon you.
Meyer (nun): My name is Meyer. Someday, I want to be a nun.
But I just don't know which temple I should go to! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Meyer (if you say ‘No’): Well, if you find any nice temples,
be sure to tell me about them.
Meyer (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] If
there's a new town, then there must be a new temple, as well!
Thank you for thinking for me, HERO!
Meyer (in town): I'm Meyer, from <Spawn Spot>. I think I
can be a good nun in this town! Thank you so much for telling
me about it!
Shana (nun): I'm Shana, a nun, but I just can't put my
dreams of becoming a martial artist behind me. Around here,
I'm not allowed to train in the martial arts. What should I
do? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Shana (if you say ‘No’): I heard there was a temple for
changing jobs, but first I've got to get out of this place!
Shana (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town? Nobody would know who I was there! And maybe
I'll be able to start working towards my kung-fu dreams!
Thank you!
Shana (in town): I'm Shana from <Spawn Spot>, the nun that
wanted to be a martial artist. Even now, I'm a nun by day, but
I train like mad at night. I won't give up on my dream!
Anne (nun): Humans are always wishing they could have what
they don't have, and they fail to appreciate what they do
have. But God doesn't always listen to our wishes. And now
I've begun to doubt what God really means to me. In this
state, I hardly feel justified in preaching about God to
others. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Anne (if you say ‘No’): Oh God, for what purpose did you
create us?

Anne (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Just
when I was doubting my faith, you renew my hope, with talk
of this new town! If this isn't the will of God, I don't know
what is! I'll head there right away. And if I can find
happiness in that town, my faith in God will be restored! My
name is Anne. Please remember me.
Anne (in town): I'm Anne, from <Spawn Spot>. I've found
happiness in this town. There is a God, after all! May God's
blessings be upon you!
Sebu (nun): My name is Sebu. I wish blessings on all living
things, even monsters. But the other priests don't
understand that all life is precious. With such enmity
brewing, I just can't continue on in this temple. [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Sebu (if you say ‘No’): Life is God's gift. All living things are
equal.
Sebu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Perhaps the people there will accept my ideals. I knew I could
trust someone who values life as much as you do, curiously
blood-stained warrior!
Sebu (in town): I'm Sebu, from <Spawn Spot>. I used to
believe that the lives of all humans and monsters were equal.
But on my way here, monsters attacked me, and I changed my
mind! Monsters are our enemies! Go out there and give them
a few good knocks for me, would you?
Misa (nun): I'm so very careless. I was training hard, but I
accidentally broke a statue and was thrown out of the
temple. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Misa (if you say ‘No’): Oh, God! Please save your sheepish
lamb!

Misa (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? Perhaps I could start fresh there! The name's Misa! I
won't forget you!
Misa (in town): You! It's me! Misa, from <Spawn Spot>!
Things are going really well. I've broken very few things
since I've been here!
Mirt (nun): I've lived a life ever-faithful to God, but I'm
getting old. I wonder if there's a good town I could live
peacefully in for my remaining years. [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mirt (if you say ‘No’): Perhaps this is God's way of saying I
still have work to do in this land.
Mirt (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] My! So
there is such a town! My name is Mirt. Let's meet again
someday in that town!
Mirt (in town): Oh! It's you! It's me, Mirt, from <Spawn
Spot>. I'm so happy I came here. I'll be praying for your safe
journey. God protect you!
Gard (scholar): Those damn neighbors of mine are
so damn loud! Gard's brains weren't meant to be
bombarded with damn arguments day in and day
out, damn it! I just can't damn stand it! Don't you
know of anyplace quiet, damn it? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gard (if you say ‘No’): Arghhh! So my brains were meant to
melt from irritation, after all!
Gard (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? Damn, Gard will go there, then!
Gard (in town): There's no argument. Unlike in <Spawn Spot>,
Gard's brains are at peace here.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a scholar):
It's good to have a learned man with extensive

knowledge to consult when there's a problem. Good work,
everybody. Keep on bringing lots of people here.
Nasak (scholar): I am the great scholar Nasak. I always
wanted to be one of those 'zany professor' types, but there
aren't many places that would accept a person like that. Are
there any good places where I could make my dream come
true? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Nasak (if you say ‘No’): What a boring world! I suppose
dreams are better left to the mundane of heart.
Nasak (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Hmm. A town under construction? That sounds promising! It
shouldn't be very difficult to make my dream come true
there!
Nasak (in town): I'm the great scholar Nasak, from <Spawn
Spot>. I've become quite the 'zany professor' here!
Phaz (scholar): It looks like my research here is done. I
wonder where I should go next. My name is Phaz. I visit
various towns conducting research. Hmm, you must be
travelers. Do you happen to know any interesting towns? [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Phaz (if you say ‘No’): Hmm. Further scholastic scrutiny of
my research suggests that you are of little help.
Phaz (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
town sounds interesting. Research is of paramount
importance to the growth of man.
Phaz (in town): Do you remember me? I'm Phaz, the
researcher you met in <Spawn Spot>. This town is worth
researching!

Romme (scholar): I'm Romme. Is there anyplace where I can
fully utilize my knowledge? I want to use my vast knowledge
to help people with their problems somehow! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Romme (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... I feel as if I can hear the
cries of the people who need my knowledge.
Romme (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] My
knowledge should be useful in a developing town like that!
Romme (in town): I'm Romme. I've been working to turn this
town into a cultured place like <Spawn Spot>.
Kary (bunny girl): The men here are all so dull,
they make my bunny soul want to cry! I want to
have fun with customers that are dirty-minded
enough to try touching me more! I wish there was
someplace with a bar where a lot of super dirty-minded old
men hang out. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Kary (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... How ever will I be able to
satisfy my desires?
Kary (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? It sounds like there might be a lot of dirty old men
there! My name is Kary. Thanks for your help.
Kary (in town): I'm Kary. Thanks for your help in <Spawn
Spot>. There are plenty of dirty old men here. Tee hee!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a bunny
girl): Ah, wonderful! You must have read my mind,
bringing that cute bunny girl. Thanks for bringing
her. This just might turn into a risque town.

Sofi (bunny girl): My name is Sofi. I want to be the best
bunny girl in the world, but this place doesn't have a bar I

like. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Sofi (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. I've got a long way to go before
I'm the best bunny girl in the world.
Sofi (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm...
They might build a big bar someday in a town like that. Okay!
I'll go to that town, then!
Sofi (in town): I'm Sofi, from <Spawn Spot>, the one that
wanted to be the best bunny girl in the world! I love this
town, but I've still got a long way to go before I'm the best.
Minet (bunny girl): I want to go to another town. Please
don't ask me why. Do you know any good places? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Minet (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. Please forget everything I just
said.
Minet (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks, I love you! My name is Minet. Don't forget me.
Smooch!
Minet (in town): I'm Minet, from <Spawn Spot>! Do you
remember me? Tee hee!
Liric (bunny girl): Hi, there. My name is Liric. It's
discouraging there are so few sexy men in this town. Do you
know anyplace filled with my type of guy? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Liric (if you say ‘No’): I didn't think so. I've looked in
almost every town and village, myself.
Liric (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
didn't know about that place! I can't think of anyplace else,
so I guess I'll give it a try!
Liric (in town): I'm Liric, from <Spawn Spot>. I don't see
many sexy men in this town, either. But that's all right.
Nobody bothers me here, and I have a comfortable life.

Cham (bunny girl): I've had the dream of being the cutest
bunny girl ever since I was a kid! I look just like a
professional bunny girl after all my training, don't I? Tee
hee. I can't wait to seduce men at bars and casinos! Let's
see, where should I go first? [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Cham (if you say ‘No’): Tee hee! You're kind of my type! I
hope I see you again someday!
Cham (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
sounds marvelous! Thanks! I'll go there immediately! I'm
Charles...um, I mean, Miss Cham! Please remember me! Tee
hee!
Cham (in town): Hello, long time, no see! I'm Miss Cham, from
<Spawn Spot>! Tee hee! You're looking good, as always!
Lucir (bunny girl): Don't call me bunny girl! I have a name.
It's Lucir! I hate this! People always judge me based on the
way I look. Aren't there any places where people will accept
me as I am? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Lucir (if you say ‘No’): What? Don't look down on me just
because I'm a bunny girl! Grrr!
Lucir (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I just
might be happy in that town! Thanks, I'll go there!
Lucir (in town): Hi! I'm Lucir, from <Spawn Spot>. Do you
remember me? I came to this town, hoping to be treated
with respect, but people still call me bunny girl! Grrr!
Maron (bunny girl): Even if I have to start out a bunny girl,
I'll have my own business someday. My name's Maron and
that's my only dream! For a brighter future, first I have to
work hard in some town! [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Maron (if you say ‘No’): No matter what job I do, I'll work
hard!
Maron (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
That's perfect. All right, I feel more cheerful already!
Maron (in town): Hello, I'm Maron! Do you remember me
from <Spawn Spot>? It's so hard to save money. But I'll keep
trying! Hee hee!
Enzo (bartender): I shake a cocktail shaker every
single day. I'm tired of my life! I left town because
I couldn't stand it anymore. Oh, my name is Enzo.
Are there any places where I can do whatever I
want, without constraint? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Enzo (if you say ‘No’): I guess no matter where you go, you
face some problems.
Enzo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Huh? I
don't remember ever hearing of that town. Well, it sounds
kind of shady, but I'll try it. Bye, now!
Enzo (in town): I'm Enzo, from <Spawn Spot>. There's plenty
of opportunity for a man like me to go astray in a town like
this. Thanks!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a
bartender): I'm looking forward to the day that
bartender has a bar to tend. For that to happen,
we'll need more and more people.
Drun (bartender): I've been working as a bartender for
twenty years, but I don't have my own bar yet. I want to go
somewhere new and find a wife! Of course, I want to earn
lots of money, too! I guess a place like that only exists in my
dreams. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Drun (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... Only in dreams.

Drun (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Is
that true? Thanks! I'll get ready to go immediately! My name
is Drun. If I happen to see you again, let me buy you a drink!
Drun (in town): I'm...hic...Drun! I found that I like drinking
better than working, so I can hardly own my own bar. At least
this way, when I pass out, I can drram dream of having a wife
and wealth!
Haris (bartender): I told them I wanted to be a bartender,
but I got rejected. Are there any bars that would hire me?
My name is Haris, by the way. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Haris (if you say ‘No’): Reality is harsh for a bartender
without much experience.
Haris (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow!
Even though I don't have much experience, I bet someone
there would hire me!
Haris (in town): I'm the bartender, Haris, from <Spawn
Spot>. I got a job, thanks to you! I'm even a manager
supervising new employees.
Ricks (bartender): My dream is to build a big amusement
park for the world to enjoy. I've been looking for someplace
suitable, but this place doesn't seem appropriate, either.
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Ricks (if you say ‘No’): And I thought people would love the
idea of an amusement park, too.
Ricks (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? I've got to see this place with my own eyes! My name
is Ricks, by the way. Thanks for the information!
Ricks (in town): I'm Ricks, from <Spawn Spot>. I hope to
build a big amusement park filled with games and easily
merchandisable mascots!

Elena (dancer): I'm Elena. Looks like I made a big
mistake coming to this place! I really wanted to
dance in a bigger, livelier town. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Elena (if you say ‘No’): When will I ever be able to dance on
a stage?
Elena (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Wow!
That's a new town, isn't it? It sounds so exciting! It's a bold
move, but I'll go! Besides, I'd probably embarrass myself
dancing here, anyway. Thanks for your kindness, travelers!
Bye, now!
Elena (in town): Hello! I'm Elena, from Mezar! Everybody!
Please come and see my show tonight!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a dancer):
That dancer has been giving me the eye. Oh, what
should I do if love blossoms? Anyway, putting that
aside, I want you to invite many more people here.
Suzan (dancer): My name's Suzan. I've been traveling all
over the world as a dancer, but I've run out of new lands to
visit. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Suzan (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. Do I have to start my journey
all over again from the beginning?
Suzan (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] This
is the first I've heard of this new town in the middle of
nowhere! Thanks, travelers. I'll dance my way into their
hearts!
Suzan (in town): I used to dance at a bar in <Spawn Spot>. I
can't wait until night! I want everybody to see Suzan dance!
Reiby (dancer): 'Dance, dance. Dance dance, dance!' It's no
use! It's pointless dancing here when nobody looks at me! My

name is Reiby, and I want more people to see me dance! [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Reiby (if you say ‘No’): I guess I'll just keep dancing here,
seeing as I don't have any other choice. Maybe you should
'bust-a-groove,' too!
Reiby (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
didn't know there was a town there! Okay, I'll go and dance
there, instead!
Reiby (in town): 'Dance! Dance, dance!' Hey, everybody! Look
at Reiby dancing! Thanks! I'm so glad I came here from
<Spawn Spot>!
Lande (dancer): Oh! You startled me! My name is Lande, and
I'm a dancer. I just dumped my lousy boyfriend, and now I'm
in a little trouble. I'm starting to run out of money. [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lande (if you say ‘No’): Sigh...
Lande (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
didn't know there was a place like that. I'll check it out! If
it's a nice town, I could start my life all over again.
Lande (in town): I'm Lande, from <Spawn Spot>. Remember
me? All the people here are nice and I'm making a good living
dancing. I love this place! And it's all thanks to you! Now all I
have to do is find a husband.
Tashe (dancer): Huh? What do you want? Don't talk to me!
I'm a well-known dancer! I'm a superstar! But few people
here appreciate the performing arts. [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Tashe (if you say ‘No’): If you don't want anything else, just
go away. I don't like talking to people.
Tashe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
might go if I feel like it. But if it turns out to be a strange

town, you'll pay. Oh, by the way, my name is Tashe.
Remember that!
Tashe (in town): Hey, it's me, Superstar Tashe of <Spawn
Spot>! Enthusiasts of the performing arts scamper like a
vulgar herd to see me in this new town! I'm almost grateful
enough to thank you!
Lily (dancer): I love dancing. I'd be happy if I could just
dance forever! But my dad wouldn't let me, so I ran away.
I'm not ever going back home! I want to focus on my dream!
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Lily (if you say ‘No’): I'll definitely be a professional dancer
someday! I just don't know when.
Lily (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] You're
so knowledgeable. Maybe that town would be a good place for
me to start out in. My name is Lily. I hope to see you again
someday!
Lily (in town): Hello, I'm Lily, from <Spawn Spot>! I'm happy
to see you again. Dance training is tough, but as long as I stay
here, I have a feeling I'll make it! I love this town! Leaving
my parents forever was a good idea! I'm really glad I came
here!
Gack (tough guy): Yawn. I'm so bored. I want to
party somewhere! Huh? You mean you know a good
place? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gack (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. Aren't there any exciting
places anywhere?
Gack (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm,
I never heard of that place, but I'll try anything once. Oh,
I'm Gack. Let's hang out if we ever run into each other
there.

Gack (in town): Hey, it's been a while. I'm Gack. You saw me
in <Spawn Spot>. We should hang out. I know I said I like to
party, but I pretty much just stand here and occasionally
walk in a predetermined pattern, repeating the same words.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a tough
guy): The language that rough fellow uses is foul,
but he's a good, chivalrous guy. You can't judge a
person by his appearance. Keep on inviting people.
Gomes (tough guy): Hmph! This place is full of nothing but
dull, boring people! I want to go someplace wild, where a lot
of rowdy people hang out! [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gomes (if you say ‘No’): Damn! I hate this town full of
boring people!
Gomes (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
town sounds like it might be full of grog and misogynistic fun!
My name is Gomes. Thanks, I appreciate it.
Gomes (in town): I'm Gomes. I used to be a well-known
party-goer in <Spawn Spot>. I've become a legendary rowdy
here, too!
Yamur (tough guy): I'm on a journey to meet new people! It
isn't easy meeting people, though. You're travelers, right? Do
you know anyplace I can meet people? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Yamur (if you say ‘No’): That's okay. I'll meet new people on
my own.
Yamur (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Are
people with all kinds of backgrounds there? Maybe I should
go! Oh, my name is Yamur, by the way. See you!
Yamur (in town): I want to meet new people! Anybody! Oh, my
name is Yamur, and I'm from <Spawn Spot>.

Rixy (tough guy): My name is Rixy. My dream is to become a
carpenter. But I can't find anyone here that will take me on
as their apprentice. [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Rixy (if you say ‘No’): If you find anyone that needs an
apprentice, let me know.
Rixy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] What?
A new town! There must be lots of carpenters there! No time
to waste now!
Rixy (in town): I'm Rixy, the carpenter you met in <Spawn
Spot>! Do you remember me? I found a very skillful carpenter
here that's going to take me on as his apprentice!
Gonz (tough guy): Arrghhh! It's my bad. Mercy! Hm? Who
are you? Phew, you scared me for a moment. I'm Gonz, the
thief. I made a clumsy mistake on my last job, and now I'm on
the run. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Gonz (if you say ‘No’): This isn't the safest place to hide,
either. I never feel at ease!
Gonz (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Really? A new town in the middle of nowhere, huh? Hmm,
they'll have a hard time finding me if I hide there. Thanks
for the information!
Gonz (in town): You caught me, I surrender! Sob! Sob!
Forgive me, please, I... Oh, it's you! I'm Gonz, the thief you
met in <Spawn Spot>. Remember? I managed to flee to this
town, but I'm still afraid somebody's chasing me. I guess I'm
just a coward. Maybe I'm not intrepid enough for a life of
crime.
Reis (tough guy): I'm Reis. I've been working on building my
strength to the next level. I'm probably already the
strongest person in the world. I'm thinking of working on my

appearance next. Are there any places that would help me
work on my appearance? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Reis (if you say ‘No’): And I was so close to being the most
impressive-looking person in the world, too.
Reis (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, huh? You look like I could easily crush you for lying, so
you must be telling the truth. Thanks.
Reis (in town): I'm Reis, from <Spawn Spot>. I'm still working
on my appearance and style, but I think I'm pretty goodlooking. What do you think?
Cabas (tough guy): Hey, do you happen to know of any new
towns? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Cabas (if you say ‘No’): No? Okay, forget it, then.
Cabas (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] You
do? Good thing I asked! My name is Cabas. I'll tell you a
secret. I want to be a dancer, but I'm kind of embarrassed
to try in front of my friends. So I'll try out that new town!
Thanks again!
Cabas (in town): Huh? It's you! I'm Cabas, the guy from
<Spawn Spot> that wanted to be a dancer! I don't have any
friends here, so I can dance every day without being
embarrassed!
Glenn (tough guy): I want to be a bunny girl. Hey, I was only
kidding! Don't take it seriously. Just a joke. There's nothing
else to do in this boring place. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Glenn (if you say ‘No’): Actually, I want to be a nun. Ha ha
ha! Just kidding!
Glenn (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, huh? It might be more fun there. I think I'll give it a

try. Thanks for telling me! My name is Glenn, by the way.
Remember that.
Glenn (in town): I'm Glenn. I want to be a blushing bride. Oh,
hey! Remember me from <Spawn Spot>? I wasn't bored at
first, but as with everything in life, this new town lost its
sheen after a while.
Darba (tough guy): Who are you? My name is Darba. Oh, no!
I... can't... hold it any longer! Quit staring at me! I can't pee
when you're looking at me! [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Darba (if you say ‘No’): Please! I'm begging you! Just go
away!
Darba (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town? Maybe I will go there, since you won't stop staring
at me.
Darba (in town): Huh? Haven't I seen you somewhere
before? My name is Darba. I'm from <Spawn Spot>. Someone
told me about this town one day when I had to go real bad!
Hoisa (tough guy): My name is Hoisa. I did a lot of bad stuff
in the village where I used to live. I've been wandering
around like this ever since my mother kicked me out. But now
I'm sorry for what I did. I wish I hadn't given my mother all
that grief. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Hoisa (if you say ‘No’): It's too late to go home now. What
am I going to do?
Hoisa (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Why
are you telling me about a new town? Are you trying to say I
shouldn't ever go home again? Well, all right. I don't know
who you are, but I guess I'll do what you say. So I guess I'm
going to a new town to live. Goodbye, Mother! Sniff...

Hoisa (in town): I'm Hoisa! We met in <Spawn Spot>! After I
straighten myself out, I'm going back to live with my mother,
as any socially well-adjusted person would do.
Geder (tough guy): I'm Geder. I'm a Big Boss, kind of
infamous around here. But all my bandits mutinied against me.
I feel so betrayed. Maybe I should walk the straight and
narrow from now on. [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Geder (if you say ‘No’): Bandits these days just don't have
any guts.
Geder (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town, ripe for the plucking? I could amass a new clan
there! Every town needs organized crime.
Geder (in town): I'm Geder. I was the leader of the bandits
in <Spawn Spot>. I couldn't find any men with guts here,
either. Sigh...
Eos (sailor): My name is Eos. Everybody hates me.
Is there anyplace I can start my life all over? I'm
not picky. [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Eos (if you say ‘No’): Do you hate me, too, or something?
Eos (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
remote town that's accepting immigrants? Perhaps
popularity's cold, desperate touch has yet to escape me.
Thanks!
Eos (in town): My name is Eos. I was born in <Spawn Spot>. I
came here in hopes of becoming Mr. Popular. But for some
reason, everybody just refers to me as Dr. Zoo
King.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a sailor):
Well, well. I never would have imagined a sailor
showing up! With the town's proximity to the sea, I

imagine it will someday become a haven for mariners. But we
still don't have enough people. Bring more.
Jimme (sailor): My name is Jimme. Even though I was born a
sailor, I lost my sea legs after my ship sank. The great blue
no longer beckons me as she once did. I've decided to set
aside my seafaring ways and drop anchor somewhere a little
more dry. Do you happen to know of such a place? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Jimme (if you say ‘No’): You've traveled the world, haven't
you? What good are you?
Jimme (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] It
looks like I'll be spending the rest of my life enjoying the
grandeur of the ocean from the shoreline. Thanks, traveler!
Jimme (in town): It's me, Jimme, the sailor you met in
<Spawn Spot>. Aye, life's been good since moving here. It's a
refreshing sight to see women every day!
Solo (sailor): Hey, travelers! My name is Solo. The Captain
forced me to walk the plank the other day. And since my last
shore leave, my woman has welcomed a new man into her bed.
Any suggestions on where to go? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Solo (if you say ‘No’): I should've known better than to ask
a party of scurvy travelers for help.
Solo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks, matey! I had no idea such a place existed!
Solo (in town): Hi, there! I'm Solo, from <Spawn Spot>. This
is a good place to live. The best part is, nobody knows my
past spent wrestling loose women and the unforgiving sea!
Tanik (sailor): Avast, ye landlubbers! My name is Tanik. I'm a
sailor. But the ship I was on sank the other day, so now I'm
like a fish out of water. Ha ha ha! Maybe I'll stay on land.

Any suggestions where I should go? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Tanik (if you say ‘No’): I see. Let me know if you come up
with anything!
Tanik (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, aye? Perhaps I've found a place to moor at last.
Tanik (in town): I'm Tanik from <Spawn Spot>. I used to be a
sailor. All the ships I ever sailed on sank, and so I'm still like
a fish out of water.
Burig (sailor): I wonder how many years have passed since I
was decommissioned. I hated being on land at first, but I've
adjusted. Sadly, there are too many memories here that even
binge drinking will not erase. [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Burig (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... I want to go back to the sea.
Burig (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Maybe I'll weigh anchor and set sail for this new town. My
name is Burig. Thanks for the help!
Burig (in town): I'm Burig, an ex-sailor. I've started a whole
new life here! I've finally escaped the memories of <Spawn
Spot>.
Kamin (prisoner): Pant! Gasp! My name is Kamin. I'm
a thief. Sorry for whispering, but I just broke out
of prison. But I'm rehabilitated. I promise! Please
tell me someplace I can live! [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Kamin (if you say ‘No’): I knew it. No place for a reformed
man to go.
Kamin (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
What? I had no idea such an intriguing place existed! First,
I'll just get myself a little money for the trip... Um, er, I
mean, I'll just go to that town immediately! Thanks!

Kamin (in town): I'm Kamin. I was pretty well-known around
<Spawn Spot>! This town is paradise! You know what I mean?
Ah heh heh.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a prisoner):
It's frightening seeing prisoners come to this town.
I hope their arrival doesn't lead to civil unrest.
Well, I suppose even the misguided deserve a
second chance.
Cleo (prisoner): Eeekkk! Please let me go! I'm innocent! Oh,
sorry. I thought you were going to arrest me. I'm Cleo. They
put me in jail even though I was innocent, so I escaped. Are
there any good places I can go into hiding? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Cleo (if you say ‘No’): Nobody wants to help harbor a
fugitive these days.
Cleo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Perhaps I could blend in and return to my work as a
craftsman there! Thanks!
Cleo (in town): I'm Cleo from <Spawn Spot>. People here
don't know I'm a fugitive from a crime I didn't commit. Now
I can live at ease, thanks to you!
Balbs (prisoner): No! I didn't do anything wrong! Gasp! Oh, I
thought you were the ones chasing me. Do you know any good
places to hide? I'm innocent, I tell you! [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Balbs (if you say ‘No’): Balbs, wrongfully accused, on the
lamb from the law.
Balbs (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] They
might not find me there! Thanks for believing in me. I'm
Balbs, chased even though I didn't commit a crime!
Balbs (in town): Balbs, wrongfully accused and tragically
captured by his pursuers! Huh? Oh, I thought you were

someone else. We met in <Spawn Spot>. Balbs, purveyor of
asinine mistakes.
Bred (prisoner): I'm Bred. I can't divulge all of the details,
but I'm on the run from someone. I have a feeling he's not
far behind. I'm fed up with this life of running! I wish there
was someplace to hide in peace! [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bred (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. How long do I have to live like
this?
Bred (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? Sounds great! I bet he doesn't know about that place
yet! Thanks for telling me! And never fall into debt like me,
okay?
Bred (in town): I'm Bred, from <Spawn Spot>. This town is a
great place to hide from my mountain of debt.
Robbe (prisoner): I can't say this very loud, but I broke out
of prison! I'll have to go back unless I can find a good place
to hide! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Robbe (if you say ‘No’): Damn. You're useless.
Robbe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
could hide easily there! New towns attract lots of people.
Thanks. I owe you one. My name is Robbe.
Robbe (in town): I'm Robbe. The food was lousy in the prison
back in <Spawn Spot>. I have to be very careful here so I
don't get busted again.
Broam (warrior): Whew! I've neared the end of my
warrior training. Now I just need a place to use my
newfound skills! [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Broam (if you say ‘No’): Of course you wouldn't know of
such a place. You've a puny mind, as well as a scrawny body.
Broam (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town needs a champion to defend its people. Thanks! My
name's Broam. See you around!
Broam (in town): I'm Broam, the warrior from Mt. Flame in
Engow. I came to join the peacekeeping force here.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a warrior):
With that warrior here, we don't have to be afraid
of monsters anymore! And since he's a warrior, I
can count on him for physical labor. But we still
don't have enough people to build a town.
Gado (warrior): I've spent my life traveling and training
myself in swordsmanship, but I want to settle down
somewhere soon and have a family. Are there any good towns
I could live in? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gado (if you say ‘No’): Or maybe I should find a girlfriend
first. Hmmm...
Gado (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Now I
can take a wife and father many absurdly muscular offspring!
Thanks. My name is Gado.
Gado (in town): I'm Gado, from <Spawn Spot>. I haven't
found a wife yet. They all seem to think it strange that I
sleep with my sword.
Colon (warrior): Is no one strong enough to take on the
mighty Colon? I'd go anywhere, even the Dark World, to find
a man of strength who'd fight me! [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Colon (if you say ‘No’): Must I travel to the Dark World to
find someone to fight?

Colon (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Perhaps you should join me in this new town, and we could
work on those flaccid muscles of yours!
Colon (in town): I'm Colon. I came from <Spawn Spot>, looking
for a strong opponent. I'm glad I avoided going to the Dark
World to look!
Zain (warrior): I'm Zain. I've been traveling around, training
myself as a warrior. However, I long for recognition. I'm
looking for a place where someone will pay me well for my
skills. Any ideas? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Zain (if you say ‘No’): No ideas? Too bad.
Zain (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] The
day has come to fill my purse with gold from the blood I spill.
Zain (in town): I'm Zain, from <Spawn Spot>. I found
someone to pay me for my skills here.
Romyl (warrior): My name is Romyl. To tell you the truth, I'm
not very strong. My dad forced me into sword training. He
even makes me wear this armor. Life has become one of
moribund repetition, and I am now nothing more than an
empty shell. I just want to run away. [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Romyl (if you say ‘No’): I must return to salving the blisters
on my weary hands. Sigh.
Romyl (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town, away from his despotic control? Thanks, traveler!
I'm finally a free man! Hooray!
Romyl (in town): I'm Romyl, from <Spawn Spot>. I've really
come to love this town! My dad isn't around! It's paradise!
Ashe (soldier): I wish I could arrest someone. That
would be great! After all, I am a soldier. Do you

know of any towns teeming with a seamy seedy underbelly of
criminals? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Ashe (if you say ‘No’): I'll take any kind of petty crime at
this point! Just give me something!
Ashe (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] If
this town is as you say, miscreants are sure to abound there!
I promise to keep the citizenry safe. My name is Ashe.
Ashe (in town): I'm Ashe, the soldier you met in <Spawn
Spot>. Through hard work, I've made this town safe for its
residents. But because it's so safe, there's no one to arrest.
I want to arrest someone!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a soldier):
Having that soldier here virtually guarantees the
security of the town. Please keep guiding the way
to this land.
Gabin (soldier): Geez! I can't believe the King fired me over
something so insignificant! Do you know of anyplace I can
work? Don't hold out on me! Tell me if you know! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gabin (if you say ‘No’): Damn. I guess I'll just do nothing
for a while.
Gabin (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Heh
heh. Good to know! I'm Gabin. Remember that. Well, see you!
Gabin (in town): Protecting this town is much less degrading
than protecting <Spawn Spot> was. Oh, I'm Gabin.
Ruud (soldier): My name is Ruud. I used to work as a guard
for a wealthy family, but I was released because I argued
with my employer. Are there any towns where my skills would
be appreciated? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Ruud (if you say ‘No’): The way of the sword is never easy.

Ruud (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] That
place sounds great! I'll go there right away!
Ruud (in town): My name is Ruud, and I'm from <Spawn Spot>.
I get along well with the people in this town. I enjoy living
here.
Damia (soldier): I'm Damia. I left my hometown because I
wanted to be a soldier, but no castles need my services. I
can't go back to my hometown a failure! Isn't there a place
where people need my strength? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Damia (if you say ‘No’): I suppose I'll just return home with
my tail between my legs.
Damia (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A
new town? Certainly they must devote resources to border
defense and military build-up. Thanks!
Damia (in town): It's me! Damia, the guy you met in <Spawn
Spot>. Keeping the town safe is satisfying work.
Bark (soldier): I can't believe this! The King fired me
because I'm a woman! My name is Bark. I'm just as good as
any man at throwing a spear! Are there any towns or castles
where I can work as a soldier? [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bark (if you say ‘No’): Huh? You aren't sexist like all the
rest, are you? Sigh...
Bark (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A town
people can migrate to? They might be more open-minded
there. Thanks for the help!
Bark (in town): I'm Bark, from <Spawn Spot>. I'm working as
a soldier in this town now. I'll get any bad guy that comes
along! Don't underestimate me just because I'm a woman!

Lugar (soldier): I'm Lugar, a soldier. I used to serve a
minister, but I lost my job when he lost his power. Sigh.
Where should I go to look for a new job? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lugar (if you say ‘No’): I should have gotten a job at a
castle somewhere, instead.
Lugar (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? I might be able to find work there! I'll go there and
try to find a job! How exciting!
Lugar (in town): I'm Lugar. I was looking for a job in <Spawn
Spot>, remember? This town has hired me as their guard.
Oscar (knight): All right, I've decided! I'll join you
on your journey! Er...no? If you refuse, then tell me
where I can go to use my sword skills! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Oscar (if you say ‘No’): Geez, you're mean! I spit in your
general direction!
Oscar (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks! My name is Oscar. I owe you one!
Oscar (in town): I'm Oscar, from <Spawn Spot>! You
remember me, don't you? Don't you remember me? How cold!
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a knight):
That young fellow is a really hard worker. Keep up
your promotional efforts. They seem to be working!
Neid (knight): I'm Neid, a swordsman. I've traveled
everywhere, but I haven't found anything worth protecting.
Do you know anyplace that deserves the protection of my
sword? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]

Neid (if you say ‘No’): Isn't there anything worth
protecting in this world?
Neid (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm...
Protecting a town could make for a nice life.
Neid (in town): I'm the swordsman, Neid. Having left <Spawn
Spot>, this town has provided me with something worth
protecting.
Nuck (knight): My name is Nuck. As you can see, I'm a
roaming swordsman. I've started thinking it wouldn't be a
bad idea to settle down somewhere. Is there a town that
would welcome a roamer like me? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Nuck (if you say ‘No’): Well I am a roaming swordsman,
after all. Live on the road, die on the road...
Nuck (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, huh? I have a feeling I could establish myself there.
Thank you!
Nuck (in town): I'm Nuck. We met in <Spawn Spot>, but I
now lead a peaceful life here. My days of roaming without
purpose or plan are behind me.
Bean (farmer): People call me Bean. I'm a farmer.
My skill is growing crops, but there's little land in
this town. Is there anyplace I can have a large
farm to grow crops? [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bean (if you say ‘No’): Sigh. I hate being useless.
Bean (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm...
Acres of land, you say? I didn't know there were places still
free from rampant urbanization. I can cultivate a new life
there.

Bean (in town): I'm Bean, the farmer from Loomin! My blood
and sweat pours onto every seed I plant, keeping urban
development at bay.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a farmer):
Our town must strive for self-sufficiency. That's
why farmers are indispensable to us. Now we can
expand our farmlands. But we don't have enough
people yet. We still need many more!
Gary (farmer): My name is Gary. My dream is to fill the
world with farm fields. Do you know where I should start my
ambitious dream? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gary (if you say ‘No’): One day, I'll reverse this trend of
unchecked urban sprawl.
Gary (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town? Sounds perfect! I'll start there, then!
Gary (in town): I'm Gary, from <Spawn Spot>. I had a dream.
My dream was to cover the world with farm fields. Dreams
take time to fulfill, though.
Jack (farmer): I want to have my own farm, but there's no
place to grow crops here. Are there any good places left to
farm? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Jack (if you say ‘No’): My dream is providing vegetables to
people all over the world. Remember, pride is like a fruit that
has rotted on the vine, bitter and useless.
Jack (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] My
name is Jack. I'll never forget your kindness. Remember,
friendship is like a plant that must be nutured to grow.
Jack (in town): I'm Jack. This land is more suitable for
farming than <Spawn Spot>. Vegetables are growing well here.

Remember, jealousy is like a weed that ensnares a
relationship.
Frado (farmer): I want a field! Somebody please let me
cultivate a field! My name is Frado. I love cultivating fields.
Do you know any good fields I could cultivate? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Frado (if you say ‘No’): I want a field! Somebody please let
me cultivate a field!
Frado (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There are good fields I could cultivate there? Okay, I'll go!
Frado (in town): I'm Frado from <Spawn Spot>. I want to
cultivate a field as soon as possible!
Ubera (farmer): I'm Ubera, and I'm a traveler. But I didn't
expect traveling to be this hard! There's a surprising amount
of walking involved. I don't suppose there's anywhere I could
settle down? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying
to build? (Yes/No)]
Ubera (if you say ‘No’): I guess I'm destined to walk
forever.
Ubera (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Maybe I can finally put my feet up and spend my days
relaxing. Thanks!
Ubera (in town): I'm Ubera. I moved here from <Spawn
Spot>. I've taken well to laying around all day, letting society
care for me.
Bareu (farmer): I'm Bareu. I've been traveling everywhere
looking for my brother. He's not here, either. Do you know
any other places travelers might stop by? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bareu (if you say ‘No’): That's okay if you don't know.
Thanks for your time.

Bareu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Yes,
my brother might be there! Thanks. I'm in your debt!
Bareu (in town): I'm Bareu, from <Spawn Spot>. I came here
looking for my brother. I still haven't found him yet, but I'll
never give up!
Mugen (farmer): I've been plowing the fields for thirty
years! Anybody would get sick of the same fields after thirty
years. Maybe I should go find new fields. [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mugen (if you say ‘No’): I've been tilling the fields for
thirty years!
Mugen (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Hmm, that's good to know. There might be new fields there!
My name is Mugen. We might run into each other again
sometime.
Mugen (in town): I'm Mugen. I've been cultivating the fields
for thirty years! I'm glad I left the barren fields of <Spawn
Spot>. Dirtying your hands in new soil is like caressing the
skin of a lovely lady for the first time.
Zuran (farmer): Check out how I can use my hoe! Hiiya! But
it's no use! My skill with a hoe is meaningless around here! If
you know a place I can use my hoe skills, tell me now! [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Zuran (if you say ‘No’): I can't let my skills with a hoe go to
waste!
Zuran (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
That's it! Thanks, travelers. I, Zuran, will go there!
Zuran (in town): I'm Zuran. Check out how I can use my hoe!
Hiiya! My hoe skills have really improved since I was in
<Spawn Spot>!

Ropp (farmer): I'm Ropp. It may sound strange, but I'm a
traveling farmer. I've been roaming around cultivating fields.
Where should I go next? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Ropp (if you say ‘No’): I'd better decide soon. I don't have
the money for an inn.
Ropp (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm,
budding towns are always in need of agriculture!
Ropp (in town): Thank goodness! It looks like I can stay here
for a while to farm. I'm Ropp, the implausibly traveling
farmer from <Spawn Spot>.
Gon (farmer): I'm Gon. I've been looking around for a place
to set up my own farm. Are there any towns where nobody
would mind if I set up a farm? [Will you mention the town old
man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Gon (if you say ‘No’): What in the hell? Have you been
picking up manure that you've found along the way?
Gon (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I didn't
know about that place! Maybe I could finally have my own
farm!
Gon (in town): I'm Gon, the farmer from <Spawn Spot>. I
finally have a stretch of land to call my own.
Basir (farmer): I'm Basir, a professional farmer. I've
cultivated the fields for twenty years! There isn't a field in
this world I haven't cultivated! Huh? Your face tells me that
there is! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Basir (if you say ‘No’): Ahem, that's right. There isn't one
field I haven't cultivated!
Basir (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
didn't know there was a town like that! I'll go there and
start cultivating!

Basir (in town): People speak in hushed tones about Basir,
the farmer from <Spawn Spot> who has cultivated fields the
world over.
Iman (farmer): I'm Iman. I look like a farmer, but I'm
actually a great warrior. The only difference is that my
weapon is a hoe! But nobody respects me. Isn't there
anyplace people would appreciate my skills? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Iman (if you say ‘No’): Damn! Am I going to end up being
unappreciated my whole life?
Iman (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] People
must learn to respect the hoe!
Iman (in town): I'm Iman, the hoe warrior from <Spawn
Spot>!
Zatt (farmer): My name is Zatt. I usually spend my days
growing fruits and vegetables, but I'm currently out of work.
I'm currently looking for work. Could you suggest any good
places to tend crops? [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Zatt (if you say ‘No’): I'll go crazy if I don't find work soon.
Zatt (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Thanks! The sun has not yet set on my harvesting days.
Zatt (in town): I'm Zatt. It's good to be back among my
kindred friends, the fruits and vegetables.
Nute (farmer): Cultivating fields is my reason for living! Alas,
there is no suitable land here. Isn't there anyplace I could
fulfill my heart's desire? What? You know some good land?
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Nute (if you say ‘No’): Somebody, please give me back my
reason for living!

Nute (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I'm
getting excited! Thanks. My name is Nute.
Nute (in town): I'm Nute, from <Spawn Spot>! God has given
me a true calling in life! My blood flows green with pulpy
goodness!
Barel (farmer): This land is untenable. It will never satisfy
my needs. I wonder whether there aren't more fertile lands
somewhere. Have you seen any good land in your travels?
[Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Barel (if you say ‘No’): My dream is to grow the ultimate
fruit — Big, juicy, and delicious!
Barel (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oh, I
forgot to tell you. My name is Barel. I have no words to
express my gratitude!
Barel (in town): I moved here from <Spawn Spot> to make my
dream come true. I'm Barel. I'm going to make the ultimate
fruit someday.
Bayuu (farmer): I've been traveling around looking for the
ultimate farm soil! Is there a place with great soil for my
precious vegetables? [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bayuu (if you say ‘No’): Damn you, fertile loam! Again you
escape my grasp!
Bayuu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
There is a place? I'll go there immediately! My name is Bayuu.
Come see me if you ever happen to be in the area!
Bayuu (in town): I'm Bayuu, the farmer from <Spawn Spot>!
This place has good soil and ample sunlight and rain! My
precious vegetables will grow well here! Thanks a bunch!

Wayan (farmer): Sigh... Hey, won't you listen to my sad
story? I lost my precious farm and house paying off my
wife's debts. Farming was my life! Oh, what am I going to do
now? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Wayan (if you say ‘No’): I lost my farm, my wife ran off
somewhere... I don't have anything.
Wayan (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] The
seeds have been planted for a new life. The name's Wayan.
Come by sometime, and we'll share a sip from the jug.
Wayan (in town): It's me, Wayan, from <Spawn Spot>! If only
my wife hadn't run up so much debt and left me, she could be
here with me amongst the billowing grass. Maybe I'll see her
again someday. I bet you could hide a body pretty easily in
this field.
Baggy (halfling): I'm Baggy. I've been a lumberjack
for more than forty years. But the trees around
here flop right down. No challenge at all. Isn't
there a place that has trees with some spirit? [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Baggy (if you say ‘No’): It isn't any fun at all cutting down
these wimpy trees. Challenge is the pulp of life.
Baggy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Hmm.
I've never heard of that place. I'll go check it out. I hope
they've got some real gutsy trees!
Baggy (in town): How are you? It'e me, Baggy, from <Spawn
Spot>. This area is dense with sturdy trees that reach to the
heavens, as if trying to brush against the greatness of God. I
can't wait to cut them down.
Sim (in town, if the last immigrant is a young
man): That young fellow is a really hard worker.

Keep up your promotional efforts. They seem to be working!
Donde (halfling): I'm Donde. I love cutting down trees! Every
time I see one standing, I break out in a cold sweat! The
other day, I just couldn't stand it anymore, and I cut down
the Elder's prized tree. Consequently, I was run out of town.
What will I do now? [Will you mention the town old man Sim
is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Donde (if you say ‘No’): How did the Elder find out? I tried
to do it quietly.
Donde (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I
wonder if that town would accept my lumbering ways. I guess
I'll mosey on over and check it out!
Donde (in town): I'm Donde, from <Spawn Spot>. I've
mended my ways. I've decided to plant as many trees as I cut
down. This town just seems to have a mellowing effect to me!
Dolly (halfling): My name's Dolly. I have recently decided to
experience human civilization and culture. I'm looking for a
human town willing to accept my kind, despite our open
disdain for you pathetic humans. Could you point me in the
right direction? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Dolly (if you say ‘No’): What? You just don't want to tell me
because of my background!
Dolly (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] A new
town, huh? Sounds pretty good, actually. I won't forget what
you've done for me. But don't expect any rewards!
Dolly (in town): It's me, Dolly from the <Spawn Spot>. Thank
you for sending me here. This town is quite laughable! Ha ha
ha! Humans are no better than dogs!
Bisu (halfling): I want to wake at sunrise and live with nature.
It would be a great life! Nature is calling me! Do you know of

anyplace I can live with nature? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Bisu (if you say ‘No’): Oh, where is my promised land?
Bisu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] This
must be fate! Wait for me, promised land! I, Bisu, will be
there soon!
Bisu (in town): I, Bisu, have left <Spawn Spot> behind and will
live here in tune with nature!
Sabu (halfling): Whew! Cutting trees all day long gives my
life meaning! I am Sabu, master of the ax! I want to help
people! [Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Sabu (if you say ‘No’): Sigh... Too bad. I really want to show
off my ax-handling!
Sabu (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
What's that? A new town? Well, I'm off, then! Thanks!
Sabu (in town): Hey, there! I'm Sabu, from <Spawn Spot>.
Remember me? My ax-handling is as swift as ever!
Mac (halfling): Hey, my name's Mac! I'm a woodsman-intraining. I've got to find my own place to become
independent. Know any good towns? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Mac (if you say ‘No’): No? Oh, well. I guess you are still
travelers-in-training too, then.
Mac (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] I see!
Sounds like the perfect place for me. Thanks! Autonomy
awaits!
Mac (in town): I'm Mac, from <Spawn Spot>. My training in
cutting a few big pieces of wood into several smaller pieces
of wood is going well.

Jade (halfling): I'm Jade. I see by your domed forehead and
disconcertingly inset eyes that you are human. I'm looking
for a town to travel to. Do you happen to know of any? [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Jade (if you say ‘No’): You look as though you've been
wearing the same clothes since the beginning of your
adventure. No, even humans aren't that uncleanly! Ha ha ha!
Jade (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Ahh, a
rare useful human. I must be on my way. Your human features
arouse a distressing fear within me.
Jade (in town): I'm Jade from <Spawn Spot>. The women sit
at home lonely, while the men focus their efforts on
constructing the town. In no time at all, the town will be
overflowing with quarterlings! Ho ho ho!
Yamie (white cat): Meow, mya, mya? [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Yamie (if you say ‘No’): Myoo...
Yamie (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Meowoon!
Yamie (in town): Meow! Meowoo... Purr, purr...
Kirie (tabby cat): Mrrow? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Kirie (if you say ‘No’): Meow...
Kirie (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Meow,
meow!
Kirie (in town): Meow! Meooow.
Lance (gray cat): Mrrow? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Lance (if you say ‘No’): Meow...

Lance (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Meow, meow!
Lance (in town): Meyooon.
Beefy (bull): Mooo! Hruph, puff, puff, MOOO! [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Beefy (if you say ‘No’): Moo? Moo! Moo...
Beefy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
MoooOOO!
Beefy (in town): Moo? Mrawooo!
Milky (cow): Nmoo? Moo, moooo. Moo, moo! [Will you
mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Milky (if you say ‘No’): Nmoo...
Milky (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Moo!
Mooo... Mooo!
Milky (in town): Huff, puff, puff, MOOO!
Rodeo (bull): Sputter, sputter... Mooo! Nmoo? [Will
you mention the town old man Sim is trying to build?
(Yes/No)]
Rodeo (if you say ‘No’): Mooo, moo...
Rodeo (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Moo... Moo, moo. Moo!
Rodeo (in town): Moo! Nmoooo. Moo.
Porky (pig): Oink! Oink, oink, oink! Snooort! Oink,
oink? [Will you mention the town old man Sim is
trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Porky (if you say ‘No’): Snooort! Snuffle! Grrumph!
Porky (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Onk,
oink! Oink, oink!

Porky (in town): Unk, oink, oink? Snuffle, snort! Unk, oink!
Piged (pig): Oink, kee? [Will you mention the town old man
Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Piged (if you say ‘No’): Unkyoo...
Piged (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oink,
keeyoo!
Piged (in town): Oink, kee, kee, brumph!
Pigen (pig): Oink, oink! Oink, unk, oonk? [Will you mention the
town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Pigen (if you say ‘No’): Oi, oi, oi! Oi...
Pigen (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Oink!
Oink!
Pigen (in town): Oi! Oink oi!
Gabby (horse): Chomp! [HERO got bitten by a horse.
Will you mention the town old man Sim is trying to
build? (Yes/No)]
Gabby (if you say ‘No’): Wham! [HERO got kicked
by a horse.]
Gabby (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Snort, snort! Whinny!
Gabby (in town): Snort, snort!
Pony (horse): Whinny! Neigh! Whhiinnnny? [Will you mention
the town old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]
Pony (if you say ‘No’): Whinny...
Pony (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.] Neigh!
Whinny, whinny!
Pony (in town): Whinny! Whinny!
Horsy (horse): Whinny! Whinny? [Will you mention the town
old man Sim is trying to build? (Yes/No)]

Horsy (if you say ‘No’):...
Horsy (if you say ‘Yes’): [HERO describes Sim’s town.]
Whinny! Whinny! Clippety, clop, clippety, clop!
Horsy (in town): Whinny!
God

